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TnX 

LIFE OF WILLIAM'THOMPS9N. m. 

BY MR. CHALMERS. 

A FEW short notices in Dodsley's Poems, in the Biographia Dramatica, and in the' 
notes on his -poems, corrected or confirmed by subsequent research, afford the only 
information that is now procurable respecting this writer. 

He is said to have been the second son of the rev. Francis Thompson, B. D. of 
Queen's College, Oxford, and vicar of Brough in Westmoreland thirty-two years, who 
died August 31, 1735, aged seventy. His mother, who died Itwo years after, in the 
sixty-fifth year of-her age, was the widow of the rev. Joseph Fisher; M. A. fellow 
of Queen's College, Oxford, vicar of Brough, and archdeacon of C.Flisle, by whom she 
had no children. Our author was born probably in the early part of the last century, 
but the year cannot be ascertained. He was young when in 1754 and 1736, he wrote 
Stella, sive Amores, Tres Libri, and six pastorals none of which he thought it proper to 
include in his published works. In.his poem, entitled Sickness, he laments the want of _ 
a mother's tenderness, and a father's care; but as ,they died in advanced age, he could 
not have lost them before he had6attained at least his twentieth year. 

It was on the banks of the Eden, which runs near 13rough, that his " prattling Muse 
was first provoked to numbers," and where, we may suppose, he wrote most of those)  
smaller pieces which he thought worthy of preservation. In these he frequently 
addresses an Ianthe, who was probably a real mistress. At the usual age he went to 
Queen's College, Oxford; and on February 26th, 1738, took the degree of master of 
arts. He afterwards became a fellow of his college, and succeeded to the livings of South 
Weston and Hampton Foyle, in Oxfordgbire. It was, I suspect,, during his residence on 
his living teat he published Sickness, in 1746.- The origin of this poem may be found in 
a note subjoined to the fifth book; but much of it must have been written ,just befOre pub-
lication, as he pays tribute to the memory of Pope and Swift, whO died about that time: 
' In 1751, he is said to have been an unsuccessful candidate for the poetry ,profes.4or-
ship, against Hawkins. In 1756 he published Gratitude, a,poem, on an occasion which 
certainly required it from every true son of Oxford. In the preceding year, Henrietta 
Louisa, countess dowager of Pomfret, daughter of John, baron Jecfrys Of Wenini, and 

   
  



4 	 LIFE OF THOMPSON. 
relict of Thomas; first earl of Pomfret, presented to the university more' than one hunr,  
dred and thirty statues, &c. which the earl's father, William, baron of Lelupster, had 
purchased from the Arundel collection, and preserved at his seat at EstoneNeston in 
Northamptonshire. On the 25th Febrdary, 1756, this lady received the thanks of the 

.university; and the year following the university celebrated a public encmnia, on which 
occasion, in an oration by Mr. Thomas Warton, professor of poetry, she was again 
complimented in the most public manner for her noble and generous benefaction. Be-
sides Thompkon, ati anonymous Oxonian offered a poetical tribute to her liberality; and, 
in 1760, Mr. Vivian,' afterwards King's Professor of Modern History, published a poem 
on the Pomfret statues'. Thompson's poem is added to the present collection, without, 
it will perhaps lie thought, adding much to his poetical reputation. 

In 1757, he published two volumes, or, as he quaintly terms them, two tomes of 
poems, by subscription, with prefaces and notes, which give us a very high idea of the 
author's modesty, piety, and learning. He became cafterwards dean of Raphoe in 
Ireland, where, it is presumed, he died sometime before the year 1766 or 1767. 

lit has already been mentioned, in the life of bishop Hall, that in 1753 Thompson 
superintended the publication of an edition of the Virgidemiarum. 

To his volumes of poems was added, Gondibert and Bertha, a tragedy, the subject 
taken from Davenant's poem of Gondibert. This tragedy was written, he informs us, 

`when " he was an under graduate in the university, as an'innocent relaxation froni 
those severer and more useful studies for which the college, where he had the benefit 
of his education, is so deservedly distinguished." He reprinted it with all its juvenile 
imperfections; but, although it is not without individual passages of poetical beauty, it 
has not dramatic form and consistency to entitle it to higher praise. 

Of Thompson's peresonal character a very high opinion may be deduced from 
the 'general tenour of his acknowledged works. He appears to have been a man of 
warm affections in the relative duties of life, an ardent admirer of merit, with an humble 
consciousness of his own defects; a man of real piety, and of various learning. His 
studies lay much among the ancient English poets, in whose history and writings lie was 
critically skilled. 

As a poet, although his works have not been popular, he May be allowed to rank 
above some whose writings have been more anxiously preserved. Having been in 
early life an admirer of Spenser, he became a studied,imitator of that father of English 
poetry; but, like most of his imitators, while he adopted his measure, be thought 
(his imitation incomplete without borrowing a greater number' of antiquated words 
and a phrases than can be either ornamental or useful. " I have," he says in his preface, 
1. been very sparing of the antiquated words, which are too frequent in most imitations 
of this author: however, I have introduced a few here and there, which are explained 
et the bottom of each page where they occur." . But surely it may be asked, why 
introduce words at all that require explanatior ; or why are a few unintelligible words, 
purposely introduced, less blameable than many used by persons of less judgment? 

But while our author is censurable on this account, it must be allowed that, in his 
Nativity, he has not only imitated but rivalled Spenser in the sweetness and solemnity 
which belong to his canto. His imagery is, at general, striking and appropriate to 
the elevated subject ;,nor is, he less happy in his personifications. 

His Hymn to May has received more praise than any of his other pieces. It is 

A Wood's 1-list. and Antiq. of Oxford, edited by Glitch, Gough's British Topography, 
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certainly more finished, but there are many luxuriances which sober judgment would 
have removed, and many glittering epithets, and verbal conceits, which proceeded 
from a Armory stored with the ancient poets, and not yet chastened into simplicity 
by the enmple and encouragement of the moderns. 

The poem on Sickness is the longest, and, altogether, perhaps, the most successful 
effort of his muse. He chose a new subject, and I think discovers considerable powers 
of invention. Particular lines, indeed, may be censured; and of what poem may not 
this be said ? His ardent imagination and streilgth of feeling soniegmes' produce 
swelling words approaching to bombast ; his phraseology, too, is sometimes laboured 
and pedantic; and he seems in various instances more ambitious of the rapturous and 
animated, than of the mild and simple graces of expression. Bug on the other hand, 
he abounds in original, or at least uncommon thoughts, clothed in vigorous language ; 
he evinces real feeling, the consequence of having suffered what he describes, and 
having been alternately depressed or elevated by the vicissitudes of a long and 
dangerous illness. Most of his reflections are natural, and solemnly impressive. In 
borrowing the language of scripture, he has employed it with less change of its original 
beauty than might have been expected. The poetical beauties of the Palace of Disease, 
the Delirious Dreams, and the greater part of the fourth book on the Recovery, are 
such as prove that he had much of the fire and enthusiasm of true genius. Were this 
poem printed by itself, • it could scarcely fail of popularity among the admirers of: 
Young. 

Young's Night Thoughts were, at this time, but just published, and perhaps it would 
be wrong to suppose that Thompson intended to rival him;"yet there are passages which 
strongly remind us of Young's peculiar phraseology: Thompson had read much, and 
perhaps was inconscious of applying to his own use what he owed to his memory 
only. Every one may recollect the origin of— 

How many Somersets are lost in thee?— 
Forbid it reason and forbid it heaven.— 
Soft pow'r of slumbers, dewy-feather'd sleep, 
Kind nurse of nature—Sce. • 

The lines expressive of the burning heat of fever, whether he did or did not recollect 
a similar passage in Shakspeare, do honour to his judgment, for what other exclamation 
could have been suitable? 

6  0! ye rivers, roll 
Your cooling crystal o'er my burning breast, 
For Etna rages here ! Ye snows, descend; 
Bind me in icy chains, ye northern winds, 
And mitigate the furies of the fire.— 

We. think of coolness, says an 'excellent critic, when panting under the heat of a 
summer sun; but in extreme heat we should probably think of extrenm cold. When 
king John is tortured with the burning 5heat of a mortal poison, Shakspeare does not 
make him think of coolness, for that was not the proper conttast to his feelings„ but 
puts in his mouth the following exclamation.— 

Poisonkl, ill fare! dead, and forsook, cast off, 
And none of you will bid the Winter come, 
To thrust his icy fingers in my maw: 
Nor let my kingdom's rivers take their cciurse 
Through my burn'd bosom: nor entreat the North, 

 
To make his bleak winds kiss my parched lips, 
And comfort me with cold. 

   
  



6 	 LIFE OF THOMPSON. . 	- . , 
Thompson appears to have been enthusiastically fond of Pope; lint the lines in which° 

he characterizes that author are deforMed by some extravagant expression`i for rhich 
• lib fondness can atone, and are, upon that account, inferior to the poem add'essed to 

Glover. His shorter pieeesregtiire little notice; they were mostly juvenile pr4ductions, 
and thOvonderls, that the author of The Despairing Maiden, and The Milkmaid; could 
Have reached such strains as The Nativity, The Hymn to May,-  and Sickness. In a few 
of theiriOnriveyer, are simple toilettes of nature, and an easy vein of epigrammatic 
Humour; 'I:4dt: is 'ou SetiOut, and pathetic subjects that his muse rises to dignity, and it 
is a praise beyond all others,, that sQred topics seem to elevate bhp beyond his usual', 
powers,, 	c 
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ADVMITIStIVLENT TO THE READER. , 

I SHOULD not have troubled the reader with any thing by' way of preface, if I did not think mYN1f 
obliged to return my thanks to my goodnatured subscribers for their patience in waiting so long for 
their books. A bad state of health, and some other intervening accidents, prevented me from 
publishing the volume sooner, though above half of it has been printed off for some time. 

As for the poems themselves, the greater part of them was writen when the author was very young, 
and without any design of printing them, which is only mentioned with hopes to procure the reader's 
pardon for the imperfection of some and the lightness of others. 

Yet 
Non ego mordaci distrinxi carmine quemquam, 
Huila venenato litera mista joco est. 	Ovip: 

I should not have printed the two Latin odes, if they had not given me as opportunity of publishing 
the translations along with them, which I believe will be thought the best verses in the collection: 
they are finished in so easy' and masterly a manner, that I must own that I,had rather have been 
the author of them than of the originals themselves. The tragedy was likewise chiefly composed when 
the author was an under-graduate-in, the university, as an innocent relaxation from those severer and 
more useful studies for which the college, where he had the benefit of his education, is so deservedly 
distinguished. I have caused it (with all its juvenile imperfections on its head) to be printed 
as it was at first written, and have even added the original motto, ,that it might be all oi a piece. 
The poem called Sickness was republished at the request of several of my subscribers, to which, 
without regarding the additional expense, I very readily agreed: I have made some alterations, 
which, in the divisions of the books, I hope will be thought-improvements. 

I return my most hutlible thanks to my friends for their Many kind offices in the course of 
the subscription, and shall leave the poems to the candour of the courteous reader with part a 
verse from Horace, 

Si placeo, tuum est. 

   
  



   
  



POEMS 
OF 

WILLIAM THOMPiON. 

EPI THALAMIU14 
, ON THE ROYAL NUPTIALS, 

IN MAY, in& 

ON Thamis' banks, where many a flow'ry gem 
Blooms wanton-wild, advanc'd'a jovial crew, , 

Thick as the daisies which his meadows hens, 
And with sweet herbs the liquid crystal strew; 
For on the liquid crystal gayly flew 
A painted gondelay', bedecked fair 
With gold and purple, gorgeous to the view! 
While loud approving shouts divide the air, • 
„ Hail, happy future bride of Albion's worthy, 

heir." 

Eftsoonsl the father of the silver flood, 
The noble Tharims, his azure head uprais'd, 
And shook his dewy locks, worthy a god! 
A lambent glory round his temples blaz'd, 
On which the Naids all with wonder gaz'd. 
So sparkle Thetis purple-trembling streams, 
When Plitebus, for his golden car yprais'd, 
Strikes the calm surface with his morning beams; 
And sprinkles spangles round and the wide blue 

inflames. 

The wanton Naids, Doris' daughters all, 
Range in'a ring: Phertisa, blooming,fair, 
Cymodoce dove-ey'd, with Florimal, 
Sweet-smelling flowrets deck'd their long green 
And Erato, to Love, to Venus dear, 	[hair, 
Galene drest in smiles and lilly-white, 
And Phao, with her snowy bosom bare, 
All these, and more than these, a dainty sight' 
In daunce and merriment and sweet belgardss de, 

light. 

Around the bark they daunce, wherein there 
A lady fresh and fair, ah! such a one, 	{sat 
So fresh and fair, so amiably.great, , 
So goodly, gracious seem'd as never none, 
And like thy sweetibearred planet, Venus shone. 
They much admire, 0 very much her face, 
Her shape, her breast, for Love a downy thirone! 
Het beauty's glorious shine, her every grace; 
An angel She appear'd, at least of angel-race. 	• 

A boat. 2  Presently. 3  Beautiful looks. 

Her Thamis (on his golded urn he lean'd) 
Saluted with this hymeneal song, 
And hail'd her safe. Full silent was the wind, 
The river glided gentty,soft along, 
Ne 4 whispered the breeze the leaves emong, 
Ne love-tearn'd Philomel out-trill'd her lay; 
A stilness on the waves attentive hung, - 
A brighter gladness blest,the face of day, [May. 
All' nature gan to smile, her smiles diffus'd the 

" Alt sacred ship, to Albion wafting good, 
Our wish, our hope; our joy! who safe convey'a 
Through perilous sea,..frorn Ha's little flood, 
This beauty's paragon, this royal maid,. 
Isprung, iwist, of high empyreal seed; 
The child of Heav'n, trk daughter of Delight, 
Nurst by a Grace, with milk and honey fed! 
Oh Frederick! oh, certess, blessed wight, [hight6. 
To whom the Gods consig.1 the nymph Augusta 

" Ah sacred ship! may favourable gales, 
The kindest -breath of Heav'n attend thy way, 
And swell the winged canvass of thy sails: 
Marealmness -be thy path-, and pleausance lay 
On the soft bosom of the yielding sea, 
Where.e'er thou wind; or to the spicy shore 
Of Araby the blest, or India's bay, 
Where diamonds kindle, and the golden ore 
Flames into purity, to deck Augusta morel . 

• , 
" Augusta, fairest princess under sky, 	, 

Welcome to Albion's renowned land, 
Albion, well known to thy great ancestry, 
Made dearer far to thee by Hymen's band, 
The band of love, of honour and command! 
Deign to receive the nation's public voice, 
Of heartiness unfeign`d, who gleeful stand . 
In meet array, and thps express their joys [noise., 
In peals of loud acclaim, and -mirths confused 

" With warmer raptures, and more passionate, 
Though hard to be! the royal yeah, l trove, 
Shall thee embrace: him tenfold fires elate, 
And sacred passions in his bosom glow, 
Which from thy sdc,ture,erst began to flow. 
For thee he burns, for thee he sighs and prays, 
Pours out his soul to thee, nor rest can know; 

4 Nor. 	5 Certainly. 	6 Named. • 

   
  



12 	 THOMPSON'S POEMS. 
But dreams of thee long; livelong nights and days, 
By Beauty led through all Love's rosy-thorny.. 

ways. 

" To heal his pains soft music does divide 
Most heavenly melody in soothing strains; 
Nor heavenly melody, nor aught beside,. 
Save thee, oh dearest Dread! can heal his pains. 
Thy form too deeply in his breast remains. 
So ever and anon he chides the gale§, 
That 'lowly seem to brush the liquid Wins; 
Oh ! flron V the wings of Heav'n, ye sails, 
Oh fly ! he crys; and lo! a lofer's pray'r

c
prevails. 

f c  Now cease thy sighs. She comes, (oh blessed 
day!) 	c 

She comes, by all the Loves and Graces drest, 
In proud humility. See, Hymen play, 
With saffron robe and flame'embroider'd vest, 
(Such colours, sikerlyl, suit Hymen best.) 
And Cupid catches rosy wafts of air 
To stretch the sails and fan the royal. guest. 
Nor Chastity, meek-ey'd, is wanting there, 
Fesfy she, and; Modesty, sweet blushing, guide the 

steer. 

" Not Venui,mteenuf beauty and of bliss 
Se goodly shone, whetseras the goddess sprang 
From Oceatirs sparklingfeam; sweet nakedness! 
A thousand Smiles and Loves upon her hung, 
And all the gods Tor joy and wonder Mit,. 
The Waves so proud the beauty burthen%ore 
Exulting; she, around her, odours flung, 
And bade the Billows laugh and tease to roar; 
They gladly her obey, and gently.kiss the shore. 

" So-fair she looks, nay fairer, could it be; 
Did never mortal man swift charms behold 
In bow'r or hall. Spring waits upon her eye; 
Lo! Flora has her richest stores otit+roll'd 
Of variable flow'rs ant* blooming gold. 
The meadows smile, the birds renew their love 
And throW themselves in pairs the young and old; 
All nature glows where e'er her glances !mere, 
And Beauty paints each field, and music fills each 

grove. 

" But who is yon each other Youth excelling 
As much as orient gold surmounteth brass? 
Sure Honour in his visage choose her dwelling, 
And sacred Truth, perdie9, adorns his face; 

( Such gOodlihead and humbless never was. 
Blest be the sight! full well those looks 1 kenn, 
Where Joyaunce sits and ever-smiling Grace; 
Frederic ! 'tis he! the first and best of men, 
Our dearling prince to meet Augusta Well-be-

seen'. 

c' And lo! what medled passions in him move, 
He gazes—wonders—(great is Beauty's pow'r !) 
And, sweetly lost in ecstasy and love, 
His eyes her whole, his lips her lips devour, 
Which Venus had besprent with nectar-show'r. 
Her slippery charms allow his eyes no rest, 
I.4it thousand arrows, nay ten thousand pour 
Into his woundedand transported breast; (blest! 
Sure none like her is fair, suit none like him is 

7 Surely. 8  Forte erly. 9 An aiErmation. 
Handsome. 

" 0 blessed youth! receive thy bonnibe12, t  Eternal fount of virtue, love and grace! 
O kneel to all the gods and pray'to all, 
Who sparkle so divinely in her face 
And with celestial fires her bosom Riess. 
So shines Aurora in her rich attire„ 
When she Hyperion wou'd fain caress: 
Gaze all the host of stars, and all admire, 
Then twinkle in their urns, and into night retire. 

" 0 blessed maid! receive thy belamour3, 
With glee receive him and o'erflowing heart: 
Ne in high monarch's court, ne lady's bow'r, 
A youth so form'd by Nature and by Art, 
Conspiring both, e'er cherish'd Cupid's dart. 
So Phoebus, lusty bridegroom of the sky, 
With native splendours shines on every part; 
From east to west his point0 glories fly, 
He warmeth every heart, he dazzleth every eye." 

• 
Here Tkamis ended. Now the goodly train 

Of all the Naids, in most comely wise, 
A present make of myrtle-girlaud green, 
Entrail'd with flowrets and with,rare device. 
The Graces eke, with laughter-swelling eyes, 
A rosy-chaplet, steep'd in nectar bring, 
{The roses gather'd in the morning skies) 
• Then, joining with the Naids, form a ring, 
And round them deftly daunce, and round theta 

blithly sing. 

" As roses and as myrtles kindly weave 
Their sweets in one, much sweeter as they blend; 
Emblem of marriage-lore! So you, receive , 
Sweets interchang'd, and to each other lend; 
Then, in a blest perfume, to Heav'n ascend,. 
And mingle with the gods! While here below, 
New myrtles, roses new, withouten end, 
From your luicurious stock, full plenteous, grow, 
And with their parent-sweets, and parent-beatny.. 

glow." 	 , 

Next Albion's Genius came, bedite in gold, 
An oaken chaplet nodded on his head; 
The crown he held was glorious to behold, 
And royally he taught his feet to tread. 
Soon as he spy'd the prince's goodlyhead, 
He pointed to the crown, and rais'd his voice 
To hail tte royal pair and bless their bed: 
The jolly Chorus catch the grateful noise, 
Echo the woods and vales, and Heav'n and Earth 

rejoice. 

Next Liberty, the fairest nymph on -ground; 
The flowing plenty of her golden hair 
Diffusing lavishly ambrosia round; 
Her hands a floret* cornucopia bear, 
W.hichscattersjoy and pleasatince through the air. 
Fewth smil'd, and Gladness danc'dalong the sky; 
Before her vanisla'd Glief and pale-er'd Care, 
And eft4, in courteous guise, she east her eye 

,On that same gentle twain, her glory and her joy. 

And these beside, a sacred perenage came, 
Immaculate and sweet as Sharon-rose: 
Upon her breast a bloody cross did flame, 
Aumait'd with gold and gems in goodly rows: 
A pall of lawn adown her shoulders flows: 

2  Beautiful virgin. 2  Charming lover. 4  Often. 

   
  



BEAUTY AND MUSIC. 	 13 
Yclep'd5  Youschia. She play'd 

°Then, blessing both, for her defenders chose, 
And sphear'd het glories in a purple cloud: 
Softly Autostit smil'd, full lowly Frederic bow'd. 

Fair Fame behind a silver trumpet blew, 
Sweet to the Earth, and fragrant to the sky! 
Her mantle of a many,colour'd hue, 
Her rain-bow wings pouder'd with many an eye, 
And near her Honour, Fowl. and Courtesy: 
Honour of open frOnt, and steady grace; 	• 
Pow'r, clad in steel, a faulchion bmndish'd high.; 
Courtesy drest in smiles her bounteous face:. 
When these attend a prince, thrice happy sub- 

jects caset 

The Muses clos'd thii intellectual scene 
From Helicon; who knows not Helicon? 
Gold were their lyres, their laurels ever-green. 
Soon Clio to the prince a starry crown 
Presents, another to his bellihonek 
Then all in lofty chorus swell the  song, 
Big with their happy loves and great renown. 
Prophetic numbers float the woods emong, 
For shepherd-lad too high, for memory too long. 

Nathleser thy tuneful' sons, 0 Oxford dear!' 
By Mhses visited, may catch the lays, 
Sweet-pouring streams of nectar on the ear, 
And from their lips, in vision, learn to raise 
Their loves and fame, to brighten future days. 
Thee fits not, Thomalin, a simple swain, 
High deeds to sing, but gentle roundelays : 
Go feed thy flock, renew the rural strain 
On oaten pipe, content to please the humble plain. 

BEd 07'Y AND MUSIC. 
AN ODE. 

AIR I. 
SOFTLY sigh into th' flute, 

While dear lanthe breathes the lovesick lay: 
Now teach the melancholy lute 

In tender trills to melt the notes away, 
Melodious in decay!— 

But hark, she louder, louder sings, 
Sink, boldly sink into the strings: 
Shake, 0 shake the Mimerous wire, 
Tire the blood, the spirits fire 

With musical thunder and burning desire! 

AIR It. 
Our souls divided with a fond surprise 

Dissolve in woe; - 
With rapture glow; 

Fall with her 'totes; or with her bosom rise; 
Rais'd with hopes; with fears deprest; 
Sweetly tortur'd, sweetly blest; 

Sav'd by her voice, and vanquish'd by her eyes. 

RECITATIVE. 
The god of love, to hear her strains 
Leaves his Acidalian plains, 

5 Called. 6 Fair daMsel. 	.I Nevertheless. 

And, as th' harmonious charmer sings, 
In triumph points his darts, and waves his wings, 
Th' harmonious charmer paus'd to see 

A list'ning, woutTring deity; 
While Silence softly chain'd her tongue, 
The god responsive rais'd the sung, 
In strains like these, if strains can be 

Rais'd to the raptures of a. deity, 
The rapturespf a wond'ring deity! 

AIR III. 
Beauty, 'sacred peauty sing, * • 
Flowing front the wondrous spring 

Of uncregted and primeval light! 
Beauty the first best work of God, 

Spoke into being in hishightbodP, 
And next his own eternatestence bright! 

AIR IV. 
With Beauty Music join, 

The breath of Heav'n 
To mortals given 

To swell their bliss to bliss divine 
With Beauty Music join. 

CHORUS. 
Beauty, silent Harmony 	, 
Softly stealing through the eye 

Smiles into the breast a dart. 
Music, fine proportion'd sounds! 
Pours balm upon the lover's wounds 

Through the ear into the heart. 

RECITATIVE. 
Thus once Cecilia, (tuneful Dryden sings,) 

To fire with sacred rage her soul, 
Touch'd into voice...pie sprightly strings, 

And bade the silver tides of music roll. 
An imml, list'ning to her lyre, 
To lift the modulationsihigher, 

Apply'd the aiding graces of his tongue; . 
And while the virgin play'd, the seraph sung. 

AIR V. 
Sweetest mortal, to befriend thee, 
Angels froth their quires attend thee, 

Angels leave their thrones to hear 
Music with devotion glowing, -
Music heavenly joys bestowing, 

Worthy a seraphic ear! 

RECITATIVE. 
Again she trembles o'er the silver strings, 
The silver strings, exulting to her hand, 

Obey the sweet command, 
• And thus again the angel sings: 

(While Silence wav'd her downy winos around, 
And Gladness smil'd along the purple skies; 
All nature soft'ned at their fiCINO of sound, 
And bright'tied at. the radiance of their eyes:) 

AIR VI. 
Harmony, the soul refining! 
Beauty, sense, and virtue joining 

In a form- and mind like thine, 
Nobisr raise a mortal creature 
To a more exalted nature; 

We alone are more divine! 
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RECITATIVE. 

Rapt'rous thus the angel sung, 
Manna melting from his tongue, 

Attemper'd to Ceciiia's golden lyre: 
The blended pow'rs of harmony 
Trembled up the willing sky, 

And mingled with the seraph's flaming quire. 

CHORUS. 
How sweet the music, how divine, 

<nen Heaven and Earth in corrort join ! 
0 swee the music! 0 divine !. 

AIR VII. 
Ski!I'd the softest notes to sing, 
Shard to wake the sweetest string, 

Dear lanthe both supplies : 
Thee, Cecilia

' 
 thee we find 

In her form and in her mind, 
The angel in her voice and eyes! 

CHORUS. 
Happy, 0 beyond expressing ! 
He who tastes th' immortal blessing 

Dear Ianthe may bestow! 
Beauty in its pride possessing, 
Ever loving and caressing, 

Music moving, 
Bliss improving!.-. 

He'll enjoy a heav'n below ! 
Happy he, beyond expressing? 

TILE 

DESPAIRING MAIDEN 

WITHIN on unfrequented grove 
As late I laid alone, 

A tender maid in deep distress, 
At distance, made her moan. 

She cropt the hlue-ey'd violet, 
Bedew'd with many a tear; 

And ever and anon her sighs 
Stole sadly on my ear. 

" Ah-faithless man! how cou'd he leave 
So fond and true a maid? 

Can so much innocence and truth 
Deserve to be betray'd? 

Alas, my mother (if the dead 
Can hear their children groan,) 

What ills you:' helpless orphan feels, 
„ To sorrow left alone! 

"To sorrow left by him I lov'd; 
Ah perjur'd and ingrate! — 

Ye virgins, learn the wiles of men, v. 

And learn to shun my fate. 

" For whom do I these flourets crop, 
For whom this,ehaplet twine? 

Bay, shall they glow on Damon's brow, 
Or fade away on mine?  

" But he the blooming wreath will score, 
Who scorn'd my virgin-bloom: 

And me—alas! they suit not me,e,  
Unless to deck my tomb. 

" How oft the dear perfidious youth 
Invok'd each pow'r above! 

How oft he languish'd at my feet, 
And vow'd eternal love! 

" How sweet the minutes danc'd away, 
All melted in delight! 

With him each summer-day was short, 
And short each winter-night. 

"'Twas more than bliss I felt:—and now 
Alas! 'tis more than pain.— 

Ye soft, ye rosy hours of love, 
Return—return again. 

" Ah no.e-Let blackness shade the night, 
When first he breath'd his vows: 

The scene of pleasure then—but, ah ! 
The source of all my woes. 

" How cou'd I think so sweet a tongue 
Cott'd e'er consent to lye?—. 

'Twas, easy to deceive a maid 
So soft and young as I. 

"And yet he lays the fault on me 
(Where none cou'd e'er be laid, 

Unless my loving him too well) 
Andvalls ine perjur'd maid. 

"The nymphs, who envious saw my charms, 
Rejoice to see my woe, 

And taunting,cry, Why did you leave 
.The youth that lov'd you so?' 

" But oh, believe me, lovely youth, 
Far dearer than my eye, 

I love you still, and still will love, 
Till oh, for your I die! 

" Ev'n though you hate, I doat to death; 
My death my truth shall prove. 

My latest pray'rs are pray'rs for you, 
A:nd sighs are sighs of love." 

She *cess,d 	Bity from the clouds 
Dissolv'd in silent show'rs :) 

Then faintly " Damon!" ery'd :—and breath'd 
Her sold amid the flow'rs: 

THE 

DESPAIRING LOLFR. 
WHEN gloomy November, to Nature unkind, 
Both saddens the skies, and oppresses the mind, 
By beauty undone, a disconsolate swain 
Thus sigh'd his despair to the winds and the rah, 

"In vain the wind blows, and in vain the rain 
" 	beat, 	 [heat 
They fan but my flame, without quenching b 

   
  



3 
TO THE AIftHO 

For so fierce ii•the passioh which'Stella inspires, 
*lick the ocean itself could.e,xtinguiih its fires. *, 

Why gazkl ye, my eyes, with such aking delight, 
Tin Paradis"apen'd and swam in my sight: 
Yes, Paradiseopen'd, and oh! to my cost, 
The;  serpent I'  found, but the Paradise lost. 

Heav'n knows with what fondness her heart I ad. 
drest, 

What passionate tenderness bled in my breast: 
Yet so far was my truth from engaging belief, 
That she frown'd at my vows, the' she smil'd at 

my grief. 

Sure never was love so ill-fated as mine; 
I fa friend shall demand her, what, must I resign ?.... 
Ytes, yes, 0 resign her, be bravely distrest; 
And tho' I die unhappy, yeto-may lie be •blest 

And how blest mu sthebe ?— 0 toliveonhdr charinsi 
At her wit while he wonders to sink in her arms 
But yet, 0 my soul, to his friendship be just: 
Let him live on her charms;-141 go down to the 

dust. 

To the chambers of darkness d gladly will go, 
For the light without her is the colour of woe: 
Come, Death, then relieve me, niylife I resign,• 
Since thearrows of Love areless friendly tban thine. 

Ye. virgins of Isis, the fair Mal the Yenng, 
Whose praises so often have siMet'nedinytongue, 
In pity, when of my sad fate you-shall hear,. 
Oh, honour my grave with a rose and a tettr ! 

Perhaps the dear, beautiful cause of my doom. 
May steal, by the star-light, and visit my tomb.: 
My ghost, if one sigh shall but heavein heebeeast, 

restless without it, contented will rest. 

TO THE 

AUTHOR OF LEONIDAS, 4 POEM:. 

AN EPISTLE, 

WAR3PD With thy verse, %Filch Liberty inspires, 
Which Nature forms and sacred Reason fires, , 
I pour a tributary lay. Receive 
The honest praise a friend may dare to give. 

Most of our poets choose their early theme 
A flow'ry meadow, or a purling stream. 	• 
Thy genius took a flight above the groves, 
The pipe neglected and the rural loves; 
To god-like Newton's praises swellid thy lyre, a 
Play'd with thillighland grasp'd ethereal fire, 
So the young lyric-lark, on trembling wings 
O'er meadows warbles, and to shepherds sings, 
The youthful eagle, born to nobler sway, 
Enjoys the Sun, and boldly faces day. 

Next brave Leonidas, with virtue warm'd, 
Thechild of Heav,n and thee ! our wonder charm'd : 
Our wonder and our silence best can tell' 
How much he lov'd hit Greece, how great he fell. 
His arm how dreadful, how compos'd his Mien! 
Fierce as a god, and as a god serene. 

R OF LEONIDAS. 	 15 
Horrid with gold, and formidably bright 
He lightens and he thunders through the' fight; 
With bleeding hills he heaps the groaning plain, 
And crimson torrents mingle with the main, 
At last, collecting all his patriot-fires, 
In the full blaze of liberty expires. 

If blest immortals bend their thoughts below, 
(And verse like thine may listening angels draw) 
What new-fel/ raptures through the hero roll, 
To find his deeds immortal as his soul! 
To shine atkove each patriot's bonour'd nine, - 
Thron'd in thy vers.p, the temple ofchis fame! 
Rich as the pillars *Inch support the skies, 
And bided with wit as Heav'n with starry dies: . 
As Virtue; firm; as Liberty, sublime; 
A monument to mock the rate or)Time. 

Did Homer, say, thy glowing breast inspire 
To sing the Spartan, :van: Athenian fire? 
Or Homer's self revives again in thee: 
For Grecian chiefs and Grecian wit I see. 
His mighty spirit all thy genius guides, 
And o'er thy bosom roll his golden tides. 

	

Blest is thy fancy which thirst first despise 	• 
Gods in machines and bullies from the skies. ''•• 
Nor Ariesto's fables fill thy page;.  
Nor Tasso's points, but Virgi4's sober rage. 
Pure-temper'd fires an equal light maintain, 
To warm the reason; not to scorch the brain. 
How soft, how-strong thy varied numbers move, 
Or swell'd to glory, or dissolved to love. . 
Correct with ease, where all the Graces meet, 
Nervously plain, majestically sweet. 
The Muses well thy sacrifice repay 
Attendant warbling in each heavenly lay ! 

When Arians grasps tie' abhorred dart, 
Each lover bleeds and feels it in his heart. 
Ah faithful pair! by misery improv'd: 
Who wou'd not die to love as you have lov'd? 
Like Teribazus gladly I could die 
To draw one tear from deaganthe's eye. f 

One sigh Of hers wou'd recompense my breath, 
Wou'd sweeten pain, and sanctify my death. 
O might I, while her eyes inflict the wound, 
Or herssoft lute dissolves a plaintive sound, 
Might I, while she inhalesmy latest breath, 
Sink from her arms into- the arms of Death !- 
Then rise, (so pure a wish may be forgiven) 
O sweet transition, from her breast to Heav'n! 

Forgive this fond excursion of my woe; 
Forgive these tears, that will, rebellious, flow; 
Forgive these sighs, that will, unbidden, rise, 
Till death for ever close her from my eyes. 
But thou, blest youth, may, thou for ever knOw 
The chaste endearment, and parental glow: 
The still, the sacred, the melodious. hour, 
The morning-closet, and the ev'ning.bow'r. 
There, when thy Muse shall let he, eagle fly, 
And nobly lift a mortal to the sky, 
When all th' inspiring God-dilates thy soul, 
And quick ideas kindle es they roll, 
Let British valour thy brave care engage, 
With. British valour fire the glorious page. 
Bid Henry's honours in thy poem glow,. 
On Edwar". immortality bestow. 	 3 
Let Agin. 	let Cressy's well+fooglit plain 
Run purple 	 v lines and bleed again; 
Britannia the 	lore her sons shall mourn, 
Extinct, forgotte...:1,4 	": silent urn: 
Born on the wings of 	e th?ir names shall rise, 
Dear to the earth and ge, irl to the skies. 
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Hail, Ppetryl whose life infusing lays 
Bid time roll back and sleeping atoms raise; 
Dust into being wake, expand the tomb, 
Dead glory quicken, and restore lost bloom: 
As God, from mortals heighten to divine, 
And give us through eternity to shine ! 

Glover! thy mind, in various virtue wise, 
Ellett science claims, and makes each art thy prize. 
1Vith, Newton soars, familiar to the sky, 
LookS Nature through, so keen thy abental eye, 
Or dovt descendingon the globe be-forge  
Througlinuntler maims of knowledgeioVes 
Promiscuous 'beauties dignify Ciky breast, 
By nature happy, as by study blest, 
Thou, wit's Columbus! from the epic throne 
New worlds dese..7'd,ond made them all our own: 
Thou first through real Nature deed explore, 
And waft her sacred treasures to our shore. 

The merchant thus, by heavnly wisdom led, 
(Each kingdom noted, and each law survey'd) 
On Britain pours whate'er can serve mankind, 
Adorn the body, or delight the mind. 
Spices which dilosv'd in Araby the blest, 
yid breath'd a Paradise around the east. 
Unclouded sapphires show their azure sky, 
Patera* with, smiling green refresh.the eye: 
Here breeds the ruby, diamonds sparkle there, 
To tremble on the bosoms of our fair. 
Yet shou'd the Sun with temfo/d lustre shine, 
Exalt with deeper dies the flaming mine, 
Shou'd softer breezes and more genial skies 
Bid sweeter spice, in blooming order, rise, 
Nor gems nor spice cou'd Nature know to name,. 
Bright es thy wit, or fragrant as thy fame. 

ODE BR6MA.I.JS:.  
AD AM1CVM oxclivrtwsEat. 

• Etraul•sereni mot ha tempora 
Conduntur anni: File, poet., lyres 

Lascivientis frange: Bruma 
Flebilis officium Clumente 

Pullata poseit ; non sails Attici 
thee fore gaudet. Prieterit ocyor 

Equo Maronis, nec scit uno 
Stare loco saliens voluptas. 

Qua cessit Umbrte gloria frondete ? 
‘. eat') Serta, mixtis viva coloribus, 

Ornare non indigua Popi 
Marmora, sive comas Ianthw. 

Nigrescat tether, pectore candido 
Pax alba ridet: mugiat Africus, 

Eurusque; tu, tranquilla Virtus, 
Vere, Lumens, Zephyros reduces. 1. 

,1; 

Trancpiala Virtus, nescia criminis, 
Te, Amice, munit, tectum adamantino 

Thorace; to non atra bilis 
Mente quatit placida Novembris. 

Nec me November mente hilari quatit, 
Tristesque Menses: fallitur improba 

Vel Cure Musis, vel Choreis, 
Dolce vices subeunte Beech°. 

Horatiani pocula none Merl 
Grato ore libo, digna labris Jovis! 

s.Tunc intimas & suave Nectar 
Ovidii fluit in medullas. 

Si grandis inflet Calliope Tubam, 
Mentem ills semper canto Heliconio 

Aecendit: Io! me jam aperto 
Virgilius dedit ire crelo. 

Pompam Theatri visere saspiits 
Garrickus urget, Dramatis Arbiter! 

Decore, gesttr, voce, vultu 
. • • Hie oculos capit, ille mentes. 

Odi profanos, pace tun, jocos, 
Vanburgeo—odi: me gravis attrahit 

Shakespear, Cothurnati per tevum 
Omne Pater, Columenque 

lieusla4deme Socnos;—alts Tragtedia 
Jtabet:....Cotlittrnoi induit aureos;— 

Orchestra, majestate adaucta, 
Sub pedibus Gradientis horret. 

2.0od folinen mires non imitabile 
Et eorda sternit: Terror amabilis 

Pervadit intim nos:-Othello!—
En rabido tonat ore Othello ! 

Proh ! quantus ine gorges inmstuat 
Spumatque venis! ut tumet in minas ! 

atiam splendide baccbatur excors! 
LAI ! 	 trepidat—ruensque, 

Procumbit hems 	eunt nimis 
Mime steva, Shakespear! Turbinibus sinus 

Patina voluptatis micantes:--
Ferraanimus timet hos tumultus. 

lieu Veris rotas occidit aurea, 
/Estatis atqfle argentea, & wrea 

Recessit Autumni, severas 
Ferrea sola Hyemis remansit.. 

Sic vita transit nostra! volantibus 
Urgetur horis. Quid Sapiens aget, 

2uid ergo Prudens? Ille, certe, 
t 	Dona rapit tilgientis horm, 

Grates Deorum miner. 1-1(yems Virum, 
2uem larit Isis, Flumen A poliinis, 

2imm Sunda ppro melle 
• Intrepidum•Icriet procellis. 

Mutare. Scenam jam lubet. —Ibi Inns, 
tiro suavis Otway nos vocat, ibimus, 

Iantha! quamvis, pulchm fletu, 
Turgidulis redeas oeellis. 

r- 
Planctus gement= planctibus addere 
Est dulce scalper. WIrAtimite dolor, 

Me teste, gatta molliore 
Steps genas, tacite, fefollit. 

0 qum paventum murmurs Nirginum 
2.uestusque nealeent aera Odoribetstl— 

Ta visrchs, ()way! eorda vincis ; 
Eitripidis renevans tritrrphos, 

   
  



?lenses ovanturtisint aliis Viratit • 
uassita mercer: sat tibi glorim; 
're urgente,4Vates invidende, • 

V?rgivos maduisse vultus. 

WINTER; 

A TRANSLATION OF ODE BRIDIAL/S. 

By the Reverend Mr. Tattersal, late Fellow of 
Trinity. College, .Canibridge. 

ALAS! no longer new appear. 
The softer seasons of the year. • 
Of Sports and Loves„what Muse now sings ? 
Away; my lyre;—boy, break the strings. 

Old joyless Winter, who disdains 
Your sprightly, flow'ry, attic strains, 
Wrapt into sable calls for airs 
Rough, rueful, as the rug he wears, 

Pleasure, for ever on. the wing, 
Wild, wanton, restless, fluttering thing, 
Airy springs by with sudden speed, 
Swifter than Mara's flying steed. 

Ah! where is hid the sylvan scene, 
The leafy shade, the vernal -green ? 
in Flora's meads the sweets that grew, 
Colours which Nature's pencil drew, 
Chaplets, the bust of Pope might wear, 
Worthy-to bloom around lanthe's hair? 

Gay-mantled Spring away is flown, 
The silver-tressed Summer's gone,- 

' And golden Autumn; nought remains 
But Winter with his iron chains, 

The feather-footed Hours that fly 
Say, " Human life thus passes by." 
What shall the wise, the prudent? they 
Will seize the bounty of today, 	(Pay. 
And prostrate to the gods their grateful homage 

The man, whom Isis' stream inspires, 
Whom Pallas owns, and Phrebus fires, 
Whom Suada, smili goddess, deigns 
To guide in sweet Hylriman plains, 
He Winter's storms, undaunted still, sustains, 

Black lowring skies ne'er hurt the breast 
By white rob'd Innocence possess. 
Roar as ye list, ye winds,—begin,— 
Virtue proclaims fair peace within: 
Ethereal pow'r ! 't is you that bring , 
The balmy .2Lphyrs, and restore the Spring. 

Should dangers e'er my friend assail, 
Virtue flings round her coat of-snail; 
Kindly protects thee from all harms, 
Drvst in her native spotless charms. 
Thy mind at ease no tumult knows, 
With all hi.; cage tho' black November blows, . 

Dark stormy months I too defy, 
November blows, and what care-I: 
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WINTER. 
Tula to new joys my hours I pass, 
Sing with the Muse, trip with the lass, 
And ne'er forget my bliss inspiring glass. 

With Horace ,ow dispos'd to laugh, 
Worthy the lips of Jove 1 quaff 
Bich Yentssine : now Lose my soul 
In Ovid's sweet neetareal bowl. 

If you, Calli4e; should deign 
Aloud to sued a martial strain, 
Your vot'ry straight in rapture heat, 
The nob% music of The spheres : 
Mounted on wings, see! see! I fly 
With- Mantua's swan, and ran, thyl  boundless sky. 

With eager joy I oft repair 
To the gay crowded theatre, 	• 
Where Shines the man who treads our stage, 
Garrick ! the Roseius of the age! 
His voice, mien, manner, look, a life imparts; 

is be who captivates our eyes,—,our hearts. 

Vanbrugh,-e-your leaveo—evhat's lewd!),  writ 
I hate,--I bate tit' immoral wit. 
Immortal Shakspeare I admire, 
And kindle at his sacred fire : 

-0 ! what a glory breathes his page, 
He livesla-he lives thro' ev'ry age 
Father of tragedy, he reigns 
Sole monarch o'er theatrie plains. 

Hence with the sock 	queen commands:—t 
Gvae'd with the golden buskin stands: 
The stage in majesty improves, 
Trembling beneath her, awful as she moves.. 

fl 
What thunder bursts!—it made me start—, 
Thunder beyond the reach of art! 

' The claps!-1 heard 'em,—dym they roll! 
The lovely terrour shakes my soul: 
Who talks of fiends!--of ggping graves!--
Othello!—'t is Othello raves! 

What tenderness !,--what fierce disdain 
Whirls, boils, and foams through ev'ry vein! 
He swears!--invokes Hell, Earth, air, skies! 
See where the glorious madman flies! 
He groans,—he trembles,e4allso—thehero dies ! 

Shakspeare, exeessive joys like these 
(I almost said) are cruelties: 
Whirlwinds of pleasure tear the panting breast 
And the mind aches, too exquisitely blest: 

Chang'd is the scene:..—methinks rove 
In some enchanted cypress grove. 
Soft Otway calls reewBo can refuse 
The plaintive voice of iOtway's Muse? 
We'll eo, my fair lanthe, we will go, 
Tho' your fond love-inspiring eyes o'erflow.  
Like bubbling springs, more beautiful in woe. 

Sweet is the sympathy of woe; 
Have I not seen (nay felt 'em too) 
Down stealing Tars, big, silent, slow, 
Speak a soft language as they flow, 
Daughters of tender Grief, press 
Charming Monimia's deep distress! . 
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What murmurs of the anxious fair! 
What sighs'around perfume the air! 
OtWay, you paint what Nature is, 
Beyond the bard'  f Salamis; 
Your Muse can with our passions play, 
And steal us from ourselves away. 

Let others prize, what men bestow, . 
The lofty name, the laurel'd brow: ( 
More charming, sure, thy triumphs are 
(Who kiold not wish to win the fair!). 
To raise at pleasure, hopes, °Veers, 
To soften virgins into tears. 
Poet; I envy thee, who thus 	• . 
Canst conquer them, who conquer us. 

c 

ODE VERNALIS: 
AD 

AMICUM OXONIENSEM. 

Audite, Cceli ! num modulaminis 
Tales triumphos aula revert Jovis 

Stellate? Sphwrarionve talcs 
Lucidus & numerosus ordo? 

0 lene murmur! cum Venus aurea 
hire soninos, strata rosis, parat, 

Melosque poscit; tails aura 
ldalias tremit inter umbras. 

Ram flamma venis pasta! potentibus 
Suecumbo victus blanditiis 

Succumbo victus voce, vultu, 
Crine nigro, niveoque collo, 

Sic prate smvis florea solihus 
Oppressa lauguent. Ferte, cite, precor, 

Lenimen mgro; ferte rores 
Metcafii medicos, sodales! 

Frustra: nce unquam Metcafii menus 
Extinguet ignes, docta licet, meos ; 

Nec Rumen, 	vestri beuignis 
lngettii recreabit undis. 

CERAS Lymus jam mini discutit 
Raptim ; nee aurum (suaviter insolens) 

Vocale de myrto recuso 
Vellere liberiore dextri. 

Et quis vetabit qud minus audeam 
-Lusus amieo mittere cum joco! 

Ridere mens est; terra.rietet; 
Ipsa Venus negat esse tristes, 

.ncunda veris diva. 2uid ampliits 
Roam juvabont ? Versicoloribus-

En Mains alis raptus afilat 
Laetitiam genialis aurm. 

Amice !. (blando hoc &mine to vocern, 
0 Woode?) cum quo snipe per Isidis 

Arrare sylvas, nimcque cantu 
Nuneque mero licuit morantes. 

Duxissee  soles in Thetidis toros, 
Amice! qute to gaudia floreis 

Cingunt coronis? Qumque molles 
Nympha caput lepidum remulcet 

, biter Lacertos ? Num charitum chorus, 
Ohoritsve Pindi tempera dividit?  

Sunt ambo grati ; mense maii 
Ruin charites melius colantur. 

None dulce pictis desipere in toro 
lierbis tumenti'; virus obi tremor 

Splendescit undm; si pertm, 
Sique aderint, tua curl, musie. 

Adsit jocorinn grata protervitas, 
Thalia pleno quos tibi depluit 

Cornu: nee absit Bacchus, uva,., 
Evohe! purpureus magister. 

Ilandalus omnes tendere barbiti 
Nervos laboret ; nee silent placens 

blithe canto, ditriC jocoso 
Tangit ebur gcniale plectro. 

SPRING; 
A TRANSLATION OF ODE VERNALIS. 

By ;he Reverend Mr. Tattersal, late Fellow of Trinity 
College, Cambridge. 

CARE flies the raptifres of the bowl, 
"r is jolly Bacchus fills my soul; 
I feel within the genial fire, 
And from you myrtle snatch my golden lyre. 

To thee the jocund Muse I send, . 
With sprightly lay to greet my friend: 
For all things now around look gay, 
Why mayn't I laugh, as well as they? 
The fair, the young, my hours beguile, 
And Cytherea ever wears a smile, 

Creative goddess of the Spying ! 
No more of Winter's storms I sing, • 
See May(  in wanton joy appear 
Spread his gay wings, and fan the buxom Year. 

My friend (indulge the tender name) 
My friend, near Isis,  sacred stream, 
With whom so oft 1 us'd to rove 
Careless, in garden, mead, or grove; 
A glass, a song:—thus you and I 

.Have bid the golden minutes fly, 
Seen many a Sun, with sloping ray, 
Eing'ring retire, and blest the falling day. 

0 tell me what soft triumphs now 
Wreath blooming garlands round thy brow; 
What nymph, for winning beauty known, 
Giving you joy, completes her own; 
Whether the Graces, or the Nine 
Divide thy hours, for both are thine? 
'T is merry May, Swains, greet the Graces' shrine. 

To frolic on the tufted grass, 
To view clear waters as they pass, 
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Tcbritark the shining shivering gleam 
That darts, and dances on the.stream, 
To court the M.lise, toy with the fair, 
(Pleasures likie these, 0! may I ever share)  

The season ,bids: a friend or two, 
Ingenious, affable, like you; 
Happy at sudden repartees, 
Whose answers bite, yet biting please, 
To kindle mirth: and let ate join 
Bacchus, the purple sovereign of the vine. 

May goddike Handel now inspire . 
The tuneful pow'rs and fill the choir: 
Inutile, charming as she sings, 
Wake with a nimble touch th' harmonious strings. 

listen, ye Heavens, to strains, above 
Whate'er the starry court of Jove, 
Lost in melodious raptures, hears 
Amid the.silver-sounding spheres; 
Where orbs on orbs in 'concert Toll, 
And music trembles towel from pole to pole. 

• 0 melting sound! when sleepanseen 
Just steals upon. the Cyprian queen, 
Indulging in th' Idalian shade 
Stretcht on a couch, of roses inacie, 
The lute soft-warbling, such the air 	• 
That undulating plays, and lulls th'immortal'fair. 

The flames that feed within my breast! 
I faint, t die, with charms opprest; 
Her voice, her face, her sweet spinnet, 
The neck of iv'ry, and the hair of jet. 

So languishes, and fades away 
The flow'r beneath the blaze of day; 
Quick, my companions, quick apply 
Some cooling, sovereign remedy; 
Metcalf, to sooth a burning pain, 
By Pecan taught, may try, but try in vain. 

Not Metcalf's, 	tho' known to farne, 
Can slake the fury of my flame, 
Not all his juices quench; nor yet, 
Dear friend, the flow of your engaging wit. • 

••••••••••1... 

THE NATIT7ITY.  3 
A COLLEGE EXERCISE. PI* 

'Twins morn! the fields Were sprinkled o'er with 
light, 

The folds unpent sent but their flocks to feed: 
A shepherd boy, (young Thomann he hightil) 
With flying fingers deftly tun'd his reed; 
Where ancient Isis laves the Muses' mead, 
(For ever smile the Mead and flow the stream!) 
lie sune the birth of David's holy seed : 
Tho' low his wiee, full lofty was his 'theme; 
Wightly,  his senses all were rapt into a dream. 

Eftsoons3  he spy'd a grove, the Season's pride, 
All in the centre of a pleasant glade, 
Where Nature flourisli'd like a virgin-bride.; 
Wiitled with green, with hyacinths inlay'd, 
And crystabrills o'er beds of lilies stray'd; _ 

' Dr. T. Metcalf, an eminent physician who 
died in Pal. C. 

Named or called. 2  2uiekly. 3 Immmliat4y. 

The blue,ey'd violet and king-cup' gay', • 
And new blown roses, smiling sweetly red, 
Outgtow'd the blushing infancy of Day, [away. 
While amorous west winds kist their fragrant souls 

A rich pavilion rear'd within its height, 
The capitals and freezes gold entire, _ 
Glist'ning with carbuncles; a various light 
Wav'd tremulous, and set the eye on fire. 
A silken curtain, drawn on silver wire, 
And ting'doith colours of the summer Ago, 
Flow'd round, and b,gde the ruder grSes retire. 
Four fors attendat at the portals lie, 
The same Ezekiel saw with Iteemprophetic eye. 

Unlike, 0 much unlike, tiA strawy shed, 
Where Mary, 'queen of Heaven, in humbless 4  lay, 
Where erg, t the infant God repos'd his bead, 
And deign'd to dwell in tenement of clay; 
The clouded tabernacle of the day ! 
The shepherd's dream was mystical, I ween6, 
Isaiah on his bosom pour'd a ray., 
And painted to his eyes the gentle scene, 
Where lions dandled lambs; 0 Peace, thy goldc% 

reign! 

High.smiling in Might a lady sate, 
Young as the dawning Morn, on iv'ry throne; 
Upon her looks the virgin-virtues wait, 
The virgin.virtues wait on her alone! 
Her sapphire.eyes with gentle spirit shone: 
Fair bonntyhead was open'd in her face, 
Of honour and of love the paragon 1! 
A sweet regard and most auspicious grace 
Bespoke her lineage high: she was of David's race. 

Upon her lap a love1;5infant lay, 
And ken'd the, mother by her smiling grace. 
His looks were radiant as the bloom of day, 
And angel-sweetness purpleil in his face. 
Oh! how the mother did the babe embrace 
With tender blandishment and fondling care! , 
She gaz'd, and gaz'd, ne8  could enough caress 
His cheeks, as roses red, as lilies fair, I [heir! 
The ltoty Day..spring bight, Ideav'n's everlasting 

Near him a goodly pers'nage mildly shone, 
With looks of love, and shedding peace and joy: . 
Her hooks werelove, soft streaming from the throne 
Of Grace, and sweetly melted on the boy: 
Her tongue dropp'd honey, which would never cloy. 
Mercy yelep'd 9. All Nature -tut her hung, 	3  
To drink her manna and her smiles enjoy; 
Young laughing angels " Mercy, mercy," sung; , 

eeho'd " Mercy" back, the spheres with 
" Mercy" rung. 

a 
Thus if the clouds, snroll'd with deadly food, 

Forget to thunder in the ethereal tow'rs, 
But silently dissolve in kindly mood, 
In fostering dews, and balm, and honey-shbw'rs; -
Laugh all the fields for joy and all the bow'rs. 
The shrubs and herbs fresh ()doers round them fling, 
Pop up their smiling heads the little fiow'rs, 
Warble the birds, exulting on the wing, • [sing. 
And all the wild-wood notes the genial blessings 

4 Humility. 	f Formerly, sometime since. 
. 6  1 think. 	I The patt-yn or model. 
8  Nen 	9 Called or named. , 
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High e'er his head was held a starry crown, 

Emblem of royalty and princely might: 
giS priesthood was by golden mitre shown; 
An eagle young, with e'yn most piercing-bright, 
To prove the prophet drank the distant light. 
But strangest was to see a bloody hand 
Uprear a cross, the cross with blood, bedightz: 
Ten thousand angels, flutt'ring in a band, 
Admir'd the mystic sign but cou'd not understand. 

NowAnicet symphonies, and voices weet, 
stple upon the shepherd's ear, 

Which swell'd so high and dy'd away so Aweet, 
As might have chann'd a seraph from hiI sphere. 
Happy the swain that inotea. such music hear ! 
Eftsoons a joyol.s fellbwship was seen 
Of ladies gent3, and beauties without peera, 
As they a train of goddesses had been, 
In manner of a mask, radiant along the green. 

Faith led the van, her mantle dipt in blue, 
Steady her ken, and gaining on the 'Skies; 
Obedient miracles around her flew: 
She pray'd, and Heav'n burst open on her eyes, 
.(nd golden valves roll'd back in wond'rous wise: 
And now some hill, with all its. shaggy load 
Of trees and flocks, unto the ocean hiess: 
Now wings of cherubs, flaming all abroad, 
Careering on the winds in sight upbear their god. 

Next Hope, the gayest daughter of the sky ! 
Her nectar-dewed locks with roses bound.; 
An Eden flourish'd where she cast her eye, 
And flocks of Sports and Joys, their temples 

crown'd, 	 fgrotind. 
Plum'd their bright wings, and thump'd the hollow 
Grief gladden'd, and forgot to drop a tear 
At her approach; ne Sonow mote' be found, 
Ne ruefid-looking Drad ne pale.ey'd Care; 
And 'neath her chariot wheels she crush'd hell- 

black Despair.c  

Then Charity full.zon'd, as her beseems, 
Her breasts were softer ivory, her hair 
Play'd with the sunny rays in amber streams, 
And floated wanton on the buxom air; 
As Mercy kind, as Hope divinely fair. 
Her soul was flame,, and with prolific rays 
The nations warm'd, all-bright withouten glare. 
Both men and angels, as she passes, gaze, [praise. 
But chief the poor, the lame, the blind, the naked, 
• The train of Virtues next, a dainty train! 
Advance their steps, sweet dauehters of delight, 
Awfully sweet, majestically plain ! 
Celestial Love, as e'yn of seraphs bright, 
And spotless as their robes of new-spun light. 
Truth, simple as the love-sick yillage-maid; 
Health-bloomidg Temperance, a comely wights: 
Humility, in homely weeds array'd, 
And by her, in a line, an rtsses-colt she,  led. 

. But hark, the jolly pipe, and rural lay ! 
And see, the shepherd clad in man tie blue, 
And shepherdess in russet kirtle gay, 
Cline daunting on the shepherd-lord to view, 
And pay, in decent wise, obeysance due, 

' Stained or adorntxl. 	2  Might or must. 
3  Gentle or handsome. 	4 Without equal. 
s Hastens. 	cr 0 Might. 
I Fear or terror. 	s Person. 

Sweet-smelling flow'rs the gentle votaries bring, 6  
Primroses, violets, wet with morning-dew, 
The sweetest incense of the early 'Spring 
A humble, yet, I weet, a grata* offing. 

Jocund to lead the way, with spaOling rays, 
Danc'd a star-errant up the orient sky; 
The new-born splendour streaming o'er the place, 
Where Jesus lay in bright 
Seem'd a fixt star unto the wond'ring eye: 
Three seers unwist9 the captain-glory led, 
Of awful semblance= but of sable die'. 
Full royally along the lawn they tread, 	[head. 
And each with circling gold embraved3  had •  his 

Low, very low on bended knee they greet 
The virgin-mother, and the son adore, 
The son of love ! and kiss his blessed feet; 
Then ope the vases and presdnt their store, 
Gold, frankincense and myrrh; what cou'd they 
For gold and myrrh a dying king divine 4; [more ! 
The frankincense, from Arab's spicy shore, 
Confess'd the God; for God did in him shine: 
Myrrh, frankincense and gold, God-man, were 

meetly thine. 

And last, triumphant on a purple cloud, 
Fleecy with gold, a band of angels ride: 
They boldly sweep their lyres, and, hymning loud, 
The richest notes of harmony, divide; 	• 
Scarce Thomalin.the rapture cou'd abide: 
And ever and anon the babe they eye 
And through the fleshly veil the Goedescry'd, 
Shrill -hallelujahs tremble up the sky: 	[reply. 
" Good-Will:tad peace to iman,"the choi rs in Heav'u 

• Therended: and all nature soon was chang'd! 
O'er diamon&pebblei rim the liquid gold: 
And side by side' the lamb and •lion rang'd 
The floiery lawn. The serpent gently roll'd 
His glistering spires, and playful tongue outloll'd 
To lick the infant-hand. Together fed 
The wolf and kid, together sought a fold. 
The roses blush'd with more celestial red; 
Hell groan'd through all her dens; and grim Death 

dropp'd down dead. 

Whilom these scenes the tuneful Twick'nhans 
swain, 

With Est y's heav'nly pencil taught to glow : 
Then cease, 0 cease, the antiquated strain; 
Nor mares his  song: but reverently go, 
And in the temple of his Muses bow.— 
Delight and wonder broke the shepherd's dream; 
Faded the scenes: and, in a goodly row, 
Rusted, on his eyes the Muses well-lov'd theme, 
Fair lthedicyna's tow'rs, and Isis' sacred stream! 

THE BOWER. c  
Brow, blow, thou summer-breeze, 
O gently fan the trees, 

That form yon fragrant bow'r:  
Where Sylvia, loveliest maid ! 
On Nature's carpet laid, 

Enjoys the ev'iling hour. 

9  Unknown, unlook'd for. 	r Appearance_ 
2  Commonly painted black; but a vulgar errour, 
3  Adorned or made brave. 	4 Foretell. 
5 Formerly, sometime ago. 	6  Spoil. ' 
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rr ,Hence, hence, ye objects foul, 
The beetle, bat, and owl, 

The haiworm, neute, and toad; 
But ftryselves, unseen, 
May gambol o'er the gi•een, 

And circle her abode. 

Breathe, breathe thy incense, May; 
Ye flow'rs, your homage pay, 

To one more fair and sweet: 
Ye op'ning rose-buds, shade, 
With fragrant twine, her head, 

Ye lilies, kiss her feet, 

Shed, shed thy sweetest beams, 
In particolour'd streams, 

Thou fount of heat and light! 
No, no, withdraw thy ray, 
Her eyes effuse a day, 

As mild, as warm, as bright. 

Plow, flow, thou crystal-rill, 
With tinkling gurgles fill 

The mazes of the grove: 
And if thy murmuring stream 
Invite my love to dream 

0 may she dream Of love! 

Sing, sing ye feather'd quires, 
And melt to soft desires 

Her too obdurate breast: 
Then, in that tender hour, 
I'll steal into her bow'r, 

And teach her—to be blest.. . 

THE LOVER. 
SINCE Stella's charms, divinely fair, 
First pour'd their lustre on my heart, 
Ten thousand pangs my bosom tear, 
And every fibre feels the smart. 
If such the mournful moments prove, 
0 who wou'd give his heart to dove! 

I meet my bosom-friends with pain, 
Tho' friendship us'd to warm my soul; 
Wine's generous spirit flames in vain, 3  

find no cordial in the bowl. 	r 
If such the mournful moments prove, 
0 who wou'd give his heed to love! 

Tho' Nature's volume open lies, 
Which once with wonder I have read, 
No glories tremble from the skies, 
No beauties o'er the Earth are spread. 
If such the mournful moments prove, 
0 who wou'd give his heart to love ! 

Rion Poetry'? ambrosial dews 
With joy no longer feed my mind, 
To Beauty, Music and the Muse, 
My soul is dumb and deaf and blind. 
The' ,such the mournful moments prove, 

! give my heart to love. 

But should the yielding virgin smile, 
Brest in the spotless marriage-robe, 
I'd look upon this world as vile, 
The master of a richer globe. 

If such the rapt'rous moments prove, 
0 let me give my heart to love! 

The business of my future days, 
My every thought, my every pray'r, 
Shall be employ'd to sing her praise, 
Or sent to bounteous Heav'n for her. 
If such the rapt'rous moments prove, 
O let me gile my heart to love. 

Poets shall wonder at my love, 
Painters shall crowd her face to set, 
And when they wou'd the passions move, 
Shall copy her, and think of me. 
If such the rapt'rous momiyits pyove, 
O let me give my heart to love. 

Old age shall burn as bright as youth, 
No respite to our bliss be given : 
Then mingled in one flame of truth, 
We'll spurn at Earth and soar to Heav'n, 
Since such the rapt'rous moments prove, 
We both will give our hearts to love. 

THE 

LOVER'S NIGHT. 
Lura,'D in the arms of him she loy'd 
bathe sigh'd the kindest things: , 
Her fond surrender he approv'd 
With smiles; and thus, enamour'd, sings. 

" How sweet are loveis vows by night, 
Lapp'd in a honey-suckle grove ! 
When Venus sheds her gentle light, 
And soothes the yielding soul to love. 

" Soft as the silent-footed Dews' 
That steal upon the starlight-houm ; • a  
Wara as a love-sick poet's Muse; 
And fragrant as the breath of flow'rs. 

" To hear our vows the Moon grows pale, 
And pants Endymion's warmth to prove: 
While, emulous, the nightingale, 
Thick-warbling trills her lay of love. 

"The silver-sounding, shining spheres, 
That animate the glowing skies, 
Nor charm so much, as thou, my ears, 
Nor bless so much, as thou, my eyes. 

" 'Thus let me clasp thee to my 1:tart, 
Thus sink in softness on thy breast ! 
No cares shall haunt us; danger, part, 
For ever loving, ever blest. 

" Censorious Envy dares not blame 
The passion which thy truth inspires: 
Ye Stars, bear witness, that my flame 
Is chaste.as your eternal fires." 

Love saw them (hid among the boughs) 
And heard him sing their mutual bliss: 
" Enjoy," cry'd he, " Ianthe7s vows; 
But, oh !—I envy thee her kiss," 
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TO A 

FRIEND ON HIS MARRIAGE. 
AN ODE. 

AUSPICIOUS sprung the morning into light, 
By Love selected from the,golden tide 
Of Time, illustrious with peculiar white, 
And mended from the blushes of thd'bri:le. 

The Afir%rt observ'd the fond approachtig hour, 
And thus herePhilo's gentle eCr addrest: 
" Behold, descending from yon maiden Cow'r 
The beauteous object of thy eyes and breast. 

" Fair issuing, down the hill 1 see her move, 
Like the sweet morn, in dews and blushes gay: 
You, like the bridegroom Sunr her charms ap, 
And warm her dawning glories into day. [prove; 

• 
" I own the radiant magic of her eyes, 
But more the graces of her soul admire; 
-Those may lay traps for lovers, fops and flies, 

ut these the husband and the Muse inspire. 

ce A husband is a venerable name ! 
O happy state, when heart is link'd to heart ! 
Nor less the honour of the wedded-dame: 
Sweet interchange! which only Death can part. 

4. 0 blest with gentle manners, graceful ease; 
Gay, yet not trifling; serious, yet not grave; 
Skilful, to charm the wits; the wise to please; 
Tho' beauteous, humble; and tho' tender, brave, 

" Riches and honours wait on either name: 
But they in life are but Oh last desert : 
Your richer happiness and fairer fame, 
Shall be the good behaviour of the heart, 

4. When such the wonders both of form and mind, 
What rapture fancy'd, reason will approve; 
By time your inclinations be refin'd ; 
And youth be spent in passion; age in love`?" 

Thus far the Muse. When Hymen, from the sky, 
The lovers in the band of Concord ty'd ; 
The Virtues and the Graces too were by, 
And Venus left her cestus with the bride. 

ON THE DEATH OF MR. WEARING, 
• THE FAMOUS MUSICIAN AT OXFORD. 

POOR Wearing to the shades is gone, 
Like Orpheus, by mishap: 

Not gone to seek his wife,,but gone, 
To leave her 	scrape. 

We find the Sisters three are deaf, 
Since Wearing now is dead; 

Dor had the Fates but heard his strings, 
They wou'd have spar'd his thread. 

Death heard his notes, and heard well-pleas'd, 
So drew his fatal lance

'  
• 

Death will keep lio6rday ; and he 
Must play to Holben's dance. 

TO DR. LINDEN, 
ON HIS TREATISE ON CHALYBEATE W.ATERS. 

WITH healing wings, intent-on doing good, 
An angel visited Bethesda's flood; c 
2nick as the morning ray, or ev'ning beam, 
Himself diffusing through the vital stream : 
The sick who drink, the impotent who lave, 
Dive from diseases and deceive the grave. 

Tho' miracles are ceas'd, yet all confess, 
Your work, and you, are—only something less. 
So much is to your worth and learning due, 
Bath is Bethesda; the good angel, you. 

PARADISE REGAIN'D: 
TO A FRIEND, 

LORD of himself, and sole of humankind, 
In rectitude of reason Adam shone: 
Till the still-voice infus'd into his mind, 
" It is not good for Irian to be alone." 

By God's own hand his Virgin-Eve was led. 
Now Paradise with fresher beauties glows: 
The conscious roses form a blushing bed: 
Consenting Nature soothes them to repose. 

A single is an inconsistent-life : 
Completely-blest, 0 friend! to thee is given, 
A sweet, a fair, a wise, a modest wife, 
The bloom of innocence, and blush of Heav'n 

May Eden-life in bright succession flow, 
When all was happiness, for love was all: 
Her beauties will a Paradise bestow, • 
And both your virtues guard you from a fall. 

CORESUS AND CALLIRHOE. 
A TALE. 

Veteres resoramus amores. 	Catullus. 

ADVERTISEMENT. 

THE following tale is related by Pausanias, in 
Achaicis, Grte.cite, lib. '1.; but instead of giving 
the original, or the Latin version by Romulus 
Amasmus (both which the learned reader may 
find in the edition published by Joach. Kuhnius 
in fol. Lipsim, 1696, pag. 575), I(  shall content 
myself with the translation of the story into 
English, as it is done from the Greek in the 
learned and ingenious travels of sir G. Wheeler: 
which bopk, upon many accounts, deserves to be 
reprinted' and made more common, • 

" Coresus, the priest of Bacchus, fell in love 
ivith a fair virgin of Calydon, called Callirhoe ; 
who the more she was courted, the more she 
despised the priest ; so that neither his rich 
presents, vows, nor.-tears could move her to the 
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Ipast cempasSion. ThiS; at last, made the priest 
run in despair to the image of Bacchus for 
succour imploring vengeance from him. Bacchus 
made it appear that he heard his prayers, by a 

. disease he sent on the town; which seemed a 
kind of drunken madness, of which mad fit 
people died in abundance. Whereupon they sent 
deputies from Calydon to the oracle of Jupiter of 
Dodona, to know what they should do to be freed 
from that woeful malady. Answer was given, 
that Coresus must sacrifice Callirhoe, or some 
other person, that would dedicate himself in her 
stead, to appease the anger of Bacchus. The 
virgin, when she could no way obtain her life of 
her relations, was brought to the altar, adorned as 
victims used to be, to be sacrificed by her lover 
Coresus : whose wonderful love, even at that 
present, so conquered all past thoughts of revenge, 
that instead of her he slew himself: the virgin 
also, relenting of her cruelty to him, went and 
slew herself at a fountain near thetown, from 
thence called by her name, Callirboe." 

Thus far sir George Wheeler. See his Journey 
into Greece, fol. book iv. page 292. 

I shall only add that the ancient customs, 
particularly of the orgia or rites of Bacchus, and 
of the sacrifice, are alluded to, and carefully 
observed, in the several parts of this little poem. 

HIGH in Achaia, splendid from afar, 
A city flourish'd; Calydon its name, 
Wash'd by Evenus' chalky flood ; the seat 
Of Meleager, from the slaughter'd boar 
Glorious. A virgin here, amazing, shone, 
Callirhoe the fair : her father's boast! 
For, ah ! she never knew a mother's smile; 
Nor learn'd what happiness from marriage springs. 
In flow'r of youth, and purer than the snow, 
Which, with a silver circle, crown'd the, head 
Of the steep neighbour mountain; but averse 
To Hymen's rites, the lovely foe of man. 
O why will beauty, cruel to itself, 
No less than others, violate the laws 
Which Nature dictates, and itself inspires! 

A thousand lovers fro, th' Olenian hill, 
From rough Pylene, and from Pleuron'Otow'rs, 
Their passion pleaded: but Coresus, chief, 
The Calydonian priest otnacchus, form'd 
By Venus' self for love; in beauty's pride; 
Young, bounteous, affable. What tender arts, 
What winning carriage, and respectful suit, 
Almost to zealous adoration sweil'd, 
Did he not practise ? But in vain. And now 
Drew near the orgial festival, and rites 
Lyman. Poor Coresus, to approve 
The wonders of his love and dear regard, 	a 
By scorn unquench,d, and growing by neglect, 
(In hopes to soften her, at least adorn) 
Presented to this murdress of his peace 
The ritual ornaments, by virgins worn 
Upon the solemn feast. The ivy-spear, 

--.1Vith winding green, and viny foliage gay, 
Curl'd by his tandr a mitre. for his head, 
Curious aumail'd with imitated grapes, 
Of blushing rubies form'd: the pall of lawn, 
Flowed with the conquests of the purple god: 
The cista, silver; and the cymbals, gold: •  

And piny torch (0 were it Hymen's!) ting'd 
With spicy gums, to feed the ready flame. 

Open'd the festival—Loose.to the winds, 
Dishevell'd, bare, the virgins give their necks 
And wan+oA hair. " Ewe !" they mad'ning cry, 
And shake their torches. " Rom ! Io!" rends 
The air, and beats the echoing vault of Heav'n. 
The hills, tl3e vales with Io! Evce! ring. 

The tepiple opens to the sacred throng ; 
When folernost enters, as in dress,an" farms, 
Callirhoe, so in spied. Their lovers wait, 
With barning expectation, to enfold 
His beauteous mistress each. High on a throne 
Coresus blaz'd in jewels and in Auld, 
More charming in himself. 2nick with his eye 
He catcli'd Callirhoe, and, descending, clasp'd 
With eager transport her reluctant waist. 
A thousand vows he breath'd, and melting things 
He spoke and look'd ; but to the rocks and wind. 
What could he more? Yes snore he did : for what, 
What can't a lover, like Coresus, do ? 
Neglectful of his dignity he sunk 
(Still love disdains what dignity demands, 
O'er Jupiter himself supreme) he sunk, 
And trembled at her feet, with prostrate zeal, 
Asti:. his God. He dy'd upon her hand 
With sighing languishment:.he gaz'd his soul 
At every ardent glance into her eyes; 
Most eloquently silent ! O'er his cheek 
The gushing tears, in big, round drops, diffils'd 
The dews of passion, and the brain's soft show'r, 
Potent to warm the most obdurate breast, 
Tho' cold as marble. idle were his tears, 
His glances, languishment, and prostrate zeal. 

Disdainful—frowning:. " Hence," she cr3;'d, 
To interrupt my progress in the rites ["‘nor dare 
With thy capricious rudeness. Shall the priest 
The mysteries of Bacchus Anis profane, 
In his own temple too? And rather pay 
To Venus his devotion, than his God ?" 
Then4  haughty as away she turn'd, he grasp'd 
Her knees ; upon her garments flowing train 
Shivering he hung: and with beseeching eyes, 
Thus, from the abundance of his heart, eon 

plain'd: 

" If pity be no stranger to thy breast, 
(As sure it should not to a breast like thine, 
Soft as the swanny down !) relenting, hear; 
In feelingness,of spirit, mildly lend 
Attention to the language of my heart, 
Sick with o'er-flowing tenderness and love. 
r love thee with that innocence of truth, 
That purity of passion and desire 
Unutterable, of bequeathing up 
My heart, my life, my all into thy hands, 
Into thy gentle custody;,—that all, 
My heart, my life, are bitterness and weight 
Of agony without thee. Since I first, 
(By Bacchus' self I swear) beheld that face, 
And nameless magic of those radiant eyes, 
All the foundation of my peace gave way :• 
While hopes and fears rose up in bosom-war 
To desolate the quiet of my days. 
Thy dear idea was my fancy's dream; 
Ti mingled with my blood; mid in my veins 
ThroWd, undulating, as my life were stung, 
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Ilive but on the &Ought of three ; any breast 
Bleeds in 414e, with distress to see thee frown. 
0 smile! by thy dead mothers reverend dust, 
By alt thy bowels are most fond of, smite, 
And chase these heavy 'clouds of grief away. 
I beg by Bacchus; for his sake be kind." 

Here, interrupted by the'swelling storm 
Of passion labouring in his breast, hiss words 
Gave way for sighs and tears to speak the rest. 
She, im..zontempt'our'derision, smil'd, e,  • 
To whichliersfrowns were innocent; and thus: 
" Thy staggering Pow'r, and Thee I score alike; 
Ilim I despise, for choosing thee his priest;. 
Thee, for thy arogance and courtship vile.". 

Indignant he, in wrathful mood (alarm'd 
More at his god revil'd,-than scorn for him) 
First casting on the ground his mitred-crown, 
With hands and eyes uplifted, ardent, pray'd: 

" Offspring of Jove, Eyre Lyteus, hear ! 
If e'er these hands with ivy wreaths thy brow 
j...S"Bled, and twining tendrils of the vine: ' 
If e'er my gratefut tongue, hig with thy praise, 
Evce Lymus ! Io Bacchus! sung : 
If e'er thy servant onThy altars potted, 
Copious, the purple wave of offer'd wine, 

	

- 	' And, busy, fed the consecrated .fire 
With fat of ass, hog, or mountain,goat;, 
Devoutly lavish MAI-we sacrifice : 
Avenge thy priest; this cursed race destroy : 
Thy honours violated thus, avow; 
Till they confess this staggering pow'r a god.". 

lie pray'd.--I.oud peals of thunder shook the 
The image, nodding, his ptition seard; 	[fans: 
And 'Bacchus gave the-Calydoniati race 
To madness, and unutterable woes. 

The frantic crowd, as if with wine possest, 
And the strong spirit of the flaming grape, 
To and fro reel, and stagger to and fro, 
In dithyrambic measures, wild, convolv'd. c 
They toss their cymbals, and their torches shake, 
Shrieking, and tear their hair, and gash their flesh, 
And howl, and foam, and wheel the rapid dance 
In giddy maze: with fury then o'erborn, 
Enthusiastic, whirling in despair, 
Flat, drop down dead ! and heaps on heaps expire. 

Amaz'd, confounded at the raging pest, 
The venerable fathers, in debate, 
To speed inquiring deputies, resolv'd, 
To high Dodona's grove; with vocal oaks 
Umbrageous, aged, vast, the struggling day 
Excluding: the ()rime oracle of Greece! 

Obsequious, they haste: inquire: return: 
And thus the counsels of the god disclose; 

" The rage of Bacchus for his injur'd priest, 
Coresus, by Callirhoe's scorn repuls'd, 
Y6tur city wastes: and with funereal fires 
Your streets shall redden, formidably bright, 
Till by Coresus' hand the cruel maid 
A sacrifice be offer'd up: or one, 
Free, uneompell'd, embrace the Clestin'd steel, 
Devoted in her stead,-; and bleed for her. 
So you'll appease the god; the plague be stity'd."  

They said. Staring affright, and dumb mime • 
The fathers seize : but chief, fEneils, thee, 
Callirhoe's old miserable sire! 
Tenfold affliction to the grave weighsrdotn 
Thy silver'd hairs. But Fate and `Heav'n require. 

Soon through the city spread the news, andsoon 
Wounded Callirhoe's ear. Her spindle drops 
Neglected from her hand. Prone on the floor, 
She falls, she faints; her breath; her colour fled: 
Pale, cold and pale. Till, by assisting care, 
The fragrant spirit hovers o'er her lips, 
And life returning streams in rosy gales; 
Rekindled only to despair. She knew 
The virgins envrd ; and the injur'd youth 
Stung with her scorn, would wanton in her wounds, 
Nor one, one offer up the willing breast 
A victim for her life. And now the crowd, 
Impatient of their miseries, besiege 
The marble portal; burst the bolted gates; 
Demand Callithoe ;. furious to obey 
The oracle, and pacify the god. 

What pangs, unhappy maid, thy bosom tear, 
Sleepless, and sad ? relenting now too late, 
Thy stubborn cruelty. Coresus' charms 
Blaze on thy mind; his unexampled' love, 
ills every virtue rising to thy thought. 

-4, Just in his fury, see the pointed steel 
- Waves, circling, o'er thy throbbing breast: he 

He riots in thy blood with dire delight; [strikes; 
"Insatiate! He-gluts his heart of rage 
iL.Witir thy - Warm gushing life; and death enjoys, 
Redoubling wound on wound, and blow on blow. 

Thus pass'd her hours. And note the dewy morn 
"The mountains tipp'd with gold, and threatened 
Without the city gates, a fountain wells 	[day. 
Its living waters, clear as shining glass: 
Haunt of the Nymphs! A cypress' aged arms 
Threw round a venerable gloom, and seent'd 
Itself a grove. An altar on the brink 
Convenient rose: for holy custom wills 
Each victim to be sprinkled with its streams, 
New from pollution, worthier of the god. 
Fierce for 'the sacrifice, Coresus here 
Waited; and, stimulated with revenge, 
He curs1 and chid the lazy-circling hours 
Too slow, is if injurious to his hate. 

But soon the gath'ridg crowd and shouts pro-
Callirhoe near. Her weeping damsels lead [claim 
The destin'd offering, lovely in distress, 
And sparkling through her tears. A myrtle crown 
Withroses glowing, and selected green, 
Th" ambrosial plenty of her golden hair 
Entwine:- in books, a Venus; and a Grace 
In motion. Searee the flow'rs, of sixteen springs 
The fields had painted, since &TIMM first 
Fondredhis 'babe, and bleat her on ills knee. 
Evin mountain-clowns, who never pity knew,' 
Relented, and the hardest heart wept blood, 
Subdu'd by beauty, tho' the fatal. source 
Of alt their misery. What tumults then 
Roll in thy breast, Coresus ! while thy hantir 
The purifying waters on her 'bead 
Pour'd trembling; and the sacred knife unsheathl! 

Wiping the silver-streaming tears away, 
She with a look nor cheerful, nor dismard, 
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But languishingly sweet, her ruby lipS. 

• Soft-op'eing, thus began: " Father and friends, 
Wound me,not 11 outlay with your tender grief: 
I was not bep alone for you. My life 

gladly offer for my country's weal: 
'T is glory thus to die. Receive my him' 
Dear native soil I 0 may it health restore 
And peace; and Bacchus' wrath be now appeaed, 
And thou, Coresus, whom I most have wrong'd, 
Look not so fiercely on me, while the steel 
My once-lov'd bosom lances; drop a tear; 
One sigh in mercy' heave, and drop one tear, 
And I will thank thee for thy blow.' For, oh ! 
I never hated thee: but femalu.pride, 
Our sex's curse! forbade me to comply, 
Too easy won!—Then pity- me, Coresus; 
O pity; and if possible, forgive." 

Beauswer'd not; but, ardent, matched the knife, 
And, running o'er her beauties, strangely wild, 
With eyes which witness'd huge-dismay and love, 
" Thus, thus I satisfy the gods!" he cry'd, 
And bury'd in his heart, in his own heart, 
The guilty. blade : Then, reeling to her arms, 
He sunk, and groaning, " 0 Calinhoel",dy'd. 

Heav'n rings with shouts, " Was ever love like 
this ?" 

dallirhoe shriek'd; and from the gaping wound, 
Quick as the lightnings wing, the reeking knife 
Wrencled: in an agony of grief and Mile, 
,Her bosom piercing, on his bosom felt, 
And sigh'd upon his- lips her life away. 
Their blood uniting in a friendly stream, 
With bubbling purple stain'd the siiver-flood, 
Which to the fountain gave Callirhee's name. 

TO BUSS. A DDISO.W. 
ON SEEING MR. ROWE'S MONUMENT 

IN WESTMINSTER ABEETy 

ERECTED AT THE EXPENSE OF HIS WIDOW. 

LATE an applauding people rear'd the stone 
To Shakspeare's honour, and, alike, their own. 	• 
A perfect whole, where part consents topart; 
The wonder he of Nature, this of Art. 	' 
And nowa wife (ye wits, no more despise. 
The name of wife) bids Rowe in marble rise, 
Smiling he views her conjugal regard; 
A nation's cost had been a less reward: 
A nation's praise may vulgar spirits move, 
Rowe more deserv'd and gain'd,,,a sponse! love. 

0 Italy! thy injur'd marble keep 
Deep in thy bowels, providently deep, 
When fools would force it over knaves to weep. 
But when true wit and merit claim a shrine, 
Four forth Ow stores and beggar every mine. 
They claim theni now: for Virtue, Sense, and Wit 
Rave long been fled, and want thy succours-q•-•yht: 
They claim them now for one,.—yes, one I see:•:--
Marble would weep—if Addison be he. 

0 'ceown'd with all the glories of thy race, 
The father's candour, and the mother's grace ! 
With Rowe, Charlotta! vie, in generous strife, 
And let the daughter emulate the wife. 
Be justly pious; raise the how:Med stone, 
And so,-deserve a Rowe or,--Addisou! 

THE MILIMYIAID.  
'TwAs at the cool and fragrant hour, 
When ev'ning steals upon the sky, 
That Lucy sought a woodbine•Irove, 
And Colin taught the grove- to sigh; 	' 
The sweetest damsel she, on all the plains; 
The softest lover be, of all the swains. 

He took berly the lily-hand, 
Which oft-Dhad made the milk look palei,„„ 
Her cheeks with rnqdeat roses glowhl, 
As thus lie breathWhis tender tale: 
The list'iling streams awhile forgot to flow, 
The doves to murmur, and the breeze to blow. 

" 0 smile my love ! thy dimply smiles 
Shall lengthen on the setting -ray: 
Thus let Us melt the tours in bliss, 
Thus sweetly languish life away: • 
Thus sigh our souls into each other's breast, 
As true as turtles, and as turtles blest! 

" So may thy cows for ever crown 
With floods of milk thy briming pail; 
So may thy cheese all cheese surpass, 
So may thy butter never fail: 
So may each village round this truth declare, 
That Lucy is the fairest of the fair. 

" Thy lips with streams of honey flow, 
And pouting swell with healing dews; 
More sweets are blended in thy breath, 
Than all thy father's fields diffuse: 
Tim' thousand flokers adorn each blowing field, 
Thy lovely cheeks more blooming beauties yield. 

" Too long my erring eyes had rov'd 
On city,dames in scarlet drest ; 
And seorn'd the eharinful village-maid, 
With innocence and grogram blest: 
Since Lucy's native graces filled my sight, 
The painted• city-dames no more delight. 

a 
" The speaking purple, when you blush, 
Out-glows the scarlet's deepest dye; 
No diamonds tremble on thy hair, 
But brighter sparkle in thy eye. 
Trust sue the smiling apples of thy eyes, 
Are tempting as were those ih Paradise. 
" The tuneful linnet's warbling notes, 
Are grateful to the shepherd-swain; 
To drooping plants, and thirsty fields 
The silver drops of kindly rain; 
To blossoms, dews, as,blossoms to the bee; 
And thou, my Lucy ! only art to yr. 
" But mark, my love! yon western-clouds: 
With liquid gold they•neem to burn: 
The Eir'ning Star will soon appear, 
And overflow his silver urn. - 
Soft stillness now, and falling dews invite 
To tat* the 'balmy blessings of the night, 
" Yet ere-we part, one boon I crave, 
One tender boon! nor this deny : 
O promise that you still will love, 
0 promise this! or else I die: 
Death else my only remedy ?mist prove; 
I'll cease to live, whene'er you cease tolove,m 
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She sigh'd, and blush'd a sweet consent; 
Joyous he thank'd her on his knee, 
And warmly press'd her virgin-lip:—. 
Was ever youth so bless'd as he !— 
The Moon, to light the lovers homeward, rose, 
And Philomela lull'd them to repost,. •  

!While the bloom of orient light 
Gilds thee in thy tuneful flight, 	- 
May the Day-spring from on nigh, 
Seen by Faith's religious eye, 	p  
Cheer me with his vital ray, 

• Promise of eternal day! 

THE CONQUEST. 
WHEX'llhiNbuslreard Tanthe sing C  
And sweetly bid the groves Rejoice, 
Jealous he smote the trembling string, e 
Despairing, quite, to match her voice. 

Smiling, her harpsicord she strung : 
As soon as she began to play, 
Away his harp poor Phoebus flung; 
It was no time. for him to stay. 

Yet hold; before your godsbip go 
The fair shall gain another prize; 
Your voice and lyre's outdone, you know; 

€aior less thy sunshine by her eyes. 

THE. BEE. 
LEAVE wanton Bee, those blossoms leave, 
Thou buzzing harbinger of Spring, 
To Stella fly, and sweeter spoils 
Shall load thy thigh, and gild thy wing. 

Her checks, her lips with roses swell, 
Not Paphian roses deeper glow; 
And lilies o'er her bosomespread 
Their spotless sweets, and balmy snow, 

Then, grateful for the sacred dews, 
Invite her, hummingeround, to rest; 
Soft dreams may tune her soul to love, 
Tho' coldness arm her waking breast. 

But if she still obdurate prove, 
0 shoot'thy sting.—The little smart 
May teach her then to pity me 
Transfix'd with Love's and Beauty's dart. 

Ah no, forbear, to sting forbear; 
Go, fly unto thy hive again, 
Much rather let me die for her, 
Than she endure the least of pain. 

Go, fly unto thy hive again, 
With. more than Hybla-honey blest: 
For Pope's sweet lips prepare the dew, 
Or else for Love a nectar-feast. 

THE MORNING LARK. 
ANACREONTIC, 

FEATHER'D lyric! warbling high, 
Sweetly gaining on the sky, 
Op'ning with thy matin-lay. 
(Nature's hymn!) the eye of day, 
Teach my soul, og early wing, 
Thus to soar and thus to sing. 

ANNA MARIA W"DF"RD!! 
" Go, Anna !" Nature said, " to Oxford go: 
(Anna! the fairest form and mind below, 
Blest with each gift of Nature and of Art 
'ro charm the reason or to fix the heart.) 
Go with a sprightly wit and easy mien, 
To prove the Graces four, the Muses ten, 
I see the wits adore, the wise approve, 
Ev'n. fops themselves have almost sense to love.. 
When poets would describe a lip or eye, 
They'll look on thee and lay their Ovids by. 
I see a love-sick youth, with passion fir'd, 
Hang on thy charms, and gaze to be inspied. 
With asking eyes explain his silent woes, 
Glow as he looks, yet tremble as he glows: 
Then drunk with beauty, with a warmer rage, 
Pour thy soft graces through the tragic-page. 
He sighs;—,-he bleeds ;—to twilight shades he 

flies : 
Shakspeare he drops; and with his Otway dies. 
This pomp of charins you owe to me alone, 
The charms which scarce six thousand years have 
That face illumined softly by the mind, [known. 
That body, almost to a soul refired; 
That sweetness, only to an angel giv'n; 
That blush of innocence, and smile of lleav'n ! 
I bade thy cheeks with morning-purple glow; 
I bade thy lips with nectar-spirit flow; 
I bade the diamond point thy azure eyes, 
Turn'd the. fine waist, and taught the breast to rise. 
Whether thy silver tides of music roll, 
Or pencil on the canvass strikes a soul, 
Or curious needle pricks a band or heart, 
At once a needle, and at once a dart ! 
All own that nature is alone thy art. 
Why thus I form'd thy body and thy mind 
With suirdess graces, prodigally kind, 
The reason was,—but you in time will know it;-•. 
One is, gut that's the least,---to make a poet." 

' MINEI?VA MISTAKEN: 
MINERYA last week (pray let no body doubt it) 
Went an airing from-Oxford, six miles, or about it: 
When she spy'd young virgin so ooming and 

fair, 	 [there ? 
" 0 Venus," she cry'd, " is your ladyship 

Pray is not that Oxford? and latelycrou swore 
Neither you, nor one like you, should trouble 

d 
 r
?
r
,
s
, 
 

more. 
Do you thus keep your promise ? and am I de-
The virgin came nearer and smiling reply'd : 
" My goddess ! what, have you your pupil fort. 

got?"— 	 [S— ?" 
Your pardon, my dear, is it you, Molly 

I Written in a window at the Three-Tuns ta. 
vern, Oxford; May 29th, 1738. 

   
  



ON MR. PO 
THE MAGI. 

,a 
. 	A SACRED ECLOGUE. 

O 
No more in beauty's praise my numbers move, 
Nor melt away in dying fails of love: 
A child on Earth, yet Heav'n's eternal king, 
The manger'd God, the-  Virgin's Son I sing. [flow, 
Thou Fountain-Good, with light ,  my soul o'er- 
With hallow'd ardour bid my bosom glow! 
Fir'd at the promise of thy dawning ray, 
The eastern sages found celestial day., 

• 
Drawn by a leading flame, with sweet surprise, 

The Infant Deity salutes their eyes. 
The Heir-elect of Love his mother prest, 
Smil'd in her arms, and wanton'd on her breast. 
No jewels sparkle here, nor India's stores 
The portals brighten or emblaze the doors. 

• But young-ey'd seraphims around him glow, 
And Mercy spreads her many-colour'd. bow! 
Her bow, compos'd of new-created light, 
How sweetly lambent and how softly bright! 
The sacred circle of embodied rays 
The cradle crowns, and round his templeS plays. 
So shines the rainbow round tit' eternal throne 
To shade the Holy, Holy, Holy -One. 
By turns the ruby bleeds a beam, by turns, 
Smiles thg green em'rald, and the topaz burns : 
The various opal mingles every ray,' 
Fades into faintness, deepens into day : 
Promiscuous lustre kindles half the skies, 
Too slippery bright for keen,seraphic eyes. 
The venerable three, low-bending down, 
Extend their offerings and the. ahead own. 

MAG. I. 
Prom eastern realms, where first the infant 

sight 
Springs into day and streaks the failing night, 
To thee we bend, before the morning rise; 
A purer morning trembles from thy eyes. 

MAG. II, 
In vain the Sun with light his orb arrays, 
Our sense to dazzle, and as God to blaze; 
Through his transparent fallacy we see, 
And own the Sun is but a star to thee. 

MAG. HI. 
Thou spotless Essence oforimeval Light, • 
Thy vassals own, and wash thy Ethiops. white. 
Thy cloud of sable witnesses adorn 
With the first roses of thy smiling morn. 

MAG. I. 
By bards foretold the ripen'd years are come, 
Gods fall to dust and oracles are dumb. 
Old Ocean murmurs from his ouzy bed, 
" A maid his born-a son, and Pan is dead, 

MAG. II, 
The Nymphs, their flow'r-inwoven tresses torn, 
O'er fountains weep,. in twilight thickets mourn. 

...Long, hollow groans, deep sobs, thick screeches 
Each dreary valley and each shaded hill. 	[fill 

aIAG. III. 
No more shall Memphian timbrels wake the morn, 
No more shall Hammon lift his gilded horn, 
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From hence in vain shall Belzebub rebel. 
Anubis howls, and Moloch sinks to Hell. 

MAG. 1. 
Here lows a bull; a golden glearh adorns 
The circling honours of his beamy horns. 
He safely lows, nor fears the holy knife, 
No sacrifice from hence shall drink his life. 

MAG. 
Ye garde's, blush with never-fading fliess, 
For ever smile, ye„rneads, and blots, ye bow'rs: 
BleacriAl ye hills,'be whiten'd, all ye plains; 
0 Earth", rejoice ! th' Eternal Shepherd reigns. 

MAG. MI. 3 
Ye lilies, dip your leaves in falling snow, 
Ye roses, with the eastern-scarlet glow, 
To crown the God: ye angels, haste to pour 
Your rain of nectar, and your starry show'r. 

MAG. I. Offers gold. 
The ore of India ripens into gold, 
To gild thy courts, thy temple to infold. 
Aceept thy emblematic gift; again 
Saturnian years revolve a golden reign!' 

MAG. Is. Offers frankincense. 
For thee Arabia's happy forests rise, 
And clouds, of odours sweetly stain the skins. 
While fragrant wreaths of smoking incense roll, 
Receive our pray'rs, the incense of the soul! 

MAG. III. Offers myrrh. 
'The weeping myrrh with balmy sorrow flows, 
Thy cup to sweeten and to south thy woes: 
So prophets sing; for giuman and divine) 
The man was born to grieve, the God to shine. 

MAG. I. 
Smile, sacred Infant, smile): thy rosy breast 
Excels the odours of the spicy East; 
The hurnisli'd gold is dross before thy eye, 
Thou) God of Sweetness, God of Purity ! 

MAG. II. 
Ye planets, unregarded walk the skies, 
Your glories lessen as his glories rise: 
His radiant word with gold the Sun attires, 
The Moon illumes, and lights the starry fires. 

MAG. III. 
Hail, Lord of Nature, hail ! To thee belong 
My song, my life,—I give my life, my song: 
Walk in thy light, adore thy day alone, 
Confess thy love, and pour out all my own. 

a 

ON MR. POPE'S WORKS. 
WRITTEN SOON AFTER MS DEATIL 

MAN not alone bath end: in measur'd time, 3  
(So Heav'n has will'd) together with their snows 
The everlasting )ills shall melt away: 
This solid globe dissolve as ductile wax 
Before the breath of Vuleani like a scroll 
Shrivel th' unfolded curtains of the sky i 	- 
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Thy planets, Newton, tumble from their spheres, 
That lead harmonious on their mystic rounds: 
The Moon be perish'd from her bloody orb; 
The 8un himself, in liquid ruin, rush 
And deluge with destroying flames the globe--.-
Peace then, my soul, nor grieve that Pope is dead. 

If ere the tuneful spirit, sweetly strong, 
Spontaneous numbers, teeming in ipy breast, 
Enkindle; 0, at that exalting acme, 
Be fagonrable, be propitious now, 	c  

_While, F7i the gratitude of praise, I sing 
• The works and wonders of this man dive. 

, 	I tremble while I write.-aHis lisping muse • 
Surmounts thecoftieCt efforts of my age. 
What wonder? when an infant, he apply'd 
The loud Papinian' trumpet to his lips, 
Fir'd by a sacred fury, and inspied 
With all the god, in sounding numbers sung 
" Fraternal rage, and guilty Thebes' alarms.", 

• Sure at hishirth (things net unknown of old) 
The Graces round his cradle wove the dance, 

(Ind led the maze of harmony: the Nine, 
Prophetic of his future honours, pour'd 
Plenteous, upon his lips Castalian dews; 
And attic bees their golden store distliPd. 
The soul of Homer, sliding from its star, 
Where, radiant, over the poetic world 	• 
It rules and sheds its influence, for joy 
Shouted, and hlesedthe birth: the sacred choir 
Of poets, born in elder, better times, 
Enraptur'd, catch'd the elevating sound, 
And roll'd the glad'ning news from sphere to sphere. 

0 listen to Alexis" tender plaint! 
How gently rural! without coarseness, njairt; ' 
How simple in his elegance of grief! 
A shepherd, but no clown. His every lay 
Sweet as the early pfpe along the dale, 
When hawthorns bud, or on-the Hippy brow 
When. all the mountains bleat, and valleys sing. 
Soft as the nightingale's harmonious woe, a 
In dewy even-tide, when cowslips drop 
Their sleepy heads, and languish in the breeze. _ 

• 
Imperial Windsor;! on thy brow august, . 

Superbly gay, exalt thy tow'ry head; 
(Much prouder of his verse than of:thy stars) 
And bid thy forests dance, and, nodding, wave 
A verdant testimony of thy joy: 
A native Orpheus warbling in thy shades. 

Next, in the critic-chair 4  survey him thron'd, 
• Imperial in his art, prescribing laws 

Clear from thedmitted brow, and squinted sneer: 
Learn'd, without pedantry; correctly bold, 
And regularly easy. Gentle, now, 
As rising incense, or descending dews,' 
The variegated echo of his themei 
Now, animated flame commands the soul 
To glow with sacred wonder. Pointed wit 
4nd keen discernment form the certain page. 

Translation of the first book of Statius's 
Thebais. 

2  Pastorals. 
3  Windsor Forest Mr. Pope born there. 
4  Essay on Criticism. 

Just, as the Stagyrite; as Horace, free; 
As Fabian, clear; and as Petronius' gay. 

But whence those peals of laughter cshalte the 
Of decent mirth's ? Am I in Fairy-land? [sides 
Young, evanescent forms, before my eyes, 
Or skim, or seem to skim; thin essences 
Of fluid light; Zilphs, Zilphids, Elves, and Gnomes; 
Genii of Hosieruce, and ladies' gods 
And, lo, in shining-trails, Belinda's hair, 
Bespangling with disheveled beams the skies, 
Frames o'er the night. Behind, a Satyr grins 
And, jocund holds a glass, reflecting, fair,  
Hoops, crosses, mattadores; beaux, shocks, and 
Promiscuously whimsical and gay. 	[belles, 
Tassoni, hiding his diminish'd head, 	[skulks, 
Droops o'er the laughing page; while Boileau 
With blushes coverld, low beneath the desk. 

More mournful scenes invite6. The milky.veia 
Of amorotis grief devolves its placid wave 
Sett-streaming o'er the soul, in weeping woe 
And tenderness of anguish. While we read 
Th'.infectious page, we sicken into love, 
And languish with involuntary fires. 
The Zephyr, panting on the silken buds 
Of breathing violets; the virgin's sigh, 
ItOsy with youth, are turbulent and rude, 
To Sappho's plaint, and Eloisa's moan. 

Heav'ns what a flood of empyreal day 
My aching eyes involves! A Temple! soars, 
Rising like exhalations, on a mount, 
And,• wide, its adamantine valves expands. 
Three monumental columns, bright in air, 
Of figur'd gold, the centre of the quire 
With lustre fill. Pope on the midmost shines 
Betwixt his Homer and his Horace plac'd, 
Superior by the hand of Justice. Fame, 
With all her mouths tie eternal trumpet,swells, 
Exulting at his name; and, grateful, pours 
The lofty notes of never-dying praise, 
TriuMpliant, floating on the wings of wind, 
Sweet o'er the world: th' ambrosial spirit flies 
Diffusive, in its progress wid'ning still, 
" Dear to the Earth, and grateful to the sky." 
Fame owes him more than e'er she can repay: 
She owes her very temple to his hands; 
like 	built;' by hands 00 less divine! 

Attention, rouse ihysielf! the master's hand, 
(The master of our souls!) has cliang'd the key, 
And bids the thunder of the battle roar 
Tumultuous 2. Homer, Homer is our own! 
And Grecian heroes flame in British lines. 
What pomp of words! What nameless energy 
Kindles the verse; invigours every line; 
Astonishes, and overwhelms the soul 
it transport testa when fierce Achilles raves, 
And flashes, like a comet, o'er the Old; 
To wither armies with his martial frown; 
I see the battle rage; I hear the wheels 
Careering with their brazen orbs ! The shout 
Of nations rolls (the labour of the winds),-".  
Full on My ear, and shakes my inmost soul. 

3  Rape of the Lock. 
6  OVid's Sappho to Pbaon. And Eloise to 

Abejar  l Temple of Fame. Translation of Homer. 
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peseription never could so well deceive: 
Tisseal! Troy is here, or 1 at Troy 
Enjoy the war. 'My spirits, all on fire, 
With Anettivuish'd violence are borne 
Above the world, and mingle with the gods.. 
Olympus rings with arms! the firmament, 
Beneath the lightning of Minerva's shield, 
Burns to the centre: rock the tow'rs of Heav'n. 
All Nature trembles! save the throne of Jove !—
Have mercy, Pope, and kill me not with joy: 
'T is tenfold rage, an agony of bliss! 
Be less a god, nor force me to adore. 

To root excesses from the human-breast, 
Behold a beauteous pile of Ethics rise9; 
Sense, the foundation; harmony, the walls; 
(The Doric grave, and gay Corinthian join'd) 
Where Socrates and Horace jointly reign. 
Best of philosophers; of poets too 
The.best! He teaches thee thyself to know: 
That virtue is the noblest gift of Heave: 
" And vindicates the ways of God to man." 
0 hearken to the moralist polite! 
Enter his school of truth; where Plato's self 
Might preach; and Tully deign M lend an ear. 

Last see him waging with the fools of rhynte 
A wanton, harmless warlo. Dunce after dunce, 
Beaux, doctors, tempters, courtiers, sophs and cits, 
Condemn'd to suffer life. The motley crew, 
Emerging from Oblivion's muddy pool, 
Give the round face to view, and shameless front 
Proudly expose; till Laughter have her fill. 

Born to improve the age, and cheat mankind 
Into the mad of Honour!—Vice again 
The gilded chariot drives for he is dead! 

I saw the sable barge, along his Thames, • 
In slow solemnity beating the tide, 
Convey his sacred dust !—Its swans espied, 
Wither'd in Twit'nam bow'rs the laurel bough;'  
Silent the Muses broke their idle lyres: 
Th' attendant Graces check'd the sprightly dance, 
Their arms unlock'd, and catch'd the starting tear, 
And Virtue for her lost defender mourn'd! 

EPITAPH ON MY FATHER'. 
IN THE 

PARISH CHURCH OF BROUGH., WESTMORELAND. 

DEAR to the wise and good by all approv'd, 
The joy of Virtue, and Heaven's well-belov'd! 
His life inspir'd with every better art, 
A learned bead, clear soul, and honest heart. 
Each scienc4hose his breast her favourite seat,' 
Each language, but the language of deceit. 
Severe his virtues, yet his manners kind, 
A manly form, and a seraphic mind. 
So long he walk'd in Virtue's even road, 
In him at length, 'twas natural to do good. 

9  Ethic Epistles. 	15  Dunciad. 
Francis Thompson, B. D. senior fellow of 

2ueen's College, Oxford, and vicar of Brough 
thirty-two years. He departed this life Aug. 31, 
1135, aged in.  

Like Eden', his old age (a sabbath rest!) 
P]ow'd without noise, yet all around him blest! 
His patron, Jesus! with no titles grac'd, 
But that best title, a good parish priest. 
Peace with his ashes dwell. And, mortals, know, 
The saint's above; the dust alone below. 
The wise and good shall pay their tribute here, 
The modest tribute of one thought and tear; 
Then pensive,sigh, and say, " To me be given 
By living thuson Earth, to reign in Heaven." 

11M1.11110.0•1100111•••••1 
0 

El'ITAPII ON MY MOTHER'. 
IN THR3  3 

PARISH CHURCH OF BROUGH, WESTMORELAND. 

HERE rests a pattern of the female life, 
The woman, friend, the mother, and the wife. 
A woman form'd by Nature, more than art, 
With smiling ease to gain upon the heart. 
A friend as true as guardian-angels are, 
Kindness her law, humanity her care. 
A mother sweetly tender, justly dear, 
Oh ! never to be nailed without a tear: . 
A wife of every social charm possest, 
Blessing her husbands'—in her husbands Wit. 
Love in her heart, compassion in her eye, 
Her thoughts as humble, as her virtues high. 
Her knowledge useful, nor too high, nor low, 
To serve her Maker, and herself to know. 
Born to relieve the poor, the rich to please,' 
To live with honour, and to die in peace. 
So full her hope, her wishes so resign'd, 	• 
Her life so blameless, so unstained her mind, 
Heav'n smil'd to see, and gave the gracious nod, 
Nor longer wou'd detain tier from her God. 

.5  
WRITTEN IN THE HOLY BIBLE. 

YE sacred tomes, be my unerring guide, 
Dove-hearted saints, and prophets eagle-ey'd! 
I scorn the moral-fop, and ethic-sage, 
But drink in truth from your illumin'd page: 
Like Moses-bush each leaf divinely bright, 
Where God invests himself in milder light! 
Taught by your doctrineseve devoutly rise, 
Faith points the way, and Hope unbars the skies. 
You tune our passions, teach them how to roll, 
And sink the body but to raise the soul; 
To raise it, bear it to mysterious day, 
Nor want an angel to direct the way ! 

3 	, 

ON A PRESENT OF 
THREE ROSES FROM IANTHE. 

MREE roses to her humble slave 
The mistress of the Graces gave: 

2  The river Eden runs near Brough. 
1  She departed this life October 3.5, MS?, 

aged 65. 
Her former Ims'band was Jos. Fisher, M. A. 

fellow of 2ueen,s College, Oxford, vicar of Brough 
and arch-deacon of Carlislept.:y whom she had ' 
no children. 
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In revenge he dealt the blow 
On her favourite below; 
In revenge of smiling eyes, 	e 
Sweetest emblems of the skies'. 	e 
" 0 my finger!" Stilla cry'd: 
Would for Stella Iliad dy'd ! 
" 0 my finger!" thrice she cry'd, 
Thrice for Stella I'd have dy"d! 
Stella'! fairest of the fair, 
Stella, Venus'-dearest care! 
Venus, red'ning dropp'd a tear: 
—" Here, you sirrnh, Cupid, here! 
Dare you torture like a foe, 
Stella, my belov'd below? 
Curst revenge on smiling eyes, 
Sweetest emblems of the skies !" 

Cupid, unit with Stella's eye, 
A nswer'd Venus with a sigh, 
" Rather, mamma, pity me; 
I am wounded more thin she." 

6 

30 
Three roses of an eastern hue, 
Sweeti•swellins with ambrosial dew. 
How each, with glowing pride, displays 
The riches of its circling rays! 
How all, in sweet abundance, shed 
Perfumes, that might revive the dead! 
" Now tell me, fair one, if you know, 
Whence these balmy spirits Row? 
Whence springs this modest blush of,„light 
Which charms at once and, pains the sight?" 

Thetair one knew, but would not say 
So blush'S'an0 smiling went her way. 
Impatient, next the Muse I earl ; 
She comes, and thus would answer all. c  

" Fool," (and I sure deserv'd the name) 
" Mark well thegiemicies of the dame, 
And can you wonder why so fair, 
And why so sweet the roses are? 
Her cheek with lii'ing,purple glows 
Which blush'd its rays on every rose; 
Her breath exhal'd a sweeter smell 
Than fragrant fields of asphodel; 
The sparkling spirit in her eyes 
A kindlier influence supplies 

'khan genial suns and summer skies. 
Now can you wonder 'why so fair, 
And why so sweet the roses are?" 
" Hold, tuneful trifler," I reply'd, 
" The beauteous cause I now descry'd, 
Hold, talk no more of summer skies, 
Of genial suns and—splendid lies; 
Of fragrant fields of asphodel, 
And brightest rays and sweetest smell.; 
Whatever poetry can paint, 
Or Muse can utter—all is faint: 
Two words had better all exprest; — 

She took the roses from—dier breast.'" 

ON 	- 

WRITING LAURA'S NAME IN THE SNOW- 
THIRSIS AND DAMON. 

THIRSIS. 

WHY, Damon, write you Laura's name 
In snowy letters? prithee, say: 
Was it her coldness to express, 
Or show thy love would melt away ? 
Or, rather, was it this? Because 
When she is nam'd you burn and glow, 
Therefore in hopes to cool your breast 
You writ the charmer's name in snow? 

DAMON. 
Thirsis, since-ink would blot her charms,. 
In snow I chose her name to write; 
Since only snow like her is pure, 
Is soft alone, alone is white. 
Perhaps the air her name may freeze, 
And every letter grow a gem; 
Fit characters to blaze her charms, 
And owe their rays to Stella's name. 
A monarch for the precious name 
Might then with half his kingdom part, 
Despise the jewels on his crown, 
To wear my Laura flea!: his heart, 

THIRSIS. 
In vain. Behold the noontide Sun 
Dissolves it with his amorous flame:—.. 
The liquid syllables, are lost: 
Now, Damon, where is Laura's name? 

DAMON. 

Too true:, yet tho' her name dissolves, 
The shining drops'shall not be lost:, 
I'll drink them as they weep away, 
And still her name shall be my toast. 

EPILOGUE TO CATO. 
Spoken by a young Gentleman in the Character of 

Marcia, before a frivate Audience. 
CiirTics affirm, a bookish; clownish race, 
(I wish they durst affirm it to my face) 

CUPID MISTAKEN. 
VENUS whipt Cupid t' other day, 

For having lost his bow and quiver : 	c,  
For he had giv'n them both away 

To Stella, queen of Isis river. 

" Mamma! you wrong me while -you strike," 
Cry'd weeping Cupid," for I vow, 

Stella and you are so alike, 
I thought that I had lent them you." 

• 
CUPID IN LOVE; 

OR AMA AND THE WASP. 

ANACREONTIC. 

CUPID by a bee was stung, 
Lately; since Anacreon sung: 
Venus, with a smiling eye, 

(Laugh'd to hear him sob and sigh. 
Angry Cupid in revenge, 

(Gods their shapes at pleasure change) 
in the form of wasp or 
Stella! fix'd his sting in thee: 
Stella! fairest of tie fair: 
Stella, Venus' dearest care! 
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That love in tragedies has nought to do: 
otadies, if so, what would they make of you? 
Why, make youq,seless, nameless, harmless things: 
How false,their doctrine, I appeal to4--kings; 
Appeal to Aitic, Asia, Greece, and Rome: 
And, faith, we need not go-s•so far from home. 
For us the lov4 burns and bleeds and dies, 
I fancy we have comets in our eyes; 
And they, you know, are—signs of tragedies. 
Thanks to my stars, or, rather, to my face, 
Sempronius perish'd for that very case. 	tder', 
The boist'rous wretch bawl'd out for peals of thun-
Because he could not force me—to come under. 
Lard! how I tremble at the narrow sc,ape'; 
Which of you would not—tremble—at a rape? 
Howe'er that be, this play will plainly prove, 
That liberty is not so sweet as love. 
Think, ladies, think what fancies fill'd my head, 
To find the living Juba for the dead! 
Tho' much he suffer'd on my father's side, 
I'll make him cry, ere long, " I'm satistipdP' 
For I shall prove a mighty—loving bride. 
But now, to make an end of female speeches, 
I'll quit my petticoats to—wear the breeches. 

[Runs out and comes in in his night gown. 
We have chang'd the scene: for gravity becomes 

• A tragedy, as hearses sable plumes. 
His country's father you have seen, to-night, 
Unfortunately great, and sternly right. 
F-sir Liberty, by impious power opprest, 
Found no asylum but her Cato's breast: 
Thither, as to a temple, she retir'd, 
And when he plumed the dagger she expir'd. 
If Liberty revive at Cato's name, 
And British bosoms catch the Roman flame: 
If hoary villains rouse your honest ire, 
And patriot-youths with love of freedom fire, 
If Lucia's grief your graceful pity move, 
And Marcia teach the virgins virtuous love, 
You'll own, ev'n in this methodizing age, 
The mildest school of morals—is the stage. 

To you, the polish'd judges of our cause, 
Whose smiles arehonour, and whose nods applause, 
Humble we bend: encourage arts like these; 
For tho' the actors fail'd—they strove to please. 
Perhaps, in time, your favours of this night 
May warm us like young Marcus self to fight, 
Like Cato to defend, like Addison to write. 

THE H4PPY LIFE. 

A BOOK, a friend, a song, a glass, 
A chaste, yet laughter-loving lass, 
To mortals various joys impart, 
Inform the sense, and warm the heart. 

Thrice happy they, who, careless, laid, 
Beneath a kiraembow'ring shade, 
With rosy wreaths their temples crown, 
In rosy wine their sorrows drown. 

Mean while the Muses wake the lyre, 
The Graces modest mirth inspire, 
Good-natur'd humour, harmless wit; 
Well-temper'd joys, nor grave, nor light, 

Act 4, S6ene 2. 

Let sacred Venus with her heir,. 
And dear lanthe too be there. 
Music and wine in concert move 
With beauty, and refining love. 

There Peace shall spread her dove-like wing, 
And bid her olives round us spring. 
There Truth shall xeign, a sacred guest ! 
And Innocence, to crown the rest. 

Begone, ambition, riches, toys, 
And splerial cares, and guilty joys.— 
Give me a book, a friend, a glass, 
And a chote, laughter-loving lass. 

THE WEDDING MORN 

A DREAM. 

'Twos morn: but Theron still his pillow prest: 
(His Annabella's charms improv'd his rest.) ' 
An angel form, the daughter of the skies, 
Descending blest, or seeni'd to bless his eyes; 	> 
White-from her breast a dazzling vestment roll'd, 
With stars bespangled and celestial gold. 
She mov'd, and odours, wide, the circuit fill'd; 
She spake, and honey froth her lips distill'd. 

Behold, illustrious comes, to bless thy arms, 
Thy Annabelle, breathing love and charms! 
0 melting mildness, undissembled truth! 
Fair flow'r of age, yet blushing bloom df youth ! 
Fair without art, without design admir'd, 
Prais'd by the good, and by the wise desied. 
By Art and Nature taiuht and form'd to please, 
With all the sweet simplicity of ease, 
In public courteous—fo,uo private end; 
At home--7a servant; and abroad—a friend. 
Her gentle manners, unaffected grace, 
And animated sweetness of hfr face, - 
Her faultless form, by decency refin'd, 
And bright, unsullied• sanctity of mind, 
The christian Graces breathing in her breast, 
Her—..ahole shall teach thee to be more than blest. 

"'Tis Virtue's ray that points her sparkling eyes, 
Her face is beauteous, for her soul is wise. 
As from the Sun refulgent glories roll, 
Which feed the starry host and fire the pole, 
So stream upon her face the beauties of her soul. 
Tho' the dove's languish melts upon her eye, 
And her cheeks mantle with the eastern sky, 
When seventy on her temples sheds its snow, • 
Dim grow her eyes and checks forget to glow, 
Good-nature shall the purple loss supply, 
Good-sense shine brighter than the sparkling eye:. 
In beauteous order round and round shall move, 
Love cool'd by reason, reason warta'dby love. 

" Receive Heaven's kindest blessing ! And regard 
This blessing as thy virtue's best reward. 
When Beauty wakes her fairest forms to charm, 
When Music all her pow'rs of sound to warm, 
Her golden floods when wanton Freedom rolls, 
And Plenty pours herself into our bowls; 
When with tumultuous throbs our pulses beat, -1 
And dubious Reason totters on her seat, 
The youth how steady, how resolv'd the guide 
Which stems the full luxuriant, pleasing tide! 
For these, and virtues such as these is given 
Thy Amtabella! 0 beloy'd o?l-lear'n 

• 
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Hail Marriage! everlasting be thy reign! 
The chain of being is thy golden chain. 
Prom hence mankind, a growing race depend, 
Begun with Nature, shall with Nature end, 
The mists, which staked thy lustre, break away, 
In glory lessen, and refine to. day: 
No more the jest of wits, of fools the scorn, 
WhicliX3od made sacred, mid which priests adorn, 

" Ascend the bed, while genial Nature pours 
Her balmy blessings round and needr-shosvirs. 
And 1p ! the future opens on my eyes, 
I see soffintcls, and smiling flow'rs arisb: 
The human blossoms every °harm diSplay, 
Unfold their sweets, and beautify the dec. 
The fathers virtues intim sons combine; 
The mother's ggaceWin the daughters shine. 
So where an angel spreads his dove-like wing 
Young laurels sprout, and tender myrtles spring; 
Sweet dews descending consecrate the ground, , 
'And open a new Paradise amend! 
I see !"—But here the scene which blaz'd behind 
Her fancy dazzled, and dissolvod his mind. 
He woke: yet still he thinks he sees and hears'; 
Till real sounds salutes his ravisli'd ears: 

''" —Arise! the 'bride invites thee to be blest?" 
He rose.—But silence only speaks the rest. ".. 

•••••;•11.1111 

AN HYMN TO MAY. 

—*Num formosissimus annus. 	Virg.. 

PREFACE. 
As Spenser is the most #escriptive and florid of 
all our.English writers, I attempted to imitate his 
manner in the following vernal. diem. I bare 
been very sparing of the antiquated words, which 
are too frequent in diost of the imitations of this 
author; hotvever, I have introduced a few here 
and there, which are explain'd at the bottom of 
each page where they occur. Shakspeare,is the 
poet of Nature, in adapting the affections and 
passions to his characters; and Spenser in de-
scribing herdelightful scenes and rural beauties. 
His lines are most musically sweet; and his de, 
scriptions most delicately abundant, even to a 
wantonness of painting: but still it is the 'music 
and painting of Nature. We find no ambitious or- 

: 

	

	naments, or epigrammatical turns, intis writings, 
but a beautiful simplicity;, which pleases far above 
the glitter of pointed wit. I endeavoured to avoid 
the affectation of the one, without any hopes of 
attaining the graces of the other kindlof wsitiesg. 

Te sequor, 6 nostrze gentis decus! inane -teem 
none ' 

Fixa pedum pono pressis vestigia signis : 
Non itf;r certandi cupidus, (loam propter arnorem 
Budd to imitari aveo: Quid enim contendat 

hirundo 
Cyenis )— Lucretius. 

A modern writer has, I know, objected, against 
runuine:, the verse into alternbte and stanza: but 
Mr: Prior's authority is sufficient for me, who ob-
serves that it alloys a greater variety, and still 
preserves the dignity of the verse. As I professed  

myself in 'this canto to lake Spenser for my model, 
1 chose the stanza; which I think adds both al 
sweetness and solemnity at the same time to Sub-
jects of this rural and flowery naturef  Ole most 
descriptive of our old poets have allvays used it 
from Chaucer down to Fairfax, sod even sling 
after him. I followed Fletcher's measure in his 
Purple Island; a poem printed at Cambridge in 
twelve cantos, in quarto, scarce heard of in this 
age, yet the best in the allegorical way, (next to 
the Fairy Queen) in the English language. The 
Alexandrine line, I think, is peculiarly graceful at 
the end; and is an improvement on Shakspeare's 
Venus and Adonis. After all, Spenser's hymns 
wilt excuse me for using this measure; and Sea-
liger in the third book of his Poetics, tells us, 
(from Dydimus) that the hymns of the Athenians 
were sung to the lyre, the pipe, or some musical 
instrument: and this, of all other kinds of verse 
is, certainly, lyrical. But enough of the stanza: 
for (al sin William Davenant observes in his ad-
mirable preface to Gondibert) numbers in verse, 
likedistinet kinds of music, are composed to the 
uncertain and different taste of several ears. I 
hope I have no apology to make for describing 
the beauties, the pleasures, and the loves of the 
season in too tender or too florid a manner. The 
nature of the subject required a luxuriousness of 
versification, and a softness of sentiment; bet 
they are pure and chaste at the same time: 
otherwise this canto had neitherbeen ever written, 
.or .offered to the public. If the sentiments and 
verse be florid and tender, I shall excuse myself 
in the words of Virgil (though not in his sense). . 	• 

mollissima fandi 
Temp oral 

ARGUMENT. 
Subject proposed. Invocation of May. Descrip 

tion of her: her operations on nature. Daunt) 
recommended; in particular at this season 
Vernal apostrophe. Love the ruling passim 
In May. The celebration of Venus, her birth 
day in this month. Rural retirement in spring 
Conclusion. 

ETHEIMAL daughter of the lusty Spring, 
And swket Fa-vonins, ever-gentle May! 
Shall 1, unblani'd, Presume of thee to sing, 
And with thy living colours gild my lay? 
Thy genial spirit mantles in. my brain 
My numbers languish in a softer vein: 
I pant, too emulous, to (low in Spenser's strain. 

Say, mild' Aurora of the blooming year, 
With storms when winter blackens _Nature's face; 
When whirling winds the howling forest tear, 
lead shake the solid mountains from their base: 
Say, what refulgent chambers of tht sky 
Veit thy beloved glories from the eye, [then die 
For which' the .nations pine, and Earth's fair ehil 

Where, Letla's twins', forth from their dianum 
tow'r, 

Alternate, o'er the night their beanie divide; 
In light cmbesoirk'd, happy, and secure 
From winter-rage, thou choosest to abide. 

.2  Castor and 
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Blest residence ! For; there,.as poets tell, 

1714 powers of poetry and wisdotn2  dwell; 
Apollo wakes tha arts,; the Muses strike the shell. 

Certes3Verithedicyna's laurel'd mead, 
(For ever sprepd, ye laurels, green and new!) 
The brother-stars their gracious nurture shed, 
And secret blessings of poetic-dew. 
They bathe their horses in the karned flood, 
With flame, recruited for th' etherial road; 
And deem fair Isis' swans4 fair as their father-god. 

No sooner April, trim'd with girfands3  gay, 
Rains fragrance o'er the world, and ftindly show'rs; 
But, in the eastern-pride of beauty, May, - 
To gladden Garth, forsakes her heav'nly bow'rs, 

4Restoring Nature from her palsy'd state. 	' 
April, retire; ne6  longer, Nature, wait: 
Soon may she i nue from the Molting's golden gate.' 

Come, bounteous May ! in fulness of thy 'might, 
Lead briskly on the mirth-infusing Hours, 
Ail-recent from the bosom of delight, 
With nectar nurtued; and involvM in flow'rs:.  
By Spring's sweet blush,by Nature's teeming womb; 
By Hebe's dimply smile, by flora's blooett;- 
By Venus'-self (for Venue-self demands 'thee) 

come! 
• 

By the warm sighs, in dewy even-tide, 
Of melting Maidens; in the wood+bind-g,roVes,. 
To pity loosen'd, soften'd down from pride ;• 
By billing turtles, and by cooing doves; • 
By the.youth's plainings stealing 'on the air, - 
(For youths will plain, tho' yielding be the fair)' 
Hither, to bless the maidens and the youths,' re- 

pair. 

With dew bespangled, by the, hawthorn-buds, 
With freshness-breathing, by the daisy'd 
By the mix'd music of the warbling woods, 
And jovial roundelaysl of nymphs and swains; 
In thy full energy, and rich array, 
Delight of Earth and Heav'n ! 0 Messed May! 
From Hear'n descend to Earth: on Earth vouch-

safe to stay. 

She comesf--A silken comuss, emiard.green, 
Gracefully loose,, adown her shoulders flott,,, 
(Fit to enfold the limbs of Paphos' queen) 
And with the labours of the,ncedle.glows, 
Pulled 9  by Nature's hand! The amorous Air 
And musky-western Breezes fast repair, 
Her mantle proud to swell, and wanton with her 

hair. 

Her hair (but rather threads of light it seems) 
'With the gay honours of the Spring entwined, 
Cepions, unbound, in neetar'd ringlets streams, , 
Floats glitt`ritus on the Son, and scents, the wind, 

The .Gemini are supposed to preside over 
learned men. See Pontanus hi his beautiful 
poem called Urania. Litt 2. De Geminis. 

3  Surely, certainly. Ibid.—.---se-Hhedicyna, 
8ce. Oxford. 

Jupiter deceived Leda in the shape of a swan 
as she was bathing herself in the river Eurotas. 

5  Garlands: 	6  Nor. 	a  Songs. 
2 .k light gown.. • 9  Flourished with a needle. 

xv. 

Lovesick with odours !--.-Now to order roll'd, 
It melts upon her bosom's dainty mould, 
?r, curling round her waist, disports its. wavy 

gold. • 

Young-circling roses; blushing, round them throw 
The sweet abundance of their purple rays, 
And lilies, dip'd in fragrance, freshly blow, 
With blendedkeauties, in her angel-faCe 
The Immid rance beaming from her eyes 
The air andoeas Blames, the earth and ski,e4 
And open, Where sits' smiles, the swats of Para- 

On Zephyr's wing the laughing goddess view, 
Distilling balm. She eleavethe timeom Air, 
Attended by the silver-footed Dew, 
The ravages of Winter to repair. 
She gives her naked bosoM to the Gales, 
Her .naked bosom down the ether sails; 
Her bosom breathes delight; her breath the Spring 

exhales. 

All as the phenix, in Arabian skies, 
New.b'urnisb'd from his spicy funeral pyres, 
At levee; in roseatl undulation, flies; 

plumage dazzles and the gazer tires; 
Around their king the plumy nations wait, 
Attend his triumph, and augment his state: 
HO• tow'ring, claps his wings, and wins th' ethe- 
' 	real height. 

So round this phenix of the gait*,  year • 
A thousartd, nay ten thousand -Sports and Smiles, 
Fluttering ip gold, along the hemisphere, 
Her praises chant; her praises glnd the isles. 
Conscious of her approaeth (to deck her bow'rs) 
Earth from her fruitful lap and bosom pours 
A waste of springing sweets, and voluntary flow'rs. 

Narcissus2  fair, in snowy veldet gown'd; 
Ah foolish! still to love the fountain-brim: 
Sweet Hyacinths, by Nimbus erst° hemoan'd; 
And tulip, flaring in her powder'd trim. 
Whate'er, Arm/dos, in thy gardens blew ; 
Whate'er the Sun inhales, or.sips the dew; 
.Whateer compose the chaplet on loathe's, brow. 

Pliny tells 'us; lib. 11, that, the phenix is 
about the bigness of an eagle: the feathers round 
'the neck shining like gold, the body of a Purple 
colour, the tail blue with feathers 'resembling 
roses. See Median's fine poem on that subject, 
and Mareellus Donatus, who has a short disser-
tation on the phenix in his Observations On Ta-' 
cam. Annal. Lib. 6. Westley on Rib, and sir 
Tho. Brown's Vulgar Errours. 

2  A beautiful youth who, beholding his facein 
a fountain, fell in love with himself, and pining 
away was changed into a flower, which hears his' 
name. See Ovid. Metamorph. Lib. 3. 

3  Beloved and turned into a flower by Apollo, 
See the story in Ovid. Met. Lib. 10. There is 
likewise a curious dialogue in Lucian 'betwixt 
Mercury and Apollo on, this subject. • Servibs in 
his Notes on Virgil's second Bucolic takes the 
hyacinth to be the vaceinium, of. the.  Latins 
bearing sotne.similitude With the name. •  

4  Formerly: tang ago. 	. 
5  See Tasso's 11 Goliredo. Carp 16. 
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He who undit'z'cl6  can wander o'er her face; 
May OM upon the solar-blaze at noon !— 
What more than. female sweetness; and a grace. . 
Peculiar! save, lanthe, thine alone,, 
Ineffable effusion of the day! 
So very much the same, that lovers say, 
May is lanthe; or the dear lanthe, May. 

So: fir as cloth the harbinger of day. 
The lesser limps of night in sheen 7 excel; 
So k.r in sweetness and in beauty Mwv 
Above all eller months dote bear the bell.. 
So far as May doth.other months exceed, 
So far in virtue and its goodlibead9, 
-Above all other nymphs Ianthe hears the meed9. o 
Welcome! as to a youthful poet, wine, 
To fire his fancy, and enlarge his soul: 
He weaves the laurel-chaplet with the vine, 
And grows immortal as he drains the bowl. 
Welcome! as beauty to the lovesick swain, 
For which he long had 	but sigh'd in vain; 
He darts into her arms; quick-vanishes Ins pain: 

The drowsy elements, smiled by thee, 
Roil to harmonious measures, active all! 
Earth, Water, air, and fire, with feeling glee, 
Exult to celebrate thy festival. 
Fire glows intenser; softer, Moire the air; 
Mope smooth the waters flow; earth smiles more 

' 	,fair: 
Earth, water, air and fire, thy.glad'ning impulse 

share. 

What boundless tides of splendour o'er the sties, 
O'erflowing 'kis:fitness! stream their golden rays 
Heaven's azure kindlescwith the varying dies, 	' 
Reflects the glory, and returns the blaze. 
Air whitens; wide the tracts of ether been 
With colours damask'd rich, and -goodly sheen, 
And aftabove, is llfue; and all belt)* is green. 

At thy.approach, the wild waves' loud-uproar, 
And foamy surges of the mad'ning 
Forget to heave their mountains to the shore; 
Diffus'd into the level of the plain. 	• 
For thee, the halcyon builds her summer's-nest; 
For thee, the Ocean smooths her troubled breast, 
Gay froM thy placid smiles, in thy own purple 

dfest. 	 • 

Have ye not seen, in gentle even-tide, 
When Jupiter the Earth bath richly sbower'd, 
Striding the clouds, a bow dispredden i  wide 
As if with light inwove, and gaily flower'd 
With bright variety of blending-dies? 
White, Lair*, yellow melt along the skies, 
Alternate colours sink, alternate colours' rise. 

'The Earth's embroidery then have ye ey'd, 
And smile of blossoms, yellow, purple, white; 
Their vernal-tinctur'd leaves, luxurious, dy'4 
In Flora's liv'ry, painted by the light. .. 

c. Light's painted children in the breezes play, 
Layout their dewy bosoms to the ray, 
Their soft enamel spread, and beautify the day. 

• 
6  Undazzled. 	l'Brighttie'ss. Shining. 
8 Beauty. 	c. 	9 Prize. 

Spread.  

From the wide altar of the foodful Earth [01; 
The flowirs, the herbs, the plants, their incense°  
The orchards swell the ruby-tinetur'd birth; 

• The vermil-gardens breath the .spieyesdhl. 
Grateful to May, the nectar-spirit flies, 
The wafted clouds of lavish'd odours -rise, 
The Zephyr's balmy burthen, worthy of the skim 

The bee, the golden daughter of the Spring, 
From mead to mead, in wanton labour, roves, 
And loads its little thigh, or gilds its wing 
With all the essence of the flushing groves: 
Extracts the aromatic soul of flow'rs, . 
And, humming in delight, its waxen bow'rs 
Fills with the luscious spoils, and lives ambrosial. 

hours. 

Touch'd by thee, May, the flocks and lusty droves 
That low-in pastures, or on mountains bleat, 
Revive their frolics and renew their loves. 
Stung td the marrow with a generous heat, 
The stately courser, bounding o'er the plain, 
Shakes to the winds the honours of his mane, 
(High-arch'd his neck).and, snuffing, hopes the 

dappled train. 

The a6reaf songsters sooth the list'ning groves: 
The mellow ttrush, the ouzle 2  sweetly shrill)  
And little linnet celebrate their loves 	" 
In hawthorn valley, or on tufted hill; 
The soaring lark, the lowly nightingale, 
A thorn her pillow, trills her doleful tale, 
And melancholy music dies along the date. 

This gay exuberance of gorgeous Spring, 
The gilded mountain, and the herbag'd vale, 
The woods that blossom, and the birds that sine, 
The murmuring fountain and the breathing dale: 
The dale, the fountains, birds and woods delight, 
The vales, the mountains and the Spring invite, 
Yet unadorrett by May, no longer charm the sight. 

When Nature laughs around, shall man alone, 
Thy image, hang (ah me!) the sickly head? 
When Nature sings, shall Nature's glory groan, 
And languish for the pittance poor of bread! 
0 may the than that shall his image scorn, 
Alive, be ground with hunger, most forlorn, 
Die urfunefi'd 3, and dead, by dogs and kites be torn. 

Curs'd may he be (as.if he were not so).  
Nay doubly eurs'd be such a breast of steel, 
Which never melted at another's woe, 
Nor tenderness of bowels knew to feel. 
His heart is black as Hell, in flowing store 
Who hears the needy crying at his door, 
Who bears them erv, ne reeks 4; but soffits 

them be.poor. 

But blest, 0 more than doubly bleat be he! 
Let honour crown him and eternal rest, 
Who're bosom, the sweet fount of charity, 
Flows out to 'noursle 5 innocence distrest. 
His ear is open to the widow's.cries, 
His hand the orphan's cheek'of sorrow drys; 
Like Mercy's self' he looks on. want with Pity'5 

• eyes. 

2  Blackbird. . a  Without a funeral knell. 
4  Nor is concerned. 	5 To nurse: 
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In ti)is.lile'St season; pregnant with delight, . 
Ne6  may theboading owl with screeches:wound 
The solemn Alen& of the quiet night, 
Ne croakidglavem with unhallow'd sound; 
Ne damned ghost affmy7 with deadly yell' 
The waking haler, rais'd'by mighty spell, 
To pale the stars, till Hesper shine it hackle Hell, 

Ne witches rifle gibbets, by the Moon, 
(With horrour winking, trembling all with feat) 
Of many a clinking chain, and vanker'd bone: 
Nor imp in visionary shape appear, • 
To Mast the thriving verdure-of the plain; 
Ne let hobgoblin, ne the ponk, profane (ing brain. 
With shadowy glare the light, and mad the burst,  

• 
Yet fairy-elves- (so ancient custom's wills), 
The green+gown'd fairy elves, by starry sheens, 
May gambol or in valley or on 
And leave their footsteps on the circled green. 
Full lightly trip it, dapper Mab, around ; 
Full featly', /Wren, thou, o'er grass-turf bound : 
Mab brushes off no dew-drops, Ob'ron prints no 

ground. 

Ne' bloody rumours violate the ear, 
Of cities sack'd, and kingdoms desolate, 	• 
With plague or sword, with pestilence or war; 
Ne rueful murder stain thy era-date; 
Ne shameless Calumny, for fell despight, 
Tile foulest fiend that e'er blasphein'd the light, 
At lovely lady rail, nor grin at courteous knight. 

Ne wailing in our streets nor fieldsbe beard,- 
Ne voice of Misery assault the heart 
Ne fatherless from table be debar'd ; 
Ne piteous tear -front eye of Sorrow start; 
But Plenty, pour thyself into the'bowl 
Of bounty-head; may never 'Want control 
That good, good-honest man; who feeds the fa- 

mish'd soul. 

Now let the trumpet's martial thunders sleep; , 
The viol wake alone, and tender flute; 
The Phrygian lyre with sprightly fingers sweep,, 
And, Erato, dissolve-the Lydian lute. 	• 
Yet Clio frets, and burns with honest pain, 
To maze and animate the martial strain, 
While British bannerS flame o'er many a pdrpled 

plain. 

The trumpet sleeps, but soon for thee shall. wake, 
Ilinstious chief! to sound thy mighty name, 
(Snatch'd from the malice of Lethean-lake) 
Triumphant-swelling from the mouth of Fame. 
Mean while, disdain not (so the virgins pray) 
This rosy-crown, with myrtle wove and bay; 
(Too humble crown 1 ween) the offering of May. 

6 Nor. 	, Affright 
3  The Lemuria, or rites siered to the Lemures, 

were celebrated by the Romans in May. Sce 
Ovid. Fast. I. 5. &c. They imagined the temures 
(in English, fairies) to. be like ghosts of deceased 
-persons: bet our traditional accounts are very 
different in respect to the nature,  of fairies. 
Shekespear's Midsumnier's Night's Dream, Dray, 
ton's. Fairy Tale, and a celebrated old ballad, are 
master-pieces in their kind. • 

9 Brightness. 	' Nimbly. 	= Nor. 

And while the virgins hail thee With their voice, 
Heaping thy crowded way with 'greens and flow'rs, 
And in the fondness of their heart rejoice 
To south, tvith dance and song, thy gentler hours;' 
Indulge the season, and 	sweet repair 	• 
Embay thy limbs, tlnl. vernal beauties share: 
Then blaze in arms again, rcnew'd for future war. 

Britannia's happy isle derives from-May 
The choicest blessings Liberty bestows : 
When roya!Charles (for ever hail the day!)' 
In mercy triumph'd (der ignoble foes. J 
Restor'd wp- him, the Arts the drooping head 
Gaily again uprear'd; the Muses' shade [array'd. 
With fresher honours bloomV, hi.,greener trinr 

, 	. 
And thou, the goadliest blossom of our isles! 	• 
Great Frederic's and his Augusta's joy, • 
Thy native month approv'd with infant-smiles, 
Sweet as the smiling May, imperial boy r 
Britannia hopes thee fur her future lord, 
Lotod Its thy parents, only. not aslor'd! 
Whene'er a George is born, Charles is again re.. - 

.stot'd. 

0 may his father's pant for finer fame, 
And boundless hountyhead to humankind; 
His grandsire's glory, and his uncle's name, 
Renown'd in wart inflame his ardent mind: 
So arts shalt flourish 'Oath his equal sway, 
So arms the hostile nations wide affray ; 
The laurel, Victory; Apollo, wear the bay. 

Through kind infusion of celestial potter, 
The dullard-Barth May quiek'neth with delight: • 
Full suddenly the seeds of joy recure3   
Elastic spring, and force Inithin empighta. . 
If senseless elements invigorate prove 
By genial May, and heavy matter move, [love? 
Shall shepherdesses cease, shay shepherds fail to 

Ye sheplierdeiae.s, in a goodly round, 
Purpled with health, as in the greenwoodtshade, 
Incontinent ye thump the echoing ground 
And deftly 5 lead the detnee along the glade ! 
(0 may no showers your merry-makes affray!) 
hail at the op'ning, at the closing day, 
Ail hail, ye bonnibcls6, to y'bur own season, May, 

Nor ye absent yourselves, ye sheplierd,swains, 
But lend to (lance and song the liberal May; 
And while in jocund ranks you beat the -plains, 
Your flocks shall nibble, and your lambkins pray, 
Frisking in glee. ;To May your girlands bring, 

• And ever and anon her praises sing : 
The woods shall echo May, with May the -valleys . 

ring. 

Your May-pole deck with flow'ry coronal; • 
Sprinkle the flow'ry coronal with wine;  
And in the-nimble-footed galliard, all, 
Sliepherds_and shepherdesses, lively, join. 
Hither from village sweet and hamlet fair, -, 
From bordering cot and'distant glennel repair: 
Let youth indulge its sport, to old 8  bequeath its 

care. 

-3  Recover. 	4  Placed, fixed. 	5 Finely. ' 
6  Pretty women. 	,A counSiy hamlet. 
S Old age. 
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Ye wanton Dryads and light-tripping Fawns, 
Ye jolly Satyrs; full of lustyhead 9, 
And ye that haunt the hills, the brooks, the lawns; 
0 come with rural chaplets gay dispread : 
With heel so nimble wear the springing grass, 
To shrilling bagpipe, or to tinkling brass; 
Or foot it to the reed : Pan pipes himself apace. 

In this soft season, when Creation emifd, 
A quivering splendour on the Ocean hung, 
And sfror the fruitful froth, his fairest-child, 
The queen el bliss and beauty, Venus sprung. 
The dolphins gambol o'er the wat'ry way, 
Carol the Naiads, while the Tritons plair, 
4nd all the sea(  sgreen sisters bless the holy-day. ' 

In honour of her natal-month, the 'queen 
Of bliss and beauty consecrates her hours, 
Fresh as her cheek, and as her brow serene, 
To buxom ladies, and their paramours. 
Love tips with golden alchymy his dart; 
With rapt'rous anguish, with an honey'd smart 
Eye languishes on eye, and heart dissolves on 

heart. 

A softly-swelling hill, with myrtles crown'd, 
• (Myrtles to Venus algates' sacred been) 
Ilight Acidale, the fairest spot on ground, 
For ever fragrant and for ever green, 	. 
O'erlooks the windings of a shady vale,. 

• By Beauty form'd for amorous regale. -; 
Was ever hill so sweet as sweetest Acidale? 

Alt down the sides, the sides profuse of flow'rs, 
An hundred rillssin shining mazes,'flow 
Through mossy grotto's amaranthine bow'rs,. 
And form a laughing tietod'isi vale below: 
Where oft their limbs the Loves and Graces bay 
(When Summer sheds insufferable day) 
And sport, and dive and flounce in wantonness of 

, play. 

No noise o'ereomes the silence of the shades, 
Save short-breath'd vows, the dear exeesssof joy; 
Or harmless giggle of the youths and maids, 
Who yield obeysance to the Cyprian boy : 
Or lute, soft-sighing in the passing gale; 
Or fountain gurgling down the sacred vale, 
Or hymn to beauty's queen, or lover's tender 

tale. 

Here Venus revels, here maintains her oohrt 
In light festivity and gladsome game: 
The young and gay, in frolic troops resort, 
Withouten censure, and withouten blame. 
In pleasure steep'd, and dancing in delight, 
Night stealypon the day, the day, on night: 
Each knight his lady loves; each lady loves her 

knight. 

Where lives the man (if such a man there be) 
In idle wilderness or desert slrear, 
tTo Beauty's sacred pow'r an enemy ? 
Lei foul fiends harrow; him; Pll Aron no tear. 
I deem that earls, by Beauty's pow'r unmov'd, 
Hated of Heav'n, of none but Hell approv'd. 
0 may he never love, 0 never be beluv'd! 

9 Vigour. 	tc,Ever. 	2  Bathe. 	3  DeStrO3T, 
A clown. 

Hard is his heart, unmelted by thee, May! 
Unconscious of Love's nectar-tickling sting, 	' 
And, unrelenting, cold to Beauty's ray; 
Beauty the mother and the child of Sisaing! 
Beauty and Wit &dare the sexes even; 
Beauty, to woman, Wit to man is Risen; 
Neither the slime of Earth, but each the fin al 

Heav'n. 

Alliance sweet! let Beauty Wit approve, 
As flow'rs to sunshine ope the ready breast: 
Wit Beauty loves, and nothing else can love: 
The- best alone is grateful to the best. 
Perfection has no other parallel ! 
Can light,' with darkness; doves with ravens 

dwell ? 
As soon, perdieS, shall Heav'n communion hold 

with Hell. 

I sing to you, who love alone for love: 
For gold‘the beauteous fools (0 fools besure !) 
Can win ; tho' brighter Wit shall never naive: 
But Folly is to Wit the certain cure. 
Curs'd be the men, (or be they young or old) 
Curs'd be the women, who themselves have sold 
To the detested bed for lucre base of gold. 

Not Julia suds: she higher honour deem'd 
To languish in the Sulmo poet's arms, 	• 
Than, by the potefitates of Earth esteem'd, 
'fo give to sceptres and to crOwns her charms. 
Not Laura such: in sweet Vauclusa's vale 
She list'ned to her Petrarch's amorous tale. 
But did poor Cohn Clouts o'er Rosalind prevail? 

Howeer that he; in Acidaliani shade, 
Embracing Julia, Ovid melts the clay: 
No dreaMs of banishment his loves invade; 
Encircled in eternity of May, 
Here Petrarch with his Laura, soft reelin'd 
On violets, gives sorrow to the wind : 
And Cohn Clout pipes to the yielding Rosalind. 

5  An old word for asserting any thing. 
6  Spenser. 
"1  These three celebrated poets and lovers wee 

all of them unhappy in their amours. Ovid Iss 
banished on account of his passion for Juli 
Deathedeprived Petrarch of his beloved Lass 
very early; as he himself tells us in his seems 
of his own life. These are his words: " Amor 
aceivituo, sed unico tk honesto, in adolescent/ 
laboravi, & diutius laborassem, nisi jam tepescen 
tens ignem moss acerba, sed utilis, extinxisset. 
See his works, Basil, fol. tom. 1. Yet others se 
she married another person; which is scare 
probable; since Petrarch lamented her death II 
ten years afterwards, as appears from Son'ett 
315, with a most uncommon ardour of passim 
Thom:minus in his'curious book, Riled Petrarch 
Redirivtis, has given us two prints of Laura, wit 
an account of her family, their loves, and Is 
sweet retirement in Vaucluse. As for Spenser, is 
may conclude that his love for Rosalinda prove 
unsuccessful from his pathetical complaints, i 
several of his poems, of her cruelty. The ataho 
therefore, thought it only a poetical kind ofitistic 
to reward them in this imaginary retreat of lover 
for the misfortunes they really suffered here 
account of Weir passion. 
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AN 'HYMN TO Miti. 	 a 	. 37 
Pipe oq, thou sweetest of th,  Arcadian train, 

a .That e'er with tuneful breath Mortal the quill: 
Pipe on, of lovers the most loving swain I 
Of bliss on4 melody 0 take thy fill. 
Ne envy CV dear lanthe smile, 
Tho' low my numbers, and tiro' rude my style; 
Ne quit for A'cidale, fair Albion's happy isle. 

Come then Ianthe! milder than the Spring, 
And grateful as the rosy mouth of May, 
O come; the birds the hymn of Nature sing,' 
Enchanting wild, from every bush and spray : 
Swell th'green gems and teem along the vine,. :  
A fragrant promise of the future wine, 
The spirits to exalt, the genius to refine ! 

Let us our steps. direct where father•Thames, 
In silver windings draws his humid train, 
And pours, where'er he rolls his naval-stream, 
Pomp on the city, plenty o'er the plain. 
Or by the banks of Isis shalt we stray, 	. 
(Ah why so long from Isis banks away!) 
Where thousand damsels .dance, and thousand 

shepherds play. 	, 

Or choose you rather Theron's calm retreat, 
Embosom'd, Sorry, in thy verdant vale, 
At once the Aluse,s' and the Graces' seat! 
There gently listen to my faithful tale. 
Along the dew-bright parterres let us rove, 
Or taste the odoerSof the mazy-grove: 	love. 
Bark how the turtles coo: I languish tdo with 

Amid the pleasaunce Of Arcadian scenes, 
Luce steals his silent•arrows on my breast; 
Nor falls of water, nor enamel'd greens, 	. 
Can soothe my anguish, Or invite to rest. 
Yon, dear lanthe, you afotie impart 
Balm to my wounds, and cordial to my smart: 
The apple of my eye, the fife.blood of my heart. 

With line of silk, with hook of barbed,steel, 
Beneath this oaken umbrage let us lay, 
And from the water's crystal-bosorn steal 
Upon ,the grassy band: the finny prey : 
The perch, with purple speckled manifold; 
The eel, in silver labyrinth self-roll'd, 
And carp, all burnisli'd o'er with drops of scaly 

gold. 	 a 

Or shall the meads invite, with Iris hues 
And Nature's pencil gay-db'rersify'd, 
(For now the Sun has lick'd away the dews) 
Fair-flushing and bedeek'd like virgin-bride ? 
Thither, (for they invite us) we'll-repair, 
Collect and weave (whate'er. is sweet and fair) 
A posy for thy breast, a garland for thy-heir: 

Fair is the lily clad in balmy snow; 
Sweet is the rose, of Spring the smiling eye; 
Nipt by the wilds, their heads the lilies bow; 
Crept by, the hand, the roses fade and die. 
Tho' now in pride of youth and beautydrest, 
0 think, lanthe, cruel 'fine lays waste 
The roses of the cheek, ,the lilies of the breast. 

Weep not; but, rather.taught by this, improve,  
The present freshness of thy springing. prime : 

%Bestow thy graces on the god of love, 
Too precious for the withced arms of Time. 

In chaste endearments, innocently gay, 
lanthe! now, now love thy Spring away; 
Ere cold October-blasts despoil the bloom of May. 

Now up the chalky mazes of yon hill, 
With grateful diligence, we ivind our way; 
What op'ning scenes our ravish'd senses fill, 
And, wide, their rural luxury display ! 	fspires, 
Woods, dales, and flocks, and herds, and cots and 
Villas of leargied clerks, and gentle SqUires; 
The villa of a friend the eye-sight never tirss. 

• a 
If e'er to thee and Venus, May, I stru

,
ng 

The glalsotne lyre,, when liveloOdg swell'd my 
veins, 

And Eden's nymphs and Isis') damsels sung 
In tender elegy5, and pastoral-strainst; 
Collect and sited thyself on Theron's howr's, 

,0 green his gardens, 0 perfume'his (lovers, 
0 bless his morning,walks and sooth 'Isis ev'eing- 

tours. 

Long, Theron, with thy Annabell enjoy 
The walks of Nature, still to Virtud kind, 
For sacred solitude can. never cloy, 
The wisdom of an uncorrupted mind ! 

very' long may Hymen's golden chain 
Vo'hlerth confine you and the rural-reign;.  
Then soar, at length; to Heaven.! nor pray, 0 

illtwe, in 'vain. 

Where'er-the Mimes haunt, or poets muse, 
k solitary silence sweetly tir'd, 
Unloose thy bosom, May! thy stores effuse, 
Thy vernal stores, by poets most desir'd, 
OfliVing fountain, of the wood-bind-shade, 
'Of Philomela, warbling from the, glade.. 
Thy bounty, in his verse, shall certes be repaid. 

On Twit'nam-bowrs (Aonian Twit'nam bow'rs !) 
Thy softest plenitude of beatlies shed, 
Thick as the winter.stars, or summer-flow'rs; 
Albe3  the tuneful master (alt!) be dead. 
To Colin next he taught my youth to sing, 
My reed to. warble, to resound my string: 
The king of shepherds he, of poets he the king. 

Hail, happy scenes, where Joy wou'd choose to 
dwell; 	 . 	. 

Hail, golden days, which Saturn deems his own; 
Hail, music, which the Muses scant 3  excel ; 
Hail, Ilow'rets,,not unworthy Venus' crown. 
Ye linnets, larks, ye thrushes, nightingales; 
Ye hills, ye plains, ye groves, ye streams, ye gales, 
Ye ever-happy scenes ! all you, your poet hails. 

All-hail to thee, 0 May I the crown of all ! 
The. recompense and'gloryof my sebg: 
Ne small the recompense, ne glory small, 

a If gentle ladies, and the tuneful..throng, • 
With lover's myrtle, and with poet's bay 
Fairly bedightl, approve the simple lay,' 
And think on Thoinalin whene'er they hail thee, 

May! 	 - 

s Liveliness. 
9 Stella; sive Amgres:, Elegiarum Tres Libri. 

Written in the year 1136. 
I Six pastorals: written in the year 1734:. 

ItItho' 	a Scarcely. 	4  Adorned, 
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THE NEW LYRE. 
TO. A FRIEND. r 	2 

simmin mriyre, when Love oppear'd, 
Demanding a light-wanton lay: 

Christ!"1 began—the trifler heard, 
And shook his wings, and pass'd away. 

The strings rebellious to my hand c 
,Refuse to charm: in vain I sue, 
The Skripgs are mute to my demand'- 
1 bloke thAdd, and form'd akmew. 

e 
„' Christ !” I began -the sacred lyre 
Responsive supdl'd pith notes divine, 
,And waived me with seraphic-fire: 
Sweet Jesus; I am only thine! 

O wake to life this springing grace, 
And water with thy heavenly dew : 
Display the glories of thy face, 

' Mrspirit and my heart renew ! 

Direct my Soul, direct my hand:-- 
0,  blessed change! thy pow'r I feel: 
My numbers flow.  at thy command, 
My strings with holy raptures swell. 

And, you; whose pious pains unfold 
Those truths, receive this tribute due; 
You•onee emitted my Muse of old, 
Nor seem the Arse-tants of the new: 

4•11001*..... 

SICKNE. A POEM: 
IN FIVE ItOOlts. 

11001i I.. 
The Lord comfort him, when he lieth sick upon 

his bed; make thou all his bed in his sickness. 
Psalms. 

C  

ARGUMENT, 
Sfibject proposed. The folly of employing poetry 

on wanton or trilling subjects. Invocation of 
Urania. Reflections on the instability of life 
itself: frailness of youth, beauty, and health: 
The suddenness and first attacks of a distetnper, 
in particular of the small pox. Moral and re- 

' 	Jigious observations resulting from sickness. 
*61.10.41..1.4. 

OF days with pain acquainted, and of nights 
.Uneouseioutraf the healing balms of sleep, 
That ham in restless agonies away; . 
Of Sickness, and its family of woes, 
The fcllest enemies of life,. I sing, 	 • 
Uorizon'd close in darkness. While ttouch 
The chop-instrument, of solemn tone, 
Pluckt from the cypress' melancholy boughs, 	• 

. Which, deep'ning, shade the house of mourning, 
groans 

' He lent me a MS. discturse on these words 
" Old things are passed away, and lo ! all things 
are /meow: new.'(  

And hollow wailinge, through the damps of night, 
Responsive wound the ear. The sprightly poifis 0  
Of musical enchantment wove their wines, 
-And seek the fragrant groves and pupple fields, 
Where Pleasure rolls her honey-triaiing streams, 
Qf blooming Health and laughter-dimpled Joy. 

Me other scenes than laughing Jty, and 
High-blooming, purple-living fields and groves, 
Fragrant with Spring, invite. Too long the Muse, 
Ah ! much too long, a libertine dill-tisk! 
On Pleasure's rosy lap, has, idly, breaded 
Love-sighing elegies, and pastoral-strains) 
The soft seducers of our Youthful hours, 
Soothing away the rigour of the mind, 
And energy of virtue. But farewel, 
Ye myrtle walks, ye lily-mantled meads, 
Of Paphos, and the fount of Acidale, 
Where, oft, in summer, Grecian fables tell, 
The daughters of Eurynome and Jove, 
Thalia and her sister-Graces cool 
Their ghawing features, at the noontide hour, 
Farewel!---41ut come, Urania, from thy bow'rs 
Of everlasting day; 0 condescend 
To lead thy votary (with rapt'roits zeal 
Adoring Nature's God, the great Three-One!) 
To Salem; where the shepherd-monarch wak'd 
The sacred breath of melody, and swell'd 
His harp, to angels' kindred notes attun'd, 
With music worthy Heaven ! 0 bathe my breast, 
With-praises burning, in the morning-dews, 
yyincla sparlde, Sion, on thy holy hill. 

The prophets, eag'le-ey'd, celestial mail', 
Those poets of the sly ! were taught to chant 
The glories of Messiah's reign by thee: 
Kindled by thee, the eastern-pages flame 
Vl' it lightning, and with thunder shake the soul; 
While, from the whirlwind, God's all-glorious 
Bursts on the tingling ears of Job : the writ [voict 
Of Moses, meek in spirit, but his thoughts 
Lofty as Heav'n's blue arch. My humble hopes 
Aspire but to the alpha of his song; 
Where, roll'd in ashes, digging for a grave, 
More earnest than the covetous for gold 
Or hidden treasures Crusted o'er with boils, 
And roaring in the bitterness of soul, 
And heart-sigh pain, the man of 172 complains. 
Themes correspondent to thy servant's theme. 

I sing to you, ye sons of men ! of dust, 
Say ranier: what is man, who proudly lifts 
His brow audacious, as confronting Heaven, 
And tramples, with disdain, his mother Earth, 
But moulded clay? an animated heap 
Of dust, that shortly shall to dust return ? 

We-dream of.sharlows, when we talk of life, 
Of Pelops' shoulder, of Pythagoras' thigh, 
Of Strrius's'saints, and Ovid's gods; 
More *ales, to cheat our children with to rest; 
And, when the tale is told, they sink to sleep, 
Death's image so inane is mortal-man! 
Man's-but a vapour, tosed by every wind, 
The chikl !of smote, which in a mt.ment dies, 
And, sinking. into nothing, disappears. 
Man's a brisk bubble floating on the waves 
Of wide eternity : he dances now 
Gay-gilded by the Sun (tlio' empty proud ;) 

• Pliantastically fine! and now he drops' 
In a broad sheet of waters deep inyofv'd.  
And gives his.place to others. 0, ye sons 
Of vanity, remember, and be wise ! 
Man IS h flow'r, which in the morning, fair . 

   
  



• .$ICKNESS. BOOK T. - 
AS day-spring, swelling frOm its.slender stem, „ And hate of being.,Poor Ianthe wept 

39 

larirgirratodesty, and sweet reserve, • 	In bitterness, and took me by the hand 
-Compassionately kind: " Alas 1" she cry'd; 
" What sudden change is this (Again ehe wept.) 
"Say, can lanthe.prove the source of pain 
To Thoinalin forbid it, gracious Heav'n!" 
" No, beauteons* innocence! as soon the rose 
Shall poison.  with -its bairn; as soon the dove 
Become a white dissembler, and the stream 
With lulling murmurs. creeping titre' the grove, 
Offend the shepherd's slumber"..—Scarce my tongue 
These fent:4ring accents starnmer'd,flow9,1 ihnk, 
And a lethargie stupor steepssmy seine 	' 
In dull ollivion: till returning pain, , 

"Too faithful monitor! and dire disease _ 
Bid me remember, pleasure ih a dr5am, 
That health has eagle's wings, nor tarries long. 

Nei' horrouts rise. For in my pricking veins 
I feel the Corky daine: the Tapid flood 
Of throbbing life, excursive from the laws 
Of sober Name and harmonious Health, 
Boils in tumultuary eddies round 
Its bursting channels. Parching thirst, anon, 
Drinks up the vital maze, as Simois thy, 
Or Xanthus, by the arm-ignipotent, 
With a red torrent of involving flames 	_ 
Exhausted; when Achilles with their floods 
Wag,'d more than mortal war: the god of fire 
Wide o'er the waters pour'd th' inundant blaze, 
The shrinking waters to the bottom boil 
And hiss in ruin. 0! ye rivers, roll 
Your cooling crystal o'er my burning-breast, 
For /Etna rages herel ye snows descend; 
Bind me in icy chains, ye northern winds, 
And .mitigate. the furies of the fire 

Good Heav'n ! what hoards of unrepented guilt 
Have drawn this vengeance down, havg rais'd this 
To lash me with his ffans3s? But, 0, Ibigive [fiend 
My rashness, that dares blame thy just decrees. 
It is thy rod: I kiss it with my' heart, 
As well as lips: like Aaron's may it bloom 
With fruits of goodness: not, like 'Moses, turn 
A serpent; or, to tempt Inc to accuse - 
The kind oppression of thy righteous hand, 
Or, W4 me to despair.-,..Aftliction, hail! 
Thou school of virtue! open wide thy gates, 
Thy gates of ebony ! Yet, 0, correct 
Thy servant, but with judgment, not in wrath, 
But with thy mm.cy,-Lord ! . thy stripes will heal, 
Thus without heresy, afflictions prove 
A purgatory; save us as by fire: 
And purifying MT the dross of sin, 
Like old Elijah's chariot, rap the soul, 
On wings of Meditation:, to the skies. 	• 

In health we hare •no time to visit Truth: 
Health's the disease of morals: few in health 
Turn o'er the volumes which will make us wise. 
What are ye, now, ye tuneful trifles! once • 
The eager' solace of: my easy hours, ' 
Ye dear deluders or of Greece or Rome, 
Anacreon, Horace, Virgil, Homer, what? 
The- gay, the bright,-the sober, the sublime 
And ye of softer strain, ye amorous fools, • 
Correctly indolent, and sweetly vain, 
Tibullus, Ovid, and the female-verse 
Of her, who, plunging from Letmadia's heights, 
Extinguisied, with her life, her hopeless fires, 
Or rose a swan, as ?cove-struck Fancy deem'd. 
Who wou'd not, in-these hours of wisdom, give 
A Vatican of wits for one sai2t Paul ? • 

Lays out its blupting .beauties to rite day, 
As Gideop's fleece, fitHwith the dews of lleav'M 
But if sotnelruder gale, or nipping-vied, 	. 
Disastrous,hlow too hard, it, weeping, mourns 
hi robes of darkness; it reclines its bead 
ht languid softness; withers every grace; , 
And ere the evining-star the west inflames, , 
It falls into the portion of those weeds 
Which, with. a careless hand, we cast away—
Ye thoughtless fair-ones, moralize my song! 

Thy pulse beats music ; thou.art high in health; 
The rather tremble. When the least we fear, 
When Folly lulls us on her couch of down, - 
And wine and lutes and odours fill the sense:  
With their soft affluence-of bewitching joys; 	' 
When years of rapture iWthy fancy glow 
To entertain thy youth; a sudden burst 	• 
Of thunder from the smallest. cloud of Fate 
Small as the prophet's band, destroys,inniounds, 
And lays thy visionary hopes in dust. • 
By my example taught, examples teach 
Much more than precepts, team to know thy ,end. 

The day was Valentine's: when lovers' wounds 
Afresh begin to bleed, and sighs to warm 
The chilly rigour of relenting skies : 
Sacred the,day to innocence and mirth, 
The festival of youth ! in seeming health 
(As custom-bids) I baii'd the year's fair morn, 
Amid with its earliest purple 'braidmy brows, 
The violet, or primrose, breathing sweets 
New to the sense. lauthe by my side, 
More-lovely than the season ! rais'd her voice, 
Observant of his rites, in festal lays, 
gl ad thus addrest the patron of the Spring  

" Hail, Valentine! at thy approach benign, 
Profuse of gems, the bosom of the Earth 
Her fragrant stores unfolds: the field's rejoice, 
And, in the infancy of-plenty, smile: 
The valleys laugh and sing: the woods, alive, 
Sprout into floating verdure, to embow'r 
Those happy lovers, who record thy praise. 

" Hail, Valentine !..at thy approach benign, 
Inhaling genial raptures from the Sun, 
The plumy nations swell the song of joy, 
Thy soaring choiristers! the lark, the thrush, 
And all th' aerial people, from the wren 
And linnet to the eagle, feel the' stings a  
Of amorous delight, and sing thy praise. 	- 

" Bail, Valentine! At thy approach benign, 
Buick o'er the soft'ning sett the gentle gales 	' 
Of Spring, awaking bliss, instinctive move 
The ardent youth.to breathe the sighs, of faith. 
Into the virgin's heart; who, sick of love, 
With equal fires, and purity of truth, 	• „ 

-"Consenting
b
, blushes while she chants thy praise." 

So sung lanthe: to my.  heart I prest 
Her spotless sweetness : when, (withwonder, hear !) 
The' she shone smiling by, the torpid pow'rs 
Of heaviness'- eigh'd down my beamless eyes, 
.And press'd them into night. The deivs of death 
Hung, clammy, on my forehead, like the damps 
Of midnight sepulchres; which, silent, op'd 
By weeping widows, or by friendship's hand, 
Yawn hideous on the Moon, and blast the stars 
With pestilential reek. My head is torn 
With pangs insufferable, paisive starts, 
And pungent aches, gliding thro' the brain, - 
To.mailitess hurrying the tormented eense, 
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Dare Tully,-  with the golden mouth of Greece, 
With Cluysostom in rhetiric-thunder join, 
Advent'rous, now ? as soon the feeble sound, 
Salmoneus, of thy brazen bridge contends 
With Jove's etherial peal, and bursting roar • 
Fithninous, rending Earth, o'erturniseg 
And Asking Heav'm Or shall the pointed pen 
Of Corduba', with hostile labour bend 
Its sentences obscure against the force 
Of Hierom's noble fire? as soon thecMoon, 
With blunted horn, dares pour her pallid beam 
Agaif:stehe :boundless majesty of dayr 
The Sun's stgulgent•throne; when, high, in noon 
He kindles up the Earth to light and jer 
My best instructor, Sickness, shuts the eye • 
From Vanitywhe rbaws the curtains round 
The couch, nor gives admittance to the wodd:: 
But to Harpocrates consigns the door, 
And, silent, whispers me that." life is wain." 

If life,be vain, on what shall nian depend ! 
Depend on Virtue. Virtue is a rock 
Which stands for ever; braves the frowning. flood, 
And rears its awful brow, direct; to Heaven. 
Tho' Virtue save not from the grave, she gives 
Her votaries to the stars; she plucks the sting 
From the gran king of terrours; smoothes the bed 
Of anguish, and bids Death, tho' dreadful, smile. 
Death smiles on Virtue: and his visage, black, 
Yet comely seems. A Christian scorns the bounds 
Where limited Creation said to Time, 
" Here I have end." Rapt'rous, he looks beyond 
Or time or space; be triumphs o'er decay; 
And fills eternity: the next to God. 

NOTES AND ALLUSIONS. 
Page 38. PLtiCKT from the cypress, &c. 
Thus Horacei 

Barbiton hie privies habebit..Lib. iii. Ode 26. 
And a greater than Horace in lyric poetry, the 

royal psalmist, reprnents the same image: • 
As for our harps we hanged them up, upon the 

trees that are therein. 	Psalm ex*xvii. 2. 

P. 38. Paphos, a city of Cyprus; fettnerly 
dedicated to Venus. 

Acjdale. A fountain in Orchomenus, a city of 
Breotia, where the Graces were supposed to bathe 
themselvet. The genealogy of the Graces is very 
diversely related. But flesiod says, they were 
the offspring of Jupiter and Etirynome. Theog. 

" Page 38. 'Burst on the tingling ears of Job, &c• 
'the book of Job is ascribed to various authors, 

and amongst the rest to Moses. 1 am proud to 
observe, that Dr. Young has strengthened this 

-opinion in his notes to his admirable poem on 
Job. Most of the argements on each side of the 
question may be found in Pole's Synopsis Critic. 
in the beginning of his notes on the book of Job: 
and in Mr. S. Wesley's curious dissertation on 
the same subject. ' ' 	' 

P. p£1, We dream of shadows, when we talk of 
life. 

Don oral Vi-Veros 	Pind.-Pith. Ode 8. 
Sophoeles has much the tame thought in his 

Seneca was li.wn at Cordoba in Spain. 

Ajax ; and, to dignify the sentiment, he puts it 
into the mouth of Ulysses: 	 ' 

Opo yap ',wt.{ Irby Onac axxo'vrAnt 
E,E0.;)," son lin 	n west crstf.t.` 

The scholiast observes, that he borrowed the an. 
tienent from Pindar. 

P. 38. We dream, &c. Of Pelops' shoulder— 
The poets feign that Tantalus served up his 

son Pelops to the table of the gods: they re. 
united the fragments, and formed his shoulder, 

' Which was lost, of ivory. 	Ovid. Met. Lib. vi. 
— Humeroque Pelops insignis eliumo., 

Virg. Georg. iii. 
I shelf add this beautiful passage from 'familia: 
	 Carmine. ni  sint, 

Ex humero Pelopis non nituisset ebur. 
Lib. i. Eleg. 4. 

P. 38. , Of Pythagoras' thigh. 
This is told, with so much humour by Mr. 

Addison in one of his finest worki, that I rather 
choose to give an authority from hint, than any 
of the ancients. " The next man astonished the 
whole table with his appearance: lie was sloe, 
solemn and silent, in his behaviour, and wore 
a raiment curiously wrought with Itieroglyphiv. 
As he came into the middle of the room, he throw 
back the skirt of it, and discovered a golden 
thigh. Socrates, at the sight of it, declared against 
keeping compaey with any who were not made 
flesh and blood; and therefore desired Diogeoes 
the Laertian to lead him to the apartment allotted 
the fabulous heroes, and worthies of dubious ex. 
istence, &c. 

' The 'fable of Fame, Tattler, Vol. II. No. Si. 

P. 38. Of Surius's saints. 
Sirius writ the voluminous legend of the Romi:h 

saints, in six volumes in folio. Dr. Donne in his 
Satyrs has given him this character: 
	 outlie either 
Jovius, or Sirius, or both together. Sat. 4. 

P. 39: lanthe by my side. 
Sickness being a subject so disagreeable in it-

self to human nature., it was thought necesslay, 
as fabteeis. the soul of poetry, to relieve the ima-
gination with the following, and some other epi, 
codes. For to clescriberthe anguish of a distemper 
without a mixture of some more pleasing inci-
dents, would, no doubt, disgust every good-natured 
and tender reader. 

P. 40. Salmoneus, of thy brazen bridge, &c. 
Salmoneus king 'of Elis, a province in the 

P'eloponatestis. He was so arrogant as to affect 
being thought a god: for which eod he built a 
bridge of brass; by driving overtwhich in his 
chariot, be endeavoured to make himself he be-
Sieved the Tbunderer. But. Jupiter, enraged at 
his impiety, struck him dead with a real thunder-
bolt. 
Vidi crudeles dantem Salmonea Menas, • 	• 
Dum flammas Jovis & sonitus imitatur Olympia 
Demens qui nimbos, & non imitabile fuhnen 
Are & cornilieduni curse imitarat equorum. 

- Virg. lEn, Lib. 4. • 
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P. 40. And to Harpotrates consigns the door, 
Ilarpocrates, the, god Of silence aniengst the 

Egyptians. 	-' 
Si quicqt?abh tacite commioitm eat fidiVab.nmico, 
Me imam esse invenies illormnjurejahratum, 

factum esse pasta Barpocratens. 
Catull. 

Hence Erasmus, Lib. Adag, tells us, that re. 
dere Harpoeratem is the same as mutual reds 
dere. So Chtullus in another place : 

Patrtmm reddidit Harpoeratem. 
Ovid describes him . in the same manner, with7. 

out taking notice of his .name, amongst the at::: 
tendants of Isis: 

.2uique premit vocem, tligitoque silentia suadet. 
Metam. 1St. ix. 

This description entirely agrees with the seve-
ral medals and statues of Harpocrates, whieh the 
learned antiquary Gish. CuPertis exhibits in his 
1g/onions .dissertittion on that subject, printed 
with Monurnenta Antigua. 

But upon another account likewise, Harpocrates 
may justly be appointed to attend upon the sick; 
for he is numbered amongst the salutary gods, 
who assisted in extreme dangers; as appears from 
Artesnidonts, °neer, L. ii. C. 44. where, after 
Whig mentioned Serapis, Isis, Annbis, 'and Hap. 
poerates, he goes on tints: " Seaver enitn serve. 
totes crediti sunt hi did, eorum qui per onania 
exercitati sunt, & ad extrettutin periculum per., 
venerunt, &c." Kircher also, in his Oedip. Egyp. 
p. 2. vol. II. p. 3l.. amongst others to the same 
purpose, has these remarkable words: 

Reverehantur ./Egypti, prEeter meters amine 
maxime hitt Se Osirin, ac horum sive Harpo-
eratem, tanquam latricos genios, 

• 

THE PALACE OF DISEASE. 

BOOK /I. 

Diseasei dire, of which a monstrous crew 
Before thee shall appear. 	Mitten. 

ARG UM ENT. 	o, Reflections. Invocation of the genius of Spenser: 
Apostrophe to the dutehess of Somerset. The 
ralaee of Disease. Wa. Intemperance. Me-
lancholy. Fever. Consumption, Small-pox. 
Complaint on the death of lord Beauchamp. 

DEATH, was not man's inheritance, but life 
Immortal, but a Paradise of bliss, 
bidading beauty, and eternal spring, 
(The cloudless blaze of Innocence's reign:) 	' 
The gifts of itod's right-hand! Sill monstrous Sin, 
The molly child of Satan and of Hell, 
Invited dire Disease into the world, 
And her distorted brood of ugly shapes, 
Echidna's brood! and fix'd their causal abode 
On Earth, invisible to human sight, . 
The portion and the scourge of mortal man. 
Yet the' to human sight invisible, 
If she, whom I implore, Urania, deign, 
With eupbrasy to purge away the mists 

BOOK II. 	 4 
Which; humid, dim the mirror of the mind; 

Vcnits gave .news to behold. 
The angry gods with flame o'erwhelming Troy, 
Neptune and Pallas) not in vain, I'll sing 
The mystic terrours of this gloomy reign: 
And, led by her, with dangerous courage press 
Through dreary paths, and haunts, by mortal foot, 
Bare visited; unless by thee, I ween, 
Father of Fancy, bf descriptive verse, 
And shadowyabeings, gentle Edmund, bight 
Spenser ! the sweetest of the tuneful throng, 
Or reeentAir of eld'. Creative bard, 
Thy springs unlock,oexpand,thy fair 's7seenes, 
Thy unelhausted stores of fancy spread, 

,And with thy images enrich my song. 
Come, Hertford=! with the,ruse,awhile, vouch-

(The Softer virtues melting in thy 'breast, [safe. 
The tender graces glowing in thy form) 
Vouchsafe, in all the beauty of distress, 
To take a silent walk among the tombs: 
There tend a charm to Sorrow, smooth her brow, 
And sparkle through her tears in shining woe. 
As when the doves, (thy emblem, matchless dame! 
For beauty, innocence, and truth are thine) 
'Spread all its colours o'er the boundless deep; 	) 
( Empyreal radiance quivering round the gloom) 
Chaos reform'd, and bade distraction smile! 

Deep in a desert-vale, a palace frowns 
Sublimely moitruful: to the eye it seems 
The mansion of Despair, or ancient Night. • 
The graces of the Seasons never knew 
To shed their bounty here, or smiling, bless 
With hospitable foot, its bleak domain, 
Uncultivated. Nor the various rote 
Of flushing Spring, with purple gay, invests 
Its blighted plains; nor Summer's radiant hand 
Profusive, scatters o'er its baleful fields 
The rich abundance of her glorious days; 
,And golden Autumn here forgets to reign. 

Here only hemlock, and whatever weeds 
Medea gather'd, or Canidia iyetto0, 
Wet with Avernus' waves, or pontus 
Or Colehos, or Thessalia, taint the winc13, 
And choke the ground unhallow'd. But the soil 
Refule.k to embrace the kindly seeds 
Of healing vegetation, sage, and rue, 
Dittany and amello,blooming still. 
In Virgil's rural page. The bitter yew, • 
The church,yard's 'shade ! and cypress' wither'd 
In formidable ranks surround its courts 	[arms.  With umbrage dun; administ'ring a roof 
To birds of ominous portent; the bat, 
The raven boding death, the screaming owl, 
Of heavy wing, while serpents, rustling, 
And croaking toads the odious concert aid. ' 

The peevish East, the rheumy South, the Nortk 
Pregnant with storms, are all the winds that blow: 
While, distant far, the pure Etesismgales, ' 
And western-breezes fan the spicy beds 
Of Araby the blest, of shake their balm 
O'er fair Britannia's plains, and wake her timers. 
Eternal damps, and, deadly humours, drawn 
In pols'nous exhalations from the deep, 
Conglomerated into solid night, , 
And darkness, almost to be felt, forbid 

Old. 2  The presentl 	dutehess of Somerset, 
3  The Platonists suppose that Love, or the 

celestial Venus (of whom the dove is likewise an.  
emblem) created the world ot*of chaos. 
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The Sun, with cheerful beams, to purge the air, 
But roll their suffocating horrours round . 
Incessant, banishing the blooming train 
Of Health, and Joy, for ever, from the dome. 

In sad magnificence the palace rears 
Its mouldering dolumns; from thy quarries, Nile, 
Of sable marble, and Egyptian mines 
EtnbowelPd. Nor Corinthian pillars, gay 

, With folioed capitals and lived frize, 
Nor feminine Ionique; nor, tho' grdtie, 
The fluted Dorique, and the Tuscan plain, 

.In jt(st proportions rise: but Gothic, fade, 
lrreconciPdln ruinous design: 
Save in the centre, in relievo high, 	c 
And swelling emblematically bold, 
In gold the apple rope, " whose mortal taste ' 
Thought death into the world, and all our woe 4." 
Malignantly delighted, dire Disease 
Surveys the glittering pest, and grimly smiles 
With hellish glee. Beneath, totters her throne, 
Of jarring elements; earth, water, fire; 	[tain 
Where hot, and cold; and moist, and dry main- 
Unnatural war. Shapeless her frightful form, 
(A shads of distemper'd limbs in one)" 

c Huge as Megmra, cruel as the grave, 
Her eyes, two comets; and her breath, a storm. 
High in her wither'd arms, she wields her rod, 
With adders currd, and dropping gore; and points 
To the dead walls, besmear'd with cursed tales 
Of Plagues red-spotted, of blue Pestilence, 
Walking in darkness; Havock at their heels; 
Lean Famine, gnawing in despight her arm: 
Whatever Egypt, Athens, or Messine, 
Cuastantinople, Troydovant, Marseilles, 
Or Cairo felt, or Spagnolet could paint. 
A sickly taper, glimmering feeble rays 
Across the gloom, makes horrour 
And punishes, while it iKforms, the eye. 
A thousand and ten thousand monstrous shapes 
Compose the group; the execrable crew 
Which Michael, in rision strange, diselos'd 
To Adam, in the Lazar-house of woe;, 
A colony from Hell.• The knotted Gout, 
The bloated Dropsy, and the racking Stone 
Rolling her eyes in anguish ; Lepra foul, " 
Strangiing Angina; Ephialtic starts; 
Unnerv'd Paralysis; with moist Catarrhs; 
Pleuritis bending o'er its side, in pain; 
Vertigo; murderous Apoplexy, proud 
With the late spoils of Clayton's honour'd life: 
Clayton, the good, the courteous, the humane; 

_ Tenacious of his pu.-pose, and his word 
jFirm as the fabled throne of Grecian Jove. 
Be just, 0 memory! again recall 
Those looks illumin'd by his honest heart,. 
That open freedom, and that cheerful ease, 
The bounteous emanations of his soul: 
His British hdaour; Christian charity; 
And mild benevolence for human-kind. 

From every,quarter, lamentations loud, 
And sighs resound, and rueful peals of groans 
Roll echoing round the vaulted dens, and screams 
Dolorous, wrested from the heart of pain, 
And brain-sick agony. Around her throne 
Six favourite Furies, next herself accurst, 
Their dismal mansions keep; -in ordeareach, 
As most destructive. In thezforemost rank, 
Of pidisied steel, with armour blood-distain'd, 

4  Milton's Varadise Lost, Book Ist. 
•  

Helmets and spears, and shields, and coats of mil, 
With iron stiff, or tin, or brass, or gold, 
Swells a triumphal arch; beneatt grim War 
Shakes her red arm : for War is a disease 
Theiellest of the fell! Why will ninkind, 
Why will they, when so many plagues involve 
This habitable globe, (the curse olden,) 
Invent new desolations to eat off 
The Christian race? At least in Christian clime 
Let olives shade your mountains, and let Peace 
Stream her white banner o'er us, bleat from War, 
And laurels only deck your poet's brows. 
Or, if the fiery metal in your blood, 
And thirst of human-life your bosom sting, 
Too savage! let the fury loose of War, 
And bid the battle rage against the breasts 
Of Asian infidels: redeem the tow'rs 
Where David sung, the son of David bled; 
And warm semi Tusso's with the epic-flame. 

Right opposite to War a gorgeous throne 
With jewels flaming and emboss'd with gold, 
And various sculpture, strikes the wond'rieeg eye 
With jovial scenes (amid destruction gay,) 
Of instruments of mirth, the harp, the lute, 
Of costly viands, of delicious nines, 
And flow'ry wreaths to bind the careless brow 
Of youth, or age; as youth or age demand 
The pleasing ruin from th' enchantress, vile 
Intemperance: than Circe subtler far, 
Only subdu'd by wisdom; fairer far 
Than young Armida, whose bewitching charms 
Rinaldo fetter'd in her rosy chains; 
Till, by Ubaldo held, his diamond shield 
Blazd on his mind the virtues of his race, 
And, quick, dissolv'd her wanton mists away. 
See, from her throne, slow-movine, she extends 
A poison'd gobblet ! fly the beauteous bane: 
The adder's tooth, the tiger's hungry fang, 
Are harmless to her smiles; her smiles are death. 
I3eneath the fianny lustre of the bowl, 
Which sparkles men to madness, lurks a snake 
Of mortal -sting : fly: if you taste the wine, 
Machaon swears that cooly cannot cure. 

'Tito' innocent and fair her looks, she holds 
A lawless commerce with her sister-pests, 
And doubly whets.their darts: away—and live. 

Next, in a low-brow'd cave, a little lull, 
&pensive hag, moping in darkness, sits 
Dolefulle-sad: her eyes (so deadly-dull!) 
Stare from their stonied sockets, widely wild; 
For ever bent on rusty knives, and ropes; 
On poignards, bows of poison, daggers red 
With clotted gore., A raven by her side 
Eternal croaks; her only mate Despair; 
Wlio, scowling in a night of clouds, presents 
A thousand burning hells, and damned souls, 
And lakes of stormy fire, to mad the brain 
Moon-strucken. Melancholy is her name; 
Britannia's bitter bane. Thou gracious Puw'r, 
(Whose judgments and whose mercies who can 

tell!) 	 e. 
With bars of steel, with hills of adamant 
Crush down the sooty fiend; nor let her blast 
The sacred light of Heaven's all-cheering face, 
Nor fright, from Albion's isle, the angel Hope. 

Fever the fourth: adust as A frie-wilds, 
Chain'd to a bed of burning brass; her eyes 
Like roving meteors blaze, nor ever close 
Their wakeful lids: she turns, but turns in vain, 
Through nights of misery. Attendant Thirst 
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Grunt-bard an empty howl, and sltrivelPdstrives 
oToNirench hervarched throat. Not louder.groans 

From Phalaris's bull, as Fame reports, , 
Tormentqd with distressful din the air, 
And drew tide tender tear from Pity's eye. 

Consumption near; a joyless, meagre 
Panting for Infeath, and shrinking into shade 
Eludes the grasp: thin as the embodied air 
Which, erst, de.ceiv'd lxion's void embrace, 
Ambitious of a goddess! scarce her legS 
Feebly she-drags, with wheezing labour, on, 
And motion slow: a willow wand directs 
Her tottering steps, and marks her for the grave. 

The latt, so torpid to the view, affrights 
Iler neighbour bags. Happy herself is blind, 
Or madness would ensue; so bloated-black, 
So loathsome to each sense, the sight or smell, 
Such foul corruption on this side the grave; 
Variola yclep'd; ragged and rough, 	tseenes 
Her couch perplex'd with thorns..-.What heavy 
Hang o'er my heart to feet the theme is, mine; 
But Providence commands

' 
 his will be done! , 

She rushes through my blood; she burns along, 
And riots, on my life.w--Itave mercy, Heav'n!-,e 
Variola, what art thou ? whence proceeds 
This virulence, which all, but we, escape? 
Then nauseous enemy to humankind: 
In man, and man atone, thy mystic seeds, 
fanjet, and in their secret windings hid, 
Lie unprolific; till Infection route' 
Her pois'nous particles, of proper ,size, 
Neese and measure, to exert their ppw'r 
Of impregnation; atoms subtle, barb'd, 
Infrangible, and active to destroy; 
ily geometric or mechanic rules 
Yet undiscover'd: quick the leaven nuts, 
Destructive of the solids, spirits, blood 
Of mortal man, and agitates the whole 
In general conflagration and misrule. 
As when the flinty seeds of fire embrace 
Sotne fit materials, stubble, furze,•or straw, 
The crackling blaze ascends; the rapid flood 
Of ruddy flames, impetuous o'er its prey, 	• 
Rolls its broad course, and half the field devours. 

As adders deaf to beauty, wit, and youth, 
How many living lyres, by thee unstrung, 
E'er half their tunes are ended, cease to charm 
Tit' admiring world? So ceas'd the matchless 
By Cowley honour'd, by Roscommoniol, [name, 
Orinda: blooming Killigrew's soft lay: 
And manly Oldham's pointed vigour, cured 
By the gor'd sons of Loyola aneRome. 
And he who hetha sung, in kuskin'd pomp, 
Mad witli incestuous fires, ingenious' Smith: 
°sullies sons! And, 0, our recent grief! 
Shall Beauchamp1 die., forgotten by the Muse, 
Or are the Mints with their Hertfort dumb! -
Where are ye? weeping o'er thy learned Rhine; 
llononia, fatal to our hopes! or else 
By Kennet's chalky we've, with tresses torn, ,) 
Or rude, ant? wildly floating to the winds, 
Mute, on the hoary 'willows hang the lyre, 
Neglected ? Or in rural Percy-lodge, 
Where Innocence,and he walk'd band in hand, 
The cypress crop, or weave the laurel-bough 
To grace his honour'd grave?.  Vcjilies, rise 

5 Lord Beauchamp, only son of the earl of 
Hertford, died at Bolognia-of the sunall-pox, Sep-
tember 1Ith, 4144, aged 19.  

Itinnaculate; ye roses, sweet as morn; 
Less sweet and less immaculate than he. 

His op'ning flow's of beauty- softly smil'd, 
"And, sparkling in the liquid dews of youth, 
Adorn'd the blessed light! with blossoms fair, • 
'Untainted; in the tank Italian soil 
From blemish pure. The virgins stole a sigh, 
The matrons lifted up their wond'ring eyes, 
And-blest the English angel as he pass'd, 
Rejoicing in Ids rays ! Why did we trust 
A plant so lovely to their envious skies, 
Linntentif '10y bright with savage bearily .  
His were the arts °Maly before, 
Courting and courted by the classic Muse., 
He travelt'd not to learn, but to reform, 
And with -his fair example 	Inankind. 

Why need I name (for distant nations knew'," 
Hesperia knows; 0 would Hesperia sing ! 
As Maro, erst, and, late, Marino rais'd 
The blooming Beauchamps of the'forrner times, 
Marcellus, and Adonis to the stars, 
On wings of soaring fire t so would she sing!) 
His uncorrupted heart; his honour clear 
As summer-suns, effulgin.-  forth his soul - 
In every word and look:Tds reason's ray 
By folly, vanity, or vice unstaired, 
Shining at once with purity and strength, 
With English honesty and Attic fire: 
His tenderness -of spirit, high-inform'd 
With wide benevolence, and candid zeal 
For learning, liberty, religion, truth: 
The patriot-gloiiesburnitig in his-breast, 
His king's and country's undivided friend! 
Each public virtue, and each private grace; 
The Seymour-dignity,the Percy-flame; 
All; all le—Ere twenty autumns roll'd away • • 
Their golden plenty: Further still ! behold 
His animated bloom; 14 flush of health; 
The blood exalting with the balmy tide 
Of vernal life!-so fresh for pleasure fortn'd 
By Nature and the Graces :,,Net his youth 
So temperately:warm, so chastely coo!, 
Ev'n seraphims might look into his mind,- 
Might look, nor turn away their holy eyes! 

TIO'unutteraide essence of good Tleav'n, 
That breath of God, that energy divine 
Which gives us to be wise, and just, and pure, 
Foll on his bosom potted the living.stream, 
Illum'd„ inspied, and sanctify'd his soul! • 

And are these wonders vanish'd ? arc thole eves, 
Where ardent truth and melting mildness shone, 
Clos'd in a foreign land? no more to bless 
A lather, mother, friend ! no more to char_ ;+n 
A longing people?' 0, lamented youth! 
Since -fate and gloomy night thy beauties veil'd 
With shale mysterious, and eclips'd thy beams, 
Flow many Somersets are lost in thee! 	• 

Yet only lost to Earth!--fortrrist the Muse, 
(His virtues rather trust) she satv him rise 
Site saw him smile along the tissted clodds, 
In colours rich.enibroider'd by the Sun, 
Engirt with cherub-wings, and kindred-forms, 
Children of light, the spotless youth of Heav'n! 
They hail their blest companion, gain'd so soon 
A partner•of their joys; and crown with stars, 
Almost tel%.kir, the radiance of his brows. 	• 
Ev'n wire., time aniSel host; with tongues of fire, 
Chant to their glittering harps th' Almighty's 
And, in a burning circle, shout around 	[praise;  • 
The jasper-throne, he mingleellames with them; 

• . 
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He springs into the centre of the choir, 
And, drinking in the spirit-most-divine, 
He sings as sweet, and glows as bright as they. 

NOTES AND ALLUSIONS. 
Page 41. Willi euplwasy, Aug.l eyebright. 

This herb was 'rilltnown. to the ancients-
' 
 at least 

it is not mentimasi by them. It is of extraor, 
tlina4y oervice to the eye, curing *taost of its 
disteutperE6  

—Cum debnitat 4norbi vis improha Vcsum, 
A ut vinum, ant caucus, luminis astir, amor, &e. 
Tune ego, &a frCstra, rocor,-- 

Couleius Lib. Plant. p, 39. 
Pared with euphrasy and rue 

The visual nerve. 	 Milton. 
P. 41. ,As Venus gave iEneas to behold, &c. 
See Virgil, 2En. Lib. B. Which seems to be 

borroWed from Homer. Bias. Lib. v. We have 
several of the like instances in the sacred volumes. 
Gen.`xxi, 19. And God opened her eyes and she 
saw a well of water. Numbers, xxii. Al. Then 
the Lord opened the eyes of Balaarn, and he saw 
the angel of the Lord, &e. 

P. 41. 	 by mortal foot 
Rare visited. 

See Virgil: 
Sed me Parnassi deserts per anima dulciS 	• 

' Banta amor: Juvat ire jugis, qua nuns priorunt, 
Castatiam moth divertitur orbits aro. 

Georg. Lib. iii. 	P. 42. 
Sir William Clayton, bait. died Which is imitated from Lucretius, Lib. Surry, December the 28th, 1144. 

ArM Pieridum peragro loeu, manias ante 
Trite pede, 
P. 41. 	gentle Edmund, hight 

Spenser! 
The date tf our English poetry may with great 

justice begin with Spenser. It is true, Chaucer, 
Gower, and Lydgate were masters of uncommon 
beauties, considering the age they lived in, and 
have described the humours, passions, &c. with 
great discernment. Yet none of therM seem to 
have been half so well acquainted with the-very 

,life and being of poetry, invention, painting, and 
design, as Spenser. Chaucer was the best before 
hint; but then he borrowed Most of his poems, 
either from the ancients, or front Boccece, Pe-
trarch, or the Provençal writers, &c. Thus his 
Troilus and Ccessida, the largest of his works, 
was taken from Lollies; and the Romaunt of the 
Rose was translated from the French of John de 
Mean, an Englishman, who flourished in the reign 
of Richard il. and so of the.rest. As for those 
who followed him,, such as Heywood, Scogan, 
Skelton, &c. they seem to be wholly ignorant of 
either numbers; language, propriety, or even de,  
cency itself. I must he understood tr 16:cept the 
earl of Surly, sir Thomas Wiat, sir Phirp Sidney, 
several pieces in the Mirror bf Mawistrates, and 
R few parts of Mr. G. Gascoign's and Turberrill's 
works. 

P. 41. Medea gatitc'd and Canidia brered,r101 
Medea, notorious for her incantations in Chid, 

&c. as Canidia in Horace. 
P. 41. 	 or Pontus yietJds, &c. 

Pontus, Colchos, and Thessalia, well known fo: 
produqing noxious and poisonous.herbs and plant 
Has iterhas, atque lune Ponto mihi lecta recent 
Ipse dedit IVIceris; nascuntur plurima Ponta. 
• Virg. Eclog. S. 

Herbasque quas & Colchos & Iberia mittit, 
Venenortim ferax. 	 Ilor. Epod. i. 
Thessala quinetiam tellus herbasquc nocentes, 
Itupibus ingenuit. 	 Lucan. Lib, t 
P. 41. 	amello blooming stilt 

In Virgil's rural page. ' 
is'st etiam dos in pratis cui nomen amello 
Fecere agricolrc. 	Virg. Georg:  Lib. 

Besides there grows a flow'r in marshy ground, 
Its name amellus, easy to be found: 
A mighty spring works in its root, and cleave 
The sprouting stalk, and shows itself in leaves. ;  
The flow's itself is of a golden hue, 
The leaves inclining to a darker blue, &c. 	• 

Addison's Works, Vol. 
P. 42. 	or Spagnolet could paint. 

A famous painter, eminent for drawing tbe 
distresses and agonies of human nature. 

P. 42. Which Michael in vision strange. 
See Milton's Paradise Lost, b. s'L 

Clayton's honoured life.. 
at Marden in 

P. 42. Where David sung, &c. 
Though a croisade may seem very romantic 

(and perhaps it is so) yet it has been applauded 
by the greatest writers of different ages; by 
fEneas Slvitrs, by ilessarion, by Naugerius, 
who have each writ orations upon that subject. 
And here I cannot help observing, that Casimir 
and Jacc 13alde, the two most celebrated of the 
modern lyric poets, have writ several of their 
finest odes to animate the christian princes to 
such a design; and th'at Tasso has adorned the 
expedition of Godfrey-of Bulloign with the moss 
beautiful and perfect poem since the /Eneis (lot 
I prefer Milton to Virgil himself.) 

P. 42. Than Circe subtler far. 
See Homer's Odyssey, Lib. 10. 

c  P, 42. Than young Armida, &c. 
See Tasso's 	:*.Godfredo, Canto 	Stens. 2.9, 

&e. Canto xiv. Starts. 68. Canto xvi. Stanz. 29. 
P. 42. Madison swears, &c. 

Machaon celebrated in Homer; but here used, 
in general, for any physician. So Ovid:.. 	• 
Fi rata relent per se, widInmque Machnonaquierant, 

And Martial: 
iuid tibi cum medicis? dinaitte Machaonas owner. 

   
  



SICKNESS. 
, 	P. 42. That cooly cannot cure. • 
Mercury iistid to have presented cooly to 

. Ulysses •0 preserve 'him frets the .r.liatans of 
Circe. Hotitees Odyss Lib. x. 	• 
Thus while be spoke, the sovereign .plant he drew, 
Where on th' 	Earth unmark'd it greW, 
And show'd its Nature and its -wondrous pow'r; 
Black was the root, but milky.white the timer: 
IvIoly the name. 	 Pope. 

Laudatissima herbarum est•Homero, quem 
earl a diis piitat moly, & inveutionem ejus Mer-
curio assignat, eontraque minima veneficia de- 
monstrat, 	Minim, Lib, xxi: .e. 4, , 

P. 43. Prom Phalaris's bull, &c. 
Amongst several instruments of torment that 

Phalaris' caused to he contrived, there ,trtes a bull 
of brass, in which people being cast, and a fire 
placed under it, they bellowed like oxen. Pe, 
rillas the artiit„ demanding a great rewa'rd for his 
invention, was put in it himself to try the first 
experiment. Upon which Pliny makes this good. 

• natured reflection: Perillum nem laudat, sw. 
l'iorent:Phalaride tyeanno, qui human fecit, rnu-
gittis hominis pollicitus, igne subdito, & primes 
cum expertus cruciatuin justiore stevitia, &O. 
Vilnius, Lib. xxxiv. c. 8. 

P. 43. 	deceiv'd Ixion's void embrace. ' 
lxiowbeing invited to- dine with Jupiter fell in 

love with Juno, and endeavoured to debauch her, 
oho acquainted her 'husband. He to try lxion 
formal a cloud into Juno's likenes, 'upon which 
he satisfied his lust. Hygini Fab. Nation vi. &c, 

P. 43. Orinda. 	 • 

Mrs. K. Philips, styled the matchless Orinda. 
See her poems in folio. Cowley has two odds 
Open her, in the ed col: of his works, Svo. 

P. 43. Blooming Killigrew's soft lay,' 
Sec her poems in 4te. Mr; Dryden celebrates 

her death in an excellent ode. See his worlcs,.vol. 
3d, folio, p. 186. See likewise Wood's ,Athente 
Oxon. vol..2d. 

P. 43. Loyola. 
Ignatius Loyola, founder of the Jesuits ,3  against 

whom Mr. Oldham writ those satires, 'Which are 
the best of his works: 

P. 43...Bononia fatal to.our hopes. 	, 
llolegnia a city in Italy, the first school Of the 

Lombard painters, and a famous university, 
Parvique Bononia Mod. Silius Ital. Lib. viii. 

P. 43. And bless'd the English angel ashe pass,d4o. 
At Boloaaia be went by the name of L'Ange:b 

Inglese. TLb same compliment -seems to have 
been paid by that people to our great Milton in 
his travels, as we learn by this epigram of a 
learned Italian nobleman in the 241 volume of 
Milton's poetical works: 
Ut mens, farna, decor, facies, mos, si pietas sic, 

Ivor Anglus, vernal hercle Angelus, ipse; fetes, 

P.44. 0 lamented youth, &e. 

BOOK 	 45 
Hen m4serande pier, siqua fata aspera rumpas, 
'I'u Marcellus eris---- 
Sed nox atra.caput tristi circumvolat umbra. 

Virg. %En. Lib. vi. 

'THE PROGRESS OF SICKEESS. 

3 	BOOK II/. 

When I waged for light there came darknpsr) 
My skin is black awn me; and mySZines are 

boot with heat. 
My harp is also turned to mourning. 	Joh. 

ARGUMENT. 
Reflections. Tice progress of, the disease. Blind-

ness. Delirious dreams. Remedies for the 
mind: 1. Patience: 2. Hope: 3. Prayer: liu.' 
man aid and relief in sicknesi: 	Physic; 
eurogium on that science: 2. Friends; digres-
sion on friendship. 

run fair, the bright, the great, alas! are fall'n, 
Kipt in the bloom of beauty, wit, and youth, 
Death's undistinguisied prey. Shall 1 complain 
(Wizen suck th' establisied ordinance of licav?n) 
If Sickness at Inv bosom lay the siege? 	. 
A worm to them! and to their light a shade, 
UngiMed tv.th one beam, which melted down 
The tear fast-trickling o'er their lioneur'd tombs: 
We all must die! Our every pulse that beats, 
Beats toward eternity, and tolls our doom. 

Fate reigns in all the portiisas of the year. 
The fruits of Autumn feed us for disease; 
The Winter's raw inclenrencies bestow 	' 
Disease on Death; whileSpring, to strew our herse, 
Kindly uithosoms, weeping in their dews, • • 
Iler flow'ry race! and Summ5r (kinder still) 
With the green turf and brambles binds our graves. 

But am I wake? 'or in Ovidian realms, 
And Circe holds the glass? What odious change 
What dietamorphose strikes the dubious eye? 
Ah, whither is retied the 'scarlet wave, [cheek, 
Mantling with health, which floated through. the 
From the strong summer-beitm imbib'd? And 
The vernal lily's softly,blended bloom ? [where 

' The forehead roughens to the Wond'ring hand. 
Wide o'er the human field, the body, spreads 
Contagious war, and lays its beauties waste. 
As once thy breathing harvest, Cadmus,- sprung - 
Sudden, a serpent-brood! an armed crop 	' 
Of growing chiefs, andfought themselves to death. 
One black-incrusted bark of gory boils, 
One undistinguish'd blister, from the sole , 
Of the sore foot, to the head's soreocrown. • 

'Job's punishment! With patience like his own, 
O may I exercise my wounded soul, 
And cast myself upon his, healing hand, 
Who bruiseth at his will, and maketb Whole. 

Ala, too, the lustre of the eyes is fled! 
Heavy and dull, their orbs neglect to roll, 
lit' motionless distortion stiff and fix'd; 
Till by thaNtrembling hand of Watchful age 
(A weeping matrott,timorous to affright, 
And piously fallacious in her care, 
Pretending light offensive, and the Sun) - 
Clos'd; and, perhaps, for ever? ne'er again 

   
  



46 	 THOMPSON'S POEMS. 
To open on the sphere, to drink the day, •• 
Or (worse!) behold lanthe's face divine, . 	• 

• And wonder o'er her charms.—But yet forbear, 
O dare not murmur; 'tis Heav'n's high behest: 
Tho' darkness through the chambers of the grave 
This dust pursue, and death's sad shade involve,' 
Ere long, the Filial light himself shall shine; 
(The stars aie•dust to him, the Sun a shade) 
These very eyes, these tunicles of flash, 
Ev'n tho' by worms destroy'd, shalrsee my God, 
And,,seeing, ne'er remember darkilessanure, 
Environs kith eternity of day: 

Tho', at.their visual entrafice, iimite shut out 
External forms, forbidden, mount the wirer's, 
Retire to chaos, or with night' eommix; 
Yet, Fancy's Kinie Cwork, ten thousand shapes, 
Antic and wild ,, rush sweeping o'er my•dreams, 
Irregular and new; as pain or ease 
The spirits teach to flow, and in the brain 
Direction diverse hold: gentle and bright 
As hermits,sleeping in their mossy cells, 	' 
Lull'd by the fall of waters! by the rills 
From Heliconian cliffs devoliod; or where, 
Thy ancient river, Mahon, sacred stream ! 
Soft murmurs on their slumbers: peace within, 
And conscience, ev'n to ecstasy sublined • 
And beatific vision. • Sudden, black, 
And horrible as murderers; or hugs, 

.Their lease of years spun out, and bloody bond 
_.Full-flashing, on their eyes, the gulf, beneath, 

Mad'ning with gloomy fires; and He: "n, behind, 
With all her golden valves for ever clos'& 

Now in. Elysium lap'd, and lovely scenes, 
Where honeysuckles rove, and eglantines, 
Narcis;us, jess'min, pinks, profusely wild, 
In every scented gale Arabia breathe: 
As blissful Eden fair; th9 morning4ivork 
Of Heav'n and Milton's theme! where Innocence 
Smil'd, and improv'd the prospect.—Now, anon, 
By Isis' favourite flood supinely laid, 
In tuneful indolencef behold the bards 
(Harps in each hand, and laurel on each brow) 
A band of decal-gods, august to'sight, 
In venerable order sweetly rise, 
(The Muses sparkling round them) who have trod 
In measur'd pace its banks, for ever green, 
Enamell'd from their feet! harmonious notes, 
Warbled to Doric reeds, to Lesbian lyres, 
Or Phrygian minstrelsie, steal on the ear 
Enamour'd with variety: and loud 
The trumphts shrilling clangours fill the sky 
With silver melody—now, happier still 
Round thy Italic cloisters, musing slow, 
Or in sweet converse with thy letter'd sons, 
Philoseiliers, and poets, and divines, 
Enjoy the sacred walk, delighted, 2iieen's'l 
Where Addison and Tickell lay inspir'd, 
Inebriated from the classic springs, 
And tun'd to various-sounding harps the song, 
Sublime, or tender, humorous, or grave, 
2uaffing the Muses' nectar to their fill. 
Where Smith in hoary reverence presides, 
(Crowed with the snow of Virtue for the skies) 
With graceful gravity-, and gentle sway; 
With perfect peace encircled and esteem. 
Whose mild and bright benevolence of-soul, 
By reason cool, and by religitn warns, 
And generous passion for the college-weal, 

2ueeni-college, in Oxford. 

More than a .Muse inspire.—Momental bliss! r  „, 
For sudden rapt, the midnight howl of wolves, "" 
The dragon's yell, the lion's roar,'astound • 
My trembling ear. Ha! down a burring mount 
I plunge deep, deep: sure Vulcan's shop is here—
Hark, hots the anvils thunder roundehe dens 
Flammivomous! •What ? are those chains to bind 
This skeleton! the Cyclops must be mad; 
Those bolts of steel, those adamantine links 
Demand Typhreus' strength to burst—Away—
Venus and Mars—beware.—In giddy whirls 
I ride the blast, and tow'ring through the storm 
Enjoy the palace of the Mom. The Sun 
Resigns the reins of Phlegon to my bands: 
His mane waves fire: he scorches me to dust: 
Avaunt, thou fiend!—I'll hurl thee down the deep 
Of Heav'u, with bolted thunder, and enwrapt 
With furky lightning.—Now staggering I reel, 
By murderers pursied: my faithless feet 
Scarce shift their pace: or down rushing amain, 

cease to<recollect my steps, and roll 
PaSsive on earth.-Sure, 'twas Astolpho's horn 
Pour'd on my ear th' annoying blast: at which, 
Rogero trembled, Bradamant grew pale, 
And into air dissolv'd th' enchanted dome. 

Now starting from this wilderness of dreams, 
I wake from fancy'd into real woe. 
Pain empties all her vials on my head, 
And steeps me o'er and o'er. Th' envcnom'd shirt 
Of Hercules enwraps my burning limbs 
With dragon's blood: I rave and roar like him, 
Writhing in agony. Devouring fires 	, 
'Pat up the marrow, frying in my bones. 
Q whither, whither shall 1 turn for aid?— 
Methinks a seraph whispers in my ears, 
Pouring ambrosia on them, " Turn to God; 
So peace shall be thy pillow, ease thy bed, 
And night of sorrow brighten into noon. 
Let the young cherub Patience, bright-ey'd Hope, 
And rosy-linger'd Pray% combining hold 
A sure dominion in thy purpos'd mind, 
tlnconquer'd by afIlietion."—I receive 
The mandate as from Heav'n itself.—Expand 
Thyself, any soul, and let them enter in. - 

Come, smiling angel, Patience, from thy seat; 
Whether the widow's cot, or hermit's cell, 
By fasting strong;  and potent from distress; 
Or midnight-student's taper-glimmering roof, 
Unwearicd with revolving tedious tomes, - 
O come, thou panacea of the mind! 
The manna of the soul) to every taste 
Grateful alike: the universal halm 
To sickness, pain, and misery below. 
She comes! she comes! she dissipates the gloom; 
My eyes 'she opens, and new scenes unfolds 
(Like Moses' bush, the' burning, not consinn'd) 
Scenes full of splendour, miracle, and God. 
Behold, my soul, the martyr-army, who 
With holy blood the violence of fire 
4uench'd, and with ling'ring constancy fatigu'd 
The persecuting flame:, or nobly stopp'cl 
The lion's mouth, and trimnph'd in his jaws. 
Hark, how the virgin white-rob'd-tender train 
Chant hallelujahs to the rack; as dear 
And leasing to the ear of God, as hymns 
Of angels on the resurrection-morn, 
When all the host of Heaven HoSanna sing ! 
Yet further; lift thy eyes upon the cross, 
A bleeding Saviour view, a dying God ! 
Earth trembles, rend the rocks, creation groans: 

   
  



SICKNESS 
Th Sun; ashainkl, extinguishes theclay: 

ai1D 'ature suffers with her suffering Lord. 
Amidst this war kf elements, serene, 
And as-tlfe 3wri=shine brow of Patience, Calm, 
He dies without a groan, and smiles indent!). 
Shall. martyrX,tvirgins, nay, thy Saviour bleed 
To teach thee patience; and yet bleed in vain? 
Forbid it, Reason; and forbid it; Heav'n. 
No; suffer: and, in suffering, rejoice. 
Patience endured' all, and hopeth aH • 

Hope is her daughter then. Let Hope distill.  
Her cordial spirit, as Ilyblmhoney sweet, 
And healing as the drops of Gilead-balm. 	• 
Cease to repine, as those who have no hope; 
Nor let despair approach thy darkest hour. 
Despair! that triple-death! th' imperial plague! 
Th' exterminating angel of th' accurst, 
And soleolisease of which the dhat'd are sick, 
Kindling a fever hotter than their Bell 	- 
0 pluck me from Despair, white-handed Hope! 
°interpose thy spear and silver shield ' 
BettristMy bosom and the fiend! detrude 
This impious monster to primeval Hell;' 
To its own dark domain: but light my soul; 	. 
ImpOlavith thy glittering wings, to seenes.of joy, 
To health and life, for health and life are thine: 
And fire imagination with the skies. 

Betwhenee this confidence of hope! In thee, 
And in thy blood, my Jesus? (Bow, 0 Earth! 
HeavOt bends beneath the name, and all its sons, 
The Hierarchy! drop low the prostrate knee, 
And sink,,in humble wise, upon the stars.) 
Yes, on thy blood and name my hope depends.—
My hope? nay, worlds on worlds depend on thee;. 
Lire in thy death, from thy sepulchre rise: 
Thy influential vigour reinspires 
This feeble frame; dispells the shade of death; • 
And bids use throw myself on God in prayer. 

A Christian soul is God's beloved house; 	' 
And pray'r the incense which perfnmeS the soul : 
Let armies then of supplications rise, 
Besiege the golden gates of Heav'n, and force, 
With holy violence, a blessing down 
In living streams. If Ileekiab's pray'r 
The Sun arrested in his prone career, 
Arid bade the shadow ten degrees return 
On Abaz-dial, whirling back the day: 
Pour out thyself, my soul! with fervent seal; 
With over-flowing ardour, and with faith .31 ' 
Unwav'ring. 'fo assist me, and to swell 
My fainting spirits to sublime desires, 
Won'd Taylor,. from his starry throne descend, . 
Bow fear world brighten! by his sacred aid, 
To live were happiness,and gain to die.— 
No: let him still adorn his starry throne, 
Well-merited by labours so divine: 
For, lo ! the man of God, and friend of man; 
Theron, the purest breast, and wannest heart, 
Plies on the wings of charity and love 
To join me irsihe saving-task, and raise 
My weaker pow'rs with his abundant zeal; 
Pure, sweet, and glowing as the.incens'd fires, 
Of, Solomon, thy goldemaltar, ktnnkl 
By wings of cherubims into a !lame; 	- - 
Till on the skies the aromatic gale 
In pyramids of fragrance softly stole, 
A ,grateful offering to the throne of Grace. 

Still, tho' I feel these succours front the skies, 

2  Bishop Jeremy Taylor, 

BOOK Hr. 
- 1n operation mightyl still remain 

Inferior aids behind:• terrestrial stores 
Mediehml.: the instruments of God. 
For God created the physician.! God 

:himself on Earth, our great physician! spread 
sick and weak, shadowing, his healing wings: 

Each miracle a cure !—Ilefore Disease, 
Offspring of Sin, infested human-kind, 
In Paradise, tile vegetable seeds , 
Sprang from their:Maker's hand, invigorate-strong 
'With med'cjpe. . lie foresaw our fnture ills; , 
Foreseeing,Im provided ample cure; 
Fossils, and simples: ‘lohamon, thy 
Nature's astoriarte wisest of the wise! 
The' Paradise be fest, the tree of life 
in med'cine blooms; then pltak itsAealing fruits, 
And with thanksgiving eat; and, eating, five. 

LEv'n pagan wisdom bade her sons adore, 
As one, the god of phySic and the day, 

• Fon:dein of vegetation and of life, 
Apollo;  ever blooming, ever young, 
'And.from his Mt immortal! Thus, of yore, 
The'prime of human race from Heav'n dedue'd 
The bright original of physic's pow'r : 
And, nor unjustly, deem'd that he whirsay'd 
Millions from death, himself should never die. 

An instrument of variousilipes and tubes, 
Veins, arteries, and sinews, erganiz'd, ' • 
Man, when in healthy tune, harmonious wakes 
The breath of melody, in vocal praise, 
Delighting Earth and Heav'n ! discordant, oft, - 
As accident, or time, or fate prevail, 
Thig humans organ scarce the bellows heaves 
Of vital respiration; or in pain, 
'With pauses sad: what art divine shall tune 
TO order lend refit this shatter'd frame? • 
What finger's touch into A voice again? 
Or music re-inspire? Who, but the race 
Of Pman? who but physic's saving sons? 
A Rateliff, Frewin, Metcalf or a Friend ?— 
But something yet, beyond tha kindly skill 
Of Paean's sons, disease, like mine, demands; 
Nepenthe to the goal, as well as life. 

0 fora mother's watchful tenderness, 
And father's venerable care!—But they, 
In life immortal, gather endless joys, 
Reward of charity, of innocence, 
Of pleasing manners, and a life unblam'd ! 
The tears of poverty and friendship oft 
Their modest tombs bedew, where Eden's flood, 
(Nina 'clep'd by bards of old renown, 
Purpled with Saxon and with British bleMd) • 
Laves the sweet vale, that first my prattling muse 
Provoled to numbers, broken as the ruins 
Of Roman towers which deck its lofty banks, 
And shine mom beauteous by decay.—But hark! 
What music glads my ear? 'T is Theron's voice,' 
Theron 'a father, mother; both, a friend! 
Pain flies before his animating touch: 
The gentle pressure,  f his cordial hand, 
A burning mountain from my bosom heaves! 
What wonders, sacred Friendship, flow from thee! 
One period from a friend enlivens more, 
Than all Hippocrates and Galen's tomes; 
Than all the med'cines they unfold, I feel 
Myself rencti'd ! not only health, but youth, 
Rolls the brisk tide, iind sparkles at my heart: 
As the -live-atoms of Campanian wines 
Dance in the virgin.crystal, and, o'erlook 	-
With glorifying foam the nectar'd brim;' 
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Smiling, and lending smiles to social wit, 
The jocund hearth, and hospitable board. 

Friendship is a religion, from the first 
The second-best: it points, like that, to Heaven, 
And almost antidotes, on Earth, its bliss. 
Tint Vice and Folly never Friendship knew; 
Whilst Wisdom grows by Friendship still more 

wise. 
Her fetters, area strong defence.

' 
 ,her chains, 

A robe of glory; Ophir gold, her bands; 
' 	.4.141te who: wears them, wears a 	-of joy. 

Frientiwkip's the steel, which struck emits the 
' 	sparks 
Of candour, peace, benevolence, and zeal ; 
Spreading their glowing see:ds,,,-a holy fire 
Where horiont heaths on honour, truth on truth; 
Bright as the eyes of angels and as pure. 
An altar whence two gentle-loving hearts 
Mount to the skies in one conspiring blaze 
And Spotless union. 'T is the nectar-stream 
Which feeds and elevates seraphic love—
Health is disease, life death, without a friend. 

• • 
NOTES AtND ALLUSIONS, 

• 
Page 46. As once thy breathing harvest, Cadmus, 

sprung. - 
Cadmus is reported by the poets to have slain a 

monstrous serpent in. Breotia, at theemnintsind of 
Minerva, and sowed its teeth in a field, which 
produced an host of armed soldiers; 	s who, light 
ing, slew one another. See Ovid. Met. 1. iii. 

Patisanias, &c. It is said, that he sowed 
serpents teeth, and that soldiers in armour Sprung 
up from them; because4  as Bochart observes, in 
the Plicenician language, to express men armed 
with-brazen din:ts and spears of brass, they made 
use of -words, which, might be translated" armed 
with the teeth of a terpetit." 

P. 46. Yet Fancy's mimic works; &e. 
The following lines upon delirious dreams may 

appear very extravagant to a reader, who never 
experienced the disorders which sickness causes 
in the brain; but the author thinks that he has 
rather softened than exaggerated the real descrip-
tion, as he found them operate on his own ima.. 

-gination at that time. 
P. 46. From iiiconian cliffs devolv'd, 
Sir.G. Wheeler, in his voyages, has given a very 

beautiful deicription of an hermitage on the bor, 
ders of Mount Helicon, belonging to the convent 
of Saint Luke the hermit, not the evangelist, 
called Stiriotes, from his dwelling in those deserts. 
See Wheeler% Journey into Greece, fol. b. iv. 
p. 325. ' 

• P. 46. Warbled to Doric reeds, Me. 
Those different instruments are designed to ex,  

press the several parts of poetry, to which they 
were adapted, viz. pastoral, ode, heroic, &c. 

P. 46. Hark, how thlanvils, Cc. 
See Horn. Ilias, b. xviii. Virg, ,'En. b. viii. 

P. 46, 	 Astolpho's horn.  

'A horn, in which if he do once but blow, , 
. The noise thereof shall trouble men so sore, ' 

That all both stout and faint 'shall fly therein; 
So strange a noise was never heard before. 

Ariosto's Orlando Furies°, translated hr 
sir John Harrington, b. xv. st. 10. 

With this horn Astoipho affrighted the Amazon,  
See book xx. st. 60, &c. and even Rogero, Bra. 
dement, &c. in dissolving the enchanted palate, 
b. xxii. st. 18, &c.. Drives away the harpies 
from Senapo, b. xxxiii. st. 114, &d. 

P. 48. 	  Eden's flood. 
Eden, dm' but small, 

Yet often stain'd with blood of many a band 
Of Scots and English both, tbat tined on his strand 

Spenser's Fairy Rueen, b. iv. canto 11. 

P. 48. But Vice and Folly never Friendship, knew. 
It was an observation of Socrates, that wicked 

men cannot be friends either amongst thernseives 
or with good Men. 	Xenoph. Memora6. ii, 

• TUE RECOVERY, 

ROOK IV. 
-. Thou host delivered my soul from death, aid 
my feet from falling, that I may walk before Gol 
in the light of the living. 	Psalms. 

ARGUMENT. 
Reflet.itions. Sickness at the worst. Hopes at 

recovery cast on Heaven alone. Prospect 
futurity at this juncture. Guardian-angels hymn 
to Mercy. DeScription of her. She seeds Hy 
geia to the well of life; both described. Her 
deSeent. The effects. Abatement of the dis-
temper,. Apostrophe to sleep. Recovery d 
sight; and pleasure 'flowing from thence. 
Health by degrees restored. Comparison ts. 
tween sickness and health in regard to the body 
and mind. 

SWIFT, too, thy tale is told: a sound, a name, 
No more than Lucian, Butler, or Scarron. 	• 
Fantastic humour dropp'd the feeling sense, 
Her empire less'n'Mg, by his•fia The shades 
Of frolic 'Rabelais,- and him of Spuin, 
Madrid's l'aeetious 0(1.7, join his ghost; 
Triumvirate of Inughter!---,Mirth is mad; 
The loudest languishing into a sigh : 	• 
And Laughter shakes itself into decay. 
• " Lord! what is man ?" the prophet well might 

ask; 
We all may ask, " Lord! what is mortal man?" 
So changeable his being„with himself 
pisSimilar; the rainbow of an hour ! 
A change of colours, transient throrgh his life, 
Brigistons or -Inagnishes ;--stheri fades to air. 
Ev'p ere an artful spider spins a line 
Of metaphysic texture, moots thin thread 
Of life' is broken: bow analogous 
Their parallel of lines ! slight, subtle, vain_ 

Man, in a• little hour's contracted round 
Peridexes•reason : now to triumph swe,Wd, 
To joyous e xuttatious, to,  a blaze 
Of ecstasy; and. now depress'd, again, 
And drooping inmseenes of death and xots. 

   
  



SICKNESS. BOOK Iv. 	 49 
0 lift thy servant from the vale of death, 
NOW groveling in the dust, into the fields 
Of isomfort, and the pastures green of health. 
Hear, Mercy, sweetest daughter of the skies ! 
If e'er thy servant to the poor his soul 

. Drew out, and taught the fatherless to sing; 
If e'er by pity warned, and not by pride, 
He cloth'd the naked, and the hungry fed; • 
If e'erdistresSpand misery, forlorn, 
Deeeiv's1 his cheek; and stole his untaught tear, 
An humble ;iron of thy celestial dew ! as  ? 
Hear, Merey,.sweeteet daughter of the ikies. • 

"Sprung from the bosom of eternal bliss, 
Thy goodness Teaches farther than the grave; 
And nearthe gates of Hell exnds 9ty sway, 
Omnipotent! All, Save the cursed crew 
Infernal, and the black-rebellious host 	• 
Of Lucifer, within thy sweet domain 
Feed on ambrosia, and may hope the stars. 
Hear -  Mercy, sweetest daughter of the skies. 
By thee, the great physician from the bed 
Of darkness call'd the sick, the blind, the lame; 
He burst the grave's relentless bars by thee, 
And spoke the dead to life and bloom again. 
His miracles, thy work ; their glory, thine: 
Then, 0 thou dearest attribute of God'. 	• 
Thy saving health to this thy servant lend! 
Hear, Mercy, sweetest daughter of the skies !" 

Inclin'd upon a dewy skirted cloud 
Purpled with light, and dropping fatness down, 
Plenty and bliss on man, with looks as mild 
As ev'ning suns (When flow'rysfooted May 
Leads on the jocund Hours, when Love himself • 
Flutters in green) effusing heart-felt joy 
Abundant, Mercy shone with sober grace, 
And majesty. at once with sweetness mix'd 
Ineffable. A rainbow o'colier head, 
The covenant of God, betok'ning peace 
'Twixt Heav'n anti Earth, its florid arch display'd, 
High-beaded by tie Almightsosglorious hand; , 
The languish of the dove upon her eyes 
In placid radiance melted, from the throne 
Of Grace infus'd and fed with light: her smiles 
Expansi-so °tweed the undeterrnin'd tracks • 
Of all creation, from th' ethereal cope, 
Atigust with moving fires, down to the shades 
Infernal, and the reign of darkness drear. 
Ev'n men refine to angels from her gaze, 
Gracious, invigorating, full of Heav'n! 

This daughter of the Lartib, to fervent pray'rs-
And intercession, ones her ready ear,. 
Compassionate; and to Ilygeia thus: 	, 
" Itygebt, hie thee to the well of life; 
There dip thy fingers; touch his head and breast; 
Three drops into his mouth infuse, unseen, 
Save by the eye of Faith; he yonder lies-- 
Descend, and take the ev'ning's western wing." 

She said.' Hygeia bow'd; and bowing, fill'd 
The. ch‘cumambient air with od'rous streams, 
Pore essence of ambrosia! Not the breath 
Of Lebanon, from cedar alleys blown, 
Of Lebanon, with aromatic gales 
Luxuriant, spikehard, aloes, myrrh and balm; 
Nor the wise eastern monarch's garden vy'd 
In fragrance, when his fair CircaSsian spouse, 
Enamourkl, call'd upo  the south to fan 
Its beds of spices, and tier bosom cool, 
Panting with languishment and love-sick fires. 

Forth.  from th' eternal throne the well of life, 
Pouring its crystal, laves the streets of God, 

That suddemilow of spirits, bright and strong, 
Which play'd in sprightly sallies round mrheart; 
Was it a gleam, forewarning me from Ileavta, 
Of quicksdPproaching fate?, As tapers mount 
Es-piring into wide-diffusive dame, , 
Give one broarhglare, into the socket sink, 
And sinking disappear.—It mutat be so 
The soul, prophetic of its voyage, desery'd 
The blissful shore, exulting on the wing; 
In a glad flutter: then, o'erwhelned with joy, 
She warn'd her old companion offer flight,.. 
(The feeble tenement of mould'xingclay). 
Who sadden'd at their parting.-'.Yes,.—.I 
Thy leaden hand, 0 Death! it presses hard, 
It weighs the faculties of motion down, 
Inactive as the foot of adult rock, 
And drags me to thy dusty chains: the wheels 
Of life are fast'ned to the grave, nor whirl, 
Longer,4he fiery chariot on. The war, 
The struggle tor eternity begins. 
Etenrity! illimitable, vast, 	„ • • 
Inceinprehensible! for Heavka and Hen, • 
Within her universal womb, profound, 
Are eenter'd.—Steep or death are on my heart; 
Swims heavily my brain:.—My senses reel. 

What scenes disclose thernselVes! What fields 
ofjey! 

What rivers of delight! What gol4n bow'rs! 
Sweetly oppress'd with beatific views, . 
I hear angelic instruments, I see 
Primeval aidours, aml essential forms; 
The sons of fight, but of created tight, 	• 
All energy, the diligence of God! 
Might I but join theta! Lend your glitt'ring wings, 
%lime, 0 quickly waft me to yon crown, 
Bright with the flaming roses of the zone . ' 
Sidereal: gracious, they, becktning, 
They smile use to the skies! Hope leads the way 
Mounting I spring to seizelee What fury shakes 
her fiery sword, and intercepts the stars ? 
Ila! Amartia? Conscienee, Conscience sends 
iler griesly form, to blast me at my end. 
Behold! she points to burning rocks, to-waves 
Sulphureous, molten lead, and boiling gulphs, 
Tempestuous with everlasting 
"his horrible!-0 save me from inyself!s-
0 save me, Jestilaella! a burst of light 
Blends me with the empyreunes azure tide. 
While Faith, triumphant, swells the trumpotesed, 
And shouting, " Where's thy. victory, a G rave ? 
And where, 0 Death, thy'sting?" I see her spread 
Her saving banner o'er my soul (the crass!) 
And call it to its peers. Thick crowds of day, 
Immaculate, involve use in their streams, 	. 
And bathe my spirit, whiten'd for the sky, 
• While on this isthmus of my fate I lie, 
Jutting into eternity's wide sea, 	• 
And leaning on this habitable globe, 
The verge' of either world ! dubious of life; 
Dubious, alike, of death; to Mercy this, 
Dispirited with supplicating zeal,' " 
My guardian-angel rais'il his potent Pray'r. 
(For angels minister to man, intent 
On offices of gentleness and love.) 

" Hear, Mercy! sweetest daughter of the skies, 
ThMt loveliest image of thy father's face,* 
Thou blessed fount, whence 'grace and-goodness 

flow, 	• 
Auspicious, hear! extend thy helping arm, 
With pitying readiness, with willing aid, 

VOL. IV. 

   
  



50 	 PIIOMPSON'S POEMS. 
(Where sickness never-  comes, nor age, nor pain) 
.Fast-trickling o'er the pebble-gems. Beneath 	• 
Unfading amarant and asphodel, 
A mirror spreads its many-colour'd round, 
Mosaic-work, inlaid by hands divine 
-In glist'ring rows, illuminating each, 
Each shading:heryl, topaz, ealcedon, 
Em'rald andamethyst. Whatever hues 
The light reflects, celestial (panic* yield, 
Or null into the vernant-showry bow, 
Proksiyvary here in mingling beam. 

-Collected Thus the waters, dimpling:, end 
Their soft-progressive lapse. The ebecubs hence 
Immortal vigour quaff and bliss unblam'd. 
Nor only flowitfor yen, ye sons of light, 
The streams of comfort and of life, but flow 
To heal the nations. Wonderful to tell, 
The aged they renew, the dead revive, 
And more, the festers of the wounded soul, 
Corrupted, black, to pristine white relume 
And saint-like innocence.. The mystic dove 
Broods, purifying o'er them, with his wings,' 
The angel, who Bethesda's troubled pool 
Stirr'd, first his pinions with these vital drops 
Sprinkled; then poured himself into the flood, 
Instilling health and nutriment divine, 	. 
Its waves to quicken, and exalt its pow'rs. 

Idre lights Hygeia, ardent to fulfil 
Nrrcy's behest. The bloom of Paradise , 
Liv'd on her youthful cheek, and glow'd the spring. 
The deep carnations in the eastern skies, 
When ruddy morning walks along-the hills, 
Illustriously red, in purple dews, 
Are languid to her blushes; for she blusied 
As through the op'hing file of winged flames, 
Bounding, she lightned, and her sapphire eyes 
With modest lustre bAht, improving Heav'n, 
Cast, sweetly, round, and how'd to her compeers, 
An angel amidlingels: Light she sprung , 
Along tb' empyre4 road: her locks distill'd 
Salubrious spirit' on the stars. Full soon 
Slit pasa'd the gate of pearl, and down the sky, 
Precipitant, upon the ev'ning-wing 
Cleaves the live ether, and with.bealthychalm 
Impregnates, and fecundity of sweets. 	•. 

Conscious of her approach, the wanton birds, 
Instinctive, carol forth, in livelier lays, 
And merrier melody, their grateful hymn, 
Brisk-flutt'ring to the breeze. Eftsoons the hills, 
Beneath the gambols of the lamb and kid, 
Of petulant delight, the circling maze 
(Brush'd off .its dews) betray. All Natbre smiles, 
With double day delighted. Chief, on man 
The goddess rav'd herself: he, woud'ring, feels 
His heart in driving tumults, vig'rous, leap, 
And gushing ecstasy: bursts out his tongue , 
In laud, an& unpremeditated song, 
Obedient to the music in his veins. 
Thus, when at first, the instantaneous light , 
Sprung from the voice of God, and, vivid, threw 
Its golden mantle round the rising ball, 
The cumb'rous mass, shot through with vital 
And plastic energy, to motion roll'd 	[warmth 
The drowsy elements, and active rule: 	. • Sudden the morning stars, together, sang, 
And shouted all the sons of God for joy. 

Enters Hygeia, and her task performs, - 
With healing fingers touch'd my breast and head; 
Three drops into my mouth infus'd, unseen, 
Save by the eye of Faith: then re-ascends. 

As snow in Salmon, at the tepid touch s 
Of southern gales, by soft degrees, dissolves 
Trickling, yet slow, away; and loosen'd frosts 
The genial impress feel of vernal suns, 
Relenting to the ray; my tort d limbs 
The healing virtue of Hygeia's hand 
And salutary influence.perceive, 

'Instant to wander through the whole. My heart 
Begins to melt, o'er-running into joy, 
Late froze with agony. Kind tumults seize 
My spirits, conscious of returning health, 
And dire disease abating from the cells 
And mazy haunts of life. The judging leech 
Approves the symptoms, and my hope allows. 

The hostile humours cease to bubble o'er 
Their big-distended channels; quiet now 
And sinking into peace. The organs heave 
Kindlier with life: and Nature's fabric near 
To dissolution shatter'd, and its mould 
To dust dissolv'd, tho' not its pristine strength 
(The lusty vigour of its healthy prime) 
Yet gentle force recovers; to maintain, 
Against the tyrant Death's batt'ring assaults, 
The fort of life.— But darkness, present still, 
And absent sweet repose, best med'cine, sleep, 

- Forbid my heart the full carouse of joy. 
Soft pow'r of slumbers, dewy-leather'd Sleep, 

Kind nurse of Nature! whither art thou fled, 
A stranger to my senses, weary'd out 
With pain, and aching for thy presence? Corer 
O come ! embrace me in thy liquid arms; 
Exert thy drowsy virtue, wrap my limbs 
In downy indolence, and bathe in balm, 
Fast-flowing from th' abundance of thy horn, 
With nourishment replete, and richer stor'd 
Than Amalthea's; who (so poets feign).  
-With honey and with milk supply'd a god, 
And fed the Thunderer. Indulgent quit 
Thy couch of poppies! steal thyself on me, 
(In rory mists sullus'd and clouds of gold) 
On nte, thou mildest cordial of the-world? 

The shield his pillow, in the tented field, 
By thee, the soldier, bred in iron-war, 
Forgets the mimic'thunders of the day, 
Nor envies LUxury her bed of down. 
Rock'd by the blast, and cabbin'd in the storms, 
The sailor hugs-thee to the doddering mast, 
Of sqpwreek negligent, while thou art kind. 
The Captive's freedom, thou! the labourer's hit 
The beggar's store; the miser's better gold; 
The health of sicknegs; and the youth of age! 
At thy, approach the wrinkled front of Care 
Stibsides into the -smooth expanse of smiles. 
And, stranger far! the monarch, crown'd by th 
Beneath his weight of glory gains repose. 

What-guilt is mine, that I alone am wake, 
Ev'n,tho' my eyes are seed, am wake alone? 
Ah seal'd, but not by thee! The world is duml 
Exhal'd by air, an awful silence rules, - 
Still as thy brother's reign, or foot)of time; 
Ev'n nightingales are mute, and lovers rest, 
Steep'd iu thy influence, and cease to sigh, 
Or only sigh in slumbers. Fifteen nights 
The Moon has walk'd its glory o'er the sky; 
As oft the Sun has shone her from the sphere. 
Since, gentle Sleep, I felt thy cordial dews, 
Then listen to tiny moaning; nor delay 
To sooth me with thy softness; to o'rshade 
Thy suppliant with thy pinions:. or at least, 
`Lightly to- toncth my temples with thy:wand. 
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Extinct and smother'd in unwieldy clay 
Scarce animated: and (0 blgssing !) now 
I seem, to tread the winds; to overtake 
The empty eagle in her early chase, 
Or niinbleArembling dove, from preyful beak, 
In many a rapid, many a cautious round, 
Wheeling precipitant: 'I leave behind, 
Exulting o'er its aromatic hills, 
The bounding Nether-roe. The poet's mind l  
•(Fillitence essential of heat and light!) 
Not niountsaa loftier wing, when Fancy 
The gliWring track, Rad points hint tofflie skies, 
Exeursive.a he empyreal air inhales, 
Earth fading from his flight! tritunpliant soars 
Amid the pomp of planetary 40141%r  
Ranging infinitude, beyond the stretch 	, 
Of-Newton's ken, reformer of the spheres, 
And, gaining on the Heavais, enjoys his home! 

The winter ofedMease all pnss'd nway, 
The spring of health, in bloomy pride, calls forth 
Embosorti'd bliss, of rosy-winged praise 
The rising incense, the iniaaasion'd glance 
Of gratitude, the pant of honour, quick 
With emulating zeal; the florid wish 
For sacred happiness, and cordial glow 
Froin conscious virtue felt: all the sweet train 
Of vernal solitude's refining walks, ' 
Best gift of Heav'n, and source of nameless joys! 

.51. 
Sq, full and frequent, may the crimson fields 

AVith poppies blush; :nor feet a Tarquin's hand. 
So may the 	sigh, th' murairing brook, 
The melotey•of birdsaIanthe'sJule, 
And music of the Apheres,s  be all-the sounds 
That dare intruzle on thy devoted hour.. 
Nor Boreas bluster, nor the thunder roar, 
Nor screech-owl flap his wing, nor spirit yell, 
As 'math the trembling of the Moon he walks, 
Within the circle of thy still doinairr, 
He. comes ! he comes! the reconciling pow'r 
Of pain, vexation, care, and anguish comes ! 
Ile hovers in the lazy 	he melts, 
With honey-heaviness, my senses down.— 

thank thee, Sleep !—Heav'ns t is the day 
testae& 

To my desiring eyes? their lids, unglew'd, 
Admit the long-lost sight, now streaming in 
Painfidly dear1-0 check the rapid gleson 
With shading-silk, 'till the weak visual orb, 
Stronger and stronger; dares imbibe the giin; 	' 
Nor, wat'ring, twinkles at unfolded day. 
As, where, in Lapland, Night collects her reign, 
Oppressive, over half the rounded year 
Uninterrupted with one struggling beam; 
Young Orra-Moor, -in furry spoils enroll'd, 
Shagged and warm, first spies th' imperfect Mush 
Of op'ning light, exulting; scarce her eves 
The lustre bear, tho' faint; but, wid'ning fast 
Tle unbounded tide of splendour-covers, fair, 
Tb' expanded hemisphere; and fills her sight 
With gladness, while her heart, warm4eaping, 

barns. 
Sight, al&expressivel Tim' the feeling sense 

Thrills front Ianthe's hand; at Handel's 4yre.  
Tingles the ear; tho' ante!l from blossom'd beans 
Arabian spirit gathers; and the draught, , 
Spatkling from Burgundy's exalted vines, 
Streams nectar on the palate: yet, 0 Sight! 
Weak their sensations, when eompar'd with thee. 
Without thee, Nature lies unmeaning gloom. 	• 
Whatever smiles on Earth, or shines in Ileavai, . 
From star of Venus to Adonis flow'r ; 
Whatever Spring can promise: Summer warm 
To rich maturity; gay Autumn roll 
Into the lap of Plenty, or her horn; 
Winter's majestic horrors;— all are thine. 
All varying in order's pleasing round, 
In regular confusion grateful all! 

And now progres,sive health, with kind repair, 
My fever-weaken'd joints and languid limbs 
New-brace. 'Live vigour and auxitiar'd nerves 
Sinew the freshen'd frame in bands of steel. 
As in the trial of the furnace ere, 
From baser dregs refin'd, and drossy scum, 
Flames tuore refulgent, and admits the stamp 
Of majesty to dignify the gold, 
Casar or George ! the human body, thus, 
Enamelal, not deform'd, from sickness' rage 
More manly features borrows, and a grace 
Severe, yet worthier of its sovereign form. 
The patriarch of Uz, son of the Morn, 
Envy'd of Lucifer, by sores and Manes 
Sharply improv'd, to fairer bottoms rose; 
Less his beginning blest than latter end. 
How late a tortur'd lump of baleful pain, 
The soul immerg'd in one inactive mass 
Of breathing'blanes, each elegance of scum, 
Each intellectual spark and fiery seed 
Of reason, mem'ry, judgment, taste and wit, 

NOTES AND ALLUSIONS. 

Page 49. 	 sons of light. 
Light is the first-born of all creatures, and it is • 

commonly observed that the angels werecreated at 
the same period of time. At. Austin thinks them 
meant under Fiat - luX, Let there be light: De 
Civitate Dei, 1. xi. c. 9. This indeed is only. 
conjectural, and we have no ailiele of the apostles 
creed which dir'ects upon any considerations of 
angels; because perhaps if exceeds the faculties 
of men to understand their na,ture, and it may 
not conduce much to our practical edification to 
know them. Yet however this observation may 
serve to illustrate that. beautiful passage in the 
book of Job: " When the morning-stars sang to-
gether, and all the sons of God shouted for joy." 

'P. 50. 	To pristine white relume. 
White has been accounted in all 'ages the per 

culler tincture of innocence, and white vestments 
worn'by persons delegated for sacred offices, 4c. 
When,  our Saviour was transfratied before his 
disciples, his raiment became ,shining, exceeding 
white as snow, Mark, chap. ix. 13. When he 
ascended into. Heaven, the angels ieseended in 
white apparel,. Acts i. 10. And to the spouse of, 
the lamb was granted that she should be arrayed 
in fine linen, clean and white, which is the 
righteousness of the saints, Rev. xix. ver. 8, 14.. 
Hence the custom of the primitive church of 
clothing the persons baptized in white garments. 
. lade patens sacro ducens de fonte sacerdos 

Infantes,. niveo corpore, mente, habitu. 
A 	Paulinua, epist. xis. 

The heathens paid likewise a great regard to white: 
Color' albas prrecipite Deo charus est. , 

' 	Cicero de Leg. lib. - 	, 
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Ante arts stet veste sacerdos 

Effuigens nivea. 	Silius Itzth lib: iii. 
Delius hie longe vandenti veste sacerdos 
Oecurrit. 	 Valeaius Place. fib. II. 

, 	And not only the priests,. but likewise those 
who attended at the sacrifices and paid their de-
votions to their gods: 

Cernite fulgentes ut eat sacer agfsus ad eras, 
Tinctaque post °lei candida turba comas. e ii. deg. 1. 

And Ovid: 
'Angels eandida turba favet. 	Itast. lib. 

I shall only aid onecpassage, from Plautus: 
Ergo tequilas vos erat 	' 

, 	Candidates venire, hostiatasque ad hoc 
Fanurn. 	 Rudens, act. i. sc. 5. 

P. 50. •r-.1r—n-- Touch'd my breast and head, 
Three drops, &c. 

Ilyzeia here performs her office in the very 
manner she was ordered by Mercy. I have, after 

. e  the manner of Homer, used the same expressions 
over again, as when she received the mandate. 
The father of poetry constantly makes his envoys 

, observe this practice, as a mark of decency and 
respect. , 

' P..50. Than Amalthea's, &c. 
Amalthea the daughte of Melissus king of 

Crete, and nurse o f Jupiter; who fed him with 
goats-milk and honey. lin tthis story is differ. 
ently related. See &grebe. I. x. Diodes. Sldul.: 
1. iv. c. 5. and Ovid. Fast. i. v. It is very re-
markable that the translation of the Septuagint 
uses the expression ienalthea's horn, for the 

mame of Job's third, daughter Keretehappuc (so 
Called from her • beauty) alluding to a Grecian 
fable invented long after; Job, ch. The last. v, 14. 
The same translation, lilsettise mentions Arac,hne 
in , the ninetieth psalm, and 9th, verse, which 

.image is left ont in,all our late versions. A. Chris-
tian poet therefore may surely be 'excused for 
'using the word ambrosia, 8cc.• or drawing meta,. 
phors or comparisons from the pagan'inytholops 
in a serious composition; which is the .practice 
of Milton and some of the best poets. The fault 
only is, when the poet weaves the heathen fables 
with the Jewish and Christian truths. As when 
sSannazaries introduces the Furies, C,erberits, &c. 
rinto his poem (which is otherwise a very fine 
one) De Parts: Virginis. And likewise when 
Camoens.blends the adventures of 'Bacchus with 
the miracles of Christ, &c. in his Lusiad. Rut 
this by the by. 

THE THANKSGIVING. 

BOOK V. 
The Grave cannot praise thee; Death cannot 

celebrate thee.—The living, the living, he shall - 
praise thee, as I do this day. 	Isaiah. 

• 
ARGUMENT. 

The effects which the restoration of health ought 
to have in the solitudes of .Spring. Rural  

prospect. Excursion to the battle at Tentiny., 
Reflections on the abuses of modern poetry. 
Hymn to the ever-blessed and glorious Trinity: 
1st, to God the Father, as .creator` and pres 
server: 2dly, to God the Son; as mediator and 
redeemer: 3dly, to God the Holy Ghost, as 

. sanctifier and comforter: Conclusion. 

• 
ComE, Contemplation! therefore, from tby bunts, 
From Spenser's tomb, (with reverent steps awl. 
Oft visited by me; certes, by all, 	[slow 
Touch'd by the Muse:) from Richmond's greet 

retreats, 
Where Nature's bard' the Seasons on his page 
Stole from the Year's rich hand: or Welwyn graves 
Where Young, the friend of virtue and amen, 
Sows with poetic stars the nightly song, 
To Phmbus dear as his own day! and drowns 
The nightingale's complaint in sadder strains. 
And sweeter elegance of woe, 0 come! 
Now ev'ning mildly-still and softer suns 
(While every breeze is flowin.: balm) invite 
To taste the fragrant spirit of the Spring 
Salubrious; from mead or hawthorn-hedge 
Aromatis'd, and pregnant with delight 
No less than health. And what n  prospect round 
Swells greenly-grateful on the cherish'd eye! 
A universal blush! a waste of sweets! 
How live the flow'rs, and, as the Zephyrs blow, 
Wave a soft lustre on their parent-Sun, 
And thank him with their odours for his beams; 
Miklimage of himself! reflected fair, 
By faintness fair, and amiably mild ! 
• Harki how the airy Echoes talk along 
With undulating answer, soft or loud, 
The mocking semblance of the 'mated voice, 
Babling itinerant from wood to hill, 
From hilt to date, and wake tbeir, sisters round, 
To multiply delight upon the ear. 

As float the clouds, romantic Fancy pours 
The magazines of Proteus forth, and builds 
Iluge`casttes in the air; while vessels sail 
Spacious, along the fluid element; 
And dVagons.hurn in gold, with azure stains 
Spedded: ten thousand inconsistent shapes 
Shift on the eye, and through.the welkin roll. 

Here tufted hills.! there shining villas rise. 
Cirelin1 ; 'and temples, solemn, fill the mind 
With beauty, splendour, and religions awe! 
'Peace- o'er the plains expands tier snowy wing, 
Dove-ey'd ; and.buxom- Plenty laughs around! 

Par different objects mortify the eye 
Along thy borders, Scheid: (with William's tear 
Ennobled, tears from brave Humanity 
And royal Pity draws: I nor of hislalood 
Less prodigal!) Instead of herbag'd, plains, 
Of fields with golden plenty waving wide, 
Of lowing valleys, and of fleecy hills: 
What magazines of death ! what firming swords 
Destruction brandish; what a burnish'd glare 
Of borrow. wanders round; what carnage vile 
Of dubitable limbs; what groani ng piles 
Of dying warriors on ensatignii0 earth 
( Wen sons of Britain, chiefs of high renown) , 
Grovling in dust, and with unmartial fires 
Sheer blasted!' ea 'tie pitiful to Sight!' 	. 
It smiles 'the honestbrain and heart! The clotn! 

James 1.1topIspan. 

   
  



.53 .SICKNESS. BOOK V. 	, - 
dickled from the 'brazen throat of war, would bide, . 
Industrious, the rain which it spreads, ' 
As if ashawed of massacre—But hark!—
What dire explosion tears th' antrowel'd sky, 
And rumbles from th' infernal Wes? The roar 
Of /Etna's troubled Caverns, when she 'heaves 
Trinacria from her marble pillars, fix'd 
On the foundations of the solid Earth, 
And Thetis' bellows from her distant dens, 
O'erwhelm the ear,!—A mine with deadly Oates 
Infuriate, burst; and a whole squadron'd host 
Whirl'd through the riven air. A human show'r 
With smotddry smoke enroll'd and wrapt in fire, 
To cover Earth with desolation dread—,  

Ong be the man, the monk, the son of Hell; 
The triple Moloch! whose mechanic brain, ' 
Maliciously inventive, from its forge, 
Of cruel steel, the sulphur seeds of wrath • 	• 
Flash'il.on the world, and taught us how to kill; 
To hint theblazing ruin, to disgorge 

' From smoking brass the ragged instruments 
Of Fate, in thunder, on themangled files 
Of gallant foes :44--the cowardice of Hell? - 
And what'the barb'rous nations never knew, 
(Though nourish'd by the tigers, and their tongues 
Redwith the gore of, lions) to involve 
The holy temples, the religious fanes, 
To halt lujaha sacred and to peace, 
With *endless fires. Shudd'ring the angels weep 
At mares impiety, and seek the' skies: 
They weep while man, courageous in his guilt, 
Smiles at the infant writhing On his spear; 
The-hoary head pollutes the flinty 'streets 
Willrleanty We'd; and virgins pray in vain, 

Ithahl or own Deucalion for thy sire. 
Yet should Rebellion, bursting from the caves 

Of Erebus, uprear her hydra-form, 	• 
To poison, Liberty, thy light divine; 
If she, audacious, stalk htl open day, 
And hiss against the throne by Heav'e's own hand 
EstablishM; and religion •Heav'n.reform"d, 
Britannia! rescue Earth from such a bane t 
Exert thy ancient, spirit; urge thyself 
Into the bowels of the glowing war,. 

Sweep her. from day,  to multiply the fiends, 
And scare the domed !-..-and thou! the God of 

Hosts, 
Supreme! the t.ord of lords, and King of kings ! 
Thy people, thy anointed with thy shield 
Cover and shade; unbare thy' righteous arm, 
And save us in the hollow of thy hand ! 
Michael' send, as erst against the host 
Of Lucifer, and let his sword be drunk 
With rebeiblood. The battle is-thy own; 
When virtue, liberty, religion call: 
Thine is the victory: the glory thine ! 	• 

Turn, Contemplation, from this savage scene 
Of violence and waste: my" swimming eyes 	.„ 
Have lost the beauties of the vernal view ! - 	" 

Sweet are tht beauties of the vernal view! 
And yet devotion wafts to nobler themes, 
And lifts the soul to Ileav'n! for who, untouch'd, 
With mental adoratiOn, feeling laud, 
Beholds this living-vegetable whole, 
This universal witness of a God ! 
Tho' silent, yet convincing, uneontml'il, 
Which meets the sense, and triurimlairs the soul? 
Let me, by Isaac's wise example tied, 
When meditation led him through the fields; 
Sweetly in pious musings lost, adore 

My God! for meditation-is too poor, 
Below, the sacrifice of Christian hearts! , 
Plato could meditate; a Christian, more : 
Christians; from meditation, soar to pray'r. 

Methinks I hear, reprov'dby modern wit, 
Or rather pagan : "Tho' ideal sounds 
Snft,wafted on the Zephyr's faney'd wing, 
Steal tuneful soothings on the easy ear, 
New'frona HisXite gilded mists exhal'd; 
Tho' gently t2er the academia groves,' 
The magic eFhoes of unbodied thoughts/0* 
Roll their light billowilIhrough th' unwounded air, 
In mildest indulationst yet a priest°, 	• 
Tasteless and peevish, with his jargon shrjll, 
Scorns Aeademus; tho' its flourtrs bedtow 
On HYbla nectar, purer than her own, 	• 
From Plato's honey:dropping tongue distill'd 
In copious streams, devolving o'er the sense 
Its sweet re,galementi" Philodemus, yes: 
(Tho' Marred Lyceum's cloisters lead the mind 
Attentive on, as far as Nature lead's: 
And Plato, for a heathen, nobler dreams 	• 
Than dream some modern poets:) yes, a prist, 
A priest dares tell you, Salem's hallow 'd walks, 
And that illuminq mountain, where a God, r 
The God of my salvation, and 1 hope 
Of thine, unutterable beauty beam'd, 
'(Tho' shaded from excess of Deity, . 
Too fierce for mortal-aching eyes to prove,  
The rush of glory) me, desirous, draw 
From Athen's owls, to Jordon 's Mystic dove, 
Thou sing of Nature, and the moral charms 
Gild 'with thy painted,Muse: my fingers lift 
The lyre to God ! Jehova!'F:loiin ! 
Truth is my leader; only Fancy, think: 
(Sweet Farinelli of enervate.song!) 
I quit the 'myrtle, for a stalry crown. 
And know, if Sickness shed her bluish plagues 
From fog, or fen, or town-infected damps, 
(And, sure I'd pity thee) among thy veins: 
Then, then no Platonist! thy inmost soul 
Will thank me for this preaching; nor disdain' 
To breathe itself in 'pray'r, as low as mine; 
From GOd. begin, with God conclude the song; 
Thus glorifying with a Christian-zeal. 

Father of Heav'n and Earth! coeval Son! 
And co-existing Spirit! Trinal-One! 
Mysterious Deity; invisible; 
Indefinite, and omnipresent God, 	• 
Inhabiting eternity ! Shall dust, 
Shall ashes, dare.presume to sing of thee? 
0 for a David's heart, and toilette of tire 
To rival angels in my praise and zeal ! 
Yet love immense; and gratitude, with awe • 
Religious mix'd, shall elevate the hymn, 
My heart enkindle, and inspire my tongue. 

Father-Creator! who beholds thy works, 
But eutches inspiration! Thou the Earth 
Oa nothing hung, and balnnc'd in the void 

'With a magnetic-force, and central poite. 
Ocean of brightness then! 'l'hy grand behest -
Flung on thy orb, the Sun, a sparkliirg. drop, 
To light the stars, and feed their silver urns 
With enexitatustec Same; to hid them <shine 
Eternal in their'courses, o'er-the bine 
Whiels mantles night) and woo us to fefuele 
With roseld radiance. They harmonious roll; 

2  The very expressiOns of one of our diseiplet 
'of Socrates, 

   
  



THOMPSON'S POEMS: 
In majesty of-motion, solemn, loud, 
The universal hallelujah: sphere, 
In lucid order, (miring sweet to sphere, 

* Deep-felt and loftier than a Seraph's song; 
The symphony of well-accorthng 
'Mit man, thy beam, thy breath, thy image, shines 
The crown, the glory, and the lord of all; 
.Of all below the stars! a plant, from -Heav'n 
Traduc'd, to spread the riches of is bloom • 
O'er Earth, and . water'd with etherial dews; 
IncormFklmle aliment! The birds 4. 
Warble among his boughs ; the cattle, safe, 
Pasture within his shade; and Earth bcneath 
Th' inmei-ial umbrage of his branches smiles. 
The smiting Earth,tthe spangled spheres, and. man 
Their great Creator praise! but Praise  how long, 
Unless by thy almighty arm upheld, 
Preserver infinite?' By .thee unless 
Upheld, the Earth would from her basis reel; • 
The sPheres forego their courses, (off their Deis 
'he silver softness melted into shade) ,--"?"- 
Obscurely dissonant; and mortal man 
(Void of thy fostering fires) his stately form 
To,dbst be moulder'd; Chaos would resume 
Her ancient anarchy; confusion, rule; . 
And darkness swallow all. In thee we live, 
In thee we Move : our beings in thy chain, 
Linkt to eternity, fasten on thee, - 
The pillar of our souls! For me, (how late •' 
A neighbour of the worm!) when I forget 

,The wonders of thy goodness ray'd on. me, 
And cease to celebrate, with matin-harp 
Or vesper-song, thy plenitude of love, 
And healing mercy; may the nightly pow'r, 
Which whispers on my slumbers, cease to breathe 
Her modulating impullethrough 'my soul; 
Untun'd, nnhallow'd 415iscord, -string my lyre, 
Idly, my finger, press the fretted gold, 
Rebellious to the dictates of my hand; 
When indolent, toenvell the _notes for thee, 
Father of Heav'n and Earth!—Coeval Son 
(I !is word, his essence, his effulgence.'pure !) 
Not less thy filial likeness-I adore, 
Nor from thy Father's glory aught disjoia, 
Redeemer! Mediator! from the birth 
Of untreated Time, thy Father's wrath 
(Sprung from, omniscience!) to appease, for man, 
Upright as yet, to mediate, mercy wak'd 
Unbounted lore in thee; unbounded love 
Contracted to the measure of a span 
Immensity of Godhead, and thy crown 
Reft front thy faded brow. Listen, 0 Earth ! 
And wonder, 0-ye Heav'ns! shall he, whose feet 
Are cloth'd with stars, (the glory of his head 
Fur who can tell?) whose looks divine illume 
The dazzl'd eyes ofvherubs, and the youth 
Of saints wife everlasting bloom renew: 
Shall he, whose vital smiles with splendour fill 
Trine circuits of creation, and sustain 
Tit' abodes of all existence, from the depths 
Of Bel) beneath, above Ileav'n's highest orb, 
With In'e, and health, and joy! shall he, to God, 
Deaf- as Ills eye and heart, engraven there 
Deep front eternity; alone belused, 
Alone be-,otten ! say, shall he become 
A 'man of grief—for man ? gay more his foe, 
ftx.beilious next the fiends?—Astonishment 
Bad cbain'tl my tongue to silence, if the pow'rs 
Of tenderest pity and of Warmest love 	 • 
Pros ou'd not pensive measures, sadder strains  

Of elegiac-sorrow, with the theme 	4  4 
Mournfully varying. Take, my soul redeem'd! 
O take the moaning dove's dew-droppin wing, 
Fly, fly to Solyma! and melt thy woe 
To Cedron's murmurs. Thence, extend thy flight 
To Golgotha's accursed tree. Behold! 
Clouds roll'd on clouds of wrath (the blackesttrati 
Of an offended Cod!) his beauties shade; 
But shade not long:, it soon in drops dissolves, 
Sweet to the soul as manna to the taste, 
As pride of summer-flow'r to sight or smell! 
Behind this shadowing cloud, this mystic gloom, 
The Sharon rose, dy'd in the blood of Ilear'u, 
The lily of the valley, white from stain; 
Bows the fair head, in loveliness declines, 
And, sweetly languishing, it droops and dies, 
gut darkness veils the Sun: a curtain draw 
Before the passion; beyond wonder great, 
Great beyond silence! — (Awe-struck pause a- 

while—) 	 • 
And heavy as the burthen of our sins !—
'T is finisli'd!—Change the lyre, the number 
Let holy anthem-airs inspire the hymn. [change; 
Glory in Ideav'n! .redemption to mankind,. 
And peace on Earth! dominion! blessing! praise! 
Thanksgiving! pow'r! salvation to our God! 
Salvation to our Gosh and to the Lamb!, 
And, co-existing Spirit ! Thou, whose breath 
My voice informs, shall it be mute to thee, 
Eternal Paraclete? in order, last, 
Equal in glory to Omnipotence 
The first, as. to the second; and from both 
Proceeding; (0'inexplicable name!) 
Mystical link of the unnumber'd Three! 
To learning, night; to faith, the noon-tide day. 
Soul of the universe ! thy wisdom, first, 
The rage compos'd of warring elements3, 
(The subject of a nobler future song) 
Yon alf-Surrounding Heav'ns with crystal orbs 
Garnish'd, and living gems, in goodly ranks 
And disciplin'd array; dividing night 
From day, their ordinances 'stablisli'd sure. 
Moving the waters saw thee o'er their face, . 
0 God, the waters saw thee, and afraid, 
Into their channels shrunk, (capacious bed 
Of liquid element!) and own'd their bounds 
Impassable, as that eternal gulph 	. Donn 
"lwix4 bliss and woe.—The Prince of Peace thi 
Largely imbibkl, when, dovelike, o'er his head, 
Fast by the banks of Jordan's sacred stream, 
Thy mantling wings Aiffus'd their-heavenly hues; 
• And Abba glorify'd his Only Son,- 
Well-pleased.—From 'thy tongues of cloven fire 
Kindled; time nations burn'd inflaming zeal, 
And unextinguish'd charity, dispers'd 
And glowing as the summer blaze at noon. 
Thesrushing winds, on all their wings convey'd 
Thy doctrine, strong to shake the guilty soul; 

0As, erst, the dome, low-stooping to its base, 
Befsre thy mighty presence learnkl to bend. 
Theta, from the morning-womb, upon our. souls, 
'Barren and dry, thy sanctifying dews, 	• 
-Abroad, in silent softness sheds: the dews 
Of love, unspotted, uncorrupted joy; 
Obedient goodness, temperance subdu'd ; 
Unshaken faith, and meekness without guile. 
Hence flow the odours out, our pray'rs perfume, 
Like incense, rising fragrant on the throne,. 

• 3 The Elements, a Ppem: in four hooks. 

   
  



SICKNESS. BOOK V. 
*From golden vials poised, by elder hands! 

Extinct thy influential radiance, Sin, 
Incumbent on the soul, as black as Hell, 
Holds godless anarchy by thee refin'd, 
Incens,d, sublim'd, and sanctify'd, the soul 
Invites the Hilliest (0 abyss of love!) 
To choose a temple, purer than the Sun, 
Incorruptible, formed not by hands, 
Where best he loves to_ dwell.—Thou all my bed, 
Most holy Comforter! in sickness smooth'd, 
And violet-buds, and roses, without thorns, [vale 
Shower'd round the couch. From darkness and the 
Of shadowy Death, to pastures fair, and streams 
Of comfort, thy refreshing right-hand led 
My wearied soul, and bath'din health and joy..! 

To light restor'd'and the sweet breath of Heav'n, 
Beneath thy olive-boughs, in plenteous flow, 
The golden oil effusing on my head 
Of gladness, let me' ever sit and sing, 
Thy numerous Godhead sparkling in my soul, 
Thyself instilling praises, by thy ear 
Not unapprov'd! For wisdom's steady ray, 
Th' enlight,nim,  gift of tongues, the sacred fires 
Of poesy are thine; united Three! 
Father of Heav'n and Earth ! ,coeval Son! 
And co-existing Spirit! Trine' One! 

NOTES AND ALLUSIONS. 
Page 52. ALONG thy borders, Scheid -- 
This was written at the time of the siege of 

Tournay. 
P. 53. 	Plato could meditate,. 
Far be it from me to speak with disrespect of 

this pagan philosopher. For my part, I could al-
most declare my admiration of Plato's beautiful 
descriptions, &c. in the words of R. Jonson on 
Shakspeare " To justify," says he, " my own 
candour, I honour his memory (on this side idol-
atry) as much as any." See his Discoveries, 
vol II. fol. of his works. Page 98. 	. 

I Only here would Observe how falsely, not to 
say impiously, some modern writers seem to take 
pains to recommend Plato's ideal morality in op-
position to the glorious doctrines so fully revealed 

'in the holy scriptures; 
P. 53. 	ti 	Philodemus. 
Alluding to 2. Sectanus's'admirableSsitires; who 

introduces much such another character under 
this name. The true author, as we are informed 
By Mons, Blainville in his curious Travels, is 
Mons. Segardi, one of the finest and politest 
gentlefnen of Rome; try Philodemus, he means 
one Gravina, an atheistical pretender to philoso-
phy„ the Greek language, Ste. He thus makes 
him boast of himself, as if he drew the principle 
of his systenilfrom Socrates. 
Nos etenim (puto jam nosti) docti SUM; & quos 
Socratid ccepi tractandos molliter art! 
Sordibus emerg,unt vulgi, totique. probantur 
Urbe. 	' 
• See 2. Sectani Satyr. 4to, vol. I. Sat. I. 

. 	lib. i, v. 108, &c. 
P. 54. 	Soul of the universe. 
The heathens frequently give the appellation of 

.Suul or Spirit to -Gpd, 

Thus Virgil: 
Coelum & terrain camposque liquentes, 
Lucentemque globum turtle, Titaniaque astra 
Spiritus!_intils agit. 

That:..im means God by Spirit, appears from 
another- place. 

_ 	Deum ire per omnes 
Terrisque tratusque- maris_ccelumque profundusn. 

And Zeys. opinion is very remarkable: 
Ir/EVI.40 	OXil TV 14bl. 

I See tactantius, 13. vii. c. 3. and Dioge- 
nes Laertius in'the Life of Zeno. 

P. 54. Moving the water sass thee o'er their 
face, &c. 	- 

Cicero tells us that 'it was Thales's opinion that 
God was the Spirit which created all things from 
the.water. " Thales Amman dixit esse initiuni 
reritm, Deans autem esse mentem qum ex mull 
curium- fingeret." 	. 	De Nat. Dew. 1. i. 

— Before thy mighty presence, &c. 
The very heathens imagined a commotion in 

nature at the presence of the Deity. 
Vibratus ab wthere fulgor 

Cum sonitu venit, mere omnia visa repente. 
./Eneis. lib. S. 

And in another place, Virgil : 
Vix ea fetus cram, tremere omnia visa repente 
Liminaque laurusque Dei, totusque ruoveri 
Mons circum. 	 YEneis. lib. 3. 

So likewise Statius: 
Mirabar cur temple mihi trenmere Diande. 

- 	Theb. lib. 4, 
And Seneca : 

--- Imo mugit a tondo solum, 
Tonat dies serenus, ac totis (ItoinuS 
Ut fracta tectis crepuit.m Thyestes, Act II, 

P. 54. —Thou from the morni ng-wornh, &e. 
Psalin cx. 3. This is a noble metaphor,to 

press the beauties and graces of the Holy Spirit. 
So that " from the womb of the moreing" in the 
Psalmist, signifies this: From the heavenly light 
of the Gospel, which is the wing or beam whereby 
the Suns of Righteousness reveeth hiw self, and 
breaketh out upon the world, the people shall 
adorn themselves from the first forming of Christ 
in them, with the dews of grace, and the gifts and 
emanations of the Holy Ghost: which are love, 
Soy, peace, long,suffering, 5entleness, goodness, 
faith, meekness, temperance. Gal. v. 22. &c. 
Wien the spirit of Christ blowefh thus upon us, 
and the dews of grace ate poured into our heath, 
then the spices flow out, which arise from the 
holy duties and spiritual infusions, mentioned 
above. 	 . 

P. 255. 	 From elder-hands. 
Rev. v. 8. The 'four-and4wenty elders fell 

down before the Lamb, having e,very one of them 
harps and golden vials full of odours, which are 
the proayers of the saints; that is, the prayers of 
good men are as grlt:ful to God as incense from' 
the tabernacle. . So Devid, Ps, xiv. 2. Let my 
prayer be directed to thee as incense. 

P. 55. Beneath -thy olive-branch, &a. 

• 

   
  



I have here added, by way of conclusion to the 
notes, a short hymncwritten (when very young) in 
the great epidemical cold in 4132. 

AN HYMN IN SICKNESS. 

0 Loan! to thee I lift my soul, 
To thee direct my eyes, 

While.fate in-every vapour rolls, 
Awl sick'ning Nature sighs. 

E'en air, the vehicle of life, 
The soft recess of breath, 

Is made the harbinger of Fate, 
And poison'd dart of Death. 

No gentle strains•relieve my ears: 
But lark ! the passing-toll, 

In a long, sadly-solemn knell, 
Alarms anew my soul. , 

No lovely prospect meets my eye, 
But melancholy fear, 

Attended with the hollow pomp 
Of sickness and despair. , 

My sine, .wide-staring i4 my face' 
in ghastly guise alarm; 

The pleasing sins of wanton youth, 
In many a fatal charm. 

0 Lord, or let me live or die, 
Thy holy will be done ! 

But let me live alone to thee, 
And die in thee atone. 

56' 	 THOMPSON'S POEMS. 
Alluding to'  he two olive-branches in Zecharia, 

c. 	17. II and /2. which empty the golden oil 
out of themselves. Ationgst other expositions of 
which words, Junius and Tarliovius interpret 
them; to mean the various gifts and effusions of 
the. Holy Spirit, which are, by Christ, derived 
upon the church. For Christ is called-the Messiah, 
on account of his being anointed with the oil of 

'gladness; Ps. xiv. 8. And St. Johntspeaketh thus 
OF the Holy Ghost: Ye have an unction Irons the 
HalysOns1 Jelin ii. SO. The :unfitting which. 
ye  receivMfrom him, abidett in you. John e. 
v. 211. 

To conclude; a recovery from the small-pox a 
few years BKQE.EavE Occasion to the preceding 
poem.. I only at first (in gratitude to the Great 
Physician of souls and bodies) designed to have 
published this hymn to the 'Trinity upon a re-
coveryfrom sickness. But the subject being very 
extensive, and- capable of admitting serious re-
flections on the frail state of humanity, l expati-
ated farther upon it. It cannot be supposed that 
I stenild treat upon sickness in a medicinal, but 

e only, in a descriptive, a moral, and religious 
manner: the versification is varied accordingly : 

' the descriptive parts being more poetical; the 
moral, more plain; and the religious, for the most 
part, drawn from the Hidy Scriptures. I have 
instraken such notice of the progress of the small-. 
pox, as may give the reader some small idea Of it, 
without offending his imagination. These few' 
notes are not intended for the learned reader, -but 
added to assist those who may not be so well 
acquainted with the classical and other allusions. 
I. do not ,remember to have seen any other poem 
on the same subject to,,lead me on the way, and 
therefore, it is to beihoped, the good-natured 

, 	reader will snore readily excuse its blemishes. , 

I sink beneath their black approach: 
My God! thy ,mercy lend;; 

Let Hope her heeding wings diffuse 
0 snatch me from the fiend! 

I feel, I feel thy saving health': 
New raptures fill -my heart: 

A shining train of bliss succeeds; 
The gloomy scenes depart. 

Tho' straining coughs this mortal frame 
To dissolution bring, 

Yet dreary Death in vain affrights, 
And points in vain his sting: 

If gracious Heaven' at that sad hour , 
Its guardian arm extend ; 

If angels watch my parting soul, 
And save me at my end. 

GRATITUDE. 
. 	, 

APOEM, ON -THE COUNTESS OP POMFRET'S BENE- 
FACTIONS TO THE UNIVERSITY OP OXFORD. 

Dottarem statues—Carmine paittoma 
DMaire; 	 11M7at. 

SHALL foreign lands for Pomfret wake the lyre, 
And Tyber's more than Isis' banks inspire ? 
Let Isis' groves with Ponffret's name resound; 
Not Borne alone can boast of classic ground. 
Ye sons of harmony, the wreath prepas'e, 
The living laurel wreath, to bind her hair. 
Hail; fair exemplar of the good and great, 
The Muses haiT thee to their honour'd. seat; 
And ne'er since- Auna with her presence West, 
They sung a nobler, more'auspieious guest. 

Behold our youth, transported at the sight; 
Behold our virgins, sparkling with delight: 
E'en venerable age forgets its. snow, 
The sp/nndour catches, and 'consents to glow. 
Ye youths, with Pornfret's 'praises tune the shell: 
-Ye virgins, learn from Pomfret to excel: 	' 
For let her age, with fervent prayers and pure, 
The blessings of all bounteous, Heaven secure. 
Their breathing incense let the Graces bring: 
Their grateful weans let the Muses sing. 

If praise be- guilt, ye laurels, cease to grow, 
Oxford to sing, and seraphims to glow. • 
No altars to an idol-power we raise, 
Nor consecrate the worthless with our praise, 
<fo merit, only and to goodness just„ 
We rear the arch-triumphal and MU bust. 

Sprung from the Pembroke' race, their nation's 
Allied by science, as by blood allied, 	{pride, 

' 	The Pembroke family have been- remarkable 
for genius. Mary, countess of Pembroke, sister 
to sir Philip Sidney, for whose entertainment he 
wrote his Arcadia, .published a tragedy called 
Antonius. Ann, countess of Pembroke, had 
_Daniel for her tutor, and erected to Spenser the 
monument in Westminster.  Abbey. William, earl 
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,Illustrious race! sure to protect or plea,se 
With patriot frevdom, or with courtly ease; 
Blest with the graceful form, andtaneful mind, 
To Oxfora dear, as to the Muses kind ! _ 	- 
Thy gifts, 0 Pomfret, we with wonder view, 
And while we'praise their beauties, think of you. 
Who but a Venus could a Cupid send, 
And who a Tully, but Minerva's friend? 
A speechless Tully, lest he should commend 
The praise you merit you refuse to hear; 
No marble orator can wound your ear. 
Mere statues, worse than statues we should be, 
If Oxford's sons more silent were than he. 
Scarce silent, and impatient of the stone, 
He seems to thunder from his rostra! throne: 
He wakes the marble, by some Phidias taught, 

. And, eloquently dumb, he ldoks a thought. 
With hopes and fears we tremble or rejoice, 
Deceiv'd we listen, and expect a voice. 
This station satisfies his noble pride, 
Disdaining, but in Oxford, to reside. 

Here safely we behold fierce Marius frown, 
Glad that we have no Marius, save in stone. 
So animated by the master's skill, 
The Gaul, awe-stricken, dares not—cannot kill. 

The sleeping Cupids happily exprest 
The fiercer passions foreige to thy breast. 
Long strangers to the laughter-loving dame, 
They from Arcadia, not from Paphos, came. 
Whene'er his lyre thy kindred Sidney strung, 
The flocking Loves around their poet hung:- 
Whene'er he fought, they flutter'd by his side, 
And stiffeti'd into marble, When be died. 	• 
Half-dropt their quivers, and half-seal'd their eyes, 
They only sleep 	Cupid 'lever dies. 

" A sleeping Cupid!" cries some well-drest 
smart. 

"'T is false! I feel his arrows in my heart," 
I own, my friend, your argument is good, 
And who denies, that's made of flesh and blood ? 
But yon'bright circle, strong in native charms, 
No Cupid's bow requires, nor borrow'd arms: 
The radiant messenger of Conquest flies 
Keen from each glance, and pointed from their 

eyes, 

of Pembroke, printed a volume of poems. :Mak-
speare's and Fletcher's works, in their rst edi-
tions, are dedicated to the earl of Pernbriile: and 
Thomas, who ought particularlpto be mentioned 
on this occasion, made thb largest and finest col. 
lection of statues of any nobleman in Europe,  

His heart, whom such a prospect cannot move, 
Is harder, colder, than the Marble-Love. 
But Modesty rejects what Justice speaks: 

see soft blushes stealing o'er their cheeks. 
Not Phidian labours claim the verse alone, 

The figued brass, or fine-proportion'd stone. 
To make you theirs the sister Arts conspire, 
You animate the canvas or the lyre: 
A new creation on your canvas flows, 
Life meets your hand, and from your pencil glows: 
How swellnyour various lyre, or melts swag, 
While every Muse attends on every ids'! 

The bright contagion of Hesperian skies, 
Burn'd in your soul, and lighten'd in your eyes, 
To view what Raphael painted, Vizei planed, 
And all the wonders of the diassic land. 
'Proud of your charins, applauding Rome confeSt 
Her own Cornelia's breathing in your breast. 
The virtues, which each foreign realm renown, 
You bore in triumph home, to grace your own. 
Appelles thus, to form his finish'd piece, 
The beauteous Pomfret of adoring Greece, 	' 
In one united, with his happy care, 
The fair perfections of a thousand fair. 

The' Virtue may with moral lustre charm, 
Religion only can the bosom warm. • 
In thee Religion wakens all her fires, 
Perfumes thy heart, and spotless soul inspires. 
A Cato's daughter might of virtue boast, • 
Nobly to vice, though not to glory, lost: 
A Pomfret, taught by piety to rise, 
Looks down on glory, while she, hopes the skies, 
Angels with joy prepare die starry crown, 
And seraphs feed a flame, so like their,own. 

One statue more let Rhedicina a raise 
To charm the present, brighten future days; 
The sculptur'd column gave with Pomfret's name, 
A column worthy of thy temple, Fame! 
Praxiteles might such a form commend, 
And borrow graces which he us'd to lend: 
Where ease with beauty, forJe with softnessMeet, 
Though mild, majestic, and though awful, sweet. 
Of gold and elephant, on either hand, 
Let Piety and Bounty, graceful, stand : 
With fillets this, with roses that entwin'd, 
And breathe their virtues on the gazer's mind. 
Low at her feet, the sleeping Cupids plae'd, 
By Marius guarded, and with Tully grac'd: 
A monument of gratitude remain, 
The bright Palladium of Minerva's fare. 

; Oxford. 
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THE 

LIFE OF ROBERt 

BY, MR. CHALMERS. 

ROBERT BLAIR was the eldest son of the rev. David Blair, one of the ministers of 
Edinburgh, and chaplain to the king. His grandfather was the rev. Robert Blair, 
sometime minister of the gospel at Bangor, in Ireland, and afterward at Saint Andrews, 
in Scotland. Of this gentleman, some Memoirs partly taken from his manuscript 
diaries, were published at Edinburgh in 17.ft. He was celebrated Or his piety, and, by 
those of his persuasion, for his inflexible adherence to presbyterianism in, opposition to 
the endeavours made in his time to establish episcopacy in Scotland : it is recorded also 
that he wrote some poems.,  

His grandson, the object of the present article, was boni in the year 1699, and after 
the usual preparatory studies was ordained ministeP of Athelstaneford, in the county of 
East Lothian, where he resided until his death, Feb. 4, 1747. One of his sons now 
holds the office of solicitor-general to his majesty for Scotland. The late celebrated 
Dr. Hugh Blair, professor of rhetori0 and belles lettres, was his cousin; 

Such are the only particulars handed down to us respecting the writer.  of The Grave: 
it is but lately that the poem was honoured- with much , attention, and it appears to , 
have made its way very slowly into general notice. The pious and congenial Hervey • 
was among the first who praised it. Mr. Pinkerton; in his Letters of Literature, pub-
lished under the name of Heron, endeavoured to raise it far above the level of common 
productions, and I should suppose he has succeeded. It has of late yea'h been fre-
quently reprinted, but it may be questionesi whether it will bear a critical examination : 
it has no reghlar plan, nor are the reflections on mortality embellished by any superior 
graces. It is perhaps a stronger,  objection that they are interrupted by strokes of feeble 
satire at ,the expence of physicians and undertakers. His expressions are often mean, 
and his epithets ill-chosen and degrading—" Supernumerary horrour; new-made,  
widow; sooty blackbird; strong-lunged cherub; lame kindnqss,' &c. &c. ; solder of 
society; by stronger arm belaboured; great gluts of people, &c." are vulgarisms which 
cannot be pardoned in so short a production. 

   
  



LIFE OF' tlf...AM.  
The Grave is 'said to 'have been first printed at Edinburgh in 1747, but. thin is a, 

mistake. It was printed 'in 1743, at London, for M. Cooper: The authoehad 
previOusly submitted it to Dr. Watts, who informed him that two bookselfers 'had- 

' declined the risk of publication. He had likewise corresponded with Dri Doddridge 
on the subject, and in a letter to that divine, says, that " in ordet' to Wake it 
more generally liked, he was obliged sometimes to go erossto his own inclination, well 
knowing 'that whatever poemcis written upon a serious argument, must, upon that 
very,caccuit, lie under peCuliar Cisadvantages : and therefore proper arts must be used 
to.- make such.  a piece cgo down with a licentious age which cares for none of 
those thingsl." In what respectche crossed his inclination; and' by what -arts he 
erideavourede,:o nitke his poem more' acceptable to a licentious age,, we know not. In 
defence of the present age, it may be said With justice that the poem owes its popularity 
to its subject; and that, notwithstanding. its defects; it Will probply be a4asting 
faVourite with persons of a serious turn. 

'.Letters to and ,from Dt. Doddridge. 8vo. 3190. 

   
  



THE GRAVE. 

wHILE some affect the sun, and somethe shade, 
Some flee the city, some the hermitage; 

Their aims as various, as the Toads they,  ake 
In journeying' thro' life;-.L.the task be mine, 
To paint the gloomy horrours of the tomb; ' 
Th' appointed place of rendezvous, where all 
These travellers ,meet.-o.Thy succours 1 implore, 
Eternal eking! whose potent arm sustains [thing! 
The'keys of Hell and Death.—The Grave, dread 
Men shiver when thou in named: Nature appaIFd 
Shakes off her -wonted firmness.--,,—Ah f how dark 
Thy long-extended realms, and rueful wastes! 
'Where nought but silence reigns, and night, dark 
Dark as was chaos, ere,the infant Sun 	[night, 

.Was roll'd together, or had try'd his beams 
Athwart the gloom profound.=—+The sickly taper, 
By glimm'ring titre' thy low-brow'd misty -vaults, 
(Fared Lund with mouldy damps, and ropyslimed 
Lets fail a supernumerary horrour, 
And only serves to make thy night more irksome. 
Weirdo I know thee by thy trusty yew, 
Cheerless, unsocial plant! that loves to dwell 
'Midst sculls and coffins, epitaphs and worms: 
Where light.rheel'd ghosts, and visionary shades, 
Beneath the wan, cold Moon (as Fame reports) 
Embody'd, thick, perform their mystic rounds, 
No other-merriment, dull tree! is thine. 

See yonder haliotv'd fane;--411e,pious work 
Of names once fam'd, now dubious or forgot, 
And bury'd midst the wreck of things which were; 
There lie interr'd the more illustrious dead. 
The wind is up —.hark ! boy it howls!—Methinks, 
'Till now, I never heard a sound so dreary: 
Doors creak, and .windows clap, and night's foul 

bird,  
Rook'd in the spire, screamsloud ; the *gloomy aisles 
Black plasteeth and hung round with shreds 3f 

'scuteSeons,,, 
And tatter'd coats of arms, send back the sound, 
Laden with heavier airs, from the low vaults, - 
The mansions of the dead,--Rous'd from their 
In grim array the grisly spectres rise, [slumbers, 
Grin horrible, and; obstinately sullen, • 	' 
Pass and repass, htssh'd as the foot of night. 
Again the screech-owl shiieks*-ungracious sound ! 
I'll hear no more; it make one's blood rain chill. 

bite round the pile, a row of reverend elms, 
'(Coeval near with that) all ragged show,  

Long lash'd by the rude winds. Some rift half down, 
Their-branchless trunks; others so thin at top, 
That scarce two crows can lodge-in the same tree. 
Strange things, the neighbours say, hive hapPen'd 

here ; 
Wild shrieks have issued from- the holloW tombs; 
Dead men have come again, and walk'd about;'  
And-the great bell has toll'd, unrung, untolieled. 
(Such tales their cheer at wake or gossipping, 
When it draws near to witching time of night.), 

Oft in the lone church yard at night I've seen; 
By glimpse of moonshinachequering thro' the trees, 
The salgOl boy, with his satchel in his hand, 
Whistling aloud to bear his courage up, 
And lightly tripping o'ir;•tle long flat stones, 
(With nettles skirted, and with moss o'ergrown,) 
That tell in -homely phrase who lie below. 
Sudden he starts, and hears, nr thinks he hears, 
The sound of something purring ut his-heels; 
Tull fast he flies, and dares not look behind him, 

out of breath, he overtakes his fellows,. 
Who gather round and wonder at the tale 
Of horrid apparition tall and ghastly, 
That - walks at dead of night, or takes his stand -
O'er some new-open'd grave; and (strange to tell!) 
Evanishes at crowing of the cock. 

The new-made widow, too, I've sometimes 'spy'cl, 
Sad sight? slow moving o'er the prostrate dead: 
Listless, slis.crawls along in dolein! black, 
While b'ursts of sorrow gush from either eye, 
Fast falling down her now untasted cheek. 
Prone on the lowly grave of the dear man 
• She drops; whilst busy meddling memory, 
In barbarous succession, musters up 
The past endearments. their sofbsr hours, 
Tenacious of its theme. Still, still she thinks 
She sees him, and indidging the fond thought, • 
Clings yet more closely to the senseless turf, 
Nor heeds the passenger Who looks that way. 

Invidicitts Grave l—hou'dost thou rend in sunder 
Whom love has knit, and sympathy made one? 
A tie more stubborn far than Nature's band. 
Friendship? mysterious cement of-the soul, 
Sweether of life, and solder of society, 
Le.ow thee much. • Thou bast deserved" from me, • 
Far, far beyond what l'ean ever pay. 
Oft have I prov'd the labours of thy love, 
And the warm efforts of the gentle heart, 

• . 	. 	• 

   
  



64. , 	 DLA1R'S POEM. 
Anxious to please.—:Oli when my friend and I 
In some thick wood have wander'd heedless on, 
Hid fronsthe vulgar eye, and sat us down 
Upon the sloping cowslip-cover'dlnink, 
Where the pure limpid stream has slid along 
In grateful errours thro' the underwood„ • Ithrush 
Sweet murmuring; methought the shrilUtongtsid 
Mended his song of love; the sooty blackbird 

' Mellow'd his pipe, and soften'd every note : - 
The eglantine smell'd sweeter, and the rose 	, 

. ASsica'd a-dye more deep; Whilst ev'v flower ; . 
Vy'd withlts fellow.phint iqexury. ' 
Of dress-,r0h! then the longest. suminer's day 

' Seem'd too too mit& in haste; stilt the flillheart 
Had not imparted half: 'twas happiness  
Too exquisite to last!' Of joys deptirted 
Not to return, how painful the remernbmnce !- 

Dull 'Oraitele-thou spoiPst the dance of youth- 
ful blood, 

Strik'st out the dimple from the cheelt,of mirth,' 
And-ev'ry smirking feature from the face; 

.Branding our imighter with the name of madness, 
Where are the jesters now? the men of health, 

' Complectionally pleasant? Where's +he 
Whose ev'ry look and gesture was a'joke 
To clapping theatres and shouting meads, 
And made ev'n thick.,hpp'd musing Melancholy 
To gather up her face into a smile „ 
Before she was aware? Ah! sullen now, 
And dumb as the green turf that covers them. 

Where are the mighty thonderbolts of war? 
The Roman Caesars; and the Grecian chiefs, 
The boast of story? Where the hot brain'd youth, 
Who the tiara at his pleasure tore 
Froin kings of all the then discover'd globe, 
And 'cry'd, forsooth, because his arm was ham-
And had not room enotilb to do its work ? [per'd, 
Alas! how slim, dishonourably slim, 
And craned into a space we blush to name!, 	- 
Proud Royalty ! how alter'd in thy looks !' 
How blank thy features, and how wan thy hue! 
Son of the Morning whither art thou gone ?. 
'Where hest thou hid thy marlyrspangled head, • 
And the majestic menace of thine eyes 
Felt from afar? Pliant and powerless now, 
Like new-horn infant wound up in his swathes, • 
Or victim tumbled flat upon its back, 
That throbs beneath the sacrificer's knife. 
Mute, must thou bear the strife of little tongues, , 
And coward insults of the base-horn crowd, 
That grudge a privilege thou never hadst, 
,But only hop'd for in the peaceful gravel, 
Of being unmolested and alone. 
Arabia's gums and odoriferous drugs, 
And honours by the heralds duly paid, 
In mode and form e'en to every scruple; 
Oh! cruel irony! these come too late, 
And only mock whom they were meant to honour. 
Surely there's not a dungeon slave that's buty!d 
In the highway, unshrouded and uncoffin'd, 
But lies as soft, and sleeps as sound as he. 
S.wry pre-eminence of high descent, 
AhoVe the vulgar born to rot in state. 

But see! the well-plum'd hearse comes nodding 
Stately and slow, and properly attended 	[on 
By the whole sable tribe, that painful watch 
The sick man's door, and live upon the dead, 
By letting out their persons by the hour, 
To mimic sorrow when the heart's not sad. 
How rich the trappings ! now they're all unfurl'd, 

And glittering in the sun; triumphant entries.  
Of conquerors, and coronation pqmps, 	• 
In glory scarce exceed. Great gluts of people 
Aletard th' unwieldy show: whilst' from the case-- 
- • 	ments, 
And houses' tops, ranks behind ranks, close wedg'd, 

• Hang bellying o'er. But tell us why this waste, 
Why this ado in earthing up a carcase 
That's fail'n into disgrace, and in the nostril 

_Smells horribte ?...-Ye undertakers, tell us, 
'Midst all the gorgeous figures you exhibit, 
'Why is the principal eonceard, for which 
You make this mighty stir ?— T is wisely done: 
What would offend the eye in a good picture, 
The painter casts discreetly into shades. 

Proud Lineage, now hew little thou appear'st 
Below the envy of the private man! 
Honour, that meddlesome, officious ill, 
Pursues thee e'en to death; nor there stops short; 
Strange persecution t when the grave itself 
Is no prothetion from rude sufferance. 

Absurd -to think to over-reach the. Grave, 
• And from the wreck of names to' rescue ours. 
The best -concerted schemes men lay for fame • 
Die fast away; only themselves die faster. 
The far..fam'd sculptor, and the laurell'd bard, 
Those bold insuraneers of deathless fame, 
Supply their little feeble aids in vain.. 
The tapering pyramid, th' Agyptian's pride, 
And wonder of the world, whose spiky top 
Has woundedthe thick clout, and long outliv'd 
The angry shaking of the winter's storm: -
Yet spent at last by th' injuries of ileayen,. 
Shiitter'd with age, and furrow'd o'er with years, 
Thenlystie cone with. hieroglyphics crusted, 
At once gives way. Oh! lamentable sight ! 
The labour. of whole ages tumbles &nen, 
A hideous -and mishapen length of ruins. 
Sepulchral columns wrestle but in rani 
With all-subduing Time; her cank'ring band 
With cahn;  deliVrate malice wasteth them! 
Worn on the edge of days, the brass consumes, 
The bush) moulders, and the deep.eut marble, . 

•Unsteady to the steel, gives up its charge. 
Ambition, half convicted of her folly, 
Hangs down her head, and reddens at the tale. 

Here all the mighty troublers of.the 
Who swam to Sov'reign 'rule thro' seas of blood; 
Th' oppiesiives  sturdy, man-destroying villains, • 
Who ravag'd kingdoms, and laid empires waste, 
And, in a cruel wantoiraess of power, 
Thinn'd States of half their people, and gave np 
To want the rest; now, like a storm that's spent, 
Lie liush'd, and meanly sneak behind the covert. 
'Vain • thought! to hide th4n from the general - 

scorn 
That haunts and dogs them like an injured ghost 
linplacable.—Here, too, the petty tyrant, 
Whose scant domains geographer never notie'd, 
And well for neighbouring groi*, of arm as 
Who fix'd his iron talons* on the -poor, 	[shorts, 
And grip'd them like some lordly beast of prey; 
Deaf to the forceful cries of gnawing Hunger, 
And piteous plaintive-voice of Misery; 
(As if a slave wasnot a shred of Nature, 
Of the same common nature with his lord;) 
Now tame and humble, like 41 -child that's w,hipp'd, 
Shakes hands with dust, and calls the worm his 

kinsman ; 
Nor pleads his rank and birthright. Under ground; 
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I'recedeneY's a jest; vassal and lord, 
Prolsly 'familiar, side by side consume. 

When self-esterm, or other's whilation, 
Would euuningly persuadeos we are something 
Above the common level of our kind; [flattery, 
The Grave gainsays the smooth-eomplectioted 
And with blunt'truth acquaints us what we are. 

Beauty—thou pretty plaything, dear deceit! • 
Thai steals so softly o'er the stripling's heart,. 
And gives it a new pulse unknown before; 	- 
The Grave discredits thee: thy charms expung'd, 
Thy roses faded, and thy lilies soil* 
What bast thou more to boast of? Will thy loveti 
Flock round thee how, to gaze and do thee ho-

mage? 
Methinks I see thee with thy heed tow laid, 	• 
Whilst surfeited upon thrdarnask cheek 
The high-fed worm, in lazy volumes soled,' 
'Riots unsear'd.—For this, was all thy caution? 
For this, thy painful labours at thy glass, 

improve those charms and keepthem in repair, 
For which the spoiler thanks thee-not? Foul feeder! 
Coarse fare and carrion please thee fullas wells  
Awl leave as keen a relish on the sense. 
Look heir the fair one weeps!—the conscious tears 
Stand thick as dew-drops on the bells of flowers: 
Honest effusion! the ssvoln heart in vain 
Works hard, to put a gloss on its distress. 

Strength, too—thou surly endless gentle boast 
Of those that loud laugh at the village ring, 
A fit of common sickness pulls thee down 
With greater ease than e'er thou didst the stripling 
That rashly deed thee toth' unequal light:— • 
What groan was that I beard ?---Heep groan 4W 

deed! 
With anguishheavy laden.---tet me trace,it.  
From yonder bed it comes, where the strong man, 
By stronger arm belabour'd, gasps for breath 
Like a hard-hunted beast. how his great heart 
Beats thick ! his roomy chest by far too scant 
To give the lungs full play..-What now avail 
The strong-built sinewy limbs, and well-spread 

shoulders! 
See how he tugs for life, and lays about him, 
Mad with his painS!Rager he catches hold, 
Of what comes next to hand, and grasps it hard, 
Just like a creature drowning! hideous sight! 
Oh! how his eyes stand out, and stare full ghast- 

ly! 	 .) Whilst the distemper's rank and deadly venom 
Shoots like a bunting arrow cross his bowels, 
Aud drinks his marrow up..,--Ileard you that 

groan ? 
It was his last—See how the great Goliath, 
Just like a child that brairl'd itself to rest, 
Lies still.—What mean'st thou then, 0 mighty 

boaster, 	 [bull, 
To vaunt of -nerves of thine? What means the 
Unconscious of his strength, to play, the coward, 
And flee before a feeble thing like man, 
That, knowing svell the slackness of his arm, 
Trusts only in the well-invented knife? 

With study pale, and midnight vigils spent, 
The star-surveying sage close to his eye 
-Applies the sight-invigorating tube, 	[space, 
• And trav'lling through the boundless length of 
Mat:ks well the courses of the far-seen orbs 
That roll with regular confusion there, 
In ecstasy of thought. But aft! proud man! 
Great heights are hazardous to the weak head; 

x v. 

Soon, very soon, thy -firmest footing fails; 
And doWn thou drop'st into that darkSome place, 
Where nor :device new knowledge ever came. 
• Here the tongue-Warrior lies disabled now, 
Disarm'd, disinhiour'd, like a wretch that's gagg'd, 
And cannot tell his aili to passers by. [change; 
Great man ;-of language!.--Whence this mighty, 
This dumb despair, and drooping of the head? 
Tho' strong persuasion hung upon thy lip, 	, 
And sly insintmilon's softer arts 
341 ambush latabout thy flowing tongue; 

! how 	 ? Thick mists and: si- 
Rest, like a weary clout, upon thy breast Pence 
tInceasing:-Ali where is the lifted arm, 
The strength of action, and the force of words, 
The nett-turfed period, and thcasvell.)un'd voice, 
With all the lesser ornaments of phrase? 
Ah! fled:for ever, as they ne'er"had been; 
Rai',d from-the Wide of Fame; or, more provoking, 
Perchance some.hackney,hunger-bitten scribbler, 
Insults thy memory, and blots thy tomb, • 
With Tong flatmarrative; or duller rhymes, 
With Heavy halting pieo that drawl along; 
Enough to rotise a dead man into rage, 
And warn With rid resentment the wan cheek. 

Here the great Masters of the healing-art, 
These mighty mock defrauders of the tomb, 
Spite of their juleps-and catholicons, 
Resign to fate.-Proilict Asculapius,  son! 
Where are thy boasted implements of art, 
And all thy welt-eram'd magazines of health? , 
Nor hill, nor vale, as far as ship could go, 
Nor margin of the gravel-bottom'd brook, 
Escup'd thy rifling hand :-.-from stubborn shrubs 
Thou wrnng'st their shy-retiring virtues out, 
And vex'd therein the fire; nor fly, nor insect; 
Nor writhy snake, eseap'd thy deep research. 
But why this apparatus ? Vhy this cost? 
Tell us, thou doughty keeper from the r,rave, 
Where are thy recipes and cordials now, 
With the tong list of vouchers fey thy cures? 
Alas ! thou speak'st not.,-The hold impostor 
Looks not more silly when the cheat's-found out. 

Here the lank+sided miser, worst of felons, 	. 
Who meanly stole, (discreditable shift) 
From back and belly too, their proper cheer, 
Eas'd of a task it irk'd the wretch to pay . 
To his own carcase, now lies cheaply lodged, 
By clainfrous -appetites no longer teas'd, 
Nor tedious bills of-charges and -repairs. 
But ah ! where are his rests, his comings-in? 
Ay! now you've made the rich man poor indeed! 
Robb'd of his gods, what has he left behind?' 
Oh, cursed lust of gold! when for thy sake,
The fool throws up his int'rest in both worlds: ' 
First starv'd in this, then datnred in that to come. 

How shocking must thy summons be, 0 Death, 
To him that is at ease in his possessions; • 
Who counting on long years of pleasure here, 
Is quite unfurnish'd for that world to come! - 
In that dread,  moment, how the frantic soul 
Raves round the walls of her clay tenerneaq 
Runs to each avenue, and shrieks for help, 
But shrieks in vain!.—How witihfully she looks 
On all she's leaving, now no longer her's ! 
A little longer, yet a littfeloager, 	. 
Oh might she stay to svasliaway her stain; 
And fit her for her passitge.Mournful sight! 
Her very eyei weep bloodi'and-every groan 
She heaves is big with hOrrour.—But the Mei 
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Like a staunch munrrer, steady to his purpose, 
Pursues her'close through every lane of Mb, 
Nor misses once the track, but presses en; • 
Till forc'd at last to the tremendous verge; 
At At once she sinks to everlasting: ruin.,  

Sore 'Us a serious thing to die!. my soul! 
What a strange moment. must it be, when near 
Thy journey's end, thou bast the gulf in view! 
That awful gulf, no mortal e'er repass'd 
To tell what's doing ow the othertide. 
Nature nuns back, and shudders at the sight, 
Add every life-stringbleeds at thouglCt of parting; 
For part they must; body end soul must part : 
Fond couple! link'd more close than ttedded pair. 
This wings its way to its Almighty Source, 
The witnessof itscactions, now its-judge; 
That drops into the dark and noisome Grave, 
Like a disabled pitcher of no use. 

If death was nothing, and nought after death; 
If when men died, at once they ceas'd 
Returning to the barren womb' of noffiing, 
Whence first they sprung, .then.; 'Might the de- 

bauchee . 	 : 	' • [drunkard 
Tintreinbling, mouth the Heavens: ,themmight the 
Reel over his full bowl, arid, when It's drain'ek, 
Fill up another to the brim, and'ittugh 	_ 
At the poor btil..imar Death: then might the wretch 
That's weary of the world, and tied of life, 
At once give each inquietude the slip, 
By stealing out'of being when he pleas'd, 
And by what way, whether by hemp or steel. 
Death's thousand doors stand open. Who could 
The ill-pleas'd guest to sit out his full time, [force 
Or blame him if he goes ?,-,Sure he does well, 
That helps himself as timely as he can, 
When able.—But if there is en hereafter, 
And that there is, conscience, uninfiuene'd, 
And suffer'd to spegsbout, tells ev'ry man, 
Then must it be an awful thing to die: 
Min4 horrid yet to die by one's own hand. 

Self-inurderl—iname it not: our. island's shame; 
That. makes her the reproach of neighbouring 

states. 
Shall Nature, swerving from her earliest dictate, 
Self-preservation, fall by her own acts c 
Forbid it, Heaven.,-,Let not, upon disgust,' 
The shameless hand be fully crimson'd o'er 
With blood of its own lord.--Dreadful attempt 
Just reeking from self-slaughter, in a rage 
To rush into the presence of our judge;• 
As if we challeng'd him to do his worst, 
And matter'd not his wrath: unheard-of tortures 
Must be reserv'd for such: these herd together; 
The common damn'd show their society, 
And look upon themselves ai.fiends less foul. 
Our time is fix'd, and all our days are number'd; 
How long, how short, we know not :.....thisiveknoW, 
Duty requires we calmly wait the SUMM0i1!, 
Nor dure-to stir till Heav'n shall give permission: 
Like. sent'.ries,that must keep their destinM stand, 
And wait th' appointed hour, till they're relier'd; 
Those only are the brave that Keep their ground, 
And keep it to the last. To run away 
Is but a coward's trick. To run away.  
From this world's ills, that, at the very worst, 
Will soon blow o'er, thinking to,  mend ourselves, 
By boldly venturing oil a world unkuown, 
And plunging headlong in the dark ;--t it mad; 
No phrensy half so desperate as this. 
Tell uS. ye dead: will none of moo. in pity  

To. those you left behind, disclose the secret? 
Ohl that some courteotis ghost would blab it but), 
What 't is you are, and we mustssbortly be. 
I've heard; that souls departed, have soptetimes 
Foretvarred men of their death:—'T was kindly 

• done, 
To knock, and give th' alarm.—Bdt what means 
This stinted .charity ?—'T is bit lame kindness 
That does its work by halves.—Why might you not 
Tell us what 't is to die?—Do the strict laws 
Of your society forbid your speaking 
Upon a point so nice?-1'11 ask no more: 
Sullen, like lamps in sepulchres, your shine 
Enlightens but yourselves. 	no matter; 
A very little time will clear up all, ' 
And make us learnid as you are and as'close. 

Death's shafts fly thick: here fells the villagt 
swain, 

And there his pamper'd lord. The elm goes round: 
And who so artful as to put it by!.  
'T is low since Death had the majority; 
Yet strange! the living lay it not to heart. 
See yonder maker of the dead man's bed, 
The sexton, hoary-headed -chronicle 
Of hard, unmeaning face, down which ae'er stole 
A gentle tear, with mattock in his hand, 
Digs thro' whole rows of kindred and acquaintance, 
By far his juniors,—Scarce a skull's cast tip, 
But well he knew its owner, and.can tell 
Some passage of his life.—Thus hand in hand 
The sot has walk'd with Death twice twenty years, 
And yet ne'er yonker on the green laughs louder 
Or clubs a smuttier tale: when drunkards niect, 
None siugs a merrier catch, or lends a hand 
More willing to his cup.—Poor wretch !'he minds 
That soon some trusty brother of the trade [not, 
Shall do for him, what he has done for thousands. 

Ow this side, and on that, men see their friends - 
Drop off, like leaves in autumn; yet launch out 
Into fantastic schemes, which the long livers 
In the world's hale and and generate days 
Could scarce have leisure for.—Fools that we are, 
Never to think of death and of ourselves 
At the same time: as if to learn to die 
Were no concern of ours.—Oh ! more than sottish, 
For creatures of a day in gamesome mood, 
To frolic on Eternity's dread brink 
Unapprehensive ; when, for aught we know, 
The very first swoln surge shall sweep us in. 
Think we, or think we not, Time hurries on 
With a resistless, unremitting stream; 
Yet treads snore softstlian e'er did midnight thief, 
That slides his hand under the miser's pillow, 
And carries off his prize.—What is this world? 
What, but a spacious burial-field unwallM, 
Strew'd with Death's spoils the spoils of animals 
Savage and tame, and full of dead men's bones. 
The very turf on which we tread once liv,d; 
And we that live must lend our carcases 

. To cover our Own offspring; in their turns, 
They, too, Must cover theirs.—'Ti,s here all inert; 
Flee shiv'ring Icelander, and sun-burnt Moor; 
Mess of all climes, that never met before; 
And of all creeds,-  the Jew, the Turk, the Christian. 
Here the proud prince, and favourite yetprowinsi 
His,sov,reign's keeper, and the people's scourge, • 
Ave huddled out of sight.—Here lie abash'd 
The great negociators of the Earth, 
And celebrated roasters of the balance, 
Deep read in stratagems and wiles of courts; 
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• NOiy vain their treityakill,--Deathscornito treat, Of the fair spot due time to prove its sweets, • 
niere the Verloaded slave Rings down his burthen Or sum them up, when straight he Must be gone, 

FroM his gati'd )shoulders;--ond•when the stern Neer to return agaiii,—And must he go? • 
tymitt, 	 Can -nought compound for the first dire offence 

With all his guards and tools of power about him, Of erring man ? --, Like one that it condemn'd, 
Is meditating qew unheard-of hardships, 	Fain would he trifle time with idle talk, 
Mocks hit short area;—and quick a; thought And parley with his fate.---But 'tis in vain— 

escapes 	, 	 Not aft the lavish odours of the place 	' 
Where tyrants veX not, and the weary rest. 	°geed in ineetwecati procure his pardon, 

Here the warm lover; leaving the cool shade, 	Or mitigate his aottnior—A mighty. angel ' • 
The,tell.tale echo, and the babbling stream, 	With' flaming sword forbids his longer stay; 3 
(Time out of mind the fav'rite seats of love,) . 	And drives the loitere5forth; nor must he take 
Fast by hit gentle mistress lay him down, ' 	One last and farewel round.-s-At once he lost 
Unhlasted by foul toogoe.—Here friends artarlre His glory Aid his God.--,If mortal new, 
Lie close, mintindfid of their fernier. feuds. 	And 'sorely maim'd, no wonder.—Man has sinn'd. 
The lawmrcib'd prelate and plain presbyter, 	Sick Of his Miss, and beat on den: areventure.s, 
Ere-while that stood aloof, as shy to meet, 	Evil he needs would try: nor try'd in vain. 
Familiar mingle here, like sister streams 	(Dreadful experiment ! destructive measure! 
That some rude interposing rock had split. 	Where the worst thing 'could happen, is success.) 

Here is the large4imb'd peasant:—.here the Alas! too well he sped; the good he scorn'd 
Of a span long that never saw the Sun, ' (child Stalk'd off'reliietant like an ill-us'd ghost, 
Norpresed the nipple, strangled in life'S porch. 	Notto return /-4-',tir if it did; its visits, • , : 
Here is the mother, with her sons and daughters; Like those of angels, short and far between: 
The barren wife,rand lonviemurring maid, 	Whilst thebleck Demonovith ids llelliscap'd train, 
Whose lonely enappropriated sweets 	 Admitted once into its better room. 
Smil'd like yon knot of cowslips on the cliff, 	Grew loud and mutinous, nor would be gone; 
Nato be come at by the wiling hand. 	 Lording it.o'er the man : who now too late • 
Here are the.prude severe, and gay 'coquet,  • 	Saw the rash errour, which he could not mend: 
The sober widow, and the young green virgin, - An errour fatal not to him alone, 
Cropp'd like a rose before 'tis fully blown; 	But to his future tons, his fortune's heirs. 
Or half its worth diselos'd. Strange medley here! Inglorious bondage !—,Human nature groans 

Here garrulous old age winds up his tale; 	Beneath a vassalage so vile and cruel, 
And jovial' youth of. eightsome vacant heart, 	And its vast body- bleeds tisro' every vein. 	' 
Whose every day was made ofrnelody, (shrew, 	What havoc bast thoumade, foul monster, Sin ! 
Hears not the voice of mirth.-,.The shrilh.tongu'd Greatest and worst of ills: The fruitful parent 
Meek as the turtle-dove, forgets her chiding. , 	Of woes of all dimensions!--But for thee 
Here are the wise, the generous, anti the brave; 	Sonow had never beenorrAllioxious thing, 
The just, the good, the worthless, the profane, Of vilest nature !—Other sorts of evils 
The downright clown, and perfectly, well bred; 	Are kindly circumscriii'd;and have their bounds. 
The fool, the churl, the scoundrel, and the mean, The fierce volcano, from his hunting entrails, 
The supple-statesman, and the patriot stern; 	That belches molten stone, arietiobes of fire, ' 
The wrecks of nations, and the spoilt of time, 	Involv'd in pitehy,:douds of smoke and stench, 
'With all the lumber of six thousand years. 	Mars .the adjacent fields for some leagues round, 

Poor man!—how happy once in thy firstatate! And thersit stops.—The big-swoln inundation, 
When yet but warm from thy great Maker's hand, Of mischief More diffusive, raving loud, 
He stamp'd thee with his image, and, well-pleas% Buries whole tracts of country, threaening morel'. 
Smil'd on his last fair work.—Trhen all was well. 	But that, too, has its shore it cannot pass. 
Sound' was the body, and the soul serene; . 	More dreadful far than these, Sin has laid waste, 
Like two sweet instruments, ne'er out 9f mac, . 	Not here and there a country, but a world : 
That play their several parts.-Norhettd, norheart, Dispatching at, a wide-extended blow 
Offer'd to ache; nor was *how cause they should; Entire mankind; and, for their sakes, defacing 
For all wai pure 'within: no fell remorse, 	A whole creation's beauty with rude hands; 
Nor anxious castings-up-of what might be,. 	Blasting the foodful grain, the loaded branches,  • ' 
Alarm'd his peaceful hosom.—Summer seas 	And marking all along its way with ruin. 
Show not more =meth, when kiss'd by southern Accursed thingi•—•Oht where shall Fancy find , 

Winds, 	 , 	A proper name to call thee by, expressive. . 	. 
Jost ready to expire.,-Searce importun'd, 	Of all thy honours?, Pregnant womb oc ills! 
The generotis soil, with a luxurious hand, 	Of temper so transcendently malign,. 	• 
Offer'd the various produce of the year, 	'Ilia toads anti serpents of most deadly kind, 
And ev'ry thing:most perfect in its kind. 	tompar'd to thee, are harmless.-n-Sicknesses 
Blessed! thneeb?essed days !—Butysth ! how thort? ' Of every' size and symptom, raeking paint, 	, 
Bless'd as the pleasing dreams of holy men; 	And bluest plagues, are thine.,--See how the fiend 
But fugitive like those, and quickly gone. 	„ 	Profusely scatters the contagion round l 

Oh! slippyy state of things!--What sudden Whilst deep-mouth'd Slaughter, bellowing at her 
, What strange vicissitudes in the first leaf . (turns! ,  	heels, 	,  

Of man's sad' history !4—Ta.day most happy, 	Wades deep in blood new spilt; yet for to morrow • 
And ere to-morrow's Sun has set, most abject. 	Shapes out new work of,great uncommon daring,' 
How scant the space between these vast extremes! And Wily pines 'till the dread blow is struck. 
Thus far'd it with our sire:---not long he enjoy'd 	But hold:--I've gone too fari too much disco- 
His Paradise.—scarce had the happy tenant 	 ver'd 
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11 y father's nakedness, and Nature's shame.—
Here let me pause, and drop an honest tear, 
One burst of filial duty and condolence, 
O'er all thofie ample deserts Death bath spread; 
This chaos of mankintt.4,--0 great man.cater! 
Whose ev'ryilay isearnival, not sated yeti 
Unheard-of epicure! without a fellow t 
The veriest gluttons do not always cram; 
Some intervals of aloninence are sought 
To edge the appetite: thou seekeft rune. 
.Rethinks the countless swarms thostbast devoued, 
Ai/ft thousands that each hour thou! obblest up, 
This, less than this, mighteorge -thee to the full; 
But, 	rapacious still, thotigarst for more: 
Like. one, whole clays defrauded of his meals, 
OD, whim kok Himger lays her skinny hand, 
And whets to keenest eagerness his cravings; 
As if diseases, massacres, and poison, 
Famine, and war, were not thy caterers, 	• 

Ilat know that thou must render up the dead, 
Andwith high Merest too.—They are not thine; 
But only in thy keeping for a season, 
Till the e. eat pronsiskt day of restitution; , 
When loud diffusive sound from brazen trump 
Of strong-lung'd cherub, shall alarm thy captives, 
And rouse the long, 'long sleepers into life, 
Day-light and liberty...0.-- 
Then enlist thy gates dly open, and reveal 
The -mines that lay long forming under ground, 
fa their dark cells imitated; but now full ripe, 
Acid pure as silver from the crucible, 
That twice has stood the torture of the file 
And inquisition of the forge,We knew 
Ti,' illustrions'deliverer of maakind, 
The Son of God, thee foitkl.—«/Iim in thy pow'r 
Timu couldstnothold:-.-self.vigorons he rose, 
And shaking off thy fetters, soon retook 
Those spoils his voids nary yielding teat: 
(Sure pledge of our releasenient froM thy thrall!) 
Twice twenty days he sojottrn',d here on Earth,' 
And show'd ititrirlf alive to chosen witnesses, 
By proofs se strong, that the most slow assenting 
Had not a scruple left.--.-This 'having done, 
He mounted up to Ileav'n.—Methinics I see bins 
Climb the aerial heights, and glide alorg 	' 
Athwart the scv'ring clouds: but the faint eye, 
Flung hackwarffin the chase, soon drops its hold, 
Disabled quite, and jaded with pursuing. 
Ileav"n's portals Wide expand to let him in; 
Nor are his friends shut out: as a great prince 
Not for ,himself alone procures admission, . 
But for his train.—It yeas his royal will, 

, 

	

	That where he is, tbere should his followers be. 
Death only lies between,--,A gloomy path! 
Made yet more gloomy by our coward fears: 
But not untrod nor tedious; the fatigue 
Will soon go off: besides, there's no by-road 
To bliss-Chen why, like ill-canditioied children, 
Start ive.at transient hardships in the way 
That leads to purer air, anti seller skies,. 
And a ne'er setting, Sun?—Fools that we arc! 
We wish to he where sweets unwith'ring bloom; 
But straight our wish revoke, and will not go. 
So have 1 seen, upon a iniumees ev'n, 
Vast by a rialet's brink a'youngstor play: 
How wishfully he looks to stem the tide! 
This moment resolute, next unresolv'd: 

POW. 
At last he dips his foot.; but as he dips, 
His fears redouble, and he runs away 
From th' inoffensive stream, unmindful now 
Of alt the flow'rs that paint the farthercba 
And sini Pa so sweet of late.—Thrice welcome Death t 
That after many a painful bleeding step 
Conducts us to our home, and !adds us safe 
On the long-wish'd-for shore.—Pkidigious change! 
()urbane turn'd to a blessing !—Death, disarm'd, 
Loses his fellness 	thanks to Rim 
Who scourg'd the. venom out —Sure the last end 
Of the good man is peace!—How calm his exit! 
Night dews fall not more  gently to the ground, 
Nor weary worn-out winds expire so soft. 
Behold him in the evening tide of life, 
A life well spent, whose early care it was 

is riper years should not upbraid his green: 
By unperceiv'd degrees he wears away; 
y,,t. like the Sun, seems larger at his setting: 
(High in his faith and hopes) look how he reaches 
After -the prize in view! and, like a bird 
That's hampeed, struggles hard to get away:  
Whilst the glad gates of sight are wide expanded 
To let new glories in, the first fair fruits 
Of the fast-coming harrest.—Then! Oh, then! 
Ends earth-born joy grows vile, or disappears, 
Shrunk to a thing of nought.—Ohl how he longs 
To have his -passport sign'd, and be dismiss'd! 
'Tis done! and now he's happy!—The glad soul - 
Has not a wish uncrown'd..—Ey'n the lag flesh 
Rests too ist hope of meeting once again 
Its better half, never to sunder more; 
Nor s'oo't it impe in vain;—the time draws Ott 
When not a single spot of buirial earth, 
Whether on land, or in the spacious sea, 
But must give back its lonpreommitted dust 
Inviolate :4,...and faithfully shall these 
Make trp the 	account; not the least atom 
Embezzl'd, or mislaid, of the whole tale. 
Each soul shall have a body ready furnisfrd; 
And each'shalt have his own.—Flence ye profane!. 

-Ask not, how this sacs be?4—Sure the same pow': 
That relied the piece at first, and took it down, 
Can re-asrmlile the loose scatter'd parts, 
And put them at they were.Almighty God 
Has done much more; nor is his arm impaled 
Through length of da ys: and what he can, he will: 
Ws faint-it/mess stands bound to see it done. 
When the dread trumpet sounds, the slumb'ring 
(NotSthattentive to the calt)shall wake: 	dust, 
A nd ev'ry joint possess its proper place, 
With a new elegance of form, unknown 
To its first state.—Nor shall the conscious soul 
Mistake its partner, but amidst the crowd, 

-Singling its other half, into its arms 
Shall rush With all tie impatience of a man 
That's new come home, who, having lung been 

absent, 
With haste nms.over ey'ry different room, 
In pain to see the !whole. Thriee-happy twain! 
Nor Time, nor Death, shall ever pert them more. 
`Tis but a night, a long and moonless night; 
We make the grave our bed, and then ace gone. 

Thus at the shut of ev'n, the weary bird 
Leaves the wide air, and in some lonely brake 
Cow'rs down, and dozes till the dawn of day,. 	' 
Then claps his well-fledg'd wings, and heart away.; 
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LIFE OF ROBERT LLOYD. 

BY MR, CHALMERS. 

ROBERT LLOYD was born at Westminster, in the year 1733. His father, Dr. Pierson 
Lloyd, was second master of Westminster-school, afterwards chancellor of York, and 
portionist of Weddesdon, in Bucks. His learning, judgment, and moderation endeared 
Lim to all who partook of his instructions during a course of almost fifty years spent in 
the service of the public at Westminster-school. He had a pension from his Majesty of 
5001. Conferred upon him in his old age, which was ordered to be pailwithout deduction; 
and which he enjoyed until his death, Jan. 5, 1781i, _ 

Robert was educated at Westminster-school, where, unfortunately he had for his 
associates Churchill, Thornton, Colman, and some others, to whose example his er-
roneous life may be ascribed. In 1751, he stood first on the list of Westminster scholars; 
who went to Trinity College, Cambridge, at the sane time that his schoolfellow Colman 
obtained the same rank among thOse sent to Oxford. In 1755, he took the degree of 
bachelor, and in 1761 that of master of arts. 

While at the university he wrote F.everal of his smaller pieces,- and acquired the re=  
putation of a lively and promising genius. But his conduct was marked by so many 
irregularities as to induce his father to wish him more immediately under his eye; and 
with the hope of reclaiming him to sobriety and study, he procured him the place of 
usher at Westminster-school. His education had amply qualified him for the employ-
ment, but his inclination led him to a renewed connection with Churchill, Thornton, 
and others, who deemed themselves exempt from the duties and decericios of moral 
life. 

At what tne he quitted the school we are not told. In 1760 and 1761 he superin-
tended the poetical department of a short-lived periodical publication, entitled, The 
Library, of which the late Dr. Kippis was the editor. In 1760 he published the first of 
his productions which attracted much notice, The Actor. It was recommended by an 
easy and harmonious versification, and by the liberality of his 'censures, which were: 
levelled at certain improprieties common to actors in general. Ay this poem, Churchill' 

3  Life of Dr. Newton, bishop of Bristol, prefixed tolls works, fivo. p. 16, 17. 	' 
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is said to have been stimulated to write his Rosciad, in which he descended from general. 
to personal criticism. The subjects, however, were so alike, that Lloyd was for sOmei 
time supposed to be the author- of the Rosciad, which he took an early opportunity to 
deny, and not only acknowledged his inferiority, but attached himself more closely than 
ever to the fame and fortunes of Churchill. 

In the same year he attempted a small piece of the musical kind, called, The Tears 
and Triumphs of Parnassus, anckhe following season had another little opera performed 
at Drury-lane Theatre in honour oftheir present majesties' nuptials, entitled, Arcadia; or, 
The Shepherd'sWedding. The profit arising from these pieces was not great, but probably 
enough to induce him to become can author by profession, although no man ever ven—
tured on that mode of life with fewer qualifications. His poetical productions were of 
such a trifling cast as to bring him very small supplies, and he had neither taste nor in- 
dustry for literary employment. 	• 

In 1762, he attempted to establish a periodical work, The St. James's Magazine, 
which was to be the depository ,of his own effusions,/  aided by the contributions of his 
friends: the latter, however, came in tardily; Churchill, from whom he had great 
expectations, contributed nothing, although such of his poems as he published during 
the sale of the magazine were liberally praised. Thornton gave a very few prose essays, 
and poetical pieces were furnished by Dennis and Emily, two versifiers of forgotten 
reputation. Lloyd himself had none of the steady industry which a periodical work 
requires, and his magazine was often made up, partly from books, and partly from the 
St. James's Chronicle, of which Colman and Thornton were proprietors and regular 
contributors. Lloyd also translated some of Marmontel's Tales for the magazine, and 
part of a French play, in order to fix upon Murphy the charge of plagiarism. This 
magazine, after existing about a year, was dropt for want of encouragement, as far as 
Lloyd was concemcd; but was continued for some time longer by Dr. Kenrick, a man 
of much general knowledge and acuteness, but of an irritable temper, and coarse and 
acrimonious in his resentments. 

Lloyd's imprudence and necessities were now beyond relief or forbearance, and his 
creditors confined him within the Fleet prison, where he afforded a melancholy instance 
of the unstable friendship of wits. Pr. Kenrick informs us that even Thornton, though 
his bosom friend from their infancy, refused to be his security for the liberty of the 
rules; a circumstance, which, giving rise to some ill-natured altercation, induced this 
quondam friend to become an inveterate enemy in, the quality of his most inexorable 
creditor. 

As Dr. Kenrick has carefully avoided dates in his account of6Lloyd, I can only con-
jecture that it was during his imprisonment that he published a very indifferent -transla-
tion of Klopstock's Death of Adam. After that, his Capricious Lovers, a comic opera, 
was acted for a few nights at Drury-lane Theatre. This is an adaptation of Favart's 
Ninette d lq Cour to the English stage, but Lloyd had no original powers in dramatic 
composition. Churchill and Wilkes are said to have afforded him a weekly stipend from 
the commencement of his imprisonment until his final release. How this was paid we 
know not: Wilkes had been long out of the kingdom, and Churchill, who left Lloyd in 
a gaol when he went to France, bequeathed him a ring only-as a remembrance.. It is 

I Among other expedients for his relief, Churchill promoted, with considerable success, a subscrip- • 
tion for an edition of his collected poems. From this and other circumstances, it may be conjectured 
that Lloyd's imprisonment Commenced in the latter end of the year 3763. 
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clime probable that his father assisted.him on this occasion, although it might not be 
in his power .to pay his debts. He bad in vain tried every means to reclaim him from 
idleness And intemperance, and had long borne " the chain or borthen" which he was 
to his family, The known abilities of this unhappy son " rendered this blow the more 
grievous to so good a father," who is characterized as 'a man that " with all his troubles 
and disappointments, with all the sickness and distress of his family, still preserved his 
calm, placid countenance, his easy cheerful temper, and was at all times an agreeable 
friend and companion, in all events a true Christian phNsopher3. 

Deserted by his associates, Lloyd became careless of ha health, and fled for 
temporary relief to the exhilarating glass, which brought on fits of despondency. His 
recollections must indeed have been truly painful, when he remembeaed foot what and 
for whom lie had given up the fairer prospects of his youth. He appears to 
have been wholly undeserving the neglect of those with whom he loved to associate.. 
In his friendships be was warm, constant, and grateful, " more sinned against than 
sinning;" and it would be difficult to find an apology for the conduct of those 
prosperous friends to whose reputation he had contributed in no inconsiderable 
degree by his writings. Among those, however, Hogarth appears to have been 
unjustly ranked. An irreconcileable quarrel had long subsisted between thiS artist and 
Churchill's friends, and, much decayed in health, Hogarth languished for some time at 
Chiswick, where he died nearly two months before Lloyd. 

The news of Churchill's death being announced somewhat abruptly to Lloyd, while 
he was sitting at dinner, be was seized with a sudden sickness, and saying, " I 
shall follow poor Charles," took to his bed, from which lie never rose. It is added by 
his biographer, that during his last illness he was attended with great affection by Miss 
Patty Churchill, a sister of the poet; to whom he was betrothed, and who died 
of grief soon after. This story is not very probable; and it is certa that the lady did 
not die till September 1768. 

Lloyd's short and unhappy life terminated December 15, 1764, and his replants were 
deposited, without ceremony, on the 19th, in the churchyard of St. Bride's parish. Ten 
years afterwards, his poetical works were published in two handsome volumes, by Dr. 
Kenrick, who prefixed some memoirs, written in' a negligent Manner, and without 
a single date of birth, death, events, or publications. Some additional pieces were 
inserted in the last edition of Dr. Johnson's poets; but The Law Student, hitherto 
printed as Lloyd's, was afterwards)  claimed by Colman, and is now omitted. The 
Ballad, also, " Hark, bark, 'tis a Voice from the Tomb," is omitted, as belonging to • 
Moore, and printed in his own edition of his works, in 1756. Lloyd borrowed it for 
the St. James's Magazine, and was so imprudent or forgetful as to affix his name to it 
in the table of contents. 

As Lloyd's poems have already been added to the works of the English poets,- it may 
be improper to discard what has once received the public sanction ; but he certainly 
merits no very distinguished rank among tmen of real genius. His chief excellence was 
the facility Oith which lie wrote a number of smooth and pleasing lines, tinctured With 
gay humour, on any topic- which presented itself. But he has no where attempted, 
or afforded us much reason to think, that by any diligence or effort, he could have 
attained the higher species of his art. He has neither originality of 'thought, nor 

3  I3p. Newton's Life. P. 168. 
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elegance of expression. It has been observed that those poets who have been degratled( 
by the licentiousness of their lives have rarely surpassed the excellende, of whatever 
degree, which first brought them into notice. Lloyd, however, had not the excuse 
which has been advanced in some recent instances. He was neither spoilt by patronage, 
nor flattered into indolence by injudicious praise, and extravagant hopes. The friends 
of his youth were those of his mature years, and of the few whom lie lost, he had only 
the melancholy recollection that some of them had quitted him from shame, and some 
froio ingratitude. 

The Actor was his mast favoured piece, and which- he never surpassed, but it sunk 
before the Rosciad : the rest of his poems are effusions addressed to friends on 
subjects wItZcli relate principally to himself, and with a distinction which friends only 
would think valuable. They have not, like Churchill's, the advantage of being con-
nected with public men or measures, which may be remembered or sought for. In 
translation he might probably have succeeded, if he bad not lost perseverance; but he 
does, not appear •to have attempted it, until compelled by distress, when his spirit was 
broken by anxiety,, or poorly cheered by intemperance. 

He was.a professed imitator of Prior; and Cowper, who was once his associate, in an 
Epistle published by Mr. Hayley, compliments him as 

born sole heir and single 
Of dear Mat. Prior's easy jingle. 

Mr. Wilkes's character of Lloyd must not be omitted. " Mn Lloyd was mild and 
affable in private life, of gentle manners, and very engaging in conversation. He was 
an excellent scholar, and an easy natural poet. His peculiar excellence was the dressing 
up an old thought in a new, neat, and trim manner: He was contented to scamper 
round the foot of Carnassns on his little Welsh poney, which seems never to have tired, 
He left the fury of the winged steed and the daring heights of the sacred mountain to 
the sublime genius of his friend Churchill." 

Much or this character Lloyd himself anticipated, particularly in these lines 
I cannot strive with daring night 
To reach the bold Parnassian height: 
But at its foot, content to stray, 
In easy unambitious way, 

"Pick up those flowers the IVIcaes send, 
To make a nosegay for my friend.— 

You,--ever in this easy vein, 
This prose in verse, this measur'd talk, 
This pace, that's neither trot nor walk, 
Aim at no flight, nor strive to give 
A ieal poem fit to live 

Although he followed Churchill in - some of his prejudices, and learned to rail 
at colleges, and at men of prudence, we find him generally good-tempered, and playful. 
His satire is seldom bitter, and probably was not much felt. Having consented to yield 
the palm to Churchill, the world took him at his word; and his enemies, if he had any, 
lutist have been those who were very easily provoked. 

   
  



POEMS 
OF 

ROB.ERT 

THE AUTHOR'S APOLOGY. 

MY works are advertis'd for sale, 
And censures fly as thick as hail; 

While my poor scheme of publication 
Supplies the dearth of conversation. 

" What will the world say?"--That's your cry. 
Who is the world? and what am I? 

Once, but, thank Heaven, those days are o'er, 
And persecution reigns no more, 
One man, one hardy man alone, 
Usurp'd the critic's vacant throne, 
And thence with neither taste nor wit, 
By powerful catcall front the pit, 
Knock'd farce, and play, and actor down. 
Who pass'd the sentence then?—the town. 
So now each upstart puny elf 
Talks of the world, and means himself. 

Yet in the circle there are those 
Who hurt e'en more than open foes: 
Whose friendship serves the talking turn, 
Just simmers to a kind concern, 
And with a wond'rous soft expression 
Expatiates upon indiscretion; 
Flies from the poems to the man; 
And gratifies the favourite plan 
To pull down other's reputation, 	3 
And build their own on that foundation. 

The scholar grave, of taste discerning, 
Who lives on credit for his iharning, 
And has no better claim to wit 
Than carping at what others writ, 
With pitying kindness, friendly fear, 
Whispers conjectures in your ear. 
"I'm sorry.--and he's much to blame.. 
He might have publish'd—but his name! 
The thing might please a few, no doubt, 
As handed privately about-,. 
It might amus-t a friend or two, 
Some partial friend like me and you; 
But when it comes to press and. print 
You'll find, I fear, but little in't. 
He stands upon a dangerous brink 
Who totters o'er the sea of ink, 
Where reputation runs aground, 
The author cast away, and drown'd. 

" And then—'t was wilful and absurd, 
(So well approv'd, so well preferr'd)  

Abruptly thus a place to quit 
A place which most his genius hit, 
The theatre for Latin wit! 
With critics round him chaste and terse, 
To give a plaudit to his verse!" 

Latin, I grant, shows college breeding, 
And some school common-place of reading; 
But has in moderns small pretension 
To real wit or strong invention. 
The excellence you critics praise 
• Hangs on a curious choice of phrase; 
Which pick'd and chosen here and there, 

.From prose or verse no matter where, 
Jumbled together in a dish, 
Like Spanish. olio, fowl, flesh, At, 
You set the classic hodgepodge on 
For pedant wits to feed upon, 
Your would-be genii vainly seek 
Fame for their Latin, verse, or Greek; 
Who would for that be most athrtir'd 
Which blockheads may, and have acquir'd. 
A mere mechanical connection 
Of favourite words,—a bare collection 

5 Of phrases,—where the labour'd cento 
Presents you with a dull memento, 
How Virgil, Horace, Ovid join, 
And club together half a line. 
'These only strain their motley wits 
In gathering patches, shreds, and bits, 
To wrap their barren fancies in, 
And make a classic Harlequin. 

—Were I at once impower'd to show 
My utmost vengeance on my foe, 
To punish with extremest rigour, 
I could _inflict no penance bigger 
Than using him as learning's tool 
To make him usher of a school. 
For, not to dwell upon the toil 
Of working on a barren soil, 
And lab'ring with incessant pains 
To,cultivate a blockhead's brains, 
The duties there but ill befit 
The love of letters, arts, or wit. 

:Forwhosoe'er, though slightly, sips,,.  
Their grateful flavour with his lips, 
Wittfind it leave a smatch behind, 
Shall sink so deeply in the mind, 
It never thence can be eraskl, 
Bat, rising up, you call it taste. 

   
  



,'Still let the graceful foliage spread 
Its greenest honours round their bead, 

• Blest if the Muses' hand entwine 
A sprig at least to circle nine! 

Come,—I admit, you tax me right. 
Prudence, 't is true, was out of sight, 
And you may Whisper all you meet, 

r'Tne man snisNague and indiscreet. 
Yet tefline, while you eensure me, 
Are you from erronr sound and free, 

r Say, does your breast onbias hide, 
Whose influence drains the mind aside? 

All bare their hobby horse you see, 
From Tristram down to your and me. 
Ambition, spiendenr, may be thine; 
Ease, indolence, perhaps are mine. 
Though prudence, and our nature's pride 
May wish our weaknesses to hide, 

A' And set their hedges up, before 'ens, 
Some sprouts will branch and straggle o'er 'cm. 
Strive, flAht ng-ainst her how you will, 
Nature will be the mistress still, 
'And thoUgh you curb with double rein, 
Shell run away with us again. 

But let a man of parts be wrong, 
r''Fis triumph to the leaden throng, 
,The fools shall cackle net reproof, 

The very ass shall raise his •hoof; 
And he who holds in his possession, 
The single virtue of discretion, 
Who knows no overflow of spirit, 

• Whose want of passions is his merit, 
Whom wit and taste and judgment files, 
Shall shake his noddle, and seem wise. 

THE ACTOR. 
' 	ADORRSSED TO' BONNEL THORNTON, ESQ. 
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rr were foolish for a drudge to choose 

A gusto which he cannot use. 
Better discard the idle whim, 	-
What's he to taste? or taste to him? • 
For me, it hurts me to the soul 	• 
To brook confinemeutssr Controut; 
Still to be pinion'd down to teach 
The syntax and the parts of speech; , 
Or, what perhaps is drudging worse, ' 
The links, and joints, and rules of verse; 
To ?„Led out assailers by retail, • 	c 
Like penny pots of Oxford ele; 

'T is a service irksome-mote 
Than tugging at the slavish oar. 

Yet such his task, a dismal truth, . 
Who sratchettoer tall' bent Of•Youth ;•.'• 
And while, a paltry stipend earning;. 
Ile sows the richest senbroflearning, 
And Sills their minds with proper care, 
And sees them their due' produce•hear, 
No joys, atas! his toil beguile 
His own lies fallow all the while. 

" Yet still he's in the road," you say, 
u of lescning.e—Why, perhaps, he may.' 
But turas like horses in a mill, 
Not getting on, nor standing still: 	. 
Foe tittle way his learning reaches, 
Who reads no more than what he teaches. 

" Yet you can seisladvesit'rosis youth, 
In search of letters, taste, and truth, 
Who ride the highway road,  to knowledge 
Throu*the plain turnpikes of a college." 
True.—Like way-posts, we serve to show 
The road which travellers should- go; 
Who jog along in easy pace, 
Secure of coming to the place, 
Yet find; return when<er they will, 
The post, and its direction stilt: • 
Which stands an useful enthanled guide', 
To, many a passenger beside. 

'Tis hard to cat* for others meat, 
And not have time one's seffto eat: 	• 
Though, be it always understood, 
Our appetites are full as good. 

" Hut these have been;  and proofs•appear, 
Who bore this load from yealto year; 
Whose claim to letters, parts and wit, 
The world has ne'er disputed yet. 
Whether the flowing mirth prevail 
In Wesley's song,. or humorous tale; 
Or happier Bourne's' expression please 
With graceful turns of classic ease; 
Or Oxford's well-read poet sings 
Pathetic to the ear of kings: 	. 	• 
These have indulg'd the Muses' flight, 
Nor lost their time nor credit by't; 
Nor suffer'd Fancy's dreamsto prey 
On the due Business of the day. 
Verse was to them a recreation 
Us'd by way of relaxation." 

Your instances are fair and true, 
And genius hrespect with you. 
I envy none their honest praise; 
I seek to blast no seholar't bays.: 

-4̀  Acrine, dear Thornton, its perfection draws, 
From no observance of-mechanic laws: 
No settled maxims of a fav'rite stage, ,  
No rules deliver'd down from. age to age, 
I et players nicely mark them as they will, 
Can e'er entail hereditary skills 

.` 	'niongst the bumble hearers of the pit, 
Some curious vet'ran critic chance to sit, 
Is tie ptnts'd more because 'twos acted so 
By Booth and Cibber thirty years ago? 
The mind recalls ass object held snore dear, 
And hates the 'copy, &at it comes so Tic-sir. 
Why lov'd he Wilks's air, Booth's nervous tone 
Iii them 't was intend, 'twos all their -own. 
A Ganiek's .genies insist our wonder raise, 
But gives his mimic no reflected praise. 

Thrice happy. genius, whose unrival'd name 
• Shall live for ever its the voice of Fame! 
'Tis thine to lead with more than magic skid, 
She train of captive passions at thy will; 
To bid the bursting tear spontaneott, flow 
In the sweet sense of sympathetic woe: 
Through ev'ry vein I feel a chillness creep, 
When horrours such as thine have murder'd sleep 
And at the old man's look and frantic stare 
'T is Lear alarms me, for I see him there. 	. 

pamnel Wesley, and 'Vincent Bourne, both Nor yet confin'd to tragic walks alone, 
ushers of Westminster-school, and poets, although The comic. Muse too'elaims thee for her own. 
of very unequal merit. Bourne excelled in Latin With each, delightful requisite'to please, 
poetry. C. 	 Taste, spirit, kelps:sent, elegance, and ease, 
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!antiliar Nature forms thy only rale, 	• 

Wrons Ranger's rake to Drugger's vacant fool. 
With powers so Omit, and so various blest, 
That what. we see the last, we like the best. 
Not idly pleas'd at judgment's dear expense, 
But Must outr9geous with the laugh of sense.„. 

Perfection's top, With weary toil and pain, 
'T is genius only that can hope to gain 
The play'a's profession (though I hate the phrase, 
rr is so mechanic in these modern days) 	' 
Lies not in trick, or attitude, or start, 
Nature's true knowledge is the only art. 
The strong-felt passion bolts into his face, 
The mind isatonell'a, what is it hut grimace! 
To this one standard make your just appeal, 
Here lies the golden secret; learn toled. 
Or foal, or monarch, happy, or &serest, 
No actor pleases that is not pussered. 

Once on the stage, in Itome's,declini.... days, - When Christians were the subject of their plays, 
E'er Persecetiondropp'd her iron rod, 
And men still wag'd an impious tsar with God, 
An actor flourish'd of no vulgar fame, 	%- 
Nature's diseiple, and !Stalest hisname. 
A noble object for his skill he chose, , 
A martyr dying 'midst insulting foes. , 
Itesign'd with-patience to religion's laws, 
Yet braving monarchs Minis Saviour's eause. 

with th' idea of the sacred part, 
He felt a zeal beyond the reach -of art, 
While look and voice, and gesture, all exprest 
A kindred ardour in the player's breast; 
'fill as the flame through all his bosom ran, 
He hot the actor, andconunened the man; 
Protest the faith; his pagan gods denied, 
And what he acted then, he after died, 

The player's provinee they but vainly try, feye. 
Who want these pow'rs, deportment, voice, and 

The critic sight 't is 014 grace can please, 
No figure charms us if it has not ease. 
There arc, who think the stature all in all, 
Nor like the hero, if he is not tall. 
The feeling sense all other want supplies, 
I rate no actor's merit from hit size. 
Superior height requires superior grace, 
And what's a giant with a vacant face ? 

Theatrie monarchs, in their •traeie gait, 
Affect to mark the solemn pace -of state. • 
One foot put forward in position strong, 
The other, like its vassal, drugg'cl along. 
So grave each motion, so exact and slow, . 
Like wooden monarchs at epuppet show. 
The mien delights us that has native grace, 
But affectation ill supplies its place. 

Unskilful actors, like your mimic apes, 
Will writhe their bodies in a thousand shapes; 
However foreign from the poet's-art, 
No tragic hero but admires a.sturt. 
What though unfeeling of the nervous line, 
Who but allows his altitude is fine? 
While a wholeiminute equipois'd be stands, • 
Till Praise dismiss bins with her echoing hands! 
Resolv'd, though Nature bate the tedious pause, 
By perseverance to extort applause, 
When Romeo sorrowing at his Juliet',s doom, 
With eager/voidness bursts the canvas -tomb, 
The sudder, whirl, stretcb'd leg, and lifted staff, 
Which please the vulgar, make the critic laugh. 

To paint the passion's force, and mark it well, 
'ie proper action Nature's self will tell; 	. 

No pleasing pow'rs-diStortiont e'er express, 
And nicer judgment always Maths excess. 
In sock or 'buskin, who o'erleaps the bounds, 
Disgusts our reason, and the taste confounds. 

Of all top evils which the stage molest, 
hate your fool who overacts his jest ; 

Who murders what the poet finely writ, 
And, likeas bungler, haggles all his wit, 
With shrug, am) grin, and gesture out of place, 
And writes a foolish comment with his face. 
Old Jonson ere, though Cibber's perter vein '9 
But meanly grouper hyr with a numerous train, 
With steady face, and sober hum'rous mien, 
Fink? the sM1Trong outlines of the comic Scene, 
What was writ down, with decent uterance spoke, 
Iletmy'd a symptom of the anscias joke; 
The very may ialooki"in voice, in air, 
And though upon the-stage, appear'd no play'r. 
• The word andaction should conjointly suit, 
Ilut acting words is labour too minute.. 
,Grimace will ever lead the judgment wrong; 
While sober-humour marks-th' impression strong. 
Her proper traits the fixt attention hit, 
And bring me closer to the poet'sAvit; 
With her delighted o'er each scene I go, 
Well-pleas,d, and not ashaned of being so. 

But-let the generous actor still forbear 
To copy features-with a mimic's care! 
'Tis a poor skill which ev'ry fool can reach, 
A vile stage.custom, honour'd in the breach. 
Worse as moreelose, the disingenuous art 
But shows the wanton looseness of the heart. 
When 1 behold a wretch, of talents meats, 
Drag private foibles on the public scene, 
Forsaking Nature's fair and open road 
To mark some whim, somestrange peculiar mode, 
Vied with disgust Iloath hipservite plan, 
Despise the mimic, and abhor the man. 
Go to the lame, to hospitals repair, 
And hunt for humour in distortions there! 
Finn', the measure of the mot.ty whim 
With shrug, wink, snuffler  and convulsive liMb; 
Then shame at once, to please a trifling age, 
Good sense, good manners, virtue, and the Stage ! 

'Tis mist enough the voice be sound and clear, 
'T is modulation that must charm the ear. [moan, 
When desperate heroines grieve with tedious 
And whine their sorrows in a see-saw. tone, 
The same soft sounds of unimpassion'd woes 
Can only make the yawning hearers.doze, 

The voice all modes of passion can-express; 
That marks the proper word with- Isroper stress. 
But none emphatic can that actor call, 
Who lays an equal emphasis on 

Some o'er the tongue the labour'dmeasures roll 
Slow and delib'rate as the parting toll, 	• 
Point ev'ry stop, mark ev'ry pause so strong, 
Their words, like stage processions,-sulk along, 
All affectation but creates disgust, 
And e'en in speaking we may seem too just. 

Nor 'proper, Thornton, can those sounds appear,  
Which. bring not numbers. to thy nicer ear; 
In vain for them the pleasing measure flows, 
Wlsose recitation runs it all to prose; 
Repeating what the poet sets not down, 
The 'verb disjointing from its friendly noun, 
While pause, and brealt, and repetition join 
To make a-discord in each tuhefal line,. 

I See eibleOs Apology, 8vo. 1158. 
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Some placid natures fill th' allotted scene 

With lifeless drone, insipid and serene; 
While others thunder ev'sy couplet o'er, 
And almost crack your ears with rant and roar. 

More nature oft and finer strokes are.shown, 
In the low whisper than tempestuous tone. 
And Hamlet's hollow voice and fixt amaze 
More powerful terrour to the mind conveys, 
Than he, who, swol'n with big immtuous rage, 
Bullies the bulky phantom off the stage. 

Me, who in earnest studies o'er hit part, 
Will find true nature cling,about his heart- 

-The modes of grief are not included all 
In the white handkerchief and mournflit drawl; 
A single look more marks tie internal woe, 
Than. all the Vindisligs of the lengthen'd Oh. 
Up to the face the quick seusation.flies, 
And darts its meaning from the speaking eyes; 
Love, transport, madness, anger, scorn, despair, 
And all the passions, all the soul is there. 

In vain Ophelia gives her flowrets round, 
And with her straws fantastic strews the ground, 
In vain now sings, now heaves the desp'rate sigh, 
If phicazy sit not in the troubled eye. 
hi Cibber's look commanding sorrows speak, 
And call the tear fast trick'ling down my cheek. 

There is a fault which stirs the critic's rage; 
A want of due attention on the stage. 
I have. seen actors, and adinied ones too, [cue; 
Whose tongues wound up set forward from their 
In their own speech who Whine, or roar away, 
Yet seem uninov'd at what the rest may say; 
Whose eyes and thoughts on diff'rent objects 

roam, 
Until the prompter's voice recall them. home, 

Divest yourself of hearers, if you can, 
And strive to speak, Qad be the very man. 
Why should the well-bred actor wish to know 
Who sits above to night, or who below? 
So, 'mid' th' harmonious tones of grief or rage, 
Italian squaliers (let disgrace the stage; 	. 
When, with a simp'ring leer, and bow profound, 
The squeaking Cyrus greets the boxes round; 
Or proud Mandane, of imperial race, 

, Familiar drops a curt'sie to her grace. 
To suit the dress demands the actor's art, 

Yet there are those who over-dress the part. 
'fo some prescriptive right gives settled things, 
Black wigs to murd'rers, feather'd hats to kings. 
But Michael Cassio might be drunk enough, 
Though all his features were not grim'd with snuff. 
.Why should Pot Peachum shine in satin clothes? 
Why ev'ry devil dance in scarlet hose? 

But in stage-customs what offends me most 
Is the slip-door, and slowly.rising ghost. 
Tell me, nor count the question too severe, 
Why need the dismal powder'd forms appear? 

When chilling horrours shake the affrighted 
king, 

And Guilt torments him with her scorpion sting; 
When keenest feelings•at hisbosom pull, 
And Fancy tells him that the seat is full; 
Why need the ghost, usurp the monarch'd place, 
To frighten children with his mealy face? 
The king alone should form the phantom there, 
And talk' and tremble at the vacant chair 2. 

This has been attempted by Mr. Kemble, but 
not much to the satisfaction of the audience. C. 

If Belvidera her lov'd loss deplore, 
Why for twin spectres bursts tile. yawning floor? 
When with disorder'd starts, and horrid cries, 
She paints the murder'd forms before 	eyes, 
And still pursues them with a frantic stare, ' • 
'T is pregnant madness brings the (visions there. 
More instant horrour would enforce the scene, 
If all her shudd'rings were at shapes unseen. , 

Poet and actor thus, with blended skill, 
Mould all our passions to their,instant will; 
'T is thus, when feeling Garrick treads the stage, 
(The speaking comment of his Shakespear's page) 
Oft as I drink the words with greedy ears, 
I shake with horrour, or dissolve with tears. 

0, ne'er may Folly seize the throne of Taste, 
Nor Dullness lay the realms of Genius waste! 
No bouncing crackers ape the thund'rer's fire, 
No tumbler float upon the bendiir. wire! 
More nararal uses to the stage belong, 
Than tumblers, monsters, pantomime, or song. 
For other purpose was that spot design'd : 
To purge the passions, and reform the mind, 
To give to Nature all the force of art, 
And while it charms the ear to mend the heart. 

Thornton, to thee, I dare with truth commend, 
The decent stage as Virtue's natural friend. 
Though oft debas'd with scenes profane and loose, 
No reason weighs against its proper use. 
Though the lewd priest his sacred function shame, 
Religion's perfect law is still the same. 

Shall they, who trace the passions from their 
rise, 

Show Scorn her features, her own image Vice, 
Who teach the mine its proper force to scan, 
And hold the faithful mirror up to man, 
Shall their profession e'er provoke disdain, 
Who stand the foremost in the moral train, 
Who lend reflection all the grace of art, 
And strike the precept home upon the heart? 

Yet, hapless artist! thoughlhy skill can raise 
The bursting peal of universal praise, 
Though at thy beck Applause delighted stands, 
And lifts, Briareus like, her hundred hands, 
Know, Fame awards thee but a partial breath! 
Not all thy talents brave the stroke of Death. 
Poets to ages yet unborn appeal, 
And latest times th' eternal nature feel. 
Though blended here the praise of bard and player, 
Whilecnore than half becomes the actors share, 
Relentless•Death untwists the mingled fame, 
And sinks the player in the poet's name. 
The pliant muscles of the various face, . 
The mien that gave each sentence strength and 

grace, 
The tuneful voice, the eye that spoke the mind, 
Are gone, nor leave a single trace behind. , 

••••••••••e•••••••••• 

THE POETRY PROFESSORS. 
Or, 	England has not lost her pray.-, 
And George, (thank Heav'n!) has got an heir. 
A royal babe, a prince of Wales. 
--Poets ! I pity all your nails— 
What reams of paper will be spoil'd! 
What graduses be'daily 
By inky fingers, greasy thumbs, 
Hunting the word that never comes! 

Now academics pump their wits, 
And lash in vain their lazy tits; 
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In vain theywhip, and slash, and spur, 
,Vbecaltous jades will never stir; 
Nor can they ma& Parnassus' hill, 
Try every ,,method which they will. 
Nay, should the tits get on for once, 
Each rider is se grave a dunce, 
That, as I've lihrd good judges say, 
'T is ten to one they'd lose their way;' 
Though not one wit bestrides the back 
Of useful drudge, ycleped hack, 
But fine bred things of mettled blood, 
Pick'd from Apollo's royal stud. 
Greek, Roman, nay Arabian steeds, 
Or those our mother country breeds; 
Some ride ye in, and ride ye out, 
And to come honte.go round about, 
Nor on the green swerd, nor the road, 
And that I think they call an Ode. 
Some take the pleasant country air, 
And smack their whips and drive a pair, 
Each horse with bells which elink and chime, 
And so they march-e-and that is rhyme. 
Some copy With prodigious skill 
The -figures of.a buttery-hill, ' 
Which, with great folks of erudition, 
Shall pass for Coptic or FliMnician, 
While some, as patriot love prevails, 
To compliment a prince of Wales, 
Salute the royal babe in Welsh, 
And send forth gutturals like a belch. 

What pretty things imagination 
Will fritter. out in adulation! 
The pagan.gods shall.visit Earth, 
To triumph in a Christian's birth. 
While classic poets, pure and chaste, 
Of trim and academic taste, 
Shall lug therein by head and shoulders, 
To be of speakers; or beholden. 
Mars shall present him with a lance, 
To humble Spain and conquer France; 
The Graces, buxoM, blithe, and gay, 
Shall at his cradle dance the-hay; 
And Venus, with her train of loses, 
Shall bring a thousand pair of doves 
To bill, to coo, to whine, to squeak, 
Through all thedialects of Greek. 
How many swains of classic breed, 
Shall deftly tune heir oaten reed, 
And bring:their Doric nyariphs to town, 
To sing their measures up and down, 
In notes alternate clear and sweet, 
Like ballaihsiegers in a stredt. .. 
While those who grasp at reputation-, 
From imitating imitation, 
Shall hunt each cranny, nook, and creek, 
For precious ham/tents in the Greek, 
And rob the spite!, and the waste, 
For sense, and sentiment, and taste. • 

What Latin bodge-podge, Grecian hash, 
With Hebrew roots, and English trash; 
Shall academic •jmoks produce 
For present show and future -use! 
Fellows! who've soak'd away their knoWledge, 
In sleepy residence at college; 
Whose dives are like a stagnant pool, 
'Muddy and placid, dull end' cool ; 
Mere drinking, eating; eating, drinking; 
With no impertinence of thinking; • 
Who lack no farther. erudition, 
Than just to set an imposition  

To cramp, demolish, and dispirit, 	' 
Each true begotten child of merit; 
Censonoehe,- in the day's broad light, 
Punish the vice they act at night; 
Whose charity with self begins, . 
Nor covers others' venial sins; 
But that their feet may safely tread; 
Take up hypocrisy instead;  
As knowing tilt must always hide 
A multitude of sins beside; 
Whose rustyfitis at a stand, 
Without a freshman at their hand ; 
(Whose service must of-course create 
The just, return of sev'n-fold hate) 
'Lord! that such good and useful' men 
Should ever turn-to books aged. 

Yet matter aunt he gravely plann'd, 
And 	.scanii'd> 
And racking pand reitdditheing,head, 
Till lady Muse is brought to-bed : 
What hunting, changing, toiling, sweating., 
To bring the-usual epithet in ! 
Where the crampt measure kindly shows 
It will he verse, but should be prose. 
So, when it's neither light nor dark, 
To 'prentice spruce, or lawYer's clerk, 
The nymph, who. takes her nightly stand, 
At some sly corner in theStrand, 
Plump i» the chest, tight in the boddiee, 
&erns to the eye a perfect goddeSs; 
But canvass'd more minutely o'er, 
Turns-out an old, stale, batter'd whore.  

Yet must these sons of gowned ease, 
Proud of the plutuageof degrees;  
Forsake their apathy a while, 
To-figure in,the Roman stile, 
And offer incense at the shrjee • 
Of Latin poetry divine. • - 

Upon a throne the goddess sits, 
Surrounded by her bulky wits; 
Fabricins, Cooper, Calepine, 
A insworthius, Faber, Constantine; 
And he, who like Doelena spoke, 
De Sacra 2tiereu,, Holyoake; 
These are her counsellors of state, 	• 
Men of much words, and wits'of weight; 
-Here Grades, full of phrases clever, 
Lord of her treasury for ever, 
With liberalliand his bounty (leas; 
Sir Cento keeper of the seals. 
Next to the person of the queen, 
Old madam' Prosody is seen; 

° Talking incessant, although dumb, 
Upon her fingers to, her thumb. 

And an wound her portraits hung 
Of heroes in the Latin tongue; 
Italian, English, German, French, 
Who most laboriouely entrench.  
In deep parade of language dead, 
What would not in their own be read, 
Without impeachment of that taste, 
Whfch Latin idiom turns to chaste. 
Santolius here, whose flippant joke, ' 
Sought refuge in a Roman cloak : 
With dull Commirius at his side, 

' In all the pomp of jesuit pride. 
Menage, the pedant, fined there, 
A trifler with a solemn air: 	' 
And there in loose, unseemly view, 
The graceless, easy Loveling top. 
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Hail mighty thane, for Scotland born, 
To fill her almost empty horn:. 
Hail to thy ancient glorious steno, 
Not they.firom kings, but kings from firm. 

'Tis here grave poets urge their claim, 
For some thin blast of tiny thine; 
Here bind their temples drunk withpraise„ 
With half a sprig of wither'd bays. 

0 Poet, if that lionour'd name 
Befits such. idle dtddish aim; 
If Virgil ask thy sacred care, 
If Horace charm thee, oh forbear- 
To spoil with. sacrilegious hand, 4#, 
The glories of the classic land.: 
Not; sow thy tiowlaS on the satin, .0: 
Of their pure uncorrupted lath]. 	• 
• Netter be native in thy AMtie„---- • 
What'is Fingal but genuine Erse? 
Which all sublime sonorous flows, 
Like ilerii.q.s,thoOttsin drunken. prose: 

Hail Scotland, hail, to thee belong 
All pow'rs, but most the poW'rs of sting; . 
'Whether the rude unpolish'd Erse 
Stalk in the buckram prose or verse, • 
Or bonny Ramsay please•thee me', 
Who sang sae sweetly, aw 'his. woe. 
If aught (and say .who knows so well) 
:The second:sighted Muse can tell, 
The happy lairds shall laugh. and sing, 
When England's Genius droops his wing. 
So shall thy soil new wealth disclose, 
So thy own thistle choke the rose: 

But what comes here? Methinks I see 
A walking university. 	• 
See tow -they press to cress the Tweed, 
And strain theirklimbs with eager spectit 

• While Scotland, from her fertile shore, 
Cries," Olt my sons, return rat more." 

Hilte,r they haste with willing mind, 
Nor cast one longing look behind; 
On tee-toe carriage pA salute 
The 'king, and queen, and earl 'of Bute. 

No more the gallant northern suns 
Spout forth their strings of Latin puns.; 
Nor course all languages to frame 
The quibble suited to their name;,  
As when their ancestors bewers'd 
That glorious Stuart, James the First. 
Nut with that oloeution's grace, 
'That oratorial flashy lace, 
Which the fam'd Irish Tommy Puff, 
Would sow on sentimental stuff; 
'['wang with a sweet pionuneiation, 
The flow'rs oeboW imagination. . 
Macpherson leads the flaming van, 
Laird of the new Fingalian elan; 
While Jacky Home brings up the sear, 
With riew,got pension neattind clear 
Three hundred English pounds a year. 
White sister Peg, our ancient friend, 	, 
Sends Macs and Donalds without end';. 
To Georgeawhile they tune their lays, 
Then all their choral voices raise, 
To heap their panegyric wit on 	• 
Th,  illustrious chief, and our North Briton. 

Hail to the thane, whose patriot skill 
• Can break all - nations to his will; 

Master of sciences and arts, 
Maecenas to all men of parts; 
Whose fost'ring hand, and ready wit, 
Shall find us all in places fit; 
So shall thy friends no longer roam, 
But change to meet a settles! home. 

THE CIT'S COUNTRY BOX, 1757. 
Vos sapere 44' solos aio bene ekere, quorum, 

Conspicitur nitidisfundato petunia vill,'s. Her. 
THE wealthy Cit, grown old in trade, 
Now wishes for the rural shade, 
And buckles to his one horse chair, 
Old Dobbin, or the founder'd mare;, 
While wedg'd in closely by his side, 
Sits madam, his unwieldy bride, 
With Jacky on a stool before 'em, 
And out they jug in due decorum. 
Scarce past the turnpike half a mile, 
How Mkthe country seems to smile ! 
And as they slowly jog together, 
The cit commends the road,and weather; 
While-madam doats upon the trees, 
And longs for every house she sees, 
Admires its views, its situation, 
Awl thus she opens her oration: 

" What signify the load's of wealth, 
Without that richest jewel, health? 
Excuse the fondness of a wife, 
Who doats upon your precious life ! 
Such ceaseless toil, such constant care, 
Is more than human strength can bear. 
One may observe it in your face—' 
Indeed, my dear, you break apace: 
And nothing can yolr health repair, 
But exercise and country air. 
Sir Traffic has a house, you know, . 
About ,a mile from Cheney,Row; 
He's a good man, indeed 't is true, 
But not so warm, my dear, as you: 
AntIfolks are'always apt to sneer— 
One would- not be out-done, my dear!" ' 

Sir Traffic's game, so well applv'd, 
.40‘vak'd bis brother merchant's pride; 
And Thrifty, who had all his life' 
Paid utmost deference to his wife, 
Cotifess'd her arguments bad reason, 
lend ;6y tls' approaching summer season,- 
Draws a few. hundred's from the stocks, 
And purchases his country box. 

Soma-three or'fourcmiles out-of town, 
(An' hoOr's ride will bring you down,) 	• 
He fixes on his choice abode, 
Not half a furlong from the road : 
And so convenient,does 
The stages puss it ev'ry-.day: • 
And then so. snug, so mighty pretty, 
To have an house so near the city! • 
Take but your places at the Boar. 
You're set tlown• at the very door.. 

Well then, suppose them fix'd at last, 
White-washing, painting, scrubbing past, 
Hugging t heinselves•in ease- and clover, 
With all the fuss of moving over; 	' 
Lo, a new heap of whims are. bred! 
And wanton in my lady's head. 	. 

Well to be sure, it must-be own'tl, 
It is a charming spot of ground; 	. 
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•So'sweet a distance for a ride, 
tnd'all about socountr*Crl! 
twould come but to a trifling price• 
To make it quite a Paradise; 
I cannot bear those nasty rails, 
Those ugly bro,ken mouldy pales: 
Suppose, my dear, instead of these;  • 
We build a railing, all 'Chinese. 
Although one hates to' be expos'd; 
'T is dismal to be thus entios'd; 
One hardly any object•sem-a• 
I wish you'd fell those odious trees: 
Objects continual passing by 
Were something to amuse the eye, 
But to be pent within the 	, 
One might as well be at St.. Paul's. 
Our house, beholders would adore, 
Was there a level lawn before, 	- 
Nothing its views to incommode, 
But quite laid open to the road; 
While ev'ry trav'ler in amaze, 
Should on our little mansion ,gaze, 
And, pointing to the 'choice retreat, 
Cry, 'that's sir Thrifty's country seat." 

No doubt ben arguments prevail, 
For madam's taste can never fait. 

Blest age when all men may procure 
The title of a connoisseur; 

• When noble and ignoble -herd . 
Are goveried by a single Avoid; - 
Though, like the royal German dames, 
It bears an hundred' Christian names, 
As genius,‘ncy, judgment, goflt, 
Whinst caprice, je-ne-scai-quoi, 
Which appellations all deleribe 
Taste, and. the modem• tasteful tribe. 

Now brieklay'rs,,carpenterS, audjoiners, 
With Chinese artists, and designers) 
Produce their schemes of alteration, 
To work this wond'eous reformation. 
Theusefill dome, Which secret stood, 
Embosoin'din the yew-tree's wood, 
The travler with amazement sees 
A temple, Gothic, or Chinese, 
With many a bell, and tawdry rag on, 
And crested with a sprawling dragon; 
A wooden arch is bent astride 
A ditch of water,' four foot wide, 
With angles, curves, and, zigzag lines, 
From Halfpenny's exact designs. 
In•front, a level lawn is seep. 
Without a shrub upon the green, 
Where taste would want its first great law, 
But for the skulking, sly ha-ha, , 
By whose miraculous assistance, 
You gain a prospect two fields distance. 
And now from Hyde-Park. Corner come 
The gods of Athens, and of Rome. 
Here squabby Cupids take their places, 
With Venus, and the elumsy Graces: 
Apollo there, with aim so clever, 
Stretches his leaden bow for ever; 
And there without the pow'r to fly, 
Stands, fix'd a tiptoe, Mercury. 
• The villa thus completely gsac'd, 
All own that Thrifty has a taste

'  
• 

And madam's female friends, andcousins, , 
With common-council-men, by dezenS, 
Flock every Sunday to the seat, 
To shire about them, and to eat. 

VOL. ay. 

GENIUS, ENVY, AND 771114 
A FABLE; ADDRESSED TO WILLIAM HOGARTIT, ESQ. 

IN all profesSionary skill, 
There" never was, nor.ever will 
Be excellence, or exhibition, 
But fools are rep in opposition ; 
Each letter'd', grave, pedantic dunce • 
Wakes from his.lethargy at once, 
Shrugs, sliakgs his head; and rubs his eyes, 
And, 	looksivond!rous wise, 
With sOlenni phi z, and critic scowl, . 
The wisditar-of his brother owl. • • 
.-.Moderns!, He hates the Very name; 

Your ancients hive prescriptRe claiitt 	, 
But let a century be past, 	 • 	, And we haste taste and wit at last; 
For at that Perimirrioderns too 
Just turn ,the corner of flirt& 
But merit now has little claim 
To any meed of present fame, 
For 'tis net worth that gets you friends,- 
'Tis excellence that most offends. 
If, Proteus.like, a Garrick's art, 
Shows taste and skill in every part; - 
If, ever just to Natuie's plan, 
He is in all the very man, 
E'en here shall Envy take her aim, 

write, and — 
The Jealous Wife, the' chastely writ, 
With no parade of frippery wit, • 
Shall set a scribbling, all at once, 
Both giant wit, and pigmy dunce; - ' 

'White Critient Reviewers write; 
Who show their teeth before they‘bite, 
And sacrifice each reputati, 
From wanton false imagination. 	' 
These observations, rather stale, 
May borrow spirit from a tale. 

Genius, a bustling lad of par2s, 
Who all things did by fits and starts,. 
Nothing aboVe him or belowliim, 
Who'd make a riot, or a poem, 
From eccentricity of thought, * 
Not always do the thing he ought; 
But was it once his own election, 
Would bring all matters to perfection; 
Would act, design, engrave, write, paint, 
But neither, from the least constraint; 
Who hated all pedantic schools, 
And scorn'd the gloss of knowing fools, 
That hold perfection aft in alt, 
Yet treat it as mechanical, 
And give the same sUfficient rule , 
To make a poem, as a stool...- - 
From the first spring time of his youtp, 
Was downright worshipper of Truth; .. 
And with a free and liberal spirit, 
Illscourtsliip paid to lady Merit. 

Envy, a squint-ey'd, mere old maid, 
Well known among the scribbling trade; 

, A hag, so very; very thin, • • 	• • 
Her bones peep'd through her bladder-skin; 
Who could not for her soul abide 
That folks should praise, where she must chide, 
Follow'd the youth wkere'er he' went, • • 
To mar each good and brave intent; 
Would lies, and plots, and mischief hatch, 
'Co ruinlim and spoil the-match. • 

, 	G 	• 
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Honour she held at bold defiance, 
Talk'd much of faction, gang, alliance, . 
As if the real sous of taste 
Had elubb3/41 to lay a desert waste. 

Inc short, wherever Geniu s ehme, 
You'd find this antiquated dame; 
lVhate'er he did, wbere'er he went, 
.She.follow'd only to torment; 
CaiYd Merit by a thousand names* 
Which decency or truth disclaims, 
Wirtz all -her business, toil, and care,o.  
Was to depreciate, lie, comeare, 	' 
To pull the modest maiden down, 
Andblast her fame to allthe town. 

The youth,.intlam'd with conscious pride, 
To prince Poerityfitpply'd, 
Who gave his answer thus in rhyme, 
By his chief minister, old Time: 

"- Repine not at what pedants say, 
We'll, bring thee forward on the way; 
If wither'iiEnvy strive to hurt , „ 
With lies, with impudence, and dirt, 
Yew only pay a common tax 
Vilhichlool, and knave, and dunce exacts. 
Be .tihis thyeennfort, this thy joy, 
Thy strength is in its prime, my boy, 
And evIry year thy vigour grows, 
Impairs the credit of my foes. 
Envy,Shall sink, and be no more 
`Than what her Naiads were before; 
Mere excremental, maggots, bred, • 
In poet's topsy:turry head, 
Born like a momentary Ay, 
To flutter, buze about, and die. 

i4  Yet, Genius,, mark what I presage, 
Wholook through every distant age: 
Merit shaft bless theeecith her charms, 
Fame lift thy offspring in her arms; 
'And stamp eternity of grace 
On all thy. numerous various race. 

, Roubilliac, Wilton,names as high 	. , 
As Phidias of antiquity, 

• Shalt strength, expression, Manner give, 
And make e'en marble breathe and live; c  
While Sigismunda's deep distress, 
Which looks the soul-of wretchedness, 
When 1, with slow and soft'ning pen, 
Have gone oter all the tints again, 
Shall urge a bold and proper claim 
To level half the ancient fame;- 
While future ages yet unknown 
With eritic air shall proudly own 
Tfiy Hogarth first of every clime 
For humour keen, or strong sublime, 
And hail him from his fire arid spirit, 
The child of Genius and of Merit." 

. 	r 

THE. HARE AND TORTOISE. 17.57, 
A PAM.B. 

th:Nius, blest term, of meaning wide, 
For sure no term so misapply'd, 
How (many bear thy sacred name, 
That never felt a real flame! 
Proud of the specious appellation, 
Thus fools have ehristen'd 

But •yet suppose a genius true, 
Exempli gratal, me or you: 

POEMS. 
Whateer he tries with due attention, 
Rarely ,escapes his apprehensioni 
Surmounting every opposition, 
You'd swear he learnt by intuition. 
Shou'd he rely alone en parts, 
And study therefore but by starts,, 
Sure of success whene'er lie tries, 
Should he forego the means to rise ? 

Suppose your watch a Graham make, 
Gold, if you will, for value's sake; 
Its springs within in order due, 
No watch, when going, goes so true; 
If ne'er wound up with proper care, 
What service is it-in the wear? 

Some genial spark of Phoebus' ray's, 
Perhaps within your bosom plays: 
0 how the purer rays aspire, 
If application fans the fire! 
Without it genius vainly tries, 
Howe'er sometimes it seem to rise: 
Nay application will prevail, 
When braggart parts and genius fail: 
And slow to lay my proof before ye, 
I here present you with a story, 

In days of yore, when Time was young, 
When birds convers'd as well as sung, 
When use of speech was not confin'd 
Merely to brutes of human kind, 
A forward Hare, of swiftness vain, 
The genius of the neighb'ring plain, 	r 
Wou'd oft deride the drudging crowd: 
For ft.-Muses are ever proud. 
He'd boast, his flight 'twere vain to follow; 
For-dog and horse he'd beat them hollow, 
Nay, if lie put forth all his strength, 
Outstrip his brethren half a length. 

A Tortoise heard his vain oration, 
And vented thus his indignation.' 
" Oh Puss, it bodes thee dire disgrace, 
When I defy thee to thy race. 
Conte, 't is a match, may, no denial, 
I lay my shell upon the trial." 

was done and gone, all fair, a bet,- 
Judges prepar'd, and distance set. 

The scamp'ring Hare outstript the wind, 
The creeping Tortoise lagg'd behind, 
And scarce had pass'd a single pole, 
When Puss had almost reach'd the goal. 
" Friid Tortoise," quoth the jeering Hare, 
Your burthen's more than you can bear, 
To help your speed, g were as well 
That I should ease you of your shell: 
JOg on a little faster peythee;  
I'll take a nap, and then be with thee." 
SO said, so done, and safely sure, 
For say, what Conquest More secure ? 
Whene'er be wak'd (that's all that's in it) 
Hp could o'ertake him ip a minute. 

The Tortoise heard his taunting jeer, 
But still resolv'd to persevere, 
Stilt dranod along, as who should say, 
"I'll win, like Fabius, by delay;" 
On to the goal: securely crept, 
While Puss unknowing soundly slept. 

The bets were won, the Hare awake, 
When thus the victor Tortoise spake : 
" Puss, tho' I Invn thy quicker parts, 
Things are not always done by starts, 
Yon may deride my awkward pace,. 
Bnt slow and steady wins the race." 

• 
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THE SATYR AND PEDLAR 1757. 

WORDS are, soN,Vollaston defines, 
Of our ideas merely signs, 
Which have a pow'r at will to vary, 
As being vagu,e and arbitrary. 
Now damn'd for instance—all agree, 
Damn'd 's the superlative degree; 
Means that alone, and nothing more, 
However taken heretofore; 
Damn'd is a word can't stand alone, 
Which hag no meaning of its own, 
But signifies or bad or good 
Just as its neighbour's understood. 
Examples we may find enough. 
Damn'd high, damn'd low, damn'd fine, damn'd 

stuff. 
So fares it toowith its relation, 
I mean its substantive, damnation: 

• The wit with metaphors makes bold, 
And tells you he's damnation cold; 
Perhaps, that metaphor forgot, 

' The self-same wit's damnation hot. 
And here a fable I remember— 
Once in the middle of December, 
When ev'ry mead in snow is lost, 
And ev'ry river bound with frost, 
When families get all together, 
And feelingly talk o'er the weather; 
When•-•.-pox on the descriptive rhyme..- 
Li short it was the winter time. 
It was a Pedlar's happy lot, 
To fall into a Satyr's cot: 
Shiv'ring with cold, and almost froze, 
With pearly drop upon his note, 
His fingers' ends all pinch'd to death, 
He blew upodthem with his breath. 

" Friend," quoth the Satyr, " what intends 
That blowing on thy fingers' ends?" 

It is.to warm them thus I blow, 
For they are froze as cold as snow. 
And so inclement has it been, 
I'm like a cake of ice within.", 
" Come," quoth the Satyr, " comfort, man! 
I'll cheer thy inside, if I can; 
You're welcome in my homely cottage • 
To a warm fire, and mess of pottage." 

This said, the Satyr, nothing loth, 
A bowl prepar'd of sav'ry broth, 	3 
Which with delight the Pedlar view'd, 
As smoking on the board it stood: 
But, though the very steam arose 
With grateful odour to his nose, 
One single sip he ventur'd not, 
The gruel was so wond'rous hot. 
What can be done ?—with gentle puff 
He blows it, 'till it's cool enough. 

" Why how now, Pedlar, what's the Matter ? 
Still at thy blowing !" quoth the Satyr. 
" I blow to coal it," cries the clown, 
" That I may get the liquor down: 
For though I grant, you've made it well, 
You've boil'd it, sir, as hot as Hell." 

Then raising high his cloven stump, 
-The Satyr smote him on the rump. 	• 
" Begone, thou double knave, or fool, . 
With the same breath to warm and cool: 
Friendship with such / never hold 
Who're so damn'd hot, and so damn'd cold." 

THE NIGHTINGALE, THE OWL, AN!) THE 
CUCKOO, 

A FABLE; ADDRESSED TO DAVID CARRICK, ESQ. 
ON THE REPORT OF HIS RETIRING FROM THE 
STAGE, DEC. 1760, 

CRITICS, who like the-scareerows stand • 
Upon the poet's common land, , 
And with sevority of sense, 
Drive all imaginatiofi thence, 
Say that Me:truth lies all sublime, 
Whether you write ite prose or rhyme. 
And yet Nte truth may lose its grace, 
If blurted to a person's face; 
Especially if what you speak, 	, 
Shou'd crimson o'er the glowing cheek: 	_ 

I For when you throw that slaver o'er him, 
And tumble out your praise before him, ' 
However just the application, 
It looks a-squint at adulation. 

I would be honest and sincere, 
But not a flatterer, or severe. 
Need I be surly, rough, uncouth, 
That folks may think I love the Truth? 
And she, good dame, with beauty's queen, 
Was not at all times naked seen: 
For every boy, with Prior, knows, 
By accident she )ost her clothes, 
When Falshood stole them to disguise 
Her misbegotten brood of lies. 
Why should the prudish goddess dwell 
Down at the bottom of a well, 
But that she is in piteous fright, 
Lest, rising up to mortal sight, 
The modest world should fleer and flout her, 
With not a rag of clothes about her? 
Yet she might wear a propel dress 
And keep her essence ne'ertheless. 
So Delia's honour still will rise, 
And fascinate her lover's eyes, 	- 
Though round her ivory neck she draws 
The decent shade of specious gauze. 

I hear it buzz'd about the table, 
" Whabcan this lead to?"---Sirs, 

A FABLE. 
When birds allow'd the Eagle's sway, 

Ere Eagles turn'd to fowls of prey, 
His royal majesty of Air 
Took Music underneath his care; 
And, for his queen and court's delight, 
Commanded concerts ev'ry night. 
Here every bird of parts might enter,. 
The Nightingale was made precentor 
Under whose care and just direction, 
Merit was sure to meet protection. 
The Lark, the Blackbird, and the RIin 
This concert always bore a bob in: 

3  , The best performers all were in it, 
The Thrush, Canary,bird, and Linnet. 
• But birds, alas ! are apt to aim 

At things, to which they've smallest claim. 
The staring Owl, with hideous hoot, 
Offer'd his service fbr a flute. 
The Cuckoo needs would join the band; 
" The Thrush is but a paltry hand: 
And I can best sapply,that place, 
For I've a shake, a swell, a grace." 

The manager their suit preferr'd: 
Beth tun'd their pipes, and both were beard; 
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.Yet each their several praises miss'd, 
For both were heard, and both were hiss'd. 

The Cuckoo hence, with rancour stirr'd, 
•(A kind bfperiodic bird, 
Of nasty hue, and body scabby, 
No would-be-play-wright half so shabby) 
Reviles, abuses, and defames, 
Screams from a branch, and calls hard names, 
And strikes at Nightingale or Lark; 
Like Lisbon ruffians, in the dark. 

'lite Owl harangues the gaping thrOng 
Ord pow'rs, and excellence e song, 
" The Blackbird's note has lostitsforcee 
The Nightingale is downright hoarse; 
The Linnet's tarsh;cthe Robin shrill; 
.—The Sparrow lias prodigious skill !" 

At length they had what they desied ; 
The skilful Nightingale retied. 
When Folly came, with wild Uproar, 
And Harmony was heard no more. 

A TALE. 
VENUS, of laughter queen and love, 
The greatest demirep above, 
Who scnrii'd restriction, hated custom, 
Knew her own sex too well to trust 'ern, 
Proceeded on the noble plan, 
At any rate, to have her man; 

. Look'd on decorum as mere trash, 
And liv'd like *** and .8*, 
From Paphos, where they her revere 
As much as we do Ctelia here, 
Or from Cythera, where her altars 
Are deck'd with daggps, true-love halters, 
Garters yclept, and, other trophies, 
Which wove that man in love an oaf is, 
According to appointment,' came 
To see Crecilia, twin] came, 
Whose praise by Dryden/s Ode is grown 
Bright and immortal as his own; 
And who bath been for many years 
The chief directress of the spheres. 

Thomas, who rode behind the car, 
And' for a flambeau held star, 
Who, in the honest way of trade, 
Hath forg'd more horns, and cuckolds made, 
Than Vulcan and his brawny dolts 
Ever for Jove forg'd thunderbolts, 
Slipt gently down, and ran before 'em, 
Ringing the bell with due decorum. 

But, truth to say, I cannot tell , 
Whether it knocker was or bell, 
(This for Vertu an anecdote is,) 
Which us'd to give Ctecilia notice, 
When any It.dy of the sky 
Was come to bear her company. 
Bin this I'm sure, be which it will, 
Thomas perform'd his part with skill. 
Methinks I hear the reader cry-- 
" His part with skill ? why, you or I, 
Or any body else, as well 
As Thomas, sure, could ring a bell, 
Nor did I ever hear before 
Of skill in knocking at a door." 

Poor low-liv'd creature!"! suppose, 
Nay, and am sure, you're one of those 
Who, at what door so'er they be, 
Will always knock in the same key. 

POEMS. 
Thinking that bell and knoCker too 
Were found out nothing else to do, 
But to inform the house, no doubt, 
That there was somebody without, 
Who, if they might such favour win, 
Would rather choose to be within. 

But had our servants no more sense, 
Lordnvhat must be the consequence? 
ltrrour would errour still pursue, 
And strife and anarchy ensue, 
Punctilio from her altar hurl'd, 
Whence she declares unto the world 
Whate'er by Fancy is decreed, 
Through all her niceties must bleed, 

For if there was not to be found 
Some wholesome difference of sound, ' 
But the same rap foretold th' approach 
Of him who walk'd, or rode in coach, 
A poor relation now and then, 
Might to my lord admittance gain, 
When his good lordship hop'd to see 
Some rascal of his own degree; 
And, what is more unhappy stil, 
The stupid wretch who brings a bill, 
Might pass through all the motley tribe, 
As free as one, who brings a bribe. 

My lady too might pique her grace 
With carriage stiff and forma! face, 
Which, she deceiv'd, had taken care 
For some inferior to prepare; 
Or might some wretch from Lombard-street 
With greater ease and freedom meet, 
Than sense of honour will admit 
Between my lady and a cit. 
' Those evils wisely to prevent, 
And root out care and discontent, 
Ev'ry gay smart, who rides behind, 
With rose and bag in taste refin'd, 
Must music fully understand, 
Have a nice ear and skilful hand; 
At ev'ry turn be always found 
A perfect connoisseur in sound; 
Through all the gamut skilful fly, 
Varying his notes, now low, now high, 
According as he shifts his place; 
Now hoarsely grumbling in the base, 
Now turning tenor, and again 
To trePe raising his shrill strain; 
So to declare, where'er he be, 
His master's fortune and degree,, 
By the distinguishinraddress, 
Which he'll upon the door express. 

Thomas, whom I have nam'd before 
As ringing at Cmcilia's door, 
Was perfect master of this art, 
And vers'd alike in ev'ry part: 
So that Cmcilia knew, before 
Her footman came unto the door, 

oAnd in due form bad told her so, - 
That madam Venus was below. c 

The doors immediate open flew, 
The goddess, without more ado, 
Displaying beauty's thousand airs, 
Skined through the hall, and trip'd up stairs. 

Crecilia met her with a smile 
Of great delight, when all the while, 
If her false heart could have been seen, 
She wish'd she had at Cyprus been. ' 

But ladies, skill'd in forms and arts, 
Don't in their faces wear their hearts, 

   
  



„And: those above, like thoSe heieur; ' 
"Deal frequentlyin outside showt• 
And always to keep up parade, • 
Have a sehile by them-ready made: 

The forms, -which ladies when they meet' 
Must for goodomanners"sake repeat, 
As ” humble servant, bow d'you do," 
And in return, " pray how are you?" 
Enricb'd at ev'ry proper space 
With due integuments of lace, 
Astnadam, grace, and goddeship, 
Which we for brevity shalt skip, 
Happily past, in elbow-chin 
At length our ladies seated are. - 

IndilPrent setsjects first. they choose, 
And talk of weather and the news. 
That done, they sit upon the state, 
And snarl at the decrees of Fate, 
Invectivei against Jove are ,hurl'd, 
And they alone should rule the world, 

Dull politics'at length they qtlit, 
And by ill-nature Chow their wit; 
For hand in hand, too well we know,„ 
These intimates are said to go, 
So that where either dotlrpreside 
T' other's existence is implied. • 
The man of wit, so men decree, 
Must without doubt ill-natur'd be; 
And the.illeatur'd scarce forgets 
To rank himself among the wits. 
. Malicious Venus, who by rote 

Had ev'rylittle anecdote, . 
And most minutely could-  advance 
Each interesting circumstance, 
Which unte all intrigues related, 
Sinee Jupiter the worldereated, • 
Displey'd her eloquence with pride, 
Hinted, observ'd, enlarg'd, applied; 
And not the reader to detain • 
With things impertinent and vain,. 
She did, as ladies- do on Earth 
Who cannot bear a rival's worth, 
In such a way each tale rehearse 
As good made bad, andbad made worse; 
• CaNcilia too, with saint-like air, 

But lately come from evening pray'r, 
Who knew her duty, as a saint, 
Always to pray, and not to faint, 
And, min or shine, her church ne'er mist, 
Prude, devotee, and methodist, • 
With equal zeal-  the cause promoted, 
Misconstned things, and words misquoted, 
Misrepresented, misapplied, 
And, Inspiration being her guide, 
The very heart of man dissected, 
And to his principles objected. 
Thus, amongst us, the sanctified, 
In all the spirituals of pride, 
Whose honest consciences ne'er rested, 
Till, of earn:Wiles divested; 
They knew and felt themselves einherit 
A double portion of the spirit: 
Who from one church to Pother roam, 
Whilst their prier children starve at home,. 

• Consid'ring they may claim the, care 
Of Proeidence, who sent them there, 
And therefore certainly is tied 
To see their'every Want supplied; 
Who unto preachers give away, 
That which their creditors should pay, 

A TALE, 
And hold that. chosen vessele must 

-Be generous before they're just, . 
And that their charity this way 
Shall bind o'er Heaven :their debts to pay, 
And serve their temp'rat tune no. doubt, 
Better than if they'd Put it out, 	. 	• 
Whitst nought hereafter can prevent 
Their sure reward ,cif cent per cent; 
'Who honest Istliour scorn, and say 
None need -to work-who love to pray, 
For Hemoirltill satisfy their cravings, 
13y sending of Elijah'Oraverus,. ' 	• 
Or rain dawn, when their spirits fail, 
A dish of manna,  or a quail; 
Who front htior.fields to TottenhanDEdurt. 
In furious fits of zeal resort 
Praise what they do not understand, 
Turn up the eye, stretch out the hand, 
Melt into tears, whilst 	blows 
The twang of nonsense through his nose, 
Or 	deals in speculation, 
Or 	hums his congregation, 
Or 	talks with the lord of hosts,► 

with pillars and with posts; 
Who strictly watch, lest Satan 
Roaring like lion for Iris food, 
Ensnare their feet his fatal trap in, 
And their poor souls be taken napping; 
Who strictly fast, because they find, 
The flesh still wars.egainst the mind, 
And flesh of saints, like sinner's, must 
Be mortified, to keep down, lust; 
Who four times in the year at least, - 
Join feast of love to love of feast, 
Which, though the profligate and vain 
In terms of blasphemy propiane, 
Yet all the ceremony here'it 
Pure as the mysteries of Ceres

'
• 

Who, God's elect, with triumph feel . 
Within theritselves Salvation's:igen', 
And will not, must not,nlare not doubt, 	, 
That Heav'n itself can't blot It out; ' 
After they've done their holy tabours, 
Return ,to scandalize their neighbours, 
And think they can't serve Ileav'n•so well, 
As'with its creatures filling Hell: 
&u that, iuflam'd with holy pride, 
They save themselves, damn all beside. 
For persons, who pretend to feel 	• 
The glowings of uncommon zeal, 	, 
Who others scorn, and-seem to be 
Righteous in very great degree, 
Do, 'hove all others, take delight 
To-vent their spleen in tales of spite, 
And think, they raise their own renown 
By pulling of a neighbour's down; 
Still lying on• with Most success, 
Beeause they dimity profess, 
And make the outside of religion, , 
Like Mahonret's inspiring pigeon, 
T4 all their forgeries gain credit, 

• 'Tis enough sure that 	said it. 
" Bid what can all this rambling mean?. 

Was ever such an hodge-podge sects? 
Venus, Caseilia, saints and whores, 
'Thomas, Vertd, bells, It:lockers, doers, 
Lords, rogues, relations, ladies, ells, 
Stars, flambeaux, thunderbolts, horns, wits, 
Vulcan, and cuckold-maker, scandal,•' 
Music, and footmen,-ear of Handel, 

'1 
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Weather, news, envy, polities, 
Intrigues, and women's thousand tricks, 
Prudes, methodists, and devotees, 
Itastings, feasts, pray'rs; and charities, 
Ceres; with her mysterious train, 

- 	 and 
Flesh, spirit, love, hate, and religion, 

7A quail, a raven, and a pigeon, 	c  
All jumbled up in one large dish, 
RedOerring, bread, fowl, flesh, and fish. 

"-Where's the connection, where'ethe plan ? 
The devil sure is in the mark 	' 
All in an instant we are hurl'd 
From place to place all round the world, 
Yet find no reason- fcr it"—Mun-eir• 
There, my good critic, lies the hum,— 
" Well, but methinks, it would avail 
TO hnoNv the end of this"—A TALE. 

SITAICSPEABEi 
AN EPISTLE To mitt  O.ARItICK. 

THANKS 'to much industry and pains, 
Much twisting of the wit and brains, 
Translation 'has mileck'd the store, 
And spread abroad the 'Grecian lore, 

' While Sophocles his scenes are grown 
E'en as familiar as our own. 

No more shall Taste'presume to, speak 
From its enclosures in the Greek; 
But, all its fences broken down, 
Lie at the mercy of the town. - 

Critic, I hear thy torrent rage; 
.4, ,r is blasphemy-  agt4nst that stage, 
Which JE.schylus bis warmth design'd, 
Euripides his taste refin'd, 
And Sophocles his last direction 
Starrip'd with the signet of perfection." 

'Pesfeetioni 'tis a word ideal, 
'Fltat bears about it nothing real: 
For excellence *as never hit 
In the first essays of man's wit. 
Shall ancient worth, or ancient fame 
Preclude the moderns from their claim? 
Must they be blockheads, dolts, and fools, 
Who write not up to Grecian rules? 
Who tread in buskins arm socks. 
Must they be damn'd as heterodox, 
Nor merit of ,good works prevail, 

` Except within the classic pale? 
'T is stuff that bears the name of knowledge;- 
_Not current half a mile from college: 
Where half their lectures yield no more 
(Besure I speak of-times of yoke) 
Than just a ifiggard light, to mark 
How much we all are in the dark 7, 
As rtishlights in-a spacioug room, 
Just burn enough to-form a gloom. 

When Shakspeare leads the mind, a dance, 
, From: France to England, hence to France, 
-Talk not-to me of time and place; 

. 	1 own yin happy in the chase. • 
Whether the drama's here or there, 
Y1' is Nature; Shakspeare, eery where. 
The poet's fancy can create, 	, 
Contract, enlarge, annihilate, 
'Bring past and,present close together; 
In spite of distance; seas, or-weather; 

• 

• And shut up in a single action - 
What cost whole years in its tradsactiOn. 
So, ladies at a play, or rout; • 
Can flirt the universe about, 
Whose geographical account 
Is drawn and pictured on the mounct: 
Yet; when they pleases, contract the plan, 
And shut the world up in a fan. 

True genius, like Armida's wand, 
Can raise the spring from barren land. 
While all the art of imitation, 
Is pilf'ring from the first creation; ' 
Transplanting flowers, with useless toil, 
Which wither in a foreign sod. 
As conscience often sets us right 
By its interior active light, 
Without th' assistance of the laws 
To combat in the moral cause;  
So genius, of itself discerning, 
Without,the mystic rules of learning, 
Can, from its present intuition, 
Strike, at the truth'of composition. 

Yet those who breathe the classic vein, 
Enlisted in the mimic traia, 
Who ride their steed with double bit, 
Ne'er run away with by their wit, 
Delighted with the pomp of rules, 
The specious pedantry of schools, 
(Which rules, like crutches, ue'er became 
Of any use but to the lame) 
Pursue the method set before 'ern; 
Talk much of order, and decorum, 
Of probability of fiction, 
Of manners, ornaments, and diction, 
And with a jargon of hard names, 	• 
(A privilege which dulness claims, 
And merely us'd by way of fence, 
To keep out plain and common sense) 
Extol- the wit of ancient days, 
The simple fabric of their plays; 
Then from the fable, ail so chaste, 
Trick'd up in ancient-modern taste, 
SO mighty gentle all the while, 
In such a Sweet descriptive style, • 
While chorus marks the servile mode 
With fine reflection, in an ode, ' • 
Present you with a perfect piece, 
Form'O- on the model of old Greece. 

Come, pey,thee eritie; set 'before us; 
The use and office of a Chorus. 
What! silent! why 	I'll produce 
Its services from ancient use. 

'T is to be ever on the stage, 
Attendants upon grief or rage; 
To be an arrant go-between-, 
Chieknourrier at each dismal scene; 
Showing its sorrow, or delight; - 
By shifting dances, left and right, 
Wet much unlike our modern notions, 
Adagio or allegro motions; 
To watch upon the 'deep distress, 
And plaints of royal wretchedness; 
And when, with tears and execration, 
They've potied out all their lamentation, 
And-wept whole cataracts from their eyes. 
To call on rivers for supplies, 
And with their Hais, and Bees, and Hoes, 
To make a symphony of woes, 

Doubtless the ancients want-the art 
To strike at once ripen the heart:, 
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' Or why their prologues of a mile • 
°lmsimple—eall 	humble style, 
In unimpassion'd phrase to say, 
"'Pore thb beginning of this play, 
I, hapless Pelydore, was found 
By fishermen,Por others, droned 
Or " I, a gentleman, did wed, 
The lady 1 wou'd never bed, 
Great Agamemnon's royal daughter, 
Who's coining hither to draw water." 

Or need the Chorus to reveal 
RAlections, which the audience feet; 
And jog them, lest attention sink, 
To,  telt them how and what to think? 

Oh, where's the bard, who atone view 
Cquld leek 'the whole creation through, 
Who travers'd all the human heart, 
Without recourse to Grecian art?. 
He scorn'd the modei of imitation, 
Of altering, pilfering, and translation, 
Nor painted horrour, grief, or rage, , 
From models of a former age; 
The bright original he took, 
And tore the leaf from Nature's book. 
'Tis Shakspeare, thus, who standsalone-
-But why repeat what you have shown? 
How true, how perfect, and how well, 
The feelings of our hearts must tell. 

C. CHURCHILL 	 87. 
mighty critics to this present hour. 

,--The tribune's name surviv'd the tribune's pow'm 
Now quack and critic differ but in name, 

Empirics frontless both, they mean the same; 
This raw in physic,. that in letters fresh, 
Both spring, like warts, excrescence from the 

flesh:.  
Half form'd, half bred in printers' hireling schools, 
pew all profesilons have 'their rogues and fools, 	, 
Though the pert Witting, or the. coward knay, 

' Casts no reDection on the wise or brave.. 
Yet, in these leadea times, this idle age, 

When, bl4id with dulness, or as blind with rage, 
Author tainst authol- rails with venom cent, . 
And happy he who calls out 3 blocYtiead" first; 
From the low Earth aspiring genius springs, 
And sails triumphant, born on eagle wings. 
No toothless spleen, no venom'd critic's aim, , 
Shall rob. thee, Churchill, of thy proper fame;; 
While hitch'dfor ever in thy nervous rhyme, 
Fool lives, and shines out foot to latest time. . 

Pity perhaps might wish a harmless fool 
• Te• scape tit' Observance of the critic school; 
But if low Malice, leagu'd with Folly, rise, 
Arnett- with invectives, and hedg'd round with lies.; 
Should wakeful Dtfiness; if she ever wake, 
Write sleepy nonsense but for writing's sake,. 
And, stimg with rage, and piously severe, 
Wish bitter comforts to your dying ear; 	• 
if some small wit, some silk4in'd verseman, raked, 
For quaint reflections, in the putrid jakes, 
Talents usurp'd demand a censor's rage, 	• 
A dunce is dunce proscrib'd in ev'ry age. 

Coprtier, physician, lawyer, parson, cit, 
All, all are objects of theatrie wit. 	• 
Are ye then, actors, priviles'd alone, • 
To make that weapon, ridicule, your own ? 
Professions bleed not from his just attack, 
Wise laughs at pedant, coxcomb, knave, or quack; 
Fools on and off the stage are-fools the same, 
And every dunce is satire's lawful game. [room, 
Freely you thought, where thought has freest 
Why then apologise? for what? to whom? • 

Though Gray's-Inn, wits with author squires 
unite, 

And self-Made giants club their.labour1/41 mite, 
Though pointless satire make its weak escape, 
In the dull babble of a mimic ape, 
Boldly pursue where genius points the way, 
Nor heed what monthly puny critied say. 
Firm in thyself, with' calm- indifference smile, 
When the wise vet'ran knows you by your style, 
With critic scales weighs out the partial. wit, 
What t, or you, or he, or no one writ; 
Denying thee thy just and proper worth,. 
But to give Falshood's spurious issue birth; 
And all self-witl'd with lawless II:111(0W raise 
Malicious Slander on the base of Praise. 

Disgrace eternal wait the wretch's mime 	' 
Who lives on credit of a borrow'd fame; ' 
Who wears the trappings of another's wit, 
Or fathers headings which he could not get! . ' 
But shrewd Suspicion with her squinting eye, ' 
To truth declar'd, prefers a whisper'd lie. 
With greedy mind the proffer'd tale believes, 
Relates her wishes, and with joy.deeeivet. 	. 

The ivoild a pomptus name, by custom due 
To the small, circle of a talking few, 
With heart-felt glee th' injurious tract repeats, 
And sends the whisper buzzing through the streets: 

••••••••••••••••1 
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AN EPISTLE 70 c. CHURCHILL, 
AITTHOR OE THE ROSCIAD, 

IP at a tavern, where you'd wish to. dine, 
They cheat your palate with adulterate wine, 
Would you, resolve me, critics, for you' can, 
Send for the master up, or chide the man ? 
The man no doubt a knavish business drive% 
But tell me what's the master who connive's'? 
Hence you'll infer, and sure the doctrine's true, 
Which says, " No porter to a foul review." 
It matters not who vends the nauseous slop, 
Master or 'prentice; we detest the shop. 

Critics of old, a manly liberal race, 
Approv'd or eensur'd with an open face: 
Boldly pursa1 /41 the free decisive task, 
Nor stabb'd, conceal's' beneath a ruffian's vask.• 
To works, not men, with honest warmth, severe, 
Th' impartialjudges laugh'd at hope or fear: 
Theirs was the noble skill,'"with gen'rous aim, 
To fan true genius to an. active flame; 
To bring forth merit in its•strongest 
Or damn the blockhead to his native night. 
But, as all states tire subject to decay, 
The state of letters too will melt away, ' 
Smit with the harlot charms of trilling sound, 
Softness now wantons e'en on Roman ground; 
Where Thebans, Spartans, sought their honour'3 

graves, 3 	• 
Behold a weak enervate nice of slaves. 	. 	• 
In classic lore, deep science, language-dead, 
Though modern witlings are but scantly read, 
Professors' fail not, who will loudly bawl 
In praise of either, with the want of ail: 

' The author takes this- opportunity, notivith,  
standing all insinuations to the contrary,. to de-
dare, that he has no particular aim at a gentle, 
man, whose ability he sufficiently acknowledges. 
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.The prude demure, with sober saint-like air, 
Pities her neighbour, for she's wondrous fair. 
And when temptations lie before our feet, 
Beauty. is frail, and females indiscreet: 
She hopes the nymph will every danger shun; 
Yet prays devoutly that the deed were done. 
Mean time sits watching for the daily lie, 
As spiders lurk to catch a single 41y. 

Yet is not scandal to one sex cof,fin'd, 
Theugh- men would fix it on the weaker kind. 
Vets; this.great lord, creation's mastecN man„ 
Will vent his malice wherethe blockhead can, 
Imputing crimes, of which e'en though[-ii free, 
For instance now, your Rosciad, all 'to me. 

If partial" tiendsbip, in thy stew-ling lays, 
Grows all too wanton in another's praise, [known, 
Critics, who judge by ways themselves have 
Shall swear the praise, the poem is my own; 
For 't is the method in these learned, days 
Per ;wits to scribble first, andafter praise. 
Critics and Co. thus vend their wretched stuff, 
And help out nonsense by A monthly puff, 
Exalt to giant forms' weak puny elves, 
And descant sweetly on their own dear selves; 
For worlcs Per month by Learning's midwives paid, 
Demand a puffing in the way of trade. 

Reservkl and cautious, with no partial aim 
My Muse e'er sought to blast another's fame. 
With willing handcould twine a rival's bays, 
From candour silent where she could not praise: 
But if vile rancour, front (no matter who) 
-Actor, or mimic, printer, or review;  
Lies, oft o'erthrown-, with ceaseless venom-spread, 
Still hiss out scandal from their hydra bead; 
If the dull malice boldly walk the town, 
Patience herself would wrinkle to a frown. , 
Comethen with just& draw the ready pen; 
Give me the works, I would not know the men: 
All in their turns might make reprisals too, 
Had all the patience but to read them through. 
'Come, to the *nitwit, probe the desperate-wound,  
Nor spare the knife whereer infection'S found! 

But, Prudence, Churchill, or her sister, Fear, 
Whispers "'forbearance" to my •fright'ned ear. 
Oh ! then with me forsake the thorny road,,  
Lest we shOuld flounder in some Fleet-ditch,  Ode, 
Arid sunk for ever in- the lazy flood 
Weep with the Naiads heavy drops of mud. 

Hail mighty Ode ! which like a pieutre.fraure, 
Holds any portrait, and with any name; 
Or, like your nitches, planted thick and' thin, - 
Will serve-to cram the random hero in. 
Hailimighty bard toe---mhatso'er thy Dante, 

or Durfy, for it's all the same. 
To brother bards shall equal praise belong, 
Igor wit, for genius, comedy and song? 
No costive muse is thine, which freely rakes 
With ease familiar in the well-known jakes, 
Happy in skill to souse through foul and fair, 
And toss the dung out with a lordly air. 

.90 have I seen, amidst the grinning throng, 
The sledge puieession slowly draped along. 
Where the mock female shrew and hen-peck'd male 
Scoop'd rich contents from either copious pail, 
Call'd bursts of laughter from the roaring rout, 
And dasied and splash'd the filthy Trains about.. 

Murphy, 'who long waged unequal war with 
Churchill, Lluyd, and Co.. C. 

suit then, my friend, the Muses' toted abode, c• Alas! they lead not to prefermest's road. 
Be solemn, sad, put on the ywiestly frown, 
Be dull! 'tis sacred, and becomes the Own. 
Leave wit to others, do a Christian deed, [need. 
Your foes shall thank you, foY tley know their 

Broad is the path by learning's sons possess'd, • 
A thousand modem wits might walk abreast, 
Did not each poet mourn his luckless doom, 
Jostled by pedants out of elbow room. 
I, who nor court their love; nor fear their hate, 
Must mourn in silence o'er the Muse's fate. 
No right of common now on Pindut' hill, 
While all our tenures are by critics' will; 
Where, watchful guardians of the lady Muse, 
Dwell monstrous giants, dreadful tall Reviews, 
Who, as we read in fam'd romance of yore, 
Sound but a horn, press forward to the door: 
But let some chief, some bold advent'rous knight, 
Provoke these champions to an equal fight, 
Straight into air to spaceless nothing fall 
The castle, lions, giants, dwarf and all. 

III it befits with undiscerning rage, 
To-censure giants in this polish'd age. 
No lack of genius stains these happy times, 
No want of learning, and no dearth of rhymes. 
The see-saw Muse that flews by measur'd laws, 
In tuneful numbers, and affected pause, 
With sound alone, sound's happy virtue fraught, 
Which hates the trouble and expense of thought, 
Once, every moon throughout the circling year,. 
With even cadence charms the critic ear. 
.While, dire promoter of poetic sin, 
A Magazine must hand the lady in. 	[well, 

How moderns write, how nervous, strong and 
The ,Anti-Rosciad's decent Muse does tell: 
Who, while She strives to clearise each actorhurt, 
Daubi with her praise, and rubs him into dirt. • 

Sure never yet was happy era known 
So gay, so wise, so tasteful as our own. 
Our curious histories rise at once complete, 
Yet still continued, as they're paid; per 'sheet. 

See every science which the world would know, 
Your magazines shall every month bestow, ' • 
Whose very titles fill the mind•with awe,. 
Imperial, Christian, Royal, British, Law; 
Their rich contents will every reader fit, 
Statesman, divine, philosopher, and wit; 
Compendious schemes! which teach all things at 
And make a pedant coxcomb of a dunce. [once, 

But let not anger with such frenzy grow, 
Drawcansir like, to strike down friend and foe,. 
To real worth be homage duly paid, 
But no allowance to- the paltry trade. 
My.  friends I name not (though I boast a few, 
To me an honoUr, and to letters toe 	[pose; 
Fain would. I praise, but, when such things op- 
My praise of course must make them 	foes, 
e If manly Johnson, with satyric rage, 
Lash the dull follies of a trifling age 
If his strong Muse with genuine strength aspire, 
Glows not the reader with the poet's fire? 
His the true fire, where creep the witling fry 
To warm themselves:and light their rushlights by. 

What Muse- like Gray's shall pleasing pensive 
Attemper'd sweetly to the rustic woe? 	[flow. 
Or who like him shall sweep the Theban lyre, 
And, as his master, peer forth thoughts of fire?". 

E'en now to guard afflicted Learning's cause, , 
Te judge by reason's rules, and Nature's laws, .; 

   
  



Bo* we true critics in their proper right, 	• - 
3While Lowth and Learning, Hurd and Taste 

unite. 
Hail satred names!—.0h guard the Muse's 

page, 
Save your lov'd mistress from a ruffian's rage; 
See how she gasps and struggles hard for life,. 
Her wounds all bleeding from the butcher's knife: 
Critics, like surgeons, blest with curious art, 
Should mark each passage to the human heart, 
But not, unskilful, yet with lordly air, 
Read surgeon's lectures while they scalp and tear. 

To names like these I pay the hearty vow, 
Proud of their worth, and.not asham'd to how. 
To these inscribe my rude, but honest lays, 
And feel the pleasures of my conscious praise: 
Not that I mean to court each leaked name, 
And poorly glimmer from reflected fame, 
But that 	Muse, who owns no servile fear, 
Is proud to pay her trilling tribute here. , 

EPISTLE TO J. B. ES2. 1757. 
AGAIN I urge my old objeetion, 
That modern rules obstruct perfection, 
And the severity of taste 
Has laid the walk of genius waste. 
Fancy's a flight we deal no more in, 
Our authors creep instead of soaring, 
And all the brave imagination 
Is dwindled into declamation. 

But still you cry in sober sadness, 
" There is discretion e'en in madness." 
A pithy sentence, which wants credit! 
Because I find a poet said it: 
Their verdict makes but small impression, 
Who are known liars by profession. 
Rise what exalted flightsit will, 
True genius will be genius still; 
And say, that horse would you prefer, 
Which wants a bridle or a spur? 
The mettled steed may lose his tricks; 
The jade grows callous to your kicks. 

Had Shakspcare crept by modern rules, 
We'd lost his witches, fairies, fools: 
Instead of all that wild creation, 
He'd form'd a regnlat plantation, 
A garden trim, and all encjos'd, 
In nicest symmetry dispos'd, 
The hedges cut in proper order, 
Nor e'en a branch beyond the border; 
Now like a forest he appears, 
The growth of twice three hundred years; 
Where many a tree aspiring shrouds 
Its airy summits in the clouds, 
While round its root still love to twine 
The ivy or wild eglantine, 

" But ShakIpeare's all creative fancy 
Made others love extravagancy; 
While cloud-capt nonsense was their aim, 
Like Hurlothrumbo's mad lord Flame." 
True—who can stop dull imitators? 
Those younger brothers of translators, 
Those insects, which from genius rise,  
And buzz about, in swarms, like flies? 
Fashion, that sets the modes of dress, 
Sheds too her influence o'er the,press: 

r> 

	

)s. 	4; 
As formerly the sons of rhyme 	 • at" 
Sought Shakspeare's fancy and sublimeic 
By coot correctness now they hope 	is4! 
To emulate the praise of Pope. 
But Pope and Shaksi care both disclaim 
These low retainers to their fame. 

What task can Dulness e'er effect 
So easy, as to write correct? 
Poets, 'tis saiea are sure to split 
By too much or too little wit; 
So, to avoidqth' extremes of either, 
They miss their markiand follow neither; 
They so exactly poise the scale 
That neither measure will prevail, 	• 
And mediocrity the Muse 
Did never in her sons eXcuse.? 	) 
'Tis true, their tawdry works are grac'd 
With all the charms of modern taste, 
And every senseless line is drest 
In quaint Expression's tinselvest. 
Say, did you never chance to meet 
A monsieur-barber in the street, 
Whose rutile, as it lank depends, 
And dangles o'er his fingers' ends, 
His olive-tann'd complexion graces 
With little dabs of Dresden laces, 

for the body monsieur Puff, 
Would think e'en dowlas fine enough? 
So fares it with our men of rhymes, 
Sweet tinklers of poetic chimes. 
For lace, arid fringe, and tawdry clothes, 
Sure never yet were greater beaux; 
But fairly strip them to the shirt, 	• 
Tliey're all made up of rags and dirt. 

And shall these wretches bards commence, 
Without or spirit, taste, or sense ? 
And when they bring no obihrtreasure, 
Shall I admire theln for their measure? 
Or do 1 scorn the critic's rules 	• 
Because I will not learn of fools? 
Although Longinus' full-mouth'd prose 
With all the force of genius glows; 
Though Dionysius' learned taste 
Is ever manly, just ., and chaste, 
Who, like a skilful wise physician, 
Dissects each part of composition, 
And shows how beauty strikes the soul 
From a just compact of the whole; 
Though Judgment, in euintillian's page, 
Holds forth her lamp for ev'ry age; 
Yet hypercritics I disdain, 	. 
A race of blockheads dull and vain, 
And laugh at all-those empty fools, 
Who cramp a genius with dull rules, 
Aud what their narrow science mocks 
Damn with the name of herrodox. ' 

These butchers of a poet's fame, 	• 
While they usurp the critic's name, 
Cry--" This is taste—that's my opinion." 
And poets dread theirmock dominion. 

So have you seen with dire affright, 
The petty monarch of the slight, • 
Seated aloft in elbow chair, , 
Command the prisoners to appear, 	• ' 
Harangue an hour on watchmen's praise, 
And on the dire effect of frays; 
Then cry, " You'll stiller for your daring, 
And d•—•m you, you shall pay for swearing." 
Then turning, tell th' astonisied ring, 
" I sit to represent the king" 

. EPISTLE TO J B, ES( 
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ABOUT TO PUBLISH A VOLUME OF MISCELLANIES. 
WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1755. 

SINCE nom, all scruples cast away, 
Your works are rising into day, 
Forgive, though I presume to send 

. This honest counsel of a friend. 

	

Let not your verse, as verse now goes, 	• 
Be a strange kind of measur'd pose; 
Nor let your prose, which sure is-worse 
Want nought but measure to be verse. 
Write from your own imagination, 
Nor curb your Muse by imitation: 4  
For copies show, howe'er exprest, 
A barren genius at the hest. 
—But imitation's a1i the mode— 
Yet where one hits, ten miss the road. 

The mimic hard with pleasure sees 
Mat. Prior's unaffected ease: 

-Assumes his style, affects a story, 
Sets every circumstance before ye, 
The day, the hour, the name, the dwelling, 
And mars a curious tale in telling : 
Observes how easy Prior flows, 
Then runs his numbers down to prose. 

Others have sought the filthy stews 
To find a dirty slip-shod Muse. 
Their griping geniu, while it rakes 
'rue bogs, the common-sew'rs, and jakes, 
Ordure and filth in rhyme exposes, 
Disgustful to our eyes and noses; 
With many a dash—that must offend us, 
And mucht'* 	• 	• 	• 
A. • * 0 • • • 
• • 	0 	Hiatus non deflendus. 
0 Swift! how would'st thou blush to see, 
Such are the bards who copy thee? 

This, Milton for his plan will choose: 
Wherein resembling Milton's Muse? 
Milton, like thunder, rolls along 
In all the majesty of song; 
While his low mimics meanly creep, 
Nor quite awake, nor quite asleep; 
Or, if their thunder chance to roll, 
'T is thunder of the mustard bowl. 
The stiff expression, phrases strange, 
The epithet's preposterous change, 
Forc'd numbers, rough and unpolite, 
Such as the judging ear affright, 
Stop in mid verse. Ye mimics vile!. 
ls't thus ye copy Milton's style? 
His faults religiously you trace, 
But borrow not a single grace. 

How few, (say, whence can it proceed ?) 
Who copy Milton, e'er succeed!' 
But all their labours are in vain: 
And wherefore so?—The reason's plain. 
Take it for granted, 'tts by those 
Milton's the model mostly chose, 
Who can't write verse, and won't write prose. 

Others, who aim at fancy, choose 
To woo the gentle Spenser's Muse. 
This poet fixes for his theme 
A n allegory, or a dream; 
Fiction and truth together joins 
Through a long waste of flimsy lines: 
Fondly believes his fancy glows, C 
And image upon image grows; 
Thinks his strong Muse takes wondrous flights, 
Whene'er she sings of peerless wights, 
Of dens, of palfreys, spells and knights, 
'Till allegory, Spenser's veil 
T' instruct and please in moral tale, 
With him's no veil the truth to shroud, 
But one impenetrable cloud. 

Others, more daring; fix their hope 
On rivaling the fame of Pope. 

EPISTLE TO 771E SAME. 1757. 
HAS my goOd dame a wicked child? 
It takes the gentle name of wild; 
If chests he breaks, if locks he picks, 
'Tis nothing more than useful tricks: 
The mother's fondness' stamps it merit, 
Per vices are a sign of spirit. 

7Say, do the neighbours think tlunsame 
With the good old indulgent dame? 
trig gossip. Prate, 4` I hear with grid'' 
My neighbour's son's an aront thief. 
Nay, could you think it, I am told, 
Ile stole five guineas, all in gold. 
You know the youth was always wild-- 
He got his fattier's Maid with child; 
And robb'd his master, to defray 
The money he bad lost at play. 
AR means to save him must now-fail. 
What can it end in ?—II, a jail." 

Howe'er the dame doats -o'er her youth, 
My gossip says the very truth. 

Slut as his vices love would hide, 
Or torture them to virtue's side, ' 
So friendship's glass deceives the eye, 
(A glass too apt to magnify) 
And makes you think at least you see 
Some spark of genius, e'en in sue. 
You say should get fame: I doubt it: 
Per/mie am as well without it. 
For what's the worth of empty praise ? - 
What poet ever din'd on bays? 
For though'the laurel, rarest wonder! 
May screen us from the stroke of thunder, 
This mind I ever was, and am ip, 
It is no antidote to famine. 
And poets live on sledder fare, 
Who, like cameleons, feed on air, 
And starve, to gain an empty breath, 
Which only serves them after death. 

Grant 1 suoeeeelike Horace rise, 
And strike my head against the skies; 
Common experience daily shows, 
That poets have a world of foes; • 
And we shall find in every town 
Gossips enough to cry them down; 
Who meet in pious conversation 
'I" anatomize a reputation, 
With flippant tongue, and einpty head, 
Who talk of things they never read. 

Their idle censures 1 despise : 
Their niggard praises won't suffice. 
Tempt me uo more then to the crime 
01 dabbling hi the font of rhyme. 
My Muse has answer'd all her end, • 
If her productions please a friend. 
The world isburthen,d with a store, 
Why need I add one scribbler more? 
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§atige's the word against the timer.. 
These catch the dadenee-of his rhymes, • . 
And borne from earth by Pope's strong wings, 
Their Msis% aspires, and Way Rings 	• 
Her dirt up in the face of kings. 
In these the spleen of Pope welind; 
But where the greatness of his mind? • 
His numbers are their whole pretence, 
Mere strangers to his manly sense. 

Some few, the fav'rites of the Muse; 
Whom with her kindest eye she views; 
Round whom Apollo's brightest rays 
Shine forth with undiminish'd blaze; 
Some few, my friend, have sweetly trod 
In imitation's dang'rous road. , 
Long as tobacco's mild perfume 
Shall scent each happy ctsrate's• room, 
Oft as in elbow-chair he smokes, 
And quaffs his ale, and cracks his jokes, 
So long, 0 Brown'', shall lastthy praise, , 
Crown'd with tobacco.leaf for bays; 
And whosoe'er thy verse shall see, 
Shalt fill another pipe to thee. 

TO GEORGE COLMAN, ESe. 
A FAMILIat EPISTLE: WRITTEN JANUARY 1,1761, 

PROM TISSINGTON IN DEMME-VINE. 
FRINNDSHIk with most is deal and cool, 
A dolt, inactive, stagnant pool; , 
Yours like the livelreureent flows, 
And shares the pleasure it bestows. 
If there is aught, whose lenient -pow'r 
Can soothe affliction's painful hour, 
Sweeten the bitter cup of care, 
And snatch the wretched from despair,. 
Superiorto the sense of woes,  From friendship's source the balsam flows. 
Rich then am 1, possest of thine, 
Who know that happy balsam mine. 

In youth, from Nature's genuine heat, 
The souls congenial spring to meet, 
And emulation's infant strife, 
Cements the man in future 'life. 
Oft too the mind well-pleas'd surreys 
Its progress from its childish days; 
Sees how the current upwards ran, 
And reads the child o'er in the man. 
For men, in Reason's sober eyes, 
Are children, but of larger size, 
Have still their idle hives and fears, 
And bobby-horse of riper years. • 

Whether a blessing, or a curse, 
My rattle is the love of verse. 
Some fancied parts, and emulation, 
Which still aspires to reputation, 
Bade infant Fancy plume her Right, 
And held the laurel fullte sight, 
Tor Vanity, tie poet's sin, 
Had ta'en possession all within: 
And he whose brain is verse-possest, 
Is in himself as highly blest, 
As he, whose lines and circles vie 
With Heav'n's direction of the sky. 

Isaac Hawkins Brown, .esq., author of a piece 
called the Pipe of Tobacco, a most excellent imi-
tation otsix different authors. 

Howe'er the river rolls its fides, 
The cork upon the surface rides, 
And on Ink's ocean, lightly buoy'd, 
The cork of Vanity is Lloyd,. 
Let me too use the common claim 
And souse at once upon my name, 
Which some have done y/ith greater stress; 
Who know me, and'who love me less. 

Poets are ifti?y harmless things, 
unless you tease one till it stings; • 
And when aYronts are plainly meant, 
We're bound in lionotn• to resent: 	, 
And whatiribunal will deny 
An injur'd persoii to reply ?. 

In these familiar emanation!, 
Which are but writing conversations 
Where Thought appears in dishabille, 
And Fancy does just what she will, • 

'The sourest critic would excuse 
The vagrant sallies of the Muse: 
Which lady, for Apollo's blessing, 
Has still attended ,our caressing, 
As many children ronnd her sees 
A. maggots in a Cheshire 'cheese, 
Which 1 maintain at vast expenie, 
Of pen and paper, time and sense: , 
And surely 'twas no small miscarriage 
When first I enter'd into marriage. 
The poet's title, which 1 bear,- 

'With some strange castles in-the air, 
Was ail my portion- with the fair. 

However narrowly I look, 
In Phoebus's valorem book, 
I cannot from inquiry find 
Poets had much to leave behind. 
They bad a copyhold estate 
In -lands which they themserOes create, 
A foolish.titie to a fountain, 
A right of common in a• mountain, 
And yet they liv'd amongst th5 great, 
More than their brethren do of late; • 
Invited. out at feasts to dine, 
Eat as they pleas'd, and drank their wine; 
Nor is it any-Where set down 
They tipt the servants half-a-crown; , 
But pass'd amid the waiting thWang 
And.pay'd the porter with a. tong; 
As once, a wag, in modern days, ' 
When all are in these bribing ways; 
His shillings to dispense unable; 	- 
Scrap'd half the fruit from off the table, 
And walking gravely through the crowd, 
Which stood- obseqttiously, and bow'd, 
To keep the fashion up of tipping, 
Dropt in each hand a golden pippin. 

But•ther&s a difference indeed 
'Twixt ancient bards and modern bored. 
Though poet known, in Roman days, 
Fearless he tvalk'd the public iyays, 
Nor ever *new that sacred name 
Contemptuous smile, or painful. shame: 
While with a foolish face of praise, 
The folks would stop to gape and gaze, 
And half untokl the story leave, 
Pulling their neighbour by the-sleeve,' 
While th' index of the finger shows, 
.-e,There—yonder's IiSraee--there he goes. 

This finger, I alloy it true, 
Points at us modern poets too; 
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But 't is by way of wit and joke, 
To laugh; or as the phrase is, smoke. 

Yet there are those; who're fond of wit, 
Although they never ns'd it yet, 
Who wits and witlings entertain; 
Of taste, virtu, and judgment vain, 
And dinner, grace, and grace-cup done, 

• Expeet a wont-Nous steal of fun: 
Yes—,he at bottem-..don't you 'Kohn him? 

That's ,be that wrote the last new. poem. 
His,humour's exquisitely high, 
You'll bear him open by andby." • 

The man in print and conversation 
Have often very smart relation; 
And he, whoge humour hits the town, 

. When cepiettfairly;and set dinvn, 
In public company may pass, 
For little better than an ass. 
perhaps the fault is on his side, 
Springs it from modesty, or pride, 
Those qualities ashamed to own, 
For which he's happy to be known; 
Or that his nature's strange and shy, 
And diffident, he knows not why ; 
Or Rom a prudent kind of fear, 
As knOwing That the.world's severe, 
He would not suffer to escape 
Familiar wit in.easy shape: 
Lest 'gaping fools, and vile repeaters, 
Should catch her up, and spoil her features, 
And, for the Child's unlucky maim, 
The faultlesS parent come to shame. 

Well, but methinks I hear you say, 
" Write then, my friend!"—Write what?—" a 

play. 
The theatres are open yet, 
The market, for all stinting wit; 
Try the strong efforts of your pen, 
And draw the characters of men; 
Or bid the bursting tear to flow, 
Obedient to the fabled woe; 
With Tragedy's severest art, 

• -Anatomise:the hitman heart, 
And, that you may be understood, 
lid Nature speak, as Nature shou'd." 
That talent, George, though yet untried, 

Perhaps my genius has denied; 
While you, my friend, are sure. to please. 
With alt the pow'rs of comic ease. 

Authors, like maids at fifteen years, 
Are full of wishes, full of fears. 

, One might by pleasant thoughts be led, 
To lose a trifling maiden-head 
But 't is a terrible vexation 
Tq give up with it reputation. 
And he; Crlai has with plays to do, 
Has got the devil to go through. 
Critics have reason for their rules, 
I dread the censure of your fools. . • 
For tell met  and consult your pride, 
(Sgt Garrick for a while aside) 
How could you, George, with patience bear, 
The critic prosing hi the play'r? 

Some of that calling have 1 known, 
WhO held ne judgment like their own; 

, And yet their reasons fairly scan, 
And separate the Wheat and-bran; 
You'd be amaz'd indeed to find, 
What little wheat is left behind. 

For, after all theirmighty 

G Of chatt'ring round and round about; 
'Tis bet a kind of clock-work talking, 
Like crossing on the stage, and walking. 
• The form of this tribunal past, 

The play receiv'd, the parts all cast, 
Each actor has his own -objections, 
Each character, new imperfections: 
The man's is drawn too coarse and rough, 
The lady's has not smut enough. 
Tt wants a touch of Libber's ease, 
A higher kind of talk to please; 
Such as your titled folks would choose, 
And lords and ladyships might use, 
Which style, wheuver would succeed in, 
Must have small wit, and much good breeding. 
If this is dialogue-,-ma foi, 
Street sir, say 1, pardonnez moi ! 

As long as life and business last, 
The actors have their several cast, 
A walk Where each his talent shows,. 
eueens, nurses, tyrants, lovers, beaux; 
Suppose you've found a girl inerit, 
Would show your part in all its spirit, 
Take the whole meaning in the scope, 
Some tittle lively thing, like Pope', 
You rob some others of a feather, 
They've worn for thirty years together. • 	• 

But grant the cast is as you like, 
To actors which. you think will strike. 
To rnorrotv theit—(bid as you know 
I've ne'er .a comedy to show, 
Let me a while in conversation, 
Make free-with yours for application) 
The arrow's flight can't be prevented— 
To morrow then, will be presented 
The Jealous Wife! To morrow? Right 
How do y4t1 sleep, my friend, to night? 
Hare you no pit-pat hopes and fears, 
Roast-beef, and catcalls in your ears? 
Mabb's wheels across your temples creep, 
Yoe toss and tumble in, your sleep, 
And crs aloud, with rage and spleen, 
" That fellow murders all my scene." 

To morrow comes. I know your merit, 
And see the piece's fire and spirit; 
Yet friendship's zeal is ever hearty, 
And drads the efforts of a party. 

The Coach below, the clock gone five, 
Now to the theatre we drive: ' 
Peeping the curtain's eyelet through; 
Behold the house in dreadful view! 
Observe how close the crities 'sit, 
And not one bonnet ii, the pit. 
With tumour hear the gaileriei ring, 
" Nosy! Black Joke! God save the King!" 
Sticks clatter, catcalls scream, " Encore I" 
Cocks crow, pit hisses, s-alleries roar: . 

" Cha' some oranges," is found 
This night to have a.-dreadful sount: 

decent sables on his back, 
(Your prologuisers all wear black) 
The prologue comes; and, if its mine, 
Its very.  good, and very fine: 
If not, I take a pinch of snuff, 	• 
And,  wonder where you got such stuff. 

'that done, a-gape the critics sit, 
Expectant of the comic wit. 

I Miss Pope, still an actress of genuine merit. c. 

   
  



ODES. 
She bids pursue the fav'efte road 

Of loftycloud-capt Ode • 
Meantime each baits, with eager speed, 
Vaults on the Pegaseatt steed: 

Yet not that Pegasus of yore, 
Which th' illustrious Pinder bore, 

But;one, of nobler breed; 
High blood and youth, his lusty veins Inspire: 

From T3ttipontimoy he came, 
Who knows not, Tottipontimoy, thy name? 
The bloody .4toutder'd Arab was his sire: 	 3  
His Whitenose2, he o3 farnkl Doncastria's plains` 

Nesign'd his fatal breath: 
In vain faille the struggling courser strains. . 

Alt! who. can run the race with peath? 
The tyrant's speed, or Irian or-steed, 

Strives all in vain to fly.' 
Heleads the chase, he wins the race, 

We stumble, fall, and die.. 

Third from Whitenose springs 
Pegasus with eagle wings.: 

Light o'er the plain, as dancing cork, 
With manYa bound lie beats the ground, 

While all the Turf with acclamation rings 
He won NorthaMpton; Lincoln, Oxford, York: 

Be too Newmarket won: 
There Granta's son 
Seiz'd on the steed; 

And thence him led, (so Fate decreed) 
To wheread Cain, renown'd in poet's song, 

With his dark and inky waves, 

'TWO 

The fiddlers play again pelt-melt;  
But hist l—thoprompter rings his bell. 

..-" Down there? hats off!"—the curtain draws! 
What folhAvs is—the just applause. 

TwO ones-. 
4i4NANTA ITNEToniN. Es 
aE TO SIAN, EPIVIHNECIN 

Pinder, Olymp. 
ODE I. 

DAUGHTER of Chaps and old Night, 
Cimmerian Muse, all hail 

That wrapt in never-twinkling gloom canst write, 
And shudowest meaning with thy dusky veil! 

Ittat poet sings, and strikes the strings ? 
It was the mighty Theban spoke, , 

He from the ever-living lyre 
With magic hand elicits fire. 

Heard ye the din of modern rhimers bray? 
It was cool M—n, or warm G--3''t 
. Involvkt in tenfold smoke. . 

The shallow fop in antic vest, • 
Tied of the beaten road, 

Proud to be singly drest, 
Changes, with every changing moon, the mode. 
Say, shall not then the Ileav'n-horn Muses too 

Variety pursue? 
Shall not applatiding critics hail the vogue? 
Whether the Muse the style of Cambria's sons, 

Or the rude gabble of the Huns, 
Or the broader dialect 
Of Caledonia she affect, 

Ot take, Hibernia, Thy still ranker brogue? 

On This terrestrial bait 	• - 
The tyrants, Fashion, governs.all. 

She, fickle goddess, whew, in days of yore, 
The ideot Moria, op the banks of Seine, 
Unto an antic fool, bight Andrew, bore: 

Long she paid him with disdain, 
And long his pangs in silence he conceal'd: 
At length, in happy hour, his tove-sick pain 
On thy blest calends, April, he 1eveal'd. 

From their embraces, sprung, 
Ever changing, ever ranging, 

Fashion, goddess ever young. . 

Perch'd on-the dubious Iteigdit, she loves to ride, 
Upon a weather-cock, astride.. 

Each blast that blows, around she goes, 
While nodding o'er her crest, 

Emblem of her magic pow'r, 
The light camelion stands confect, 

Changing it's hues a thousand times an hour. 
And in a vest is' she array'd, 

Of many a dancing moors-beam made, 
Nor zoqelessis her waist: 

But, fair and beautiful, I weep, 
As the cestus-cinctur'd queen, 

Is with the rainbow's shadowy girdle brac'd.  

tither bank in silence laves, 
Winding slow his sluggish streams along. ., 

What stripling neat, of visage sweet, 
In trimmest guise artIty'd,.' 

First the neighing steed assay'd? 
His hand a taper switch adorns, his heel 
Sparkles refulgent with elastic steel: 
The whiles he wins his whift?ing way, 

Prancing, ambling, round and-round, 
Byhill, and dale, and mead, and greensward gay: 

Till sated with the pleasing ride, 
From the lofty steed dismounting, 
Ile lies along, enwrapt in conscious pride, 

By gurgling rill, or crystal fountain. 

Lo! next, a bard, secure of praise, 
His self-complacent countenance displays. 
His broad' mustachios, ting'd with golden dye, 
Flame, like a meteor, to the troubled air: 
Proud his demeanor, and his eagle eye, War-. 

O'erdtung with lavish' lid, yet shone with glorious 
The grizzle grace 

Of bushy peruke shadow'd o'er his face. 
In large-wide boots, whose pondtrous weight 
Would sink' each wight of modern date, 
He rides, well-pleas'd: so large a pair 
Not Garagantua's self might wear: 
Not he, of nature fierce and cruel, 

Who, if we trust to ancient ballad, 
Devourkl, three pilgrims in a salted; 

'Nor be of fame germane, bight Pantagruel. 

• 4, 

93• 

I I take the liberty of inserting the two follows 
ing 'odes, though i cannot, with strict propriety, 
print them as my own composition. :rte truth is, 
they were written in concert with a friend, to 
whose labours I amalways happy toadd my own.: 
I mean the author of the Jealous Wife. 

The author is either mistaken in this placc;or 
has else indulged himself in a very unwarrantable' 
poetical licence. Whitenose was not the sire, 
but a son -of 'the Godolphin Arabian. See my 
Calendar. 	Heber. 
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Accoutrat thuk?th,  advent'rous youth 

Seeks not the level lawn, or velvet mead, 
Fast by whose side clear streams meandring 

But urges on, amain the fiery steed [creep; 
• 11, Snowdon's shaggy side, or-Cambrian rock en- 

	

Where the venerable herd 	[couth: 
Of goats, with long and sapient heard, 

And Wanton kidlings their blithe revels keep. 
Now up the mountain see him strain? 	. • Now down the vale he's tost, 
Now flashes on the sight agaio, 

Now in the palpable Obssure quire lost. 
' • 

Man's feeble race eternal dangers wait;- 
With high or tow, all, all is woe, 

Disease, miAhaneeS, pale fear;. and -dubious Tate. 
But, o'er every peril honsoding, 

Ambition. views not ai  the its surrounding, 
And, tiptoe on the mountains steep, 
Reflects not on the yawning deep. 

See,see, he soars! With mighty wings outspread, 
And long resounding mane, 
The courser quits the plain, 

Aloft in air, see, see hint bear 
The bawd, who shrouds 	' 

IBS lyric glory in the clouds, 
Too fond to strike the stars with lofty head! 
He topples headlong from the giddy height, -

Deep la the Cambrian gulph immerg'd in endless 
night. 

0 steed divine'? what daring spirit 
,Rides thee now? though he inherit 
,Nor the"pride, nor self-opinion?  
Which elate the mighty pair, 
Each of Taste the fav'rite minion, 
Prancing throw/tit the desert air; 

By help mechanic of equestrian block, 
Yet shill he mount, with' classic housings grac'd, 
And, till unheedfut of the critic mock, 
Drive his light courser o'er the bounds of Taste. 

ODE 71. 
TO OBLIVION. 

• 
PARENT of• Ease ' ! Oblivion -old, 
Who lov'st thy dwelline-place to hold, 
Where sceptred Pluto keeps his dreary sway, 
Whose sullen pride the shiv'ring ghosts obey! 

Thou, -who delightest still to dwell 
By some hoar and moss-grown cell, 

At whose dank foot Cocytus joys to;r011, 
Or Streblack streanis, whloh even Jove control! 

Or if it.suit thy better will 
To choose the tinkling weeping rill, 

' Hard by wh?se side the seeded poppy_red 
Heaves high in air his sweetly curling head, 

. While, creeping in meanders slow,' 
Lethe's drowsy waters flow, 

And hollow blasts, which never cease to sigh, 
Hum.to each care-struck mind their 	.by ! 

• A prey.no  longer let me be 
To that gossip Memory, 	. 

According, to Lillteus, who bestows the pas • 
rental function on Oblivioq. 

Verha Obliviscendi regunt Genitivum. 
Lib. xiii.-cap. 8. 

• There is a similar passage in Busbmus. 

Who waves her banners trim, and proudly (lies 
To spread abroad her bribble-brnbble lies. 

With thee, Oblivion, let me go,. 
For Memory's a friend to woe; 

With thee, Forgetfulness, fair silent queen, • 
The solemn stole of Grief is never seen. • 

All, all is thine. Thy pow'rful sway 	-
The throng'd poetic hosts obey: 

Though in the Van of Me:n'ry proud t'appear, 
At thy command they darker, in the rear. 

What though the modern tragic strain 
Formine whole days protract thy reign, 

Yet through the Nine, like whelps of currish kind, 
Scarcely it lives, weak, impotent, and blind. 

Sacred to thee the crambo rhyme,, 
The motley forms of pantomime: 

For thee from 	throat still loves tO 
The soothing sadness of his warbled woe: 

Each day to thee falls pamphlet clean: 
Each month a new-born magazine: 
Hear then, 0 goddess, hear thy vot'ry's Pray'r ! 
And, if thou deign'st to take one moment's care, 

Attend thy bard! who duly pays 
The tribute of his votive lays • 

Whose Muse still offers at thy sacred shrine;— 
Thy bard, who calls thee his, and makes him 

0, sweet Forgetfulness, supreme 	[thine. 
• Rule supine o'er ev'ry theme, 
O'er each sad subject, o'er each soothing strain, 
Of mine, 0 goddess, stretch thine awful reign! 

Nor let Mem'ry stealmne note, 
Which this rude hand to thee bath wrote! 

So shalt thou save me from the poet's shame, 
Though on the letter'd rubric Dodsley post my 

name. • 
O come! with opiate poppies crown'd, 
Shedding slumbers soft around! 	[sack!— 
O come! fat goddess, drunk -with laureats' 
See, where she sits on the benumb'd torpedo's 
Me, m thy dull Elysium lapt, 0 bless [back! 

With thy calm forgetfulness! 
And gently lull my senses all the while 
With placid poems in the sinking style! 

Whether the Herring-poet sing, 
Greatlanteat of the fishei' king, 

Or Lyeophron prophetic rave his fill, 
Wrap( in the darker strains Of Johnny 

Or, if he sing, whose verse affords 
A bevy of the choicest words, 
Who meets his lady &use by moss-grown cell, 
Adorn'd with epithet and tinkling bell: 

These, goddess, let me still forget, 
With all the dearth of modern wit! 

So may'st thou gently .o'er my youthful breast 
Spread, with thy welcome hand, Oblivion's fliendly 

vest. 

' THE PROGREge OP( ENVY. 
WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1731. 

.Asr me! unhappy state of mortal tight, 
Sith Envy's sure attendant upon Fame, 
Ne doth she rest from rancorous despight, 
Until she works him mickle woe and shame; 
Unhappy he whom Envy thus doth spoil, 
Ne cloth she check her ever restless hate: 
Until she doth•his reputation foil: 

   
  



THE PROGRE SS OF ENVY. 
Ah! luckiest imp is he, whose worth selate, 
'Forces him pay filtis heavy tax for being great. • . 

There stood an ancient mount, yclept Parnass, 
(The fail domain of sacred Poesy) 
'Which, with fresh odours ever-blooming, was 
Besprinkled drith the dew of Castaly ; [glides, 
Which now in soothing murmurs -whisp'ring • 
Wat,ring with genial waves the fragrant soil, 
Now rolls adown the »fountain's stecpy sides, 
Teaching the vales full beauteously to smile, 

Dame Nature's handy-work, notforned bylab'ring 
toil. 

• The Muses fair, these peaceful shades among, 
With skilful fingers sweep the trembli ng strings; 
The air, in silence listens to the song, 
And Time forgets to ply his hazy wings; 
Pale-visag'd Care, with foul unhattow'd feet, 
Attempts the summit of the hill to gain, - 
Ne can the hag arrive the blissful seat; 
Her unavailing strength is spent in vain, 

Content on the top, and 'mocks-her empty paint 

. Oft Phcebus self left his ditine abode, 
• And here enshrouded in a shady bow'r, 

,Regardless of his state, lay 'd by the god, 
And own'd s*eet Music's more alluring pow'r. 
On either side was piac'd a peerless wight, 
Whose merit long .had fill'd the trump of Fame; 
This, Fancy's darling child, was Spenser bight, 
Who piedfull pleasing on the' banks of Tame; 

That no less fam'd than he, and Milton was his 
name. 

In these cool bow'rs they live Supinely calm; 
Now harmless talk, now emulously sing; 
White Virtue, pOuring round her sacred balm, 
Makes happiness eternal as the spring. 
Alternately they. sung; now Spenser '.gais, 
Of jousts and tournaments, and champions 

strong; 
No* Milton Sung of disobedient man, 	• 
And Eden lost: the bards around them throng, 

Drawn by the wondrous magic-of their princes' 
song. 

Not far from these, Dan Chaucer, ancient wight, 
A lofty seat on Mount Parnassus field, 	' 
Who long had been the Muses' chief delight; 
His reverend-locks were silver'd o'er wittlield; 
Grave was his visage, and his habit plain;' 
And while he sung, fair l*ure he display'd, 
In verse albeit uncouth, and simple strain; 
Ne mote fie well he seen, so thick the shade, 

Which elms and aged oaks had all around him 
• made. 

Next Shakspeare sat,. irregularly great,' 
And in his hand a magie rod did hold, 
Which visionary beings did -create, 
And turn the foulest dross to purest golds: 
Whatever Mirits rove in earth or sir, 
Or bad or good, obey'his dread command; 
To his behests these willingly repair, 
Those aw'd by terronrs of his magic wand, 

The which not all their pow'rs united might with: 
stand. 	• 

Beside the bard there Stood- a beauteous maid, 
Whose glittering appearance dimm'd thekeyets; 
Her thin-wrought vesture various tints display'd, 
Fancy her name;  ysprong of race divine;  

But to! thick togs fronroitt the earth arise, 
And murky mists the-buxom air invade, 
Which witheontagion dire infect the skies, 
And all around their baleful influence shed; 
Th' infected sky, which whilom was so fair, 
With thick Cimmerian darkness is o'nrspread; 
The Sun, which whilom shone without compare, 
Muffles in pitchy veil his radiant head, 

And-fore the time sore-grieving seeks his wat'ry 
bed, 

Envy, the daughter of fell 'Aelteron, 
(The flood of deadly hate and gloomy night) 
Had left precipitate her Stigiast throne, 
And through the flighted heavens wing'd her 

flight: 
With careful eye each realm she did explore, 
Ne mote she ought of happiness observe; 	• 
For happiness, alas! was now no more; 
Seth ev'ry- one from virtue's paths did swerve, 

Andtrample on religion base ,designs to serve. 

At length, on blest Parnassus-seated high, 
Their temple circled with a laurel crown, 	'• 
Spenser and Milton mdt her scowling eye, 
And turn'd her horrid grin into a frown. 
Full fast unto her sister did she poSt, 	• 
There to unload the venom of her breast, 
• To tell how all her happiness-was crust, 
Sith others were of happiness possest 	• 

Did never gloomy Hell send forth like ugly pest: 
, 	 . 

Within-Me covertof a gloomy wood, 	• •  
Where fun'ral cypress star-proofbranches spread, 
O'ergrown with tangling briers a Cavern stood; 
Fit place for melancholy dreary heads. " • • - • 
Wimpted. A woril,  used by Spenser for hung 

down. Thelinc enclosed within commas is one of 
Fairfax's in his translation of Tasso. 

2  Dreary-head. Gloominess, 

Her mantle wimpleill low, her silken hair, 
Which loose . adown her welhturn'd shoulders 

stray'd, 
" She made a net to catch The wanton Air," 
Whose love,siek breezes all around- her play'd 

And seem'd in whispers soft to court the beav'nly 
maid." 

• 
And ever and anon she wav'd in air 
A sceptre, fraught-with an-creative pow'r: 
She war!ditt rou»d:.e'ftscrons there-dia appeir 
Spirits and witchesaforms unknown before:' 
Again she lifts her wonder-working wand; 
Eftsootl upon the flow'ry plain were seen 
The gay inhabitants of fairie land, 
And blithe attendants wpoiihlab their queen 

In mystic circles dane'd along th' enchanted green. 

On tit' other 'side stood-Nature, goddess fair; 
A matron seem'd she, and' of manners staid; 
Beauteous her fern', majestic ,Was her air, ; 
In loose attire of purest white array'd: 
A potent rod she bore, whose pow'r was such,. 
(As-from her darling's works -may wellhe shown) 
That often with its sou!-enchanting tench, 

' 	She rais'd or joy, or catts'd the deep-felt groan, 
And each man's passions made stMservient to her 

own. 
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Here a deformed monster joy'd to won, 
Which on fell rancour ever was ybent, 
All from the rising to the setting sun, 
Her heart pursued spite with black intent, 

Ne could her iron mind at human woes relent. 

In flowing sable stole she was yet-ad, 
Which with her countenance did well accord; 
Forth from her mouth, like one through grief 

gone mad, 
le frothy sea of neneeous foam wasepour'd; 
A ghastly grin and eyes squint, display 
The rancour which herhellish thoughts contain, 
And how, when man Is'lleet, She pin6 away, 
Burning he turn his happieess to pain; . 

Malice the netister4s name; ,,afoe. to God and man. 

Along the floor black loaths9me toads still 
crawl, 

Their gullets swell'd with poison's mortal bane; 
Which ever and anon they spit at ale 	' 
Whom hapless fortune leads too near her den; 
Around her waist, in place of silken zone, 
A life-devouring viper rear'd his head, 
Who no distinction madelwixt friend and foen, 

, But death en ev'ry side -fierce brandished, 
Fly, reckless mortals, fly, in vain is hardy-head3. 

Impatient Envy, through th' .etherial waste, 
With inward,  venom fraught, and deadly spite, 
Unto this cavern steeled her panting haste, 

, Enshrouded in a darksome veil of night, 
Her inmost heart burnt with impetuous ire, 
And fell destruction sparkled in her look, 
Fier ferret eyes flash'd with revengeful fire, 
Awhile contending passions uttealice choke, 

At length the fiend‘in furious toile her silence 
broke. 

"'Sister, arise! see how our pow'r decays, 
No more our empire thou and I can boast, 
Sith mortal man now gains immortal praise, 
Sith man is blest, and thou and I are lost: 
See in what state Parnassus' hill appears; 
See Phoebus' self two happy bards atween; 
See how the god their song attentive hears; 
This.  Spenser bight, that Milton, well I weep! 

Who can behold unmov'd sike heart-tormenting 
scene? 

" Sister, arise! ne let our courage droop, 
Perforce we will compel these mortals own, 
That mortal force unto our force shall stoop; 
Envy and Malice then shall reign alone: 
Thou best tins known to file thy tongue with lies, 
And to deceive mankind with specious bait: 
Like Truth accoutred, spreadest forgeries, 
The fountain of contention and of hate: 

Arise, unite with me, and be as whilom great!" 

The fiend obey'd, and with impatient voice.—
" Tremble, ye bards, within that blissful seat; 
Malice and Envy shall o'erthrow your joys, 
Nor Phoebus self shall our designs defeat. 
Shall we, who under friendship's feigned veil, 
Prompted the bold archangel to rebel; 
Shall we, who under show ofeacred zeal, 
Plung'd half the pow'rs of Heav'n in lowest Hell-e-

Such vile disgrace of us no mortal man shall tell." 

3  Hardy-head. Courage, . 

And now, more hideous rendered to the sight, 
By reason of her raging cruelty, 
She burnt to go, equipt in dreadful plight, 
And find fit engine for her forgery. < 
Her eyes inflam'd did cast their rays askance, 
While hellish imps prepare the monster's car, 
In which she might cut through the wide ex-

panse, 
And find out nations tire extended far, 

When all was pitchy dark, ne twinkled one bright 
star. 

Black was her chariot, drawn by drag ems dire, 
And each fell serpent had a double tongue, 
Which ever and anon spit flaming 
The regions of the tainted air emu). ., 
A lofty seat the sister-monsters bore, 
In deadly machinations dose combin'd, 
Dull Folly drove with terrible uproar, 
And cruel Discord follow'd fast behind; 

God help the man tainst whom such caitiff foes 
are joined. 

Aloft in air the rattling chariot flies, 	' 
While thunder harshly grates upon its wheels; 
Black pointed spires of smoke around them rise, 
The air depress'd unusual burthen feels; 
Detested sight! in terrible array, 
They spur their fiery dragons on amain, 
Ne mote their anger suffer cold delay, 
Until the wish'd-for region they obtain, 

And land their dingy car on Caledonian plain. 

. 	Here; eldest son of Malice,- long had dwelt 
A wretch of all the joys of life forlorn; 
His fame on double falsities was built: 
(Ah ! worthless son, of worthless parent born!) 
Under the show of semblance fair, he veil'd 
The black intentions of his hellish breast; 
And by these guileful means he more prevail'd 
Than had he open enmity profest; 

The wolf more safely wounds wheu in sheep's 
clothing drest. 

Him then themselves atween they joyful place, 
(Sure sign of woe when such are please!, alas!) 
Then Measure hack the air with swifter pace, 
Until they reach the foot of ,Mount Parnass. 
miner in evil hour the monsters came, 
And with their new companion did alight, 
Who long had lost ell sense of virtuous shame, 
Beholding worth with poisonous despight; 

On his success depends their impious delight. 

Long burnt be sore the summit to obtain, 
And spread his venbm o'er the blissful seat; 
Long burnt he sore, but still he burnt in vain; 
Mote ropecome there, who come with impious 

feet.  
At lenth, at unawares, he out drh spit 
That spite which else had to liiiradf been bane; 
The venom on the breast of Milton lit, 
And spread benumbing death through every vein; 

The bard of life bereft fell senseless on the plain. 

As at the banquet of Thyestes old, 
The Sun is said hhte shut his radiant eye, 
So did he now through grief his beaiee with- 

hold, 
And darkness to be felt o'erwhelned the sky; 
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Forth issued from their dismal dark abod4a , 	• 

- 3 Tisb birds attendant upon hideous night, 
Shriek-owls and ravens, whose fell croaking bodes 
Approactiing death to miserable Wight: 

Did never mind of man behold sike dreadful sight? 

ArseIto wails dis darling done to die 
B foul attempt of Envy's fatal bane; 
The Muses sprinkle him with dew of Cast*, 
And crown his death with many a living strain; 
Hoary Parnassus beats his aged breast, . 
Aged, yet neer before did sorrow know; 
The Rowe -,, drooping their despair attest, 
Th' ag,g,rk ed rivers querulously flow; 

All nature sudden groan'd with sympathetic woe.. 

But, lo! the sky a gayer livery wears, 
The melting clouds begin to fade apace, 
And now the cloak of darknessAsappears, 
(May darkness ever thus to light give place!) 
Erst griev'd Apollo jocund looks resumes, 
The Nine renew their whilom cheerful Ong, 
No grief Parnassus' aged breast consumes, 
For from the teeming earth new flowers sprung, 

The -plenteous rivers flow'd full peacefully along. 

The stricken bard fresh vital heat renews, 
Whose blood, erst stagnant, rushes through his 

veins; 
Life through each p'\re her spirit doth infuse, 
And Fame by Malice unextinguish'd reigns: 
And see, a form breaks forth, all heav'nly bright, 
Upheld by one of mortal progeny, 
A female form, yclad in snowy-white, 
Ne half so fair at distance seen as nigh; 

Douglas and Truth appear, Envy and Lauder-die. 

Tn.your decision he submits his cause, 
Secure of candour, anxious for applause. 

But if all rude, his artless scenes deface 
The simple beauties which he meant to grace; 
If, an invader upon others' land, ' 
Ile spoil and plunder with a robber's hand, 
.Do justice on him!—as on fools before, 
And give to blockheads past one blockhead more. 

• 

. P R 01.0 G UB, 
INTENDED 61'0 IIAVE BEEN SPOKEN AT DRURY-

LANE TISEATRE, ON HIS MAJESTY'S BIRTHS  
DAY, 

GENIUS, neglected; 'mourns his wither'd bays; 
Butaoars to Ileav'n from virtue's generous praise. 
When kings thelsselves the proper judges sit 
O'er -the. blest realms of science, arts, and wit, 
Each eager breast beats high for glorious fame, 
And emulation glows with active flame. 
Thus, with Augustus rose imperial Rome, 
For arms reaown'd abroad, for arts at home. 
Thus, when Eliza fill'd Britannia's throne, 
What arts, what learning was not then our own? 
Then sinew'd genius strong and nervous rose, 
In Spenser's numbers, and in Raleigh's prose; 
On Bacon's lips then every science hung, [tongue. 
And Nature spoke from her own Shakspeare's 
Her patriot smiles f,111, like refreshing dews, 
'To wake to life each pleasing useful Muse, 
While every virtue which the queen profess'd, 
Beat-Wel on her subjects, but to make them- blest 
.0 glorious times!-0 theme of praise divine! 
—Be happy, Britain, then—such times are thine. 

Behold e'en now strong science imps her wing, 
And arts revive beneath a patriot king. 
The Muses too burst forth with double light, 
To shed their lustre in a monarch's sight. 
His cheering smiles alike to all `extend--
Perhaps this spot may boast a royal friend. 
And when a prince, with early judgment grac'd, 
Himself shall marshal out the way to taste, 
Caught with the flame 'Perhaps e'en here may rise 
Some powerful genius of uncommon size, 
And, pleas'd with Nature, Nature's depth explore, 
And be what our great Shakspeare was before. 

PROLOGUE TO HECUBA. 
SPOKEN BY MR. GARRICK, 1761. 

A Grecian bard, two thousand years ago, 
Plann'd this sad fable of illustrious woe; 
Waken'd each soft emotion of the breast, 
And call'd forth tears, that would not 4 supprest. 

Yet, 0 ye mighty sirs, of judgment chasste, 
Who, lacking genius, have a deal of taste, 
Can you forgive our modern ancient piece, 
Which brings no chorus, tho' it comes from 

Greece? 	, 
Kind social Chorus, which all humours meets, 
And sings and dances up and down the streets. 

! might true taste, in these unclassie days, 
Revive the Grecian fashions with their plays! 
Then, rais'd on stilts, our players would stalk and 

age,  
And, at three steps, stride o'er a modern stage; 

PROLOGUE TO -THE JEALOUS WIFE. 
SPOKEN BY AIR. GARRICK. 

THE Jealous Wife! a comedy ! poor man! 
A charming subject! but a wretched plan. 
His skittish wit, o'erleaping the due bound, 
Commits flat trespass upon tragic ground. 
tuarrels, upbraidings, jealousies, and spleen, 
Grow too familiar in the comic scene. 
Tinge but the language with heroic chime, 
'T is passion, pathos, character, sublime! 
What. round big words had swelPd the poUpous 
A king the husband, and the wife a queen ! [scene, 
Then might Distraction rend her graceful hair, 
See sightlessforms, and scream; and gape, and stare. 
Drawcansir Death had rag'd without control, 
Here the drawn dagger, there the poison'd bowl. 
What eyes had stream'd at all the whining woe! 
What hands had thunder'd at each Halt, and Oh! 
But peace! the gentle prologue custom sends, 
Like drum and serjeant, to beat up for friends. 
At vice and folly, each a lawful game, 
Our author flies, but with no partial aim. 
lie read the m/insers, open as they lie 
In Nature's volume to the general eye. 
Books too he read, nor blush'd to use their store— 
Ile does but what his betters did before. 
Shakspeare has done it, and the Grecian stao.e 
Caught truth of character from Homer's page. 

If in his scenes an honest skill is shown, 
And borrowing little, much appears Isis own; 
If what a master's happy pencil drew 
lie brings more forward, in dramatic view; 
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Each gesture then would boast unusual charms, 
From lenglfien'd legs, stufPd body, sprawling aims! 
Your critic eye would then no pigmies see, 
But buskins make a giant e'en of me. 
No features then the poet's mind would trace, 
But one black vizor blot out all the face. 
0! glorious times, when actors thus could strike, 
Expressive, inexpressive, all alike ! 
Less change of face than in our Prch they saw, 
For Punch can roll his eyes, and wag his jaw; 
WiUt one set glare they mouth'd the raw i ng verse ; 
Our (log and Magog look not half s8" fierce! 

Yet, though depriv'd of instruments like these, 
Nature, perhaps, may find a way to please; 
Which, Ifheresoe't r she glows with genuine. flame, 
In Greece, it, Rom in England, is the same. 

Of raillery then, ye modern wits, beware, 
Nor damn the Grecian poet for the player. 
Theirs was the skiii, with honest help of art, 
To win, by just degree, the yielding heart. 
What if our Shakspeare claims the.Magic throne, 
And in one instant makes us' all his own; 
T/ey differ only in one point of view, 
For Shakspeare's nature, was their nature too. 

ODE 
SPOKEN ON A PUBLIC OCCASION AT WESTMINSTER- 

SCHOOL. 

NOR at Apollo's 'vaunted shrine, 
Nor to the fabled Sisters Nine, 

Offers the youth his ineffectual vow, 
Far be their rites!'—Such worship fits not now; 

When at Eliza's sacred name 
Each breast receives the present flame: 

While eager genius plumes her infant wings, 
And with bold impulse strikes th' accordant 

Reflecting on the crowded line 	[strings,  
Of mitred sage4,hards divine, 

Of patriots, active in their country's cause, 
Who plan her councils, or direct her laws. 

Oh Memory ! how thou lov'st to stray, 
Delighted, o'er the flow'ry way 

Of childhood's greener years! when simple youth 
Pour'd the pure dictates of ingenuous truth! 

'Tis then the souls congenial meet, 
Inspied with friendship's genuine heat, 

Ere interest, frantic zeal, or jealous art, 
Have taught the language foreign to the heart. 

'Twas here, in many an early strain 
Dryden first try'd his classic vein, 

Spired his strong genius to the distant goal, 
In wild effusions of his manly soul; 

When Bugny's skill, and judgment sage, 
Reprciss'd the poet's frantic rage, 

Cropt his luxuriance bold, and blended taught 
The flow of numbers with the strength of thought. 

Nor, Cowley, be thy Muse forgot! which strays 
In wit's ambiguous flowery maze, 

With many a pointed turn awl studied art: 
Though affectation bkit thy rhyme, 
Thy mind was lofty and sublime, 

And manly honour dignifieff thy heart: 
Though fond of wit, yet firm to virtue's plan, 
The poet's trifles ne'er disgrae'd the man. 	•  

Well might thy morals sweet engage 
Th' attention of the mitred sae, 

Smit with the plain simplicity of truth. 
For not ambition's giddy strife, 
The gilded toys of public life, 

Which snare the gay unstable youth, 
Could lure thee from the sober charms, 
Which laps thee in Retirement's arms, 

Whence thou, untainted with the pride of state, 
Cohld'st smile with pity on the bustling great. 

Such were Eliza's sons. Her fost'ring care 
Here bade free genius tune is grateful song, 
Which else had wasted in the desert air, 
Or droop'd unnotic'd 'mid the vulgar throng. 

—Ne'er may her youth degenerate shame 
The glories of Eliza's name! 
But with the poet's phrensy bold, 
Such as inspir'd her bards of old, 

Pluck the green laurel-from the hand of Fame! 

THE TEARS AND TRIUMPH OF PAR- 
NASSUS: 

AN ODE. SET TO MUSIC, AND PERFORMED AT 
DRURY-LANE, 1760. 

The scene discovers Apollo and the Nine Muses in, 
their proper habits. 

APOLLO. 
FATE gave the word; the deed is done; 

Augustus is no more; 
His great career of fame is run, 

And all the loss deplore. 
[The Muses tear off their laurels. 

CALLIOPE. 
Well, sisters of the sacred spring, 
Well may you rend your golden hair; 
Well may you now your dirges sing, 
And pierce with cries the troubled air; 

CHORUS. 
,Fate gave the word, &c. 

CLIO. 
Founded in justice was his sway; 
Ambiton never mark'd his way. 

CALLIOPE. 
Unless the best ambition that can fire 
A monarch's breast and all his soul inspire,. 
The gen'rous purpose of the noble mind, 
The best ambition—to serve human kind. 

APOLLO. 
Yes, virgins, yes; that wish sublime 
Rank'd him with those of earliest time,. 

Who for a people's welfare strove; 
Whose spirits breathe etherial air, 
And for their meed of earthly careP 

Drink nectar with Olympian Jove. 

CALLIOPE. 
Oh Truth! fair daughter of the sky, 
And mercy!—that with asking eye • 

Near the Omnipotent- do'st stand; 
And, when mankind provoke his rage, 
Do'st clasp _his knees, his wrath assuage., 

And win the thunder from his hand!. 

   
  



THE TEARS AND TRI 
CLIO. 

Ohl white-rOlaRtalt ! celestial maid! 
Twin-born with leistieei by whose aid 

He liv`ri the guardian-of the laws; 
Dear Liberty! round Albion's isle 

-That bid'st eternal sunshine smile, 
Who now will guard your sacred cause? 

ClIORVS. 
Dear Liberty, ete. 

CALLIOPE. . 
Where were ye. Muses, %viten the fatal sheers 
The Fury rais'd, to close his revtrend years? 
But ah ! vain wish!-.-- you could not stop the 

blow! 
No omen warn'd ye of th' impending woe. 

APOLLO. 
See! where Britannia stands ,. 
With close infolded hands, • 

Oa yonder sea-beat sliord4;' 
Behold her languid air! 
Lo! her dishevell'd hair! 

Majestic now no more! 	• 	, 
Stilt on the sullen wave her eye is•bent, 
The trident of the main thrown idle by; 
Old Thames, his Sea-green mantle cent, 
Inverts his urn, and heaves a.dolefursigh. 

Hark! to the winds and waves 
Frantic with grief she raves, 

And, " Cruel gods'!" she cries; 
Each chalky cliff around, 
Each rock returns the sound,- 

And " Gruel gods!" replies. 
CALLIOPE. 

See! the procession sad and slow, 
Walks in a solemn pomp of veoc 
Through awful arches, gloomy aisles, 
And rows of monumental piles, 
Where lie the venerable just, 
'Where heroes moulder into dust. 

Now quietly inurn'd he lies, 
Pale! pale! inanimate and cold! 

Where retina him baleful vapours rise, 
'Midst bones of legislators old! 

CLIO. 
Of him who sought th' ambitious Gaul 

O'er thick-embattled plains, 
Who felt, who liv'd, and reign'd for all, 

This only now remains. 
APOLLO. 

Bring, in handfuls', lilies bring; 
Bring me all the flow'ry spring,. 
Scatter roses on his bier; 
Ever honourkl, ever dear! 

ClIORES. 
Scatter roses, &c. 	 3 

• 	 MERCURY descends. 
No more, 'harmonious progeny of Jove, 

The great, the good Augustus reigns above, 
No more let funtral accents rise; 

Translated to his kindred skies. 
CLIO. 

No more for my historic page—. 
CALLIOPE. ' 

No more for my great epic rage.... 

PMPH OF PARNASSUS. 
BOTIL, 

Will by the hero now be done,- 
CHORUS. 

His great career of fame is run, 
And all the loss deplore. 

Enter MARS. 
Lo! Mart, from his beloved land, 
Where Freedom long bath dx'd her stamp 

' Bids ylcollect your flowing hair, 
And again the Iguret wear 	• 

For see! 41ritannia rears her drooping head; 
Again resumes her trident of the main; 
Thames takes his 11111, and seeks hii5wat'ry bed, 
While gay Content'sits smiling on the plain. 

Hark! a glad voice, 
Proelaims,the people's choice. 

,CHORUS, within the scenes. 
He is our liege, our rightful lord! 	, 
Of heart and tongue With one accord 

. 	We all will sing 
Long live the king! 

He is our liege!—Lhe 	alone? 
With British heart he mounts the throne: 
,Around him throngs a loyal band; 
He will protect his native land! 
He is our liege, &c. 	• 

.[The Muses rise and put on their laurels. 
- CALLIOPE. 

The Muses now their heads shall raise; 
The arts to life shall spring; 

Virgins, we'll trim our wither'd bays, 
And wake each voca string; 

Now shall the sculptor's happy skill 
Touch the rude stone to life; 

The painter shall his canvas fill, 
Pleas'd with his mimic 4trife. 

CLIO. . ' 
Sweet Mercy! Faith! celestial Truth! 
Now by your aid the royal youth 

Shall-live the guardian of the laws; 
Dear Liberty! round Albion's isle 
That, bid'st eternal sunshine smile, 

He now will guard youi sacred cause. 
APOLLO., 

Blest prince! whose subjects in each adverse hour 
For freedom still have stood! 	• 

Blest islet whose prince but deems the sov'reign 
The pow'r of doing good ! 	 (pow'r, 

MARS. 
Now open all your Helicon; explore' 

Of harmony the loftiest store; 
Let the drum beat 'alarms, 
Such as rouse us to arms; 	' 

The trumpet's shrill clangor shall pierce through 
the sky! 

Swell the rapture, swell it high; 
And in notes sublime and clear 

Pour the strong melody that Heav'n may hear. 
APOLLO. 

• Nothing mortal Willi sound; 
Lo! 'the flame, the flame divine! 
High I mount, I quit the ground, 
Holy fury! 1 am thine. 
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With rage possest 
Big swells my breast! 

In visions rapt, before my sight appears 
A brighter order of increasing year's. 

MARS. 
I see The Rhine devolve his flood 

Deep,eriinson'd with the Gallic blood! 
I hear, I hear the distant roar 
Of ruin on you hostile shore! 
Ic.see, young prince, to thee I see 
The savage Indian bend tjte knee! 
Lo! Afric from her sablelings 
Her richest stores in tribute brings! es 

And farthest fIld, beneath the rising 
Lays down Ign• armc, and venerates thy sway. 

CALLIOPE. 
- I see Bellonahanish'd far ! 

I see him close the gates of War. 
While purple Rage within 
With ghastly ire shall grin, 
And rolling his terrific eyes, 
Where round him heaps of arms arise, _ 

Bound with. a hundred brazen chains, 
in vain shaft foam, and thirst for sanguine plains. 

CLIO. 
Sweet Peace returns; 
O'er Albionn sons 

She waves her dove-like wings; 
On ev'ry plain 	' 
The shepherd train 

Their artless loves shall. sing. 
Vale Discord shall fly 

From the light of the sky, 
To hlwelt Cocytus hurl'd; 

There, them shall feel 
lxion's wheel, 

The Furies with their serpents cured; 
With the treasing toil shaligroan 
Of the unconquerable stone, 

And leave in harmony the British world. 
APOLLO. 

Piiiceed great days; lead on th' auspicious years; 
,Such years (—tin- lo! the scene of fate appears!; 

• Such years, the Destinies have said, shall roll: 
Jove nods consent, and thunder shakes the pole. 

ARCADIA. A DRAMATIC PASTORAL'. 
SCENE I. A view of the, country. 

Shepherds and Shepherdesses. 
CHORUS. 

SHEPHERDC buxom, blithe and free, 
Now's the time for jollity. 

SYLVIA. 
• AIR. 

Hither haste, and bring along 
Merry tale and jocund song, 
To the pipe and tabor beat 
Frolic measures with your feet. 

• 
I Performed at Drury-lane theatre, in honour 

of their present majesties' marriage. The music 
was composed by Stanley. C. 

DAMON, 
And hark ! from rock to rock the sound 

Of winding horn, and deep,mouth'd hound, 
Breaking with rapture on the ear, 
Proclaims the blithesome Pheebe near: 
See where she bastes with eager pace, 
To spent the joys that paint her face. 

SCENE 11. Opens to a prospect of rocks. 
Huntsmen, huntresses, Scc. coming dorch from them. 

PIREBE. 
Hither I speed with honest glee, 

Such as befits the mind that's free; 
Your cheerful troop, blithe youth to join, 
And 'nix my social joys with thine. 
Now may each nymph, and frolic swain, 
O'er mountain steep, or level plain, 	• 
Court buxom Health, while jocund` horn 
Bids Echo wake the sluggard Morn. 

AIR. 
When the Morning peeps forth, and the Zephyr's 

' cool gale, 	 [dale; 
Carries fragrance and health over mountain and 

I Up, 'ye nymphs, and ye swains, and together we'll 
rove, 

Up hill, down the valley, by thicket or grove: 
Then follow with me, where the-welkin resounds 
With the notes of the horns, and the cry of the 

c hounds. 
Let the wretehedbe &vest° ambition and wealth.; 

Alt the" blessing we a4k is the blessing of health: 
So shall innocence self give a warrant to joys 
No envy disturbs, no dependance destroys: 
Then, follow ivith me, where the welkin resounds 
With the notes of the horn, and the cry of the 

hounds. 	, 
O'er hill, dale, and woodland, with rapture we 

roam; 
Wet returning, still find the dear pleasures at home; 
Where the cheerful good Innuoust  gives honesty 

grace, 	 [face: 
.And the heart speaks content in the smiles of the 
Then follow with me, where the welkin resounds 
With the notes of the horn, and the cry of the 

hounds. 
DA AVETAS, 

RECITATIVE. 
Small care, my friends, your youth annoys, 

Which only looks to present joys. 

Ev'sy gift of time employ; 
Make the most of proffer'd joy, c' 
Pleasure hates the scanty rules 
Portion'd out by dreaming fools. 

CHORUS. 
Shepherds, buxom, blithe and free, 

Now's the time for jollity. 
[A dance of shepherd's, (Vs: 

SYL VIA. 
RECITATIVE. 

Rejoice, ye happy swains, rejoice; 
It is the heart that prompts the voice. 
Be sorrow banish'd far away; 
'l'hyrsis shall make it holiday. 
Who at his name can joy suppress? 
Arcadian-born to rule and bless. 
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Though the white locks of silver'd age, 
And long experience hail thee sage; 
Ill suits it in this joy, to wear 
A brow so overhung with care. 
Better with us Ihy voice to raise, 
And join a whole Arcadia's praise. 

DELIA. 
AIR. 

Shepherds, shepherds, com$away, 
Sadness were a sin to day. 	. 
Let the pipe's merry notes aid the skill of the 

voice; 
For our wishes are crowit'd, warl our hearts shall 

rejoice. 
Rejoice, and be glad; 
For sure he is mad 

Who, where mirth and good humour, and har- 
mony's found, 

Never catches the smile, nor lets pleasure go 
round. 

• 5 	 Let the stupid be grave, 
?T is the viceof the slave,. 
Bat can never agree 
With a maiden like me, 

Who is born irr a country that's happy and free. 
DAIICIETAS. 

	

RECITATIVE. 	• 
What means this rapture, Delia ? Show 
Th' event ourloosoms burn to know? 

DELIA. 
Now as I trod yon verdant side, 
Where Ladon rolls its silver tide, 
All gayly deck'd in gorgeous state, 
Sail'd a proud `barge of richest freight: 
Where sat a nymph, more fresh and fair 
Than blossoms which the morning air 
Steals perfume from; the modest grace 
Of Maiden blush besilread her face. 
Hither it made, and on this strand 
?owl its rich freight for shepherds' land. 
Ladon, for this, smooth flow thy tide! 
The precious freight was Thyrsis' bride. 

DA 111YETAS. 
With you I joy that Thyrsis reigns 

The guardian o'er his native plains: 
But praise is scanty to reveal 
The speaking blessings all must feel. 

DAMON. 
True, all mast feel—,but thankless too? 

Nor-give to virtue, virtue's.due? 
My grateful heart shall ever show 
The Alebt I need not blush to owe. 

- fr.! 
AIR. 

That I go where I list, that I sing what I please, 
That my labour's the price of contentment and 

ease, 
That no Care from abroad my retirement annoys, 
That at home I can taste the true family joys, 
That my kids wanton safely o'er meadows and 

rocks, 
That my sheep graze secure from the robber or 

fox
'  
• 

These are blessings I share with the rest of the 
swains, 

For it's Thyrsis who gave them, and Thyrsis 
maintains. 

DAMiIITAS. 
RECITATIVE. 

Perisirmy voice, if e'er I blame 
Thy duty to, our guardian's name! 
His active talents 1 revere, 
But eye them with-a jealous fear. 
Intent to form our bliss alone, 
The generous youth forgets his own; 
Nor e'er his busy mind employs 
To find Al partner of his joys. 
So might his happy offspring own 
The virtue which- their sire bath shown. 

AIR. 
With joy the parent loves to trace 

Resemblance in his cliildreia's face: 
And as he forms their docile youth 
To walk the steady paths of truth, 
Observes them shooting into men, 
And lives in them life o'eragain. 

While active sous, with eager flame; 
Catch virtue at their father's nettle; 
When full of glory, full of age, 
The parent ("tits this busy stage, 
What in the sons we most admire, - 
Calls to new life the honour'd sire. 

SYLV/A. 
RECITATIVE. 

O prudent sage, forgive the zeal 
Of thoughtless youth. With thee I feel,. 
The glories now Arcadia shares 
May but embitter future cares. 

Oh mighty Pan'! attend Arcadia's voice, 
Inspire, direct, and sanctify his -choice. 

'SYLVIA. 
° 

AIR. 
So may allthy sylvan train, 

Dryad, nymph, and rustic faun, 
To the pipe and merry strain, 

Trip it o'er the russet lawn! 
May no thorn or bearded grass. 
Hurt their footsteps as they pass, 
Whilst in gam4o/s round and round 
They sport it <,:'er the shaven ground! 

Though thyyrinx, lite a dream, 
Flying at the face fif day, 

• Vanialediythe limpicl.stream, 
Bearing all thy hopes away, 

If again thy heart should bury, 
In caressing, 

, Blest, and blessing, 
May'st thou Iliad a wish'd return. 

CHORUS. 
0 mighty Pan ! attend Arcadia'ivoiee, 

Inspire, direct, and sanctify his choice. 
[A dance of huntsmen and huntreuer. 

ETAS.  
RECITATI YE. • 

Peace, shepherds, veace, with. jocund air, 
Which speaks a heart unknown to'care, 
Young Delia 'tastes. The glad surprise' 
Of rapture flushing from her eyes. 

Enter Delia. 

   
  



[Here follows apnstoralprocessiontc, the wedding 
of 7'hyrsis.) 

PRIEST. 
RECITATIVE. 

Mighty Pan! with tender care, 
View this swain and virgin fair; 
May they ever thus impart 
Just return of heart for heart. 
May the pledges of their bliss 
Climb their knees to share the kiss. 
May their steady blooming youth, 
While they tread.  the paths of truth, 
Virtues catch from either side, • 
From the bridegroom and the bride. 

CHORUS. 
May their steady blooming youth, 
While they tread the paths of truth, 
Virtues catch from either side, 
Prom the bridegroom and the bride. 

AN EPISTLE TO MR. COL.7.11AN. 
VVRYITHN IN THE YEAR l'156. 

You know, dear George, I'm none of those 
That condescend to write in prose; • 
Inspir'd with pathos and sublime, 
I always smite—in aggrel rhyme, , 
And scarce can ask you how you do, 
Without a jingling line or two. 
Besides, I always took delight in 
What bears the name of easy writing: 
Perhaps the reason makes it please 
Is, that I find it's writ with ease. 

I vent a notion herein private, 
Which public taste can ne'er connive at, 
Which thinks no wit or judgment greater 
Than Addison and his Spectator, 

t Who says (it is no matter where, 
`But that he says it, I can swear) 
With easy verse most bard's are smitten, 
Because they think it's easy written;. 
Whereas the easier it appears, 
The greater narks of care it wears; 
Of which, to give an explanation, 
Take this by way of illustration : 
The fam'd Mat. Prior, it is said, 
Oft bit his nails, and scratch'd his head, 
And chang'd a thought a hundred times, 
Because he did not like the rhymes. 
To make my meaning clear, and please ye, 
In short, he labour'd to write easy. 
And yet no critic e'er defines 
His poems into labour'd lines, 
I have a simile will hit him; 
His verse, like clothes, was made to fit him, 
Which (as no taylor e'er denied) 
The better fit, the more they're tried. 

HAMEETAS. 
RECITATIVE. 

Stop, shepherds, if aright I hear, 
The sounds of joy proclaim them near : 
Let's meet them, friends, I'll lead the way; 
Joy makes me young again to day. 

SCENE III.. 	c. 
A Viftt, of the sea, with a vessel at a distance. 
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Though I have mentioned Prior's name, 

Think not I aim at Prior's fame. 
'Tis the result of admiration 
To spend itself in imitation; 
If imitation may be said, 
Which is in me by nature bred, 
And you have better proofs than these, 
That Pm idolahir of case. 

Who, but a madman, would engage 
A poet in the present age ? 
Write what we will, our works bespeak us 
Irn itatores, servum pecus. 
'Pale, elegy, or lofty ode, 
We travel in the beaten road: 
The proverb still sticks closely by us, 
Nil dictum, quod non dictum prim. 
The only comfort that I know 
Is, that 't was said an age ago, 
Ere Milton soar`d in thought sublime, 
Ere Pope retired the chink of rhyme, 
Ere Colman wrote in style so pure, 
Or the great 'Two the Connoisseur; 
Ere I burlesqu'd the rural cit, 
Proud to hedge in my scrapsmf wit, 
And happy in the close connection, 
'I" acquire some name from their reflection; 
So (the similitude is trite) 
The Moon still shines with borrow'd light, 
And, like the race of modern beaux, 
Ticks with the Sun for her lac'd clothes. 

Methinks there is no better time 
To show' the pee I make of rhyme, 
Than now, when I, who from beginning 
Was always fond of couplet-sinning, 
Presuming on good-nature's score, 
Thus lay my bantling at your door. 

The first advantage which 1 see, 
Is, that I ramble loose and free: 
The bard indeed full oft complains, 
That rhymes, are fetters, links, and chains, 
And when he wants to leap the fence, 
Still keep him pris'ner to the sense. 
Howe'er in common-place he rage, 
Rhyme's Iike your fetters on the stage, 
Which when the player once hath wore, 
It makes him only strut the more, 
While, raving in pathetic strains, 
He shales his legs to clank his chains. 

From rhyme, as from, a handsome face,  
Nonsense acquires a kind of grace; 
I therefore give it all its scope, 
That sense may unperceiv'd elope: 
So ministers of basest, tricks 
(I love a fling at politics) , 
Amuse the nation, court, and king, 
With breaking Powke, and hanging Byrig; 
And make each puny rogue a prey, 	, 
While they, the greater, slink away. 
This simile perhaps would strike, 
If matcli'd with something more alike,; 
Then take it dress'd a second time 
In Prior's ease, and my sublime. 
Say, did you never chance to meet 
A mob of people in the street, 
Ready to give the robb'd relief, • 	. 
And all in haste tp catch a thief, 
While the sly rogue, who filch'd the prey, 
Too close beset to run away, 
" Stop thief! stop thief!" exclaims aloud; 
And so escapes among the crowd? 
So ministers, St.e, 	. 

   
  



ObEngland, hoF I mourn thy fate! 
For sure thy losses now arc great; 
Two such t,  what Briton can endure, 
Minorca and the Connoisseur! 

To day, before -the Sun' goes down, 
Will die the censor, Mr. Town! 
He dies, whoe'cr takes pains to con him, 
With blushing honours thick upon him; 
0 may his name these verses save, 
Be these inscrib'd upon his graye! 

Know, reader, that on Thursday died 
The Connoisseur, a suicide ! 

' Yet-think not that his soul is fled, 
Nor rank him 'monist the vulgar dead. 
Howe'er defunct you set him down, 
He's only going out of Town. 

TIIF PUFF. 

BOOKSELLER. . 

MUSEUM, sjr! that's not enough. 
New works, we know, require a puff; 
A title to entrap the eyes, 
And catch the reader by surprise: 
As gaudy signs, which hang before 
The tavern or the alehouse door, 
Hitch every paSser's observation,. 
Magnetic in their invitation.' 
—That Shakspeare is prodigious fine! 
Shall we step in, and taste the wine? 
Men, women, houses, horses, books, 
All borrow credit from their looks, 
Externals have the gift of striking, 
And lure the fancy into liking. 

Atmton. 
Oh! I perceive the thing you mean—

Call it St. James's Magazine. 
BOOKSELLER. 

Or the NeW British— 
AUTHOR. 

Ott ! no more. 
One name's as good as half a score. 
And titles oft give nothing less 
Than what they staringly profess. 
Puffing, I grant, is all the mode; 
The common hackney turnpike road : 
But custom is the blockhead's guide, 
And such low arts disgust my pride. 
Success on merit's force depends, 
Not on the paxtial voice of friends; 
Not on the seems, that bully sin; 
But that which passelh show within: 
Which bids the warmth of friendship glow, 
And wrings conviction from a foe.— 
Deserve success, and proudly claim, 
Not steal a .passage into fame. 

BOOKSELLER. 
Your method, sir, will never do; 

You're right in theory; it's true. 
But then, experience in our trade 
Says, there's no harm in some parade. 

THE PUFF. 

Suppose we laid, by Mr. "Lloyd ? 
AUTHOR. 

The very thing I would avoid; 
And would be. rather pleas'd to own 
Myself unknowing, and unknown: 
What could th' -unknowing Muse expect, 
But information or neglect? 
Unknown—pekhaps her reputation. 
Escapes the tax .of defamatioa, 
And wrapt an darkness, laughs unhurt, 
While critic blockheads throw their dirt: 
But he wilo madly prints his name, 
'Invites lira foe to take sure aim. 

. BOOKSELI4R. 
True—but a name will always bring 

A better sanction to the thing: 
And all your scribbling foes are such, 
Their censure cannot hurt you much; ' 
And, take the matter ne'er so ill, 
If you -don't print it, sir, they will. 

AUTHOR. 
Well, be it so-that struggle's o'cr--

Nay,+khis shall prove one spur the more. 
Pleas'd if success attends, if not, 
I've writ my name, and Made a blot. 

BOOKSELLER. 
-But a good print. 	- 

AUTHOR. 
The print? why there 

1 trust to honest Leach's' care. 
What is't to me? in verse or prose, 
I find the stuff, you make the clothes: 
Add paper, print, and all ach dress, 
Will lose no credit:from his press. 

nooltsELLEn.' 
You quite mistake the thin, I mean, 

fetch you, sir, a magazine; 
You see that picture there—the queen. 

AUTHOR. 
A dedication to her too!. 

What will not folly dare to do? 
O days of art ! when happy skill 
Can raise a likeness whence it will; 
When portMits ask no Reynolds' aid, 
And queens and kings are ready made. 

No, no, my friend, by helps like these, 
I cannot wish my work should please; 
No pictures taken from the life, 
Where all proportions are at strife; 
No hummingbird, no painted dower, 
No, beast just landed in the Tower, • 
No wooden notes, no coloned map, 
No country-dance Shall stop a gap; 

3  O Phitomath, be not severe, 
If not brie problem meets you here; 
Where gossip and neighbour. B, 
Pair, like good friends with C and D; 
And E F 0, H I K join; 
And curve and incidental line 
Pall out, fall in, and cross each other, 
Just like a sister and a brother. 
Ye tiny poets, tiny wit's, 
Who frisk about on tiny tits, 

A DIALOGUE BETWEEN THE BOOKSELLER AND 
AUTHOR. 

PREFIXED TO THE ST. JAMB'S MAGAZINE, 
SEPTEMBER, 1162. 
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1  Dryden Leach, a _printer of note at that 
time. 	C. 

   
  



104 	 LLOYD'S POEMS. 
Who words disjoin, and sweetly sing, 	• 
Take one third part, and take the thing; 
Then close the joints again, to frame 
Some lady's or some city's name, 
Enjoy your own, your proper Phmbus ; 
We neither make, nor print a rebus. 
No erambo, no acrostic fine, 

. Great letters lacing down each ling.; 
No strange conundrum, no invention 
Beyond the reach of comprehension, 
No riddle, which whoe'er unties, 
Claims twelve Museums fofthe prize, 
Shall strive to please you, at th' expellee 
Of simple taste, and common sense. 

BOOKSELLER. 
But would not ornament produce 

Some real grace and proper rise? 
A frontispiece would have its weight, 
Neatly engrav'd on copper-plate. 

AUTHOR. 
Plain letter-press shall do the feat, 

What need of foppery to be neat? 
The paste-board Guard delights me more, 
That stands to watch a bun-house door 2, 
Than such a mockery of grace, 
And ornament so out of place. 

BOOKSELLER. 
But one word more, and I haVe done—

A patent might ensure its run. 

AUTHOR. 
Patent! for what! can patents give 

A genius? br make Vockheads live? 
If so, 0 hail the glorious plan! 
And buy it at what price you can. 
But what, alas! will that avail, 
Beyond the propetty of sale ? , 

- A property of little worth, 
If weak our produce at its birth. 
For fame, for honest fame we strive, 
But not to struggle half alive, 
And drag a, miserable being, 
Its end still tearing and fbreseeing. 
Oh ! may the flame of genius blaze, 
Enkindled with the breath of praise! 
But far be ev'ry fruitless puff, 
To blow to light a dying snuff. 

BOOKSELLER. 
But should not something, sir, be said, 

Particular on ev'ry head? 
What your originals will be, 
What infinite variety, 
'Mullin-II in parr°, as they say, 
And something neat in every way? 

AUTHOR. 
I wish there could—but that depends 

Not on myself, so much as friends. 
I but set up a new. machine, 
With harness tight, and furnish'd clean; 

2  This paste-board GuaKl might have been seen, 
until within these few years, at various bun-houses 
and tea-gardens in the vicinity of the metropolis. 

C. 

Where such, who think it no disgrace, 
To send in time, and take a place, 
The book-keeper shall minute down, 
And I with pleasure drive to town. 

BOOKSELLER. 
Ay, tell them that, sir, and then say, 

What letters come in every day; 
And what great wits your care procures, 
To join their social hands with yuurs. 

AUTHOR. 
What! must I huge proposals print, 

Merely to drop some saucy hint, 
That real folks of real fame 
Will give their works, and not their name? 
—This puff's of use, you say—why let it, 
We'll boast such friendship when we get it. 

Get it! Ay, sir, you do but jest, 
You'll have assistance, and the best. 
There's Churchill—will not. Churchill lend 
Assistance? 

AUTHOR. 
Surely—to his friend. 

• BOOKSELLER. 
And then your interest might procure 

Something from either Con»oiSseur. 
Colman and Thornton, both will join 
Their social hand to strengthen thine ; 
And when your name appears in print, 
Win Garrick never drop a hint? 

AUTHOR. 
True, I've indulg'd such hopes before, 

From those you name, and many more; 
And they, perhaps, again will join 
Their hand, if not asham'd of mine. 
Bold is the task we undertake, 	• 
The friends we wish, the work must maket 
For wits, like adjectives, are known 
To cling to that which stands alone. 

BOOKSELLER. 
Perhaps, too, in our way of trade, 

We ric.ght procure some useful aidi 
Could we engage some able pen, 

• To furnish matter now, and then; 
There's—what's his name, sir? would compile, 
And methodize the news in style. 

AUTHOR. . 
Take hack your newsman whence he came, 

Carry your crutches to the lame. 
BOOKSELLER. 

0 You must enrich your book, indeed! 
Bare merit never will succeed; 	Q, 
Which readers are not now a-days, 
By half so apt to buy, as praise; 
And praise is hardly worth pursuing-, 
Which tickles authors to their ruin. 
Books shift about like ladies' dress, 
And there's' a fashion in success. 
But could not we, like little Bayes, 
Armies imaginary raise? 
And bid our generals take the field, 
To head the troops that lie conceaVO 
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What with the bustle and the throng, 
I wonder how I got along. 
Besides the walk is so immense—
Not that I grudge a coach expense, 
But then it jumbles me to death, 
—And I was always short of breath. 
How can .you live so far, my dear? 
It's quite a journey to come here. 

Bid general Essay lead the van, 
ly—Oh! the style will show the man: 
Bid major Science bold appear, 
With all his pot-hooks in the rear. 

AUTHOR. 
Tree, true,—our news, our prose, our rhymes, 

Shall show the colour of the times; 
For which most salutary ends, 
We've fellow-soldiers, fellow-friends. 
For city, and for court affairs, 
My lord duke's butler, and the mayor's. 
For politics—eternal talkers, 
Profound observers, and park-walkers. 
For plays, great actors of renown; 
(Lately or just arriv'd in town) 
Or some, in state of abdication, 
Of oratorial reputation; 
Or those who live on scraps and bits, 
Mere green-room wasps, and Temple wits; 
Shall teach you, in a page or two, 
What Garrick should, or should not do. 
Trim poets from the city desk, 
Deep vers'd in rural picturesque, 
Who minute down with wond'rous pains, 
What Rider's Almanac contains 
On flow'r and seed, and wind, and weather, 
And bind them in an ode together; 
Shall through the seasons monthly sing 
Sweet Winter, Autumn, Summer, Spring. 

BOONSELLER. 
Ah, sir! I see you love to jest, 

I did but hint things for the best. 
Do what you please, 't is your design, 
And if it fails, no blame is mine; 
I leave the management to you, 
Your servant, sir, 

AUTHOR. 
I'm yours,—Adieu. 

CHIT-CHAT. 
AN IMITATION OF THEOCRITUS:  

IDYLL. XV. EA'ot ITe€41vox, 1$7.C. 

MRS. BROWN. 

Is Mistress Scot at homes  my dear? 
SERVANT. 

Ma'm, is it you? I'm glad you're here, 
My missess, though resolv'd to wait, 
Is quite unpatient—'tis so late. 
She fancy'd you would not come down, 
...-But pray walk in, ma'in-=Mrs. Brown. 

• MRS. SCOT. 
Your serrut, madam. Well, I swear 

I'd giv'n you over.—Child, a chair. ' 
Pray, ma'in,' be seated. 

MRS. Brown. 
Lard! my dear, 

I'vow I'm almost dead with fear. 
Thereis such scrouging and such squeeging, 
The folks are all so disobliging; 
And thep the waggons, carts and drays 
So clog up all these narrow ways, 

MRS. SCOT. 
Lard! mom, I left it all to him, 

Husbands you knowpwill have their whim. 
He took tads house—This house ! this den.—. 
See but the temper of some meri. 
And I, forsooth, am hither hurl'd, 
To live quite out of all the world. 
Husband, indeed! 

MRS. BROWN. 
Hist! lower, pray, 

The child hears every word you say. 
See how he looks— 

MRS. SCOT. 
Jacky, come here, 

There's a good boy, look up, my dear. 
'Twas not papa we talk'd about. 
—Surely he cannot find it out. 

MRS. BROWN. 
See how the urchin holds his hands. 

Upon my life he understands. 
—.There's a sweet child, come, kiss me, coin, 
Will Jacky have a sugar-plum? 

MRS. SCOT. 
This person, madam, (call him so 

And then the child will never know) 
Prom house to house would ramble out, 
And every night a drunken-bout. 
For at a tavern he will spend 
His twenty shillings with a friend. 
Your rabbits fricasseed and chicken, 
With curious choice of dainty picking, 
Each night got ready at the Crown, 
With port and punch to wash 'em down, 
Would scarcely Serve this belly-glutton, 
Whilst we must starve on mutton, mutton. 

MRS.• BROWN. 
My good man, too—Lord bless us! wives 

Are born to lead unhappy lives, 
Although his profits bring him clear 
Almost two hundred pounds a year, 
Keeps me of cash so short and bare, 
That 1 have not a gown to wear; 
Except my robe, and yellow sack,'" 
And this old lutestring on illy back. 
—But we've no time, my dear, to waste. 
Come, where's your cardinal, make haste. 
The king, God bless his majesty, I say, 
Goes to the house of lords to day, 
In a fine painted coach and eight, 
And rides along in all his state. 
And then the queen— 

RIBS. SCOT. 
Aye; aye, you know, 

Great folks ran always make a show. 

   
  



106 ' 
But tell me, do—I've never seen 
Her present majesty, the queen. 

LLOYD'S POEMS. 
Call in the dog, and shut the cloy, 
Now, nla'm. 

DIRS. BROWN. 
Lard! we've no time for talking now, 

Harld—one--two—three--lis twelve I vow. 
DIRS. SCOT. 

Kitty, my things,.-1,11 soon hav‘done, 
It's time enough, you know, at one. 	• 
—Wgiy, girl! see how the creature stkads ! 
Some water here to wash mychands. 
--.Be quick.—why sure the gipsey sleepV 
.—Look how the drawling dandle creeps.-
That bason there—why don't you pour, 
Go on, I say...stop, top—no more—. 
Lud ! I could beat the hussey down, 
She's polled it all upon my gown. 
—Bring me my ruffles—can'st not mind? 
And pin my handkerchief behind. 
Sure thou hast awkwardness enough, 
.Go—fetch my,  gloves, and fan, and muff. 

Heav'n be prais'd—this work is'done, 
I'm ready now, my dear—let's run. 
Girl,-.--put that bottle on the shelf, 
And bring me back the key yourself. 

MRS. BROWN. 
That clouded silk becoines 4yOu much, 

I wonder how you meet With such, 
But you've a charming taste in dress. 
What might it cost you, madam? 

DIRS. SCOT. 
Guess. 

DIRSK,BROWN. 
Oh! that's impossible—for I 

Am in the world the worst to buy. 

AIRS. SCOT. 
I never love to bargain hard, 

Five shillings, as I think, a•yard. 
—I was afraid it should be gone— 
'T was what I'd set my heart upon. 

MRS. BROWN. 
Indeed you bargain'd with success, 

For its a most delightful dress. 
Besides, it fits you to a hair, 
And then 'tis slop'd with such an air. 

MRS. SCOT. 
I'm glad you think so,.—Kitty, here, 

Bring me my cardinal, my dear. 
Jacky, my love, nay don't you cry, 
Take you abroad!--:Indeed not I ; 
For all the bugaboes to fright ye— 
Besides the naughty horse will bite ye; 
With such a mob about the street, 
Bless me, they'll tread you under feet. 
Whine as yowplease, I'll have no blame, 
You'd better blubber, than be lame. 
The more you cry, the less you'l 

ome, come then, give mamma a kiss, 
Kitty, I say, here take the bey, 
And fetch him down the last new toy, 
Make him as merry as you can, 
.--There, go to Kitty.....there's a man, 

DIRS. BROWN. 
Oh Lard ! 

DIRS. SCOT. 
Pray go before. 

MRS. BROWN. 
I can't indeed, now. 

DIRS. SCOT. 
Madam, pray. 

MRS. BROWN. 
Well then, for once, 191 lead the way. 

MRS. SCOT. 
Lard! what an uproar what a throng! 

How shall we do to get along? 
What will become of us?—look here, 
Here's all the king's horse-guards, my dear. 
Let us cross over—haste, be quick, 
—Pray, sir, take care—your horse will kick. 
He'll kill his rider—he's so wild. 
—I'm glad I did not bring the child. 

MRS. BROWN. 
Don't be afraid, my dear, come on, 

Why don't you see the guards are gone? 

MRS. SCOT. 
Well, I begin to draw my breath; 

But I was almost scar'd to death; 
For where a horse rears up and capers, 
It always puts me in the vapours. . 
For as-I live,—nay, don't you laugh, 
I'd- rather see a toad by half, 
They kick and prance, and look so bold, 
It makes my very blood run cold. 
But let's go forward—come, be quick, 
The crowd again grows vastly thick. 

MRS. BROWN. 
Come you from. Palace-yard, old dame? 

OLD WOMAN. 
Troth, do I, my young ladies, why? 

MRS. BROWN. 
Was it much crowded when you came ? 

DIRS. SCOT. 
And is his majesty gone by? 

MRS. BROWN. 
Can we sget in, old lady, pray, 

To see him robe himself to day? 
:MRS. SCOT. 

l an you direct us, dame? 
OLD WODIAN. 

Endeavour. 
Troy could not stand a siege for ever. 
By frequent trying, Troy was won. 
All things, by trying, may be done. 

DIRS. BROWN. • 
Go thy ways, Proverbs—well she's gone.* 

Shall we turn back, or venture on? 

   
  



Look,how the folks press on before, 
'And-throng impatient at the door. 

. CHIT-CHAT. 
In all the gingerbread of state, 
And- staggering under its own weight. 
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MRS. SCOT. 
Perdigious 1 can hardly stand, 

• Lord bless.me, Mrs. Brown, your hand; 
And you, my dear, take hold of hers, 
FM. we must stick as close as burrs, 
Or in this racket, noise and pother, 
We certainly shall lose each other. 
—Good God! my cardinal and sack 
Are almost torn from off my back. 
Lard, I shall faint—Oh Lud—my breast— 
fm-crusli'd to atoms, I protest. 
God -bless me—I have dropt my fan, 
—Pray did you'see it, honest man? 

MAN. 
I, madam! no,—indeed, I fear 

You'll meet with some misfortune here. 
—Stand back, I say—pray, sir, forbear—
Why, don't you see the ladies there? 
Put yourselves under nay direction, 
Ladies, I'll be your safe protection.. 

MRS. SCOT: 
You're very kind, sir; truly few 

Are half so complaisant as you.' 
We shall be glad at any day 
This obligation to repay, 
And you'll he always sure to meet 
A welcome, sir, in--Lard! the street 
Bears such a name, I can't tell how 
To tell him where I live, 1 vow. ' 
—Mercy! what's all' this noise and stir? 
Pray is the Icing a coming, sir? 

MAN. 
No—don't you hear the people shout? 

'Tis Mr. Pitt, just going out. 
MRS. BROWN. 

Aye, there he goes, pray lieav'n bless him! 
Well may the people all caress him. 
—Lord, how my husband us'd to sit, 
And drink success to honest Pitt, 
And happy o'er his evening cheer, 
Cry, " you shall pledge this toast, my-deaty" 

MAN. 
Ilist.—silenee—don't you haat the drumming? 

Now, ladies, now, the king's a coming. 
There, don't you see the guards approach? 

MRS. BROWN. 
Which is the king? 

MRS. SCOT. 
Which is the'coach? 

scorcnalAN. 
Which is the noble earl of Bute, 

Geud,faith, I'll gi him a salute. 
For he's the Laird of aw our clan, 
'froth, he's a bonny muckle man. 

MAN. 
Here comes the-coach, so very slow 

As if it ne'er was made to go, 

MRS. SCOT. 
Upon my word, it's Monstrous fine! 

Would half the gold upon't were mine! 
Row gaudy all. the gilding shows! 
It puts one's eyes out as it goes. 
What a rich glare of various hues, 
What shining yellows, starlets, blues! 
It must have:toast a heavy price,' 
'Tis like a mountain (Yawn by mice. 

• ants. BROWN. • 
So painted, gilded, and so large, 

Bless me! 'tis like my lord mayor's barge. 
And so it is-..look bow it reels! 
'Tis nothing else,e,a barge on wheels. 

MAN. 
Large! it can't pass St. James's gate, 

So big the coach, the arch so strait, 
It might be -made to rurable'through, 
And pass as other coaches do, 
Could they a body-coachman. get 
So most preposterously fit, 
Who'd +undertake (and no rare thing) 
Without a bead to drive the king. 

MRS. SCOT. 
Lard! what are those two ugly things 

There—with their hands upon the springs, 
Filthy, as ever eyes beheld, 
With naked breasts, and faces sweIrd. ?. 
What could the saucy maker mean, 
To put such things to fright the queen? 

MAN. 
Oh !. they are gods' ma'am, which you see, 

Of the Marine Society, 
Tritons, which in the ocean dwell, 
And only rise tceblow their shell..  

SIRS. SCOT.. 
Gods, d'ye call those filthy men ? 

Why don't they go to sea again? 
Pray, tell me, sir, you understand, 
What do these Tritons do on land? 

MRS. BROWN. 
And what are they? those hindmost things, 

Men, fish, and birds, with flesh, scales, wings? 
MAN. 

Oh, they are gods too, like the others, 
All of one family and brothers, 
Creatures, which seldom come a-sh64-e, 
Nor seen about the king before. 
For show, they -wear the yellow hue, 
Their proper colour ii true-blue. 

• MRS. SCOT. 
Lord bless us! what's this noise about? 

Lord, what a tumult and a rout! 
How the folks hollow, hiss, and hoot! 
Well—Heav'n preserve the earl of Bute ! 
I cannot stay, indeed,"hot 
If there's a riot I shall die. 
Let's make for any house we can, 
Do—give us shelter, honest man. 
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MRS. BROWN. 

I wonder'd where you was, my dear, 
I thought I should have died with fear. 
This noise and racketing and hurry 
Has put my nerves in such a flurry ! 
I could not think where you was sot, 
1 thought I'd lost you, Mrs. Scot; 
Where's Mrs. Tape, and Mr. Grin ? 
Lard, I'm so glad we're all got in. 

o. 

A ➢IALOGUE 

BETWEEN THE AUTFIOR AND HIS FRIEND. 

FRIEND. 
You say, 4,  it hurts you to the soul 
To brook confinement or controul." 
And yet will voluntary run 
To that confinement you would shun, 
Content to drudge along the track, 
With bells and harness on your back. 
Alas! what genius can admit 
A monthly tax on spendthrift wit, 
Which often filings whole stores away, 
And oft has not a doit to pay! 
—Give us a work, indeed—of length--.. 
Something which speaks poetic strength; 
Is sluggish fancy at a stand? 
No scheme of consequence in hand? 
I, nor your plan, nor book condemn, 
But why your name, and why A. M.? 

AUTHOR. 

Yes—it stands forfri to public view 
Within, without, on white, on blue, 
In proper, tall, gigantic letters, 
Not dash'd—einvoeell'd—like my betters. 
And though it stares me in the face, 
Reflects no shame, hints no disgrace. 
While these unlabour'd trifles please, 
Familiar chains are worn with ease. 
—Behold! to yours and my surprise, 
These trifles to a volume rise. 
Thus will you see me, as I go, 
Still gatWring bulk like balls of snow, 
Steal by degrees upon your shelf, 
And grow a giant from an elf. 
The current studies of the day, 
Can rarely reach beyond a play: 
A pamphlet may deserve a look, 
But Heav'n defend us from a book! 
A libel flies on scandal's wings, 
But works of length are heavy things. 

-Not one it, twenty will succeed... 
Consider, sir, how few can read. 

FRIEND. 
1 mean a work of merit— 

AUTHOR. 
True. 

FRIEND. 
A man of taste must buy. • 

AUTHOR. 
Yes;—You  

And half a dozen more, my friend, 
Whom your good taste shall re/Ommend. 
Experience will by facts prevail, 
When argument and reason fail; 
The nuptials now— 

FRIEND. 
Wh Ise nuptials, sir 2— 

AUTHOR. 
A poet's--did that poem stir? 

No—fixt—tho' thousand readers pass, 
It still looks through its pane of glass, 
And seems indignant to exclaim 
" Pass on ye soils of taste, for shame !" 

While duly each revolving Moon, 
Which often comes, God knows too soon, 
Continual plagues my soul molest, 
And magazines disturb my rest, 
While scarce a night I steal to bed, 
Without a couplet in my head. 
And in the morning, when I stir, 
Pop comes a devil, " Copy, sir." 
I cannot strive with daring flight 
To reach the bold Parnassian height; 
But at it's foot, content to stray, 
In easy unambitious way, 
Pick up those flowers the Muses send, 
To make a nosegay for my friend. 
In short, I lay no idle claim 
To genius strong, and noisy fame. 
But with a hope and wish to please, 
I write, as 1 would live, with ease, 

FRIEND. 
But you must have a fund, a mine, 

Prose, poems, letters, 

AUTHOR. 
Not a line. 

And here, my friend, I rest secure; 
He can't lose much, who's always poor. 
And if, as now, through numbers five, 
This work with pleasure kept alive 
Can still its currency afford, 
Nor fear the breaking of its hoard, 
Can pay you, as at sundry times, 
For self per Mag, two thousand rhymes, 
From whence should apprehension grow, 
That self should fail, with richer co? 

No doer of a monthly grub, 
Myself alone a learned club, 
I ask my readers to no treat 
Of scientific hash'd-up meat, 
Nor seek to please theatric friends, 
With scraps of plays, and odds and ends.---. 

FRIEND. 
( Your method, sir, is plain enough; 
And all the world has read your Pik"4-!. 
Th' allusion's neat, expression clean, • 
About your travelling machine, 
But yet—it is a magazine. 

AUTHOR. 
Why let it be, and wherefore shame? 

As Juliet says,,what's in a name? 

See the Puts. 
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Besides it is the way of trade, 
'through which ail science is convey'd, 
Thus knowledge parcels out her shares; 
The courtitas hers, the lawyers theirs. 
Something to scholars sure is due-,,. 
Why notion magazine for you? 

FRIEND. 
• 

That's an Herculean task, my friend, 
You toil and labour—to offend. 
Part of your scheme—a free translation, 
To scholars is a profanation; 
What! break up Latin! pull down Greek! 
(Peace to the soul of sir John Cheeke !2) 
And shall the gen'rous liquor run, 	• 
Broach'd from the rich Faternian tun? 
Will you pour out to English swine, 
Neat as imported, old Greek wine 
Alas! such beverage only fits 
Collegiate tastes, and classic wits. 

AUTHOR. 

I seek not, with satyric stroke, 
To strip the pedant of his cloak; 

him cull and spout Quotations, 
And call the jabber; demonstrations, 
Be his the great concern to show, 
If Roman gowns were tied or no 3; 
Whether the Grecians took-a slice 
Four times a-day, or only twice, 
Still let him work about his hole, 
Poor, 'busy; blind, laborious mole; 
Still let him puzzle, read, explain, 

' Oppugn, remark, and read again. 
Such, though they waste the midnight oil 

In dull, minute, perplexing toil, 
Not understanding, do no good, 
Nor can do harm, not understood. 

By scholars, apprehend me right, 
I mean the learned, and polite, 
Whose knowledge unaffected flows, • 
And sits as easy as their clothes; 
Who care not though an cc or sed 
Misplac'd, endanger Priscian's head; 
Nor think his wit a grain the worse, 
Who cannot frame a Latin verse, 
Or give the Roman proper word 
To things the Romans never beard. 

'Tis true, except among, the great, 
Letters are rather out of date, 
And quacking genius more discerning, 
Scoffs at your regulars in learning. 
—Pedants, indeed, are learning's curse, 
But ignorance is something worse: 
All are not blest with reputation; 
Built on the want of education, 
And some, to letters duly bred, 
Mayn't write.  the worse, because they've read. 
Though boottl had better be unknown, 
Than not-one thought appear our own; 
As some can never speak themselves, 
lint through the authors on their shelves, 
Whose writing smacks too much of reading, 
Ai affectation spoils good breeding. 

2  The first restorer of Greek learning in Eng- 
land. 

See Sigonius and Manutius. • 

FRIEND. 
True; but that fault is seldom.known,. 

Save in your bookish college drone, 
Who, constant (as I've heard them say) 
Study their fourteen hours a-day, 
And squatting close, with dull attention, 
Read themselves out of apprehension; 
Who scarce can wash their hands or face .  
For fear of losThg time, or place, 
And give on hour to meat and drink, 
But neverhtqf a one to think. 
• 

AUTHOR. 
• Lord! ?have seen a thousand such, 

Who read, or seem to read, too mitc. 
So have I known, in that rare place, 
Where classics always breed disgrace, 
A wight;:t4on discoveries hot, 
As whether flames have heat or not, 
Study himself, poor sceptic dunce, 
Into the very fire at once, 
And clear the philosophic doubt, 
By burning all ideas out. 
With such, eternal books, successive 
Lead to no sciences progressive, 
While each dull fit of study phst, 
Just like a wedge drives out the last. 

Prom these I ground no expectation 
Of genuine wit, or free translation; 	, 
But you mistake- me, friend. Suppose, 
(Translations are but modern clothes) 
I dtess my boy—(for instance sake 
Maintain these children which I make) 
I give him coat and breeches.- 

FRIEND. 

Ent not a bib and apron too! 	. 
You would -not.let your child be seen, 
But drest consistent, neat, awl clean. 

AUTHOR. 
So would I clOthe a free translation, 

Or as Pope calls it, imitation; 
Not pull down authors from my shelf, 
To spoil their wit, and plague Myself, 
My learning studious to display, 
And lose their spirit by the way. 

FRIEND. . 
Your Horned now.--e'en borrow thence 

His easy wit, his manly sense, 
But let the moralist convey 
Things in the manners of to day, 
Rather than that old garb assume, 
Which only suits a man at Rome. 

AUTHOR. 
Originals will 'always please, 

And copies too, if done with ease. 
Would not old Plautus wish to wear, 
Turn'd English host, an English air, 
If Thornton, rich in native wit, 
Would make the modes and diction fit? 
Or, as I know you hate to roam, 
To fetch an instance nearer home; 
Though in an idiom most unlike, ' 
A similarity must strike,' 
Where both, of simple nature fond, 
In art and genius correspond; 

• s 

   
  



LLOYDS POEMS. 
Yet sure, if rhyme, which seems to flow, 
Whether its master will or no, 
If humour, not by study sought, 	• 
But rising from immediate thought, 
Are proofs of ease, what hardy name 
Shall e'er dispute a Prior's claim! 

But still your critic's observation 
Strikes at no poet's reputation, 
Ills keen reflection only hits 
Your rhyming fops and pedling wits. 
As some take stiffness for a grace, 
And walk a dancing-master's pace, 
And others, for familiar air 
Mistake the slouching of a hear; 
So some will finically trim, 
And dress their lady-muse too prim, 
Others, mere slovens in their-pen 
(The mob of lords and gentlemen) 
_Fancy they write with ease and pleasure, 
By rambling out of rhyme and measure. 
And, on your critic's judgment, these 
Write easily, and not with ease. 

There are, indeed, whose wish pursues, 
And inclination courts the Muse; • 
Who, happy in a partial fame, 
A while possess a poet's name. 
But read their works, examine fair, 
—Show me invention, fancy there: 
Taste I allow; but is the flow 
Of genius in them? Surely, no. 
'Tis labour from the classic brain. 
Read your own Addison's Campaign. 

E'cn be, nay, thin)( me not severe, 
A critic fine, of Latin ear, 
Who toss'd his classic thoughts around 
With elegance on Roman ground, 
Just simmering with the Muse's flame 

• Woos but a cool and sober dame; . 
And all his English rhymes express 
But beggar-thoughts in royal dress. 
In verse his genius seldom glows, 
A poet only in his prose, 	• 
Which rolls luxuriant, rich, and chaste, 
Improv'd by fancy, wit, and taste. 

FRIEND. 
I task you for yourself, my friend, 

A subject you can ne'er defend, 
And you cajole me all the while 
With dissertations upon style. 
Leave others' wits and,works alone, 
And-think a little of your own, • 
For Fame, when all is said and done, 
Though a coy mistress, may be won; 
And half the thought, and pains, and time, 
You take to jingle easy rhyme,  
Would make an ode, would make a play, 
Done into English, Malloch's way. 
..r.,Stretch out your more heroic feet; 
And write an elegy complete. 
Or, not a more laborious task, 
Could you not pen a classic masque? 

AUTHOR. 
With wiltat large, and unclogg'd wings, 

I thirst not soar to such high things. 
For l,who have more phlegm than fire, 
Must understand, or not admire, 
But when 1 read with admiration, 
Perhaps Eli write in imitation. 

And naive both (allow the phrase 
Which no one English word conveys) 
Wrapt up their stories neat and clean, 
Easy as 

FRIEND, 
Denis's you mean 4. 

—The very man—not mere translation, 
But La Fontaine by transmigraticki. 

AUTHOR. 
Authors, as Dryden's maxim runs, 

Have what he calls poetic sons, 	e Thus Milton, more correctly wild, 
Was richer penser's lawful child: 
And eburchill, -got on all the nine, 
Is Dryden's heir in ey'ry line. 
Thus Denis proves his parents 
The child of Ease, and La Fontaine. 

FRIEND. . 
His muse, indeed, the work secures, 

And asks our praise as much as yours; 
For, if delighted, readers too 
May pay their thanks, as well as you. 

But you, my friend, (so folks complain) 
For ever in this easy vein, 

This prose in verse, this measued talk, 
This pace, that's neither trot nor walk, 
Aim at no flights, nor strive to giye 
A real poem fit to live. 

AUTHOR. • 
<To crities no offence, I hope) 

Prior Shall live as long as Pope, 
Each in his manner sure to please, ' 
While both have stre*tgth, and both have ease; 
Yet though their various beauties strike, ' 
Their ease, their strength is not alike. 
Both with consurritpate horseman's 
Ride its they list, about the hill; 
But take, peculiar in their mode, 
Their favourite horse, and favourite road. 

For me, once fond of author-fame, • 
Now forc'd to bear its weight and shame, 
1 have no time to run a race, 
A traveller's my only Pac'e. 
They, whom their steeds unjaded bear 
Around Hydepark, to take the air, 
May frisk and prance, and ride their fill, 

r 	And go all paces which they 	• 
'We, hackney tits—nay, never smile, 
Who trot our stage of thirty mile, 
Must travel in a constant plan, 
And run our journey,-as we can. 

L 	FRIEND. 
A critic says, upon whose sleeve 

Some pin more faith than you'll believe, 
That writings which as easy please, 
Are not the writings wrote with ease, 
From whence the inference is plain, 
Your friend Mat Prior wrote with pain. 

AUTHOR. 
With pain perhaps he might correct, 

With care supply each loost defect, 

4  Charles Denis, the author of Fables and other 
poetical pieces, now forgot. C. 

   
  



FRIEND. 
6  But business oil this monthly kind, 
Need that atone engross your mind. 
Assistance must pour in a-pace, 
New passengers will take a place, 
And them your friends,--t- 

AUTHOR. 	• 
Aye,' they indeed, 

Might make a better work succeed, 
And with the helps which they shall give, 
I and the magazine shall live. 

FRIEND. 
Yes, live, and• eat, and nothing more. 

AUTIIOR. 
I'll live as.,----euthors did before. 

THE POET. 
AN EPISTLE 	C. CHURCHILL. 

WELL---shall I wish you joy of fame, 
That loudly echoes Churchill's name, 
And sets you °lithe Muses' throne, 
Which right of conquest made your own? 
Or shall I (knowing how unfit 
The world-esteems a man of wit, 
That wheresoever he appears, 
They wonder if the knave has ears) 
Address with joy and lamentation. 
Condolence and congratulation, 
As colleges, who duly bring 
Their mess of verse to every king, 
Too economical in, taste, 
Their sorrow or their joy to waste: 
Mix both together, sweet and sour; 
And bind the thorn up with the flow'r? 

Sometimes 't is elegy, or ode. 
Epistle vow's your only mode. 
Whether that style more glibly hits, 
The fancies of our rambling wits, 
Who wince and kick at all oppression,. 
But love M straggle in digression; 
Or, that by writing to the great 
In letters, honours, or estate, 
We slip more easy into fame, 
By clinging to another's name, 
And with their strength or weakrieSs ydke, 
As ivy climbs about an -oak; 	" 
As tuft-hunters will.buzz and purr 
About a fellow-commoner, 
Or crows will wing a higher flight, 
When sailing•round the floating kite. 

Whate'er the motive, 't is the mode, 
And l will travel in the road, _ 
ThefashionaVle track pursue, 	• 
And write my simple thoughts to- you, 
Just as they rise from haul or heart, 
Not niarshall'd by the herald art. 

By vanity or pleasure led, 
FroM thirst of fame, or want of bread, 
Shall any start up sons of rhyme 
Pathetic, easy, or sublime? 
--You'd think, to hear what critics say, 
Their labour was no more than play: 

THE POET. 	 311 
And that, but such a paltry station 
Reflects disgrace on education, 
(As if we could at once forsake 
What education helps to make) 
Each reader has superior skill, 
And can write better when he will. . 

In short, howe'er you toil and drudge,• 
The world, the mighty world, isjudge, 
And nice and fstuciful opinion 
Sways all the world with strange dominion; 
Opinion! which on-crutches walks, 
And sounds the words another talks. 

Bring me eleven critics grown, 
Ten haveeho judgment of their own: 
But like the Cyclops watch the nod 
Of some informing master god; 	:4  
Or as, when near his latest breath, 

• The patient fain would joggle Death, . 
When doctors sit In consultation 
(Which means no more than conversation, 
A kind of comfortable chat 
'Mongst social friends, on this and that, 
As whether stocks get up or down, 
And tittlertattle -of the town; 
Books, pictures, politics, and news, 
Who ties with whom, and who got whose: 
Opinions never disagree,. 
One doctor writes, all take the fee. 

But eminence offends at once 
The owlish eye of critic dunce, 
Dullness alarm'd, dollects her force, 
And Folly screams till she is hoarse. 
Then far abroad the libel flies 
From all th' artillery of lies, 
Malice, delighted, flaps her wing, 
Amd Epigrairtprepares her sting. 
Around, the frequent pelletsAtistIm 
From satire, ode, and pert epistle; 
While every blockhead strives to. throw 
His-share of vengeance on his foe: 
As if it were a Shrove4tide ganie, 
And-  cocks and {iocts were the same. 

Thus should a wooden collar deck 
Some woeful 'squire's eMbarrass'd neck, 
When high above the crowd he stands 
With equi-distant sprawling hands, 
And without hat, politely bare, 
PopS out his head to take the air; 
The mob his kind acceptance begs 
Of dirt, and stones, and addle-eggs. 

0 Genius! though thy noble ikell 
Can guide thy-Pegasus at will; 	. 
Fleet let him bear thee as the wind-.. 
Dullness mounts am and clings behind. 
In vain you spur, and whip, and smack, 
You candot shake her from your back. 

Ill-nature springs ati merit grows, 
Close as the thorn is to the 'rose. 
Could Herculanelim's friendly earth 
Give Mmvitte works a second birth, 
Malevolence, with lifted ,eyes, 
Would sanctify the noble prize. 	• 
While modern critics si}enid behold 
Their near relation to the old, 
And wondring gape at one another, 
To see the likeness of a brother. - 

But with us rhyming' moderns here, 
Critics are not the only fear;.  
The poet's bark meets sharper shocks 
From other sands, and other-rocks. 
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Not such alone who understand, 

Whosebook and memory are at hand, 
Who scientific 4611 profess,. 
And are great adepts—more or less;' 
(Whether distinguish'd by degree; 
They write A. M. or sign M: D. 
Or make:advances Somewhat higher 
And take a new 'degree of 'squire) 
Who read your authors, Greek andoLatin, 
And bring you strange quotations pat in, 
As if each sentence grew moi.e. terse Q, 
From odds and ends, and stpaps of verse; 
Who with true poetry disperse, 
So social sound suits simple sense, 	e 
Aid load one letter with 	labours, 
Which shottic be shar'd among its neighbours. 
Who knoW that thought produces pain,. 
And deep reflection. roads the brain, 
And therefore, wise and prudent grown, 
Have no idea's of-their own. 
But if Amman of Nature speak, 
Advance their 'bayonets of Greet, . 
And keep plain Sense at such a distance, 
She cannot give a friend assistance. 
Not these alone in judgment rise, 
And shoot at genius as it flies,. 
But those who cannot spell, will talk, 
As women scold, who cannot walk. 

Your man of habit, who's wound up 
To eat. and drink, and dine and sup, 
But has not either will or pow'r 

. To break out of his formal hour; 
Who lives by rule,.and ne'er outgoes it; 
Moves like a clock, and hardly knows it; 
Who is a kind of breathing being, 
Which has but half the pow'r of seeing; 
Who stands for ever en the brink, 
Yet dare not plunge enough to think, 
Nor has one reason to supply 
Wherefore he does a thing, or why, • 
But what he does proceeds so right, 
You'd think him always guided by't ; 
Joins poetry and vice together 
I.ike sun and rain -in April weather, 
Holds rake and wit as things the same, 
And all the difference but a name. 

A rake! alas! how 'many wear 
The'brow of mirth, with'heart of care! 
The desperate wretch reflection flies, 
And shuns the way where madness lies, 
Dreads each increasing 'pang of grief, 
And runs to Folly for relief, 
There, 'midst the momentary joys 
Of giddy mirth andfrantic noise, 
Forgetfulness, her eldest born, 
Smooths the world's hate, and blockhead's scorn, 
Then Pleasu1e wins upon the mind, 
Ye Cares, go whistle to the wind ; 
Then welcome frolic, welcome u him ! 
The world is all alike to him: 

Distress is all in apprehension; 
It ceases when 'tis past prevention; 
And happiness then presses near, 
When not a hope's left, nor a fear. 
—But you've enough, nor want my preaching, 
And I was never form'd for teaching. 

Male prudes, we know, (those drivling things) 
• Will have their gibes, and taunts, and flings. 

How will the sober cit abuse, 
The sallies of the culprit Muse; 

To her and poet stut 
And whip the heggarovith his w(hore! 

Poet!—a fool ! a wretch! a knave! 
A mere mechanic dirty slave!' 
What is his verse, but cooping sense 
Within an arbitrary fence? 
At best, but ringing that in rhyme, 
Which prose would say in half the time , 
Measure and numbers! what are those 
But artificial chains for prose? 
Which mechanism quaintly joins 
In parallels of see-sari lines. • 
And when the frisky rtlinton writes 	' 
In Pindar's (what d'ye call 'em)—flights, 
Thl uneven measure, short and tall, 
Now rhyming twice, now not at all, 
In curves and angles twirls about, 
Like Chinese railing, in and•out. 

Thus when you've labour'd hours on hours, 
Cull'd all the sweets, cull'd all the flow'rs, 
The churl, whose dull imagination 
is dead to every fine sensation, 
Too gross to relish Nature's bloom, 
Or taste her simple rich perfume, 
Shall cast them by as useless stuff, 
And fly with keenness to his—snuff. 

Look round the world, not one in ten, 
Think poets good, or honest men. 

'Tis true their conduet, not o'er nice, 
Sits often loose to easy vice. 
Perhaps their temperance will not pass 
The due rotation of the glass; 
And gravity denies 'em pow'r 

unpeg their hats at such an hour. 
Some vices. must to all appear 

As constitutional as fear; 
And every moralist will find 
A rtdirigpassion in the mind; 
Which, though pent up and barrieado'd 
Like Winds, where rEolus bravadred; 
Like them, will sally from their den, 
And raise a tempest now and then; 
Unhinge dame .Prudence from her plan, 
And ruffle all the world of man. 

Can authors then exemption draw 
Frani Nature's, or the common law? 
They err alike with all mankind, 
Yet not the same indulgence find. 
Their Cves are more conspicuous grown, 
More taik'd off, pointed at,' and shown. 
Till every errour seems to 
To sins of most gigantic size. 

Thus fares it still, however bard, 
With every wit, and ev'ry bard. 
His public writings, private life, 
Nay more, his mistress, or his wife, 
And ev'tli-  social, dear connection, 
Must bear a critical dissection; 
While friends connive, and rivals hate, 
§eoundreLs traduce, and blockheads bait. 
Perhaps you'll readily admit 
There's danger from the trading wit, 
And dunce and fool, and such as those, 
Must be of course the poet's foes: 
But sure no sober man Ave. 
Can think that friends would e'er connive. 

From just remarks on earliest time, 
In the first infancy of rhyme, 
It may be fairly understood 
There were two sects—the bad, the good. 

LLOYD'S POEMS. 

   
  



THE TWO RUBRIC POSTS. ' 
11,9th fell together la •the ears, 
And both beat up for volunteers.. . 
By interest, or by birth allied, 
Numbers fiffek!d in on either side. 
Wit to his weapons ran at once, 	• 
While all the cry-was " Down with Donee!" 
Onward he led his social bands, 
The common cause had join'd their hands:. 
Yet even while their zeal' they show, 
And war against the genkal 	.• 
Howe'er their rage flamki fiereh, and 'Cruel, 
They'd stop it alk to,  fight a duel. 
And each cool wit would medins brother,. 
To pink and tilt at one another. 

Jealous of every puff of fame, 
The idle whistling of a name; 
The property of half a line, 
Whether si -comma's your's or mine, 
Shalt make a hard a bard engage, 
And shake the friendship of an age. 
But diffident and modest wit 
Is always ready to submit; 
Fearful of press and publication, 
Consults a brother's ObSeryation, 
Talks of the maggot of his brains, 
As hardly worth the critic pains; 
" If ought disgusts the sense or ear, 
You cannot, sir, be too severe. 

• Expunge, correct, do what you will, 
I leave it 'to superior skill; 
Exert the office of a friend, 
You may oblige, but can't offend." 

This bard too has his private clan, 
„Where he's the great, the only man. 
'Nere, while the bottle and the bowl 
Promote the joyous flow of soul, 
(And sense of mind, no doubt, grows stronger 
When failing legs can stand no longer) 
Emphatic judgment takes the chair, 
And damns about her with an air. 
Then each, self-puff'd, and here-grown, 
Able to cope with hosts alone, 
Drawcansir like, his murders blends, 
First Slays his foes, and then his friends. 

White your good word, or conversation, 
Can lend, a brother reputation; 
'While verse or preface quaintly penned, 
Can raise the consequence of friend, 
How visible the kind affection! 
How close the partial fond connection! 
Then he is quick, and Pm discerning, 
'And I have wit, and he has learning, 
My judgment's strong, and his is chaste; 
Aud both.—aye both, are men of taste. 

Should you nor steal nor borrow aid, 
And set up for yourself in trade, 
Resoly'd imprudently to show 
That 'els not always Witiand Co. 
Feelings, before unknown, arise, 
And Genies logics with jealous eyes. 
Though thousands may arrive at fame, 
Yet never take one path the same, 
An author's vanity or pride 
Can't bear a neighbour by his side, 
AlthOugh he lint delighted goes 
Along the track which Nature shows,. 
Nor etermadly runs astray, • 
To cross his brother in his way. 
And some there are, whose narrow Minds, 
Center'd in-self, self always blinds, • 

VOL. XV. 

Who, at a.friend's reechoed praise, 
Which their own voice conspir'd t, raise,., 
Shall be more deep, and inly hurt, 
Than from,  a foe's'insulting dirt. 

And some, ten .titnid to reveal 
That glow of heart,'and forward zeal, • 
Which- words are scanty to express, 
But friends must eel from. friend's success,. 
When full of hopes 'and fears, the Muse, 
Which every *Oh of praise pursues, , 
Wou'd open. td their free embrace, 
Meet her with such a bfb.sting face, 
That Oil theabrave imagination, . 
4173nch seeks-the snit of approbation, 
No more its,early blossoms tries, 	• •O 
But earls its tender leaves, and dies. 

Is there,  d'anan, whose genius strong, 
Rollklike ntapiff stream along,, 	• 
Whose Muse long hid, in cheerlesS 
Pours on us like a flood.ollight, 
Whose acting comprehensive mind 
Walks fogey's regions, uneonfin'd; 
Whom, nor the surly sense of pride, 
Nor affectation, warps aside; 
Who drags no author from his shelf, 
To talk ion with an eye to self; 
Careless alike, in conversation, 
Of censure, or of approbation; 
Who freely thinks, and freely sPeala, 
And meets the wit he never seeks ; 
Whose reason calm, and judgment cool, 
Can pity, but not hate A fool; 
Who can a hearty praise beStow, 
If merit- sparkles in A foe ; • ' 
Who,bold and open, firm and true, 
natters no friends•---yet loves rem too: 
Churchill will be The last to know 
His is the portrait, 1 would show. 

THE TWO RUBRIC POSTS; 
A DIALOGUE. 

IN Russel,street, ensued' Of tate 
Between two posts a strange debate. 
—Two posts--aye posts—for posts -can speak, 
In Latin, Hebrew, French or Greek, 

One Rubric thus address'd the-other: 
" •••.,-A noble situktion;brother; 
With authors lac'd from top to toe, 
Methinks we cut a taring show, 
The Dialogues of famous dead', 	• 
You know how much they'rebought and read. 
Suppose again we raise their ghosts, 
And make them chat through us two posts; 
A thing's half finisli'd well begun, 
So take the authors as they run. 
The list of names is mighty fine, 
You loek.down this, and 1 that line. 
Here's Pope and Swift, and Steele and Gay, 
And Congreve, in the modern way. 
Whilst you have those I cannot speak, 
But sound most wonderful in Greek. 
--4 dialogue,..I should adore it, 
-With such a-show of names before it." 

" Modern, your jurigident wanders wide„li 
The ancient Rubric straight reply'd. 

• By lord Lyttelton.' 
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1 	 LLOYD'S 
" It grieves me much, indeed, to find 
We never can.be of a mind, 
Before one door, and in one street, 
Neither ourselves nur thoughts can meet, 
And we, as brother oft with brother, 
Are at a distance from each other. 
Suppose amongst the letter'd dead, 
Some author should erect his heed, 
And starting from his Rubric, pop 
Xfirectly into Davies' shop, 
Turn o'er the leaves, and look abCut 
To find his own opiniont out; 
D'ye think one author out of ten c,  
Would know his sentiments agen? 
Thinking your authors differ less in, 
Than in their manlier of expressing. 
'Tis style which makes the writer known; 
The marIc he sets upon his own. 
Let Congreve speak as Congreve writ, 
And k'eep the ball up of his wit; 
Let Swift be Swift, nor e'er demean 
The sense and humour of the Dean. 

"E'en let the ancients rest in peace, 
Nor bring gOod folks from Rome or Greece 
To give a cause for past transactions, 
They never dreamt of in their actions. 
I .can't help quibbling, brother post, 
'Twere better we should lay the ghost, 
But 'tivere a task of real merit 
Could we contrive to raise their spirit." 

" Peace, brother, peace, though what you say, 
1 own has reason in its way, 
On dialogues to bear so hard, 
Is playing with a dangerous card; 
Writers of rank are sacred things, 
And crush like arbitrary kings. 
Perhaps your sentiment is right, 
Heav'n grant we may not stiffer by't. 
For should friend Davies overhear, 
He'll publish curs another year." 

• SONG. 
Tnounn Winter its desolate train 

Of frost and of tempest may bring, 
Yet Flora steps forward again, 

And Nature rejoices in Spring. 

Though the Sun in his glories decreast, 
Of his beams in the evening is shorn, 

Yet he rises with joy,  from the east, 
And repairs them again in the morn. 

• 
But what can youth's sunshine recall, 

Or the blossoms of beauty restore? 
When its leaves are beginning to fall, 

It dies, and is heard of no more. 

The spring-time of love then employ, 
'Tis a lesson that's easy to learn, 

For Cupid's a vagrant, a boy, 
And his seasons will never return. 

ffolf/aff•••••••••••• 

A FAMILIAR EPISTLE TO 	R,s2.  SHALL 1, from Worldly friends estrang'd, " 
Embitter'd much, but nothing chang'd 

POEMS. • 
In that affection firm and true, ,, 
Which gratitude excites to you; 
Shall I indulge the Muse, or stifle 
This meditation of a .rifle? 

But you, perhaps, will kindly take 
The trifle for the giver's sake, 
Who only pays his grateful mite, 
The just acknowledgment of right, 
As to the landlord duly sent 
A pepper-corn shall pass for rent. 
• Yet trifles often show the man, 
More than his settled life and plan: 
These are the starts of inclination; 
Those the mere gloss of education, 
Which has a wond'rous knack at turning 
A blockhead to a man of learning; 
And, by the help of form rind place, 
The child of sin to babe of grace. 
Not that it alters Nature quite, 
And ,scts perverted reason right, 
But, like hypocrisy, conceals 
The very passions which she feels; 
And claps a vizor on the face, 
To hide us from the world's disgrace, 
"Which, as the.first appearance strikes, 
Approves of all things, or dislikes. 
Like the fond fool with eager glee, 
Who sold his all, and put to sea, 
Lur'd by the calm which seemed to sleep 
On the smooth surface of the deep; 
Nor dreamt its waves could proudly rise, 
And toss up mountains at the skies. 

Appearance is the only thing, • 
A king's a wretch, a wretch a king. 
Undress them both—You king, suppose 
For once you wear the beggar's clothes; 
Clothes that will take in every air; 
—Bless me! they fit you to a hair. 
Now you, sir Vagrant, quickly don 
The robes his majesty had on. 
And now, 0 world, so wond'rous wise, 
Who see with such discerning eyes, 
Put observation to the stretch, 
Come—which is king, and which is wretch? 

To cheat this world, the hardest task 
Is to be constant to our mask. 
Externals make direct impressions, 
Apd masks are worn by all professions. 

What need to dwell on topics stale? 
Of parsons drunk with wine or ale? 
Of lawyers, who with face of brass )  
For learned rhetoricians pass? 
Of scientific doctors big, 
Hid in the pent-house of their wig? 
Whose conversation hardly goes 
Beyond half words, and hums! and oh's! 
Of scholars, of superior taste, 
Who cork it up for fear of waste, 
Nor bring one bottle from their shelves, 

-But keep it always for themselves? 
Wretches like these, my soul eisdains, 

And doubts their hearts as well as brains. 
SuppOse a neighbour should desire 
To light a candle at your fire, 
Would it deprive your flame of light, 
Because another profits by't? 

But youth must often pay its court, 
To these great scholars, by report, 
Who live on hoarded reputation, 
Which daros :no risque of conversation, 
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lioasts within 4a store of knowledge, 

Sufficient, bless us! for a college, 
But take a Prudent care, no doubt, 
That not a grain shall straggle out; 
And are oS.wit too nice and fine, 
To throw their pearl and gold to swine; 
And therefore, to prevent deceit, 
Think every man a hog they meet. 

These may perhaps as scholars shine, 
Who hang theMselves out for a sign. 
What signifies a lion's skin, 
If it conceals an ass within? 
If thou'rt a lion, prince roar; 
If ass—bray once, and stalk no more;.  
In words as well as looks be wise, 
Silence is folly in disguise; 
With so much wisdom bottled up, 
Uncork, and give your friends a sup. , 

What need you nothings thus to save? 
Why place the dial in the grave? 
A fig for wit and reputation, 
Which sneaks from ail communication. 
So in a post-bag, cheek by Sole, • 
Letters will go from pole to pole, 
Which may contain a wond'rous deal; 
But then they travel under seal, 
And though they bear your wit about, 
Yet who shall ever find it out, 
Till trusty wax foregoes its use, 
And sets imprison'd meaning loose? 

Yet idle folly often deems 
What man must be from what he seems; 
As if, to look a dWelling o'er, 
You'd go no farther than the door. 

Mark yon round parson, fatand sleek, 
Who preaches only once a week, 
Whom claret, sloth, and ven'son join 
To make an orthodox divine • - 
Whose holiness receives its beauty 
From income Large, and little duty; 
Who loves the pipe, the glass, the smock, 
Andkeeps—a curate for his flock. 
The world, obsequious to his nod, 
Shall hail thiS oily man of God, 	• 
While the poor priest; With half a score 
Of prattling infants at his door, 
Whose sober wishes neer regale 
Beyond the homely jug of al, 
Is hardly deem'd companion fit 
For man of wealth, or man of wit, 
Though learn'd perhaps and'wise as he 
Who signs with staring S. 1'. P. 
And full of sacerdotal pride, 
Lays God and duty both aside. 

" This curate; say you, leaned and wise! 
" Why does not then this curate rise?" 

This, curate then, at forty-three, 
(Years which become a curacy) 
At no great mart of letters bred, 
Had strange ced notions in his head; 
That parts, and books, and application, 
Furnished all means of education; 
And that a pulpiteer should know 
More than his gaping flock below; 
That learning was not got with pain, 
To be forgotten all again;.  
That Latin words, and rumbling Greek,. 
However charming sounds to speak, 
Apt or unapt in each quotation, 
Were insults on a congregation,  

Whb could not understand one weird 
Of all the learned stuff they heardi 
That something more than preaching fine, 
Should go to make a sound divine

'  
• 

That church and pray'r, and holy Sunday, 
Were no excuse for sinful -Monday; 
That pious doctrine, pious life, 
Should both make one, as man and wife: 

Thinking in this uncommon mode, 
So out of all tie priestly road, 
What man alive can e'eo suppose, 
Who marks the way Preferment g-oes, 
Thtit she shguld ever find her way 
To this poor curate's house of clay? 

Such was the priest, so strangely tviA 
He could not bow-4-116w should he rise? 
Learned he was, and deeply read; 
-e-But what of that ?—not duly bred. 
For he had suck'd no grammar rules 
From royal Awing, or public schools, 
Nor gain'd a single corn of knowledge 
Frem that vast granary—a college. 
A granary, which food supplies 
To vermin of uncommon size. 

Aye, now indeed the matter's clear, 
There is a mighty errour here. 
A public school's the place alone, 
Where talents may be duly known. 
It has, no doubt, its imperfections, 
But then, such friendships! such connections! 
The parent, ivito has form'd his plan, 
And in his child consider'd man, 
What is his grand and golden rule? 

Make your connections, child, at sehool. 
Mix with your equals, fly inferiors, 
But follow closely your superiors; 
On them your ev'ry hope depends, 
Be prudent, Tom, get useful friends; 
And therefore like a spider wait, 
And spin your web about the great. 
If my lord's genius wants supplies, 
Why—you must make his exercise. 
Let the young marquis take your place, 
And bear a whipping for his grace. 
Suppose (such things may happen once) 
The nobles wits, and yoU the 'dunce, 
Improve the means of ethicationi 
And learn commodious adulation. 
Your master scarcely holds it sin, 
He chucks his lordship on the chin, 
And would not for the world rebuke, 
Beyond a pat, the school-boy duke.; 
The pastor there, of 	what's the plane? 
With smiles eternal in his face, 
With dimpling cheek, and snowy hand, 
That shames the whiteness of his band • 
Whose'mincing dialect aboundi 
in hums and hahs, and half-form'd sounds; 
Whose elocution, fine and chaste, 
Lays his commoinds with judgment waist; 
And lest the company should hear,. 
Whispers his nothings in your ear; 
Think you 'twos zeal, or virtue's care 
That placed the smirking doctor there? 
No—'twas connections form'd at school 
With some rich' wit, or Roble fool, 
Obsequious flattery, and attendance, 
A wilful, useful, base dependance; 
A supple bowing of the knees 
To any human god you please. 
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(For true good-breeding's so polite, 
'T would call the very devil white)' 
'T was watching others' shifting will, 
And veering to and fro with skill: 
These were the means that made him rise, 
Mind your connections, and be wise." 

Methinks I hear son Tom reply, 
" I'll be a bishop by and by." c 

Connections at a public school 
Will often serve a wealthy fool, I 
By leading him aletter'dthave 
To bring hint credit, or to save; 
And knavery gets a profit real, 
By givingcnarts and worth ideal. 
The child that marks this slavish plan, 
Will make his fortune when a man. 
While honest wit's ingenuous merit 
Enjoys his pittance, and his spirit. 

The strength of public education 
Is quick'ning parts by emulation; 
And emulation will.  create 
In narrow minds a jealous state, 
Which stifled for a course of years, 
From want of skill or mutual fears, . 
Breaks out in manhood with a zeal, 
Which none but rival wits can feel. 
For when good people wits commence, 
They lose all other kind of sense; 
(The maxim makes you smile; I see, 
Mort it ivben you please on me;) 
One writer always hates another, 
As emperors would kill a brother, 
Or empress queen to rule alone, 
Pluck down a husband from the throne. 

When tir'd of friendship and alliance, 
Each side springs forward to defiance, 
Inveterate hate and resolution, 
Faggot and fire and persecution, 
Is all their aim, and all their cry, 
Though neither side can tell you why. 
To it they run like -valiant men. 
And slash about them with their pen. 

What inkshed springs from altercation!' 
What loppings off of reputation! 
You might as soon hush stormy weather, 
And bring the north and south together, 
As feconcile your letteed foes, 
Who come to all things hut dry blows. 

YoUr desperate lovers wan and pale, 
As needy culprits in a jail,, 
Who muse and doat, and pine, and die, 
Scorch'd by the light'ning of an eye, - 
(For ladies' eyes, with fatal stroke, 
Will blast the veriest heart of oak) 
Will wrangle, bicker, and complain, . 
Merely to. make it up again. 
Though swain look glum, and miss look fiery, 
'Tis nothing but amantium 
And all the progress purely this— 
A frown, a pout, a tear, a kiss. 	•. 
Thus love and quarrels (April weather) 
Like vinegar and oil together, 	• 
Join in an easy mingled strife, 
To make the sallad up of life. 
Love settles best from altercation, 
As liquors after fermentrtion. 

In a stage-coach, with lumber cramm'd, 
Between two bulky bodies jamm'd, 
Did you ne'er writhe yourself about, 
To find the seat and cushion out'  

How disagreeably you sit, 
With b—m awry, and place unfit, 
Till some kind jolt o'er ill-pav'd town; 
Shall wedge you close, and nail you down, 
So fares it with your fondling dolts, 
And all love's quarrels are but jolts. 

When tiffs arise, and words of strife 
Turn one to two in man and wife, 
(For that's a matrimonial course 
Which yoke-mates must go through Perforce, 
And ev'ry married man is certain 
1" attend the lecture call'd the curtain) 
Though not another word is said, 
When once the maple are in bed: 
There things their proper channel keep, 
(They make it up, and go to sleep) 
These fallings in and fallings out, 
Sometimes with cause, but most without, 
Are brit the common modes of strife; 
Which oil the springs of married life, 
Where sameness would create the spleen, 
For ever stupidly serene. 

Observe yon downy-bed—to make it, 
You toss the feathers up and shake it. 
So fondness springs from words and Main, 
As beds lie smoothest after shuffling. 

But authors' wranglings will create 
The very quintessence of hate; 
Peace is'a fruitless vain endeavour, 
Sworn foes for once, they're foes for ever. 

—Oh ! had it pleas'd my wiser betters 
That I had never tastedjetters,. 
Then no Parnassian maggots bred, 
Like fancies in a madman's head, 
No graspings at an idle name, 
No childish hope of future fame, 
No impotence of wit had ta'en 
Possession of my muse-struck brain. 

Or had my birth, with fortune fit, 
Varnisli'd the dunce; or made the wit; 
I had not held a shameful place, 
Nor letters paid me with disgrace. 

—0 ! for a pittance of my own, 
That I might live unsought, unknown! 
Retied from all this pedant strife, 
Far from the cares of bustling life; 
Par from the wits, the fools, the great, 
And: all the little world I hate. 

THE MILK-MAID. 
Wficit'Eft for pleasure plans a schaane, 
Will find it vanish like a dream, 
Affording nothing.sound or real, 
Where happiness is all ideal; 
In grief, in joy, or either state, 
Fancy will always antedate, 	C.• 
And when the thoughts on evil pore, 
Anticipation makes it more. 
Thus while the mind the future sees,, 
It cancels all its present ease, 

Is pleasure's scheme the point in view.; ' 
How eagerly we all pursue ! 

Well.—Tuesday is th' appointed day; 
How slowly wears the time away! 
How dull the interval between, 
How duken'd o'er with clouds of spleen; 
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DA not the mind strilock her treasure, 
And fancy feed on promis'd pleasure. 

Delia surveys, with curious eyes, 
The clouds 'ollected in the skies; 
Wishes no storm may rend the-air, 
And ThesdIty may be dry and fair; 
And I look round, my boys, and pray, 
That Tuesday nay be holiday. 
Things duly settled—what remains? 
Lo! Tuesday comes—alas! it rains; 
And all our visionary schemes 
Have died away, like golden dreams. 

Once on a time, a rustic dame, 
(No matter for the lady's name) 
Wrapt up in deep imagination, 
lndulg'd her pleasing contemplation; 
While on a bench she took her seat, 
And plac'd the milk-pail at her feet, • 
Oft in her hand she chink'd the pence, 
The profits which arose from thence ; 
While fond ideas fill'd her brain; 
Of layings up, and monstrous gain, 
Till every penny which she told, 
Creative Fancy tunt'd to gold; 
And reasoning thus from computation, 
She spoke aloud her meditation. 

" Please Heav'n but to preserve my health, 
No doubt I shall have store of wealth; 
It must of consequence ensue 
I shall have store of lovers too. 
Oh! how I'll break their stubborn hearts, 
With all the pride of female arts. 
What suitors then will kneel before me! 
Lords, earls, and viscounts shall adore me. 
When in my gilded coach I ride, 
My lady at his lordship's side, 
How will I laugh at all 1 meet 
Clatt'ring in pattens down the street! 
And Lobbin then 	mind no more, 
Howe'er I lov'd him heretofore; 
Or, if he talks of plighted truth, 
I will nothear the simple youth, 
But rise indignant from my seat, 
And spurn the lubber-from my feet." 

Action, alas! the speaker's grace, 
Ne'er came in more improper place, • 
For in the tossing forth her shoe, • 
What fancied bliss the maid' o'erthrew! 
While down at once, with hideous fall, 
Came lovers, wealth, and milk, and all. 

Thus fancy ever loves to roam, 
To bring the gay materials home; 
Imagination forms the dream, 
And accident destroys the scheme. 

A FAMILIA"? EPISTLE, • 
FROM THE NEV. MR. HARROWS HORSE, TO, 

THE REV, MR. SCOT, 

AMONGST you bipeds, reputation 
Depends on rank and situation; 
And men increase in fame and worth, 
Not from their merits, but their birth. 
Thus he is born to live obscure, 
Who has the sin of being poen: 
While wealthy Dullness lolls et ease, 
And is—as witty as you please. •  

—" What did his lordship say 	fine! 
The very thing! bravo! divine!" 
And then 'tis bezz'd from route to route, 
While ladies whisper it about, 
" Well, I protest, a charming hit! 
His lordship has a deal of wit: 
How elegant that double sense! 
Perdigious! vaistlyfine! immense!" 
When all my lord has said or done, 
Was but the letting off a 'pun. 

Mark the fa/ cit, whose good round sum, 
Amounts at least to hlda plumb; 
Whose chalot whirls him up and down 
Some three or fiiiir miles out of town; 
For thither sober folks.repair,  , 
To take the dust, which they call air. - 
Dull Folly (not the wanton wild 
Imagination's younger child) 
Has taken lodgings in his face, 
As finding that a vacant place, 
And peeping from his windows, tells 
To all beholders, where she dwells. 
Yet once a week, this purse-proud cit 
Shall ape the sallieS of a wit, 
And after ev'ry Sunday's dinner, 
To priestly saint, or city sinner, 
Shall tell the story o'er and o'er, 
H' has told a thousand times before: 	' 
Like gamesters, who, with eager 
Talk the game o'er between the-deal. 

Mark! how the fools and knaves admire 
And chuckle with their Sunday 'squire: 
While he looks pleas'd at every guest, 
And laughs much louder than the rest; 
And cackling with incessant grin, 
Triples the double of his chin. 

Birth, rank, and wealth, balk wond'rous skill; 
Make wits and statesmen when they will; 
While Genius holds no estimation, 
From luckless want of situation; 
And, if through *aided scenes of life, 
He takes dame Poverty to wife, 
flowe'er he work and tease his brain, - 
His pound of wit scarce weighs a grain; 
While with his lordship it abounds, 
And one light grain swells qut to pounds._, 

Receive, good sir, with, aspect kind, 
This wanton gallop of the mind; 
But since all things increase in worth, 
Pro,mition'd to their rank and birth; 
Lest you should think -the letter base, 
While I supply the poet's place, 
I'll tell „you pence and what I am, 
My breed, my blood, my sire, my dam. 

My sire was Pindar's Eagle, son 	" 
Of Pegasus of Helicon; 
My dam, the Hippogryph, which whirPfl 
Asto/pho to the lunar world. 
Both high-tped things of mettled blood, 
The best in all Apollo's stud. 

Now critics here would bid me speak 
The old horse language, that is, Greek; 
For Homer made us talk, you know, 
Almost three thousand years ago; 
And men of taste and judgment fines  
Allow the passage is divine. 
They were fine mettled things indeed, 
And of peculiar Strength and breed, 
What leaps they took, how far and wide!  
—They'd take a epuntty at a stride. 
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How great each leap, Longinus knew„ 
Who from dimensions ta'en of two, 
.Affirms, with equal ardour whirrd, 
A third, good lord! would clear the world. 

But till some learned wight shall show 
If accents-must be us'd, or no, 
A doubt, which puzzles all the wise 
Of giant and of pigmy size, 	.c  
Who waste their time, and fancies vex 
With asper, lenis, circumflex, 
And talk of mark and purtuation, 
As 'twere a matter of serration; 
For when your pigmies take the pent 
They fancy they grow up to men, 
And thinlirthey keep the world in awe 
My brandishing a very straw; 
Till they have clear'd this weighty doubt, 
Which they'll be centuries about, 
As a plain nag, in homely phrase, 
I'll use the language of our days; 
And, for this first and only time, 
Just make a trot set easy rhyme. 

Nor let it shock your thought or sight, , 
That thus a quadruped should write; 
Read but the papers, and you'll see 
Mere prodigies of wit than me; 
Grown men and sparrows taught to dance, 
Ry,monsieur Passerat from France; 
The learned dog, the learned mare, 
The learned bird, the learned hare; 
And all are fashionable too, 
And play at cards as well as you. 

Of paper, pen, and ink possess'd, 
With faculties of writing blest, 
Why should not I then, Hownnyhwm bred 
(A. word that must,be seen, not said) 
Itid you of all that anxious care, 
Which good folks feel for good and fair, 
And which your looks betray'd indeed, 
To more discerning eyes of steed; 
When in the shape of useful hack, 
I bore a poet on my back? 

Know, safely rode my master's 
The bard before her for my guide. 
Yet think not, sir, his awkward care 
Ensued protection to the fair. 
No.—conscious of the prize I bore, 
My wayward footsteps slipt no more. 
For though I scorn the poet's skill, 
:11Iy mistress guides me where she will. 

Abstract in wond'rous speculation, 
Lost in laborious meditation, 
As whether 'twoutd promote sublime 
If silver could he pair'd in rhyme; 
Or, as the word of sweeter tune, 
Month might be cliuk'd instead of moon: 
No wonder poets hardly know 
Or what they do, or where they go.' 
Whether they ride or walk the street, 
Their heads are always on their feet; 

. They now and then may get astride 
Th' ideal Pegasus, and ride 
Prodigious journeys round a room, 
As boys ride cock-horse on a broom. 

Whether Acrostics tease the brain, 
Which goes a hunting words in vain, 
(For words most capitally sin, 
'Unless heir letters right begin.) 
Since how to man or woman's name, 
Could you or I acrostic frame. 

Or make the staring letters joie, 
To form the word, that tells us thine, 
Unless wc'ad right initials got, 
S, C, 0, T, and so made Scot? 
Or whether Rebus, Riddle's brother, 
(Both which had Dullness for their mother) 
Employ the gentle poets care, 
To celebrate some town or fair, 
Which all ad libitiun he slits 
For you to pick it up by bits, 
Which bits together plac'd, Will frame 
Some city's or some lady's name; 
As when a worm is cut in twain, 
It joins and is a worm again; 
When thoughts so weighty, so intense, 
Above the reach of common sense, 
Distract and twirl the mind about, 
Which fain would hammer something out; 
A kind discharge relieves the mind, 
As folks are eas'd by breaking wind; 
Whatever whims or maggots bred 
Take place of sense in poet's head, 
They fix themselves without control, 
Where'er its seat is on the soul. 
Then, like your heathen idols, we 
Have eyes indeed, but cannot see. 
(We, for I take the poet's part, 
And for my blood, am bard at heart) 
For in reflection deep immerst, 
The man muse-bitten and be-verst, 
Neglectful of externals all, 
Will run his head against a wall, 
Walk through a river as it flows, 
Nor see the bridge before his nose. 

Are things like these equestrians fit 
To mount the back of 'nettled tit? 
Are—but farewel, for here comes Bob, 
And I must serve some hackney job;. 
Fetch letters, or, for recreation, 
Transport the bard to our plantation. 

Robert joins compts with Burnham Black, 
Your humble servant, Banbury's hack. 

THE NEW-RIPER HEAD. 
A TAM 

ATTEMPTED IN THE MANNER OF MR. C. DENIS 
INSCRIBED r JOHN WIINES0  ESQ. 

Labitur & labetur in tonne volubilis serum. Ha 

DEAR Wilkes; whose lively social wit 
Disdains the prudish affectation 

Of gloomy folks, who love to sit 
As doctors should at consultation, 

Permit me, in familiar strain; 
To steal you from the idle hour 

Of combating the northern thanex: 
And all his puppet tools of pow'r. 

Shame to the wretch, if sense of shame 
Can ever touch the miscreant's breast, 

Who dead to virtue as to fame, 
(A monster whom the gods detest) 

Turns traitor to himself, to court 
Or minister or monarch's smile; 

And dares, in insolence of sport, 
Invade the charter of our isle. 
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But why should Iowho only strive 

By telling of an easy tale, • 
To keep attention half alive 

'Gainst Ilolgolam and Flinanap rail ? 
For whether England be filename, 

(Name ivhich we're taught no more to prize) 
Or Britain, it is all the same, 

The Lilliputian statesmen rise 
To malice of gigantic size. 

Let them enjoy their warmth a while, 
Truth shall regard them with a smile, 
While you, like Gulliver, in sport 
Piss out the fire, and save the court. 
Bat to retains—The tate is old.; 

Indecent, truly none of mine--- 
What Beroaklus gravely told; 

I read it in, that sound divine. 
And for Mdecency;  you know 

He had a fashionable turn, 
As prim observers clearly show 

In t' other parson, doctor Sterne. 
Yet Pope denies it all defence, 
And calls it, bless us! want of sense. 
But e'en the decent-Pope can write 

Of bottles, corks, and maiden sighs, 
Of charming beauties less in sight, 

Of the more secret precious hair?, 
" And something else of little size, 

You know where . 
If such authorities prevail, 

To varnish o'er this petty sin, 
I plead a pardon for rnytale, 

And having hemm'd and cougli'd*begin. 

A Genius (one of those I mean, 
We read of in th' Arabian Nights; 

Not such as every day are seen - 
At Bob's or Arthur's; whilorn White's; 

For howsoe'er you change the nanoe, 
The clubs and meetings are the same; 
Nor those prodigious learned folks, 
Your haberdashers of stale jokes, 
Who-dress them utssa neat and clean 
For newspaper or magazine; 
Thit one that could play wondrous tricks, 

Changing the very course of Nature, 
Not Asmodeits on two sticks 

Or sage Urgauda could do greater.) 
Once on a time incog came down 

From his equivocal dominions, 
And travell'd o'er a country town 

To try folks' tempers and opinions. 
When to accomplish his intent 

(For had the cobbler known the king; 
Lord ! it would quite have spoil% the thing) 

In strange disguise he slily went 
And stump'd along the high-way track, 
With greasy Imbpsack at his back; 
And now the night was pitchy dark, 
Without oncost:les indulgent spark, 
Whether he wanted sleep or not, 

Is of no consequence to tell; • 
A bed and lodging must be got, 

For geniuses livemlways well. 
At.the best house-in all the town, 

(It was the attorney's you may swear) 
Ile knock'd as -he'd have heat it down, 

'Knock as you would,, no entrance there. 

Rape of the Lock. 	s  -Pope's Letters. 

RIVER HEAD. 
But from the window cried the damn, 

." Go, sirrah, go from whence you came. 
Here, Nell, John, Thomas, see who knocks, 
Fellow, I'll put you in the stocks." 
" Be Gentle, mails," the Genius cried-; 

" Have mercy on the wand'ring poor, 
Who knows not where his head to hide, 

And asks a piltance at your doors 
A snug of beer, a crust of bread-0. 
Have pity ol;the housetess head; 

Your Inishaul keeps a lordly table, 
I ast but for the offal 

And fora lodgoing-..barn or stable 
Will shroud me till the morning comes." 

'Twas all in vain; she rang the bell? 
The servants trembl'd at the knell; 
Down flew the maids to tell the men, 
'l' drive the vagrant back agerr,. 

He trudg'd away In angry mind, 
And thought but cheaply of mankind; 

'Pill through a casement's dingy pane, 
A rush light's melancholy My,. 

Bad hint e'en try his luck again; 
Perhaps beneath a'house of clay 
A wamPring passenger might find, 
A better friend to human kind; 
And far more hospitable fare, 
Though not so costly, nice, or rare, 
As smokes upon the silver plate - 
Of the luxurious pamper'd great. 

So.to this cot of homely thatch, 
In the same pligtst the Genius cameo ' 

Down comes the dame, lifts up the latch; 
" What want ye, sir?" 

" Got save you, dame." 
And so he told the piteous tale, 
Which you have heard him tell before; 
Your patience and my own would fail 

Were 	tett it o'er and o'er, 
Suffice it, that my goody's eare • 
Brought forth her best, though simple fare, 

And from the corner-cupboard's hoard, 
. Her stranger guest the more to please, . 

Bespread her hospitable board 	• 
, With-what she had---'t was bread and cheese, 

" 'T is honest though but homely cheer; 
Much good may't do ye, eat your Jill, 

Would 1 could treat you with strong beer, 
But for the action take the will, 

You see my cot is clean, though small, 
Pray Heav'n increase myrsiender stock! 

You're welcome, friend, you.see my all; 
And for your bed, sir, there'S a flock," 

No matter what was after said, 
He eat and drank and vent to bed. 1 
And now the cock his mattins sung, 

(Howe'er such singing's light esteern'tl, 
'T is precious in the Muses' tongue, 	. 

When sung, rhymes better than he.scream't1;) 
The dame and pedlar both arose, 

At early dawn of rising day, 
She for her work of folding clothes, • 

And he to travel on his way; 
But much he thought himself to blame, 

if, as in duty surely bound, 
Be; 	did not thank the careful dame 

. 	For the teeeption he bad feuud, 

   
  



' we 
 • " floste4s,?' (moth he, ". before I go, 

X thank you for your hearty fare; 
Would it were in my poser to pay 
irIlt gratitude a better way; 

slut money now runs.very low, 
And 1 have not a ttoit to spare

'  
• 

But if you'll take this piece of stuff—" 
• . 	No," quoth the dame, ".1's.i2 poor as you, 

Yourkindest wishes are enough, 
You're welcome, friend, fareweldieu." 

" But first," replykl the wod'ring guest, 
" For bed and board atiWthomely dish, 

May alt things turn out for the best, 
So take my blessing and my wish : 

May what gm first begin to do, 
Create such profitatul delight, 

That you may do it all day through, 
Nor finish till the depth of night." 

" Thank you," she said, and shut the door, 
Turn'd td her work; and thought no more. 
And now the- napkin, which was spread 
To treat her guest with geed brown bread,. 
She fulled up with nicest care.; 
When to? another napkin there! 
And every folding did beget 
Another and another yet. 

• She folds a shift—by strange increase, 
'File remnant swells into a piece, 
Her caps, her laces, all the same, 

Tilt such a quantity of 
From. such a vetY malt beginning, 

Flow'd in at mice upon the dante, 
Wholivonderht'how the deuce it came, 

That with the drap'rY she had. got 
Within her little shabby cut, 

She might forall thecown provide, 
And break both York:street and Cheapside. 

It happen'd that th' attorney's wife, 
Who, to be sure, took much upon hcr, 

As being one in higher life, 
Who did the parish nighty honour, 

Sentfor the dame, who, poor and willing, 
Would take a job of dialing work, 
And sweat and toil like any Turk, 

To earn a sixpence or a shilling. 

She could not come, not she indeed! 
She thanked her much, but had 11Q med. 

Coral news will fly as well as bad; 
So out this wond'rous'story came, 
About the pedlar and the dame, 

Which made tit' attorney's wife so mad, 
That she resolv'd at any rate, 

Spite of her pride andiady airs, 
TO get thecpedlartete-a4ele, 

And make up all the past affairs: 
And though She wish'd him at the devil, - 

When he came there the night before, 
peterminhl tobe monstrous civil, 

And drop her curtsie at the door. 

Now all was racket, noise and pother, 
Nell running one way, John another, 
Awl Tom was on the coach-horse sent, 
To learn which a•ay the pedlar went. 

Thomas returnh1;--the pedlar brought. 
—What could my dainty madam say, 

For not behaving as she 
And drivi;:g honest folks away ? 	•  

'S POEMS. 
" Upon my word, it shocks me much, 
-,-But there's such thieving here of late—

Not that I dream'd that you were such, 
When you came knocking at my gate. 

I must confess myself to blame, 
And I'm afraid you lately met 

Sad treatment with that homely dame, 
Who lives on what her hands can get, 

Walk in with me at least to night, 
.And let us set all matters right. 
• I know my duty, and indeed 
Would help a friend in time of need. 

Take such refreshMent as you find, 
I'm sure I mean it for the best, 

And give it with a willing mind 
To such a grave and sober guest. 

So in they came, and for his picking, 
Behold the table covers spread, 

' Instead of Goody's cheese and bread, 
With tarts, and, fish, and flesh, and chicken, 
..And to appear in greater state, 
The knives and forks with silver handles, 

The candlesticks of bright (French) plate 
To hold her hest mould (tallow) candles, 

Were ail brought forth to be display'd, 
In female housewifry parade. 

Aud more the pedlar to regale, 
And make the wondrous man her friend, 

Decanters foam'd of mantling ale, 
And port and claret without end; 

4  They hobb'd and nobb'd, and smil'd and latigithl,, 
Tottch'd glasses, nam'd their toasts, and quaff'd; 

Talk'd over every friend and foe, 
Till eating, drinking, talking past, 

/ The kind house-clock struck twelve at last, 
When wishing madam bon repos, 

The pedlar pleaded weary head, 
Made his low bow, and went to bed. 

Wishing him then at perfect ease, 
A good soft bed, a good sound sleep: 

Now gentle reader, if you please, 
We'll at the lady take a peep: 

She could not rest, but tuned and toss'd, 
While Fancy whisper'd in her brain, 

That what her indiscretion lost, 
tier art and cunning might regain. 

Suck linen to so poor a dame! 
For such coarse fare! perplex'd her head; 

Why might not she expect the same, 
So courteous, civil, and welhbred? 

And now she reekored up her store 
Of cambrics, Hollands, muslin, lawns, 
Free gifts, and purchases, and pawns, 

Itesolv'd to multiply them more, _ 
Till site had got a stock of linen, 
Fit for a dowager to sin, in. 

'Kite morning came, when up she got, 
Most ceremoniously inclin'd • 

To wind up her sagaCious plot, 	c  
With all that civil' stuff we find 

'Mongst those who talk a wond,rous deal,  
Of what they neither Mean nor feel. 

" How shall 1, ma'm,"relibtki the guest 
" Make you a suitable return 
For your attention and eoncern, 

And such civilities exprest 
To one, who must be still in debt 
• Fur all the ItindnesS he has met? 
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For this your entertainment's sake, 

If aught of good my wish can do, 
May what yoii first shall Undertake, 

Last without ceasing all day through." 
Madam, who kindly understood 

His wish effectually good, 
Straight dropp'd a curtsic wond'rous 
For much she wanted him to go, 
That she might look up all her store, 
And turn it into thousands more. 
Now all the maids were sent to look 
In every many, hole and nook, 
For every rag which they could find 
Of any size, or any kind, 
Draw'rs, boxes, closets; chests and cases 
Were all unlock'd at once to get 
Her point, her gauze, her Prussia-net, 
With fifty names of fifty kinds, 
Which suit variety of minds. 

How shall I now my tale pursue, 
So passing strange, so passing true? 
When every bit from every hoard, 
Was brought and laid upon the board, 

Lest some more urgent obligation 
Might interrupt her pleasing toil, 

And marring half her application, 
The promis'd hopes of profit spoil, 

Before she folds a single rag, 
Or takes a cap from board or. bag, 

That nothing might her work prevent, 
(For she was now resole'd to labour, 

With earnest hope and full intent 
To get the better of her neighbour) 

Into the garden she would go 
To do that necessary thing, 

Which must by all be done, you know, 
By rich and poor, and high and low, 

By male and female, queen and king; 
She little dreani'd a common action, 

Practis'd as duly as her pray'rs, 
Should prove so tedious a transaction, 

Or cost her such a sea of cares. ' 
In sliort the streams so plenteous flow'd, 

That in the dry and dusty weather, 
She might have water'd all the road 

For ten or twenty miles together. 
'What could she do 7 as it began, 
Th' involuntary torrent ran. 

Instead of folding cap or mob, 
So dreadful was this distillation, 

That from a simple watering job, 
She forted a general inundation. 

While for her indiscretion's crime, 
And coveting too great a store, 

She made a river at a time, 
Which sure Was never done before', 

A FAMPLIAR LETTER OF RHYMES. 
• TO A LADY. 

YEs—I could rifle grove and hover 
And strip the beds stir every flow's,' 

This story, which occurs in the conference 
between a impish priest and Villiers duke of 
Buckingham (see the works of thelatter) has been 
versified by Mr. Merrick, Dodsley's Poems, vol.v. 
p. ?.39. C. 

it 
And deck them• in their fairest hue, 
Merely to be out-blush'd by you. 
The lily, pale, by my direction, 
Should fight the rose for your complexion: 
Or I could make up sweetest posies, 
Fit fragrance for the ladies' noses, 
Which drooping, on your breast reclining, 
Should all be Iithering, dying, pining, 
Which every songSter cars display, 
I've more althOrities than Gay; 
Nay, I could teach ti globe its duty 
To pay all homage tbsyour beauty, 
And wit'sioreative pow'r to show, 
The very fire should mix with snow; 
Your eyes, that brandish burning dalts 
To scorch and singe our tinder hearts, 
Should be the lamps for lover's ruin, 
And light them to their own undoing; 
While all the snow about your breast 
Should leave them hopeless and distrest.. 

For those who rarely soar above 
The art of coupling love and dove, 
In their conceits and amorous fictions, 
Are mighty fond of contradictions, 
Above, in air; in earth, beneath; 
And things that do, or do not hreathe, 
All have their parts, and separate place, 
To paint the fair one's various grace. 

Her-cheek, her eye; her bosom show 
The rose, the lily, diamond, snow. 

-Jet, milk, and amber, vales and mountains, 
Stars, rubies, suns, and mossy fountains, 
The poet -gives them all a share • 
In the description of his fair. 
She burns, she chills, she pierces hearts 
With locks,-  and bolts, and 11;nines, and darts. 
And could we trust th' extravagancy 
Of every poet's youthful fancy, 
They'd salake each nymph they love so well, 
As cold as snow, as hot as—. 

--O gentle lady, spare your fright, 
No horrid rhyme shall wound your sight. 
I would not for the world be hoard, 
To utter such unseendy word, 
Which the Politer parson fears 
To mention to politer cars. '- 

But, could a female form be S:,own, 
(The thought, perhaps, is not my own) 
Where every circumstance should meet 
To make the poet's nymph complete, 
Form'd to his fancy's utmost pitch, 
She'd be as ugly as a witch., 

Come then, 0 Muse, of trim conceit, 
Muse, always fine, but never neat, 
Who to the dull unsated ear 
Of -French or Tuscan sonneteer, 
Tak'st up the same unvatied tone, 
Like the Scotch bagpipe's favourite drone, 
Squeezing out thoughts in ditties quaint, 
To poet's mistress, whore, or saint; 
Whether thou dwell'st on ev'ry grace, 
Which lights the world from Laohes face, 
Or amorous praise expatiates ,v ,le 
On beauties which the oymph must hide; 
For wit affected, loves to shoe' 
Her every charm frhyntoo to toe, 
And wanton-Fancy oft plit'blICS 
Minute description from the Muse, 
Come and pourtray, with pencil fine, 
-The poet's mortal nymph.dis inc. 
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. Her golden locks of classic hair, 

Are nets to catch the wanton air; 
Her forehead ivory, and her eyes 
Each a bright sun to light the skies,. 
Orb'd in whose centre, Cupid aims 
His darts, protect us! tipt with flames; 
While the sly god's unerring bow 
Is the half circle of her brow. 	i 
EacIrlip a ruby, parting, shows 
The precious pearl in even .ows, 
And all the Loves and Grac sleek C t

i 

 

Bathe in the dimples of her ' reek. 
•  

Her breasts pure snow, or white as milk • 
Are ivory apples, smooth as silk, 
Or else, as fancy trips on faster, 
Fine marble hills of alabaster. 

A figure made of wax would please 
More than an aggregate of these, 
Which though they are of precious worth, 
And held in great esteem on Earth, 
What are they., rightly understood, 
Compar'd to real flesh and blood ? • 

And I, who hate to act by rules 
Of whining, rhyming, loving fools, 
Can never twist my mind about 
To find such strange resemblance out, 
And simile that's only fit 
To show my plenteous lack of wit. 
Therefore, omitting flames and darts, 
Wounds, sighs and tears, and bleeding hearts, 
Obeying, what I here declare, 
Makes half my happiness, the fair, 

' The favourite subject I pursue, 
And write, as who would not, for you. 

Perhaps my Muse, a common curse, 
Errs•in the manner of her verse, 
Which, slouching in ilte dogeret lay, 
Goes tittnp all her easy way. 
Yes—an acrostic had been better, 
Where each good natured prattling letter, 
Though it conceal the writer's aim, 
Tells all the world his lady's name. 

But all acrostics, it is said, 
Show wond'rous pain of empty head, 
Where wit is cramp'd in hard confines, 
And Fancy dare not jump the lines.. 

I love a fanciful disorder, 
And straggling out of rule and order; 
Impute not then to vacant head, 
Or what I've writ, or what I've said, 
Which imputation can't be true, 
Where head and heart's so full of you. 

Like Tristram Shandy, I could write 
From morn to noon, from noon to iiieht, 
Sometimes obscure, and sometimes leaning, 
A little sideways to a meaning, 
And unfatig,uld myself, pursue 
The civil mode of teasing you. 
For as your folks who love the dwelling 
On circumstance in story telling, 	' 
And to give each relation grace, 
Describe the time, the folks, the place, 
And are religiously exact 	' 
To point out each unmeaning fact, 
Repeat their wonders undesired, 
Nor think one hearer can be tired; 
So they who take a method worse, 
And prose away, like me, in verse, 
Worry their mistress, friends or betters, 
'With satire, sonnet, ode, or letters,  

And think the knack of pleasing follows 
Each jingling pupil of Apollo's. 

'—Yet let it be a venial crime 
That I address you thus in rhyme. 
Nor think that I am Phoebus'-bit 
By the tarantula of wit, 
But as the meanest critic knows 

- All females have a knack at prose, 
And letters are the mode of writing 
The ladies -take the most delight in; 
Bold is the man, whose saucy aim 
Leads him to form a rival claim; 
A double death the victim dies, 
Wounded by wit as well as eyes. 

—With mine disgrace a lady's prose, 
And put a nettle next a rose? 
Who would, so long as taste prevails, 
Compare St. James's with Versailles? 
The nightingale, as story goes, 
Fam'd for the music of his woes, 
In vain against the artist try'd, 
But strain'd his tuneful throat—and died. 

Perhaps I sought the rhyming way, 
For reasons which have pow'rful sway. 
The swain, no doubt, with pleasure sues 
The nymph he's sure will not refuse. 
And more compassion may be found 
Amongst these goddesses of sound, 
Than always happens -to the share 
Of the more cruel human fair; 
Who love to fix their lover's pain4, 
Pleas'd with the rattling of their chains, 
Rejoicing in their servant's grief, 
As 'twere a sin to give relief. 
They twist each easy fool about, 
Nor let them in, nor let them out, 
But keep them twirling on the fire, 
Of apprehension and desire, 
As cock-chafers, with corking pin 
The school-boy stabs, to make them spin. 

For 'tis a maxim in love's school, 
To make a man of sense a fool; 
I mean the man, who loves indeed, 
And hopes and wishes to succeed; 
But from his fear and apprehension, 
Which always mars his best intention, 
Can ne'er address with proper ease 
The vecy person he would please. 

Now poets, when these nymphs refuse, 
Straight go a courting to the Muse. 
But still some difference we find 
'Twixt goddesses and human kind; 
The Muses' favours are ideal, 
The ladies' scarce, but always real. 
The poet can, with little pain, 
Create a mistress in his brain, 
Heap each attraction, every grace 
That should adorn the mind or face, 
Oh Delia, Phyllis, with a score 
Of Phyllisses and Delias more. 
Or as the whim of passion burns, 
Can court each frolic Muse by turns; - 
Nor shall one word of blame be said, 
Altho' he take them all to bed. 
Theguse detests coquetry's guilt, 
Nor apes the manners of a Pt. 

Jilt! 0 dishonest hateful name, 
Your sex's•pride, your sex's shame, 
Which often bait their treacherous hook 
With smile endearing, winning look, 
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And wind them ion the easy heart 

tOf man, with most ensnaring art, 
Only to torture and betray 
The wretvh they mean to cast away. 
No doubt 'tis charming pleasant angling 
To see the poor fond creatures dangling, 
Who rush like gudgeons to the bait, 
And gorge the mischief they should hate, 
Yet sure such cruelties deface 
Your virtues of their fairest grace. 
And pity, which in woman's breast, 
Should swim at top of all the rest, 
Must such insidious sport condemn, 
Which play to you, is death to them. 

So have I often read or heard, 
Though both upon a trav'ller's word, 
(Authority may pass it down, 
So, vide Travels, by Ed. Brown) 
At Metz, a dreadful engine stands, 	/ 
Form'd like a maid, with folded hands, 
Which finely drest, with primmest grace, 
Receives the culprit's first embrace; 
But at the second (dismal wonder!) 
Unfolds, clasps, cuts his heart asunder. 

You'll say, perhaps, I love to rail, 
We'll end the matter with a tale: 

A Robin once,' who lov'd to Stray, 
And hop about from spray to spray, 
Familiar as the folks were kind, 

. Nor thought of mischief in his mind, 
Slight favours make the bold presume, 
Would flutter round the lady's room, 
And careless often take his stand 
Upon the lovely Flavia's hand. , 
The nymph, 't is said, his freedom sought, 
—In short, the trifling fool was caught; 
And happy in the fair one's grace, 
Would not accept an eagle's place. 
And while the nymph was kind as fair, 
Wish'd not to gain his native air, 
But thought hehargain'd to his cost, 
To gain the liberty he lost. 

Till at the last, a fop was seen, 
A parrot, dress'd in red and green, 
Who could not boast one genuine note, 
But chatter'd, swore and lY'd—by rote. 
"Nonsense and noise will oft prevail, 
When honour and affection fail." 
The lady lik'd her foreign guest„ 
For novelty will please the best; 
And whether it is lace or fan, 
Or silk, or china, bird or man, 
None sure can think it wrong, or strange, 
That ladies should admire a change. 
The parrot now came into play, 
The Robin ! he had had his day, 
But could not brook the nymph's disdain, 
So fled..—and ne'er came back again. 

THE COBBLER OF TESSINGTON'S LETTER 
TO DAVID GARRICK, ESQ. 1161. 

MY predecessors often use 
To cobble verse as well as shoes; 
As Partridge (vide Swift's disputes) 
Who turn'd Bootes into boots, 
Ah —Partridgel—P11 be bold to say 
Was a rare scholar iq bis day;  

He'd tell you when 't would rain, and when 
The--weather would be fine agen; 
Precisely when your bones should ache, 
And when grow sound, by th' almanack. 
For he knew ev'ry thing, d'ye see, 
By, what d'ye call 't, astrology, 
And skill'd in all the starry system, 
Foretold events, and often naist'ern. 
And then it grier'd me sore to look 
Just at the t eebpiecy his book, 
Where Whe stood a man,`: rd bless, my heart! 
(No doubt by maths- metics art,) 
Naked, eFapos'd to public view, 
And darts stuck in him through and through. 
I warrant him some hardy fool, 	- 
Who scorn'd to follow wisdom's rule, 
And dar'd blasphemiously despise 
Our doctor's knowledge in the skies. 
Full dearly he abides his laugh, 
I'm sure 't is Swift, or Bickerstaff. 

Excuse this bit of a digression, 
A cobbler's is a learn'd profession. 
Why may not I too couple rhymes ? 
My Wit will not disgrace the times; 
I too, forsooth, among the rest, 
Claim one advantage, and the best, 

scarce know writing, have, no reading, 
Nor any kind of scholar breeding; 
And',wanting that's the sole foundation 
Of half your poets' reputation. 
While genius, perfect at its birth, 
Springs up, like mushrooms from the earth. 

You know they send one to and fro 
-To carry messages or so; 
And though Pm "somewhat old and crazy, 
I'm still of service to the Ivy, 
For our good squire has no great notion 

.Of much alacrity in motion, 
And when there's miles betwixt you know 
Would rather send by half than go ; 
Then I'm dispatch'd to travel hard, 
And bear myself by way of card, 
I'm a two-legg'd excuse to show 
Why other people cannot go; 
And merit sure I must assume, 
For once I went in Garrick's room. 

In my old age, 't were wondrous hard 
To come to town, as trav'lling.card. 
Then let the post convey me there, 
The clerk's direction tell him where. 
For, though I ramble at this rate, 	• 
He writes it all, and I dictate; 
For I'm resolv'd—by' help of neighbour, 
(Who keeps- a school, and goes to labour) 
To tell you all things as they past; 
Cobblers will go beyond their last, 
And so I'm told will authors too-, a-
-But that's a point I leave to you; 
Cobbling extends a thousand ways, 
Some cobble shoes, some cobble plays; 
Some—but this jingle's vastly clever, 
It makes a body write for ever. 
While with the motion of the pen, 
Method pops in and out agen, 
So, as I said, I thought it better, 
To set me down, and think a letter, 
And without any mo?e ado, 
Seal up my mind, and send it you. 
You'll ask, me, master, why I choose 
To plague your worship with my Muse; 
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I'll tell you then--will truth Offend ? 
Though cobbler, yet I InVe my friend. 
Besides, I like you merry folks, 
Who snake their puns, and erack=their jokes; 
Your jovial hearts are never wrong; 
I love a story, or a song; 
But always feel most grievous. qualms, 
From Wesley's hymns, or Wisdom's psalms:. 

My father often told me, one day 
Vas for religion--that was Sunday, s„ 

When I should go to prayag.  twice, 
And hear our parson battle‘lkice ; 
And dress'd in all my finest clothes, 0 
Twang the psalmody through-ray nose. 
But betwixt e‘hurcites, for relief; 
Eat bak'd plumb-pudding, and roast-beef; 
And cheerful, without sin, regale 
With good home-brew'd, and nappy ale, 
But not one word of fasting greetings, 
And slry religious singing meetings. 
But here comes folks r.-preaching to us 
A saving doctrine to undo us, 
Whose notions fanciful` and scurvy 
Turn old religion topsy-turvy. 
I'll give any pleasure up for no -man, 
And mil 1 right now, master Show-man? 
You seem'd to nie a person civil, 

• Qur parson gives you, to the devil; 
And Says, as how,that after grace, 
You laugh's' directly in his face; 
Ay, laugh'd out-right (as Pus a sinner) 
I should have lik'd t' have beemat dinner; 
Net for the sake of master's fare, 
But to.have seen the doctor stare. 
Odzooks, I think, he's perfect mad, 
Scar'd out of all the vats he, had, 
For wheresoe'er the doctor comes, 
He pulls his wig, and bites his thumbs, 
And mutters, in a broken rage, 	" 
The Minor, Garrick, 'Foote, the stage; 
(For I must blab it out—but hist, 
His reverence is a methodist) 
And preaches like anerrant fury,.  
'Gainst all your show folks, about Drury, 
Says actors all are hellish imps;  
And managers the devil's pimps. 
He knows not what he sets about ; 
Puts on his surplice inside out, 
Mistakes the lessons in the church, 
Or leaves.a collect in the lurch; 
And t'other day.--God help his head, 
;the gardner's wife being brought to bed, 
When sent for to baptize the child 
His wig awry, and.staring wild, ' 
He laid the prayer-book flat before him, 
And read the burial service o'er bins. 
—The folks must wait without their shoes, 
For I must tell you all the.news, 
For we have had a deal to do, 
Our squire's become a show-man too! 
And horse and foot arrive in flocks, ' 
To see his worship's famous-rocks, 
Whilst he, with humorous delight, 
Walks all about and -shows the sight, 
Points out the place, where trembling you 

'Had like t' have bid the world adieu; 

Robert Wisdotn was an early translator of 
the Psalms. Wood says, he was a good Latin 
and English poet of his time. Ile died 1563. 

It bears the sad remembrance still, 
And people call it Garrick's Hill. 
The goats their -usual distance keep 
We never have recourse to sheep ; 
And the whole scene wants nothing low, 
Except your ferry-boat and cow. 
I had a great deal more to say, 
But I am sent express away, 
To fetch the squire's three children down 
To Tissington from Derby town; 
And Allen says he'll mend my rhyme, 
Whene'er I write a second time. 

TI1E 

COBBLER OF CRIPPLEGATE'S LETTER 
TO ROBERT LLOYD, A. M. 

LINUS'D to verse, and tied, Heav'n knows, 
Of drudging on in heavy prose, 
Day after day, year after year, 
Mid-al have sent the Gazetteer; 
Now, for the first time, 1 essay 
To write in your own easy way. 
And now, 0 Lloyd, I wish I had, 
To go that road your ambling pad, 
While you, with all a poet's pride, - • 
On the great horse of verse might ride. 
You leave the road that's rough and stoney, 
To pace and whistle with your poney; 
Sad proof to us you're lazy grown, 
Andfear to gall your huckle-bone. 
For he who rides a nag so small, 
Will soon)  we fear, ride none at all. 

There are, and nought gives more offence, 
Who have some fav'rite eXcellence, 
Which 'evermore they introduce, 
And bring it into constant use. 	- 
Thus Garrick still in ev'ry part 
Has pause, and attitude, and start! 
The pause, i will allow, is good, 
And so, perhaps, the attitude; 
The start too's line:,  but if not scarce, 
The tragedy becomes a farce. 

I have too, pardon Me, some quarrel, 
With OVier branches of your laurel. 
I hate the style, that still defends 
Yourself, or praises all your friends, 
As if the club of wits'  as met 
To make culogiums on the set; 
Say, must the town for ever hear, 
And no reviewer dare to sneer, 
Of Thornton's humour, Garrick-'s nature, 
And Cohuan's wit, and Churchill's satire 
Churchill, who--het it not offend, 
If I make free, though he's your friend, 
AM sure we cannot want ekeuse, 
When Churchill's uam'd, for smart abuse— 
Churchill ! who ever loves to raise 	C  
On slander's dung his mushroom 
The priest, 1 grant, has something clever, 
A something that will last for ever: 
Let him, in part, be made your pattern, 
Whose Muse, now queen, and now a slattern, . 
Trick'd out in Rosciad rufes the .roast, 
Turns tropes and trollop in the ghost, 
I3y turns both tickles us, and warms, 
And, drunk or sober,-. has het ehart4s. 
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• Garrick, to whom with lath and plaster 
You try to raise a fine pilaster,  
And fou;d. on Lear and Macbeth, 
His monument e'en after death, ' 
Garrick's a dealer in grimaces, 
A haberdashei of wry faces, 
A hypocrite, in.afi his stages, 
Who laughs and tries for hire and wages; 
As undertakers' men draw grief 
From onion in their handkerchief, 
Like real mourners cry and sob, 
And of their passions make a job. 

And Colman too, that little sinner, 
That essay-weaver, drama-spinner, 
Too much the comic sock will use, 
For 'tis the law must find him shoes, 
And though he thinks on fame's wide ocean 
He swims, and has a pretty motion, 
Inform him, Lloyd, for all his grin 
That Harry Fielding holds his chin. 	• 

Now higher soar, my Muse, and higher, 
To Bonnel Thornton, bight esquire! 
The only man to make us laugh, 
A very Peter Paragraph; 
The grand concluder and adviser 
In Chronicle, and Advertiser, 
Who still delights to run his rig 
On citizen and periwig! 
Good sense, I know, though dash'd with od- 

dity, 
In Thornton is no scarce commodity : 
Much learning too I can descry, 
Beneath his periwig cloth 
--I beg his pardon, I declare, 
His grizzle't gone for greasy hair, 
Which now the wag with ease can screw, 
With dirty ribband in a queue— • 
But why neglect (his trade forsaking 
For scribbling, and for merry-making,) 
With tye to overshade that brain, 
Which might have shone in Warwick-lane? 
Why not, with spectacles on nose, 
In chariot lazily repose, 
A formal, pompous, deep physician, 
Himself a sign-post exhibition? 

But hold, my Muse! you run a-head: 
And where's the clue that shall unthread 
The maze, wherein you are entangled? 
While out of tune the bells are jangled 
Through rhyme's rough road that serve to deck 
My jaded Pegasus his neck. 
My Muse with Lloyd alone contends: 
Why then fall foul upon his friends; 
Unless to show, like handy-dandy, 
Or Churchill's ghdst, or Tristram Shandy, 
Now here, now there, with quick progression, 
How smartly you can make digression: 
Your rambling spirit now confine, 	' 
And speak to Lloyd in ev'ry line. 

Tell mejihen, Lloyd, whatis't you mean 
By, cobbling up a magazine? 
A magazine, a wretched olio 
Ihirloin'd from quarto and from folio, • 
From pamphlet, newspaper, and book; 
Which tost up by a monthly cook, 
Borrows fine shapes, and titles new, 
Of fricasee and rich ragout, 
Which dunces dress, as well as you. 

Say, is't for you, your wit to coop, 
And tumble through this narrow hoop? 

The body thrives, and so the mind, 
When both are free and unconfin'd; 
But harness'd to like hackney tit, 
To run the monthly stage of wit, 
The racer stunibles in the shaft, 
And shows he was not meant for draft. 
Pot-bellied gluttons, slaves of taste, 
Who bind in leathern belt their waist, 
Who lick theif lips at ham or haunch, 
But hate to lee the strutting paunch, 
Full often rsTe the pairipat's felt 
From circumscriptiakf the belt. 
Thus women too we idiots call, 
Who lace:their shapes too close and small. 
Tight stays, they find, oft end in humps, 
And take, too late, alas ! to jumps. 
The Chinese ladies cramp their feet, 
Which seem, indeed, both small and neat, 
While the dear creatures laugh and talk, 
And can do ev'ry thing—but walk; 
Thus you, " who trip it as you go 
On the, light fantastic toe,'" 
And II) the,ring are ever seen, 
Or Rotten-row of Magazine, 
Will cramp your Muse in four-foot verse, 
And find at last your ease your curse. 
Clio already humbly begs 
You'd give her leave to stretch her legs, 
For though sometimes she takes a leap, 
Yet quadrupeds can only creep. 

While namby-pamby thus you scribble, 
Your manly genius a mere nibble; 

down, and sickly, cannot vapour, 
Nor dares to spring, or cut a caper. 

Rouse then, for shame, your ancient spirit! 
Write a great work! a work of rrielit! 
The conduct of your frieneexamine, 
And give a Prophecy of Famine; • 
Or like yourself, in days of yore, 
Write actors, as you did before : 
Write what may pow'rful friends create you, 
And make your present friends all hate you. , 
Learn not a slinfiling, shambling, pace, 
But go erect with manly grace; 
For Ovid says, and pr'ythee heed it, • 
Os homini sublime dedit. 
But if you still waste all your prime 
In spinning Lilliputian rhyme, 
Too long your genius will lie fallow,. 
And Robert Lloyd be Robert Shallow. 

ON RFIYIVIR. 
A FAMILIAR EPISTLE TO A FRIEND. 

BRING paper, Ash, and let me send, 
My hearty service to my friend. 

How pure the paper looks and white! 
What pity 'tis that folks will write, 
And on the face of candour scrawl , 
With desperate ink, and heart of gall! 
Yet thus it often fares with those 
Who, gay and easy in their prose, 
Incur ill-nature's ugly crime, 
And lay about 'em in their rhyme. 

No man more genorous, frank and kind, 
Of more ingenuous social mind, 
Than,Churchill,"yet though Churchill hear, 
I will pronounce him too severe, 
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For, whether scribbled at or not, 
He writes no name without a blot. 

Yet let me urge one honest pleat 
Say, is the Muse in fault or he? 
The-man, whose genius thirsts for praise, 
Who boldly plucks, nor waits the bays; 
Who drives his rapid car along, 
And feels the energy of, song; • 
Writes, from the impulse of the lituse, 
What sober reason might refuse. 

My lord, who lives and writes at eitse,„ 
(Sure to be pleas'd, as surAo please) 
And draws from silver-stand his pen, 
To scribble sonnets now and then

'  
• 

Who writestpot what he truly feels, 
But rather what he slily steals, 
And patches up, in courtly phrase, 
The manly sense of better days; 
Whose dainty Muse is only kist; 
But as his dainty lordship list, 
Who treats her like a mistress still, 
To turn her off, and keep at will; , 
Knows not the labour, pains, and strife 
Of him who takes the Muse to wife. 
For then the poor good-natur'd man 
Must bear his burthen as he can; 
And if my lady prove a shrew, 
What would you have the husband do? 

, Say, should be thwart her inclination 
To work his own, and her vexation? 
Or giving madam all her rein, 
Make marriage but a silken chain? 
Thus we, who lead poetic lives, 
The hen-peck'd culls of vixen wives, 
Receive their orders, and obey, 
Like husbands in the common way: 
And when we write Ifttit too much phlegm, 
The fault is not in us, 'but them: 
True servants always at command, 
We hold the pen, they guide the band. 

Why need I urge so plain a fact 
To you who catch me in the act? 
And see me, (ere I've said my grace, 
That is, put sir in proper place, 
Or with epistolary bow, 
Have prefac'd, as 1 scarce know hoir,) 
You see me, as 1 said before, 
Run up and down a page or more, 
Without one word of tribute due 	, 
To friendship's altar, and to you. 
Accept, then, in or out of time, 

.My honest thanks, though writ in rhyme. 
`And these once paid, (to obligatious 

Repeated thanks grow stale vexations, 
And hurt the liberal donor more 
Than all his lavish gifts before,) 
I skip aboutr,as whim prevails, 
Like your own frisky goats in Wales, 
And follow where the Muse shall lead, 
O'er hedge and ditch, o'er hill or mead. 

Welt might the lordly' writer praise 
The first inventor of Essays, 
Where wanton Fancy gaily rambles, 
Walks, paces, gallops,. trots, and ambles; 
And all things may be sung or said, 	, 
While drowsy Method's gone to bed. 
And blest the poet, or the phymist, 
(For surely none of the sublimest) 

ShaftsbarY. 

Who prancing in his easy mode,, 
Down this epistolary road, 
First taught the Muse to play the fool, 
A truant from the pedant's school, 
And skipping, like a tasteless dunce, ., 
O'er all the unities at once; 
(For so we keep but elink.and rhyme, 
A fig for action, place, and time.) 

But critics, (who still judge by rules, 
Transmitted down as guides to fools, 
And howsoe'er they prate about 'em, 
Drawn from wise folks who writ Without 'em;) 
Will blame this frolic, wild excursion, 
Which Fancy takes for her diversion, 
As inconsistent with the law, 
Which keeps the sober Muse in awe, 
Who dares not for her life dispense, 
With such mechanic chains for sense. 

Yet men are often apt to blame 
Those errours they'd be proud to claim,' 
And if their skill, of pigmy size, 
To glorious darings cannot rise, 
From critic spleen and pedant phlegm, 
Would make all genius creep with them, 

Nay, e'en professors of the art, 
To prove their wit betray their heart, 
And speak against themselves, to show, 
What they would hate the world shou'd know. 
As when the measur'd couplets curse, 
The manacles of Gothic verse, 
While the trim bard in easy strains, 
Talks much of fetters, clogs, and chains; 
He only aims that you should think, 
How charmingly he makes them clink. 
So have I seen in tragic stride, 
The hero of the Mourning Bride, 
Sullen and sulky tread the stage, 
Till, fixt attention to engage, 
He flings -his fetter'd arms about,- 
That all may find Alphonso out. 

Oft have 1 heard it said by those, 
Who most should blush to be her foes, 
That rhyme's impertinent vexation, 
Shackles the brave imagination, 
Which longs with eager zeal to try 
Her trackless path above the sky, 
But that the clog upon her feet, 
Restrains her flight, and damps her heat. 

From Boileau down to his translators, 
Dull paraphrasts, and imitators, 
Alt rail at metre at the time 

'They write and owe their sense to rhyme. 
Had he so rnattl'd his gentle foe, 
But for that lucky word 2uineaut? 
Or had his strokes been half so fine 
Without that closing name Cotin? 
Yet dares he on this very theme,. 
His own Apollo to blaspheme, 
At-id talk of wars 'Mixt rhyme and sense, 
And murders which ensu'd from thenr, 
As if they both resolv'd to meet, 
Like Theban sons, in mutual heat, 
Forgetful of the ties of brother, 
To maim and massacre each other. 

'Tis true, sometimes to costive brains, 
A couplet costs exceeding pains; 
But where the fancy waits the skill 
Of fluent easy dress at will, 
The thoughts are oft, like colts which stray 
From fertile pleads, -and lose their way, 
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While the gay steeds, as proud as strong, 
Drag the slow tottering Weight along, 
Each as the steep' ascent he climbs, 
Moves to his bens, and walks Sir chimes. 

The Muses dwelt on Ovid's tongue, 
For Ovid never said, but sung, , 
And Pope (for Pope affects the same) 
In numbers 	for numbers came. 
Thus, in historic page I've read 
Of some qieen's daughter, fairy...bred, 
Who could not eithnieong-h or spit, 
Without some precidhs flow of wit, 
While lwer fair lips were as a spout, 
To tumble pearls and diamonds out. 

Yet, though dame Nature may tocotow. 
This knack of verse, and jingling flow: 
(And thousands have that impulse felt, 
With whom the Muses never dwelt) 
Though it may`save the lab'ring brain 
From many a thought"perpleiting pain, 
And while the rhyme presents itself, 
Leaves Bysshe santouch'd upon the shelf; 
Yet more demands the critic ear, 
Than the two catch-words in the rear, 
Which stand like watchmen in the close, 
To keep the verse from being prose. 
But when reflection has refin'd 
This bnistorous bias of the mind, ' 
When harmony enriches sense, 
And borrows stronger charms from thence, 
When genius steers by judgment's laws 
When proper cadence, varied pause 
Show Nature's strength combin'd with art, 
And throne', the ear possess the heart; 
Then numbers come, and all before • 
Is bab, dab, seab,--mere rkyrnes-,--no *mote. 

Some boast, which none could e'er impart, 
A secret principle of art, 
Which gives a melody to thyme 
Unknown to bards in ancient time. 
And Boileau leaves it as a rule 
To all who enter Phoebus' school, 
To make the metre strong and fine, 
Poets, write first your second line. 
'Tis folly all-,«No poet flows 
in tunefut verse, who thinks in prose; 
And an the mighty secret here 
Lies in the niceness of the ear. 

E'en in this measure, when the Muse, 
With genuine eaSe, her way pursues; 
Though she affect to hide her skill, 
And walks the town in dishabille, 
Something peculiar wilt be seen 
Of air, or grace, in shape or mien, 
Which will, though carelessly display'd, 
Distinguish madam from her maid. 

Here, by the way of critic sample-, 
I give the precept and example. 
Four feet you know, in ev'ry line 
Is Prior's measure, and is mine; 
-Yet taste wou'd ne'er forgive the crime 
To talk of mine with Prior's rhyme. 

Yet, take it on a poet's word, 
There are who foolishly have ered, 
And mared their proper reputation, 
By sticking close to imitation. 
A double rhyme is oath sought 
At strange expense of time and thought; 
And though sometimes a lucky hit 
May give a zest to Butler's wit; 

0  Clapt up and fasten'd in the 'pound . 
Of mensur'd rhyme, and barren sound. 

—What are these jarring notes I hear, 
Gratingliarsh discord on my ear! 
How shrill, how,moarse;  th' unsettled tone, 
Alternate 'twist a squeak and drone, 
Worse than the mantic' pipe of straw, 
Or music grinding on a sawl 	' 
Will none that horrid fiddle break? 

spare it for Giardini's sake. , 
'Tis his, and only- errs by chance, 
Play'd by the hand of Ignorance. 

From this allusion I infer, 
'Tis not the art, but artists err, 
And rhyme's a fiddle, sweet indeed, 
When touch'd by those who well can lead, 
'Whose varied notes harmonious flow, 
In tones prolong'd from sweeping bow; 
But harsh the sounds to cur and mind, 
Won) the poor filler tame and blind, 
Who begs in music at your door, 
And thrums Jack Latin o'er and tiler. 

Some, Milton-mad, (an affectation 
Glean'd up from college education) 
Approve no verse, but that which flows 
In epithetic nieasued prose, 
With trim expressions daily drest 
Stol'n, misappiykl, and not eonfest, 	• 
And call it writing in the style 
Of that great Homer of our isle. 
Mom, allot time, disoons•and erst, 
(So prose is oftentimes beverst) 
Sprinkled with quaint fantastic phrase, 
Uncouth,  to ears of modern days, 
Make up the metre; which they call 
Blank, classic blank, their all in all. 

Can only blank admit sublime? • 
Go read and measure Dryden's rhyme. • 
Admire the magic of his song, 
See how his nunibers roll along, 
With ease and strength and varied pause, 
Nor cramp'd by sound, nor metre's laws. 

Is harmony the gift of rhyme? 
Read, if you can, your Milton's chime; 
Where taste, not wantonly severe, 
May-find the measure, not the ear. ' 	• 

As rhyme, rich rhyme, was Dryden's choice, 
And blank bas Milton's nobler voice, 0 	• 

deem it as the subjects lead;  • 
That either measure will succeed. • 
That rhyme will readily admit 
Of fancy, numbers, force and wit; 
But though each couplet has its strength 
It palls in works of epic length. 

For who can bear to read or hear, 
Though not offensive to the ear, 
The mighty Blaclunere gravely sing 
Of Arthur Prince, and Arthur King, 
Heroic poems without number, • 
Long, lifeless, leaden, lulling lumber; 
Nor pitysluch laborious toil, 
And toss of midnight time and oil? 
Yet glibly runs each jingling line,' 
Smoother, perhaps, than.  oins or mine,  
But still, (though peace be to the dead) 
The dull, dull poems weigh down lead. 

So have I seen upon the road, 
A waggon of a mountain's load, 
Broad-wheePd and drawn by horses eight, 
Pair'd like great folk,swItoattitt in state:' 
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Whatever makes the measure halt 
Is beauty seldom, oft a fault. 
For when we see the wit And pains; 
The twisting of the,stubborn brains, 
To cramp the sense within the hound 
Of some queer double treble sound : 
Hard is the Muse's travail, andnis plain 
Tis pinion'd. sense,' and ease in .paip; 	. 
Tis like a foot that's wrapt about 
With flannel in the racking gout. ,.. • c 
Put here, methinks, 'tis mo than .time 
To wave both simile and rif§rne; • 
For while, as pen and Muses. please; 	c 
I talk so much of cast and ease,  
Though the word's mention'd o'er and or'er; 
I scarce have thought of yours before. 

'Tis true, whew writing to one's friend, 
'Tis a rare science.when to end, 
•As 'tis with wits a common sin 
To want Os' attention to begin: 
So, sir, (at last indeed) adieu, 
-Believe me, as you'll find me, true; • 
And if henceforth, at any time, 
Apollo whispers you in rhyme, 
Or lady Fancy should dispose 	. 
Your mind to sally out in prose, 
I shaft receive, with hailow'd awe, 
The Muse's mail from PlexnersI dram, 

FAMILIAR EPISTLE. 
. TO A FRIEND WHO SENT THE AUTHOR A HAMPER 

OF WINE. 

. 	Decipit Exemplafvitiis imitabile. Hon. 
FONT ) of the loose familiar vein, 
Which neither tires, nor cracks the brain, 
The Muse is rather truant grOwm,". 
To buckram works of higher tone; 
And though perhaps her pow'rs of rhyme'," • 
Might rise to fancies more sublime, • 
Prefers this easy down,hill road, 
To dangeroui leaps at five-bared ode, 
Or starting in the classic race 
Jackbooted for an epic ehace. 

That bard, as other bards, divine, 
Who was a sacris to the Nine, 
Dan Prior I mean, with' natural ease, 
(For what's not nature cannot please) 

.-Would sometimes snake his rhyming bow, 
And greet his...friend as I do now; 
'And, howsoe'er the critic train' 
May hold my judgment rather vain, 
Allow me one resemblance true, 
I have my fiend, a Shepherds too. 

You know, dear sir, the Muses. nine, 
Though sober maids are world in wine, 
And therefore, as beyond a doubt, 
You've found my dangling foible out, 
Send me nectareous inspiration, 
Though others read intoxication. 
For there are those who vainly use 
This grand elixir of.  the Muse, 

2  The bookseller who published most of Church,-
ill's and Lloyd's poems. C. 

Dr. Richard Shepherd, author of a didactic 
poem called The Nuptials. 

And fancy in their apish fit, 
An idle trick of maudlin wit, 
Their genius takes a daring flight, 
'Bove Pindus, or Plinlimmon's height 
Whilst snore of madman than of poet, 
They're drunk indeed, and do not knew it, 

The bard, whose charming measure floss 
With all the native ease of prose, 
Who, without flashy vain pretence, 
Has best adorn'd eternal sense, 
And, in his cheerful moral page, 
Speaks to mankind in every age; 
Tells us, from folks whose situation 
Makes them the mark of observation; 
Example oft gives folly rise, 
And imitation clings to vice. 

Ennius could never write, 'fis said, 
Without a bottle in his head; 
And your own Horace quaff'd his wine 
In plentams draughts at Bacchus' shriga; 
Nay, Addison would oft unbend, 
'P indulge his genius with a friend; 
(For Fancy, which is often dry, 
Must wet her wings, or cannot fly) 
What precedents for fools to follow 
Are Ben, the Devil, and Apollo! 
While the great gawky Admiration, 
Parent of stupid Imitation, 

"Intrinsic proper worth neglects, 
And copies errours and defects: 

The man, secure in strength of parts, 
Has no recourse to shuffling arts, 
Seeks not his nature to disguise, 
Nor heeds the people's tongues, or eyes, 
His wit, his faults at once displays, 
Careless of envy, or of praise; 
And foibles, which we often find 
Just on the surface of the mind, 
Strike common eyes, which-can't discern' 
What to avoid, and what to learn. 

Errours in wit conspicuous grow, 	• 
To use Gay's words, like specks in snow; 
Yet it were kind, at least, to make 
Allowance for the merit's sake; 
And when such beauties fill the eye, . 
To let the blemishes gd by. 
Plague on your philosophic sots! 
I'll vier the Sun without its spots. 

Wits are peculiar in their mode; 
They cannot bear the hackney road 
And will contract habitual ways, 
Which sober people cannot praise, 
And fools admire: such fools 1 hate;. 
—Begone, ye slaves, who imitate. 

Poor Spurius! dager to destroy 
And murder hours be can't enjoy, 
The last of witlings, next to dunce, 
Would fain turn genius all at once, • 
LTht that the wretch mistakes his aim, 
And thinks a libertine the same. 
connected as the hand and glove, C.  
Is madam Poetry and Love; 
Stmll- not he then possess his Muse, - 
And fetch Corinna from the stews, 
The burthen of his amorous verse, . 
And charming inciter of his-purse„ 
While happy Rebus-tells the name 
Of his and Drury's common flame? 
How will the wretch at Bacchus' shrine, 
Betray the cause ue wit and wine, 	. 
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And waste in bawdy, port, and pun, , • 
It taste a very Goth or Hun, 
Those little hours of value more 
Than all the round of time before"; 
When fancy brightens with the flask,. 
And the heart speaks without a mask? 	• 

Must thou, %A-lose genius, dull and coot, 
Is muddy as the stagnant pool ; 
Whose torpid soul and sluggish brains, 
Dullness pervades, and wine disdains; 
Must thou to nig:Itly taverns run, 
Apollo's guest, and Johnson's son? 
And in thy folly's beastly fit, 
Atter.y. the sallies of a wit? 
Art thou the child of Phasbus' choir? 
Think of the adage—ass and lyre'. 

If 'hou wouldst really succeed, 
And be a mimic wit indeed, 
Let Dryden lend thee Sheffield's blows; 
Or like Will. Davenant lose your nose. 

0 Lucian', sire of ancient wit, 
Who wedding humour, didst beget 
.Those doctors in the laughing school, 
Those-giant sons of ridicule, 
Swift, Rah'kis, and that favosirite childs, 
Who, less eccentrically wild, 
Inverts the misanthropic plan, 
And hating vices,- hates hot man; 
How do I love thy gibing vein! 
Which glances at the mimic train 
Of sots, who proud as Modern Wank 
Of birth-day suits, and tinsel clothes, 
Affecting cynical grimace 
With philosophic stupid face; 
In dirty hue, with naked feet, 
In rags and tatters, stroll the street; 
Ostensively exceeding wise; 
But knaves, and fools, and walking lied, 
External mimicry their plan, • 
The monkey's copy after man. 

Wits too,possess this affectation, 
And live a life of imitation, 
Are slovens, revellers et brutes, 
Laborious, absent, prafilers, mutes; 
Prom some example handed down 
Of some great gedius of renown. 

If Addison, from habit's trick, 
Could bite his fingers to Use quisd4 
shall not I nibble from design, 
And be an .Addison to mine? 
if Pope most feelingly complains 
Jf aching head, and theobbing pains; 

y head and inn his posture hit, 
And I already Mlle for Wit. 
f -Churchill, following'Nature's call, 
las head that. never aches at all, 
With burnini,  brow, and heavy eye, 
'll give my looks and pain the lie.' 
If huge tall words of termination, 

Vhich ask a critic's explanation, 
!time rolling ,Alt along with thought, 
nil seem to stand just where they ought; 
f language more ingraMmar drest, 	- 
With greater emphasis exprest, 
instudied, unaffected flows, , 
sonic great wit's conversing prose; 

'from the tongue the period round 
all into style, and swell to sound, 
2  Asinut ad Lyram. 
3  The late inimitable Jlenry Fielding, esqf 
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'Tis Nature which }seise& displays, 
And Johnson speaks a Jo',enson's phrase, 

But can you- hear, without a smile, 
The formal coxcomb ape his-'style, 
Who, most dogmatically wise,. 
Attempts to censure, and despise, 
Affecting what he cannot reach, 
A trim proprietvf speech ? 
What though his ponipOus language weal 
The gimnd delgive soleMn air, 
Where quaint: antithesi4 prevails, 
And sentences' are weigiftid in scales, 
Can you bo‘y down with reverend awe • 
Before this puppet king of straw? 
Or hush'd in mute attention sit, 
To hear this critic, poet, wit, 	• 
Philosopher, all, 'ail at Once, 
And to complete them all, this—dunce 
—All this -you'll say is mighty fine, 
But what has this to do with wine? 

Have- patience and the Mese shall tell 
What you; my friend, know full as well. 
Vices in poets, Wits and kings, 
Are catching, imitable things; 
And frailties standing out to view, 
Il..come the objects fools pursue. 
Thus have I pictures often seen, 
Where features neither speak nor mean; 
.Yet spite'of all, the face will strike, 
And marls- us that it should be like,. 
When all the near resemblance grows,. 
From scratch or pimple on the nose. 

To poets then (I mean not lime 
The scribbling- dnidge, or scribbling peer: 
Nor those who have the monthly fit, • 
The lunatics of modern wit) 3  
To priets wine is inspiration, 
Blockheads get drank in imitation. 

As different liquors'different ways 
Affect the body, sometimes raise 
The fanny to an eag'e'r flight, 
And make the heart feel wondrous light; 
At other times the circling mug, . 
Like Lathe's draught, dr opiate drug, 
Will strike the•Senses on a heap, 
When folks talk wise, wind talk asleep; 
A whimsical imagination, 
Might form a whimsical relation, 
flow.every author writes and thinks 
Analogous to what he drinks, 
While quaint conjecture's lucky hit, 
Finds out his lievhage in his wit. 

Ye goodly dray-nymph-Moses, hail 
Mum, Porter, Sting°, mid and stale, 
And chiefly thou of boasted faire, • 
Of Roman and Imperial name; 
O Purl! all hail! thy vorry steals, 
His stOckings dangling at Isis heels, 

Ws, where dome pendent head invites 
The bard to set Isis oivn to rights, 
Who seeks thy influence divine, 
And pours libation's on thy shrine, 
In wormwood draughts of inspiration, 
To whet his soul for rkfrimation. 

Hail too, your domes! whose master's skill , 
Takes up illustrious 'folk; at will, 
And careless or of place oeuame, 
Beheads and hang-; to public flame 
Fine. gavter'd ksnidsts, blue, red, or green, 
Lords, earls anti dukes, nay king, or queen.' 
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And sometimes pairs them both together, 
To dangle to the wind Ad.  weather 
Or claps some mighty, general there, 
Who has not any head to spare. 
Or if it more his fancy suit, 
Pourtrays or fish, or bird, or brute. - 
And tures the gaping, thirsty guest, 
To Scott's entire, or Trueman's best. 

Ye chequer'd domes thrice hail !• for hence,  The fire of wit, the froth of sense, 
Pere gentle puns, ambigtrus joke, 
Burst forth oracular in smoke, 
And inspiration pottle deep 
Forgets her sons, and falls asleep. 
Hence issile treatises and rhymes, 
The wit and wonder of the times, 
Hence scandal, piracies and lies, 
Defensive pamphlets on excise, 
The murd'rous articles of news, 
And pert theatrical reviews. 
Hither, as to their urns; repair, 
Bard, publisher, and minor play'r, 
And o'er the porter's foaming head 
Their venom'd malice nightly shed, 
And aim their batteries of dirt 
At genius, which they cannot hurt. 

Smack not their works, if verse or prose. 
Offend your eye, or ear, or nose, 
So frothy, vapid, stale, huin.drum, 
Of stingo, porter, purl and mum ? 
And when the Muse politely jokes, 
Cannot you find the lady smokes? 
And spite of all her inspiration, 
Betrays her alehouse education? 

Alas! how very feiv are found, 
WhOse style tasteszneat and fall and sound! 
In Wihnot's loose ungovern'd vein 
There is, I grant, much burnt Champaign, 
And Dorset's lines all palates hits . 
The very Burgundy of wit. 
But when,obedientto the mode 
Of panegyric, courtly ode, 
The bard bestrides his annual hack, 
In vain I taste, and sip and smack, 
I find no, flavour of the sack. 
But while I ramble and refine 
On flavour, style, and Wit and wine, 
Your claret, which I would not waste, 
Recalls me to my proper taste; 
So ending, as 'tis more than time, 
At once my letter, glass and rhyme, 
I take this bumper off to you, 
'Tis Shepherd's health—dearfriend, adieu. 

THE CANDLE AND SNUFFEW 
A FABLE. 

" No author ever spar'd a brother: 
Wits are game cocks to one another." 
But no antipathy so stroAg, 
Which acts so fiercely, laAs so long 
As that which rages in the f•reast 
Of critic, and of wit pr?festi 
When, eager for some bold em,-wise, 

`Wit, Titan-like, affects the skies„;  
When, full of energy divine, 
The mighty dupe of all the Nine,,  

Bids his kite soar on paper wing, 
The critic conies, and cuts the string; 
Hence dire contention often grows 
'Twixt man of verse, and ma n of prose; 
While prose-man deems the verse-manfosl, 
And measures wit by line and rule, 
And, as he lops off fancy's limb, . 
Turns executioner of whim; 
While genius, which too oft disdains. 
To bear e'en honourable chains; 
(Such as a sheriff's self might wear 
Or grace the wisdom of a may'r) 
Turns rebel to dame Reason's throne 
And holds no judgment like his own. 

Yet while,they spatter mutual dirt, 
In idle threats that cannot hurt, 
Methinks they waste a deal of time, 
Both fool in prose, and fool in rhyme; 
And when the angry bard exclaims, 
And chits a thousand paltry names, 
He doth his critic mighty wrong, 
And butts the dignity of song. 

The prefatory matter past 
The tale, or story, comes at last. 

A Candle stuck in flaring state 
Within the nozzle of French plate, 
Tow'ring aloft with smoky light, 
The snuff and flame of wondrous height, 
(For, virgin yet of amputation, 
No force had check'd its inclination) 
Sullen address'd with conscious pride, 
The dormant Snuffers at his side. 
" Mean vulgar tools, whose envious sine 
Strikes at the vitals of my flame, 
Your ruder  assaults shall hurt no more, 
See how any beams triumphant soar! 
See how I gaily blaze alone 
With strength, with lustre all my own." 

" Lustre, good sir!" the Snuffers cried, 
" Alas! how ignorant is pride! 
Thy light which wavers round the room, 
Shows as the counterfeit of gloom, 
Thy snuff which idly tow'rs so high 
Will waste thy essence by and by, 
Which, as I prike thy lustre dear 
I fain would lop to make thee clear. 
Boast not, old friend, thy random rays, 
Thrwasting strength, and quiv'ring blaze, 
You shine but as a heggar's link, 
To burn away, and die in stink, 
No Merit waits unsteady light, 
You must burn true as well as bright." 

Poets like candles Alt are puffers, 
And critics are the candle snuffers. 

THE TEMPLE OF FAVOUlt 
TO WILLIAM KENRICIL 

ThouGH pilot in the ship no more, 
To bring the cargo safe to shore.; 
Permit, as time .and place afford, 
A passenger to Come aboard. 

The shepherd who survey'd the deep 
When all its tempeSts were asleep, 

I When this was published in the Saint Jaine 
Magazine Mr. Lloyd had relinquished the toll 
duct of that work to' Mr. Kenrick. 
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(*Dreamt not of danger; • grad 
To sell his dock, and put to sea:  
The.eoasuquence has ,sop told,. . 

. He lost his veriture„ slMep and gold: 
So fares it with us sons of rhyme, 
From doggrel• wit, to wit sublime; 
• On. ink's calm ocean all seems cleiir, 
No sarnisithight. no rocks appear; 
No lightnings blast, no. thunders roar; 
No surges lash the pengefin shore; 
Till, ail too vent'rimit.from the liid; 
The tempests dash us on the strand': 
Then the low-pirate hoards the.deek, 
And sons 'of theft enjoy the wreck. 

The harlot Muse so passing gay, 
liewitchespnly to 'betray; 
ThoUgh for a while, with easy air, 
She smooths the rugged broti of care, 
And laps the mind in flow'ry dreams, 
With fancy's transitory gleaMs. 
-Fond of the nothings she bestows, 
We wake atiast M real Woes.-  

. 	Through ev'ry age; in ev'ry plate, 
Consider well the poet's case; 
By turns protected and cares,t'd, 
I)efam'd, dependent, and distress'd; 
The joke of wits, the bane of saves, 
The curse of fools, the butt of knaves; 
Too proud to stoop for,servile ends, 
To lammey rogues, or flatter friends; 
With prodigality to give, 
Too careless ofthe means to live: 
The-bubble fame intent to gain, 
And yet too lazy to maintain; 
He quits the world he never 
Pitied by few, by more desipisM; 
Andlost to-friends, oppress'd by foes, 
Sinks to the nothing whence he rose: 

0 glorious trade, for wit's a trade,, 
Wheresnen are ruin'd more than inade. 
Let 'crazy Lee, neglected Gay, 
The shabby Otway, Dryden grey, 
Those tuoefal servants of the Nine, 
(Notthat I blend their 'mine with •Mine) 
Repeat their lives, their works, their: fame; 
Aril teach the -Ivor/4 some useful shamei • 
At first the-poet idly Strayi 
Along the greensward path of praise?  
Till on his journeys up and down, 
To see; and to.be seen; in town, 
What with illmatured flings and rulit 
From flippant hooks, and. haekney scrubs; 
Nis toils th roughdust, throughd irt,. through &it 
Take off his appetite for travel: 

Transient is FaMe's immediate breath, 
Though it blows stronger after death; 
Own then, with Martial, after fate 
II Glory comet, she comet too late. • . 
Par who'd his time and labour give , 
For praise, I-4- which he cannotlive 

But in Apollo's. court of Fame 
(In this all courts OTC much the -same) 
By Favour folks must make their way; 
favour, which lasts, perhaps, a day, 
Anewhen you've twirl'd yOurself.aliMit 
To wriggle in,.you're wriggled out. 
Tis from the sunshine of her eyes 
Each courtly insect lives or diet; 
Tis she dispenses all the graces. 
Of Profits, pensionsi honours, pla'eSS3  

• . And in .her light capricieps fits 
Makes wits of fools, and fools of -wits, 

`Gives vices, folly, dullness birth, 	• 
Nay'stamps the currency on worth;-  
'TiS she that lends the Muse a spur, 
And even kissing goes by.  er. 

Far, in the sea a temple stands 
Built by dameErrour's hasty hands; 

• . Where in her dome of lucid shells 
The Visiona4 goddess-dWells; 

. Here o'er her subject lonS pf Earth 
• RegardtesA or of place, or:worth, , 
' 	She rola Triumphant; and supplies 
. !The gaping world with hopes and lies 	' 

Her throne, which weak and totttring seems', 
• Is built upon the wings ofdreirns; 
The fickle winds her altars bear 
Which quiver to the shifting air; 

. 	Hither bath Reason seldom bronght 
"Elie child of Virtue Or of Thought, 

And Justice with tier equal face; 
Finds this,-alas! no throne of Grace: 

, 	Caprice, Opinion, Fasinoistiait, 
The porters at the temple's gate, 
And as the fond adorers press 

•'Pynnotinee fantastic happineis; 
White 'Favour with a Syren's smile; . 
Which might Ulysses' self beguile, 
Presents She sparkling bright 

• The nectar of intoxication; 
And summoning her Wry grace 
Of winning chsirms, and cheerful face, 
• Slinks away Reason from his throne, • 

• And makes his votaries her own: 
• Instant resounds the voice of Fame; 

Caught frith 	whistlingi their name;
The foott grow frantic., in their pride - ' 
Coptemning the world beside: 
Pieas'd with the gewgaw toys of pow'r? 
The noisy pageant.of 	hour;_ 
Struts forth the statesman, haughty, vain, 
Amidst a supple servile train,  
With shrug, grimace, mid, 04, and. stare; 

',:So proud, he almost treads in air; ' 
-While levee-fools,who sue for placii, 
Crouch for.employment from his grace, 
And e'en good bishops, taught to train,
Forsake their God to law to him: 

The poet in that hippy hour; - 
Imagination in his limier, 	• 
Walks all abroad, and tineonfin'd, 

- Enjoys the liberty of mind f 
Dupe to The smoke of flimsy praise; 
He vomits forth sonorous days; 
And, iff his fine poetic rage; 

,Planning, poor soul, a deathless page; 
, 	Indulges prides fantastic whim, • • 
;) And all the world mat Wake to him. . 

, 	A while from fear, from. envy free, 
He sleeps on a pacific wit; 
Lethargic Errour for a while 
Deceiyes him With her specious 
Arulthitt'sing dreamsTicittsive shed 
Gay -gildedVisions round hit head:. 

Viren,,swift is thOught, the goddess lewd 
. Shifts the light gale; and tempeSts rude, 

- Such 'is the northern sides deform., 
Wheh'felf Destruction guides4 the storni 

• .Traasport -hint-to some dreary isle 
Where i avout never deign'd to smile: 
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Where waking., helpless, all alone, 
',Midst craggy steeps and rocks unknown; 
Sad scenes of woe his pride confound, 
And Desolation' stalks around. 	 • 
Where the dull months no pleasures bring, 
And years roll round without a spring; 
Where he all hopeless, lost, undone, 
Sees cheerless days that know notun; 
Where jibing Scorn her throne maintains, 
Midst mildews,,blights, and blasts, Cntl rains. 

Let others, with submirive knee, 
Capricious goddess! bow'to thee; 
Let them with fist incessant aim 	c  
Court fickle Favour, faithless Fame; 
Let Vanitt's fastidious slave 
Lose the kind moments Nature gave, 
In invocations to the shrine 
Of Phoebus and the fabled Nine, 
An author, to his latest days, 
From hunger, or from thirst of praise, 
Let him throtif„rh every subject roam 
To bring the useful morsel hoMe; 
Write upon Liberty opprest, 
On happiness, when most distrost, 
Turn bookseller's obsequious toe'', 
A monkey's cat, a mere fool's fool; 
Let him, unballow'd wretch! profane 
The Muse's dignity for gain, 
Yield to the dance his sense contemns, 
Cringe to the knave his heart condemns, 
And, at a blockhead's bidding, force 
Reluctant genius from his course; 
Write ode, epistle, essay, libel, 
Make notes, or steal them, for the Bible; 
Or let him, mere judicial, sit 
The dull LonrChiee, on culprit Wit, 
With rancour read, with-passion blame, 
Talk high, yet fear to put his name; 
And from the dark, but useful shade, 
(Fit place for murd'rous ambuscade,) 
Weak monthly shafts at merit hurl, 
The gildon of some modern curl. 

For me, 'by adverse fortune plac'd 
Far from the collegfs of taste, 
I jostle no poetic name; 
I .envy none their proper fame; 
And if sometimes an easy vein, 
With no design, and little pain, 
Fonn'd into verse, bath pleas'd a while,. 
And caught the reader's transient smile, 
My Muse bath answer'd all her ends, 
Pleasing herself, whi•le pleas'd her friends; • 
But, fond of liberty, disdains 
To bear restraint, or clink hec chains; 
Nor would, to gain a monarch's favour,. 
Let Dulness, or her suns, enslave her'. 

THE SPIRIT OF CONTRADICTION. 
A TALE. 

erni very silliest things in life 
Create the most material strife.- 
What scarce will suffer a debate, 
Will oft: produce the bitterest hate. 

2  These• two last lines were added by Mr. 
Kenrick; to whom the. piece was originally ad-
dressed,  

It is, you say; I say 'tis not,- • 
Why you g,  ow warm—and you are hot. 
1 hue cs.It alike with passion glows, t• 
dud words come first, and, after, blows. 

Friend Jerkin had an income clear, . 
Some fifteen pounds, or more, a year, 
And rented, on the farming plan, 
Grounds at much greater stuns per ann. 
A man of consequence, no doubt, 
'Mongst all his neighbours round about; 
Ile was of frank and open mind, 
Too honest to be much retin'd, 
Would smoke his pipe, and tell his tale, 
Sing a good song, and drink his ale. 

His wife was of another mould; 
Her age was neither young nor old; 
Her features strong, but somewhat plain; 
Her air not bad, but rather vain; 
Her temper neither new nor strange, 
A women's, very apt to change; 
What she most hated was conviction, 
What she most loN'tl, flat contradiction, 

A charming housewife n .'ertheless; 
—Tell me a thing she could not dress, 
Soups, hashes, pickles, puddings, pies, 
Nought came amiss—she was so wise. 
For she, bred twenty miles from town, 
Had brought a world of breeding downy 
And Cumberland had seldom seen 
A farther's wife with such a mien; 
She could not bear the sound of Dame; 
—No—Mistress Jerkin was her name. 

She could harangue with wondrous grace 
On gowns and mobs, and caps and lace; 
But though she ne'er adorn'd his brows, 
She had a vast contempt for spouse,-
As being one wbo took no pride, 
And was a deal too countrified. 
Such were our couple, man and wife; 
Such were their means and ways of life. 

Once on a time, the season fair 
For exercise and cheerful air, 
It -happeti'd in his morning's roam, 
He 	his birds; and brought them home. 
—" Here, Cieely, take away my gun..-
How shall we have these starlings done?" 
" Done! what, my love? Your wits are wild; 
Starlings, my dear; they're thrushes, child." 
" Nay now but look, consider,. wife, 
They're starlings"......" No,-.upon my life: 
Sure I can judge as well as you, 
I know a thrush and. starling too." 
" Who was it shot them, you or I? 
They're starlings”,.- ,̀  thrushes".,•,,,  zoundg 
" Pray, At., take back your ditty word, 	LW- 
I scorn your language as your bird; 
It ought to make a husband blush, 
To treat a wife so 'bout a thrush." 
"Thrush, Cicely !',....."Yes"—"Starling"...."lie 
The lie again, and then a blow. 
Blows carry strong and quick conviction, 
And mar the pow'rs of contradiction. 

Peace soon ensued, and all was welly 
It were imprudence to rebel, 
Or keep the ball up of debate 
Against these arguments of weight. 

A year roll'd on in perfect ease, 
'Twas as you like, and what you please, 
'Till in its course and order due, 
Came March the twentieth, fifty.twot 

   
  



A -FAMILIAR, EPISTLE TO """. 
Stuotli Cicely, 'c This Is charming lire, 
itio tumults now,'no blows, no strife. 
What fools we were this day last year! 
toed, how, you beat me then, my dear!" 

'" .,—Sure it was idle and absurd 
To wrangle so about a bird; 
A bird not won' a single rush—. 
A starling"—" no, my love, a thnish, 
That 111 maintain''..-" that 	deny." 	Hie." 

You're wrong, •geod husband"—" wife, you 
Again the self-same wrangle rose, 

Again the lie, again the blows. 	" 
Thus every year (true man and wife) 
Ensiles the same domestie strife; 
Thus every year their quarretends, 
They argue, fight, andbuss, and friends; 
'Tis starling, thrush, and thrush and starling; 
You clog, you 4:—; my dear, my darling. 

A PAMILEAR EPISTLE TO **WI.  
WHAT, three months-gone, and never send 
A single letter to a friend ? 
In that time, sure, we might have known 
Whether you fator lean was grown; 
Whether your host was short or tall, 
Had manners good, or none stall; 
Whether the neighh'ring squire you found 
As mere a brute as fox or hound; 
Or if the parson of the'plaee 
(With all due rev'rence to his grace) 
Took much more pains himself to keep, 
Thatrto instinct and feed his sheep; 
At what hour of the day you dine; 
Whether you drink beer, punch, or wine; 
Whether you hunt, or shoot, or ride; 
Or, by some muddy ditch's side, 
Which von, in visionary dream, 
Call bubbling rill, or purling stream, 
Sigh for somwawkward country tass,i 
Who must of consequence surpass 
All that is beautiful and bright, 
As much as day surpasses night; 
Whether the people eat and drink, 
Or ever talk, or ever think;, 
If, to the honour of their parts, 
The menhave heads,.the women hearts; 3  
If the Moon rises and goes down; 	" 
And changes as she does in town; 
If you've returns of night and day, 
And seasons varying roll away; 
Whether your mind exalted woocs 
•Th' embraces of a serious muse; 
Or if you write, as I do now, 
The L—d knows what, the I —d knows how.,-- 
These, and a thousand things like-these, 
The friendly heart are sure to please. 

Now will my friend turn up his eyes, 
And look superlatively wise; 
Wonder wh9c alt this stuff's about, 
And how the plague I found him out? 
When he had taken so much pains, 
In order to regale his brains 
With privacy and country air, 
To 0, no soul alive knew where I 
Besides, 't is folly to suppose 
That any person breathing goes 
On such a scheme, with a design 
To write or read such stuff as mine, •  

And idly waste, hiC precious time 
In all th' impertinence of rhyme, 

My good, wise, venerable sir! - 
Why about nonsense all this stir! 
Is it, that you would stand alone, 
And read 1113 nonsense but your own; 
Though you're (to tee you, by the'by) 
Not half so great a fool as 14 
Or is it that yot make pretence,' 
Being a fool, to have some sense ? 

An wouheyou really have my Muse 
Employ herself in wriang net's, 
And most neonscionahly tease her 
With rhyming-  to Warsaiv and Weser; 
Or toss up a poetic olio, 
Merely to bring in marshal Proglio ? 
Should 1 recite what now is doing, 
Or what for future times is brewing, 
Or triumph that the poor Trench see all 
Their hopes defeated at Montreal, 
Or should I your attention carry 
To Fred'rie, Ferdinand or harry, 
Of dying Russian, dastard Swede, 
And baffled Austria let you read; 
Or gravely tett with what design 
The yontliftxt Henry pass'd the Rhine?.  
Orshould I shake my empty head, • 
And tell you that the king is dead; 
Observe what changes will ensue, 
What will be what, and who'll be who, • 
Or leaving these things to my betters, 
Before you set the state of letters ? 
Or should I tell domestic jars, 
How author against author wars, - 
Haw both •Wittstnutual envy rankling, 

damns 
Or will it mote your mind engage 	 . , 
To talk of actors had the stage, 
To tell, if any words <mutate% 
What ,Garrick ,actsstill, and how well, 
That $'Neridan with all his care • • 
Will always be ' lahour'd pkry'r, 
And that his acting at the best 
Is all but art; and art confect; 
That Bride', if reason may presume 
To fudge by things past, things to come, 
In future times will tread the'stage, 
Rqually form'd for love and rage, 
Whilst Pope for comic humour fatted, 
.Shall live when Clive no more is nam'd. 

Your wisdom I suppose can't bear 
About dull pantomime to bear; 
Nor would you have a single word 
Of Harlequin, and wooden sword, 
Of dumb show, fools tricks, and wry faces, 
And wit, which lies all in grimaces, 	• 
Nor should I any thing advance 
Of new invented comic dance. 

Callous, perhaps, to things like these, 
Would it your worship tatter please, 
That I, more loaden than the camels, 
Should crawl in philosophic trammels? 
Should I attack the stars, and stray 
In triumph o'er the milky. way,• 
And like the Titans try to move 
From seat of empire royal Jove, • 

1  Miss Bride an Actress then of Drury-Lana 
theatre, who soon after quitttal the stage. See her 
characterin the Rosiziad.: 
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Then spread my terrours all around, 
And his satellites gonfound, 
Teach the war far and wide to rage, 
And ev'ry star by turn engage ? 
The danger we should share between us, 
You fight with Mars and I with Venus. 

Or should I rather, if I cou'd, 
Talk of words little understood, 
Centric, eccentric, epicycle, 	e 
Fine words the vulgar ears to tickle! 
A vacuum, plenum, gravitation, . 
And other words ollike relation, 
Which may agree with studious men, 
But hurt my teeth, and gag my pen; C 
Things of such grave and serious kind 
Puzzle mytead and plague my mind; 
Besides in writing to a friend 
A man may any nonsense send, 
And the chief merit's to impart, 
The honest feelings of his heart. 

CHARITY. A FRAGMENT. 
INSCRIBED TO THE REV. HR. HANIWRY. 

WORTH is excis'd, and Virtue pays 
A heavy tax for barren praise. 

A friend to universal man, 
Is universal good your plan ? 
God may perhaps your project bless, 

• But man shall strive to thwart success, 
Though the grand scheme thy thoughts pursue, 
Bespeak a noble generous view, 
Where Charity o'er all presides, 
And Sense approves what Virtue guides, 
Yet wars and tumults will commence, 
For rogues hate virtue, blockheads sense. 

Believe me, opposition grows 
Not always front our real foes, 
But (where- it seldom ever.  ends) 
From our more dangerous seeming friends. 
I hate not foes, for they declare, 
'Tis war for war, and dare who dare; 
But your sly, sneaking, worming souls 
Whom Friendship scorns and Fear controuls, 
Who praise, support, and help by halves, 
Like heifers, neither bulls, nor calves; 
Who, in Hypocrisy's disguise, 
Are truly as the serpent wise, 
But cannot all the precept love, 
And be as harmless as the dove. 
Who hold each chari'able meeting, 
To mean no more than good sound eating, 
While each becomes a hearty fellow 
According as he waxes mellow, 
And kindly helps the main design, 

y drinking its success in wine; 
And when his feet and senses reel, 
Totters with correspondent zeal; 
Nay, would appear a patron wise, 
Put that his wisdom's in disguise, 
And would harangue, but that his mouth, 
Which ever hates the sin of drowth, 

atching the full perpetual glass, 
Cannot afford a word to pass. 

Such, who like true churchwardens eat, 
Because the parish pays the treat, 
And of their bellyful secure, 
p'ersee, or ocer-look the poor;  

Who would no doubt be w.cindirous just, 
And faithful guardians of their trust, 
But think the deed might run more clever 
To them and to their heirs for ever, , 
That Charity, too apt to roam, 	, 
Might end, where she begins, at home; , 
Who make all public good a trade, 
Benevolence a mere parade, 
And Charity a cloak for sin, 
To keep it snug and warm within; 
Who flatter, only to betray, 
Who promise much and never pay, 
Who wind themselves about your heart 
With hypocritic, knavish art, 
Tell you what wondrous things they're doing, 
And undermine you to your ruin; 
Such, or of low or high estate, 
To speak the honest truth, I hate: 
I view their tricks with indignation, 
And loath each fulsome protestation, 
As I wohld loath a whore's embrace, 
Who smiles, and smirks, and strokes my face, 
And all so tender, fond, and kind, 
AS -free of body, as of mind, 
Affects the softness of a dove, 
And p—xes me to show her love. 

The maiden wither'd, wrinkled, pale, 
Whose charms, tho' strong, are rather stale, 
Will use that weapon call'd a tongue, 
To wound the beauteous and the young. 
—" What, Delia handsome!—well!—I own 
I'm either blind or stupid grown. 
—The girl is well enough to pass, 
A rosy, simple, rustic lass, 
—But there's no meaning in her face, 
And then her air, so void of grace ! 
And all the world, with half an eye, 
May see her shape grows quite awry. 

speak not from an ill design, 
For she's a favourite of mine, 
-Though I could wish ;that she would wear 

A more reserv'd becoming air; 
Not that I hear of indiscretions, 
Such folks, you know, make no confessions, 
Though the world says, that parson there, 
That smock-fae'd man with darkish hair, 
He who wrote verses on her bird, 
The simplest things I ever beard, 
Makes frequent visits there of late, 
And is become exceeding great; 
This I myself aver is true, 
I saw him lead her to his pew." - 

Thus Scandal, like a false quotation, 
Misrepresents in defamation; 
And where she haply cannot spy 
A loop whereon to hang a lie, 
Turns every action wrong side out 
To bring her paltry tale about. 
a Thus excellence of every kind, 
Whether of body or of mind, 
Is but a mark set up on high, 
For knaves to guide their arrows by, 
A mere Scotch post for public itch, 
Where hog, or man, may scrub his breech. 

But thanks to Nature, which-ordains 
A just reward for all our pains, 
And makes us stem, with secret pride, 
Hoarse Disappointment's rugged tide, 
And like a lordly ship, which braves 
The roar of winds, and rush of waves, 
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Weather all storms, which jealous Hate 
1k frantic Malice may create. 

Conscience, a reward alone, 
Conscience, who plac'd on Virtue's throne, 
Eyes raging men, or raging seas, ' 
Undaunted, firm, with heart at ease. 

From her dark cave, though Envy rise 
With hollow cheeks, and jaundie'd eyes, 
Though Hatred league with Folly vain, 
And Spleen and Rancour join the train; 
Shall Virtue shrink, abash'd, afraid, 
And tremble at an idle shade? 
Fear works upon the fool, or knave, 
An honest man is always brave. 
While Opposition's fruitless aim 
Is as the bellows to the flame, - 
And, like a pagan persecution, 
Enforces faith and resolution. 

Though Prejudice in narrow minds, 
The mental eye of reason blinds; 
Though Wit, which not e'en friends will Rive, 
Affect the sneering, laughing air, 
Though Dullness, in her monkish gown, 
Display the wisdom of a frown, 
Yet Truth, will force herself in spite 
Of all their efforts, into light. • 

See bigot monks in Spain prevail, 
See Galilmo dragg'd to jail : 
Hear the grave doctors of the schools, 
The Golgotha of learned fools, 
As damnable and impious brand 
That art they cannot understand, 
And out of zeal pervert the Bible, 
As if it were a standing libel,' 
On every good and useful plan 
That rises in the brain of man. 

0 Bigotry! whose frantic rage 
Has blotted half the classic page, 
And in Religion's drunken fit, 
Murder'd the Greek and Roman wit; 
Who zealous for that Faith's increase, 
Whose ways are righteousness and peace, 
With rods and whips, and sword and axe, 
With prisons, tortures, flames and racks, 
With Persecution's fiery goad, 
Enforcing some new-fangl'd mode, 
Wouldst pluck down Reason from her throne 
To raise some phantom of thy own; 
Alas! the fury undiscerning; 
Which blasts, and stunts, and hews up learning, 
Like an ill-judging zealous friend, 
Blasphemes that wisdom you defend. 

Go, kick the prostituted whores, 
The nine stale virgins out of doors; 
For let the abbess beat her drum, 
Eleven thousand troops shall come; 
All female forms, and virgins true, 
As ever saint or poet knew. 
And glorious he the honour'd name , 
Of Winifrede, of sainted fame, 
Who to the johurch like I itritening sped, 
And ran three miles without her head; 
(Well might the modest lady run, 
Since 'twos to keep he; maiden one) 
And when before the congregation 
The prince fell dead for reparation, 
Secure of life as well as honour, 
Ran back with both her heads upon her. 

No matter of what shape or size, 
Gulp down the legendary lies,  

Believe, what neither God ordains; 
Nor Christ allows, nor sense maintains; 
Make saint of pope, or saint of thief, 
Believe almost in unbelief; 
Yet with thy solemn priestly air, 
By book and belLand candle swear, 
That God has made his own elect 
But from your stem and favourite sect; 
That he who made the world; has blest 
One part alone, to damn the rest, 
As if th' AlliWrciful and Just, 
Who form'd us of one.  common dust, 
Had render'd up his own decree, 
And lent IA attributes to thee. 

Thus his own eyes the bigot blinds, 
To shut out light from human minds, 
And the clear truth (an emanation 
From the great Author of creation, 
A beam transmitted from on high, 
To bring us nearer to the sky, 
While ev'ry path by Science trod, 
Leads us with wonder up to God,) 
Is doom'd by ignorance to make 
Atonement at the martyr's stake; 
Though, like pure gold, th' illustrious dame, 
Comes forth the brighter from the flame 
No persecution will avail; 
NO inquisition racks, nor jail; 
Wlrcii•1earning's more enlight'ned ray 
Shall'ilrive these sickly fogs away; 
A thankful age shall pay her more, 
Than all her troubles hurt before. 
See shame and scorn await on those 
Who poorly dar'd to be her foes, 
Hut will the grateful voice of Fame 
Sink truth, and Galilmo's name? 

How wilful, obstinate, and Mind, 
Are the main herd of human kind! 
Well said the wit, who well had tried 
That malice which his parts defied; 
When merit's sun begins to break, 
The dunces stretch, and strive to wake, 
And amity of dunce with dunce, 
Fingers out genius nil at once. 
As you may find the honey out, 
By seeing all the flies about. 
All ugly women hate a toast; 
The goodliest fruit is pick'd the most; 
The ivy winds about the oak, 
And to the fairest comes the smoke. 

Escap'd the dangers of the deep, 
When Gulliver fell fast asleep, 
Stretch'd on the Lilliputian strand, 
A giant in a pigmy land; 
Watchful against impending harms, 
All Lilliput cried out, "To arms;" 
The trumpets echoed all around, 
The captain slept exceeding sound, '3  
Though crowds of undistinguish'd size, 
Assaind his body, legs, and thighs, 
While clouds of arrows flew apace, 
And fell like feathers on his face. 

laimanamormimmi.m 

77113 
AN EPISTLE TO MR. W. WOTTY. 

_THE praise of genius will offend 
A foe no,doubt, sometimes a friend; 
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But curse pp genius, wit, and parts; 
The thirst 'of science, love of arts, 
If inconsistent with the plan 
Of social good from man to man. 
For me, who will, may wear the bays, 
,I ratite not such idle praise: 
Let wrangling wits abuse; defame, - 
And quarrel 4w an empty name, 
What's in this shuttling-, pace of rhyme, 
Or giond pas stride of stiff sublime, '6  
That Vanity her trump should blow, 
And look with scorn on Hits below? 
Are wit and folly close ally'd, 
And mateli'd, like poverty, with pride ? 
When 1.11.4 hard's' for fame contend, 
The' poet often spoils the friend; 
Genius self-center'd feels alone 
That merit he esteems his own, 
And enld, o'er-jealous, and severe, 
Hates, like a Turk,.a brother near;i  Malice steps in, good' 	nature flies, 
Folly 	andfriendship dick. 
Peace to all such, if peace can dwell 
With those who bear about a bell, 
Who, blast all worth with envy's .breath, 
By their own' feelings' stung to death. 
`one but a weak and brainless fool; 

Undisciplin'd in fortune's school, 
Can hope for favours from the wit: 
He pleads prescription to forget, 
Unnotie'd let him live or rot, 
And, as forgetful, he forgot, 
Most wags, whose pleasure is to smoke, 
Would rather lose their friend, than joke; 
A man- in rags looks something queer, 
And there's vast Murat- in a sneer; 
That jest, atike'all walingi suits, 
Which lies no further than the boots, 
Give me the man whose open mind 
Means social good td all mankind ; 
Who when his friend, from fortune's round, 
Is toppled headlong to the ground, 
Can' meet him with a warm embrace, 
And wipe the tear from sorrow's face; 
Who, not self-twacht and proudly wise, 
Seeks more to comfort than advise; 
WhO' less intent to shine than please, 
Wears his own mirth with native ease, 
And is from sense, frbm Nature's plan, 
The jovial guest, the honest man; 
In short, whose picture, painted true, 
In ev'ry point resembles you. 

Anti will my friend for once excuse 
This ()Wring of a lazy Muse? 
Most lazy,..-lest you think her not, 
I'll draw her picture on the spot. 
A perfect (rise the dame enjoys; 
Three chairs her indolence employs: 
()done she' squats her cuthion'd hum, 
'Which would'not rise, though kings should come; 
An arm lolls dangling o'er another, 
A leg lies eouchant on its brother. 
To make her look supremely wise, 
At least like wisdom in disguise, 
The weed, which first by Raleigh brought, 
Gives thinking look instead of thought, 
She sinokes, and smokes;evithout all feeling, 
Save as the eddies-climb the eieling, 
And waft shoot their mild perfume, 
_She marks their passage round the ream 

POEMS. • 
When pipe forsakes the vacant mouth, 
A pot of beer prevents her drowth, 
Which with potations polite deep 
Lulls the poor maudlin Muse to sleep. 
Her books of which'sh'as wond'rous need, 
But neither pow'r nor will to read, 
lu scatter'd tomes fie all around 
Upon the lbwest shelf—the ground. 

Such ease no doubt suits easy rhyme; 
Folks walk about ivho write sublime, 
While Recitation's pompous sound 
Drawls words sonorous all around, 
And Action waves her hand and head, 
As those who bread and butter spread. 

You bards Who feel nut fancy's dearth, 
Who strike the roof,- and kick the earth, 
Vilose Muse superlatively high 	. 
Takes lodgings always Dear the.sky; 
And like the lark with daring flight 
Still soties and sings beyond our sight; 
May trnmpet forth your grand sublime, 
And scorn our lazy lounging rhyme. 
Yet though the lark in ether floats, 
And trills no doubt diviner notes, 
Carelesly pereb'd on yonder spray, 
The linnet sings a pretty lay. 

What horrid, what tremendous sight 
Shakes all my fabric with affright ! 
With Argus' hundred eyes he marks, 
With triple mouth the monster barks; 
And while he scatters flaming brands 
Briareus lends him nil his hands. 

Hist! 'tis a critic.—Yes—'tis he 
What would your graceless form with me? 
hist' upbraid me with the crime 
Of spinning unlahorions rhyme, 
Of stringing various thoughts together. 
In verse, or prose; or both, or neither 
A vein, which though it must offend 
Tots lofty sits who can't descend, 
To fame has often made its way 
From Butler, Prior, Swift, and Gay; 
Is it for thiS youi brow austere. 
Frowns me to stone for very fear? 
Rear my just reason.first, 'and then 
.Approve we right; or split my pen. 

I seek not by more laboue'd lays - 
To catch the'slipp'ry tail of praise, 
Nor will I run a mad career 
'Gainst,genius Which I most revere ; 
When Phothus bursts with genuine 
The little stars at once retire; 
Who cares a- fatthing for those lays 
Which you eats neither blame, nor praise? 
I cannot match a Churchill's skill, 
But. may he Langhornewhen l wilt: 

Let the mere mimic, for each season bears 
Your mimic bards as well as mimic play'rs. 
Creep servilely along, and with dull pains 
Lash his slow steed, in whose enfeebled veins 
The'cold blood lags, let hint with fric.iless aka 
By borrow'd plumes assumes borrow'd fame, 
With studied forms th' incautious eat: beguile, 
Add ape the numbers of a Clirehill's style. • 
Slaves may some fame from imitation hope;, 
Who'd be Paul Whitehead, tho' he honours Po'pe 
If eliuking couplets in one cndAess chime 
Be the 'sole beauty, and the praise of rhyme; 
if found alone an easy triumph gains, 
While Fancy bleeds; and Sense is hung in &tint 
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e happy triflers hailthe rising mode; • See, all Parnassus is a turnpike road, 

Where each may travel in the highway track 
On true bled hunter, or on common hack, 
For me, who labour with poetic sin, 
Who often woo the Muse I cannot win, 
Whom pleasure first a willing poet made, 
And folly spoilt by taking up the trade, 
Pleas'd I behold superior genins shine, 
Nor ting'd with envy wish that genius mine. 
To Churchill's Muse can bow with decent awe, 
Admire his mode, nor make that mode my law: 
Both may, perhaps, have various pow'rs to pleas e 
Be his the strength of numbers, mine the ease, 
Ease that rejects not, but betrays no care: 
less of the coxcomb than the sloven's air. 

Your taste, as mine, all metre must offend 
When imitation is its only end. 
I could perhaps that servile 'task pursue, 
And copy Churchill as I'd copy you, 
But that my flippant Muse, too-saucy grown, 
Prefers that manner she can call her own. 

11110.1P.....••••••••• 

ODE TO GENIUS. 

THOU child of Nature, Genius strong, 	- 
Thou master of the poet's song, 
Before whose light, Art's dim and feeble ray 
Gleams like the taper in the blaze of day: 
Thou lov'st to steal along the secret shade, 

Where Fancy, bright aerial maid ! 
Awaits thee with her thousand charms, 
And revels in thy wanton arms; 	• 
She to thy bed, in days of yore, 
The sweetly-warbling Shaltspeare bore; 

- Whom every Muse endow's' with every skill, 
And dipt him in that sacred rill, 

WhOse silver streams flow musical along, 
Where Phoebus' hallow's' mount resounds with 

raptur'd song. 
Forsake not thou the vocal choir, 

Their breasts revisit with thy genial fire, 
Else vain the studies! sounds of mimic art, 
Tickle the ear, but come not near the heart. 
Vain every phrase in curious order set, 
On each side leaning on the [stop-gap] epitet. 
Vain the quick rhyme, still tinkling in the close, 
While pure description shines in measur'd prose, 

Thou be.arst aloof, and ldok'st with high
damn 

 dis-;  
Upon the dull mechanic train; 

Whose nerveless strains flat on in languid tone, 
Lifeless and lumpish as the bagpipe's drowzy 

drone. 

marbqus, 1757. 
EST schola rhetorices, celebrat quart) crebra ju- 

Et tumido inflator ejicit ore sonos. 	[yentas, 
tub quisque assumit tragicas novas histrio partes, 

Nec loquitur, verbmn quin sapit manse, pathos: 
Ingenia hic'erescunt, mox succcssura theatris, 

Regis, arnatoris, promptasubire vices. 
Multus ibi furiis Maebetha agitatus iniquis„ 

Elusa telum prendit inane manu. 
Multus ibi, infugcat cum vultus saber adustum 

Immodicis srevit raucus Othello minis. 
Omnia queis tragicis opus est, hic arma parantur; 

AurIbus insidite sunt, oculisque sum : 
Conatus nnanutunque, pechunque, orisque rotundi, 

Certati in et vtiltiis cis; lat3rumque labor. 
2uam sibi, duns gestu stat fixus quisque silenti, 

';2uasts placet a speculo forma refiexa sin! 
Hue studeant, cordi quibus ars et pompa theatri ! 

f*.Ton tamen est nobis inde peteuclus honor. 
Ingensia ut pubes vultum sibi sumat apertum, 

Et sensim assuescat fortius ore login; 
Nedubiis tandem verba eluctantia labrss 

Oceludat tirnidus-pramediatque pudor, 
Ingredirnur-scenain; nee clam vos, dock h corona, 

Corm-soda ab hoc tenni quanta labore (leant. 
Hine sapere et fart discit generosa juventus, 

Dam pavida accendit pectora laudis amor. 
Freti his, majoresn mox ingrediemur arenam ; 

HM stabilita vigent curia, rostra, forum. 

EliOLOGVS. 1758. 
Hie nihil all populum,.—non pompa hic vanathea-' 

eualem ore attonito plebs inbiare s2det 	[tri, 
Non sedna hic splendet magica variabilis arte, 

Et sumit formas prodigiosa novas: 
Non hic, labrato subvectus fune per auras, 

Mercurius celeres itque reditque vias: 
Nec frets emrulei turgent undosa papyro, 

Nec resinato fulgurat igne, polus: 
Janua nee etecos aperit furtiva recessus 

Linde winutatim proferat umbra caput. 
4uin valeant levia Isme;vulgi crepitacula! jaetant 

Et propriusn, et simplex, nostra theatra demo. 

Dr. Akenside. 

No longer now tby.altars blaze," 
No poet offers up his lays; 
Inspied with energy divine, 
To worship at thy sacred shrine.,  
Since Taste!, with absolut6 domain, 
Extending wide her leaden reign, 
Kills with her melaneholy shade, 

The blooming scyons of fair Fancy's tree; 
Which erst full wantonly have stray'd 

In many a wreath of richest poesie. 

' Bp Taste, is here meant the modern affectation 
sf it. 
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For when the oak denies her stay, 
The creeping ivy winds her humble way; 

No snore she twists her branches round, 
But drags her feeble stem along the barren ground. 

Where then shall exil'd Genius go? 
Since only those the laurel claim, 
And boast theirs of the poet's name, 

Whose sobOrlsymes in even tenbur flow; 
Who prey on words, and all their flow'rets ' 
Coldly ulwrect, and regularly dull. 
Why sleep the sews of Genius now ?' 
Why, Wartons, rests the lyre unstrung? 

O And wn, blest bards! around whose sacred 
Great Pindar's delegated wreath is bung: [brow, 

Arise, and snatch the majesty along 
From Dulness' servile tribe, and Art's unhal-

lowed throng. 
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as-sHeus ! nemem' audit?—fac sursum aulea tra-

hantur! 
—En! qualis qualis sit, nova scene patet. 

En 111m, quas vos semper coluistis, Athena; 
Gratia quas voltdt, quas sibi 'Musa domum. 

Hie sese ostendunt prisci monumenta laboris, 
Queis usa est modulis Vitruviana maims; 

Hie stet Ventorum, Thesei hic venerabile Panum, 
Hie arce in summa, Caste Minefva. tuum. 

Omnia jam votis respondent. Attica jam shut 
Omnia. Personae, fabula, scene, sales. 

auoque etiam magic hx nocte hetentur Athena, 
Cecropidas jactant vos, rceoluntqueeuos. 

.0.0•Iermanage•••••• 

c 
PROLOGHS. IN ADELPHOS. 1759. 

e'var patres populumque dolor comumnis haberet. 
floret et &indium Maxima Roma slim, 

Funebres inter halos, his dicitur ipsis 
Scenis extinctum condecor'S'sse ducem. 

Ecquis adest, scenain nocte h3e qui spectet ean-
- Nee nobis luctum sentiet esse parem? [dem, 
Utcunque arrisit pulchris victoria emptis, 

e2ua Sol extremes visit uterque Plagas, 
Success& etiam medio de fonte Britannis 

Surgit amari aliquid, legitimusque dolor. 
Si &um generosa sitis, si bellica virtus, 

Ingenium felix, intemerata tides, 
Difficiles taunts, ipsoque in fore juventre 

Hen! nimimn lethi pracipitata dies, 	[jure 
Si quid habent pulchrum hac, vel si quid arnabile, 

Esto tun hac, Wolii, taus, propriumque decus. 
Nec moriere omnis—auin usque corona vigebit, 

Unanimis Britonilin quam tibi nectit amor. 
Regis (min pietas marmor tihi nobile ponet, 

Situod tua perpetug praelicet acta notis. 
Confluet hue studio visendi media pubes, 

Sentiet et flammis  corda calere pari; 
Dumque legit mediis cecidisse heron triumphis, 

Dicet, sic detur vincere, sic moriar. 

EPILOGUS IN ADELPHOS. 1159. 
VIRUS LOQUITUR. 

QVANTA intus turba est! quarto molimine sudat, 
Accinctus cultro et forcipe, quisque coquns! 

IVIonstruan informe maris—Testudo—in prandia 
fertur, 

Tun, varia, et simplex, omnia sola sapit. 
`Pullina escaplacet?—vitulina ?— stains ?— bovina ? 

Prsesto est. Inc quadrupes singuta pisces habet. 
De gente .2Ethioputn condecitur Archimagirus, 

secet, et coquat, et concoquat, arte nova", 
aui docte contundat aromata; misceat apte 

Thus; apiSlin, thyme, sal, cinnama, cepe, piper, 
jecur et pulmonem in frusta minutula scindat, 

Curctque ut peritus sint saturate mero. 
Multo ut ventriculus pulehre' flavescat ab ovo ; 

Ut tremulus, circum viscera, vernet adeps. 
.His rite instructis concha: shit fercula ! ram tu, 

Testudo! et patinis sufficis, atque cibo. 
Quint cuperem in laudes utriusque excurrere con- 

Sed vereor Calipash dicere—vel Calipee. [chm! 
Vos etiam ad cmnam rnecupt appellare juvaret, 

Vellum et relliruas participare dapum. 
At aunt convivre tam multi, fumy ue gulosi, 

Restabit, metuo; nil nisi concha mibi. 

POEMS. 
• 

RECTE STATUIT RAXTERELS DE SOMA'',  
ORUM PH-EA-OMEN'S. 

t 
CUM nox tellurem fusels amplectitur 
Mabba atones jungit celeres, et vecta per auras 
Inchoat assuetos simulatrix rcgia ludos. 
Hnic auriga culex tortum quatit usque 
Acceleratque fugam tardis; retivacula mar& 
Eructe sum texta levis, radiiqate rotanun 
Cruscula areneoli; currus, quern dente scions 
Finxerat e cory-li hyena, prinimva vetustas 
Hunc Mabbre artifices' memorat : sub nocte silenti • Hoc instructs modo egreditur, neque cernitur ulli. 
N on nunquani ievitercerebrum perstringit Amantiq 
Somniat ille faces jaculari et vulnera ocellos, 
Malarum labrique roses, perfusaque collo 

mox Medici digitos titillat, avarus 
Mercedis dextram qui pandit, et acritur aurunt 
Ter captat; ter vane matins eludit imago. 
Nunc qeoque sopite demuleet labra Puelpe; 
Somniat illa procure, pulvinoque oscula libans, 
Abseils absentem teneris amplectitur ulnis; 
Va tibi, si Lemurum videat regina colorem 
Mentitum fuco, vultuaque ex arte nitentes! 
Prrecipites eget ire menus, lacerahit acuto 
Ungue genes, simul amissa dulcedine somni, 
Osculaque, et tenues vanescit amator in auras. 
Ampla Sacerdotis nonnunquam transvolat ors; 
Continuo rostrum conscendens hie theme trims 
Dividet in partes, cxponendoque taboret, 
Vet vigilem credal, adeo dormitat. Ad cures 
Militis hint migrat; turbatur imagine belli 
Fortis eques, gemitusque audit, strepitusque, 

basque, 
Exilit, et paulum trepidans, insomnia diris 
Devovet, in lecto prolabitur,—obdormiscit. ' 
Nunc rabulam paha intik:et, qui litibus aptus,. 
Defensoris agit eansam, hctorisque peritus, 
Innectensque mores ad finem decipit ambos. 
Sin casts visat facilis regina poetam, 
Hone sibi plaudentem deludit amabilis error, 
Et riguos fontes, et arumnos son-inlet hortos ; 
Cum vero vigil ille domum exp!oraverit mem, 
Viderit et tristis quam sit sibi curta supellex, 
2nam vellet semper dormire!—Volubilis lode 
JauEces invehitur trans nastn, et narihus 
Emuncto subolet cause. 1.M:tabula Dea feno, 
Illandkur Servo, qui libertate vagatur, 
Exultans audit at patriaan earosque penates, 
Et gremio uxoris longis a rnplexibus haeet. 
Deinde rota" strepitante frernit per culla. Tyranai; 
Umorarum ante ()canes surgit chorus, improbui 

orco 
2uas dedit insontes; frolic aritatur acerbis 
Conscia mens, lectoque quies simul exulat. lade 
Si currus flectat, placidissima munera somni 
Qua earpit Sceleris PIMIS ; non territus ille 

qectrorum est emtu," et furies= ultricibus iris, 
Sed molli potitur requie, aut si sons iat umbra' 
Delectant oculos grata; prmdulcis imago 
Virtutis reficit tnentern,et tenure relicti 
Radit iter liquidem cadi, fruiturque deonnn 
ColloquiQ felix. 0 tu! quieurrque beatum 
Te yetis, et tuto tranquillum carpere somnum; 
I, pete, quo virtus ducit! ne vindiee mural 
Mabba ferox instet, vexentque cubilia cure:. 
I, pete, quo virtus ducet! to numine molli 
Mabba teget, radetque levi taut pectora curru. 

In Comitiis Posteribus, Apr. 5, 1751 

   
  



LATIN VERSION OF GRAY'S 
CARBINA AD NOBSIASSIMUM THOM/OR HOLES 
aDUCEM DE NEWCASTLE INSCRIPTA, CUM WA-

DE:BUN CANTABRIGIENSEN BIBLIOTRECtE RE-
STITUENp& CAUSA INvISERET. 

• • Pri. Kalend. Weiss, 1153. 
DE REG& 	• 

AUGUSTUS, artium usque fautor optimus, 
Hie nicenia hand inauspicato numine 
Condi impemvit conseerata literis; 
Eo nitore & partiain elegantia, 
Ut invidenda sintvel illis redibue 
due sactdortun, 'voce comprobantium 
Pra creteris superbiunt, justissima 
Rommveeentis & vetastre 
Nec his supellex digna deerit mcenibus, 
Et Vaticanm, Bodkanreque =nits; 
14 idle abunde eaverat, novissimus 

ELEGY IN A HtJRCH-YARD. 139' 
Dedit volenti Jura qui Britatinice. 
Brunsvichianis scilicet sauctissimum est 
Legesque tutari & fovere literal. 

4D CANCELLARIVIM 
0 Tu, qui doctas, Catni feliciter artes 

Protey,is, Amai duxque decusque ehotl, 
2uod domus ipcipiat tam /seta Itcec ermine condi, 

lute nec Btkileio cedat, id onme tutun est. 
Munera dant nunierosa mantis proccrunique pa. 

Exempla& moulds exstimulatatuis. [trumquie, 
Perge, fovere artes, nec vanutrnurgere laborem: 

Tarn pulehrum pulehre Musa reperriet opus. 
Htec moles quanquam ipsa ruet; monuments, Ca., 

sum• eondent, nulls sant ruitura die. 	(memo 

AN ELEGY, 
6 

WRITTEN IN A COUNTRY CHURCHYARD. 
BY BR. GRAY. 

THE curfew tolls the knell of parting day, 
The lowing herd winds slowly o'er tire lea, 

The plowman homeward plods his weary way 
And leaves the world to darkness and to me. 

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight, 
And all the air a solemn stillness holds, 

Save where the beetle wheels his drony 
And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds; 

Save that, from yonder ivy,mantledtemor 
The moping owl does to the Moon complain 

Of such, as wand'ring near her secret bow'r 
Molest her ancient solitary reign. 

Beneath those rugged elms, that yew-tree's shade, 
Where heaves the turf in many a, mould'ring 

Each in his narrow cell for ever laid, 	[help, 
The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep. 

The breezy call of incense-breathing Morn, 
The swallow twitering from the straw,bui1,5 shed, 

The cock's shrill clarion, or the ecitoing horn, 
No more shall rouse them from their lowly bed. 

CARMEN ELEG1ACUllf. 
IN CiNMETERTO RUSTICO COMPOSITI./Af. 

'AUDISTIN !Vain lenta sonans tampana per agros, 
/Erato occiduam nuntiat ore diem. 

Armenta impellunt debris mugitibus auras, 
tassatusque domino rustious urget iter. 

Solus ego in tenebris mover, vestigia solus 
Compono tacit& nocte, vacoque mild. • 

Omnia pallescunt jam decedentia visa, 	• 
Et terra & detain, quA patet, mune silet. 

Cnncta silent, nisi musca stuun sub vespere sera 
Raueisonans pigpen/ quA rotat orbe fugain; 

Cuneta silent, nisi qua faciles campanula souinos 
Allicit, & lento murmure stmicet ores. 

2uaque hedera antiques' soda complectitur umbra 
Turres, feralis lugubre eantat avis; 

Et strepit ad /mum, si quis sub nocte vagetur 
Imperium violans, Cynthia diva, tutun. 

Has propter veteres ulmos, taxique sub umbra 
2tut put:is multo respite target hiimus, 

'Dor:nit, in sternum dormit, yeas prises colonfiln, 
Quisque sus angusta couditus neve domo. 

Hos nee mane novum, Zephyrique, fragrantior 
Nee plies vigili qui vocat ore diem, 	[aura,_ 

Nec circumvolitans gum stridula gunk hirundo 
Stramineumque alts" sub trabe figit onus, 

Undique nec cornu vox inseminate sonantis • 
"Eterno elicient hos, repetentque toro. 

Amplius his nunquam eonjux bene fida marito 
Ingeret ardenti grandia 	foco ; 

Nec reditumexpeetans domini sub vespere sera 
ExCoquet agrestes ofilciosa dapes; 

Nee curret raptitu genitoris ad oseula proles, 
Nee reducem agnoscent wmida turba patretn. 

eurtin smpe hi rastris glebam fregere feracem? 
Sxpe hornm cecidit fake resecta seges. 

euam heti egeront stricientia piaustra per agros, 
Et stintulis Miklos increpuere boves! 

Horum sylva vetus quain concidit icta bipenni, 
2uague ruit late vi tremefecit hizmuin ! 

Ne tamen Ambitio ristr>male beta malign() 
Sorteinve, ant Nuts, ant rude temnat Opus! ' 

'Nec fronte exeipiat ventosa Superbia to.rvi 
Pauperis mutates, historiasque breves! 

Por them no more the blazing hearth shall burn, 
Or busy housewife ply her evening care: 

No children run to lisp their sire's return, 
Or climb his knees the envied kiss to share. 

• '-, 	• 

OR did the4arvest to their sickle yield;  
'Their furrow oft the stubborn glebe has broke! 

How jocund (lid they drive their team afield! 
How bow'd the woods beneath their stun stroke ! 

Let not Ambition mock their useful toil, 
Their homely joys, and destiny obsCure; 

Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile, 
The short and simple annals of the poor. 

   
  



140 	 LLOYD'S POEMS. 
The IMast efheraldry, the pomp of pow'r, 

And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave, 
Await alike th' inevitable hour: 	 . 

The paths of glory lead but to the grave. 

Nor you, ye proud, impute to these the fault, 
If Mem'ry o'er their tomb no trophies raise, 

NY'herethrough the long-drawn isle and fretted vault 
The pealing anthem swells the dote of praise. 

Can storied urn or animated bust G. 
. Back to its mansion.califfie fleeting breath? 
Can, Honour's voice provoke the silent dust, 

Or Flatt'ry south the dull cold ear or Death 

Perhips in this neglected spot is laid 
Some heart once pregnant with celestial fire: 

Hands, that the rod of empire might have sway'd, 
t:4 wak'd to ecstasy the living lyres 

But Knowledge to their eyes bee ample page, 
Rich with the spoils of 'Time, did ne'er unroll; 

Chill Penury repress's' their noble rage, 
And froze the genial current of the.soul, 

Full many a gem of purest ray serene 
The dark unfathom'd caves -of ocean bear; 

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen, 
And waste its sweetness in the desert air. 

Some village-Hampden, that with dauntless breast 
The little tyrant of his fields withstood; 

, Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest, 
Some Cromwell guiltless of hie country's blood. 

Th' applause of list'ning senates to command, 
' The threats of pain and ruin to despise, 

To scatter plenty o'er a smiling land, 
And read their history in a nation's eyes, 

Their lot forbad: nor circumscrib'd alone 
Their growing virtues, but their crimes confln'd; 

Forbad to wade through slaughter to a throne, 
And shut the gates of mercy on wank nd; 

The struggling pangs of conscious truth to hide, 
To quench the blushes of ingenuous shame, 

Or heap the shrine of luxury and pride 
With incense kindled at the Muse's dame. 

Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife, 
Their sober wishes never learn'd to stray; 

Along the cool sequester'd vale of life 
They kept the noiseless tenour of their way. 

Yet e'en these bones from insult to protect, 
Some frail memorial still erected nigh, 

With uncouth rhymes and shapeless sculpture 
Implores the passing tribute of a sigh. [deck'd, 

Their name, their years, spelt by the unletter'd 
The place of fame and elegy supply: [Muse, 

And many a holy text around she stews, 
That teach the rustic moralist to die. 

Et'gencris jactatus hones, ominatio regain, 	c 
uicquid opes,.quicquid forma dedereboni, 

Supremam simul bane expectant omnia noctemt 
Scilicet ad lethum ducit honoris iter.' 

Nolite hos humiles cuipm insimulare, superbi, 
2uod dornini ostendant nulla trophma decus, 

2.ua canit arnissum longo online turba patmnum, 
Clarosque ingeminant claustra profinsda sonos, 

An vanis inscripta notis angustior urns, 
Phidiacumve loquens nobile marmor opus, 

An revocent animam fatali a sede fitgarein ? 
Detque iterum vita posse prime frui? 

Possit adulantum sermo penetrare sepulchrum? 
Evocet aut manes laws et manic honor? 

Forsan in hoc, *Alin divino semine prmgnans 
Ingenii, hoc aliquis cespite donna adhue. 

Neglect° hoc forsan inceat sub respite, sceptre. 
Cujus,,tractarint imperiosa menus. 

Vel quales ipso forsan vel Apolline dign 
Pulsarint docto-pollice 	lyre. 

Doctrine horum oculis antqua volumina prisc'n 
Nunquam divitias exptieuere suns. 

Horum putem immnium torpcscere feeit egestas 
Aspera, 	angustse sors iiiimica domi. _ ' 

Malta sub oceano pellucida gemma latescit, 
' Et ru]is ignotum fert & inane decus. 
Plurima neglectos fragrans rose pandit odares, 

Ponit & occiduo pendula sole caput. 

/Emules liarndeni hic aliquis requiescat agrestis, 
2uem patrim indignans exstimularit amor; 

Ausus hic exigno est vilim oppug,nare tyranno, 
Asserere & forti jura paterna manu. 

Ant mutus forsan, fatoque inglorius alter 
Hac vel Milton° par, requiescat humo. 

Dorn:04 aut aliquis Crosnuelli hic annulus audax, 
f2ui patriam poterit vel jugulasse ,tmaut  

Eloquio arrectum prompt° mulcere senatum, 
Exilii immoto pectore ferre minas,

Divitias large in patriam diifunderedextra, 
, Historiam ex popuii coiligere ore suam, 

Illorum vetuit sors improba 	tamen arcto . 
Tanturn ad virtutem finite claust iter, 

Verunt etiam & vitia ulterius transire vetabat, 
Nec dedit his magnum posse patrare seem:. 

Hos vetuit temere per stragem invadere regmun, 
Excipere & surd: supplicis cure preces. 

Sentire ingeninun nec dedidicere ruborem, 
Conscia suffusus quO notat ora pudor. 

Luxurid hi nunquam sese imurTsere superb:, 
Nec Musm his laudes prostituere sues.. 

At piaci& illoruM, proCul a certamine turbat• 
Spectabant propriam sobria vsta domum; 

euisque sibi vivens, 	sponte inglorius exul, 
hum tacito elabens vita tenore flni 

11.-‘re tamen a damn qui 'servet tutius ossa, 
En tumulus fragilem prwla t amicus opens! 

Et vera agresti eliciunt suspiria corde 
lncultm effigies, indocilesque modi. 

Atque locum supplent elegorum nomen & anni 
2um forma inseribit rustica Musa run : 

Malta etiam sacri cliffunclit eommata teutils, 
Zueis meditans discat Vulgus agreste mori. 

   
  



U One morn I miss'd him on the custom'd 
Along the heath and near his fav'rite tree: 

Another came; nor yet beside the rill, 
Nor up the lawn, nor at the Mood was he. 

"The nest with dirges due, in sad array, 
SloM through the chureh-yard path we saw him 

borne, 
Approach and read (for thou et-nest read) the lay, 

Grav'd on the stone beneath yon aged thorn." - 

THE EPITAPH. 
HERE rests his head upon the lap of Earth;  

A youth to-fortune and to fame unknown, 
Fair Science frown'd not on his humble birt5,. 

And Melancholy mailed him for her own. 

Large was his, bounty, and his soul sincere,  
Ileav'n did a recompense as largely send: 

He ,gave to Mis'ry, all he had, a tear, 
He gaited from Heav'n ('t was all he wish'd) a 

friend.. 

No farther seek bis merits to disclose; 
Or draw his frailties from their dread abode, 

(There they alike in trembling hope repose) 
The bosel of his Father and his God. 

OF A SONG. 	 111 
lieu! quis enim dubii hie &Wive excedere vita 

Jussus, & reternas jam subiturus aquas, 
Descendit nigram ad noctem, cupidusque supremo 

Non saltem occirluam respicit ore diem? 

Decedens alicui saltem melts fidit andeo 
In eujus Waldo pectore ponit opem ; 

Eletum aliquem expOscunt jam deficientia morte - 
Lumina, ami.),.orum qui riget imbre genes; 

Quin etiam ex tuinulo, veteris non inscia flatware, 
Nature exlamat fida, mentorque, SM. 

Ad tibi, qui tenni hoe Atxlucis carmine sorter°, 
furktoriim rustica rata geniis, 

.Hue olim intentus si quis vestigia fiectat 
' Et fuerit qualis sors tua forte roget, 

Huie 	forsan senior respondent ultra 
Cu niveis albent temnora sparse coatis; . 

" Vidimushunc gam swipe micantes rori bus herbal 
Verrentem rapido, mane rubente, gradu. 

Ad roseum solis properabat stepius ortum, 
Summaque tendebat per juga lmtus item 

" Stepe sub hie fago, radices undique circunt 
qua varie antiques implicat aka Mast 

Stratus humi meditans medio procumberet mstu, 
Lustiaretque inhians flebile murmur aquae. 

" Smpius bane sylvan propteo-viridesque recesses 
Urgeret meditans plurima, lentus iter, 

Intentam hic multi obleetaret imagine mentem, 
Musarumq4 frequens sollicitaret opens. 

Jain veluti demons, tacitis erraret in agris, 
3ut cujus stimulat corda repulses union 

" Mane aderatnnper, tamenlrtmc nee videratarbos, 
Nee inga, nee saliens fons, tacitumve nenaus; 

Altera lux miter; nee aperta hic valle videtur, 
Net tamen ad fagum, nee grope fontis aquant, , 

" Tertia successit-o4entoque exangue cadaver 
Ecce sepulehrtili est pompa secuta gradu. 	• 

Tu lege, namque potes, etelatum in marmore car-
ituod juxta has vepres exhibet iste lapis." [tnen, 

EFTTAPHIUM. 
Cut nunquant favit fame aut fortune secunda; 

Congesto hoe juvenern cespite servat humus. 
Bide tamen arrisit jucutela Scierdia vultu, 

Selegitque, habitans peetora, Corn sibi. 

Largos opurn 	sineero pectore fretus, 
Accepit pretium par, tribuente Deo. 

Indoluit miserans iiiopi, laehryinasqiie profuditi 
.—Scilicet id, miserii quod daret, mune fuit. 
A Cello interea fidtini aequisivit atnicum, 

Scilicet id,superet quod magis, onthe fuit. 
a 

Ne merita uttering defunct; exquirere pergas, 
Nec vitia ex sacra sede-referre petal, 

Utraque ibi trepidi pariter spe condita restant, 
In gretnio Pettis scilicet atque DM, 

3or who, to ,dump Forgetfulness. a prey, 
This pleasing,anxious being e'er resigu'd. 

Left the warm precincts of the cheerful day, 
Nor cait>one longing ling'ring look behind ? 

Olt some kld. breast the parting soul relies, 
Some pious drops the closing eye requires; 

E'en from the tomb the voice of Nature cries, 
E'en in our ashes live their wonted fires. 

LATIN VERSION 

e. 

For thee, who, mindful of tie unhonour'd dead, - 
Dost in these lines their artless tale relate; 

If chance, by.lonely Contemplathin led, 
Some kindred spirit shall inquire.thy fate, 

Haply seine hoary-headed swain may say, 
" Oft have we seen him at the peep-of dawn 

Brushing with hasty steps the dewsaway 
To meet the Sim. upon the upland lawny  

"There at the footof yonder nodding beech 	, 
That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high, 

His listless length at noon-tide would he stretch, 
And pore upon the brook that babbles by. 
Hard4q yen wood, now smiling as in scorn, 
Metering his wayward fancies be would' rove; 

Now drooping, woeful wan, like one forlorn, 
Or craz'd with care, or cross'd iu hopeless love. 

SONG, 
Elf A riRSON OF QUALTtY'. 

PLETTItlyo spread thy purple pinions 
Gentle Cupid, o'er my heart; 

I a slave in thy dominions: 
Nature must give way to art. 

z From Pope's works. 

CARMEN' &EGAN'S. 
jruQuE tide." rose-as expande volatilis alas, 

Pt leviter pectus tange, Cupido, mem: 
Imperils, pulchelle, tuis ego .servulus nitro; 

Naturara ars victrix scilicet dsque clomati 

   
  



142 
Mild Arcadians, ever blooming, 

Nightly nodding o'er your flocks, 
See my weary days consuming, 

All,beneath yon flow'ry rocks. 
Thus the Cyprian goddess weeping, 

Mourn'd Adonis, darling youth: 
Him the hoar in silence creeping, 
• Gor'd with unrelenting tooth. • 

Cynthia, tune harmonious numbers1 
Pair Discretion, string the lyre; 

Sooth my ever-waking shithbers: 
Bright Apollo, lend thy choir! 

Gloomy Pluto, king of terrours, 
Arm'd ig adamantine chains, 

Lead me to the crystal mirrors, 
Wat'ring soft Elysian plains. 

Mournful cypress, verdant willow, 
Gilding my Aurelia's brows, 

Morpheus hov'ring o'er my pillow, 
Hear me pay my dying vows. 

Melancholy, smooth Mmander, 
Swiftly purling in a round, 

On thy margin lovers wander, 
With thy flow'ry chaplets crown'cli 

Thus when Philomela drooping, 
Softly seeks her silent mate, 

See the bird of Juno stooping; 
Melody resigns to fate. 

LLOYD'S 110EMS. 
lisreades, ;demo viridantes fore juventte, 

Node innutantes qualibet inter oyes, 
Aspicite, ut sensim languens juyeniliol tetas, 

thee juxta, bmc, inquam (forest saxa perit! 
Ante omnes canna sic levit Adonida Gypris, 

Deeeptivque Deam tristius ursit anion; 
Hunc, tacite adrepens per dense silentia noctis 

Incautum sevo dente momordit aper. 
Stringe lyram interea pulchre Prudentia ludens, 

Harmonimque graves, Cynthia, funde modos I 
Doctor mate vigiles cures sopire.eanendo, 

Tuque tuum imperti, Prmses Apollo, chorum! 
Tuque adamanteis, Pluton' armate catenis, 

0 to terror= rex, metuende Deus, 
Due me, qua passim chrystallina flumina currunt, 

Elysiique lavat lucida lymplut nemus. 
Vos etiam mmsti sauces, tristesque cupressi, 

Aurelim mternum serta dicata meal; 	[pheu, 
Audi edam, Morpheu, divum placidissime Mor-

Ut queror, ut penitus maceror igne novo. 
Triste fluens, sed lene fluens, Mmander, ammno' 

Mtirmure qui cursum flexilis orbe rotas! 
Margine szepe etiam quain pluritnus errat amator, 

Cui tua submittunt ilorea dons decus. 
Sic quando sensim languens Philomela, silntetu 

Nollior aggreditur, nee sine voce, procum; 
Aspice, de redo interea Junonius ales 

Descendens, fato cedit inane Melos. 

PART OF HOMER'S HYMN TO APOLLO, 
TRANSLATED FROM THE GREEK. 

60D of the bow ! Apollo, thee I sing; 
Thee, as thou drawl! amain the stginding string, 
Th' immortal pow'rs revere with homage low, 
And ev'ry godhead trembles at thy how. 
All but Worm: she with mighty Joim 
-Eyes thee with all a tender parent's love; 
Closes thy quiver, thy tough bow unbends, 
And high amid th' ether'st dome suspends, 
Then smiling leads thee, her all-glorious son, 
To share the mighty Thund'rer's awful throne. 
Goblets of nectar thy glad sire prepares, 
And thee, his fairest, noblest son declares; 
While ev'ry god sits rapt, Latona's breast 
Beats with superior joy, and hails her son confest. 

Thrice blest L.stonal from thee, goddess, sprung 
Diana chaste, and Phcebus ever-young: 
Her in Ortygia's isle', and him you bore 

At Cynthius,  hill on Delos' sea-girt shore 
Where the tall palm uprears its lovely head, 
And clear Inopus laves the flow'ry mead. 

0 Phcebus, where shall I begin thy praise 
Well can'st thou rule the poet's artless lays. 
Oft on the.craggy rock, pr mountain hoar, 
By river Side, or on the sea's hoarse shore, 
Wand'ring well-pleas`d, with music's magic sound, 
And airs divine, thou charm'st the region round. 
Say, shall I sing how first on Delos' shore, 	• 
Thee, glorious progeny, Latona bore? 
How first from other isles, beset with grief, 
In vain shy tortur'd mother sought relief. 
Each to her out-cast woe denied abode, 
Nor durst one isle receivethe future god. 

1  Delos and Ortygia are mentioned as different 
islands in the original.' 

2  Here several verses containing nothing but a 
mere list. of the names of islands are omitted. 

At length to Delos came the lab'ring fair, 
And suppliant thus besought her needful card: 

" Delos! receive Apollo, and 0! raise 
A glorious temple to record his praise! 
Then shall he govern thee with gentle sway, 
And only Phwbus shall thine isle obey. 
What though no flocks, nor herds, nor juicy vine, 
Nor plants of thousand natures shall be thine, 
Swift to the temple of the Bowyer-king;, 
Oblations rich shall every nation bring; 
For ever from thy altars shall arise . 
The fragrant incense of burnt-sacrifice. 
No longer then regret thy barren soil, 
Receive the god,•and live by Others' toil!" 

She spake: with inward rapture Delos smil'd, 
And lboth'd the suppliant pow'r with answer mild. 

" Latona! mighty emus' daughter fair, 
Full willingly would Delos ease thy care, 
Full willingly behold her barren earth • 
Witness the glories of Apollo's birth; 
The mighty god would raise my lowly name, 
And consecrate his native isle to fame. 
One fear alone distracts my beating heart; 
That fear, 0 goddess, list while I impart. 
Second to none amid th' etherial skies, 
iApollo soon' all terrible shall rise: 
All nations shall adore the mighty god, 
And kings'and kingdoms tremble at lgs nod. 
Haply (for ah ! dire fears my soul infest, 
And fill with horrour my tumultuous breast) 
Soon as the glorious godhead shall be born, 
My desert region will he view with scorn, 
Indignantspurn me, curse my batreu soil, 
And plunge into the waves thy hated isle. 

3  Bowyer-king and Beaver god are expressions 
frequently used by Dryden, in his version of the 
first Iliad, to signify Apollo. 

   
  



HYMN FO APOLLO. 	 143 
Triumphant then to happier climes remove, : 	Grac'd with Apollo, Delos glorious shines, 
There fix hiS shrine, plant there his sacred grove. 
Whelin'd in the briny main shall Delos by, 
To all the finny brood a wretched prey. 
But, 0 Latium! if, to quell my fear, 
You'll deign a solemn sacred oath to swear, 
That here the god his glorious scat shallthold, 
And here his sapient oracles unfold, 
Your sacred burthen here, Latona, lay, 
Here view the godhead bursting into day." 
Thus Delos pray'd, nor was her pray'r denied, 
But soon with solemn vows thus ratified: 

Witness 0 Heaven and Earth! 0 Stygian lake! 
Dire adjuration, that no god may break! 
In Delos shall Apollo's shrine be rear'd, [va'd." 
Delos, his best 'belord, most honour'd, most- re- 

-Thus vow'd Latona: Delos hail'd her earth 
Blest in the glories of Apollo's birth. 
Nine hapless days and nights, with writhing throes, 
And all the anguish of a mother's woes, • 
Latona tortur'd lay; in sorrowing mood, 
Around her many a sister-goddess stood. 
Aloft in Heaven imperial Juno sat, 
And view'd relentless her unhappy fate. 
Luciiia too, the kind assuaging pow'r 
That tends the lab'ring mother's child-bed hour, 
And mitigates her woes, in golden clouds 	• 
High on Olympus' top the goddess shrouds. 
Her large full eyes with,indicnation roll, 
And livid envy seiz'd her haughty soul, 
That from Latona's loins was doom'd to spring 
So great a son, the mighty Bowyer-king. 
The milder pow'rs, that near the lab'ring fair, 

all her pangs nith unavailing care, 
Fair Iris sent, the many colour'd maid, 
To gain with goodly gifts Lucina's aid, 
But charg'd her heed, lest Juno should prevent 
With prohibition dire their kind intent. 
Fleet as the winged winds, the flying fair 
With nimble pinion cut the liquid air. 
Olympus 	apart she cahl'd the maid, 
Then sought with many a pray'r her needful aid, 
And mov'd her soul: when soon with dove-like 

pace 
Swiftly they measur'il back the viewless airy space. 

Soon as to Delos' isle Lucius came 
The pangs of travail seiz'd Latona's frame. 
Her twining arms she threw the palm aroultid, 
And prest with deep-indented knee the ground: 
Then into day sprung forth the jolly boy, 
Earth sin il'd beneath, and Heaven rang with joy. 

The sister pow'rs that round Latona stood 
With chaste ablutions cleans'd the infant-god. 
His lovely limbs in mantle white they bound, 
And gently drew a golden swathe around. 
He hung not helpless at his mother's breast, 
tut Thernis fed him with an heavenly feast. 
Pleas'd while Latona views the heavenly boy, 
Arid fondly glows with all a mother's joy, 
The lusty be, strong with ambrosial food, 
In vain their bonds or golden swathes withstood, 
Bonds, swathes, and ligaments with ease he broke, 
And thus,the wond'ring deities bespoke: 
" The lyre, and sounding bow, and to declare 
The Thundrrer's counsels, be Apollo's care." 

He spake; and onwards alt majestic strode; 
The queen of Heaven awe-struck view'd the god. 
Delos beheld him with a tender smile; 
And haind, eurich'd with gold, her happy isle; 
Her happy isle, Apollo's native seat, 
Hip sacred haunt, bin best-belov'd retreat. 

As the tall mountain crown'd with stately pines. 
Now stony Cynthus would the god ascend, 

And now his course to various islands bend. 
Full many a fane, and rock, and shady grove, • 
River, and mountain did Apollo love; 
But chiefly Delos: the Ionians there, 
With their ehasje wives and prattling babes, repair, 
There gladly celebrate Apollo's name 
With many *solemn rite and sacred game; 
The jolly dance and holy hymn prepare, 
And with the emstus urge the manly war. 
If, when their sacred feast th' Ionians hold, 
Their gallant sports a stranger should behold, 
View the strong nerves the brawny .hiefs that 
Or eye the softer charms of female grace; [brace. 
Then mark their riches of a thousand kinds, 
And their tall ships born swift before the winds, 
So goodly to the sight would all appear, 
The fair assembly gods be would declare. 
There to the Delian vir•ini, beauteous. choir, 
Apollo's handmaids, wake the living lyre; 
To Pluebus first they consecrate the lays, 
Latona then'and chaste Diana praise, 
Then heroes old, and matrons chaste rehearse, 
And soothe the raptur'd heart with sacred verse. 
Each voice, the Delian maids, each human sound 
With aptest imitation sweet resound: 
Their tongue so justly tune with accents new, 
Thai none the false distinguish from the true. 

Latona! Pluebits! Dian, lovely fair! 
Blest Delian nymphs, Apollo's chiefest care, 
All hail ! and 0 with praise your poet crown, 
Nor all his labours in oblivion drown! 
If Imply some poor pilgrim shall inquire, 
" 0, virgins, who most skilful smites the lyret 
\Whose lofty verse in sweetest descant rolls, 
And charms to ecstasy the hearers souls?" 
0 answer, A blind bard in Chios dwells, 
In all the arts of verse who far excels." 
Then o'er the earth shall spread my glorious fame. 
And distant nations shall record my name, 
But Phcebils never will I cease to sing, 
Latona's noble son, the mighty Bowyer-king. 
. Thee Lycia and Mteonia, thee, great pow'r, 
The blest Miletus' habitants adore; 
But thy lov'd haunt is sea-girt Delos' shore. 

Now Pytho's stony soil. Apollo treads, 
And all around ambrosial fragrance sheds, 
Then strikes with matchless art the golden strings, 
And ev'ry hill with hevenly music rings. 

Olympus now and the divine abodes 
Glorious he seeks, and mixes with the gods. 
Each heavenly bosom pants with fond desire 
To hear the lofty verse and golden lyre. 
Drawn by the magic sound, the Virgin-Nine 
With warblings sweet the sacred minstrel join: 
Now with glad heart, loud voice, and jocund lays 
Full su'tetly carol bounteous Heaven's praise; 
And now in dirges sad, and numbers slow 
Relate the piteous tab of human woe; 
Woe, by the gods on wretched mortals cast, 
Who vainly shun affliction's wintry blast, 
And all in vain attempt with fond delay • [away." 
Death's certain shaft to ward, or chase old age 

The Graces there, and smiling lours are seen, 
And Cytherea, latighteNoving queen, 
And Harmony, and lithe, lovely hand, 
To sprightliest measures dancing hand in hand. 
There, of no common port or vulgar mien, 
With heavenly radiance, shines the huntress-queen, 
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Warbles responsive to the golden lyre,  
Tunes her glAd notes, and joins the viigiri choir, 
There Mars cod IVIereurY with awkward play, 
And uncouth IMmbols, waste the live-long day. 

There as Apollo moves with kraeeftat pace' 
A thousand glories play around his lace; 	• 
In splendour t:Irest he joins the festive band„. 
And sweeps the golden lyre with magic hand. 
Mean while, Latona and imperial Siove 
rye the bright godheadvith parental love; 
And, as the deities around him play; 	rveyi, • 
Well pleaS'd•his.gOodly Mem and aivfu} port sur- 

c FROM CATULLt7§. 
Cm.og, that dear bewitching &tide, 
Still calls me saucy, pert, and tilde, 

-And sometimeszimost strikes me; 
And yet, I swear, I can't tell how, 
Spite of the knitting of ber hrow,..• 

I'm very sure she likes me. 
Ask you me; why I fancy thus? , 
Why I have calPd her jilt, and MIA, 

And thought myself above her; 
And yet .1 feel it, to my cost, 
That When I rail againit her most, 

I'm very sure I love ter. 

THE FIRST ROOK OF 

I'IlE HE NR DE: 
TRANSLATED FROM THE FREKCII OF M. DE 

VOLTAIRE. 
THY Chieftain, France, of try'd illustrious worth; 

• By right of conquest, king, by right of birth, 
I sing. Who, tutor'd in misfortune's school; 
There learnt the noblest science, how to rule; 
)ad faction's furious discord cease to rave, 
Valiant to conquer, merciful to save; 
Baffled the daring league's rebellious sehentes, 
Mayenne's'proud hopes, and Spain's ambitious 

dreams: 
With civil prudence blest, with martial fire, 
A nation's conqueror, and a nation's sire. [height 

Truth, heavenly maid, from th' Ftopyrman 
Descend, and with thy strong and purest light, 
My verse Mime! and 0, let mortals hear 
Thy sacred word, and awfully revere! 
Be thou lay guide! thy sage experience brings 

.1.hr.erring maxims to the ear of kings. 
rl'is thine, blest maid, and only thine, to show 
What most befits the regal pow'r to know. 
Purge thou the film from off a nation's eyes, 
And show what ills horn civil discord rise! 

4  The trOnslator, when he began tins piece, had 
some thoughts of giving a complete English Ver., 
lion of all Homer's Hymns, being the only parts 
of his works never yet translated; but (to. say 
nothing of his opinion of this specimen. of his 
translation) fearing that this species of poetry, 
though it has its beauties, and does not want ad-
mirers among the learned, would appear far less 
agreeable to the mere English reader, he desisted. 
They, who would form thejustest idea of this sort 
of composition'among the ancients, may be better 
informed, by perusing Dr. Akenside's most classi-
cal Hymn to the Naiads, than from any translation 
of Homer or Callimachus. 

tier spare with decent boldness to disclose 
Tte prince's errours, and the people's woes: 
And U ! if Fable e'er, in times of yore, 
M;x'd her soft accents with thy sternenlore, 
Veer her hand adorn-hi thy tow'ring head, 
And' o'er thy front her milder graces spread; 
if e'er her shades, Which lovingly unite, 
Bad thy fair forM spring stronger into light, 
With me, permit her all thy steps to trace, 
Not to conceal thy beauties, but to grace! grow'r,., 

Still Valois reignhl, and sunk in pleasure's 
O'er a mad state iteid loose the reins of pow'r: 
The trampled law had lost its ancient force, 	, 
And - right confounded, misS'd her even eourse. 
'Twas thus when Valois France's sceptre bore, 
Seitpter'd indeed, but now a king no more; 
Not glory's minion now, the voice of fame, 
Swell'd the loud trumpet to the here's name; 
His laurels wither'd; and all blasted now, 
Which conquest hung upon his infant brow; 
Whose progress Europe Markhlt,with conscious 

fear, 
Whose hns provok'd his country's common tear, 
When, the long train of all his virtues known, 
The North admiring calPd ;:im to the throe,. 
In second rank, the light which strikes the eyes, 
Rais'd to the first, grows dim, and feebly dies. 
Front war's stern soldier, active, firm, and brave, 
He sunk a monarch, pleasure's abject slave. 

with soft ease, forgetful all of state, 
His weakness tweed with a kingdom's weight; 
Whilst lost in sloth, and dead -to glorious fame, 
The sons of riot govern'd in his name. 
2uclus, St. Maigrin, death.eemented pair, 
.loyeuse the gay, and D'Esperouthe fair, c. 
The careless king in pleasure plung'd with these,. 
dust intemperate, and lethargic ease. 

Mean time, the GuiSes, fortunate and brave, 
Catch'd the fair moment which his weakness gave. 
Then rose the fat 	in evil hour, 
That dreadful rival of his Waning power. -
The people blind,,their sacred monarch brav'd, - 
Led by those tyrants, whcetheir rights enslaved. 
His 4iends forsook Wan, helpless and alone, 
His servants chas'd him from his royal ,  throne; • 
Revolted Paris, deaf to kingly awe, 
Within her gates the crowding stranger saw. 
Through all the city burst rebetlioris-darne; 
And all was lost, when virtuous Bourbon came; 
Caine, full of warlike ardour, to restore 
That light his prince, deluded, had no more. 
His active presence breath'd an instant flame; 
No longer now the sluggish sons of shame, 
Onward-  they press, where glory Calls, to arms, 
And spring to war from pleasure's silken charms: 
To PariS' gates both kings alliance 
Borne felt th' afarsis, and trembledhaughty Spaini 
While Europe, watching where the tempest falls, 
With anxious eyes- beheld th' unhappy Walls. 

Within was Discord, Witither hell-born train, 
Stirring to war the league, and haughty Mayne. 
The people, and, the Church : and from on -high 
Call'd out to Spain, rebellion's prompt ally. 
Discord, dread monster, deaf to Minium woe; 
To her own subjects an avengeful foe, 
Bloody, impetuous, eager to destroy, 
In man's misfortune founds her hateful joy; 
'l'o neither party ought of mercy shawn, 
Well-pleas'd she stabs the dagger in her own; 
Dwellk a fierce tyrant in the breast she tires,. 
And smiles to punish what herself inspiret. 
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Midst foes like these, abandon'd, and betmrd, West of the city, near those borders gay, 

:there Seine obliquely winds her sloping way, 
(Scenes now, where Pleasure's soft. retreats are 

lona], 
Where triumphs Art, and Nature smiles around,. 
Then, by the will of fate, the bloody stage 
For war's stern combat and relentless rage) 
Th' unhappy Valois bad his troops advance, 
There rush'd at once the generous strength of 

France. 
A thousand heroes, eager for the fight, 
By sects divided, from revenge unite. 
These virtuous Bourbon leads, their chosen guide, 
Their cause confederate, and their hearts allied. 
It seemed the army felt one common flame, 
Their zeal, religion, cause, and chief the same. 

The sacred Louis, s;re of Bourbon's race, 
From azure skies, beside the throne of grace, 
With holy joy beheld his future heir, 
And ey'd the hero with paternalcare; 
With such as prophets feel, a blest presage, 
He saw the virtues of his ripening age: 
Saw Glory round him all her laurels deal,. 
Yet wail'd his errours, though he lov'd his zeal; 
Witlteye prophetic he beheld e'en now, 

ofhe crown of France adorn his royal brow; 
He knew the wreath was destin'd which they 

gave, 
More will'd the saint,' the light which shines to 

save. 
Still Henry's steps mov'd onward to the throne, 

By secret ways, e'en to himself unknown 11. 
His help from Heaven the holy prophet sent; 
But hid the arm his wise indulgence lent: 
Lest sure of conquest, he had slack'd his flame, 
Nor grappled danger for the meed of fame. 

Already Mars had donn'd his coat of mail, 
And doubtful Conquest held her even scale; 
Carnage With blood had marled his purple way, 
And slatighter'd heaps in wild confusion lay, 
When Valois thus his partner king addrest, 
The sigh deep-heaving from his anxious breast 

" You see what fate, what humbling rate is 
mine, 

Nor'yet alone...the injury is thine. 
The dauntless league, by hardy chieftains led, 
Which hisses faction with her Hydra head, 
Boldly confederate by a desperate oath, 
Aims not at me alone, but strikes at both. 
Though I long since the regal circle wear, 
Though thou by rank succeed my rightful heir, 
Paris disowns us, nor Will homage bring 
To me their present, you their future king. 
Thine, well they know the next illustrious claim, 
From law, from birth, and deeds of loudest 

fame ; 
Yet from that throne's hereditary right 
Where I but totter, ;cited exclude thee quite. 
Religion hurls her furious bolts on thee, 
And 	councils join her firm decree: 
/tome, thou b she raise no soldier's martial hand, 
Yet kindles war through every awe-struck land; 
Beneath her banners bids each host repair, 
And trusts her thunder to the Spaniard's care, 
Far from my hopes each summer friend is down, 
No subjects hail Me on my sacred throne; 
No kindred now the kind affection shows, 
All fly their king, abandon, or oppose: 
Bich in my spoils, with greedy treacherous haste, 
While the base Spaniard lays my country waste. 

'CUL. XV. 

France in her turn shall seek a foreign aid: 
Shall Britain's courthy secret methods try, 
And win Eliza for a firm ally. 
Of old I know between each pow'rful state, 
Subsists a jealous and immortal hate ; 
That London lifts its tow'ring front on high, 
And looks on Pafis with a rival eye; 
But I, the monarch of each pageant throne, 
Have now no Subjects, and no country own : 
Vengeance alone my stsn resolves avow, 
Who gives me that, to me is Frenchman now. 
The snail-Toed agents, whose deliberate way, 
Creeps on in trammels of prescribM delay, 
Such lit not now; `tis you, great prince, alone 
Must haste a'suppliant to Eliza's throne, 
Your voice alone shall needful succours bring, 
And arm Britannia for an injur'd king. 
To Agdon hence, and let thy happier name 
Plead the king's cause, and raise .their generous 

flame 
My foes' defeat upon thy arm depends, 
But from thy virtue I must hope for friends." 

Thus spoke the king; while Henry's looks con. 
fest, 

The jealous ardour which inflam'd his breast, 
LeA others' arms might urge their glorious claim, 
And ravish from him half the meed of fame. 
With deep regret the hero number'd o'er 
The wreaths of glory he had won before; 
When , without succours, without skill's intrigue, 
Himself with Conde shook the trembling league. 
When those command, who hold the regal sway, 
It is a subject's virtue to obey. 
Resolv'd to follow what the king commands,  
The blows, suspended, fell not,from his hands; 
He rein'd the ardour of his noble mind, 
And parting left the gather'd wreaths behind. 
Th' astonished army felt a deep concern, 
Fate seem'd depending on the chief's return. 
His absence still unknown, the pent-up foe 
In dire expectance dread the sudden blow; 
While Valois' troops still feel their hero's flame, 
And Virtue triumphs in her Henry's name. 

Of all his fay'rites, none their chief attend, 
Save Mornay brave, his soul's familiar friend, 
Mornay of steady faith, and manners plain, 
And truth, untainted with the flatt'rers strain; 
Rich in desert, of valour rarely tried, 
A virtuous champion, though on errour's side; 
With signal prudence blest, with patriot zeal 
Firm to his church, and to the public weal; 
Censor of courtiers, but by courts belov'd, 
Rome's fierce assailant, and by Rome approv'd. 

Acrois two rocks, where with tremendous roar, 
The foaming ocean lashes either shore, 
To Dieppe's Strong port the hero's stepa,repair, 
The 'ready sailors ply their btisy care. 
The tow'rine ships, old Ocean's lordly kings, 
Aloft in air displaytheir canvas wings; 
Not swell'd by Boreas now, the glassy seas 
Flow'd calmly on, with Zephyr's gentle breeze. 
Now, anchor weigh'd, they quit the friendly 

shore, 
And land receding greets their eyes no more. 
Jocund they sail'd, and Albion's chalky height 	• 
At distance rose full fair'oy to the sight. 
When rumbling thunders rend th' affrighted, 

pole, 
Loud roar the winds, and seas tempestuousroll: 
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The livid lightnings cleave the darken'd air, 
And all around eeigits,horrbur and despair.' 
No partial fear the hero's bosom knows, 
Which only treinbted for his country's woes, 
It seened his leoks toward her in silence bent, 
AccuShl the winds, which cross'd his great in- 

tent. 
So Caesar, striving for a conqueshl world, 
Near Epire?s banks, with adverse tempests hurl'd, 
Trusting, undaunted, and sechrelstbrave, ' 
Rome's and the world's fate to the swelling wave, 
Though leagu'd with Pompey,  Neptune's self en- 

gage, 
Oppos'd his fortune to dull Ocean's rage. 

Meantime that God, whose power the tempest 
bindS, 

Who rides triumphant on the wings of winds, 
That God, whose wisdom, which presides o'er all, 
Can raise, protect, or crush this earthly bal. 
From his bright throne, beyond the starry skies, 
Beheld the hero with considering eyes. 
God was his guide, and 'mid the tempests roar 
The tossing vessel reach'd the neighbouring shore; 
Where Jersey rises from the Ocean's bed, 
There, Heaven-conducted, was the hero led. 

At a small distance from the shore, there stood 
The growth of many years, a shadowy i'00011. 
A neighbouring rock the calm retirement Saves 
From the taideblasts, and boarse-resoundingwaves. 
A grotto stands behind, whoise structure knows 
:The simple grace, which Nature's hand bestows, 
Here-far from court reinovq, a holy sage 
Spent the mild evening, of declining age. 

. 	While free from worldly toils, and worldly woe, 
His only study was himself to know: 
Here mus'd, regretting on hiS mispent days,. 
Or lost in love, or pleasure's dowry maze. 
No gusts of folly swell the dangerous tide, 
While all his passions to a calm subside; 
The bubble life he held an empty dream, 
His food the simple herb, his drink the stream; 
Tranquil and calm he drew his aged breath, 
Arid look'd with patience toward the pest of 

death, 
When the pure soul to-blissful realms shall soar, 
Andjoin with God himself to part no more. 
The God hp tvorshipp'd ey'd the zealous sage, 
And bless'd with wisdom's lore his silver'd age : 
Gave him the skill of prophecy to know, 
And from Fate's volume read events below, 

.Tire sage with conscious joy the prince address'd, 
" And spread the table forhis royal guest; 

The prat-opt repast, which simple Nature suits,. 
The stream's fresh water, and the forest's roots, 
Not unaccostom'd to the homely fare, 
The warriour sat; for oft from busy care; 
Front caart retied, and pomp's fastidious pride, 

-The hero daed to throw the king aside: 
And in the rustic cot well-pleashl partook 
Of labour's mean repast, and cheerful look; 
Found in himself the joys to kings unknown 
And self-depos'd forgot the lordly throne. 

The world's contention to their minds supplies 
Much converse, wholesome to the good and wise. 
Much did they talk of woes in human life, 
Of Christian kingdoms torn with jarring strife. 
The zeal of Mornay, like a stubborn fort, 
A ttach'Il to Calvin stood his firm support. 

. Henry, still doubting, sought th' indulgent skies, 
That light's clear ray might burst upon his eyes, 

. 	 . 	. 
Must then," said he; ", thetruth be always fauna 

To Mortals weak with mists encompass'd rouwl? 
Must I still err? my way in darkness trod, 
Nor know the path which leads me to My God? 
If all alike he will'd us to obey, 	 • 
The God who will'd it, had prescrib'd elm way." 

" Let us not vainly God's designs explore!" 
(The sage reply'd) " be Inunble and adore! 
Arraign not madly Heav'n's unerring laws 
For faults, where mortals are themselves the cause 
These aged eyes beheld in days of yore, 
When Calvin's doctrine reach'd the Gallic shore, 
Then, though with blood it now distnins the earth;  
Creeping in shade and humble in the birth, 
I saw it banish'd by religion's laws, 
Without one friend to combat in the cause. 
Throtigh ways oblique I saw the phantom tread, 
SlOw winding, and asham'd to rear her head, 
Till, at the last, upheld by pow'rful arms, 
'Midsiccannon's thunder, and 'mid war's alarms, 
.ffurst forth the monster in the glare of light, 
With toWring front full-dreadful to the sight; 
To scow at mortals from her tyrant seat, 
And spurn our altars at her impious feet: 
Far then from courts, beneath this peacaul cot, 
I wail'd religion's and my country's lot; 
Yet here, to comfort my declining days, 
Some dawn of hope presents its cheerfdrays. 
So new a worship cannot IoM

*
s Mtritive, 

Which man's caprice alone has kept alive. 
With that it rosv with that shall die away, 
Man's works and man are bubbles of a day, 
The God, who reigns for ever and the same, 
At pleaSure blasts a world's presumptuous aim. 
Vain is our malice, vain our strength display'd, 
To sap the city his right hand bath made; 
Himself bath fis'd the strong foundations low, 
Which brave the wreck of Time, and Hell'S have- 

. 	teratehlow 
The Lord of Lords shall bless thy purged sight 
With bright effulgence of diviner light; 
On thee, great prince, his.mercies he'll bestow, 
And shed that truth thy bosons pants to know. 
That God bath chose thee, and his hand alone 
Safe through the war shall lead thee ta a throne. 
Conquest already (for his voice is fate,) 
For thee bids Glory ape her golden gate. 
If or thy sight the truth unnotic'd falls 
Hope not admission in thy Paris' walls, 
Though splendid Ease invite thee to her antis, 
O shun, great prince, the syren's poison'd charms! 
O'er thy strong passions hold a glorious reign, 
Fly love's soft lap, break pleasUre's silken chain! 
And when, with efforts strong, all foes o'erthrown, 
A league's great conqueror, and what's more your 

ow  When, wi.tint,  united hearts, and triumph's voice, 
Thy people hail. thee with one counnon choice; 
Front as:tread siege, to fame for ever known; 
To mount with glorythy paternal throne, 
That time, Affliction shall lay by hts. rod, 
And thy glad eyes shalt seek thy father's God: 
Then shalt thou seefrom whence thy arms prevail. 
Go prince,—who trusts in God,—can never fail." 

Each word the sage's holy lips inmost, 
Falls, like a flame, on Henry's generous heart. 
The hero stood transported in his mind 
To times, when God held converse With mankind, 
When 'simple Virtue taught-her heav'n-born lore, 
And Truth commanding bad e'en kings adore. 
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Xis eager arms the reverend sage embrace, !j 
And the, warm tear fast trickled down his face. 
Untoecleds  yet lost awhile in deep surprise, 
Stood Mornay brave; for still on Mornay's eyes 
Hung errOur's mist, and 'God's high will conceal'd 
The gifts from him to Henry's breast reveaPd. 
.His wisdom idly would the world pram', 
Whose lot, though rich in virtues, was to err. 
While the rapt sage fulfilling God's behest, • 
Spoke inspiration to the prince's breast, • 
Hushed were the winds, within their caverns bound, 
Smooth flow'd the stets, and IslattiCe smil'd around. 
The sage his guide, the hero sought his way 
Where the tall vessels safe at anchor lay: 
The ready sailore suit the friendly strand, 
Hoist the glad sails, and make for Albion's' faint 

While o'er her coast his eyes admiring range, 
He prais'd in silence Britain's happier change: 
Where laws, abos'd by foul intestine foes,, 
Had erst entail' 	 l. d a heap of dreadful 
On prince and people; 'on that bloody stage, 
Where slaughter'd heroes bled for civil rage; 
On that bright throne, from whence descended 

springs 
Tle illustrious lineage of a hundred kings, 
Like Henry, long in adverse fortune sclmord,' 
O'er willing English hearts a woman,  rued: 
And, rich in manly courage, female grace, 
Ctos'd the long lustre of her crowded race. 
Eliza then, in Britain's happiest hoar, 
Held the just balance of contending pow'r; 
Made English subjects bow the willing knee, 
Who will not serve, and are not happy free. 
Beneath her sacred reign the nation knows 
No sad remembrance of its former woes; 
Their flocks securely graz'd the fertile plain, 
Their garners bursting with their golden grain. 
The stately ships, their swelling sails unfiarlA 
Brought wealth and homage front the distant 

World: 
All Europe watch'd Britannia's bold decree, 
Dreaded by land, and monarch of the sea. 
Wide o'er the waves her fleet exidting rode, • 
And fortune triumph'd over ocean's god. 
Proud London now, no more of babarous fame, 
To armsand commerce urg'd her blended claim. 
Her pow'rs, in anion leaped, together sate 
King, lords, and commons, in their th,kefold 

state. , 
Though separate each their several interest draw, 
Yet all united form the stedfast law. 
All three, one body's members, firm and fit, 
Mike but one pow'r in strong conjunction knit; 
Pow's to itself of danger eften found, 
But spreading terrour to its neighbours round, 
Blest, when the people duty's homage show, 
And pay their king  the tribute which they owe ! 
More blest, when kings for milder virtues known" 
Protect their people's freedom from the throne! 
" Ah whets" cry'd Beurbon, " shall our discord 

cease, 
Our glory, Albion, rise, like thine, in peace?. 
Blush, blush, ye kings, ye lords.  fjarring states, 
A woman bids, and ar bath clos'd its gates: • 
Your countries bleed with factious rage opprest, 
While she 	happy o'er a people blest." 

Mean time the hero reach'd the sea-girt isle; 
Where•Freedom bit& eternal plenty smite; 
Not far from William's tow'r at distance seen, 
Stood the fam'd palace of the virgin eneen. 

14T 
Hither, the faithful Mornay at his side, 
Without the noise and pageant pomp of pride, 
Thetoys of grandeur which the vain pursue, 
But glare. unheeded to the hero's view, 
The prince arriv'd : with bold and manly sense 
He spoke; .his frankness all his,eloquence; 
Told his sad tale, and bow'd, his lofty heart, 
For Fiance's weles, to act submission's part; 
For needful aids the British queen addrest,, 
While, in theasuppliant, shone the king confest. 

Com'st thom" reply'd the queen, with strange 
surprise, 

Com'st tlou from Valois for the wish'd allies?' 
Ask'st thou protcotion for a tyrant foe 
Whose deadly hate work'd all thy foreute's woe? 
Far as the golden Sun begins to rise, 
To where he drives admen the western skies; 
His strife and thine to all the world is known:,  
Stand'st thou for him a friend at Britain's throne? 
And is that hand, which Valois oft bath fear'd. 
Arm'd in his cause, and for his vengeance rear'd ?" 
When thus the prince; " A monarch's adverse 
Wipes all remembrance out of former hate. (tate 
Valois was then a slave, itis passion's slave, 
But now himself a monarch firm and brave; 
He bursts at once the ignominious chain, 
Resumes the hero, and asserts his reign. 
Blest, if of nature more assued and free, 
He'd sought no aid but from himself and me! 
But led by fraud, and arts, all insincere, 	- 
He was my foe from weakness and from fear. 
His faults die with me, when his woes I view,. 
I've gaited the conquest—grant me vengeance, 

you; 
For know the work is thine, illustrious dame, 
To,  deck thy Albiotes brows with worthiest fame, 
Let thy protection spread her ready wings, • 
And fight with me the injur'd cause of kingsl" 

Eliza then, for much she wish'd to know, 
The various turns of Frances long-felt woe, 
Whence •rising first the civil discord came, 
And Paris kindled to rebellion's flame— 	' 
" To me, great prince, thy griefs are not unknown, . 
Though brought imperfect, and by Fame alone; 
Whose rapid wing too indiscreetly flies, 
And spreads abroad her indigested lies. 
Deaf to het: tales, from thee, illustrious youth, 
From thee alone Eliza seeks the truth, 
Tell me, for you have Witness'd all the woe, 
Valois' brave friend, or Valois' conquering foe, 
Say, whence this friendship, this alliance grewt_....  Which knits the happy bond 'twiXt him and you; 
Explain this wond'rous change, 'tis you alone 
Carepaint the virtues which yourSeilhath shown. 
Mitch me,thy woes, fer know thy story brings 
A moral lesson, to the pride of kings." 
• "And must my memory then011ustelons queen, 
Recall tbe-borrours of each dreadful scene?. 
0 had it pleas'd Almighty Pow'r (which knows 
How my heart bleeds o'er all my country's woes) 
Oblivion then had snatch'd them from-the light, 
And hid them buried in eternal night. 
Nearest of blood, must I aloud proclaim 
The princes' madness, and expose their shame? 
Reflection shakes my mind With wild dismay—
But 'tis Eliza's will, and I obey. 
Others, in speaking, frOm their smooth address, 
Might make their weakness or their crimes seem 
The tiow'ry art was never made for nie, 	[less, 
I speak a soldier's language, plaits and free."• 
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AN IMITATION FROM THE SPECTATOR. 
A MONTH bath roll'd its lazy hours away, 	• 

Since Delia's presence bless'd her longing 
swain; 

How could he brook the sluggish time's delay, 
What charm could soften such an age of pain ? 

One fond reflection still his bosotili cheer'd, 
And sooth'd the torments of a (owes care, 

'Twas that for Delia's self the bow 'r he rear'd, 
And Fancy plac'd the Nymph already there. 

" 0 come, dear maid, and with a gentle smile, 
Such at lights up my lovely fair one's face, 

Survey the product of thy shepherd's toil, 
Nor thb the villa of the villa's grace. 

" Whate'er improvements strike thy curious sight, 
Thy taste hath form'd—let me not call it mine, 

Since when I Muse -on thee, and feed delight, 
I form no thought that is not wholly thine. 

'" Th' apartments destin'd for my charmer's use, 
(For love us trifles is conspicuous shown) 	• 

Can scarce an object to thy view produce;.: . • 
But bears the dear resemblance of thine .own. 

" And trust me, love, I could almost believe, 
This little spot the mansion of my fair; 

But that awak'd from fancy's dreams I grieve, 
To find its proper owner is not there. 

5‘ Oh! I could doat upon the rural scene, 
Its prospect over hill and champaign wide, 

But that it marks the tedious way between, 
That parts thy Damon from his promis'd bride. 

The gardens now put forth their blossoms sweet, 
In Nature's flow'ry mantle gayly drest, 

The close-trimm'd hedge, and circling border neat, 
All ask My Delia for their dearest guest. 

" The lily pale, the purple-blushing rose, 
In this fair spot their mingled beauties join; 

The woodbine here its curling tendrils throws, 
In wreaths fantastic round the mantling vine. 

4' The branching arbour here for lovers made, 
For dalliance met, or song, or amorous tale, 

*mil oft protect us with its cooling shade, 
When sultry Phoebus burns the lovely vale. 

" 'Tis all another paradise around, 
<--And, trust me, so it would appear to me, 

Like the first maw were I not lonely found, 
And but half bleat, my Delia, wanting thee. 

" For two, but two, I've form'd a lovely walk, 
And I have call'd it by ml fair one's name; 

Here blest with thee, P.enjoy thy pleasing talk, 
WhileTools and madmen bow the knee to fame. 

" The rustic path already have I try'd, 
Oft at the sinking of the setting day; 

And while, my love, I thought thee by my side, 
With careful steps have worn its edge away. 

" With thee I've held discourse, how passing 
sweet! 

While Fancy brough:: thee to my raptur'd 
dream, 

With thee have prattled in my lone retreat, 
And talk'd down suns, on love's, delicious theme. 

PpEMS. 
"40ft as I wander through the rustic crowd, .1  

Musing with downcast look„ and folded arms, 
They stare with wonder, when I rave aloud, 

And dwell with rapture on thy artless charms. 

" They call me mad, and oft with finger rude, 
Point at me leering, as I heedless pass; 

Yet Colin knows the cause, for love is shrewd, 
And the young shepherd courts the farmer,. 

lass. 

" Among the fruits that grace this little seat, 
And all around their clustring foliage spread, 

Here mayst thou cull the peach, or nect'rine sweet 
And pluck the strawberry from its native bed. 

" And all along the river's verdant side, 
I've planted elms, which rise in even row; 

And fling their lofty branches far and wide, 
Which float reflected in the lake below. 

" Since I've been absent from my lovely fair, 
Imagination forms a thousand schemes, 

For 0 ! my Delia, thou art all my care, 
And all with me is Love and golden dre,ams. 

" 0 flatt'ring promise of secure delight; 
When will the lazy-pacing- hours be o'er? 

That I may fly with rapture to tby sight, 
And we shall meet again to part no ntore.P' 

A BALLAD. 
YE shepherds so careless and gay, 

Who sport with the nymphs of the plain, 
Take heed lest you frolic away 

The peace you can never regain. 
Let not Folly your bosoms annoy; 

And of Love, the dear mischief beware. 
You may think 'tis all sunshine and joy, 

I know 'tis o'ershadow'd with care. 

Love's morning how blithesome it shines, 
With an aspect deceitfully fair; . 

Its day oft in sorrow declines, 
And it sets in the night of despair. 

Hope paints the gay scene to the sight, 
Wt.ile Fancy her visions bestows, 

And gilds every dream with delight, 
But to wake us to sensible woes. 

How hard is my lot to complain 
Of a nymph whom I yet must adore, 

Though she love not her shepherd again, 
Her Damon must love her the more. 

For it was not the pride of her sex, 
That treated his vows with disdain, 

For it was not the pleasure to vex, 
c That made her delude her fond swain,. 

'Twos his, the fair nymph to behold,e. 
Ile hop'd—and he rashly believ'd; 

'T was her's to be fatally cold, 
•-.••He lov'd—andwas fondly deceiv'd; 

For such is of lovers the doom, 
While passions their reason beguile, 

rf is warrant enough to presume, 
If they catch but a look or a smile. 

Yet surely my Phillis would seem 
To prize me most shepherds above; 

   
  



jint that might be only esteem, 
While I foolishly oonstm'd it love. 

Yet others, like Damon, believ'd 
The nyinA might have favour'd her swain, 

And others, like him, were deceiv'd, 
Like him,' though they cannot complain. 

Of Phyllis was always!  my song, 
Foe. she was my pride and my care; 

And the folks, as we wander'd along, 
Would call us the conjugal pair. 

They marled how I walk'd at her side, 
How her hand to my bosom I prest, 

Each tender endearment I tryld, 
And I thought none was ever so blest. 

But now the delusion is o'er, 
These day-dreams of pleasure are fled, 

Now her Damon is pleasing no more, 
And the hopes ()flier shepherd are dead. 3  

May he that my fair shall obtain, 
May he, as thy Damon, be true; 

Or haply thoull think of that swain, 
Who bids thee, dear maiden, adieu. 

TO CHLOE. 
IF Chloe seek one verse of mine 
Leall not on the tuneful Nine 

With useless invocation; 
Enough for me that she should ask; 
I fly with pleasure to the task, 

Andher's the inspiration. 
When poets sung in ancient days, 
The Muses that inspir'd their,  ays, 

Of whom There such parade is; 
'Their deities, let pride confess, 
Were nothing mere, and nothing less, 

Than earth-bum -mortal ladies. 
Did any nymph her subject choose? 
She straight coramene dinspiring Muse? 

And every maid, ofluvely face,  
That struck the heart of wounded swainj  
Exalted to yon starry plain, 

Was register'd a Grace. 
These were the compliments of old,. 
While nymphs, among the gods enroll'd, 

Claim'd love's obsequious duty; 
Thus, while each bard had favourite views, 
Each nymph became a Grace, or Muse, 

A Venus every beauty. 
Say, in these latter days of ours, 
When Love exerts his usual powers, 

What difference lies between us? 
In. Chloe's self at once I boast, 
-What bards of every age might toast, 

Muse, a Glatt, a Venus. 
In Chloe are a thousimd charms, 
Though Envy call her sex to arms, 

And giggling girls may flout ber,, 
The Muse inhabits in her mind, 
A Venus in her form we find, 

The Graces all about her. 

To. TIE MOON. 	 i49. 
• 7t) THE MOON. 

ALL hail ! majestic queen of night, 
Bright Cynthia! sweetest ,nymph, whose pre, 

setice brings 

	

The pensive pleasures, calm delight, 	• . 
While Contemplation smooths her rallied Wings 

Which folly'nvain tumultuous joys, 
Or business, care, and buzz of lusty day 
Have all too intlded.--Renee, away • 

Stale jest, and flippa,st mirth, and strife-en- 
gendering noise. 

When Evaing dons her mantle grey, 
wind my.sotitary way, 

And' hie me to some lonely grove 
(The haunt of Fancy and of Loie) 
Whose social' branches, far outspread, 
Possess the mind with pleasing dread,. 
While Cynthia quivers through the trees 
That wanton with the summer breeze, 
And the clear brook, or dimpled stream, 
Reflects oblique her dancing beam. 
HOW-often, by thy silver light, 
Drive lokers' tongues beguil'd the night? 
When forth the happy pair have stray'd, 
The amortilis swainand tender maid, • 
And as they walk'd the groves along, 
Cheer'd the still Eve with various spiv.. 
While &tory artful strain confest 
The mutual' passion in their breast, 
The lovers' hours fly swift away, 
And Night reluctant yields to Day. 
• Thrice happy nymph, thrice happy youth, 
When beauty is the meed of truth! 

	

Yet not the happy Loves alone, 	• 
Has thy celestial -presence kngwn. 
To thee complains the nymph /Morn, 
Of broken faith, and vows forsworn; 
Awl the-dull swain, with-folded arms, 
Still musing on his false one's charms-, 
Frames many a sonnet to her naive, 
(As lovers use to express their Seine) 
Or pining wan with thoughtful care, 

	

In downcast silence feeds despair; 	• 
Or when the air dead stillness keeps, 
And Cynthia on the water sleeps; 
Charms the dull ear of sober Night, 

o 	With tove.beuxi Music's sweet delight. 
Oft as thy orb performs its round, 

Thou list'uest to the various sound 
Of shepherds' hopes and maidens' fears 
(Those conscious Cynthia silent bears,. 
While Echo, which still loves to-mock, 
Bears them about from rock to rock:) 

But shift we now the pensive scene, 
Where Cynthia silvers o'er the green. 
Mark yonder spot, whose equal rim 
Forms the green circle quaint and trim; 
Hither the ,fairies blithe advance, 
And lightly -trip in mazy dance; 
Beating the pansiegwven ground 
la frolic measures round and round; 
These Cynthia's revels gayly keep, 
While lazy mortals snore asleep 
Whom oft they visit in the night, 
Not visible to human sight; 
And as old prattling wives relate, 
Though now the fashion's out of date, 
Drop sixpence in the housewife's shoe, 
And pinch the slattern black. and blue, 
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They fill the mind with airy schemes, 
And bring the ladies pleasant dreams. 

Who knows not Mab, whose chariot glides, 
And athwart men's noses rid,'s ? 
While Oberon, blithe fairy, trips, 
And hovers o'er the ladies' lips; 
And when he steals ambrosial bliss, 
And soft imprints the charmirt kiss, 
In dreams the nymph her swain pursues, 
Nor thinks 't is Oberon that woos? 

Yet, sportive youthfiand lovely fair, 
From hence, my lesson read, beware, 
While Innocence and Mirth preside, 
We c3re not where the fairies glide; 
And °heron will never miss 
To greet his fav'rites with a kiss; 
Nor ever more ambrosia sips, 
Than when he visits 	's lips. 

When all things else in silence sleep, 
The blithesome elfs their vigils keep; 
And always hover round about, 
To find our worth or frailties out, 
Receive with joy these elfin sparks, 
Their kisses leave no tell-tale marks, 
But breathe fresh beauty o'er the face, 
Where all is virtue, all is grace. 
Not only elfin fays delight 
To hail the sober queen of night, 
But that sweet bird, whose gurgling throat 
Warbles the thick melodious note, 
Duly as evening shades prevail, 
Renews her soothing love-lorn tale; 
And as the lover pensive goes, 
Chants out her symphony of woes, 
Which in boon Nature's wilder tone, 
Beggar all sours which Art has known. 

But hist—the melancholy bird 
Among the groves no more is heard; 
And Cynthia pales her silver ray 
Before th' approach of golden Day, 
Which on yon mountain's misty height, 
Stands tiptoe with his gladsome tight. 
Now the shrill lark in ether floats, 
And carols wild her liquid notes; 
While Phoebus, in his lusty pride, 
His flaring beams flings far and wide, 
Cynthia, farewell—the pensive Muse; 
No more her feeble flight pursues, 
But all unwilling takes her way, 
And mixes with the buzz of day, 

SONG. • 
THE beauty which the gods bestow, 
Did tiler; but give it for a show? 

No---'twas lent thee from above, 
To shed its lustre o'er thy face, 
And with its pure and native grace 

To charm the soul to love. 

The flaunting Sun, whose western beams, 
This evening drink of Oceans' streams, 

To mo. .-w springs to light. 
rtut when thy beauty sets, my fair, 
No morrow shall its beam repair, 

'T is all eternal night, 

See too, my love, 'the virgin rose, 
I tow sweet, how bashfully it blows 

PEMS. 

11 Beneath the vernal skies! 
How soon it blooms in full display, 
Its bosom opening to the day, 

Then withers, shrinks, and dies. 

Of mortal life's declining hour, 
Such is the leaf, the bud, the flow'r; 

Then crop the rose in time. 
Be blest and bless, and kind impart 
The just return of heart for heart, 

Ere love becomes a crime. 

To pleasure then, my charmer, haste, 
And ere thy youth begins to waste, 

Ere beauty dims its ray, 
The proffer'd gift of love employ, 
Improve each moment into joy, 

Be happy, whilst you may. 

TO THE REV. MR. HMV-BURY; 
OF CHURCH-LANGTON, LEICESTERSHIRE, ON HIS 

PLANTATIONS. 

WHILE vain pursuits a trifling race engage, 
And Virtue -slumbers in a thriftless age, 
Thy glorious plan', on deep foundations laid, 
Which aiding Nature, Nature's bound to aid, 
The wise man's study, though the blockhead's 

scorn, 
Shall speak for ages to a world unborn. 
Though fools deride, for Censure's Still at hand 
To damn the work she cannot understand, 
Pursue thy project with an ardour fit; 
Fools are but whetstones to a man of wit. 

Like puling infants seem'd thy rising plan, 
Now knit in strength, it speaks an active man. 
So the broad oak, which from thy grand design 
Shall spread aloft, and tell the world t' was thine, 
A stripling first, just peep'd above the ground, 
Which, ages hence, shall fling its shade around. 

SENT TO A LADY, WITH A SEAL. 
TN, impression which this seal shall make, 
The rougher hand of force may break; 
Or jealous Time, with slow decay, 
May all all its traces wear away;. 
But neither time nor force eons bin'd, 
Shall tear thy image from my mind.; Nor shall the sweet impression fade 
Which Chloe's thousand charms have made; 
For spice of time, or force, or art, 
'Tis seal'd for ever on my heart. 

EPISTLE.  TO A FRIEOD. 
`.`, Do, study more—discard that siren, Ease, 
Whose fatal charms are murd'rous while they 

please. 
Wit's scanty streams will fret their channel dry, 
If Learning's spring withhold the fresh supply. 
Turn leaf by leaf gigantic volumes o'er, - 
Nor blush to know what ancients wrote before. 

See-Mr. Hanbury's Essay on Planting. 
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rry not, sometimes, regale admiring friends 
With Greek and Latin sprinklings, odds and ends? 
Exert your talents; read, and read to write! 
As Horacesays, mix profit with delight." 

'Tis rare advice: but I am slow to mend, 
Though ever thankful to my partial friend: . 
Full of strange fearg—for hopes are banish'd all— 
I list' no more to Plicebus,  sacred call, 
Smit with the Muse, 'tis true I sought-her charms; 
But came no champion, clad its cumb'rous anus, 
To pull each rival monarch from his thrones  
And swear no lady Clio like my own 
All unambitious of superior praise, 
My fond amusement ask'd a sprig of bays, 
Some little fame for stringing harmless verse, 
And e'en that little fame has prov'd a curse; 
Ilitcled into rhyme, and' dragg'd through muddy 

prose, 
By-butcher critics, worth's confed'rate foes. 

If then the Muse no more shall strive to'pleasF, 
Led in the happy lethargy of ease; 
If, unadvent'tous, she forbear to sing, 
Nor take one thought to plume her ruffled wing; 

is that she hates, howe'er by nature vain, 
The scurril nonsense of a venal train. 
When desp'rate robbers, issuing from the waste, 
Make such ride inroads on the land of Taste, 
Genius grows sick beneath the Gothic rage, 
Or seeks her laurels from some worthier age. 

As for myself, I own the present charge; 
Lazy and lounging, I confess at large: 
Yet Ease, perhaps, may loose her silken chains, 
And the next hour becomes an hour of pains. 
We write, we read, we actove think, by fits, 

.And follow all things as the humour hits, • 
For of all pleasures, which the world can bring, 
Variety—O! dear variety's the thing! 
Our learned Coke, from whom we scribblers draw 
All the wise dictums of poetic law, 
Lays down this,  truth, from -wheoce my maxim 

follows, 
(See Horace, Ode pee. Seal.--o-the case Apollo's) 
" The god of verse disclaims the plodding wretch, 
Nor keeps his bow for ever on the stretch." 

However great my thirst of honest fames  
I bole with rev'rence to each letter'd name;' 
To worth, where'er it be, witltjoy subunit, 
But own no curst monopolies of wit. 	a 
Nor think, my friend, if 1 but rarely-quote, 
And little reading shines through what I've wrote, 
That I hid peace to ev'ry learned shelf, 
Because I dare form judgments for myself. • 
,-011! were it mine, with happy skill to look 
Up to the one, the universal book!' 
Open to all—to him, to me, to you, 
—For Nature's open to the general view— 
Then would I scorn the ancients' vanntedstore, 
And boast my thefts, where they but robb'd be*, 

fore. 
Mean while with them, while Grecian sounds 

impart' 
Th' eternal passions of the human heart 	, 
Bursting the bonds of ease and lazy rest, 
I feel the flame mount active in my breast; 
Or when, with joy, I turn the Roman page, 
I live, infancy, in th' Augustan age! 
Till sonic dull Baying' or a Aiming' name, 
Damn'd by the Muse to everlasting fame, 
Forbids the mind in foreign climes to roam, 
And brings me back to our own fools at home, 

SONGS 
IN THE eAmtwioUS LOTERII. • 

AIR I. 
WHILE the cool and gentle breeze 
Whispers rh-agrance through the trees, 
Nature walkingoo'er the scene 
Clad in robes of lively green, 
From the sweetness of the tritte.g 
Labour wears a cheerfu‘face. 

Sure I tasteadjoys sincere, 
Faithful Colin ever near; 
When with ceaseless toil oppress'd, 
Wearied Nature sinksto rest. 
All nay labours to beguile, 
Love shall wake me with a smile. 

AIR II. 
THOUGH my features I'm told 
Are grown wrinkled and old, 

Dull wisdom I hate and detest, 
. Not a wrinkle is there 

. 	• 
 

Which is furroned by care, 
AttOtty heart is as light as the best. 

When I look on my Boys 
They renew all my joys, 

Myself in my children I see; 
Whilethe ceinforts I find 
In the kingdom my mind, 

Pronounce that my kingdom is free. 

In theidays I was young, 
0 ! I eaper'd and sung; 

The lasses Caine flocking apacf. 
But now turn'd of threescore 
I can do so no more, 

-4 .--Why then let my boy take my place. 

Of our pleasures ive crack, • 
For we still love the smack, 

And chuckle o'er what we have been; 
Yet why should we repine, 
You've yours, I've had mine, 

And now 4(et our children begin. 

AIR 
'T is thus in- those toys 
invented for boys 

To show how the weather will prove, 
The woman and man 
On a different plan 

Are always directed to move, 
One goes out to roam 
While t' other keeps home, 

Insipid, and dull as a drone, 
Though near to each other 
As sister and brother, 

They both take their airing alone. 
AIR IV. 

WHEN the bead of pbor Tinnmastvas brol:e 
By Roger, who play'd at the wake, ' 

And Kate was alarm'd at the stroke, 
And wept for poor Tummas's sake; 

('Then his worship gave dogging of ale, 
And the limier was charming and stout, 

0 those were the times to regale, 
And we footed it rarely about. 
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Then our partners were buxom as does, 

And we all were as happy as kings, 
Each lad in his. holyday clothes, 

And the lasses in all their best things. 
What merriment all the day long! 

May the feast of our Colin prove such. 
Odzdoks, but_Et1 join in the 'song, 

_ 	And I'd hobble about with my'crutch. 
AIR 17. 	ff 

WHEN vapours o'er the meadow die, 
And Morning streaks the purple sky, 
I wake to love with joctind glee 

r-To think on' him who doats on me. 
When Eve embrowns the verdant grove 
And Philomel laments her love, 
Each sigh I breathe, my love reveals 
And tells the pangs my bosom feels. 
With secret pleasure I survey 
The frolic birds in amorous play, 

' 	While fondest cares my heart employ, 
Which flutters, leaps, and beats for joy. 

AIR VI. 
YES that's a magaZine of arms'  

To triumph over Time; 
Whence Beauty borrows half her charMs 

And always keeps her prime. 
At that the Prude, coquette, and saint, 

Industrious sets her face, 
While powder, patch, and wash, and paint, 

Repair or give a grace. 
To arch the.brow there lies the brush, 

The comb to tinge the hair, 
The Spanish wool to give the blush, 

The pearl to die them fair. 
Hence rise the wrinkled, old, and grey, 

In fieshest beauty strong,,  
As Venus fair, as Flora ph 

As Ilebe ever young. 
AIR VII. 

Go! seek some nymph of humbler lot, 
,To share thy board, and deck thy cot, 
With joy I fly the' simple youth 
Who holds me light, or doubts my truth. 
Thy breast, for love too wanton grown; 
Shall mourn it's peace and pleasure flown, 
Nor shall my faith reward a swain, 
1Yho doubts my love, or thinks ,rne vain. 

AIR VIII.' 
Tuns laugh'd at, jilted, and betray'd, 

I stamp, 1 tear, I rave; 
Capricious, light, injurious maid, 

I'll be to more thy slave, 
rend thy image from my heart, 

Thy charms no more engage; 
My soul shall take the juster part, 

And love shall yield to rage. 
♦ AIR IX. 

THANK you, ladies, for your care, 
But I pray you both forbear, 

Sure I am all over scratches! 
That your curious haodrrmust place, 
Such odd spots upon my face 

• With your pencils, paint, and patches. 
I The toilette. 

I w I totter in my gait, 
From a dress of so much weight, 

With my robe too dangling afterh 
Could my Colin.now but see 
What a thing they've made of me, 

Oh he'd split his sides with laughter. 
AIR X. 

THE flowers which grace their native beds, 
Awhile put forth their blushing heads, 
But ere the close of parting day 
They wither, shrink, and die away. 
Bet these which mimic skill hath made, 
Nor scoreli'd by suns, nor kill'dby shade, 
Shall blush with less inconstant hue, 
Which art or pleasure can renew. 

AIR XI. 
Witeglate a simple rustic lass, 

I rovill without restraint, 
A stream was all my looking-glass, 

And health my only paint. 
The charms I boast (alas! how few!) 

I gave to Nature's care, 
As vice ne'er spoilt their native hue, 

'My could not want repair. 
AIR XII. 

How strange the mode which truth neglects, 
And rests all beauty in.defeets! 
But we by homely Nature taught, 
Though rude in speech are plain in thought, 

AIR mt. 
Fon various purpose serves the fan, 

As thus 	a decent blind, 
Between the sticks to peep at math 

Nor yet betray your mind. 

Each action has a meaning plain, 
Resentment'S in the snap, 	. 

4. flirt expresses strong disdain, 
Consent a gentle tap. 

All passions will the fair disclose, 
All modes offemale art, 

And to advantage sweetly shows 
The hand, if not the heart: 

'Tis Folly's sceptre first design'd 
By Love's capricious boy, 

Who knows how lightly ail mankind 
Are govern'd by a toy. 

AIR XIV. 
IF tyrant Love with cruel dart 
Transfix the maiden's tender heart, 
Of easy faith and fond belief, 
She hugs the dart, and aids the thief. 

Tin left, her helpless state to mourn, 
Neglected, loving, and forlorn; 
She finds, while grief her bosom stings, 
Arwell as darts the god has wings. 

AIR XY. 
ALONG your verdant lowly vale 
Calm Zephyr breathes a gentle gale, 
But rustling through the lofty trees 
It swells beyond the peaceful breeze. 
Thus free from Envy's poison'd dart, 
You boast a pure unruffled heart. 
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1 	Where love is every shepherd's care, 

And every nymph is kind as fair. 
The court has only tinsel toys, 
Insipid mirth and idle noise; 
But rural joys are ever new, 
While nymphs are kind, and shepherds true. " 

3 	Alit XXII. 
AGAIN'in rus9c weeds array'd, 
A simple swain, a simple maid, 
O'er rural scenes with by we'll rove, 
By dimplirg brook, or cooling grove. 
The birds shall strain their little throat]  
And warble wild their merry notes; 
Whilst we converse beneath the shade, 
A happy swain, and happy maid. 
Thy hands shall pluck, to grace my bow'rb  
The luscious fruit, the fragrant flow'r, 
Whilst joys shall bless, for ever new, - 
Thy Phoebe kind, my Colin true. 

153 
Vhile jarring thoughts our peace deform, 
And swell our passions to a storm. 	, 

o 	AIR xvi. 
Tao' my dress, as my manners, is simple and 
A rascal f hate, and a knave 1 disdain ; 	[plain, 
My dealings are just, and my conscience is clear,„ 
And I'm richer than those who have thousands a 

year. 
Tho' bent down with age and for sporting uncouth, 
I feel no remorse from the follies of youth; 
I still tell my tale, and rejoice in my song, 
And my boys think my life not a moment too long. 
Let the courtiers, those dealers in grin andgrimaee, 
Creep under, dance over, for title or place; 
Above all the titles that flow from a throne, 
Thati,of honest I prize, and that title's my own. 

AIA XVII. 
FROM flow'r to flow'r the butterfly, 

O'er fields or gardens ranging, 
Sips sweets from each, and flutters by, 

And all his life is changing. 
Thus roving man new objects sway, 

By various charms delighted, 
While she who pleases most to day 

To morrow shall be slighted. 
AIR XVIII. 

WREN far from fashion's gilded scene 
I breath'd my native air, 

My thoughts were calm, my mind serene, 
No doubtings harbour'd there. 

But now no more myself I find, 
Distraction rends my breast; 

Whilst hopes and fears disturb my mind, 
And murder all my rest. 

AIR XIX. 
FLATTERING hopes the mind deceiving 

Easy faith too often cheat, 
Woman, fond and all believing 

Loves and hugs the dear deceit. 
Noisy show of pomp and riches, 

Cupid's trick to catch the fair, 
Lowly maids too oft bewitches, 

Flattery is the beauty's snare. 
AIR XX. 

WHAT's all the pomp of gaudy courts, 
But vain delights and jingling toys, 

While pleasure crowns your rural sports 
With calm content and tranquil joys. 

AIR XXI. 
RETURN, sweet lass, to flocks and swains, 
"Where simple Nature mildly reigns; 

AIR XXIII. 
WHY should I now, my love, complain.), 
That toil awaits thy cheerful swain, . 
Since labour oft a sweet bestows 
Which lazy splendour never knows? 
Hence springs the purple tide of health, 
The rich man's wish, the poor man's wealth, 
And spreads those blushes o'er the face, 
Which come and go with native grace. 
The pride of dress the pomp of show, 
Are trappings oft to cover woe; , 
But we, whose wishes never nam, 
Shall taste of real joys at home. 

AIR XXIV. 
NO doubt but your foolscap has known 

His highness obligingly kind, 
—Odzooks I could knock the fool down, 

Was e'er such a cuckoldy hind? 
To be sure, like a good-natur'd spouse, 

You've lent him a part of your bed; 
He has fitted the horns to your brows, 

And I see theta sprout out of your head. 
To keep your Wife virtuous and chaste 

The court is a wonderful school, 
—My lord you've an excellent taste. 

—And, son, you're a cuckoldy fool. 
If your lady should bring you an heir, 

The blood will flow rich in his veins, 
Many thanks to my lord for ins care- 

-You dog, I could knock out your Rains. 
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LIFE OF MATTHEW GREEN. 

BY MR. CHALMERS. 

Fort the only information I have been able to procure respecting this poet)  
I am indebted to a short notice in the last edition of Dodsley's Poems, and 
the communication of an anonymous 'writer in the European Magazine for 
July, 1785. 

Matthew Green was descended from a family in good reaute among the 
dissenters, and had his education in some of the sects into which that body is 
divided. He was a man of approved probity, and sweetness of temper and 
manners. His wit abounded in conversation, and was never known to give 
offence. He had a post in the Custom-house, where he discharged his duty 
with the utmost diligence and ability, and he died at the age of forty-one 
years, at a lodging in Nag's Head court, Gracechurch-street, in the year 
173'7. 

Mr. Green, it is added, had riot much learning, but knew a little Latin. . 
He was very subject to the hip, had some free notions on religious subjects, 
and, though bred amongst the dissenters, grew disgusted at the preciserwss 
and formality of the sect. He was nephew to Mr. Tanner, clerk of Fish-
monger's-hall. His pOem entitled the Spleen was written by piece-meal, and 
would never have been completed, had he not been pressed to it by his friend 
Mr. Glover, the celebrated author of Leonidas, &c. By this gentleman it 
was committed to the press soon after Green's death'. 

This very amusing author published nothing in his life-time. In 1732, he 
printed a few copies of the Grotto, since inserted in the fifth volume of 
Dodsley's collection; but, for reasons which cannot readily be guessed at,, 
the following introductory lines are omitted: 

We had a water-poet once, 
Nor was, he registeed a dunce. 
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Again, after the line 

After the line 

LIFE OF GREEN. 
Pll lay awhile my toili4 by, 
And hang abroad my nets to dry, 
And stow my apostolic boat, 
And try to raise a swan-like note; 
For fishing oft' in Twick'nam reach, 
I've heard fine strains along the beach, 
That tempt to sing a cave's renown, 
And fetch from thence an ivy crown. 

That tells unask'd, th injurious tale 
Of treaty of intriguing kind, 
With secret article here sign'd; 
And beds, conceal'd with bushy trees, 
Planted with Juno's lettuces. 

We best what is true nature (find. 

these two lines should follow: 
Chymists and cards their process suit, 
They metals, these the mind transmute. 

The following anecdotes are given from indisputable authority: 
Mr. Sydvanus Bevan, a quaker and a friend of Mr. Green, was mentioning, 

at Batson's coffee-house, that, while he was bathing in the river, a waterman 
saluted him with the usual insult of the lower class of people, by calling out, 
10  A quaker, a quaker, quirl !" He at the same time expressed his wonder, 
bow his profession could be known while he was without his clothes. Green 
immediately re9lied, that the waterman might discover him by his swimming 
against the stream. 

The department in the Custom-house to which Mr. Green belonged was 
'under the control of the duke of Manchester, who used to treat those 
immediately under him once a year. After one of these entertainments, 
Mr. Green, seeing a range of servants in the hall, said to the first of them, 
14  Pray, sir, do you give tickets at your turnpike ?" 

In a reform which took place in the Custom-house, amongst other articles, 
a few pence, paid weekly for providing the'cats with milk, were ordered to be 
struck off. On 'this occasion, Mr. Green wrote a humorous petition as front 
the eats, which prevented the regulation in that particular from taking place. 

Mr. Green's conversation was as novel a his writings, which occasioned 
one of the commissioners of the:customs, a very dull man, to observe, that he 
did not know how it,was, but Green always expressed himself in a different 
manner from other people. 

Such is the only information which the friends of this poet have thought 
proper to hand down to posterity, if we except Glover, the author of the 
preface to the first edition of The Spleen, who introduces the poem in these 
words : 

" The author of the following poem had the greatest part of his time taken 
up in business: Wit was accustomed at his leisure hours to amuse himself 
with striking out small sketches of wit or humour for the entertainment of his 
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friends, sometimes in verse, at other times in prose. The greatest part of 
these alluded to incidents known only within the circle of his acquaintance. 
The subject of the following poem will be more generally understood. It was 
at first a very short copy of verses ; but, at the desire of the person to whom it 
is addressed, the author enlarged it to its present state. As it was writ 
without any design of its passing beyond the hinds- of his acquaintance, so 
the author's unexpected death soon after disappointed, many of his most 
intimate friends in their design of prevailing on him to revise and prepare it 
for the sight of the public. It,therefore now appears under all the disadvan-
tages that can attend a posthumous work. But it is presumed, every im-
perfection of this kind is abundantly overbalanced by the peculiar and un-
borrowed cast of thought and expression, which manifests itself throughout, 
and secures to this performance the first and principal character necessary to 
recommend a work of genius, that of being an original." 

The Spleen had not been long published before it was admired by those 
whose opinion was at that time decisive. Pope said there was a great deal 
-of originality in it. Mr. Melmoth (in Fitzosborne's Letters) after remarking a 
double beauty in images that are not only metaphors but allusions, adds, " I 
was much pleased with an instance of this uncommon species in a little poem 
entitled, The Spleen. The author of that piece (who has thrown together 
more original thoughts than I ever read in the same compass of lines) speaking 
.of the advantages of exercise in dissipating those gloomy vapours, which'are 
so apt to hang upon some minds, employs the following image— 

Throw but a stone, the giant dies— 

" You will observe that the metaphor here is conceived with great propriety 
of thought, if we consider it only in its primary view: but when we see it 
pointing still farther, and hinting at the story of David and Goliath, it receives 
a very considerable improvement from this double appli6ation." 

Gray, in his private correspondence with the late lord Orford, observes of 
Green's poems, then published ik Dodsley's collection, "There is a profusion 
of wit every where ; reading would have formed his judgment, and harmo-
nised his verse, for even his wood-notes often break out into strains r,2-real 
poetry and music." 

The Spleen was first printed in 1737, a short time after the author's death, 
and afterwards was taken, with his other poems, into Dodsley's volumes, 
where they remained until the publication of the second edition of Dr. 
Johnson's• Poets. In 1196, a very elegant edition was published by Messrs. 
Cadell old Davies, which, besides some beautiful engravings, is enriched 
with a prefatory essay from the p6n of Dr. Aikin. 

" The writer before us," says this ingenious critic, " was neither by edu-
cation nor situation in life qualified to attain skill in those constituent points 
of poetical composition upon which much of its elegance and beauty depends. 
'He had not, like a Gray or aGollins, his mind early fraught with all the stores 
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a classic literature; nor could he devotemonths and years of learned leiprt 
to the exquisite charms of versification,, or the refined ornaments of diction, 
He was a man of business, who had only the intervals of his regularemploy- 
ment to improve his mind by reading and reflection; and his powers' appear 
to have been truly no more than hasty effusions for the amusement of himself 
and his particular friends. 

t, 
 Numbers of works thus produced are born and 

die in the circle of (every year ; and it is only by the stamp of real genius 
that these have been preserved from a similar fate. But nature had bestowed 
on the author a strong and quick conceptiori, and a wonderful power of 
bringingtogether remote ideas, so as to produce the most novel and striking 
effects. No man ever thought more copiously or with more originality; no 
man ever less fell into the beaten track of common-place ideas and expressions. 
That cant of poetical phraseology, which is the only resource of an ordinary 
writer, and which those of a superior class find it difficult to avoid, is scarcely 
any where to be met with in him. He his no hacknied combinations of 
substantives and epithets ; none of the tropes and figures of a school-boy's.  
Gradus. Often negligent, sometimes inaccurate, and not unfrequently pro-
saic, he redeems his defects by a rapid variety of beauties and brilliancies all 
his own-, and affords more food to the understanding or imagination in a 
line or a couplet than common. writers in half a page. In short, if in point' 
of versification, regularity and correctness, his place is scarcely assignable, 
among the _poets : in the rarer qualities of variety and vigour of sentiment., 
and novelty and, liveliness of imagery, it would not be easy to find any, in 
modern times at least, who has a right to rank above him." 

This opinion, which belongs.chiefly to The Spleen, may be adopted with 
safety; but the praise bestowed afterwards by the same judicious critic on 
the author's system, or the philosophy of the poem, although qualified by ex-
ceptions, is, perhaps, yet higher than it deserves. To me it appears that 
Green had no regular or serious purpose in writing this poem, unless to 
make it the vehicle of satire on opinions and subjects which he had relin-
quished or disliked. There is so little knowledge of the nature or cure, of 
the Spleen in what he advances, 'that whoever is induced by, the title to 
-eon'alt it, may be occasionally diverted by its wit, but will not benefit by its 
prescriptions. 
. What, indeed, is his theory of the disorder, and what his remedy? He 
begins,.

' 
 not improperly, by informing his friend that he does not mean to 

write a treatise on the Spleen, but. to acquaint that friend with the course be 
had himself taken to drive the Spleen, away and to live quietly. He first 
adopted the commonly received remedies, temperance, chastity and exercise, 
and then he expatiates on the use of mirth, but how is mirth to be procured 
by the melancholy sufferer? By laughing, he tells us, at witlings, bad tra-
gedies, dissenters saying grace, a clergyman preaching for a lectureship, and 
other common topics, some of which are surely improper topics for laughter, 
and could excite it-only in thdse who are predisposed to throw ridicule upon 
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vdhat is serious, which is very far froln being the ease with persons of a me:-
lancholic. temperament. He then recourinends the playhouse, or a concert; 
during rainy weather, books, or a visit to, the coffee-house, the tavern, the 
card-table, or a joco-serious cup; and the company of the fair-sex, but with 
.the exception of marriage. Such are the remedips he professes to have• 
taken; and he proceeds next to enumerate the crises of the. Spleen which 
are to' be avoided, or which he avoids. He never goes to a dissenting meet-
ing, or to law; never games, rarely bets; does pot like to lend money, or 
to run in debt, by which means he avoids that undoubted cause of melan 
choly, duns and bailiffs; never meddles with politics in church of-  state; 
avoids both the regular clergy and the puritans, but Conforms to church and 
state" both for diversion and defence ;1' abhors all reformers, and especially 
'the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in foreign parts, which he re;-
viles, I do not hesitate to say, with contemptuous malignity. In addition to 
all this, he never dances attendance at the levees of the great; avoids poetical 

.enthusiasm-  and all its evils, and has no ambition. He then addresses Con-
tentrnent, 'expresses a wish for a small farm in the country, has no expecta-
tions from a state of future existence, and concludes with a hacknied alle-
gory on human life. 

It may be doubted whether, since the days_ of the Theriaca, a medicine 
has been composed of such heterogeneous ingredients, or a cure for list-
lessness and melancholy 'recommended, which has a snore direct tendency to 
induce insanity, by overthrowing all established opinions, apd substituting 
darkness and perplexity; indolence towardsthe concerns of our fellow-creatures, 
and indifference to all the sympathies of civil and social life. If its tendency 
should fall short of this, it must at least increase that selfish security which 
so often 'drives the splenetic into solitude, or renders them inactive members 
of society. 

As an apology for, Green's opinions, on religious subjecti, so freely ex-
pressed in this poem, it has been said, that he was bred among puritanical 
dissenters, whose principles tended to inspire a gloomy, unamiable and un-
social disposition. Of whatever avail this apology may be -in the present 
case, it is not much in its favour that we find ,it usually advanced by those 
who are glad of an excuse for looseness of principle and contempt for re-
vealed religion. It may, hoWever, be said, with confidence, that if no other 
spleen existed than what is induced by strictness of religious principle,, it 
would not be of sufficient consequence to require the aid either of the -poet 
or the physician. The disorder, all experience and observation show, ckists 
among tiro classes'', those who inherit a constitutional melancholy, or- those 
who from defect of education, possess weak minds : it has no natural con-
nection with any system of religion or politics, -but much with folly and 
vice, and most of all, with that waste of time and talents "which, in many 
conditions of life, fashion commands and countenances. 

But enough has been said of a system, if it deserves the name; the evil 
VOL. XV. 
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tendency of which is too obvious and too absurd to' create much mischief. 
The poetical beauties of The Spleen, its _original and happy imagery, and 
its many striking allusions and Satirical touches, will ever secure it a place 
among the most popular' collections of English poetry'. 

Of Green's lesser poerfts, The Grotto only was printed in his life-time, and 
dispersed privately ainonF his friends. When queen Caroline built her 
grotto, it became a.  fashion with the minor poets of the day, to write verses on 
it, some in a courtly and some in a satirical strain. A considerable number of 
these may be seen, in the early volumes of the Gentleman‘s Magazine. Green, 
on this occasion, contributed the poem before us, under the name of Peter 
Drake, a fisherman, with a playful allusion' to Stephen Duck, the thresher, 
to whose custody the grotto was committed, but with no assumption .of the 
humble character of a fisherman. The authbr's aim, indeed is not very clear, 
unless to introduce a variety of common topics, which he illustrates in a 
manner very novel, and pleasingly fanciful. The same opinion may be given 
of the lines on' Barclay's Apology, which have yet less regularity. The rest 
sof his pieces require little notice. That entitled Jove and Semele is omitted 
in this edition on account of its indelicacy. 

1  A very beautiful poem on the Spleen was written long before, by Anne, countess of Winchelsea. 
It may be seen in her article in the General Dictionary, fol. vol. X: 
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MATTI-1,8W ,GREE_AT. 

• THE SPLEEN 1,
, 
 

AN EPISTLE TO 'AIR. CUTUBEET JACK$O.N. 

rrlHIS motley piece to you r send, 
. 4  Who always were a faithful friend; 
Who, if disputes should happen hence, 
Can best explain the author's sense; 
And, anxious for the public weal, • 
Do, what 1 sing, so often feet 

The want of method pray excuse, 
Allowing for a vapour'd Muse; 
Nor to a narrow path confin'd, 
Hedge inky rules a roving mind. 

The child is genuitie, you may trace, 
Throughout the sire's transmitted face. 
Nothing is stops: my Muse, though mean, 
Draws from the spring she finds Within; 
Nor -vainly buys what Giidonl;sells, • 
Poetic buckets for dry wells. 

School-helps .1 want, to cliMb on high, •‘ 
Where all the ancient treasures lie, 
And there unseen commit a theft 
On wealth hi Greek exchequers left. 
Then where? from whom ? what can I steal, 
Who only with the moderns deal? 
This were attempting to put on . 
Raiment from naked.bodiesWon3-: 
They safely sing before a thief, • 
They-cannot give who want.  relief; . 
Some few excepted, names welt knows, 
And justly IaurePd with renown, 
Whose stamp of genius marks their ware, 
And theft detects:'' ,of theft beware; 

t" In this poem," Yin Melmoth says, "there are 
moreoriginal thoughts thrown together than he 
had ever read in the same compass of lines." 

Fitzosborne's Letters, p. 114. 
2  Gildon's Art of Poetry. 	• 
3  A painted vest Prince Vortiger had on, 
Which from a  naked Pict his grandsire won. 

• Howard's British Princes. 

From Morel so lash'd, example lit, - 
Shun petty larceny in wit., 

First know, my friend, I do not mean 
To, write a treatise on the spleen; 
Nor to prescribe when nerves convulse;. 
Nor mend tie' alarunt watch, your pulse. 
If I am right, your question lay, - 
What course I take to drive away 
The day-mare Spleen, by whose false plea 
Men prove mere suicidesia ease; 
And howl do myself demean 
In stormy world ter live sereW. • 

When by its imago:lantern Spleen 
With frightful figures spreadslife's scene, 
And threaPninz prospects urg'd my fears, 
A stranger to titetuck of heirs; 
Reason, some quiet to restore, 
Shoed part was substance, shadow more; 	• 
With. Spleen's dead weight,though heavy grown, 
In life's rough tide I sunk not down, 
But swam, 'till Fortune threw a rope, 
Buoyant on bladders fill'd with hope. 

I always choose the plainest food 
To mend viscidity of blood. 	, 
Hail! water-gruel, healing power, • 
Of easy access to the poor; 
Thy help love's-confessors implore, 
And doctors secretly adore; 
'To thee, I ily, by thee dilute— 
Through veins my blood doth quicker shoot, 
And by swift ettrient throws off.  clean 
Prolific particles of Spleen. 

I never sick by drinking grow,. 
Nor keep myself a cup too low, 
And seldom Cloe's lodgings haunt, 
Thrifty of spirits, which I want, 

Hunting I reckon very-good 
To brace the nerves, and stir the-blood: 

4James More Smith, esq. Seet/unciad, 
1. 50. and the notes, where the circumstances of, 
the transaction here alluded to are very fully'  
explained. 
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But after no field-honours itch, 
Adhiev'd by leaping hedge and ditch. 
White Spleen lies soft relax'd in bed, 
Or o'er coal fires inclines the headc• 
,Hygeia's sons with hound and horn, 
And jovial cry awalcz, the Morn. 
These see her from the dusky plight, 
Sinear'd by th' embraces of the Night, 
With royal wash redeem her face, e ' 
And prOve herself of Titan's race, 
And, mounting in loose'robes the skies,' 
Shed light and fragrance as she 
Then horse and _hound fierce joy display, 
Exulting at the hark.away, 
And in pursuit o'er tainted ground 
From lungs robust field-notes resound, 
Then, as St. George the dragon. slew, 
Spleen piered, trod down, and dying view; 
'While all their spirits are on wing, 
And woods, and hilts, and valleys ring. 

To cure the mind's wrow2;,bias, Spleen, 
Some recommend the bowling-green; 
Some, hilly walks; all, exercise; 
Flifig but a stone, the giant dies; 
Laugh and be well. Monkeys have been 
Extreme good doctors for the Spleen; 
And kitten, if the humour hit, 
Has harlequin'd away the fit. 

Since mirth is good in this behalf; 
At some partic'lars let us laugh.• 
Wittings, brisk fools, curs'd with half sense, 
That stimulates their impotence; 
Who buz in rhyme, and, like blind flies, 
Err with their wings for want of eyes. 
Poor authors worshipping a calf, 
Deep tragedies thin make us laugh, 

. A strict dissenter saying grace, 
A. lectirer preaching for a place, 
Folks, 'things prophetic to dispense, 
Making the past the future tense, 
The popish dubbing of a priest, 
Fine epitaphs on knaves deceits41, 
Green-apron'd Pythonissa's rage, 
Great Xsculapius on his stage; 
A miser starving to be rich, 
The prior of Newgate's dying speech, 
A joi Meer! widow's ritual state, 
Two Jews disputing te'te-a.tete, 
New almanacs compos'd by seers, 
Experiments on felons' ears, 

inful prudes, who ceaseless ply 
The superb muscle of the eye, 
A coquet's Aspril.weather face, 
A 2ueenienaugh mayor behind his matt, 
And fops in military slimy, 
Are sovc.'reign for the case in view. 

If spleen-fogs' rise at close of day, 
I clear my ev'iiing, with a play, 
Or to some 'concert take my Way. 
The company, the shine of lights, 
The scenes of humour, music's flights, 
Adjust and setthe'ioul to rights. 

Life's moving pictures, well-wrought plays, 
To others griefattention 
Here, while the tragic fictions 410w, 
We borrow joy by pitying woe • 
There gaily comic scenes delight; 
And hold truc mirrors to our sight 
Virtue,' in charming dress array'd, 
Coiling the passions to her aid,  

When moral scenes just actions join, 
Takes shape, and shows, her face divine. 

Music has charms, we all may finds  
Ingratiate deeply with the mind. 
When art does sound's high pow'r advance, 
To music's pipe the passions dance; 
Motions unwill'd its pow'rs have shewn, 
Tarantulatod by a tune. 	• 
Many have held the soul to be 
Nearly alty'd to harmony. 
Her have I blown indulging grief, 
And shunning, company's relief, 
Unveil her face, and looking round, 
Own, by neglecting sorrow's wound, 
The consanguinity of sound. 	• 

In rainy days keep double guard,' 
Or Spleen will Surely be too hard; 
Which, like those fish by sailors met, 
Fly highest, while their wings are wet. 
In such-dull weather, so unfit 
To enterpriie a work of wit, 
When clouds one yard of azure sky, 
That's fit for simile, deny, 

dress my face with studious looks, 
And shorten tedious hours with hooks. 
But if dull fogs invade the head, 
Thefinem'ry minds not what is read, 
I sit in window dry as ark, 
And on the drowning world remark: 
Or to some coffee-house f stray 
For news; the manna of a day, 
And from the hipp'd discourses gather, 
That politics go by the weather : 
Then seek good-humour'd tavern chums, 
And play at cards, but for small sums; 
Or with the merry fellowS quaff, 
And laugh aloud with them that laugh; 
Or drink a joco-serious cup 
With souls who've took their freedom up, 
And let my mind; beguit'd by talk, 
In Epicurus' garden walk, 
Who thought it Heav'n to be serene; 
Pain, Hell, ,and purgatory, Spleen. 

Soetimes I dress, with women sit, 
And chat away the gloomy fit; 
emit the stiff garb of serious sense, 
Anti wear a gay impertinence, • 
Nor think nor speak with any pains, 
But lay on fancy's neck the reins; 
Talk of unusual swell of waist 
In maid of honour loosely lac'd, 
And beauty borewing Spanish red, 
And loving pair with sep'sate bed, 
And jewels pawn'd for loss of game, 
And then redeem'd by loss of fame; 
Of Kitty (aunt left in the lurch 	• 
By grave pretence to go to church). 
Perceiv'd in back with lover fine, , 
Like Will and Mary on the coin: 
And thus in modish manner we; c  
In aid of sugar, sweeten tea. 

Permit, ye fair, your idol form, 
Which e'en the coldest heart can warm, 
May with its beauties grace my line, 
While 1 bow down before its shrine, 
And your thrcing'd altars with my lays 
Perfume, and get by giving praise. 
With speech so sweet, 'so sweet a mien 
You excommunicate the Spleen, 

   
  



Which, fiend-like, flies the magic ring 
You form with.sound, when pleas'd to sing; 
Whate'er you say, howe'er you move, 
We look, we listen, and approve. 
Your touch; which givesto feeling bliss, 
Our nerves officious\ throng to kiss; 
By Ceiia's pat; on their report, 
The grave-aied soul, inctited to sport; 
Renounces wisdom's sullen pomp, 
And loves the flora/ game, to romp: 
But who can view the pointed rays, 
That from black eyes scintillant blaze?  
Love on his throne of glory seems 
Encompass'd with satellite beams. 
But when blue eves, more softly bright; 
Diffmie benignly humid light; 	- 
We •gate, and see the smiling.  loves, 
And Cytherea's gentle dotes; 
And raptur'd fix in such a face, 
Love's mercpseat,, and throne of grace: 
Shine but on age, yet t melt its-snow; 
Again.fires lon;:extinguish'd glow, 
And, charad by witchery of eyes, 
Blood long congealed liquefies! 
True miracle, and fairly done 
By heads which are ador'd while on; 

Butoh, what pity 't is to find 
Such beauties both of form and mind, 
By modern breeding much 
Iti half the female world at least!' 
Hence I with care such ',Aeries shun, 
Where, a mizioniss'd, Pm quite undone; 
And han't, by vent'ring on a wife, 
Yet nut the greatest risk in life. 

Mothers, and guardian aunts, forbear 
Your impious pains taforitt the fair, 
Nor lay out so much' cost and art, 
But to deflow'r the virgin heart; 
Of every folly-foseriag bed' 
By quick'ning heat of custom bred: 
Rather than by youreulture ipolfd; 
Desist, and give us nature wild, • 
Delighted with a hoyden .soul, 
Which truth and innocence control. 
Coquets, leave off affected arts, 
Gay fowlers at a flock of hearts; 
Woodcocks to shun your snares have  
You show so plain, you strive 'to kill. 
In 'love the artless catch the game; 
Anti they scarce miss who never turn:.  

The world's great author did create 
The sex to -fit the nuptial state; 
And meant a blessing in a wife 
To solace the fatignefof life; 
And old inspired times display, 
How wives could love, and yet obey: 
Then truth, arid patience of control, 
And house-wife arts adorted the soul; 
And charms, the'gift of Nature, shone; 
And jealousy; a thing unknown: 
Veils were the only marks they wore; 
Novels (receipts to make a, whore) 
Nor embre, nor quaidrille they knew; 
Nor Pam's puissance felt at loo. 
Wise men did not to be thought gay;  
Then compliment their pow'r away: 
But lest, by frail desires misled, 
The girls forbidden paths should tread; 
Of ign'rancerais'd the safe high • well; 
We sink haw-haws, that show them afI. 

) 	' 
SPLEEN. 

Thus we at once solicit sense, • 
And charge then not to break the :ence. 

Now, if untied, consider friend, 
What I avoid to gain my end. 

I never am at meeting Seen; 
Meeting; that region of the Spleen; 
The broken hcartothe busy fiend, , 
The inward call, en Spteen depend. . 

Law, licens'd)weaking of the peace; 
• To which vacation is disease: 

A gypsy diction scarce &own well 
, By tie magi, 4,tholaw-for4ti nes tell; 
I shun; nor let it breed within 

/ Anxiety, mut alnittlie Spleen; , 
Law, grown a forest, where perplei 
Theinazes,: and` the, brainblek vex; 
Where its twelve verd'rors every day 

' Are changing still the public 
Yet if we miss our path and' err, 
We grievous penalties incur; 
And wand'rers tire, and tear their skin, • 
And then get out-where they went in. 

1 never game, and rarely bet, 
Am loth to lerid, or run in debt: 
No compter—writs me agitate; 
'Who moralizing pass the gate;  
And there mine eyes on spendthrifts turn,' 
Who vainly' o'er their 'bondage mourn. 
Wisdom, before bene.ath their cure, 
Pays her uplwaidingviiits there, . 
And forces fatly throitgit the grate; 
}ler panegyrie to repeat: 
This view, profusely when inclin:d, 
Enters a cavtiat in themind: 

' Experience join'd with common sense; 
To mortals is a pievidetice4  ° 

Pasaion,.as frequently is seen; 
Subsiding settles into Spleen: 
-Hence; as thd plague of happy life, 
I run away from, party-strife. , 
A prince's cause, a church's 
1 've.  known to raise a mighty flame; 
And priest, as stoker;; very free 

'To throW in peace and charity. 	. 
, That trib,e, whose ',Practieals decree 
Small beer the deadliest heresy; 
WhO, fond of pedigree, derive 
From the niost noted whore alive; 
Who own wine's old proplietie aid;  , 
And love the mitre Bacchus made, 

r Forbid the faithful to depend 
• - On half-pint (Linkers fur a friend, 

And in whose gay red-letteed face 
We read good-living more than grace: 
Nor they so pure, and so precise; 
linntac'tate ha their white of .eyes, . 
Who for. the spirit hug, the Spledit,, 

--Phylacter'd throughout all their mleu; 
Who their ill-tasted hcime-brew'd pray'r 
To the state's mellow forms prefers` 
Who doctrines, .as infectious,. fear, 

" 	Which are not stee_p'd in vinegar, 
And samples of heart-chested grace 
Expoke in show-glass of the face, 
Did never me as yet proiroke. 
Either to honour band and., cloak, 
Or deck my hat with leaves of oak; , 

I rail not with mock-patriot grace. 
At folks, tleCanse they at* in plftee ; 
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This nurse of arts, and freedom's fence 
To chain, is treason against sense; 
And, Liberty, thy thousand tonaucs.  
None silence, who design no wrongs; 
For those, who use the gag's restraint, 
First rob, before they stop complaint. • 

Since disappointment galas within, 
And sUbjugrites the soul to spleen, 
Most schemes, as money-snares, I bates  
And bite not at projector's bait. 
Sufficient wrecks appear each day, • 
And yet fresh foolsare cast away. 
Ere well the bubbled can turn round; 
Their painted vessel runs aground; 
Or in deep seas it eversets 
By a fierce hurricane of debts; 
Or helm directors in one trip, 
Freight first embezzled, sink the 
Such was of late a corporation 5, , 
The brazen serpent of the nation, 
Which, when hard accidents distress'd, 
The poor must look at to be blest, 
And thence expect, with paper seal'd 
By fraud and us'ry, to be Ifeal'd. 

I in no soul-consumption wait 
Whole years at levees of the great, 
And hungry hopes regale the while 
On the spare diet of a smile. 
There you'may see the idol stand 
With mirror in his wanton hand; 	• 
Above, below, now here, no' there, 
He throws about the sunny glare. 
Crowds pant, and press to seize the prize; 
The gay delusion of their eyes. 

When Fancy tries her limning skill 
To draw and colour at her will, 
And retie and round the figure well, 
And show her talent to excel 	, 
I guard my heart, lest it should woe 
Unreal-beauties Fancy drew; 
And disappointed; fed *despair 
At loss of things;  that never were: 

When I lean politicians mark 
Grazing on ether in the Park; 
Who e'er on wing with open throats 
Fly at debatt,s, expresses, votes, • 
Justin the manner swallows use, 
Catching, their airy food of news; 
Whose latrant stomachs oft molest 
The deep4aid plans their dreams suggest; 
Or see some poet pensive sit, 
Fondly mistaking Spleen for Wit: 
who, thous.-,1) short-winded, still will aim 
To sound the epic trwinp,of Fame; . 
Who still on Phoebus' smiles will dolt, 
Nor learn conviction from his coat ; , 

Nor, hir'd to praise with stallion pen, 
Serve the ear-lechery of men ; 
But to avoid religious jars,. 
The laws are my expositors, 
Which in my doubting mind create 

- Conformity to church and state. 
I go, pursuant,to my plan, 
To Mecca with the-caravan. 
And think it right in common sea.: 
Both for diversion and def;mce. 

Reforming schemes are none nf mitre; 
To mend the world 's a vast design: 
Like theirs, who tug in little boat, • 
To pull &Them the ship afloat, 
White to defeat their labelled end, 
At once both wind and stream contend: 
Success herein is seldom seen, 
And zeal, when baffled, turns to Spleen. 

Happy the man, who innocent, 
Grieves not at ills he can't prevent; 
His skiff does with the Current glide; 
Not puffing pull'd against the tide. 
He, paddling by the scuffling crowd, 
Sees unconcern'd life's wager row'd, 
And when he can't prevent foul play; 
Enjoys the folly of the fray: 

By these reflections I repeal 
Each hasty promise made to zeal. 
When gospel propzig,alors say, • 
We 're bound onirgreat light to display; 
And Indian darkness drive away., 	' 
Yet none but drunken watchmen seinci; 
And scoundrel link-boys ?or that end; 
When they cry up this holy 'War, 
Which every christlan Shorild be for, 
Yet such as owe the law their ears, 
We find employed as engineers 
This view my forward zeal so shocks, 
In vain they hold the money-box. 
At such a conduct, Which intends 
By vicious means such virtirous, ends, 
I laugh off spleen, and keep my pence 
From spoiling Indian innocence. 

Yet philosophic love of ease • 
suffer not to prove disease, 

But rise Op in the virtuous cause' 
Of a free press, add equal laws., 
The press restrain'd ! nefandous thought! 
In vain our sires have nobly fought: 
While free from force the press remains, 
VirttiV and Freedom cheer our plains, 
And Learning largesses bestowS, 
And keeps unceriser'd open house. 
We to the nation's' public mart 
Our works of wit, and sehemes.of art, 
And phibSophiC goods this way, 
Like water-carriage, cheap convey. 
'This- tree, which knowledge so affords, 
Inquisitors with flaming swords' 	' 
From lay approach with Zeal defend, 
Lest their own paradise should end. 
The Press from her fecundons womb 
Brought forth the arts of Greece arid Rome; 
Her offspring, skill'd in logic war, 
Truth's banner wav'd in open air; 
The monster SnperstithSn fled, 
And hid in shades its Gorgon head ; 	• 
And lawless pow'r, -the long-kept field, 
13y reason quell'd, was forc'd to yield: 

5  The Charitable Corporation, instituted for the 
relief of the industrious poor, by atsisting them 
with small sums upon pledges at leo-az  inter t. 
By the villany of those who had the Management 
of this scheme; the proprietors were defrauded of 
Very considerable sums of money. In PM the 
conduct of the directors of this body became the 
subject of a parliamentary inquiry, and some of 
them, who were members of the house of cow 
mons, were expelled for. their concern in del 
iniquitous 4111'S:talon. - 
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bless my.  stars, .1 never knew ' 

Whimsies,' which close pursthl, undo, 
And have from old experience been 
Both parent and the child of Spleen. 
These subjects of Apollo's state, 
Who from false fire, derive their fate, 
With airy purchases undone 
Of lands, which none lend money on, 
Born dull, had follow'd thriving ways, 
Nor lost one hOuirto gather bays, 
Their fancies first delirious-grew, 
And scenes ideal book for true., 
Fine to the sight Parnassus lies, 
And with false prospects cheats their eyes; 
The fabled gods the poets sing, 
A season of perpetual spring, 
Brooks, ftow'ry fields, said groires of trees; 
Affording sweets and similes, 
Gay dreams inspir'd in myrtle bow,t, o  
And wreaths of iindecaying 
Apollo's harp with airs divine, 
The sacred music of the Nine, 
Views of the temple rais'd to Fame; 

• And for a vacant niche proud aim,.  
Bluish their souls, and plainly. shear. 
What Fancy's sketching power can do: 
They *wilt attempt themountairt steep, 
Where on the top, like dreams in sleep; 
The Muse's revelations show, 	- 
That find men eraek'd, or make them so. 

You, friend, like me, the trade of rhyme 
Avoid, elab'rate waste of time, 
Ndr are content to be undone, 
To pass for Plicebus' crazy son, 	- 
Poems, the hop,grounds of the brain; 
Alford the most uncertain gain; 

_ Antltoteries never tempt the wise 
With blanks so many to a prize. 
1 only transient visits pay, 
Meeting the Muses in my way,- 	, 
Scarce known to the fastidious dames; 
Nor skill'd to ealt.them by their names: 
Nor can their passports In these day's, 
Your profit warrant, or your prais  

'On poems by their dictates-writ, 
Critics, as sworn appraisers, sit; 
And mereupholst'.rers in a trice, 
On gems and paintings set a price'. 
These tayPring artists for our lays , 
Invent cramp'd rules, and with straight stays 
Striving free Nature's shape to bit, 	• 
Emaciate sense, before They fit.. 	- 

A common place, and many friendi; , 
Can serve the plagiaty's ends, 	• 
Whose easy Vamping talent lies; 
First wit to pilfer, then disguise. 
Thus some devoid of art and skill 
To search the mine on-Pindus' hill, 
Proud to aspire and workmen grow,. 
By geniurodooni'd to stay below, 
For their own digging show the town 
Wit's treasure brought by others down. 
Some wanting, if they find a mine, 
An artist's judgment to refine, 
On fame precipitately fix'd, 
The ore with baser metals mix'd 
Melt down, impatient of delay;  
And call the vicious mass a play. , 
All these -engage to serve their ends, 
A land select of trusty, friends, 

Who, lesson'd right, extol the 'thing, 
As Psaphos taught his birds to sing; 
Then to the ladies they siMmit, 
Returning officers on wit:  
A crowded house their presmiee draws; 
-And on the beaus imposes laws, 
A judgment in its favour ends, 
When all thepdnnel are its friends: 
Their natures merciful and mild 
Have front witte pity sav'd the child; 
In bulrush ark the hal:Piing found • 
Helpless, and ready to be drown'd, 
They have presevir'd by kind support, 
And brought thebaby,muse• to court. 
But there's a yduth5  that youw,an name 
Who weeds no leadingustrings to fame, 
Whose quirk maturity of brain - 
The birth of Pallas many explain,: 
Dreaming of whose depending fate, 	- 
I heard Melpomene debate, 
" This, this is he, that was foretold 
Should erotilate our Greeks of old. 
hispierlby me with sacred art, , 
He sings, and rules the varied heart; ' 
If Jove's dread anger he reheatie,' 
We hear the thunder in•bis verse; 
If he describes love turn'd to rage, 
The furies riot in his page. 
If he fair liberty and law 	, 
By ruffian pow't expiring draw; 
The keener passions then engage 
Aright, and sanctify their rage; 
If he attempt disastthus love, 
We hear those plaints that wound the grove: • 
Within the kinder passions glow, 
And teats distill'd from pitystlow.". 

From the bright vision I descend, 
And thy deserted theme attend. ' 	, 

	

Me never did ambition seize, 	I  
Strange fever most intram'd by ease ! 
The active lunacy of pride, 	. 
That courts jilt Fortune for a bride, 
This par'diseAree, so fair and high; 
1 view with no aspiring eye: 
Like aspen shake the restless leaves, 
And Sodotiarnit our pains deceives,. 
Whence frequent falls give no surprise; 
But fits of spleen, calPd gr.:4W* wise. 
Greatness its glitttring.forms dispiny'd 
Affects weak eyes much us'd to shade;  
And by its fals1,*-env_y'd scene 
Gives self-debasing fits of Spleen. 
We should be pleas'd•that things are so; 
Who do for nothing see 'the show, 
And, middle sii'd, can .pass between 
Life's hubbub safe; because unseen, 
And 'midst the glare of greatness treed 
A witt'ty sunshine in the face; 

- oPsapho .was Lybian, who desiring to be ac= 
counted a god, effected it by this means: he 
took yoUng birds and titught them to Sing, Psapho 
-is a great god. When they were perfect in their 
lesson, he let them fly ; arid other birds reorning 
the same ditty, repeated it in' the woods • on 
which his countrymen offered sacrifice th 
and considered him as a deity. • 

Mr. Glover; •the'excellent author of Leonidak 
Boadicea, Medea, &c. 
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Arid pleasure fled to, to redress 
The sad fatigue of idleness. 

Contentment, parent of delight, 
So mach a stranger to our sight; 
Say, goddess; in what happy place 
Mortals behold thy blooming face; 
Thy gracious auspices impart, 
And for thy temple choose my heart. 
They, whom thou deignest to inspire, 
Thy science learn; to bound desire; 
By happy alchymy of mirca 	• 
They turn to pleasure all they find; c  
They both disdain in outward mien 
The gran and solemn garb of Spleen) 
And meretricious arts of dress, 
To feign a joy, and hide distresS; 
Unmov'd when the rude tempest blows, 
Without an opiate they repose; 
And cover'd by, your shield, defy 
The whizzing shafts, that round them fly t 
Nor meddling with the god's affairs, 
Concern themselvet with distant cares; 
But place-their bliss in Mental test; 
And feast upon the good possess'd. 

Forc'd by soft violence of prays., 
The blithsome goddess Soothes my care; 
I feel the deity inspire, 
And thus she models my desire 
Two hundred pounds half-yearly paid; 
Annuity securely made, 
A farm sometwenty miles from town, 
Small, tight, salubrious, and my own; 
,Two maids, that never saw the town, 
A serving-man, not quite a clown, 
A boy to help to tread the mow, 
Aud.drive, while t' other holds the plough; 
A chief, of temper form'd to please, 
Fit to converse, and keep the keys; 
And better to preserve the peace, 
Commissien'd by the name of niece 
With understandings of a size 
To think their master very wise: 
May Heav'n (it 's all I wish for) send 
One genial room to treat a friend, 
Where decent cup-board, little plate, 
Pisplay benevolence, not state., • 
And may my humble dwelling stand 
Upon some chosen spot of land: 
A pond before full -to the brim; 
Where cows may cool, and geese may swim; 
13ehin•l, a green like velvet neat, • 
Soft to tie eve, and to the feet; 
Where od'rous plants in evening fait 
Breathe all around ambrosial air; 
From Emus, foe to kitchen ground, 
Fenc'd by a slope with bushes crowied; 
Fit dwelli4,  for the thather'd throng, 
Who pay their quit-rents with a song; 
With (rifting views of hill and dale, 
Which sense and fancy too rc-gaie, 
Where the half-cirque, which vi4kin bounds, 
Like amphitheatre surrounds; 	. 
And woods impervious to the breete, 
Thick phalanx of embodied trees, 
From hills through plains in dusk. array 
Extended far, repel the dor. 
Here stilfit,ss, height, and solemn shade 

,invite, and contemplation aid: 
Here nymphs froth hollow oaks relate 
The dark decrees and will of Fate,  

Add dreams beneath' the spreading bee& 
Inspire, and docile fancy teach, 
While soft as breezy breath of wind, 
Impulses rustle through the mind, 
Here Dryads, scorning Pinelms' ray; 
While Pan melodious pipes away; 
in measur'd motions frisk about, 
'Till old Silent's puts them out. 
There see the clover, pea, and bean, 
Vie in variety of green ; 
Fresh pastures speckled o'er with sheep; 
Brown fields their fallow Sabbaths keep, 
Plump Ceres golden,  tresses wear, ' 
And poppy top-knots deck her hair, 
And silver streams through meadows stray; 
And Naiads on the margin play; 
And lesser nymphs on side of hills 
From play-thing urns pour down the rills. 

Thus chelter'd, free from care and strife, 
May I enjoy a calm through life; 
See faction, safe in low degree, 
As men at land see storms at sea, 
And laugh at miserable elves 
Not kind, so much as to themselveS, 
Curs'd with such souls of base alloy, 
As can possess; but not enjoy; 
Debared the pleasure to impart 
By av'rice, sphincter of the heart; 
Who wealth,. hard earned by guilty cares.; 
Bequeath untouch'd to thankless heirs. 
May 1, with.look ungloom'd by guile; 
And wearing Virtue's liv'ryLsmile; 
Prone the distressed to relieve, 
And little trespasses forgive, 
With income not in Fortune's pow'r 
And skill to make a busy hour, 
With trips to town life to amuse, 
To purchase books, and hear the news; 
To see old friends, brush off the clown; 
And quicken taste at coming down, 
Unhurt by sickness' blasting rage, 
And slowly mellowing in age; 
When Fate extends its gathering gripe; 
Fall off like fruit grown filly ripe, 
emit'a worn being without pain; 
Perhaps to bloSSom soon again. 

But, now more serious see me grow; 
And what I think, my Merranius; know. 

Th'enthitsiast's hope, and raptures wild; 
Have never yet my reason foil'd. 
His springy soul dilates like air, 
When free from weight of ambient care; 
And, hush'd in meditation deep, 
Slides into dreams, as when asleep; 
Then, fond of new discoveries grown, 
Proves a Columbus of her own; 
Disdains the narrow hounds of place, 
4nd Omagh the wild* of endless Space; 
Borne up on metaphysic wings, 
Chases light tOrms and shadowy thing* 
And in the vague. excursion caught,, 
Brings home some rare esotic-thought, 
The melancholy man such dreams, 
As brightest evidence; esteems; 
Vain would he see some distant scene . 
Snggested by his restless Spleen; 
And Fancy's telescope applies 
With tinetur'd glass to cheat his eyes: 
Such thoughts; as love the gloom of night, 
1 close examine by the light; , 
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for who, though bribl by gain to lie, 
Dare sun-beam-written truths deny, 
And execute plain common sense 
On faith's mere hearsay evidence? 

That superstition mayn't create, 
And club its ills with those of Fate, 
I many a notion take to task, 
Made dreadful by its visor-mask. 
Thus scruple, spasm of the mind, 
Is curd, and certainty I find. 
Since optic reason shows me plain, 
I dreaded spectres of the brain. 
And legendary fears are gone, 
Though in tenacious childhood titia'. 
Thus in opinions I Commence 
Freeholder in the proper. sensei 
And neither suit nor service do, • 
Nor homage to pretenders sherie 
Who boast themselves by spurious roll. 
Lords of the manor of the soul; 
Preferring sense, from chin that's bare, 
To nonsense thron'd in whiskerd hair. 

To thee, Creator uncreate,' 
0 Entium Ens! divinely great!--. 
Hold, Muse, nor melting pinions try, 
Nor near the blazing glory fly, 
Nor straining break thy feeble bow, 
Hnfeather'd arrows far to throW: 
Through fields unknown nor madly stray, 
Where no ideas mark the way. 
With tender eyes, and colours faint, 
And trembling hands forbear to paint, 
Who features veied by light can hit ? 
Where can, what has no outline, sit? 
My soul, the vain attempt forego, 
Thyself, the fitter subject, know. 
He wisely shims the bold extreme, 
Who soon lays by th' Unequal theme, 	• 
Nor runs, with wisdom's Syrens caught, 	. 
On quicksands swalFwirig shipwreck'd thought; 

' But, conscious of his distance, gives 
Mete praise, and humble negatives. 
In one, no object of our sight, 
Immutable, and infinite, 
Who can't be cruel or unjust, 
Calm and resigned, 1 fix my trust; 
To him MY past and present state 
I owe, and must my future fate: 
A stranger into life I'm come, 
Dying may be our going home, 
Transported here by angry Fate, 
The convicts of a prior state. 
Hence•I no anxious thoughts bestow 
On 'natters, I can never know; 
Through life's foul way,, like Vagrant pass',, 
He'll grant a settlement at last, 
And with sweet-ease the Wearied crown, 
By leave to lay his being down. , 
If doom'd to-dance th? eternal round 
Of life no sponiar lost out found, 
And dissolution soon to come, 
Like sponge, wipes out life's present sum, 
But can't our state of pow'r bereave 
An endless series to receive; 

if hard dealt with here by Fate, 
We balance in another state, 
And consciousness must go along, 
And sign th' acquittance for the wrong. 
Ile for his creatures must decree 
More happiness than misery, 

AND DIAMOND. 
Or be supposed to create, 
Curious to try, what 't is to bate: 
And do an act, which rage infers, 
'Cause lameness halts, or blindness east 

Thus, thus I steer my bark, and Sail 
On even keel with geetle gale; 
At helm I make my reason sit, 
My crew of pass?ons all submit. 
If dark and blust'ring prove some nights 
Philosophy pugs forth her lights; 
Experience holds the caottious glass, 
To shun the breakers,, as I pass 
And frequent throws the wary lead,: 
To see what dangers may he hid; 
And once in seven years I'm seen 
At Bath or Tunbridge, to ,careen. 
Though pleas'd to see the dolphins play, 
I mind my compass and my way, • 
With store sufficient for relief, , 
And wisely still prepar'd to reef, 
Nor wanting the dispersite bowl 
Of cloudy weather in the soul, 	' 
I make, (may Heav'n propitious send 
Such wind and weather to the end) 
Neither becalm'd, nor over-blown, 
Life's voyage to the world unknown. 

AN EPIGRAM, 
ON THE REV. MR. LAURENCE, EcirAnn'S AND, 

BISHOP GILEERT IBURNET'S HISTORIES. 

GIL'S history appears to me 
Political anatomy, 
A case of skeletons'well clone: 
And malefactors every one. 
His sharp and strong incision' pen 
Historically 'cuts sip men, 
And does with lucid skill impart 
Their inward ails of head and heart, 
LAURENCE proceeds another way, 
.And well-dress'd figures doth display; 
His characters are all in flesh, 
Their hands are fair, their faces fresh; 
And from his sweet'ning art derive 
A better scent than when alive. 
He wax-work made to please the sons, 
WhOse fatherS were Gm'S skeletonS. 

TAE SPARPOW AND DIAMOND. 
A SONG. 

I LATELY sew, what now I sing, 
Fair Lucia's hand disp!ay'd; 

This tinger grac'd a diamond ring, 
On that a sparrow play'd. 

The feather'd play-thing she caress'd, 
She stroak'd its head and wings; 	- 

And while it nestled On her breast, 
She lisp'd the dearest things: 

With ehiserd bit a spark ill-set,  
He loosen'd from the rest, 

And swallow'd down to grind his meat, 
The easier to digest, 
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She seiz'd his bill with wild affright, 

Her diatnond to descry: 
'Twas gone! she sicken'd at the sight, 

Moaning her bird would 
The tongue.ty'd knocker none might use, 

The curtains none undraw, 
'The footmen went without their Cooes, • 

The street -was laid with straw. 

The doctor us'd his-oily art 
' Of strong emetic kind, a' 

Th" apothecary play'd his part, 
And engineeed behind. ' 

When pgysic ceas'ilto spend its store, 
Tobring away the stone, 

Dicky, like people given o'er, 
Picks up, when let alone.- 

Ells eyes dispell'd their sickly clews, 
He peck'd behind -his wing; 

Lucia recovering at the. news, 
Relapses for the ring. 

Mean while within her beauteous bread 
TVs. different passion's strove; 

When av'rice ended the contest, 
And triumph'd over love: 

Poor little'?  pretty, fluttering thing; 
Thy pains the sex display, 

	

Who, only to repair a ring, 	. 

	

Could take thy life astray: 	, 
Drive av'tice from your breasts; ye faii, 

Monster of- foulest mien: 
ire would not let itaiarbour there, 

Could but its form be seen. 

It made a virgin pit on guile, 
Truth% image break her word, 

A Lucia's face forbear to smite; 
A Venus kill her bird. 

" THE SEEKER, 
%mit I Ant came to London, I rambled' about 
From 	to sermon, took a slice and went out. 
Then omme, in divinity bachelor, try'd • 
Many priests tmcibtrude a Levitieai bride; 
And urging their various 'Opinions, intended 
To. make me wed systems, which they recent; 
• 'mended. 	. 	 [inn,  

Said a lech'rous old &i'r skulking near Lincoln's-
(Whose trade's to absolve, .but whose pastime 's 

to sin; 
Who, spider like, seizes weak protestant flies, 
Which hang in his sophistry cobweb he spies ;)• 
" Alt! pity your soul; for without our church pale, 
If you happen to die, to be damn'd you can't fail; 
The Bible, you boast, is a wild revelation : 
Hear a church that can't err if you hope for sal.. 

vation." 	 ' [grace 
Said a formal non-eon, (whose rich stock of 

Lies forward exposit' 'in shop.window of face,) 
Alt I pity your soul: come, be of our sect: 

For then you are safe, and may plead you're elect. 
As it stands in the Acts, we can prove ourselves 

saints, 	 '[against'' 
Being Christ's little flock every where spoke 

Said a jolly church parson, (devoted to ease,  

'While-penal law dragons guard Iiiigolden fleece,' 
" If you pity your soul, I pray listen to neither; 
The first is in errour, the last a deceives: 
That our's is the true church, the sense of our 
And surely in media turissimus ibis." 	[tribe is, 

Said a yea and nay friend with a stiff hat and 
band, 	. 

(Who while he talk'd gravely would bold forth his 
" Dominion and Wealth are the aim of all three, 
Though about ways and means they may all Ms; 

agree; 	 . 
Then prithee be wise, go the Talkers by-way, , 

:ills plain, without turnpikes, so nothing to pay." 

ON 13.4 EC LA Y'S APOLOGY FOR TEE 
2UA KBRSr. 

TrirEss.sheets primeval doctrines yield, 
Where revelation is reveaPcl; 	• - ' 

front literal feeling bred, 
Systems lethargic to the head 
They purge, and yields diet thin, 
That turns to goSpebehyle within. 
Truth sublimate may here be seen 
'Extracted from the parts terrene. 
In these is shown, how men obtain 
What of Prometheus poets feign: 
To scripture plaiuness dress is brought, 
And speech, apparel to the thought. 
They hiss ron' instinct atredeoats, 
And war, whose work is cutting throats, 
Forbid, and press the law tif levet 
Breathing the spirit of the dove. 
Lucrative doctrines they detest, 
As snanufactur'd by the priest; 
And throw down turnpikes, where we pay 
Vor stuff, which never mends the way; 
And tythes, a Jewish tax, reduce, 
And frank the gospel for- our use.. 
They sable standing armies. break; 
But the Militia useful-make; 
Since all unitir'd may preach and pray,, 
Taught by thete toles astral as they; 
Rules, !Ninth, when truths themselves retreat, 
Bid Ali to folio* what we feel. 
The erorld can't hear the smallstill voice, " 
Such is its bustle and its noise; 
Reason the proclamation reads, 
But not one riot passim heeds. 
Wealth, honour, power the graces are,. 
W hie h here below our homage share: 
They, if-one votary they find 
To mistress more divine 

• 

inclin'd, 	- 

'This celebrated hook was written by its author 
both in Latin and -English, and was afterward 
translated into High Dutch, Low Duteh, French 
and Spanish, and probably into .other languages 
it has always been esteemed a very-ingenious de 
fence of the principles of Quakerisni, even I); 
these who deny. the doctrines which it endeavour 
to establish. The author was born at Edinburg] 
in 1648, and received part of his education at tit 
Scots College its Paris, -where his uncle was prin 
cipal. His father became one of the miles 
converts to the new sect, and from his examplt 
the son seems to have been induced to tread 
his steps. He died on the Sd of October; 1690,i 
the 42d year of his age. 
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In0 
  truth's pUrsuit, to anise delay, 

Throw golden apples in his way. 
Place ma, 0 Hettv'n

' 
 in some retreat; 

There let the serious death.watch beat, 
There let the self in silence shun, 
TO feel thy will, Which'should be done. 

Then comes the Spirit to our hut, 
When fast the senses' doors are shut; 
For se divine and pure a guest 
The emptiest rooms are furnisleci best. 

0 Contemplatio'n! air serene! 
From damps of sense, and fogs of spleen! 
Pure mount of thought! thrice holy ground, 
Where grace, when waited for, is found. ' 

Here "t is the soul feels sudden youth,. 
And meets exulting, virgin Truth; 

• Here, like a breeze of gentlest tind, 
Impulses rustle through the mind; 
Here shines that light with glowing face, • 
The fuse divine, that kindles grace;   
Which, if'we trim our lamps, will ast, 
'Till darkness be by dying past. 
And then goes out at end of night, 
Extinguisled by superior light 

Ah me! the heats and colds of life, 
Pleasure's and pain's eternal strife, 
Breed stormy passions, whiCh confin'd, 
Shake, like th' 'Bohan eire, the mind, 
And raise despair; my lamp Can last, 
heed where they drive the furious blast 

False eloquence! big empty sound! 
Like showers that rush upon the ground! 
Little beneath the .suefabe goes, 

. All streams along, and• muddy flows. 
. This sinks, and swells the buried vain; 

And fructifies like emithern rain. 
His art, well hid in Shiffd discourse; 

Exerts persuasion's winning force, 
And serrates so the good -design, 
That kineAgriperes case is mine. 

Welloiatued, happy shade forgive 
Like you I think, but cannot live. • 
Thy scheme requires the world's contemPt, ' 
That from dependence-life exempt; ' 
And constitution fram'd so strong, ' 
This world's worst climate cannot wrong;  
Not such my lot, riot Fortene's brat, 
1 Jive by pulling off the hat; 
Compell'd by statidn every hoar 
To bow to images of power; 
And in, life's busy scenes immersed, 
Seebetter things, and do the worst: 

Eloquent Want, whose reasons•swa-y,: 
And mate ten thousand truths give way, 
While I your scheme with pleasure trace; 
Draws near, and stares me in the face: 
" Consider well your state," she cries; 
" Like others kneel, that you may rise; 
Hold doctrines, by no scruples vex'd, 
To whit() preferment is annex'd; 
Nor madly prove; where all, depelidii 
Idolatry upon yOur friends. 
See, how you like my rueful face, 
Such you must wear, if out of place. 
Craek'd is your brain to turn recluse 
Without one farthing'oitt at use. 
They, who have lands, and' safe bank-itoek, 
With faith so founded on a rock, 

• May give a rich invention ease, 	' 
And construe scripture how they please.  

" The honoui'd prophet that efold, 
Us'd Heav'e's high counsels to unfold, , 
Did, more than courier angels, greet 
The crows, that brought him bread and meat.* 

• 

THE oho 
s • 

WRITTEN BY.  1ER. GREEN, UNDER THE NAME Or 
PETER DRAKE, A FISRERNAN OP_BRENTFORD. 

PRINTED IN THE YEAR 1132, BUT?  NOT PUBLISHED. 
Scilicet hie possis cuivo dignescermreAestn,-
Atque inter silves Academi quaerere vririon. Hier. 

Our wits ApollA influence beg, 
The Grotto makes them all with egg: 
Finding this chalkstone in my nest, 
I strain, and lay anteng the rest. 

ADIEU awhile, forsaken flood, 
To rerrible, in the Delian Wood; • ' 
And pray the god say welt-meant-song 
May not my subject's merit wrong. 

Say, father Thames, whose gentle pace 
Gives lea" to view what beauties grace 
Your flow'ry banks, if you have seers 
The rmseh-sung Grotto of the queen. 
Contemplative, forget awhile 
Oxonian towers, and Windsor's pile, 
And Wolsey's pride2  (his greatest gnitt)' 
And what•grent William since has built; 
And flowing fast by Richmond- scenes, 
(Mono:tied retreat of twp great qtseens3) 
From Sion-house 4, whose pans& survey 
Browbeats your good; look cress the leap 
And view, front highest swell of tide, 
The milder scenes Of Surry side. 	' 

Though yet no 'palace grace the shore; 
To lodge that pair you should adore; 
Nor abbies, great in ruin, rise, 
Royal equivalents for Vice; 
Beholcla grott, in Delphic grove,' 
The Graces' and the Muses' love. 
(0, might our laureat study. here, 	-, 
How would he hail his'new-born year!) 

• A temple from vain glories free, 
Whole goddess is'Philosophy, 
Whose sides such licens'd idols crown • 
As Superstition would pull down; 
The oolypilgrisnag-e I know, ' 
That men of sense would choose to go: 
Which sweet abode, her wisest choice, 
Urania cheers with heavenly voice, 
While all the Virtues gather rotind, 
To see her consecrate the ground. 
If thou, the-god with winged feet, 
hi council talk of this-retreat, 

.' A building in Richniond Gardens, erected by 
queeit Caroline, and committed to the custody of 
Stephen Duck: At the time this poem was written 
many other verses appeared on the same subject. 

2  Hariipton Court, begun- by cat:line! WeiseY1 
and improved by king William III. , 

Eueen Anne, -Consort to king Richard II. and 
queen Elizabeth, both died at Richmond. 

4 Sion house is now a seat belOng,* to the duke 
of Northumberland. 
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And jealous gods resentment show- 
At altars rais1/41 to men below; 
Tell those proud lcirds of Heaven, 1 is fit 
Their house inir heroes sheuid admit; 
While each exists, as poets sing, . 
A lazy lewd immortal thing, 
They must (or grow in disrepute) 
With Earth's first commoners recrcdt. 

Needless it is in terms unskill'd 
'To praise whatever Boyles shall build; 
Needless it is the busts to game 
Of men, monopolists of fame; 	c  
Four chiefs adorn the modest stones, • 
For virtue as for learning known; 
The think.ng sculpture helps to raise 
Deep thoughts, the genii of the place: 
To the mind's ear, and inward sight, 
Their silence speaks, and shade giVes lighte 
While insects from the threshold preach; 
And minds dispos'd to musing teach: 
-Proud of strong limbs and painted hueS, 
They perish by the slightest bruise; 
Or maladies, begun 
Destroy more slow life's frail machine; 
From maggot-youth through change of state, 
They feel, like us the terns of fate; 
Some born to creep have Iiv'd to fly, 
And change earth-cells for dwellings high; 
And some that did their six wings keep, 
Before they dy'd been forc'd to creep; 
They politics like ours profess, 
The greater prey upon the less: 
Some strain on foot huge loads to bring; 
Some toil incessant on the wing; 
And in their different ways explore 
Wise sense of want V future store; 
Nor from their vigorous schemes desist 
'Tilt death, and then are never missed. 
Some frolic; toil, marry, increase, 
Are sick and well, have war and peace, 
And, broke with age, in half a day 
Yield to successors, and away. 

Let not prophane this sacred place, 
Hypocrisy with Janus' face; 
Or Ponip, mixt state of pride and care; 
Court KindnesS, Falshood's polish'd ware; 
Scandal diSguis'd in Friendship's veil, 
That tells, unask'd, th' injurious tale; 
Or art politic, which allows 
The jesuit-remedy for vows; 
Or priest, perfuming crowned head, 
'Till in a' swoon Truth lies for dead; 
Or tawdry critic, who perceives 
No grace, which plain proportion gives, 
And more than lineaments divine 
Admires the gilding of the shrine; 
Or that sel&haunting spectre Spleen, 
In thickest fog the clearest seen; 

5  Richard Boyle, earl of Burlington, a noble-
man ,remarkable for his fine taste in architecture. 
" Never was protection and great wealth more 
generously and judiciously diffused than by this 
Freat person,. who had every quality, of a genius 
and artist, except envy: "lie died December 4, 
1153. 

6  The author should have said five; there being 
the busts' of Newton, Locke, Wollaston, Clarke, 
az.d Boyle. 

POEMS. 
On Prophecy, which 4reams a He, 
That fools believe and knaves apply; 
Or frolic Mirth, prophanely loud, 
And happy only in a crowd; 
Or Melancholy's pensive gloom, 
Proxy in Contemplation's room. 

0 Delia! when I Mitch this string, 
To thee my Muse directs her wing. 
Unspotted fair! with downcast look 
Mind not so much the murm'ring brook; 
Nor list in thought, with footsteps slow 
Through cypress alleys cherish woe: 
I see the soul in pensive fit,. 
And moping like sick linnet sit. 
With dewy eye, and moulting.wing, 
Unperch'd, averse to fly or sing; 
I see the favourite curls begin 
(Disus'd to toilet discipline) 
To quit,their post, lose their smart air, 
And grow again like common hair;
And tears, which frequent kerchiefs dry, 
Raise a red circle round the eye; 
And by this bur about the Moon, 
Conjecture more ill weather soon. , 
Love not so mach the dolehil knell: 
And news the boding night-birds tell; 
Nor watch the wainscot's hollow blow; 
And hens portentous when they crow; 
Nor sleepless mind the death-watch beat; 
In taper find no winding-sheet: 
Nor in burnt coal a coffin see, 
Though thrown at others, meant for thee : 
Or when the corruscation gleams, 
Find out not first the bloody streams; 
Nor in impreit remembrance keep 
Grim tap'stry figures wrought in sleep; 
Nor rise to see in antiqUe hall 
The tnoon-light monsters on the wall, 
And shadowy spectres darkly pass 
Trailing their sables o'er the grass. 
Let vice and guilt act how they please 
In souls, their couquer'd provinces; 
By Heaven's just charter it appears, 
Virtue's exempt from quartering fears, 
Shall then arm'd fancies fiercely drest, 
Live at discretion in your breast? 
Be wise, and panic fright disdain, 
As notions, meteors of the brain; 
And sights perforned, illusive scene! 
By magic lanthorn of the spleen. 
Come here, from baleful cares releas'd, 
With Virtue's ticket, to a feast, 
Where decent Mirth and Wisdom join'd 
In stewardehip, regale the mind. 
Call back the Cupids to 'your eyes, 
I see the godlings with surprise. 
Not knowing home in such a plight, 
Fly to and fro, afraid to light.—
' Far from my theme, from method far; 
Convey'd in Venus' flying car, 	!I . 
I go compelled by feather'd steeds, 
That scorn the rein when Delia leads. 

i(To daub of elegiac strain 
These holy wars shall ever stain; 
As spiders Irish wainscot flee, 
Faishood with them shall disagree; 
This floor let not the vulgar tread, 
Who worship only what they dread: 
Nor bigots who but one way see 	- 
Through blinkers of authority; 
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4.1or they. who Sts fourstsints'defaMe 
By making virtue Mita name; 
Nor ahstraetwit, (painful. regale. 
To hunt the pig with slippery toil!) 
Artists, who richly chose their thought; 
Gaudy withOut, butholiew wrought; 
And beat too.thin, and tool'd too much 
To bear the proof and. standard touch: 
.Nor fops to guard this sylvan ark 
With necklace bells in treble bark : 
Nor cynics growl and fiercely paw, 
The mastitikrof the moral 
Come, nymph, With .rural honours drest, 
Virtue's exterior form confess,. 
With charms untarnish'd, innocence " 
Display, and Eden. shall cominence; 
Whets thus- yen come in sober lit, 
,And wisdom is prefered to wit; 
And looks diviner graces tell, 
Which don't with giggling muscles dwell; 
And beauty like ,the ray-eliptSuis, 
With holder eye we look upon.; 
Learning shall with obsequious mien 
Tell all-the wonders she has seen; 
Reason her logic armour quit, 
And proof to mild persaasion sit; 	• 
Religion with free thought dispense, 
And cease crusading against sense.; 
Philosophy and she embrace, 
And their first league again- take place; 
And Morals pure, in duty hound,-
Nymph-like the sisters chief-surround; 
Nature shall smile, and round this cell' 
The turf to your light pressure swell, 
And knowing Beauty bylser shoe, 
Well air its carpet from the dew. 
The Oak, while you his umbrage deck, 
Lets fall his acorns in your neck; 
Zephyr his civillisses gives,  
And plays with curls instead of leaveS: 
Birds, seeing yots, belieye it spring, 
And during their vacation sing; 
And llow'rs lean forward from their seats 
To traffic in exchange of sweets; 

'0 , And angels bearing -wreaths. descciulo  
T'refesit'd' as vergers to attend 
This lane, whose deity entreats 
The fair to grace its upper seats. 

0 kindly view our letter'd strife, • - 
,And' 	reins through polemic life; 
Fiont poison,  veitieled in-praise, 
For satire's Adis but slightly graze; -
We claim your zeal, and find within, 
'Philosophy Ad, you are kin. 

What,yistise is we jurIge by yen; 
For actMnvight are beanteona'too; 
By tracing the sole_female mind, • 
We best what is true maitre find: 
Your vapours bred frees-40'MS declare ."' 
,flow steams create tempestuous air, ,  
'Tillgnshing tears•and hasty rain 
Make Heayen and you serene againt 
Our travels through the' starry skies 
Were first suggested by your eyes; 
We, by theinterposing fan, 
Learn how eclipses first began: 	• 
The vast ellipse from Searbro's• home, 
Describes how -blazing. comets roans; • 
The glowing colours of the cheek - - • 
Their nrigin. from Phoebni apeak ; 
'Our watch how Luna strays above 
Feels like the care of jealous love; 
And all things we in science.knont 
From- your known: love for riddles flow. 

Father! forgive, thus for I stray, ' • 
Dritwn by attraction from iny way; , 
Mark next ukitti, awe, the foundress well 
Who on these banks•delights to dwell; • 
You on the ternme see her,plabas  ' 
Move like Diaha with hertspin. 
If you then fairly speak your mind, 
In wedlock since with his join'd, 

• You'll own,-you never yet did see, 
At least in sucha high degree, " 
Greitine,ss delighted to -Undress; 
Science a sceptr'd hand caress;,  , 	, 	, 
A queen the friends of freedou.pri4,4 
A woman wise men canonize. 	' 

' 	,, 	• 
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LIFE OF JOHN BYROIVI. 

BY MR. CHALMERS. 

THE life of Mr. Byrom was written for the Supplerrient to the Biographia Britannic* 
by Dr. Nichols, with some inaccuracies, and has been copied into Dr. Kippis's edition 
of that work,. without much improvement. By more attention to dates and to contem-
porary notices than these gentlemen appear to have bestowed, a few additional 
particulars have been recovered, and the general narrative, it is hoped, rendered more 
consistent 

John Byrom, a younger son of Edward Byrom, a linen-draper of tganchester, was 
horn at Kersall in the neighbourhood of that town, in 1691, and after receiving such 
education as his native place afforded, was removed to Merchant Taylor's-school in • 
London, where he made such extraordinary progress in classical learning, as to be 
deemed fit for the university. •At the age of sixteen, he was admitted a pensioner of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, under the tuition of Mr., afterwards Dr. Baker. During 
his residence here, the proficiency he had made in classical knowledge was probably 
neither remitted, nor overlooked, but he is said to have paid, rto greater share. of 
attention to logic and philosophy than .'as necessary to enable him to pass his examina- • 
tions with credit. In 1711 he was admitted to his degree of bachelor of arts. 

His inclination to poetry appeared very early, but was imparted principally to his 
friends and fellow-students. The first production, which brought him into general 
notice, was probably written in his twenty-third year. At this time the,  beautiful • 
pastoral of Colin and yhebe appeated in the eighth volume of the Spectator, and wits, 
as it continues to be,puiversally admired. 

The Phebe of thisifsastoral was Joanna, daughter of the celebrated Dr..Bentley, master 
of Trinity College. This young and .very amiable -lady was afterwards married to Dr. 
Dennison eumberland, bishop of Clonfert and Killaloe in Ireland, and was the mother 
of Richard Cumberland, esq. the well-known dramatic ,writer, who in his 'Memoirs, 
lately published, has honoured her memory with genuine filial affection. It has been 
asserted, but without any foundation, that Byrom paid his addresses to Miss Bentley. 
His ohject was rather to recommend himself to the notice of heil father, who was an-
admirer of the Spectator, and likely to notice a poem of so Much merit coming, as he 
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would soon be told, from one of his college. , Byrom had before this sent two ingenicats 
papers on the subject of dreaming to the Spectator, and these specimens of promising 
talent introduced him to the particular notice of Dr. Bentley, by whose interest he was, 
chosen fellow of his college, and soon after admitted to the degree of master of arts. 

Amidst this honourable progress, he doe( not appear to have thought of any profession, 
and as he declined going into the church, the statutes of the college required that he 
should vacate his fellowship. cPerhaps the state of his health created this irresolution, 
for we find that in L716, it became necessary for him to visit Montpelier upon that 
account,-and his fellowship being lost, he returned no more to the university. 

During his residence in France, he met with Malebranche's Search after Truth, and 
some of the works of Mademoiselle Bourignon, the consequence of which, Dr. Nichols 
informs us, was, that he came home strongly possessed with the visionary philosophy of 
the former, and the enthusiastic extravagancies of the latter. From the order of his 
poems, however, whichWas probably that of theiir respective dates, he appears to have 
been at first, rather a disciple of the celebrated Mr. Law, and a warm opponent of 
those divines who were termed latitudinarian. His admiration of Malebranche, and of 
Bourignon, afterwards increased, but he never followed either so far as to despise 
human learning, in which his acquirements• were great; and the ,delight which he 
took in various studies, ended only with his life. 

By what means he was maintained abroad, or after his return, are matters ofconjectuie. 
His biographer tells nothing of his father's inclination or abilities to forward his pursuits, 
It is said that he studied medicine in London for some time, and thence acquired, 
among his familiar friends, the title of Dr. Byrom. But this pursuit was interrupted by 
his falling in love with his ,cousin, Elizabeth, daughter of Joseph Byrom, a mercer at 
Manchester, then on a visit in London. No this young lady he disclosed his passion, 
and followed her to Manchester, where the ardour of his addresses soon procured 
a favourable return. Her father, however, was extremely averse to the match, and 
when it took place without his consent, refused the young couple any means of support. 
Dr. Nichols assigns two reasons-for this conduct, which are not very consistent: the one 
that the father was in opulent circumstances: the other that he thought our poet out of 
his senses, and therefore would not permit him to superintend the education of his 
children, but took that care upon himself. If so, however wrong his reasons might be, 
be -could not be said to withdraw his support; and I suspect he. was soon convinced that 
he had formed an erroneous estimate of his son-in-law's understanding and general 
character. 

In 'this dilemma, however, Mr. Byrom had recourse to the teaching of short-hand 
writing, as a means of supporting himself and his wife, who adhered to him with 
affectionate tenderness in all his vicissitudes. br. Nichols informs us that he had 
invented his short-band at Cambridge on the following occasion: some manuscript 
sermons being communicated.to him, .written in short-hand, he easily discovered the 
true reading, but observing the method to be clumsy and ill-contrived, he set about 
inventing a better. The account given by the editor of hiS System, published in 1764, 
is somewhat different. It is said that the first ,occasion of his turning his attention that 
way arose from his acquaintance with Mr. Sharp of Trinity College, son to archbishop 
Sharp. Mr. Sharp had been advised-  by his father to study the art, and Mr. Byron 
joined him. All the systems then in vogue appearing inadequate to the end, he devised 
that which now goes by his name. This discovery was made, not without considerable 
exultation, and provoked Weston, then the chief stenographer, to a trial of skill, or rathes 
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asemitroversy, which terminated in favour of Byrom. Weston pnblished his system in 
1725,'and the dispute was carried on probably about that time. 

Of the 'respective merits of these systems, I do not pretend to judge. Angel, another 
Professor-of the art, whd prefixed a short history of Stenographers to his own system 
(published in 1758), considers Weston's methd as one tha‘few have either capacity, pa-
tience, or leisure to learn: he also tells us that Dr, Byrom " so far distinguished himself 
as a professor or teacher of the art of short-writing, that about the year1734, heobtained 
an act of parliament" (perhaps he means a patent) " for that parpose, as presuming he 
had discovered a wonderful secret: and great care hag since been taken to preserve it _ 
inviolably such, except to his pupils, iri hopes that by exciting _a greater miosity, 
it might increase their number:" and, as Mr. Angel had a new system to propose, it was 
necessary for him to add, " that he could discover no peculiar excellence in Byrom's, 
either in the form of the letters, the rules, or the application of them." Byrom, how-
ever, preserved his system in manuscript as long as he lived. When his friends wished,  
to publish it after his death, they found no part of it finished for the press, although he 
had made some progress in drawing it up in fortri enough, says his editor, to show the 
plan upon which he intended to proceed. 

Among his scholars, of whom an ample list is given, in honour of his system, we find 
the names of many distinguished scholars, of Isaac Hawkins Browne, Martin Folkes, 
Dr Hoadley, Dr, Hartley, 'lord Camden, &c. Lord Chesterfield, according to Dr. 
Nichols, was likewise taught by him, which appears to be doubtful. The same 
biographer informs us, that it was Byrom's' practice -to read a lecture to his scholars 
upon the history and utility .of short-hand, interspersed with strokes of wit that rendered 
it very entertaining. About the same time he became acquainted with that irregular 
genius Dr. Byfield, with whom he used to have skirmishes of humour ail repartee at the 
Rainbow-coffee-house, near Temple Bar. Upon that chemist's decease, who was the 
inventor °film sal volatile oleosum,-Byrom wrote the following impromptu: 

•Ific jacet Dr. Byfield, diu volatilis, tandem fixus. 

These circumstances are perhaps trifles, but they prove that the study of the mystic 
writers had not at this time much influence on our author's temper and habits, and I 
suspect that it was not, until much later in life that lie became 'an admirer of 
Jacob Behmen..  

He first taught short-hand at Manchester, -hilt afterwards came to London during the 
winter months, and not only had_ great success as a teacher, but became distinguished 
as a man of general learning. In 1723-4, he was elected a fellow of the Royal Sticiety, 
and communicated to that learned body two letters; one containing sonic remarks on 
the elements of short-hand, by Samuel Geake, esq. which was printed in the Philosophical 
Transactions No. 488, and another letter, printed in the same volume, containing 
remarks on Mr. Lodwick's alphabet. The summer mouths_ he was enabled to pass 
with his family at Manchester. 
. By the death of his elder brother, Edward Byrom, without issue, the family estate at 

Kersall devolved to him. At what time this happened, his biographer has not informed 
us, but in consequence of this independence, he began to relax from teaching, and 
passed the remainder of his days in the enjoyment of the quiet comforts of domestic 
life, for which he had the highest relish, and which were heightened by the affectionate 
temper of his wife. it is said by Dr. Nichols, that he employed the latter part of his -
life in writingllis poems, but an inspection of their dates and subjects will show. that a . 
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very considerable part must have been writtenernuch sooner. Some he is said to haws 
committed to -the flames a little before his death: these were probably his juvenile • effusions. What remain were transcribed from Isis own copies. 

He died at Manchester September 28, F63, in the seventy-second year of his age.. 
His character is given brietly in these words: ‘,‘ As the general tenour of Isis life 
was innocent and inoffensive, so he bore his last illness with resignation and cheer-
fulness. The great truths oQ Christianity had made from his earliest years a deep 
impression on his inint4, and hence it was that he bad a peculiar pleasure in employing 
his pen upon serious subjects."(' Of his family we are told only that he had several. 
ehildrrn and that his eldest son was taken early into the shop of his grandfather, where 
be acquired a handsome fortune. 

To this short account it may be added, that his opinions and much of his character 
are discoverable in his poems. At first he appears to have been a disciple of Mr. Law, 
zealously attached to the church of England, but with pretty strong prejudices against 
the Hanoverian succession. He afterwards held some of the opinions which are 
usually termed methodistical, but he rejected Air. Hervey's doctrine of imputed 
righteousness, and entertained an abhorrence of predestination. His reading 'on 
subjects of divinity was extensive, and he watched the opinions that came from 
the press with the keenneis of a polemic: whenever any thing appeared adverse to his 
peculiar sentiments, he immediately opposed it in a poem, but as scarcely any Of 
his "writings were. published in his life-time, he appears to have employed his pen 
chiefly for his own amusement or. that of his friends. 

At what time lie began to lean towards the mysticism of Jacob Behmen is uncertain. 
An anonymous writer in the • Gentleman's Magazine (vol. LI.) says, that in 1744.-he 
learned High Dutch of a, Russian at Manchester; in order to read Jacob's works in the 
original, and being asked " whether Jac& was more intelligible in that than in the 
English translation, he affirmed that he was equally so in both; that he himself 
perfectly understood him, and that the reason others do not, was the blindness and 
naughtiness of their hearts." If this account be true, Byrom was farther gone -in 
Behmenism than we should conjecture from his works. It certainly does not appear 
by them that he really thought he understood Jacob perfectly, for he adopts, concern-
ing him, the reply of Socrates concerning Heraclitus' writings: 

All that I understand is flood  and true, 
And what I don't, is, I believe, so to. 

In the present collection may be ;found a.  version of one pf Belimen's epistles, ivhicli 
will at least afford the reader an opportunity of detennMing whether it be most intelli-
gible-in prose or verse. 

The character of Byrom, as a poet, has been usually said to rest on his pastoral of 
Colin arad Birdie, which has beep universally praised for its natural simplicity. .Yet, if 
we inqPi"re what it is that pleases in this poem,  we shall probably find.  that it is, not the 
serious and simple, expression of a pastoral lover, but the air of delicate humour which 
runs through-dm whole, and inclines me to think, contrary to the received opinion, that 
he had no other object in view. Much, therefore, as this piece has been praised, he 
appears to have more fully established his character, in-many of those poems, written at 
a more advanced age, and itiblished, for the first time, in two elegant volumes, at 
Manchester, in 17731. I allude principally to The Verses spoken extempore at the 

These for some years past have been sold at a very high price. 	C. 
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Meeting of a Club—The Astrologer—The Pond—Contentinent, or The . happy Work-
man—Most of his Tales and Fables, and the paraphrase on the twenty-third pSzilm; 
entitled A'Divine Pastoral.. In these there appears so much of the genuine spirit of 
poetry, and so many approaches to..0.cellenccx that it would be difficult; even upon the 
principles of fastidious criticism, and impessible upon those of comparison, to exclude' 

„Byrom from a collection of English poeti. HiS Muse is said to have been so kind, that 
he always found it easier to express his.thOughts in versethan in prose, and although 
this preference appears in many cases where the gravity of prose only ought to have 
been employed, yet' merely as literary curiosities, the &tire i-Viirks.  of Byrom are too 
interesting to be longet neglected. 
• It is almost superfluous to add that, with such an attachMent to rhythe, he wrote 
with ease: it is more to his credit. that he wrote in general with correctness; and that 
his mind was stored with Varied. imagery and original turns of thought, which 
he conveys in flowing measure; always delicate and often harmonious. In his Dialogue 
on Contentment, and his poem .On the Fall of Man in Ansvier to Bishop Sherlock, he 
strongly reminds us of Pope iti the celebrated Essay; although in the occasional• 
adoption of quaint conceits he appears to have followed the 'example- of the .earlier 
poets. Of his long pieces; perhaPs the best is EnthusiaSrii, which he published in 
/751.2, and which is distinguished by superior animation and a glow of vigorous fancy 
suited to the subject. He depicts the classical enthusiast, and the virtuoso,: with 
a strength of colouring, nit ihferior to Some of Pope's happiest portrait; in. hiS 
Epistles. 

His controversial and critical verses, I have already hinted, are rather to be considered 
as literary curiosities than as poems, for Whatcan be a poem which excludes the powers 
of invention, and interdicts the excursions of fancy ? Yet if there be a merit in versifying 
terms of art; some may also he allowed to the intrcidtiction of questions of grammar; 
criticism and theology, with so Mulch ease and perspicuity. . . 	, 

ByrbM's lines On the Patron of England are worthy of notice; as having excited a 
controversy which is perhaps not yet decided: In this peeni he endeavoured to proVe 
the nonexistence of St. George; the patron saint of England; by this argument chiefly; 
that the English were converted by Gregory the. First; or the Great; who sent over 
St. Austin for that purpose: and he conceives that in the ancient Fdsti, Georgius was 
erroneously set down for Gregorius; aid that George no where occurs as patron until 
the reign of Edward III. He concludes with requesting that the matter may be 
considered by Willis, Stukeley, Ames  or Pegge; all celebrated antiquaries, or by 
the society of antiquaries at large, stating the plain question to be, " Wliether 
England's patron was a knight Or a pope ?" 

This challenge must have been given Some time before the year 1759 when all these 
antiquariesyvere living, hat in what ptiblicatiOn, if printed at all; I have not Glen able 
to discover. Mr. Pegge, however, was living when Byroni's collected poems appeared; 
and judged the question of sufficient iMpOrtance to be diScussed in the society. 

3 
t In 1749 he published An Epistle to a ilentleman.  of the Temple. In I755 a pamphlet war 

published, entitled The Contest, in which is exhibited a preface in favour of blank verse: with' an 
experiment of it in an ode upon the British country life, by Roger- Comberbach, esq.: an epistle froM 
Dr. Byrom to ;VIr. Comberbach, in defence of rhyme, and an eclogue by Mr. Comberbach, in reply to 
Dr. Byrom, tivo. Chester. This pamphlet I have never seen. It was publisRed by Mr. Comberback 
and is probably alluded to Motif author's Thoughts on Rhyme and Blank V¢ise. Comberbach was a 
barrister. 	C. 
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His Observations on the History of St. George were printed-inae:fifth volume of trip 
.Arehaeologia; in answers  not only to Byrops, but to Dr. Pettingal, • who, in 1760, 
expressed his unbelief in 1St. George; :by .a dissertation' on the equestrian figureavorn- hy .  
the knights .of. the glitter; M4,. Pegge is-smhposed t6 have related. both, -The conlioversy. 
was, however, revived at ,ac, much later l'peiiod (1795) by; Mr. Milner of Winchester;  
who, in answer to the assertions.. of. Gibbon, the :historian, lias Supported the reality of 
the person of St. George, wit% mudi ingenuity. 

It only <remains to be noticed that The' Lancashire Dialect, ininted 	works, 
is here omitted' as unintelligiblAci readers in general; and one Or live other pieces are 
likewiv rejected, which are offensively tinctured with. political prejudices 'long -and 
deservedly .forgotten. Our poet's verses On buying the Picture -of F. Malebranche, a 
pleasing jets d'esprit, is now 'added. froin Mr. Nichols' Collection of Fugitive.  Poetry. 

IVionf's devotional pieces: arc entirely preserved. Those: composed on the colleen;  
and .on subjects connected with the great festivals of our church; avill„not,l. think, suffer • 
muds 'by acomparison with those of Watts,' but it riniSt be confessed that Con/pery iii 
Our own times, bas given a „peculiar and elegant aimpikity t6 this species of poetry 
which none his'predeceSsors !attained; 

   
  



PREFACE 

TO THE EDITION PUBLISHED IN I7I3 IN TWO V OLUPIES OCTAVO. 

THE publication of the following sheets is in 'compliance with the request of many df Mr.-Bytom'S 
fritnds, who were much pleased with some of his poetical compositiOnt which had casually circulated 
ih his life-time. Much might here be said of the author's learned arid poetical talents; but it does not. 
seem to be the business of an editor to endeavour to anticipate the reader's judgment.—By it's own 
intrinsic worth, and the candid opinion of the public, the following work is left to stand or fall. 

A deference due to the public may however make it necessary to astute them, that the pderns here 
Presented are the genuine production of Mr. Byrom. They are carefully transcribed from his own 
manuscripts; but as many of them were written rather for private, than for public perusal; it is hoped 
that all favourabte aficovance will be made for small inaccuracies: 

The .reader may be surprised perhaps to find in these voluinet sd many Iearned and .critical 
questions diseussed in verse...-This is indeed a singularity almost peculiar to-our author: but he bad 
so accustomed himself to the language of poetry, that he alwayS found it the easiest way of ezpressing 
his sentiments upon all occasions. He himself used to give this reason to his Mends for treating such 
subjects in so uncommon a method; and it is presumed; that if they are not found deficient in other 
respectsithe novelty of the Manner will be rather a recommendation than otherMise: 

At a time when party disputes are so happily subtided, it may seem to want an apology, that bathe 
following collection some few yiecet are inserted, which appear to be tinctured frith a party spirit A 
small attention however Will convince the warmest partizan, that what Mr. Byrom has written of thiS 
cast was intended to soften the asperity, and prevent the mischiefs of an over heated zeal. Since this 
was the author's chief motive for writing, it is imagined no other apology will be necessary for the 
publication of such pieces: 

The great truths of Christianity had Made, irdth hit earlie,st years; a'deep :iinprestion upon the 
author's mind; and at it was his manner to eonimit his sentiments of every kind to verse, so he had 
a peculiar pleasure in employing his pen t.lmn serious subjects.—To the purposes of instruction, and 
the interests'of 'chine, all his abilities were ever made subservient. This will appear, more particular-
ly, from the second volume of the following sheets, in which it was thought propet to select such 
pieces as treat on subjects of a deeper and more important nature,--The reader, it is noltdoubtedi 
will be pleased to find that the author's natural talent for Wit and -humour hat so often given place to 
something more solid and substantial. 

I Some of these arc omitted in the present edition: 	C 

   
  



   
  



POEMS: 
OF 

JOHN BYROEI 

A PASTORAL. 
WRITTEN BY THE AUTHOR, WHEN A STUDENT AT 

TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, AND FIRST 
PRINTED IN THE EIGHTH VOLUME OF THE 
SPECTATOR. 

MY time, 0 ye Muses, was happily spent, 
When Phoebe went with me wherever I went; 

Ten thousand sweet pleasures I felt in my breast: 
Sure never fond shepherd. like Colin was blest! 
But now she is gone, •and has left me behind, 
What a marvellous change on a sudden I find! 
When things were as fine as could possibly be, 
1 thought 'twas the Spring; but alas! it was she. 

With such a companion to tend a few sheep, 
-To rise up and play, or to lie down and sleep: 
I was so good-lromour'd, so cheerful and gay, 
My heart was as light as a feather all day, 
But now I so cross, and so peevish am grown; 
So strangely uneasy, as never was known. 	- 
My fair one is gone, and my joys are all di2iwn'd, 
And my heart—I am sure it weighs more than a 

pound. 

The fountain, that wont to run sweetly along, 
And dance to soft murmurs the pebbles among; 
Thou know'st, little Cupid, if Phoebe was there, 
'Twas pleasure to look at, 't was music to hear: 
But now she is absent, I walk by its side, 
And still, as it murmurs, do nothing but chide; 
Must you be so cheerful, while I go in pain? 
Peace there with your bubbling, and hear me coinb 

plain. 

M' himbkinS around me would oftentimes play, 
And Phcebe and I were as joyful as they, 
How pleasant their sporting, how happy their 

time, 
• When Spring, Loire, anti Beauty were all in their 

prime; 
But now, in their frolics when by me they pass, 

fling at their fleeces an handful of ErasS; 
Be still then, I cry, for it makes me quite mad,-
To see you so merry while I am so sad. 

My dog I was ever well pleased to see 
Come wagging his tail to my fair one and me; 
And Phoebe was pleas'd too, and to my dog said, 
" Come hither, poor fellow;" and. patted his head. 
But now, when he's fawning, 1 with a sour took 
Cry " Sirrah;" and give him a blow with my crook 
And I'll give him another; for why should not Tray 
Be as dull as his master, when Phoebe's away? 	• 

When walking with Phcebo, what sights have 
seep, 

How fair was the flower, how fresh was the green 
What a lovely appearance the trees and the shade, 
The-corn-fields and hedges, and ev'Cy thing made! 
But now she has left me, tho' all are still there, 
They none of them now so delightful appear: 
'T was nought but the magic, I find, of her eyes, 
Made so many beautiful prospects arise. 

Sweet music went with us both all the wood 
thro'. 

The lark, linnet, throstle, and nightingale too; 
Winds Over us whisper'd, flocks by us did bleat, 
And chirp went the grasshopper under our feet. 
But now she is absent, tho' still they sing on, 
The woods are but lonely, the melody'S gone: _ 
Her voice in the consort, as now I have found, 
Gave ev'ry thing else.its agreeable sound. - 

Rose, what is become of thy delicate him ? 
And where is the violet's beautiful bluq 
Does ought of its sweetness the blossoin beghile? 
That meadow, those daisies, why do they not 

smile? 
Ah! rivals, I see what it was that you drest, 
And made yourselves fine for—,-..a place in her 

breasti 
You put on. your colours to pleasure her eye, 
To be pluck'd by her hand, on her bosom to die. 

HoW slowly Time cree,ps, till my Phoebe return! 
While amidst the soft Zephyr's cool breezes I burn; 
Methinks if I knew whereabouts he would tread, 
I could breathe on his wings, and 't would melt 

down, the lead. 
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Fly swifter, ye minutes, bring hither my dear, 
And rest so much longer for't when she is here. 
Ah Colin ! old Time is full of delay, 	[say. 
Nor will budge cue foot faster for all thou canst 

Will no pitying pow'r, that hears rue complain/  
Or cure my disquiet, or soften my pain? 
To be cued, thoumnst, Colin, thwpassion remove; 
But what sWain is so silly to live without love? 
No, deity, bid the dear nymph to rieturn, 	. 
For ne'er was poor shepherd so sadly forlorn. 
Alt! what shall 1 do? I shall die with despair; 
Take heed, all ye swains, how ye paot with your 

fair. 
C. 

A DESCRIPTION OF TUNBRIDGE, 
IN A LETTER TO P. M. ESQ. 

DEAR Peter, whose friendship I value much snore, 
Than bards their own Verses, or misers their store; 
Your books, and your bus'ness, and ev'ry thing 

else, 
Lay aside for a while, and come down to the Wells : 
The country so pleasant! the weather so fine! 
A world of fair ladies! and delicate wine ! 
The propOsal, I fancy, you'll hardly reject, 
Then hear, if you come, what you are to expect. 

. Some sev'n or eight mile off, to give you the 
meeting, 

Barbers, dippers, and so forth, we send to you 
greeting. 

Soon as they set eyes on you, off flies the bat, 
Does your honour want this, does your honour 
, want that? 	c 

That being a stranger, by this apparatus [at us. 
You may see our good manners, before you come 
Now this, please your honour, is, what we call 

Tooting, 
A trick in your custom to get the first footing. 

Conducted by these civil gen'men 7to town 
You put up your horse, for rhyme sake at the 

Crown : 	 [word  
My 'landlord bids welcome, and gives you his 
For the best entertainment the house can afibrd: 
You taste which is better, his white, or Ms red, 
Bespeak a good supper, good room, and good bed: 
In short justas travellers do when they light, 

- So, to' tilt up the stanza—I wish you good night. 

But then the next morning, when Phoebus ap- 
pears, 	 cheers, 

And With his bright beams our glad hemisphere 
You rise, dress, get shav'd, and away to the walks, 
The pride of the pike; of which ev'ry one talks : 
There I would suppose you a drinking the waters, 
Didn't I know that you come not for any such 

matters;' 
But to see the fine ladies in their dishabille, 
A dress that's sometimes the most studied to kill. 

The ladies you see, ay, and ladies as fair, 
As charming, and bright as you'll see any where: 
You eye, and examine the beautiful throng, 
As o'er the clean walks they pass lovely along; 
And if any, by chance, looks a little demurer, 
You fancy, like ev'ry young fop, you could cure 

her; 

Till from some pretty nymph a deep wound you 
receive, 

And yourself want the cure, which you thought 
you could give. 

Not so wounded howe'er, as to make you forget, 
That your honour this mom has trot breakfasted 

yet; 
So -to Morley's you go, look about, and sit down; 
Then comes the young lass for your honour's half- 

crown; 
She brings out the book, youlook wisely upon her, 
" What's the meaning of this?",--" To subscribe, 

please your honour:" 	 (Yet 
So you write, as your betters have all done before 
'Tis a custom, and so there's an end of the story. 

And now, all this while, it is forty to one 
But some friend or other you've happened upon: 
You al) go to church, upon hearing the bell, [tell: 
Whether out of devotion.—yourselves best can 
From thence to the tavern to toast pretty Nancy, 
Th' aforesaid bright nympb,that had smitten your 

fancy; 	 [mands, 
Where wine and good victuals attend your coin-
And wheatears, far better than French ortolans. 

Then, after you've diu'd, take a view of our 
ground, 	 [round, 

And observe the fine mountain that compass us 
And, if you could walk anti/salter your eating, 
There's some comical rocks, that are worth con- 

templating ; 
You may,. if, you please, for their oddness and 

make, 	 Peak; 
Compare 'em—let's see—to the De'el's Arse 
They're one like the other, except that the wonder 
Does here lie above ground, and there it lies mules. 

To the walks, about seven, you trace back your 
way, 	♦ 	 [day; 

Where the Sun marches off, and the ladies make 
What crowding of charms! gods! or rather god- 

desses! 	 [and dresses! 
What beauties are here! what bright looks, airs, 
In the room of the waters had Helicon sprung, 
And the nymphs of the place by old poets been 

sung, 	 [reason, 
To invite the gods hither they would have had 
And Jove had descended each nightin the season. 

If with things here below we compare things on 
high, 

The walks are like yonder bright path in the sky, 
Where heavenly bodies in such clusters mingle, 
'T is impossible, sir, to describe 'eni all 
lint if ever you saw that sweet creature Miss K.r-y, 
If ever you saw her, I say, let me tell ye, 
Descriptions are needless; for surely to you, 
ti\Io beauty, no graces, can ever be new. 

But when to their gaming the ladies withdraw, 
Those beauties are fled, which when hiking you 

,.saw: 
Ungrateful the scene which youthere seedisplay'd, 
Chance murd'ring those features which Heav'n had 

made: 
If the fair ones their charms' did sufficiently prize, 
=Their el b owsthey'd spare for the sake of their eyes; 
Anti the men too—what work! its enough, in good 

faith 
Of the nousence of chance, to convince any atheist. 
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, But now 'tis high time, I presume, to bid vale, 
Lest we tire you too:long with our Tunbridgiale ; 
-Which, if the four critics pretend to unravel-, • 
Or at thee our verses should stupidly cavil; 
If this be the ease, tell the critics 1 pray, 
That 1 dire. not-one farthing for all they can say : j I leave you, sir, to judge yourself what plight 

,. And so I conclude, with my service, gdo&Peter, We all Were put in, by this cursed Night 
To yourself, and all friends—farewell Muse— 1 he trembling Semales into labour fell; 

farewell metre. 	 Big -with the sudden fear, they pout; they swell; 
And soon, dejiver'd by his horrid curses, [purses: 
Brought forth two -strange and • preternatural 
That loo'k'd indeed like purses made of leather; 
But let thossweet-tongued Manniogham,  say whe- 
A. common purse could possibly conceal 	[ther 
Shillings, half-crowns, and halfpence ky piece-

, meal. 
The youth, who flung-the bottle at the knave 

Before he came, now thought it.best to wave 
Such resolution, and preserve the liquor; 	• 
Since a round guinea might be thrown much 

quicker: 
Se with impetuous haste he flung him that, 
Which the sharp rascal parried with hishat. 
His right.hand mats, a brother of our quill, 
Prudently chose to show his own gdod will 
By the same token, and without much scruple 
Made the red.rugg'd collector's,income duple. . 

- My heart—for truth I always must confess-. 
Did sink—:' nn inch exactly—more or less=' 
With both my eyes I view'd the thief's approach; 
And read the '  ase of—Pistol versus Coach. 
A woeful case, which I had oft heard quoted; 
But ne'er before in all my practice noted. 
So when the lawyers brought-in their report, 
Guinea per Christian to be paid in court, 
Well off, thinks 1, with thissame son of a whore, 
If he prefers his action for nu more: • 

No morel Why'hang him, is not that too much, 
To pay a guinea for his vile High Dutch ? 
'T is true, he has us here upon the hank, 	- 
With action strong; and swears to it point blank: 
Yet why resign the yellow one pound arse ? 
No, tax his bill, and give him silver, John. 
So said, 30 done, and putting fist to fob , 
I flung th' apparent value of Use job, 
An ounce of silver, into his receiver, 
Andmark'd the issue of the rogue's behaviour. 

He, 'like a thankless wretch, that 's overpaid, 
Resents, forsooth, th' affront upon his trade; ' 
And treats my kindness with a--" this ;won't -do, 
Look ye here, sir, I must ha' gold from you.", 
To this demand-Of the'ungrateful cur, 
Defendant John thought proper to demur. 
The bricklayer joining in the white opinion, 
Tender'd five shillings to Diana's minion • 
Who still kept thressetaitsg to pervade his buff, 
Because the payment was not prompt enough. 

Before the women with tlfeir purses each, 
Rad strength to place contents within his reach, 

*Dr. Manaingliam; who wrote a pamphlet its 
defence of the well-known, story of the Rabbit- 
Woman. 	• , 

2  An exprdsion used by 	of the Royal 
Society, and afterwards proverbially adopted in 
ridicule by the author and his friends. 

Your money, zounds, deliver me your Money, 
Quick, d*-u ye, quick; must I stay waiting on yet 
Quirek, or I'll send"-(and nearer still he rode) 
" A brace of balls amongst ye all, by —." 

••••••••••••••••••••••• 

A FULL AND TRUE ACCOUNT OF AN HORRID AND 
BARBAROUS ROBBERY, COMAIITTED ON EPPING 
FOREST, UPON THE BODY OF THE CAMBRIDRE 
COACH. IN A LETTER TO M. F. ESQ. 

Anna virumque cane. 
DEAR Martin Folkes, dear scholar, brother, 
' 	friend; 

-And words of like importance without end; 
This comes to tell you; how, in Epping Itunflred, 
-Last Wednesday morning 1 was robb,:d, and plun- 

deed. 
Forgive the Muse, who sings what, I suppose, 
Fame has already trumpeted in prose; 
But Fame's a lying jade : the turn of fate 
Let poor Melpomene herself relate: 

'Spare the sad nymphs a vacant hour's relief, 
To rhytne away the remnants of her grief. 

On Tuesday night, you know with how much 
sorrow 

I bid the club farewel,-*" I go to morrow-+a" 
To morrow came, and so accordingly 
Unto the place of rendezvous went I. 
Dull was the house, and Bishopsgate the street, 
The coach as full as it could cram ; to wit, 
Two fellow commoners de Aula Trim 
.And eke an honest bricklayer of Lynn, 
And eke two Norfolk dames, Isis wife and cousin, 
And eke my worship's self made half a dozer!. 

Now then, as Fortune had contriv'd, our way 
Thro' the wild brakes of Epping Forest lay: 	1 
With travellers and trunks, a hugeous load, 
We hagg'd along thd solitary road; 
Where nought but thickets within thickets grew, 
No house ,nor barn, to cheer the Trand'ring 
Nor lab'ringlind, nor shepherd did appear, 
Nei sportsman with his dog or gun was there; 
A dreary landscape, bushy and forlorn, 
Where rogues startisplike mushrooms in a morn. 
;However, since we, none of us, had yet 

Such rogues, but in a Sessions-paper, met, 
We jok'd on fear; tho', as we pass'd along, 
Robbing was still the burden of the song. 
With untry'd courage bravely we repell'd 
The rude attacks of dogs—,not yet beheld. 
With val'rous talk still battling, 'till at last 
We thought all danger was as good as past. 
Says one—too soon alas ! " Now let him come, 
Full at his head I'll fling, this bottle of rum." 
.Scarce had he spoken, when the brickman's wife 
Cry'd out, " Good Lord! he's here, upon 'sly life." 
Forth from behind the wheels the villain cause, 
And swore such words as I dare hardly name; 
But you'll suppose them, brother, not to drop. 
From me, but him—" G-d d—n ye, coachman, 

stop: 
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One-of his pieces, falling downwards, drew 
The rogue's attention hungrily thereto. 

• Straight he began -to dawn the charioteer.:-.. 
" Come down, ye dog, reach me that guinea there." 
Down jumps th' affrighted coach Man on the sand, 
Picks up the gold, and puts it in his hand : 
Missing a rare occasion, tim'rous dastard, 
To seize his pistol, and,dismountthe bastard. 

Now, while irr deep and serious penderment 
I.watcli'd the motions of his next intent, 
Hp. wheell about, as onecull bent to try 
The matter in dispute 'twist him and r; 
Andliow.my silver sentiments sirould hold' 
Againstethat hard dilemma, .balls or gold: 
" No help!'' said I, " no tachygraphic pow'r, 
To interpose na this unequat hour ! 
I doubb..4 must resign...there 's no.defenAing 

• The cause against that murderous fire4engine.." 

When lot descending to her champion's aid 
The goddess Short-hawk bright celestial maid, 
Clad in a letter'd vest of silver hue 3, 
WroUght by her fav'rite Plicebe's hand, she flew. 
Th' unfolded surface felt exactly neat, 
In just proportions o'er her shape complete; 
Distinct with lines of purer flaming white, 
Transpareid Work, intelligibly bright.; 
Forin'd to give pleasure tOtli" ingenious mind, • 
But puzzle and confound the stupid hind: 

Soon as the wretch the sacred writing spy'd; 
"‘ What conjuration-sight is this," he cry'd! 
My eyes meanwhile the heav'nly vision clear'd, 
It showid bow all- his hellish look appear'd. 
lie4v,0 shield al/ travellers from foul disgrace, 

As I mw Tybunt in the ruffian's face; 
Andif aright I judge(of human mien, 
His face ere long in Tyburn wilt be seen.) 
The hostile blaze soon seiz'd his miscreant blood;  
He stried...tursed shortand fled into the wood.• 

Danger dismiss'cl, the gentle goddess smird, 
Likea fond parent o'er her fearful child; 
And thus began to drive thedire stsrprise 
Forth from my anxious breast,. in jocund Wise. 
" My soh," said she, " this fellow is no Weston 4, 
No adversary, child, to make a jest on. 	, 
With ink sulphureous, upon human skin 
lie writes indenting, horrid marks therein; 
But..-thou bast read his fate—the halter'd slave 
Shall quickly sing his penitential stave,. 

"Pursde thy-rout; but when thou tak'st another, 
Bestride some generous quadruped or other. 
Let this enchanted vehicle confine, 
From this time forth, no votaries of  mine : 
Let me no more see honest short-hand mew 
.Coop'clupCh Wood, like poultry in a pen. 
And at Trim Cot, whene'er thou art enlarging 
On Epping Forest, note this in the margin: ' 
4  Let Cambridge scholars, that are not quite bare, 
Shun the dishonest track, and ride thro' Ware? 

3  Alluding. to some short-hand characters neatly 
ant 40  paper  by  the hnthor's sister, and presented 
to M. F. esq: 

4  Weston;  the inventof of a method of short; 
hand, then in some vogue; the great irregnlarity 
isnd defects of which our author had often hu-
morously exposed.. 

Adieu! my Shii—'resione thy wont. ei jokes;  
An -  d write account hereof to Martin FonsIkes." 
This said, she mounts—the characters divine 
Thro' the bright path immensely brilliant shire. 
Now safe arriv'd—first for my boots I csinte-
I tell the Story—and subjoin the note—
And lastly; to fulfil the diead cohimands, 
-These hasty lines presume to kiss your hands. 
Excuse the tedious tale of a disaster, 
I am your humble.  servant and Grand 11ageri. 

A LETTER TO.R. L. ESZ. 
ON ISIS DEPARTURE FROM IONENN. 

DEAR Peter', whose abSence, wluite'er I may do 
In.a week or two. hence, at this present I rue; 
These lipes, in great haste, I convey to the Mitre, 
To tell the sad plight of th' unfortunate writer: 
Y,ou.have left your old friend so affectf.dwith grief, 
Thaf nothing but rhyming can give him relief; 
Tiro' the Muses were never worse put to Oa 

traps ps , 
To comfort poor bard in his sorrowful dumps: 

The moment you left us, with grief be i t spoken,. 
This poor heart of mine was as tholf it were 

broken; 
Anal almost fai nt still, if a carriage approach 
That looks like a. Highgate or Barnet stage.coach; 
Arid really, wheal first that old vehicle gap'd 
To take in friend Pee. -so the fare had but' seap'4-' 
If I did not half wish the man might overturn it,' 
And swashit to pieces-1 am a sous'd $guruet. 

The Rhenish and sugar, which at, your de. 
pasture 	 (whht heartier; • 

We drank, would have made me, I hop'd, some. 
Yet the wine but more strongly to weeping in. 

clin'd, 
And my grief, I perceiv'd, was but double redul: 
It is not to tett how my breast fell a throbbing, 
When at the last parting our noses were bobbing: 
These sad farewell accents! (I think on 'em still) 
" You'll remember to write John ?"—" Yes, Pete; 

I Will." 

• Yori' no sooner was gene, but this famous ore:. 
trolsol is, 

That seeni'd just before so exceedingly popillout, 
When I turn'd me towards it, seened all of a 

sudden 
As if it was gone front the place it had stood in: 
But for squire Hazel's brother, s4gacious Jack, 
I should hardly "'mire known how to find niy war 

boa; 
How he teought Ilse froth -Smithfield to Dick"; 
c,  • 	can't say, 
But remember the Charter-house stood in our war 

At Dick'S I repos'd me, and Cali'd for some 
.coffee; . 	 [dye; 

And'sWeeten'd, arid suet, and still kept thinking 
But riot with such pleasure 'as when- I came there 
To wait 'tilt sir Peter shoisld chance to appear: 

5A title usually given to the author by his 
shorthand scholars. 

' It. L sago. generally-  called by his college-
acquaintance, sir Peter. 
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There, while I was turning you o'er in my mind, 
"'Doctor, how do you do?" says a voice from 10- 

!Mid ; 	 [organ— 
Thought Is to myself I should know that same 
And who should it be but my friend doctor Mor- 

gad. 

The doctor and I took a small walk, and then 
He went somewhere else, t to Richard's again: 
All ways have I try'd the sad loss to forget, 
I have saunter'd, writ short-hand, eat custard, 

et cet. 
With honest Duke Humplirey I pass the long day, 
To others, as yet, having little to say; 
For indeed, I must own, since the loss of my 

chum, 
I am grown, as it were, a mere gerund in dumb. 

But Muse! we forget that our grief will prevent 
us 	 [mentous. 

From treating of matters more high and mo-
Poor Jonathan Wild!--Clowes, Peer Williams, 

and I 
Have just been in waiting to see him pass by: 
Good law ! how the houses were crowded with 

mobs, 
That look'd like leviathan's picture in Hobb's; 
From the very ground-floor to the top of the 

leads,  
While Jonathan past thro' a Holborn of heads. 

From Newgate to Tyburn he made his pro-
cession, 

Supported by two of the nimble profession: 
Between the unheeded poor wretches he sat, 
In his night-gown and wig, but without e'er a hat; 
With a book in his hand he went weeping and 

praying, 
The mob all along, as he pass'd 'em, huzzaing; 
While a parcel of verses the hawkers were hollow-

ing, 
Of which I can only remember these following. 

"The cunning old pug, ev'ry body remembers, 
That when he saw chesuuts a roasting i' th' em-

bers, 
To save his own bacon, took puss's two foots, 
And so out o' th' embers he tickled his nuts. 
Thus many a poor rogue has been burnt in theim nd, 
And 't was all nuts to Jonathan, you. understand; 
But he was not so cunning as .sop's old ape, 
For the monkey has brought himself into the 

- 	scrape." 

And now, Peter, I'm come to the end of my 
tether, 	 [they:  

So I wish you good company, journey, and wea-
When friends in the country inquire after John, 
Pray tender my service t'em all every one, 
To the ladies at Taft, Mr. Legb of High-Legh, .0 
To the Altringhatn Meeting, if any there be, 
Darcy Lew, Will Drake, Mr. Catteli, and Cot- 

tarn— 	 [tons ! 
An excellent rhyme that, to Wind up one's bot- 

Richard's, Monday night, 
May 24, 1725. 

P. S. What news? Why the lords, if the mi,  
notes/  say true, 	 [two, 

Have pass'd my Lord Bolingbroke's bill three to 
Three to one I would say; and resolved also 
That the Commons have -made good their arti- 

cles—ho ! 

And to morrow,' earl Thomas's -fate to determine, 
Their lordships come arm'd both withCjudgri

rens 
r
e
it
, and ermine: 

The surgeons, they say,,have got Jonathan's car-
If so—I 'II go nee 't—or it shall be a hard case. 

• 
VERSES, 

SPOKEN EXTEMPORE Al' THE MEETING OF A 
CLUB, UPON THE PRESIDENT'S APPEARING IN 
A BLACE0,11011 WIG, WHO USUALLY WORE A 
WNITE 

Ova President, in days of yore, 
Upon his head a cased wore; 
Upon his head he wore a eaxen, 
Of hair as white as any flaxen; 
But now he cares not of a fig; 
He wears upon his poll a wig, 
A shabby wig upon his poll, 
Of hair as black as any coal. 

A sad and dismal change alas! 
Choose how the duce it came to pass: 
Poor President! what evil fate 
Revers'd the colour of his pate? 
For if that lamentable dress 
Were his own choosing, one would guess, 
By the deep mourning of his head, 
His wits were certainly gone dead. 

Sure it could ne'er be his own choosing 
To put his head in such a housing: 
It must be ominous, I fear; 
Some mischief, to be sure, is near: 
Nay, should that black foretaling:phiz 
Speak from that sturdy trunk of his, 
One could not help but think it spoke 
Just like a raven from an oak. 

A caxen of so black a hue, 
On our affairs looks plagny blue : 
We do not meet with such an omen 
In any story, Greek or Roman; 
A comet, or a blazing star, 	' 
Were not so terrible by far; 
No; in that wig the Fates have sent us 
Of all portents the most portentous, 

Who does not tremble for the Club 
That looks upon his wig—so scrub! 
Without a knot! without a tye 
What can we hang together by? 
So scrub a wig to look upon, 
How can the dire phenomenon 
Be long before it has undone us? 
Oh 't is a cruel bob upon us. 

The President, when's-wig was white, 
He was another mortal quite; 
'Nay, when' be sprinkled it with powder, 
No man in Manchester talk'd louder. 
How blest were we! but now Waal 
The wearing of a wig so black 
Such a disgrace has brought about— 
Barn it! will never be.,worn out. 

' Thou art a lawyer, honest Joe, 
I prithee wilt thou let us know 
Whether..the black act wont extend, 
So as to reach our worthy friend. 
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THE ASTROLOGER. 
FELLOW citizens all, for whose safety I peep 
All night at the stars, and all day go to sleep; 
Attend, while I show you the meaning of fate 
In all the strange sights we have seen here of late; 
And thou, 0 Astrology, goddess divine, 
Celestial decypheress, gently incline, 
Thine ears, and thine aid, to a lover of science, 
That bide to all learning,'out thine, a defiance. 

For What learning else is there half so engagin. 
As an art where the tetras of theniselves are pre-

saging ? 

What ! can he wear a wig so shabby, 
When folks are hang'd from Waltham Abbey, 
For loving vcn'son, and appearing 
So like that head there, so like Feeling. 

You 'M a divine sir; 	 ask you, 
Is that a Christian, or a Jew, 
Or Turk? Aye, Turk, as sure as hops, 
You see the Saracen—in his chops: 
And yet these chops, tho' now so homely, 
Were-Christian-like before, and calmly:' 
That wicked wig! to. make a face 
So absolutely void of grace ! 	ee 

You, master doctor! will you try 
Your skS;1 in physiognomy ? 
Of what disease is it asymptom ? 
Da IA look at me, but look at him, Tom. 
Is it not scurvy, think you ?—Yes, 
If any thing be scurvy, 't is: 
A phrenzy ? or a periwigmanie 
That over-runs his pericranie? 

It seems to me 'a complication 
Of all distempers, o' some fashion: 
It is a coma, that is plain, 
A great obstruction of the brain: 
A man to take his brains, and bury 'em 
In such a wig!—a plain delirium: 
I never saw a human face 
That suffer'd more by such a case. 

If you examine it, you '11 see 't is 
Piss-burnt—that shows a diabetes. 
Bad weather has relax'd, you see, 

;The fibres to a great degree: 
Certes the head, in these black tumours, 
Is full of vitiated huw.eurs; 
Of vitiated humours full, 
Which shows a numbness of the scull. 

So of the rest—But now, friend Thomas, 
The cure will be expected from us; 
For while it hangs on him, of course, 
It will, if possible, grow worse: 
Habit so foul! there is, in short, 
Nothing but salivation for 't: 
But what can salivation do ? 
It has been fluxt, and refluxt too. 

But why to doctors do I urge on 
The bus'ness of a barber-surgeon? 
Your barber-surgeon is the man 
It must he cued by, if it can: 
Ring for my landlord Lawrenson; 
Come let's e'en try what can be done; 
A remedy there may be found, 
Provided that the brain be sound. 

5'  

Which by muttering o'er, any gentle mechanic 
May put his whole neighbourhood into a panic; 
Where a- noddle well turn'd for prediction, and 

shoes, 
If it can but remember hard words, cannot choose, 
From the prince on his throne, to the dairy-maid 

milking.  
But read all their fortunes in yonder blue welkin., 

For the sky is a book, where, in letters of gold, 
Is writ all that almanacs ever foretold; 
Which he that can read, and interpret also—
What is there, which such a one cannot foreshow?' 
.When a true son of art ponders over the stars, 
They reflect back upon hint the face of affairs; 
Of all things of moment they give him an inkling, 
While empires and kingdoms depend on their 

twinkling. 

Youtetransits, your comets, eclipses, conjunct-
ions, 

Have all, it is certain, their several functions; 
And on this globe of Earth here, both jointly, and 

singly, 	• 
Do influence matters most astonishingly. [sine, 
But to keep to some method, on this same occa- 
We'll give you a full and true interpretation 
Of all the phenomena, we have rehearst; 
Of which, in their order; and first, of the first. 

Aslor Mercury's travelling over the Sun, 
There's nothing in that, sirs, when ail 'a said and 

done; 
For what will be, will be; and Mercury's transit, 
I 'm positive, will neither retard, nor advance it:-
But when a conjunction, or comet takes -place, 
Or a total eclipse, that 's a different case: 
They, that laugh aeour art, may here see with 

their eyes, 	 [skies.. 
That some things, at least, may appear from the 

A conjunction of Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars, 
You may turn, if you please, gentlemen, to mere 

farce: 
But what if it plainly appear, that three men 
Are foretold by three planets—what will ye say 

then?. 	 . [quest; 
Now, to prove this, I'll only make one small re-
That is, that you'll all torn your faces to th' east; 
And then you shall see, 'e're I've done my epistlei 
If I don't make it out, aye, as clear as a whistle. 

In the first place; old Saturn, we very well know, 
Lost his kingdom and provinces some while ago; 
Nor was it long after old Saturn's disgrace, 
That Jupiter inovel to step into his place; 
And- Mars we all know was a quarrelsome bully, 
That beat alt his neighbours most unmercifully; 
And now, who can doubt who these gentlemen are, 
faturn, Jupiter, Mars,—Sophy, Sultan, and Czar. 

But to prove, nearer home, that the stars ha,ve 
not trifl'd, 	 O [field'? 

Pray have we not lost, cruel star! doctor By 

Byfield, a chymist of an extravagant ge-
nius, and inventor of the sal volatile oleos= 
the author had frequent skirmishes of wit and 
humour with him at Richard's Coffee-house, and 
upon his death wrote the following short epitaph 
impromptu. 

IIic jacet Dr. Byfleld, diu volatilis, tandem fixes. 
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Alas! friends at Richard's, alas! what a chasm 
Will be made in the annals of enthusiasm! 	t' 
As soon as the comet appear'd in the sky, 
Pray did net the doctor straight fall sick and die? 
I wonder how=foik could discover a comet, 
And yet never draw this plain consequence from it. 

The death of the regent might show, if it needed, 
Why they saw it in France so much plainer than 

we did; 	 [princes, 
And how well it forebodes to our nobles and 
That its tail was here shorter by several incites: 
But so near to the eagle this comet appear'd, 
That something may happen, it is to be fear'd: 
Great men have been known by the arms which 

they bore, 
But—God bless the emperor—I say no more. 

, And now for th' eclipse, which is such an ap- 
pearance, 	 [hence: 

As perhaps will not happen this many a year 
The king of France dy'd, the last total eclipse, 
Of a mortification near one of his hips; 
From whence by our art may be plainly made out, 
That some great man or other must die at this 

bout: 
But as the eclipse is not yet, nor that neither, 
You know 't is not proper to say more of either. 

Yet two, that are safe, I shall venture to name, 
Men of figure, and parts, and of unspotted fame;,  
Who, all parties will own, are, and always have 

been 
Great ornaments to the high station they 're in; 
Admir'd of all sides; who will therefore rejoice, 
When, consulting the stars, I pronounce it their 

voice, 
That, for all this eclipse, there shall no harm befal, 
Those two honest—giants, that are in Guildhall. 

So much for great men—I come now to predict 
What evils, in genial, will Europe afflict: 
Now the evils, that conjurers tell from the stars, 
Are plague, famine and pestilence, bloodshed and 

ways, 
Contagious diseases; great losses of goods, 
Great tannings by fire, and great drownings by 

floods; 	 [thunder; 
Hail, rain, frost and snow, storms of lightning and 
And if none of these happen—'t will be a great 

wonder. 

CONTENTMENT: 
OR, THE HAPPY WORKMAN'S SONG. 

I ASS a poor workman as rich as a Jew, 
A strange sort of tale, but however 't is true, 
Louse listen awhile, and 	prove it to you, 	a 

So as no-body" can deny, &c. 

I am a Pkir workman, you II easily grant, 
And I'm rich as a Jew, for there's nothing I 
• want, 

	

	 [and cant, 
I have meat, drink, and clothes, and am hearty 

Which no-body can deny, &c: 

• I live in a cottage, and yonder it stands, 
And while I can work with these two honest hands, 
Fin as happy as they that have houses and lands, 

Which no-body can deny, &c. 

I keep to my werkmanship all the day long, ' 
I sing and I whistle, and this is my song, 
Thank God, that has made me so lusty and strong, 

Which no-body can deny, &c. 

.14  I never am greedy of delicate fare, 
112 give me enough, tho"t is never so bare, 

1 he more is his hive, and the less is my care, 
Which no-body can deny,"&c. 

My clothes 15n it ,working day looken but lean, 
But when 1 can dress mrs—on Sundays, I mean, 
Tho' cheap4hey are warns; and tho' coarse, they 

are clean, 
Which no-body can degy, &c. 

Folk .cry'n out hard times, but I never regard, . 
For I ne'er did, nor will set my heart up o' th.' 

ward, 
So 't is all one to me, bin they easy or hard, 

Which no-body can deny, ete.- 
I envy not them that have thousands of pounds, 

That sport o'er the country with horses and 
hounds; 	 [bounds, 

There's nought but contentment eau keep within 
Which no-body can deny, atm. 

I ne'er lose my time o'er a pipe, or a pot, 
Nor cower in a nook like a sluggardly sot, 
But I buy what is wanting with whati have got, 

Which no-body can deny, &c. 

And if I have more than I want for to spend, 
I help a poor neighbour or diligent friend; [lend, 
He that gives to the poor, to the Lord he doth 

Which no-body can deny, &c. 
• 

I grudge not that gentlefall? dressen so fine; 
At their gold and their silver I never repine, 
But I wish all their guts were as hearty as mine, 

Which no-body can deny, &c. 
Withquarrels o' th' country, and matters of 

state,  
With Tories and Whigs, I ne'er puzzle my pate; 
There's some that I love, and there's none that 

hate, 
Which nobody can deny, 85.c. 

What tho' my condition be ever so, coarse, 
-I strive to embrace it for better and worse, 
And my heart, I thank God, is as_ light as my 

purse, 
Which no-body can ddny, &c. 

In short, my condition, whatever it be, 
'T is God that appoints it, as far as I -see, " 
A ad I'm sure I can never do better than he, 

Which no-body can qeny, &c. 

THE DISSECTION OF A BEAU'S HEAD. 
FROM THE SPECTATOR, NO. 275. 

WE foOnd-by our glasses, that what, at first sight, 
Appear'd to he brains was another thing quite; 
A heap of strange stuff fiil'd the holes of his sea, 
Which, perhaps, serv'd ,the owner as well to the 

full. 
And as Homer acquaints us, (who certainly knew) 
That the blood of the gods was not real,.and true, 
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Only something that *as very like it; just so, 
Only something like, brain is the brain of a beau. , 

The pineal gland, where the soul's residence is, 
Smelt desperate strong of perfunies, and essences, 
With a bright horny substance ,encompast amund 
That in numberless forms, like a diamond, 

ground;' 	•  
In so much that the soul, if there was any there,.. 
Must haye kept pretty constant within its own 

sphere; 	 [traces, 
Having lnisdness -enotigt, without seeking new 
To employ all its time with its own petty faces. 

In the MO pint o' th' head there was Brussels, 
Sad Mechlin, 	 " 	fling; 

And ribands, and fringes, and such kind of tack-
Billet .doux, and soft rhymes fin'd the whole cere, 

helium; 	 [vellum. 
Op'ra songs and prickt dances, as 't were upon 
A brown kind of lump, that we ventur'd to squeeze, 
Bisperst in plain Spanish, and made us all sneeze. 
In short, many more of the like kind of fancies, 
Too tedious to tell, fill'd up other vacancies. 

On the sides of this head wcrein severafpurses, 
On the right, sighs and vows;,on the left, oaths 

and curses: 
These each sent a duet to the root of the tongue, 
From whence to the tip they went jointly along. 
One particular place was observed to shine 
With all sorts of torours,. most wonderful fine; 
But when we came nearer to view it, in troth; 
Upon examination 't was nothing but froth. 

• 
A pretty large vessel did plainly'  ppear [ear; 

In that part of the scull, 'twixf the tongue and the 
With a spongy conCrivanee distended it was, 
Which the French virtuosos call galiMatias; 
We Englishmen nonsense; a matter indeed 
That most peoples heads are sometimes apt -to 

breed; 
Entirely free from it, not one head in twenty, 
But a beau's,'tis presiim'd, always has it inplenty. 

Mighty bard, thick, and lough was the skin of 
his front, 

And, what is more strange, not a blood vessel cal; 
From whence we concluded, the party dpceast 
Was never much troubled with blushing at leait: 
The os cribriforme, as full as could stuff, [snuff: 
Vas crannied, and in some places damned, with 
For beaus with this ballast keep stuffing their crib, 
To preserve their light heads hi a true equilib., 

That muscle, we found, was exceedingly plain, 
That helps a man's nose to express his disdain, 
If you chance to displease him, or make a demand, 
Which isroft the beau's ease, that he don't under- 

. stand. 	 [de, 
The reader well knows, 't is about this same mus-
That the old Latin poets alt make such a bustle, 
When they paint a man giving his noddle a toss, 
And cocking his nose, like a rhinoceros. 

Looking into the eye, where the musculi lay, 
Which are call'd ainatorii, that is to say, 
Those muscles, in English, wherewith a man ogles, 
When DR a fair lady he (fixes his goggles, 
We found 'em much worn; but that call'd th' 

	

. elevator, •' 	 [Nature, 
Which lifts the eyes up towords the suminit'of  

Seem'd so little us'd, that the beau, I dare say, r 
14'everdazzled his eyes inuchmith looking thatway. 

The outside of this head, for its shepe and its 
figure, 

Was like other heads, neither lesserhor bigger; 
Its owner, as we were inforufd, when-alive, 
Had past for a man of about thirty-five. - 
He eat, and he drank, just like-one of the crowd: 
For the rest, he drest finely, taught often, talkt 

loud; 	 • 
Had talents in's way; for sometimes at a ball 
The beau sheit'd his parts, and outeanerV'em all. 

Some ladies, they say, took the beau for a wit, 
But in his head, -truly, there lay--7deuce a bit : 
He was cut off, alas ! in the flow'r of his age, 
By an eminent cit, that was put in a rage: 
The beau Was, it seems, eomplimenting his wife, 
When ?As extreme civility cost hips his life; 
For his eminence took up an old paring shovel, 
Andon the hard ground-left my gen-i'man to grovel. 

Having finisled our work, we began to replace 
The brain, such as 't was, in its own proper case. 
In a-  fine piece of scarlet we laid' it in state, 
And resolv'd to prepare so extraordinary a pate; 
Which wou'd eas'ly be done, our anatomi st thought, 
}laving found many tubei, that already were fraught 
With a kind Of a substance, he took for Mercurial, 
Lodg'd there, he suppos'd, long before the beau's 

burial. 

The head laid aside, he then took up the heart, 
Which lie likewise laid open with very great art; 
And with. many particulars truly we met, 

,That gave us great insight into the coquet: 
But having, kind reader, already trarisgrest 
Too much on your patience, we'll let the heart 

rest : [lion, 
 Haying giv.'n you the beau for to (lay's specula. 

We'll reserve the coquet for another occasion. 

'A SONG. 
Wax, prithee now, what does it signify 

Forts bustle, and make such a rout? 
It is virtue alone that can dignify, 

Niliether clothed in' ermin, or clout. 
Conic, come, and maintain thy discretion; 

Let it act a more generous part; 
For I find, by thy honest confession, 

That'the world has too much of thy heart- 

licware, that its fatal ascendency 
Do not tempt thee to moap and repine; 

With an humble, and hopeful dependency 
Still await the good pleasure divine. 

4Sucess in a higher beatitude 
Is the end of what's under the pole; 

A philosopher takes it with gratittide„ 
And believes it is best on the whole: 

Thb worldis a scene, thou art sensible, 
, 	Upon. which, if we do but our best, 
On a wisdom, that's incomprehensible, 

We may safely rely for the rest: 
Then trust to its kind distribution, 

And however things happen to fall, 
Prithee, pluck up a good resolution 

To be cheerful, and thankful in all. 
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EXTEMPORE -VERSES, 9 

•DFON A TRIAL„ OF SKIM. BETWEEN THE TWD 
GREAT MASTEits OF TILE NOME SCIENCE OF 
DEFENC, MESSRS. F1GG AND SUTTON. 

LONG Wat the great Figg, by the prize lighting 
swains, 

SolY monarch aeknowledg'd of Marybotte plains; 
To the towns, far and near, did his valour extend, 
Aud swam 'Mown the river from Theme to Geaves. 

emM; 
Where liv'd Mr. Sutton, pipe maker by trade; 
Who, bearing that Figg was thought such a stout 

blade, 
Resolv'd to put in for a share of his fame, 

And so sent to challenge the champion of Thome. 

With alternate advantage two-trials had past, 
When they fought out the rubbers on Wednesday 

last 
To see such a contest, the house was so full, 
There hardly was room left tonthrust in your skull: 
With a prelude of cudgels we first were saluted,. 
And two or three shoulders most handsomely 

fluted; 
"rill wearied at last with inferior disasters, 
"All the company crykl, " Come, the masters, the 

, 	masters.", 

Whereupon the bold Sutton first mounted the 
stage, • 	 [gage.;,, 

Made Ms honours, as mind, and yeani'd to en-
Then Figg ,.with a visage so fierce and sedate, 
Came andenter'd the list with his fresh shaven 

pate; 
Their arms were encircled by armigers two, 
With a red ribbon Sutton's, and Pigg's with a blue. 
Thus adorn'd the two heroes, 'twist shoulder and 
' 	elbow, 	 bilbo. 

Shook hands and went to't, and the word it was 

Sure-such a concern, in the eyes of spectators, 
Was never yet seen in our amphitheatres: 
Our•tommons, and peers, from their several places; 
To half an inch distance all pointed their faces • 
While the rays of old Phcebus, that shot thro' the 

sky-light, 	 flight; 
'Seem'd to make on the stage a new kind of twi.. 
And the gods, without doubt, if one could ibut 

have seen 'em, 	 Pena. 
Were peeping there thro' to do justice between 

Figg struck the first stroke, and with-such
lt
a 

. vast .fury, 	' 	 yo;.  
ll'hat he broke his huge weapon in,twain, I assure 
And if his brave rival this blow had not warded, 
Ills head from his shoulders had quite been dis. 

carded; 
Figg arm'd him agaim'and they took t'other tilt, 
And then Sutton's blade run away from its hilt. 
The weapons were frighted, hut as for the men, 
In truth, they ne'er minded, but at it again. 

Such a force in their blows, you'd have thought 
it a Wonder, 	 [asunder; 

'Very stroke they receiv'd did not cleave them 
,' Yet so great was their courage, so equal their skill, 

That they both seem'd,as safe ass thief in a 
While in doubtful attention dame Victory, stood, 
And which side to take could not tell for her• 

blood, 
, Too., xv. 

But rentain'd, like the ass 'twixt two bottles of hay, 
Without ever moving an inch either way. 

Till Jove, to the gods, signified his intention, 
In a speech that he made them, too tedious to 

mention; Int the upshot on 't was, that, at that very bout, 
ikom a wound infigg's side the hot blood spouted 

out. 
Her ladyship Hme'n seeinkt to think the ease plain; 
But Figg steprtngforth with n sullen disdain, 
Show'd the gash, and rcppeard to the company 

round, 	 iwound ? 
If his Own fireken-sword had not given himimm the 

That bruises and wounds a man's spiriOshoUk1 
touch, 

With danger so little, with honour so much!—
Well, they both' took a dram, and return'd to the 

battle, 	 Irattle; 
And with is fresh fury they made the swords 
While Sutton's right arm was observed to bleed, 
By a touch from his rival; so Jove bad decreed; 
Just enough for to show that his blood was not 

icot, 	 • 	[liquor. 
But made up, like. Figg's; of the common-  red 

Again they both itish'd with so equal a fire on, 
That the company ery'd,,--" Hold, enough of.cold 

• iron. 	 [dram'd it, 
To the quarter.staff, now lada.",..-So first having 
They took totheir wood, and i' faith never shamed 

: 	it : 	 • 	Lsome,. 
The first bout they had was so fair, and so hand-
ghat to make a fair bargain, 't was worth a king's 

ransom • 
And Suttontueli hangs to his neighbour imparted; 
Would have made any fibres'but Figg's to have.  

smarted. 

Then after that bout they went on to another, 
But the matter matt 'end on some fashion or other; 
So Jove told the gods he had made a decree, 
That Figg thouldbit Sutton. a stroke on the knee: 
Tho' Sutton disabled, as soon as he hit him, 
"Would still have fought on, but Jove would not , 

permit him; 	 Ito yield, 
'T was his fate; not his fault, that constrain'd hint 
And thus the great Figg became lord of the field. 

Now, after such Olen, who can bear to be told ' 
Of your Roman and Greek puny heroes of old? 
To compare such poor 'dogs as Alcides and The,  
To Sutton and•Figg would be very facetious: [semis 
Were Hector 'himself, with Apollo 'to back him, 
To encounter with Suttonzooks, how he would 

thwack him! 
Or Achilles,the' old mother Thetis had dipt him, 
With Figg—odds my life, how he- would have un-

ript him! 

• To Cresol.; and Pompey, for want of timings 
juster, 	 (pass ntusterr 

We compare these brave boys, but 't will never 
Did those mightytellows e'er fig ht hand to fist once? 
No, I thank you; they kept at a laudable distahee. 
What is Pompey the Great, with his =hour be- 

girt, 	 [shirt? 
To the, muck grenter Stilton,who4ought in his • 
Or is Figg to be pitr'd with a cap,avee'itomnan, . 
Who seorn'd any fence but'a jolly abdomen? 

   
  



194 	 BYROM'S POEMS. 
VERSES SPOKEN AT tilt "MEANING UP OF THE 

FREE GRAMMAR SCHOOL, IN MANCHESTER. 

THE THREE BLACK CROWS. 
A. TALE. 

TALE—that will raise the question, I supposeitr 
What can the meaning be of Wive black crows? 
It is a London story, you must know, 
And happened, as they say, some time ago. 
The meaning of it custojn would suppress, 
Till at the end—but copse, nevertheless, 
Tho' it-may vary from the use of oft, 
To tell the moral 'till the tale be told, 
We 'It give a hint, for once, how to apply 
The meaning first—and hang the tale thereby:— 

People, full oft, are put into a pother, 
For want of understanding one another: 
And• strange, amusing stories creep about, 
That come to nothing, if you trace them out; 
Lies of the day, or month perhaps, or year, 

• That serve their purpose, and then disappear; 
From which, meanwhile, disputes of ev'ry size, 
That is to say, misunderstandings rise; 
The springs of ill, from bick'ring, up to battle, 
From wars and tumults, down to tittle tattle. 
Such as, for instance, for we need not roam 

. Far off to find them, but come nearer home; 
Such, as befall by sudden misdivining 
On cuts, on coals, on boxes, and on signing, 
Or (may good sense avert such hasty ills 

' From this foundation, this assembly) mills,: 
It may, at least it should, correct a zeal 
That hurts the public or the private weal, 
By eager giving of too rash assent, 
To note, how meanings, that were never meant, 
Will fly about, like so many black crows, 
Of that same breed of which the story goes. 

Two honest tradesmen, meeting in the Strand, 
One took the other, briskly, by the hand; 
" Ilark-ye," said he, " it is an odd story this 
About the.crows!"—." I don't know what it is," 
Replied his friend...—"No! I'm surprised at that; 
Where f come from it is the common chat: 
But you shall hear; an odd affair indeed! 
And, that it happened, they are all agreed: 
Not to detain you from a thing so strange, 
A gentleman, that lives not far from Chabge, 
This week, in short, as all the alley knows, 
Taking a puke, has thrown up three black crows." 

" Impossible!"," Nay but it's really true; 
I have it from goixl hands, and so may you--," 
" From whbse, 1 pray ?".—So havingtiam'd the man, 
Straight to inquire his curious comrade ran. 
" Sir, did you tell"—relating the affair— 
" Yes sir I did;` and if it 's worth yOur care, 
Ask Mr. Such a-one, he told it me, 	[three—" 
But, icy the by, 't was two black crows, not 

Resolv'd to trace so wond'rous au event, 
Whip, to the third, the virtuoso went. 
" Sir"—and so forth-.4. " Why yes; the thing is 

fact, 
Tho' in regard to number not exact; 

1  Alluding to some local matters then in agi-
tation at Manchester„particularly an application 
to parliament to destroy the custom of grinding 
wheat at the school mills. 

It was not two black crows, +t *as only One, 
trim truth of that you may depend upon. 	' 
The gentleman himself told me the Case—" 
" Where may I find him?"—" Why in such a 

place." 
Away goes he, and having found him out, 

" Sir, be so good as to resolve a doubt—" 
Then to his last informant he referr'd, 
And beg'd to know, if true what he had heard; 
" Did you, sir, throw up a black crow?"—"Not 
" Bless me! how people propagate a lie! (I—" 
Black crows have been thrown.up, three, two, and 

one; 
And here, I find, all comes, at last, to none! 
Did you say nothing of a crow at all 
" Crow.—crow—perhaps I taight, now I recall 
The matter over."—" And, pray sir, what was 't?? 
" Why 1 was horrid sick, and, at the last, 
I did throw up, and told my neighbour so, 
Something that was—as black, sir, as a crow." 

•••••••••••..... 

. VERSES 
SPOKEN ON THE SAME OCCASION 'MTH TUE 

PRECEDING. 

'Tis not to tell what'various mischief springs 
From wrong ideas fix'd to words, or things; 
When men of hasty, and impatient thought, 
Will not examine matters as they ought; 
But snatch the first appearance, nor suspect, 
What is so oft the case, their own defect. 

Defect-4.--which, if occasion offers, makes 
The inost absurd, ridiculous mistakes, • 
To say no worse—for evils to recite 
Of deeper kind is not our task to night; 
But just to versify a case, or two, 
That grave divines relate; and, when they do, 
Justly remark that, in effect, the prone 
'l'o hasty judgment make the case their own. 

When Martin Luther first grew is fame, 
His followers ObtailiM a double name; 
Some coll"d them Martinists, and some again 
Express'd by Lutherans the self same men; 
Meaning the same, you see, and same the grounds 
But mark the force of diff'rence in the sounds 
Two zealous proselytes to hit reform, 
Which then had rais'd an universal storm, 
Meeting, by chance, upon a public walk, 
Soon made religion subject of their talk; 
It's low condition both dispos'd to oWn, 
And how corrupt the church of Rome was growni 
In this preliminary point indeed, 
Tho' strangers to each other, they agreed; 
But, AS the times had bred some other chiefs, 
Who undertook to cure the common griefs, 
They were oblig'd, by farther hints, to- find, 
If in their choice, they both were of a mind: 
After some winding of their words about, 
To seek this secondary problem out{ 
" I am," declar'd the bolder of the two, 
A Martinist—and so, I hope, are you." 
" No:"—said the other, growing somewhat hot 
" But I'll assure you, sir, that I am not; 
I am a Lutheran; and live, or die, 
Shall not be any thing beside, mot 
" If not a Martinist,"—his friend reply'd, 
" Truly-1 care not what you are beside."—^ 

   
  



IDULCES ANTE 
thus fray began ; which critics may suppose, 
Pitt for spectators, would have come to blows; 
And so they parted, matters half discuss'd, 	, 
All in a hull; with mutual disgust. 

The prose account in Dr. More, I think, 
Relates tin story of two clowns in drink; 
The verse has cloth'd it in a different Strain; 
But, either, way, the ,gentle hint is plain, 
That—.:dtis a foolish bus'ness to commence 
Dispute on words without regard to sense. 

Such was the case of these two partizans. 
There is another of a single man's 
'Still more absurd, if possible, than this, 	[yes." 
Altist I go on, and tell it you? (Chorus) " Yes 

A certain artist, I forget his name, 
Had got for making spectacles a fame, 
.Or helps to read--as, when they first were sold, 
Was writ, upon his glaring sign, in gold; 
And, for all uses to be had from glass, 
His were allow'd, by readers, to surpass: 
There came a man, into his shop, one day, 
" Are you the spectacle contriver, pray?" 
" Yes, sir," said he, " I can, in that affair, 
Contrive to please you, if you want a pair."--. 
" Can you? pray do then."—So, at first, he chose,  
To place a youngish pair upon his nose; 
And book produc'd, to see how theY would fit, 
Ask'd how he filed 'em—.." Like 'ens?—not a 
" Then sir, I fancy, if you please to try, [bit"—

: Theie in my hand will better suit your eye,"--
'" No, but they don't.",—:" Well, come; sir, if you 
Here is another sort, we'll e'en try these; [please, 
Still somewhat more they magnify the letter; 
Now sir?"—" Why now—I'm not a bit the 

better."—a, 
" No! Here take these that magnify still more; 
How do they fit?'Ll-" Like all the rest llefore."— 

In short, they tried a whole assortment thro'; 
But all in vain, for none of 'cm would do: 
The operator, much surpris'd to find 
So odd a case, thought, sure the man is blind; 
" What sort of eyes urn you have got?" said he. 
"Why, very good ones, friend, as you may see." 
" Yes, I perceive the clearness of the ball.—
Pray, let me ask you—can you read at all ?" 
" No, you great blockhead ! if I could, what need 
Of paying you for any helpi to read ?" 
And so he left the soaker in a heat, 
Resolv'd to post hith for an arrant cheat. 

TFIEAPEAADTHEFOX, 
A FABLE. SPOKEN ON TEE SAME OCCASION. 

OLD Mop so famous was certainly right 
In the way that he took to instruct and delight; 
By giving to creatures; beasts, fishes, and birds, 
Nay to things; tho' inanimate, language and words. 
He engag'd, Spy his fables, th' attention of youth, 
And forc'd even fiction to tell them the truth. 

Not so quickly forgot, as the mind is more able 
TO retain a true hint in the shape of a fable; 
And allusions to nature insensibly raise 
The reflection suggested by fabular phrase, 
That affords less exception for cavil to find; 
While the moral more gently slides into the mind. 

OMNIA MUSE. 	 • IO 
Thus to hint that a kingdom will 'flourish th 

most, 	 [post; 
Where the men in high station -are fit for their 
And disgraces attend, both on person and station; 
If regard be not had to due qualification; 
He invented, they tell us, this fable of Old, 
.+Vhich the place I am in now required to be told. 

The beasts, on'h. time, when the liOn was dead, 
Met together in council to choose them a head; 
And, to give toitheir new constitution a shape 
Most like to the human, they fix'd on the Ape; 
They crown'd, and prochlim'd him by parliament 
And never w:/s  monkey so like to a man. [plan, 

The Fox, .being fam'd for his cunning aryl wit, - 
Was propos'd to their choice, Mit they did not 

think fit 
To elect such a sharper, lest, watching his hour, 
He should cunningly creep into absolute pow'r; 
No fear of king Ape; or of being so rid; 	• 
He would mind his diversion, and do as they did. 

Sly Reynard, on this, was resolv'd to expose 
Poor Pug, whom the senate so formally chose; 
And having observ'd, in his rambles, a gin, 
Where a delicate morsel was nicely hung in, 
He let the king know what a prize he had found, 
And the waste, where it lay, was his majesty's' 

ground. 
"Show use Where," said the Ape; so the treasure 

was shown, 	 [own ;• 
Which he seiz'd with paw royal, to make it his 
-But the gin, at same time, was dispos'd to resist, 
And clapping together caught Pug by the wrist; 
Who perceiv'd, by his fingers laid fast in ,the 

stocks, 	 [Fox.  
What a trick had been play'doby his subject the 

" Thou traitor!" said he" but l'll make thee 
anon,- 	, 

An example of vengeance".—and so he went on, 
With a rage most monarchical.—Reynard, who 

ey'd 
The success of his scheme, gave a sigh, and re.; 
" Well! adieu royal sir! 'twas a cruel mishap, 
That your majesty's grace did not understand trapp, 

OMNIA 
SPOKEN ON THE SAME OCCASION. 

OE all companions, that a man can choose, 
Methinks, the sweetest is an honest Muse; 
Ready, the subject proper, and the time, 
To cheer Occasion with harmonic rhyme; •) 
,9f all the Mtises (for they tell of nine) 
Melpomene, sweet flowing Mel be mine. 

Her's the judicious, and the friendly pare; 
To clear the head, to animate the heart; , 
Their kindred forces tempering td unite, 
Grave to instruct, and witty to delight; 
With judgment cool, with passions-  rightly WM* 
She gives the strength to numbers, and the charm& 

Her lines, whatever the occasion be, 
Flow without forging; natural and frier 
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Nestiffning of 1em with poetic starch, 
Whether her bard is to be grave, or arch: 
Of diff'rent topics, which the times produce, 
She prompts the fittest for the present use. 

She decks, when eall'd, when honotted to Linen/ 
On sacred Piety,-..her best lov'd friend,— 
Decks with a grace, and arms with a defence, 
Religion, virtue, morals, and good sense; 
Whatever tends to better human mind, 
Sets Mel. at Work, a friend to all fliankind. 

A foe, but void of arty.raneourifoe 
'Fo all the noisy bustlings here belotvo; 
To aff contention, clamour, and debate, 
That is agues a constitution, church, or state; 

"That plagues a man's ownself, or makes him will 
His other self, his neighbour, any 

Liferas Mel. thinks, a short,:taxOrtain lease, 
Demands the fruits of friendship and of pewee; 
Arms and the man her-sister Clio sings, 
To her she leaves your heroes and your kings; 
To sound the present, or to act the past, 
And tread the stage in buskin, and bombast. 

• 
Withorymphsaud swains fond Mel. would strew 

the fields, 	 [shields • 
With flocks and herds, instead of spears. 	anti 
Recall-  the scenes that blest a golden age, 
E'er mutual love gave way to martial rage; 
And birds, high soaring above simpler phrase, 
To genuine light preferr:d the glaring blaze. 

She seems alike, ignobly to rehearse 
The spiteful satire, or the venal verse; 
Free in,  her praise, and in her censure too, 
But merit, but amendment is her view; • 
A rising worth stiff higher to exalt, 
Or save a Culprit from a future fault. 

No sour, pedantieal, abusive rage, 
No vicious rant defiles her freest page; 
No vile indeeent sallyser prophetic,. 
To pleasure fools, or give the wise a pain; 
Her mirth is aim'd to mend us, if we heed, 
And what the chastest of her sex may read. 

She looks on various empires, various men, 
As all one tribe, when she directs the pen; 
She loves the Briton., and she loves the Gaul, 
Swede, Russ, or Turk, she wishes well to all: 
They ail are men, all sons of the same site, 

-And must be all belov'd, if Mel. inspire. 
It would rejoice her-votaries to see 

All Europe, Asia, Africa agree; 
" But the new world, new England's dire alarms; 
Should not Melpomene now sing to arms?",* 
No, she must ever wish all war to cease, 
While folks are fighting, she must hold her peace. 

Content to hope that, what events are due 
Will bless new England, and old England too; 
Friend to fair traders, and free navigation, 
And friend to Spain, but foe to deprdation 
And friend.to France, but let heroic Clio 
Demoljsh French encroachments at Ohio. 

. - 
Safe from all foreign and domestic foes 

Be all your liberties inverse or prose: 
Be safe abroad your colonies, your.trade, 
From guerda-coslar,,and from gasconade : 

POEMS. 
At home, your lives, your acres; and your bags; 
And plots against ye vanish all to rags. 

But much of safety, let concluding line 
Observe, -depends upon yourselves-...in tine, 
Home or abroad, the world is but a school, 
Where all things roll to teach one central rule, 
That is, if you would prosper, and do well, 
Love one another, and remember Mel. 

THE .COUNTRY FELL WS AND 'THE 
A FABLE. SPOKEN ON ME SAME OCCASION: 

A commit' fellow and his son, they tell 
In modern fables, had an ass to sell: 
For this intent they tuned it out to play; 
And fed so well, that by the destinkIday, 
They brought the creature into sleek repair; 
And drove it gently to a neighb'ring fair. 
- 	As they were jogging on, a rural class 	[ass! 
Was heard to say: " Look! look' there, at that.  
And those two blockheads trudging on each side; 
That have not, either of 'eta, sense to ride; 
Asses all three!"—And thus the country folks 
On man and boy began, to cut their jokes. 

Th' old fellow minded nothing that they said, 
But ev'ry word stuck in the young one's head; 
And thus began their comment there upon: 
" Ne'er heed 'em,lad."—" Nay, faither, do get on.1 
" Not lindeed.',-,," Why then let me, I pray." 
"Well do ; andseeWitatpmting tongues will say:!' 

The boy was mounted; and they had not got 
Much farther on, before another knot, 
Just asthe ass was pacing by; pad pad, 
Cried,.A,01 that lazy looby of a lad! 
How unconcernedly the gaping brute 
Lets-the poor aged fellow walk a foot." 
. Down came the son, on hearing this account, 
And begedand pray'd, and made his father mount: 
Till a third party, on a farther stretch,. 
" See ! see!" exclaim'd,. " that old hard hearted.  

wretch! 
How like a justice there he sits, or squire. 
WI& the poor tad keeps wading thro` the mire." 

4‘  Stop," cried the lad, stilt deeper vex'd in mind, 
" Stop father; stop; let me get on behind." 
Thus done, they thought they Certainly shook! 

please, 
Escape reproaches, and be Loth at ease; 
For having -tried each praCticable Way, , 
What could' be left for jokers now to say ? 

Still disappointed, by succeeding tone, 
" Hark ye, you fellows! Is that ass your own? 
Get off, for shame! Or one of you at least, 
You both deserve to carry the 	tmst; 
Ready to drop down dead upon the road, • 
Wills such an huge, unconscionable load." 

On this, they both dismounted; and some say, 
Contriv'd to carry, like a truss of hay, 
The ass between 'em ; prints, they add, are sees 
With man and lad, and slinging ass between: • 
Others omit that fancy in the print, 
.4s overstraining an ingenious hint. 	- 
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In human shape when lte has spent his .Q,,eargc./ F7 
Stript of sheep's clothing, real wolf appeak*/,,,- 

Plain in four forded animals, let's try 
instance, that first occurs, in such as fly : 
4'he parrot shows, by its unmeaning prate, 
'Full many a talker's metamorphos'd fate, 
'Those tongue o7tstrips the clapper of a mill, 
And Still keeps saying the same nothing 	. 
As full the city., and as full the court, 
As India's woMis, with creatures of this sort 
ff rightly the gay featho'd. bird fusel* 
The future shape of eloquenter belles, 
Or beaux, transmigmted, 'the human dolls 
Will talk, and shine caresed in pretty PollA. 

Belies, yew may see, pursue a butterfly 
With painted wings that flutter in the sky; 
And sparkling to the solar rays, unfold 

. Red snix'd with purple,,green with shining gold; 
Nor wonder at the fond pursuit, -for Know 
Mat this same butterfly was once a beau; 
And, dress'd according to the newest whim, 
Ran after them, as they run after him. 

Printed or flying, all decypher, men: 
Enough to add one other instance then, 
One front a courtier, a creeping thing; 
He takes new colours as there conies new king;' 
Lives upon airy promises, and dies; 
His transmigration can be no surprise; 
Cameleon-shape by that be comes toshare; 
Still changes colours, and still feeds on air. 

By his ingenious fiction, in the end, 
What could the wise Pythagoras intend? 
Too wise a• man not to intend a clue 
To change, hereafter, literally true. 
The solar system of our boasted age 
Was known of old to this entilditen'd sage: 
So might his thoughts on man's immortal soul, 
Howe'er express'd, be right upon the whole: 
He meant, one need not scruple to affirni, 
Thig real truth, by transmigration term. 

Oar tempers here must point to the degree 
In which hereafter We design  to be. 
From vice in minds, undoubtedly will grow 

'More ugly shapewthan any here below; 
But sacred virtue, piety, and love, 
What beauteous forms will they produce above!. 

Tilt P 
The copy that we follow ; saysi  The man 

Itubb'd down the ass, and took to his first plan; 
Walk'd to the fair, and sold him, got his price, 
And gave ills son this pertinent advice: 
" Let talkers talk; stick thou to what is best; 
To think of pleasing all—is alt a jest." 

SPOKEN ON" THE SAIVEVCCASION. 

In nova fert animus mutates dicere formas 
Corpora 	 .• 

PYTNAGORAS, an ancient sage, opin'd 
That foim and shape were indexes of mind; 
And minds of men, when they departed hence, 
Would of be form'd according to this sense: 
Some animal, or human shape again, 	, 
Would show the minds of alt the formes' men. 
' Let us adopt this transmigration plan,, 
And mark how animal exhibits man: 
Tyrants, for instance, (to begin with those 
Who make the greatest noise, the greatest woes:) 

• Of their dominion lions are dickey, 
That reign in deserts now, and hunt their prey; 
Sometimes dethron'd, and brought upon a stage, 
Or eoop'd, like Bajazet, within a gage; 
For sixpence, safe from all tyrannic harms, 
One may see kings, perhaps, at the King's-arms. 
See savage monarchs, who'had shown before 
The tusky temper of the wildest boar, 	• 
Vested in proper shape, when they are dead-, 
Reviv'd andeatight, and shown at the Boar's,head. 

In some tam'd elephants our eyes may scan 
Theonce great, rich, o'ergrown, lialfteas'ning man : 
Illy lord-had sense to wind into his maw 
MI within reach, that lay within the law; 
What would have fed a-thousand mouths was sunk 
To fill Ingram, by hugeous length of trunk, 
He grew to monstrous grandeur, liv'd.a show; 
And stones high rais'd told where he was laid low : 
By transmigration it appears at least, 
That such great man is really a great beast. 
. From animals, that once were men, to pass 
To men, of now almost ambiguous class: • 
Players, and Harlequins, and pantomimes, 
Who sell their shapes, to mimic men andtiares;' 
With all the servile, second-handed tribe 
Of imitatorsoentliess to describe, 
In their own figures when they come to ranger 
With small transition into monkeys change: 
For now men-monkeyvhave not in their view 
What shoutil be done by men, but what they do. 

Of tempers, by inferior forms express'd, 
And seen for nothing, something may be guess`d. 

• When the sly fox ensnares the silly geese, 
Who does not see that mind is of a piece 
With former lawyers, who devour'd by far 
The sillier clients drawn into the bar? 

" Why not physicians ?" Near the lawyer say; 
" Are not they too as wily in their way-?" 	• 
" Why yes, dear barrister; but then they own 
The shapes in which their cunning arts are shown: 
Serpents confess, around the rod entwinkl, 
Wily or wise the Esculapian kind:" 

" Why mot divines?" The doctor may object; 
`,` They hate devourers too in every sect;" 
" True : but-if one devour, there is for him 
A transmigration snore upon the Iginlj 

••••41M•e4.01.••••••1 

THE POND, 

A t qui tantulo eget, quanto est opus, is neque limo 
Turbatam haunt aquam, neque vitant amittit iu 

uhdis. • 	 Hor. 
ONCE on a time, a certain man was found 
That had a pond of water in his ground 
A fine large pond of water fresh- and cleir,-
Enough to serve his turn for many a year. 
Yet so it was—a strange-unhappy dread 	, 
Of wanting water seiz'd the fellow's head: 
When he was dry, -he Was afraid to drink 
Toontuch at once, for fear his pond should sink. 
Porpettially tormented with this thought, 
He never ventned on a hearty draught; 
Still dry, still fearing to exhaust his store, 
When half refreslikl, be frogally gave o'er; 
• Reviving of himself rev iv'd his fright, 
" Better," quoth lie, " to- be half clok'd than 

quite." 
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Upon his pond continually intent, 

In cares and pains his anxious life he spent; 
Consuming all his time and strength away, 
To make the pond rise higher every day: 
He work'd and slav'd, and—oh! how slow it filislc 
rotted in by pail-fulls, and took out—by gills. ( 

In a wet season—he would skip about, 
Placing his buckets under ev'ry spout; 
From falling show'rs collecting freest supply, 
And grudging ev'ry cloud—Ithat passed hy ; 
Cursing the dryness of the times each hour, 
Altho' it rain'd as fast as it could poi.r. 
Then he would wade thro' ev'ry dirty spot, 
Wheresany little moisture could be got; 
And when he had done draining of a bog, 
Still kept himselfas dirty as a hog: 
And cry'd, whene'er folks blam'd him, " What 

&ye mean ? 
It costs--a world of water to be clean!" 

If some poor neighbour crav'd to slake his thirst, 
What!—rob my pond! I'll see the rogue hang'd 

A burning shame, these vermin of the poor [first: 
Should creep unpunish'd thus about my door! 
As if I had not 'frogs and toads enoo, .  
That suck my pond whatever I can do." 

The Stin still found him, as he rose or set, 
Always of quest in matters—that were wet: 
Betimes he rose to sweep the morning dew, 
And tested late to catch the ev'ning too. 
With soughs and troughs he labour'd to enrich 
•The rising pond from; -Wry neighb'ring ditch; 
With soughs, and troughs, and pipes, and cuts, 

and sluices, 
From growing plants he drain'd the very juices,; 
Made ev'ry stick of wood upon the, hedges 
Of good-  behaviour to depoSit pledges; 
By some conveyance or another, still 
Devis'd recruits from each declining hill : 
HeIeft, in short, for this beloved plunder 
No stone unturn'd—that could have water under. 

Sometimes—when forc'd to quit his awkward 
toil, 

And—sore against his will—to rest awhile; 
Then straight he took his book, and down he sat 
To e ticulate th' expenses he was at; 	 • 
How mush he suffer'd, at a mod'imte guess, 
From all those ways by which the pond grew less; 
For its to those by which it still grew bigger, 
For them he reekon'ti—not a single figure: 
lie knew a wise old saying, which maintaiti'd 
That 'twos had luck to count what one had gain'd. 

" Fiist, for myself—my daily charges here 
Costa prodigious quantity a year: 
Altho!, thank Heaven, I never boil my meat, 
Nor ash I such a sinner as to sweat: 
But things are come to such a pass, indeed 
We sperSti ten times the water that we need; 
People are grown with washing, cleansing, rins- 

ing, 
So finical and nice, past all convincing; 
So many proud fantastic modes in short 
Are introduc'd, that my poor pond pays forl. 

" Not but I could be well enough content 
With what, upon my own account, is spent; 
Brit those large articles, from whence 1 reap 
No kind of profit, strike me on a heap: 
What a vast deal each moment, at a sup, 
This ever thirsty Earth itself drinks up!: 
Such holes! and gaps! Alai! my pond provides 
Sesree for its own unconscionable sides::.  

nay, how can one imagine it should thrive, 
So many creatures as it keeps alive! 
That creep from ev'ry nook and corners marry) 
Filching as much as ever they can carry: 
Then all the birds that fly along the air' 
Light at my pond, and come in for a share: 
Item, at ev'ry puff of wind that blows, 
Away at once—the surface of it goes: 
The rest, in exhalations to the Sun—
One month's fair weather—and I am undone." 

This life he led for many a year together; 
Grew old and grey in watching of his weather; 
Meagre as Death itself, till this same Death 
Stopt, as the saying is, his vital breath; 
For as th' old fool was carrying to his field 
A heavier burthen than he well could wield, 
He miss'd his footing, or some how he fumbl'd 
In tumbling of it in—but in lie tumbled,: 
Mighty desirous to get out again, . 
He scream'd and scrambl'd, but 'twas all in vain: 
The place was grown so very deep and vide, 
Nor bottom of it could he feel, nor side, 
And so—Pthemiddle of his pond—he dy'd. 

What think ye now from this imperfect sketch, 
My friends, of such a miserable wretch 

Why, 't is a wretch, we think, of your own mak. 
No foul can be suppos'd in such a taking: [ing; 
Your own warm fancy"--Nay, but warm of 

cool, 
The world, abounds with many such a fool: 
The choiccst ills, the greatest torments, sure 
Are those, which numbers labour to endure—, 
" What! fog a pond?"—Why, call it an estates 
You change the name, but realize the fate. 

THE NIMMERS. 
Two foot companions once in deep discourse, 
" Torn," says the one-,." let's go and steal a horse? 
" Steed!"-says the other, in a huge surprise; 
" He that says I'm a thief—I say he lies." 
" Well, well," replies his friend,—no such affront, 
I did but ask ye—if you won't—you won't" 
So they, jogg'd on—till, in another strain, 
The guerist mov'd to honest Tom again; 
" Supposi.>," says he,—for supposition sake,-s: 
'T is but a supposition that I make, 	' 
Suppose,-,-that we should filch a horse, I say?" 
" Filch! filets!" quoth Tom,—demurring by the 

way; 
" That's not so bad as downright 4.11)-1. own--
But—yet—methinks--"twere better let alone: 
It soundeth something- pitiful and low; 
Shall we go/itch a horse, you say--why no--
I'll filch no filching;—and I'll tell no lie: 
Honesty's the best policy—say I." 

Struck with such vast integrity quite dumb 
His comrade paus'd—at last, says 	Gong, 
Thou art an honest fellow—I agree— 	[come; 
Honest and poor;—alas! that should not be: 
And dry into the bargain—and no drink! 
Shall we go nisi: a horse, Tom,—what dost' think?" 

How clear things are when liquor's in the case? 
Tom answers quick, with casuistic grace, 
" Niers7 yes, yes, yes, let's nim with all my heart, 
I see no harm in summing, for my part; 
Hard is the ease, now I look sharp into't, 
That honesty, should trudge Ptli dirt a foot; 

   
  



ON PATIENCE. 	 I99 
So many empty' horses round about; 
Viet honesty should wean its bottoms out; 	-) 
Nesides.,—shalt honesty be choled with thirst? 
Were it my.lord mayor's horse—I'd nim it first. 
And—by the by—rtnylad,....no scrubby tit— 
There is the best that ever wore a hit, 	[friend, 
Not far from hence"—" I take ye," quoth his 
" Is not yon stable, Tom, our journey's end." 

Good wits will jump—both meant the very 
steed; 

The top o'th' country, both for shape and speed: 
So MI they went—and, with an halter round 
His kither'd neck, they nimned him off the ground. 

And now, gond people, we should next relate 
Of these adventurers the luckless fate: 
Poor Tom!--"but here the sequel is to seek, 
Not being yet translated from the Greek: 
Some say, that Tons would honestly have peach'd. 
But by his blabbing friend was over,reach'd; 
Others insist tipoo't that both the elves 
Were, in like manner, kalter.nimm'd themselvei. 

It matters not...the moral is the thing, 
For which our purpose, neighbours, was to sing. 
If it should hit some few amongst tile throng, 
Let 'em not lay the fault upon the song 
Fair warning all: he that has got a cap, 
Now put it on—or else beWare a rap: 

.31' is but a short one, it is true, but yet 
Has a long reach with it—videlicet, . 
'Twixt right and wrong howmany gentle trimmers 
Will neither steal nor filch, but will be plaguy 

limners! 

Of ups and downs, of ins and outs, 
Of,  they're i?tiit wrong, and we're Pt& right, 

I shun the rumours and the routs, 
And wishing well to every Wight, 

Whatever tam the matter takes, 
I 'deem it all but ducks and drakes. 

W.4th whom I feast I do not fawn, 
N'or if the folks should flout me, faint; 

If wonted welcome be withdrawn, 
I cook no kind of a complaint: 

With Ilene dispos'd to disagree, 
But like thern,,best who best like me. 

Not that Irate myself the rule 
How alt my-betters should behave; 

s But fame shall find me no man's 
Nor to a setof men a slave: 

/ love a friendship free and frank, 
And hate to hang upon a hank. 

Fond of a true and trusty tie, 
I never loose where'er I link; 

Tho' if a hus'ness budges by, 
I talk thereon just as I think: 

My word, my work, my heart, my hand, 
Still on a side together stand, 

if names or notions make a noise, 
Whatever hap the question bath, 

The point impartially I poise, 
And read or write, but without wrath; 

For Should I burn, or break my brains, 
Pray, who will pay me for my pains? 

I love my neighbour as myself, 
• Myself like bins too, by his leave; 
Nor to his pleasure, pow'r, or prif, 

Caine I to crouch, as I conceive: 
Dame Nature doubtless lists design'd • 

mare the monarch of his mind. 

Now taste and try this temper, sirs, 
Mood it and brood it your breait; 

Or if ye weep, for worldly stirs, 
That man does right to mar his rest, 

Let me be deft, and debonair, 
I am content, I do not care. 

ON PATIENCE.  
'IVRITTEN AT TUE REQUEST OF A FRIEND. 

• PART I. 
A yEgss on patience ?" Yes ;—.but then prepare' 

your  mind, friend 	with a rending share 
Or else 't will give you ratherless than more, 
To hear it mention'd, than, you had before: 
If 'mine to write, remember, 't is par task 
,To bear the lines, which you are pleas'd to ask. 

Patience the theme 	lAessed inmate this! 
' The nursing parent of our bosons bliss: 

Abroad for Miss she bids us not to roam, 
But cultivate its real fund at home: , 
A noble treasure—when the patient soul 
Sits in the centre, and surveys the whole. • 
• The bustling world, to fetch her out from thence, 
Will urge the varions, plai.Sible pretence; 
Will praise perfections of a grander name, 
Sound great exploits, and call her out to fame; , 

CARELESS CONTENT. 
I AM content, I do not care, 

Wag as it wilt the world for me; 
When fuss and fret was all my fare, 

It got no ground as I could see: 
So when away my caring went, 
I counted cost, and was content. 

With more of thanks and less of thought, 
I strive to make my matters meet; 

To seek what ancient sages sought, 
Physic and food in sour and sweet: 

To take what passes in good part, 
And keep the hiccups from the heart. 

With good and gentle humour'd hearts, 
choose to chat where e'er I come, 

Whate'er the subject be that starts; 
But if 1 get among the glum, 

I hold my tongue to tell the troth, 
And keep my breath to cool my broth. 

For chance or change of peace or pain; 
For Fortune's favour or her frown; 

'For lack or glut, for loss or rain, 
I never diffge,  nor up nor down: 

But swine.  What way the ship shad swim,
Or tack about with equal trim, 

I suit not where I shall not speed, 
Nor trace the turn of ev'ry tide; 

If simple sense will not succeed 
I make no bustling, but abide: 

For shining Wealth, or scaring woe, 
1 IorFe no friend, I fear no foe. 
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AmuSe and flatter, till the soul, too prone. 

• To self-activity, deserts her throne. 

Be on your guard—the bus'ness of a man 
Is, to be sure, to-do what good he can; 
But first at home; let patience rule within 
Where charity, you know, mast first begin:. 

„ Not monied love, as fondly uncrstdod, 
But calm, sedate propenSity to good; 

The genuine product of the virtcie, friend, 
Which you oblige me hsre to I•ecommend; 
The trial this of all the rest beside, 
For without patience they are all btfi. pride: 
A strong ambition shines within its sphere, 
But pi ores its weakness—when it cannot bear. 

There lies 'the-test; bring ev'ry thing to that; 
It shows us plainly what we would be at: 
Of geu'rous actions we may count the sum, 
Bet scarce the worth, till disappointments come: 
"den oft are then most gen'ronsly absurd, 
Their own good actions have their own bad word. 

ImpatienCe hates ingratitude, forsooth; 
Why?—it discovers an ungrateful truth; 
That having done for interest or fame 
Such and well doings, she has lost her aim; 
While thankless people, really in her debt, 
Have all got theirs—and put her in a het. 

Possest of patience, a right humble mind, 
At all events, is totally resign'd; 
Does good for sake of good, not for th' event, 
Leaves that to Ileav'n, and keeps to its content: 
Good to be done, or to be sufTer'd ill, 
It acts, it hears with meek submissive will— 

" Enough, enough.—Now tell me, if you please, 
How is it to be had, this mental ease?" 

• God knows, I do not, how it is acquied—
But this I know—if heartily desir'd, 
We shall be thankful for the donor's leave 
To ask—to hope—and wait till we receive. 

PART II. 
"Virtues,"you say," by patience must be tried— 

If that be wanting, they are all but pride, 
Of rule so strict, I want to have a clue." 
Well, if you'll have the same indulgence too, 
And take a fresh compliance in good part, 
I'll do the best I can with all my heart. 

Pride is the grand-distemper of the mind; 
The source of ev'ry vice of ev'ry kind: 
That love of self, wherein its essence lies, 
rives birth to vicious tempers, and supplies: 
We coin a world of names for them, but still 
All comes to fondness for our own dear will. 

We see, by facts, upon the triple stage 
Of present life, youth, manhood, and old age, 
How to be pleas'd*be lionour'd—and be rich—
These three conditions commonly bewitch: 
From young to old, if human faults ydu weigh,. 
'Tis selfish pride, that grows from green to grey. 

Pride is, indeed, a more accustom'd name 
For quest of grandeur, eminence, or fame; 
But that of pleasure, that of gold betrays 
What inward principle it is that sways: 
The rake's young dotage, and the miser's old, 
One same inslaving love to self unfold. 

If pride be thus the fountain of all vice; 
Whence must we say that virtue has its riser  
But from humility? and what the sure, - 
And certain sign, that even this is pure:? 
For pride itself will in its dress appear, 
When nothing touches that same self boo near. 

But when provok'd, and say unjustly too, 
Then pride disrobes; then what a huge ado! 
Then who can blame the passion of a pride 
That has got reason, reason' of its side; 
"lie's in the wrong—and I am in the right—
Resentment come, Humility, good night!" 

Now the criterion, I apprehend, 
On which, if any, one may best depend, 
Ts patience; is the bear and the forbear; 
To which the truly virtuous adhere; 
Resolv'd to suffer, without pro and cdn, 
A thousand evils, rather than do one. 

Not to have patience, and yet not be proud; 
Is contradiction not to be allow'd: 
All eyes are open to so plain a cheat, 
But of the bli tided by the selhdeceit; 
Who, with a like consistency, may tell 
That nothing ails them, tho' they are not well. 

Strict is the rule; but notwithstanding tree; 
However I fall short of it, or you: 
Best to increase our stock, if it be small, 
By dealing in it with our neighbours all; 
And then, who knows, but we shall in the end, 
Learn to have patience with oursetves*—and mend. 

RE 1DIARKS 
UPON DR. AKENSIDE'S AND MR. WHITEHEAD'S 

VERSES WHICH WERE PUBLISHED AND AD-
DRESSED TO THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND, IN THE 
TEAR 1158. 

" WHITHER is Europe's ancient spirit fled!?" 
How came this query in the doctor's head? 
Whither is Britaints—one had sooner guess'd, 
In ode to his own countrymen address'd : 
But as outlandish rivers soon infer it, 
(Six in. three lineS) it must be Europe's spirit. 

Of " valiant tenants of her shore," 't is said, 
" Who from the warrior bow the strong dart 

sped"— 
Let bow be warrior, and let dart be strong; 
Verse does not speed so speedily along; 
" The strong dart sped"—.-does but go thump, 

thump, thump, 	 [plump.  
That quick as thrown should pierce the liver 

" And with firm hand the rapid poleax bore"—
If it had been the rapid dart, before, 

—rusticorum maseula mi;;:tum 
Proles, Sabebis doeta ligonibus 

versare glebes. 	 Nor. 
Whither is Europe's ancient spirit fled? 
Where are the valiant tenants of her shore? 
Who from the warrior bow the strong dart sped, 
Or with firm hand the rapid poleax bore? 
See an Ode to the Country Gentlemen of Eng. 

land by Dr. Akenside. 

   
  



That speak or quote in prose or rhyme 
Things or facetious or sublime, 
Observe what passes, and anon, 
When you come home think thereupon; 
Write what occurs, forget it not, 

IA good- thing sav'd's'a good thing got. 

Let no remarhuble event 
Pass with a gaping wonderment, 
A fool's device—" Lord who would think!" 
Commit it sail to pen and ink 
Whate'er deserves atterslien.now, 
For when 'tjs pass'd, you know not how, 
Too late you'll find it to your cost 
So much of human life is lost. 

Were R not for the written letter, 
Pray what were living men the better 
For all the labours of the dead, 
For all that Socrates-e'er said ? 
The morals brought from Heav'n to men 
He would have carried back again: 
'Tis owing to his short-hand youth 
That Socrates does now speak truth. 

TO LADY 

UPON HER PRESENTING THE AUTHOR WITH THE 
MOIETY OF A LOTTERY TICKET. 

• 
THIS ticket is to be divided—well; 
To lady Betty let these presents tell 
How much I value, chances all apart, 
This gentle token of her friendly heart; 
Without regard to prizes or to blanks, 
My obligation is immediate thanks; 
And here they come as hearty and as fret 
As this unlook'd for favour came to me. 

Five thousand pounds perhaps—a handsome 
Ay, but in specie five may never come.— [sum 
Thatas you please, dame Fortune, in my mind 
I have already taken it in kind; 
Am quite contented with my present lot,-
Whether you're pleas'd to second it or not: 
Chance is hut chance, however, great or small, 
The spirit of a loving gift is all. 

" Three tickets °freed to make choice of one,. 
And write the memorandum thereupon"... 
Spread in successive order, as they lie, 
May all be prizes for her sake, thought 
That upon which my fancy chose to fix, 
Was (let me see) four hundred fifty-six: 
Four, five, and six—they are, if I can read, 
Numbers that regularly should succeed. 

.. 	• 
Thou backward Fortune, that in daya of yore 

Hest read -from six to five, from five to four, 
Once, for the lady's sake, reverse thy spite, 
And trace a luckier circle to the right, 
If thou art angry that I should despise 
Thy gifts, which never dazzl'd much my eyes; 
Now speak me fair, nor let the occasion slip 
Of such an honourable partnership. 

Stand.  still a moment on thy bridge's pier. 
And the conditions of suacess let's hear; 
Say what the bard shall offer at thy shrine, 
Any thing-less than worship, and 't is thiiie. 

.a 

TO LADY 
And the strong poleax, here, it had agreed 
'With a firm hold as well, and darting speed: 
Whither are fled from ode-versification, 
The ancient—Pleasures of Imaginations? , 

Really these fighting poets want a tutor, 
To teach them—Ultra crepidam ne sutor; 
To teach the doctor, and to teach the laureat, 
Ex Helicone sangui nem ne hauriat: 
Tho' blood and wounds infect its limpid stream, 
It should run clear before they sing a theme. 

Ye—" Britons rouse to deeds of death !"—says 
one3, 

Whither," the next, "is Europe's spirit gone?" 
While real warriors think it all a farce 
Forthem to bounce of either Mors or Mars: 
Safe as one sacks it, under bloodlessbay; 
And sure as t' other even death must pay. 

But you shall hear what captain 4' 	es said, 
When he had heard both ode and verses read: 
On mottos.—Versibus exacuit— 
And—Proles miiitum—he mus'd s, bit; 
Then havins•

' 
 cast his hunting, wits about 

In quest of rhymes, he thus at last broke out:— 

" Pohl let my serjeant, when his dose is taken, 
Britons strike home! with moisten'd pipe rehearse, 
To deeds of death 'twill sooner much awaken, 
Than a cart load full of such ode and verse." 

If these two bards will, by a tuneful labour, 
Show, without sham, their love to killing life, 
Let Akenside go thump upon the tabor; 
And Whitehead grasp th' exacuating fife. 

A HINT TO A YOUNG PEPSON; 
FOR HIS BETTER IMPROVEMENT BY READING OR 

CONVERSATION. 

IN reading authors, when you find 
Bright passages that strike your mind, , 
And which perhaps you may have reason . 
To think on at another season, 
Be not contented with the sight, 
But take them down in black and while; 
Such a respect is wisely shown 
That makes another's sense one's own. 

When you're.asleep upon your bed 
A thought may come into your head, 
Which may be of good use if taken 
Due notice of when you're awaken; 
Of midnight thoughts to take no heed,. 
Betrays a sleepy soul indeed; 
It is but dreaming in the day 
To throw our nightly hours away. 

In conversation, when you meet 
With pers'ss cheerful and discreet, 

2  Alluding •to a celebrated poem,. written, by 
Dr. Akenside, entitled The Pleasures of the Ima-
gination. ' 

3 	Animos in martia hells 
Versibus exacuit. 	 nor. 

Britons, rouse to deeds of death !— 
See Verses to the People of England, 1753, by 

William Whitehead, esq. poet laciest. 

   
  



202 • 	 BYROM'S .:• 
If not so quite (as they relate thee) blind, 
See both our names, Which thus together join'd, 
I'd rather share ten thousand pounds, I own, 
Than court thee for ten millions alone. 

" Thousands and,  millions, sir, are pompons 
sounds 

For poets, seldom conversant in pounds,”- 
-Yes; but I'm only looking on th' event 
As corresponding to a 'kind intent. 
Should it turn out its thousands more Aar less, 
I should be somewhatpuzed I profess, 
And must upon a case so new, so nice, 
Fly to my benefactress for ad vice. 

WItaT shall I do with such a -monstrous prize? 
pot,--Well postpone the question-.-tilt it rise, 
IAlt. it's to morrow manage that.*--To day 
Accept the thanks which I ant boundto pay; 
Enridi'd, if you permit me still to share 
Your wish of welfare, and your gen'rosts care: 
The greatest bliss, if I have any skill, 
Of human life, is mutual good-wilt, 

This, without questioU, has your hand contest; 
This, without flatt'ry, wanns a willing breast: 
So much good nature shown with so much ease; 
Bestow your sums, dame Fortune, where you 
That kind of satisfaction which. I feel 	[please; 
Games not within the compass of your wheel; 
No prize can heighten the unpurchas'd grace, 
Nor blanks the grateful sentiments efface. 

POEMS. 
They cannot reconcile to serious thought 
GC4's -church and state—with life to come, no: 
With law or gospel cannot make to suit [taught:,. 
Virgin of Sion sinking down to brute. < 

Zeuxis the new, they arg6, takes a pride 
In shapes sb incompatible alhod; ' 
And talks away as if he had pourtray'd 
A real creature mixt of mare and maid:- 
Ail who deny the existence of th' pad, 
He emtaurizes into, fool and mad? 

If one objected to a maiden hoof; 
" Why, 'tis an animal;"—was alt his proof: 
If to an animal with human head; 
" 0! 't is' a beauteous womanr—Zeuxis said. 
" What! animal and woman both at once?" 
" Yes,-.-that's essential to the whole, ye dunce." 

His primary and secondary sense, 
Like mere and maid, support his fond pretence:. 
From joining spot he skips to each extreme; 
Or strides to both, and guards, the motley scheme; 
Solving, with like centauriformat ease, 
Law, prophets, gospel, quoted as you plese. 

Thus both went on, long labour'd volumes 
tlwo'— 

Now what must fair impartial readers do? 
Must they not grieve, if either of them treat 
On law or grace with rudeness 'or with heat? 
Of either Zeuxis they allow the skill ; 
But that—the Centaur is a fable still. 

THE CENTAUR FABULOUS!, 

Z EMS of old a female Centaur drew, 
To show Ids art; rine then earn:re/Ito view: 
The human half, with so exact a care, 
Was joint to limbs of a Thessalian mare, 
That seeing 'from a different point the piece, 
Some prais'd the maid and somethemareof Greece. 

Like to this Centaur, by his own relation, 
Is doctor Warburton's•Divine Legation: 
Which superficial writers on each band, 
Christians and deists did not understand; 
:Because they both observ'd, from partial views, 
Th.  incorporated church and state of Sews. 

Th' ingenious artist took the pains to draw; 
Full and entire, the compound of the law; 
The two societies, the civil kind 
And the religious, perfectly combin'd; 
With God-  Almighty, as a temp'eal prince, 
Governing both, as all his proofs evince; 

Without the doctrine of a "fixture state 
Here with opponents lies the main debate: F. 

' The delicate poignancy of the wit with which 
thisallegorical piece is enlivened, will he obvious to 
the reader who is acquainted with the writings of 

- the celebrated author of the Divine Legation; and 
therefore any extracts to illustrate the epithets 
And allusions which-refer to them in the 'following 
verses, would only serve to swell the notes into a 
tedious prOlixity: however one quotation is an, 
nexed in order to justify a charge, which might 
be suspected of exaggelatiOn by those who are 

'strangers to die learned writer's manner of treat-
.. .4;g his opponents. 

1••••••••••••••••,......• 

TUOUGHTS ON THE CONSTITUTION OF 
HUMAN NATURE, 

AS REPRESEZSTED ItI THE FY STEMS OF MODERN 
PHILOSOPHERS. 

&fume passions draw, like horses that are strong, 
The body-coach of flesh and blood along; 
While subtle reason, with each rein in band, 
Sits on the box and has them at command; 
ltais'd up aloft to see and to he seen, 
Judges the track, and guides the gay machine. 

But was it made for nothing else—beside 
Passiblis M draw, and reason to be guide? 
Was so much art emploY'd"to drag and drive, 
Nothing within the vehicle alive? 
No seated 'mind that claims the moving pert, 
Master of passions and of reason too? 

Time grand contrivance why so well equip 
With strength of passions rul'd by reason's ivhip? 
Vainly profuse had apparatus been, 
Did not a reigning spirit rest withim; 

4Whieh.passions carry, and sound reason means 
To render present at pre,ordes'd scenes. 

2  Who has not signalised himself against the 
Divine,  Legation? Bigots, Hutchinsonians, me-
thodists, answerers, free-thinkers, and fanatics, 
have in their turns been all -up in arias against it., 
The scene was opened by a false zealot, and at 
present seerns•likely to he closed by a Belunenist. 
A natural and easy progress from folly to mad-
ness. See the dedication prefixed to the 1st v. of 
the 9.(1 part of the D. L.. 

   
  



ON THE PATRON OF ENGLAND. 
'a.They who are loud in human reason's praise, 
And celebrate the drivers of our days, 
Seem to suRpose by their continual bawl, 
That passions, reason, and machine, is all; 
To them the windows are drawn up, and clear 
Nothing that does not outwardly appear. 

Matter and motion, and superior man 
By head and shoulders, form their reas'ning plan; 
View'd, and demurely ponder'd, as they roll; ' 
And scoring traces on the paper soul, 
Blank, shaven white, they fill th' unfurnish'd 

plate, 
With new ideas, none of them innate, 

When these adepts are got upon a box, 
Away they gallop thro' the gazing flocks; 
Trappings admir'd, and the high mettl'd brute, 
And reason balancing its either foot; 

' While seeing eyes discern at their approach, 
Fulness of skill, and emptiness of coach. 

'Tis very well that lively passions draw, 
That sober reason keeps them all it; awe; 
The one to run, the other to control, 
And drive directly to the destin'd goal: 	[gin; 
" What goal ?"—Ay, there the question should be-
What spirit drives the willing mind within? 

Sense, reason, passions, and the like are still 
One self-same man, whose action is his will ; 
Whose will, if right, will soon lIMOTIBCC the 

pride 
Oran own reason for an only guide; 
As God's unerring spirit shall inspire, 
Will still direct the drift of his desire. 

ON THE PATRON OF ENGLAND, 
IN A LETTER TO LARD WILLOUGHBY, PRESIDENT 

OF THE ANTIQUARIAN  . 

WILL you please to permit me, my very good 
lord, 

Some night when you meet upon ancient record, 
Full worthily filling Antiquity's throne, 
To propose to your sages a doubt of my own, 
A certain moot point of national kind; 
For it touches all England to have It defin'd 
With a little more Fact, by what kind of a right 
Her patron, her saint, is a.Caipadox kizight? 

1 know what our songs andour stories advance, 
That St. George is for England, St. Denys for 

France; • 
But the French, tho' uncertain what Denys it was, 
Ail own he converted and taught 'em their mass; 
And most other nations, I fancy, remount 
To a saint whom they chose upon sonic such ac-

count, 
But I neve?could learn, that for any like notion,.  
The English made choice of a knight Cappadoeian. 

Their conversion was owing (event.one would 
hope, 

Worth remembring at least) to a saint and a pope, 
To a Gregory known by the First, and the Great, 
Who sent, to relieve them from Pagan deceit, 
St. Anitin the monk; and both sender and sent 
Iad their days in old Fasti that noted th' event : 

Now, my lord, 1 would ask of the learn'd, and 
laborious, 

If Ge-orgious ben't a mistake for Gregorious? 
• 

In names so like letter'd it would be no wonder,
. 

It hasty transcribers had made such a blunder; 
And mistake in-the names, by a slip of their pen, 
May perhaps hm.toccasion'd mistake in the men. 
That this has been made, to omit all the rest, 
Let a championjof yours; yourown Selden, attest; 
See his books upon titles of honour—that quarter 
Where he treats of St. Glorge, and the knights of 

the garter. 	s 	 $ 	• 

There he quotes from Froissart, how at first on 
Of a lady's blue garter, blue order began [tn'e plan 
In one thousand three hundred anti forty and four, 
But the name of the saint in Froissart is Gregorep 
So the chronical writer or printed or wrote [note: 
For George, without doubt, says the marginal 
Be it there a mistake—Init, my lord, Pm afraid 
That the same, vice versa, was anciently made. 

For tho' much has been said by the great anti, 
quarian 	' - 

Of an orthodox George—,--Cappadocian--and, 
Arian; 

" How the soldier first came to be patron of old, 
I have not," says he, " light enough to behold:" 
A soldier-like nation he guesses (for want [saint; 
Of a proof that it did so) would choose him for 
For in all his old writings no fragment occured-
That saluted him patron, till Edward the Third, 

His reign he had guess'd to have been the first 
time, 	 [rhyme, 

But for old Saxon prose and for old English 
Which mention a George, algreat martyr- and 

saint, 	 [want; 
Tho' they say not' a word of the thing that we 
They tell of his tortures, his death, and his pray'r, 
Without the least hint of the question'd affair; 
That light, i should guess, with submission to 

Selden, 
As he was not the patron, he was not beheld in. 

The name in French, Latin, and Saxon, 'tis 
hinted, 	 [ed ; 

Some three or four times is mis-writ or mis-print, 
He renders it George—but allowing the hint, 
And the justice of change both in writing and 

print, 
Some George, by like errour (it adds to the doubt). 
Has turn'd our converter St. Gregory out:, 
He; or Austin the monk, bid the fairest by far 
To be patron of England—till garter and star. 

In the old Saxon custom of crowning our kings, 
As Selden has told us, amongst other things 
They nant'd in their pray'rs, which las pages 

transplant, 
The Virgin.-St. Peter—and one other saint;. 
Whose connection with England is also exprest; 
And yields in this case such a probable test, 
That a patron snppos'd, we may fairly agree, 
Such a saint is the person whoever it. be.' 

Now with Mary, and Peter, when monarchs 
were crown'd, 

There is only a Sanctus Oregorious found; 
And his title—Anglorum .Apostolus—,too; 
With which a St, George can have nothmg to dot 

   
  



204 	 BYROM'S POEMS. 
While Scotland, and Ireland, and France and 

Spain claims 
A St. Andrew, St. Patrick, St. Denys, St. James, 
Both apostle and patron—for saint so unknown 
Why should England reject an apostle her own? 

This, my lord, is the matter—the plain simple 
rhymes 	 [time( ,: 

Lay' no fault, you perceive, upon protestant 
I impute the mistake, if it should be one, solely 
To the pontiffs succeeding, who eehristea'd wars 

holy,. 	• 	c  
To monarchs, who, madding around, their round 

tables, 
Prefer'd to conversion their fighting and fables: 
When4' soldiers were many, good Christians but 

few, 
St. George was advanc'd to St. Gregory's due. 

One may be mistaken—and therefore would 
beg 

That a Willis, a Stukely, an Ames, or a Pegge, 
In short, that your lordship, and all the fam'd set 
Who are under youi' auspices happily met 
In perfect good humour—which you can inspire, 
As I know by experience—would please to en- 

quire, 
To search this one question, and settle I hope, 
Was old England's old patron a knight or a pope? 

O.N SPECIOUS AND +SUPERFICIAL 
WRIT RS. 

How rare the case, tho' common the pretence, 
To write on subjects from a real sense! 
'T is many a celebrnted author's fate, 
To print effusions just as parrots prate: 
He moulds a matter that be once was taught 
In various shapes, and thinks it to be thought. 
Words at command he marshals in array, 
And proves whatever he is pleas'd to say; 
While learning like a torrent pours along, 
And sweeps away the subject, right or wrong: 
One follows for a while a rolling theme, 
Toss'd in the middle of the rapid stream; 
Till out of 'sight, with like impetuous force; 
Torn from its roots, another takes the course; 
While froth and bubble glaze the flowing mud, 
And the man thinks alr clear-  and understood; 
A shining surface and a transient view, 
Makes the slight-witted reader think so too: 
It entertains him, and the book is bought, 
Bead and whaled without expense of thought: 
No tax impos'd upon his wits, his cash 
Paid without scruple, he enjoys the trash. 

e 

THE PASSIVE PARTICIPLE'S PETITION, 
TO THE PRINTER Or THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGA- 

ZINE.. 

-URBAN, or Sylvan, or whatever name 
rpolight thee most, thou foremost in the fame 
Of magazining chiefs„ whose rival page 
With monthly medley eaurts the curious age; 
Hear a poor passive Participle's case, 
And if thou can'st, restore me to my place. 

Till just of late, good English has thought fit(  
Vo call me written, or to call me writ;  
But what is writ or written, by the vete 
Of writers now, hereafter must be wrdie: 
And what is spoken too, hereafter spoke; ' 
And measures never to be broken, broke: 

I never could be driven, but, in spite 
Of grammar, they have drove me from my right, 
None could have risen to become my foes; 
But what a world of enemies have rose! 
Who have not gone, but they have went about, 
And, torn as I have been, have tore me out, 

Passive I am, and would be, and implore 
That such abuse may be henceforth forbore, 
If not forbore, for by all Spelling Book, 
If not mistaken, they are all rnistook: 
And, in plain English, it had been as well 
If what had fell'n upon me, had not fell. 

Since this attack upon me has began, 
Who knows what lengths in language may bet& 
For if it once be grew into a law, 
You'll see sue% work as never has been row; 
Part of our speech and sense, perhaps beside 
Shakes when Pin shook, and dies when I am did. 

Then let the preter and imperfect tense 
Of my own words to me remit the sense; 
Or since we till, are oft enough agreed, 
Let all the learned take some -better heed; 
And leave the vulgar to confound the due 
Of preter tense, and participle too.- 

THE BEAU AND THE REDLAIVITE. 

A PATIENT in Bedlam that did pretty well,. 
Was pe)rmitted sometimes to go out of his telt: 
One day, when they gave him that freedom, be 

spy'd 
A beeuish young spark with a sword by his side; 
With an huge silver hilt, and a scabbard for steel, 
That swung at due length from his hip to his heel. 

When he saw him advance on the gallery 
(ground, 

The 13edlamite ran, and survey'd him all round; 
While a waiter supprest the young captain's 

alarm, 
With—" You need not to fear, sir, he'll do you no 

harm." 	' 
At the last he broke out---" Aye, a 'very fine show? 
May I ask him one question?"—," What's that 

said the -beau.— 

“ Pray what is that long, dangling, cumbersome 
thing, 

That you seem to be ty'd to with ribband and 
-stritie.?” 

" Why, that is my sword."--" And what is it is 
do?'' , 

" Kill my enemies, master, by running them 
thro'." 

" Kill your enemies !—K ill a fool's head of your 
own; 

They'll die of themselves, if you'll let them 
alone." 

   
  



ANSWER TO A LETTER. 	 . 26 
AN 

Good Mr. Diaphanus,. 
I have a very great opinion of your ingenuity, 

and I know you love to employ it: if you'll not 
think the asking the favour to unravel the follow 
ing rebus too great an impertinence, you will by 
the discovery very much oblige 

	

' 	your friend, 

	

Chester, 	and most obedient servant, 
March 22, 1765. ' 	 APHA NUS. 
You'll please to direct to your old 

acquaintance, Benj. N--s. 
THE REBUS. • 

THE noblest object m the works of art, 
The 'brightest scene that Nature can impart, 
The well known signal in the time of peace, •' 
The point essential in the tenant's lease, 
The farmer's comfort when he holds the plough, 
The soldier's duty and the lover's vow, 
A contract made before the nuptial tie, 
A blessing riches never can supply, 
A spot that adds new charms to pretty face-s, 
An engine us'd in fundamental cases, 
A planet seen between the Earth and Sun, 
A prize which merit never yet has won, 
A loss which prudence seldom can retrieve, 
The death of Judas and the fault of Eve, 
A part between the uncle and the knee, 
kpatriot's toast and a physician's fee, 
A wife's ambition and a parson's dues, 
A miser's idol and the badge of Jews; 
If noiv your happy genius can-divine 
The correspondent words to every line, 
By the first letters will be plainly found 
An ancient city that is much renown'd,. 

You stand entitrcl hereupon to latigh 
At hapless genius in your friend Diaph. 
But in exense for what he must confess, 
Nor men, noir even ladies here could guess; 
To variorum seen, or variarum, 
14o more of ancient city than olrl Sarum. 

'One thing however rose from this deco:skin, 
It put an end to fears of French invasion; 
And 'wits, quite frighten'd out of dames and men„ 
When rebus-cat/le, came into 'em again:' 
Tho' little skill'd to judges of either matter, 
Yet the mowspleasing puzzle was the tatter. . 

You'll think I'm thinking, upon second tfrght; 
That tho' we Mist of city that was sought, 
We might have told you somewhat of the guesses 
Of 'luckless neighbours and of neighbouresses; 
So let us try to give you just an item: 
For it would take a volume to recite 'cm. 

" I can't divine," said Chloe, " for my-part; 
What the than means by noblest work of 
From clock to temple,pyramid, and ship, 
And twenty diff'rent handyworks you skip; 
New, I dare say, when all your votes are past, 
City or worlr't is Dresden at the last." 

Nor 1," said Phillis, "what the mitivean mean 
By his next hint of .,4  Nature's brightest thene4.—,  
Amongst so many of her &amines - so bright, 
Who can devise which of 'em is the right? .  
To name a word where 'brightest scene Must liev; 
And speak my own opinion, sirs,--'tis eye." 

" Peace," said a third, oil forget what see, , 
" Has well known signal that may well perplex; 
It should be olive-branch, to 0 well knbwim, 
But rebus, unconfin'd to that alone, 
May mean abundance, plenty, riches, trade, 
Who knows the signal that is heretlisplay'di" 

Tian they went on—but, tho' I stir its embers. 
It, is not much that memory remembers: 
Two ladies had a long disputing match, 
Whether charm-adding spot wasmole or patch; 
While none would venture to decide the vole..m., 
One had a patch and Potter had a mole. . 

So' wife's ambition' made a parted school; 
Some said—to pkare her hushandsome 
On this moot point too rebus would "create, 
As you may guess, n pretty smart debate; 
Till one propos'il to end it thus, wiUv ease; 
" Time only way to rule. 	to please." 

Hold! I forgot—One said, a parson's dues 
Was the same thing with rhyming 'badge of.Jewi; 
And tithe was it—but corn, 'or pig, or gotrei 
What earth or animal's Of earth produce, 
From calf and lamb, to- turnip and potatoe, . 
gight be the word—,which- he had nought to say to. 

Mule for excuse, you see, upon the whole 
Thetoo great number Of the words that poll 
For correspondermey to ev,ry line; 
And make the meant one tedious to-diVine: 
But we Inspect that other points ambiguous;  
And eke unfair, contribute to fatigue us, 

For first, with.thie inbmission to my betteit, 
What ancient city could lave 'eighteen lettera 

ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING LETTER, )  
REQUESTING THE ATJTHOR'S SOLUTION OF A RE-

BUS, COMMONLY A§CRIBED TO LORD CHESTER-
FIELD. 

THE ANSWEE. 

PAM'S, friend Aphanus, abhinc diebue, 
With no small pleasure I receiv'd a rebusi 
Not that therebus gave it understand, 
But old acquaintance Benjamin's Own hand: 
For all the blessings due to mortal men, 
Rebushromnibus, I wish to Ben. 

At his request I sought for ancient city 
That lay Conceal'd in cabalistic ditty; 
So did we all—for when his letter came 
Some friends were ehair'ilaround the foal dame; 
But rebus-out not one of all could make; 
Diaphanus himselfAvasquite (Take. 

Tho' pleas'd with pleasing, when he can do so, 
His ingenuity he loves to show; 
If such a thing falls out to be his lot; 
He is as fret to own when it does not: 
Here he 'ma none, nor any succedaneum, 
That could discover this same Herculaneum. , 

Altho' it seem'd to ask when it appetmed, 
No great Herculean labour to be °kited; 
So many different wits at work, no doubt 
The city's name would quickly be found out; 
But, notwithstanding variorum lecture, 
The name lay snug Without the feast deteeture. 
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Or more 	in the latter times; the clue 
May have one correspondent word, or two: 
Clue should have said, if only one occurr'd, 
Not correspondent words to each, but word. 

From some suspicions of a bite, we guess 
The number of the letters to be less; 
And, from expression of a certain cast, 
Some joke, unequal to the paind at last: 
Could you have said that all was right, and clever, 
We should have trv'd more fortuicate endeavour. 

It should contain, shofald this same jeu de mots, 
Clean-pointed turn, short, fair, and o-propos; 
Wit without straining; neatness without starch; 
Idintsd, tho' hid; and decent, tho"t is era; 
No vile idea should disgrace ,a rebus* 
8ic dicunt Musw, sic edicit Phcelnis. 

This, Aphanus, tho' short of-satisfaction;  
Is what account occurs of the transaction?  
Impertinent enough—but you excuse 
What your own postscript half enjoin'd the Muse: 
She, when she took the sudden task upon her, 
Believe me, did it to oblige your honour. 

THOUGHTS ON RHYME AND BLANK 
VERSE. 

WHAT a deal of impertinent stuff, at this time, 
Comes out about verses in blank or in rhyme! 
To determine their merits by critical prose, 
And treat the two parties, as if they were foes I—
It 's allotting so gravely, to settle their rank, 
All the bondage to rhyme, all the freedom to 

blank, 	cl 	 [repress 
Has provok'd a few rhymes to step forth, and 
The pedantical whim, groWn to such an excess: 

Not to hinder the dupes 'of this fanciful wit 
From retailing its maxims, whene'er they think 

fit; 
But to caution young bards, if in danger to waste 
Any genius for terse on so partial a taste; 
That (allowing to blank all the Mal pretence 
To what freedom it has) if supported by sense, 
For words without any, they may not neglect 
Of as free flowing rhyme the delightful effect. 

Here are two speCial terms which the sophisters 
mingle, 

To be sauce for the rest, to wit, fetters, and jingle; 
And, because a weak writer may chance to expose 
Very ill-chosen words to such phrases as those;  
The unthinking rellecters sit down to their rote, 
And pronounce against rhyme th' undistinguishing 
Sole original this, in the petulant school, [vote: 
Of its idle objections to metre, and rule. 

For to what other fetters are verses confin'd, 
Whether made up of blank, or of metrical kind? 
If a man has not taste for poetical linesi. 
Can't he let them alone; and say what he designs, 
Upon some other points, in his unfetter'd way; 
And contemn, if he will, all numerical lay ? 
Bist the fashion, forsooth, must affect the sublime, 
The grand, the pathetic, and rail against rhyme. 

Blank verse is the thing—..tho', whoever tries 
Will find of its fetters a plentiful growth; (both?  

Many chains to be needful to measure his Ovid, 
t nd keep the sublime within requisite hound: * 
If a laudable product in rhyme should, perhaps, 
Extort an applause from these exquisite chaps, 
They express it so shily, for fear of a 'fetter—
" Had the rhyme been neglected, it would hare 

been better."— 

And so they begin with their jingle (or rattle; 
As souse of them call it) the delicate battle; 
" The sense must be cramp'd,," they cry out, "to 

be sure, 
By the nature of rhyme, and be render'd obscure:" 
As if blank, by its grandeur, and magnili'd pane, 
Was secure in its freedom from any such flaws; 
Tho' so apt, in bad hands, to give readers offenee, 
By the rattling of sound, and the daikness of sense. 

All the arguments form'd, as they prose it along, 
And twist them and twine, against metrical song; 
Presuppose the poor.  maker to be but a dunce; 
for, if that be not true, they all vanish at once: 
If it be, what advantage has blank in the case, 
From counting bad verses by unit, or brace? 
Nothing else ctsn result from the critical rout, 
But,—a blockhead 's a blockhead, with rhyme, or 

without. 

It came, as they tell us, from ignorant Moors,. 
And by growth of fine taste will be tuned out o' 

doors: 
Two. insipid conceits; at a venture esitwin% 
And void of all proof both before and behindi 
Too old its reception, to tell of its age; 
Its downfall; if taste could but fairly presage, 
When the bees of the country make honey no 

more, 
Will then certainly come—not a Moment before: 

Till then it will reign, and while; here and there 
spread, • 

Blank verse, like an aloe, rears Up its head; 
And, fresh from the hot-house, successfully to'w'rs 
To snake,  people stare at the height of its flow'rs; 
The variety, sweetness, and smoothness of rhyme 
Will flourish, bedeck'd, by its natural clime;  
With numberless beauties; and frequently shoot, 
If cherish'd aright, into blossom and fruit. 

But staffing their heads, in theSe classical days, 
Pull bf Hdmer, and Virgil, and Horace, and plays; 
And finding that rhyme is in none of the four, 
"I' is enough; the finetasters have gotten their lore: 
And away they ern/ on with their words in a string, 
Which they throw up at rhyme with a finical fling; 
But'  o reach its full sweetness nor willing, nor able, 
They talk about taste, like the fox in the fable. 

To the praise of old metre. it quitted the stage, 
In abhorrence of tragical ranting and rage; 
Which with heights, and with depths of distresses 

enrich'd, 	 [witch'd; 
Verse and prose, art and nature, and morals be-
All the native agreements of languagecuisgrac'd, 
That theatrical pomp might intoxicate taste; 
Still retaining poor blank, in its fetters held fast, 
'to bemoan its hard fate in romantic bombast. 

. 'T is the subject, in fine, in the matter of song, 
That snak es a blank verse, or a rhyme to be Wrongi 
If unjust, or improper, unchaste or inovhane, 
It disgracei alike all poetical strain: • 

   
  



ADVICE ON 
If not, the possessor of tunable skill 
'infetter'd, unjingled, may take which he will; 
Any plan, to which freedom and judgment impel—
All the bus'ness he knows, is to ekeeute well. 

ST. PHILIP NERI AND THE YOUTH. 
ST. Philip Neri, as old readings say, 	. • 
Met a young stranger in Rome's streets one day; 
And, being ever courteously inclin'd 
To give young folks a sober turn of mind, 
He fell into discourse with him • and tints 
The dialogue they held comes down to us. 
Si. Tell me what brings you, gentle youth, to 

Rome? 
Y. To make myself a scholar, sir, I come. 
St. And, when you are one, what do you intend? 
V. To be a priest, I hope, sir, ir, the end. 
St. Suppose it so—what have you next in view? 
Y. That I may get to be a canon too, 
St. Well; and how then? 

Y. Why then, for aught I 
may be made a bishop. 	 [know, 

St. Be it so— 
What Men? 

Y. Why, cardinal's a high degree—
And yet my lot it possibly may be. 
St. Suppose it was—what then? 

Y. Why, who can say 
But I've a chance for being pope one day ? 
St. Well, having worn the mitre, and red hat, 
And triple crown, what follows after that? 
Y. Nay, there is nothing further, to be sure, 
Upon this Earth, that wishing can procure: 
When I've enjoy'd a dignity so high, 
As long as God shall please, them—I must die. 
St. What! must you die? fond youth! and at 

the best 
But wish and hope, and may be all the rest ! 
Take my advice-.-whatever may betide, 
For that which must be, first of all provide; 
Then think of that which may be; and indeed, 
When well prepar'd, who knows what may'suc- 

ceed? 
But you may be, as you are pleas'd to hope, 
Priest, canon, bishop, cardinal, and pope. 

ADVICE TO THE REV. MESSRS. 
AND H— TO PREACH SLOW. 

BRETHREN, this comes to let you know 
That I would have you to preach slow; 
To give the words of a discourse 
Their proplr time, and life, and force; 
To urge what you think fit to say, 
In a sedate, pathetic way; 
Grave and delib'rate, as 't is fit 
To comment upon holy writ. 

Many a good sermon gives distaste, 
By being spoke in too much haste; 

'Which, had it been prof:mined with leisure, 
Weald have been listenld to with pleasure: 

rilEACHING. 
And thus the preacher often gaitli, 
His labour only for his pains; 
As.(if you doubt it) may appear 

.From ev'ry Sunday in the year. 

A  For how indeed can one expect 
'The best discourse should take effect, 
I4nless the maker thinks it worth 
Some care and tains to set it forth? 
Wlis.t1 does he think the pains he took 
To write it tally in a book, 
Will do the bus'ness? nova 
It Must be spoke as well as writ. 

What is a Sermon,• good dr bad, 
If a man reads it like a lad? 
To hear some people, when they preach, 
How they run o'er all parts of speech, 
And neither raise a word, nor sink, 
Our learned bishops, one would think, 
Had taken school-boys from the rod, 
To make ambassadors of God. 

So perfect is the Christian Scheme, 
He that from thence shall take'lliathemez, 
And time to have it understood, 
His sermon cannot but be good: 
If he wilt needs be preaching stuff, 
No time indeed is short enough; 
E'en let him read it like a letter, 
The sooner it is done, the better. 

But for a man that has a head, - 
Like yours or mine, I 'd like to have said; 
That can upon occasion raise 
A just remark, a proper phrase; 
For such a one to run along, 
Tumbling his accents o'er his ringue?, 
Shows only that a man, at once, 
May be a scholar and a dunce. 

In point of sermons, 't is widest, 
Our English clergy make the best: 
But this appears, we must confess; 
Not from the pulpit, but the presS: 
They manage, with disjointed 
The matter well, the manner ill; 
And, what seems paradox at first, ' 
They make the best, and preach the worst. 

Would they but speak as well as write, 
Both excellencies would unite, 
The outward action being taught, 
To show the strength of inward thought.: 
Now, to do this, our shorthand school 
Lays down this plain and general rule, 
"Take time enough"—all other graces 
Will soon fill up their, proper places.. 

.1...01.1==.40•••••••• 

70 THE SAME, 
ON PREACHING EXTEMPORE. 

THE hint I gave, some time ago, 
Brethren, about your preaching slow, 
You took, it seems; and thereupon 
Could make two sermons out of one: 
Now this regard to former lines, 
Paid so successfully, inclinhs 
To send advice the second part: 
Try if ygq cannot preach by heart-. 

   
  



,208 
Be-not alarm'd,- as if 'regard • 

To this would prove so very bard; 
The first admonishment you fear'd 
Would so turn out, 'till it appear'd 
That custom, only, made to sewn 
SO difficult in your esteem, 
What, upon trial, now procures 
Your hearers ease, and also yours. 

tong after preaching first began, 
How unconceiv'd a reading plan! 
The rise of which, whatever date 
May be assign'd to it, is late: 
From all antiquity remote 
The manuscriptal reading rote: 
No need, no reason,  prompted, then, 
The pulpit to consult the pen. 

Moderns, of late, give mon& enoo 
(Too many, as it veins to you) 
That matters of religious kind, 
Stor'd up within the thoughtful mind, 
With any care and caution stor'd, 
Sufficient utterance afford, 
To tell an audience what they think, 
Without the help of pen and ink. 

Do but consider how the case 
New stands in fact, in every placid, 
All Christendom ahnosto around, 
Except on our reformed ground: t.. 
The greatest part, untaught to brook' 
A precher's reading from a book, 
WoniB scarce advance within his reach, 
Or, then; acknowledge hirn to preach. 

However welt prepar'd before, 
By pond'ring, or by writing o'er 
What he should say, still it was said 
By him that preach'd; it was not read: 
Could ancient memory, then, better 
Forbear the poring o'er the letter, 
Brethren, than,  yours? if you'll but try, 
That fact I'll venture to deny. 

How apt to think too, is the throng, 
A preacher short, a reader long! 
Claiming, itself, to be the hook 
That should attract a pastor's look : 
If you lament a careless age 
-Averse to hear the pulpit page, 
Speak from within, not from without, 
And heart to heart will turn about. 

Try it; and if you can't succeed, - 
'T will then be 'right for you to read; 
Altho' the heart, if that's your choice, 
Must still accompany the voice; 
And tho' you should succeed, and take 
The hitit, you must not merely make 
Preaching extempore the view, 
But ex mternitate too. 

BYROM'S POEMS. 
But when they tease us with it from the pulpit, 

own, sir Peter, that I cannot gulp it. 

If on their rules a justice should intrench, 
And preach,:  suppose a sermon, from the bench, 
Would you not think your brother magistrate 
Was touch'd a little in his hinder pate? 
Now which is worse, sir Peter, on the total 
The lay vagary, or the sacerdotal? 

In ancient times, when preachers preach'd in. 
deed 

Their sermons, ere the learned learnt to read, 
Another spirit, and another life, 
Shut the church doors against all party strife. 
Since then, how often heard, from sacred rostnant, 
The lifeless din of Whig and To* nostrums. 

'T is wrong, sir Peter, I insist:Upon it; 
To common sense 't is plainly an'affront: 
The parson leaves the Christian in the lurch, 
Whene'er he brings his politics to church; 
His cant, on either side, if he calls preaching, 
The man's wrong-headed, and his brains want 

bleaching. 

Recall the time from conquering William's reign, 
And guess the fruits of such a preaching vein: 
How oft its nonsense must have veer'd about, 
Just as the politics were in, or out: 
The pulpit govern'd by no gospel data, 
But new success still mending old errata. 

Were I a king (God bless me) I should hate • 
My chaplains meddling with affairs of state; 
Nor would my subjects, I should think, be fond, 
Whenever theirs the Bible went beyond. 
How well, methinks, we both should live together, 
If these good folks would keep within their tether'. 

MOSES'S VISION. 
MosES, to whom, by a peculiar grace, 
God spake (the Hebrew phrase is) face to face, 
Call'd by an liemenly voice, the rabbins Say, 
Ascended to a mountain's top one day; [eas'a, 
Where, in some points perplex'd, his mind am 
Atut doubts, concerning Providence, appeaskl. 

During the colloquy divine, say they, 
The prophet was commanded to survey, 
And mark what happeu'd on the plain below: 
There he pereciv'd a fine, clear spring to flow, 
Just at the mountain's foot; to which, anon, 
A soldier, on his road, came riding on; 
Who, taking notice of the fountain, stopt, 
Alighted, drank, and, in remounting, dropt 
A purse of gold; but as the precious load 
Fell unsuspected, he pursu'd his road: 
Scarce had he gone, when a young lad came bj", 
And, as the purse lay just before his eye, 
He took it lip; and, finding its content, 
Secur'd the treasure; and away be went: 
Soon after him, IA poor, infirm old man, 
With age, and travel, weary ,quite, and wan, 
Came to the spring, to-  quench his thirst, as 

drank,:  
And then sat down, to rest him, oitthe hank: 
There while Ire sat, the soldier, on his track, , 
Missing his gold, return'd directly back; 

ON CLERGYMEN PREACHING POLITICS. 
TO 	 ESQ. 

INDEED, sir Peter, I could wish, I own, 
That parsons would let „politics alone; 
Plead, if they will, the customary plea, 
Fc.w such like talk, when o'er a dish of tea: 

r. 

   
  



ON THE AUTHOR'S COAT OF ARMS. 

THE hedge-hog for his arms, I would suppose, 
Some sire of ours, beloved kinsfolk, chose, 
With aim to hint instruction wise, and good, 
To us'deseertdants of his Byrom blood; 
I Would infer, if you be of this mind, 
The very lesson, that our sire design'd. 

He had observ'd that Nature gave a sense, 
To ev'ry creature, of its own defence; 

. Down from the lion, with his tearing jaws, 
To the poor cat, that scratches with her paws; 
All show'd their force, when put upon the proof, 
Wherein it lay, teeth, talons, horn, or hoof. 

Pleas'd with the porcupine, whose native art 
Is said to distance danger by his dart; 
To rout his foes, before they coins too near, 
From ev'ry hurt of close encounter clear—
This, had not one thing bated of its price, 
Had been our worthy ancestor's device. 

A foe to none; but ev'ry body's friend; 
And loath, although offended, to offend; 
He sought to find an instance, if it could, 
By any creature's art, be understood, 
That might betoken safety, when attack'd ; 
Yet where all hurt should be a foe's own act. 

At last the hedge-hog came into his thought, 
And gave the perfect emblem that he sought: 
This little creature, all ofl'enee aside, 
Bolls up itself in its own prickly hide, 
When danger comes; and they that will abuse 
Do it themselves, if their own hurt ensues. 

Methinks I hear the venerable sage—
"Children! descendants all thro' ev'ry age! 
Learn, from the prudent urchitsin your arms, 
How to secure yourselves from worldly harms: ' 
Give no offence ;—to you if others will, 
Firmly wrapt up within yourselves, be still. 

"This animal is giv'n for outward sign 
Of inward, true security divine: 
Sharp, on your minds, let pointed virtues grow, 
That, without injuring, resist a foe; 
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Surround with these an honest, harmless heart, 
And he, that dwells in it, will take your part. 

" Whatever ills your christian peace molest, 
Tine) to the source of grace, within your breast: 
there lies your safety-0 that all my kin 
Mly ever seek it—where 't is foundwithin! 
That soul no ills clin ever long annoy, 
Which makes its God the centre of its joy." 

0 

0 VERSES, 
INTENDED TO HAVE BEEN SPOKEN AT, THE 

BREAKING UP OF THE FREE GRAMMAR-SCHOOL 
IN MANCHESTER, IN THE YEAR 1748, WHEN 
LAUDER'S CHARGE OF PLAGIARISM UPON MIL-
TON ENGAGED THE PUBLIC ATTENTION. 

THE MASTER'S SPEECH. 
OUR worthy founder, gentlemen, this day, 
Orders the youth an hour's poetic play: 
Me, on its annual return, to choose, 
One single subject for their various Muse: 
That you may see how Fancy wilt create 
Her diff'rent image in each youngster's pate, 

Now, since our Milton, a renowned name, 
Had been attack'd for stealing into fame; 
I told 	Lads, now be upon your guard; 
Exert yourselves, and save your famous bard: 
He's call'd a plagiary—'t is your's to show 
The vain reproach, and silence Milton's foe. 

"The point," said I, P at which ye now take 
aim, 

Remember, as ye rhyme, is Millon's fame; 
Fame as a poet only, as attack't 
For plund'ring verses—never contest the fact; 
Defend your bard, tho' granted; and confine 
To,three times six, at most, your eager line." 

Then lend a fav4ing ear, whilst they rehearse 
Short, and almost extemporary verse: 
A thought work'd up, that came into the mind, 
With rhymes the first, and fittest, they could find, 
Such was their task—the boys have done their best; 
Take what you like, sirs,—and excuse the rest, 

FIRST LAD. 
MILTON pursu'd, in numbers more sublime, 
Things unattempted yet in prose, or rhymer 
'T is said,—the bard did but pretend to soar, 
,For such,—and such—attempted them before. 

'1' is now an age ago since Miltoii writ; 
The rest—are sunk into Oblivion's pit: 
A critic diving to their wrecks, perhaps, 
?las, now anithen, bro't up some looseli'd scraps. 

We 'Il not dispute the value of them now--
But, say one thing which critics must allow; 
Which all the nations round us will confess—
Milton alone—attempted with success. 

SECOND LAD. 
WHEN Milton's ghost into Elysium came, 
To mix with claimants for Poetic fame, 
Some rose, the celebrated bard to meet; 
Welcom'd, and laid their laurels at his feet. 

VERSES ON THE PLA 
Lkht off his horse, began to swear, and curse, 
And ask'd the poor old fellow for his purse: 
He solemnly, protested, o'er and o'er, 
With hands and eyes uplifted, to implore 
Ileavhis attestation to the truth, that he 	, 
Nor purse, nor gold, had ever chanc'd to see: 
But all in vain; the man believ'd him not, 
And. drew his sword, and stab'd him on the spot. 

Moses, with horrour and amazement seiz'd, 
Fell on his face—the voice divine was pleas'd 
To give the prophet's anxious mind relief, 
And thus prevent expostulating grief—
" Be not surpris'd; nor ask how such a deed 
The world's just Judge could suffer to succeed: 
The child has ceded the passion, it is true, 
That made the seddier run the old man thro'; 
But know one fact, tho' never yet found out, 
And judge how that would banish ev'ry doubt.—
This same old man, thro' passion once as wild, 
Murder'd the father of that very child." 

   
  



POEMS. 210 	 BYROIVI'S 
" Immortal Shades," said he, " if aught be 

due 
Twiny attempts.oi-'t is owing all to you:" 
Then took the laurels, fresh'iiing from his hand, 
And eros'n'd the temples of the sacred band. k 

Others, in crowds, stood muttering behind, 
" Who,  as the guest?—He 'Kooks as he were 

0 this is Milton; to be sure—the man 
That stole, from.others,

ca
ll rhymbless plan ; 

•
"From those conceited gentlernert. perchance, 

That rush: to hail him with such complaisance; 
Ay—(fiat's the reason of this fawning fuss; 
I like 'hint not—rhe never stole from us." - 

THIRD LAD. 
, Cubist in a poet, sirs, to steal a thought? 

No, that 't is not; if it be good for aught : 
"T is lawful theft; 't is laudable to boot; 
'T is want of genius if he does not do 't: 
The foot admitesorthe man of sense alone 	• 
Lights on. a happy thought—and makes it all his 

own; 
Flies, like 4.h-ft, along the Muses' field, 

Peeps in, and tastes what any flow'r can yield, 
Free, from the various blossom that he meets; 
To pick, and cull, and carry home the sweets; 
While, saunt'ring out, the heavy, stingless drone 
Amidst a thousand sweets—makes none of 'em 

his own. 
FOURTH LAD, 

A:CRITIC, once, to a Miltonian; made 
Of Mantas plagiarisms a long parade; 
To prove his works  not owing to his genius, 
But to Adamus Exul, and Alasenius; 
That he had stol'u the greater part, by much, 
Moth of his plan, and matter, from the Dutch: 

His Abdiel, his fine characters,he toot, 
Ahd heav'nly scenes, from such and such a books 
His hellish too the same; 'from such a one 
He stole his Pandetnoniumro-and so our—.  
Till Milton's friend ori'd out, at last, quite giddy, 
°Pohl hold thy tongues.—he stole the Devil, did 

he?" 
FIFTH LAD. 

WHEN Oxeuxl saw, in her Eadeliviatr dome, 
Greek „skill, and Roman rival'd here at home; 
Wond'ring she stood; 'till one judicious spark , 
Address'it the crowd, and made this sage re- 

mark-- 
"The most unlieens'd plagiary—this Gibbs—,  
Nothing in all his pile, but what he cribs. 

• 
" The ground he builds upon is not his own..., c' 

I know the quarry whence he had his stone--
The forest too where all his timber growkL--
The forge wherein his fused metals fiow'd-o. 
In short, survey the edifice entire, 
or is all a borrow'd work, from base to spire." 

Thus, with dur epic architeet, he deals, 
Who. says that Milton in his poem steals: 	• 
Steals, if he will—hut, (Without licence? no; 
Pedlars in verse, iinnteatiingly, do so: 
film Plumbus lieens'd; and the Mines Nine 
Relp'd the rare thief to raise up—a design. 

SIXTH LAD. 
LAUDER,—thy authors Dutch, and German, 
There is no need to disinter, man: 	' 
To search the mould'ring anecdote, 
For stance of all that Milton wrote: . 
We 'II own—from these, and many more, 
The bard enrich'd his ample store. 

limbo himself could not escape 
The tricks of this poetic ape; 
For, to complete his daring vole', 
From his enliven'd wheels he stole, 
Prometheus-like, the solar ray, 
That animated all his clay. 

Prometheus-like, then chain him down; 
Prey on his vitals of renown; 
With critic talons, and with beak, 
Upon his fame thy vengeance wreak: 
It grolvs again at ev'ry hour, 
Fast as the vulture can devour. 

SEVENTH LAB. 
MILTONIER, bir, 0 facinus nefarium! 
F.xagitavit tanquatn plagiarism: 
Miramar, hanc qui protulisset thesin, 
Quid esse, Momus, crederet poesin. 
Num, glues°, vult ut, hae obstetrica»te, 
Dicendum sit quod nemo digit ante? 

0 admirandam hominis remain 
Calliditatem, qua  volebat eti! 
Dixisset ipse, nimium saurus, 
Quod nemo dicet prmsens, ant futures, 
Dum fells ensues persecmenturenurem, 
Miltonum, scilicet, fuisse furem. 

Exulent ergo, (ejus ex effatis) 
2uieunque 'tomer.' usurparint vans; 
Nullum vocemus, p: arses, ad, examen,  
Eortun sensuni, vim, aut modulamen; 
Fur:tutor onmes—habeamtss Verona 
Poetam, cabin; unicorn Lauder= ! 

A DIALOGUE ON CONTENTMENT. 
J. 'WHAT ills, dear Mein, would it not prevent 
To learn this one short lesson—" be content!' 
No very hard prescription, in effect, 
This same content; and yet, thro' its neglect, 
What mighty evils do we human elves, 
As Prior calls us, .bring upon ourselves! 
Evils that Nature never meant us for, 
The vacuums, that. she really does abhor; 
Of all the ways of judging things amiss, 
No instance shows our weakness more than this 
That men on Earth won't set their hearts at re 
When Gratin Heaven does all things for the be 
What Strange, absurd perverseness!-C. 

P. Hold, good broth' 
Don't put yourself, i pray, in such a pother; 
'1' is a fine thing to be content; why, true; 

is just, and right, we know, as well as you; 
And yet, to be so, after all this rout, 
Sometimes has puzzled you yourself, I doubt. 

z From the French word vei, signifying theft. 
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Folks in the vigour of their health, and strengtN. 
May rail at discontent, in words at length; 
Who yet, when disappointed of their wishes, 
Will put you off with surly humphs, and pishes; 
" Let's content and easy ;"—gen'ral stuff! 
Your happy people are content enough; 
If you would reason to the purpose, show, 
How they who are unhappy may be so; 
How they who are in sickness, want, or pain, 
May get their health, estate, and ease again: 
How they— 

J. Nay, Phebe, don't go on so fast; 
Your just rebuke now suits yourself at last; 
Methinks you wander widely from the fact— 
'T is not how you, or I, or others act, 
That we are talking of, but how we shou'd— 
A rule, tho' ill observ'd, may still be good: 
Nor did I say that a contented will 
Wou'd hinder all, but many sorts of ill : 
This it will do; and, give me leave to say, 
Much lessen such as it can't take away; 
You said yourself, 't was just, I think you did— 

P. Yes, yes; 1 don't deny it— 

J. Sense forbid 
That e'er you should; it's practice then, per-

chance, 
Is monstrous hard, in many a circumstance—. 

P. Monstrous? why monstrous? let that word 
be bared, 

And I shan't stick to say, I think it hard, 
And very hard, nay, I could almost add, 
That, in some cases, 't is not to be had— 

J. Not to be had! content! it costs us nought; 
'T is purchas`d only with a little thought; 
We need not fetch it from a distant clime, 
It may be found at home, at any time; 
Our very cares contribute to its growth, 
It knows no check, but voluntary sloth; 
None but ourselves can rob us of its fruit; 
It finds, whene'er we use it, fresh recruit; 
The more we gather, still the more it thrives, 
Fresh as our hopes, and lasting as our lives: 
Not to be had is wrong ;—but I forgot, 
You did not say quite absolutely not, 

,But could almost have said so;  the almost, 
Perhaps, was meant against aflorid boast 
Of such content as, when a trial came 
Severe enough, would hardly own its name— 

P. Perhaps it was, and now your fire is spent, 
You can reflect, I find, that this content, 
Which you are fond of celebrating so, 
May, now and then, be difficult to show, 
So difficult that— 

J. Hold a bit.-or ten 
To one the chance, that I shall fire again; 
'T is just anti right, you own, as well as me ; 
Now, for my part, I rather choote to see 
The easiness of what is just and sight, ' 
Which makes it more encouraging to sight, 
Than scarecrow hardships, that almost declare 
Content an un-come-at-able affair; 
And, consequently,. tempt one to distrust, 
For difficulties, what is right and just: 	• 
Thus I object to hardship; if you please, 
Show for what reason you object to ease-. 

P. Why, for this reason.-tho' it should be true, 
That what is just and right, is easy too, 
Such ease is nothing of a talking kind, 
But of right will, that likes to be resign'd, 
knd cherishes a grace which, with regard 
'To the unpractis'd, may sometimes be hard: 
tleu treat content as if it were a weed, 
Of neither cost, nor culture; when indeed, 
It is as fine a (lever as can be found 
Within the mind's best cultivated ground; 
Where, like a seed, it milst have light and air 
To help its growth, according to the care 
That owners take,•whose philosophic skill 
Will much depend upon the weather still; o [bad 
Good should not make them careless, nor should 
Discourage 

J. Right, provided it be had, 
I 	not dispute; but own, what you have said 
Has hit the nail, directly, on the head: 
Easy or hard, all pains, within our pow'r, 
Are well bestow'd on such a charming flow's. 

TOM TPE PORTER. 
As Tom the porter went up Ludgate-hill, 
A swinging show'r 	bins to stand still; 
So, in the right-hand passage thro' the gate,' 
FIe pitch'd his burthen down, just by the grate, 
From whence the doleful accent sounds away, 
" Pity---the poor—and hungry—debtors—pray." 

To the same garrison, from Paul's Church- 
yard, 

An half-drown'd soldier ran tolnount the guard: 
Now Tom, it seems, the Ludgateer, and he 
Were old acquaintance, formerly, all three; 
And as the coast was clear, by cloudy weater, 
They quickly fell into discourse together. 

'T was in December, when the Highland clans 
Had got to Derbyshire from Preston Pans; 
And struck all London, with a general panic.... 
But mark the force of principles Britannic. 

The soldier told 'em fresh the city news, 
Just piping hot from stockjobbers, and Jews; 
Of French fleets landing, and of Dutch neutrality; 
Of jealousies at court amongst the quality; 
Of Swarston-bridge, that never was pull'd down; 
Of all the rebels in full march to town; 
And of a hundred things beside, that made 
Lord may'r himself, and aldermen afraid;'  

•Painting with many an oath the case in view, 
And ask'd the porter--.what he thought to do? 

" Do ?" says he, gravely—'‘ what I did before; 
What I have done these thirty years, and more; 
Carry, as I am like to do, my pack, 

nGlad to maintain my belly by my back ; 
If that but hold, I care not; for my part, 
Come as come will, 't shall never break my heart; 
'I don't see folks that fight about their thrones, 
Mind either soldiers' flesh, or porters' bones; 
Whoe'er gets better, when the battle's fought, 
Thy pay nor mine will be advanc'd a groat--
-But to the purpose=-now we are met here, 
I 	join, if t' will, for one full mug of beer." 

The soldier, touch'd a late with surprise 
To see his friendts indifference, replies—
" What you say, Tom, I own is very good, 
But--.our mligiork!” (and he d—u'd his blood) 
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" What will become of our religion 1"—" Tine !" 
Says the jail-bird—" and of our freedom too? 
If the Pretender" (rapt he out) " comes on, 
Our liberties and properties are gone !" 

And so the soldier and the pris'nerjoiu'd 	t 
To work up Tom into a better mind; 
Ile staring, dumb, with wondertstruck and pit 
Took up his load, and trudge' into the city. 

AN EPISTLE TO A FRIEND, 
ON TILE ART OF ENGLISH POETRY. 

THE art of English poetry, I find, 
At present, Jenkins, occupies your mind; 
You have a vast desire to it, you say, 
And want my help to put you in the way; 
Want me to tell what books you are to read; 
Mow to begin,- at first, and how proceed— 

Now, Um' in short-hand I may well pretend 
To give directions, my Salopian friend, 
As having had the honour to impart 
Its full perfection to that English art; 
Which you, and many a sagacious youth, 
By sure experience, know to be the truth; 
Yet how, in matters of poetic reach, 
Untaught myself, shall 1 pretend to teach? 
Well I remember that my younger breast 
The same desire, that reigns in yours, possest ; • 
?vie, numbers flowing to a measued time, 
'Me, sweetest grace of English verse, the rhyme, 
Choice epithet, and smooth descriptive line, 
Conspiring all to (finish one' design, 
Snit with delight, tii/I negligent of prose, 
And, thro' mere liking, tempted to compose, 
To rate, according to my schoolboy schemes, 
Ten lines in verse worth half a hundred themes. 

Without one living person to consult, 
- The years went on, from tender to adult; 

And, as for poring to consult the dead, 
Truly, that never came into my head: 
Not Homer, Virgil, Horace! (if you ask) 

-Why, yes, the rod would send use to the task; 
But all the consultation that came out 
Had its own end —to 'scope the whipping bout. 
Beside, if subject wanted to be sung, 
The Muse was question'd in the vulgar tongue; 
Who, if she could not answer well in that, 
Would hardly mend herself in Greek or hat. 

- 	But poor encouragement for you to hope 
That my instructions wilt attain the scope: 
Yet since the help, which you are pleas'd to seek, 
Does not concern the Latin, or the Greek; 

- In aneient classics, tho' bat little read, 
I know and care as little what they said, 
In plain, familiar English, for your sake, 
This untry'd province I will -undertake; 
And rules for verse as readily instill, 
As if ability had equall'd will: 
Fair stipulation, first, on etither side, 
In form, and manner, here anneed, 

Conditions are—that, if the Muse should err, 
You gave th' occasion, and must pardon her : 
If aught occur, on sitting down to try, 
That may deserve the casting of your eye; 
If hint arise, in any sort, to suit 
With your intent—you shall be welcome to 't,  

You may remember, when you first began' 
To learn the holy tachygraphie Plau, 
Flow tracing, step by step, the simplest line, 
We grounded, Med, and finish'd our'design: 

.w we examin'd language, and its pqw'rs, 
And then adjusted Wry stroke to ours: 
Whilst the same method, follow'd, in the main,. 
glade o' 'ler natters more donciseiy plain; 
Made English, French, Itaran—liebrew too—
A ppear the clearest in a short-hand view; 
Which, in all points, where language was con- 

cern'd, 
Explai n'd how best, And soonest they were learn d; 
Show'd where to end, as welt as to commence, 
At that one central point of view—good sense. 

There fix your eve then,—if you mean to write 
Verse that is lit to read, or to recite: 
A poet, slighting this initial rule, 
Is but, at best, an artificial fool; 
Of learning verse quite needless the expense, 
Plain prose might serve to show his want of sense. 

But you, who have it, and would give to prose 
The grace, thpt English poetry bestows, 
Consider how the short-hand scheme, in part, 
May be apply'd to the poetic art: 
To write, or read in that, you understood, 
There must be sense, and sense that must be 

good; 
'The more that words were proper-and exact, 
In book, or speech, the more we could contract : 
The hand, you know, became a kind of test, 
In this respect, what writings were the best. 
If incorrect the language,or absurd, 
It cost the fuller noting of each word; 
But, when snore apt, grammatical, and true, 
Full oft a letter for a word would do. 

Form to yourself, directly, the design 
Of so constructing a poetic line; 
That it may cost, in writing it our way, 
The least expense of ink, as one may say; 
That word, or phrase—in measure that yes 

please,— 
May come the nearest to prosaic ease : 
You 	see the cases from the rule exempt, 
Whilst it dimes, in genial, your attempt; 
I low word, or sentence, you may oft transpose, 
And verse be, still, as natural as prose. 

A s natural—for, the' we call it art, 
The worth in poetry is Nature's part : 
Here—antis cot cetare artem—here, 
Art must be hid that Nature may appear; 
So lie concealel behind the shining glass, 
That Nature's image may the best repass: 
All o'er, indeed, must quicksilver be spread, 
But all its useless motion must lie dead. 

The art of swimming—next that comes t 
mind— 

Perhaps may show you what is here desigii'd: 
A young beginner struggling, you may see, 
With all his might—'t was so at least with me—
With all the splutter of his limbs toiNvim, 
And keep his brains, and breath, above the brim 
Whilst, the more eager he to gain his art, 
The sooner ev'ry limb is thrown athwart; 
Till by degrees he learns, with less ado, 
And gentler stroke, the purpose to pursue; 
To Nature's motions poising he conforms, 
Nor puts this unwilling element in storms; 
Taught, as-the smootlicr wave shall yield, to yid( 
And rule the surface of the wat'ry field. 

C, 
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o Soon as you can then, learn to lay aside 
All wild endeavours against Nature's tide; 
Which way she bends take notice, and comply; 
The verse &at will not, burn, or throw it by: 
May be the subject does not suit your skill— 
Dismiss, dismiss—till one comes up that will: 
If sense, if Nature succour not the theme, 
All art and skill is strife against the stream; 
If they assist to waft your verses o'er, 
Stretch forward, and possess the wish'd-for shore. 

'T was from a certain native sense, and wit, 
That carne--Poeta nascitur, non fit—. 
Adage forbidding any rhyming blade, 
That was not born a poet, to be made: 
For if to sing, (in music) or to hear, 
Require a natural good voice, or ear; 
Hart and rule but awkwardly advance, 
Without a previous, pliant shape, to dance, 
Well may the Muse, before she can inspire, 
Versatile force of subtle wit require. 

Of this if critics should demand a sign, 
Strong inclination should be one of mine; 
A fair desire is seldom known to c-pring, 
But where there is-some fitness for the thing: 
Tho', by untoward circumstances ebeek'd, 
There lies a genius, but without effect; 
Many a fine plant, uncultivated, dies; 
And worse, with more encouragement, may rise: 
Des Mecxnates—what had Alaro been, 
Had not Meemnas rais'd the Muse within ? 

Yours, honest pupil, when you are inclin'd, 
May versify, according to your mind; 
She has no reason, to no patron ty'd, 
To prostitute her favours to a side; 
Nor to false taste, if any such the age 
Shall run into, to sacrifice her page; 
Much less, with any vicious topic vile, 
An art of chaster offpring to defile : 
All verse unworthy of an English Muse, 
Of short-hand race, she may, and must refuse. 

Ancient and modern aptitude to run 
Into some errours, which you ought to shun, 
Will now and then occasion, I foresee, 
In place, or out, a piercipe from me: 
When this shall happen, never stand to try 
The where of its appearance, but the why ;. 
Lest, by authorities, or old, or new, 
You should be tempted to incur them too; f 
Since the most celebrated names infer 
No sort of privilege in you to err: 
Far from it—even, where they may excel, 
Barely to imitate is not so well; 
Much less should their authority prevail, 
Or warrant you to follow, where they fail. 

'T is not to search for precedents alone, 
But how to form a judginent of your own; 
In Itiriting verse that is your main affair, 
Main end of all my monitory care, 
Who hate servility to common law, 
That keeps an equitable right ih awe; 
By use add custom justifies its lot, 
Its modes, and fashions, whether right, or not; 
Cramps the free genius, clips the Muse's wing, 
And to one poet ties another's string; 
producing, from their hardly various lines, 
So many copies, and so few designs. 

By neither names, nor numbers, be deterr'd; 
Nor yield to mix amongst the servile herd: 
Exert the liberty, which all avow, 
Tho' slaves in practiCe-s.and begin just.now,  

Begin with me, and construe what I write, 
Not to preclude your judgment, but excite ; 
Just as you once examiti'd what I taught, 
From first to last, with unaddicted thought, 
.to while, at your request, I venture here 
To play the master, see that all be clear; 
I3reserve the freedom, which you always took; 
Nor, if it teach amiss, regard the book. 

Thus, unencumbeed, let us move along, 
As road shall lead us, to the mount of song; 
Still keeping, so far by agreement ty'd, 
Good verse &i prospect, and good sense for guide. 

SENSE presuppos'd, and resolute intent ° 
To regulate thereby poetic bent, 
Let us examine language once again, 
As erst we did to regulate the pen; 
And then observe how the peculiar frame 
Of words, in English, may assist your aim. 

The end of speech, vouchsaf'd to human kind, 
Is to express conceptions of the mind: 
By painted speech, or writing's wond'rous aid, 
The lines of thought are legibly display'd ; 
In any place, at any time appear, 
And silent figure speaks to mental ear; 
Surprising permanence of meaning, found 
For distant voice, and momentary sound.: 
Whether by Heav'n, at first, the huge effect 
Reveal'd, or by inventive wit—reflect 
What good may follow, if a man exert 
The talent right, what ill, if he pervert; 
And to exertion, whether good,- or bad, 
What strength engaging poetry may add; 
That, if successful in your present drift, 
You may not risk to desecratg the gift. 

You see,- in speaking, or by sound, or ink, 
The grand incepti've caution is—to think; 
To measure, ponder, ruminate, digest, 
Or phrase whatever, that betokens best 
A due attention to make art, and skill, 
Turn all to good, or least of all to 
Never to give, on any warm pretence, 
To just observers cause of just offence: 

truth, to good, undoubtedly, belong 
The skill of poets, and the charms of song. 

In verse, or prose, in nature, or in art, 
The head begins the movement,-or the heart; 
If both unite, if both be clear and sound,' 
Then may perfection in a work be found; - 
Then does the preacher, then the poet shine, 
And justly take the title of divine. 
By common sense the worid has been all led 
To make distinction of the heart and head; 
Distinction-worthy of your keenest ken, 
In passing judgment.-upon books, and men; 
Upon yourself, before you shall submif5, 
To other judges what yourself has writ. 

The he-ait tr`  head, it may suffice to note, 
Two diff'rent IcMcis of poetry promote; - • 
One more sublime, more sacred, and se'-ere, 
That shines in Poetry's celestial sphere; 
One of an useful, tho' an trumblerhirthi 
That ornaments its lower globe of Earth; 
These we shall here ascribe, if you think fit, 
One to good sense, the other to good wit; 
And grant that, whiehsdever be display'd, 
It must have something-of the.other's aid; 
Without some wit solidity is dull, 
As bad the sprightly nonsense, to.the 	. 
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To ;lothe them both intlanguage, and by rule, 

Let us again revise the short-band school, 
And trace the branching stamens of discourse 
From their most plain and primtnerly resource. 
Four parts of speech, you know, we us'd to make 
The best arrangement, for inquiry's sake; 
And how, spontaneous, to determine those, 
The noun, and' adnoun, verb, and adverb rose. 
Occurring hints, but to no stiffness ty'd 
Of format method, let these four difide; 
They do, in fact, partitiop out, you know, 
The sense of words, as fares words caLn go; 
For of a thing the clear ideal sense, 
The properties that really spring from thence, 
Actient, and modes of action that ensue, 
Must all unite to make the language true; 
If false, some one or other of these four 
Unveils delusion ent'ring at its door; 
But,o- wonted lessons I shall here pass by, 
Trusting to your remembranee—and apply. 

Thenotin, the name, the substantive, the thing, 
Let represent the subject that you sing: , 
The main, essential matter, whereupon 
You mean to set the Muse at work anon: 
E'er you begin the verse that you intend, 
Respice finem-,,think upon its end; 
One single point, on which yinr are to fix, 
Must govern all that yen shiill intermix; 
Before you quest for circumstances round, 
Peg down, at first, the centre of your ground; 
Each periodic incident when past, 
Examine gently whether that be fast: 
How can you help, if it should e'er come out, 

" Mistaking quite the point you are about? 
How, with no tether lix'd to your designs, 
Help incoherent, lye, unmeaning lines? 

You need not ask of classic-Rome, or Greece, 
Whether your work should all be of a piece; 
The thing is plain—and all that rule tan tell 
If.-.Memorandum to observe it well; 
To frame, whatever you shall intersperse 
Of decoration/ well connected verse; 
That shall, whatever may across be spread, 
From end to end, maintain an equal thread; 
That botch, or patchy or clumsy, awkward seam 
Mar not poetic unity of theme. 

This theme,. or subject, for your English Muse 
Belongs, of right, to you and her to choose: 
Your own unbiasskl inclinations best 
The freer topics for a verse suggest; 
All, within bound of innocence, is free; 
And yourmay range, without consulting me, 
The just, delightful, and extensive sphere; 
All else,o,what need of caution to forbear? 
None—if the bards, and some of Own renown'd, 
Had not transgrest, and overleap'd the bound; 
This maytindeed bid you ,  to have a care, 
Mc, tofrenew the wanting, to beware; 
While, unrestrain'd, you setyourself the task, 
Let it be harmless, and 't is all 1 ask. 

Some, to. be sure, more excellent, and grand, 
Your practis'd genius may in time demand; 
To these in view, no doubt, you may, in will, 
Devote, at present, your completer skill; 

. And whilst, in little essays, you express, 
Or clothe a thought in versifying dress, 
On fair ideas they- rnay turn, and just, 
A nd pave the way to something more august: 
If well your earlier specimens intend, 
prom small heOnnisgs you may greatly end;  

1 

 Wiite what the good may praise, as they perinea 
And bless, with no unfruitful fame, the Muse. 

A youthful Muse, a sprightly one, may crave 
To intermix the cheerful with the gray.—
Indulge her choice, nor stop the flowing‘stream, 
Where verse adorns an inoffensive theme. 
Unwill'd endeavour is the same as faint, 
And brisk will languish if it feel constraint: 
From,  task impos'd, from anykind of force, 
A stiff, and starch4 production comes, oftourse; 
Unless it suit, as it may chance to do, 
'the present humour of the Muse, and you: 
Sooner,' so ask'd, that willing numbers flow, 
The more acceptable, and a-propos; 
'rho' prompt, if proper the occasion rise, 
Her nimbler aid no geu'rous„Muse denies; 
But if a fair and friendly call invite, 
Speeds on the verse to opportune delight; 
Cuts a, delays to satisfaction short, 
When, friends and seasons are in temper fork:,  
As, by this present writing, one may see, 
Dear Muse of mine, is just the case with thee. 

A gen'rous Muse, I mist again repeat{  
Disdains the poor, poetical conceit 
Of poaching verse, for personal repute, 
And writing—only to be thought to do 't; 
Without regarding one of its chief ends, 
At once to profit, and to pleasum friends. 
The' to ithe bard she dictate first %c line, . 
The reader's benefit is her design: 
Mistaken poets seek for prirste fame; 
'Tis gen'ral use that sanctifies the name. 

Be free, and choose what subject then you will, 
But keep your readers in remembrance still, 
Your future judges-o..tho"t is in your choice 
In what committees who shall have a voice: 
Their satisfaction if the Muse prefers, 
And their esteem,-who justly merit hers, 
They who do not, however prompt of throat, 
Stand all excluded from the legal vote. 
Verse any readers, for whom verse is writ, 
May to the press, or to the dames commit: 
A poet signs the judgment on his verse, 
If readers, worthy to be pleas'd, rehearse; 
But, when the blockheads meddle in the cause, 
Laughs at their blame, and smiles at their zip 

Plause. 
-or bill add to Adore versifying ease 

To think on judges, whom you ought to please; 
To fancy some of your selected friends 
Discussing points, to which a subject tends; 
By whom you guess it would be well discuss'd, 
And judgment formed, that you might safely trust; 
If you conceive them sitting on the bench, 
Hints, what is fit to add, or to retrench, 
Anticipating Fancy may supply, 
And save the trouble to the 'real eye: 

,iludgment awaken'd may improve the theme 
With righter verdict, tho' the court's a dream. 

ON INOCULATION. 
WRITTEN WHEN IT FIRST BEGAN TO BE PRAC-

TISED IN ENGLAND. 

I HEARD two neighbours talk, the other night, 
About this new distemper giving plan, 

Which some so wrong, and others think so right; 
Short was the dialogue—and thus it ran. 
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'a" if I had twenty children of my own, 

I would inoculate them ev'ry one.—" 
Ay, but should any efthem die! what moan 

Would then'be made, for vent'ring thereupon?" 

"No; I ;hould think that I had done the best; 
And be resign'd, whatever should befall.—" 

"But could you really be so, quite at rest?" 
"I eould"—" Then w,hy inoculate at ail? 

"Since to resign a child to God, who gave, 
Is full as easy, and as just a part, 

When sick, and led by Nature to the grave, 
As when in health, and driv'n to.it  by Art." 

AN ANSWER 70 SOME IN2UIRIES, 
CONCERNING THE Arrnon's OPINION OF A SER- 

MON PREACHED AT 	UPON THE OPERATION 
OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. 

SAY to the sermon?—Why, you all were by, 
And heard its whole contents, as well as I—
Without discussing what the preacher said, 
I'll tell you, sirs, what Caine into my head. 
While he went on, and learnedly perplext 
The ganuine meaning of his chosen text, 
I cast my eyes above him,. and expior'd 
The dove-like form upon the sounding board. 

That bird, thought 1, was put there as a sign 
What kind of spirit guides a good divine: 
Such as, at first, taught preachers to impart 
The pure and simple gospel to the heart: 

A perfect, plain, intelligible rule, 
Without the dark distinctions of the school; 
'That, with a nice, sophistical disguise, 
Hide the clear precepts from the people's eyes. 

Whatever doctrine in one age was true, 
Mint needs be so in all succeeding too; 
Tho' circumstance may change—its inward aim, 
Tiro' ev'ry outward state, is still the saint. 

No thinking Christian can be pleas'd to hear 
Men, who pretend to make the Scripture clear, 
With low remarks, upon the letter play, 
And take the spirit of it quite away. 

Be time, or place, or person, or what will, 
Urg'd in support of such a wretched skill, 
It all amounts but to a vain pretence, 
That robs the Gospel of its real sense. 

Taught by the Saviour, and by holy men, 
'Tis now the very same that it was then; - 
Not to be alter'd by unhallow'd pains; 
The world Opy vary, but the troth remains. 

Its consecrated phrases, one would think, 
That priests and pulpits were not made to sink; 
Prophaner wits can do it that disgrace— 
What need of holy orders in the case? 

The modish critical haranguer, heardc 
May be admied; may be perhaps prefered; 
\Vho sinks the dictates of the sacred page 
Down to the maxims of the.present age. 

But o'er his'sounding canopy, why bring 
The harmless dove to spread its hov'ring wing? 
How in the church by such a shape exprest 
Fulness of brain, and emptiness of breast? 

Of heads so fatten'd, and of hearts so starykl, 
A.,,different emblem should, methinks, be earv'd; 
The owl of Athen% and not Sion's dove, 
The bird of learning—not the bird of love. 

it  

REMARIdON DR. BROWN'S ESTIMATE; 
WRITTEN IN THE CHARACTER OF A. LADV. 

Tun book appears to my perusing sight, 
So rambling, scambling, florid, and polite, 
That tho' a manly skiff may trace the clue, 
A simple female knows not what to do; 
Where to .begin.remark, or where to close, 
Lost in a thousand—,beauties, I suppose. 

One seeming proof of such a coalition 
Of nuin'rous beauties is—a fifth edition; 
As, reading authors, I have just now found 
In the Whitehall—price three and sixpence bound: 
Many a good book, but less of. print concise, 
Less clean of margin,wells for half the price. 

So that the nation grows in books, 'tis plain, 
" Luxurious, effeminate and vain':" 	• 
That is the purchasers--or, if I durst, 
I would have said the writers of 'em first; 
And the luxuriant framer of this plan, 
First of the first, should be the leading man 

Somewhere before the middhaof the book, 
It seems the author, whom I really took 
But for a politician, was in fine, 
To my surprise, a protestant divine: 
A protestant divine! in whose high flight 
The question capital is—who shall jighiq 

Not whOshallpay—as some divines have plann'd, 
One has heard tell, the capital demand: 
Both needless questions when divines arose 
Who neither su'd their friends nor fought their 
Now what more vain, effeminate, luxurious, [foes. 
Than parson's talk, so capitally furious? 

Truly the works of distaff and of needle 
Are worth whole volumes of courageous Tweedle; 
With the sum total—" Britons! all be free; 
Take the brown musket up, and follow me: 
Let us be strong, be hardy, sturdy, rough; 
Till we are all beatifi'd in buff." 

I " We may with tnith and candour conelpde that 
the ruling character of the present times is that of 
a vain,luxusious, and selfish effeminacy." Brown's 
Estimate. Sect. 

2  " it bath been urged indeed as a proof that the 
natural spirit of defence is not yet extinguished, 
that we raised such large sums during the Rebel-
lion, and still continue such plentiful supplies for 
the support of our fleets and armies. This is weak 
reasoning: for will not cowardice, at least as soon 
as courage, part with a shilling or a pound to 
,avoid danger ?—The capital qqestion therefore 
still remains--Not who shall pay, but who shall 
fight?" Sect. 6. 
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Wpm manners just the same, as we are told, 
Men are effeminate;  and women bold 3: 
If aught like satire or like ridicule 
Should seem to rise, we must apply this rule 
To,  solve the case—and so. I think we may—
" It comes from folly's natural displays." 

Person, and dress is left us to imply, 
And little else, to know the sexes by: 
Characteristics formerly made oti(4 
Are now confounded by,a present rout; 
AD would be lost df, as Ue cosset warm, 
With rage us just, the petticoat shohld arm. 

Bn'. while men fight, both clergyfi'd and lay, 
Who left but women to try—Let us pray! 
While men are marshalling in prose Pindaric 
Religion, Virtue, Warburton, and Garrick, 
Women must pray, that Heav'n would yet annex 
Some little grace to- the tallt,valiant sex. 

Love of our country is the manly sound 
That dads in armour alt the Virtues round: 
Where is this barely country to be sought? 
Why %is Great Britain, in their little thought: 
And the two states which these divines advance, 
The Heat of England, and the Hell of France. 

Women must pray,-and, if divines can reach 
No higher a theology--„must preach. 
This worbl--Ahis seahound spot ofit.--.-may seem 
The central Paradise in men's esteem, 
Who have great souls; hut women who have none, 
Hare other realms tofix their hearts upon. 

gulch there be—the only certain scheme 
To guard, against each possible extreme, 
Is to put on, amidst the world's -darn* 
With a  good heart, our real country's arms; 
Faith, hope, and patience, from the tow'reabove, 
All-bearing meekness, and all conqu'ring love. 

• 

REM/1.1?It7S,  

ON A PAMPHLET, ENTITLED, EPISTLES TO THE 
GREAT', FROM ARISTIPPUS IN RETIRE11IENT./0. 
IN A LETTER TO DR. 

DOCTOR, thianeiv new. 	species 
,Yemelmay do; but never decies: 

3  ” The sexes have now little other apparent 
distinction beyond that of person and dress: their 
peculiar and characteristic manners are confound-
ed an lost: the one sex having advanced into 
boldness, as the other have sunk into etTeminacy.g 
Sect. 5. 

4 " Thus we have attempted a simple delineation 
of the ruling manners of the times : if any thing 

' like ridicule appears to mix itself with this review, 
it ariseth not from the aggravation, but the na-
tural display of folly." Sect. S. 

These Epistles were published in the year 
17.57.—" The species of poetry," says the edi.,  
tor, "sin which they are written has been used 
with great sucgess among the French, by Chapelle, 
Chaulien, La Farre, Gresset, madame Deshou-
liereS, and others."-.-To quote from them all the  

For a Chapelle, or a Mullett, 
if he new devis'd conceit may do; 
In rambling rhymes, La Farre, and Gresset, 
And easy diction may express it; 
Or madam's muse, Deshoulieres, 
Improve it farther still than theirs: 
But in the name of all the Nine, 
Will an epistolary line, 
In English verse and English sense, 
Admit to give them both offence, 
The Gaulbred insipidilee 
Of this new fangl'd melodee? 
Indeed it won't—if Gallic phrase 
Caq bear with such enervate lays, 
Nor pleasure nor paimpinion'd hours 
Can ever suffer them in ours; 
Or icy'crozen'd, endure a theme 
Silrer'd with moonshine's maiden gleam: 
Not kho' so garlanded anditozeiy, 
So soli, so sweet, so myrtle-borery; 
So balmy, palmy—and.so on— 
As is the theme here writ upon:. 
Writ in a species that, if taking, 
Portends sad future verse unmaking: 
Brown's Estimate of times and manners, 
That paints effeminacy's banners, 
Has not a proof in its detail 
More plain than this, if this prerail;' 
Forbid it sense, forbid it rhyme, 
Whether familiar or sublime; 
Whether ye guide the poet's hand 
To easy diction or to grand; 
Forbid the Gallic namby pamby 
Ilere to repeat its crazy erambe: 
One instance of such special stuff, 
To see the way on't is enough; 
Excusq for once; if Aristippus 
Gas any more within his cippus, 
Let him suppress;--or sing 'em he 
With gentle Muse, sweet I:Melee; 
Free to salute her,kwhile they chirp, 
For easier rhyming,—,sweet Eatery: 
It is allow'd that verse to please 
Should move along with perfectuase; 
But this coxeombically mingling 
Of rhymes, unrhyming, interjingling, 
For numbers genuinely British 
is quite too (laical and skittish; 
But for the maseuliner belles, 
And the polite he ma'rhoisellesS 
Whom Dryads, Nalads,,1*trphs, and Fauns, 
Meads, woods, and groves, and lakes, and lawar, 
And loves, and dores44and fifty more 
Such jaded terms, bespriukl'd o'er 
With compound epithets uncouth, 
Prompt to pronounce 'em verse, forsooth! 
Verse let 'em be; tho' I suppose 
Some veise as well might have been prose, 
That England's common courtesy • 
Politely calls good poetry: 
For if the poetry be good, 
Accent at least is understood; 
Number of syllables alone, 
Without the proper stress of tone, 

expressions alluded to in the following verse 
would but swell out the notes to an unneceum 
length. • It is thought sufficient therefore to d 
stitiguish such allusions by Italic characterst 
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EPILOGUE TO H 
3,Vi11 make our metre flat and bare 
As Hebrew verse of bishop Hare:, 
Add, that 'regard to thyme is gone, 
And verse and prose will be all one; 
Or, what is worse,, create a pother 
By species neither one nor Vetiver; 
A case, which there is room to fear 
From dupes of Aristippus here*, 
The fancied sage, in feign'd retreat, 
Laughs at the follies of the great 
With wit, inventiod, fancy, humour, 
Enough to train the thing a rumour; 

• But if he writes resolv'd to shine 
In uneotifin'd and motley line, 
'Let him Pindaric it away, 
And quit the lazy labour'd lay.; 
Leave to La Farre and to La Pause, 
The warbling, soothing nonchalance.— 
When will our bards unlearn at last 
The puny style, and the bombast? 
Nor let the pitiful extremes 
Disgrace the verse of English themes; 
Matter,sno more, in manner paint, 
Foppish, affected, queer, and quaint; 
Nor bounce above Parnassian ground, 
To drop the sense, and catch the sound: 
Except—in writing for the stage, 
Where sound is hest for bustin'd rage; 
Except—in operas, where sense 
Is but superfluous expense: 
Be then the bards of sounding pitch 
Consign'd to Garrick and M Rich; 
To Turetiledums and Tweedkdees, 
The singy songing Euterpees. 

URLOTHRUMBO; 	 217 
Cr.' A strange add play, sir; 

Enter Author, pushes Hurtofhrumbo aside. 
Au. Let me come to him.—Tray, what's that you 

say, sir? 
Cr. I say, sir, sssles are notobserv'd 

Au. Rules, 
Like clocks and watches, were all made for fools. 
Rules make a way? that 

• Cr. What, Mr. Singer? 
Au. As if a knife and fork should snake a finger. 
Cr. Pray, sir, which is the hero of your play? 
Au. Hero? why they're all heroes in their .My. 
Cr. But here's no plot! or none that's under-

stood. 
Au. There's a rebellion the'; and that's as good. 
Cr. No spirit nor genius in-1. 

Au. Why didn't here 
A spirit and a genius both appear? 
Cr. Poh,'-tis all stuff and nonsense.—. 

Au. 'Lack- tx-ilay 
Why that's the very essence of a play. 
Your old-house, new house, opera and ball, 
'Tis nonsense, critic, that supports 'einstil. 
As you yourselves ingeniously have shown, 
Whilst on their nonsense you have built your 

-own: 
Cr. Here wants--,-- 

Au. Wants what? why now, for all your cant-
What one ingredient of a play is training? [ing, ' 
,Music, love, war, death, madness without sham,' 
Done to the life by persons oStlie dram: 
Scenes and machines, descending and arising; 
Thunder and lightning; ev'ry thing surprising! 
Cr. Play, farce, or opera, is't? 

Au. No Matter whether 
'Tis a rehearsal of 'em all together. 
But come, sir, come, troop off, old Blundermonger, 
And interrupt the Epilogue no longer. 

f Author drives the Critic off the stage. 
Herb, proceed,- 

Hurlo. Troth ! he says true enough, 
The stage has given rise to wretched stuff: 
Critic or player; a Dennis.or a Gibber, 	• 
Vie only which shall make it go down glibber; 
A thousand murd'rous ways they cast about 
To stifle it --but murder 	out. 
Our author fairly, without so much fuss, 
Shows it—in purisnaturalibus; 
Pursues the point beyond its highest height, 
Then hidshis men of fire, and ladies bright, 
Mark how it looks! when it is out of sight. 
So true a stage, so fair a play for laughter, 
There never was before, nor ever will come 

after: ' 
Never, no never; not while vital breath 
Defends ye from that long-lied mortal, Death. ' 
Death!-.—something hangs on my prophetic ' 

tongue, 	' 
I'll give it utterance—be it right or wrong: 	' 
Hanel himself shall yield to Hurlothriambo, 
And Bononeini too shall cry-4," Succuttibo." 
That's if the ladies condescend to strafe; -
Their looks Make sense or nonsense in our isle> 

EPILOGUE 
to nuoi.otpoomBo, OR TILE SUPERNATURAL'. 

Enter litirlothrumbo. 
LADIES and gentlemen, my lord of FlaMe 
Has sent me here to thank you in his name; 
Proud of your smiles, he's mounted many a story 
Above the tip-top pinnacle of glory: 
Thence he defies the sons of clay, the critiel; 
" Fellows," says he, " that are mere paralytics, 
With judgments lame, and intellects that halt, 
Because a man outruns them--they find fault." 
He is indeed, to speak my poor opinion, 
Out of the reach of crikal dominion. 

Enter Critic. 
Adso! here's one of 

This play was written by Mr. Samuel Johnson, 
a dancing master, of Cheshire, awl performed in 
the year 11722, at the Little Theatre, in the Hay-
market, where it had a run of above thirty nights. 
We must refer the reader to the piece itself, to 
give hint a just idea of the humour and propriety 
of the-following epilogue; which was written by 
our author, with a friendly intention to point out 
to Mr. Johnson the extravagance and absurdity of 
his play.—Mr. JohnSon, however, so far from per. 
ceiving the ridicule, received it as n compliinent, 
and lord it both spoken and printed, 

   
  



218 	 BYROM'S POEMS. 
103111ARKS 

ON DR. NIIDDLETON'S EXAMINATION OF THE 
1.0111) BISHOP OF LONDON'S DISCOURSES CON, 
CONING THE USE AND INTENT OF PROPIIECN,  

2 PETER i. 19. 
-" We have also a more sure word ,of proplice34; 

whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as unto 
a light that shineth in a dark plate, until the day 
dawn, and the day-star arise in your hearts." 

Tilts passage, sir, which has engagliof late 
So many writers in such high debate 
About the nature of prophetic light 
Has nit, 1 think, been understood aright; 
Nor does the critic Middleton's new tract 
Relate the Meaning fairly, or the fact. 

Peter, you know, sir, by his own account, 
Was with our Saviour „in the holy Mount; 
Where he, and two apostles more, beheld 
The shechinah, or glory that exceltd; 	10 
Saw that divine appearance of our lord, 
Which three of the evangelists record; 
His face a sun, and light his whole array, 
Prophetic glimpse of that eternal-day, 
Wherein, the glance of Sun and -Moon supprest, 
God shall himself enlighten all theblest ; 
Shall from his temple, from the sacred shrine; 
Shine forth edhuman majesty divine. 
To this grand vision, which the chosen three 
Were eall'el before they- tasted death to see, 	20 
:Was added proof to the astonish'd ear, 
That made presential Deity appear; 
And by a voice from God the Father's throne, 
HIS welt beloved Son was then made known. 

Now search.of rupteries the whole abyss, 
What more entire conViction, sir, than this? 
Of human reason search the wide pretence, 
What more miraculous, and plaint(' sense? 
But reason oft interprets past event 
Just as the hUman heart, and will is bent: 	SO 

'The doctor, whom his own productions call 
No hearty friend to miracles at all, 
Disguises this to bring his point about, 
As if both sight and bearing left a doubt; 
Left some perplexity on Peter's mind, 
euite against all that he himself defin'cl. 
" This wond'rous apparition, sir, might leave 
Something too hard precisely to conceive; 
And circumstances raise within his soul 
Suspense about the nature of the whelet." 	40 

What kind of sauntering spirit could suggest 
Such groundless cavil to a Christian breast? 
What Christian priest, at least, would choose to 
His Saviour's glory in a light so faint?-- 

1 " Thi'l wonderful apparition and heavenly voice 
might be accompanied with such circumstances 
as would naturally leave some doubt and per-
plexity on the mind concerning the precise man-
ner and nature of the whole transaction. For 
Peter, as we read, was in such a fright and 
amazement at what he saw and heard, that he 
knew not what he said: and both he and the two 
other apostles then with him, James and John, 
were so greatly terrified, that they fell upon their 
faces to the ground, and thirst not so much as 
'look up, till, Jesus, when the vision was over, 
came to raise and encourage them."-3-Dr. Mid- 
dleton's Treatise, p. 3l. 	'  

But let this suit the priesthood, if you will, 	c 
l4ray what foundation for his critic skill? 
For Peter's doubting what he saw and-heard-. 
For scruples:—first imagin'd, then infei'd? 

The reason here assigir'd is " Fearaeddread, 
So great that Peter knew trot what he said; 50 
He, and his partners, in the vision too, 
Fell orf their faces at its awful view; 
Nor durst look up, till Jesus, at the last, 
Came to, and rais'd them when 't was overpast,"* 

0 vain suggestion could they see and hear 
Without an adoration? without fear? 
If they were struck with more than mortal awe, 
Their very fear was proof of what they saw; 
For strength to see, and Weakness to sustain,-
Made, both alike, the heavenly vision plaint 60 
Nor has he once attempted to devise 	,[prise. 
Whatelse should strike them with. so  great StIF 

If, Geer-come with reverential ,dread, 
Th' amaz'd apostle wist not what he said, 
Unbias'd reason would itself confess 
A 'greater light diminishing its less, 
Thus in the see-ed books, if we recall 
The first recorded presence since the fall, 
Themselves from God when our first parents hid, 
It might be said, they wist not what they did: la 
Yet were' they taught their eomfortable creed, 
The promise of the woman's cornering seed; 
As here, th' apostles were empower'd to see 
That Jesus, God's beloved Son, was he. 

If, when God spike, each fell upon his face—
How oft in ancient times was this the ease? • 
What prophet, sir, to whom he spite of yore, 
His voice, or vision, unsupported bore? 
Moses himself, when unawares be trod 
On holy ground undheard the voice of God, 80 
Tho' turn'd aside on purpose to inquire 
Whattept the bush unhand amidst the fire, 
Stop'd in his search by the divine rebuke, 
Straight hid his face, and was afraid,  to look. 

Abram, the Covenanted sire of all, 
Who, in his faith, upon the Lord should call, 
When heoeceiv'd the seal of it, the sign 
Oftirourncision, from the ,voiee divine,* 
Fell on his face—and -must we then conceit 
His proofs, that God tailed with-him, incomplete? 

Read how Isaiah thought himself undone 91 
WItc4; lie had seen God's glory in his Son; 
Until the seraph;  with a living coal 
From off the altar, purg'd the prophet's.  soul. 
Read how Ezekiel too, with like surprise, 
When Heaton was open'd to his wond'ring eyes, 
Fell on his face, at the same- glorious sight; 
Till, by God's spirit, made to stand upright, 
Thus Daniel prostrate, thus the great divine 
Who saw the apocaliptic scenes.--in fine, 	100  
Thus human strengthalorre could neverstand, 

. When God appear'd, unaided by his hand. 
To urge a reason then from fear, to doubt 
The glorious fact, that could not be nAbout, 
Only befits a feeble, faithless mind, 
To‘heav,nly voice and vision deaf and blind. 

The learned prelate, against whose Discourse 
This gentleman has aim'd his present force; 
Thought it Minn-din any one to make 
St. Peter, for his own conviction's sake, . 110 
Say, that old prophecies should be prefer'd 
To God's immediate voice, which he had -heard: 
Such a comparison, he thought, became 
do sober man—much less the saint—to frame; 
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Concluding it impossible from hence 
That this could ever be St. Peter's.sense. 

The' 'tis not only possible, it seems, 
But weak, mareover2," as the doctor decals, 
" To doubt it#-a comparisontso just • 
Peter not only might have made, but must.-+,." 120 
And then he cites rabbinical remarks, 
To prove the paradox from learned clerks: 
Not that he minds what any of them writes, 
But most despises whom he Oddly cites. 
Lightfoot's authority, do instance one, 
Is first, and last, and most insisted on; 

" The soundness of whose faith he interjects, 
And erudition nobody suspects3:" 
Or if the reader wants a full display 	twat' 4  
Of these endowments,—" Lightfoot shows the 
How, by assuming liberty to take 	IS 1 
For granted, straight, what premises we make; 
Whatever notions or opinions teed 
To favour that which we would recommend, 
We may demonstrate, by such arts as these, 
A doctrine true, divine, or what we please." 

This, sir, is his description of souod 
Let us now see what argument it bath: 
This trusty evidence, amongst the rest, • 
Is c,all'd to prove a voice from Ileav'n a jest; 140 
The Jews bath-kot a cunning acted part, 
A fable, phantasy, or magic art; 
Voice of the devil, or of devilish elves, 	• 
To cheat the people and promote themselves: 

P. 47. " Let us now return to the bishop's Dis-
courses; in which he goes on to demonstrate the 
ineonsistencyof the author's (Collins) expositiOrt, 
by telling us, that it makes Peter to say, in his 
own person, that the dark prophecies of the Old 
Testament were a surer and more certain evi-
dence to himself, than the immediate voice of 
God, which he had heard with ins own ears. 
And is it possible,' adds he, that St. Peter, or 
any man indeis wits, could make such a com-
parison?' To which question, so smartly and 
confidently put, I readily answer, that it is not 
only possible, that St. Peter might make such a 
comparison, but even weak to imagine that he 
could make any other." 

3 P. 52. " Doctor Lightfoot also, the soundness 
of whose faith and erudition is allowed by OM, 
speaks more precisely to my present purpose; and 
says, that If we observe two things, first, that 
the Jewish nation, under the second temple, was 
given to magical arts heyond'measures; we may 
safely suspect that those voices, which they 
thought to be from Heaven, and noted with the 
name of bath-kW, were either formed by the devil 
in the air, to deceive the people; or, by magicians 
with. devilish art, to promote their ownaffairs.' 
From which he draws this inference, which I 
would recommend to the special ,consideration of 
this eminent prelate: "Hence,' adds-he,' the apostle 
Peter saithIvith good reason,- that the word of 
prophecy was surer than a voice from Heaven."' 

4 p.141. " Now by the same method of reason-
ing, and the liberty which his lordship every 
where assumes, of supposing ;boleros premises 
he wants, and taking every thing for granted, 
which tends to confirm his hypothesis, we may 
prove any doctrine to be true, or divine, or what-
ever we please to make. of it. Dr. Lightfoot has 
shown. us-the way." 

And hence tbt apostle (is the inference drawn, 
" That claims the special notice of the lawn ;" 
That comes to clear this famous prelate's sight) 
With reason good preferlprophetic light. 

:Ps°, introduce an Hebrew, foreign term; 
Take all for true that quoted lines affirm; 	150 
Anil then assume that the apostle too 
Just thought and argued, as these critics do; 
And we may prove from Peter's own design, 
That God the F&Iier's Voice was not divine. 

But should the prelate link it mere grimace 
To talk of fable in St. Peter's case, 
Whose words Ixclude it, and expressly speak 
Of heav'nly truth; how frivolous and weak, 

a In his more sober and sedate esteem, 
Must all this patch,,work erudition seem! 	160 
How will a Christian bishop too conceive 
Of what the doctor's margin interweave, 	• 
Tottehing that scripture, where our Saviour 
And Health' the glorifying answer made! tpray'd, 
While front his note, sir, nothing can be learn'd 
But casual thunder, or bathrkol concern'd5. 

Will he net ask—is it this author's aim, 
Under his bath-kol figments to disclaim 
All faith in voices of a heavenly kind? 
Is that the purpose of his doubting mind? 	170 
You see th' apostle is extremely clear, 
That such a voice himself did really hear: 
He also had such wortd'rous proofs beside, 
That voice concurrent cannot be deny'd. [came 
And, when our Lord had been baptis'd, there 

voice from Heav'n in words the-very same. 
Here, in his answer'd prayer, tho', by mistake, 
Some said it thundered, some, an angel spake, 
We have his own authority divine; 	[mine." 
" This voice," said he, " came fsr your sakes, not 

Would not the bishop sightly thus oppose 181 
Plain scripture facts to learning's empty shows? - 
What signifies it then, upon the whole, 
How poor blind Jews have talk'd about batlidzot? 
What jarring critics of a later day, 
Or Lightfoot, here thrice ridicnVd, may say? 
Or Middleton himself.- whose pious care . 
For giftless churches prompts him to compare. 
Voices from Heaven, in his assuming page, 
To miracles beyond th' apostles ages: 	190 
Taking for granted, without more ado, 
His wild hypothesis about them too. 

Prodigious effort !.see obstructed quite 
The Gospel promise, and the Christian right; 

5,  P.48. "N. B. Thus when Jesus, a little before 
his death, was addressing himself to the Father, 
in the midst of his disciples and people of Jerusa. 
lent, anti 	Father, save me from this 
hour; Father, glorify thy name.' There came a 
voice from Heaven, saying: I have both glorified 
it, and will glorify it again.' Upon which the 
people, that stood by and heard it, said that it 
thundered; others said, that an angel spake to 
him. (John xii. 28.) That is, part of the com-
pany believed it to be nothing more than an acci-
dental clap of thunder; while others took it to be 
the hath-kol, or the voice of God, or of an angel, 
Which was accompanied always with thunder." 

6  P. 142, 145, 171. P. 50. The reality of this 
oracular voice (bath-kol) ks attested, as 1 have 
said, by all the Jewish writers, after the cessation 
of prophecy, in the same positive manner as the 
miraculous gifts of the Christian church by the 
primitive fathers, after the days of the apostles." 
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Cut off at once miraculous supply; 
All healing ceases when apostles die: 
No tongue inspir'i:, no demon dispossest; 
With them the working spirit went to rest: 
Forgot the prophecies that Christ had made, 2(k) 
And left believers without signal aid: 
Although no limit, in what scripture said), • 
Be put to miracles, but want of faith; 
Although, without one, foolish to pretend 
To know their nature, or to fix Mir end; 
Yet if a dining genius iclvertise 
That all but scripture Miracles are lies, 
What crowds embrace the new beliA and hope! 
It suits theirtaste --and saves them from the pope. 
Ones contend that wond'rous gifts survive 
The first three centuries--or four—or five.— 210 
Then, sir, they close their jealous, partial view, 
And grudge diviner influence its due: 
Take diff'rent stations in the doctor's track, 
Blaming, and backing his more close attack; 
All miracles, beyond his earlier fence, 
Are want of honesty, or want of sense: 
All faith in bishops, confessors, and saints, 
Who witness facts, a Christian priest recants: 
They must—he says they must—be fables all, 
That pass the bounds of his gigantic wail. 	220 

Such strange delusion if a man embrace, 
Without some voice, some miracle of grace, 
It is in vain, to reas'ners of his cast, 
To urge the evidence of ages past: 
With minds resolvd to disbelieve, or doubt, 
Small is the force of history throughout. 
Freedom of thought exerted, and of will, 
To claim the privilege of judging ill, 
Prophets, apostles, martyrs cannot move, 	229 
Nor holy church, throughout the world, disprove. 

But to returrs=how does his first assault 
On miracles defend a second fault! 
Or tabbies, or rabbinical divines, 
Help Lightfoot's comment, or his own designs! 
Lightfoot, without detracting from his skill, 
Wrote, in this instance, with a careless quill: 
Such inf'rence else had never been annext ; 
He mast have seen that the apostlestext 
Could not, with reason either good or great, 
Compare the prophets with a devilish cheat. 240 
This learned writer, sir, did not attend 
To Peter's meaning, or not apprehend; 
Or, if excuse may for his haste atone, 
He did net well, perhaps, express his own. 
, Since, by his present citer here, you see 
How quite forgetful. learned men may be: 
For after all the scraps be had amass'd; 
And this triumphant inference at last: . 
" The text," he says, " had, in St. Peter's views, 
No ref'rence to himself— but to the Jews 1." 250 

P. 53. " Yet St. Peter's words, after all, as 
they are expounded by the freethinking author-
above mentioned, do not necessarily imply him to 
mean, that prophecy was a surer argument to 
himself, than the voice from Heaven, but to the 
Jewish converts hi general, who did not hear that 
voice, but received it only from the reports of 
others. It was not his view in this epistle to des 
dare what sort of arguments was the most con,  
vincing to himself, but to propose such as were 
most worthy of the attention of those to whom he 
was writing."—P. 54. " When St. Peter therefore 
says, we have a more sure word of prophecy: 

POEMS. 
Not, in his haste, aware that what he said 
lilriock'd all the bath-kol pedantry o' th' head; 
That what, he thought, his borrow'd pages won, 
His own gave up, as soon as he had dune. 
For if " St. Peter's words do not imply, 
What he himself was most persuaded by;  
But only show what arguments were fit 
For their attention, sir, to whom he writ:" 
The bishop's reas`ning, which he strives to cloud, 
Is not unanswer'd only, but allow'd: 	160 
The very thing pretended to be shown 
Is, by his own confession, overthrown. 

Do but observe the point in question, sir, 
On which the doctor makes this learned stir; 
How he, who talks of " its perpetual changes 
By others," takes the liberty to range: 

When a comparison was judg'd absurd, 
Peter could make no other, was the word; 
Then(hy a contradiction plain and flat, 
Peter's comparison could not be that; 	270 
And then again,—supposing that it could, 
Thus he attempts to make the matter good. 

" Let Peter be himself assur'd," says he, 
" As fully as 't was possible to be, 
Of ev'ry circumstance that past; he might 
Have still preferd the old prophetic light: 
This was a standing evidence, and lay 
Open to cool delib'rate reason's sway; 
A firmer argument, that brought along 
Conviction, sir, more permanent and strong, 980 
To men of sober senses, and sedate, 
Than could the vision which his Words relates." 
Set the perplex'd equivocation by 
" That's here involv'd," how easy the reply 
'Po reasons void, if we distinguish right 
Betwixt a real, and reported sight: 
Pon be the proof, that prophecies procure, 
More to the Jews comparatively sure, 
As oft the text is commented upon, 
(Thro' a mistake, as will appear anon) 	290 
Yet his conviction vacates the pretence 
Of reason, argument, and sober sense; 
Because the prophets, here to be compar'd, 
As evidences of what God deelar'd, 
Could but originally hear and see; 
And be as fully satisfy'd as he. 

The use of reason has, I apprehend, 
When full assurance is attain'cl, an end: 
When we are certain that we see, and hear, 
And every circumstance is plain, and clear, SPO 

the occasion of his words oblige us to interpmet 
them, as spoken, not with any particular re• 
ferenee to himself,  but to the general body of this 
Jewish converts." 

8 P. 62..,  And thus the apostle's sense, as it is 
expounded by the author, (Collins) is clear a01 
consistent, not liable to any exception but what 
flows from that perplexity, in which his lordship 
has involved it by his use of equivocal terms 
and perpetual change of the point in fiuestion." 

P. 52. " Let Peter be as perfectly assured, sl I  
We can suppose him to be of every circumstance, I 
which passed in the Mount, he might still tale, 
prophecy, considered as a standing evidence, 
always lying open to the cool and deliberate e,e 
amination of reason to be- a firmer argument ce 
the whole, and to carry a more permanent con• 
viction with it to the sober senses of men, than Ha 
vision with which he here compares it,". 

   
  



REMARKS ON MIDDLETON'S EXAMINATION. 
'hat can examination teach, or learn? 
By what criterion, sir, shall we discern, 
When reason comes to be so deadly cool, 
The sage deli berator from the fool? 

Conceive St. Peter, if you can, entic'd 
(Eye-witness of the majesty of Christ; 
Of what the Father, in the Mount, had done 
By showing forth the glory of the Son) 
To disbelieve his senses, and to pore 
Some ancient standing evidences o'er; 	310 
To see if that, which, on the holy spot, 
He saw and heard, was seen and heard, or not: 
Would such a cool deliberating plan 
Have made him pass for a more sober man? 
If so,then Middleton has hit the white; 
Sherlock, if not, is thus far in the right; 
And well may say that no man, in his wits, 
Could lie attack'd by such cold reas'nimp fits. 

But thus the frigid argument is brought, 
Why Peter might,-•in full persuaded thought, 320 
Prefer predictions in the ancient law 
To what himself most surely heard, and saw: 
"For, after all the full convincing icene, 
Which he had witness'd, how did he demean?-- 
With faith infirm, he shamefully deny'd 
His Master, seen so greatly glorify'd ."

Yes; so he did—and gave an humbling stroke 
To human confidence in reason's cloak: 
Enough to lay all syllorrizing trust 
in bare conclusions only in the dust; 	330 
An ample proof that, in a trying hour, 
Ev'n demonstration loses all its pow'r; 
That, without grace, and God's assisting hand, 
In time of need, no evidence can stand. 

Suppose a person of the clearest head, 
In logic arts well grounded, and well read; 
If, with a selfish love to truth, alone, 
He arm-himself with weapons all his own, 
When a temptation comes—alas! how soon 
The valiant reas'ner turns a mere poltroon! 340 

Peter, the' void of learning, and of art, 
Had a courageous, had an honest heart; 
Had natural abilities, beyond 
All those of which the critics are so fond: 
Had hidden qualities, beyond their ken; 
They fish for words—he was to fish for men. 
His faith, in outward evidence, was such 
That Peter trusted to himself too much:. 
When his denial plainly was foretold, • [bold: 
What should have humbled made him grow more 
" Tho' ail should be offended—yet not I— 
Not death itself shall tempt tile to deny." 

We see in him, sir, what the utmost height 
Of boasted reason, evidence, and light, 
Of courage, honesty, and even love 
Could do, without assistance from above: 
It could to humbler thoughts resist the call; 
It proudly could prefer iiocif to all: 
It could, in short, upon conclusions true, 
Do all that numbers upon false ones do ; 	360 
Rest on itildf, be confident and bounce; 
And, when the call to staring came—renounce. 

As human resolution, courage, skill, 
Conviction, evidence, or what you will, 

P. 56. " For after all the convictions which he 
himself had received from it, we know, that his 
faith. was still so infirm, as to betray him into a 
shameful denial of his Master, whom he had seem 
so wonderfully glorified." 

Can, in. their nature, only reads so' far 
As things are subject to an human bar; 
All these, the' actuating Peter's zeal, 
To Christian doctrine could not set the seal. 
(kid-like humility—the sacred root 
Whence ev'ry virtue branches- into fruit, 	370 
Lays-the foundation of the Christian life 
Al reason governs that of human strife. 
And, I appeal, sir, setting grace aside, 
How oft is Issuntts reason human pride? 
Human desire of victory, or fame? 
A Babel tow'ring to procdre a name ? 
A self assurdice? an untutor'd boast? 
That can but form intention, at the Most; 
Which, tho' directed right, must humbly as* 
Divine assistance to perform its task. 	380 

This Peter faii'd.in—and a servantmaid 
Made him, with all his bold resolves, afraid; 
With all his sure convictions, he began 
To curse, and swear, and did not know the man; 
'Till, for a lesson, wond'ronsly addrest 
To sink full deep into his humbled breast, 
The cock pronounc'd, by au awakening crow, 
Peter the man, whom Peter did not know. 

But how, sir, did his coward speeds betray 
Doubt of his Maker's glorious display?' 	390 
By what account in hist'ry are- we taught 
That e'er it came into his frighted thought? 
Or, since 't is certain that he did deny, 
What prophecy did he prefer thereby ? 
'T is then a cold absurdity to draw, 
From Peter's weakness, this pretended flaw; 
To hint delusion in the god-like sight, 
Because the man was put into a fright: 
If, from distrust of evidence, his fears, 
From whence his bitter penitential tears ? 	400 
Whence was it that the holy p2is'ner shook 
The soul of Peter, with one gracious look? 
No glory then, to credit, or distrust; 
And yet th' apostle's penitence was just; 
And he himself but proof, upon the whole, 
That grace alone can fortify a soul. 

'T is wed that, " on the other hand, we find, 
With faith confirm'd, and with enlighten'd minds  
After the mission of the HolyGhost, 
That argument which he appli'd the most 410 
Was what he calls" (for's° the doctor too, 
Takes here a vulgar errour to be true) 
" This more sure word of prophecy, the dike 
Of all his motives to enforce belief; 
From whence he prov'd that Jesus was, of old, 
Describ'd by all the prophets, and foretold?." 

Peter's condition, sir, is that of all 
Who, from the heart, obey the Christian call: 
They, by experience, have the triple sight' 
Of weakness, penitence, and heav'isty light; 420 
While others wrangle about outward show; 
Nature, and -graces  and miracle they knob: 

- 2  P. 56. We know on the other hand, that after 
our Lord's ascension, when his faith was more 
fully confirmed, and his understanding enlight-
ened by the mission of the Holy Ghost, the chief 
argument, which Ise applied in all his sermons, to 
evince the truth of the Gospel, was this more surd 
word of prophecy, as he calls it; from which he 
demonstrated to the Jews, how the character, 
doctrine, and mission of Jesus were foretold 
and-described by the , mouths of all their prof 
phets. 
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Tho' not inspied; like Peter, and th' eleven; 
Or struck, like walking Paul, by voice from Been, 
They meet, what others foolishly evade, 
The real mission of celestial aid 
Of which, howe'er the tokens are perceiv'd, 
No faithful soul can ever be bereav'd. 

	

What does the share of it that Peter had 	 ' 
To allthe doctor's forc'd refinements add? 430 
Might not the bishop, justly, give him back 
Some compliments hestow'd in hts attack? 
Such as " the nothing bit an empty strain 
Of riteVric, insignificant and vain—, 
The choosing enotta see, of any theite, 
More than may suit his preadopted scheme—
The Massing over what he should confute, 
With matters foreign to the main dispute;", . ,  
And such-like flow'rs, upon his pages thrown, 
That, full as well, become the doctor's own. 440 

Per, has the 'bishop, in his book,. deny'd 
That prophecy was properly apply'd? 
No—but that Peter did, a thing so odd, 
As td prefer it to the voice of God. 
This was the point requir'd to be explain'd, 
In contradiction to what he maintain/ el; 
That which the doctor undertook to-dear, 
And make the prerrence of the saint appear: 
But while-we look'd what reasons he would bring 
For so incomprehensible a thing, 	 4J0 
As common sense must reckon an appeal 
From what th' Almighty should himself reveal, 
Shifting the circumstances, time, and place, 
In short, the question, to another case, 
He tells nummot of prophecy prefesr'd 
To voice from Heav'n, which he had just averr'd, 
But—how the saint appird, in his discourse, 
Pin,phetie Avoids, ta give the Gospel force; 
How Peter arguettfrom them;' he relates, 
And proves full well--what nobody debates. 460 

How gravely, sir,from fallacy so crude, 
He prompts th' amused reader to conclude 
" That any man, especially a Jets, 
(As Peter was) might think the pref'renee duet 
And what himself had heard tit' Almighty' speak, 
Might be esteeired, comparatively, weaki!". 

Under this millstone, oft, the struggling page 
Bestirsitself, but cannot disengage. 
" At all events resolving to confute s, 	• 
(To use his logic) or at least dispute, ' 	470 

3  P. 60. " Yet all this pomp of words, this solemn 
appeal to the whole college of the apostles and 
evangelists, is nothing else but an empty strain of 
rhetoric, without any argument or significancy in 
it whatsoever."—P. 34. "One would be apt to sus. 
pect, that his lordship never chooses to see more 
of any sobjeet, than what may serve that partik+ 
calor hypothesis which he comes prepared to 
support:'' P. 39. "It is this alone, whichthenature 
of the subject required him to confute, and what 
he had undertaken to confute; but instead, he' 
changes the question upon us, and when we were 
;expecting reasons, &e." 

4  P. 56. " I might now leave it to the reader to 
jeulge whether in contradiction to what the bishop 
maintains, a matt in his wits, and especially a 
'Jew, Might not think prophecy a stronger argu-
ment in general, than £. voice from Heaven, which 
he himself bad heard." 

5  P. 29. " This was the ground of his lordship's 
resolution to confute, or at all events to contradict  

Its author shows' great spirit, and great art, t 
tAintwell performs the contradicting part;" 
But, in his subsequent remarks, we find 
How lamely confutation limps behind. 

Fully resolv'd, and singly,.to maintain 
A paradox, so quite against the grain, 
The learned antithaumatist must choose 
"Not to instruct his reader, but amuse 6;" 
Whene'er he touches a prophetic clause, 
" Not to illustrate, but, perplex the cause," 480 
To speak some truth, that shows the (sowed side, 
And, that which gives the whole connection, hide. 
Why, else, a total silence on the head 
Of miracles, in what St. Peter Said? 
How could recited prophecies, alone, 
Prove to the -Jews that Jesus was fdreshawa? 
Had not there been that other previous proof, 
To every thoughtful Jew, in his behoof? 
Had pot such womProus facts struck up the light, 
That show'd their application to be right? 491 

Trace the quotations, sir, that Peter made, 
" And see their force impartially display'd; 
See what solo ition stated fact supplies, 
Without contriv'd evasion, or disguise 1." 

The first occasion, which th' apostle took 
To cite a passage from a prophet's book, 
Was at that public, wonderful event, 
Upon the blessed Spirit's first descent: 
The faithful flock, that met, with one accord, 
ToAvait the gifts of their ascended Lordi 	5(5 
Soon as the tokens of his presence came, 
The sound celestial, and the sacred flame, 
Began ter speak, with holy ardour fled, 
In various -hymns, by Heav'n itself inspir'd; 
This joyful voice, of a diviner laud, 
Was spread third aft Jerusalem abroad ; 
And pious Jews, from ev'ry distant dime 
Residing there, that providential time, 
Devout epitome of all mankind, 
Were drawn to witness that which God design'dr 
His wond'rous works as Galileans sung, 
All understood the spirit-utter'd tongue; 
Of language, 'then, was no confusion known; 
Each heard this one, andbeard it as his own: 
God gave the word himself; and all-the good 
Shar'd in the promis'd gift, and understood: 
Tho', then, astonishld at the wond'rous theme, 
Preimedto spread it to the world's extreme. 

Others, insensible of grace divine, 	• 
Mock'd at its influence, and talk'd of wine; .5(11 
Themselves intoxicated with that pride, 
By which the deaf in spirit still deride. 
'Tires then that Peter, standing upto show 
Th' absurd reproach, gave all of them to know 
That, what these mockers 'calPd a drunken fit, 
Was God's performance -of what Joel writ 

them, (the free-thinker's words); which last pad 
lee has performed with great spirit, but how fat 
he has succeeded in the first, will be seen in the 
following remarks." 

6  P. 4. " Proper rather (speaking efthe bishop'? 
works) to perplex than to illustrate the notion el 
prophecy; and to amuse rather than instruct as 
inquisitive reader." 

'1  P. 153. " Instead of contriving any evasive 
expedients, or fanciful systemsto elude the force 
of such objections, I thought it my duty to examine 
seriously and impartially,, what solution of thee 
the subject itself, when fairly stated, would supply.' 
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Of days, then dawning, when he would impart 

gospel gifts to ev'ry faithful heart; 
Pour out his heav'nly spirit, and refresh 
Not single nations only, but all flesh-

' 	
530 

' 
All should partake, that would, of richer grace 
Now fully purchas'd for the human race. • 

For this was what St. Peter, then inspir'd, 
Went on to show, and argument regaled; 
The Jews all knew, Messiah was to come; 
That this of all prediction gave the sum: 
The question was, if it had been fulfili'd 
In Jesus? whom their wicked hands had kink!. 

Now, to prove this, th' apostle first applies 
The miracles, perform'd before their eyes; 540 
God's approbation of him, he defines, 
Was manifest by wonders, and by signs, 
Done in the midst of them—see here the ground 
Prepar'd, before he offer'd to expound, 
By arguments of such immediate force, 
So plain, so striking, that they must, of course, 
Make, secondly, to such as should take heed, 
The word of prophecy more sure indeed, 

And then he shows how the prophetic word 
With its exact accomplishment concurr'd: 	550 
What David had prophetically said 
Jesus fulfill'd, in rising from the dead; 
Whereof we ail are witnesses—here lay 
The strength of all that any words could say: 
When numbers present could the fact attest, 
Thousands of souls th' accomplished word coldest; 
That this was he, the Lord, the Holy One, 
Whom David fix'd his heart and hopes upon; 
And so describ'd, as only could agree 
To him, whose flesh should no corruption see. 560 
His resurrection, you perceive, it was 
That show'd the prophet's word now come to pass; 
That made th' apostle's intimation c'ear, 
"He shed forth this, which we now see, and hear." 

Again; when Peter had restor'd the lame 
To perfect soundness, in our Saviour's name, 

• He told the wond'ring throng, that they had slain 
The Prince of Life, whom God had rais'd again; 
" Whereof we are the witnesses," says he; 
Then shows how all the prophecies agree; 	570 
All have successively foretold these days, [raise. 
And mark'd the prophet, whom the Lord should 

So, when the priests and Sadducees, aggriev'd 
That such increasing multitudes believ'd, a 
Ask'd by what pow'r he acted, Peter said, 
" By that of Jesus, risen from the dead; 
By him this healing miracle is wrought:" 
Then quotes—A,  The stone, which ye have set at 

nought, 
On this, rejected by the builders' hands, 
As a sure basis, ail salvation stands." 	580 
No priest was then so impotently 
As to suggest the passage unfulfill'd; 
All, by the wond'rous cure, were overcome

'  
• 

The living proof was there, and struck them dumb. 
In vain, a council then, as well as now, 

To silence'?niracles, or disavow: 
Peter and John could neither be detered ; 
They needs must speak what they had seen, and 

heard: 
Nor charge, nor chains, nor meditated death 
Could stop to God's commands tie obedienthreath; 
His final argument, still, Peter brings, 
" We are his witnesses of all these things." 

This, you may read, sir, was the real path 
That Peter trod, in his confirmed faith;  

That all the preachers4 the gospel trod, 
When they explain'd the oracles of God: 
Preselect what themselves

' 
 without a learned strife, 

" Saw, heard, and handled of the Word of Life;" 
When, in their days, so mightily it grew, 
And wrought such proofs that prophecy was true: 
Which, tho' it pointed to the future scene, 
Mid oft preiigur'd the Messiah's reign, 
Yet gave a light, comparatively dim, 
That ow'd its shining certainty to him. 

Thus, sir—to come directly to the text; 
With which the critics as so much perplex'd; 
Whereof theireal meaning, fairly trac'd, 
Lays heaps of paper, printed on it, waste; 
Had they adverted that St. Peter, still, 	s 
From what he saw, upon the holy hill, 	610 
Argues apostles not to have surmis'd, 
Or follow'd fables cunningly devis'd; 
But to have witnessed only what they knew, 
From their own sight, and hearing, to be true; 
And to have justly gathered, from thence, 
The sure completion of prophetic sense: 
To which the Jews did rightly to attend, 
'Till they themselves should see it in the end ; 
Had they consider'd this, they would have found 
Of all their wide perplexities the ground; 	620 
Have soon perceiv'd that, in the various brawl, 
A wrong translation was the cause of all. 

Peter makes no comparison between 
Prophetic word, and what himself bad seen; 
As if he thought the vision in the Mount 
Less sure to him, upon his own account. 
This is a stretch by which the doctor meant 
" Of public patience, sure, to try th' e4tent;" 
Or, (still to copy so polite a clown). 
"'1'o try how far his nonsense would go down. 680 
To say the truth, his pages inQevout 
Have furnished matter of offence throughout; 
But here, from knowing what the world would 

bear, 
Grown, without ceremony, quite severeS," 
He would oblige his readers to admit 
A thing, that shocks or plain, or critic wit; 
That dark old prophecy, in Peter's choice, 
Was held more sure than God's immediate voice: 
They must admit, or else they must be weak, 
Something more sure than truth itself could speak. 

Nor does St. Peter, as the learned gloze, 
Speaking to Jewish converts, here suppose, 
That they would think comparative distrust 
Of an apostle's own experience just : 

8  P. 8. "But to say the truth, I have never ob-
served a stranger instance of the public patience 
and blind deference to the authority of a great 
name, than in the case of these very Discourses; 
which, though in all parts greatly exceptionable, 
and furnishing matter of offence in every page, 
have yet passed through many editions, not only 
without reproof, but with some degree even of 
approbation. And it was this experience perhaps 
of what the world would bear, which made his 
lordship resolve to withdraw Isis preface, and to 
treat us no longer with any ceremony; having 
seen that, notwithstanding the consciousness, 
which he bad declared, of being in the wrong, 
the public was still disposed to think him in the 
right, and that his nonsense would go down with 
them, without giving him the trouble of making 
an excuse for it 
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No tree construction of the text can. guide 
To such suspicion, sir, on either side. 

His words import, directly, if you seek 
Their genuine meaning in the vulgate Greek,. 
And mind the previously related scene; 
His words, I say, most evidently mean, 	65t 
" We saw the glory—heard the voice, and thus 
Have the prophetic word made sure to us;" 	(- 
Which ye do well to follow, as a spark • 
That spreads a ray through placed that are dark 
'Till ye, with us, enjoy, the perfect light, 
And want no prophecies:  to set you right. 

An English reader may be led, indeed,- 
To think, that, as th' apostle's words proceed 
Witlik' we have also"—it was something more, 
Some surer proof than what had gone before : 660 
But " also," tho? without italics read, 
Is an addition to what Peter said: . 
It only shows how our translation laird, 
And made the blunder, that has since prevail'd; 
Which, tho' sufficiently provok'd to mend, 
The learned still choose rather to defend. 

A writer, whose freethinking schemes incite 
The bishop, and the doctor both to write; 
Who had, it seems, in prophecies, a rule 
First to extol, and then to ridicule, 	670 
Took, sir, his stand on this corrupted place, 
From whence he both might heighten, and dis- 

grace: 
One point the vulgar errour gain'd, alone; 
While, for the other, he employ'd his own. 
Ingenious authors answer'd him apace, 
But got no triumph in this knotty place: 
Good sense oblig'd them wholly to reject 
St. Peter's pref'rence, in his own respect; 
Collins himself th' absurdity forbore; 
That height was lest for Middleton to soar. 680 
But still some other they suppos'd there was, 
Something that prophecy must needs surpass : 
What it was not, they easily could see; 
But what it was, scarce two of theta agree: 
Intent some kind of prePrence to provide, 
Which " also" plainly, and " snore sure" imply'd: 
All, by an errour, which the simple thought 
Of constr'ing right had rectifi'd, were caught. 

In this mistake the bishop too has shar'd, 
" Asserting prophecy indeed compar'd,. 	690 
And, by St: Peter, to the voice prefered, 
Which he himself,  upon the Mount, had heard: 
Yet not, says he, as that freethinker meant; 
The words relate but to that one event, 
That stands upon prophetical record, 
To wit, the glorious coming of our Lord t. 

But, one or all, to make a surer word 
Than heav'nly demonstration is absurd; 

9  P. 29. "His lordship's exposition of the text is 
this: ' t%at the word of prophecy is compared, 
indeed and preferred here by St. Peter to thee  
evidence of that heavenly voice, which he himself 
had heard in. the Mount,' yet not., as that free., 
thinking author imagines, on the account of its 
being a surer proof, or better argument for the 
general truth of the gospel, but only for the par-
ticular article of Christ's coining again in glory, 
to which case alone the comparison relates; for 
with regard to the trutk. of the gospel, Peter is so 
far from speaking of prophecy in this place, as 
the best evidence, that he manifestly speaks of it 
as not the best." 

And glaring, in the instance that he chose, 
Fecause that coming, as the context shows, 10 
Was of such majesty, as Peter knew ' 
That Christ was really clotted with, is hisviery 
And, therefore, could not possibly say, We . 
Have also something surer than to see i` 
We were eye-toitnesscss of what we preach, 
Yet think more certain what the prophet: teach. 

He contradicts, in splitting on the shelf 
Of our translation, Peter, and himself; 
The saint—by such restriction of his own, 
As was, by him, unthought of, and unknown; 7l6 
Hiinself-r-who says that Peter, in this place, 
Admitting gospel truth to be the case, 
Far from preferring the prophetic test, 
Has manifestly said 't was not the best. 

And of all gospel truths, that you can name, 
This glorious coming is.the one great aim; 
The sr, and substance, with respect to nom, 
Of heav'nly purpose, since the world began: 
Divine intention could no more have been 
For Christ to suffer, than for man to sin; 7e) 
Tho', since that fatal accident befell, 
Incarnate love`would save him from rt.hell. 
Whereas his glorious reign amongst mankind 
Might, from their first existence, be design'd: 
And since his sutPring, saving advent past, 
What sense of justice can deny the last? 
His reigning glory, were the prophets-dumb, 
All things, in nature, cry aloud will come. 

Besides, what better does the text afford, 
To any tolerable sense restor'd, 	ISO 
Compare, prefer, or construe how you will, 
Than that divine appearance on the hill? 
That ascertaining, in a heav'nly light, 
Our Saviour's glory, by a present sight; 
That record, which the Father, thereupon, 
Gave of his Son to Peter, James, and John: 
So full of proofs that, let what will be chief, 
Doubt is too nearakin to disbelief. 

The doctor says, "'t is surely no offence 
To true 	 0 .," religion, or to common sense, 	14 
To think that, tracing circumstances out, 
Perplext apostles might be left indoulnL." 
Yet may a serious reader think it is, 
From one plain circumstance, and that is this; 
When they descended from the sacred place, 
After, partaking of this heav'nly grace, 
Our Saviour charg'd them that they should 00 
To,  any man, the vision that befell; 	[tell, 
'Till he himself was risen from the dead: 
The vision then—if he knew what he said— 7i 
Was true, and real; while, if you complete 
The doctor's hints of possible deceit, 
To give his rash reflections any force, 
Our Lord himself must be deceiv'd, or worse: 
Such things would follow—but the horrid train 
Is too offensive, even to explain. 	[make 

In fine—these comments, which the 'carnal 
On Peter's words, are owing to mistake: 
Those, which the doctor has-been pleas‹, to frame, 
Upon his whole behaviour, are the same. 	760  
N6r is more learning needful in the case, 
Than to consult the untranslated place : 
The phrase, you'll see, asserts what I assert, 
And leaves no critic room to controvert. 

P. 54. " It is no offence surely, either to sea' 
Son or religion, to imagine that this wonderful ay. 
perinea," &c, before quoted, line 37. 
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Grotius t, whose paraphrase the doctor quotes, 
Gives it this meaning in his learned notes; 	r 
"The word of prophecy we all:allow 
To be of greet authority, but now, 
With us, much greater, who have seen the event 
So aptly correspond with its intent" 	110 
This paves the way to a becoming sense, 
And overthrows our author's vain pretence; 
" Vain art and pains, employ'd upon the theme, 
To dress up an imaginary scheme, 
Of which, the whole New Testament around, 
Nor foot, nor footstep, sir, is to be found?" 

Tradition—tho' of apostolic kind, 
Such as was Enoch's prophecy—you find 
Contemptuously calt'd, " I know not what 4," 
Tho' by St. Jude so plainly pointed at: 
Because, if Jude's authority be good, 
Prophets existed long before the flood: 	'180 
That glorious advent--.set so oft in view, 
Both in the ancient Scriptures, and the new— 
Of him, who first as promis'd at the fall, 
Hope of all ages, was foretold in all. 
If Enoch and if Noah pre-acted away, 
Was Adam, think ye, silent in his day? 
Had be no loss to tell his children then? 
No saving righteousness to preach to men? 
Did God Ordain two Saviours, in the case 
Of ante, and of post diluvian race? 	'790 
Let oral mention, or let written fail, 
If good, that is, if Christian sense prevail, 
It never can permit us to reject 
Comisteney of truth, for their defect: 
One God, one Saviour, and one Spirit still 
Recurs, let bookworms reason as they will : 
Whatever saves a man from being curet, 
What man can say, God hid it from the first? 
Or, if he does, and talks as if be knew, _ 
Will want of writings prove that he says true? 800 
With, or without them, fancy can take aim; 
If wanting, triumph; or, if not, disclaim: 
Let them abound, no miracles make out; 
Let them be silent, make apostles doubt. 

The two main pillars of his whole discourse, 
Whereon the doctor seems to rest its force, 
And begs the reader, sir, to recolledt 
hi his conclusion, are to this effect; 
"That gospel proofs on prophecies rety'd, 
Singly, and independently apply'd; 	'110 
And, that the first, from whom its preachers 

draw 
Their proof of Christ, is Moses in the laws." 

Both which St. Peter's evidence, again, , 
Shows to be slips of his too hasty pen: 
For when th' apostle, at the temple gate, 
Restor'd the cripple to a perfect state; 

2  P. 52. "And Grotius paraphrases the same 
words, as if the apostle had said, The word of 
prophecy bad always great authority with us, but 
sow a-much greater, after we have seen the events 
correspondei› so aptly with the predictions con-
cerning the Messiah."' • 

JP. 4. " I found much art and pains employed 
(by the bishop) do dress up an imaginary scheme, 
of which I had not discovered the least trace in 
any of the Four Gospels." 

P. 18. " Nor do they (the apostles),  refer us, 
for the evidences of our faith, to I know not what. 
prophecies of Enoch." 

See the quotation in the next column. 
VOL. X V.  

.And took occasion, from the healed leme, 
To preach the gospel, in our Saviour's name; 
Thus he bespoke the people that stood by, 
" God, by the mouthio(obserre the sacred tie)—. 
CYall his prophets bath foresbown his Son, 821 
Jesus, by whom this miracle is done." • 
Which of them, siegly then, did Peter cite? 
What independency, where all smite? 
Where alt predicted, as one spirit bid, 
That Christ she lctsufferots he realty did. 

" And enter into glory",-7-for that next 
The preacher speaks to, 41. the following text: 
Where, in ItiNxliortation to repent, 
Jesus, he tells them, shall again be sent; 	880 
Heav'ns -must eeeeive mankind's appointeetead, 
'Till time bath done whatever God bath said 
By all his prophets, since the world began-. 
For so the sense, without curtailing, ran; 
Of which the doctor, quoting but a part, 
Has yet dissolvOl the charm of all his art: - 
Since all the prophets--het the world begin 
With Moses, if he will—are taken in.; 
And join'd together, must, whatever he thinks, 
Produce a chain, however few the links. 	840 

'T is true, he afterwards begins to quote, 
And, first, the prophet of-whom Moses wrote: 
Adding—" that all, who in succession Caine, 
Had likewise spoken of the very same:" 
The same-e(see how prophetic words conspire) 
God's own predicted to.the Jewish,  sire: 
" And in thy seed;" so Peter's words attest, 
" Shall all the kindreds of the Earth be blest:" 
Proofs of our Saviour Christ you see hint draw 
From in, from after, from before the law. 	850 

What can be said in. answer, sir, to this? 
The fact is plain, 	Peterjud4'd amiss; 
For such defect, he scruples not to own, 
" Collins against th' evangelist has shown: 
The very gospels have some proofs assigned 
Of loose, precarious, and uncertain kinds." 
This unbeliever (in the shocking terms, 
In which his cause a cIergymOn confirms) 
" Has arguments unanswerably strong, • 
To prove their manner-of applying wrong: . 860 

whateVer difficulties lie 
Against the way, wherein they shall apply, 
It is the best, which, of alt other ways, 
The case atfords,"—so suns his rev'rend phrase. 
So deist, and divine, but both in vain, 
Seek to unfasten the prophetic chain. 

Should the New Testament be treated so 
By One, whose character We did not know, ' 

6  P. 151. "From 'these two observations, it fol-
lows, that whatever difficulties may be charged 
tattle particular applications of prophecies, which 
are found in the New Testament, yet on the,whole,' 
rtitat way of applying them must be esteemed by 
Christians, as the best which the case affords; and 
that "the authority of the gospel, as far as it is 
grounded on prophecy, rests on those single and 
independent predictions, which are delivered oc-
casionally, here and there, in the Law and the 
Prophets. It must be confessed, however, that 
the author, against whom the bishop's discourses 
are levelled,' has alleged several strong and even 
unanswerable objections to tome of them, which 
are cited by the evangelists in proof of the mission 
of Jesus, as being of too loose and precarious e. 
nature to build any solid argument upon:" 
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Might not the language miss its aim'd effect? 
And rather tempt the reader to suspect 	810 
That some presumptuous mocker, and self= 

will'd, 
Had Enoch's, Jude's, and Peter's words fultill'd! 

To clear a tortur'd passage from abuse, 
This good effect may, possibly, produce, 
That when a writer, of the modern mode, 
Shall cast reflections on the sacred code, 
Men will not, merely upon suddeitstrust 
In bold assertions, take ;hem to be just; 
Since it may be—that he has only made 
Of great mistakes a critical parade; 6' 	880 
Has only spoken evil of those things, 
Of 'tvlifeh he does not really know the spri rigs; 
Has met with matters high above his reach, 
And, scorning to be taught, presum'd to teach: 
Raising, about them, an affected cry, 
That ends in nothing but a—who but I? 

" Bare prophecy" the doctor has protest, 
"Admits completion only for its test: 
Tit' event, foretold by it, must also be 
What human prudence never could foresee; 890 
Nor huntampower produce; •or else no sign 
Could, thence, appear of agency divine °." 
. Prophecy then, as his descriptions own, 

Can be made sure by miracles alone:' 
It is, what he himself is pleas'd to call, 
While unfulfill'd, no evidence at all. 
How is it, then, in his repeated term, 
Of standing evidence, more sure and firm ? 
How is this consonant to standing still 
As none at all; till miracles fulfill? 	900 
If it has noise till they are overpast, 
Is hot the evidence from them at last? 
From them prophic word, before obscure, 
Becomes an evidence confirm'd, and sure; 
Its truth,  is first demonstrated, and then, 
Reflects its light on miracles again. 

A hungry question, therefore, to. inquire, 
Of two great proofs, that actually conspire, 
Which is the best; "when, with united light, 
They both produce an evidence so bright. 	910 
But "the freethinker, with a crafty view," 
(If what his learn'd assistant says be true) 
" Had rais'd prophetic credit to excess, 
In order, more securely, to depress; 
And, for this cause, his lordship undertook 
To write, it seems, at all events, a book 8,"! 

/ P. 90." Whereas a bare prophecy, delivered as 
the peoof of a divine character in any person or 
doctrine, is incapable of any persuasive force, or 
of giving any sort of conviction, until it be ac-
complished; the completion of it being the sole 
lest, by which its veracity can be determined. 
The event likewise, foretold by it, must be of a 
kind, which neither human prudence could fore?:  
see, nor human power produce; for otherwise it 
could not give any assurance of a divine inter-
position." 

s P. 29:"As far as these words go, there is certain-
ly nothing in them but what a sincere advocate of 
the gospel might freely allow and join issue upon; 
but they came from an enemy, who bad a crafty 
view in extolling the credit of prophecy, in order 
to depress it afterwarfis the more effectually: and 
this was the ground of his lordship's resolution to 
confute, or, at all events, to contradict them, &c." 
quoted p. 18. 

POEMS. 
This being, then, the motive which he had, 

A reader asks—what is there in it bad? 
With What decorum does a priest accuse 
A bishop, writing against crafty viewsi 	940 
Views of an enemy to gospel truth— 
Is the defending of him less uncouth? ' 
Does such,defence, with such a rudeness writ, . 
The priest, the bishop, or the cause befit? 
So interlarded with that loose reproach, 
Which want of argument is wont to broach; 
So deeply tined the Ciceronian style 
With, what the critics commonly call, bile; 
That they, who thought it worth their wallets 

seek 
The author's motive, judg'd it to be pique. 910 

Soon as you enter on the work, you see 
An instant sample what the whole will be: 
First, " being jealous of the biShop's vieWs, 
His book, for years, he dar'd not to peruse; 
Afraid to trust so eminent a guide, 
For fear his judgment should be warp'd aside:" 
Tho' quite secure—" for he had ever found • 
Authority to bp a treacherous ground; 
And even this "—this capital afl'air, 
That was to lead his judgment to a snare, 	940 
f‘ lie found—and just as he expected too— 
Who fear'd before a bias from his view" 
When graciously inclin'd to see it since, 
" 2uite of a kind that never can convince9:" 
Which, to be sure, affinded reason good 
To write a book against it, lest it should. 

Had any other author, less polite, 
With vulgar phrase attempted thus to write; 
And, thus, begun so line‘a scheme to spin; 
" The reas'ners of this world had broken in, 950 
Rudely unravell'd all his fine-spun scheme"," 
And sent him forth to seek another theme. 

How suited this to any good design, 
That should engage a Christian, a divine? 
" But what are names—if not a single one 
Be worth regard, for sixteen ages gone? 
If to inquire what any of them say 
Be, as he thinks, but wasting time away"? 

9 P. 2. " T knew his lordship also to be eminently 
qualified to dress up any subject into any form, 
which would best serve his own views, and was 
jeatats of warping my judgment by some bias, 
which his authority might be apt to imprint: fa 
so far as my experience had reached, I had ells 
found authority a treacherous guide to a searcher 
after truth." P. 4. " Upon this task I soon after 
entered, and found this capital work of his lord 
ship's to he just such as I expected, eXhibitig, s 
species of reasoning peculiar to himself, ever subtle 
and refined, yet never convincing." 

to P.  106. " But his lordship being apprehensive 
that the reasoners of this world might break b 
upon him, and rudely unravel his finespun 
schenie." 

I P. 3. " I thought it an idle curiosity and waste 
time,of 	to inquire what any modern 'divine lad 

preached or written about it (viz.- the natuw 
prophecy), because the whole that can be known 
authentically, concerning its relation to elide-
ianity, must be learnt from those who nr 
planted Christianity, and were instructed by the 
author of it, on what foundation it rested, ail 
how far the argument of prophecy was useful to 
its propagation and support." 
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Himself excepted in the modest creed, 
'unless he writes for nobody to read, 	9.10 
• Sure, of all treach'rous guides, the greatest cheat 
Is that of wild, unchristian self-conceit: 
Possess'd by this domestic, inbred pride, 
The wise freethinkers scorn the name of guide: 
Their own sufficiency, with eyes their own, 
Clearly beheld, they trust to that alone. 
Resolv'd no other maxims to imbibe, 
Than what their reason, and their sense prescribe; 
That is themselves—for what a man calls his, 
In such a case, is really what he is: 	970 
Choose how refin'd an egotist may be, 
His reason, judgment, mind, and sense is he. 
In such confinement if he sits enthmli'd, 
No matter by what title he is call'd; 	• 
Blind, as a Saddueee, to heav'nly light, 
Ile will believe his own conceptions right: 
No prophecy, to him, can seem more suite:, 
Nor miracle attested work his cure. 
That of conversion from his own dark mind 
Must first convince him, that he once was blind : 
Then may he see, with salutary grief, 	981 
The dire efihcts of wretched unbelief; 
Looser, and looser from all sacred ties, 
To what strange heights a self-taught sophist flies. 

Friendship to doctor Middleton, sincere, 
Mest, if exerted, wish him to forbear 
A kind of writing on the Christian cause, 
That gains him no desirable applause: 
That, whether meant or not, may, unawares, 
Involve a reader in freethinking snares, 	990 
Involve himself—If frequent the relapse, 
A teacher of divinity, perhaps, 
May run the risque of being quite bereft; 
Of having nothing, but the habit, left. 
. May that, which teaches rightly to divide 
The word of truth, be his petition'd guide! 
Or, if resolv'd, at present, to pursue, 
At future leisure, a mistaken clue ; 
May future leisure —an uncertain date.= 
If granted, find him in a better state! 	1000 

FOUR EPISTLES 
TO THE REV. MR.7 	LATE VICAR OF BOTYpEN, 

UPON Tim MIRACLE AT THE FEAST OF PEN- 
TECOST. 

EPISTLE I. 
Oust folks, gone a visiting, reverend sir, 
Having left me at home here, less able to stir, 
I am thinking on matters, that lovingly past, 
Where the 'squire of the house, and I, visited fast; 
At the vicar's of Bowden, old friend of us two, 
And a lover of learning, fair, honest, and true; 
Especially such, as shall make to appear • 
Any passage of Scripture more easy, and clear. 

The Sci,pture was writ, and is oft understood; 
By persons unlearned, but pious and good; 
Who have much better helps, than mere learning 

can yield, 
Which may yet be of use, in it's own proper field; 
If it be but to mend its own faults in a brother; 
And correct, in one man, the mistakes of another; 
Or to combat our scruples, and fix a true thought, 
When the head- shall confirm what the heart has 

been taught. 

One thing, I remember, that fell in our Way, 
Was the speaking in tongues, on the Pentecost 

day ; 	 [light, 
Which our friend, the divine, had conceiv'd in a 
that, however so thought, does not seem to be 

right: 
All the comments, 't is true;that one ever has met, 
Concur with his notions about it; but yet 
The mistake is so plain, that I wish, by some 

means,8 
To obtain his review of pose wonderful scenes. 

It is not idly thought; for I first was appris'd 
Of the thing by a Jacob, too greatly despit'd; 
Dipping into whose writings, which little Pknew, 
Some expression like this was presented to view= 
" All languages spoken by Peter in one—" 
A troth, which the moment 1 entered upon, 
All the force of simplicity, fitness, and fact, 
Extorted assent, that I could not retract. 

If the honest old vicar, our visited friend, 
To St. Luke's own account will be pleas'd to at- 

tend, 
I cannot but think, that the current conceit 
Will yield to solution, so clear; and complete, 
Of a number of difficult points, that arise ' 
Upon viewing the text with unprejudic'd eyes; 
If speakers were more than apostles; and spoken 
But to one in fifteen was a sensible token. 

For the names to that number, if rightly I count 
By a Baguly Bible, of nations amount, 
Who all understood what a Peter, or John, 
Or whoever he will, was discoursing upon: 
And to all, at one time; for, how plain to be seen, 
That persons, nor place, could, admit offifteen ? 
When Parthians, and Medes, Elamites—and the 

Must be too intermix'd to be singly addrest. 

" Are not these"—said the men (the devout) of 
each land, 	 [stand 

" Galileans, that speak? whom we,  all under-
As much as to say—by what wonderful pow'rs 
Does the tongue Galilean become, to us, ours? 
While the good were so justly astonish'd, the bad, 
Whose hearts were unopen'd, cry'd out, they are 
Unaccountable charge, if we do not recall [mad: 
That, in one single tongue, the apostles speak all. 

. 	For separate speakers, and tongues, it is clear, 
Good and bad, without madness, might bqually 

hear; 
And surprise, in the bad, would be equally keen; 
How illiterate men could speak all the fifteen: 
But the miracle, wrought in-the simplest of ways, 
In both good and bad, well accounts for 'maze; 
One was sensibly touch'd with a gift so divine, 
One stupidly rais'd the reproach of new wine:• 

When St. Peter stood up, and, to all the whole 
throng, 

Show'd the truth, in a sermon so good, and so long, 
But to one-fifteenth part was it only then shown ? 
To the worst, the Jerusalem scoffers alone? [word, 
Whilst ail the good strangers, hot knowing one. 
Stood unedifi'd by ? This is greatly absurd: 
God pour'd out his spirit —that answers all 

mock--- 
And spake, by St. Peter, to all his whole flock. 
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The vulgar objection, which commenting strain 

Has made to a thing so exceedingly plain, 
Is—the miracle then would not he in the speaker, 
It would be in the hearers—now what can be 

weaker? 
For the gift, in this case, had a twofold respect, 
And must needs be in both, to produce its effect; 
To account, for the fact, which the comments 

forgot, 	 [not. 
Why the pious could hear what tlk mockers could 

It is no where affirm'd,•that th' apostles acquird 
Any tongue but their own, tho' &viral),  inspir'd: 
St. Peter, St. John are soon- mention'd again, , 
And describ'd as unlearned, and ignorant men: 
r--But enough—or too much,rfor the shortness of 

time 	 [rhyme; 
Gives a hint to set bounds to the extension of 
Our friend will acknowledge, tho' hasty the letter, r 	This question's solution—or give us a better, 

So I shall not, here, touch upon Hebrew, and 
Where a rabbi, so able, if minded to seek, [Greek, 
May observe other points, in which learning, that 

makes 	 [takes: 
Mapy things clear enough, has occasiou'd mis-r 
Whether this be one instance, I only desire, 
That, a suitable leisure may prompt to inquire; 
For, to me, it appears, that the miracle done 
Was all by One language4--as clear as the Sun, 

Baguley, August 12, 1756. 

EPISTLE II, 
Iv/ANY thanks have been order'd, this day, to at-

tend 
The receipt of your letter, dear vicar, and friend; 
Which, at first, being left to your leisure to frame, 
Was sure to be welcome, whenever it came: 
The point, which the Muse bad a mind to propose 
In her free spoken rhymes, you have handled' in 

prose; 
All fair on both sides, because say it, or sing, 
Truth alone, in the case, is the principal thing. 

But I cannot but marvel, that touch better sight 
Thin my own, should not see so meridian a light, 
As that of the speaking, at Pentecost time, 
I3y the Spirit of God, to the good of each clime, 
In one single tongue, by that Spirit inspir'd, 
Whose assistance did all, that could then be re- 

uir'd ; 	 ' 	[known, 
Whose power, it is certain, could make itself 
-By a number ortorigues, or by one'tongue alone. 

So needless the many, go simple the one, 
That I wconder what judgment can hesitate on, 
Or o learned inquiry, that finds, if it seek, 
That the tongue might be one, in construction ofd  

Greek : 
Which as comma takes place (as old Gregory paid, 
Nazianzen I think) either way may be read; 
They speak in our tongues--or, as crystalline clear, 
The fact is, to my tinderstandingr7we hear. 

I sent you some reasons, from Baguley, why 
l'he tongue was but ons, which you choose to pass 

by; 	 [way, 
And 'to comment St. Luke in a many-tongu'd 

..That.darkens the light, which I took to be day:  

And day it is still—for account that you give, 6  
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But by holes plain, and obvious, it quickly nun 

" The tongues which appear'd, and which sat 
upon each, 

Alhcloven, and fiery, (you argue,) may teach, 
And, by notice symbolical, make it discern'd 
That they spake in such tongues, as they never 

had leam'd '."— 
Need I tell an Hebrrean, that tongue is the same, 
In relation to fire, as the English word flame? 
Which appears to he cloven, and proof that is 

spun 	 [the pun. 
From the tongues, or the flames—has too much of 

When you ask—" Pray, what reason can else 
ebe assign'd 	 [wind?" 

For tongues ?" I ask you—" Pray, what reason for 
Not to shun a fair question; but tongue being 

flame [aim:  
May have anrweed, already, your questioning 
1 think that an air, that a flame from above, 
Both is, and betokens, the life, and the love, 
Which if Christians were blest with, one language 

would do; 
Cb  And their whole body fill'd with, there could 

two.
ldaot 

But let them be symbols, the tongues, if you will, 
Of the grace which the Spirit was pleas'd to instil; 
His gift is as good, if, in speaking their own, 
Men made the same truth, in all languages, known: 
This effect, you will grant, the good gift to intend; 
Now, supposing two ways of attaining one end, ' 
Is that explication less likely, °Oust, 
Whichtakes the more simple, more Plainly august? 

Your account is quite new, in one thing that I 
meet, 	 [street; 

That is," That the speakers went into the 
Or went out of the house to the multitude metInr. 
For of this going out I have never read yet; 
Or, if ever I did, have forgotten the book, [Luke, 
And can find nothing said in th' account of St. 

`; The cloven tongues like lire, which sat upon 
each of the persons mentioned (Acts i. 15.), were 
a plain symbolical notice, that by the Holy Giles', 
with which they were then baptized,, they should 
be endowed, for the propagation of the gospel in 
all nations; with divers languages. If this is not 
the ease, pray what reason can be assigned why 
there should be an appearance of fiery Magnet 
divided, and sitting upon each of the apostles and 
disciples?"-,,Mr.eancaster's Letter to Dr. Byrom. 

2  "The apostles and disciples, upon the rumour 
of what had happened being spread abroad by 
those of the house in which they were assembled, 
went out to the multitude, whom sue./.a report 
had brought together; and then, in order, first 
one of them in one language, and then another 
of them in another,.and so on, till all the languages 
of the nations specified were used, addressed the 
mnititude; who hearing illiterate Galileans spin-1k. 
ing after such a manlier, to each different class 
amongst them, in their own proper language, in 
which they were born, were amazed- and coo-
founded."—Mr. L's Letter.. 

   
  



Coming into the house; and not them to go out. 
., May oneask what authority, then, you have got 
For the scene, and succession, which here you allot 
To the speaking disciples, in number fifteen; 
By an order well fancied, but, not to be seen 
In the Acts, or elsewhere, the New Testament 

through; 
Nor,L'what I shall Mst give a hint of to you 
Will you find an apostle, not even a Paul, 
In a tongue, not his own, ever preaching at all: 

I agree that " the mockers, who mock'd with 
the throng, 	 • 

Knew only their vulgar, Jerusalem tongue3"—; 
But when you say, farther, what cannot but strike, 
" That the-nations, too, all understood it alike"—
Your order'd Confiision of sneaking a store 
To a crowd, out -of doors,—is more puzzling, and. 

more! 	 [light, 

	

In the midst of such 	if you can see 
You need not complain of, the want of eye.sight 4. 

Thits,mydear old acquaintance, I run thro' your 
And defend my convictidn, as well as 1 can, (plan, 
As to- what a Beneelius or Wesley 5, may raise 
From twelveluared and sixty prophetical days; 
As the book is not here, if it otherwise could, 
My skill in the German can do you no good; 
Bat the pert; that you mention; my author foretells 
Will be put in our tongue, by a doctor at Wells. 

' So writes younger Wesley, Who eall'd here, and 
din'd, 

And to him I subscrib'd for it; tho' in my mind, 
What prophets have written, it's learning in vain, 
Without some prophetical gift, to explain; 
Nay, in points that are clear, beyond any fair doubt, 
Iris fifteen to one—that the learned are out. 
This ratio, I find,' in one instance is true; 
Excuse the presumption—dear vicar, adieu: 

	

Noveniber SO, l'156: 	• 

EPISTLE tit 
HOPE that the vicar will pardon the haste 

With which an occasion, once more, is embriNe'd 
9f getting some knowledge, in points that I seek, 
From one so welt vers'd both in Hebrew awl Greek; 

4 "The moekeia appear to be such as underitood 
the Jewish language. St. Peter's speech (begin-
ning Acts ii. 14.) is addressed to all the multitude; 
and as being so, is spoke in the Jewish language, 
which all of them, tho' of different nations, under-
stood."-4—,Mr. L.'s Letter. . 

4 "A much greater complaint than this I have to 
snake, and that is want of eye-sight,—for what 
appears to you as clear as the Sun, does not ap- 
pear to meplear at 	 L.'s Letter. 

3 " The rev. Mr. John Wesley in his Explanation 
of the New Testament, this year published, says 
that the-1260 prophetical days in the Revelations 
are not, as some. have supposed 126% but-777 
common years; and that Bengelitis in his German 
Introduction has shown this at large. You under-
stand the German language. and therefore, if Ben-
rebus he in your library, I desire in a few lines 
you will let me know hew he makes this out," 

Mr. 1,,'s Letter.  

229  
la a question of fact, where a friendly pursuit 
Has the truth for its object, and not the dispute: 
Which, thci' haste should encroach upon metrical 

leisure, 
Will be sure, if it rise, toile kept within Measure. 

a It would save much voltiminous labour, some- 
'times, 	, 

If disputes were ty'd down todispassionate rhymes, 
As well as‘te reAsons-loot, not -to digresse.:-
Having weigled his responsesboth larger, and less; 
I sesame ISsame Subject, same freedom of pen, 
To entreat thr some small satisfaction again, 
In relation to miints, which, appearing absvd, 
Have extorted poetical favour the third. 

Three things are laid down in prose favour 
the last, 	 [them past; 

And regard to his tbodghts Would have none of 
To his first it was paid, to his future shalt be; 
But let veritas mauls mica lie free; 
Firstro."manage the comma," says he, "how 

,you wilt, 	 [it still ';" 
Speak,..-or hear-,ithe same sense will result from 
Yes • the sense of the context-xeuvrwr CW.1101^ 
While they speak in their tongue, we all hear in 

Our own. 

"The Hebrew word 'pea, or tongite,i' says he 
next, 

" Whene'er it is us'd, by,  itself, in a text; 
Never signifies fire; never signifies flame".-- 
And 'believing it true, I say also the same; 
But in joint wit Tith, tongue of fire, or it blaze; 
Foreign languages claim no symbolical,  phrase; 
Tho' tongue may occasion mistake to befall-, 
It has here no relation to lang-nage at till. 

Short issue, he thinks, the dispute will wink; 
And desires me to answer this query, to4vvit, 
" Were the.  tongues,, the new tongues, which a 

.promise was made 	 [play'd; 
That disciples should speak, as St. Mark has dis-
New languages? 'Ouch as have never - been got 
By learning, before-hand, to speak them) or not?" 
To which, for the present, till somebody show 
That it must have this Meaning, my answer is —4.  

No. 
Now this, if he can, I could wish he would do, 

And Prove the construction. ,-new languages—true 
In the sense that lie means; for, when all'under.r. 

Stood 
One version who snake, it was really as good 
As if numbers had spoken, or promised gated 
Were interpreted languages here in this place; 
The effect was the same, and may answer the 

pith 	- 	 9 
.pf all that his second has favonr'd me with: 

I "You send me to Hebrew and Greek;  and the 
result of my inquiry is, however the comma be 
managed in the verse yob mean, (Acts ii. II. 
the sense is the same; and that iii , when used 
by itself, never signifies fireor flame. And there. 
fore, to bring the dispute to a short issue, I desire. 
your answer to the following query. 

" Were the new tongues; which our Saviour 
Mark xvi.17.) promised his disciples shosild speak 
with, new languages, i: e, such as they had noel. 
learned—or not?”.---141r:Ws Letter: 

EPISTLES; 
*.iut what should imply both, profane, and &soil 
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Still difficult then, if we carefully sift, 

Is the vulgar account of the Pentecost gift; 
Which the ieexned advance, and establish thereon 
What the vicar hits built his ideas upon, 
With additions thereto, which, as far as I see, 
Not one of the learned has added, but he; 
Foy example—if some, very few I presume; 
Have describ,'d the disciples as quitting the room. 

But jet them be many—what reatm, what trace, 
Do we find of their leavisig the sanctify'd place? 
Of a wind from above did they fear at the shake? 
And the house, thro, a doubt of its fallfisg, forsake? 
Or did they go forth to the gathering quire, [fire?. 
Lest efi: many bright flames should have set it on 
If a thought could lave enter'd of going away, 
What circumstance was not strong motive to stay ? 

Then agair=that the foreigners, all of them, 
The language then tiski at Jerusalem Moe-. [knew 
For the miracle's sake one would here have de-

murred, 
Which is render'd so needless, improper, absurd, 
That. Jerusalem mockers would realty have bad 
A pretence, to allege—that the pious were mad; 
For of speaking strange tongues what accountable 

site, 	 [same ? 
Or of hearing fifteen.—when they all knew the 

Add to this—the disciples, the hundred and 
twenty, 	• 	 [like plenty; 

ASpake, amongst one another, strange tongues, in 
" Onehy one," says the vicar, 'who very well sae/ 
What confusion would rise without some such a 

Mw, 	 [gen 
As the text has no hint of; which says—they be-
To speak by the Spirit—not—man ,after man: 
Could time have sufficed for so doing, yet why 
Speak the tongues of such men.—as were none of 

them by? 

- The vicar saw too, that this-could not attract 
Any multitude thither—supposing it fact—r.  
And so he conceived that a rumour was spread 
By the men of the house, of whom nothing is said. 
Now when men of his learning are fore'd to find 
Such unchroniel'd salvos to dissipate doubt, [out 
One is apt to infer a well  grounded suspense; 
And the more to look out for more natural sense. ,  

I wish my old friend would consider the case, 
And how ill it consists with effusion of grace 
To speak Parthirtmlind Median, and so of the rest, 
To none but themselves being present address'd. 
Unless be can grant, on revolving the point, 
That indeed there is something not rightly in 

Or solveione's objections, or show one the way 
How to clear up the matter—what can a man say ? 

tPISTLE IV. 
I tINVE with attention,'dear vicar, repass'd 

'Your obliging reply to the lines in my last; 
Am sorry 'tis final; yet cannot but say 	[way, 
That your patience to hear me has gone a great 
And extinguish'd all right to require any more, 
If 1 put you to prove two and two to make four t; 

"Your answer to the query--Were the tongues 
which our Saviour (St; Mark 16. 11.) promised his 

•  

Very difficult task, as one cannot deny, [it be. 
Then there's nothing more plain to demonstrate 

But if—"two and two, four,"-1 am thinking 
has claim 

To self-evident truth, has this eoramenethesainel 
—" The new tongues, which are mention'd in pro• 

raising page 
Are the old ones, subsisting for many an age:"—,  
Is it really as plain, as that four is twice two, 
That its no other sense they could ever be new, 
But as new to the speaker, John, Peter, or Paid; 
While the tongues in themSelves had nonewness 

at all? 

Were this a true thesis, and right to Maintain, 
Yet—two halves are one whole—is however more 

plain; 	- 	 . [pear 
Till the proof, which is wanted, shall make it op-
How Hie two propositions are equally clear: 
This proof may be had from the chapter, you say, 
Which relates what was done on the Pentecost 

day— 
The best of Mil:woofs—but, to do the fair thieg, 
Give me leave to examine what reasons you bring. 

" That yXcuovyst is languages oft, if you seek 
In the Septuagint, or the New Testament Greek, 
Acknowledge you must."---Yes; 'Os really the 

- 
" Tact 41,..vripatc, yXwactecs{..-411 this very place. 
Must mean, in our languages; sense, you musl 
Is the same as in-1,1 Sestet w 4ort— 	[own 
In our languages, or in our dialect,;"..-Yes, 
Two and two making four is not plainer than this 

But hoW it flows hence, that in cited St. Had 
It has no other Meaning, I'm quite in the dark: 
Pew words of a language are always confin'd 
To a meaning precisely of just the same kind: 
For the roots of the Hebrew, in Hutchinson' 

school, 
I remember they bad such a kind of a rule; . 
But tire reach of its proof has beeM out of 

pow'r, 	 hoe 
Thu" I've talk'd with their master' full many a 

I believe, that by grace, which the Spirit in 
(actly fulfill' 

" They shall speak with new tongues" was 
In our Saviour's disciples; that, grade being got, 
They did so speak iii tongues, as before they cool 

not. 

diseiples they should speak with;  Such languagess 
they then knew not?. is, No. This is doing thial 
to the purpose- m bold Alexandrine stroked 
am put upon the difficult task of showing, tin 
two and two make four."---„,.Mr. L's. Letter. ' 

14' You -cannot but own that the word room!) 
several places of the Old Testament, apeordingi 
the seventy, and in. many places- the Ne 
Testament, signifies languages. And that it dot 
so in the above cited (St. Mark 16. 17.) may I 
fully proved from the very chapter (Acts i 
dthich, what was done on the day of penteco 
is related: is v. 11. the signification of—re 
iipaTtpatc yXwavatc—i$ evidently, in our language 
the same as is otherwise expressed - in v. 6. by-
ee ages asearsew, and in v.8. by.e,tiffseatxft cip.on.” 

Mr. L's, Lelte 
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Fith respect to good strangers, partaking of 

grace; 
For—" speak with new tongues"—with new Ian-

guageo place,. 
And the promise fulfill'd we may very well call, 
By one 'spirit-form'd tongue, which instructed 

them all. 

If the bold Alexandrian stroke of a no 	[so, 
Hadbeen yes, in my last (and it would have been 
If the facts had requir'd it) what could it have 

shown, 
Tho' the text had this meaning, if not this alone? 
For how do all languages, spoken in one, 
Disagree with the. promise insisted upon? 
I allow it fulfifi'd; let the vicar allow 
The fulfilling, it,e4f, to determine the how. 

God's wonderful works, when disci pies d 
And spake by the Spirit's omnipotent aid," 
Ev'ry one understood, in a language his own, 
Loquentibus 	 alpnor—. [good sense, 
While they spake—at the first; for good Greek,'and 
Forbid us to form an unwritten pnttence 
For dividing of tongues; when the Spirit's descent 
Gave at once both to speak, and to know what 

was meant. 

But thus to interpret3, it seems you forbid, 
By placing the stop as old Gregory did; 
Who thought as you think; tho' you bring, 1 
At least a more plausible reason than he; [agree, 
From a passage that suits with your meaning alone, 
Acts the 10th—for they heard—tailor yap auras 
Xamwrwr—them speaking (&).y)locvail—lin tongues, 
Where, indeed; to that Greek that Construction 

-.belongs. 

By transposing two words the grammatical lot 
Shows when they are absolute; when they are not; 
But be it—" them speaking" as you would Collect, 
" In our languages"still, it will never affect 
The 'force of those reasons, from which 'tis in- 

ferr'd, 	 [heard; 
That at once they were spoken, at once they were 
Nor of those, which deny that tongues, quatenus 
Mean always precisely what languages do. [new, 

That evidence 4, vicar, which here you spave 
brought, 

Cross examined, will certainly favour this thought; 
For Cornelius converted, and company too, 
Without intervention of languages new, 
Bow can any one think, but from prejudice bred. 
The' honest, from what he has often heard said, 
That then they were all on a sudden inspir'd 	• 
To speak with strange tongues, when no reason 

requir'd? 

But now being got to the end of a tether, 
Prescrib'd to your trouble—I leave to you, whether 
Tongues,ltny Where else, in the sense you assert, 
Were spoken to purpose, that is to convert? 

3  " Let me observe that the words--xa)Joirwv 
twecor-4v. II.) are 'not as you would hate them 
put absolutely, but are governed of asay.co; as 
laxsrauv curtsy (v. 6.) are of tease and as auras 
Warilas yTaxscatc are of the same verb (Acts 10. 
s. 46.)" 	 Mr. L's Letter. 

4 See the last reference, where the vicar points 
to Acts IA. vi 46: 	• 	'  

Or whether your patiende can bear to excuse 
A reply to your hints on the sense that I choose? 
In the mean time I thank you for favours in hand; 
And speaking or silent—am 

Yours to command. 

EPISULE TO J. BL-16,—N. ESI. 
OCCASIONED BY A DIDYUTE CONCERNING THE 

FOO, OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST. 

THE point, Mr. El—k—n, disputed upon, [John, 
Whether insects or herbs were the food)of St. 
Is a singular proof how a learned pretence 
Can prevail with some folks over natural sense, 
So consistent with herbs, as you know was allow'd; 
But the dust that is rais'd by a critical crowd 
Has so blinded their eyes, that plain simple truth 
Is obscur'd by a posse of classics forsooth ! 

Diodorus and Strabo, Solinus and 4Elian, 
And authorities down from the Aristotelian, 
Have mention'd whole clans that were wont to 

subsist, 
In the East, upon locusts as big as your fists 
Ergo, so did the Baptistnow were it all true 
That reporters affirm, but not one of them. knew; 
What follows, but hearsay how savages eat? 
And how locusts sometimes are necessity's meat? 

If, amongst their old tales, they had chine'd to 
determine 	 [vermin; 

That the Jews were accustotiPd to feed on these 
It would have been something; or did they produce 
Any one single hermit that st'u'd them for use, 
Having pick'd 'em, and dri'd 'em,. and smok'd in 

the sun, 
(For this before eating they tell us was done;) 
The example were patter than any they bring; 
To support such an awkward improbable thing. 

Hermitical food the poetical tribe 
Of classics have happen'd sometimes to describe; 
And their native descriptions are constantly found 
To relate in some shape to the fruits of the 

ground; 
If exception occurs, one may venture to say; ' 
That the locust conceit never came in their way; 
Or let its defender declare if he knows 
Any one single instance in verse or.in prose.' 

But the word which the text has made use of 
'tis said, 

Means the animal locust, wherever 't is read, 
Of a specie§ which Jews were permitted to eat; 
There is therefore no need of a plantal,c9neeit, -
Of tops; summits, or buds, pods, or berries of 

trees, 
For to this, the sole proof is, no classic agrees; 
And the Latin locustw came, only from want' 
Of attention, to signify tops of a plant, 

It would take up a Volume to clear the mistakes; 
Which, in this single case, classic prejudice makes, 
Thro' attachment to writers, who passe relation,'  
Which others had sign'd withotit examination; 
As the authors have done, Who have read and 

have writ, 
That locusts are food', vibielt the-law did permit;,' 
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And the place, which they qupte for a proof that 

it did,  

Is one that will prove them expressly forbid. 
I appeal to the Hebrew, and for the Greek weed, 

To the twenty-third Iliad, where once it occur'; 
And where the old prince of the classics one sees, 
Never once thought of insects, but branches pf 
As the context evinces; tho' alt to a man, [trees;,
Translators adopt the locustical jean: 
How the Latin locusts should ge‘-a wrong sense 
Is their business to prove who object the pretence. 

But the classical Greek, tho' it often confirm, 
Cannot always explain, a New Testament term, 
Any more than an Old one; and therefore to pass 
All authorities by of a paganish class, 
Let them ask the Greek fathers, who full as well 

knew 	 [is true? 
Their own tongue, and the gospel, Which meaning 
But for insects to find a plain proof in their Greek 
'Will cut a librarian out work for a week. 

For herbs here is one, which unless it is match"d, 
Ought to carry this question as fairly dispatch'd; 
Isidorus, Greek father of critical fame, 
.Bas a letter concerning this very Greek  name, 
Dismissing the doubt, which a querist had got, 
If the Baptist did eat animalcules or not, 
" God forbid," says the father, " a thing so eh. 

surd! 
The summits of plants is the sense of the word." 

Such an ancient decision, so quite a propos, 
Disperses at once all the classical show 
Of a learning, that builds upon Africa's east, 
And the traunts, how wild people were fabl'd to 

feast 
Upon fancied hugecloeusts, which never appear, 
Or huge, or unhuge, but five months in the year,: 
To be hoarded, and pickl'd in salt and in smoke: 
How Saint John is ernploy'd by these critical folk! 

Where the locust could feed such an abstinent 
saint, 

Of food for his purpose, could never have want: 
If the desert was sandy, and made such a need, 
•How account for the locusts descending to feed? 
In short, Mr. Bi—k..n, they cannot escape 
The charge of absurd, in all- manner of shape; 
If they can, let them do it—mean while I conclude 
That St John's was the plantal, not animal food. 

Thus, sir, 1 have stated, as brief as I'm able, 
The friendly debate that we had at your table; 
Where the kind entertainer, 1 found, was inclin'd, 
And acknowledge the pleasure, to be of my mind: 
Having only to add, now 1 make my report, 
That howe'er we may differ in points of this sort, 
Our reception at Orford, all pleas'd we review, 
And rejoice in the health of its master—Adieu. 

AVM 

THREE'. EPISTLES TO G. LLOYD, Ea. 
ON THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE IN HOMER. 

Goevcc tin ITV.M01. eaeuyera, XeLt %VICE; airc, 
Auwee Ertst' co.Proict 	zxprwxq 

atom h uw m VIXIJW1 XtUOY70 
• Iliad. A. lin:50. 

BPISPLE I. 
THUS Homer, describing the pestilent lot 
That amongst the Greek forces Apollo had shot, 

Tells how it began, and who suffer'd the first, ( 
When his ill-treated priest the whole army had 

ours'd: 
Or rather what suffeed; for custom computes 
That Apollo's first shafts fell amongst the poor 

brutes; 
Instructing both critics to construe, and schools, 
Kunz; nye; the dogs—and spa; the mules. 

Now, observing old Homer's poetical features, 
I would put in one word for the guiltless dune 

creatures. 
And the famous blind bard; for, as far asI see, 
The learn'd, in this case, are much blinder than he: 
At the mules, and the dogs, in his versify'd Greek, 
Nor Phoebus, nor priest, had conceiv'd any pique; 
And 1 doubt, notwithstanding the common consent, 
That the meaning is mist which Mseonides meant. 

Wire the brutes were first plagu'd, an Eusta- 
thius, and others, 	 [pothers, 

Have made a great rout with their physical 
Of the nature, and causes, and pi-ogress of plague; 
And all, to the. purpose, quite foreign and vague: 
But be medical symptoms whatever they will, 
Such matters I leave to friend Heberden's skill, 
And propose a plain fact to all cunninger ken-. 
...That the mules and the dogs, in this passages  

are men. 

Just then, as the rise, to explain my ideas—
Let the lexicon tell what is meant by atm; 
In plain, common sense, without physical, routs, 
The Grecian outguards, the custodes, or scouts: 
The word may be mules too, for aught that I know, 
For my scapula says, 'Us, Ionise, so; 
And refers to the fines above quoted from Homer, 
Where mules, I conceive, is an arrant misnomer. 

If a word has two meanings, to critical test, 
That which makes the sense better is certainly 
The plague is here plainly describ'd to begin [best; 
In the skirts of the camp, then to enter within; 
To rage, and occasion, what Iliad styles, 
Incessantly burning their funeral piles; 	[fools 
Which the Greeks, I conjecture, were hardly such 
As to burn or erect for the dogs and the mules. 

The common Greek word, the Homerical too, 
For fellules is ̀ np.orarc, where it will do; 	[coerce 
And there was, as it happened, no cause to 
Its use in this place, for it suited the verse: 
Whereas a plain reason oblig'd to discard, 
If this was the point to be shown by the bard, 
That first to the parties about the main camp 
Apollo dispatch'd the vindicative damp. 

Thus much for sense—the meaning of stoic 
Is attended, I own, with a little more newness; 
For the sense, in this place, will oblige.us to plans 6 A meaning for seen, which lexicons want: 
And if that be a reason for some to rejsfe, [pect 
'T is no more than correction, tho' just, may ex. 
But if it be just, the true critics will add, 
'Ti's a meaning that lexicons ought to have had. 

Both canes in Latin, and Xtlln in Greek, 
And the Hebrew word for them, if critics weak 

seek, 	• 
Should be rendered sometimes in prose writers 

bards, 	 • 
By slaves or by servants, attendants, or guards: 
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Where the wise commentators confess in their 

rules, 
That—here it is guards, not `ammo& mules: 
Being join'd with feetiest companions, they knew 
As eraseos were men, that spas were too: 
Now let us illustrate the combated place, 
As near as we can, by a parallel case. 

Offsas and sums havehere, in my thought, 
Much alike kind of meaning, as really they ougha, 
The difference, perhaps, that for camp preserva- 

tion, . 	 " [tion. 
One mosod, or patroll'd; while the other kept sta- 

Acrylic, which is while, in the commonest sense, 
To describe the dogs here, has no sort of pretence; 
Nor here will the lexicons help a dead lift, 
That allow the odd choice too of slow, or of swill: 
If the dogs were demolisli'd, 'twill certainly follow 
That while, slow, or swift, was all one to Apollo; 
Whose failed penetration was rather too deep 
TJ1an to take dogs for soldiers, as Ajax did sheep. 

Why them? or why mules? for description al-
lows 

That he shot at no horses, bulls, oxen, or cows; 
With a vengeance selecting, from all other classes, 
Poor dogs of some sort, and impeccant halfsasses; 
Now granting what poem shows plainly enough, 
That Homer abounds with nonsensical stuff, 
Yet jt should, for his sake, if it can, be confin'd 
To the pagan, and not the poetical kind. 

The mules and the dogs, being shot at, coheres 
No better with sense, than the bulls and the bears: 
To exculpate old Homer, my worthy friend, Lloyd, 
Some sort of correction should here be employ'd; 
And, for languages sake, in which matters are 

spread 
Of a greater concern, if old writers are read,. 
Where it seems to be wanting, the critics should 
To make out fair English for Latin or Greek. [seek 

'If the words have a meaning both human and 
brute, 

Where Homer describes his Apollo to shoot, 
Tho' brute, in the Latin, possesses the letter, 
I take it for granted that human is better: 
Do you think this a fair postulatum?—" I do; 
But you only affirm that the human is true."— 
That's all that I want in this present epistle; 
In the next I shall prove it—as_clear as a whistle, 

EPISTLE li. 
YOUR consent, I made hold to suppose, in my 

To a fair postulatum had readily pass'd; 	[last, 
That a mulish distemper, or that a canine, 
Neither suited Apollo's, nor Homer's design, 
Like making the subjects, who felt its first shock, 
To be men like their masters, tho' baser of stock: 
Now proof, at the present, comes under the pen, 
That erost and sone, may signify men. 

You'll draw the conclusion, so fair, and so just, 
That if they may do it, they certainly must; 
It would look with an imphilosophical fade, 
And anti-Rawthmelian', to question the case: 
Tho' the proofs of this point, which I formerly 

note 
Have slipt my remembrance, and cannot be quoted; 
From Homer himself it may chance to appeal, 
As 1 promis'd to make it, no whistle more clear. 

That Htlin are guards, in Medal lore, 
You may see in book Kappa, line eighty and four; 

Alluding to Rawthmel's coffee-house, where 
several members of the Royal Society usually 
sprat their evenings. 

Plain sense, as I take it, if once it is shown 
That Homer opposes tom-being gloms-a 
Having two aumes awn along with an hero, 
Will call 'em companion), pot dogs, in Romero: 
Turn then his Odyssey, Beta, line ten, 
Where dogs, as they call 'em, are certainly nien; 
Attended by whom (he wilt second who seep) 
Telemachus went to a council of Greeks. 	' 

With his sword lancklkl on, and a spear in hi! 
hand, 	 [band; 

He went (having summered) to meet the whole 
So bravely set forth, so equipti  and so shod, 
That,.as Homer has plwas'd it, he look'd like a 

god; 
Not alone—to enhance the description of song, 
But he took with him two at/sac Kiln along; 
Two swift footed dogs! yes—two puppies no 

doubt, . 
That Apollo had sav'd from the general rout! 

One can but reflect how we live in an age 
That scruples the sense of all sensible page; 
Any kind of old nonsense more pleas'd to admit, 
If in Homer, or Virgil, or Horace, 't is writ; 
But yet, to do justice to these, and the rest 
Of the poor pagan poets, it must be confest, 
That time, and transcribing, and critical note 
Have father'd much on themI which they never 

wrote. 

This place is a proof how the critics made bold 
To foist their own sense into verses of.old; 
For instead of two Greeks here, attending their 

master, 
And'footing a pace neither slower nor faster; 
They have made in some places, to follow his' 

track, 
Of their swift-footed dogs, an indefinite pack; - 
The son of Ulysses unskilfully forcing 
To go to a council, as men go a Coursing. 

Ova woc—Itx our--for master and dame, 
Not alone—to interpret by Homer's true aim, 
There are places enoo to evince that attendants 
Were men, or were maidens, were friends or de. 

pendants: 
Thus Achilles—ex oio..—Omega rehearses, 
Had two S'Tse.-oy-ri; both naned in the verses, 
Automedon—Aleinius—whorn, it is said, 
He valued the most, for Patroclus was Bead, 

Penelope thus, in first Odyssey strain, 
Two, al stiroxot follow'd..-two women, 'tis plain, 
When the dame was ax out--and mention'd anon, 
How ,they stood to attend her, on either side one. 
Had epeperoxot signifykl cats in the Greek, [seek ;_ 
Would not sense have oblied us new meaning to 
And two dogs as unlit as two cats, you will own, 
To describe man, or woinan--not being alone, 

• 
To close the plain reasons, that rise in one's 

mind, 
Take an instance faom Virgil of similar kind; 

S 
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Where, in fair imitation of Homer, no doubt, 
He describes king Evander to dress, and march 

ma; 
And discern, by the help of his Mantuan pen, 
How custodes and canes were both the same melt; 
Where canes are dogs, as all custom opines—
See Virgil's eighth book—come I'll copy the 

lines— 

Nec non et gemini custodes littne ab alto 
Procedunt, gressunsque canes comitantur heri-

lens.-- 

l(tag avot in Homer were then in fils view, 
When Virgil, in Latin, thus painted the two; 
And the canes in him are the very custodes, 
Most aptly repeated, dignissime sodes: 
Did ever verse yet, or prose ever, record 
Any literal dogs, that kept pace with their lord? 
Proceeding—attending—how plain the suggestion 
That dogs, its the case, arc quite•out of the ques-

tion ! 

And now I appeal to all critical candour, 
If Homer's young hero, or senior Evander, 
Had dogs for companions, to honour their gressus, 
As translators in verse, and in prose, would pos- 

sess us: 
The moderns I think (tho' a lover of metre) 
Should manage with judgment a little discreeter, 
Than to gape and admire what old poets have 

sung, 	 [tongue. 
If it will not make sense in their own mother 

EPISTLE HI. 
HAVING shown ,you the passage, one cannot 

avoid 
An appendix so proper, kind visitant Lloyd, 
To the mules and the dogs, which a little while 

since 	 [evince: 
Were guards and piquets, as verse sought to 
Whether XVY4 attended, two footed, or four, 
Upon heroes or kings, let the critics explore; 
But ep,aq for mules, in old Homer's intent, 
I suspect that his rhapsodies never once meant. 

The word is twice us'd in the twenty-third book, 
In the space of five lines; where 1 made you to 

look; 
I'll refresh your attention—Achilles, know'then, 
Had desir'd Agamemnon, the monarch of men, 
To exhort 'em to bring, when the morning ap- 

pear'd, 
And prepare proper wood, for a pile to be rear'd, 
For the purpose of burning, as custom instiil'd, 
The remains of Patroclus, whom Hector had 

When the Morning appear'd, with her rosyfy'd 
fingers, • 

Agamemnon obey'd; and exhorted the bringers, 
The mules and the Mien;—as translation pre-

sents— 
Exhorted them all to come out of their tents: 
So the men and the mules lay amongst one an-

other, 
If this be the case, in some hammocs or other; 
And the men, taking with 'eat ropes, hatchets, 

and tools, 	 [mules. 
Were conducted, it seems, to the wood by the  

For the mules went before 'em—the Latints 
say— 	 [way: 

Which, a man may presume, was to show 'em the 
Or, since there was danger, the mules going fiat 
Might, perhaps, be because the men none of 'ere 

durst; 
For they all were to pass, in their present employ, 
To the woods of mount Ida, belonging to Trot; • 
And if Trojans fell on them, for stealing their fire, 
The men in the rear might the sooner retire. 

However, both mulish, and well booted folks 
Came safe to the mountain, and cut down its oaks; 
And, with more bulky pieces of timber cutout, 
They loaded such mules, as were mules witidet 

doubt: 
When you found in the Latin, so certain a'place, 
Where sthe loading description show'd mules in 

the case, 
Your eyes to the left, I saw rolling, to seek 
If the word for these mules was Sit,iI0 in Greek. 

And had they discover'd that really it was, 
Conjecture had ,come to more difficult pass; 
But since it was not, since ‘114[01W11 came, 
What else but the meaning could vary the name? 
Why should Homer, so fond, as 'you very well 

noted, 
Of repeating the words which his Mine iuhadotedee 
Make so awkward a change, without any pretence 
Of a reason suggested by metre, or sense? 

'lltucepog, mules, tho' a masculine ender, 
Is always in Greek of the feminine gender; • 
But kfV)Fc, you'll find, let it mean what it will, 
Never is of that gender, but masculine still; 
How ridiculous then, that spit; the flees,' 
Should becoine, by their loading 'wow, Shees? 
In a Latin description would poetry pass, 
That should call 'eat mules,'and then load 'em 

mirk: I' 

Both the word, and the sense, which is really 
the bard's, 

Show the masculine mules to be certainly guards: 
Any mules I desire any critic to name, 
If Jacks in the gender, that are not the same: 
One place, which I hinted at, over our tea, 
May he offeed, perhaps, as a masculine plea; 
But if-  folks were unbiassql, they quickly would 
A mistake to be there of the very same kind. 

The Trojans met Priam at one of their gates, 
With the corps of his Hector—Omega elates 
Whom they would have laMented there, all the 

day long, 
Had nut Priam, addressing himself to the throng, 
Made a speech—" Let me pass with the mules"-. 

and so on— [upon: 
For mules drew the hearse which the corps lay 
Now the words that he said, at the entrance of 
Were—ooeioct Staati.cir q471 pot. 	[Troy;  

Priam said to the people, still hurrying down, 
" Let me pass thro' the guards"—(to go into the 

town) 
This is much better sense, by the leave of the 

'schools, 	• 
Than for Priam to say,-...." Let me pass with the 

mules."--- 
For ldmus directed the•mulish machine, 
While hones drew that in which Priam was seen; 
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Rho thought of no mules, but of reaching the 

dome, 	 [home)  
Where they all might lament over Hector, at 

The mule's had been nam'd very often before, 
In the very-.same book, times a dozen, or more; 
And the proper term toe 'em had always occnrr'd; 
It is only this once that we meet with this word: 
That it signifies guards, it is granted, some- 

times, 
As I instanc'd, you know, in the Baguley rhymes; 
And will critics suppose that the poet would make 
Variation for mere ambiguity's sake? 

That Apollo should plague, Agamemnon exhort, 
These irrational creatures is stupid, in short; 
Where no metamorphosis, fable, or fiction, 
Can defend such abuse of plain, narrative diction. 
Perchance, as a doctor, you'll think me unwise, 
For poring on Homer, with present sore eyes; 
But s glance, the most transient, may see in his 
That a mule is a mule, and a man is a man. [plan, 

CRITICAL REMARKS IN ENGLISH AND 
LATIN, 

UPON SEVERAL PASSAGES IN HORACE. 

AN EPISTLE TO A FRIEND. 
PROPOSING A CORRECTION IN THE FOLLOWING 

PASSAGE. 

Si non Acrisium Virginis alulitre 
CUSTODEAt PAVIDUM Jupiter et Venus 

Risissent— 	 Lib. 3. ode 16. 
So then you think Acrisius really sold 
His daughter Danae, himself, for gold; 
When the whole story of the Grecian king 
Makes such a bargain so absurd a thing, 
That neither poetry nor sense could make 
The poet guilty of the vile mistake. 

No, sir; her father, here, was rich enough; 
Satire on him, for selling her, is stuff: 
Fear was his motive to a vast expense 
Of gates, and guards to keep her in a fence: ,x  
But some dull blockhead happ'ning to transcribe, 
When half alseep, has made him take the bribe, 
Which Jupiter and-Venus, as the bard 
Had writ, made use of to corrupt the guard: 
All the remarks on avarice arc just; 
But 'twas the keeper that betray'd his trust. 

Passage from Virgil, which you here select us, 
How gold is cogent of mortals pectus; 
And from Euripides, that gold can ope 
Gates—unattempted even by the pope; 
Show money's force on subjects that are vicious; 
But what has this to do with king Acrisius? 
Who snail(' no Money to secure his life, 
Lost, if his daughter once became a wife: . 
He shut her up for fear of death—and then ' 
Sold her himself!.—all stuff, I say again: 
Death was his dread; nor was it in the pow'r 
Of love's bewitchment, or of money'd show'r, 
Of Venus, Jupiter, or all the fry 
Of Homer's heav'n to hire the man to die. 

Where is his avarice, of any kind, 
Noted in all the fables that you find?'  

Except in those of your inventing fashion 
That make him old, and avarice his passion? 
To hide the blunder of amanuenses,. 
Who; writing words, full oft unwrit the senses: 
Diet, that in Horace, in a world of places, 
Appears by irrecoverable traces; 
On which the critics raise a learned dust, 
And stilt adjusting, never can adjust. 
Having but one of all the Roman lyrics 
'Fo feed their tale for slavish panegyrics, 
The more absurd the manuscriptal letter, 
They paint, from thence, Some fancy'd beauty bet- 
Hunting for III the colours round about, 	[ter: 
To make the nonsense beautifully out; 
Adorning richly, for the poet's sake, 
Some poor hallucinatino•

' 
 scribe's mistake. 

Now I would have a short-hand son of mine 
Be less obsequious to the classic line, 
Than, right or wrong, to yield his approbatiom 
Because Homeric, or because Horatian; 
Or not to see, when it is fairly hinted, 
Either original defect, or printed. 
Not that it matters two-pence in regard 
Of either Grecian, or of Roman bard; 
If schools were wise enough to introduce 
Much better books for education's use; 
But since, by force of custom, or of lash, [trash, 
The boys must wade thro' so much traunt and 
To gain their Greek and ,Latin, they should learn 
True Greek, at least, and Latin to discern; 
Nor; for the sake of custom, to admit 
The faults of language, metre, sense, or wit: 
Because this blind attachment, by command, 
To what their masters do not understand, 
Makes reading servile, in the younger flock, 

.Of rhyming Horace, down to prosing Lock: 
Knowledge is all mechanically known, 
And no innate ideas of their own.-*-- 

But,while I'm rhyming to you what comes next, 
I shall forget th' Acrisius of the text— 
Your reasons then, why this custodem pavidum 
Should not be chang'd to custodemque avidurn, 
Turn upon avarice; you think the father 
Fond of the bribe; I think the keeper rather, 
Who had no fear from Danae—the wife— 
Who could receive the gold, and lose no life, 
Must needs be he, and that, without the change, 
The verse is uupoetically strange: 

You make Acrisius to haye bee'n the guard, 
And to be pavidus—aXtremely hard 
To make out either; for what other place 
Shows that the king was jailor in, the case? 
And is not pavidus a dictum gratis? 
Was not his Danae—munita satis? 
Safe kept enough? If pavidus come after, 
The dear joy Horace must provoke one's laughter: 
Plain common sense suggesting all the while, 
—Not fear, but fancy'd safety gave the /mile: 
Safe as Acrisius thought himself to be, 
The custos avidus would take a fee; 
A golden shower, they knew, would break his oatli, 
And Jupiter and Venus laugh'd at both. 

Sums Maecenas cyathos amici 
Sospitis 	 Lib. 3. ode S. 

A DIALtrGUE. 
WHAT! must Mmeenas, when he sups 

With Horace, drink-a hundred, cups? 
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A hundred' cups MrecenaS drink! 
Where must he put them all d'ye think? 
Pray have the critics all so blunder'd, 
That none of 'em correct this. hundred?. 

" Not that I know has any one 
Had any scruple thereupon:.  
And for what reason pray should you? 
The reading, to be sure, is true • 
A _hundred cups—that is to say.k 
Mmeenas come and drink away." 

if that was all the poet meant;  
It is express'd without the cent: 
Sume IVImeenas cyathos 
Does% full Well without the dose; 
The monstrous dose in cup or can, 
That suits with neither bard nor man. 

Nay, why so monserous? Is it told 
How much. the cyathos would hold? 
You think perhaps it was a mug 
As round as any Jonian jug: 
Thy drank all night: if smallthe glass, 
Would centient mount to suety a mass?" 

Small as you wilt, 'twos wbumper, . 
Centum for one would be a thumper: 
It's balk Horatian terms define, 
Vates attonitus ' with nine; 
Gratia,•—forbidding more than three-

-They were no thimbles you may see. 
Nat in that ode--in this they might 

Intend a more diminish'd plight; 
And then Maecenas and the bard 
That night, I warrant ye, drank hard; 

Pester in lueem4Tliorace cries; 
To what a pitch aught numbers rise!" 

desperate long night! my/fiend, 
Eefore their hundreti cups could end; 
Nor does the verse invite, throughout; 
Mmcenas to a drunken bout: 
Perfer in limem comes in view 
Ytrith•procul umnis clantor too. .. 

" Was it no bout, because no noise 
Should interrupt their midnight joys? 
Horace, you read, with annual tap, 
Notes his escape from .dire mishap: 
Must he, and friends conven:d, be sober, 
Becausels.vas March, and not Oetober?" 

Soberor drunk is not the case, 
But word and meaning 4o replace, 
Both here dernolish'd: did they, pray, 
Do nothing else but drink away? 
For friends conveti'd had Horace got 

• No entertainment, but to sot? 
." Yes to be hure; he might rehearse 

Some new or entertaining•verse; 
'Might touch the lyre, invoke the Muse; 
Or twenty things that he might choose; 
No doubt but he would mix along 
With cup, and talk, the joyous song." 

Doubtless he would,; and that's the word s For which a centaur so absurd 

Her. lib. 3.. ode 19. v. 14. 

Has been inserted, bY mistake 
Of his transcribers, scarce awake; ',• 
Which, all the critics, when they keep, 
Are, quoad hoc, quite fast asleep. 

-" For that's the word"—t' What' word d'yi 
mean ? 

For song does centaur intervene? 
Song would be-0, I take your hint, 
Cantreln, not centrem, you would print; 
Sospitis cantum—but the elfiuse 
Can have no sense with such a pause" 

Pause then at sospiiis, nor strike 
The three caesuras all alike; 
One cup of Helicon but quaff; 
The point is plain as a pike-staff; 
The wine, the song, the lustre's light-
The verse, the pause, the sense is right. 

. 
" Stay, let me read the Sapphic out 

Both ways, and then resolve the doubt" 
"Slime Mmcenas cyathos amici 

Sospitis 	vigiles Ineernas 
Perfer in itteem—procul OlttniS este 

Clamor et im. 
" Sume Mtecenas cyathos amici 

Sospitis—wantum, et vigiles lucernas 
Perfer in lucem,-procul onsnis esto 

Clamor et ira." 

" Well, I confess, now I have read, 
The thing is right that you have said; 
One vowel rectify'd, how.plain 
Does Horace's intent remain !" 

.i...-NONITMQ. presnatur in annum. 
Hon. Art. Poet 1.388. 

YE poets; and critics, and men of the schools, 
Who talk about Horace, and Horace's rules; 
Ye learned admirers, how comes it, I wonder, 
That none of you touch a most tangible blunder? 
I speak not to servile, and sturdy logicians, 
Who will, right or wrong, follow printed editions; 
But you, that are judges, come rub up your eyes, 
Andnanshackle your wits, and I'll show where it 

- lies. 	' 

Amongst other rotes, which your Horace ,has 
To make his young Piso far poetry fit, 	(Writ, 
'He tens him, that verses should not be pursed; 
When the Muse (or Minerva) was not.in the mood; 
That wilate,er he should write, " he should let it 

descend 
To the ears of his father, his master, his friend';" 
And let it lie by him*now prick up your ears—,  
Nonunique presnatur in annum—nine years. 

Nine years! I repeat..efor the sound Is enough, 
With the help of plain sense, to discover the stufE 
If the rule had been new, what a figure would nine 
Have Made with your Pisos, ye masters of mine? 
Mist' a youth of quick parts, for his verse's per. 

fection, 	 ['section? 
Let it he for nine yearsi.:.in the House of Cot' 

1,-1n Mettii deseendat judicis cures, 
Et patris et nostraso--e. 	' 
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Nine years if his verses must lie in the leaven, 
'Like the young rogue himself, and transport him, 

for seven. 

To make this a maxim, that Horace infuses, 
Must provoke all the laughter of all the nine 

Muses. 
How the wits of old Rome, in a case so facetious, 
Would have jok'd upon Horace, and Pisa, and 

Metius, 
If they all could not make a poetical line 
Ripe enough to be read, 'till the year had struck 

nine! 
Had the boy been possest of nine lives, like a cat, 
Yet surely he'd ne'er have submitted to that. 

"Valli" says an old critic, "indefinite number,. 
To denote many years"--(which is just the same 

lumber)— 	 touch 2"•—• 
2uotes a length of 2uintilian for "time to re-
But wisely stops short at his blaming—too much. 
Some took many years, he min instance—in fine, 
Isocrates ten—poet Cinna just nine; 
Rare instance of taking, which, had, he been cool, 
Th' old critic had seen, never could be a rule. 

" Indeed," says a young one, " nine years, I 
confess, 

Is a desperate while for a youth to suppress; 	, 
I can hardly think Horace would make it a point; 
The word, to be sure, must be out of its joint; 
Lie by with a nonum!—had I been his Piso, [so. 
I'd have told little Fleecy, mine never should lie 
Had be said for nine months, 1 should think them 

enoo; . 
This reading is false, sir—pray tell us the true." 

Why, you are not far off it, if present conjec-
- tine 

May furnish the place with a probable lecture; 
For by copies, I doubt, either printed, or written, 
The hundreds of editors all have been bitten. 
Nine months you allow"... " Yes",," Well, let us, 

for fear 
Of affronting Zuintilian, e'en make it a year: 
Give the critics their numque, but as to their no—
You have one in plain English more fit to be-

stow." 

" Do you think,' they cry out, that with so 
little wit 

Such a world of great critics on Horace have writ? 
That the poets themselves, were the blunder so 

plain, 
In a point of their art too, would let it remain?' 
For you are to consider, these critical chaps 
Dp not like to be snubb'd; you may venture, 

perhaps, 	 [amiss; 
An amendment.).where they can see somewhat 
But may raise their ill blood, if you circulate this." 

" It will circulate, this, sir, as sure as their 
blood, 

Or, if not, it will stand—as in Horace it stood. 
They may wrangle and jangle, unwilling to)see; 
But the thing is as clear as a whistle to me. 
This nonum of theirs no defence will admit, 
Except—that a blot is no blot, till it 's hit; 
And now yqu have hit it, if possum content 'urn, 
So would, if the verse had so had it; nongentum." 

You'll say this is painting of charakers—true; 
But, really, good sirs, I have met with these two: 
The first, in all comments quite down to the 

A man, if .he likes it, May look at himself in: 
The last, if you like, and, along„with the youth, 
Prefer to nonumque poetical truth, 
Then blot out the blunder, now here it is hinted, 
And by all future printers unumque be printed. 

Nurse et CAMPUS et MIER 
Lenesque sub 'lectern snpurri 
Composita repetantur Nora. 

Host. lib. i. ode ix. v. IS. 
BY Campus, and by Areal, my friends, 

The question is what Horace here intends?,  
For such expression with the current style 
Of this whole ode is hard to reconcile: . 
Nay, notwithstanding critical pretence, 
Or I mistake, or it can have no sense. 

The ode, you find, proceeding to relate 
A winter's frost, in its severest state, 
tails out for fire, and wine, and loves, and dance, 
And all that Horace rambles "to enhance; 

- But how can this fair weather phrase belong 
To suds a wintry, Saturnalian song? 

A learned Frenchman quotes these very.lines 
As really difficult; and thus refines— 
" We use these words" (says monsieur Sanadon) 
" For nightly meetings, hors de la'inaison; 	- 
But 't is ridiculous in frost, and snow, 
Of keenest kind, that Horace should do so." 

Right, monsieur, right; such incoherent stuff 
'Is here, no doubt, ridiculous enough: 
The Campus Martins, and its active scenes, 
Which commentators say th' expression means, 
Have here no .place; nor can they be akin 
To scenes, not laid without 'doors, but within. 

"Num must refer" (proceeds the French re- 
" To donee—puer—,age of Taliarque; 	[mark) 
Not to the frost; for which the bard, before, . 

- Design'd the two first strophes, and no More; 
As commentators rightly Should have taught, 
Or inattentive readers else are caught." 

" I take the correction—unumque prematar—
let it lie for one twelvemonth—ay, that may hold 
And time enough too for consulting about [water; 
Master Piso's performance, before it came out. 
What! would Horace insist, that a sketch ofa boy 
Should take as much time, as the taking of Troy? 
They, that bind out the young one, say, when the 

old fellow 
Took any time like it, to make a thing mellow; 

"Tho' correct in his trifles"--." Young man you 
say right, 

And to them that will see, it is plain, at first sight; 
But criticelthat will not, they hunt all around 
For something of sameness, in sense, or in sound; 
It is all one to them; so attach'd to the letter, ' 
That to make better. sense makes it never the 

better: 	 [own 'eirt ; 
Nay, the more sense in readings, the less they will 
You must leave to these sages their mumpsirmus 

nonum. 

22uint. Instit. Orat. Jib. x. c. 4. de Emendatione. 
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Now inattentive critics too, I say, 

Are caught, sometimes, in their dogmatic way: 
'United here, we must divide, forsooth, 
The time of winter from the time of youth; 
When all expressions of Horatian growth 
Do, in this ode, 't is plain, refer to both. 

Youthful th' amusements, and for frosty weep; 
From drinking—dancing—down to—hide and seek: 
But Campus comes, and Arete, between, 
By a mistake too big for any skrden: 
And how nonsensically,join'd with lispers, 
By assignation met, of nightly whiseers ? 

Strange, how interpreters retail the farce, 
That 'Campus, here, should mean the Field of 

Mars; 	 [o'er, 
When, in their task, they must have just read 
Contrast to this, the very Ode before; 
Where ev'ry manly exercise, disclos'd, 
To love's effeminacy stands oppos'd. 

In this, no thought of any field on Earth, 
But warm fire-side, and Roman winter's mirth: 
No thought of any but domestic ring

'  
• 

Where all Decembrian customs took their swing: 
And where—but come—that matter we'll sup- 

press— 
There should be 'something for Cantabs to guess. 

I 	ask anon—,from what has now been said, 
If 'emendation pops into your head: 
Or if you 'II teach me how to comprehend 
That all is right; and nothing here to mend. 
Come, sharpen up your Latin wits a bit; • 
What are they good for else—these Odes that 

. Horace writ? 
N.B. The ementlation of which the author ap-

proved was cantus et aim 

Cedes coeniptis saltibus, et dome, 
flavps quam Tibeiis favit, 

Cedes; et EXTRUCTIS IN ALTIMI 
DIVITIIS potietur hmres. 

Hon.. lib. ii.' ode iii. v. VI. 
THIS phrase of " riches built on high" 

Has something in it, at first sight, 
Which, if the Latin language try, 

Must needs appear not to be right: 
Produce an instance, where before 
'Tway ever us'd, I'll say no more. 

Talk not of " riches pil'd on heaps," 
To justify the Latin phrase; 

For if you take such critic leaps, 
You jump into dog Latin days; 

And I sill answer to that trick 
In mei inmate non est sic. 

That lands were here the poet's thought, 
And house along the river's side, 

And lofty villa built, or bought, 
Is much too plain to be deny'd. 

These high extracted spires he writ 
That mortal Dellius must quit. , 

" Well, sir, supposing this the case, 
- 	And structures what the poet meant; 

How will you fill the faulty place 
With phrase that suited his intent? 

Meaning and metre both arrange, 
41.nd small, if possible, the change?" . 

Smaller and better, to be sure, 
Into their place amendments fall: 

What first occurs will here secure 
Meaning and metre, change and all. 

May it not be that for divitiis 
Th' original had m—dificiis? 

If you object that sep'rate 
Makes in one word an odd division, 

Horace, I answer to that plea, 	• 
Has more than once the like elision: 

In short, upon correction's plan, 
Give us a better, if ye can. 

Non est meum, si mugiat Africis 
Mains procellis, ad miseras firms 

Decurrere, et votis pacisci, 
Ne Cyprim Tyrimque mercer 

Addant, avaro divitias marl; 
Tom me biremis prtesidio seaphm 

Tatum per /Eg-mos tumultus 
Aura FERET geminusq. Pollax. 

Hoe. lib. iii. ode ix. v.11 
Tans passage, sirs, may put ye, one wouli 

think, 
In mind of him, who, in a furious storm' 

Told, that the vessel certainly would sink, 
Made a reply in the Horatian form; 

" Why let it sink then, if it will," quoth he,. 
" I'm but a passenger, what is 't to me." 

So, " non est meum," Horace here cries out, 
To purchase calm with wretched vows asi 

pray'rs; 
Let them who freight the ship be thus devout, 

I'm not eoncern'd in any of its wares. 
May not one ask, if coalition sense will read, 
Was ever jest and earliest more agreed? 

"Nay but you see the reason," 't is reply'd, 
" Why he rejects the bargaining of pray'r; 

His little skiff will stein the raging tide 
With double Pollux, and with gentler air. 

This is his moral," say his under-pullers, 
" The poor and innocent are safe in scnllers." 

W try so they may be, if they coast along, 
And shun the winds that make a mast to mos: 

But here, according to the critic throng, 
Horace was in the ship, tho' not his own. 

Suppose a sculler just contriv'd for him, 
When the ship sunk, would his biremis swim? 

Can you by any construing pretence— 
If you suppose, as commentators do, 

Him in the ship—make tolerable sense 
Of his surviving all the sinking crew? 

With winds so boist'rous, by what cunning twist 
Can his clear stars, and gentle air resist? 

The gifts of Fortune Horace had resign'd, 
, 	And poor and honest, his just fancy'd case, 
Nothing to do had he with stormy wind, 

Nor in ./Egcan seas to seek a place. 
How is it likely then, that he should mean 
To paint himself in such an awkward scene? 

BYROM'S 
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"Why, but, tum me biremis—must suppose, 

/By then escaping, that he sure was in 't; 
And feret too, that comes into the close, . 

In all the books that we have here in print—" 
Both words are wrong tho', notwithstanding that, 
Turn should,  be cum, and feret be fend. 

The serge, or moral if you please, is this, 
Henceforth. be  probity, tho' poor, my lot; 

The love of riches is but an abyss 
Of dangerous 'cares, that now concern me not. 

Caught in its-storms, let avarice implore, 
I thank my stars, I 'm rowing safe to shore. 

Hon. Lib. iii. Ode 
WIIENVER this Idorace comes into one's hand, 

One meets with words full hard to understand: 
If one consult the critics thereupon, 
Some places have a note, some others none; 
And, when they take interpretating pains, 
Sometimes the difficulty still remains. 

To you that see, good friends, where I am blind, 
Let me propose alease of either kind: 
Premising first, for both relate to weather, 
That Winter and December come together: 
The Romans too, as far as I remember, 
Have join'd together Winter and December. 

In Book the Third of Horace, Ode Eighteen, 
Ad Fatinum—these two Sapphics here are seen: 

Ludi t herboso pecus pmne camp°, 
Com tibi nonce redeunt ,bccembris: 
Festus in pratis Vacat otioso 

.Cum hove pagus. 

" Inter audaces lupus errat amt.; 
Spargit agrestes tibi silva.frondes ; 
Gantlet insisam pepulisse fossor 

Ter pede terram." 

Now in December, if we reason close, 
Are fields poetically call'd herbose? 
Is that the month, tho• Ramns'kept the fold, 
For daring lambs to frisk about so bold? 

Leaves I would add tou—but the learn'd Dewier 
Has made this point elaborately clear; 
As one that artful Horace interweaves— 
"The trees in. Italy then shed their leaves; 
And this the poet's artifice profound, [ground." 
The trees themselves for Faunus strew'd the 

It is we 'II say, a fine Horatian flight, 
But is the herbage, are the lambs so right? 
Is there in all the ode a single thing, 
That makes the Winter differ from the Spring? 
Nones of December are indeed hybernal, 
But all the rest is absolutely vernal.' 

" Lenis:incedis per aprica rura"-- • 
Does this begin like Winter ?J—but quid plura? 
Read how it all begins, goes on, or ends, 

' Nothing but nones is winteriy, my friends; 
Neither in human, nor in brutal creatures, 
One trace observ'd of Winter's stormy feaffires. 

May not there be' then, tho' the critics make 
No hesitation at it, a mistake? 
The diggers danding too has somewhat spis.sy—s-
" Ganda insisan: tenant pepulisSe."  

He in revenge (say comments)'beats the Sail, 
Hated, because it gave him so much toil. 

As oft the diggers, whom we chance.to  meet, 
Turn up the ground, and press it with their feet; Horace himself, perhaps we may admit;  
Incersam terrain, not inuisenn writ; 
But this at present our demand postpones—
May solve the doubt on these Deems- m-inn nones. 

Ut tuto ab atris (oppose viperis 
Dorlrem et unsts. 

Holt. lib. iii. ode iv. 
Horticn, an infant, here he interweaves, 

In rambling ode, where no design coheres, 
By fabled stock-doves cover'd up with leaves, 

Kept safe from black skinn'd vipers and from bears: 
But, passing by the'incoberent ode, 
I ask the critics where the hears abode? 

The leaves indeed,-that stock-doves could convey, 
Would be but poor defence against the snakes, 

And sleeping boy be still an easy prey 
TO black pervaders of the thorny brakes; 

The bears, I doubt too, would have smelt him out, 
If there lad been Such creatures thereabout. 

The snakes were black, the bears, I guess, were 
white, 

(Or what the vulgar eommonly call bulls).  
Bears had there been; another word is right, 

That has escap'd.the criticising skulls, 
Who sufffir bears as quietly to pass, 
As if the bard had been of Lapland class. 

A word, where sense and sound'do so agree, 
That 1 shall spare to speak ke its defence; 

And leave absurdity so plain to see, 
With due.correetion, to your own good sense: 

'T is this in short, in these Horatian verses, 
For bears read goats—pro ursis, lege hireis. 

. . .m erbium. Ronne; pre nces 	en 
Dignatur soboles inter AMARILES 
Vanua ponere me eheros. 

HOR. lib. be. ode iii. 
Tens is one ode, and much the best of two, 

Fam'd above all for &Aces ado: 
' I rather would have writ so good a thing 
Than reign,' quoth he, " an Arragonian Icing." 
Had he been king, and master of the vote, 
I doubt the monarch would have chang'd his note; 
And loading verses with an huge renown, 
Would still have kept his Arragonian crown. 

Thisode, howe'er, tho' short of such s? rout, 
He show'd some judgment, when he singled out; 
Compiled with others, one is at a stand [hand: 
To think how those should come from the same 
For if they did, 't is marvellous enough, 
That such a Meese with such a breath should puff;' 
That such a delicate harmonious Muse 
Should catch the clouds, or sink into the stews. 

But Fame has 'sold then to us in a lot, 
And all is Horace, whether his, or not. 
For his, or whose you will then, let them rasa, 
What signifies it who the author was ? 	• 

   
  



POEMS: 

We 'II say this ode, allowing for the age 
That. Horace writ in, was a golden page; 
The words well chosen, easy, free, and pat, 
The lyric claim, so manag'tb—and all thut—.. 
What I would note is, that no critc yet, 
Of them, I mean, whose notes my'eyes have met, 
Has ,seen, a blemish in this finished piece, 
Outdone, they say, by neither Rometnor Greece. 

Yet there is one, which it is somewhat strange, 
That some of 'erit should see a cause to change, 
13ut let a great indelicacy stand, 
As if it came from Horace's own hand: 

• To vatum cluiros jpired mobiles, 
When, what he meant was lovely solooles. 
Meo periculo, sirs, after this, 
If -taste be in you,read soma/Wis. 

If yexefuse, I have imimore to say, 
Keep to fiat print, and read it your'own way; 
Let fear to change a vowel's rote dispense 
With jingling sound, and unpoliter sense. 
I don't expect that critics, with their skill, 
Will take the hint—but all true poets will. 
Ile it a test, at present, who has got 
The nicer taste of liquid verse, Who net. 

Iraeunda diem proferet Ilio, 
Matronisq. Pltrygnm, classis 
Post eertas.hyernes uret ACTIAICUS 
Was Iliacas domos. 	Hon. lib. I. ode xv 

SPOND/E0 a stabiti, si numerosrodo 
Obiervare velis, incipit ultimus 
Versus..,•mon poterunt carminis et pedetn 

Leges ferre trochaieuth. 

TAO 	 BYROM'S 
Dunghill of Ennius, as we are told 

ancient proverb, might afford some gold; 
And that 'a the case of what this Horace sung, 
Some grains of geld with-tinsel mix'd, and dung. 

Castigant pueros Archididaseali, 
Pro longs fuerit syllaba si brevis ; 
Et oredunt eritici dicere Horatium 

' 	Iliacas domes?  

Stint, qui, cum penitus sensus abest metro, 
Vugnant, ac vitium milte,  medis tegnnt; 
euos tecum ratio dissona plurimns 

Pixis mentibus ingerit. 
. 

Verum, earmanbus cum sea quantitas 
Desit, quam ratio metrica postutat, 
Num peccare vein, tam pueriliter, 

Roininte fidicen lyres? 

Si demon': parilis culpa notabitur' 
Vatum, quam pariter corrigere est nefas, 
Defendat ihumerns; tu tamcn, interim, • 

Verum restituas rnetrum. 

Voci, qua legitur, Ittera defuit 
Princeps, quam soliti pingere, forsitan, . 
Hand scripsere: legas—oret Achaivis 

Lignisiliacas demos. 

neget arduis 
Pronos relabi posse rives 
Montibus, et Tyberim reverti; 

Cum tu coemptos widique nobiles 

Libros Panmti, Socraticam 0 domiun 
MUTARE !oriels Iberis, 
Pollicitus meliora, TEEMS. 

Hon. lib. oat sail. 
Now esse dices, credo, ipoeticum 

Hoc tendis ; et quo tenderet lccius? 
Mutare fibres 1—at vicissim 

Non alios habuisse fertur. 

Mutare, rursus, Socratierim domum—. 
Htee velle sectam linquere to docent: 

At sects; loricas Iberas 
Nulla novo dederat clienti. 

Dum vox memplos, intuitu mere, 
Et qua sequuntur verba, prioribus 

	

suadent hic legendunt 	- 
Pollicitus meliora, vendis. 

Librosscoemptos vendidit Iccius, • 
- Miles fliturus, virque scientim, 

Zuean nolit hic libris tueri, 
Flaccus sit, joculans, sed armis. 

'Tam discrepantis militia due= 
Ironiartun plena redarguit 

Ode; sed extra:min videtur 
Multa manes vitrasse carmen, 

Sic ipsa Flacci pinxerat, ammo, • 
Incertum amieum2uis aeget aniuis 

Prows retabi posse rivos 
Montibus; et Tyberim reverti; 

Cum tu coertiptos•undique noleds 
Libros Panteti, Socratic= to domum 

Tulere loricis lberis, 
Pollicitus meliora, vendis. 

	

11cR. Lib. ;Ode 	xiv. 	• 
"Eseru fugaees, Pose:time, PostimMe: 
Labuntur anni; nec pietas moram 

	

Regis, et instant; senecta - 	• 
Afferet, indemitteque mord: 

" Non si trecenis quotquot eunt dies, 
Amice, places illachrymabilerh 

Plutona tauris"—Willem! trecenis? 
• IshiluiriuS hanc posuisse vocem, 

Foxleie, Placcumpluotquot eunt dies, 
Tennis treeentis illachrymahilem 

Placare divum !- immauis, ipso 
Intnitu, numerus pateseit. 

'enovis trecenos 'amine, Posthumum 
Mactare tauros, si bene finserit 

Vates, quot exactos, memento, 
Myriadas feriat per annol. 

lime inter artes norma poetical, 
Famant sequi, vet convenientiamNr. 

Prtescripta Flamm, gain trecenis , • 
Immodice violates tauris! ' 

Vult quando centum poettla sospitis, 
Codex, amiet—tun sibi sapphiemn 

fluid carmen exposcat volutans, 
'Te, statue, repetente7—canturn. 

/dem in treeenis hared, stispicor; 
Et, non jocant-era, ihnplicius velim 

4•• 

   
  



CRITICAL REMARKS ON HORACE. 	 2k1 
oDixisse vatem, (narnque dici 
Simplicius potuit) quod urguet. 

Snort, nempe, moss et regibus imminet 
.Eque ac eqlonis; morn-4.rieque,Pestbsno 

Vitanda lercenhan imrnolando 
Lux quoties nitet orta, tauros. 

Ni fallor, omnis victims Posthumi 
Duntaxat unurn quoquc die bovera 

Mactata Plutoni poposcit, 
Dum valuit mama ipsa Flacci:  

scripsit, ant qui scribere debuit, 
(Tu sicut inquis, carmine nupero; 

euod maca, pugnax, dum refellit, 
Hoc penitus tibi subdit ensure) 

"Non si 	quotquot cunt dies, 
Arnim, places illachrymabilem 

Plutona tauris"-quos opinor 
Sic melius numer-'a'sse carmen. 

Si sane vox sit, ne innveas loco- 
Si non sit-arnplis ingenue viris 

Immiste, die quanam sodalcs 
(Me tacit()) repleant hiatum? 

-,-Thure placaris et horns 
Fruge tares avidSque pored. 

Hott.lib. iii. ode 
OUR mens sit hujus carminis, obsecro, 
Specter;-e-monenda est rustlers Phidyle, 
, Vel there, vet fructu, vet herbs. 

Roricolas placuisse diris. 

Si purrs mens sit, si matins innocent, 
Plicare possint absque cruoribus; 

Primumque et extremum poetm 
?Ads negat hoc voluisse versum? 

Fix ergo porcant velle putaveris, 
Urbane, Place= fesgibus addition; 

Nam thura, nem fruges, et orimen 
Sordidn sus vitiavit terham. 

euid pares laudat nnmina, manes, 
Si porca tandem victima poscitur? 

Quid prosit immunis manusve, 
Fame plum, salienSque mica? 

Aut omnis ut res hiereet, indica, 
Ant vile mendum corrige protinus; 

Non multa mutabis legendo, 
---,Fruge tares, avidaninc parcas. 

THE FOREGOING CRITICISM, IN ENGLISH VERSE. 
THE whole design of this Horatian strain 

Is so exceeding obvious and plain, 	• 
That one uttarld wonder how correcting eyes 
Could overlook a blot of suds a size,. 
As (Mayne pored; when the line, 
So read, quite ruins Horsee's design, 

He, 'as the verse begins, and as it ends, 
This point to rustic Phydite commends,. 
That innocence,to gifts the gods prefer, 
And frugal off'rings would sufficefrom her; 
That want of victims was in her no fault; 
She might present fruit, incense, cake, and salt, 

VOL. RV. 

With what connexion eerildr he add to these 
A greedy swine? in order to appease 
Those very deities, whom Ode is Meant 

.'go paint with cheap and bloodless gifts content, 
Froth pious hands receiv`d, tho' e'er so small-
But <midterm pored spoils Wall. 

>What moral meant, if they requied; in fine, 
From rustic Ph %dile, a great fat swine? 
Why tittle gods, and little matters nasn'd, 
If such a sacrifice as thisFas claimed? 
Porca is wrong, sirs, whether we regard 
The gods, tW countrywoman, or the bard. 

What must be.done in such -a ease as thisi 
One must amend, tho' one should do 't amiss. 
I'll tell you the correction, frank and free, 
That upon reading first wanted to me; 
And seem'd to suit the bard's,  intention better, 
With small mutation -of the printed letter. 

• 
Tho' avkAigue pored runs along 

With verb, and case, and measure of the song, 
Yet, if the poet is to be renown'd 
Forsontething snore than mere Italian sound, 
For life and sense, as well as shell and cercass, 
Read-Frage tares, anklarque parcas. 

Vile potabis modicis Sabinum 
,Hon. lib. 1. ode xx. 

HAVE ye no scruple, sirs, when ye rehearse 
This hissing kind of an Horatian verse? 
To me; I own, at sight of triple-.is, 
Suspicion said that somethirig was amiss; 
And, when one. reads -the triple Sapphic thro', 
"1' is plain that what suspicion %aid was true. 

Critics, as Custom goes, if one shall bring 
The plainest reason, for the plainest thing, 
Will stick to Horace, as he sticks to print, 
And say, sometimes, that there is nothing in 't. 
Or, here, mistake perhaps, may be my lot; 
Now tell me, neigbbeurs, if 't is so; or not. 

This ode, or (since apparently mishap 
Has lost the true beginning of it> scrap, 
Informs Mmcenas thaf poor Sabine wine 
Shutt be his drink, in Hovace's design; 
Wine which the poet had ineask'd, the day 
That people shouted for the knight away. 

. 	This is the first thing that it says-thesnext, 
Without one word of intervening text; 	' 
Says, he shall drink (and in poetic shape 
Wine is describ'cl) the very richest grape; 
My cups Falernian vintage, Formless hill 
(Is all that follows after) never fill. 

These, and these only, in the printed code, 
Are the two periods of this pigmy ode: 
And how they shunt in contradiction flat, 
Whoe'er can construe Latin 'Mist see that. 
The critics saw it, but forsook their sight, 
And set their wits at work, to make it right. 

How they have done it6i,such as have a mind 
To know their fetchns,if they look, may find; 
Arid smile thereat; one ponce, that but coheres; 
Of mother wit, is worth a pound of theirs; 
Who having, by their dint of teaming, seen-
That Moon is cheese, soon prove it to be green. 

• 

xxiii. 

   
  



212 	 BYROM:S POEMS. 
'T will be enough to give ye just a taste, 

From Delphin here, of criticising haste; 
" Mmeenas, setting on some journey out, 
Sent Horace word, before he took his route, 
As Cruquius, Lubin, Codex too pretend, 
That he would sup with his assured friend." 

Mince writes back—and this, it seems, tilt 
ode— 

"'T is mighty kind to take me in tour road; 
But you must be content with slender fare, 
Such as my poor tenuit3( can spare: 
Vile potabis—Sabine wine the best—"t 
As learnedly Theod. Marcil. has guest. 

So Par, so good—but why should Horace, slap, 
Say you shall drink the wines of richest tap? 
That is, quoth margin of the Delphin tome, 
Dorm potabis—you shall drink at home; 
Heec vine quidem bibes aped te, 
Says note, non its vero aped me. 

eerie, it adds, as Pliny understood, 
The knight's own wine was exquisitely good—
Good, to be sure, tho' Pliny had been dumb; 
But how does all that has been said o'ercome 
The contradiction ?—Why, with this assistance, 
'T is plain they supp'd together—at a distance. 

One easy hint, without such awkward stirs, 
Dissolves at once the difficulty, sirs: 
Let Horace drink himself of his own vinum— 
Vile PoTADo modicis Sabinum 
Canth'ris—and Msecenas do so too,— 

bibes Cacubum—and all is true. 

Igo verbal hissing speils poetic grace, 
Nor contradiction Mares ye in the face; 
But verse intention, without farther tours: 
I'll drink my wine, Mmcenas,—and you yours. 
Should not all judges of Horatian letter 
Or take this reading, or propose a better? 

• 'MISCELLANEOUS PIECES: 
CONSISTING OF THOUGHTS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS, 

FRAGMENTS, EPIGRAMS, &e. 
TIME that is past thou never cau'st recall; 
Of time to come thou art not sure at all; 
Time present only is within thy pow'r; 	[hour. 
Now, now improve then, whilst thou canst, the 

BET not the faults of other folks in view, 
But rather mind what thou thyself should'st do; 
Por twenty errours of thy neighbour known 
Will tend but little to reform thy own. 

A GRACEFUL manner,' and a friendly ease 	• II 
Will give a no, and not at all displease; 
Ann an 	nattier!, or ungraceful yes, 
When it is giv'n, is taken much amiss's, 

BUT small the diff'rence, if Tertullian's right, 
To do an injury, or to requite; 
" He is," said he, " who does it to the other, 
But somewhat sooner wicked than his brother? 

MY reason is I, and your reason is you, 
And, if we shall differ, both cannot be true: 
If reason must judge, and we two must agree, 
Another third reason must give the decree, 
Superior to our's; and to which, it is fit, 
That both, being weaker, should freely submit: 
Now in reason, submitting, is plainly imply'd 
That ici does not pretend, of itself, to decide. 

IN truths that nobody can miss, 
It is the quid that makes the OS 
In such as lie more deeply hid, 
It is the quis that makes tire quid. 

A QUERY. 
SHOULD a good angel and a bad—between 
Th' Infirmary and Theatre be seen;,  
One going to be present at the play, 
The other, where the sick and wounded lay; 
Quere—Were your conjecture to be had— . 
Which would the good one go to, which the bad? 

VERSES DESIGNED FOR A WATCH-CASE. 
COULD but our tempers move like this machine, 
Not urg'd by passion, nor delay'd by spleen; 
But, true to Nature's regulating pow'r, 
By virtuous acts distinguish ev'ry hour; 
Then health and joy would follow, as they ought, 
The laws of motion, and the laws of thought; 
Sweet health, to past the present moments o'er; 
And everlasting joy, when time shall be no more. 

AN ADMONITION AGAINST sWEARING, ADDRDSI5  
To AN OFFICER IN THE ARMY. 

0 THAT the Muse might call, without offence, 
The gallant soldier back to his good sense! 
His temp'ral field so cautious not to lose; 
So careless quite of his eternal foes. 
Soldier! so tender of thy prince's fame, 
Why so profuse of a superior name? 
For the king's sake the brunt of battles bear; 
But—for the King of King's sake—do not mean,  

SAFER to reconcile a foe, than make 
A conquest of him; for the conquest's sake; 
This tames his pow'r of doing present ill, 
But that disarms him of the very will. 

To give reproof in anger, to be sure, 
Whate'er the fault, is not the way to cure: • 
Would a wise doctor offer, dost thou think, 
The sick his potion, scalding hot to drink? 

TO THE SAME, EXTEMPORE; INTENDED TO ALLC 
THE VIOLENCE OF PARTY-sPIRCT. 

Goo bless the king, I mean the faith's defender; 
G6d bless—no harm in blessing—the pretender; 
But who pretender is, or who is king, 
God bless us allthat's quite another thing. 

ON THE NATURALIZATION RILL. 
COME all ye foreign strolling gentry, 
Into Great Britain make your entry; 
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(abjure the Pope, and take the oaths, 
And you shall have meat, drink, and clothes. 

POETASTER. 	 2.13 

And if those ravish'd ears of thine 
Can quit the shrill celestial whine 
Of gentle eunuchs, and sustain 
Why native English without pain, 
I would, if't en't too great a burden, 
Thy ravish'd ears intrude a word in. 

3 	ON THE SAME. 
WITH languages dispers'd, men were not able 
To top the skies, and build the Tow'r of Babel; 
But if to Britain they shall cross the main, 
And meet by act of parliament again, 
Who knows, when all together shall repair, 
How high a castle may be built in air! 

ON THE SAME. 

THIS act reminds me, ge'men, under favour, 
Of old John Bull, the hair-merchant and shaven 
John had a sign put up, whereof the writing 
Was strictiy copied from his own inditing: 
Under the painted wigs both bob and full- 
-Moast munny pade for living here— 

JOHN  BULL. 

ADVERTISEMENT UPON TIIE SAME. 
Now upon sale, a bankrupt island, 
To any stranger that will buy land—. 
The birthright, note, for further satin. 
Faction, is to be thrown in gratis. 

ON PRIOR'S SOLOMON, AN EPIGRAM. 

WISE Solomon, with all his rambling doubts, 
Might talk two hours, I guess, or thereabouts; 
"And yet," quoth he, "my elders, to their shame, 
Kept silence all, nor answer did they frame." 
Dear me! what else but silence should they keep? 
He, to be sure, had talk'd them all asleep. 

EPIGRAM ON THE FEUDS BETWEEN HANDEL AND 
BONONCINI. 

SOME say, compar'd to Bononcini, 
That Mynheer Handel's but a ninny; 
Others aver, that he to Handel 
is scarcely fit to hold a candle: 
Strange all this difference should be, 
'Twixt tweedle-dum and tweedle-deer! 

AN ANECDOTE. 

THE French ambassador had been to wait 
On James the First, in equipage of state: 
Bacon was by; to whom the king began— [man?" 

Well now, my lord, what think you of the 
"He's a tall proper person, sir," said he—
"Ay," said the king, " that any one may- see; 
But what d'ye think of head-piece in the case? 
Is he a proper person for his place?" 
My lord, who thought he was not, I suppose, 
Gave him this answer, as the story goes—
"Tall men are oft like houses that are tall; 
The upper rooms are furnish'd worst of ail." 

A LETTER TO R. L. ES2, 
If Senesino do but rift 
0 caro Caro! that flat fifth! 
i'd hang if e're an opera witling 
Could tell Cuzzoni from a kitling. 

DEAR Peter, if thou canst descend 
From Rodelind to hear a friend, 

1  This has been attributed to Swift by some of 
the compilers of his works. 	C:  

') To Richard's and to Tom's full oft 
Have I stept fo h, 0 'squire of Toft, 
In hopes that linight win, perchance, 
A sight of thy sweet eouetenance; 
Forth have I stept, but slit'', alas ! 
Richard's, a Tom's, 't was all a case; 
Still met I with the same reply* 
"Saw you sir Peter?"--...-" No, not 

Being at length no longer able 
To bear the dismal trissyllable, 
Home I retied in saunt'ring wise, 
And inward turning all my eyes, 
To seek thee in the friendly breast, 
Where thou hast made a kind of nest, 
The gentle Muse 1 'ean invoke, 
And thus the neck of silente.broke. 

" Muse!" quoth I, treading on her toesg  
"Thou sweet companion of my woes, 
That whilore wont to ease my care, 
And get me now and then—a hare—. 
Why am I thus depriv'd the sight 
Both of the alderman and knight? 
Tell me, 0 tell me, gentle Muse, 
Where is sir Peter, where is Clowes?" 

" Where your friend Joseph is, or goes," 
Reply'd Melpomene, " Lord knows; 
And what place is the fairest bidder 
For the knight's presence—let's consider— 
Your wandering steps you must refer to 
Rehearsal, op'ra, or concerto; 
At one or other of the three 
You'll find him most undoubtedly." 

Now Peter, if the Muse says true, 
To all my hopes I bid adieu; 
Adieu my hopes, if op'rarnany 
Has seiz'd on Peter's pericranie., 
Drunk with Italian syren's cup! 
Nay then, in troth, I give him up: 
The man's a quack, whoe'er pretends he 
Can cure hiin of that fiddling, phrenzy. 

011.•••••••M......10.114 

THE POETASTER. 
WHEN a poet, as poetry goes now-a-days, 
Takes it into his head to put in for the bays, 
With an old book of rhymes, and a hail put of 

claret, 
To cherish his brain, mounted up to his garret, 
Down he sits with his pen, ink and paper before 

him, 	 [him. 
And labours as hard—as his mother that bore 

Thus plac'd, on the candle he fixes his eyes, 
And upon the bright flame on 't looks wonderful 

wise; 
Then snuffing it close, he'takes hold of his pen, 
And the subject not starting he snuffs it again; • 
'Till perceiving at last that not one single thought, 
For all his wise looks, will come forth as it ought, - 
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WELL, dear Mr., Wright, I. must send you a line; 
The purchase is made, father Malebranche is mine. 
The adventure is past, which I toned to achieve, 
And I'M so overioy'd, you will hardly believe.' 
If you will have but patience, I'll tell you, dear 

friend, 
- 	The whole history out from beginning to end. 

Excuse the long tale: I could talk, Mr. Wright, 
• • 	About-this same picture from morning till night; • 

The morning it lower'd like the morning its 
Cato, 	 . [too; 

And brought On, methought, 'as important a day 
But about ten o'clock it began to be clear: 
And the fate of our capital piece drawing pear, 
Having supp'd off to breakfast some common de-

coction, 
Away tsudges I in ail haste to the 'auction: 
Should have cati'd upon you, but theweaver coim• 

mittee 
Forbad me that pleasure :—the more was the pity. 

The clock struck eleven, as I enter'd the room; 
Where Rembrant and Guido' stood waiting their 

down, 
With Holbein, and,  Rubens; Van Hyde, Tintoret, 
Jordan, Poussin, Carlo_Dolcii et cet, • 
When'aflength in the corner perceiving the Pere, 
" Ha," quoth I to his face, " my old friend, are,'  

you there?" 	 (would say, 
And methought the face smil'd; just as though it 
" What you're come, Mr. Byrom, to fetch me 
• away." • 	• 

Now before I had time to return it an answer, 
.Comes a short-hander by, Jemmy Ord' was the 

man, sir; 
" So, doctor, good rndirow:." So, Jemmy,bon 

jour: 	 [sure: 
,Rome rare pictures hetet',  " So there 'are to be 

Shall we look at some of them ?" " With all mg 
is  heart, Jemmy;' 

So I walled up and down, and my-old pupiker me, 
Making still such remarks as 'our wisdom thought 

proper, 	 [capper: 
Where things were hit off in wood, canvas, or 

When at length shout noon Mr. AuctionenCox, 
With his book and his hammer, mounts into,his 

box: 	 [upholds 
" Lot the first—number one"—then advanced his 
With Malebranche: so Atlas bore Heaven on bit 

shoulder. 	 [moth, 
Then 'my heart, sir, it went pit-alit, in good 
To see the sweet face of the searcher of truth: 
Ha, thought I to myself, if it cost me a million,. 
" This right honest head shall then grace my pa- 

vilion." 	- 
Thuss stood lot the first both'is number and 

worth, 
If pictures were priz'd for the men they set forth: 
I'm sure, to my-thinking, compar'd to this number, 
Most lots in tlfC room seem'd to be but name luta. 

her. 
The head then appearing, Cox lett us to sen't, 
And MI to discoursing concerning the feet, 
" So long and so broad—'tis a very fine head—
Please to enter it, gentlemen"—was all that 

said. 

Had 1 been in his place, not a stroke of a liant 
suer 	 [grammar: 

Till the force had been tried both of rhetoric and 
" A very fine head"—shad thy head lacunas fine, 
All the beads in the house bad veird bonnets to 

thine: 	 [head.- 
Not a word whose. it was—but in short 'tivas as 
" Put it up what you please",--asal so somebody 

said,• 	 ' 	[a crown; 
" Half a piee"—and so on=fordilwee pounds sad 
Tar • sum up my good fortune, Ifetela'd me his 

down. 
There were three or four bidders, I Cannot ted 

, whether, 
But they never could come two upon me together: 
For as soon as onespoke, then immediately pop 

aqvanc'd something inore„ fear the hammer 
should drop. 

I consider'd, should Cox take a whim of a sadder!, 
What a• hurry it would put a man's Lancashire 

bloodier? 	. 	• • 
" Once—twice...three pound five"---aso, Mains 

con. 
Came an absolute rap—and thrice happy was 

John. 

at Who bought it?" quoth Cox. " Here's the 
money," quoth 

Still willing to make the securest reply. 
And the safest receipt that a body can Oust 
For preventing disputes, is—down with yourdint! 
SwI bought it, and paidfor't, and boldly I say, 
'T was the best purchase made at Cadogan's that 

day: 
The works the l'ilatt wrote are the finest ih nature, 
And tt most clever piece is his genuine portraiture. 

For the rest of the pictures and hoiv they were 
To otherstherepresent, I leave to he told: [sold; 

With a bumpep of wine he emboldens his blood, 
And prepares to receive it, whenever it should. 

Videlick first he invokes the nine Muses, 
Or some of theW tribe for his patroness chooses 
The gill, to be sure, that, of all the long nomine, 
Best suits with hiS rhyme—as for instance, Mel- 

pomene. 	 t  
And what signifies then this old baEd-beaten whiin? 
What's he to the Muses, or th' Muses to him ? 
Why, the bus'ness thi—the poor man, lack-a- 

day„ 
At first setting out, don't know wellCwhat to say. 

Tim he thinks of Parnassus, and Helicon 
streams, 

And of old musty bards mumbles over the names; 
Talks much to himself of one Phoebus 
And a parcel of folk that in 's retinue follow; 

, Of a horse named Pegasus, that had two wings, 
Of Mountains, and nymphs, and a hundred fine 

• things; • 	 (of Parnass, 
Tho' with mountains and streams, and his nymphs 
The matt, after all, is but just where he was. 

• •-••••••••----..`,". 

20 HENRY WRIGHT, OF 1110BB.ERLY, EV. 
ON BUYING THE PICTURE OF FATHER MALE- 

, BRANCH& 
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They seem'd to go off, as at most other sales, 
Just as folks, money, judgment, or fancy prevails: 
Some cheap,,and some dear : such an image as this 
Comes a trifle to me: and an odd wooden Swiss 
Wench's head, God knows who—forty-eight gui- 

neas=:•if her 
Grace of Marlborough likes it—so fancy will differ. 

When the business was over, and the crowd 
• somewhat gone, 

Whip into a coach I convey number one. [pin:" 
" Drive along, honest friend, fast as e'er you can 
So he did, and 'tis now safe and sound at Grays-

inn: 
Done at Paris, it says, from the life by one Gary, 
Who that was I can't tell, but I wish his heart 

merry: 	 [birth 
In the year ninety-eight; sixty just from the 
Of the greatest divine, that e'er liv'd upon Earth. 

And now, if some evening, when you are at 
leisure, 

You'll come and rejoice 'with me cefer my treasure, 
With a friend or tWo with you, that will in free 

sort 	•• 
Let us mix metaphysics and short-hand and port; 
We'll talk of his book, or what else you've a mind, 
Take a glass, read or write, as we see we're in- 
' 	 [clever? 

Such friends and such freedom ! what can be more 
Huzza! father Malebranche and Short-hand for 

• ever, 

.. ON TWO LEAN MILLERS 
AT MANCHESTER, WHO RIGOROUSLY ENFORCED 
, THE CUSTOM OF OBLIGING ALL THE INHABIT- 

ANTS TO HAVE THEIR CORN GROUND AT THEIR 
MILLS. 

};ONE and Skin, 
Two millers thin, 

Would starve the town, or near it: 
But he it known, 
To Skin and Bone, • 

That fle4i and blood can't bear it. 
Fy 

	

EPITAPH, , 	• 
'WRITTEN IN MILE ON THE GRAVE-STONE OP A 

PROFLIGATE SCHOOLMASTER. 

HERE lies John Hill 
A man of skill, 

His age was five times ten:, 
He ne'er did good, 
Nor ever wou'd, . 

. 	Had he liv'd as long again I. 
• 

0 
. 	. 

AN EPISTLE 
TO A GENTLEMAN OF THE TEMPLE. 

SIR, upon casting an attentive look 
Over your friend, the learned Sherlock's book, 
One thing occurs about the fall of man, 
'that does not suit with the Mosaic plan; 

These two trifles are given on the authority 
of the Biographica Britannica. C. 

Nor give us fairly, in its full extent, 	• 
The scripture doctrine of that dire event; 

When tempted, Adam, yielding to deceit, 
Dresum'd of the forbidden tree to eat, 
The bishop tells us, that he did not die: 
Pray will you ask him, sir, the reason why? 
Why he would contradict the sacred text, 
Where death to sin so surely is annext? 
" The day thou 9atest"—are the words you know; 
And yet, by his account, it was not so: 	' 
Death did not follow, thooit surely wou'd: 
How will helnake this hardy domment good? 

" Sentence," says he, " was respited."—But 
pray, 

Where does the scripture such a saying say? 
What word that means to respite or revoke 
Appears in all that God or Moses spoke? 

It will be said, perhaps, that it appears, 
That Adam liv'd above nine hundred years 
After his fall—True—but what life was that? 
The very death. sir, which his fall begat. 	• 
The life, that Adslm was created in, 
Was lost the day, the instant, of his sin. 
Just as the rebel angels, when they fell, 
Were dead to Heav'n, altho' alive to Hell: 
So man, no longer breathing heav'nly breath, 
Fell to this life, and dy d the scripture death. 

While in the state of innocence be stood, 
He was all living, beautiful, and good: 
But when he fed on the forbidden fruit, 
Whereof corruption was the latent root, 
He dy'd to Paradise, and, by a birth 	[Earth; 
That should not have been rais'd, he liv'd to 
Fell'into bestial flesh, and blood, and hones,' 
Amongst the thorns and briars, rocks and stones. 
That which had cloth'd him, when a child of light, 
With all its lustre; was extinginsh'd quite; 
Naked, asham'd, confounded, and amazil, 
With other eyes, on other scenes he gaz'd. 
All sensibility of heav'nly bliss 
Departing from him--.-what a death was this! 

'His soul, indeed, as an immortal fire, 
Could never die, could never dot desire: 
But, sir, he had what glorious angels claim, 
An heav'nly spirit, and an heav'nly frame; 
Porm'd in the likeness of the sacred Three, 
He stood immortal, powerful, and free; 
Image of Father, Son, and Holy. Ghost, 
The destin'd sire of a new heav'nly host; 
Partner of their communicated breath, 
A living soul, unsubjected to death. 	, 
Since then he fell from this sublime estate, 
Could less than death have been his real fate? 
No; as in life he chose not to abide,  
It must be said, that Adam surely 41. 

Say, that he dy'd not, as it was foretold, 
But when ,nine hundred years and thirtyuold, - 
And then, if death be sentence for a fall, 
How proves the bishop that he dy'd at all? 
For if the death he talks of be this last, 
How does that answer to the sentence past? - 
Was his departure from this world the time 
That our frrst father suifer'd for his crime ? 
One,rather should believe, or hope at least, 
That {so be it!) his sufferings their ceas'd; 
And that the life, which had been lost at first, 
Was then regain'd, and he no longer curst. 

If on the bishop's 'scutcheon, when he dies, 
(Long be the time deferr'd) the mourning eyes 
Should read Mors tike Janus:, in paint, 
What must they think him, sinner, then, or saint? 
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Moist not these Words direct them to suppose 
An end of all a Christian bishop's woes? 
Who, like to Adam, father of mankind, 
Had pass'd his time of penitence injoin'd ; 
Who, like to Christ, the second Adam too, 
Had alivays had redemption in his view'; 
Had taught himself and others to revive 
From dead in Adam to in Christ alive; 
tiad beers as true a shepherd to his‘flock, 
As the poor hind' that really ivears a frock; 
So trod- this earthly pass4e, that, in stun, 
Death was to him the gate of life become. 

Gate of what life? Undoubtedly the same 
That Mom fell from, when he first became 
A creature of this world; When first he fell, 
Thanks to divine foregoodness! not to Hell, 
But to this Earth—.this state of time and place, - 
Where, dead by nature, man revives by grace; 
Where, tho' lis outward system must decay, 
His inward ripens to eternal day; 
Puts offtli' old Adam, arid puts on the new; 
Aid having found the first sad sehtence true, 
Now finds the truth of what the second said, 
" Thewoman'sseed shall bruise the serpent's head." 

Again--to urge the instance that I gave, 
Attend we this good bishop to his grave : 
The priest comes forth to meet the sable hearse, 
And then repeats the swell-appointed verse; 
.—Verse, one wonld think, that might decide the 
" I ant the resurrection and the fife.",- 

What life is that which Jesus is, and gives, 
In and by which the true believer lives? 
That of this world ? Then were it most abSurd 
To a dead bishop to apply the word. • 
'Tis that which human nature had before; 
Which, being Christ's, Christ only can restore. 
What meaning is there, touching the deceas'4, 
Now from the" burthen of the flesh" releasq, 
But that his soul is going to be clad 
With heav'nly flesh and blood; which Adam had, 
Before he enter'd into that which Paul 
" Body of death" might very justly call? 
A lies-trend blood, that, as he hints elsewhere, 
Not born from Heav'n, can never enter there: 
Mass of this world, whose kingdom Christ dist 
The life whereof is but a life so nam'd; {claim'd, 
A life of animal and insect breath, 
That,,in a man, is rightly styl'da death. 

Thus, sir, throughout the burial office run, 
You'll find that it proceeds as it begun. 
/lead apy office,,-.baptism if you will.— 
From first to last, you'll find the reason still, 
Why any, or why all of them are read; 
Reason of all that's either sung or said, 
Is by this one great solemn truth' explai n'd, 
Of life in Adam lost, in Christ regain'd: 
Lost at Cie fall.-.not at the end of years 
That Adam labour's-lin this vale of tears, 
When death thrO' Christ was happy, 'tis pike 

snm'd, 
And vanquish'd that to which he first was doom'd. 

Doom'd—not by any act of wrath in God; 
(A point wherein the bishop seems to nod) 
No death of pure, of tainted life no pain, 
Did his severe inflicting will ordain: 
He is all glory, goodneas, light, and love, - 
Life that from hint no creature can temcire; 
But from itself it may, as Adam did, ' 
If it will choose what light and love forbid: 
Truly forewarn'd of what would truly be, 
His life was poison'd by the mortal tree:  

He eat—he fellohe dy'd—T is all the me; 
One loss of life under a triple name. 

No test was made by positive coinmned, 
Merelyto try if he would fall or stand, • 
Like that, the serpentine Satanic snare,' 
Of which the Man was bidden to beware. 
" Eat not thereof, or thou wilt surely die," 
Was spoken to prevent, and not to try; 
To guard the mart against'his subtle fee, gam 
Who sought to teach hint what 't was death to 

Death to his pristine, spirit-life divine, 
And separation from its sacred shrine; 
The pure, unrnix'd, incorruptible throne, 
Wherein God's image first embody'd shone: 
Tho' fornt'd to rule the new created scene; 
Built from the chaos of a former reign; 
To bring the wonders of this world to view, 
And ancient glories to an orb renew; 
lie also had, as being to command, 
See, and be seen, ire this new-formedland, 
This intermediate temporary life, 
Where, only, good and evil are at strife, 
Outward corporeal form, whereby he saw, 
And heard, and spoke, and gave to all things law; 
They none to him.—His far superior mind 
Was, as he pleas'd, united or disjbin'd: 
So far united, that all good was gain'd; 
So far disjoin'd, that evil was restrain'd: 
It could not reach hint—for, before his fall, 
Nothing could hurt this human lorddoll; 
No more than Satan, or the Serpent, coal, 
If in his first creation he had stood. 

Such was his blest estate—wherein is found 
Of Adam's happy ignorance the ground. ' 
His outward. body, and each outward thing, 
From whence alone both good and ill could 

spring, 
Could not affect, while he was free frOns sin, 
The life of the celestial man 	' 
Glorious condition! which, howe'et imply'd, 
That man, at first plac'd hi it, must he try'd: 
Not from God's will, or arbitrary voice; 
His trial follow'd from his poW'r of choice: 
God will'd him that, himself was to re-will, 
And the divine intentions to fulfil; 
To use his outward body as a means, 
Whereby to raise in time and place the scenes 
That should restore the once angelic orb, 
And all its,evil introdue'd absorb. 

Evil, that, prior to the fail of man, • 
From him, whose name in Henson is lost, began. 
Moves has plainly hinted at the fiend; 
Whose malice in a borrowN1 shape waiscreea: 
Who, under reason's plausible disguise, 
Taught our first parents to be worldly wise: 
Succeeding lights have risen up to show 
Of God and man, more openly, the foe. 

Heoince a thron'd archangel, had the Any 
Far as this orb of our .ereated day; 
Where, then, no•Sun was wanted to gift light, 
No Moon to cheer yet undiscoveed night;' 
1Mmensely luminous his total sphere, 
All glory, beauty, brightness, ev'ry where: 
Ocean of bliss, a limpid crystal sea, 
Whose height and depth its angels might surrey; 
Callforth its wonders, and ehjoy the trance 
Of joys perpetual thro' its whole expanse: 
/lavishing Terms arising without end ' 
Would, in obedience to their wills, ascend; 
Change, and unfold fresh glories to their view, 
And tune the hallelujah song anew.. 

C 
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off, when we cast a thoughtful, thankful eye 0  

Towards the beauties of an ev'ning sky, 
Calm we admire, thro' the ethereal field, 
The various? scenes that even clouds can yield; 
What huge delight must Nature's fund afford, 
Where all the rich realities are stor'd, 
Which God produces from its vast abyss, 
To his own glory, and his creatures bliss? 

His glory, first, all nature must display, 
Else how to bliss could creatures know the way? 
Order, thro' all eternity, requires, 
That to his will they subject their desires; 
That, with all meekness, the created mind 
Be to the fountain of its life resign'd; 
Think, speak, and act, in all things for his sake: 
This is the true perfection of its make. 

Both men and angels must have wills their own, 
Or God and Nature were to them unknown: • 'Tis their capacity of life and joy, 
Which none but they can ruin or destroy. 
God, in himself, was, is, and will be, good, 
And all around pour forth tie enriching flood. 
From him—('tis Nature's and Reitgion's creed) 
Nothing but good can possibly proceed.. 
That creature only, whose recipient will 
Shuts itself up within itself, is ill: 
Good cannot dwell in such an harden'd clay, 
But stagnates, and evaporates away. 

Thus when the regent of de angelic host, 
That fell, began within himself to boast; 
Began, endow'd with his Creator's pow'rs, 
That nothing could resist, to call them ours; 
To spread time his wide ranks the impious term, 
And they their leader's doctrine to confirm; 
Then self, then evil, then apostate war 
Rag'd thro' their hierarchy wide and far; 
Kindled to burn, what they estecm'd a rod, 
The meekness and subjection to a God. 
Resolv'd to pay no hymning homage more, 
Nor, in an orbit of their own, adore: 
All right of Heason's eternal King ahjur3/41, 
They thought one region to themselves secur'd; 
One out of Three, where majesty divine 
Shone in its glorious outbirth unitrine; 
Shone, and will shine eternally, altho' 
Angels or men the shining bliss forego. 

Straight, with this proud imagination firkl, 
To self-dominion strongly they aspir'd; 
Bent all their wills, irrevocably bent, 
To bring about their devilish intent. 
How ought we mortals to beware of pride„ 
That such great angels could so far misguide! 
No sooner was this horrible attempt, 
From all obedience to remain exempt, 
Put forth to act., but instantly thereon 
Ileav'n, in the swiftness of a thought, was gone: 
From Love's beatifying pow'r estrang'd, rchangod. 
They found their life, their bliss, their glory, 
That state, wherein they were resolv'd to dwell, 
Sprung, fi-sm their lusting, and became their Heft.. 

Thinking to rise above the God of all 
The wretches felt, with an eternal fall; 
In depths of slavery, without a shelf: 
There is no stop in self-tormenting self. 
Just as a wheel, that's running down a hill 
Which has no bottom, must keep running still: 
So down their..own proclivity to wrong, 
ltrg'd by impetuous pride, they whirl along, 
Their own dark, fiery, working spirits tend 
Farther from God, and farther to descend. 

He made no Hell to place his angels in; 
They stirr'd the fire that burnt them, bytheir sin: 
The bounds of Nature, and of Order, broke, 
Juid all the wrath that follow'd them awoke: 
Their own disorder'd raging was their pain; 
Their own unbending bordered strength, their chain: 
Rpouncing God with their eternal might, 
Ptey sunk their legions into endless night. [dwelt, 

Mean-while tlie glorious kingdom, where they 
Th' effect of their rebellious workings felt: 
Its clear materiality, ancbpure, 
Could not 01 force of raging fiends endure: 
Its elements, all heav'nly in their kind, 
In one harmonious system when combin'd, 
Were now diselos'd, divided, and opake: 
Their glassy sea became a stormy lake: 
The height and depth of their angelic world 
Was nought but ruins upon ruins hurl'd: 
Chaos arose, and, with its gloomy sweep 
Of darkning horrours, overspread the deep: 
All was confusion, order all defac'd, 
Tohu, and Bohn, the deformed waste: 
Till the Almighty's gracious fiat came, 
And stop'd the spreading of the hellish flame; 
Put to each fighting principle the bar; 
And calm'd, by just degrees, th' intestine war. 
Light, at his word, th' abating tempest cheer'd; 
Earth, sea, and land, Sun, Moon, and stars, ap- 
Creatures of ev'ry kind, and food for each; [pear'd; 
And various beauties clos'd the various breach: 
Nature's six properties had each their day, 
Lost Heav'n, as fur as might be, to display; 
And' in the sev'nth, or body of them all, 
To rest from, what they yet must prove, a fall. 

For had not this disorder'd chaos been; 
Had not these angels caus'd it, by their sin; , 
Nor had compacted earth, nor rock, nor stone, 
Nor gross materiality, been known: 
All that in fire, or water, earth, or air, 
May new their noxious qualities declare, 
Is as unknown in Heav'n as sin or crime, 
And only lasts for purifying time: 
Till the great end, for which we all came here, 
Till God's restoring goodness, shall appear: 
Then, as the rebel. creatures' false desire 
Awak'd in nature the chaotic fire; 

'So when redeeming Love has found a race 
Of creatures worthy of the heav'nly place, 
Then shall another fire enkindled rise, 
And purge from ill these temporary skies; 
Purge from the world its deadness, and its dross, 
And of lost Heav'n. recover all the loss. 

Why look we then with such a tonging eye, 
On what this world can give us, or deny; 	• 
Of man and angel fall'n, the sad remains? 
It has its pleasures—but it has its pains. 
It has, what sneaks it, would we but atte.ad, 

%Not our desigo'd felicity—an end. 
Sons of eternity, tho' born on Earth, 
There is within us a celestial birth; 
A life that waits the efforts of our mind, 
To raise itself within this outward rind. 
This husk of ours, this stately stalking clod, 
Is not the body that we have from God: 
Of good and evil 'tis the mortal crust; 
Fruit of Ademical and Eva, lust; 
By which the man, when Tieav'nly life was ceas'4, 
Became an helpless, naked, biped beast: . 
Forc'd, ou a cursed Earth, to sweat and toil; 
To brutes a native, him a foreign soil: 
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And, after all his years employM to know • 
The satisfactions of a life'so 
Nine hundred, or nine hundred thousand, past, 
Another death to come, and Heil, at last-a- 
-but for that new mysterious birth of life; 
That promis'd seed to Adam and his wile; 
That quick'ning spirit to a poor dead soul; 
Not part f scripture doctrine, but the whole; ( 
Which writers, tigming away, lire left 
A mere.dead 1••tter, of all sense bereft; 
But for that only help of man forlorn, 
The incarnation of the Virgin-born. 

This Serpent-bruiser, son of God knd man, 
Who, from the first, his saving work begets, 
Bevefs'd, in full maturity of time, 
In his own sacred person, Adam's crime; 
Brought human naturc from its deadly fall, 
And made salvation possible for all. 

Without acknowledging that Adam dy'd, 
Scripture throughout is, in effect, deny'd: 
All the whole process of redeeming love, 
Of life, of light, and spirit from above, 
Loses, by learning's piteous pretence 
Of modes, and metaphors, its real sense: 
All the glad tidings, in the gospel found, 

' Are sunk in empty and unmeaning sound. 
If, by the first titan's sin, we understand 

Only some breach of absolute command ' 
Half-punish'd, half-remitted, by a grace 
Like that which takes in human acts a place; 
The more we write, the more we still expose 
The Christian doctrine to its reas'ning foes: 
But, once convinc'd, that Adam, by his crime, 
Fell from eternal life to that of time; 
Stood on the brink of death' eternal too, 
Unless created unto life anew, 
Then ev'ry reason'teaches us to set 
How all the truths of sacred writ agree; 
How life restor'd arises from the grave; 
Mow man could perish, and how Christ could save. 

Man perish'd by the deadly food he took, 
And needs must lose the life that he forsook, - 
Not iniadvis'd—the moment he inclin'd 
To this inferior life his nobler mind, 
God kindly warn'd him to continue fed 
With food of Paradise, with •angels bread; 
To shun the tree, the knowledge, whose sad leav'n 
Would quench in him the light and life of 
Strip hitn of that angelical array, 	[Heav'n; 
Which thro' his outward body spread the day; 
Kept it from ev`ry curse of sin and shame, 
From all those evils that had yet no name: 
That prov'd alas! when be would not refrain, 
The loss of Adam's proper life too plain. 
Who can suppose that God would e'er forbid 
To eat what would not hurt him, if he did? 
Fright his.lov'd creature by a false alarm; 
Or maise°what, in itself twas harmless, harm? 

0 how much better he from whom I draw, 
Tho' deep, yet clear the system, master Law ! 

- Master, 1 call him ; not that I incline 
To pin my faith on any one divine; 
But, man or woman, whosOe'er it be, 
That speaks true doctrine, is a pope to me, 
Where truth alone is interest, arid aim, 
Who would regard a person, or a name? 
Or, in the search of it impartial, scoff, 

- Or scorn the meanest instrument thereof? 
Pardon me, sir, for having dar'd to dwell 

Upon a troth already told so ii•ell:  

Since di ff'rent ways of telling may excite;  
In diff'rent minds, attention to what's right; 
And men (I measure by myself) sometimes, 
Averse-to reas'ning, maybe taught by rhymes 
If where one fails, they will not take offence, 
Nor quarrel with the words, but seek theme. 

Life, death, and such like words, in script 
Have certainly an higher, deeper ground, [fen 
Than that of this poor perishable ball, 
Whereon men doat, as if it were their all; 
As if they were like Warburtonian Jews, 
Or, Christians narn'd, had still no higher vim 
As if-their years had never taught them sense 
Beyond---It is all one a hundred hence. 

'Twas of such worldling's that our Saviour Sa 
To one of his disciples, "Let the dead 
Bury their dead: but do thou follow me." 
Hepakes no more distinction, sir, you see, 
Buttbat, with ref'rence to a life so brute, 
The speaking carcases interr'd the mute. 

Life, to conclude, was lost in Adam's fall; 
Which Christ, our resurrection, will recall: 
And, as death tame into the world by sin, 
Where one begun, the other insist begin. . 
Why will the learned sages use their art, 
From scripture truth, so widely, to depart? 
But above all, a bishop, grave, and wise, 
Why will he shut, against plain text, his eyes? 
Not see that Ileav'n's prediction never ly'd; 
That Adam fell by eating, sinn'd, and dy'd, 
A real death, as much as loss of sight 
Is death to ev'ry circumstance of light; 
Tho' a blind man may feel his way, and grope, 
Or for recover's' eyes be made to hope; 
We might as well set glasses on his nose, 
And sight, from common helps of sight, suPpos 
As say, when Adam's heav'nly life was kilad, 
That sentence was not instantly fulfill'd. 

Persuade your mitred friend, then, if you can 
To re-consider, sir, the fall of man; 
To see, and own the depth of it; because, 
'Till. that is done, we may as well pick straws, 
As talk of what, and who, the Serpent was 
That brought the fall, not understood, to pass. 

One thing he was, sir; be what else be will: 
A critic, that employ'd his fatal skill 
To cavil upon words, and take away 
Tle 	of that which was as plain as day. 
And thus the world, at present, by his wiles, 
Tho' not in outward shape, he still beguiles; 
Seeking to turn, by comments low and lax, 
The word of God into a nose of wax; 
To take away the marrow, and the pith, 
Of all that scripture can present us with, 
May Heav'n deliver from his winding tours, 
The bishop, and us all! I am, sir, your's. 

	

1?ZkITHUSIA 	t  
A POETICAL ESSAY, IN A LETTER TO A ERIE 

* 	• 	IN TOWN. 
DEAR FRIEND, 

I HAVE, here sent you the verses which you 
sired a copy of. The book' that gave oecasi, 
to them has treated the subject whereon they a 
made in such a brief, sensible, and lively mama 

' Mr. Law's Appeal to all that doubt, &c. p. 
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,as might well excite one to an' attempt of this, 
nature., Just and improving sentiments desewe 
to be placed in any light that may either engage 
the attention of a reader, or assist his, memory;" 
and verses  as -I have found by experience, does 
both: for which reason, when I first met with an 
-account of Enthusiasm so quite satisfactory, I 
.chose to give it the dress wherein it.nbw -appears 
before you. 

' 	Enthusiasm is grown into a fashionable terrdof 
'reproach; that usually comes uppermost, when 
any thing of a deep and serious nature is men-
tioned. We apply it, through an indolent cus-
tom, to sober and considerate assertors of im-
portant truthi, as readily as to wild and extra-
vagant contenders about them. This indiscrimi-
nate use of the word has evidently a bad effect: 
it pushes the general indiffereney to matbs.r.s of 

. the highest. concern into downright atitkon. 
The best writers upon the best subjects are unat-
tended to; and the benefit accruing from their 
love,' and their labours, is not perceived by us; 
because we are hurried on, by )me idlest of all 
prejudices, to condemn them without a reading, 
or to pronounce them to be unintelligible, upon 
such a slight one, as can hardly be called an en-
deavour to understand them. We have heard it 

• said, and have seen it printed, that they are en-
thusiasts; mid, to avoid the imputation of that 
character, we run into it at second hand, and 
adopt the 'rashness and injustice of impetuous 
originals: we take the stalest exclamations for 
the freshest proofs; and the affected retailing of 
madness, mysticism, Behmenism, and the like 
decisive outcries, contents us as if there were 
something of sense, wit, or demonstration in it. 

When this low kind of enthusiasm is alert 
enough to gain .its point, the writer of a good 
book may possibly lose the, applause, which it is 
highly probable that ,.he never sought for. But 
what does a reader get the while, by his tame,  
resignation of the right of judging for himself to 
such- incompetent authority? Men of superior 
fluency in expressing their own conceptions are 
not always sedate enough to examine, or judicious 
enough to discover, the principles which might 
undeceive them. Time first obstruction to their , 
hypothesis may pass, with them,• far an hanedi7  • 
ate confutation of any book whatsoever: they . 
may show their learning,.their zeal, or their con- ' 
tempt, and speak of an enthusiasm different from 
their own, as quickly as they please; hut where 
the question is momentous, and the celebration 
of their. fame quite foreign to 	what should 
induce any one, who is really desirous of inform-
ation, to remit the freedom of inquiry after it for 
their dicacity? 	, 	

I 
Bow many pathetic accounts of Living piety, 

how many excellent treatises composed for the 4$ 
advancement of it, are neglected, or unknown, 
because 'are are so easily prepossessed by popular ; 
hearsay, and wretched compilers? How many 
has the sourness of controversy, thebitternes4 of 
party, and the rotation of amusement, in a man- : 
ner suppressed ? The enthusiasm which is hence , 
enkindled reigns and rages unsuspected, while 
that of a juster kind, the genuine effect Of a true 
life and spirit, arising from what is lovely, har-
monious, and substantial, is in danger of, being 
extinguished by it; and, whenever it is so, the  

variety of delusion with- Which a different spirit 
may then possess its votaries, will centre, pro-
perly speaking, in endennoniasm. 

In short there is-a right enthusiasm,- as well as • a wrong one; and a man is free to admit which 
he pleases: but one he must have, as sure as he 
has a head; as sure as'he has a heart that fondly 
pursues the object of its desire, whatever it be: 
If that be poir)ted right; if it reach after that 
godlike state and condition, to which all mankind 
were originally created ,:,, if it long to be freed 
from time disorders of its present state, to be re., 
stored agai3 to. that enduring rest, light; and , 
liberty, which alone can accomplish and beautify 
it; how can it be too constant, or too vigmTous? 

If the _desire be otherwise inclined, how little 
does it signify to. the main purpose *hat ingenuity; 
parts, or learning, what natural, or what acquired 
talents, men may be possessed of? So . long as, 
they haVe only-light enough to hath light, :they 
may, upon the first glimpse of it, retire into their 
earthliness, and" push out their works as thick as 
mole-hills: butt  in reality, a single page,proceed. 
ing from a right spirit, whose-enthusiasm they all 
despise, is worth a library of such a produce. 

In such a spirit d take the Appeal, to which the 
following lines are owing, to be written; and am 
persuaded, that if any sober.minded deist, who 
is prejudiced against Christianity; because he dogs 
not really know what it .is; that if any Christian 
so called, who has been led into mistakes about it; 
because be. does not really know what it is not; 
in fine, that if any one, whose heart is so far con-
verted as to desire conversion, should be disposed 
to read it through, he would find his account in 
it; he would be struck with, he would be edified 
by it. 

There is, apparently, something so solid, and 
so animated, through the whole of it; such' an 
impartial regard to truth, wherever it may he 
found; and such happy illustration of it, where 
it really has been found; that I had some thoughts 
of translating it for the use of foreigners, believing 
that such a service would he acceptable to the 
More searching and unbiassed dispositions amongst 
them, and also help to. fix many awakening and 
comfortable truths-upon my own mind; which is 
the interest that I would propose to obtain brit, If 
I shall find myself capable of executing this design 
with justice to the original, you shall hear further. 
from me. la, the mean time I have transcribed 

.for you these verses upon the incidental' subject 
of Enthusiasm, as they were first composed, for 
private recollection; and,*as I can rely upon your 
judgment concerningthern better than I can upon 
my own, they are wholly submitted to your cor-
rection and disposal., lam, sours, &c.,, 

Manchester, Sept. 3,1751. 	• 	3. 

(4 rr,v from Enthusiasm-nit is the pest, - 
Bane, poison, frenzy, fury-rand the rest." 
This is the cry that eft, when truth appears, 
Forbids attention to our lisVning cars; 
Checks our-first entrance on the tnain concern, 
And, stunn'd with clamour, .we forbear to learn; 
Mechanically catch the common cant, 
And fly froM what we almost know we want; 
A deeper sense of something that should set 
The heart ntrest, that never,has done yet; 
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Some simpler secret, that, yet unreveal'd, 
Amidst contending systems lies conceaPd. 

A book, perhaps, beyond the vulgar page, 
Removes at once the lumber of an age: 
Truth is presented; strikes upon our eyes; 
We feel conviction, and we fear surprise: 
We gaze, admire, dispute, and then the bawl--. 

Fly from Enthusiasm"—that answers all. 
Now, if my friend has patience to('nquire, 	' 
Let us awhile from .noisy scenes retire; 
Let us examine sense, at well as sound, 
And search the truth, the nature, ant the ground. 

'T is will, imagination, and desire 
Of thinking life, that constitute the fire, 
The farce, by which the strong volitions drive, 
And form the scenes to which we are alive. 
What! tho', unsprouted into outward shape, 
The points of thought our grosser sight escape? 
Nor bulky forms in prominent array 
Their secret cogitative cause betray? 

,Once fix the will, and nature must begin 
unfold its active rudiments within; 

Mind governs matter, and it must obey: 
To all its opening forms desire is key: 
Nor mind nor matter's properties are lost, 
As that shall mould, this must appear embost, 
Imagination, trifling as it seems, 
Big with effects, its own creation teems, 
We think our wishes and desires a play, 
And sport important faculties away: 
Edg'd are the tools with which we trifle thus, 
And carve out deep realities for us. 
Intention, roving into Nature's field, 
DWells in that system which it means to build, 
Itself the Centre of its wish'd-for plan ; 
For where the heart of man is—there is man. 

Ev'ry created, understanding mind 
Moves as its own self-bias is 	: 
From God's free spirit breathed forth to be, 
It must of all necessity be free; 
Must have the pow'r to kindle and intlame• 
The subject-matter of its mental aim: 
Whither it bend the voluntary view, _ ' 
Realities, or fictions, to pursue : 
Whether it raise its nature, or degrade, 
To truth substantial, or to phantom shade, 
Falshood or truth accordingly obtains; 
That only which it wills to gain—it gains: 
Good—if the good be vigorously sought, 

'And PI—WO:it be first resolv'd in thought. 
All is one good, that nothing can remove, 
While held in union, harmony, and love. 
But when a selfish separating pride 
Will break all bounds, and good from good divide, 
'T is then extinguish'd, like a distant spark, 
And pride self-doom'd into its joyless dark. 
The miscreant desire turns good to 
In its own origin, the evil will: 
A fact, that fills all histories of old, 
That glarei in proof, while conscious we behold 
The bliss, bespoken by our Maker's voice, 
Fixt; or perverted by 'a man's own choice. 

Now when the mind determines thus its force, 
The man becomes enthusiast of course. 
What is enthusiasm? What can it be, 
But thought enkindled to an high degree? 
That may, whatever be Its ruling turn, 
Right, or not right, with equal ardour burn. 
/t must be therefore various in its kind, 
As objects vary, that engage the mind: 

When to religion we confine the word, 
What use of language can he more absurd? 
'T is just as true, that many words beside, 
As love, or zeal, are only thus applyki: 
To ev'ry kind of life they all belong; 
Men may be eager, tho' their views be wrong: 
And hence the reason, why the greatest foes 
To true religious earnestness are those 
Who fire their wits upon a diff'rent theme, 
Deep in some 	enthusiastic scheme. 

One man politely, seiz'd with classic rage, 
Dotes on old Rome, and its Augustan age; 
On those great souls who then, or then shouts, 
Made in their state such riots and such routs. 
He fancies all magnificent and grand, 
Under this mistress of the world's command: 
Scarce can his breast the sad reverse abide, 
The dame despoil'd of all her glorious pride: 
Time,tan old Goth, advancing to consume 
Immortal gods, and once eternal Rome; 
When the plain gospel spread its artless ray, 
And rude unsculptur'd fishermen had sway; 
Who spar'd noeidol, tho' divinely carv'd, 
Tho' Art, and Muse, and shrine-engraver, stan-'d: 
Who sav'd poor wretches, and destroy'd, alas! 
The vital marble, and the breathing brass. 
Where does all sense to him, and reason, shine? 
Behold—in Tully's rhetoric divine! 
Tully! enough—high o'er the Alps he's gone, 
To tread the ground that Tully trod upon; 
Haply to find his statue, or his bust, 
Or medal green'd with Ciceronian rust: 
Perchance the rostrum—yea, the very wood, 
Whereon this elevated genius stood;. 
When forth on Catiline, as erst he spoke, 
The thunder of quousque tandem broke. 	4 

Well may this grand enthusiast deride 
Thedulness of a pilgrim's humbler pride, 
Who paces to behold that part of Earth, 
Which to the Saviour of the world gave birth; 
To see the sepulchre from whence he rose; 
Or view the rocks that rented at his woes; 
Whom Pagan reliques have no force to charm, 
Yet e'en a modern crucifix can warm: 
The sacred. signal wlio intent upon, 
Thinks on the sacrifice that hung thereon. 

Another's heated brain is painted o'er 
Witfi ancient hieroglyphic marks of yore: 
He old Egyptian mummies can explain, 
And raiseem up almost to life again; 
Can into deep antique recesses pry; 
And tell, of all, the wherefore and the why; 
How this philosopher, and that, has. thought, 
Believ'd one thing, and quite another taught; 
Can rules, of Grecian sages long forgot, 	- 
Clear up, as if they liv'd upon the spot. 

What bounds to nostrum? Moses, and the WI 
Observ'd this learned legislator's views, 
While Israel's leader purposely concerted 
Truths, which his whole economy reve.:01; 
No heav'n disclos'd, but Canaan's fertile stage, 
And no for-ever--but a good old age; 
Whilst the well untaught people, kept in awe 
By meanless types, and unexplained law, 
Pray'd to their local god to grant a while 
The future state, of corn, and wine, and oil; 

by a late captivity set free, 
Their destin'd errour they began to see; 
Dropt the Mosaic scheme, to teach their youth 
Dramatic Job, and Babylonish truth. 
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Ire soar aloft on obeliskal clouds; 
To dig down deep into the dark—for shrouds; ) 
To vex old matters, chronicled in Greek, 
While those °of his own palish are to seek; 
What can come forth from such an antic taste, 
But a Ciarissimus Enthusiast? 
Fraught with discoveries so quaint, so new, 
So deep, so smart, so ipse-dixit true, 
See arts and empires, ages, books, and men, 
Rising, and failing, as he points the pen: 
See frauds and forgeries, if ought surpass, 
Of nobler•streteb, the limits of his class, 
Not found within that summary of laws, 
Conjecture, tinsel'd with its own applause. 

Where erudition so unbiest prevails, 
Saints, and their lives, are legendary tales; 
Christians, a brain sick, visionary Crew, 
That read the Bible with a Bible view, 
And thro' the letter humbly hope to trace ' 
The living word, the spirit, and the grace. 

It matters •not, whatever be the state 
That full-bent will and strong desires create; 
Where'er they fall, where'er they lave to dwell, 
They kindle there their Heaven, or their Hell; 
The chosen scene surrounds them as their own, 
Allelse is dead, insipid, or unknown. 
However poor and empty be the sphere, 
'T is all, if inclination centre there: 
its own enthusiasts each system knows, • 
Dawn to lac'd fops, and powdeesmiakled beaus. 
Great wits, affecting, what they call, to think, 
That deep immers'd in speculation sink, 
Are great enthusiasts, howe'er refin'd, 
Whose ,rain-bred notions so inflame the Mind, 
That, during the continuance of its heat, 
The aummum bonum is—its own .conceit: 
Critics, with all their learning recondite, 
Poets, that sev'rally be-mused write; 	, 
'rho virtuosos, whether great or small; 
The connoisseurs, that know the worth of all; 
Philosophers, that dictate sentiments, 
And politicians, wisershan events; 
Such, and such-like, come under the same law, 
Altho' their heat be from a dame of straw; 
Altho' in one absurdity they chime, 
To make religious entheasin a crime. 

Endless to say how many of their trade 
Ambition, pride, and self-conceit have made.' 
If one, the chief of such- a num'rous name, 
Let the great scholar justify his claim. 
Self-love, in short, wherever it is found, 
Tends to its own enthusiastic ground; 
With the same force that goodness mounts above, 
Sinks, by its own enormous weight, self-love..-- 
By this the wav'ring libertine is prest, 
And the rank atheist totally possest: 
Atheists are dark enthusiasts indeed, 
Whose fire enkindles like the smoking Weed:. 
Ligbtlesr, and dull, the clouded fancy burns, 
Wild Minis, and fears, still flashing out by turns. 
Averse to Heav'n, amid the horrid gleam 
They quest annihilation's monstrous theme, , 
On gloomy depths of nothingness to pore, 
'Till all be none, and being be no more. 

The sprightlier infidel, as yet more gay, 
Fires off the next ideas in his way, 
The dry fag-ends of ev'ry obvious doubt; 
And puffs and blows for fear they should go out. 
Boldly resolv'd, against conviction deer& 
Nor inward truth, nor outward' fact, to yield;  

Urg'd with. a thousand piroofS, he stands unmov'd 
Fast by himself, and scorns to be ontrprov'd; 
To hisnmini reason loudly he appeals, 	. 
N saint more zealous for what God reveals. 

Think not that you are no enthusiast then: 
All men are such, as Sure as they are men. 
Tjie thing itselfis not at all to blame: 
'7 is in each state of human life the same. 
The fiery bent, tae driving of the will, 
That gives the prevalence to good, or ill. 
You need not go to cloistyrs, or to cells, 
Monks, or field preachers, to see where it dwells• 
It dwells alike in balls and, masquerades; 
Courts, camps, and 'Changes, it alike pervaiet. 
There be enthusiasts, who love to sit 
In coffee-houses, and cant out their wit. 
The first inmost assemblies would you see, 
Mark out the first haranguer, and that's he: 
Nay 't is what Silent meetings cannot hide, 
It may he aiotie'd by its mere outside. 
Beaus and coquets would quit the magic dress, 
Did not this mutual instinct both possess. 
The mercer, taylor, bookseller, grows rich, 
Because fine clothes, fine writings can bewitch. 
A Cicero, a Shaftsbury, a Boyle, 
Hew quick would they diminish in-their sale? 	• 
Four fifths of all their beauties who would heed, 
Had they not keen enthusiasts to read? 

That which concerns us therefore is to see 
What species of enthusiasts we be; 
On what materials the fiery source 
Of thinking life shall execute its force: 
Whether a man shall stir up love, or hate, 	• 
From the inix'd medium of this present state; 
Shall choose with upright heart and mind to rise, 
And reconnoitre 	primeval skies; 
Or down to lust and _rapine to descend, 
Brute for a time, and demon at its end. 

	

Neither perhaps, the wary sceptics cry, 	• 
And wait till Nature's river shailltundry 
With sage reserve not passing o'er to good, 
Of time, lost time, are borne along the flood; 
Content to think such thoughtless thinking right, 
And common sense enthusiastic flight. 

" Fly from -JEIntliusiasin ?" Yes, fly from air, 
And breathe -it more intenselyfor your care. 
Learn, that, whatever phantoms you -embrace, 
Your own essential property takes place: 
Bend all your wits against it, 't is in vain, 
It must exist, or sacred, or profane. 
For flesh, or spirit, wisdom from above, 
Or from this world, an anger, or a love, 
Must have its tire within the human soul : 
'T is ours to spread the circle, or control; 
In -clouds of sensual appetites to smoke, 
While smoth'ring lusts the rising conscience choke; 
OF, front ideal glimmerings, to raise, D  
Showy and faint, a superficial blaze;' 
Where subtle reasons, with their lambent flames, 
Untoticied the things, creep round and round the 
Ori-,with a true celestial ardour fir'd, '[names; 
Such as at first created man inspir'd, • 
To will, and to persist tonsil', the light, 
The loVe, the joy, that makes an angel bright, 
That makes a man, in sight of God, to shine 
With all the lustre of a life divine. ' 

When true religion kindles up the fire, - 
Who can condemn the vigorous desire? 
That burns to reach the end for which 't was•giv'n, 
To shine, and sparkle in its native Hearn? 
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What else was our.creating Father's view? 
His image tost why sought he to. renew ? 
Why ail the scenes of love that Christians knot 
But to attract us from this poor below? 
To save us from the fatal choice of ill, 
.And bless the free co-operating will.? 

Blame not enthusiasm, if rightly,bent ; 
Or blame of saints the holiest intent, 
The strong persoasion, the confhon'd belief, 
Ofall the comforts of a soul the chief; 
That God'S continual will, and work to save, 
Teach, and inspire, attend us to the gra.ve: 
That -they, who in his faith and love 'abide, 
Find- in Ins spirit an immediate guide: 
This 14'c410 more a fancy, or a whim, 
Than that we live,„ and move, and are in him: 
Let Nature, or-let Scripture, be the ground, 	• 
Here is the seat of true religion found. 
An earthly life, as life itself explains, 
The air 'and spirit of this world maintains: 
As plainly does an heav'nly life declare, 
An hers-Only spirit, and an holy air. 

What truth more plainly does the gospel teach; 
What doctrine all its missionaries preach, 
Than this, that ev'ry good desire and thought 
Is in us by the Holy Spirit wrought? 
For this the working faith prepares the mind; 
Hope is expectant, charity resign'd: 
From this blest guide the moment we depart, 
What is there left to sanctify the heart? 
Reason and- morals? And whore live they most? 
In Christian comfort, -or in stoic boast? 
Iteason may paint unpractis'd truth exact, 
And morals rigidly maintain—no fact: 
This is the pow'r that raises them to worth, 
That calls their rip?ning excellencies forth. 
Not ask for this?.,•-May Heav'n forbid the vain, . 
The sad repose !..--i-What virtue can remain ? 
What virtue wanting, if, within the breast, 
This faith, productive of all virtue; rest, 
That God is always present to impart 
His light and spirit to the -wilting heart? 

lie, who can say my willing -heart began 
To  learn this lesson, may be christen'd man; 
Before, a son of elements and-earth; 
But now, a creature of another birth; 
Whose true regenerated soul revives, 
And life from him, that ever lives, derives; 
Freed by compendious faith from all the pangs 

- Of long-fetch'd motives, and perplex'd.harangues; 
One word of promise stedfastly embraced, 
His heart is. fixed, its whole dependence plac'd: 
The 'hope is rais'd, that-cannot but succeed, 

• And found infallibility indeed: 
Then flows the love that no distinction. knows 
'Of system, sect, or party, friends, or foes; 
i'dor lovqby halves; but, faithful to-  its call, , 
Stretches its whole benevolence to all; 
It's universal wish, th' angelic scene, 
That. God within the heart of man may reign; 
The true beginning to the final whole, 
Of Heav'n, and heav'nly life, within the soul. 

This faith,- and this dependence, once destroy'd,  
Mau is made helpless, and,the gospel void. 
He that is taught to seek elsewhere for aid, 
'Be who he will" the teacher; is betray'd:.  
Be what it will the system, he's enslav'd; 
Man by man's Maker only can be sated. • 
In this one fountain of all help to trust, 
What is more easy, 'natural, and just? 

Talk what we will- of morah, antlof 	* 
Sur safety has no other soiree but thh: 
Led by this faith, when manforsakes his sin, 
The gate stands open to his God withtv. 
There, in the temple of his soul, is fouod, 
Of inward central life, the holy ground; 
The sacred scene of piety and peace, 
Where new-born Christians feel the life's inmate; 
Blessing, and blest, revive to pristineyonth, 
And worship God in spirit, and in truth. 

Had not the soul this aright, this root, 
What else were man but a tvto-handal brate? 
What but a devil, had he not possen 
The seed of Heav'n, replanted in his breast? 
• The spark of potency, the my of light, 
His call, his help, his fitness to excite 
The strength and vigour of celestial air, 
Faith, and the breath of living Christians, pray'': 
Not lite lip-service, nor the mouthing waste 
Of heartless words, without an inward taste; 
But the true kindling of desirous ion, 
That draws the willing graces frOm above; 
The thirst of good that naturally pants 
After that light and spirit which it rains; 
In whose blest union quickly coincide, 
To ask, and have, to svant, andbe supply'd. 
Then does the faithful suppliant discern 
More of true good, more of true nett* learn, 
Than from a thousand voltmes on the Mei, 
In one meek intercourse wittinuthitke, 

All that the gospel ever couldorthin, 
All that the church's daily ritesmairdahi, • 
Is to keep up, to strengthen, and employ, 
This lively faith, this principle dim; 
This hope and this possmsion of the end,. 
Which all her pious institutes intend; 
Frain'd to convey, when freed from wordy strife, 
The truth, and spirit, of an inward life; 
Wherein th' eternal  Parent of all Good 
By his own influence is understood, 
That man may learn infallibly aright, 
Blest in' his presence, seeing is his light, 
To gain the habit of a godlike mmd, 
To seek his holy spirit, and to find. 

In this enthusiasm, advanedthrts high, 
'T is a true Christianwish, house, middle. 

• 
A PARAPHRASE-  ON' THE LORD'S 

PRAYER. • 
Our Father Which art in Heaven-m--

FATHER—to think of his paternal dare 
Is a most sweet -encouragement to pray's. 
Our Father—ail men's Father; to remind 
That we should, love, as brethren, all:nankin/ 
Which art in Heaven—assures an heaialy bird 
To ail -his loving childresuponi.-atth. 

Hallowed be thy mute. 
Name—is expressive of a real thing. 

With all the pow'rs of which-it is the spring. 
They name—is therefore to be Undeistood 
'Thy blessed Self, thou Fountain of all Goal. 
Be hallowed—he lov'd, obey'd, adoed, 
By inward pray'r babitu'lly implor'd. 

Thy kingdom come.;,-. 
'Kingdom—of grace, at preient, seal and root 

Of future glory's everlasting fruit. 

• 
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Tig kingdom—not the world's war-shifted scene, 
Of pomp and show, but love's all peaceful reign. 
Come—rule within our hearts, by grace divine, 
Till all the kingdoms of the world be thine. , 

Thy tail' be done in Earth as it is in Heaven. 
Thy will—to ev'ry good that boundless pow'rs 

Can raise, if we conform to it with ours. 
Be done in Earth—where doing of his will 

'Promotes all good, and overcomes all ill. 
As 't is in Heav'n—where all the blest above 
Serve, with one will, the living source of love. 

Give us this day our daily bread. 
Give us—implies dependence, whilst we live, 

Not on ourselves, but what he wills to give. 
This day—cuts off all covetous desire 
Of more and more, than real wants require. 
Our daily bread—whatever we shall need, 
And rightly use, to make it ours indeed. 

And forgive us our trespasses— 
Forgivebetokens penitential sesse, 

And hope for pardon, of confess'd offence. 
Us—takes in all, but hints the special part 
Of ev'ry one, to look to his own heart. 
Our trespasses—which the forgiving grace, 
4y our sincere conversion, must efface. 

As we forgive them that trespass against us. 
As we forgive—because the fairest claim 

To mercy pray'd for is to show the same. 
And we who pray should all be minded thus, 
To pardon them, that trespass against us. 
Without forgiving, Christ was pleas'd to add, 
Our'own forgiveness never can be had. 

And lead us not into temptation. 
Temptation rises in this world, the field 

Of good and evil, and incites to yield. 
Lead us not into it—becomes the voice' 
Of all, who would not go to it by choice. 
Whose resignation, mix'd with meek distrust 
Of their own strength, is more securely just. 

But deliver'us ftom evil— 
But—when temptation will, of course, arises  

The Hand that leads can minister supplies. 
Deliverms—instructs the soul to place 
Its firm reliance on protecting Grace. 
From evil—from the greatest evil, sin; 
The only one not to be safely in. 

For thine is. the kingdom, the power, and the 
glory. 

Thine is the kingdom—the essential right 
To sov'reign rule, and majesty, and might. 
Thine is the power—to bless, and to.  redeem; 
All else is weak whatever it may seem. 
Thine is the glory---manifestly found 
Ia all thy works, the whole creation round. 

For ever and ever: 
For ever--..-from an unbeginning Same, _ 
Almighty Los c porsues its endless course. 
Through all its scenes, Eternity displays 
New wonders t, our heav'nly Father's praise. 
Ring, Father, Leader,.Judge, his hallow'd name 
Was, is, and ever.will be, stip the same. 

Amen. 
Amen is truth, in Hebrew, and consent 

To truth received, by its long use, is meant, 
asus, himself the truth, The living way, 

•The faithful witness, teaches thus to pray. 
Again should we be learning, and again, 
V life becomes a practical amen. 

A DIVINE ItISTORAL. 
THE Lord .is my shepherd, my guardian, and 

guide; 
Whatsoever I want he will kindly provide: 
,Ever since I was born, it is he that hafh crown'd 
The life that he gave me with blessings all round:, 
While yet on the breast a poor infant I hung, 
E'er time had unloosen'd the strings of my tongue, 
He gave me the help which I could not then ask; 
Now therefore to thank him shall be my tongue's 

task. 

Thro' my tenderest years, with as tender a care, 
My soul, like a lamb, in his bosom he bare; ' 
To the brook he would lead me, whene'er I had

- need, 
And point out the pasture where best I might feed : 
No harm could approach me; for he was my shield 
From the fowls of the air; and the beasts of the 

field; 
The *olf, to devour me, would oftentimes prowl, 
But the Lord was my shepherd, and guarded my 

soul. - 

Hots oft in niy youth have I wander'd astray? 
And still he bath brought me back to the right 

Way! 
When, lost in dark errour, no path I could meet, 
His word, like a lantern, bath-guided my feet: 
What wond'rous escapes to his kindness I owe! 
When, rash and unthinking, 1 sought my own woe :. 
My soul had, long since, been gone down to the 

deep, 
If the Lord had not watched, when I was asleep. 

Whensoe'er, at a distance, he sees me afraid, 
He skips o'er the mountain, and conies to my aid; 
Then leads me back gently, and bids me abide 
In the'midst of his flock, and feed close by his side: 
How safe in his keeping, how happy and free, 
Could I always remain where he bids me it) be! 
Yea blest are the people, and happy thrice told, 
That obey the Lord's voice, and abide in his fold. 

The fold it is full, add the pasture is green; 
All is friendship and love, and no enemroseen: 
There the Lord dwells, amongst us, upon his own 

Hill; 
With the docks all around him awaiting. his will: 
Himself, in the midst, with a provident eye,  
Regarding our wants, and procuring supply; 
An abundance springs up of each nourishing bird, 
And we gather his gifts, and are filled with good. 

At his voice, or example, we move, or we stay; 
For the Lord is himself botp our leader and way: 
The hills smoke with incense where'er he bath 

trod, 
Amid a sacred perfume shows the footsteps of God. ' 

   
  



A54 	 - BYROM'S POEMS. 
While blest with his presence, the valleys beneath 	The Sun, in the evening, is out dour sight,t 
A sweet smelling savour incessantly breathe: 	dind the Moon is .enlighten'd to goverh the tight: 
The delight is renew'd of each sensible thing; 	' His power we behold, in yon high arched Insf;' 
Andbehold in their bloom all thebeauty of sprint. : When, the stars)  in their order, shins forth lain 

proof: 	 , 	sun'  
Or, if a quite different scone he prepare, 	While the works, so immense, of thy }lagers we 

And we march thro' the wilderness, barren and* And reflect on our littleness, Lord, what are ml 
bare; 	 r -. Yet, while 't is our glory  thy Name to adore,' 

By his wonelerful works we see Vainly enough, 	Even angels of Ileav'n cannot boatt any snore. 
That the Earth is the Lord's, and the fuiliness 

thereof: 	 ',- Praise the Lord, upon earth, all ye nations aid 
If we hunger, and thirst, and are ready to faint, . 	lands, 
A relief in due season prevents our complaint; '  Ye seasons and times, that fulfill his commands; 
The rain, at his word, brings us food from the Let his works, in all places, his goodness proclaim, 

sky, 	 And the people, who see them, -give ;thanksto his 
And rocksbecome elvers when we are achy. 	 name: 	. 	 [hrinp 

for the good, which he wills to communicate, 
Front the fruittufiest hill 'to the barrenest rock, Into visible form his invisible, things: 	[ordain, 

The Lord-11Mb made all for the sake of his flock; ' Thek appearance may change, as ids law stall 
And the flock., in return, the Lord always confess . But the goodness that forms will for ever remain. 
In plenty their joy, and their hope in distress: 
He beholds in our welfare his gtosy display'd, 	' What a world of good things does all astare 
And we find ourselves,  blest in obedience repay'd; 	produce, 	. 	 [usel 
With a cheerful regard we attend to his ways; 	Which the Load, in his mercy, bath made for our 
Our attention is pray% and our cheerfulness The Earth, by his blessing bestoved.onits soil, 

praise. 	 By his rain, and his sunshine, gives corn, wMe, 
and oil: 

The Lord is my shepherd; what then shall I I. Let men to adore him then thankficilyjoin, 
fear? - • 	 When fil

i
l
n
kl
e
.e
.
cidt his bread, or made glad by his 

w 
 

What danger can frighten me whilst he is near?  
Not,'when the time calls me to walk thro' the vale As in wealth,'  so in gratitude, let them abound, 
Of the Shadow,of Death, shall my heart everfail; And the voice of his praise be heard all the world • 
The' afraid, of myself, to-pursue the dark way, 	round. 
Thy rod, and thy staff, be my comfort and stay; 
For ',know, by thy guidance, when once it is past, , They, that o'er the wide ocean their bushes 
To a fountain of life it will bring me at last. 	 pursue, 

Can tell to .his wonders what praises are clue: 
The Lord is become my salvation and song, 	„ When tort, to and fro, by the huge swelling ware, 

Ma blessing than follow me all my life long: " They rise -up to Heaton, or sink clown to the grave; 
Whatsoever condition he places sue in, 	 Dismay'd with the tempest, that mocks at their 
I am sure 'tea the best it could ever have been: . , , 	skill, 

, For the Lord he is good, and his mercies are sure; - They cry to the Lord, and he maketh it still: 
He only afflicts us in order to cure: 	 - His works in remembrance ye mariners keep, • 
The Lord will ',praise while I have any breath; 	And praise him whose judgments are like the 
Be content all any life, and resign'd at my death. 	great deep. 

A THANKSGIVING HYMN. 
O COME let us sing to the Lord a new song, 
And praise hire to whom all our praises belong; 
,While we, enter his temple, with gladness and 

joy, 	 -- Let a psalm of thanksgiving our voices employ.: 
O come, to his nasae, let us joyfully sing; 
For the Lord is a great and omnipotent king : 
By his word were the Heav'ns, and the host of 

them made, 	 [Mid. 
And of all the round world the foundation he 

He plac'd, in the centre, yon beautiful Sun; 
And the orbs that, about him, due distances run; 
To receive, as they haste their vast rounds to 

complete, 
Of a lustre so dazzling, the light and the heat. 
What language of men can the brightness unfold 
Of his presence, whose creature they 'cannot be.. 

hold? 
What a light is his light! of its infinite day 	, 

The Sun, by his splendour, can paint but a ray. 

He stilleth the waves of the boisterous sea;
And the tumults of men, more outrageous than 

they: 
Th,§goeidness, 0 Lord, let the people confess, 
Whom wars do not waste, nor proud tyrants op-

press; 
And devoutly contemplate thy wonderful' ways, 
Thou that turnest the fierceness of mesa to thy 

praise: 	 [crease, 
Then lands, in. due season, shall yield their in. 
And the Lord give hii people the blessings of 

peace. 
The Lon' he is high, far above all our thought.. 

Ho* then shall we worship him so as We ought? 
What tongue can express, or what worst can show 

forth 
Tjte praise which is due to his excellent worth? 
Ye righteous, and ye that in virtue excell, 
Begin the glad task which becomes yoti so well; 
The Lord shall be pleas'd when he heareth your 

voice, 
And in his own works shall tle Almighty rejoice. 

The Lord bath his dwelling far out of oar view, 
And yet humbleth himself to behold what we do; 

   
  



HYMNS FOR CHRISTMAS DAY. 
This works, all around him, his mercies extend, 
His works have no number, his mercies no end; 3 
Re accepteth our thanks, if the heart do but pay; 
-Tho' we neve; can reach him, by all we can say. 
How just is the duty! how pure the delight! 
Since whilst we give praises we honour him right. 

Praise the Lord, 0 my soul! all the pow'rs of 
my mind, 	 [kind! 

Praise the Lord, who bath been so exceedingly 
Who spareth my life, and forgiveth my sin, 
Still directeth the way that I ought to walk in: 
When I speak, let me thank him; whenever 'write, 
The remembrance of him let the subject excite; 
Guide, Lord, to thy glory, my tongue, and my pen, 
Yea, let ev'ry thing praise thee—amen, and amen. 

0 

AY HYMN ON THE OMNIPRESENCE. 
On Lord! thou hast known me, and searched me 

Thou see'st, at all times, what I'm thinking about; 
• .out, 

When I rise up to labour, or lie down to rest, 
Thou markest each motion that works in .my 

breast; 	 [tell, 
Dfy heart has no secrets, but what thou can'st 
Not a word in my tongue, but thou_ knowest it 

well; 
Thou see'st my intention before it is wrought, 
Long before I conceive it, thou knowest my 

thought. 

Thou art always about me, go whither I will, 
All the paths that I take to, 1 meet with thee still; 
I go forth abroad, and am under thine eye, 
'retire to myself, and behold! thou art by; 
How is it that thou hast encompass'd me so 
ThatI cannot escape thee, wherever I go? 
Such knowledge as this is too high to attain, 
'T is a truth which I feel, tho' .I cannot explain. 

.Whither then shall 	flee from thy spirit, 0 
Lord? 

What shelter can space from thy presence afford? 
If I climb up to Heav'n, 't is there is thy throne, 
If I go down to Hell, even there thou art known ; 
If for wings I should mount on the Mornih's 

swift ray, 
And remain in the uttermost parts of the sea, 
Even there, let the distance be ever so wide, 
Thy hand would support me, thy right hand would 

guide. 

If I say, peradventure, the dark may conceal 
What distance; tho' boundless, is forc'd to reveal; 
Yet the dark, at thy presence, would vanish away, 
And my covering, the night, would be turii'd into,  

day: 
his I myseifonly who could not then see, 
Yea, the darkness, 0 Lord, is no darkness to thee: 
The night, and the day, are alike in thy sight, 
And the darkness, to thee, is as clear as the light. 

THE COLLECT FOR ADVENT SUNDAY. 
ALMIGHTY God, thy heav'nly grace impart, 
Anti east the works of darkness from our heart;  

Send us thy light, and arm us for the strife 
Against all evils of this mortal life; 
O'er which our Saviour Jesus Christ, thy son, 

ith great humility the conquest won: 
riat when, in glory, our victorious Head 
Shall come to judge the living and the dead, 
We may, thro' him, to life immortal spring, 
Wherein he reigns, the everlasting King; 
The Father, Sol) and Spirit may adore, 
One glorious God Triune, for evermore. 

a 

HYMNS FOR CHRISTMAS DAY.. 
ON  this auspicious, memorable morn, 
God and the Virgin's holy child was born; 
Offspring of-Ileav'n, whose undefiled birth 
liegan the process of redeeming Earth; 

Of re-producing Paradise again, 
And God's' lost image in the souls of men. 

Adam, who kept not his first state of bliss, 
Rendred himself incapable of this; 
Nor couid he, with his outward helpmate Eve, 
This pure, angelic, virgin birth retrieve: 
This, in our nature, never could be done, 
Until a virgin should conceive a son. 

Mary, prepar'd for such a chaste embrace, 
Was destin'd to this miracle of grace; 
In her unfolded the mysterious plan 
Of man's salvation, God's becoming man; 
His power, with her humility combin'd, 
Produc'd the sinless Saviour of mankind. 

The heighth and depth of such amazing love. 
Nor can we measure, nor the blest above; 
Its truth whoever reasons right-will own, 
Man .never could be say 'd by man alone: 
Salvation is, if rightly we define, 
Union of human nature with divine. 

What way to this, unless it had been trod 
By the new birth of an incarnate God? 
Birth of a life, that triumphs over death, 
A life inspir'd by God's immortal breath; 
For which himself, to save us from the tomb, 
Did not abhor the Virgin Mother's womb. 

O may this infant Saviour's birth inspire 
Of real life an humble, chaste desire! 
Raise it up in us! form it in our mind„ 
Like the blest Virgin's, totally resign'd! 
A mortal life from Adam we derive; 
We are, in Christ, eternally alive. 

ON THE SAME. .. 0 
`1.0/IR/STIANS awake, salute the happy morn, 
Whereon the Saviour of the world was born; 
Rise; to adore the mystery of love, - 
Which hosts of angels chanted from above: 
With them the joyful tidings first begun 
Of God incarnate, and the Virgin's Son: 
Then to the watchful shepherds it was told, 
Who heard th' angelic herald's voice—" Behold! 
I bring good tidings of a Saviour's birth 
To you, and all the nations upon Earth; 
This day bath God fulfill'd his prornis'd word; 
This day is born a.Savionr, Christ, the Lord: 

   
  



• While blest with his presence, the valleys beneath 
A sweet smelling savour incessantly breathe: -
The delight is renew'd of each sensible thing; 
And behold in their bloom all the beauty of sprint. 

Or, if a quite different scene he prepare, 
And we march thro' the wilderness, barren and 

bare; 
By his wonderful, works we see pjainly enough, 
That the Earth is the Lord's, 'had the fullness 

thereof: 
If we hunger, and thirst, and are -ready to faint, 
A relief in due season prevents our orsroplaint; 
The rain, at his word, brings us food from the 

(. sky, 
And rocks become rivers when we are adry. 

From the fruitfullest hill *to the barrenest rock, 
The Lord bath made all for the sake of his flock; 
And the flock, in return, the Lord always confess 
In plenty their joy, and their hope in distress: 
He beholds in our welfare his glory displard, 
And we find ourselves blest in obedience repaykl; 
With a cheerful regard we attend, to his ways; 
Our attention is pray'r, and our cheerfulness 

praise. 

The Lord is my shepherd; what then shall 
fear? 

What danger can frighten me whilst he is near? 
Not, when the time callsstie to walk thro' the vale 
Of the Shadow of Death, shall my heart everlail; 
Tho' afraid, of myself, to pursue the dark way, 
Thy rod, and thy staff, be my comfort and stay; 
For I know, by thy guidance, when once it is past, 
To a fountain of life it will bring me at last. 

The Lord is become my salvation and song, 
Hit blessing shall follow me all my life long: 
Whatsoever condition he places me in, 
I am sure 't is thebest it could ever have been: _ 
For the Lord be is geed, and his mercies are sure; 
He only sallies us in order to cure; 
The Lord will Ispraise while I have any breath; 
Be content all my life, and relived at my death. 

A THANKSGIVING HYMN. 
CO COME let us sing to the Lord a new song, 
And praise him to whom all our praises belong; 
While we, enter his temple, with gladness and 

joy, 
Let a psalm of thanksgiving our voices employ: 
O come, to his name, let us joyfully sing; 
For the Lord is a great and omnipotent king : 
By his word were the Heav'ns, and the host of 

6iem made, 
And of all the round world the foundation lief  

He plac'd, in the centre, yon beautiful Sun; 
And the orbs that, about him, due distances run; 
To receive, as they haste their vast rounds to 

complete, 
Of A lustre so dazzling, the light and the heat. 
What language of men can the brightness unfold 
Of his presence, whose creature they cannot be-

hold? 
What a light is his ligleid of its infinite day 
-The Sun, by his splendour, can paint but A ray. 

254 	 Bytom POtMS. 
The Sun, in the evening, is out of our sight,e 

(find the Moon is .enlighten'd to govern the night: 
His power we behold, in yon high arched roof,' 
When the stars, in Meek order, shine forth in in 

proof: 	[see, 
While the works, so immense, of thy fingers we 
And reflect on our littleness, Lord, what are we? 
Yet, while 't is our glory thy Name to adore, • 
Even angels of Hearn cannot boast any more. 

Praise the Lord, upon earth, all ye nations and 
lands, 

Ye seasons and times, that fulfill his commands; 
Let his works,in all places, his goodness proclaim, 
And the people, who see them, give thanks to his 

name: [brings 
For the good, which he wills to communicate, 
Into visible form his invisible things: 	[ordain, 
Theie appearance may change, as his law shall 
But the goodness that forms will for ever remain. 

What a world of good things does ail nature 
produce, 	. 	 [use/ 

Which the Load, in his mercy, bath made for oar 
The Earth, by his blessing bestow'd on its soil, 
By his rain, and his sunshine, gives corn, wine, 

and Mk 
Let men to ndore bins then thankfully join, 
When fill'd with his bread, or made glad by his 

wine; 
As in wealth, sb in gratitude, let them abound, 
And the voice of his praise be heard all the world.  

round. 

They, that o'er the wide ocean their bus'ness 
pursue, 

Can tell to his wonders what praises are due: 
When tost, to and fro, by the huge swelling wave, 
They rise up to Hea0n, or sink down to the gram; 
Dismny'd with, the tempest, that mocks at their 

skill, 
They cry to the Lord, and he maketh,  it still: 
His works in remembrance ye mariners keep; . 
And praise, him whose judgments are like the 

great deep. 
He stilleth the waves of the boisterous sea;  , 

And the tumults of men, more outrageous than 
' 	they: 

TO goodness, 0 Lord, let the people confess, ' 
Whom wars do not waste, nor proud tyrants op. 

press; - 
And devoutly contemplate thy wonderful.  ways, 
Thou that turnest the fierceness of aneri to eV . . 	praise : 	 [crease, 
Then lands, in due season, shall yield Atheis 
And the Lord give his people, the blessings of 

peace. 
The Lord he is high, far above all our thought-. 

How then shall we worship him so as We ought? 
What tongue can express;  or what wort can show 

forth 
Tile Praise which is due to his excellent worth? 
Ye righteous, and ye that in virtue mica, 
Begin the glad task which becomes you so well; 
The Lewd shall be pkeas'd when he heareth your 

voice, 
And in his own whirs shall th' Almighty rejoice. 

The Lord bathe his dwelling far out of our view; 
And yet huwbieth himself to beheld what we do; 

   
  



HYMNS FOR CHRISTMAS DAY. 	 •255. 
T)his works, all around him, his mercies extend, 
His works have no number, his mercies no end ; 
He aceepteth our thanks, if the heart do but pay; 
•Thri we never can reach him, by all we can say. 
How just is the duty! how pure the delight! 
Since whilst we give praises we honour him right. 

Praise the Lord, 0 my soul! all the pow'rs of 
my mind, 	 [kind! 

Praise the Lord, who bath been so exceedingly 
Who spareth my life, and forgiveth my sin, 
Still directeth the way that I ought to walk in: 
When ! speak, let me thank him; whenever I write, 
The remembrance of him let the subject excite; 
Guide, Lord, to thy glory, my tongue, and my pen, 
Yea, let ev'ry.  thing praise thee—amen, and amen. 

AN HYMN ON THE OMNIPRESENCE. 
On Lord! thou hast known me, and searched me 

out, 
Thou see'st, at all times, what I'm thinking about; 
When -I rise up to labour, or lie down to rest, 
Thou markest each motion that works in .my 

breast; 	 [tell, 
My heart has no secrets, but what thou can'st 
Not a word in my tongue, but thou. knowest it 

well; 
Thou see'st my intention before it is wrought, 
Long before I conceive it, thou knowest my 

thought. 	, 

'thou art always about me, go whither I will, 
All the paths that I take to, I meet with thee still; 
I go forth abroad, and am under thine eye, 
/retire to myself, and behold! thou art by; 
How is it that thou bast eneompass'd me so 
That! cannot escape thee, where%;er I go? 
Such knowledge as this is too high to attain, 
Tin a truth which I feel, tho' I cannot explain. 

.Whither then shall'I flee from thy spirit, 0 
Lord? 

What shelter can space from thy presence afford? 
If I climb up to Heav'n, 't is there is thy throne, 
Ill go down to Hell, even there thou art known ; 
If for wings I should mount on the Mornilg's 

swift ray, 
And remain in the uttermost parts of the sea, 
Even there, let the distance be ever so wide, 
Thy hand would support me, thy right hand would 

guide. 

VI say, peradventure, the dark may conceal 
What distance; tho' boundless, is forc'd to reveal, 
Yet thedark, at thy presence, would vanish away, 
And my covering, the night, would be turn'd into,  day: 
It is I myself...only who could not then see, 
Yea, the darkness, 0 Lord, is no darkness to thee: 
The night, and the day, are alike in thy sight, 
And the darkness, to thee, is as clear as the light. 

OTIS ••••••••••••=...1  

VIE COLLECT FOR ADVENT SUNDAY. • 
ALMIGHTY God, thy heav'nly grace impart, 
And cast the works of darkness from our heart;  

Send us thy light, and arm us for the strife 
Against all evils of this mortal life; 
O'er which our Saviour Jesus Christ, thy son, 
With great humility the conquest won: 
That when, in glory, our victorious Head 
Shall come to judge the. living and the dead, 
We may, thro' him, to life immortal spring, 
Wherein he reigns, the everlasting King; 
The Father, Sol-3 and Spirit may adore, 
One glorious God Triune, for evermore. 

IIKVINS FOR CHRISTMAS DAY., 
ON this auspicious, memorable morn, 
God and the Virgin's holy child was born; 
Offspring of-Heav'm whose undefiled birth 
began the process of redeeming Kaith; 

'Of re-producing Paradise again, 
And God's' lost image in the souls of men. 

Adam, who kept not his first state of bliss, 
Rend'red himself incapable of this; 
Nor could he, with his outward helpmate Eve, 
This pure, angelic, virgin birth retrieve: 
This, in our nature, never could be done, 
Until a virgin should conceive a son. 

Mary, prepar'd for such a chaste embraces  
Was destin'd to this miracle of grace 
In her unfolded the mysterious plan 
Of man's salvation, God's becoming man; 
His power, with her humility combin'd, 
Produc'd the sinless Saviour of mankind. 

The heighth and depth of such amazing love 
Nor can we measure, nor the blest above; 
Its truth whoever reasons right-will own, 
Man -never could be sav'd by man alone: 
Salvation is, if rightly we define, 
Union of human nature with divine. 

What way to this, unless it had been trod 
By the new birth of an incarnate God? 
Birth of a life, that triumphs over death, 
A life inspir'd by God's immortal breath; 
For which himself, to save us from the tomb, 
Did not abhor the Virgin Mother's womb. 

0 may this infant Saviour's birth inspire 
Of real life an humble, chaste desire! 
Raise it up in us! form it in our mind, , 
Like the blest Virgin's, totally resigted I 
A mortal life from Adam we derive; 
We are, in Christ, eternally alive. 

ON THE SAME. .. 
!CHRISTIANS awake, salute the happy more, 
Whereon the Saviour of the world was born; 
Rise, to adore the mystery of love,' 
Which hosts of angels chanted from above: , 
With them the joyful tidings first begun 
Of God incarnate, and the Virgin's Son: 
Then to the watchful shepherds it was told, 
Who heard th' angelic herald's voice—" Behold! 

bring good tidings of a Saviour's birth.  
To you, and all the nations upon Earth; 
This day bath God fulfili'd his promis'd word; 
This day is born a.Saviour, Christ, the Lord: 

   
  



Q56 	 BYROM'S POEMS. 
In David's city, shepherds, ye shall find 
The long foretold Redeemer of mankind; 
Wrapt up in swaddling clothes, the babe divine 
Lies in a manger; this shall be your sign." 
He spake, and straightway the celestial choir, 
In hymns of joy, unknown before, Conspire: 
The praises of redeeming love they sung, 
And Heav'ns whole orb with hallelujahs rung: 
God's highest glory, was their anthem still ; 
Peace upon Earth, and mutual good-will. (ran, 
To Bethlehem straight (th' enlightened shepherds 
To see the wonder God had wrought for man; 
And found, with Joseph and the blessed maid, 
Her son, the Saviour, in a manger laid. 
Aina'd, the wond'rous story they proclaim; 
The first apostles of his infant fame: 
While Mary keeps, and ponders in her heart, 
The heav'nly vision, which the swains impart; 
They to their flocks, still praising God, return, 
And their glad hearts within their bosoms burn. 

Let us, like these good shepherds then, employ 
Our grateful voices to.  proclaim the joy: 
Like Mary, let us ponder in our mind 
God's wond'rous love in saving lost mankind; 
Artless, and watchful, as these favour'd swains, 
While virgin meekness in the heart remains: 
Trace we,the babe, who has retriev'd our loss, 
From his poor manger to his bitter cross; 
Treading his steps, assisted by his grace, 
Till Man's first heav'nly,state again takes place: 
Then may we hope, th' angelic thrones among, 
To sing, redeem'd, a glad triumphal song: 
He that was born; upon this joyful day, 
Around us all, his glory shall display; 
Sav'd by his love, incessant we shall sing 
Of angels, and of angehmen, the King. 

ON THE EPIPHANY: 
LED by the guidance,of a living star, 
The eastern sages travell'd from afar 
To seek the Saviour, by prophetic fame 
Deserib'd to them as King of Jews by name; 
Whose birth, to gentiles worthy of his sight, 
Was now declar'd by this angelic light. 

To its full height th' expectancy had grown 
Of what the learned foreigners made known; 
When at Jerusalem the sacred news • 
Was spfead by them to Herod, and the Jews; 
" Where isshe born? For by his star," they said, 
" Thus far to worship him have we been led." 

Herod-, who had in, his tyrannic mind 
No thought of empire, but of earthly kind, 
Jealous 6f this new king of Jewish.tribes, 
In haste assembrd all the priests, and scribes. 
Where Christ was to be horn was his demand,-. 
" In Bethlehem," they said, " in Juda's land." 

He call'd the magi, privately again, , 
To learn !Yore them the time, precisely, when 
The star, which had conducted them, appear'd: 
And,, having all his wily questions clear'd, 
Bad them to seek the child, and from the view 
Come, and tell him, th:It he might worship too. 

They journey'd on to the appointed place, 
Which Jewish priests from prophecy could trace:  

Cheeed by the star's appearance on the way, 
What pointed where the infant Saiiour lay; 
Meekly, they stepp'd into his humble shrine, 
And fell to worshipping the babe divine. 

The Virgin mother saw theM all prhfer 
Their ofPrings, gold, and frankincense, andrnYrrh; 
But warn'd of God his Father, in a dream, 
They disappointed Herod's murd'rous scheme; 
And, having seen the object of their faith, 
Sought their own country by another path. 

Does not reflection justly hence arise, 
That in the east, so famous for the wise, 
The truest learning, sapience, and skill, 
Was theirs, who sought, amidst the various ill 
Which they beheld, for that predicted scene, 
That should on Earth commence an heav'nly 

reign? 

These true inquirers into Nature saw 
That Nature must have some superior law; 
SOme righteous monarch, for the good of all, 
To rule with juctice this disorder'd ball ; 
Their humble sense of wants, o'erlook'd by pride, 
Made them so worthy of the starlike guide. ' 

We read how, then, the very pagan school 
Was. fill'd with rumours of a Jewish rule: 
Tho' Jews themselves, as at this present day, 
Dreamt of a worldly domineering sway; 
The truly wise, or Jew, or Gentile, sought 
A Christ, the bject of an happier thought. 

They best could understand prophetic page, 
Simple, or learn'd, the shepherd, or the sage: 
Their eyes could see, and follow a true light, 
That led them on from prophecy to sight: 
Could own the Son who, by the Father's will, 
Should reign a King on Sion's holy Hill. 

- 	Of treasures which the wise were mov'd to bring,. 
If gold presented. might confess the king, 
Incense to his divinity relate, 
And myrrh denote his' bitter, suff'ring state, 
They offer'd types of the theandric plan 
Of our salvation, God's becoming tnan. 

In this redeeming process all concurr'd 
To gave sure proof of the prophetic word; 
Jesus, Emanuel, the inward light 
Of all mankind, who seek the trtitii:aright, 
Forms in the heart of all the wise. on Earth 
The true daystar, the token of his-birth. • 

MEDITATIONS 
FOR EVERY DAY IN PASSION WEEK. 

MONDAY.. 
God in Christ is all love. c  

Bretrorm the tender love of God!-4eheld 
The Shepherd dying to redeem his fold! 
Who can declare it?..-Worthy to be known.-
What tongue can speak it worthily?—His own: 
From his own'sacred lips the theme began, 
The glorious gospel of God's love to man. 

So great, so boundless was it, that he gave 
His only Son-wand forwbat end?-;-To save; 
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All that, in nature, by this act is done 

Is to give life; and life, is in his Son: 
When his humility, his meekness finds 
Healing admission, into willing minds, 
All wrath disperses,like a gattirivig sore; 
Pain is its cure, and it exists no more. 

Npt to condemn; if men reject the light, 
They, of themselves, condemn themselves to night:, 
God, in his Son, seeks only to display, 
In ev'ry 	an everlasting day. 

" God bath so shown his love touts," says Paul, 
" Even yet 'sinners, that Christ dy'd for all:" 
Peter, that God's all gracious aim is this, 
By Christ, to cad us to eternal bliss: 
Of all th' inspied to understand the view 
Love is the text—and love the comment too; 

_The ground to build all faith and works upon; 
" For God is love'L.4aysthe beloved John—
Short word-4ut meaning infinitely wide, 
Including all that can be said beside; 
Including all the joyful truths above 
The, pow'r of eloquence—for—. God is love." 

Think on the proof, that John from Jpsns 
learn'd, 

la this was God'earnazing hove discern'd, 
Because he.sent his Son to us; that we 
Might live thro' him—how plain it is to see 
That, if in this, in ev'ry other fact,'O  
Where God is agent, love is in the act. 

Essential character, (whatever word 
Of diff'reitt sound in scripture has occurr'd) 
Of all that is ascrib'd to God; of all 
Thatcan by his immediate will befall: 
The Sun's bright orb may lose its shining flame, 
Butove remains unchangeably the same. 

TUESDAY. 

How Christ quencheth the wrath of God in us. 

THE Saviour dy'd, according to our faith, 
To quench, atone, or pacify a wrath— 
Bat—"God is love"—he has no wrath his own; 
Nothing in hini to quench, or to atone: 
Of Mt the wrath, that scripture has reveaPd, 
The poor fall's creature wanted to be leeal'd. 

God, of his own pure love, was pleas'd to give 
The Lord of Life, that thro' him it might live; 
Thro' Christ; because none other could be found 
To heal the human,nature of its wound: 
Zhh.great physician of the soul had,•sure, 	a 
In him, who gave him, no defect to cure. 

lie did, he.suffer'd ev'ry thing, that we 
From wrath, by Sin enkindl'd, might,  e free, 
The wrath f God, in us, that is, the fire 
Of burning life, without the love-desire; 
Without the light, which Jesus came to raise, 
And change the wrath into a joyful blaze. 

The wrath is God's; bit in himself unfelt; 
As ice and frost are his, and pow'r to melt: 
Not even man could any wrath, as such, 
Till he had lost his first perfection, touch : 
God has but one immutable good will, 
Tailless his creatures, and to save amp ill. 

Cordial, or bitter 'a physician's draught, 
The patient's health is in his ()eying thought: 
God's mercies, or God's judgments be the name, 
Eternal health is his all-saving aim. 
"Vengeance belongs to Godr —and so it should— 
For love alone can turn it all to good. 

TOL. XV. - 

.•.•.•••••.•.•.•••••••al• 

' 	. 
WEDNESDAY.. 

Christ satisfeth the justice of God by fulfilling  all 
righteouspess. 

JirsTicie demandetle satisfactton—Yes; 
And ought to have it where injustice is: 
Bin—there is none in Go&—it cannot mean I 
Demand of justice where it has full reign: 
To dwell in man it rightfully demands, 
Such as he came from his Creator'shands. 

Man had departed from a righteoni state, . 
Which he, at first, must have, if God create,: 
'T is therefore call'd God's righteousness;: and 
Be satisfy'd by man's becoming just: 	(must 
Must exercise good vengeance upon men, 
;Pill it regain its rights in them again. 

This was the justice, for which' Christ became. 
A man, to satisfy its.righteous claim; ' 
Became Redeemer of the human rave, 
That sin, in them, to justice might give place: 
To satisfy a just, and righteous will, 
Is neither more, nor less, than to fulfil. 

It was, in God, the loving wil/ that sought 
The joy of having man's saUratian 'wrought: 
Hence, in his Son, so infinitely pleas'd 
With righteousness fulfili'd, and wrath appeas'd: 
Not with mere suff'ring, which he never wills, 
But with mere love, that triumpli'd over ills, 

'Twas tender mercy—by the church confess'd, 
Before she feeds,the saerammita/ guest; 
Rememb'ring him, Who offer'd up his soul 
A sacrifice for sin, full, perfect, whole, 
Sufficient, satisfactory—and all 
That words (how short of merit!) can recall. 

And when receiv'd his body, and his blood, . 
The life enabling to be just, and good, 
OtPring, available Hula' him alone, 
Body, and sor.1, a sacrifice her owns 
From him, from his, so, justice has its due; 
Itself restor'd,--mot any thing in lieu. ' 

• 

THURSDAY, 
Christ the beginner and finishers' the new life in mars.- 

DEAD as men are, in trespasses and sins,o 
Villttence is it in them that new life begins? 
'T-is that, by God's great mercy, love and grace, 
The seed of Christ is in the human race;. 
That inward, hidden man, that can revive, 

'And, dead in Adam, vise in Christ alive.. 
• 

Life natural, and life divine possess'd, 
Must needs unite, to make a creature ble-sed: 
The first, a feeling hunger; and desire , 
'Of what it cannot of itself amilzire; 	• 
Whereinthe second, entering to dwell, 
Makes  all an, Hewett, that would be else an Hell. 
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As only light all darkness can expel, 

So tvas his conquest over death, and Hell, 
The only possible, effectual way 
To raise to life what Adam's sin could slay: 	, 
Death by the falling, by the rising Man 
!The resurrection of the dead began. 	' 

This heav'nly parent of the human race 
The steps, that Adam feltby, cerld retrace; 
COuld bear the suff'rings requisite to save; 
Could die, a man, and triumph o'er the grave: 
This, for our sakes, incarnate love could do; 
Great is the mystery—and greatly Grue. 

Pitsphets, apostles, martyrs, and the choir • 
Of holy virgin witnessess  conspire 
To animate a Christian to endure 
Whatever cross God gives him, for his cure: 
Looking to Jesus, who has led the way 
From death to life, from darkness into day. 

Unmovkl by earthly good, or earthly ill, 
The man Christ Jesus wrought God's blessed will: 
Death, in the nature of the thing, that hour 
Wherein he dy'd, lost all its deadly pow'r: 
Then, then was open'd, by what he sustain'd, 
The gate of life, and Paradise regain'd. 

FRIDAY. 
How the offerings and death of Christ are available to 

man's salvation. 
WITH hearts deep rooted in love's holy ground 

Should be ador'd this mystery profound 
Of God's Messiah, suff'ring in our frame; 
The Lamb Christ Jesus—blessed be his name! 
Dying, in this humanity of ours, 
To introduce his own life-giving pow'rs. 

Herein is love! descending from his throne, 
The Path: is bosom, for our sakes alone, 
What Earth, what Hell, could Wrathfully unite 
Of ills, he vanquish'd with endurisr,  might: 
Legions of angels ready at command,'  
Singly he chose to bear, and to withstand. 

To bear, intent upon mankind's relief, 
Ey'ry excess of ev'ry shame, and grief; 
Of inward anguish, past all thought severe; 
Such as pure innocence alone could bear: 
Devilish temptation, treachery, and rage, 
Naked, for us, did innocence engage. 

Nall'd to a cross it sulked, and forgave; 
And show'd the penitent its pow'r to save: 
it's majesty confess'd by Nature's shock; 
Darkness—and earthquake—and the rented rock, 
And opening graves—the prelude to that pow'r, 
Which rose in suff'ring Love's momentous hour. 

No other pow'r could save, but Jesus can; ea 
The living God was in the dying man: 
Who, perfected by suff'rings, from the grave 
Rose in the fulness of all pow'r to save: 
With that one blessed life of God to fill 
The vacant soul, that yieldeth up its will. 

To learn is ev'ry pious Christian's part, 
From his great master; this most holy art; 
This our high calling;, privilege, and prize, 
With him to suffer, and with bins to rise: 
To live.—to die—meek, patient, and resign'd 
To God's good pleasure, with a Christ-like mind. 

SATURDAY. 
How Christ by his death overcame death. 

JESUS is crucify'd—the previous wpm 
Of our salvation, and his glorious reign: 
Mysterious process! tho' by Nature's laws, 
Such an effect demanded such a cause: 
For none -but he could form the grand design, 
And raise, anew, the human life divine. 

No less a mystery can claim belief, 
That'what belongs to our redeeming chief: 
Divine, and supernatural indeed 
The love that mov'd the Son of God to bleed; 
But what he was, and did, in each respect, 
Was real cause producing its effect. 

Children of Adam needs must share his fall; 
Children of Christ can re-inherit all: 
Thisswas the one, and therefore chosen way, 
' For Love to manifest its full display: 
Absurd the thought of arbitrary plans; 
Nature's one, true religion this—and man's. 

All that wecknow of God, and Nature too, 
Proves the salvation of the gospel true; 
Where all unites in one consistent whole, 
The life of God renew'd within the soul: 
Renew'd by Christ—he only could restore 
The heav'a in man to what it was before: 

Could raise God's image, cdos'd in death by sin, 
And raise himself, the light of life, therein: 
The one same light that makes angelic bliss; 
That spreads an heav'n thro' Nature's whole abyss: 
The light of Nature, and the light of men, 
That gives the dead his pow'r to live again. 

"The way, the truth, the life;'—whatever terms 
Preferr'd, 'tis him that ev'ry good affirms; 
The one true Saviour; all is dung and dross, 
In saving sense, but Jesus and his cross: 
All nature speaks; all scripture answers thus— 
" Salvation is the life of Christ in us." 

EASTER COLLECT 

Ac,MIG Brit God! whose blessed will was done 
By Jesus Christ, our Lord, thine only Son;  
Death overcome, and open'd unto men 
,The gate of everlasting life again ; 
Grant us, haptiz'd `into his death, to die 
To all affections, but to things on high; 
That when, by thy preventing grace, we find 
The good desires to rise within our mind, 
Our wills may tend as thine shall still direct, 
And bring the good desires to good effect; 
Thro' him, the one Redeemer from the fall, 
Who liv'd and dy'd, and rose again for all. 

I 
	 EASTER DAY: 
THE morning dawns; the third approaching day 
Can only show the place where Jesus lay : • 
Angels descend—Remember what he said—
" He is not here, but-risen from the dead; 
Betray'd into the hands of sinful men, 
The Son of man must die, and rise again." 
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To sang the prophets, ever since the fall; 

Of rites ordain'd the meaning this, thro' all: 
This, by the various sacrifice of old, 
Memorial type, and shadow, was foretold: 
Even false worship, careless what is meant, 
Gave to this truth an ignorant consent. 

Christ is the sum, and substance of the whOle 
That God has done, or said, to save a soul: 
To raise himself a church; when that is done, 
The world becomes the kingdom of his Son: 
An Heav'n restoed to the redeem'd, the born 
Of him, who rose on this auspicious morn. 

He that was dead, in order to restore, 
Behold! he is alive for evermore: 
An heavenly Adam, full impovor'd to give 
The life, that men were first design'd to live: 
Fountain of life, come whosoever wilt 
To quench his thirst, and freely take his fill. 

Mankind, in him, are life's predestin'd heirs; 
His rising glories the ficst-fruits of theirs: 
Hearts, that renounce the slavery to,sin, 
Feel of his pow'• the living warmth within: 
Of strength'uing faith, of joyous hope possest, 
And heav'n-producing love, within the breast. 

The breast—the temple of the Holy Ghost, 
When once enliven'd by this• beav'nly host: 
His resurrection, the sure proof of ours, 
Will there exert his death-destroying pow'rs; 
Till all his sons shall meet before his throne 
In glorious bodies, fashiond like his own. 

AN HYMN FOR EASTER DAY. 

NE Lord is risen! He who came 
To suffer death, and conquer too, 

Is risen; let our song proclaim 
The praise to man's Redeemer due: 

l'o hiM whom God, in tender love, 
Always, alike, to bless inelin'd, 

lent to redeem us, from above; 
To save, to sanctify mankind. 

CHORUS. 
' Worthy of all pow'r and praise, 

He who dy'd and rose again; 
lamb of God; and slain to raise 

Man, to life redeem'd—amen." 

That life which Adam ceas'd to live, 
When to this world he turn'd his heart, 

And to his children could not give, 
The second Adam can impart. 

We, on our earthly parent's side, 
Could hu?receive a life of earth; 

The Lord from Heaven, he liv'd, and died, 
And rose to give us heav'nly birth. 

ato. Worthy of all pory'r and praise, &c. 

This mortal life, this living death, 
Shows that in Adam we all die; 

In Christ we have immortal breath, 
And life's unperishinj supply:  

He took our nature, and sustain'd 
The !Merles of its sinful state; 

Sinless himself, for us regain'd 
To Paradise an open gate. 

CHO. Worthy of all pow'r and praise, &c. 

As Adam rais'd a life of sin, 
To Christ, the Serpent-bruising seed; 

By God's appointilent could begin 
The birth, in as, of life indeed: 

He did begin; parental head, 
As Adam fell, so Jesus stood; 

Fulfillki all righteousness, and said 
"'T is finish'd !"—on the sacred wood. 

CHO. Worthy of all pow'r and praise, &l. 

Finish'd his work, to quench the wrath, 
That sin had brought on Adam's race; 

To pave the sole, and certain path 
From nature's life, to that of grace; 

For joy of this, God's only Son 	_ 
Endued the cross, despis'd the shame, 

And gave the victory, so won, 
For imitating love to claim. 

mio. Worthy of all pow'r and praise, Ste. 

To tread the path that Jesus trod, 
Aided by him, be our employ; 

To die to sin, and live to God, 
And yield him the fair purchas'd joy: 

To till the laws that Love has made 
Stedfast, unshaken to attend; 

He died, he rose, himself our aid, 
" Lo! I am with you to the mut,' 

CHORUS. 
Worthy of all pow'r and praise, 

He who died and rose again; 
Lamb of God, and slain to raise 

Man, to life redeem'd-.-Amen. 

ON WHITSUNDAY. 
JESUS, ascended into Heav'n again, 
l3estow'd this wond'rous gift upon good men, 
That various nations, by his spirit led, 
All understood what Galilean said: 
He gave the word, who fouled the list'ning ear, 
And truth became in ev'ry language clear. 

One country's tongue, to his apostles known, 
To ev'ry pious soul became its own: 
The well dispos'd; from all the world around, 
Vgith holy wonder, heard the gospel sound; 
Tileir hearts prepar'd to hear it—God's command 
No obstacle in nature could withstand. 

Nature itself, if ev'ry heart was right, 
All jarring languages would soon unite: 
Her's is but one, intelligible guide; 
But tongues are numberless where hearts 
The Babel projects bring them to their birth, 
And scatter discord o'er the face of Earth. 

The prince of peace now sending, from above, 
His Holy Spirit of uniting love, 
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By its miraculous effusion, show'd 
How great a pow'r he promis'd, and bestow'd; 
Pow'r to reverse confusion, and impart 
One living word to ev'ry honest heart. 

Deaf to its infitteneethe wicked stood, 
And mock'd the just amazement of the good; 
For want of sense, ascribing to new wine 	C 
Their joint acknowledgments of trace divine: 
The world's devout epitome was taught, 
And hid from pride thetmiracle, when wrought. 

Known to the meek, but from thetworldly wise, 
From scoffers hid, the wonderful supplies 
Of God's good spirit, now as near to men, 
Whose hearts are open to the truth, as then: 
Blest, in all climates, all conditions, they 
Who hear this inward teacher, and obey. 

POEMS. 	 t' 

And hence the third distinctly glorious tie 
Of love, which both are animated by: 
All is one God, but he contains divine, 
Living relations, evidently trine. 	• 

So far from hurting unity, that hence - 
The fulness rises of its perfect sense; 
And ev'ry barren, spiritless dispute, . 
Against its truth, is pluck'd up by the root: 
The faith is solid to repose upon, 
Father, Word, Spirit, undivided One; 
By whom mankind, of threefold life possest, 
Can live, and move, and have its being blest. 

Not by three gods; or one supremely great, _ 
With two inferiors; or the wild conceit, 
God, Michael, Gabriel; or aught else, devis'd 
For Christians, in no creature's name baptiz'd; 
But of the whole inseparable Three, 
Whose fertile Oneness causes all to be; 
And makes an Heav'n'thro' Nature's whole abyss, 
By its paternal, filial, spirit bliss. 

ON TRINITY SUNDAY. 
CO-EQUAL Trinity was always taught 
By the divines most fam'd for pious thought: 
The men of learning till'd, indeed, the page 
With dissonant disptites, from age to age; 
But with themselves, sb far as one can read, 

' About their schemes are not at all agreed ;• 
When they oppos'd, by reason, or by wrath, 
This grand foundation of the Christian faith. 

For what more fundamental point, or grand, 
Than our ascending Saviour's own command? 
" Go and baptize all nations in the name"—
Of whom, or what? (For thence the surest aim 
Of Christian doctrine must appear the most) 
--The name of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost—
Our Lord's interpretation here we see, 
Of—" Thou shalt have no other gods but me"— 

For can the phrase, so highly sacred, show 
The name of God to be omitted? No; 
By its essential Trinity exprest, 
It show'd what faith Christ will'd to be profest : 
One God the Jews had own'd; and one Supreme, 
With others Wirer, was the pagan theme; 	. 
How one was trite, and how Supreme prophan'd, 
Our Lord's baptismal ordinance explain'd. 

The one divinity of Father, Son, 
And Spirit, teaches Christian thought to shun 
Both pagan, and rabbinical mistake, 
And understand what holy prophets spake; 
Or in the ancient writings, or the new, 
To which this doctrine is the sacred clue; 
That so conducts us to the saving plan 
Of tru% religion, as no other can. 

For, were the Son's divinity den?d, 
The Father's must, of course, be set aside; 
Or be a dark one.--How can it be bright, 
But by its awn eternal, inborn light? 
The glory of the Father is the Son, 
Of all his powers begotten, or begun, 
From all eternity; take Son away, 
And what the Father can delight in, say. 

The love, paternally divine, implies 
Its proper object, whence it must arise, 
That is, the Son: and so the filial too 
Implies paternal origin: in view; 

ON THE SAME. 
ONE God the Father—certainly this term 
Does not a barren deity affirm; 
Without the Son; without the native light, 
By which its fiery majesty is bright; 
Without the spirit of the fire, and flame 
Of life divine, eternally the same. 

More one—than any thing beside can be, 
Because of its inseparable three; 
Which nothing can diminish, or divide, 
Tho' it should break all unity beside; 
For this, as self-begetting, self-besot, 
And to itself proceeding, it can not. 

This total oneness of its threefold bliss, 
Life, light, and joy of Nature's vast abyss, 
No tongue so well can utter, but the mind, 
That-seeks for somewhat to object, may find; 
No end of questions, if we must contest 
A truth, by saints, of ev'ry age, exprest. 

The church did always, always will, agrhe 
In its one worship of the Holy three; 
As taught, by Christ, that unity divine 
Was full and perfect, that is, unitrine: 
Ig said,—" Baptize all nations, and proclaim 
Of Father, Son; and Holy Ghost, the name." 

The holy! holy! holy! of the host 
Of Heav'n is Father, Son, and Holy Ghost; 
Not holy—holier—and holiest— 
But one, triune, same holiness confest; 
One God, one loving, and beloved, Love; 
On Earth below ador'd, in Heav'n above. 

One liVing fulness of all perfect good; 
Its own essential fountain, stream, and flood: 
And when, according to the Christian creed, 
Men worship God in spirit, word, and deed, 
Faith, hope, and love's triunity of grate, 
Will find, in their true, single heart, a place. 

A CAUTION AGAINST DESPAIR. 
DESPAIR is a cowardly thing, 

And the spirit suggesting it bad; 
In spite of my sins I Will sing, 

That mercy is still to be had. 

   
  



°For he that has shown it so far, 
As to give me a sensible heart, 

How heinous soever they are, 
Delights in the merciful part. 

By affliction, so heavy to bear, 
He searches the wound he would cure; 

'Tis his, to be kindly severe, 
,'T is mine, by his grace to endure. 

A SOLILOQUY.' 	 -262  
Just the reverse of this would Satan say, 

) That men should always faint, and never pray: 
He wants to drive poor sinners to despair; 
Bird Christ to save them by prevailing pray'r. 

The judge, who feared neither God nor man, 
Despis'd the widow when she first began • 
Mr just request; but she, continuing on 
The same petitiol, wearied him anon; 
He could not bear to hear her praying still, 
And did her justice, tho' tigainst his will. 

Can perseverance force a man, unjust, 
To execute, however loth, hiS trust? 
And will not God, whose fatherly delight J 
Is to save souls, so precious in his sight, 
Hear his own offspring's persevering call, 
And give the blessing which he has for all? 

Yes, to be sure, he will; the lying no 
Is a downright temptation of the foe; 	• 
Who first emboldens sinners to presume, 
As if a righteous judgment had no room; 
And, having led them into grievous faults, 
With the despair of mercy, then, assaults. 

0! comfort thyself in his love, 
Poor sinful and sorrowful soul, 

Who came, and still comes, from above, 
To the sick, that would fain be made whole. 

Whcisaid, and continues to say, 
In the deep of a penitent breast, 

" Come sinner, to me come away, 
I'll meet thee, and bring thee to rest." 

A refusal to come is absurd; 
I'll put myself under his care; 

III believe his infallible word, 
And never, no never despair. 

A PENITENTIAL SOLILOQUY. 
WHAT! tho' no objects strike upon the'sightl 
Thy sacred presence is an inward light! 
WhatStho' no sounds shall penetrate the ear! 
To list'ning thought the voice of truth is clean! 
Sincere devotion needs no outward shrine; 
The centre of an humble soul is thine! 

There may I worship ! and there may'st thou place 
Thy seat of mercy, and thy throne of grace ! 
Yea fix, if Christ my advocate appear, 
The dread tribuual of thy justice there: 
Let each vain thought; let each impure desire 

'Meet, in thy wrath, with a consuming fire. 

Whilst the kind rigours of a righteous doom 
All deadly filth of selfish pride consume, 
Thou, Lord! can'st raise,tho' punishing for sin, 
The joys of peaceful penitence within: 
Thy justice and thy mercy both are sweet, 
That make our suff'rings and salvation meet. 

Befall me, then, whatever God shall pleaseI 
His wounds are healing, and his griefs give ease: 
He, like a true physician of the soul, 
Applies the medicine that may make it whole: 
I'll do, I'll suffer whatsoe'er he wills; 
I see his aim thro' all these transient ills. 

'Tis to infuse a salutary grief, 
To fit the mind for absolute relief: 
That purg'd from ev'ry false and finite love, 
bead to the world, alive to things above, 
The soul may rise, as in its first form'd youth, 
And worship God in spirit and in truth. 

tINEATCOURAGEMPNT TO EARNEST ANT) 
IMPORTUNATE PRAYER. 

Luke 18, 1. And he spake a parable unto them, 
to this end, that men ought always to'pray, and 
not to faint. 

A blessed truth for parable to paint, 
That men should always pray, and never faint! 

Dear soul, if thou hast listen'd to the lies 
Which, at the first, the tempter would devise, 
Let him not cheat thee with a second snare, 
And drag thee into darkness, by despair; 
Pray, against all his wiles, for God will hear, 
And will avenge thee of him, never fear. 

He gives the grace to sorrow for thy sin, 
The sign of kindling penitence within; 
Let not the smoke disturb thee, for, no doubt, 
The light and flame will follow, and break out; 
And love arise to overcome restraint, 
That thou may'st always pray, and never faint. 

A SOLILOQUY, 
ON' READING THE 5th AND 8th VERSES OP THE 

31th PsAtar. 	 • 

Leave off from wrath, and let go displeasure: Feet 
not thyself, else shalt thou be moved to do eyil. 
V.8. 

IN Psalm, this evening order'd tp be read, 
" Fret not thyself"—the royal psalmist said. 
His reason why, succeeding words instill; 
Or else, says he, " 't will move thee to do ill." -
Now tho' I know that fretting does no good, 
Its evil movement have I understood? 

Move to do evil! then, dear soul of mime, 
'stir it not up, if that be its design: 
Its being vain is cause enough to shun; 
But if indulg'd, some evil must be done: 
And thou, according to the holy king, 	' 
Must be the doer of this evil thing. 

Men use thee ill—that fault is theirs alone; 
Bat if thou use thyself ill, that's thy...own: 
Meekness and patience is much better treasure.; 
Then leave off wrath, and l'et go all displeasure: 
Tho' thou art ever so ill treated—yet—. 
Remember David, and forbear to fret. 
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Commit thy way Unto theLord, and put thy trust 
• in him, and he Will bring it to pass. V. 3. 

"Commit thy way tuito the Lord".L.Resign 
Thyself entirely to the will divine: 
All real good, all -remedy for ill, 
Lies in conforming to his blessed will: 
By all advice that holy books record, 	c 
Thou must "Commit thy way utto the Lord." 

"And put thy trust in him"--alt other trust, 
Plac'd out of him, is fSolish and Unjust: 
His loving kindness is the only groand,- 
Where solid peace and comfort can be found: 
Whitt other prospects either sink, or swim, 
Do thou stand firm, and "put thy trust in him." 

" And he will bring thy way to pass"—the whole 
Of all that thou canst wish for to thy soul: 
He wills to give it, and thy seeking mind, 
By faith and patience, cannot fail to find: 
To-him, whatever good desire it has, 
Commit and trust, and he will bring to pass. 

A2Si EPISTLE 
most THE AUTHOR TO HIS SISTER, WITH TUE 

FOREGOING SOLILOQUY ENCLOSED. 

DEAR SISTER', 
If soliloquy conduce, 

(Meant, as the name declares, for private use) 
To your contentment—if such kind of fruit 
Pleases your taste, you're very welcome to 't: 
Tho' pluck'd, one day. in April, froM the ground, 
It keeps, in pickle, all the seasons round. 

'T is summer, now, and autumn comes anon; 
Winter succeeds, and spring when that is gone; 
But be it winter, summer, autumn, spring, 
To nurture fretting is a simple thing: 
A weed so useless, to the use of reason, 
Can, absolutely, never be in season. 

Without much nursing, that the weed will grout, 
I wish I had some reason less to know; 
Some less to see, how folly, when it grew 
In my own ground, could cultivate it too: 
Could hedge it round, mid cherish, and suppose 
That, being mine, the thistle was a rose. 

Vat know the saying, of I know not whom, 
" Little misfortunes serve till greater come;" 
And saying, somewhere met with, I recall, 
" That 't is the greatest to hare none at all:" 
Rare case perhaps; they reach, we often see, 
All soris of persons, him, her, you, or me. 

• 
"This being  then," Experience says, "the cite, 

What kind of conductmust a man embrace?" 
My 'pothecary, as you think, replies.—
" Pray take 'ern quietly, if you be wise; 
Bitter they are, 'tis true, to flesh and blood; 
But if they were,not—they would do no good." 

-• One time, when.'pothecary Patience found 
That his persuasion got but little ground, 
He call'd in doctor Cratitude, to try 
If his advice could make Me to comply; 
" I recommended patience, sir," said he, 
" Pray will you speak, for he regards not me."  

"Patience! aemstard lid"..;,said Dr. Graf. 
4)" His case wants, plainly, something mom than 
'T is a good recipe—but cure is longer 	' (that; 
Than it shoUld be; we must have something 

stronger: 	' 
A creeping pulselahare patience will not do— 
To get him strength, he must be thankful too. 

" He must consider"..—and so on he went, 
To show thanksgiving's marvellous extent; . 
And what a true catholicon it was; 
And what great cures it had,  but brought to pass; 
And how best fortunes, wanting it, were curst; 
And how it turn'd to good the very worst. 

0 what a deal he said !—and in the light, 
Wherein be plac'd it, ail was really right: 
But like good doctrine, of some good divine, 
Which, while kis preach'd, is admirably fine, 
When doctor Gratitude had left the spot, 
All that he said was charming—and forgot. 

Your doctor's Potion, patience, and the.  bark, 
May hit botitmental, and material mark; 
One serves to keep the ague from the mind, 
As t'otlier does, from its corporeal rind: 
There is, methinks, in their respective growth, 
A fair analogy betwixt 'em both. 

For what the hark is to the growing tree,' 
To human mind, that, patience seems to be; 
They bold the principles of growth together, 
And blunt the force of accident, and weather: 
Bar'd of its bark, a tree, we may compute, 
Will not remain much longer on its root. 

• 
And mind in mortals, that are wisely will1/41, 

Will hardly bear to have its patience.peeN 
Nothing, in fine, contributes more to living, t, 
Physic, or food, than patience and thanksgivingg 
Patience defends us from all outward hap; 
Of inwatd life thanksgiving,  is the sap. 

VERSES, 
WRITTEN UNDER A PRINT, REPRESENTING THE 

SALUTATION OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN. 

SEE represented here, in light mist shade, 
The angel's visit to the blessed maid; 
To Mary, dcstin'd, when the time should come, 
To bear the Saviour in her virgin womb; 
Explaining to her the mysterious plan 
Of man's redemption.,—his becoming man. 

When ev!ry previous wonder had been done; 
The Virgin then was to conceive a Son; 
And, to prepare her for the grand event, 
From God his Father Gabriel was sent, 
To hail the chosen organ of his birth, 
Of God with us,—,of Jesus upon Earth. 

Unable to express celestial things 
Imagination adds expanded wings 

human form exact, and beauteous face; 
Which angels have, but with angelic graCe, 
Free from all' grossness and defect; nor seen 
But with a pore chaste eye, divinely. keen. 

Such Mary's was, whose posture here design'd 
The most profound humility of mind; 
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:Modestly asking how the thing could be; 
And saying, when inform'd of God's decree, 
" Behold tne handmaid of the Lord! his will 
Let him, according to thy word, fulfill." 

What fair instruction may the scene impart 
To them, who look 'beyond the painter's art! 
Who, in th' angelic message from above, 
See the revealing of God's gracious love 
To ev'ry soul, that yields itself to all 
That pleases him, whatever may befall! 

Whatever circumstance of heav'n!y grace 
Might be peculiar to the Virgin's case, 
That holy thing, that saves a soul from sin, 
Of God's good spirit must be born within: 
For all salvation is, upon the whole, 
The birth of Jesus in the human soul. 

VERSES, 
WRITTEN UNDER A PRINT, REPRESENTING CHRIST 

IN THE MIDST OF THE DOFTORS. 
ENGAG'D, amidst the doctors here, behold, 
In deep discourse, a child of twelve years old; 
Who show'd, whatever question they preferr'd, 
A wisdom that astonish'd all who heard, 
And found, in asking, or in answ'ring youth, 
Of age so tender, such a force of truth. 

Observe his mild, but penetrating look; 
Those bearded sages poring o'er their book: 
That meek old priest, with placid face of joy; 
That pharisaic frowner at the boy: 
That pensive rabbi, seeming at a stand; 
That serious matron, lifting up her hand. 

/'group of heads, as painting Fancy taught, 
Hints at the various attitude of thought • diff' rent hearers, dill intent upon 
The wondrous graces that in Jesus shon: 
Each aspect witnessing the same surprise, 
From whence his understanding should arise. 

We know, at present, what the learned Jew, 
Disputing,  in the temple, little knew; 
That, thro' this child, in every answer made, 
God's own eternal wisdom was display'd; 
That their Messiah, then, the truths instill') 
Which, grown to man, be perfectly fulfill'd. 

We know that his corporeal 'presence then 
On Barth, as man, was requisite for men; 
That, by his spirit, he is present still, 
And always was, to men of upright will: 
To saving truth, whatever doctors say, 
His inward guidance must assure the way: 

Whether his actions therefore be pourtray'd 
In printed letter, or in figued shade, 
The books, the pictures, that we read or see, 
Should vise reflection, in some due degree; 
And serve as memorandums, to recall 
The teacher Jesus, in the midst of all. 

PASCAL'S CHARACTER OF HIMSELF. 
I LOVE and honour a poor humble state, 

Because my Saviour Jesus Christ was poor;.  
And riches too, that help us to abate 

The miseries, which Other men endure. 

I render back no injuries again; 
Because I wish the doer's case like mine; 

In which, nor good, nor evil, as from men 
.) is minded much, but from an hand,  divine, 

I aim, sincerely, to be just and true; 
' For my good will to all mankind extends: 
f.) tenderness of heart, I think, is due, 

Where stricte' ties unite me to my friends. 

Whether in conversation, or alone, 
Still to my mind God'sJpresence I recall,: 

My actions ';fait the judgment of his throne, 
And 'tis to him I consecrate them all. 

These are my thoughts, and briefly thus display'd; 
I thank my Saviour for them Wry day; 

Who, of a poor„ weak, sinful man, has made 
A man exempt from vice's evil sway. 

Such is the force of his inspiring grace ! 
For all my good to that alone I owe; 

Since, if my own corrupted self I trace, 
nothing else but misery and woe. 

ARMELLE NICHOLAS'S ACCOUNT OF HER- 
SELF. 

FROM THE FRENCH. 

" To the God of my love, in the morning," said 
she, 

" Like a child to its parent, when waking I flee; 
With a longing to serve him, and please him, I 

rise, 
And before him kneel down, as if seen by these
I resign up myself to his absolute will, 
Which I beg that in me he would always fulfil ; 
That the pray'rs of the day, by whomever pre-

feir'd, 
For the good of each soul, may be also thus heard. 

" If, oblig'd to attend on some household affair, 
I have scarce so much time as to say the Lord's 

pray'r,  
This gives me no trouble: my dutiful lied 
Is obedience to him, whom l'have at my heart, 
As well at my work, as retiring to pray, 
And his love does not suffer in mine a decay; 
He has taught me himself, that a work, which I 
For his sake, is a,pray'r very real and true. [do 

" I diess in his presence, and learn to confess 
That his provident kindness supplies me with 

dress: 
In the midst of all outward employment I find ' 
A conversing with him of an intimate kisnd : 
Ho* sweet is the labour! his loving regard [hard; 
So supporting one's mind, that it thinks nothing 
While the limbs are at work, in the seeking to 
' 	please 
So belov'd a companion, the mind is at ease. 

" In his presence I eat and 1 drink; and reflect 
How food, of his gift, is the growing effect; 
How his love to my soul is so great, and so good, 
Just as if it were fed with,his own flesh and blood: 
What a virtue this feeder, his meat, and hie drink 
Has to kindle one's heart, 1 Must leave you to 

think; 

   
  



6 REFLECTIONS 
ON THE FOREGOING ACCOUNT. 

HOW full of proof of Heav'n's all-present aid 
Was good Armelle, a simple servant maid! 
A poor French girl, by parentage and birth 
Of low, and mean condition upon Earth, 
By education ignorant indeed, 
She, all her life, could neither write nor read. 

But she had that which all the force of art 
Could neither give, nor take away—an heart; 
An honest, humble, well disposed will, 
The true capacity for higher skill 
Than what the world, with all its Mussed din,  
Could teach—she learn'd her lesson from within: 
Plain, single lesson of essential kind, 
The love of God's pure presence in her mind. 
Her artless, innocent, attentive thought 

.Was at the source of all true knowledge taught: 
There she could read the characters imprest 
Upon the mind of ev'ry human breast; 
The native laws prescrib'd to ev'ry soul; 
And love, the one fulfiller of the whole. 

This holy love to lu.ow, and practise well, 
Became the sole endeavour of Annelle: 
Of outward things, the management and rule, 
She wisely took from this internal school: 
In ev'ry work welt done by such a hand, 
The work was servile, but the thing was grand. 
There was a dignity in all she did, 
Tho' from the world by meaner labours hid; 
If mean below, not so esteened above, 
Where alt the grand of labour is the love: 
In vain to boast magnificence of scene; 
It is all meanness, if the love be mean. 
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He &lone can exprets it, no language of mine, 
Were my life spent in speaking, could ever define. 

".When perhaps 'by hard usage, or wearineis 
I myself am too apt to he fretful at bett, [prest, 
Love shows me, forthwith, how I ought to take 

- heed 
Not to nurse the least anger, by word or by decill; 
And he sets such a watch at theeloor of my lips, 
That of hasty cross words there is nothing that 

slips; 
Such irregular passions, as seek to surprise, 
Are crush'd, and are conquer'd, as*  soon as they 

rise. 

" Or, if e'er I give place to an humour so bad, 
My mind has no rest till forgiveness be had; 
I confess all my faults, as if he had not known, 
And my peace is reneWd, by a goodness his own; 
In a manner so free, as if, after my sin, 
More strongly confirm'd than before it had been: 
By a mercy so tender my heart is reclaim'd, 
And the more to love him by its failing infiam'd: 

" Sometimes I perceive that he hideth his face, 
And I seem tike a person. depriv'd of all grace; 
Then I say—"Tis no matter, altho' thou conceal 
Thyself as thou pleasest, I'll keep to my zeal; _ 
I'll love thee, and serve thee, however this rod 
May be sent to chastise, for 1 know thou art God;'  
And with more circumspection 1 stand upon 

guard, 
Till of such a great blessing no longer debarr'd. 

"But a suff'ring, so deep, having taught me, to 
What I am in my selfhood, I learn to rely [try 
More firmly on him, who was pleas'd to endure 
The severest extremes, to make wayfor ohr cure: 
To conform to. his pattern, as love shall see, fit, 
My faith in the Saviour resolves to submit; • 
For no more than myself (if the word may go free) 
Can I live without him, can,  he help loving me. 

" Well assur'd of his goodness, I pass the whole 
day, 

And my work, hard or easy, is felt as a play; 
I am thankful in feelings, but, pleasure or smart, 
It is rather himself that I love in my heart. 
When they urge me to mirth, I think, 01 were it 

known 
How I meet the best company when I'm alone! 
To rn y dear fellow-creatures what ties me each hour, 
Is the Rive of my God, to the best of my pow'r. 

" At the hour of the night, when I go to my rest, 
I repose on his love, like a child at the breast; 
.And a sweet, peaceful silence invites me to keep 
Contemplating him, to my dropping asleep: 
Many titles a good thought, by its gentle delight, 
Has with-held me from sleep, a good part of the 
In adoring his love, that continues to share [night,' 
To a poor, wretched creature, so special a care. 

" This—after my heart was converted at last, 
Is the life I have led for these twenty years past: 
My love has not chang'd, and my innermost 

peace, 
Tho' it ever seem'd full, has gone on to increase: 
'Tis an infinite love that has fill'd me, and fed 
My still rising hunger to eat of its bread; 

satisfy'd stiU, as-ifsuch an excess [possess." 
Could have nothing more added, than what I 

• 
ST. CECILIA'S HYMN. 

0! BORN of a Virgin, most lowly and meek, 
Thou sent of thy Father lost creatures to seek, 
Vouchsafe, in the manner that pleaseth thee best, 
To kindle thy love in my virginal breast; 
Let the words` of my mouth, and the thoughts of 

my heart, 
Obey the sweet force,_which thy grace shall im-

part; 
Whilst angels assist me to offer my vows 
To the,God of my life; my redeemer and spouse.. 

My life I esteem, 0 Creator divine, 
As a lovingimpression out flowing from thine; 
As an act of thy bounty, that gives us a part 
Oldie light, love and glory, which thou thyself art: 
May ,I always as little thy pleasure oppose, 
As the pure simple nature from whence I arose; 
And by, thee, and for thee, created, fulfill 
In thought, word, and deed, thy adorable will. 

By this blessed will, howsoever made known, 
With a dutiful joy will I govern my own; 
And, deaf to all tempting enchantments of sin 
I will hearken to thee, my Redeemer within; • 
Thy words will I ponder by night, and by day, 
And the light of thy gospel shall mark out ml 

way: 
Till at length I arrive at the honour I claim, 
To live like a virgin, baptied in thy name. 

   
  



A LETTER 

A LETTER To A LADY, 
OCCASIONED BY HER DESIRING 'THE AUTHOR TO 

REVISE AND POLISH THE POEMS OF BISHOP 
KEN. 

YOUR book again with thanks--of worthy men 
One of the worthiest was bishop Ken. 
Without offence to authors, far above 

n men of learning-is one man of love: 
How many bishops, and divines renown'd, 
Time after time, the catechism expound! 
And which, of all, so help it to impart 
Th' essential doctrine, purity of heart? 

His choice of poetry, when civil rage 
.0'erturn'd a throne, the last revolving age; 
When churches felt, as well as states, the shock 
That drove the pious pastor from his flock; 
His choice of subjects, not of party kind, 
But simply fit fur ev'ry Christian mind, 
Are proofs of gen'rons virtue, and sublime, 
And high encomiums on the force of rhyme. 

His rhymes, if those of Dryden, or of Pope, 
Excel on subjects of a diff'rent scope, 
It is because they only chose the mould 
Where ore shone brightest, whether lead, or gold: 
He, less concern'd for superficial glare, 
4ade weight, and worth, his more especial care, ' 
They took the tinsel of the fabl'd Nine, 
He the substantial metal from the mine. 

His phrase (sometimes- same sentence may be 
past 

On theirs) might have-more artificial cast; 
Bet, in the main, his pieces, as they stand, 
Could scarce be alter'd by a second hand: 
Patchwork improvements, in the modern style, 
Bestow'd upon some venerable pile, 
Do but deface it—Poems to revise 
That Ken has writ—another Ken must rise; 

The dedication, where the case is shown 
Of a Greek saint, of onl, so like his own; 
The preface, introduction, and the view 
To Jesus—point which all his works pursue— 
Arise to mind, and tempt to try the case 
Of representing the imperfect trace; 	'4 
To make, as memory can best recall 
Its leading thoughts, one preface out of all. 

Imagine then the good old man reclin'd 
On couch, or chair, and musing in his mind, 
How to adjust the prefatory hint, 
To all the lines that he gave leave to print; 
Thinking on Gregory, whose former fate 
Bore such resemblance to his own of late; 
Thinking on Jesus, and oppress'd withyain, 
hulking thus th' apologizing swain. 

" In all my pains I court the sacred Muse, 
Verse is tfie only laudanum I use; 
Verse, and the name of Jesps, in the line, 
The Christian's universal anodyne; 
To hymn his saving love to all mankind 
Softens my grief, and recreates my mind; 
Thy glory;  Jesu, while my'  ongs intend; 
May thy good spirit bless them to that end! 

4  Like destin'd Jonah cast into the deep, 
To save the vessel from the stormy sweep, 
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And, wafted providentially to shore, 
I risk the boist'rous element no more; 
But whilst alone I tread the distant strand, 
Safe o'er the waves that all may come to land, 
Whom once I call'd companions on the sea, 
T pray to Jesus, whom the winds obey. 

-3" Thus Nazianzen Gregory, of old, 
Whom faction (Wye from his bebwed fold, 
Could will a Jonah's lot, to be cast o'er, 
If his dismission might the calm restore. 
However short of this 'Hilarious saint, 
Yet I can lima, from virtues that I want, 
A cause to pray that reigning feuds may cease,' 
To hope in Jesus for a calming peace. 

" The saint, expell'd by a tumultuous rage, 
Cheer'd with diviner songs his drooping age; 
With will resign'd, in his retir'd abode, 
On Christian themes compos'd the various ode: 
Thus, to my closet prompted to retire, 
Nothing on this side Heav'n do I require; 
Employ'd in hymns, tho' with unequal.  skill, 
To consecrate to Jesits all my will. 

" With pain and sickness, when the saint was 
griev'd, 

His ,anxious mind a sacred song reliev'd; 
Oft, when oppress'd, the subject which he sang, 
Mix'd with devotion, sweeten'd every pang; 
So, being hanislect by unruly heat, 
With hymns I seek to solace my retreat; 
Be my confinement ever so extreme, 
The love of Jesus is a special theme. 

" When the apostate Julian decreed 
That pagan poets Christians should not read, 
The saint, who knew the subtle edict's cause, 
Made verse to triumph o'er the tyrant's laws; 
May I, while poetry is unrestrain'd, 
Tho' more in these," than pagan times, pro- 

phan'd, 
Show, that what real charms it has belong 
To Jesus, founder of the Christian song. 

" When Gregory was fore'd to leave his flock, 
He chose in verse the gospel to unlock; 
That flowing numbers might th' attention gain; 
So long forbidden to his preaching strain: 
My care for them, whom I was ferc'd to leave, 
Taught, and untaught, what doctrine to receive, 
Would hint in rhymes, to all whom they shall 

reach, 
What Jesus only, in themselves, can teach. 

" For sake of peace did Gregory withdraw, 
And wish'd more leaders to observe that law; 
By which resigners of dominion, here, 
Purchase much greater in the heav'nly sphere: 
In hopes of peace, more joyfully I shook" 
'Preferment off, than e'er I "undertook; 
For all the flock, and banish'd head beside, 
My comfort is that Jesus can provide. 

" When worldly politics, and lust of ruie, 
Prevail'd against him in a Christian school, 
The saint retied, and labour'd to disperse 
Ungrateful discord by harmonious verse: 
Sharing his fate, I share in,,his desire 
Of discord drown'd, and of an hymning-lyre 
To tune the hopes of peace; and in the name 
Of Jesus, rightly hop'd for, to proclaim. 
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" This prince of peace, this origine divine, 

Vouchsafe to aid the well intended line, 
To teach the reader's heart, and, by his grace, 
Make these poor labours useful inAlbeir place. 
0 might they raise, in any single soul, 
One spark of love, one glimpse of the great whole, 
That will possess it, when by thee -possess'd, 
Jesus ! th', eternal song of all the blessed." 

e  

A HINT TO CHRISTIAN .POETS. 
WHERE now the Jove, the PhcebusAnd the Nine, 
Invok'd in aid of Greek, and Roman line; 
The kerseAnspiring oracle, and stream, 
Delphos, and Helicon, and 'every theme 
Of charming fictions„which the poets sung, 
To show the beauties of a reigning tongue ? 

The wars of rods, and goddesses,. and men, 
-Employ'd an Ifomer'S; and a Virgil's pen: 
An Epicurus taught, that, with this bail, 
The gods, at ease, had no concern at all: • 
And a Lucretius follow'd, to rehearse 
Ills Greek impieties, in Latin verse. 

Such were the bibles of the Pagan age, 
Sung at the feast, and acted on the stage; 
Transforw'd to pompous, or to luscious ode, 

,As Bacchus, Mars, or Venus was the mode: 
Dumb deities, at wit's profuse expense, 
'Worshipp'd with sounds that echoed to no sense. 

The Christian bard has, from a real spring 
Of inspiration, tattier, themes to sing; 
No vain philosophy, no fabled rhyme, 
But sacred story, simple and sublime, 
By holy prophets told; to whom belong 
The subjects worthy of the pow'rs of song. 

Shun then, ye born with talents that may grace 
The Most important truths, their hapless case; 
From ranting, high, theatrical bombast, 
To low sing-song of meretricious cast: 
Shun ev'ry step, by which a Pagan Muse 
Could lead her clients to the stage, or stews. 

Let no examples tempt you to profane 
The gift—abhorrent of all hurtful strain: 
Contemn the vicious, tho' prevailing fame, 
That gains, by prostituting verse, a name: 
Take the forbearing hint; and all the rest 
Will rise spontaneous in your purer breast. 

ON TIM DISPOSITION OF MIND, 
'REQUISITE FOR THE RIGHT USE AND UNDER-

SltANDING OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.. 

To hear the words of scripture, or to read, 
With good effect, requires a threefold heed; . 
If incomplete, it only can produce 
Hearing*, and readings, of no sort of use. 

_ The first, intention; or a fix'd design 
To learn the truth concerning things divine; 
If previous disposition be not good, • 
How shall a serious point be understood? 

The next, attention; not the outward part, 
Slut the fair listening of an honest heart:  

Sound may, and figure, strike the ear and eye)  
But sense and meaning to the mind apply. 

The last, retention; or the keeping pure, 
From hurtful mixtures, what is clear and sure: 
In vain the purpose, and the pains Mille been 
To gain a good, if not secur'd within. 

Without intention truth no more can stay, 
Than seed can grow upon a public way; 
The more it is affecting, plain, and grand, 
The less will heedless persons understand. 

Without attention 't will have no more fruit, 
Than seed on stony ground, for want of root; 
That makes a show with hasty shoots awhile, 
And then betrays the barrenness of soil. 

Without 'retention all is lost at last, 
Likeseed among the thorns and briars cast: 
So worldly cares, and worldly riches both, 
May mix with truth, and choke it in its growth. 

As ground produces goodly crops of corn, 
If good, and fthe from footstep, stone, or thorn; 
That of good hearts has properties as 
To seek the truth, -receive it, and retain. 

ON THE SAME SUBJECT, IN A LETTER TO MR. 
PONTHIEU. 

WE ought to read, my worthy friend l'onthieu,• 
All holy scriptures, with a scripture view: 	• 
Writ for our learning, as their aim and scope 
Is patience, comfort, and the blessed hope 
Of everlasting life, a reader's aim, 
To understand them tight, should be the same. 

The prosecution of this hpapier quest 
If doubts and difficulties shall molest; 
And huge debates, on passages obscure, 
Be suffer'd to eclipse the plain and sure; 
The more he reads, the more this rambling art 
Will All his head, but never touch his heart; 
With controversial circumstances fin, 
On which the learned have employ'd their skill,. 
With such success, that scarce the plainest text 
Can be produc'd, but what they have perplext 
In such a manner, that, while all assign 
Tocseripture page authority. divine, 
The compliment is rather paid, for sake 
Of such constructions as they please to make. 

Down from the pope to the obscurest sect, 
Too many proofs are seen of this effect; 
Of making one same scripture a retreat 
For ev'ry party's opposite conceit: 
Profaner wits, observing this, mistook, 
And laid the fault upon the Bible book;'  
Taking the same variety of ways, 
By fancied meanings for its ancient phrase, 

uTo cry it down, aa.seets were wont to use 
To cry it up, for their peculiar views. 

As this excess, from age to age, hagrovni,  
To such a monstrous height within our own, 
What a sincere, impartial, honest mind 
In search of truth, does it require, to find! 
What calm attention, what unfeign'd desire 
To hear its voice does truth itself require! 
In scripture phrase, what all unceasing pray's 
Should for its sacred influence prepare! 
Because, whatever comments we recall, 
The dispositimi of the, mind is all. 
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''t)  IT is in this•point (undoubtedly the main) 
That sacred books do differ from prophane: 	) 
They do not ask, so much, for letter'd skill 
To understand them, as for simple will : 
For as a single, or clear-sighted eye 
Admits the light, like an unclouded sky, 
So is the truth, by scripture phrase design'd, 
Reeeiv'd into a well disposed mind;, 
By the same spirit, ready to admit 
The written word, as they possess'd who writ; 
'Who writ, if Christians do not 'Vainly boast, 
By inspiration of the Holy Ghost. 

In books so writ this great advantage lies, 
That the first author of them never dies; 
But is still present to instruct, and show, 
To them who seek him, what they need to know; 
Still, by his chosen servants, to unfold, 
As he sees fit, the mysteries of old; 
To re-confirm what any sacred pen 
Has writ, by proof within the hearts of men. 

This is the true and solid reason, why 
No difficulties, now objected, lie 
Against the volumes writ so long Ago, 
And in a language that few people know; 
Subject, as books, to errours and mistakes, 
Which oft transcribing, or translating makes; 
While manners, customs, usages of phrase 
Well known of old, but not so in our days, 
For many obvious reasons, must elude • 
'the utmost force of criticising feud : 
Still, all editions verbally contain 
The simple, necessary truths and plain, 
Of gospel doctrine; and the spirit's aid, 
Which is the chief, is not at all decay'd. 

Nor can it hurt a reader to suspend 
His judgment, where he does not comprehend 
A darker text; however it appear, 
He knows it cannot contradict a clear: 
So that with all the helps, of ev'ry kind, 
The shortest, and the surest, is to mind 
When read, or heard, and inwardly digest 
The plainest texts, as rules to all the rest; 
To pray for that good spirit, which alone ' 
Can make its former inspirations known; 
The promis'd comforter, th,  unerring guide, 
Who, by Christ's word, was always to abide 
Within his church, not only in the past, 
But in all ages, while the world should last; ) 
A church distinguish'd, in the sacred code, 
By his perpetual guidance and abode. 

Such is the teacher whom our Saviour chose, 
And writ no books, as human learning knows; 
Loth as it is, of later years, to preach, 
That by this teacher he will always teach; 
Bless all the means of learning, or the want, 
To them who after his instructions pant: 
Of reading helps, what holy men express'd, 
When mov'd to write, are certainly the best; 
But for the real, understanding part, 
The book of books is ev'ry man's own heart. 

A STRICTURE 
ON TirR BISHOP OF GLOCESTER'S DOCTRINE OF 

GRACE. 

WRITING, or scripture, sacred or profane, 
Can only render hi tory more plain 
Of what was done, or said, by God or man, 
Since the Creation of the world began :  

Tho' ev'ry word in sacred page be true, • 
To give account, is all that it can do. 

, Now an account of thing's, as done; or said, 
Is not g living letter, but a dead; 
A picture only, which may represent, 
But cannot give us what is really meant : 
.tale that has got a map into his hvd 
May use the nelne, but knows it is not lane. 

So in the Bible whenv6e come to look, 
(That is, by way of eminence, The Book) 
We must n4t fancy that it can bestow 
The things themselves, which we desire to lines% 
It can but yield, however true and plain, '4  
Verbal directions how we may obtain. 

Tho' a prescription be directly sure, 
Upon the patient's taking it, to cure, 
No one imagines that the worded bill 
Becomes, itself, the remedy for ill; 
The ined'cines taken, as the bill directs, 
Procure the salutiferous effects. 

Who then can place in any written code 
The Holy Ghost's, the Comforter's abode? 
" Constant abode—supreme illumination,—I 
What copy can be this, or what translation ? • 
The Spirit's dwelling, by tie attesting pen 
Of all th' inspied, is iu the hearts of men. 

Were books his constant residence indeed, 
What must the millions do who Cannot read? 
When they, who can, so vary in their sense, 
What must distinguish true from false pretencel 
If they must follow where the learned guide, 
What diff'rent spirits in one book abide'? 

Genius for paradox, however bright, 
Can not well justify this oversight: 
Better to own the truth, for the truth's sake, 
Than to persist in such a gross mistake: 
Books are but books; th' illuminating part 
Depends on God's good spirit, in the heart, 

" The comforter," Christ said, will come unto, 
Abide with, dwell in," (not your books, but) " you." 
Just as absurd au ink and paper throne 
For God's abode, as one of wood or stone: 
If to adore an image be idolatry, 
To deify a book is bibliolatry. 

ON THE CONVERSION OF ST. PAUL 
IN Paul's conversion we discern-the case 
Of human talents, wanting heavenly grace: 
What persecutions, 'tilt he saw the light, 
Against the Christian church did he excite ! 
By his own reason led into mistake, 
Amongst the flock what havoc did he make! 
Within himself when, verily, he thought, 
That, all the while, he did but what he ought. 

'" For though, according to the promise, his or• 
dinary ipfluence occasionally assists the faithful 
of all ages; yet his constant abode, and supreme 
illumination, is in the sacred scriptures of the 
New Testament."--P, S9. The Doctrine of Grace, 
&c. by the bishop of Glocester. 

°I)  
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His use of reason cannot be deuy'd, 

Nor legal zeal, nor moral life beside.; 
Blameless, as any Jew, or Greek could claim, 
Who show'd aversion to the Christian name;' • c 
His fund of learning some are pleas'd to Add; • 
And yet,' with at th' endowments which lie had, 
From place to place, with eager.stepi, he trod,(  
Topersecute thejeal china of rod. 	• 

When to Damascus, for the like intent, 
• 'With the high.priest'S withority he went; 

Staid; to the ground, by a diviner ray, 
• The reas'ning, legal, morhl zealot lifY; 

TO the plain question put by Jesus—ws." why 
Persatite me?" had only to reply, 
'4 What shall 1 de?"..-,,s--his reason, and his wrath 
Were both convinc'd, and be erribrac'd the faith. 

His outward lost, his inward sight renety'd, 
Truth in its native evidence he view'd; 
With three days fast he nourish'd his concern, 
And, a new conduct well prepar'd to learn, 

. Good Ananias, whom he came to bind;  ' 
Was sent to cure, and tobaptisethe blind: 
A destin'd martyr, to his Jewish zeal; 
Of Christian faith cunfers the sacred seal. 

- Of nobler use his reason, while it stood 
Without a conference with flesh and blood, 
Still, and submissive; when, within, begun 
The Father's revelation. of the son • 
Whom, 'till the Holy Spirit rise to show, 
No pow's.,  of thought can ever come to know; . 
The saving mystery, obscur'd by sin, 
Itself must manifest itself, within. 

• 
Thus, taught taught of God, Paul saw the truth appear 

To his enlighten'd understanding clear: 
The pow'r of Christ himself, and nothing less, 
Could move its persecutor to profess: 
He learn'd, and told it from the real wound, 
And prov'd, to all the Christian world around, 
That true religion had its true foundation, 
Not in Man's reason, but God's revelation. 

A CONTRAST 
BETWEEN HUMAN REASON AND DIVINE 'ELIMI- 

NATION, EXEMPLIFIED IN THREE DIFFERENT • CHARACTERS. 

AN humble Christian, to whose inward sight 
Jed shows the truth, and-then inspires to write; 
Because of deeper certainties declar'd, 
Than what the mind perceives, when unprepited, 
From them, who measure all on-which be treats, 
By the kn'd standard of their own conceits, 
Meets with contempt; and very few will own 
The real truths, which he has really shown. 

A sharp philosopher, who thinks to find 
By his own. reason, his own strength of mind, 
Sublimer things, that lie so far beyond 
The scenes to which suck forces correspond; 
From them, who love to speculate like him, , 
And think all light, but that of reason, dim, 
Meets with admirers; tho' he reasons wrong, 
And draws the dupes, if plausible, along.' 

Now, tho' a searcher should no more despise 
The use of reason; than be should of eyes; 

POEMS. 
Yet, if there be a still superior light,' 
Than faculty of reason has, or sight; 
Which all -religion seems to pre-suppose, 
That God on such, as rightly seek, bhtowsk 
In higher matters how should he decide, 
Who takes his reason, only, for his guide? 

'Such worts as nature, reason, common sense, 
Furnish-all writers with one same pretenet ; 
Altho', in many an acknowledg'd ease, 
They must fall short, without superior grace: 
So that, in things of snore momentous kind, 
Nature itself directs us -not to mind, 
If sacred truth be heartily desir'd, 
The greatest rcas'ners, but the most inspir'd. 

Whence coiner the value for the scripturerge, 
So justly due, so paid Giro' ev'ry age? 
Not writ by men et learning, and of parts, 
But limiest, humble, and enlighten'd hearts: 
Who; when they reason'd, reason'd very well; 
And how enabl'd,, let their writings left: 
Not one of all, but who ascribes the force 
Of truth discohed to an higher source. 

Take these three men, so difPrent in their way, 
For instance, Behmen, Bolingbroke, and gay': 
They all philosophize on sacred themes. 
And build on reason, the two last, their schemes: 
The first affirms, that his principle flow- 
From what God's spirit gave him pow'r to know; 
As much a promis'd, as a certain guide, 
With Christ's disciples e'er to abide. 

If Bolingbrokian reason must prevail, 
All' inspiration is an Wae tale: 
Writers by that, from Moses'down to. Paul,' 
I spare to mention how he treats theni all: 
Now if he err'd, whence did that errour spring?, 
His reason told him there was no such thing; 
Foundress

' 
 in her philosophizing east, 

Of all his first philosophy, and last. 

Hay, better taught, and more ingenuous spark, 
Gropes with his reason betwixt light and dark; 
New, gentle glimmerings of truth displays; 	• Now, lost in fancy's intrieater maze, 
A motley mixture of such things has got, 
As casein could discover, ainicould not: 
Which al/ the builders on its boasted-plan 
Prove to be just as manifold as mait:' 

This Behmen knew; and, in his bumble way, 
Became eulighten'd-by a steadier ray; 
First taught himself, by what he heard and saw, 
Of grace and nature he explained the law; 
Thai, sacred Spirit, front which both arose, 
Taught him, of both, the secrets to disclose 
To them, who, using eyes, and reason too, 
Were We fit for truth in a diviner view. 

He does not write from reason; nor acpeals, 
Of -coarse, to what that faeulty reveals;'  
Yet, if the common privilege be mine, 
.Reason may see, that something more divine 

' Religio Philosophi, er the Principles of Mo. 
rainy and Christianity, illustrated from a View•Of 
the Universe and of Man's Situation in it, by 
William Hay, Rsq, a volume published in VISE, 
and not unjustly characterised ItY.our poet. C. 

   
  



Ides hid, in what the books of Behmen teach, 
Tho' it surpass its apprehensive reach; 
May see, from what it really apprehends, 
That all mete reas'ners Behmen far transcends. 

Pond of his reason as a man may be, 
He should confess its limited degree; 
And, by its fair direction, seek to find 
A surer guide to things of deeper kind: 
The most sharp-sighted seek for other men, 
Who may have seen what lies beyond their ken; 
And, in religious matters, most appeals 
Are made by men to that, which God reveals. 

How is it possible to judge, aright, 
Of heav'nly things, but by an heav'nly light? 
Contemn'd by Bolingbroke, by Hay confess'd, 
By Belimen, possibly at least, possess'd t 
Truly inspir'd, as pious minds have thought, 
Jacob was known to live as he had taught; 
And at his hit departing moment, cry'd, 
sow" I go hence to Paradise"—and dy'd. 

SOCRATES'S REPLY, 
CONCERNING RERACLITUS'S WRITINGS. 

WHEN Socrates had mad, as authors note, 
A certain book that Heraclitus wrote; 
Deep in its matter, and obscure. beside; 
Ask'd his opinion of it, he reply'd, 
" All that I understand is good and true, 
And what I don't is, I believe, so too." 

Thus.answeed Socrates, whom Greece contest 
The wisest of her sages, and the best; 
By justice mov'd, and candour, of a piece 
With that philosopher's repute in Greece: 
Worthy of imitation, to be sure, 
When a good writer is sometimes obscure. 

All the haranguing, therefore, on the theme 
Of deep obscurity, in Jacob Behme, 
Is but itself obscure; for he might see 
Farther,.'tis possible, than you, or me: 
Meanwhile, the goodness of his plainer page ) 
Demands the answer of the Grecian sage. 

The stuff and nonsense, labyrinth and maze, 
Madness, enthusiain, and such like phrase, 
Its quick bestowers are oblig'd to own, 
Ought not to move us, by its eager tone, 	' 
More than they ought, in reason, to be mov'd, 
Should we so paint a work which they approv'd.. 

He, whom the fair Socraticat remark 
Describes, was called <7140110,n, or the dart; 
Yet his wise reader, from the good in view, 
ThOught great his darker passages were true : 
He would not judge of what, as yet, lay bid, 
By what he did not see, but what he did. 	^ 

The books of Behme, as none are tied to read, 
To blame unread they have as little need: 
As they who read them most, the most commend, 
Others, at least, may venture to suspend; 
Or think, with rePrence to such hooks as these, 
Of lieraelitus, • and of Socrates. 

ON FAITH, REASON, AND SIGHT. 	 269 
• 

THOUGHTS UPON HUMAN REASON, • 

OCCASIONED BY READING SOME EXTRAVAGANT 
.3 	DECLAMATIONS IN ITS. FAVOUR. 
YES, I have read themes—hut Icannot find. 
Much depth of sense in writers of this kind: 
Tiley all retail, as they proceed Iftng, 
Or superficial sMitiments, or wrong: 
Of reason!' reason! they repeat the cries, 
And reason's use—which nobody denies. 

All sharerPin it.folloiv, I suppose, 
Each one his reason, as he does his note; 
When he intends to reach a certain spot, •3  
Whether he finds the road to it, or not: 
With equal sense a postulatum begs 
The use of reason, as the use of legs. 

Full well these rational adepts declaim 
On points, at which their reason can take aim;' 
But when they talk -beyond them, what mistakes, 
Of various kind, their various reason makes ! 
AU are for one same ride; and in its use 
All singly-clear, and mutually abstruse. 

What plainer -demonstration tart be bad, 
That their original pretence is bad; 
Who say—Their own, or human -reason's, light, 
Mast ,needs direct them to determine right? 
What greater proof of a superior skill - 
Needful to .reas'iters, reason how they will? 

Sense to discern, and reason to compare,. 
Are gifts that merit our improving care; 
But want an inward light, when all is done, 
As seeds, and plants do that of outward son: 
Main 7uelp neglected, tasteless fruits arise; • 
And wisdom grows insipid in the wise. 

Tho' all these reason-worshippers profess '• 
To guard against fanatical excess, 
Enthusiastic heat — 'their favorite theme 
Draws their attention to the.coldextreme; 
Their fears of torrid fervours freeze a soul; 
To shun the zone they send it to the pole. 

The very sound of rational, and plain; 
Contents, where sense is neither of the twain,'  
A world of readers; whose polite concern 
Is to be learned, without pains to learn.: 
To please their palates, with a modish treat, 
Cheap is the cest,k...and here is the receipt?... 

Let reason, first, imagination, passions, 
Be clean drest up in pretty-worded fashions; 
Then let imagination, 'passions, season, 
Change places round, at each commodious season; 
'Tilt 'reason, passions, and imagination ' 

Wrlave prov'4 the point, by their complete rotation." 

OhTFAITH, REASON, AND SIGHT, 
CONSSDERED AS THE THREE DISTINCT atEnwart 

OF HUMAN PERCEPTION. 

THERE is a threefold correspondent light, 
That shines to faith, to reason, and to sight: • 
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The first, eternal; bringing into view 
Celestial objects, if the faith be true; 
The next, internal; which the reas'ning mind 
Consults in truths of an ideal kind; 
The third;  external; and perceiv'd thereby 
All outward objects that affect the eye. 

F.ach light is good within its destin'd sphere 
Nor with eaelosaler do they interfere ; 
Faith does not reason, reason do& not see, 
Nor sight extend beyond a fist degree: 
Yet faith in light of a stperior kind 
Cannot be cail'd irrational, Os t4104;c. 
Because an higher certainty,. displayk1/2  
Inchttes the force'of all inferior aid. 

As body, sou', and spirit make a man, 
Each has the help of its appointed plan.; 
Sight, hearing, smell, and taste, and feeling sense 
What the corporeal nature wants, dispeose: 
Thinking, comparing, judging, and the whole' 
Of reasoning faculties, assist the soul: 
Faith, and whatever else may be exprest 
By grace celestial, makes the spirit blest. 

To heal defect, or to avoid excess, 
The greater light should still correct the less; 
And form, within the right obedient will, 
A seeing, reas'uing, and believing skill: 
While body moves as outward sense directs; 
And soul perceives what rcasoo's light reflects; 
And spirit, fill'd with lustre from above, 
Obeys by faith, and operates by love. 

A sober person, tho'his eyes are good, 
Slights not the truths by reason understood; :;„, 
Nor just conclusions, under the pretence 	, 
Of contradiction to his seeing sense; 
Knowing the limits too that reason bath, 
He does not seek to quench the light of faith; 
But rationally grants, -that it may teach 	• 
What human stretch of reason cannot reach. 

As sight to season,. in the things that lie 
Beyond-the ken of -the -corporeal eye, 
Unhurt, uninjurkt, yields itself of coarse; 
So well-taught reason owns.a higher force; 
By faith en-lighten'd, it enjoys a rest 
In clearer light to find 48 own supprest ; 
Suffering no snore, for want of its display, 
Than Moon and stars in,full,meridian day. 

To make the reas'ning faculty of man 
Uo more, or less to help hint, than it can, 
Is equally absurd; but worse to slight, 
Or want the benefits of faith, than-sight: 
If he who sees no outward light be blind,. , 
How distal dark must be the faithless. mind! 
The one is only natural defect, 
The other wilful, obstinate neglect. 

Pretence of reason, for it is 'pretence 
Foolish and fatal, in the saddest sense; 
For reason cannot atter what is true, 
Or any more prevent, than eyes can do; 
Both, by the limits which they feel, proclaim 
The real want of a celestial. flame: 
How is it possible to see, in fine, 
The things of God, without a light divine? 

A DIALOGUE 
ATWEEN RUST/CVS, TISEOPHILUS, AND ACADD 

MICUS, ON THE NATURE; POWER, AND USE OF 
HUMAN LEARNING, IN MATTERS OF-.RE1.1. 
GION. FROM DIR. LAW'S WAY 'IV irlY15# 
KNOWLEDGE. 

RUSTICVS. 

YES, Academicus, you love to hear 
• The words of Jacob Behmeo made so clear; 
But the truth is, the fundamental good, 
At which he aims, yoli have not understood; 
Content with such good notions as befit 
Your, -learned reason, and your searching wit, 
To make atalk about, your 'gather still 
More ample trotter for your hear-say skill: 
You know yourself, as well as I, that this 
Ts all your joy in hint; and hence it is • 
That you are so impatient, Wry day, 
For more and mere of what his pages say; 
So Ves'd, and oozed, if you cannot fisid 
Their meaning epesed to your, eager mind; - 
Nor add new notions, and a stronger force, 
To heighten still your taleutof discourse. 

With all your value for his books, as yet, 
This disposition makes you to forget 
How oft they tell you, and how well they show, 
That this inordinate desire to know, 
This heaping up of notions, one by one, 
For subtle fancy to descant upon, 
While Babel, as you think, is overthrown, 
Is building up a new one of your own; 
Your Babylonish reason is the pow'r, 
That seeks materialsto erect its tow2r: 
The very scriptures, under such a guide, 
Will only nourish your high-soaring pride; 
Nor wilt you penetrate, with all your art, 
Of Jacob's writings the substantial part. 

The works of Behmen would you understand? 
Then, where he stood, see also that you stand; 
Begin where he began; direct your thought 
To seek the blessing only, that he sought; 
The heart of God; that, by a rigfdtrue faith, 
He might be sav'd from sin, and Satan's wrath: 
While thsis the humble-seeker stoodiesign'tf, 
The light of God broke in,  upon-'his mind:. 
Butvou, devoted.to the pow'r, alone, 
Of speculative reason, all your own, 
Went& reach his ladder's top at once, nor try 
The pains of rising, step by step, so high-- 
But, on this subject, by your looks, I see 
You'd rather hear Theophilus than me. 

meoenutis. , 
Why really, Academicus, the main 

Of all that Itusticus, so bluntly plain, 
Has here been saying, tho' it seem so hard, 
Hints truth enough to put you on your guard: 
Much in the same mistake your mind tot been,' 
That many of my learned friends are in; 
Who, tho' admirers, to a great degree, 
Of truths in Jacob Behmen, which they'see, 
Yet, of all people, have the least pretence 
To real benefit received from thence: 

.Train'd up in controversy, and dispute; 
Accustorn't1 to maintain, or to refute, 
All propositions, only by the light. 
Of their own reason judging what is sigh 
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They take this guide in truths of ev'ry kind, 
Both where it sees, and where it must be blind; 
So that in regions, where a light divine 
Demonstrates truth, and reason cannot shine, 
The real good is hidden from their view, 
And some such system rises up, in lieu, 
As birth or education, mode or place, 
In course of life, has led them to embrace. 

Thus with the learned papist, in his creed, 
The learned protestant is not agreed; 
Not that, to either, truth and light have taught 
To entertain so opposite a thought; 
But education's contrary supplies - 
Have giv'n them protestant, and popish eyes; 
And reason being the accustom'd light 
Of both the parties, and of either sight, 
Decisions protestant, and popish too, 
Can find it work enough, and tools enoo, 
To shape opinions of a difPrent growth, 
Whilst learning is an open field to both; 
And, of its harvest, the inur'd to reap 
With greater skill can show the greater heap. 

ACADEMICUS. 
So then I must, as I perceive by you, 

Renounce my learning, and my reason too, 
If I would gain the necessary lights 
To understand what Jacob Behmen writes: 
I cannot yield, as yet, to such advice; 
INir make the purchase at so dear a price: 
I hope the study of the scripture text 
Will do for me; and leave me unperplext 
With his deep matters—Little did 1 know 
That learning had, in you, so great a foe. 

THEOPIIILUS. 
Be not uneasy; learning has in me 

No foe at all, not in the least degree; 
No more than has the science, or the skill, 
To build an house to dwell in, or a mill 
For grinding corn—I think an useful art 
Of human things the noblest, for my part : 
Knowledge of books or languages, or aught 
That any person has been duly taught, 
I would not ask h m to renounce, or say 
They might nut all be useful, in their way: 

' I would not blame;  within its proper place, 
The art of throwing silk, or making lace; 	) 
Or any art, confin'd to its own sphere; 
But then the measure of its use is there: 
Some we call liberal, and some we call 
Mechanic; now the circle of them all 
Does but show forth, in its most perfect plan, 
The natural abilities of man ; 
The pow'rs and faculties of human mind, 
Whether the man be well, or ill inclined : 
The most unjust, and wicked debauchee, 
Regarding neither God, nor man, may be, 
In any one, or more, of ail the train, 
Of greater skill than others can obtain. 

But njw, redemption of the human race 
By Christ, with all its mysteries- of grace, 
Is, in itself, as it has always been, 
Of quite another nature; nor akin 
To art, or science, which, for worldly views, 
The natural, or outward man, can use: 
It is an inward fitness to revive 
That heav'nly nature, which was once alive 
In Paradise; that blissful life within 
The human creature which was lost by sin:  

It breatfies a spark of life, to re-create 
The poor-fall's man in his first happy state; 
By which, awaken'd intonew desires, 
Vier his native country he inquires; 
How he may rise above this earthly den, 
And get into his father's house again. 

This is redemption; or the life divine 
Cff'ring itself, on one hand, with design 
That inward mat, who lost it, 	estore 
To all the bliss which he was in before; 
And, on the other, 'tis the man's desire, 
Will, faith, and hope, which earnestly aspire 
After that ha; the hunger, thirst, and call 
To be deliver'd, by it, from the fall. 

Now whether man, in this awaken'd strife? 
Breathe forth his 	after this good life, 
In Hebrew, Greek, or any English sound, 
Or none at all, but silent sigh profound, 
Can be of no significancy; He, 
That knows but one, or uses all the three, 
Neither to him, more distant, or more near, 
Will this redeeming life of God appear: 
Can you conceive it more to shine upon 
Men of more languages, than men of one? 
He who can make a grammar for High Dutch; 
Or Welch, or Greek, can you suppose, as such, 
In faith, and hope, and goodness, will 'excell 
A man, that scarce his mother tongue can.  spell? 
If this supposal, then, be too absurd, 	' 
No hurt is done, no enmity incurr'd, 
To learning, science, reason, critic wit, 
By giving them the places which they fit; 
Amongst the ornaments of life below, 
Which the most profligate as well may know, 
(One of the most abandon'd vicious will) 
As one who, fearing God, esclieweth ill. 

Therefore no truths, concerning this diVina 
And heav'nly life, can come within the line 
Of all this learning; ,as exalted far 
Above the pow'r of trial atits bar; 
Where both the jury, and the.  udges too, 
Are born with eyes incapable to view; 	. 
Living, and moving in this world's demesne, 
They.have their being in another scene; 
The life divine no abler to descry, 
Than into Heav'n can look an eagle's eye. 

If you, well vend in ancient books, my friend, 
To publish Holner's Iliad should intend, 
Or Cxsar's Commentaries, and snake out (doubt; 
Some things more plaint.--yon have the skill, n* 
As well provided for the work, perhaps, 
As one to make his baskets, one his trapS; 
But if you think that skill in ancient Greek, 
And Latin, helps you, of itself, to seek, 
Find, and explain the spirit, and the sense 
Of what Christ said, it is a vain pretence, 
And quite unnatural; of equal kind 
With the endeavour of a man born Mina, 

71Who talks about exhibiting the sight 
Of difPrent colours, beautifully bright. 

Doctrines, wherein redemption is concern'd, 
No more belong to men as being learn'd, 
Than colours do to him, who never saw 
The light, that gives to all of them the law: 
From like unnatural attempt proceeds 
That huge variety of sects, and creeds, 
Which, from the same true scripture, can deduee 
What serves each diftient errour, for its use: 
Papist, or protestant, Socinian class; 
Or Arian, can as easily amass 
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The texts of scripture, and by reason's ray, , 
One as another, urge the endless fray; 
'Retort absurdities, whenever prest, 
Prove its own system, and confute the rest; 
Just as blind men, in their disputes, can do 
Each others notions of red, green, or blue, 

The light of the celestial inward man, 
That died in Paradise, when sin began, 
Is Jesus Chritt94,andconSemientic, men 
By him alone can rise to life again: 
He, in the heart of Juan, must sow the seed, 
That can awaken heavlily life indeed: . 
Nothing but this can possibly admits: 
Return of life, or in the least be fit, 
Or etpable, or sensible of pow'r 
From Jesus Christ, in his redeeming hour: 
The light, and life, which he intends to raise,. 
Have no dependence upon word, and phrase; 
Life, in itself, be it of Ideav'sr, or Earth, 
Must have its whOle procession from a birth: 
Would it not sound absurdly, in your mind, 
That; if a man be naturally blind, 	' 
Care must be had to teach hint grammar well, 
Or in the art of logic to excel; 
That he will bestsobtain, when this is done, 
Knowledge of light and colours from thesSun•? 
Yet not one jot is it the less absurd '.. 
To think that skill in Greek, or Hebrew word, 
Of man's redemption can explain the whole, 
Or let the light of God into his soul. 

This matter, Academics's, if you 
Can set in a more proper light-4iray do. 

Iloporm•••••••• 

4"POETICAL VERSION OF A LETTER 
FROM THE EARL OF ESSEX TO THE EARL OF 

SOUTHAMPTON'. 
,MT Lord, 
:Untaught by nature or, by art, 
To give the genuine dictates of my heart 
The gloss of 'compliment, 1 never less, 
Than now, should aim at that polite excess; 
Now, that my wand'ring thoughts are fix'd upon, 
Not Martha's many thingS, hut Mary's one. 

'Tis not from any ceremonious view, 
But to disbharge a real, needful due 
From friend to friend in absence, that I write 
To mine, secluded from his wonted sight; 
By force 	to give, and to receive ' 
A long—perhaps, a last departing leave ; 
For small, by ev'ry test of human ken, 
The hope's of meeting, in this world, again. 

Under such circumstanceF, I recall 
My friend, whose honour, person, fortune, all, 
So dear to me, make bosom wish to swell, 
That he may always prosper, and do well; 
Where'er he goes, whate'er be takes in hand, 
Under th% faVour; service, and command 
Of his protecting providence, from whom 
All happiness, if truly such, must come. 

1A copy of the original letter may be seen in 
Cogan's Collection of Tracts from Lord homer's 
Library, Vol. 4, P. In, under the title of " A 

'precious and most divine Letter, from that famous 
and ever to be renown'd Earl of Essex, (Father to 
the now Lord General his Excellence) to the Earl 
of Southampton, in thelatter end of itueen 
beth'S Reign."  

My friend's abilities, and present state 
Of natural endowments how I rate;.  
'co God what glory, to himself what use, 
The best exertion of them might prOuce, 
I shall not here express; en,,ugh to note 
That, at such times as I was most remote 
From all dissembling, witnesses enoo 
Can vouch my speaking what 1 thought was true. 

The truths, which love now prompts me to 
remind 

Your lordship of, are of the following kind: 
First; that whatever talents you possess, 
"limy are God's gifts, whom you are bound tobless: 
Next; that you have them, not as things yourown, 
Theps for your use, yet not for yours alone; 
But as an human stewarty, or trust, 
Of which account is to be giv'n, and just: 
So that, in fine, if talents are apply'd 
To serve the spirit of the world, in pride, 
And vain delights, as he, who rules the scenes 
Of guilty joy, the prince of darkness, means, 
It is ingratitude, injustice too, 
Yea,,'tis perfidious treachery in you: 
For if a servanl, of your own, should dare 
To use the goods, committed to his care, 
To the advantage of your greatest foe, 
What would you think of his behaving so ? 
Yet how with God would you yourself do less, 
Having from him whatever you poSsess, 
And serving with it, in the donor's stead, 
That foe to him by whom the world Is led? 

A serious thought if you can ever lend 
To admonition, from your truest friend; 
If the regard due to your country sways; 
Which you may serve so many glorious ways; • 
If an all-ruling, righteous Pow'r above 	• 
Can raise your dread of justice, or your love; 
If you yourself will to yourself be true, 
And everlasting happiness pursue, 
Before the joys of any worldly scheme, 
The short delusions of a pleasing dream, 
Of which, whatever. it may represent, 
The soul, soon wak'd, must bitterly repent; 
If these reflections, any of them, find 
Due estimation in your prudent -mind; 
Take an account of what is done, and past, 
And what-the future may demand, forecast: 
Thetleaaues, whatever they import, repeal, 
To which good conscience has not set the seal: 
And fix your resolution firm, to serve 
Hint, from whose will no loyal thought can swerve; 
That gracious God, from whom, in very deed, 
All your abilities and,gifts proceed; 
Whether of bodily, or mental trace; 
Without, within; of nature, or of grace. 

Then he, who cannot possibly deny 
Himself, or give his faithfulness the lie, 
Will honour his true servant, and impart 
That real peace of mind, that joy of heart, 
Of which until you are beconse.possest, 
Your heart, your mind, shall never be at' rest; 
And when you are, by having well approv'd 
The one true way, it never shall be mov'd. 

This, I foresee, your lordship may object, 
Is melancholy's vaporous effect; 
That I am got into a pris'ner's style; . 
Far enough from it all the jocund while 
That I was free like you, and other men; 
And, fetters gone, should be the same again. 
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'5o which Lanswer—say it tho' you should, 

Yet cannot I distrust a God so good; 
Or mercy failing me, so greatly shown, 
Orgrace forsa%cing, hut by fault my own: 
So deeply hound to him, my heart so butts 
To make his merey suitable returns, 
That not to try, of all th' apostate class 
Worse should I he than soy ever was: 
I have with such repeated, solemn stress, 
Avow'd the penitence which I profess; 
From time to time so call'd on not a few, 
To witness, and to watch, if it was true, 
That of all hypocrites, if found to lie, 
That e'er were born, the hollowest were i. 

But should I perish in my sins, and draw 
Upon myself my own damnation's law, 
Will it not he your wisdom to embrace 
God's offer'd mercy, of a saving grace? 
To profit by example, if you see 
The fearful case of miserable me? 

A longer time was I a slave to sin, 
And n  corrupted world, than you have been; 
Had many a too, too slowly answer'jl call, 
That made still harder my return from thrall: 
To come to Christ was requisite, I knew, 
Bat softer pace, I flatter'd me, would do; 
The journey's end contented I remain'd 
To see, and own, tho' still 'twas unattain'd: 
Therefore the same good Providence that call'd, 
W'Si a kind violence, has pull'd and haupd; 
As public eye may, outwardly, at least, 
Have seen, and drag,d me to the marriage feast. 

Kind, in this world, affliction's heaviest load, 
That, in another, bliss might be bestow'd 
Kind the reoeated stripes, that should correct 
Of too great knowledge a too small effect: 
God grant your lordship may, with less alloy, 
Feel an unfeign'd conversion's inward joy, 
As I do now; and find the happy way, 
Without the torments of so long delay! 	- 

To the divines (and there were none beside 
That nam'd conversion to me) I repl y'd—
" Could my ambition enter, and possess 
Your narrow hearts, your meekness would he less; 
Were my delights, to which it gives the rise, 
Tasted by you, you would be less precise :" 
But you,. my ford, have the momentous hint, 
From one that knows the very utmost stint 	) 
Of all that can amuse you, whilst you live, 
Of all contentments which the world can give. 

Think then, dear earl, that 1 have stak'd and 
Inzoy'd 

The ways of pleasure, fatally najoy'd, 
And set them up, as marks at sea, for you 
To keep true Virtue's channel in your view: 
Think, tho' your eyes should long be shut, and 

fast, 
They must, they must be open'd at the last: 
Truth will compel you to confess, like me, 
That to the wicked peace can never be. 
With my on 4n sou!, that Heav'n may deign to aid 
My heart's address, this covenant is made; 
My eyes shall never yield to sleep, at night, 
Nor thoughts-attend the buS'ness of the light, 
'Till I have pray'd my God, that you may take 
This plain but faithful warning, for his sake, 
With a believing profif—then, in you 
Your friends, your country will be haupy too; 
And all'vour aims succeed--a.events so blest 
1Vould fill with comfort, not to be exprest, 

VOL. XV. 

Your lordship's cousin and true friend--so ty'd 
That worldly cause can never once divide—y,SSEX. 

THE ITALIAN BISHOP. • 
Jr ANECDOTE. 

THERE is no kind of a fragmental note, 
That pleases better than an itneedote; 
Or fact unpublisli'd; when ft comes to rise, 
And give the more agreeable surprise: 
From long oblivion salad, an useful hint 
Is doubly grateful, when reviv'd in print: 
A late and striking instance of this kind to, 
Delighted many an attentive mind; 
This anecdote, my task is, to rehearse, 
As highly fit to be consign'd to verse. 

There liv'd a bishop, once upon a time, 
Where is not said, but Italy the clime;
An honest, pious man, who understood . 
How to behave as a true bishop should; 
But thro' an opposition, form'd to blast 
His good designs, by men of difftrent cast, 
He had some'tedions struggles, anti a train 
Of rude affronts, and insults to sustain; 
And did sustain;•with calm unruffled mind 
He bore them all, and never once repin'd: 
An intimate acquaintance, one who knew 	- 
Wlart difficulties he had waded thro' 
Time after time, and very much admied 
A patience so provok'd, and so untied, 
Madebold to ask him, if he could impart, 
Or teach the secretof his happy art; 
" Yes," said the good old preate, " that I can, 
And 'tis a plain and practicable plan; 
For all the secret, that I know of, lies 
In making a right use of my own eyes." 
Beg'd to explain. himself, how that should 
" Why, in whatever state I am," said hes 
" I first look up th Heav'n; as well aware, 
That to get thither is my main affair. 
I then iodic down upon the Earth; and think, 
In a short space of time, how small a chink 	, 
I shall possess of its extensive ground; 
And then I cast my seeing eyes around, 
Where more distress appears, am ev'ry side, 
Amongst mankind, than I myself abide. 
So that, reflecting on my own cc/worn, 
FirstH—w here true happiness is plae'd, I learn: 
Next—let the world, to what it will, pretend, 
I see where all its good and ilt must end. 
Last—how unjust it is, as well as vain, 
Upon a fair discernment, to complain. 
Thus, looking up, and down, and round about, 
Right use of eyes may flail my secret out 
With ,Heav'n in view—his real home—ia fine, 
Mthing on Earth should make a man repine." 

ON RESIGNATION. 
TO A FRIEND IN TROUBLE. 

DEAR child, know this, that he, who gave thee 
Almighty God, is Lord of life,and death, [breath, 
Anti all things that concern them, such as these,' 
Youth, health, or strength; age, weakness, or dis- 

ease; 
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Wherefore, whatever thy affliction be, 
Take it as coming from thy God to thee: 
Whether to teach thee patience be its end, 
Or to instruct such persons as attend, 
That faith and meekness, try'd by suff'rings past, 
May yield increase of happiness at last: 
Or whether it be sent for some defect, 
Which he, who wants to bless thee, would <Sor- 
Certain it is, that if thou dost kpent, 	rect.; 
And take thy cross up patiently, when sent, 
Trusting in him, who fends it thee, to take 
For Jesus Christ his Son, thy Saviour's, sake, 
Wholly submitting to his blessed All, 
Wiese visitation seeks thy profit still; 
All that thou dost, or ever canst endure, 
Will make thy everlasting joy more: sure. 

Take therefore what befalls thee ip good part, 
As a prescription of love's healing art; 
" Whom the Lord loveth he chastiseth too," 
Saith Paul, " and scourgeth with a saving view;" 
It is the mark, by which he owns a child, 
Without it, not so honourably styPd: 
Fathers according to the flesh, when they 
Correct them, children rey'rence, and obey;, 
How much more justly may that Father claim, 
By whom we live eternally, the same? 
They oft chastise thro' humour of their own, 
He always for our greater good alone; 
Chast'ning below, that we may rise above 
Holy, and happy in our Father's love. 

These things for-comfort, and instruction fit, 
in holy scripture, for our sakes, are writ, 
That with a patient, and enduring mind, 
In all conditions we may be resign'd; 
And reverencing our father, and our friend, 
Take what his goodness shall be pleas'd to send. 
What greater good, considering the whole, 
Than Christ's own likeness in a Christian soul 
By patient suff'ring ? Think what ills, before 
He enter'd into joy, our Saviour bore; 
What things he suffer'd, to retrieve our loss, 
And make his way to glory, thro' the cross, 
•The way for us; he wanted none to make, 
But for the poor lost human sinner's sake; 
For them he suffer'd more than words can tell, 
Or thought conceive; reflect upon it well, 
Dear child! and whether life, or death remains, 
Depend on him to sanctify thy pains; 
To be himself thy strong defence, and tow'r, 
To make thee know and feel his saving pow'r: 
Still taught by him, repeat--Thy will be done! 
And trust in God thro' his beloved Son. ' 

A POETICAL VERSION OF A LETTER, 
FROM JACOB HEMMEN, TO A FRIEND, ON THE 

SAME OCCASION. • 
DEAR brother in our Saviour, Christ—his grace 
And love premis'd, in your afflictive case; 
I have consider'd of it, and have brought 
The whole, with Christian sympathetic thought, 
Before the will of the most High, to see 
What it would please him to make known to me. 

And thereupon, I'give you, sir, to know, 
What a true'insight he was pleas'd to show, 
Into the cause and cure of all your grief, 
And present trial; which Ishall, in brief, 

POEMS. 
Set down for a memorial, and declare 
For you to ponder with a serious care. 

First then, the cause, to which we nWst assign 
Your strong temptation, is the love divine; 
The goodness supernatural, above ' 
All utt'rance, flowing from the God of love; 
Seeking the creaturely and human will, 
To free it from captivity to ill: 

And then, the struggle with so great a grace, 
In human will, refusing to embrace; 
Tho' tender'd to it with a love so pure, 
It seeks itself, and strives against a cure; 
From its own love to transitory things, 
More than to God, the real evil springs. 
Tis man's own nature, which, in its own life, 
Or centre, stands in enmity and strife, 
And anxious, selfish, doing what it lists, [lists: 
(Without God's love) that tempts him, and re-
The devil also shoots his fi'ry dart, 
From grace and love to turn away the heart. 

This is the greatest trial; 't is the fight, 
Which Christ, with his internal love and light, 
Maintains within man's nature, to dispel 
God's anger, Satan, sin, and death, and Hell; • 
The human self, or serpent to devour, 
And raise an angel from it by his pow'r. 

Now if God's love in Christ did not subdue  
In some degree, this selfishness in you, 
Yon would have no such combat to endure; 
The serpent then, triumphantly secure, 
Would unoppos'd, exert its native right, 
And no such conflict in your soul excite. 

For all the huge temptation and distress 
Rises in nature, tho' God seeks to bless; 
The serpent feeling its tormenting state, 
(Which, of itself, is ,a mere anxious bate) 
When God's amazing love comes in, to fill, 
And change the selfish to a god-like will. 

Here Christ, the serpent-bruiser, stands in man, 
Storming the devil's hellish, self-built plan • 
And hence the strife within the human soul; 
Satan's to kill, and Christ's to make it whole; 
As by experience, in so great degree, 
God, in his goodness, causes you to see. 

Now, while the serpent's head is bruis'd, the 
heel 

Of Christ is stung; and the poor soul must feel 
Trembling, and sadness, while the strivers cope, 
And can do nothing, but stand still iii hope; 

- Hardly be able to lift up its face, 
For mere concern, and pray to God for grace. 

The serpent, turning it another way, 
Shows it the world's alluring, fine display; 
Mocking its resolution to forego, c, 
For a new nature, the engaging show; 
And represents the taking its delight 
In present scenes, as natural, and right. 

Thus, in the wilderness with Christ alone, 
The soul endures temptation of its own; 
While all the glories of this world display'd, 
Pleasures and pomps surround it, and persuade 
Not to remain so humble, and so itill, 
But elevate itself in own self-will. 
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the next temptation, which befalls of course 

From Satan, and from nature's selfish force, 
Is when the soul has tasted of the love, 
And been illuminated from above; 
Still in its self-hood it would seek to shine, 
And, as its own, possess the light divine. 

That is, the soulish nature, take it right, 
As much a serpent, if without God's light, 
As Lucifer, this nature still would claim 
For own propriety the heav'nly flame; 
And elevate its fire to a degree, 
Above the light's good pow'r, which cannot be. 

This domineering self, this nature fire, 
Must be transmuted to a love desire: 
Now, when this change is to be undergone, 
It looks for some own pow'r, and finding none, 
Begins to doubt of grace, unwilling quite 
To yield up its self-willing nature's right. 

It ever quakes for fear, and will not die 
In light divine, tho' to be blest thereby: 
The light of grace it thinks to he dedeit, 
Because it worketh gently without heat: 
Mov'd too by outward reason, which is blind, 
And, of itself, sees nothing of this kind. 

Who knows, it thinketh, whether it be true 
Ti%God is in thee, and enlightens too ? 
Is it not fancy ? for thou lost not see 
Like other people, who, as well as thee, 
Hope for salvation, by the grace of God, 
Without such fear, and trembling at his rod. 

Thus the ;Tor soul, accounted for a fool, 
By all the reas'ners of a gayer school, 
By all the graver people, who embrace 
Mere verbal promises of future grace, 
Sighs from its deep internal ground, and pants 
For such enlight'ning comfort as it wants; , 

And fain would have; but nature can, alas ! 
Do nothing, of itself, to bring to pass; 
And is, thro' its own impotence, afraid 
That God rejects it, and will give no aid; 
Which, with regard to the self-will, is true; 
For God rejects it, to implant a new. 

The own self-will must die away, and shine, 
Rising thro' death, in saving will divine; 
And, from the opposition which it tries 
Against God's will, such great temptations rise: 
The devil too is loth to lose his prey., 
And see his fort cast down, if it obey. 

For, if the life of Christ within arise, 
Self-lust, and false imagination dies; 
Wholly it cannot in this present life, 
But by the flesh maintains the daily strife; 
Dies, and yet lives; as they alone can tell, 
In whom Carist fights against the pow'rs of Hell. 

The third temptation is in mind, and will, 
And flesh and blood, if Satan enter still; 
Where the false centres lie in man, the springs 
Of pride, and lust, and love of earthly things; 
And all the curses wish'd by other men, 
Which are occasional by this devil's den. 

These in the astral spirit make a fort, 
Which all the sins concentre to support;  

And human will, esteeming for its joy 
What Christ, to save it, combats to destroy, 
Will not resign the pride-erected tow'r, 
Nar live obedient to the Saviour's pow'r. 

Thus I live giv'n you, loving sir, to know 
What our dear Saviour has been pleas'd to show 
To -my consideration; now, on this, 
Examine well wit% your temptati:aKs: 
" We must leave all, and follow him," he said, 
Right Christ-like poor, like 3)ur redeeming head. 

Now, if selfs,}ust stick yet upon your mipd, 
Or love of earthly things,. of any kind, 
Then, from those centres, in their working forte, 
Such a temptation will rise up of course: 
If you will follow, when it does arise, 
My child.fike counsel, hear what I advise. 

Fix your whole thought upon the bitter woe, 
Which our dear Lord was pleas'd to undergo; 
Consider the reproach, contempt, and scorn, 
The worldly state so poor, and so forlorn, 
Which he was so content to bear; and then, 
His suff'ring, dying for us sinful men. 

And thereunto give up your whole desire, 
And mind, and will; and earnestly aspire 
To be as like him as you can; to hear, 
(And with a patience bent to persevere) 
All that is laid upon you; and to make 
His process your's, and purely for his sake; 

For love of hint, most freely to embrace 
Contempt, affliction, poverty, disgrace; 
All that can happen, so you may but gain 
His blessed love within you, and maintain; 
No longer willing with a self-desire, 
But such as Christ within you shall inspire. 

Dear sir, I fear lest something still amiss, 
Averse to him, cause such a strife as this: 
He wills you, in his death, with him to die 
To your own will, and to arise thereby 
In his arising; and that life to live, 
Which he is striving in your soul to give. 

Let go all earthly will; and be resign'd 
Wholly to him, with ail your heart and mind: 
Be joy, or sorrow, comfort, or distress, 
Receiv'd alike, for he alike can bless, 
To gain the victory. of Christian faith 
Over the world, and all Satanic wrath. 

So shall you conquer death, and Hell, and sin; 
And find, at last, what Christ in you bath been: 
By sure experience will be understood, 
How all bath happen'd to you for your good: 
Of all his children this bath been the way; 
And Christian love here dictates what I sat. 

ON BEARING THE CROSS. 
. A DIALOGUE. 

TAKE up the cross which thou hest got, 
For love of Christ, and bear it not 
As Simon of Cyrene did, 
Compell'd to do as he was bid. 

" Pray, am not I, who cannot free 
Myself, compell'd as much as he? 
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I cannot Shun it, and, of course, 
Must bear this heavy cross by force." 

What dost thob get then by disgust 
At bearing that, which bear thou must? 
Nothing abates the force of ill, 
Like a resign'd and patient will. 

" 'Tis trues:Lind how shalt I p.btain 
Such an abatement of my pain?' 
Compulsion tempts me to repine 
At Simon's case becotting mine." 

Look then at Jeius gone before; 
Reflect on what thy Saviour bore; 
Bore, tho' he could have been set free, 
Death on the cross, for loro of thee. 

" He did so—Lord! what shall I say? 
110 thou enable me to pray, 
If 't is not possible to shun 
This bitter cross—thy will be done!" 

A SOLILOQUY 

ON THE CAUSE AND CONSEQUENCE OF A DOUBT-
ING. MIND. 

I mum I doubt, I reason, and debate—
Therefore, I am not in that perfect state, 
In which, when its creation first began, 
God plac'd his own beloved image, man; 
From whose high birth, at once design'd for all, 
This ever poring reason proves a fall. 

Whilst Adam stood in that immortal life, 
Wherein pure truth excluded doubt and strife, 
He knew, he saw, by a diviner light, 
All that was good for knowledge, or for sight; 
But when the serpent-subtlety of Hell 
Brought him to doubt, and reason—then he fell. 

Fell, by declining from an upright will, 
And sunk into a state of good and ill: 
The very state of such a world as this 
Became a death to his immortal bliss: 
Bliss, which his reason gave him not, before 
The'loss ensu'd, nor after could restore. 

From him descending, all the human race 
Must needs partake the nature of his case: , 
Jud, as the trunk, the branches, or the fruit, 
Deriv'e their substance from the parent root: 
What life, or death, into the father came, 
The sons, tho' guiltless, could but have the same. 

If I am one, Weyer I must live 
The blissful life, which God design'd to give; 
As reason dictates,-or as some degree 
Of higher light enables one to see, 
It cannot rise front being born on Earth, 
Without a second, new, and heav'nly birth.- 

The gospel doctrine, which assures to men 
The joyful truth of being born aga'n, 
Demands the free consent of ev'ry will, 
That seeks the good, and to escape the 
In all the sav'd, right reason must allow 
Such birth effected, tho' it knows not how. 

Such was the faith injife's redeeming seed, 
Of poor fall'n man the comfort, and the creed: 

Such was the hope befOre, and since the Rood, t  
<In ev'ry time and place, of all the good: 
Till the new berth of Jesus, from above, 
Reveal'd below the mystery of love.* 

His virgin birth, life, death, and re2aseent, 
Explain what all God's dispensations meant—
God give me grace to shun the doubting crime! 
Since nothing follows intermediate time, 
But life, or death, eternally to rule 
A blessed Christian, or a cured fool. 

1.110••• ••••••mil 

A PLAIN ACCOUNT 
OF THE NATURE AND DESIGN OF TRUE RELIGION. 
WHAT is religion?—Why it is a cure,. 
Giv'n in the gospel, grafts, to the poor, 
By Jesus Christ, the healer of the soul; 
Which all who take are sure to be made whole; 
And they who will not, all the art of man 
May strive to cure them, but it never can. 

Cure for what malady?...For that of sin, 
From whence all other maladies begin; 
It had its rise in Adam, first of all, 
And 	his sons, partakino•

' 
 of his fall, 

Want a new Adam to beget them free 
From sin and death; and Jesus Christ is he. 

How is it giv'n?—By raising a new birth '—
Of heav'nly life, surviving that of Earth; 
Which may, at any time, at some it must, 
Return its mortal body to the dust; 
And then the horn of God in Christ again 
Will rise immortal, true angelic Men. 

Why in the gospel?—Gospel is, indeed, 
In its true living sense, the holy seed, 
By God's great mercy, first, in Adam sown, 
And first, in Christ, to full perfection grown: 
Fullness, from which all holy souls derive, 
And bodies too, the pow'r to be alive. 

Why gratis giv'n?..—Because the love-desire 
Of God, in Christ, can never work for hire: 
Its nature is to love for loving's sake, 
To give itself to ev'ry will to take; 
'Ty them it brings, amidst the darkest night, 
Its life and immortality to light. 

Why to the poor ?—Because they feel their 
Which trust in riches is so loth to grant: [want, 
The rich have something which they chll their, 
The poor have nothing, but to Christ alone [own; 
They owe themselves, and pay him what they 
And what religion is—they only know. 	[owe, 

ON THE TRUE MEAN ING OF THE SCRIPTURE TERMS 

LIFE AND DEATII, 
• 

WHEN APPLIED TO MEN. 
TRUE life, according to the scripture plan, 
Is God's own likeness in his image, man; 
This was the life that Adam ceas'd to live, 
Or lost by sin; and therefore could not give: 
So that his-offspring, all the born on Earth, 
Want a new parent of this heav'nly birth. 

This, Christ alone, God's image most express, 
The second Adam, gives them to possess; 
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Froming man, reversing human fall, 
And raising up the first, true life in all; 
Healing our nature's deadly wound within, 
And quenching wrath, or death, or Hell, or sin. 

For all such words describe one evil thing, 
Or want of good; that has one only spring. 
The love of God, in Christ, which form'd at first 
A blessed Adam, and redeem'd a crust 
By his own act—Good only was design'd 
For Adam, and, in him, fur all mankind.. 

He fell from good, misusing his free will, 
Into this world, this life of good and ill: 
From whence, the willing to be sav'd revive 
Thm' faith and penitence, in Christ alive; 
A second death succeeds, if they refuse; [choose. 
For choosing creatures must have what they 

Not bare existence, when we go from hence, 
Is immortality, in scripture sense; 
For thus, alike immortal, are confest 
The good, the bad; 'the ruin'd, and the blest; 
'Whose inbred tempers hint the reason, why 
They live for ever, or for ever (lie. 

God's likeness, light and spirit in the soul, 
Make, as at first, its blest immortal whole; 
'Tis death to want them; vain is all dispute; 
The gospel only reaches to the root: 
Alhthe inspir'd have understood it thus; 
ImiEortal life is that of Christ in us. 

ON THE GROUND OF TRUE AND FALSE 
RELIGION. 

EXPLAIN religion by a thousand schemes, 
Still God and self will be the two extremes; 
In him the one true good of it is found; 
In self, of all idolatry, the ground: 
False worship, paid at all its various shrines, 
One same departure from his love defines. 

By love to him blest angels kept their state; 
Which the apostate lost by cursed hate; 
Setting up self in the Almighty's room, 
It sunk them down into its dreadful gloom: 
On separation from his love, the source 
Of all felicity was lost of course. 

By lo.ve to him, the first created man 
Was highly blest; 'till selfishness began, 
Tho' serpentine delusion, to arise, 
And tempt above God's wisdom to be wise; 
When he had chosen to prefer his own, 
The naked, miserable self was known. 

Hence we inherit such a life as this, 
Dead, of itself, to paradisie bliss: 
Hence all our hopes, of a diviner birth 
Depend onsChrist, and his descant on Earth; 
Subduing self, as Adam should have doge, 
And loving God thro' his beloved Son. 

The Mediator betwixt God and men, 
Who brings their nature back to him again, 
Sav'd from all sinful self, or deadly wrath, 
Or hellish evil, by the pow'r of faith 
Working by love, of which it is the strength; 
And must attain the full true life at length.,  

Born of this holy, Virgin seed divine, , 
To a new life within this mortal shrine, 
The faithful breathe a spirit from above, 
And make of self a sacrifice to love: 
Try Christ'redeem'd they rise from Adam's fall, 
From Earth to Heav'n, where God is all in al/. 

90v)  
PETER'S DENIAL. OF HIS MASTER. 

" TfI0' all forsake thee, mister, yet not I; 
I'll go to pilaw) with thee, or to die," 
Said Peter—yet how scion did he deny! 0 

A striking proof, that, even to good will, 
The help of grace is necessary still, 
To save a soul from falling into ill. 

His master told him how the' case would be, 
But Peter could not,sae himself, not he; 
'Till grace WithdreiT, that he might come to see, 

Peter, so valiant on a selfish plan, 
flighted by a servant maid, began 

To curse, and swear, and did not know the man. 
'Twas thus that Satan sifted him like wheat, 

And made him think his courage was so great; 
While Jesus pray'd that he might see the cheat. 

High-minded in himself he fell—how low, 
The cock instructed him, foretold to crow: 
His real self then Peter came to know. 

He that would die with him, tho' all forsook, 
Dissolv'd in tears, when Jesus gave a look; 
And learn'd hurnility by love's rebuke. 

Lesson 'for us is plain from Peter's case, 
That real virtue is the work of grace,. 
And of its height humility the base. 

ON THE CAUSE, CONSE2UENCE, AND 
CURE OF SPIRITUAL PRIDE. 

SUPPOSE an heater burning in the fire 
To be alive, to will, and to desire; 
To reason, feel, and have, upon the whole, 
'What we will call an understauding, soul; 
Conscious of pow'rful heat within its mould, 
And colour bright above the burnish'd gold/ 

Suppose that pride should catch this heater'S 
And from the tire persuade it to depart; [heart, 
To show itself, and make it to be known, 
That it eau raise a splendour of its own; 
An own rich colour, an own potent heat, o 
Without dependence on the fire;complete. 

It leaves, in prospect of so fine a show, 
The fiery bosom where it learnt to glow; , 
Cools by degrees, till all its golden hue 
Is vanish'd, and its pow'r of heating too; 
Its own, once hidden, nature domineers, 
And the dark, cold, self-iron lump appears.. 

Transfer this feign'd, imaginary pride, 
To that which really does, too oft, betide; 	" 
When human souls, endutd with grace divine, 
Become ambitious, of themselves, to shine; 
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And, proud of qualities which grace bestows, 
Forsake its bosom for self-shining shows. 

And theiwe conceive the natural effects 
Of.  pride, in either single men, or sects; 
That for variety of selfish strife 
Forsake the one, true cause of all true life; 
The heav'nly spirit-fire of love;  within 
Whose sact—e<I?osOrn all their gifts begin. 

From which, if reason, learning, wit, or parts, 
Tempt their ambition to withdraw their hearts, 
There must ensue, whatever they may mean, 
The disappearance of the glowing 'ficene; 
Flinn the most gifted vanishing of course,. 
When disunited from its Feat source. 

As only fire can possibly restore 
The heater's force, to what it was beftire; 
So that of love alone consumes the dross ,  
Of wrathful nature, and repairs its toss; 
It will again unite with all desire, 
That casts itself into the holy fire. 

•ff IRMA 	FIRIMM,IVIO 

• 

THE BEGGAR AND THE DIVINE. 
IN some good books one reads of a divine, • 
Whose memorable case deserves a line;. 
Who, to serve God the best, and shortest way, 
Pray'd, for eight years together, ev'ry day, 
That in the midst of doctrines and of rules, 
However taught and practis'd by the schools, 
He would be pleas'd to bring him to a man 
Prepar'd to teach him the compendious plan. 

He Was himself a doctor, and well read 
In all the points to which divines were bred; 
Nevertheless, he thought, that what comet-it'd 
The most illiterate, as well as learn'd, 
To know and practise, must be something still 
More independent on such kind of skill: 
True Christian worship had, within its root, 
Some simpler secret, clear of alttlispute; 
Which,•by a living proof that he might know, 
IIe pray'd for some practitioner to show. 

Oniday, possess1/41 with an intense concern 
About the lesson ghieh he sought to learn, 
He heard a voice that sounded in his ears-
" Thou has been praying for a man eight years; 
Go to the porch of yonder church, and find 
A man prepar'd according to thy mind." 

Away he went to the appointed ground; 
When, at the entrance of the church, he found 

. .A.poor old beggar, with his feet full sore, 
•And not worth two-pence all the clothes be wore, 
Surpris'd to see an object so forlorn-- 
" My friend," said he, " I wish thee a good morn." 
" ThSnk thee," reply'd the beggar, " but a bad.  
I do'nt remember that I ever had."..- 	c 
Sure he mistakes, the doctor thought, the phrase—
" Good fortune, friend, befall thee all thy days!" 
" Me," said the beggar, " many days befall, 
But none of them unfortunate at all".-4 
" God bless thee, answer plainly, I request?"--. 
" Why, plainly then. I never was unblest"..... 
" Never? Thou speakest in a mystic strain,' 	' 
Which more at large I wish thee to explain."— 

" With all my heart-.-Thou first didst conde-
scend 

" TO wish me kindly a. good merning, friend;  

And I reply'd, that 1 reinember'd not 
A bad one ever to have been my lot: 
For, let the morning turn out how it will, 
I praise my God for ev'ry new one Sill: 
If I am pincled with hunger, or with cold, 
It does not make me to let go my 1101k1; 
Still I praise God—bail, rain, or snow, 1 take 
This blessed cordial, which has pow'r to make 
The foulest morning, to my thinking, fair; 
For cold and hunger yield to praise and pray'r. 
Men pity me as wretched, or despise; 
But whilst I hold this noble exercise, 
It cheers my heart to such a due degree, 
That ev'ry morning is still good to me. 

" Thou didst, moreover, wish me lucky days, 
And I, by reason of continual praise, 
Said that 1 bad none else; for come what wou'd 
On any day, I knew it must be good 
Because God sent it; sweet or bitter, joy . 
Or grief, by this angelical employ, . 
Of praising him, my heart was at its rest, 
And took whatever happen'd for the best; 
So that my own experience might say, 
It never knew of an unlucky day. 

"'then didst thou pray—' God bless thee'-eted 
' I never was IntWeste for being led 	[1 said 
By the good spirit of imparted grace 
To praise his name, and ever to embrace 
His righteous wilt, regarding that alone, 
With total resignation of my own, 
I never could, in such a state as this, . -
Complain for want of happiness or bliss; 
ltesolv'd, in all things, that the will divine, 
The source of all true blessing, should be inine.4  

The doctor, learning from the beggar's case 
Such wond'rous instance of the pow'r of grace, 
Propos'd a question, with intent to try 
The happy mendicant's direct reply-, 
" What wouldst thou say," said he, " should God 
To cast thee down to the infernal pit?" [think fit 

" He cast me down? He send me into Hell? 
No-,-He loves me, and I love him too well: 
But put the case he should, I have two arms 
That will defend me- Irons ail hellish harms, 
The one, humility, the-other, love; 
These I it mild throw below him, and above; 
One under his humanity I'd place, 
htis deity the Other should embrace; 
With both together so to hold him fast,. 
That be should go wherever he would cad, 
And then, whatever thou shalt eall the sphere, 
Hell, if thou wilt, 'tis Heav'n if he be there." 

Thus was a great divine, whom some have 
To be the justly fam'd Taulerus, taught [thought 
The holy art, for which he us'd to pray, 
That to serve God the most compendious way, 
Was to hold fast a loving, humble mind, 
Still praising him, and to his will resign'd. 

FRAGMENT OF AN HYMN; 

. ON THE GOODNESS OF GOD. 

0 goodness of God! more exceedingly great 
Than ti:eight can conceive, or than words can re-
Whatsoever we fix our conceptions upon [peat; 
It has.sorne kind of bounds, but thy goodness has 

none: 

C 
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it never began, so -it never can end, 

But to all thy creation will always extend; 
All nature partakes of its proper degree, 
But the self;blinded will that refuses to see. 

Whensoever new forms ef creation begin; 
Thy goodness adjusted the beautiful plan; 
Adjusted the beauties of body and soul, 
And plac'd in the centre the good of the whole; 
'that shon, like a sun, the circumference round, 

, To produce all the fruits of beatify'd ground; 
To display, in each possible shape and degree, 
A goodness eternal, essential to thee. 

• 
Blest orders of angels surrounded thy throne, 

Before any evil was heard of, or known ; 
Till a self-seeking chief's unaccountable pride 
Thine immutable rectitude falsely bely'd ; [bright, 
And despising the goodness that made him so 
Would become independent, and be his own light; 
And induc'd all his host to so monstrous a thing, 
As to act against Nature% omnipotent king. 

Then did evil begin, or the absSnce of good, 
Which from thee could not come—front a crea- 

tore ' • 	it could; 
Who, made in thy likeness, all happy and free, 
Could only be good, as an image of thee; 
When an angel prophan'd his angelical trust, 
And departed from order, most righteous and just; 
2elf depried of the light, that proceeds from thy 

throne, 
Be fell to the darkness, by nature, his own. 

For-nature, itself, is a darkness express, 
If a splendour from thee does not fill it and bless; 
An abyss of the pow'rs of all creaeurely life, 
Which are, in themselves, but an impotent strife, 
Of action, re-action, and whirling around, [found; 
gill the rays of thy light pierce the jarring pro- 

• 'Till thy goodness compose the dark, natural 
storm, 

And enkindles the bliss of light, order, and form. 
Thy unchangeable goodness, alien 'wrath was 

begun, 
Soon as e'er it beheld what an angel had done, 
Exerted itself in restoring anew, 
A celestial abode, and inhabitants too; 
Made a temporal world in the desolate place; 
And thy likeness, a man, to produce a new raee; 
That the evil brought forth might in-time be sup. 

prest, 
And a new hest of creatures succeed to be blest. 

• When the man, whom thy counsel design'd to 
Fell into this mixture of evil and good; [have stood, 
And, against thy kind warning, consented to taste 
Of the fruit, that would lay his own Paradise 

waste, 
Thy mercy then sought his redemption from sin, 
And implanted the hope of a Saviour within; 
Of a mail to be born, in the fullness of time, 
To supply his defect, and abolish his crime. 

All the hopes of good men, since the ruin began, 
Were deriv'd from the grace of this wonderful 

man: 
Its life, in the promise, has secretly wrought 
Its intended effect, in their penitent thought, 
Who heliev'd in thy wordoin whatever degree 
They knew, or knew not, how his coming would be:  

A true faith in a•Saviour was one, and the same, 
Both before his blest coming, as after he came. 

Patriarebal, Mosaic, prophetical views, 
Vhe desire of all nations, or Gentiles, or Jews, , • 
Who they'd, in the midst of their natural fall, 
The degree of his light, which enlighten.'d them all, 
Still muted in him, the Messiah, the Mao 
Who should exifum fully thy wojeirAil Maw; 
And impart the true life, which thy goodness de. 

sign'd, 
By creating a - man, to dedhend to mailkihd. 

When this Son of thy love was incarnate on 
Earth, 

And the Word was made flesh by a virginal girth, 
Thy angelical host osher'd in-the great morn, 
With the tidings of joy, that a Saviour was born; 
Of jo:Vto all people, who. round the whole halt, 
Should partake of elle goodness, that came to save , 
TOereet, upon Earth, a true kingdoinef grace, [all; 
And of glory to come, for whoe'cr would embrace. 

UNIVERSAL GOOD • 
THE OTIJECT OF THE DIVINE,  WILL, AND MI. 

THE NECESSARY EFFECT of THE CREATURE'S 
OPPOSITION TO IT. 

THE God of Love, delighting to bestow, 
Sends down Isis blessing to the world below: 
A grateful mind receives it, and above • 
Sends up thanksgiving to the God of Love: 
This happy intercourse could never fail, 
Did not a false, perverted will prevail. 

For love divine, as rightly understood, 
Is an unalterable will to good : 
Good is the object of his blessed will, 
Who never can concur to real fa; 
Much less decree, predestinate, ordain-- 
Words oft employ'd to take his name in vain. 

Bet he permits it to be-done, say 
Mantle% I answer, that he does not do; 
That, having wiltdefeated angels free, 
He still permits, ,or wills thein so to he; • 
Were his permission ask'd, before they did 
An evil action, he would soon forbid. 

Before the doing lie forbids indeed, ' 
But disobedient creatures take no heed : 
If he, according to your present plea, 
Withdraws his grace, and so they disobey, 
The fault is laid on him, not them at all; 
For who can stand whom he shall thus let fall? 

Our own neglect must be the previonOcause, 
When it is said the grace of God withdraws; 
In the same sense, as when the brightest dawn, 
If we will shut our windows, is withdrawn; 
Not that the Sun is ever the less bright, 
But that our choice is not to see the light, 

Free to receive the grace, or to reject 
Receivers only can be God's elect; 
Rejecters of it veprobate One, 
Not by divine decree, but by their own: 
His love to alt, his wAling none to 
Is 'a decree that never eordttbegin. 
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• It is theorder, the eternal law,  

The true free grace, that never can withdraw; 
Observance of it will, of course, be blest, 
And opposition to it self-distrest; 
To them, who love its gracious author, all 
Will work for good, according,  to St. Paul. 

An easy key to each abstruser text, 
That modern diutants have soiterplext; 
With arbitrary fancies on each side, 
FroM God's pure love, or man's freewill deny'd; 
Which, in the breast oftsaints, and-sinners too, - 
May both be found self-evidently true 

ON THE DISINTERESTED LOPE .0k 60p. 
THE love a God with genuine ray 
Inflanald the breast of good Cambrayt 
And banish'd from the prelate's mind. 
All -thoughts of interested kind: 	' 

- lie saw, and writers of Isis class, 
(Of too neglected worth alas!) 	• 
Disinterested love to be 
The gospel's very A B C. 

When. our-redeeming Lord began • • 
To practice it himself, as man ; 
And, for the joy then set before 
His loving view, such evits bore; 
Endued the cross, despis'd the Shame-- 
Had he an interested -aim ?' 
Surely the feast examination 
Shows, that-the joy NOS our nitration: • 

For us he suffer'd, to make known ' 
The love that ?eeketh not its own; 
Suffer'd, what nothing' but so pure 
A love could possibly endure: 
No less a sacrifice than this 
Could bring boor sinners back to bliss; 
Or execute the saving  plan 
Of reuniting God and'  man. 

This love was Ahra'm's shield and guard; 
Was his exceeding great reward ; 
Thi4 love the patriarchal' eye, 	• 
And that of Moses could desery; 
In thiedisinterested sense . 
They sought !vivant, or recompense, 
City, or country, Heav'n above, 
The seat,of purity and love. 

This the high calling, this the prize, 
The mark of Paul's so steady eyes; 
For, with the self-forgetting Paul, 
Pure love of God in Christ was all: 
The texteof the beloved John 
Has all, that words can say in one; 
For God is love—compendioUs whole 
Of ellthe blessings of a soul. 

What helps to.this a stud may want; 
Pure love is ready still to grant; 

• lint with a view to wean it still 	• 
. From selfish, mercenary will : 
Of all reward, all punishment, 
This isthe end, in God intent, 
To form, in offsprings of his-own, 
The bliss-of loving his alone. ' 

Sole rule of all affection due 
loth to ourselves, and -others too; 
Meaning of ev'ry scripture text, 
By interested-love perplext: 	. 
Promise, or precept, gospel call, . 
Or legal love, fulfils them all; 
Frain base arising- up to spire, 
Superior both to fear and hire. 

Love of disinterested kind, 
The man who thinks it too refin'd' 
Maw, by ambiguous language, still 
Persist in metaphysic skill; 
Even, the justly fam'd Cambray, 
In such a case, could only pray, , 
That love itself would. only dart 
Some feeling proof into his heart.. • 

•••••MITIP 

ON THE SANE SUBJECT. 

I LOVE my God,:and freely too, 
With the same love that he imparts; 

That he, to whom all loVe is due, 
Engraves upon pure toting hearts. 

I love, but this celestial fire, 
Ye starry pow'rs! ye do not raise: 

No wages, no reward's &she, \ 
Is in the purely shining blaze. 

Me, nor the hopes of hear.* bliss, 
Or paradisie seenes excite ; 

Nor te'rrours of the dark abyss, 
Of death's eternal den;  affright. 

No bought, and paid*for love be mine, 
I will have no demands to make; 

Disinterested; and divine 
Alone, that fear shall never shake. 

Thou, my Redeemer, from above, 
Suffering to such immense degree, 

Thy heart has kindled mine to love, 
That burns for nothing-but for thee. 

Thy seourge, thy thorns, thy cross, thy wounds, 
Are 'ev'ry one of them a source, 

From whence the nourishment abounds 
Of endless Love's unfading force. 

These sacred fires, with holy breath, 
Raise in my mind the gcn'rous strife; 

While, by 'the ensigns of thy death 
Known, I adore the Lord of life. 

Extinguish all celestial light, 
The fire of love will not go out; 

The flames of Hell extinguish quite, 
Love will pursue its wonted rout. 

f 
Be there no hope if it persist— 

Persist it will, nor ever cease; 
No punishment if `tis 

What catia'd it not will notdecrease. 	- 
siothrst thou give nothing for its pains, 

It claims not any thing as due; . 
Skould'st thou condemn me, it remains • • 

Unthawed by any selfish view. ' 

   
  



ON THE MEANING OF THE WORD WRATH. 	t'Sr. 
IDA Heav'n be darken'd if it will, 

Let Hell with all its vengeance roar; 
My God alone remaining, still 

I'll love him, as I did before. 
I. 

ON 77IE MEANING OF THE WORD WRATH, 
AS APPLIED TO GOD IN SCRIPTURE. 

THAT God is love—is in the scripture said; 
That he is wrath—is nu whereto be read; 
From which, by literal expression free, 
" Fury" (he saith himself) " is not in me:" 
If scripture, therefore, must direct our faith, 
Love must be he, or in him; and not wrath. 

And yet the wrath of God, in scripture phrase, 
Is oft express'd, and many difPrent ways: 
His anger, fury, vengeance, are the terms, 
Which the plain letter of the text affirms; 
And plain, from two of the apostle's quire, 
That God is love—and a consuming fire. 

If we consult the reasons that appear, 
To make the seeming difficulty clear, 
We must acknowledge; when we look above, 
That God, as God, is overflowing love: 
And wilful simmers, when we look below, 
Make (what is call'd) the wrath of God to flow. 

Wrath," as St. Paul saith, " is the treasued 
Of an impenitently harden'd heart:", 	[part. 
When love reveals its own eternal life, 
Then wrath and anguish fall on evil strife; 
Then lovely justice, in itself all bright, 
Is burning fire to such as hate the light. 

If wrath and justice be indeed the same, 
No wrath in God—is liable to blame; 
If not; if righteous judges may, and :mist, 
Be free themselves from wrath, if they be just, 
Such kind of blaming may, with equal sense, 
Lay on a judge the criminal's offence. 

God, in himself unchangeable, in fine, 
Is one, eternal light of love divine; 
" In him there is no darkness," saith St. John, 
In him no wrath—the meaning is all one : • 
'Tis our own darkness, wrath, sin, death, and Hell, 
Not to love him, who first lov'd us so well. 

THE FOREGOING SUBJECT MORE FULLY ILLUS-
TRATED IN A COMMENT ON THE FOLLOWING 
SCRIPTURE. 

God so loved the world, that he gave his only 
begotten son, that whosoever believeth in him 
should not perish, but have everlasting life. St. 
John, iii, I13. 
" GOD yp loved the world !"—By how tender a 

phrase 
The design of his father our Saviour displays!s, 
Love, according to him, when the world was un-

done, 
Was the father's sole reason for giving his son, • 
No wrath in the giver had Christ to atone, 
But to save a poor perishing world from it's own. 
A belief in the son carries with it a faith, 
That the motive paternal was love, and net wrath. 

Ev'ry good, perfect gift, cometh down from 
above, 

From the father elf lights, thro' the son of his love: 
s in him there is no variation or change, 

Neither " shadow of turning", it well may seem 
strange 

That, when scripture assures us so plainly, that he, 
pis will, grace, or gift, is so perfectly free, 	. ' 
Any word sh oul, be strain'd to it 	a thought 
Of a wrath in his mind, or a change to be wrought. 

All wrath is the prorlue4 of creaturely sin; 
Itr immutably love it could never begin; 
Nor, indeed, in a creature, 'till opposite will [ill, 
To the love of its God bad brought forth still: an 
To the love that was pleas'd to communicate bliss 
In such endless degrees, thro' all Nature's abyss; 
Nur could wrath have been known, had not man 

left the state, 
In which Nature's God was pleas'd man to create. • 

He saw, when this world in its purity stood, 
Every thing he bad made, and " behold!,  it was, 

good;' 
And the man, its one ruler, before his sad fall," 
As the image of God, had the goodness of,all: 	• 
When he fell, and awakened wrath, evil, and curse •. 
In himself and the world, was God become worse? 
Who so lov'd the world still, that, when wrath 

was begun, 
To redeem the lost creature, he gave his own son— 

Freely gave him; not mov'd or incited thereto 
By a previous appeasing, or payment of due 
To his wrath, or his vengeance, oranyouch cause 
As should satisfy him for the breach of his laws: 
This language the Jew Nieodemus might use; 
But our Saviour's to him had more excellent views; 
" God so lov'd the world," (are his words,)" that 

he gave 
His only-begotten" in order to save. 

Love's prior, unpurchas'd,.unpaitt-for intent 
Was the cause, why the only-begotten was sent, 
That thro' him we might five; and the cause why 

he came, 
Was to manifest love, ever one and the same; 
Full conquest of wrath ever striving to make, 	' 
And blotting transgressions out for its own sake; 
Wanting no satisfaction itself, but to give ' 
Itself, that the world might receive it, and live— 

Might believe on the son; and receive a sew birth 
From the love, that in Christ was incarnate on 

' Earth; , 
When avirgi twought forth, without help of a man, 
The restorer of God's true, original plan; 
The one quencher of wradm, the atoner of sin, 
And the " bringer ofjusticeandrighteommess in;" 
The renewer, in man, of a pow'r, and a will 	i 
'To satisfy justice—that is, tofultil. 

There is nothing that justice and righteousness 
bath 

More opposite to it, than anger and wrath; 
As repugnant to all that is equal and right, 
As falsbood to truth, or as darknesO to light. 
Of God, in himself, what the scripture affirms 
Is truth, light, and love—illahr significant tennis; 
In his deity, therefore, there cannot 'befall . 
Any falshood, or,  darkness, or hatred at all. . I 
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Now, tho"tis proof, indisputably plain,. ' 

That all is right, which God shall once ordain; 
.Yet, if a thought shah intervene between 
Things and commands, 'tis evidently.seen 
That good will he commanded.: men divide 
Nature and laws which. realty .eoinci4C. 

F-robs the divine, eternal spirit springs 
Order, and rule, and rectitude of things; 
Thro' outward nature, his apparent throne, 
Visibly seen, intelligibly known: 
Proofs of a boundless pow'r, a wisdom's aid, 
By goodness tis'd, eternal, and unmade. 

Cudworth perceivkl, that what divines advance 
For sov'seignty aioneis fate, or chance: 
Fate, after pow'r had made its forcing laws; 
And chance, before, if made without a causes 
Nothing stands firm, or certain, in a- state 
Of fatal chance, or accidental fate. 	• 

Endless perfections, after all, conspire, 
And to adore, excite, and to admire; 
But to plain minds, the plainest pow'r above 
Is native goodness, to attract our love: 
Centre of all its various power, and skill, 
Is one divine, immutable good will. 

Such defect can be found in that creature alone, 
Which against hisgoodwill seeks to setup it'sown; 
Then, to God, and his justice, it giveth the lie, 
And it's darkness and wrath-are discover'd thereby: 
What, before, was subserVient to life, in dueplaa, 
Then usurps the dominion, and death is the case; 
Whieh the soh of God only could eves stibdue;. 
By doing alt that whichloVe gave him to do.' 

If the anget'7'c4 God, fury, wrath, waxing hot, 
And the like human phrases that scripture has got, 
Be insisted upon, whySiot also the rest, 
Where God, in the language of merit  is exprest 
In a manner, which, allare oblig'd to confess, 
No iefect in his nature can meanto express? 
With a God, whcr.is tove,ev'ry word should agree; 
With a God, who bath said, " fury is not in me." 

The disorders in Nature, for none are in God, 
Are entitled Isis vengeance, his wrath, or his rod, 
Like his ice, or his frost, .his plague, famine, or 

sword-,,  
That the love, which directs them,.-pray still be 

• ador'd: 
Diseets them, till justice, cail'd his, or call'd ours; 
Shalt regain, to our comfort, it's primitive pow'rs;  
The true, saving justice, that bids us endure 	' 
What love shall prescribe, for effecting oureure. 

By a process of love, from the crib to the cross, 
Did the only4begotten recover our loss: 
And show in us men how the father is pleas'd, 
When the wrath in our nature by love is appeas'd; 
When the birth of his Christ, being funned within, 
-Dissolves the dark death of ail selfhood and sin; 
Till the love that so lov'd.ns, be,eonies, once again, 
From the father and son, a life,spirit in men. 

7HE TRUE GROUNDS OF ETERNAL AND 
IMMUTABLE RECTITUDE. 

• 
Tit,  eternal mind, e'en Heathens understood, 
Was infinitely powerful, wise, and good: 
In their conceptions, who eoneeiv'.d aright, 
These three essential attributes unite: 
They saw, that, wanting any of the three„ 
Such an alleperfect being could not be. 

For pow'r, from wisdom sufPring a divorce, 
Would to a foolish, mad, and frantic force : 
If both werejoin'd, and wanted goodness still; 
They would concur to more pernicious ilk 
However nam'd, their aetionrcould but tend 
To weakness, folly, mischief without end. 

Vet some of old, and some of present hour, 
Ascribe to God an arbitrary pow'r; 
An absolute decree; a mere command, . 
Which nothing causes, nothing can withstand : 
Wisdom and goodness scarce appear in sight 
But all is measur'd by resistless might. 

The verbal question comes to this, in Brie, 
Is good, or evil, made by will-divine, 	• 
Or such by nature? Does command enact 
What shall be right, aftd then 'Lis so in fact? • 
Or is it right, and therefore, We may draw 
From thence the reason of the righteous law?. 

ON THE NATURE AND REASON OF AU 
OUTWARD LAW. 

The sabbath was made for man; not man for 
the sabbath.. 	 Mark 

Fite,* this true saying one may learn to draw 
The real nature of all outward law • 
In ev'ry instance, sightly understood, 
Its ground, and reason, is the Millman good: 
By all its changes, since the world began, 
Man was notmade for law ; but law for mai 

"Thou- shalt not eat"' (the first command of 314 
" Of good and ill," was to'prevent his 
When be became unfit tebe alone, • 
Woman was formed out of his flesh and bone: 
When both had sinn'd, then penitential grief, 
And sweating labour, was the law. relief. " 

When all the world had sinn'd, save one good 
sire, 

Flood was the law that sav'd its-orb from fire:- 
When lire itself upon a Sodom fell, 
It was the taw to stop a growing Hell: 
So on-.-the law witls rielies,or with. rods, 
Come-as It will, is good, for it is God's. 

Men who observe a law, or who' abuse, 
For selfish pow'r, are blind as any Jews; 
On sabbath, constru'd by rabbinic will, 
God must not save, and men must seelato kill; 

Such zeal for law has pharisaic. faith, 
Net as 'Os geed, but as it work-eth wrath. 

Jesus, the perfect law-fulfiller, gave s 
The victory that taught the law to save; 
Pluck'd out its sting, revers'd the cruel dry, 

We have a lawby, which he ought to die"--' 
Dying for man, this commest he could give, 
I have a law by which he ought to live. 

0 
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Whilst in the flesh, bow oft did he reveal 

His saving will, and god-like pow'r to heal! 
They whom defect, disease, or fiend possest, 
And pardop'd sinners by his word had rest; 
He, on the sabbath, chose to heal, and teach ; 
And law-Proud Jews to slay him for its breach. 

The sabbath, never so well kept before, 
May justify one observation more; 
Our Saviour 	as pious authors say, 
So many sick upon the sabbath day, 
To show that rest, and quietness of soul, 
Is blest for one who wants to be made whole; 

Not to indulge an eagerness too great, 
Of outward hurry, or of inward heat; 
But with an humble temper, and resign'd, 
To keep a sabbath in a hopeful mind; 
In peace, and patience, meekly to endure, 
'Till the good Saviour's hour is come, to cure. 

DIVINE LOVE, 
THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTIC OF TRUE RE- 

LIGION. 
RELIGION'S meaning when I would recall, 
Love is to me the plainest word of all; 
Plainest; because that what I love, or hate, 
Shows me directly my internal state : 

--Infty its own consciousness is best defin'd, 
Which way the heart within me stands inclin'd. 

On what it lets its inclination rest, 
To that its real worship is address'd: 
What ever forms or ceremonies spring 
From custom's force, there lies the real thing: 
Jew, Turk, or Christie'', be the lovers' name, 
If same the love, religion is the same. 

Of all religions if we take a view, 
There is but one that ever can be true; 
One God, one Christ, one Spirit, none but be; 
All else is idol, whatsoe'er it be; 
A good that our imaginations make, 
Unless we love it purely for his sake. 

Nothing but gross idolatry alone 
Can ever love it, merely, for its own: 
It may be good, that is, may make appear' 
So much of God's one goodness to be clear; 
Thereby to raise a true, religious soul 
To love of him, the one eternal whole; 

The one unbounded, undivided good, 
By all his creaturespartly understood: 
If therefore sense of its apparent parts 
Raise not his love or worship in our hearts, 
Our selfish wills or notions we may feast, 
And have no more religion than a beast. 

For brutal instinct can a good embrace, 
That Waves behind it no reflecting trace; 
But thinking man, whatever be his theme, 
Should worship goodness in the great supreme; 
By inward faith, more sure than outward sight, 
Shou'd eye the source of all that's good, and right. 

Religion then is love's celestial force, 
That penetrates thro' all to its true source; 
Loves all along, but with proportion'd bent, 
As creatures further the divine asceut ;  

Not to the skies or stars; but to the part 
That will be always uppermost—the heart. 

There is the scat, as holy writings tell, 	' 
>Where the most High hims<Jf delights to dwell; 

Whither attmcti ng.t he desirous will 
To its true rest, he saves it from all ill; 
Gives it to find, in his abyssal love, 
An Heaven wiqiin, in other mn,i4grabove. 

ON WORIS OF MERCY AND COMPASSION. 
CONSIDERED AS THE PROOFS OF TRUE RELIGION. 

il OF true religion, works of mercy seem 
To be the plainest proof, in Christ's esteem; 
Who has himself declar'd what he will say 
To all the nations, at the judgment day; 
Come, or depart, is the predicted lot 
Of brotherly compassion shown, or not. 

Thenithey who gave poor hungry people meat, 
And drink to quench the thirsty suff'rers heat; 
Who welcom'd in the stranger at the door, 
And with a garment cloth'd the naked poor; 
Who visited the sick to ease their grief, 
And went to pris'ners, or bestow'd relief-- 

These will be deem'd religious men, to whom 
Will sound—" Ye blessed of my father, come, 
Inherit ye the kingdom, and partake 
Of all the glories founded for your sake; 
Your love to others I was pleas'd to see, 
What you have done to them was done to me." 

Then, they who gave the hungry poor no food; 
Who with no drink the parch'd with thirst be- 

dew'd ; 
Who drove the helpless stranger from their fold, 
And let the naked perish in the cold; 
Who to the sick no friendly.  visit paid,; 
Nor gave to pris'ners any needful aid— 

These will be deem'd of irreligious mind; 
And hear the" Go, ye men of cursed kind. 
To endless woes, which ev'ry harden'd heart 
For its own'treasure has prepar'd—depart: 
Shown to a brother, of the least degree, 
Your merciless behaviour was to me." 

Here, all ye learned, full of all dispute, 
Of true and false religion lies the root: 
The mind of Christ, when he became a man, 
With all its tempers, forms its real plan; 
The sheep from goats distinguishing fell well— 
His love is Heav'n; and want of it is Hell. 

VERSES 
DESIGNED FOR AN INFIRMARY. 

DEAR loving Sirs! behold, as ye pass by, 
The poor sick people with a pitying eye: 
Let pains, and wounds, and suff'rings of each kirA • 
Raise up a just compassion in your mind: 
Indulge a gerirous grief at such a sight, 
And then bestow your talent, or your mite...  

Thus to bestow is really to obtain 
The surest blessing upon honest gain : 
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To help th' afflicted, in so great a need, 
By your supplies, is to be rich indeed: 
The good, the pleasure, the reward of wealth 
Is to procure your fellow-creatures health. 

In other cases, men may form a doubt, 
Whether their alms Se properly laid out; 
But in the objects, here, befure your eyes,.  
No such distrinitfan possibly arise; • : I 
Too plain the miseries! which well may melt 
An heart, sincerely wishing them unfelt. 

c. 
The wise consider this terrestrial ball, 

As Heav'n's design'd infirmary for all; 
Here came the great physician of the soul, 	" 
To hell man's nature, and to make -him whole: 
Still, by his spirit, present with all those, 
Who lend an aid to lessen human woes. 

A godlike work; who forwards.it is sure; 
c" That ev'ry step advances his own core: 	' 

Without benevolence, the view to self 
Makes worldly riches an unrighteous pelf; 
While blest thro' life, the giver, for his love, 
Dies to receive its huge reward above. 

To them who tread the certain path to bliss, 
That leads thro' scenes 'of charity like this, 
Think what the Saviour of the world will say—
" Ye blessed of my father, come your way: 
'Twas done to rue, if done to the distrcst: 
Come, ye true friends, and be for ever blest." 

AN HYMN TO JESUS. 
COME, Saviour Jesus! from above, 

assist me with thy heav'nly grace; 
Withdraw my heart from worldly love, 

And forthyself prepare the place. 

Lord! let thy sacred presence fill, 
And set my longing spirit free; 

That pants to have no other will, 
But night and day to think on thee. 

Where'er thou leadest, I 'II pursue, 
Thro' all retirements, or employs; 

But to the world I II bid adieu, 
Aud all its vain delusive joys. 

That way with humble speed I 'II walk, 
Wherein my Saviour's footsteps shine; 

Nor will I hear, nor will 1 talk 
Of any other love but thiue. 

To thee my longing soul aspires; 
To thee 1 offer all my vows: 

Keep mg from false and vain desires, 
My God, my Saviour, and my Spouse! 

Henceforth, let no profane delight 
Divide this consecrated soul! 

Possess it thou, who bast the right, 
As lord and master of the whole. 

Wealth, honours, pleasures, or what else 
This short-enduring world can give, 

Tempt as they will, my heart repels, 
To thee alone resolv'd to 'live. 

Thee one may love, and thee alone, 
With inward peace, and- holy bliss; " ' 

, - 

And when thou tak'st us for thy own, 
Oh! what an happiness 'is this! 

Nor Ileav'n, nor Earth do I deire, 4  Nor mysteries to be reveal'd ; 
'Tis love that sets my heart on fire : ' 

Speak thou the word, and I ant heal'd. 

All other paces I resign; 
- Pleas'd to receive, pleas'd to restore : 

Grace is thy gift, it shall be mine 
The giver only to adore. 

AN HYMN ON SIMPLICITY: 
FROM THE GERMAN. 

3E511! teach this heart of mine 
True simplicity to find; 

Child-like, innocent, divine, 
Free from guile of every kind : 

And since, when ttmongst us vouchsafing to live, 
So pure an example it pleas'd thee to give ; 
0 ! let me keep still the bright pattern in view, 
And be, after thy likeness, right simple and true. 

When I read, or when I hear 
Truths that kindle good desires; 

How to act, and how to bear 
What Heav'n-instrct:d faith requires; 

Let no subtle fancies e'er lead me astray, 
Or teach me to comment thy doctrines away; 
No reas'nings of selfish corruption within, 
Nor slights by which Satan deludes us to sin, 

Whilst I pray before thy face, 
Thou! who art. my highest good ! 

0 ! confirm to me the grace, ' 
Purchas'd by thy precious blood: 

That, with a true filial affection of heart, 
I may feel what a real redeemer thou art; 
And, thro' thy atonement to justice above, 
Be receiv'd, as a child, by the father of love. 

Give me, with a child-like mind, 
Simply to believe thy word; 

And to do whate'er I find 
Pleases best my dearest Lord : 

Resolving to practise thy gracious commands; 
To resign myself wholly up into thy hands: 
That, regarding thee simply in all my employ, 
I may cry, " Abba! Father!" with dutiful joy. 

Nor within me, nor without, 
Let hypocrisy reside; 

But whate'er I go about, 
Mere simplicity be guide : 

jiriplieity guide me in word, and in will; 
i.et me live—let me die—in simplicity still: 
Of an epitaph made me let this be the whce— 
Here lies a true child; that was simple of soul. 

Jefu! now I fix my heart; 
Prince of life, and source of bliss; 

Never from thee to depart, 
'Till thy love shall grant me this: 

Then, then, shall my heart all its faculties raise,. 
Both here, and hereafter, to sing to thy maise: 
0 ! joyful ! my Saviour says, " So let it be !" 
Amen, to my soul,..—Hallelujah! to thee l. ;  

   
  



THE DESPONDING' SOUL'S WISH. 
A FAREWELL TO THE WORLD. 	Presence of God, who takes my part, 

FROM THE FRENCH. 	 So sweetens ail event ! 
He is the patience of my heart, 

) The comfort, and content. ! • WORLD adieu, thou real cheat! 
Oft have thy deceitful charms 

Fill'd my heart with fond conceit, 
Foolish hopes, and false alarms : 

Now 1 sec, as clear as day, 
How thy follies pass away. 

Vain thy entertaining sights; 
False thy promises renew'd ; 

All the pomp of thy delights 
Does but flatter and delude : 

Thee I quit for Heav'n above, 
Objects of the noblest love. 

Farewell honour's empty pride ! 
' Thy own nice, uncertain gust, 
If the least mischance betide, 

Lays thee lower than the dust: 
Worldly honours end in gall, 
Rise to day, to morrow fall. 
Foolish vanity, farewell! 

More inconstant than the wave; 
Where thy soothing fancies dwell, 

Purest tempers they deprave : 
He, to whom 1 fly from thee, 
Jesus Christ, shall set me free. 
ewer shall my wandering mind 

Follow after fleeting toys; 
Since in God alone I find 

Solid and substantial joys : 
Joys that, never overpast, 
Thro' eternity shall last. 

Lord, how happy is a heart, 
After thee while it aspires! 

True and faithful as thou art, 
Thou shalt answer its desires: 

It shall see the glorious scene 
Of thy everlasting reign. 

AN HYMN. 
FROM THE FRENCH. 

How charming ! to be thus confin'd 
Within this lovely toW'r ; 

Where, with a calm', and quiet mind, 
I pass the peaceful bout: 

Stronger than chains of any kind 
Is love's enduring pow r. 

These very ills are my delight; 
My pleasures rise from pains; 

The punishments, that most affright, 
Become my wish'd.for gains : 

Whatever torments they excite, 
. Pure Jighing love remains. 

Pain is no object of my fear, 
,Tho' help is not in view; 

Sure as I am, from evils here, 
That blessings will ensue: 

To sov'reign beauty it is clear, 
That sov'reign love is due. 

I suffer; but along with smart 
Is grace and virtue sent:  
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THE St7UL'SI)TENDENCY 4VCAVARDS ITS 
TRUE CENTRE. 

STONES towards the earth descend; 
Rivers to the ocean roll; 

Every motion has some end: 
What is thine, beloved soul? 

" Mine is, where my Saviour is; 
There with him I hope to dwell: 

Jesu is the central bliss; 
Love the forcethat• cloth 

Truly, thou hest answer'd right: 	s 
Now may Heav'e's attractive grace, 

Tow'rds the source of thy delight, 
Speed along thy quiclening pace ! 

", Thank thee for thy gen'rous care: 
Heav'n, that did the Wish inspire, 

Through-thy instrumental pray'r, 
Plumes the wings of my desire. 

" Now, methinks:aloft I fly: 
Now, with angels bear a part: 

Glory be to God on high ! 
Peace to ev'ry Christian heart I" 

ii••=111.11.01.01•41.11.1.11 

THE DESPONDING SOUL'S WISH: 
My spirit longeth for thee, 

Within my troubled breast; 
Altho' 1 be unworthy 

.Of so divine a guest. 

Of so divine a guest, 
Unworthy tho' I be; 

Yet has my heart no rest, 
Unless it come from thee. 

Unless it come from thee, 
In vain I look around; 

In all that I can see,' 
No rest is to be found. 

No rest is to be found, 
Bot in thy blessed love; 

0! to my wish be crown'd, 
Ann send it from above! 

THE ANSWER. 
CHEER up, desponding soul; 

Thy longing, pletted, 1 see; 
'Tis part of that great whole, 

Wherewith I long'd for thee. 

Wherewith I long'd for thee, 
And left my Father's throne; 

• From death to set thee free, 
To claim thee for my own. . 
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And the men who dwell on it, his children, kit 

whoni 
l has pleasklhim that Christ the Redeemir should 

, • come; 
Yet his church-must consist, in all saving respect, 
Of them who receive him, not them wlio reject; 
-And his true, real children, or people, are they, 

( 	Who, when call'd by the Saviour, believe and obey. 

Now this excellent pray'r, in this sense of the 
phrase, 

For the catholic church more especially prays;
That it may be so constantly govem'd, and led 
By the Spirit of God, and of Jesus its head, 
That all such as are taught to acknowledge its 

creed, 
And profess to be Christians, may be so indeed; 
May hold the one faith, in a peace Without strife,' 
And the proof of its truth, a right practical life, 

No partial distinction is here to be sought; 
For the goOd of mankind still enlivens the thought; 
Since God, by the church, in its catholic sense, 
Salvation to all it so pleas'd to dispense, [crease, 
That the farther her faith, and her patience in-
More hearts will be won to the gospel of peace; 
'Till the world shall come under truth's absolute 

sway, 	 [day. 
And the nations, converted, bring on the great 

Mean while, tho' eternity be her chief care, 
The stiff 'rers in time have a suitable share: 
She prays to the fatherly goodness of God, 
For all whom affliction has under its rod; 
That inward, or outward, the cause of their grief, 
Mind, body, estate, he would grant them relief,. 
Due comfort, and patience, and finally bleis 
With the most happy ending of all their distrelk 

To claim thee for my own, 
I suffer'd on the cross: 

Oh! were my love but known, 
No soul could fear its loss. 

No soul could fear its loss, 
But, fill'd with love divine, 

Would die on its own cross, 
And ?he fQr ,tver.mine. 

AN HYMN TO JESUS, c  
CFROM THE LATIN OF wr. BERNARD. 

Jew! the soul that thinks on thee, 
How happy does it seem to be! 	''•-• 
What honey can such sweets impart, 
As does thy presence to the heart! 

No sound can dwell upon the tongue, 
Nor ears be ravish'd with a song, 
Nor thought by pondering be won,.  
Like that of God's beloved Son. 

Jein ! the penitent's retreat, 
The wearied pilgrim's mercy seat: 
If they that seek thee are carest, 
How are the finders of thee blest! 

Jesu! the source of life and light, 
That malest the mind so blest and bright; 
Fullness of joy thou dust inspire 
Beyond the stretch of all desire. 

This can no tongue that ever spoke, 
Nor hand express by figued stroke: 
It is experience that must prove 
The pow'r of Jesus, and his love. 

A PARAPHRASE 
ON THE PRAYER, USED IN THE CHURCH LITURGY, 

FOR ALL SORTS AND CONDITIONS. OF MEN. 

IT will bear the repeating again and again, 
Will the pray'r for all sorts and conditions of men; 
Not to this; or that place, name, ornation confin'd, 
But embracing, at once, the whole race of man-
With a loxe universal instructing to call [kind; 
On the one great creating Preserver of all; 
That his way may be known upon Earth, and be 

found 
His true saving-health, by the nations all round. 

He, whip willeth ail men to be sav'd, and par.- 
take 	 [make; 

Of the bliss, which distinguisli'd their primitive 
To arise to that life, by a second new birth, 
Which Adam bad lost,-at his fall upon Earth; 
Will accept ev'ry heart, whoie unfeigned intent 
Is, to spray for that blessing, which he 	

cwl 
 himself

ii 
 

meant, 
When he gave his own Son, for whoever should 
To escape, by his means, from the regions of ill. 

But tho' all the whole world, in a sense that is 
good, 	 [stood; 

To be God's house, or church, may be well under- 

The compassion, here taught, is unlimited too, 
And the whole of mankind the petitioning view: 
As none can foresee, whether Christian, or not, 
What afflictions may full in this world to his lot; 
The church, which considers whoSe Providence 

sends, 
Prays that all may obtain its beneficent ends; 
And whenever the sufPriegs, here needful, are past, 
By repentance and faith, may be sav'd at the last. 

The particular mention of such, as desire 
To be publicly pray'd for, as made in our quire, 
Infers to all otheri God's merciful grace; [case; 
Tho' we hear not their names, who are in the like 
it excites our attention to instances known, 	, 
Of relations, or neighbours, or friends of our own; 
For the pray'r, in its nature, extends to all those, 
Who are in the same trouble, friends to us, or, 

foes. 

All which she entreats, for his sake, to be done, 
Who suffer'd to save them, Christ Jesus, his Son; 
In respect to the world, the Redeemer °fell; 
To the church of the faithful, most chiefly, saith 

Paul; . 	t  
And to them, who shall suffer, whoever they be, 
In the spirit of Christ, in the highest degree: 
How ought such a goodness all minds to prepare, 
For an hearty amen to this catholic pray'r! 

The church is indeed, in its real intent, 
An assembly, where nothing but friendship is 

' 	meant; 
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Mad theseitter extinction of foeship, and wrath, 
By the working of love, in the strength of its 
This gives it its holy, and catholic name, . (faith \ 
And truly confirms its apostolic claim ; 	[been, 
Showing what the one Saviour's one mission had 
ee" Go add teach all the world"—ey'ry creature 

therein. 

In the praise ever due to the gospel of grace, 
Its universality holds the first place: 
When an angel proclaim'd its glad tidings, the 

morn 
That the Son of the Virgin, the Saviour was born; 
" Which shall be to all people" was said to com-

plete 
The angelical message, so good, and so great; 
Full of glory to God, in the regions above, 
And of goodness to men, is so boundless a love. 

This short supplication, or litany, read, 
When the longer with us is not wont to be said, 
Tho' brief in expression, as fully imports. 
The will to all blessings, for memof all sorts; 
Same brotherly love, by which)  Christians are 

taught 
To pray without ceasing, or limiting thought; 
That religion may flourish upon its true plan, 
Of glory to God, and salvation to man. 

=eh 
THE PRAYER OF RUSB.7?0CHIUS. 

0 MERCIFUL. Lord! by the good which thou art, 
I beseech thee to raise a true love in my heart 
For thee, above all things; thee only; and then 
Toextend to all sorts and conditions of men: 
Religions, or secular; kindred, or not; 
ilsr near, or far off, or whatever their lot; 
That be any man's state rich or poor, high or low, 
As myself I may love him, friend to me, or foe. 

May I pay to all men a becoming respect, 
Not prone to condemn them for seeming defect; 
But to bear it, if true, with a patience exempt 
From the proud, surly vice of a scornful con- 

tempt: 
If shown to myself, let me learn to endure, 
And obtain, by its aid, my own vanity's cure; 
Nor, however disdain'd, in the spitefullest shape, 
By a sinful return ever think to escape. 

Let my pure, simple aim, in whatever it be, 
Thro' praise, or dispraise, be my duty to thee: 
With a fixt resolution, still eyeing that scope 
To admit of no other fear, be it, or hope, 
But the fear to offend thee, the hope to unite, 
he thy honour and praise, with all hearts that are 

right. 
Wishing all the world well; but intent to fit/fit, 
Be they pleas'd, or displeas'd, thy adorable will. 

PreseA'e me, dear Lord, from presumption and 
pride, 	 .fide: 

That upon my own actions would tempt to don-
Let me have no dependence on any but thine, 
With a right faith, and trust, in thy merits divine: 
Still ready prepar'd, in each requisite hour, 
Both to will, and to work, as thou givest the pow'r; 
But may only thy love flame thro' all my whole 

heart, 
And a false selfish fire not affect the least part. 

To this end, let thine arrow pierce deeply 
within,  

Letting out all the filth, and corruption of sin; 
eel{ that in the most secret recesses may lurk, 
ro prevent, or obstruct, thy intention or work: 
Of give me the knowledge, the feeling, and sense, 
Of thy all-blessing pow'r, wisdom, goodness hn. 
e mense ! 

Of the arealcnesa, the folly, the realibe alone, 
That, resisting thy will,. I should find in my own! 

Never let me forget, never, while I draw breath, 
What thou ,Mast done for me, thy passion, and 

death! 
The wounds, And the griefs, of thy body, anr\soul, 
When assuming our nature thou madest it whole: 
Taughtest how to engage in thy conquering strife. 
And regain the access to its true divine life: 
Let the sense of such love kindle all my desire, 
To be thine my life thro'; thine to die and expire. 

To hearts, in the bond of thy charity knit, 
Ev'ry thing becomes easy to do, or omit; 
The labour is pleasant, the sharpest degree 
Of suffring can find consolation in thee: 
That which nature affords, or an object terrene, • 
When it does not divert from a perfecter scene, 
Is receiv'd with all thanks, if thou pleasest to 

grant, 
By a mind, if thou pleasest, as willing to want. 

The amusements, on which it once set such a. 
store, 

Are now as insipid, as grateful before;, 
With a much greater comfort it gives up each toy, 
Than the fondest possessor could ever enjoy: 
If e'er I propos'd such unsuitable ends 
To the thought of religious, or secular friends, 
Expel the vain images, fancies of good, 
And in their heart, and mine, make thyself under.. 

stood. 

Extinguish, 0 Lord, let not any one take 
A complacence in me, which is not for thy sakei 
In me too root out the respect, of all kind, 
Which does not arise from thy love in my mind: 
No sorrow bespaed, no affliction, no cross, 
That may further this love, or recover its loss; 
This is always thy meaning; 0 let it be mine 
To confess myself guilty, repent, and resigin. 

With a real contempt of all self-seeking views, 
To embrace, for my choice, what thy wisdoiet 

shall choose; 
Looking up still to thee, to receive all event-
Which it wilts, or permits, with a thankful cone 

tent: 
Not regarding what men shall do to me, or why. 
But the provident aim of thy all-seeirig dye; , 
Ever watchfulo'er them who persist, in each place, 
To rely on its presence-0.give me thy grace! 

Tho' unworthy to ask it, poor sinner! I trust 
In the merits and death of a Saviour so just; 
Whom the Father, well pleas'd in his satisfy4 

will, 
The design" to save sinners saw rightly fulfil: 
In me let thy grace, 0 Redeemer within, 
Re-establish his justico, and purge.away sin.; 
That freed from its evils, hi me, may be showu 
The effect of thy all-saying merits alone. 
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May death,- and its consequence,. still in my 
. 	eyes, 
So remind me to live, that it may not surprise: 
,May the horrible torments excite a due dread, 
Which impenitent sinners bring on their own head:u 
May I never seek peace, never find a delight, 
But when I, pursue what is good in thy sight: 
Whatsoever 1 do, stiffer, feel to befall, 	C 
Be. thou the sole pause, the one reason of all! 

A PRAYER, C 
• arROM MR. LAW'S SPIRIT OF PRAYER. 

On heav'nly Father ! gracious God, above! 
Then boundless depth of never-ceasing love! 
Save me from self, and cause me to depart 
From sinful works of a long heardeo'd heart; 

' From all my great corruptions set Me free; 
Give Me an ear to hear, an eye to see, 
An heart and spirit to believe, and find 
Thy love in Christ, the Saviour of mankind. 

Made for thyself, 0 God, and to display 
Thy goodness in the, manifest, I pray; 
By grace adapted to each wanting hour, 
Thy holy nature's life-conferring pow'r: 
Give me the faith, the hunger, and the thirst, 
After the life breath'd forth from thee, at first; 
Birth of thy holy.  Jesus in my soul; 

• That I May turn, thro' life's succeeding whole, 
From ev'ry outward work, or inward thought, 
Which is not thee, or in thy spirit wrought. 

ON ATTENTION. 
SACRED attention ! true effectual prayer! 
Thou dost the soul for love of troth prepare. 
Blest is the Irian, who, from conjecture free, 
To future knowledge shall aspire by thee: 
Who in thy precepts seeks a sure repose, 
Stays till he sees, nor judges till he knows: 
Tho' firm, not rash; tho' eager, yet sedate; 
Intent on truth, can its instruction wait: 
Awed by thy powerful influence to appeal 
To Heaven, which only can itself reveal; 
The soul in humble silence to resign, 
And human will unite to the divine; 
Till fir'd at length by Heaven's enlivening beams, 
Pure, unconsuned, the faithful victim Dames. 

A PRAYER, 
USED BY SMARMS THE FIRST, WHEN HE WAS AT 
, WAR WITH TILE EMPEROR CHARLES THE FIFTH. 

ALMIGHTY Lord of Hosts, by whose commands 
The guardian angels rule their destiu'd lands; 
And watchful; at thy word, to save or slay, 
Of peace or war administer the sway ! 
Thou, who, against the great Goliah's rage 
.Didst,arm.the stripling David to engage; 
When, with a sling, a small unarmed youth 
Smote a huge giant, in defence of troth; 
Hear us, we pray thee, if our cause be true, 
If sacred justjce be our only view;  

I right and duty, not the will to war, 9 	k 
Have forc'd our armies to proceed thus far, 
tnen turn the hearts of all our foes to peace, 
That war and bloodshed in the land may cease: 
Or, put to flight by providential dread, 
Let them lament their errours, not theit dead. 
If some must die, protect theffighteous all, 
And let the guilty, few as may be, fall. 
With pitying speed the victory decree 
To them, whose cause is best approv'd by thee; 
That sheath'd en all sides the devouring sword, 
And peace and justice to our land restor'd, 
We all together, with one heart, may sing 
Triumphdrit hymns to thee, th' eternal King. 

.1.0=Rwmpeopmmompo• 

A COMMENT 
ON THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE, IN THE GENERAL 

CONFESSION OF SINS, USED IN THE CHURCH-
LITURGY. 
—According. to thy promises declared unto 

mankind in.Christ Jew our Lord. 
" ACCORDING to thy promises"—hereby, 
Since it is certain that God cannot lie, 
The truly'penitent may all be sure 
That Grace admits them to its open door; 
And they, forsaking all their former sin, 
Flowerer great, will freely be let in. 

" fteclar'd",-by all the ministers of peace, 
God has assur'd repentance of release; 
An intervening penitence, we see, 
Could even change his positive decree; 
As in the Ninivites ; if any soul 
Repent, the promise is the sure parole. 

" Unto mankind"—notonlY to the Jews, 
Christians, or Turks, in writings which they use, 
Writ on the tablet of each conscious heart, 
Repent,--from all iniquity depart—
Not forgo purpose; for the plain intent 
Is restoration, if a soul repent. 

4,  In Chrisreaby whom true scripture has as: 
Redeeming grace for penttents procur'd; [sued 
The fainter hopes, which reason may suggest, 
Are de. ply,-by the gospel's aid, imprest : 
'T was always hop'd for was the promis'd good, 
But, by his coming, clearly understood. 

" Jesu"—Jehovab's manifested love, 
In Christ, th' anointed Saviour from above; 
The demonstration of the saving plan, 
For alt mankind, is God's becoming man: 
No truth more firmly ascertain'd than this—
Repent, be faithful, and restor'd to bliss. 

" Our Lord",-.our new, and true parental head; 
Our second Adam, in the first when dead; 
Who took our nature on him, that in mee 
His Father's itnage might shine forth again: 
Sore of success may penitents implore 
Wliat God, thro' him, rejoices to restore. 

FOR THE DUE IMPROVEMENT OF A 
FUNERAL SOLEMNITY. 	' 

AROUND the grave of a departed friend, 
If due concern has prompted to attend, 
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Iftep, trii"onr minds, let the affecting scenes 
Imprint the lesson, which attendance means: 
For who can tell how soon his own adieu 
The solemn service may for him renew? 

" He that' believes on me" (what CliriSt had said 
The priest proclaims) shall live tho' he were 
To ev'ry heart this is the gracious call, [dead:" 
On which depends its everlasting all; 
The ever hoping, loving, working faith, 
That saves a soul from death's devouring wrath. 

The patient Job, by such a faith within, • [skin 
Strengthnitig his heart, could say—" This mortal 
Destroyed, I know that my Redeemer lives"—
In flesh and blood, which his redemption gives—
Job, from the dust, expected to arise, 
And stand before his God with seeing eyes. 

The royal Psalmist saw this life. of man; 
How vain, how short, at its most lengtheied span: 
Conscious in whom the human trust should be, 
" Truly my hope," he said, "is ev'n in thee"—
And pray'd for its recover'd strength;before 
He went from hence, here to be seen no more. 

The myitic chapter is reltearsq, wherein 
Paul sings the triumph over death, and sin ; 
The glorious body, freed from earthly leav'n, 
Image and likeness of the Lord from Heav'n; 
Pcn'lvizeb th' abounding, in his work shall gain; 
Labour, we know that never is in vain. 

Hence comes the surd and certain hope, to rise 
In Christ; tho' man, as born of woman, dies: 
True life, which Adam dy'd to, at his fall, 
And Christ, the sinless Adam, can recall, 
By a new, heav'nly birth, from him, revives, 
And breathes, again, God's holy breath of lives. 

A voice from Heav'n bad hearing John record, 
" Blest are the dead, the dying in the Lord—" 
In them, the pray'r, which man's Redeemer will'd 
That men should pray, is perfectly ftlfill'd : 
This perfect sense the words, that we repeat, 
Require to make the pay'd-for good complete. 

Thanks then are due for all the faithful dead, 
Departed hence, to be with Christ their head; 	' 
And pray'r,unfaintiog,for, 	his—"Come, ye blest— 
Come, ye true children, enter into rest; 
Live in my Father's kingdom, and in mine, 
In grace, and love,and fellowship diVine." 

Mn. 

Is that which eiver external modes a worth,' 
Just in proportion as they show it forth; 

The 
as they help, in any outward part, 

TThe real, true religion of the heart. 

Now what this is, 'exclusive of all strife, 
Christians will own to be an inward life, 
Spirit, and pow'r, a birth, to say the whole, 
Of Christ lionSeef, brought fortVwithin the Soul; 
By this all true•salcation is begun, 
And carried on, however be done. 

Christianity, that has not Christ within; 
Can by no means whatever save from sin; 
Can bear n& evidence of him--.-.the end, 
On which the value of all means depend: 
Christian religion signifies, no doubt, 
t.ike- mind within; like show of it without. 

The will of God, the saving of mankind, 
Was all that Christ had in his inward mind; 
All that produc'd his outward action too, 
In church communion while a perfect Jew; 
Like most of his disciples, till they came, 
At Antioch, to have a Christian name. 

If Christ has put 'an end CO rites of old, 
If new recall what was but then foretold, 
The one true church, the real heavenly gi, curd,' 
Wherein alone salvation can be found, 
Is still the same; and, to its Saviour's praise, 
His inward tempers outwardly displays. 

By hearty love, and correspondent rites 
Ordain'd, the members to the head unites, • 
And to each other—in all stated scenes, 
The life of Christ is what a Christian means; 
Tho' change of circumstance may.  niter those, 
In this he places, end enjoys repose, 

Church unity is held, and faith's increase, 
By that of spirit, in the bond of peace, 
And righteousness of life; without this tie 
Forms are in vain prescrib'd to worship by, 
Or temples modePd; hearts, as well as hands, 
An holy church, and catholic demands. 

*10 

PART SECOND. 
IF once establislVd the essential part, 
The inward ehurch; the temple of the heart, 
Or house of God; the substance, and the stun 
Of what is pray'd for in—" Thy kingdom come—" 
To make an outward correspondence true, 
We must recur to Christ's example too. 

.Now, in hi:coutward form of life, we find; 
Goodness demonstrated of ev'ry kind; 
What he was born for, that he show'd threughout; 
;It was the bus'ness.that he went about; 
Love, kindness, and compassion to display 
Tow'rds ev'ry object coining in his way. 

But love so high, humility so low, 
And all the virtues which his actions show; 
His doing good, and his enduring 
For man's salvation and God's h'oly will, 
Exceed all terms—his inward, outward plan 
Was love to God, express'd by love to man. 

Mark of the church, which he establish'd, then, 
Is the same love, same proof of ;t to men; • 

ON CHURCH COMMUNION, 
IN SEVEN PARTS; FROM A LETTER OF 

LAW'S. 
PART FIRST. 

RELIGION, church communion, or the way 
Of public worship, that we ought to pay, 
As it regards the body, and the mind, 
Is of external, and internal kind; 
The one consisting in the outward sign, 
The other in the inward truth divine. 

This inward truth intended to be shown, 
So ler as outward signs can make it known, 

VOL. XV. 
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Without, let sects parade it. How they list, 
Nor church, nor: unity can e'er subsist; 	• 
The name may be usurp'd, but want of pow'r 
Will show the Babel, high or low the tow'r. 

And where the same behaviour shall appear 
In outward form, that was in Christ so clear,. 
There is the very outward church that he 	o 
Will'd all mandknd to show, and all to see; 
Of which whoever shows it, from, the heart, 
Is both an inward, aria an outward part. 

What excommunication can deprive 
A pious soul, that is in Christ alive, 
Of thairch communion? or cut off a limb 
• That life and action both unite to him? 
For any circumstance of place, or time, 
Or mode, or custom, which infers no crime? 

If he be that which his'beloved John 
' Callstim,---" The light enlight'ning ev'ry one 

That conies into the world's.---will he exclude 
Onefrom his church, whose mind he has senew'd 
TO such degree, as to exert, in fact, 
Like inward temper, and like outward act? 

InVisible, and visible effect, 
Of true church membership, in each respect, 
Let the one shepherd from above behold; 
The flocks, howe'er dispers'd, are his one fold; 
Seen by theif hearts, and their behaviour too, 
They alt stand present in his gracious view. 

- . • PART THIRD. 
A tow, union, on the other hand, 

Tho' crowded watnbers should together stand, 
Joining in one same form of pray'r, and praise, 
Or creed express'd in regulated phrase, 
(Vaught beside-----tho' it assume the name 
Of Christian church;may want the real claim. 

For if it want the spirit, and the sign, 
That constitute all worship, as divine, 
The love within, the test of it without, • -
In vain.the union passes for devout; 
Heartless, and tokenless if it remain, 
It ought to pass, in strictness, for profane. 

At first, an unity of, heart and ion!, • • 
A distribution of an outward dole, 
And eery member of the body4X.I, 
As equally belonging to the head, .k  
With what it wanted, was, without suspense; 
True church communion, in full Christian sense 

Whether averse the many, or the few, 
To hold communion in this righteous view, 
Their taiought commences heresy, their deed 
Schismatlealo tho' they profess the creed; 
Ways of distributing, if new, should still 
Maintain the old communicative will; 

Broken by ev'ry loveless, thankless thought, 
And not behaving as ,a Christian ought; 	• 
By want of meekness, or a show of pride 
Tow'rds any soul for whom our Saviour.dy'd; 
While this continues, men may pray, and preach 
In all ;their forma, but'none will heal their breach. 

Whatever helps an outward form may bring 
'To church communion,, it is not the thing; 

Nor a society, as such, nor place, 
Nor any thing besides uniti lig grace 
They are but accessories, at the most, 
To true communion of the Holy Ghtist. 

This is th'-essential fellowship, the tie 
Which all true Christians are. united by; 
No other union' does them any good, 
But that which Christ cemented with his blood, 
As God and man; that, having lost it, men 
Might live in unity with God again. 

What he came down to bring us from above 
Was grace and peace, and law-fulfilling love; 
True spirit-worship, which his father sought, 
Was the sole end of what he did, and taught; 
That God's own church and kingdom might begin, 
Which Muses and the prophets ushersd in. 

PART FOURTH. 
"THE church of Christ, as thus you represent, 

And all the world is of the same extent: 
Jews, Turks, & Pagans may be members too; 
This, some may call a dreadful mystic clue, 
A combination of the Z>uaker schemes 
With latitudinarian extremes." 

They may; but names, so ready at the call 
Of such as want them, have no force at all 
To overthrow momentous truths, and plain,'"' 
The very-points of scripture, and the. main; 
Such as distinguish, in the clearest view, 
Th'enlighten'd Christian from the half-blind Jew, 

What did the sheet let down to Peter mean, 
Who calrd the Gentiles common, or, unclean? 
Let Peter answer—,—" God was pleas'd to show 
That! should WI no man whatever.so• 
In ev'ry nation he that serves him right 
Is clean, accepted, in his equal sight." 

If Peter said so, who will question Paul? 
He, in a manner, made this point his all; 
The real sense of what has here been said 
In mystic Paul is plainly to be read; 
Nothing but obstinate dislike to terms , 
Obscures what ail the Testament affirms. 

The Jews objected, to his gospel clue, 
It*" What advantage therefore bath the Jew? 
Or, of 'what use is to be circumcis'd ?" • 
So may some Christians say----to be baptis'd?... 
May form like questions, like conclusions draw, 
And urge the church, as they did, and the law. 

Tle apostle's reas'ning from the common want 
Of God's free grace, its universal grant 
By Jesus Christ, its reach Mall mankind, 
For whom the same salvation was design'd, 
Shows that his church; as boundless as his grace, 
Extends itself to all the human race. r  - 	• 

With pious Jews of old our king imply'd 
'Ilia one true king of all the Earth beside; • 
Whose regal right, tho! he was pleas'd to call 
Jacob his lot, extended over all; 
Tho Israel gloried in acknowledg'd light, 
It's virtue was not bounded by their sight. 

So will a Christian piety confess 
A church of Christ, with boundaries no teas; 

e 
a 
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W 111 speak, as ev'ry conseions witness ought, 
To what it knows, but scorn The partial thought 
Of grace, or truth, or righteousness contin'd 
To modes IMO customs of external kind. 

PART FIFTH. 

THE church.corisider'd only as possest 
Of England, Rome, Geneva.;----and the rests,...-. 
Notion of church so popularly.  .rife; 
Such cause of endless enmity and strife, 
Did but arise in a stteceeding hour, 
When Christians came to have a worldly pow'r. 

The first apostles spread, from place to place, 
The gospel news of universal grace; 
Inviting all to enter, by belief, 
Into the church of their rAceming chief; 
Entrance accessible in ev'ry part, 
And shut to nothing but a faithless heart. 

But when the princes of the world became, 
And kings, protectors of the Christian name, 
Pow'r made ambitious pastors, ease remiss,' 
And churches dwindrd into that and this; 
The one, divided, came to want, of course, 	, 
Supports quite foreign. to its native force. 

Crsteritions rose, all tending to create 
Still new alliances of church and state; 
Form'd, and reforin'd, and tuned, and overturn'd, 
As force prevaird, and human paSsion burn'd; 
Old revolutions when by new dissolv'd, 
Both,church and state accordingly revolv'd. • 

Such is the mixture of an hurrian•sway, 
,In all external churches at this day 

• To,  the tame changes liable, anew.,. 
That forms of government are subject to; 
While the oife chinch, in its true sense, iuname 
And thing, remains unchangeably the same. 

The private Christian, bearing Christ in mind,• 
Whose kingdom was not of a worldly kind, 	• 
Has little, or has no'concern at all, 
With these external 'changes that befall; t: 
Lets Providence permit them, or prevent, 
With truth and spirit he remains content.,  

Not that he thinks that evil, more Or less, 
Is, in its naturc,'alter'd'hy success; 
The good is good; tho' suff'ring a defeat, 

• The bad but worse, if its success be great; 
He measures neither by. th' event that's past, 
For what they, were et fu:st they are at last. 

But, by the spirit of the gospel, free, 
Whatever state of government it lie, 
That God has plac'd birmunder, to submit, 
So in the church he thinks the freedom tit, , 
Whilst on occasion of the outward part, 
He can present what God requires 	ass heart. 

PART SIXTH. 
THE beast is what the God of it deMands, 

Who dwelleth not in temples made with bands: 
When hands have made Omni, if no hearts are 
Dispos'd aright to consecrate the ground, [found, 

. ON CHURCH .COMMUNION,.. 

‘1
Vainly is worship said to be. divine, 
While in the breast its ohjectbas no shrine. 

But if -it has, in that devoted breast, 
right intention,, surely, will be blest; 	• 

Tho' forms, prescrib'd by pastors in Cue chair, 
Should be adjusted -with less perfect care; 
TIV,, in some points, the services assign'd 
Differ from those .4 apostolic 

What outwards:hard), or form, shall we select, 
That is not chargeable with some defect? 
Each is .propresi, in all the rest,,to grant 
A superfluity, or else a want, 
Or both

' 
 a distance from perfection wide, 

Retorted on itself by. ail beside. 

What safer remedy than pure intent 
To seek the good by any of them meant? 
Which he, who mindethonly what the heart • 
Brings of its own, is ready .41 :impart; 
No human pow'r, should it enjoin amiss 
A ceremonious rite, can hinder. this. 

Even in sacrament, what frequent storms 
Has superstition retied about the forms ? 
ht rites baptismal, which the true result? 
Immersion ? sprinkling ? infants? or th' Mutt ? 
la the Lnrd's supper, does the c,elebratitr 
Make trans, or,con,.or nom:substantiation ?' 

These, and a world of controversies more 
Serve to enlarge the bibliothecal store; 	_ 
While champions make antiquity their,boast, 
And all. pretend to imitate it most; 
Prone to neglect, for criticising pique, , 
Essential truths eternally -antique, 

Thus inward worship,lies in.low estate, 
Opprest with endless volumes of debate 	-
About the outward; soon as old -ones die, 
All undecided, comes a new supply 
Of needle:is doubt,s to a religious soul, 
Whose upright meaning diSsipates the whole. 

Clear of all worldly, interested .vievrs, 
The one design of worship it pursues; 
Turnsall to use that public form allows, 
By off'ring units ever private vows 
For the success of all the good design'd 
By Christ, the conirnon'saviour of mankind.. . 

PART SEVENTH. 

A CHETsTIAN, in so catholic a sense, 
Can give to pone, but partial minds, offeneet 
Fore'd live under same slivided part, 
Its keeps entire the union of the heart; 
The sacred tie of love; hy,which alone, 
Christ said, that his.disciples would-he known- 

. 
He values no distinction, as protest 

By way of separation from the rest; 
Oblig'd in duty, and inctin'd by choice, 
In all the good of any to rejoice; 
From.ev'ry 	falshood, or mistake, 
To wish them free, for munition comfort's sake. 

Freedom, to Which the most undoubted way 
Lies in-obedience (Where it always lay) 	. 

19,1 
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To Christ himself; who, with an inward call, 
Knocks at the door, that is, the heart of all; 
At the reception .of this heav'nly guest, 
All good comes in, all evil quits the breast. 

The free receiver, then, becomes content 
With what God orders, or does not prevent: 
To them that love him, all thing, he is sure, c  
Must work for-  abed; tho' how !hay be obscure: 
Even successful wickedness, When past, 
Will bring, to them, acme latent good at last. 

Fatl'n as divided churches are, ma gone 
From the perfection of the Christian one, 
Itesilect is due to any, that contains 
The venerable, tho' but faint remains 
Of ancient rule, which had not, in its view, 
The letter only, but the spirit too. 

When that variety of new-found ways 
Which people so run after, in our days, 
Has done its utmost--.--when "to here, lothere,," 
Shall Yield to inward seeking, and sincere; 
What was, at first, may come to be again 
The praise of church assemblies amongst men. 

Mean while, in that to which we now belong, 
To mind in public lesson, pray'r, and song, 
Teaching, and preaching, what conduces best 
To true devotion in the private breast, 
Willing increase of good to Wry soul, 
Seems to be our concern upon the whole. 

So God, and Christ, and holy angels stand 
Dispos'd to ev'ry church, in ev'ry land; 
The growth of good still helping to complete 
Whatever tares be'sown amongst the wheat: 
Who would not wish to bare, and to excite, 
A disposition so -divinely right ? 

••••••••••••../.10 

A DYING SPEECH. 
FROM N.R. LAW. 

IN this, unhappily divided state, 
That Christian churches have been in of late, 
One must, however catholic the -heart, 
Join, and conform to some divided part: 
The- church of England is the part, that I 
Have always liv'd in, and now choose to die;. 
Trusting,'tlisit if. I worship God with her, 
In spirit, and in truth, I shalt not err; 
But as acceptable to him be found, 
As if, in times for one pure church renown'd, 
Born, I had also liv'd, in heart and soul, 
A faithful member of the unbroken whole. 

AStI am slow, by God's good will, to go 
From this disorder'd state o rhinos below; 
Into his hands as I am now to fall, 
Who is the great creator of us all; 
God of all churches that implore his aid, 
Lover of all the souls that he path made; 
Whose kingdom, that of universal love, 
Must have its blest inhabitants above, 
From ev'ry class amen, from all the good, 
Ifowe'er descended from one human blood; 

- So,' in this loving spirit, I desire, 
As in the midst of all their sacred quire, 
With rites prescrib'd, and with a Christian view, 
Of all the World to take iny last adieu; •  

Willing  in heart and spirit to unite 	• 
With ev'ry church, in what is just and right, 
Holy and good, and worthy, in its kind, 
Of God's acceptance from an honestomind: 
Praying, that ev'ry church may have its 
And rise to that perfection which it wants. 

Father! thy kingdom come! thy sacred will, 
May all the tribes of Inman race fulfil! 
Thy name be prais'd by ev'ry living breath, 
Author of life, and vanquisher of Death ! 

4 COMMENT 

ON THE FOLLOWING StRIPTURE. 

IN the beginning was the Word. 
John, 1st and 1st. 

" IN the beginning was the word"—saith John.-
The life, the light, the truth, for all are one; 
One all-crertting pow'r, all-wise, all-good, 
In which, at.lirst, the whole creation stood; 
Moving, and acting in the pow'r alone; 

'How bright, how perfect, and no evil known! 
How blest was Nature's universal plan, 
And the fair image of his Maker, man! . 

The word, the pow'r, is Christ; th' Eternal Sea 
Of God, by whom the Father's will is done; 
Each is the other's glory; and the love 
From both the bliss of all the blest above: 
Angels in Heav'n stand ready to obey, 
And, as the word directs them, so do they; 
So must we men, born here upon this Earth, 
If ever we regain the heav'nly birth; 

Lost by poor Adam, in the fatal hour 
Of lusting after knowledge without pow'r; • 
When, yielding to temptation,-  tho' forbid 

,,To eat what was not good for him, he did: 
The pew'r of life consenting to forego, 
For what was told him, would be death to know, 
He died to his celestial state, and then 
Could but convey an earthly one to men. 

From which to rise, and in true life to live, 
What but the word, wherein was life, could give? 
Ingrafted, as an holy seed within, 
And born to save the human soul from sin: 
The Word made man by virgin birth, and free 
From sin's dominion, Jesus -Christ is he; 
Whom, of pure love, the Father sent to save, 
And finish man's redemption from the grave. 

This second,  Adam, healer of the breach 
Made by the first, nor sin, nor death could reach; 
He conquer'd both; and, in the glorious strife, 
Became the parent of an endless life 
To all who ever did, or shall aspire C 
To life, and spirit from this hear'nly sire; 
And cultivate the seed which he hash sown 
In ev'ry heart, till the new man be grown. 

The old, we know, must die away to dust, 
And a new image rise amongst the just; 
When; at the end of temporary scene, 
Christ shall appear, eternally to reign 
In all his glory, human and divine, 
When all the horn of God, in him)  shall shine, 

   
  



GOD, NATURE; 
Rais'd to the life that was at first possest, 
And bow the knee to Jesus, and be blest. 

Since thet? the cause of our eternal life 
Is Christ in us, what need of any strife 
In his region ? Of" lo here! lo there!" 
When to all hearts he is himself so near? 
With pow'r to save us from the cause of ill,• 
A worldly, selfish, unbelieving will; 
To bless whatever tends to make the mind 
Meek, loving, humble, patient, and resigied. 

The mind to Christ so far as God shall draw 
By nature, scripture, reason, learning, law, 
Or aught beside, so far their use is right, 
Proclaiming him, and not themselves the light:  
From first to last his gospel is the same; 
And of all worship, that deserves a name, 
" The word Of life by faith to apprehend 
That was in the beginning-..---is the end." 

A MEMORIAL ABSTRACT 
OF A SERMON PREACHED BY VIE REY. 

On Proverbs, C. 20, V. 27. 
TA human spirit, when it burns and shines, 
Lamp of Jehovah Solombn defines-- 
Now, as a vessel, to contain the whole, 
This lamp denotes the body, oil the soul s 
(As H— observes) which, tho' itself be dark, 
Is capable of light's enkindling spark; , 
But, as consider'd in it's own dark root, 
Still wants the unction, and the light's recruit. 

Brighter than all, that now is Iook'd upon, 
This lamp of God, at it's creation shon; 
The body, purer than the finest gold, 
Had no defect in its material mould; 
The soul's enkindled oil was heav'nly bright, 
Till even mixture darken'd its good light; 
And hjd the supernatural'supply, 
That fed the glorious lamp of the most High. 

That fatal poison queneh'd, in human frame, 
The spirit• flowing from the vital flame : 
Adam's free will consenting to such food, 
Death; as its natural effect, ensu'd.: 
True life departing left him naked, blind,' 
And spiritless, in body, soul, and mind; 

, Dead to his paradisic life, a birth 
From sin began his mortal life on Earth, 

His faith, his spiritual discernment gone, 
He fell into a poring, reas'ning one; 
Into a state of ignorance he fell, 
Which brutal instincts very oft excel: 
What hi, self-seeking will would know was known, 
The light ,of this terrestrial orb alone; 
Dark, in comparison, when this was done, 
As moon, or starlight to meridian sun. , 

What help when lesser light should vanish too, 
And death discover a still darker view? 
Had not the Christ of God, sole help for sin, 
Rais'd up salvation as a seed within? 
That sprouting forth by penitence, and faith, 
Cuuld pierce thro' death, and dissipate its wrath; 

AND CREATION. 
Till God's true image should again revive, 
And rise; thro' him, to its first life alive. 

This parent Saviour, God's anointed son, 
egets the life that Adam should have done; 

Reforms the lamp; renews the holy fire, 
And sends to Ileav'n its flaming love-desire 
'As he—the life that was the light of men—
Who fits them t.) be lamps of Cad again; 
Restores the vessel, oil, and light, and all 
The. spirit-life that vanish'd at the fall. 

Reason hes nothing to proceed upon, 
Without an unction from this holy one; 
Without a spirit,. to dispel the damp 
Of nature's darkness, and light up the lamp : 
Nothing whatever; but the touch divine, 
Can make its highest faculties to shine; 
All just as helpless in. their selfish use, 
As lamps their own enkindling to produce. 

All true religion teaches them to trim 
The lamp, that must receive its light from him; 
Prom him, the auickftting Spirit, to obtain, 
The life that must for ever blest remain:  
The life of Christ arising in the soul, 
This, this alone makes human nature whole; 
Makes ev'ry gift of grace to re-unite, 
And shine for ever in Jehovah's sight. 

ON THE 

UNION AND THREEFOLD DISTINCTION 
OF GOD, NATURE, AND CREATURE. 

PART FIRST, 
ALL that comes under our imagination 
Is either God, or nature, or creation: 
God is the free, eternal light, or love, 
Before, beyond all nature, and above: 
The one unchangeable, unceasing will 
To ev'ry good, and to no sort of ill. 

Nature, without him, is th' abyssal dark, 
Void of the light's beatifying spark 
Th' attraction of desire, by want repell'd, 
Whence circling rage proceeds, and wrath un-

quel!'d 
But by the light's all joyous pow'r, tie abyss 
Becomes the groundwork of a three-fold bliss. 

Creation is the gift of light, and life, 
To nature's contrariety and strife; - 
For without nature, or desirous want, , 
There would be nothing to receive the grant; 
Nor could a Creature, or created scene 
Exist, did no such medium intervene. 

Creature and God would be the same; the thought, 
Which books inform us that Spinoza taught, 
Would then be true • and we be fined to call 
Things good; or bad, the parts of the great Alt: 
In whatsoever state itself may be, 
Nature is his, but nature is not he. 

Like as the dark, behind the shining glass, 
By hindring rays that of themselves would pass, 
Affords that glimpse of objects to the view, -
Which the transparent mirror could not do; 
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So.aoes the life of nature, in its place, 
Reflect the glories of the life of grace. 

Of ev'ry creature's happiness, the growth 
Depends upon the union of them both; 
And ail that God proceed,  d to create, 
Came forth, at first, in this united state; 
No evil wrath, or darkness could begin 
To show itself, 	by a creatures sin. 

And were not nature. separate, alone, 
Such a dark wrath, it could not have been shown: 
Its hidden properties are ground as trod 	• 
For life's support, as bones to flesh and blood 
The thlse, unnatural, ungodly will, 
That lays them open; is sole cause of ill. 

When it is caus'd, renouncing, to be sure, 
All such-like sills, contributes to the cure; 
That nature's wrathful forms may not appear, 
Nor What is made subservient domineer; 
But God's good will all evil ones subdue, 
And bless all nature, and all creature too. 

PART SECOND: 

THIS universal blessing to inspire 
Was God's eternal purpose, or desire; 

Lesire, which never could be enrol 	; 
ove put it forth, and Heav'n was what it will'd; 

And the desire had, in itself, the means, [scenes. 
From whence the love cou'd raise the heav'nly 

Hence an eternal nature, to proclaim 
By outward, visible, majestic frame, 
The hidden Deity, the pow'r divine, 
By which th', innumerable beautigs shire; 
That by succession without end, recall 
A God of love, a present all in all. 

From love, thus manifested in the birth 
Of Nature, and the pow'rs of ileav'n and Earth, 
The various births of creatures, at the voice 
Of Gad, came forth to see, and to rejoice; 
To live within his kingdom, and partake 
Of ev'ry bliss, adapted to their make. 

For as, 'before a creature came to see, 
No otter life but that of God eould be ; 
No other place but Heav'n, no other state; 
So, when it pleas'd th' Almighty to create,' 
From him roust come the creature's life within; 
Its outward state from nature must begin. 

Oh ! what angelic orders ! what divine, 
And heavenly creatures answer'd the design 
Of God'a communicative goodness, shown 
By giving rise to offsprings of his own! 
With godlike spirits how was nature fill'd, 
And beauteous forms, as its great author will'd! 

• 
Thus in its full perfection then it stood, 

Seeking, receiving, manifesting good, 
By virtue of that union which it had 
With him, who made no creature to be bad; 
But highly blest; and with a potent will 
So to continue, and to know no ill. 

Nature's united properties had none—. 
Whence then the change that it has undergone?  

But from the creature's striving to aspire 
Above the light, which their own dark desire 
iitench'd in themselves, and rais'd up all the 
Of nature's wrathful, separated forme (storms 

So Lucifer and his. proud legions fell,' 
And turfed their heav'ely mansion to an Hell; 
To that dark, formless void, wherein the light 
Ent'ring again with nature to unite, 
The new creation of a world began, 
And God's own image lord of it—a man. 

ON THE ORIGIN OF EVIL 
EVIL, if rightly understood, 
Is but the skeleton of good, 
Divested of its flesh and blood. 

While it remains, without divorce, 
Within its hidden, secret source, 
It is the gooit's own strength and force. 

As bone has the supporting share, 
In human form divinely fair, 
Altho' an evil when laid bare; 	• 

As light and air are fed by fire, 
A shining good, while all conspire, 
But (separate) dark, raging ire; 

As hope and love arise from faith, 
Which then admits no ill, nor bath; 
But, if alone, it would be wrath; 

Or any instance thought upon,. 
In which the evil can be none, 
Till unity of good is gone; 

So, by abuse of thought and skill, 
The greatest good, to wit, free-will, , 
Becomes the origin of 

Thus when rebellious angels fell, 
The very Heav'n where good ones dwell, 
Became th' apostate spirits Hell. 

Seeking, against eternal right, 
A force without a tore and light, 
They found, and fat its evil might. 

Thus Adam biting at their bait, 
Of good and evil when he ate, 
Died to his first thrice happy state. 

Fell to the evils of this ball, 
Which in harmonious union all, 
\Vele Paradise before his fall. 

And when the life of Christ in men 
Revives its faded image, then, 
Will all be Paradise again. 

...r.•••••••••••Yq.•••••• 

A FRIENDLY EXPOSTULATION 
WITH A CLERGYMAN, CONCERNING A PASSAGE 

IN HIS SERMON, RELATING TO THE REpEAIP-
TION OF MANKIND. 

'TWAS a good sermon; but a close review 
Would bear one passage to be alter'd too; 
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ON 'ME REDEMPTION OF MANKIND. 	 29.5 
Behtine it did not, in the least, agree 
Witlahe plain text (as it appearkl.to me) 
Nor with your comment, on what God had done 

' To save mankind, by his redeeming Syn. 
You did, if 1 remember right, admit 

That other theans, if he had so thought fit, 	- 
Might have obtain'd the salutary views, 
As wen as those which he was pleas'd to choose; 
That it was too presumptuous to confine, 
To those alone, th' Omnipotence divine; 
As if a wit'orn infinite could find 
No other method, bow to save mankind: 
Tho' that, indeed, which had been fix'd 'upon, 
Was, in effect, become the only one. 

Now this, however well design'd, to raise 
An awful sense, by its respectful phrase, 
An adOration of the bouedlcss pow'rs 
Of the Almighty, when compnr'd with ours; 
To sink in humble rey'rence, and profound, 
Ail human thoughts of fixing any bound 
To an unerring wisdom, which extends 
Beyond what finite reason comprehends; 
Yet, if examiu'd by severer test, 
It is, at least, incautiously exprese; 
And leaves the subtlest of the gospel's foes, 
The Deists, this objection to propose, 
To which they have, and will have, a recourse, 
And still keep urging its unanswer'd force. 

" If there was no necessity," they say, 
" Fonsaving men in this mysterious way, 
What proof can the divines pretend to bring, , 
(While they confess the nature of the thing 
Does not forbid) that the celestial scenes 
Will not be open'd by some other means? • 
What else hut book authority, at best, 
Asserts this way, exclusive of the rest, 
Of equal force, if the Almighty's will 
Had but appointed them to sare from ill ? 	. 
This way, in which the Son of the most High 
Is, by his Father's pleasure, doom'd to die, 
For satisfaction of paternal ire ; 
Which (when they make religion to require) 
Confounds all sense of justice, by a scheme 
The most unworthy of the great supreme : 
As other ways might 'have obtain'd the end, 
Nature and reason, forte us to attend 
To huge absurdities which follow this, 
And, since it was not needful, to dismiss," 

This is the boordon of deistic song, 
Which rising volumes labour to prolong; 
Take this away, the rest would all remain 
As flat and trifling, as it is profane; 
But this remaining, hither they retreat, 
And lie secure from any full defeat. 

But when the need, most absolute, is shoWn 
Of man's redemption, bythe means alone, 
The birth, and life, and death, and re-ascent, 
Thro' which the one the-andric Saviour went,, 
To. quench the wrath of nature in the race 
Of men (not God, in whom it has no place) 
Then scripture, sense, and reason coincide, 
And all conspire to follow the one guide; 
Of possibilities to wave the talk 
In which it is impossible to. walk;, 
And raise the soul to seek, and find the good, 
By this one method, which no other could. 

Then true religion, call it by the name 
.Christian, or natural, is still the same; 
From Christ deriv'd, as healer of the soul, 
Or nature, made by his re-entrance whole;  

Who is, in ev'ry.Man, Eh' enlightning ray, 	• 
The faith; and hope, of Love's redeeming day; 

-.Kite only name, or pow'r, that can assure 
tme's religion, that is, nature's cure: 

kht if salvation might have been bestow'd-
lry other means, than what the sacred code 
Declares throughout, the Deists will soon say, 
Tka-means, that might be possible, still may; 
And, led to thinkatbat scripture i at odds 
With nature, take some other to be God's: 
Thus may a no-necessity, ailow'd, 
Tend to increase the unbelieving crowd. . 

As Adam r11,d, and in him all his race, 
Not to the life of nature, hut of grace; 	•• 
Tbre -could be no new birth of it, or growth, 
But from a parent union of them both; 
Such as, in ev'ry possible respect, 
Jesus incarnate only could effect; - 
From him- alone, who had the life, could men 
Have it restor'd, renew'd, reviv'd again: 	• 
11uta..1 am trespassing too much 1 filar, 
And preaching when my province is to heir... 

Millions of ways could we suppose beside, 
This, we are sure, which saving love has tried, 
Must be the best, must be the straightest line 
Of action, when consider'd as divine; 
This way alone then must as sure be gone, 
As that a line, if straight, can be but one. 	• 

ON THE SAME SUBJECT, 'WRITTEN UPON 
ANOTHER OCCASION. 

MANKIND'S redemption you are pleas'd to say, 
By Jesus Christ, was not the only way 
That could succeed; indefinitely more 
Th' Almighty's wisdom had within its store; 
By any chosen one of which, no doubt, 
The same redemption had been brought about. 

• For who shall dare, you argue, in this ease4 
To limit the omnipotence of Grace? 
As if a finite understanding knew 
What the Almighty could, or could not do : 
Tho', since he chose this method, we must own, 
That our dependeuce is on this alone. , 

Now, sir, acknowledging his pow'r immense,- 

	

Beyond the-reach of all -created,  sense; „ 	• 
Does it not seem to follow, thereupon, 
That his true way must be directly one? 
To save the world he gave his only Son, 
Therefore—by hint alone it could be done. 

Variety of ways is the effect 	• 
10f finite view, that sees not the direct; 
But. the Almighty, having all in view, 
Must be suppos'd to see, and take it too; 
To see at once, tho' we are in the 'dark, 
The one straight line-to the intended mark. 

Saint Paul's assertion. of—" no other name 
Given under fleav'n".—appears to be the saute 
With this—no other name, or pow'r, could save 
But that of Jesus, which Jehovah gave: 
More sons, more-saviours, as consistent seem 
As more effective methods to redeem. 
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• 
AAXEX 	 Y POSTHLATIO 07171 	U ZEALOS 

SECI'reIRIS1; 
WHO INVEIGHED IN nrrran TERMS AGAIEST 

THE CLERGY AND ElIVRCII INSTITUTIONS. 

No,tir; I cannot see to what good. end 
Such bitter words against the clergy tend; 
Pour'd from a zeal so sharp, so unallay'd, 
That suffers no exception to be made; 
While the most mild persuasions to repress 
The bitter Zeal still heighten* excess. 

Its own relentless thought while it pursues, 
What unrestrain'd expresvions it can user 
Places of worship, which the people call 
Churches, are synagognes of Satan all; 
At all liturgic pray'r and praise it storms, 
As man's inventions, spirk.queneiting forms; 
.And, front baptistnal down to. burial rite, 
Sets eery service in an odious 
Alt previous, order, with regard ,to time, 
Place, or behaviour, passes for a crime. 

Of pharisoie pride it culls the parks, 
To represent the bishop and his clerks; 
Who are, if offer'd any gentler plea, 
The Devil's ministers, both he and they; [train • 
Blind ankles, false prophets, and a lengthen'd 
Of all hard words that chosen, texts contain: 
These are the forms which, when it would Object 
To those4in use', it pleases to select;  
Repeated try its tlevcilmes, at once, 
As like to rote as any church response: 
Nor is a treatment of this eager kind 
To this, or that society confin'd, 
Sect, or profession--am; no 'natter which, 
Leaders, .or led, all " fail into the ditch;" 
None but its own severe adepts can claim 
.01truth and spirit-worshippers the name. 
In vain it seeks, by any sacred page, 
TOjustify this unexampled rage: 
Prophets of •old, who-spate against th'.abuse 
Of Outward forms, were none of them so loose 
As to Condemn, aholish, or forbid 
The thints prescrib'd, but what the people did; 
Who-minded nothing but the mere outside, 
Neglecting wholly what it.signified ;• ' 
At this neglect the prophets all exclaiintd; 
No pious rites has any of thein'blaml; 
Their true intent was only to reduce 
All ontitard practise to its inward use. 

The World's Redeemer, coming to fulfil 
All past predictions of prophetic quill, 

. Who more, amidst the Jewish priestly pride, 
Than he, with all Mosaic rites cotnpli'd? 
Say that the Christian priests are, now, as bad 
As those blind leaders which the Jews then had, 
Was ,Zachariab's, Simeon's, Anna's mind, 

:Any.  good priest, or man,-or woman blind, 
Tooffer incense, or torbear a part 
In topple service, with an npright heart? 

Can thrn the faults of clergymen, or lay; 
Destroy heart,.ivorship at this present day ? 

	

".I am the .way"—..said Christ;' therecOuld not I Will pray'r, in vain,  by Pharisees preferr'd, 	I- 
By jost conehision, auy then, but he: 	be, Not from repenting Priblicans be heard? — 
'4  I oM the truth'.'-whence it appears anew, 	tWill the devout amongst the Christian flock'  
That no way else could possibly be true: . 	Not be accented, tho' the priest should mock? 
" I am the life"--.to which, as Main died, 	t If they do right in their appointed spheres, 
Nothing could bring mankind again, beside. 	His want of-truth and spirit is not theirs. 

Our Lord's apostles, with 'an inward view 
To reconcile the Gentile and the Jew, 

C To faith mobilo, made ev'ry - outward,  care 
The most subiervient to that main affair: 
The greatest christian friend to freedent, Paul, 
Intent to save, was ev'ry thing to. all; 
To keep whatever forms should rise, or cease, 
Union, of spirit in the bond of peace; 
Tit' effects of hasty, rash, condemning zeal 
He saw, and tnnurred, and 'shooed to repeal. 

Succeeding saints, when priest, or magistrate 
Became tyrannical in 'church;  or state, . 
Bepror'd their evil practices, bat then 

-Rever'dthe office, the' they blain'd the men: 
They gave no instance of untemper'd heat, 
That roots up all before it, tares or wheat; 
As if, by humaiily invented care 
Of Cultivation, wheat itself was tam: 
'Tis true, all sects are grown corrupt enough, 
But zeal so indiscriminately rough,- 
May. well give others reason to suspect' 
Some want of knowledge in a novel sect, 
(If such there be that Seems to take a pride -
In satanizing all the world beside; 
Without the least authority, yet known, 
Or species of example, but its own, 

One mischief is, that its unguarded terms 
Hurt many sober truths which it affirms 
Worship in truth and spirit suffers too, 
By being 'Oiled in melt an hostile view: .  
" Ohl but all self-will worshipping is 
True; :but to wheat does that defect belong? 
s the obedience to a rule, or mtide, 	• 

For order's sake, fair proof of such a pride? 
If it be none at all for men to broach 
Rule, harsh, and undistinguish ing. reproach, 
With resoleition to repeat it still, 
"Pray by what marks are we to know self.will.? 

THOUGHTS ON IMPUTED 
RIGHTEOUSNESS, 

OCCASTHNED RI READING THE; REV. MR. HER-
VEY'S DIALOGUES, BETWEEN 'rialtos 'AM) 
ASPASIO. 

A FR AGMENT. 
IMPUTED righteousness!...-`..beloved friend, 
To what advantage can this doctrine tend? 
4; at the same time, a believer's breast 
Be not lay red righteousness possest; 
And if it be, why voluines on it'made 
With such a stress upon impaievl laid ? c  • 

Amongst the disputants of later days, 
This, in its turn; became a fav'rite phrase, 
When much divided in religious schemes, 
Contending parties Can into extremes; 
And now it claims thy,  attention of the age, 
In Hervey's elegant and lively page: 
This his Aspasio Iola:ors to impress, 	• 
With ev'ry turn of language and address; 
With all the flow of eloquence, that shines 
Thro' all his (full enough) ernbellish'd lines. 
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IT'ho' now so much exerting to confirm 

Its vast importance, and revive the term, 
Hewes himself, he lets his Theron know, 
Of diff'rentoentiments hot long ago;. 
And friends of yours, it has been thought; I find, 
Have brought Aspasio to hispmsent mind. 
Now having read, but unconvinc'd, I own, 
What-various reason for it he has,  shown,' 
Or rather rhetoric—if it be true,. • 
In any sense that has appear'd to you; 
I rest secure of giving no offence, . 

, By askinghow you understand the sense? 
By urging, in a manner frank and free, 
What reasons, as I read, occur to me, • • 
Why righteousness, for man to vest upon, 
Must be a real, not imputed, one. 

To shun much novel sentiment, and nice,. 
I take the thing from its apparent rise; 	' 
It should seem`then, as if imputed sin 
Had made imputed righteousness begin; 
The one suppos'd, the other, to be sure, 
Would follow after—like disease and cure: 
Let us examine then imputed-1;qt; 
And see on what foundation it is built. 

our, first parents lost an heavenly state, 
All their descendents share their hapless fate; 
Forewareed of God, when tempted, not to eat 
Of the forbidden tree's pernicious meat; 
Because incorporating mortal leaven • 
Would kill, of course, in them, the life of Hewett 
They disobey'd, did Adam, and his wife, 
And died of course to their true heay'rtly life: 
That life, thus lost the day they disobey'd, 
Could not by them be possibly eonvey'd; 
No other life could children have from them, 
Bnt what could rise from the parental stem: 
That love of God, alone, which we adore, 
The life so lost, could possibly restore: 
Their ehildren-could not, being born -to Earth,. 
Be born to Heaven, but by an heavenly birth: 
God found a way, explain it how we will, 
To save theliuman race from endless ill; 
To save the very disobeying pair ; 	• 	• 
And made their whole posterity his-care. 

Has this great goodness any thing akin 
To God's imputing our first parents sin 
To their -unborn posterity ?—What sense 
in such a strange, and scriptureless pretence? 
For the men 'feel--so fat we are agreed, 
The consequences of a sinful deed; 	.- • 
Yet-where ascrib'd, by any sacred pen, -
But to the doers; is the deed to men? 
Where to- be found, in all the scripture throl, 
This imputation, tiles adsanc'd anew? 

Adam and Eve, by Satan's wiles decoy'd, 
Did what the kind commandment said—avoid—
To them, with justice therefore, you impute 
The sin of eating the forbidden fruit; 	- , 
And ev'rrimptitation. must in feet, 
If just, Ike built on some preceding act; 	• 
Without•the previous deed suppos'd, the word 
Becomes-unjust, unnatural, absurd. 

If, as you seem'd to think the other day, 
All Adam's race;  in some mystinious way, 
'Sinn'd when he ainn'dc consented to his fall; 
With justice then irepute it to them all: 
But still it follows, that they all contract 
An imputation founded Atporr 'filet: 
And- righteousness of Christ, in Christian heirs, 
Must be  as deeply, and as truly theirs,' ' 

An bcav'nly life in order to renTace, ' 
As was the sin that made a guilty race: 

4 	that imputing either good, or 	' 
ust presuppose a correspondent will; 

`Or else imputers certainly mupt make - 
Thro' ignorance, or other cause, mistake. 

Old Eli thus, not knowing what to think, 
aputed Hannah's silent prayer to drink: 
Little supposinethat it would' prepare 
A successor to hint, her silent pray'r. 
There may be other meraings of the phrase, 
To be accounted for in human ways; 	' 
But God's imputing to the future child 
The sin, by which his parents were beguiPda  
Seems to establish an unrighteous blame, 
That brings no, honour to its Maker's name. 

God's honour, glory, majesty, and grace, 
I grant, is your intention in the case; 
But wish vcvolv'd in your impartial thought, 
How far the doctrine tends, when it is taught, 
To Such an honest purpose; and how far - 
Justice and truth may seem to be at war, 
If God 'impute to guiltless children crimes, , 
Committed only in their parents times. 

Pious Aspasio, I imagine, too, 
Ilad, God's resistless sovereignty in; view; ' 
The-charge of Puritan, or other name;  
He scorned aright, and making truth his aim; 
Found'it, be thought, in eminent divines; 
Of whose opinion these are the outlines: 
They think, at -least they seem to represept, 

, That sod, ht honour, upon sin's event, 
4  Could not forgive the sinners that had stray'd, 

Without a proper satisfaction made 
To his offended justice; and because 
Upon their breach of the Almighty's laws, 
None else was adequate to what was done, 
The -vengeance fell on his beloved Son; 
Who gave himself to stiffer in oar stead, 
And thus to life again restor'd the-lead; 
Because, consistently with justice, then 
God could bestow his mercy upon men: 
Man had contracted, in that fatal day,. 
Debt so immense, that man could- never payer 
Ile who was God as well as Man, he could; 
And made the satisfaction thro' his blood; 
Paid all the just demand—imputed tints 
Our sin to him, his righteousness to us... 
This sets the doctrine, if I take afield 
Their words and meaning; in the plainest light. 

Now since accounting for the truth amiss 
May give distaste, in such an age as this; 

. And be a stumbling,blockto-thee n who might 
Receive an explanation, that was right; 
Not as a'captions,foe, but hearty friend, 
May one entreat such teachers to attend, 
And reconcile their system, if they earl. 
To God's proceeding with his creature man; 
To that paternal, tender love and grace, 

: Which at man's fallimmediately took place; 
That inward, holy thing, intreathed then, • 

' Which would re-kindle Heinen in him again: 
Does wrath, or vengeance, or a want appear 
Of satisfaction, or of payment here, 

• In man's creator? For mankind-'had he 	, 
A purelias'd grace, which contradicts a free? 

• Is it net plain, that an iinalteed love' 
Sent help to poor MIN creatures from above. 

• lInhargain'd, unsolicited, unmov,d, 
But by itself, as-its exertion prov'd; 
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No foreign promise; no imputed ease; 	• 
But remedy aWreal as disease; 
That would; according to true nature's grmind, 
Bring one the cure, and make the patient sound. 

That Christ, that God's becoming man was it, 
• Your friends, with -highest gratitude, admit; 
'Whose utmost talents are employ'd to show ' 
The obligations that to him we owe; 
To press the objezt of our faith Aid trust, 

- Christ, all in all, the righteons, and the just; 
The true, redeeming life,--essential this ' • 
To ev'ry Christian who-aspires to bliss 
Why not subjoin.—.) cite 'the hero PaGt,• 
And puke appeal to Christians-4n you ell?-
Form'll in you, aleeRing.in you, and within 
Regenerating life, dethroning sin; 
Working, hi more and more resigned- wills, 
The gradual conquest of all selfish ills; 

6mm Christian to true life revive, 
Dead to the world, to God, thro' him alive. 
' What num'rous texts from Paul, from ev'ry 
Might furnish,out citations, did we want? (saint, 
And could not see, that righteousness, or sin, 
Arise not from without, but from within? 	• 
That imputation, where they are not found, 
Can reach no farther than an empty sound; 
No farther than imputed health can reach-
The Cure of sickness, the' a man should preach 
With all the eloquence of zeaVand tell 
How health imputed makes a sick man well; 
Indeed, if sickness be iinputed too, 
Imputed remedy, no doubt, may do; 
Words may pour forth their entertaining store, 
But things are just-etas things wexejust before. 

In so important a concern, as that 
Which good Aspasio's care is pointed at, 
A small mistake,-which at the bottom lies, 
Marsap the building that.sliall theme arise: 
Who would-  not wish that architect, so skili'd, 
On great mistake might not persist to build; 
But strictly search, and for sufficient while,. 
If the foundation could support the pile? 

This imputation, which he Wilds upon, 	. 
Has beewthe source of more mistakes than one: 
Hence rose, -to pass the intermediate train 
Of growing errours, and observe the main, 
That Worse than -paganprinelple of fate, 	. 
Predestination's partial love-and hate; 
By -which, ,not tg'd, like faney'd dove, to look 
In stronger Destiny's decreeing, book, 
The God of Christians is suppos'd to will 
That some should come to good, and some, to.iB; 
And for no reason, but to show, in fine, 
Tit' extent of goodness; mid of wrath -divine. 

Whose doctrine this? I quote no less a man 
Than the renowned Calvin for the plan; 
Who baring labour'd, with distinctions vain, 
Mere imputation, tsty, to maintain, 
Maititains, when speaking on another head, 
This'horrid thought, to which the former led: . 
0 Predestination here I call," (says he 
Defining)"(cod's eternal, fix'd decree; • 
Which, 'hawing setti'd in his will, he past, 
-What'ev'ry man should come to at the last;" 
And lest-the terms should he et:steeled to bear 
A meaning less than he propoi'd, severe, 
" For all mankind" (he 'fidds to definition) 	. 

7i re not treated on the same condition:.'' 
Pari-conelilione—is the phrase; 
If you can turn-it any other wept; •  

'" But life to some, eternal, is restrain'd, 
To some, damnation,  endless pre-ordaised,'' 

Calvin has push'd the principle, 1 guess, 
To what your friends would own to bcexcess; 

k And probably Aspasio, less inclin'd . 
'Po run directly illin Calvin's mind, 
Would give imputing a more inod'rate sense, 
That no damnation might arise from thence: 
But how will mollifying terms confute 
The fam'd reformer's' notion of impute? 
7f it confer such arbitrary good; 
The dire reverse is quickly understood; 
So.-understood, that open eyes may see 
'T is Calvin's fiction and not God's decree: 
Not his, whose forming love, and ruling aid, 
Ceaseless extends to all that he bath made; 
Who gave the gift which he was pleas"dtogive 
That none might perish, but that all might live, 
His only Son, in whom the light, that guides 
The born into-the world to life, xesides: 
A real life, that by a real birth 
Raises a life beyond the life of Earth, 
In all his  thildrata.....That no more to yea, 

.Better than me, who know it to-he true; 
And if Aspasio's really humbled soul 
Be by a touch of garment hem made whole, 
He might, as I should apprehend, he sure 
That imputation could not cause the cure:.  
When the poor woman, in the gospel; found 
Touch of the Saviour's clothes to make her gourd, 
We know the virtue did from him proceed, 
Thatonix'd with faith, restor'd her, as we read: 
Gone out of him obliges to infer, . 	- 
That 'twos by faith attracted into her: 

ON TAR NATURE OF FREE GRACE, 
Asitt THE CLAIM TO MERIT FOR TRE PERFORM.. 

ANCE OF 0000 WORKS. 

GRACE to be sure is, in, the last degree, 
The gift of God, divinely pure and free; 
Not bought, or paid for, merited, or claimed, 
By any works of ours that can be nam'd. • 

What claim, or merit, or withal) to pay, 
Could creatures have before creatin day ? 
Gift Of existence is the gracious one, 
Which all the rest must needs dependupon. 

M1-boasting then of meat, alt pretence ' 
Offlaim from God, in a deserving sense, 
is in one word excluded by St. Paul— 
" Whate'er thou bast, thou bast receied it all." 

But sure the use Of any gracious posers, 
)Freely bestow'd, may property be ours ; 
Right application being ours to choose, 
Or, if we will be so absurd, refuse. 	c 

IA this respect-what need to controvert 
'Ile sober sense of mexit, or desert? 
Works, it is said, will have, and is it hard 
To say deserve;  or merit their reward? 

Grace is•  the real saving gift ; but then, 
Good works are profitable unto men; 
God wants- them not; but, if our neighbours do, 
Flowing from grace, they prove it to be true, • 

   
  



All comes from God, who gave vs first to live, 
And all succeeding grace ; 'tis ours to give 
To God alone the glory; and to man, 
Empoweed.  by him, to do what good we can. 

4 SOU11.02UY, 
ON READING A DISPUTE AWAIT FAITH AND 

WORKS. 

W HAT an excessive fondness for debate 
Does this dividing faith from works create ! • 
Some say, salvation is by faith alone.... 
Or else)  the gospel will he overthrown: 
Others, for that same reason, place the whole 
In works, which bring salvation toss soul. 

Gospel of Christ, consistently apply% 
Unips together what they both divide: 
It is itself, indeed, the very faith 
That works by love, and saves asoul from wrath: 
A new dispute should some third party pave, 
Noilaith nor works, but love alone would save. 

The &Wiran takes a test from Paul, 
And works are good for nothing, faith is all; 
Doctrine, which his antagonist disclaims, 
And shows how works most justify, froth James; 
A third, in either, soon might find a place, 
Where love is plainly the exalted.grace. 

There is no end of jarring system found, 
In thus contending not for sense, but sound; 
For sound, by which th' inseparable three 
Are so distinguish'd, at to disagree; 
Altho' salvation, in its real spring, 
Faith, work, or love, be one and the same thing. 

One pow'r of God, or life of Christ within, 
Or Eloly Spirit washing away sin; 
Not by repentance only; or belief 
Only; that slights a penitential grief, 
And its meet fruits, and justifies alone 
A full eonceiv'd assurance of its own; 

Nor by works only; nor, tho' Paul above 
Both faith and works have lifted it, can love 
nave, or desire to have, th'-exclusive 
In mons salvation, to this only fame; 
By all together souls are sav'd from 
Whene'er they yield an unresisting will. 

God has a never-ceasing will to save, 
And men, by grace, may. savingly behave: 
This woull produce less fondness for a sect, 
And more concern about the main effect; 
Then faith alone might save them from the fall," 
As one good word, in use, that stood for all. 

By native union, all the blessed pow'rs 
Of grace, that makes salvation to be ours, 

' One in another, spring up in the breast, 
No soul is sav'd by one withdut the rest; 
Since then they alt subsist in any one, 
Division ceases,—and dispute is gone. • 

THOUGHTS ON PREDESTINATION AND REPRORATION. 299 
ilrben human words ascribe to human spirit 	THOUGHTS ON PREDESTINATION AND 

Worthy, unworthy, merit, or demerit, 	 REPROBATION. 
Why should disputes forbid the terms a place, 
Which are not meant.to derogate from grace? 	 A FRAGMENT. 

'LATTER  me not with your predestination, 
Nor sink my spirits with your reprobation: 
From all your high disputes I stand aloof, 
YAttr re's and re's your deslin, and your proof, 
And formal, CaltAn'istical preten4e, 
That contradicts all gospel, and good sense. • 

When God declares, so siten, that be wills 
Alt sort of blessings, and no sort of ills; 
That his severest purpose never meant 
A sinner's death, but that he should repent: 
For the tohole world, when his beloved Son 
Is said to do whatever he has done, 
To become man, to suffix and to die, 
That all might live, as welt as you and I; 
Shalt rigid Calvin, after this, or you, 
Pretend to tell me that it is not true? 
But that eternal, absolute decree 
Has damn'd beforehand either you, or me, 
Or any body else? That God design'd, 
When he created, not to save mankind, 
Mit only some? The rest, this man maintain'd, 
Were to decreed damnation pre-ortlain'd: 
No, sir; not all your metaphysic skill 
Can prove the doctrine, twist it as you will. 

I cite the man for doctrine, so accurst, 
In brink the third, and chapter twenty-first, 
Section the fifth—an horrid, impious lore, 
That one would hope was never taught before; 
How it came after ,to prevail away,_ 
Let them, who mince the damning matter, say; 
And others judge, if any Christian fruit 
Be like to spring from such a pagan root: ' 

Pagan—said I—I must retract the word,. 
For the poor pagans  were not so absurd; 
Their Jupiter, of gods and Alen the Icing, 
Whenever he ordain'd an hurtful thing, 
Did it because he was oblig'd to look, 
And act, as Fate had bid him, in a book: 
For gods and goddesses were stiblect, then, 

	

To dire necessity, as well as men; 	- • 
Compell'd to crush an hero, or a town, 
As Destiny had set the matter down. 

But in your scheme, 'tis God that orders 
With soy'reign pow'r, and with resistless wilt; 
He, in whose-blessed name is understood 
The one eternal will to ev'ry good, 
Is represented, tbo' untv'd by Fate, 
With a decree of damning, to create 
Such, as you term the vessels of his wrath, 
To show his posi'r, according to your.faith: 
Just as if God, like some tyvannie man, 
Would plague the world, to show them that be can: 
While others, (they, for instance, of yourasect) 

Are mercy's vessels, precious and elect; 
Who think, God help them to secure their buss 
By such a partial, fond conceit as this. 

Talk not to me' of popery and Rome, • 
Nor yet foretel its Babylonish doom; 
Nor canonize reforming saints of old, 
Because they held the doctrine that you hold; • 
For if they did, altho' of saint-like stem, 	, 
In this plain point we must reform from theme 
While freed from Rome, Aare not tied, I hope, 
To what is wrong in a Geneva pope; 
Nor what is right should surname supersede 
Of Luther, Cabin, BeIlarmine, or Bede. 
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Into a feeling sense ,of him, from whom 
The various gifts of various blessings come, .. 

To bless is his immutable decree, 
Such as could never have begun to be: 
Decree (if you will use the word decreed) 
Did from his love eternally proceed, 
To manifest the hidden povers, that reign 
Through outward nature's universal scene; 
To raise up creatures from its vast abyss, 
Form'd to enjoy communicated bliss; 
Forni'd; in .their several orders, to extend 
Of God's great goodness wonders without end. 

Who does not see that ill, of any kind, 
Could never come from an Jell-perfect mind? 
That its perception never could begin, 
But from a creature's voluntary din, 
Made in its Maker's image, and imprest 

. With a free pow'r of being ever blest; 
From.ev'ry evil, in itself, so free, 
That none could rise ,but by its own decree ? 
By a volitiom opposite to all 
That God could will, did evil first befall, 
And still befalls: for alt the source of ill , 
Is opposition to his blessed will; 
And union with it plainly understood 

'To be the source of every real good. 	• 
To certain truths, which you can scarce deny, 

You.hring St. Paul's expressions in reply; 
Some few obscurer sayings prone to choose,' 
Where he was talking to the Roman Jews; 
You never heed the nuin'rous texts, and plain,. 
That will not suit with your decreeing strain, 	' 
Confifming God's unalter'd will to bless, 
In words as clear as language canexpress: 

Whowilleth all men to be sav'd"--is one 
Too plain for comment to he made upon,: 
So that, if some be not the same as all, 
You must directly contradict St. Paul, 
Whene'er you push to its dir. et extreme, 
Your'  ild, absurd predestination scheme. 

Paul's open; generous, enlighten'd soul, 
Preach'd to mankind;  a Saitiour of the whole, 
Not pert of human tame; 'the blinded Jew 
Might boast himself in this conceited view; 
-Boast of his father Abraham, and vent 	• 
The carnal claims of family descent: 
But the Whole family of Heav'n and Earth, 
Paul knew, if blest, must have another birth;'  
That Jew and Gentile was in ev'ry planet  
Alike the object of a saving grace: 
Paul never tied salvation to a sect; 
All who love God, with him, are God's elect. 

This plain, good maxim he himself preinied 
To those fam'd chapters, which were so disguis'd 
By studied ennunents•of a later day; .' 
When words were prest to serve a partial fray; 
And scripture turn'd into a magazine 
Of arms, for soher!or for frantic spleen. 

All who love God—how certain is the key! 
Whate'er disputed passages convey; 
In Paul's epistles if some things are read, 
"Hard to be understood," as. Peter said, 
Most this be urg'd to prove in teens condition
Theirpre-election;and their preterition, 
Or predamnation ? for that monstrous word, 
Of all absurd decree the most absurd, 
Is into formal definition wrought 	-
by your diyines-,—unstartN at the thought 
Of sov'reign pow'r decreeing to become. 
The author of salvation but to some; 

Rome has been guilty of excess, 'tis true, 
And so have some of the reformers too; 

 

If in their zeal against the Roman seat, 
Plucking up tares they pluck'd up also wheat; 
Must we to children, for what they have said, q 
Give this predestination stone for bread? 

Sir, it is worse, is• your predestination 
Ten thoinand times than transubstantiation: 
Hard is the point, that papists hire compiPd, 
With sense and reason to be reconcil'd; 
Put yet it leaves to out' conception, still, 
Goodness in -God, and holiness of will; 
A just, impartial government of 411; 4  
A saving love; a correspondent call 
To e'e'ry man, and, in the fittest hear 
For him to hear, all offeedgmeeand pow'r; 
Which he may want, and have, if he will crave 
From him who willed) nothing but to save. 

Whereas, this reprobation doctrine, here, 
Not only sense and reason Would cashier, 
Put tate, by its pretext of stw'reign sway, 
AB goodness from the Deity away; 
Both Heav'n and Hell 'confounding with its cant, 
Virtue and vice, the sinner and the saint; 
Leaving (by irresistible decree, 
• And purpose absolute, what man shall be,) 
Nothing, in sippers, to detest so much, 
As God's contrivance hoW to make them snob. 

That ever Christians„htest with revelation, 
Should think of his decreeing men's damnation; 
The God of love ! the fountain of all good! 
4‘ Who made," says Paul," allnations of one blood 
To dwell on Earth ; appointing time and place." 
Anti for what end this preordaining grace? 
That they might seek, andfeel after, and find 
The life in God, which God for man design'el. ' 

" We are his offsprine"...-for, in that decree, 
The pagan poet and St. Paul agree: 
" We are his offspring4',4Now, sir, put the case 
Of some great man, and his descending race; 
Conceive this common parent of them all, • 
As.  wiling some to stand, and some to fall: 
Master,,suppose, of ad their future lot, 
Decreeing some to happiness, some not; 
In some to (wing his kindness into view; 
To show in others what his wrath can do; , • 
To lead the chosen children by the hand, 
And leave the rest to fallet,who cannot stand, 

I Might proceed, but that the smallest sketch 
Shows an absurd and arbitrary wretch, 
Treating his offspring so, as to forbid 
To think, that ever God Almighty did; 
To think that creatures, who are said to be 
His offspring, shotild be hurt, by his decree; 
Which had they always minded, good alone, 
And not a spark of evil, had been ;known,: 
For his decree, appointment, order,. will, , 
Predestinating. goodness, pow'r and skill, 
Is, of itself, the unbeginuing good, 

. Thepouring forth of an an-ending flood 
Of everflowing bliss, which only rolls . 
To fill his vessels, his created souls. 

Happy himself,the true divine desire, 
The love that flames thro' that eternal fire, 
Which generates Whim 6' eternal light, 
Source of all blessing to created sight, 
Longs with an holy eatnestness to spread • 

`The boundless glories of its fountain head; 
To raise the possibilities of life, 

- Which. rest,* tins, into a joyful strife; 
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To
. 
 some, resembling others, they admit, 

Who are rejected—why?' " He so thought fit: 
Bath not the potter pow'r to make his clay 
3ust what tie pleases?”--weI4, and tell me pray, 
What kind.of potter must we think 
Who does not snake the best of it he can? 
Who, making some fine vessels of his clay, 
To show his pow'r, throws all the rest away, 
Which, in itself, was equally as fine? 
What an idea this of pow'r divine ! 	• • * 
Happy for us, if under God's commands 	' 
We were as clay is in the potter's hands; 
Pliant, and yielding readily to take 
The proper form, which he is pleas'd to make 
Happy for us that he has pow'r! because 
An equal goodness executes its laws; 
Rejecting none, but such as will behave 
So, as that no omnipotence can save. 

Who can conceive the infinitely Good 
To show less kindness than he really cou'd? 
Tv pre-concert damnation, and confine, • 
Himself, his 'own beneficence divine ? 
An impotency this, in evil hour,,, 
Ascrib'd to God's beatifying pow'r,  

AND HIS-CLAY. • 
By bitter logic,-and the sour mistake, 

k
, 
 . Which overweening teal is apt to make; 
Describing sov'reiguty as incomplete, 

• that does not show itself less good than great • 
ho' true in earthly monarchs it may be, 

That majesty and love can scarce agree, 
. In his almighty will, who rules above, 

'Ale pow'r es grace4  the majesty is love : 
What best desc?ibes the giver of all bliss, 
Glorious in all his attributes, is this; 	, 
The soy'reigia Lord all crqatures bow before, 

' But they, who love him most, the most adore. 
From this/one worship if a creature's heart, 

Fixt on aught else, determines to depart, • 3  
There needs no pre-determining the case; 
Idolatry ensues, and fall from grace; 
Without, and contrary to God's intent, 
Its'own self-rnin is the sure event: 
The love forsaken which alone could bless, 
It needs must feel wrath, anger, and distress; 
The sensibilities that. must arise, 
Ifnature wants whatiacred love supplies. 

(Cietera decant.) 
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THE .POTTER AND, HIS CLAY, 
AN HYMN, ASCRIBED TO DR. WATTS. 

BEHOLD the potter and the clay, 
He forms his vessels as he please; 

Such-is our God, and such are we, 
The subjects of his high decrees. 

Does not the workman's pow'r extend 
O'er all the mass—which part to choose, 

And mould it for a nobler end, 
And which to leave for viler use? 

May not the sor'reign Lord on high 
Dispense his favours as he will? 

Choose some to life, while others die, 
And yet be just and gracious still? 

What if, to make his terrour known, 
He lets his patience long endure, 

Sufrring vile rebels to go on, - 	• 
And seal their own destruction sure? 

What if he means to show his grace, 
And his electing love employs, 

To mark out some of mortal race, 
And form them fit for heav'nly joys. 

Shall man reply against the Lord? 
And call his Maker's-ways unjust, 

The thunder of whose dreadful word 
Can crush a thousand worlds to dust ? 

But, 0 my soul ! -if truth so bright 
Should dazzle and confound thy sight, 

Yet still his written will obey, 
And wait the great decisive day. 

Then shall he Make his justice known, 
And the whole world before his throne, 

With joy, or terrour, shall co;,,less 
The glory of his righteousness. 

THE CONTRAST. 

BEHOLD the potter and the,clay, 
He forms his vessels to his mind; 

So did creating Love display 
Itself in forming human kind. 

TVAlmighty Workman's pow'r awl skill 
Could have no vile, but noble ends; 

His one immutable good will 
To all, that he bath made, extends. 

This gracious sbv'reign Lord on high, 
By his eternal word and voice, 

Chose all to live, and -none to die, 
Nor will he ever change his choice, 

Not- by his will, but by their own, 
Vile rebels break his righteous laws; 

Arid make the terrour to be known, 
Of which they are themselves the cause. 

His all-electing -love employs 	• 
All means the human race to bless, 

That mortals may his heav'nly joys, 
By re-electing him, possess. 

Shall man reply that God decreed 
Pal rmAdam's race not to be blest? 

That for a few his Son shoUld bleed, 
And Satan Should have all the rest? 

Do thou poor sinful soul of mine, 
By faith and penitence, embrace 

Of doubtless, boundless love divine, 
The free, the universal grace. 

Let God, within thy pliant 
Renew the image of his Son, 

The likeness marr'd will then be whole, 
And show what he, in Christ, has done, 
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• AN ARGUMENT, 
von DAVID'S BELIEF OF A FUTURE STATE, TETER- 

' 	NED FROM BATHSREBA'S LAST WORDS T01101 
1/P01.1 ISIS DENTR-SED. 

• 

A strengeneeount ;that neither does nor can 
Make any yeti of true religion's plan; 

.latit must &vase it to the ridicule , 
Of scoffers, judging by this crookedrvie: 
Its friends, defending truth, as they suppose, 
La.). themselves open to acuter foes.- 
• To say that action, neither good nor bad, 

From which no barns in nature-could be had, 
Was chang'd, by positive, commanding will, 
Or threat forbidding, to a deadly ill,, 	' 
Charges, by consequence the most direct, 
On God himself that ill;  and its effect. 

Language had surely come to a poor pass, 
Before an author, of distinguished class 
For shining talents, could endure to make, 
In such a matter such a gross mistake; 
Cduld thus derive death'S origin, and root, 
From Adam's eating of an harmless-fruit. 

" From-:dam's eating ?— Did not  God forbid 
The taste of it to Adam ?"—Yes, he did—
"And was it hapnless, must we understand, 
To disobey Gods positive command?—" 
No, by no means; but then the harm, we see, 
Came not from God's command, but from the tree. 

If lie command, the notion must be good; 
If he forbid, some ill is understood: 
The tree, the fruit, had dreadful ills conceard„, 
Not made by his forbidding, but reveaPd; 	' 
That our firSt parents, by. a true belief, 
Might know enough to shun the -fatal grief. ' 

The dire experience of a world of woe, 	. 
Forbidding mercy 	them not to know; 
Told them what iltwasanthe false desire, ' 
Which their free wills were tempted to admire; 
That, of such fruit, the eating Was—oto die--
Its harmless nature was the tempter's-lie. 

To urge it now and to impute the harm 

Of God's command, so ;justly understoed 
To will his creatures nothing else but good,. 

Of death, and, evil,, to the kind darns 

• 

IS, for a Babel fiction, to resign 
1, Right reason, scripture, and the love divine. 

Tho'num'rous proofs might, readily, be brought 
That this was always holy David's thought; 
Yet since byleasalcd, and tong-winded ways, 
Men soot to,break the foree of ancient phrase, 
I single out this plain familiar one— 

• Now give as plain an answer thereupon. 

Its David knew not of a future life,. 
. How Understood he Bathsheba his 

Who, 'whessise lay upon his,desith-ted,name 
' To plead frit Solanon's irisceeeditk eke* 
And, having prosper'd in her own endeavour, 
Said-e," Let my lord, king David, live for ever." 

- 	What real wish waa Bathsheba's inr:ent, 
iflife.hereafter was not what she meanti 
Say twat---" for ever"—to a king inhealthi • 
Meant a long life, prosperity, and wealth; 
To one, that lay a dying, you must own; 
1Twould be a mere burlesque upon his throne. ' 

, 	If she had prard for David's mild release, 
Let my lord, the king, depprtin peace... 

(Thor, even then, V were difficult,  to stint 
Her utmost-thought to so minute a hint) [Mime, 
The short-lir'd comment might have some pre-
But—"live for ever"—has no sort of sense, 

Unless we granther meaning to extend 
To future life, that never has an end: 
Piety will, asxl reason,  must, confess, 	- 
That her intention could be nothing less: [king"— 
" King live for ever"-.and," God save the 
Old, or new 	salvation is the thing. ., 

No poor salvation to be quickly past, 
And with a deadly exit at the last; 
To which, when David was so near, what share 
Could Ite enjoy liflive for ever's pray'r? 
Bad die not known what Bathsheba desisted, 	.1/4.  A life to come, of everlasting kind. ' 

014' THE FALL OF 'NAN: 
OCCASIONED BY THE FOLLOWING REPIIESENTA-, 

TION OF THAT EVENT. 
—.4 Neither can it seem strange, that God 

should lay stress on such outward actions, in 
their own nature neither good nor evil, when 
we consider, that in all his dispensations to 
mankind he has done the same. What was it 
he made the test of Adam's obedience iv Pam- 

. dise, but the eating of a fruit? An action in 
itself perfectly indifferent, and from which, if 
God bad not forbidden it, it would have been 
superstition to have abstained." P. 28, of a 
Persuasive to Conformity, addressed to the 
euakers by John Rogers, D. D. 

OF man's obedience; %vhilein Eden blest, 
Whata mere trifle h here made the test: 
An outward action, in itself, defiled 
To be of verfectly indifferent kind; 
Which; but for God'S forbidding threat severe, 
It had been superstithan to forbear. 

2  

A LETTER TO A FRIEND, 
UPON THE MEANING OF' ST. PAUL'S - EXPRES,  ' 

SION OE 0  SPEAKING WITH TONGUES.°  1 CO!. 
HINTH. 14. 

IF ytiu remember, revtrond sir; the talk 
That past betwixt us in the garden walk, 
The gift of tongues was mentionld ; whe.n1 thought 
'Shirt notion wrong, which learned men had taught, 

;And that this-gift was not at all concern'd 	. 
With that of speaking languages nalearl. 

' St. Pant, 1 said, M his Corinthian charge, 
Had treated on the Subject more at large; 
Fresii whose account one plainly might deduce 
The genuine gift, its nature, and its use; 
And make appear, from passages moo,  
The vulgar notion not to be the tme: 
Put that to speak in tongues, or speak in tongue,. 
Was Meant of hymns which the Corinthians Sung: 
This is the gift which the apostle paints, 
And lays its practice under due restraints. 

   
  



A LETTER TO_ A FRIEND. 	 SOS 

First use a language tO the church unknown, 
Then, in another, for his fault atone ? 
What reason, possible; can be assigned; 	• • 

.15.Why the knoWn tongue should be at first declined 
:jFhis difficulty; and so all the rest, 
. The nature of an hymn explains the best. (saint, 

" Now should I come amongst you," says the 
"$peaking with. tongues" (should only come to 
"What shall-it-Kw& you, except.; preach.2(chant) 
Some revelation, knowledge, doctrine teaelt3" 
And here the vulgar meaning of the word, 	' 
For apostolic use, is too silsurd; " 
He scarce wadd if the-speaking in a tongue, ' 
Unknown to Christians, whom he came among; 
Norwouldi question find with him a place, 
About tilde profit, in so gross a case: 
He, plairtly,-.hints a -coining, not de-Signed 

`To please their ear, but to instruct their mind: 
The- real profit which he phiafted at; 

, # And hymns themselves were useless without that. 
That such a speaking, as is mentioned:here, 

Was musical, is evidently clear 
From the allusion, which he then propounds, 
To pipe, and luirp, and instrumental sounds; 
Which none can urge, with reason, to belong , 
So properly to language, as to song; 
Tho' it may serve for both, in some respect, 
Yet here one sees to which it must direct: 
" If pipe, or harp, be indistinctly heard,' 
No tune, or meaning can be thence inferred; 
If en uncertain sound the trumpet yield, 	' 
flow shall' man make ready for the field?” 

Thus of dead instruments; of them that live, 
So ye, tie apostle adds, except ye give 
Words, by-the tongue, that men can apprehend, 
Ye speak, but, as to hearers, to no enclp 	• - : 
And (what with hymning posture seems to square) 
Will be like men who speak into the air. 

"So ye," to show how tune-and song agree; 
"'Except ye utter with-the tongue,"   says he, 
" Words that are easy be understood" 
(Which in-a foreign tongue they never could) 
"how shalt the thing be known to any one 
That ye have spoken (that is, sung)upon?" 
And, what with hymning posture seems to square. 
He adds, " for-ye shall speak into the air." 

Except ye utter with the tongue--unknoWn-e, 
Translators here thought lit to let alone; 
Unknown, and easy too to understand, 
That could not be—unknown they must disband. 
It was enough to show them their mistake, 
To see what incoherence it would make; 
Yet they not minding, just as they think lit, , 

• Sometimes insert it, and sometimes omit: 
But if the epithet, at first, be right. 
Why is it kept so often out of sight? 
Do not omissions -carry, all along, 
Tacit confession of its being wrong? 
Nacit confession, which is open proof 
flow little can be said- in its behoof. 

" They who'  hall speak in tongue, and they who 
Unless the meaning of the voice be clear," (hear, 
(The sense not being within mutual reach,) 
"Will be," says Paul, "-barbarians each to each," . , 
Or foreigners—and therefore, is his drift, 
" With all your fondness for the speaking gift, 
Have the whole church's banefit in .view;, 
Let him, who speaks in tongue, interpret too.'" - 

Can such concession, such allowance made, 
Suit with that lasupporta,ble,parade, 

'You know the chapter-so-First thenlet us see 
flow tongues do there with languages agree; 
Then how with hymns; and let which better suits 
Tit' apostle's context regulate disputes. (knoWn, 

First; "'he that speaketh in a tongue" (un-
Translatorg add, forreasons of their own) 
" Speak :th to. God," and speaketh" not to men"—
Pecular tokens of an hymn..-again, 
For " no man understandeth him"—from hence' 
'Tis plain, that languages was not the sense: 
Would 'he rise up, who had them at command, 
To speak in one, that none could understand ? 
What can be inure unlikely to suppose? 
Yet thus the learned commentators glose; 
As their mistake about the gift imply'd 
The Christians guilty of this awkward pride: 
Such feet they make no scruple to advance, 
As would appear absurd in a romance : 
One in his softer, one his harsher terms, 
The same miraculous disgrace affirms: 
MI,, from the diffieulty,try some shape, 
Whilst there is no escaping, to escape. 	' 

Whereas, to hymns allphinseseorrespond; 
Of them Corinthian converts weril too fond; 
And Paul, who wiled them really to rejoice, 
But more with heart affected, than with voice, 
Authority, with reason mixed, employs, 
Not to repress, but regulate their joys4 

- The benefit of hymns he understood; 
But,trient intent upon the church's good, 
The gift prophetic more expedient foend, 
(That is, to preach the gospel, or expound) (Paul, 
Than to sing hymns—" the prophet speaks," says 
"To men; instructs, exhorts, and comforts all." 

Speaking in tongue, or hymning, to proceed, 
May edify the singer's self indeed; 
But prophecy the church; a private soul ' 
Shotild always yield the prerrence to' the whole: 
Consistent all, if hymning he explains; 
If languages unknown, what sense remains? 
'Would Paul affirm, that speaking might do good, 
In foreign languages, not understood, 
To a man's self? Wduld he so gently treat 
Such a supposed enormous seff.eonceit ? 
Would lie vouchsafe to pay, the chapterthroe, 
Respect to tongues, if taken in this view? . 
Would he allow, nay choose it ?-,,t,sfor that next 
is said of tongues in the succeeding text. 

" I will you all to. speak with tonguesol-to sing 
Makes this &plain, intelligible thing; = 
The other meaning, which they spreadahOut, 
No commentators have, or can make out: 
That he should wilt them all to sing was just, 
And properly to use the gift, or trust; 
For his intention was not to reduce 
Singing itself, but its improper use_;' 
It was-the good apostle's great concern, 
To preach the gospel so that most might leant: 
This was- he gift, in which he rather will'd 
Such as had been converted to be skill'd. 
Speaking fn tongue was good; but thi, he kneW, 
Was the more useful talent of the two: 
Greater its owner, but with an except, 
That shows the justice for an hymner kept; 
The matter sung, who, if he could express , 
To edify the hearers, was not less; 
Interpretation rendered them alike; 
But does not this absurd suppose, strike, 
That in plain speaking, on some Christian head, 
One should interpret what himself had said? 	, 

• 
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And show .of gift, which commentators vent, 
Giving a meaning that could scarce be meant? 
While zeal for hymns, a natural effect 
In novices, though wanting to be check'd, 
Accounts for checking, for allowing phrase, 
Por ev'ry motive that St. Paul displays; 
His placid reas'ning and his mild rebuke; 
For which 'no insolence of gift could look : 
N9. insolence, I say, of .such a knd 

- As commentators; rashly,. have assign'd 
To the first Christians; which the latter.  now, 
Suppose it offer'd, nev4er would allow. 

" For if I pray in tongue," St. Pool pursues, 
" My spirit prayethi,,9ut no fruit accrues 
TO t6,ent, who do not Understand my pray'rs,t—" 
And what the remedy. which he prepares? 
Why, it is this.—." I will so?' (sing or) " pray, 
That all may understand what I shall say :" 
Plain the two phrases in the verse proclaim, 
That praying,  here, and sinning is the same; 
That some Corinthians so ilispray'd their art, 
That none but they themselves-could bear a part: 

• Henceto interpret hymns his words ordain, 
Or else to sing intelligibly plain; 

Praying,or praising4—for, says he again, 
e How shall unlearned persons say amen 
To thy thanksgiving, if, when thou shalt bless, 
They understand not what thy words express? 
Thou verily bast given thanks, and well; 
But this, unedified, they cannot tell;" 
The common benefit is still his aim, 
True, real glory of the Christian name. 

In languages unknown, was pray'r and praise 
Performed by Christians, in th' apostles days? 
Was that a time,- or was the -church a place, 
,For gifted ostentation to disgrace ? 

(Cratere desunt.) 

FAMILIAR EPISTLES TO A FRIEND, 
VPON A SERMON ENTITLED, THE 'OFFICE AND 

OPERATIONS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. AY THE 
REV. MR. WARBURTON. 

LETTER.L 
A STRANGE discourse, in all impartial views, 
This that yosrlent me, doctor, to peruse: 
Had you not ask'd—a subject of this sort 
Might, of: itself, a few remarks extort, 
To show how much a very learned man 
Has been mistaken in his preaching plan. 
. Preaching (a talent of the gospel kind, 

By—preaching peace thro' Jesus Christ—iefin'd 
Shouldy one would think, in order to increase 
The gapel good, confine itself to peace; 
Exert it's milder influence, and draw 
The lisening crowds to love's uniting law: 
For should the greatest orator extend 
The pow'rs of sound to any other end; 
Regard to healing sentiments postpone, 
And battle all that differ from his own; 
Tho' he could boast of conquest, yet how far 
From peace, through Jesus,througif himself is war! 
Row widely wanders, from the true design 
Of preaching Christ, the bellicose divine I 

If amongst them, who ail profess belief 
In the same gospel, such a warlike chief  

Should, in the pulpit, labour to erect 
His glaring trophies, over ev'ry sect 
That dues not just fall in with his conceit, 
And raise new flourish upon each defeat; 
As if, by dint of his haranguing straih, 
So many foes had happily been slain;' 
Tho' it were sure that what he said was right, 
Is he more likely, think you, to invite, 	• 
To win th'. erroneous over to Isis mind, 	• 
By eloquence of such an hostile kind, 
Or to disgrace, by arts so strongly weak, 
The very truths that he may chance to speak? 

Like thoughts to these would, naturally, rise 
Out of your own occasional surprise, 
When, purchasing the book, you dipt into't, 
And saw the preacher's manner of dispute; 
How man by man, and sect by sect display'd, 
He pass'd along from preaching to parade; 
Confuting all that came within his way, 
Thu' too far off to hear what ,he should say: 
Reason, methinks, why candour would not choose, 
Where no defence could follow, to accuse; 
Where gen'rous triumph no attacks can yield 
To the unqueskon'd master of the field: 
Where names, tho' Missed without reason why, 
Absent, or present, can make no reply 
To the most false, or disingenuous hint, 
Till time, perchance, produces it in print: 
When, we may take for granted, it is clad 
In its best fashion, tho' it be but bad. 

This one discourse is printed, we are told, 
The main of sev'ml sermons to unfold : 
Forone grand subject all of them were meant•-•-.* 
The Holy Spirit, whom the Father sent; 
Th' indwelling Comforter, th' iustructini Guide; 
Who was, Christ said, for ever to abide 
With, and in his disciples here below, 
And teach them all that they should want to know. 

A glorious themei a comfortable one{ 
For preachers to exert themselves upon; 
First taught themselves, and fitted to impart 
God's truth and comfort to an honest heart: 
Some such, at least, imagine to have been 
Amongst the flock that came to Lincoln's Inn; 
With a sincere desire to hear, and learn 
That, which became a Christian's chief concern: 
Pleas'd with the preacher's text, with hopes that • 
Might prove an instrument, in some degree, (he 
Of their perception of an holy aid, 
Fruit of that promise which the Saviour made; 
Might help them, more and more, to understand 
How near true help and comfort is at hand; 
How soonthe Spirit moves upon the mind, 
When it is rightly humbled and resign'd: 
With what a love to ev'ry fellow-soul 
One member of the church regards the whole; 
Looks upon all mankind as friends, or shares 
To heartiest enemies his heartier pray'rs., 

I might go on; but you, I know, will grant, 
Such is the temper that we really want: 
And such, if preachers ever preach incited, 
If pastors-of a flock will really feed, 
'racy Will endeavour solely to excite, 
And move divided Christians to unite; 
If not in outward forms, that but supply 
A loftier Babel without inward tye, 
Yet in a common friendliness of will, 
That wishes well to ev'ry creature still;' 
That makes the centre of religion's plan 
A god-like love embraciag ev'ry man. 
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But 'tis the fate of meat, and eager wits, 
To trust their memory too. much, by fits. 

To prove that Middleton's dispute was Wrong 
Takes up the pages, for a sermon long: 
Stools after this you'll see another start, 
To With first division's second.part: 
For having toueb'd upon the names-of all 
Tlit gifts enumerated by Saint :Paul, 
Then, in -what sere the scripturesivas inspied, 
Highee,.or lower, conies to be inquir'd: 
The high he calls " organicri;" the low 
." Partial ;" and "•true;" as he proceeds to show. 

This is the Aunmary of ivhat is said, 
Touchitig.the Holy Ghost, in his first head; 6  
As guide to truth,,itritl aidiug to excite, 
To clear, to give the' underkanding light. 
What makes it sermon is the, text prefixt, 
Tito' scarce a word ofitiSintermixt; 	• 
Consistently enough,-for khas none- - 
Which suit the topics that lte.thriells upon: 
Topics, without a .clignity,to grace , • 
Fext, of fice, audiene'e,Iserson, time, or place. 

But were this all, and did not what he spoke 
Lead, by degrees, to serious mistake, 
Taking a text, for form sake, to prepare- 
The church to hear some shop-renown'd affair, 
(Too oft the tura of the polite divine)' 
Would hardly merit your regard, or mine; 
But, sir, it is not only misapply'd, 
This glorious text, but in effect deny';!; 
Or misconeeivq; and therefore cotting, short, 
At present, errours of Jess fatal sort, 
Let us pursue this subject, M the next, 
And from the sermon vindiCate the text. 

LETTER IL 

No office seems more sacred, and august, 
Than that of°  preachers who fulfill their trust; 
Working with God, and helping mento find 
The Prince of life, the Saviour of mankind: 
Who came himself a preacher, from on high, 
Of peace to all; the distant and the nigh, 

So said the-saint, whose preachinglas the same, 
To Jew, to Greek.,—.salvation thro' his name—
Who taught, thro' him topreach immortal lifey 
Avoiding questions that engender strife; 
Patient, and meek, and gentle unto all, 
Instructing even opposers without gall; 
If peradventure God might give them grace 
The truth, when kindly offer'd, to embrace. 

If these conditions preaching may demand, 
What must we think of the discourse in hand? 
Which, %then we read, is apter to suggest 
A diffreid temper in the preacher's breast; 
A text perverted from its native scope; 
A disappointment of all hearing hope, 	- 
Here is a long dispute, in his firstilead, 
About what doctor Middleton had said; 
That " when the gift of tongues was first bestow'd 
'Twas but an instantaneous sign, that show'd 
The gospel's chosen minister; and then, 
That purpose signified, it ceas'd again : 
So was its type, the fiery tongue, a flash 
Of lat'aing quickly vanish'd"—and such trash—,  
To whiCh a minister, :who knew the press, 
III chose the time, when preaching, to digress; 
To take a text affording, Oro' the whole, 
Sueh grounds of comfort to a Christian sour, 
And then neglect; to preach a poor debate, 
That could but shine at pamphleteering rate; 
That, from the pulpit, must-disgust the pew 
Of sager bench, and sober students too. 

You may, hereafter, if 'you choose it, see 
How they mistook, both Middletow and he, 
The gift of tongues; how little, quite throughout,. 
They knew, tho' learned, what they were about: 
In present lines, I shall but just relate 
One instance of the, no uncommon, fate 
Of learned men, who, in deep points exact, 
Forget, sometimes, the most apparent fact. 

Th' apostles, gifted by the Holy Ghost, 
Began to speak with tongues,-  at Pentecost; 
" But did not",-so the preaches says" begin 
TO speak, before the'inultinide came in." 
He urges roundly how, in this respect, 
" The learned Middleton- did not reflect; 
That in a private room they all were set, 
And tongues not spoken, till the people met." 

Now if you read the Pentecostal facts,, 
As you will find them written in the AO*, 
From his reflection the the point lay hid, 
The text affirms, expressly, that they 
No learning wanted to determine this; 
'Tis whittle reading child could never miss: 
This very gift, it is exceeding clear, • 
Was that which" brought the multitude to hear:, 
"Speaking w i tonguc S" foregoing wordsproclai in ; 
The net--.," when this was nois'd abroad",..they 

came. 
Scarce to he thought that, studying the case, 

With.  formal purpose to explain a place, 
A man so learned, and acute, could make, 
Could preach, could publish, Such a flat mittake: 

VOL. XV. 

LETTER 114. 
You wonder'd much, why any matt of parts 
Would use, in preaching, low, invective arts; 
By which the vain shsputings, that infest - 
The Christian world, have seldom been supprest; 
But often heighten'd, and that use destroy'd' 
For which fine talents ought to be employ'd 

If one can, judge from reading this'divine;  . 
Whose paVts and talents would he really line, 
Ifjuster !lotions of the heav'My qace 
Taught but the earthly not to mut their place, 
If one can judge, I say, from stated laws, 
In his discourses, what should be the cause 
Of such perversion of a lively wit, 
in erudite possessors, this is it. 

They think that, now, Migion's sole defence 
Is learning, history, and critic sense; 
That with apostles, as a needful guide, 
The Holy Spirit did indEed abide;' 
But, baring dictated to them a rule 
Of faith, and mariners, for the Christian school, 

Immediate revelation ceas'd, and men 
Must •now he taught by apostolic pen : 
Canon of scripture is Complete ; and they- 
May read, and know, what doctrine to obey: 
To look for inspiration is absurd; • 
The Spirit's aid is in the writleo word: 
They who pretend to his immediate 
From pope to quakef, are fanatics all. 

Thus, having prov'd, at large, to Christians Mot, 
What - no one Christian ever doubted yet,. 
'That the New Testament was really writ 
By inspiration, which.they all admit, 
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He then subjoins that—" this inspir'd record 
Fulfill'd the promise of our blessed Lord;" 
(FoIfill'd it " eminently," is the phrase) 
" For tho' the faithful, in succeeding days, . - 
Occasionally find, in ev'ry place,. 
The Spirit's ordinary help, and grace, 
His light supreme, his-constant, fiat abode, c  
Is in the scriptures of this sacred rode." 

This was the sense, not easy to explore, 
When, reck'ning up the Spirit's fruits before, 
" Scripture;" said *K.  (which this account ex- 

plains) 
" Does not record those  only, but contains;" e  

-CONTAINS," in catiltals—as if he took 
The scripture to be somethineeenore than hook; 
Something alive, wherein the Spirit dwelt, 

' That did not _only ted his fruits-, but felt. 
" The sure deposit of the Spirit's fruits 
In holy scripture," (he elsewhere computes 

the Saviour's promise, in a sense 
VerY sublime"—So it should seem, from hence, 
That eminently, and sublimely, thus 
The II Sly Spirit should abide With us. 

If I mistake him, or mis-represent, 
You'll show me where, for 'tis not with intent: 
I want, if possible, to understand 
A sentence coming from so fam'd a hand : 
Tho' plain the words, 'Hs difficult to solve 
What Christian sense he meant them to involve: 

-In ev'ry way that words, and sense agree, 
'Tis perfect hibliolatry to me:  
No image worship can be mere absurd, 
Than idolizing thus the written word; 
Which, they whO wrote intended to excite 
Attention to our Lord's predicted light; 
To that same Spirit, leading human-thought, 
By which themselves, and all the good were 

taught; 
Preaching that word, which a diviner art,„ 
Which God himself had written oe the heart. 

How can the best of books (for 'tis contest 
That, of all books, the Bible is the best) 
Do any morethan give us an account 
Of what wag said, for instance, on-the Mount? 
Of what was done, for instance, on the-cross, 
In order to retrieve the human loss? 
What more than tell us of the spirit's aid, 
Far as his fruits by words can be display'd ?• 
But words are only the recording part, 
The things eontain'd must neede,be in the heart; 
Spirit of, God no more in books demands 
• To dwell, himself, than temples made with hands. 
• "Fruits of the spirit," as St. Paul defin'd ? 
." Are love, joy, peace"—the bless' ngsof the mind; 
The proofs of his abiding—who can brook 
A meek, a gentle, good, long-suff'ring book? 
Or let tee faith, awl temperance, be sunk 
To faith in writings, that are never drunk? 
In fine, whatever pen and ink presents, 
Can but contain historical contents; 
Nor can the fruits of Spit it be in print, 
In any sense, hot as recorded net. 

Plain as this is, and strange, as you may think, 
The learned worship paid to pen and ink, 
It is the main hypothesis, you'll find, 
On which are built discourses of this kind ;  
Which yet can give use for a scripture clue, 
What contradicts its very letter too: 
As this his done—he shown as we an on— 
By these important verses of St. John. 

LETTER IV, 
THE gospel's simpler language being writ, 
Not for the sake-of learning, or of wit, , 
But to ihstruct the pious, and the meek; 
When its intent mere critics come to seek, 
We find; on plain intelligible text, 
The variorum comments most perplext. 

Such is the text before us; and so plain 
The Saviour's promise, which the words contain, 
That men, for modern erudition's sake,. 
Must read, and study to acquire mistake; 
Must first observe the notions that prevail,. 
Amongst the flmous in their church's pale; . 
Firm in the prejudice, that all is right 
Which books, or persons, most in vogue, recite; 
Then seek, to find, how scripture coincides 
With each decision pf their knowing guides. 

Without some such. preparatives as these, 
Hew could the forc'd interpretation please, 
That makes a sacred promise, to bestow 
Perpetual aid, exhausted long ago? 
In one short age ?—for God's abiding guide 
Withdrew, it seems, when the apostles died; 
And left poor millions, ever since, to seek 
How dissonant divines had -construed Greek. 

In graver writers one has often read 
What in excuse of bookworkship is said; 
" It is not ink, and letter, that we own 
To be divine, but scripture sense alone; 	c 
We have the rule which the apostles made, 
And no occasion for immediate aid."— 
Suppose, for once, the gross delusion true; 
What must a plain. and honest Christian do ? 
The *eh's aid how far must he extend, 
To bring his Saviour's promise to an end? 
This he perceives discourse to dwell upon ; 
And yet—. for ever to abide"—has none. 
He, for the sake of safety would be glad 
To have that spirit which apostles had; 
Not one of them has writ, but says, he rimy; 
That 'tin the bliss for which he oueht to pray: 
That God will grant it him, his Saviour said, 
Sooner than parents give their children bread. 
If reading scripture-can improve a soul, 
This is the sum, and substance of the whole; 
And gives it value of such high degree: 
For tho' as sacred as a book can be, 
'Tis only so, because it best revives 
Thought of that good which animated lives; 
Because its authors were inspir'd to write, 
And saw the truth M it's own heav'nly light; 
Because it sends us to that promis'd source 
Of light, and truth, which govern'd their discourse, 
The Holy Spirit's ever present aid, 
With us, and in us—eo the Saviour pray'd— 
That, when lie left the world, the Holy Ghost 
Might dwell with Christians, as an inward host; 

a That teaching, truth, and comfort in the breast, 
Might be seemed by this abiding guest. 

" Yes; with apostles" -sank, by such kthougl.,t, 
Th' inestimable treasure down to nought; 
An history of sunshine may, as soon, 
Make a blind man to see the shining noon, 
As writings only, without- inward 
Can bring the World's redemption iii •i 
Jesus—the Christ—the very teak has she 
Without the Holy Spirit none can own : 
In words they may, but what is plainly incani, 
'flay cannot give a real, heart e011,1111i. 
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Wtat friend to scripture, then, sircan displace i Stietch1/41 on the wheel, or burning inthe flame, 
This inward witness of redeeming grace? 
And rest the gospel on such outward View, 
As any Turk may rest. his, Coran too? 
Nay, he can own a written word, or work. 
That. Christians do, and yet continue Turk. 

Whylio the Christian disputants so fill 
The world with books, of a polemic skill, 
\Vhen2ftis the sacred, and acknowtedg'd one' 
That ail their jarring systems build -upon? 
Rut that the Spirit does not rule their wit, 
Be which at first the sacred one was writ: 
Of whose support great seholars stand in need, 
As much as they who never learnt to read : 
Unhappy they! but for that living guide, 
Whore 'God himself has promis'd,  to providel 
A guide, to quote the blessed text again, 
" For ever to abide with Christian men." 

Yon& of its books, poor Learning is afraid; 
And higher guidance labours to evade: 
Books have the Spirit in supreme-display ! 
Men but in lower, ordinary way! 
This stramze account of men and books is true, 
It seems, according to the promise toot 

Such wild emeeits ail men have too much wit 
Or learned, or unlearned, to admit; 	• 
But when some interest, or custom rules, 
And chains obstquious wills to diff'rent schools, 
The wisest, then, sir, will relinquish thought, 
And /teak, like parrots, just as they are taught. 
What this should be, what spends in vain the fire 
Of brisker tempers—,let us next inquire. 

LETTER V. 

WitErt Christians first receiv'd the joyful news—
" Messiah come"-.-urimixt with worldly views; 
When the whole church with'heav'nly grace was 
And' (from the Spirit Comforter) possest [blest, 
One heart, one mind, one view to emninon good; 
Then was thereat gospel understood. 

Then was the time—to cite what you will find 
The preacher netinge," when the world emnbin'd 
Its pow'rs against it, but could not destroy; 
When holy martyrs, with enraptur'd joy, 
Fncounter'd death; enabled to sustain 
Its uttrio,t terror, and its utmost pain: 
At such a iuncture, fleav'n's uncommon aid 
Shon forth, to help humanity display'd. 

" But now"—'-his mason for abated grace, 
D'frrenee of primitive and present ease+,--, 
"Now—ease, and honour" (mind the maxim, 

friend), 
" On the profession of the faith attend: 
At first, establish'd by diviner means, 

'On human testimony, now, it leans; 
Supports itself, as other facts must do, 
That rest on human testitionytoo; 
Sufficient strength is the conviction there, 
To make the present.Christian persevere." 

Here lies the secret—that may soon unfold' 
Why modern Christians fall so short of old; 
Why they appear to have such diff'rent looks, 
The men of spirit, and the men of books: 
When racks and gibbets, torment and distress ' 
Attended them who ventair'd V> confess 
They had, indeed, a fixt, and firMbelief, 
To die for one who suffered like a thief;  

To preach a crucified Redeemer's name; - 
Courage like thiS compendious proof suppty'd 
cof.fleav'n's true kingdom, into which they dy'd: 
Thus was .the wisdom of . the world struck dumb, 
• And aft the pow'rs of darknes$k overcome; 	• 
Grope' prevaiPd, by its internal tight, 
And gave the sulject for the penito write. 

But when he worldOwith a more fatal plan, 
To flatter; what it oould not fore*, began; 
When•eae, and honour, as/he preacher saith, - 
Attended the profession of the faith; • 
Then wrought its. Mischief, ill the too secure,' 
The secret poison, slower, but mire sure: 	ti 
Commodious maxiivot then began to.spread, 
And set up 'learning in the Spirit's stead : 
The life dinifilishhi; as the books increas'd, 
'Till men found Mit that miracles were ceas'd; 
That, with respect to succours more sublime, 
The gospel proinisewas but for a time; 
That inspirstimii. amongst men of sense, 
Was all a mere fanatieal pretence: 
And divers like discoveries, that grant 	' 
To ease, and honour, just what faith they want, 

Faith to profess that wond'rous things of old 
Did really happen, as the books have told; • 
But, with a caution, never to allow 
The possibility of happ'ning now : • 
For, as the world wont on, it might affect 
An honourable ease, in some respect, 
To own celestial comfort still 
And suffring courage, as at first, rectified; 
finite proper then; but equally unlit, 
When once the sacred canon had been writ s 
For upon that (is graielyhete averr'd) 
Part of the Spirit's office was transfered ; 
Books once corriposq, th' illuminating part 
He ceas'd himself; and left to human art 
To find, within his scriptural abode, - 
Tie enlighening 'grace that presence once be., 

stow'd. 
These suppositions, if h RUM suppose, 

You see th' immediate consequence that flows ; 
That men, and churches afterwards attack'd, 
Are pre-demolisbid, by asserted fact;  
Which, once advanc'd may, witlf the greatest ease, 
Condemn whatever Christians, be shall please: 
Owing to his forbearance, in some shape, 
If aught the extensive havoc shall escape. 

With such a Amid of learning, and' a skilf 
To make it serve what argument he will; , 
With 'choice of wards, for any chosen theme, 
With an alertness ruling!y supreme; 
What, sir, can single persons, or a sect, 
When he is pleas'd to preach-at 'em, expect ? ' 

Just what they meet with, in the present case—. 
All the dogmatic censure, and disgrace, 
Thai a commanding 'genius can exert'., 
When it becomes religiously alert; 
With narrow proofs, and consequences wide, 
Sots all opponents of its tote aside, ;. 
The papists first, and then th' inferior fry, 
Fanatics; vatiquish'd with a--,swho but 1? 
These are the modish epithets that strike 
At true religion, and at false alike; 
Of these reproaches infidels are full; 
Their use in others verging down to dull: 
How ,one, who is' no infidel, applies 
The hackney'd teruismay next salute yea • . eye. 
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Without a rash attempting to explain, 
By limitations foolish and profane, 
When, and to whom, to what degree, and end, 
God's graces, gifts, and pow'rs were to extend; 
So far withdrawn—that Christians must allow I  
Of nothing extra-ordinary, now: 
The vain distinction, which the world has found, 
To fix an unintelligible bound 
To gospel promise; equally sublime, 
Nor limited by any other time 
Than that, when want of faith, when earthly will, 
Shalt hinder Heav'n's intentions to fulfill. 

It; not confining any promis'd pow'rs, 
The Romish church be faulty, what is ours? 
Does our own church, in her ordaining day, 
Does-any consecrating bishop say, 
When on the future priest his hand is laid, 
Receive the Spirit's ordinary aid? 
Do awful words--" Receive the Holy Ghost"— 
Imply that he abides in books the most? 
Books—which the Spirit who first rul'd the hand, 
They say themselves, must teach to understand. 

His inspiration, without limits too, 
All churches own, whatever preachers do: 
Not even miracles, tho' set aside 
In private books, has any church deny'd: 
How weak the proofs, which this discourse has 
To justify the fashionable thought, 	[brought, 
That gospel promises, of any kind, 
By spirit, or by scripture, are confin'd 	c 
To apostolic, or to later times, 
May be the subject of succeeding rhymes. 
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LETTER VI. 
BY reformation from the church of Rome 	• 
We mean, from faults and errours, I presume; 
Against her truths to prosecute a war 
Is protestant aversion push'd too far: 
In them; should ease and honour not attend 
The fair profession, one should lie her friend. 

She thinks thd‘ Christ has Oren to his bride, 
His holy churoh, an ever present guiae; 
By whose divine assist: ance she has thought, 
That miracles sonietitnt!s were really wrought; 
That, by the virtue which his gifts inspire, 
Grtatsaints and martyrs have adorri'd her quire. 
Now say the worst, that ever can be said, 
Of that corruption which might overspread 
This churchin gen'ral—cast at her the stone, 

.They who possess perfection in their own; 
Yet, were instructive volumes to enlarge 
On bright exceptions to the gen'ral charge, 
They that love truth, wherever it is found, 
Would joy to see it, ev'n in Romish ground; 
Where if corruption grew to such a size, 
The more illustrious must examples rise 
Of life and manners—these, you will agree, 
Are true reformers, wheresoe'er they be. 
• Of all the churches, justly loth to claim 
Exclusive titht to a sacred name, 
What one, I ask, has ever yet deny'd 
The inspiration of the proinis'd guide? 
Our own—to which the def'rence that is due 
Forbids no just respect for others too—
Believes, asserts, that what reform she made 
Was not without the Holy Spirit's aid: 
If to expect hiS gifts, however great,. 
Be popish, and fanatical, deceit, 
She, in her offices of ev'ry kind, 
Has also been fanatically blind. 
What form, of her composing, can we trace 
Without a pray'r for his unstinted grace? 
Taught, by the sacred volumes, to infer 
A Saviour's promise reaching down to her, 
Greatly she values the recording books; 
But, for fulfilling, in herself she looks. 

That she may always think aright, and act, 
By God's good Spirit, is her pray'd for fact; 
Without his grace confessing, as she ought, 
Her inability of act, or thought: 
Nor does she fear fanatical pretence, 
When asking aid in a sublimer sense; 
Where she records, amongst the martyr'd host; 
f' A Stephenr—filled with the Holy Ghost"--r 
She prays for that same plenitude of aid, 
By which the martyr for his niurd'rers pray'd; 
That she, like him, in what she undergoes, 
May love, and bless her persecuting foes. 

Did but one spark of so supreme a grace 
Burn in the breast, when preaching is the case, 
How would a priest, unpersecuted, dare 
To treat, when mounted on a sacred chair, 
A church of Christ, or any single soul, 
By will enlisted on the Christian roll, 
With such a prompt, and contumelious ire, 
As love, nor blessing ever could inspire? 

Altho' untouch'd with the celestial flame, , 
How could an English priest mistake his aim? 
So far forget the maieans that appear, 
Throughout his church's liturgy, so clear? 
Wherein the Spirit's ever constant aid, 
Without a feign'd distinction, is display'd; 

MISCELLANEOUS' PIECES. 
CONSISTING OF IliOUGHTS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS, 

. 	FRAGMENTS, EPIGRAMS, &C, 

WITH peaceful mind thy nice of duty run; 
God nothing does, or suffers to be done, 
But what thou wouldst thyself, if thou couldst see, 
Thro' all events of things, as well as he. 

NATURAL knowledge is a moonshine light, 
And dreaming sages still kept sleeping by 't; 
But heav'nly wisdom, like the rising sun, 
Awakens nature, and good works are done. 

LET thy repentance be without delay—
If thou defer it to another day, 
Thou must repent for a day more of sin, 
While a day less remains to do it in. 

To be religious. something it will cost; 
Some riches, honours, pleasures will be lost; 
But if thou countest the sum total o'er, 
Not to be so will cost a great deal mot 

HE that does good with an unwilling mind, 
Does that to which he is'not well ittelin'd: 
'Twill be reward sufficient for the fact, 
If God shall pardon his obedient act. 

IF outward comforts, without real thought 
Of any inward holiness, are sought, 	. 
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God disappoints us oft, and kindly too--
To make us holy is his constant view. 

THINK, and be careful what thou art within; 
Wor there ik sin in the desire of sin: 
Think, and be thankful, in a diff'rent ease; 
For there is grace in the desire of grace. 

PRAY'R does not ask, or want the skill and art 
Of forming words, but a devoted heart: 
If thou art really in a mind to pray, 
God knows thy heart, and all that it would say. 

CONTENT is better, all the wise will grant, 
Than any earthly good that thon canst want; 
Anti discontent, with which the foolish fill 
Their minds, is Worse than any earthly ill. 

Two Heavtns a right contented man surround, 
One here, and one hereafter to be found: 
One, in his own meek bosom, here on Earth, 
And one, in Abraham's, at his future birth. 

No faith towards God can e'er subsist with wrath 
Tow'rds man, nor charity with want of faith ; 
From the same root bath each of them it's growth; 
Yo- liave not either, if you have not both. 

FAITH is the burning, ardour of desire; 
Hope is the light arising from it's fire; 
Love is the spirit that, proceeding thence, 
Completes all virtue in a Christian sense.. 

NOR steel, nor flint alone produces fire; 
No spark arises till they both conspire: 
Nor faith alone, nor work without is right; 
Salvation rises, when they both unite. 

ZEAL without meekness, like a ship at sea, 
To rising storms may soon become a prey; 
And meekness without zeal is like the same, 
When a dead calm stops every sailing aim. 

•••••1.•...111116 

Is' gold be offer'd thee, thou dost not say, 
To morrow I will take it, not to day: 
Salvation offer'd, why art thou so cool, 
To let thyself become to morrow's fool ? 

AN heated fancy, or imagination, 
May be mistaken for an inspiration 
True ; but is this conclusion fair to make, 
That inspiration must be all mistake ? 
A pebble stone is not a diamond—true; 
But must a diamond be a pebble too ? 

HYPOCRITES in religion form a plan 
That makes them hateful both to God and matt ; 
By seeming zeal they lose the world's esteem, 
And God's, because they are not what they seem. 

AN humble man, tho' all the world assault 
To pull him down, yet God will still exalt;  

Nor can a proud, by all the world's renown, 
Be lifted up, for God will pull him down, 

,HE is no fool, who charitably gives 
What he can only look at whilst he lives; 
Sure as he is to find, when hence he goes, 
brecompense which he can never lose. 

• 

IF giving to poor people }Ito lend 
Thy money to the Lord,tho is their friend, 
The highest 1Pnt'rest upon int'rest sure 
Is to let out thy money to the poor. 

WHEN grief or joy shall press upon thee hard, 
Be then especially upon thy guard; 
Then is most danger of not acting right: 
A calmer state will give a surer light. 

IF we mind nothing but the body's pride, 
We lose the body and the soul beside ; 
If we have nothing but the Earth in view, 
We lose the Barth, and heav'nly riches toot 

Ilk is a sinner, you are ple.as'd to say, 
Then love him for the sake of Christ, I pray. 
If on his gracious words you place your trust; 
—" I came to call the sinners, not the just"—,  
Second his call; whiCh if you will not do, 
You'll be the greater sinner of the two. 

PRAY'R and thanksgiving is the vital breath, 
That keeps the spirit of a man from death; 
For pray'r attracts into the living soul 
The life, that fills the universal whole; 
And giving thanks is breathing forth again' 
The praise of him, who is the life of men. 

..!1•M•••••MM.1 

To own a God who does not speak to then, 
Is first to own and then disown again; 
Of all idolatry the total sum 
Is having gods that are both deaf: and dings 

WHAT is more tender than a mother's love 
To the sweet infant fondling in her anus? 
What arguments need her compassion move 
To hear it's cries, and help it in it's harms ? 
Now, if the tenderest mother were possest 
Of all the love, within her single breast, 
Of all the mothers since the world began, 
'Tis nothing to the love of God to man. 

WHY should 1 be so eager to esp! 
The mote that swims upon my brother's eye? 
And still forget, as if I had not known, 
The dark'ning beam that overspreads my own? 

LOVE (Ilk's the good which God commands• to do; 
Fear shuns the ill which he prohibits too: 
Th. y both describe, tho' by a ditrrent" name, . 
A disposition of the mind the same, 
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04 let me play the hypocrite no Morel 

tut strite toettre my own obstructed sight! 
Then:shall I see,.mitch clearer than before, 

To set my Ondiscernittg brother-tight. 

. 	 ' 

, 3 10 	x. 

ON' THE EPICUREAN, STOICi  AND 6 
PHILOCOPHY: • 

Ti,nitr ilifrrent scheatesphilosophers assign, ;, 
A Chance„ a •Fete,. aerrovidence 
Whielt to embrace of these three sev'ral views, 
',Methinks it is not difficult to choosy. 

Eat-Bist; What witidern„,or -what sense, to cry 
Things happen. as they tie-we know not why 
Or bow are we Isdeanc'd' one jot,,to know, 	(So? 
When things once are--that they must needs be 

l!ct see:such-order, and yet own no laws; 	, 
Feel such efiedts, and yetconfe,ssno cause; 
What dint be more extravagant and odd ?. 
He only reasons, who believes a God. 

ATHEI$M THE ONLY-G./ROUND OF 
• ' DISCONTE$7: . 	. 

Iv reason doeWeach private. persottltincl,;: 
'Ye seek the public welfare ofanankincli',.• • • 
if this be justice, and the sacred law, 
That guards the good, and keeps the Itticilii'atve, 
If this,great 	.butOp'intettito 
One vast Almighty Beingls.rtghteous 	, 
And if be.onlY, as went maintain, 
Does all thing's .13xtei and all events ordain; 
Then reititott-binds each private loin Cassette, 
That•none but atheists can be discontent. 

- GOP 'THE O. TRUE rtitorER. 
Lord is is light; by his teaehing learn, 

. With right'understanding his works todiscern:  

While I dwell 	presence kisikee that i lire, 
And ettjOy.a content whielt he only Can,  give: - 

in all other things I hare ?abetter! to find 
That truth which might fill an intelligentanind; 
But Ilahourld. in vain, for it hare alone 
That can give me instruction, and. make hitnag 

AN SPIGRAM, 
ON THE, ELESSEONESS ,OF 1),IVINE''LOVE. 

FMTE, Hope, .and Lave, Were questiott'd, what 
they thought. 	 - 

Of Mare glitry, iyhieb the igiotrtabght:. 
NoW Faith. believed it, finely, to he trOe; 
And hope  expected so to find it too;. 
Love mutated, smiling with a conscious glow, 
" Believe ? Expect! I &Mot it to be so." 

• e  A'CONTIMST . 
BETWEEN TWO. gartkENT oniwos. 

Two diirrent Painters, artiits in their way,, 
Have drawn religion in her full display; 
TOtotfi she sot—One ana'd at her all o'er; G-
Th 

 
The 000 x' d •itp o n her Features More: 
Hervey'has figued.her with Morystace 
That dress could givabobuf iaty has dtit her Ike. 

ON PREACN1NG. 
• •Al+1 •ETIORAM. 

Tar spwzio ni-seratons of a learnell man 
•Ate little else but flashes-in. the pan; 
The Mere haranguing upon kwhat they call) 
Morality is powder without Imll ; 
But he, who Preaches with a -Christian grace, 
Fires of otir vices, and the shot takes place. • 
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LIFE. OF ROBERT LiODSLEY. 

BY MR. CHALMERS. 

AN account of Mr. Dodsley was added to the new edition of the Biographia 
Britannica by Dr. Kippis, but without much information from personal inquiry, 
whia at that time must have been in the doctor's power; nor does he appear to 
have seen The Muse in Livery, which would have cleared up the doubts re-
specting the early condition of our author. In endeavouring- to supply these de-
fects, I have, perhaps, been in some measure successful; but after every inquiry, 
the life of Dodsley can be little more than a contribution to the general history of 
literature. 	 • 

Robert Dodsley was born at Mansfield in Nottinghamshire, in the year 1703. 
His father is said to have kept the free school at Mansfield, a situation in which it 
is natural to suppose he could have bestowed some education on his children; yet 
it is not easy to reconcile this with the servile track of life into which they were 
obliged to enter. He is described as a little deformed man, who, after having a 
large family by his first wife, married at the age of seventy-five a young girl of 
only seventeen years, by whom he had a child. 

Of his sons, Alvary lived many years, and died in the service of the late sir 
George Savile: Isaac was for some time .gardener to Mr. Allen of Prior-park, and 
afterwards to lord Weymouth at Long-leat. In these two families he spent fifty-
two years of his life, and has the credit of being the projector of some of the beau-
tiful plantations at both those seats. He retired from Long-lest at the age of se-
venty-eight, and died about three years after. There was a third, John, whose 
name, with that of Alvary and of the fa‘her, I find among the subscribers to our 
poet's first publication. James, who was,twenty-two years younger than Robert, 
will cone to be mentioned hereafter, when he was taken into partnership. How he 
passed the preceding part of his time is not known. 

Of Robert nothing is now remembered in his native town, but a traditional story 
that he was put apprentice to a stocking-weaver of that place, and that being al-
most starved, he ran away, and was hired by a lady, as her foptinan: this lady, it 
is added, observing that he employed his leisure hours in reading, gave him every 
encouragement, and S0011 after he wrote an entertaiAment which was shown to 
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Pope and others) Part of this story is probable, but too much of his history is 

- crowded into it. His first service was not that of a lady, nor was the entertainment 
(The Toy Shop) his first production. 	 • - 

Although he was probably not in many stations of the menial kinds  it is cer-
tain thathe was once footman to Charles‘Dartiquenave (or, as spelt by Swift) Dar-
tineuf, esq. Jaymaster of pe Works, and the Darty who is noticed by Pope : 

Each mortal has hig pleasure: none deny 
Scarsdale his bottle, Darty his ham-pye. 

pis gluttony, which was long proverbial, suggested to lord Lyttelton to intro-
duce him in his DiaWgues of the Dead, holding a conversation with Apicius. The 
story of the ham-pye, Dr. Warton assures us, was confirmed by Dodsley, who 
knew Dartineuf, and, as he candidly owned, had waited on hint at dinner: or, as 
he said more explictly to Di. Johnson, " was his footman." 

He served afterwards in the same humble station, in the family, of the hon. Mrs. 
Lowther, where his conduct procured him respect, and his abilities distinction. 
Several of his small poems were written while in this family, and being shown to 
his mistress and her visitors, he was encouraged to publish them by a very liberal 
subscription, including about two hundred names of considerable note. His vo-
lume had the very appropriate title of The Muse in Livery, or The Footman's 
Missellany, a thin octavo, published in the year•1732. 

In his preface he alludes very feelingly to his many disadvantages. " What can 
be expected from the pen of a footman, a character that expresses a want both of 
friends, fortune, and all the advantages of a liberal education or a polite converse ?" 
He seeks no other excuse for his verses, " than the candour and good nature of his 
readers, when they recollect that the author lies under all the disadvantages of an 
uncultivated mind; nay even his natural genius depressed by the sense of his low 
condition: a condition from which he never hopes to rise, but by the goodness of 
Providence influencing some generous mind to support an honest and a grateful 
heart, which will ever be found in the breast of the author, R. D." In an em- 
•blematical frontispiece is a figure intended to represent himself, the right foot 
chained to despair, the right hand chained by poverty to misery, folly, and igno-
rance, the left hand winged and endeavouring in vain to reach happiness, virtue, 

'and knowledge. 
The volume contains the Epistle to Stephen Duck; Kitty, a pastoral; The Pe-

-tition ;, Rome's pardon, under the title of. the Devil is a Dunce; Religion, a si-
mile ;• The Epithalamium, called here, an Entertainment designed for the Wedding 

• of Governor Lowther and Miss Pennington; and the'Advice. These were reprinted 
'in his volume of Trifles; of the rest, the Footman;  the verses to the hon. Lady 
' Howe, and those to his friend Mr. Wtht, are added to the present collection. 
The Footman exhibits, in smodth and easy rhymes, the manners of the age; and the 
verses to lady IIowe contain, in the second stanza, a piece of condolence, Stf won-
derful simplicity. The other compositions, in this publication are chiefly compli-
ments to his patrons, and may be omitted without injury to his memory as a poet. 
• Those 'he reprinted;  were carefully revised, and he made many alterations, which, 
however, are not worth specifying. The Epistle to Stephen Duck bestowed some 

Harrol's History of Mansfield. C. 

   
  



,LIFE OF DODSLEY. 	 .314 • .eXtravagant compliments on that poor poetaster, of which Dodsley lived to be 
,ashamed. 

His next attempt was more successful than the publication of his poems, and 
considering the disadvantages of a life of servitude,. more extraordinary. He wrote 

- a dramatic piece, entitled The Toy Shop, the style of which discovers an improve-
ment which to those who had just read The Muse in Livery, must have ap-
peared wonderful. This the author determined to submit to Pope it manuscript. 
He tells us he had A. great regard for that poet, before he had tbe honour of being 
known to him, and " it was a great mortification .4. him that he used to think 

.himself too, inconsiderable ever to merit his notice or esteem. However, some time 
after I had wrote the Toy Shop, hoping there was something in it which might.re-
.commend me to him in a moral capacity, at least, though not in a poetical one, I 
.sent it to him, and desired his opinion of it, expressing some doubt that, though 
I designed it for the stage, yet unless its novelty would recommend it, Lavas afraid 
it would not bear a public representation, and therefore had not offered it to the 
Actors." 
. Pope's answer to this application may appear in this place without impropriety, 
as it has escaped the collectot4 of his letters, and exhibits his ,kindness to unpro-
tected genius in a very favourable light. 

" SIR, 	 Feb. 5, 1732-3. 
"1 was very willing to read your piece, and do freely tell you, I like it, as far 

'as my particular judgment goes. Whether it has action enough to pleitse the stage, 
I doubt: but the morality and satire ought to be relished by the reader. I will do 
more than you ask me : I will recommend it to Mr. Rich. If he can join it to any 
play, with suitable representations, to make it an entertainment, I believe he will 
give you a benefit night; and I sincerely wish it may be turned any way to your 
advantage, or that I could show you- my friendship in any instance.--I am &,c." 

Pope accordingly recommended it to Mr. Rich, and ever after bestowed " his fa-
vour and acquaintance" on the author. The hint of ,this excellent satire, for it scarcely 
deserves the name of drama, was taken from Randolph's Muse's Looking Glass. 
It was acted at Covent Garden theatre in 1735, and met with great success; but 

• was yet more popular when printed, being indeed much better calculated for the 
closet than• the stage. _ There is an ease and elegance in the style which raise our 
opinion of Dodsley's natural talents, and so many. circumstances of public and 
private absurdities are brought together, as to afford a decisive proof that he had 
a mind far above his situation, and that with habits of attentive observation of life 
and manners, he cherished the justest moral feelings. 

Such was his situation, however, that far some time he was supposed to be only 
the nominal author of the Toy Shop; but when he asserted his claim he became 
more noticed, and the tbeatre more easily accessible to his future dramatic attempts. 
The profits of his volume of poems, and of the Toy Shop, enabled him to set up in 
business, and with much ,judgment he chose that of a bookseller, Which his friends 
might promote, and which might afford him leisure and opportunity to cultivate 
his talents. At what time he quitted service is not known, bur he commenced the 
bookselling trade at a shop in Pall Mall in ate year 1735, and by Pope's friendly 
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interest; and his own humble and prudent behaviour, soon 'drew i ,to his 

• premises such a society of men of genius, taste and rank, as have sibloti 
Many of these he afterwards had the honour of uniting together in more than one 
scheme of literary partnership.,  

In the mean time, the success of his first dramatic piece encouraged him to at-
tempt another better adaitted to stage rules. This was his farce of The King and 
the Miller ofMansfield, the plot , of which is formed on a traditional story in the 
reign.of Henry IL It was performed in 1736-7, and with applause scarcely infe-
rior to that of the Toy Shopt In 1737-8 he produced Sir John Cockle at Court, 
intended as a sequel to The King and the Miller, but it had the usual fate of se-
quels, to suffer by comparison. His next dramatic performance was The Blind 
Beggar of Bethnal Green, a ballad farce, acted in 1741, but with little success. 
The songs, however, are now added to his poetical miscellanies, and are not un-
favouiable specimens of lyric simplicity. 

Almost from the commencement of trade Dodsley became a speculator in vari-
ous literary undertakings, either original or compiledt  So rapid was his success, 
that before he had been three years in business he became a purchaser of copy-
rights, and it is among the most striking of those occurrences which diversify the 
lives of men of literary eminence, that in 1738 the truly illustrious Dr. Samuel 
Johnson was glad to sell his first original publication to humble Robert Dodsley, 
for the small sum of ten guineas. We find by Mr. Boswell's very interestink ac-
count of this transaction, that Dodsley was the first to discover the merits of 
Johnson's London, and was desirous to purchase an article of which, as a trades-
.man, he had not miscalculated the value. But before this time Dodsley's shop 
must, have been in considerable reputation, as in April 1737 he published Pope's 
Second Epistle of the Second Book of Horace, and in the following month Pope 
assigned over to him the sole property of his' Letters, and afterwards that of vols. 
5 and 6 of his works, and some of his detached pieces. Not long after Young 
and Akenside published their works at his shop, and as early as March 1738-9 
he became a partner with some of his brethren in the copyright of established 
authorss.  

The first of his literary schemes was a periodical journal, which appears to have 
escaped the researches of his biographers, entitled The Public Register, or 
Weekly Magazine, begun January 3, 1741, each number of which consisted of 
sixteen quarto pages, handsomely printed, and was sold for three pence. Although 
Dodsley appears to have lived on friendly terms with Cave the printer, who referred 
Johnson to him as a fit publisher of the London, yet this Register was undoubtedly 
one of the many attempts made at that time to rival the uncommon and much 
envied success of the Gentleman's Magazine, and like them was soon obliged to 
yield ceo the superior popularity of that valuable miscellany. Dodsley and Cave 
abused one another a little, as rival ',projectors, but were, probably reconciled 

* About this time he had the misfortune to incur tie displeasure of the house of lords by publish. 
ing Paul Whitehead's satire entitled Manners. Ben Victor was partly the means of saving him from 
the worst consequences of this affair, by requesting the earl of Essex (one of those libelled in the 
poem) to present an humble petition from Dodsley, which his lordship did with so much effect, that 
Dodsley was discharged on paying his fees, which came " to seventy odd'pounds: a tolerable sum," 
:Victor adds, " for one week's scurvy lodging in the Butcher-row." Victor's Letters, vol. 1. C. 
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when the cause was removed. The contents of Dodsley's Public Register were 
original letters and essays, in prose and verse records of literature: the substance 
of the parliamentary debates, with news foreign and domestic, and advertisements 
relating to books. The original essays were contributed by his friends, and 
many of them probably by himself. It proceeded as far as the twenty-fourth 
number, when the editor thought proper, to stop. Vie urges in his farewell 
address " the additional expense lie was at in stamping it, and the ungenerous 
usage he met with from one of the proprietors of ,  a certain monthly pamphlet, 
who prevailed with most of the common newspapers mot to advertise it." 

In 1745, he wrote a little poetical piece called Rex et Pontifex, which he meet 
as an attempt to introduce a new species of pantomime upon the stage. It was 
not, however, received by any of the theatres, and probably was considered only as 
a political effusion for a temporary purpose. 

In 1746, he projected another periodical work, entitled, The Museum, or. The 
literary and historical Register, published every fortnight, in an octavo size. Of 
this concern he had only a,fourth share, the rest being the property of Messrs. 
Longman, Shewell, Hitch, and Rivington.. It extended to three volumes, and 
contains a greater variety of original essays of real merit than any similar under-
taking within our memory; nor will this be doubted, when it is added that among 
the contributors were Spence, Horace Viralpole, the two Wartons, Akenside, 
Lomn, Smart, Gilbert Cooper, William Whitehead, Merrick, and Campbell. 
This last wrote those political papers which he afterwards collected, enlarged, and 
published under the title of The present State of Europe. 

In 174S our author published a work of yet greater popularity and acknow.-
ledged value in the instruction of youth, his Preceptor, to which some of the 
parties just mentioned contributed. Dr. Johnson furnished the preface, and the 
Vision of Theodore the Hermit. In the beginning of the following year Dodsley 
purchased Johnson's Vanity of Human Wishes, for the small sum of fifteen 
guineas, but Johnson reserved the right of printing one edition. It is a better proof 
of Dodsley's enterprising spirit that he was the first who suggested the scheme of 
the English Dictionary, upon which Dr. Johnson was at this time employed: 
and is supposed to have procured some hints from Pope, among whose friends a 
scheme of this kind had been long entertained. Pope, however, did not live to 
seg the excellent prospectus which Johnson published in 1747. 

In 1748, Dodsley collected together in one volume his dramatic pieces, under 
the modest title 'of Trifles. On the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, he wrote The 
Triumph of Peace, a Masque, which was set to music by Dr. Arne, and performed 
at Drury-lane in l748-9. Of this I have not been able to procure an entire 
copy. 

In i 750, he published a small votive, unlike any of his former attempts, 
entitled " The Economy of Human Life? translated from an Indian Manuscript, 
written by an ancient Bramin ; to which is prefixed, an Account of the Manner in 
which the said Manuscript was discovered. In a 'Letter from an English Gentle-
man, now residing in China, to the Earl of "*"." Whether froth modesty, 
fear; or merely a trick of trade, Dodsley affected to be only the publisher of this 
work, and persisted in his disguise for some time. Conjecture gave it to 
the earl of Chesterfield, and not quite so absurdly as Mrs. Teresa Constantin.- 
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Phillips complimented that nobleman 'on being author of the Wi,nle 
of Man. • Chesterfield had a friendship for Dodsley, and would riot c., it •ak:1:: 
•report which rendered the sale 'of the Economy both rapid and extensive. The 
critics, however, in the Monthly Review and Gentleman's Magazine, were not to 
be deceived. 

It would bg unnecessary. to say -much on' the merit of a piece which is so well 
known. During its early popularity it occasioned many imitations, the principal 
of which were, TICe Second Part of the Economy of Human Life—The Economy 
of Female Life—The Ecoricrny of the Sexes; and the Economy of a W'inter's 
Doe., ,an humorous burlesque. Dodsley's E!!cniorny, however, outlived these 
temporary efforts, and continued to be praised and read as the production of lord 
Chesterfield. The real author, although he might secretly appropriate this praise 
to himself, was perhaps not very well pleased to find that he seldom was suspected 

( to have deserved it: 
His- nest production appears to have occupied his thoughts and leisure hours for 

a considerable time. ' This was a poem, intended to be comprised in three books, 
treating of Agriculture, Commerce, and Arts. Of these, by way of experiment, he 

, published the first, under the general title of Public Virtue, in 1754, but it did 
not meet with such encouragement as to induce him to complete his design. It 
is written in blank verse, to which his' ear" was not very well attuned ; yet 
with many imperfections, this poem has likewise many beauties. He appeals to 
have contemplated rural scenery with the eye of a poet. In the didact: c part he 
fails as others have failed before him who wished to convey mechanical instruction 
with solemn pomp, and would invoke the heroic Muse to tell what an unlettered 
farmer. knows better. • To console himself for the cool reception of this work, he 
told Dr. Johnson that " public virtue was not a subject to interest the age." 

About this time, he established, in conjunction with Moore, a periodical paper 
entitled The World, a name which Dodaey is allowed to have suggested after the 
other partners had perplexed themselves in vain for a proper one. Lord Lyttelton, 
although no contributor himself, used his influence .with his friends for that 
purpose, and Dodsley procured papers from many of his' friends and customers. 
One paper only, No. 32, is acknowledged to come from his own pen. By under-
taking to pay Moore a stipulated sum for each paper, whether contributed by that 
writer, or sent by volunteers-, Dodsley secured to himself the copyright, and was 
amply repaid, not only by its sale in single numbers, but by the many editions 
printed in volumes. When it was concluded in 1756, he obtained permission 
of the principal writers to insert their names, which gave it an additional interest 
with the public. A-few chose, at that time, to remain concealed, who have since 

' been discovered, and some are yet unknown. Chesterfield and Horace Walpole 
were kn-own at the time 'of publication, t 

In 1758, Dodsley wrote Melpomene or the Regions -of Terrour and"Pity, an' 
Ode, but concealed his being the author, an& einployed Mrs. Cooper as his 
publisher. The consequence was that this ode, in which it is universally ac-
knowledged that there are many sublime passages, was • attributed to some 
promising young man, whom years and cultivation would lead to a high 'rank 
among poets. Mary Cooper, who was also the publisher of 'the World, lived 
in Paternoster-row, and appears to have been frequently employed in this capacity 
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by Dodsley and others, when they did not choose that their names should appear 
to the first edition of any work. 

In the same year, Dodsley produced his tragedy of Cleone, at Covent-garden 
theatre. •This is said to have been rejected by Garrick with some degree of 
contempt, principally because there was not a character in it adapted to the 
display ofThis-talents: and when it was performed-for tithe first time at the rival 
theatre, he endeavoured to diminish its attraction by appearing the' same night 'in 
a new character at Drury-lane. The efforts of jealousy are*ometimes so ri-
diculous, as to make it difficult to be believed that they are seriously .intended. 
Garrick's more 'than ridiculous conduct ,on this occasion is thus related,ebyr 

;Davies: ' 
" Mr. Garrick, though he had rejected Cleone With great marks of contempt,' 

and termed it a cruel, bloody, and unnatural play; yet he was extremely appre; 
hensive that the public would be of a different opinion, and he prepared to meet 
its first appearance at Covent-garden with all his strength. He had for some time 
applied himself to the study,of Marplot in the Busy Body, and was determined to 
oppose this character (which he. was sure the town woulcLbe eager to see) to• the 
tragedy of Dodsley. When Cleone was advertised, Marplot was announced 
against it. The friends of the tragedy were alarmed, and deferred the repre—
sentation by advertising it to a farther date. Mr. Garrick immediately postponed 
the busy Body. However, after' a few dodging manoeuvres of this kind, Cleone 
and the Busy Body were acted on the same night: and though it was a kind 
of up-hill labour to bring the people of fashion to side against a new character of 
Mr. Garrick, yet there was a very handsome show of very fashionable folks 
at Cleone. The manager made a sort of merit of his not acting on' Dodsley's 
benefit night: but it must be confessed by those Who esteemed Garrick most, that 
his conduct in the whole dispute was unjustifiable, and that he treated a worthy 
man and an old acquaintance with severity" and unkindness. Many reasons were 
assigned for his particular conduct on this occasion: it is possible that his-
judgment was really against the play. I remember to have heard. Mr. Dodsley 
declare, that after Mr. Garrick had given back his play with a positive refusal 
to act it, he afterwards sent for Cleone once more, with a full intention to 
give it a re-examination, and a solemn promise to act it, if the tragedy, on 
a further perusal, should "appear to deserve it. However, the result of his critical .  
attention to the real merit of the piece was a. confirmed disapprobation. 

" It was conjectured, with some probability, that his obstinacy in persisting to 
reject this play was owing to the inferiority of the part assigned him, when 
compared, with that of Cleone. Mrs. Cibber in that part would have certainly 
eclipsed all the other characters in the tragedy 3." 

Notwithstanding this malicious opposition, Cleone was played with .great suc-
cess for many-nights, although the company at Covent-garden, with the exception 
of Mrs. hellarny, were in no reputation as tragedians. How powerfully the author 
has contrived to excite the passions of trrour and pity, was lately seen, when this 
tragedy was revived by Mrs. Siddons. Its effect was so painful, and indignation at 
the villany of Glanville and Ragozin approached so near to abhorrence, that the 

	

5  Davies' Life of Garrick; vot. I. p. 214. 	C. 
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play could not be endured. There are, indeed, in this piece many highly-wrought 
scenes ; and the madness of Cleone deserves to rank among the most pathetic at-
tempts to convey an idea of the ruins of an amiable and innocent mind. For 
Garrick's opinion we can have little respect, and I am inclined to think he was 
not sincere in giving it. If the play was unfit for the stage, why should he 
oppose its having a trial where the performers were so inferior to his own company, 
that he might conclude they would accelerate its condemnation? But, independ-
ently of those secret motives, ,which Garrick poorly concealed, we find that at 
this time his accustomed knowledge of stage effect seems to have been totally sus-
pended, for he rejected Murphy's Orphan of China, in which, when he was after-
wards compelled to act, he appeared to the greatest advantage; and likewise the 
celebrated tragedy of Douglas, by which he lost one of the most popular plays of 
modern times, and was " obliged" to act two of the same author's tragedies, Agis, 
and the Siege of Aquileia, which are deservedly consigned to oblivion. In his 
ungenerous conduct towards Dodsley he had another mortification to encounter. 
His Marplot so little answered his own, or the public expectation, that he was 
soon under the necessity of discontinuing it. 

The prologue to Cleone was written by Melmoth, and the epilogue by Shen-
stone. Dodsley omitted about. thirty lines of the latter, and substituted twelve or 
fourteen of his own ; but restored, the epilogue as originally written, in the fourth 
edition, at which it arrived in less than a year. Such was the avidity cc the 
public, occasioned probably, in a great measure, by the opposition given to the 
performance of the play, that two thousand copies were sold on the first day of 
publication. 

It remains to be added, that Pope, when very young, had attempted a tragedy 
on the same subject, which he afterwards burnt, as he informed Dodsley when 
the latter sent him his Cleone, in its first state, requesting his advice. Pope en-
couraged him to bring it out, but wished he would extend the plan to the accus-
tomed number of five acts. Dodsley acted with sufficient caution in keeping his 
piece rather more than " nine years," and then submitted it to lord Chesterfield, 
and other friends, who encouraged him to offer it to the stage, and supported it 
when produced. Dr. Johnson was likewise among those who praised its pathetic 
effect, and declared, that " if Otway had written it, no other of his pieces would 
have been remembered." Dodsley, to whom this was told, said very justly, " that 
it was too much." 

This was an important year (1755) to our author in another respect. He now 
published the first volume of the Annual Register, projected in concert with the 
illustrious Edmund Burke, who is supposed to have contributed very liberally to 
its success. This work was in All its departments so ably conducted, that although 
he printed a large impression, he and(  his successor were frequently obliged to 
reprint the early volumes. Its value aa an useful and convenient record of public 
affairs was.so universally felt, that every inquirer into the history of 	country 
must wish it had been begun sooner. Dodsley, however, did not live to enjoy its 
highest state of popularity; but some years after his death it became irregular in 
its times of publication, and the general disappointment which such neglect occa-
sioned gave rise, in the year 1780, to another work of the same kind, under the 
name of the New Annual Register. This for many years was a powerful rival, 
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the New Register gave diSgust to those who had been accustomed to the old; and, 
the mind, if not the hand of Burke, appearing again in the latter, it resumed, and, 
still maintains, its former reputation, under the management of Messrs Rivingtons, 
-who succceeded the late James Dodsley in'  e property. 

In 1760, our author published his Select' Fables of sop and other Fabulists, 
in three books, which added very considerably to his reputation, although he was 
more indebted than has been generally supposed to his leirned custonier, 
many of whom seem to have taken ,a pleasure in promoting all his schemes. 
The Essay on Fable, prefixed to this collection, is ascribed to Dodsley by the 
author of his life in the Biographia. Dodsley probably drew the outline of 
the Essay, but Shenstone produced it in the shape we now find it. In Shen-
stone's CL Letter to Mr. Greaves, he says, " I could not 'understand by Mr.. 
Dodsley's last letter to me that he had any sort of intention to publish his Fhbleg 
this winter. Presuming upon this delay, and having neither had the leisure nor 
the frame of mind fit to take his Preface into consideration, I have hitherto de-: 
ferred to da-so. La Motte's discourse on Fables is a most excellent performance, 
containing, as appears to me, all that need be said upon the subject, and this ex.• 
pressed with all imaginable elegance and perspicuity. I believe I shall advise our 
friend (Dodsley) to make more ample use of this dissertation." But in letter. 
CIII?he says more expressly, " Our friend Dodsley, I presume, Jas sent you 
a book of his Fables before this time. What _merit I ,have there is in the 
Essay:.  in the Original Fables, although I can hardly.claim a single fable as my 
awn, and in the Index, which I caused to be thrown into the form of morals, and 
which are almost wholly mine." This account is confirmed by the correspondence 
between Dodsley and Shenstone, in Hull's Select Letters, 2 vols. 8vo. 1778. 

When, after selling two thousand copies of this excellent collection within a few 
months, Dodsley was preparing a new edition, Shenstone informs us that Mr. 
Spence offered to write the life afresh; and Spence, Burke, Lowth, and Melmoth, 
advised him to discard Italics. Such particulars may appear so uninteresting as 
to require an apology; but they add something to• the history of books, which is 
a study of importance as well'as of pleasure, and they show the very high respect 
in which our author was held. Here we-havq Sfienstone, Spence, Burke, Lowth, 
and Melmoth, clubbing their opinions to promote his interest, by improving the 
merit of a work, which, however unjustly, many persons of their established cha-. 
xacter would have thought beneath their notice4. 

On the death of Shenstonei in the beginning of the year 1763, Dodsley ended-
voured to repay the debt of gratitude, by 'publishing a very beautiful edition of 
the works of that poet, to which he prefixed a short account of his life and writ-
ings; a character, writtenwith much affect;lon; a Description of the Leasowa, &c. 

• 
4 Among, other of Dodsley's publications, may be enumerated his Fugitive Pieces, in twp.  

volumes, written by Spence, lord Whitworth, Burke, Clubbe, Hay, Cooper, UHF, and -others: Lon-
don and its Environs, 6 vols. 8vo. in which he wtis assisted by Horace Walpole, who procured the 
lists of -paintings : England Illustrated, 2 vols. 4to. 	His collection of Poems; in 6 vols. 8vo. 
the last edition of which was edited by Mr. Isaac Reed in 17820-with biographical notes; and his col, 
lectiOn of Old Plays, in 12 vols. 8vo. a second edition of which was publishee, in 1180 by the same 
editor, During the publication of his poems in separate volumes, he solicited and obtained original 
pieces from most of his literary friends. See Hull's Select Letters, passim. 	C, 

VOL. XV. 

   
  



822 	 LIFE OF DODSLEY. 
He had now retired from the active part of his business, having realized a cons], 
derable fortune, and was succeeded by his brother James, whom he had previously 
admitted into partnership, and who continued the business until his death in 1797, 
but without his brother's spirit or intelligence. 

During the latter years of our author's life lie was much afflicted with the 
gout, and at length fell a trartyr to it, 'while upon a visit-to his learned and useful 
friend the Rev`. Joseph Spence, at Durham. This event happened September 25, 
1764, in the sixty first year of his age. He was interred in the abbey church-yard 
of that city, and the folkiwing.homely inscription was engraven on his tomb-stone, 

If you have any respect 
for uncommon Industry and merit, 

regard this place, 
in which are deposited the remains of 

MR. ROBERT DODSLEY: 
who, as an author, raised himself 

much above what could have been expected 
from one in his rank of life, 

and without a learned education: 
and who, as a man, was scarce 

exceeded by any in integrity of heart, 
and purity of manners and conversation. 

He left this life for a better 
Sept. 25. 1764, 

In the 6-1st year of his age. 
in 1772, a second volume of his works was published, under the title of Miscel, 

lanies, viz. Cleone, Melpomene, Agriculture, and the Economy of Human Life, 
Two of his prose pieces, yet unnoticed, were inserted in the later editions of his 
first volume. The Chronicle of the Kings of England, in imitation of the language 
of scripture; and an ironical sermon, in which the right of mankind to do what 
they will is asserted. Neither of these has contributed much to his reputation. 

After the incidental notices taken of his different writings in this sketch of his 
life, little remains to be added as to their general character. If poets are classed 
by rigorous examination, he will not be able to maintain a very elevated rank. His 
Agriculture was probably intended as the concentration of his powers, but the sub-
ject had not been for many years of town-life very familiar to him; and had he 
been more conversant in rural economy, he could not give dignity to terms and 
precepts, which are neither intelligible nor just when translated from the,homely 
language of the farm and the cottage. Commerce and the arts, had he pursued 
his plan, were more capable of poetical illustration, but it may be doubted whether 
they were not as much above his powers, as the other is beneath the flights of the 
heroic Muse. The Art of Preaching shows that he had not studied Pope's versi-
ficatior in vain. It is not, however, s? strictly an imitation of Horace's Art of 
Poetry, which I suspect he could not wad, as of Pope's manner of modernizing 
satire. It teaches no art, but that which is despicable, the art of casting unme-
rited obloquy on the clergy. 

In his lesser pieces, the Cave of Pope, Pain and Patience, and the Epistle to 
Stephen Duck, are many traits of poetical imagination; and in the Melpomene, 
the personifications are truly sublime. His collection of amatory poems, entitled 
Colin's Kisses, abound in epigrammatic beauties, and he has perhaps exhausted 
the play of words employed on borrowing, lending, ravishing and stealing kisses. 

   
  



LIFE OF b‘litikEY.,., 	 323 
.Upon the Whole the general merit of his prothitkiOns„ and the connexions- he 

formed with many of the most eminent literary characters• of his time, have 'given 
such a.oast of popularity to Metairie Dodsley that it was not thought proper 
to refuse him a place mnbng his poetical friends; and his personal character may 
bean additional excuse. 'Although flatteirl for his early preductiOni, and in a 
situation where flattery is:most dangerous, he: did -.netoyield to Eli suggestionsof 
vanity, nor• considered his patrons as bound to raise:hint to independence, or as. 
.deserving to be insulted, if they refused to arrogant insolencCiThat they were wit-
ling to grant to honest induStry. With the fair proftts of his first pieces he entered 
into business, and while he sought,anly such encouragement as his•assiduitynOglit 
merit, he endeavottred• to cultivate his mind by useful,- if not profound erudition. 
nis whole lire, indeed, affords an important lesson. Without exemption.from 
some of the more harmless. artifices of trade, he preserved the strictest integrity in 
all his dealings both with his brethren, and with such authors as •corifiCterl • to him 
the publication of their works; and he became a very considerable partner in those 
large undertakings which h,aVe done so much credit to the booksellers of London,. 

In his more private character Dodsley was, a pleasing.and intelligent-companion. • 
Few men had lived-on more easy terms with authors of high rank, as well as genius : 
and his conversation abounded in that species. of information which, nfortunately 
for biographers, is generally lost with those to whom. it . has,  been comniunicated. 
By Ins letters, some of which have been published, he appears to have written with 
ease and familiar pleasantry; and the general style of his writings affords no reason. 
to reniendier ',Midi* was deprived. of the advantages ,of education. So trineh May • 
application, even with limited powers, effect ; while those who trust ta,  inspiration 
only too frequently are content to excite wonder and -dispense with industry, mis,  
taking the bounty-money of rune for its regular pay. 

   
  



   
  



TO THE WORTHY 

PATRON AND ENCOURAGER OF ALL IlUlIAN PRdJECTS AND 
DESIGNS, 

TO MORROW, 

GREAT SIR ! 
	 • 

THE following pieces have most of them had the good fortune to be favour-
ably received by some oT your predecessors; how much of that honour I 
must place-to the account of indulgence, and how little to that of merit, I 
doubt not but your great penetration will easily discover. You will however' 
be §o just, as to take into your consideration the author's want of that assist-
ance and improvement which a liberal education bestows, and make such 
allowances for it as to your great wisdom and candour shall seem meet. 

I shall perhaps be accused of presumption, in hoping that- such sickly 
productions should live long enough to throw themselves at your feet, or 
feel the influence of that protection to which they aspire; but should they 
have the happiness to arrive at so distant a period, the utmost bounds of , 
my ambition extend no farther than that they may be honoured with a fa-
vourable- recommendation from you to your worthy son and successor, the 
NEXT DAY. 

I am with great respect, 

sir, 

your most devoted 

and obedient servant`. 

This dedication was originally prefixed to thq first volume of Dodslers poems published under the 
title of Trifles. —C. 

   
  



   
  



POEMS 
OF 

ROBERT DODSLEE 

THE FOOTMAN; 
A's EPISTLE TO DIY FRIEND MR. WRIGHT. 

DEAR FRIEND, 

SINCE I am now at leisure, 
And in the country taking pleasure, 
If it be worth your while to hear 
A silly footman's business there, 

try to tell in easy rhyme, 
How I in London spent my time. 

And first, 
As soon as laziness will let me, 
I rise from bed, and down I sit me 
To cleaning glasses, knives, and plate, 
And such-like dirty work as that, 
Which (by the by) is what I hate. 
This done; with expeditious care, 
To dress myself I straight prepare; 
1 clean my buckles, black my shoei; 
Powder my wig, and brush my clothes, 
Take off my beard, and wash my face, 
And then I'm ready for the chase. 

Down comes my lady's woman straight; 
" Where's Robin?" here, "pray take youi hat, 
And go—and go-s- and go—and go— 
And this—and that desire to know." 
The charge receiv'd, away run I, 
And here, and there, and yonder fly; 
With services, and how-d-'ye-dos, 
Then home return full fraught with newsy,  

Here some short time does interpose, 
Till warm effluviaS greet my nose, 
Which fPbm the spits and kettles fly, 
Declaring dinnertime is nigh. 
To lay the cloth I now prepare, . 
With uniformity and care; 
In order knives and forks are laid, 
With folded napkins, salt, and bread: 
The side-boards glittering too appear, 
With plate and glass, and china-ware, 
Then ale, and beer, and wine decanted, 
And all things ready which are wanted,  

The smoking dishes enter in, 	" 
To stomachs sharp a grateful Seene: 
Which on the table being plac'd, 
And some feW ceremonies past, 
They all sit'  own, and fall to eating, 
Whilst 1 behind stand silent waiting. 

This is the only pleasant hour 
Which I have in the twenty-four; 
For whilst I unregarded stand, 
With ready salver in my hand, 
And seem to understand no more 
Than just what card for out to pour: 
I hear and mark the Courtly phrases, . 
And all the elegance that passes; 
Disputes maintain'd without digression, 
With ready wit)  and fine expression: 
The laws of true politeness stated, 
And what good-breeding is, debated 
Where all unanimously exclude 
The vain coquet, the formal prude, 	• 
The ceremonious and the rude; 
The &Wring, fawning, praising train; 
The fluttering, empty, noisy, vain;   
Detraction, smut, and what 's profane, 

This happy hour elaps'd and gone, 
The time of drinking tea comes on. 
The kettle fill'd, the water boil'd, 
The cream provided, biscuits pil'd, 
And lamp prepar'd: I straight engage 
The Lilliputian equipage 
Of dishes, saucers, spoons and tongs)  
And all th' et ccetera Which thereto belongs.. 
Which, rang'd in order and decorum, 
'1 Tarry in, and set before 	: . 
Then pour or green or bohea out, 
And, as commanded, hand about. 

This business over, presently 
The hour of visiting draws nigh: 
The chairmen straight prepare the chair, 
A lighted flambeau I prepare; 
And orders given where to go, 
We march along, and bustle thro' 
The parting crowds, who all stand off 
To give us room. 0 how you'd laugh! 

   
  



t28 	 .DODSLEY'S 
To see me strut before a chair, 	. • 
And with a sturdy voice and air. 
Crying—" By your leave, sir! have a care!'!  
From place to place with speed we fly, 
And rat.ta-ta-tat the knockers cry, 
'" Pray is your lady, sir, within?" 
If not, go on ' • if yes, we enter in. 

Then to the hall I guide my steps, 
Amongst a crowd of brother skies, 
Drinking small !Beer and talking smut, 
And this fool's nonsense putting that fooP,s outs 
Whilst oaths and pulls of laughter meet, 
And he who 's loudest is the greatect wit. 
Put here amongst us the chief trade is 
Tocrail against our lords and ladies : 
To aggravate their smallest failings, 
T' expose their faults with saucy railings. 
For my part, as I hate the practice, 
And see in them how base and black 'tie, 
It: some bye place I therefore creep, 
And same down, and feign to sleep : 
And could I with old Morpheus baroltin, 

. 'Twould save my-ears much noise and jargon. 
But down my lady comes again, 
And I 'in released from my pain. 
To some new place bur steps we bend, 
The tediots  evening out to spend: 
Sometimes; perhaps; tp see the play, 
Assembly, or the Opera ; 
Then home and sup,' and thus we end the day. 

TO THE HONOURABLE LADY HOWE, 
L'PON THE DEATH or nest HUSBAND, SIR RICH-

ARD HOWE, BART. WHO DIED JULY 2, l'lSO; 
AFTER THEY HAD LIVED'  OGETHER UPWARDS 
OF FIFTY YEARS. 

E a 's gone! the great good man is gone! 
No power on Earth could save 

The will of Heav'n at last is done; 
This night conveys him to the grave. 

But let this thought alleviate 
The sorrows of your mind: 

Ile's gone—but he is gone so late 
• You can='t be long behind. 	_ 

Heav'n saw your love; was very loam 
To part so blest a pair 

'Till it was time to take you both, 
That each.might equal share 

As well in Heaven, as on Earth 
The joys which each possess'd; 

_ Knowing.that either, whilst alone, 
Would even in Heaven but half be bless'd. 

TO MY FRIEND MR. WRIGHT, 
UPON HIS COMMENDING 'SOMETHING I HAD 

• WROTE. 

SAY, was the real merit of my lays 
The happy motive of your gen'rous praise? 
or did your partial friendship in each Fine 
Too much indulge the Muse because 'twits mine? 
yes, yes, 'twas so; the first can ne'er'be tree; 
Tis hard to please a judge and critic too. 

SONGS 
FROM SIR JOHN COCKLE AT COURT,. 

C. THE pleasing, pleasing joys 
Which in women we possess! 

0 the raptures which arise! 
They alone have power, to bless! 

Beauty smiling, 
Wit beguiling, 
Kindness charming, 
Fancy warming; 
Kissing, toying, 
Melting, dying; 

0 the raptures which arise! 
0 the pleasing, pleasing joys! 

THO' born in a country town, 
The beauties orLondon unknown) 

My heart is as tender, 
- 	My waist is as slender, 

My skin is as white, 
Myeyes are as bright 

As the belt of them all, 
That twinkle or sparkle at court or ball. 

I can ogle and sigh, 
Then frown and be coy; 

False sorrow 
Now borrow, 

And rise in a rage; 
Then languish 
In anguish, 

And softly, and softly engage. 

ADIEU to your cart and your plough ; 
I scorn to milk your cow: 

Your turkeys and geese, 
Your butter and cheese; . 

Are much below me now. 
If ever I wed, 
I 	hold up my head, 

And be a fine lady, I vow. 

Ass, luckless knight! I mourn thy case:. 
Alas! what hest thou done? 

Poor Betty! thou bast lost thy place; 
Poor knight, thy sex is gone. 

Learn henceforth, from this disaster, 
When for girls you lay your plots, 

That each miss expects a master 
In breeches, not in petticoats, 

SONGS 
FROM THE BLIND BEGGAR OF BETHNAL ORM' 

THE faitliftil stork behold, 
A duteous wing-prepare, 

It's sire, grown weak and old, 
To feed with constant care., 

Should I my father leave, 
Grown old, and weak, and blind; 

To think on storks would grieve 
And shame my weaker mind. 

Observe the fragrant blushing rose, 
Tho' in the humble vale it spring, 

It smells as sweet, as fair it blows,, 
As in the garden of al king; ' 

   
  



.4,s death alone the marriage knot unties, 
So vows that lovers make 

Last until sleep, death'simage, close their eyes, 
Dissolve wheis they awake; 	" 	' 

And that fond love which was to day their theme, 
I thought to morrow but an idle dream. 

LET hening no more then be taunted, 
If honest and free from offence; 

Were each man to beg what he wanted, 
How many would beggars commence ! 

Grave church-men might beg for more grace, 
Young soldiers for courage might call; 

And many that beg for a pension or place, 
Might beg for some merit withal!. 

0 
Bauorm me on my bended knee, 

Think on my father's cries! 
p think the gushily,

' 
 tears you see 

Drop from his closed eyes! 

I,et this sad sight your soul possess, 
Let kind regret take place; 

And save my father from distrest, 
.His daughter from disgrace. 

Tiro' darkness, still attends me, 
It aids internal sight; 

And from such scenes defends me, 
As blush to see the light. 

Idu vil;ain's smile deceives me, 
No gilded fop offends, 

weeping object grieves me, 
Kited darkness me befriends. • 

Henceforth no useless wailing, 
I find no reason why

'
• 

Mankind   to their own failings' 
Are all as blind as I. 

Who painted vice desires, 
Is blind, whate'er he thinks; 

Vho virtue not admires, 
Is either blind, or winks. 

To keep my gentle Ilessy, 
What labour would seemhardZ 

Each toilsome task how easy ! 
Her love the sweet reward. 

The bee thus uncomplaining, 
Esteems no toil severe, 

The sweet reward obtaining, 
Of honey all the year. 

THE boy thus of a binl possest, 
At first how great his joys! 

Ile strokes it soft, and in his breast 
The little fav'rite lies: 

But soon as grown to riper age, 
The passion quits•his mind, 

Ile hangs it up in some cold cage, 
Neglected and co,nfin'd. 

.1Y U E T. 	 ki 4 M 

HE. 	 .-AVM 
TrIE man who in a dungeon 'lies for debt, 	 4A 
Esteems not light and liberty so dear. 	''_'-m•.,  

SHE. 
The frightecl bird just 'scap'd the fowler's net, 
Ett heart not fluters more 'twixt joy and fear, 

• • HE. 
Come to my arms 

And on my breast 
Frc0n all alarms 

Securely rest. 
SHE. 

In this kind heaven let me lie, 
In mutual pleasure live and die. 

BOTH; 
In mutual pleasure live and die. 

SONG. 
- FROM THE MILLER OF MANSFIELD. 

How happy a state does the miller Possess ! 
Who wou'd be, no greater, nor fears to be less; 
On his mill and himself he depends for support, 
Which is better than servilely, cringing at court. 

What tho' he all dusty and whiten'd does go, 
The more he's be-powdeed, the more like a beau; 
A clown in this dress may be honester far, 
Thin a courtier who struts in his garter and star. 

Tho' his hands are so daub'd they're not fit to be 
The hands of his betters are not very cicanc [seen, 
A palm more polite may as dirtily deal; 
Gold in handling will Stick to the fingers like meal. 

What if, when a pudding for dinner he lacks, 
He cribs without scruple, from other mens sacks; 
In this of right noble examples he brags, 
Who borrow as freely from other mens bags. 

Or should he endeavour to heap an estate, 
In this he would mimic the tools of the state; 
Whose aim is alone their own coffers to fill, 
As all his concern's to bring grist to his mill, 

He eats when he's hungry, he drinks when he's dry, 
And down when he's weary contented does lies • 
Then rises up cheerful to work and to sing; 
If so happy a miller, then who'd be a king 2 

111•••••••••• •••••• 

SO N G. 
.111 THE TRIUMPH OF PEACE. 

3ANISII'D to some less happy shore, 
?he drum's hars,h sound, the cannon's roar, 

Shall thunder far from home: 
The soldier, freed from war's alarms, 
Shall rest his consecrated arms 

In Honour's sacred dome. 
The Arts and Muses now shall smile, 
And in fair Freedom's fay'rite isle 

Shall fix their envy'd seat : 
The stone shall breathe, the canvas glow*, 
And public works arise to show 

That Britain stalls great. 

• SONGS, 
• 

ko Calm content as oft is found complete' 
In the luw cot as in the lofty seat. 
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PROLOGUE 

TO SIR JOHN COCKLE AT COURT. 
As Some poor orphan, at the friendly gate 
Where once reliev'd, again presumes to wait; 
So rrimod by former kindness to him shown, 
Our honest miller ventures up to town. 
He greets you all. His hearty thanki I bear 
To each kind friend. He hopes you're all so here. 
Hopes the saints favour you 'II continue still 
At court, which late you show'd him at the mill. 
Why should you not? If plain nntutor'd sense 
Should speak blunt tenths, who hecce will take of- 

fence 
Fol., common right he pleads, no party's slave; 
A Toe, on either side, to fool and knave. 
Free, as at Mansfield, he at court appears, 
Still uncorrupted by mean hopes and fears. 
Plainly his mind does to his prince impart, 
Alone emholden'd by an honest heart. 
These are his merits-.-on this plea I sue*. 
But humbly he refers his cause to you. 	[case, 
"Small faults, we hope, with candour you'll ex-

Nor harshly treat a self-convicted muse." 
If, after trial, he should mercy find, 
He 'II own that mercy with a grateful mind; 
Or, by strict justice, if he's doom'd to death, 
Will then, without appeal, resign his breath. 

EPILOGUE 
TO SIR JOHN COCKLE AT COURT. 

LORD! what a stupid race these poets are! 
This tisn'rous fool has made me mad, I swear: 
Here have I teas'd him every day this week 
To get an epilogue—'tis still to seek. 
" No, no," he cried: " I fear 'twill meet sad fate;. 
And can one thank an audience after that?" 
" 'Well, Mr. What-d.-'ye-call 't," said), " suppose 
A merry epilogue might do it good." [it shou'd; 
." Yes, madam," said he, and smil'd—" If I cou'd 
With humour, fit for you to speak, it might."(write 
'Twas very civil of the man, indeed— [ heed." 
" Come, come," said I, " write something, never 
"Well—if itplease,"said he,—'on that condition, 
Pray make my compliments with due submission, 
The matter and the words I leave to you—" 

thank'd him; and I'll try what I can do. [him, 
Our author thanks you for this favour shown • 

The man is modest; that I must say on him. 
He says, 'tis your indulgence, not his merit... 
But, werml he, faith I'd pluck up a spirit; 
1 think 'tis meanly giving up his cause, 
To claim no merit, when he 'as your applause, 
Were I to compliment you as 1 woted, 
I'd say, you lik'd the thing, because 'twas good. 
But he must have his way—and so to you 
His grateful thanks I give, as justly due. 

EPILOGUE 
TO THE TOT-SHOP. 

Heav'n beprais'd,this dull, grave sermon's 
-done; 

(For faith our author might have calPd it one.) 
These two lines were added after the first 

night's performance, ,occasioned by some things 
which the audience very justly found fault with ; 

.and which, the second time, were left out, or al-
tered as much as possible.  

I wonder who the devil he thought to please! 
Is this a time o' day for things like these? 
Good sense and honest satire now offend; 
We're grown too wise to learn, too proud to mend) 
And so divinely wrapt in songs and tunes, 
The next wise age will all be--fidlerss sons. 
And did he think plain truth wou'd favour find? 
Ah ! 'tis a sign he little knows mankind! 
To please, he ought to have a song or dance. 
The tune from Italy, the caper France: [sense! 
These, these might charm—Bat hope to do 't with 
Alas! alas! how vain is the pretence! 
But, tho' we told him," Faith, 'twill never do—,  
" Pho! never fear," he cried, "tho' grave, 'tis new: 
The whim perhaps may please, if not the wit, 
And, tho' they don't approve, they may permit. 
If neither this nor that will intercede, 
Submissive bend, and thus for pardon plead. 

" Ye gen'rous few, to you our author sues, 
His first essay with candour to excuse. 
'T has faults, he owns, but if they are but small, 
He hopes your kind applause will hide them all." 

REX ET PONTIFEX, 
BEING AN ATTEMPT TO INTRODUCE UPON MS 

STAGE A NEW SPECIES OF PANTOMIME. 

PERSONS. 
PAGAN, Jewish, Roman, and 1Vlahometan Priests 

properly habited, 
Tyranny, in a coat of mail, a Gothic crown on his 

head, and chains in his hand. 
Imposture, a phantom dress'd up by the priests 

with a cloak, mask, &c. 
Truth, a beautiful woman drest in white, with 

great plainness and simplicity. 
Liberty, drest in her hair, with a flowing robe, a 

wand, &c. 
Zeal, has a fool's cap on his head painted with 

flames, a book in his hand, which he seems to 
read now and then, casting up his eyes to Hea,  
ven, and beating his breast with great violence. 

Persecution, has an axe in one hand and a lighted 
firebrand in the other. 

Ambition, is magnificently drest with stars, ribbons, 
coronets, and other ensigns of civil honour, eye 
ing them often. 

Corruption,has a large bag of money Inoue hand, 
and a serpent in the other. 

Philosophers in Grecian habits. 
The Arts and the Muses from antiquity, 

REX ET PONTIFEL1  
The curtain rises to solemn music, bur something harsh 

and dissonant, and discovers a nmgnijkent temple,  
where a cabal of Egyptian priests, Jewish rabbets, 
Mahometan, maftis, a pope, a cardinal, jesuit, and 
capuchin seem in close combination, and are all earnestly 

' In Mr. Dodsley's Muse in Livery, is an 
entertainment designed for her majesty's birth,  
day, the scenery of which very much resembles 
this, but the poetical part is of inferior merit. C. 

   
  



PON'rIPEX. 	 36.1 
fYltAN*14. 

Ambition and Corruption be 'ivy tools 
PmesT. 

Be mine blind Zeal and- furious Persecution: 
Enter to the Priests, at one door, Zeal and Persecu. 

hion; end la the Civil Power, 'at the other, Ambi- 
tion and Corruption, properl di

e,
stinguidic y 	d. 

TYRANNY. 
Go forth, ye instruments of &sr high. aims, 
And in our cause possess the sons of men., 
Cramp' and intimidate tit' inquiring mind;" 
With base affections taint the human heart:. o  
And tame the generous spiritthat breathes in man, - 
And prompts Min to resist and brave oppression: 
So shall that head-strong beast,the multitude, 
Yield to the bit, and crouch beneath its burthen. 
Zeal, leading Persecution, goesout one way; and ,Cot-

ruption, leading Ambition, the other. Then enter 
the Muses and the liberal Arts, with proper habits 
and ensigns, who seem to beg protection of the Priests 
and the Cyst Power; but being commanded to fall 
down and worship the figure of imposture, they re- 
fuse ; upon which they are immediately ehtined and 
fettered, and sad down bound before it. 

And now the Civil and Ecclesiastical Powers seem per.-
„Petty secure • they shake hands, they embrace, and 
after a formal ,solemn dance, in tokkh they alternately 
bow and reverence each other, they are Walking ef the 
stage, when theymeet with the goddess of Liberty, who 
leads in the Philosophers, walks boldly up to the figure 
of Imposture, and striking it With her wind, speaks 
as,  ollows : 

Hence, Delusion, hence, away ; 
Nor in Britain dare to stay: 

'To some foreign land retire, 
Where dull Igntranee may admire: 
• Here,,amongst -the brave and free, 
Truth shall rise, and dwell with me. 

Then waving her wand, Imposture immeaately sinks; • 
and the goddess of Truth, arrayed in robes of white, 
yet chest With the greatest Plainness and simplicity, 
arises in its room, whom Liberty addresses in the fol-
lowing 

AIR: 
Fairest daughter of the skies. 
Hither turn thy radiant eyes; 
Thole bast lovers here shall trace, 
Every charm and every grace: 
Sons of wisdom, who admire, 
Sons of freedom, all on fire; 
Hither, goddess, hither turn; 
Britons for thy beauties burn. 

And now the Arts and Muses seem /deiced,atkegj rise 
gradually upon their feet, their chains are taken off by 
Liberty, who leads tip a dance, in which the Philoso-
phers joinwith the Iguses,allef them in the dance mak. 
tug frequent obeisance to the goddess of Truth. 

During all this, the powers M.  Tyranny and Priestcraft 
are in great dread and confusion. Tyranny threatens 
with his sword, awl the Priest wields a thunder-bolt; 
but ineffectual and in vain; for at theend of the dance, 
Truth and- Liberty 'ad:raving fearless tq their oppo: 
sites, 'they- drop their weapons and submit. After 
which, Liberty, addressing herseff to them, speaks as,.. 
follows: 

e 
	 REX ET 

tniployed• in. dressing sip the figure of Imposture. 
After a while they seem by their whispering, nockling, 
winking and sneering amongst themselves, to have 
adjusted matters very much to their own satisfaction. 
A large cloak is thrown over the shoulders of the figure, 
to hide its deformities; a mask of a fine composed 
grave air is dapt upon its ugly- visage; and several 
others, curiously delineated for all occasions, are cun-
ningly disposed of beneath the cloak: tvhich done, the 
priests withdraw. Then enters a band of enwient phi-
losophers, properly habited; teho examining the figure 
of Imposture with great care, seem to debate amongst 
themselves with Calmness and moderation; and al 
length, having pulled off its cloak and mask, and dis-
covered and exposed its strange features and monstrous 
deformities, they are just upon the point of demolishing 
the figure, when the priests re-enter, leading in Ty-
ranny, :Oh all the ensigns and officers of civil power 
attending him; by the assistance of whom, the philoso-
phers are driven e.  the stage, and Imposture is again 
invested with its cloak and mask. The priests making 
obeisance to the civil power, seem to beg the confines, 
once of his protection, and the chiefs." them addresses 
himself to Tyranny, in the follotvint manner. 

RECITATIVE. 

Time, regal power! vicegerent of the skies! 
Supreme on Earth, and substitute of Herren! 

stn,?cli thy powerful arm, protect and save 
Its sacred ministers!" nor let bold man, 
With his presumptuous reason, stare to mock 
Our holy myst'ries, or dispute our rights. 

AIR. 

Kings the rights of priests defending, 
More seenrely hold their own; 

Priests to kings assistance lending, 
Merit succour from-the throne: 

Then give us supreme dominion 
Over conscience and the soul ! 

You shalt rule (by our opinion) 
' 	Lives and goods without eontroul. 

RECITATIVE. 

TYRANNY. 
Most reverend fathers! delegates to men 
From Heaven's high king! ambassadors divine! 
Be it as you have said. Teach you mankind 
That power unlimited belongs to kings,  
That subjects have no rights but to obey; 
Then shall the arm of civil power protect 
Your highest claims of reverence; and enforce 
Assent to every tenet you shall judge 
Conducive to establish priestly rule 
O'er mind and conscience. 

Thus is fetters doubly binding, 
Souls enslaving, bodies grinding, 

We the stsmidherd shall sway; 
And, supreme in wealth and grandeur,' 
Silence every bold withstander 	- 

That shall dare to disobey. 

PRIEST. 

But in this grand affair, this high attempt, 
To blind, enslave, and fleece a bubbled world; 
What instruments, what tools shall we employ? 
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Gives the wiltiwbitns'of dreaming sehoolnien vent 
Whilst drowsy congregations nod assent 
Painters and priests, 'cis true, great licence claim, 

And by hold strokes have often rose to fame: 
But whales in woods, or elephants in air, 
Serve only to inakefoots and children stare; 
And in religion's name if prietts dispense 
Flat-contradictions to all common sense; 
Tho' gaping bigots wonder and believe, 
The wire 'tis not so easy to deceive. 

3Some take a text sublime, and fraught with 
' sense, 

But quickly fall into impertinence. 
On trifles eloquent, with great delight 
They flourish out on some strangemystie rite; 
Clear up the-darkness of Some useless text, 
Or make some crabbed passage more perplext: 
BUt to subtitle the pasSions, or direct, 
And all life's moral duties, they neglect. 

4  Most preachers err (except the wiser few) 
Thinking establish'il doctrines, therefore true: 
s Others, too fond of novelty and schemes, 
Amuse the meld with airy idle dreams: 
6  Thus too much faith, or too presuming wit, 
Are rocks where bigots, or free-thinkers split. 

The very meanest dabbler at Whitehall 
Can rail atpapists,or poor (makers maul; 
But, when of some great truth be aims to preach, 
Alas, he -finds it far beyond his reach. 	PIA 
•8  Young deacons, try your strength, and Saire to 
A subject suited to your turn of mind; 

• Method and words are easily your own, 
Or sleuth' they fail you—steal from Tillotson. 

9  Much of its beauty, usefulness, and force, 
Depends on rightly timing a-discourse. 
Before the ,4—dc or c—nun,--its----far trots 

nice,- 
Say boldly-61;ry is a dirty vice— 
But quickly check yourself—and with a sneer— 
Of which this honourable house is clear. 

" Great is the work, and Worthy of the gown, 
To bring forth hidden truthsand make them knows. 
Yet in all new Opinions, have a care, 
Truth is too strong for some weak. minds to 

bear: 
n And are new doctrines taught, or old revival 
Let them fromscriptere plainly be deriv'd. 

TRUTH. 
• 

Princes, give ear; give ear, ye reverend seers; 
And let the words of Truth make deep impression. 
Man was not made for kings,but kings for Man. 
And that proud tyrant who invades the rights 
His hand was seepter'd to defend, becomes 
A sovereign rebel. As that priest, who for 
The oracles of Heaven gives human creeds, 
And, wrapt in mysteries,. sneering moral worth, 
Delights to puzzle and confound the mind, 
Whieh 'tis his sacred office to .enlighten„ 
Falls from Heaven's minister to that of Hell; 
,And for man's teaeher under God, becomes, 
Vatter the devil, deputy seducer. 

' AIR. 

Yet how sacred! how divine! 
Kings and priests have power to be 

At the throne, or at the Shrine, • 
Man might bow, and stilt he free: 

Let the prelate virtue bring, 
. • Let the prince with goodness sway; 
To the priest and to the king, 

All will due obedience pay. 

CHORUS. 

Power and goodness,. when they join, 
Make kings sacred, priests divine. 

632 	 DODSLEY'S POEMS. 
0 why, •ye powers, that rtsle the race of mini, 
And you that shoutd instruct him to be wise 
Arid good; why will ye join; 0 why, in league 
Unnatural, to blind and to•enslavel 
When to reform his morals, and protect 
His native rights, are your sole provinces, 
From which pexforinkl, your safety, glory, alts  
That make kings great, and ptiests rested arise. 

: 	AIR. . 	• 	• 
. Be =yoliOse heart fitli social fire • 
• Burns to do what good he cat; - 
Sure, by the celestial Sire, 

Mill be deem'd the worthiest man: 
'So the patriot warmly prest 

In his country's-sacred cause, 
Of ail subjects is the best, 

Best deserves his king's applause. 

•••••••••••=•••••••••••••••1 

THE. ART OF PREACHING: 
IN IMITATION OF HORACE'S ART OF POETRY. 

SHOULD sorne;strange poet, in his piece, affect 
Pope's nervousstyle, with Cibber's jokes bedeck'd; 
Prink Milton's true sublime with Cowley's wit; 
And garnish Blackmore's Job with Swift's conceits 
Would you not laugh? Trust me, that priest's as 

bad, 
Who in a style now grave, now raving mad, 

Humauo capiti cervicem pietor equinam 
Jungere si velit, C varies inducere plinnas 
Undique oollatis membris, ut turpiter atruin 
Desinat in pisceminulipr formosa superne; 
Spectatont admissi risumtene.atis, amici 
:Credite, Pisonescisti.tatellre fore 'Arum  

algae poais 
2uidlibet audendi semper fait aqua potestos—. 
Sed now ut placidis'eoernit immitia— 	(feisee 

3  lucceptis gravibus plerumque & magma pro- 
4 Maxima pars vatum-- 

Decipinnir specie reetie.-- 
5O2ui variare eupit rem prodigialiter unam, 

Delphimim Avis appingit, fluctibus aprum. 
6  In vitium ducit culpce fuga, si eafet arts. 
I Rini-hum circa ludum .faber imus & unite 

Exprimet, & molles imitabltar are cops; 
Infelix ope6s =meas., quia ponere totum 	• 

S Semite materiam vestris, qui tcribitis, tequam 

9  Ordinishree otirtus Brit, & Venus, ant egotallet, 
Ct. jam mine dicat, jam nuns debentia diet 
Pleraque differat; • et prsesens in tempus omittat-- 

" In verbis,etiam. teutds.cautusque sereudis- 
1! 'Et nova fietaqtte nuper babel:mit verbs Wein, 

Greco forte cadent, parse detorta. 
• 1 

   
  



THE ART OF PREACHING. 	 333 
otilarclay or. Baxter, wherefore do we blame 	". in censuring vice, be earnest and severe • 

For innovations, yet approve the same 
In Wickliffe and in Luther? Why are these 
Call'd wise reformers, those mad sectaries ! 
'Tis most. unjust: 43  Men always tad aright, 
And ever will; to think, to speak, to write 
Their various minds; yet sacred ought to be 
The public peace; as private liberty. 

is Opinions are like leaves, which every year 
Now flourish green, now fall end disappear. 
Once the pope's bulls could terrify his foes, 
And kneeling princes kiss'd his sacred toes, 	• 
Now he may damn, orcurse,,or what be will, , 
There's 41Ot a prince in Christendom will kneel. 
Reason now reigns, Sud by her aid we hope 
Truth may revive, and sickening errour droop: 
She the sole judge, the rule, the gracious light 
Rind 'Heaven, has lent to guide our minds aright. 

ib,,States to embroil, and faction to-display, 
In wild 'harangues, Saclieverel show'd the way. 

14  The fuu'ral sermon, when et first began, 
Was ns'd to weep the loss of some good man; 
Now any wretch, for one small piece of gold, 
Shall have fine praises from the pulOt sold: 
But whence this custom rose, who can decide? 
From priestly av'rice? or from human pride? 

17  Truth, MOW virtue, piety, and peace, 
Are noble subjects,-andthe pulpit grace: 
But zeal far trifles ann'dimperions Land, , 
His power and cruelty the nation aw'd, 
18  Why ?as he honour'd with. the name of priest, 
A ndgreatest made,-unworthy to be least, 
Whose zeal was fury, whose devotion pride, 
Power his great god, and interest his sole guile? 

29  To touch the passions,let your style be plain; 
The praise of virtue asks a higher strain: 
Yet sometimes the pathetic may receive 
The utmost force that eloquence can give; 
As sometimes, in elogim»s, 'tis the art, 
With plain simplicity to win the heart. 

'T is not enough that what you say is true., 
To make us feel it, palmist feel it too: 	[part 
Show your self warm'd, and that will watmth im- 
To every hearer's sympathizing heart. 
Does generous Foster virtue's laws enforce? 
All give attention to the warm discourse: 
But who a cold, dull, lifeless drawling keeps, 
One half his audience laughs, the other sleeps. ' 

Is 	 711id antem 
Ca ,rile Plautoque debit Romanus, ademptum .  

r3 	Lieuit, semperque lioebit, 
'Signatum praesente note procudere nomen. 

14 Ut sylvm foliis pronostnutantur in annes—
"Res gestre regunique ducumque, et tristia bells, 

fluo seribi possent nutnero, rnonstravit Humerus. 
ss Versibus impariter junctisquerimoniaprimum, 

Post etium incluse est voti sententia compos. 
2uis tamenrxiguos &egos emisoritmuctor, 
Grammatici certant, et adlnic sub judiee his est, 

17  Musa dOdit fidibusdivos, puerosque deorum—
Archilocurn proprio rabies armavit iambo. 

IS Cur ego, simequeo ignoroque, potsx satutor? 
Cur tiescire=quam discere malo? • 

19  Versibus exponi tragicis rescomicanon 
Intenium tamen & vocem connedia tollit; 
Et tragicus plerumque dolet sermon pedestri. 

a.  Non satis est, milebra esse pornata--r 
si mandate loquernr, 

Ant dormitabo, nut ridebo.  

la Stating dubious points, concise and clear; 
Auger requires stern looks and threat'ifing style; 
But paint the charms of virtue with a smile. 
These different changes common sense will teach, 
And we expect then -from you if you preach; • 
For should your manner differ from your theme,-
Or ilk quite different subjects be the same, 
Despis'd and laugh% at, you may Vavel down, 
And hide such talents in some country Own. 

" It much concerns a preacior first to learn 
The genius of his audience, and their turn. 	' 
Amongst the.citizens be grave and slow; 
Before the nobles let fine periods pow,- • 
The Temple -Church asks Sherlock's sense 	"• 

skill; 
Beyond tile Tower no matter—what you will.. 

23  In facts or notions drawn from sacred.writ, 
Be orthodox, nor cavil to show wit: 
Let Adamiose a rib to gain a wife, 
Let Noah's ark contain alt things with life, 
Let Moses work strange wonders withliis rod, 
And let the Sun stand stilbut Ioshua'suod, 
Let Solomon be wise, and Sampson strong, 
Gire Saul a witch, and Balsam's ass e tongue. 
. 24 But if your daring genius is so -botd 	• 
To teach new,  ectrines,,or to censure olds= 
With rare proceed, you tread.* dangerous path; 
Errour establish'd grows estagish'd faith. 
'Tis easier much, and much the safer rule 
To teach in pulpit what you learnt at school ; • 
With zeal defend whate'er the church believes, •. 
If 'you expect to thrive or wear lawn sleeves,'. ' 

2$ Someloudiy bluster, and consign to Hell: 
All who dare doubt one word or syllable 
Of what they call the faith; and which extends 
To whims and trifles" without use or ends': 

26  Sure 'tis much nobler, and more like divine, 
T' enlarge the path to Heaven, than to confine: 
Insist alone on useful points, or plain;, 
And know, Gqd cannot hate a virttious.man. 

27  If you expect or hope that we should stay 
Your whole discourse, nor strireto- slink away; 
Some common faults there are you must avoid, 
To.every age and circumstance ally'd. 

23A pert youngstudent just from collegebroughtf, 
With many little pedantries is fraught: 
Reasons with syllogism, persuades with wit„ 
2uotes scraps of Greek instead of sacred writ; 
Or deep imniers'd in politic debate, 
Reforms the church, and guides the tottering state.. 

Mcestum 
Vulturn verba decent: iratum, plena ininaruirs; 
Ludentcm, lasciva; sereeum, seria diettf. 
Format eniin nature prius nos inters ad oinneret 
Fortunarum 

ss Intererit multuld Davusne loquator anhe?os-.• 
Fetnam sequere44,4.-, 

27Si quid inexpertum secure commitis, & audes • 
Persoham formare novam;-- 

titque 
Rectius Iliaeum carmen dedueis in netus4- 

25  Nee sic incipies, ut scriptor Cyclicus 
26  2nantorectihs hie• 

Tu, quid ego & populus mecum desideret, audi. 
Si plausoris eges entree numentis, & usque.  
SulTuri donee cantor, vos plaudite, dicat; 
,fttatis eujusque notandi slant tibitnores-, 

28 Reddere qur votes jam sea "puer--:, 

   
  



331 	 DODSLEY'S POErt1S. 
29 These trifles with maturer age forgot, 

Now some good benefice employs his thought; 
Ile seeks a patron, and will soon incline 
To all his notions civil or divine; . 
Studies his principles both night and day, 
And as thatscripture guides, must preach and pray. 

Av'rice and age creep on : his reverend mind 
Begins to grow right reverendlx iticlized. 	(- 
Power and prefement stilt so sweetly call, 
The voice of Heaven is never heard at all: 
Set but a tempting bishopric in view, 
He's strictly orthodox and loyal too; 
With equal zeal defends the eh:we/land state, 
And infidels and rebels share his hate. 
• Vl Some thingsareplain, we can't misunderstand; 

Some still obscure, tho' thousands have explain'd: 
Those influence more which reason can conceive, 
Than such as we thro" faith alone believe; 
Ih those we judge, in these you may deceive: 
But what too deep in mystery is thrown, 
The wisest preachers choose to let alone. 
How Adam's fault affects all human kind; 
How three is one, and one is three combin'd; 
How certain prescience checks not future will; 
And why Almighty Goodness suffers ill; 
Such points as these lie far too deep for man, 
Wete never well explain'd, nor ever can. 

as If pastors more than thrice five minutes 
preach, 

Their sleepy flocks begin to yawn and stretch. 
$3  Never presume the name of God to bring 

As sacred sanction to a trilling thing. 
34  Before, or after sermon, hymns of praise 

Exalt the soul, and true devotion raise. 
In songs of wonder celebrate his name, 
Who spread the skies, and built the starry frame: 
Or thence descending view this globe below, 
And praise the source of every bliss we know. 

35  In ancient times, when Heaven was to be 
Our humble ancestors their voices rais'd, [prais'd, 
And hymns of thanks from grateful bosoms flow'd, 
For ills prevented, or for good bestow'd: 
But as the church increas'd in power and pride, 
The pomp of sound the want of sense supply'd; 
Majestic organs then were taught to blow, 
And plain religion grew a raree-show; 

29 Conversis studiis, :etas animusque virifis 
emerit ones & amicitias* 

.58  Multa senem eircuinveniunt---- 
3' Ant agitur res in scenis, ant acts refertur: 

Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem, 
!uam qua; sunt oculis subjects fidelibus, & quas 
Ipse sibi tradit speetator.-0.- 

-in avem Progne vertatur, Cadmus in anguem; 
atiodcunque ostendis mihi sic, incredulus odi. 

32  Neve minor, nen sit quinto productior actu 

33 Nec Deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice noduCh 

34  Actoris partes chorus, of ciumque virile 
Defendat 

35  Tibia non, ut nunc orichalco vincta, tu- 
Xanula; sed tennis simplexque—,— 	[bmque 
Postquam ecepit agros extendere victor, & urbem 
Latior amplecti minus,•vinoque diurno 
Placari genius festis impune diebus, 
Accessit numerisque modisque licenlia major. 
Indoctus quid enitn .saperet, liberque labonun, 
Rusticus urban() confusus, turpis bonesto ? 

Strange ceremonious whims, a numerous race, 
Were introduc'd,in truth's and virtue's place. 
Mysterious turnpikes block up Heaven's highway, 
And for a ticket, we our reason pay. 

66  These Superstitions quickly introduce 
Contempt, neglect, wild satire, and abuse; 
Religion and its priests, by every fool 
Were thought a jest, and turn'd to ridicule. 
Some few indeed found where the medium lay, 
And kept the coat, but tore the fringe away 

37  Of preaching well if you expect the fame, 
Let truth and virtue be your first great aim. 
Your sacred function often call to mind, 
And think how great the trust, to teach mankind! 
'Tis yburs in useful sermons to explain, • 
Both what we owe to God; and what to man. 
,Tis yours the charms of liberty to paint, • . 
His country's lore in every breast to plants 
Yours every social virtue to improve, 
Justice, forbearance, charity, and love; 
Yours too the private virtues to augment, 
Of prudence, temperance, modesty, content; 
When such the man, how amiable the priest; 
Of all 'nankin& the worthiest, and the best. 

38  Ticklish the point, I grant, and hard to find, 
To please the various tempers of mankind. 
Some love you should the crabbed points explain, 
Where texts with texts a dreadful war maintain: 
Some love a new, and some the beaten path, 
Morals please some, and others points of 'with: 
But he's the man, he's the admied divine, 
In whose discourses truth and virtue join : 
These are the sermons which will ever live, 
By these our Tonsons and our Knaptons thrive; 
How such are read, and prais'd, and how they 

sell, 
Let Barrow's, Clarke's, and Butler's sermons tell. 

39 Preachers should either snake us good or 
wise, 

Him that does neither, who but must despise ? 
If all your rules are useful, short and plain, 
We soon shall learn them, and shall long retain : 
But if on trifles you harangue, away 
We turn our heads, and laugh at all you say. 

But priests are men, and men are prone to err, 
On common failings none should be severe; 
All are not masters of the same good sense, 
Nor blest with equal powers of eloquence. 
'T is true: and eivours with an honest mind, 
Will meet with easy pardon from mankind; 
But who persists in wrong with stubborn pride, 
Him all must censure, many will deride. 

4' Yetfew are judges of a fine discourse, 
Can see its beauties, or can feel its force; 

Mox etiam agrestes Satyros nudavit, & aver 
Incolumi gravitate jocum tentavit—

Scribendi recte, sapere est & principium Ir 
fons. 

2ui didicit patrile quid debeat, & quid amicis 
* Vide Martin in the Tale of a Tub. 

( 	3a Centuries seniorem agitant expertia frugis; 
Celsi prretereunt austera poemata Rhamnes. 
°nine tulit punctual qui miscuit utile dulei, 
Leetorem delectando, pariterque monendo.--. 

39 .A ut prodesse volunt, nut delectare pane— 
" Sunt delicta tamen, quibus ignovisse 

41 Non quivis videt imwodulata poansta index. 

   
  



To no small excellence directs his aim. 
On every noted preacher he must wai'; 

: The voice, the look, the action imitate : 
And. when Romplete irr Style, and eloquence, 
Must then crown all with learning and good sense; 
But some with lazy pride disgrace the gowr, 
Ana never preaehlne sermon of their own; 
'Tis easier to transcribe than to compose, 
So all the week they eat, and drink, and doze. 

48  As quacks with lying pita the.papers fill, 
; Or hand their Own praise in, a pocky 	r 

Where empty Roasts of much superior sense, 	• 
Draw from the cheated-crowd their idle pencei,.. 

. So the great Henley • hires for half.mcrown 
A quack advertisement, to tell the town 
Of some strange point to be disputed on: 
Where all who love the science of debate, • 
May hear themselves, orother ,coxcembs prate. 	• 

19  When dukes Itir noble lords a chaplain hire, 
They first of his capacities inquire. 
If stoutly qualify'd to drink and smoke, 
If not too nice to bear an impious pker 
If tame enough to be the crimmon jest, 
This is a chaplain to his lordship's taste. 

5*.  If bards to Pope indifferent verses show, 
He is too honest not to tell them so. 
This is obscure, he cries, and this too rough, 
These trifling, or superfluous ;strike them off, 
How useful every word from such a friend ! 
But parsons are too proud their works ;to mend, 
And every fault with arrogance defend: - 
Think them too sacred to be criticis'd, 
And rather choose to let them he despis'd. 

° Ile that is wise will not presume to laugh ' 
At priests, or churcli.nffairs; it is not safe. 
Think there exists, and let it cheek your sport, 
That dreadful monster call'd a spiritual court, • 
Into whose cruel jaws if once you fall, 

• In vain, alas ! in vain for aid you call; 
Clerks, proctors, priests; voracious-round you ply, 
Like leeches sticking, till they've suck'd you dry. 

AN EPISTLE TO AIR. POPE, 
occAstormri Iry zits ESSAY ON MAN. 

GREAT‘rd t in *hem united We admire, 
The sage's wisdom, and the poet's fire: 
In whom at once, the great and good commend 
The fine companion, and the useful friend:— 

• studet optatam cursu contingere rodent, 
Molts kik feeitqoe poet; stidavit et alsit— 

48 XI prieco, ad merees turban qui cogit emelt. 
daft 

49  Reges dicuntur multis urger° cultdlis,' 
Ft torquere mere, quem perspexisse laborant, 
AA fit amicitii 

Vir bonus 	prudens versos reprehentlet 
recidet 

Ornaments; ,?arum claris tucem dare coget. 
• Orator Henley. 
PI Ut, male. quern scabies ant morbus Tegius 

Aut fanaticus error, & iracquda Diana, [urget, 
1esanum tetigisse timent fogiuntque palm, 
2iii sapient: 
deem verd arripuit, tenet, occiditque legend°, 
Non missura autem nisi plena onions hirudia. 

MR. POPE. 	 555 
41  He who try preaching hopes to raise a name, 

AN EPISTLE T 
With equal pleasure some attentive sit, 
To-sober reasoning, and to shallow wit. 
•What then? Because your audience most are fools, 
Will you neglect all method, and all rules? 
Or since the pulpit is a sacred place, 
Wh,e iionetelare contradict you to your face, 
Wilt you presume to tell a thousand lies? 
If so, we may forgive, but must, despise. 

.42. In jingling Bev'ridge if I chance to see 
One word of sense, I prize the rarity: 
But if in Hooker, Sprat, or Tillotson, 
A thought unworthy of themselves is shown, 
1 grieve to see it, but 'tis no surprise, 
The greatest Olen are not at all times wise. 

43 Sermons, like plays, some please us at the ear, 
But never will a serious reading bear 
Some in the closet edify enough, 
That from the pulpit seem'd but sorry stuff. 
'Tis thus: there are, who by ill preaching spoil 
Yming's pointed sense, or Atterbury's style; 
Whilst others by the. force of eloquence, [sense. 
Make that seem fine, which scarce is common 

44  In every science, they that hope to rise, 
Set great examp!esstill before theii4  eyes. 
Young lawyers copy Murray where they can; 
PhySiciaiis Mead, and surgeons Cheselderr; 
But all wilt preach, without the least pretence 

virtue, learning, art, or eloquence. 
Why not? you cry: they plainly see, no doubt, 

prie4 may grow right-reverend without. 
45  Preachers and preaching were at first de+. 

For common,  benefit to all mankind. ' [sign'd 
Publie and private virtues they explained, 
To goofiness courted, and from vice restrainkl: 
Love, peace, and union breatli'd in each discourse, 
And their examples gave their Precepts force. 
From these good men, the priests and all their 
Were honour'd with the title of divine. 
But soon their proud successors left this path, 
Forsook plaiiiinorals tor dark points of faith; 
T4Il creedson creeds the warring world inflarn'd, 
And all inankind,by difterentiniestsovere damn'4. 

vi Some ask which is th' essential of a priest, 
Virtue or learning? what they ask 's a jest: ' 
We daily see dull loads of reverend fat, 
Without pretence to either this or that. 
lint who'd like Herring, or like badly shine, 
Must with great learning real virtue join. 

43  Sic mild, qui multum cessat, fit Chcerilus ale, 
uem his terse bonum, cum risu mirror; & idem 

Indignor, quandoque bonus dormitat Homerus. 
ventin opere in longo fas est ohrepere sommun. 

43  Ut picture, poesis twit: gum, si propils stes,' 
Te eapiet magis; & qutedam, si longius elutes. 

ss Littler° qui nescit, compestribus abstinet 

•Eni nescit, versus tamen au 	fingere. euid ni? 
4S 	—Fait huge sapientia quondam, 

Publics, pelwatis secernere, sacra profanis: 
Concithitu prebibere vago, dare jura, nutrias; 
Oppida melivi; Ups ineidere ,,.- 
r , -Sic honor & nomen divinis vatibus atque 
Carminibus 

Post hos . 
Animos in tristia belle 

Versibus exacuit. 
46  Nature heret laudable carmen, an arts, 

gnms4inn est?  . 

   
  



Y'S POEMS. 
" -Come too, ye. libertines, who Zest for pow's, 

Or wealth, or fame, or greatness, or a whore; 
All who true Sensual happiness adhere to-, 
And laugh him out of this old fashion'd virtue; 
Virtue, where he has whimsically plas'd 
Your only bliss—How odd is some men's taste! 

"And come, ye rigid saints, with looks dement 
Who beast yourselves right holy, just, and pia 
Come, and with pious zeal the lines decry, 
Which give your proud hypocrisy the lie: 
Which own the best have failings, not a few; 
And prove the mint, sometimes, as good as pm 

" What! shalt te taint such perfect souls wilt 
ill? 

Shalt sots not plasm their bliss in what they will? 
Nor fools be fools? Nor wits sublime descend 
In charity to Heav'n its works to mend? [plain, 
Laughs he at these 	monstrous. To be 
I'd have ye write—He can but laugh again." 

Here lifting up tmy head, surpris'd, I see 
Close at my elbow, flattering Vanity. 
From her soft whispers soon I found it Caine, 
That I suppos'd myself not one of them. 
Alas ! how easily ourselves ire sooth! 
I fear; in justice, be must laugh at bath. 

For Vanity abash'd, up to my ear 
Steps honest Truth, awl these sharp words I hear; 
" Forbear, vain bard, like them forbear thy laysi 
Alike to Pope such censure and such praise. 
Nor thatcan sink, nor this exalt his name, v. 
Who Dives tovirtue, and himself, his fame." 

ON 1300D 	ILL-NAM& 
TO MR. port. 

IN virtue's cause to draw a daring pen, 
Defend the good, encounter wicked men: 
Freely to praise time virtues of the feel, 
And boldly censure the degenerate crew: 
To scorn, with equal justice, to deride 	[pride; 
The poor man's worth, or soothe the great one 
Al! this was once good-nature thought, not ill; 
Nay, some there are so odd to Wel: so still. 
Okkfashiored souts! your men of modern taste, 
Are with new virtue, new politeness grac'd. 
Good-nature now has chang'd her honest face, 
For smiling flattery, compliment, grimace: ' 
Fool grins at fool, each coxcomb owns his brother, 
And thieves and sharpers compliment each other. 
To such extent good-nature now is spread, 
To be sincere is monstrously ill-bred: 
An equal brow to all is now the vogue, 
And complaisance goes round from rogue to rogue. 
If this he good-.....tis gloriously true, 
The most ilbnatur'd man alive, is you., 

110.01•00.01•......• 

TAB CAVE OF POPE. 
A PROPMSY. 

'WHEN dark Oblivion, in her sable cloak 
Shall wrap the names of heroes and of kings; , 

And their high steeds, subntitting to the stroke 
Of Time, shall full amongst forgotten things: 

436 	 ttODSLE 
rr was thus the Mose her eager night began, 
Ardent to sing the poet and the man: 
But truth hi verse is clad too like a lie, 
And you, at least, would think it flattery; 

• Hating the thought, I check my forward strain, 
I change my stile, and, thus begin again: 

As when some student first with curious eye, 
Thro'. Nature's winidrous frameenttempts to prm; 
His dotibtful reawjn seeming faults surprise, 
He asks if this be just? if that be wise? • 
Storms, tempests, earthquakes, virtue in distress, 
And vice unpunish'd, with strange thoughts op, 
'rift thinking .on, unclouded by deg&es, 	I:press: 
Himnind is open'd, fair is all he sees; 	[plight, 
Stains, tempests, earthquakes, virtue's ragged 
And Vice's triumph, all are just and right: 
ileauty is found, and enter, and design, 
And the whole scheme acknowledg'd all divine. 

So when' at first I view's! thy wondrous plan, 
Leading thro' all the winding maze of man 
liewilder'd, weak, unable to purstme, 
My pride would fain-have laid the fault on you. 
This false, that ill-exprest, this thought not good, 
And all was wrong which I misunderstood. 
But reading more attentive, soon I found, 
The diction. nervous, and the doctrine sound, 
Saw man ti part of that stupendous whole, 
" Whose body Nature is, and God the soul." 
Saw in the scale, of things his middle state, 
And all bin powers adapted juStlo that. 
Saw season, passion, weakness, howmof use, 
How all to good, to happiness condupe. 
Saw my own weakness, thy superior pow'r, 
And still The moref read, admire the more. 

This simile drawn out, 1 now began 
To think of forming some design Dr plan, 
To aid my Muse, and guide her wandering 
When sudden, to.my mind came honest Gay. 
For form or method I no more contend, 

• But strive to copy that ingenious frierni':. 
Like him to catch my thoughts just as they rose- 

, 	And thus I caught them, laughing at thy foes. 
o Where are ye now"—ye critics, shall I say? 

Or owls, who sicken at this god of day? 
" What! mighty scribblers, will you Mt him go 
Uncensued, unabus'd, unhonour'd so?- 	• 
Step-forth, sonic great clistinguisit'd daring dunce, 
Write but one page, you silence him at once: 
Write without fear; you will, you stunt succeed; 
He cannot answer—for he will not read." 

• • Here paus'd the Muse.-alas ! the jade is bit, 
She fain would copy Gay, but wants his wit. 
She paus'd, indeed—broke off as he had done, 
Wrote four unmeaning lines, and then went on:' 

"1e wits and fools; ye libertines and saints, 
Come pour upon the foe your joint complaints. 
First, you who oft, with wisdom too refits* . 
Can ceffsure and direct Hi" Eternal Mind, 
Ingenious wits, who modestly pretend 
This bungling frame, the universe;  to mend; 	' 
How can you bear, in your great reason's spigbt, 
To hear him prove, 4,- 17.17hatever is, is right?' 
Alas! how easyto confute the song! 
If all is right, how came your heads so wrong? 

"..And come, ye solemn fools,a.numerous band, 
Who read, and read, but never understand, 
Pronounce it nonsense-sCan't you prove it too? 
Good faith, my friends, it may be so-,-to you. 

In his. first Epistle. 

   
  



MODERN REASONING. 	 • 337 
Then (for the Muse that distant day can see) 

On Thames's bank the stranger shall arrive, 
With curious wish thy sacred grot to see, 

Thy sacred grot shall with thy name survive.,  

Grateful posterity, from age to age, 
With pious hand the ruin shall repair: 

Some good old man, to each inquiring sage [there, 
Pointing the place, shall cry, " The bard liv'd 

".Whose song was music to the listening ear, 
Yet taught audacious vice and folly, shame; 

Easy his manners, but his life severe; 
His word alone gave infamy or fame. 

Sequester'd from the fool, and coxcomb-wit, 
.Beneath this silent roof the Muse he found; 

'T was here he slept inspir'd, or sat and writ, 
Here with his friends the social glass went 

round." 

With awful veneration shall they trace 
The steps which thou so long before hest trod; 

With reverend wonder view the solemn place, 
From whence thy genius soared to Nature's 

God. 

Then, some small gem, or moss, or shining ore, 
Departing, each shall pilfer, in fond hope 

'to please their friends, on every distant shore, 
,Boa; 	a relic from the Cave of Pope. 

11Vdm••••••••• 

ON THE DEATH OF MR. POPE. 
COME, ye whose souls harmonious sounds inspire, 

Friends to the Muse, and judges' of her song; 
Who, catching from the bard his heavenly are, 

Soar as he soars, sublimely rapt along; 
Mourn, mourn your loss: he's gone who had the 

art, 	 [the heart. 
With sounds to soothe the ear, with sense to warns 

Who now shall dare to lift the sacred rod, [law? 
Truth's faithful guard, where vice escapes the 

Who now, high-soaring to the throne of God, 
In Nature's moral cause his pen shall draw? 

Let none pretend ! he's gone, who had the art, 
With sounds to soothe the ear, with sense to warm 

the heart. 

Vice now, secure, her blushless front shall raise, 
And all her triumph be thro' Britain borne; 

Whose worthless sons from guilt shall purchase 
praise, 

Nor dread the hand that pointed them to scorn; 
No check remains; he's gone, who had the art, 
With sounds to soothe the ear, with sense to warm 

the heart. 

Ye tuneless bards, now tire each venal quill, 
And free the public gather idle pence; 

Ye tasteless peers, now build,  and plant your fill, 
Tho' splendor borrows not one rai from sense s 

Fear no rebuke; he's gone, who had the art, 
With sounds to soothe the car, with sense to warm 

the heart. 

But, come, ye chosen, ye selected few, 
Ye next in genius, as in friendship, join'd, 

The social virtues of his heart who knew, 
And tasted all the beauties of his mind; 

VOL. XP. 

,Drop, drop a tear; he's gone, who had the art, 
With sounds to charm the ear, with sense torarin 

the heart. 

And, 0 great shade! permit thy humblest friend 
His sigh to waft, his grateful tear to pay 

Thy honous'd memory; and condescend 	[lay, 
KO hear, well4eas'd, the weak yet well meant 

Lamentino•
'

thus;lhe's gone, whodiad the art, 
With sounds to soothe the ear, with sense to warm 

' 	the heart. 	o 

MODERN' REASONING. 
Ax EPISTLE. 

WHENCE comes it, L—, that ev'ry fool, 
In reason's spite, in spite of ridicule, 

'Fondly his own wild whims for truth maintains, 
And all the blind deluded world disdains; 
Himself the only person blest with sight, 
And his opinion the great rule of right? 

'is strange.froin folly this conceit should rise, 
That want of sense should make us think we're 
Yet so it is. The most egregious elf 	[wise: 
Thinks none so wise or Witty as himself. 
Who nothing 'knows, will all things comprehend; 
And who can least confute, will most contend. 

I love the man, I love him from my soul, [trol; 
Whom neither weakness blinds, nor whims eon-
With learning blest, with solid reason fraught, • 
Who slowly thinks, and ponders every thought: 
Yet conscious to himself how apt to err, 
Suggests his notions with a modest fear; 
Hears every reason, every passion hides, 
Debates with calmness, and with care decides; 
More pleas'd to learn, than eager to confute, 
Not victory, but truth his sole pursuit, 

But these are very rare. How happy he 
Who tastes such converse, L—, with thee! 
Each social hour is spent in joys sublime, [climb; 
Whilst hand in hand o'er learning's Alps you 
Thro' reason's paths in search of Truth proceed, 
And clear the flow'ry way from every weed; 
Till from her ancient cavern rais'd to light, 
The beauteous stranger stands reveal'd to sight. 

How far from this the furious noisy crew, 
Who, what they once assert, with zeal pursue? 
Their greater right infer from louder tongues; 
And strength of argument from strength of lungs, 
Instead of sense, who stun your ears with sound, 
And think they conquer, when they but confound. 
Taurus, a bellowing champion, storms and swears, 
And drives his argument thro' both your ears; 
And whether truth or thishood, right or wrong, 
Tie still maintain'd, and prov'd by di nt of—tongue, 
In:all disputes he bravely wins the day, 
No wonder—for he hears not what you say. 
, But tho' to tire the ear's sufficient curse, 
To tire one's Patience is a plague still Worse. 
Prato, a formal sage, debates with care, 
A strong opponent, take him up who dare. 
His words are grave, deliberate, and cool, 
He looks so wise—'tis pity he's a fool. 
If he asserts, tho' what no Man can doubt, 
He'll bring ten thousand proofs to make it out. 
This, this; and this—is so? and so, and so; [know, 
And therefore, therefore,—that, and that, you 
Circles no angles have; a square has four: 
A square's no circle thereforeto be Sure. 

   
  



RELIG 10M, 
A SIMPLE. 

I'ar often drawn to make a stop, 
A nd gaze upon a picture shop.. 
There have I seen (a4 who that tarries 
Has not the same ?) a head that varies; 
And as in diff'rent views expos'd, 
A diff'rent figure is disclos'd. 
This way a fool's head is express'd, 
Whose very count'nance is a lest; 
Such as wereformerly at court, 
Kept to make wiser people sport. 
Turn it another way, you'll have 
A face ridiculously grave, 
Something betwixt the fool and knave. 
Again, but alter the position, 
You're frighted with the apparition: 
A. hideous threatening Gorgon head 
Appears, enough to fright the dead, 
But place it in its proper light, 
A lovely face accosts the sight; 
Our eyes are charm'd with every feature, 
We own the whole a beauteous creature. 

Thus true religion fares. For when 
By silly or designing men, 
In false or foolish lights 't is plac'd, 
'Tis made a bugbear, or a jest. 
Here by a set of men 'tis thought 
A scheme, by politicians wrought, 
To strengthen and enforce the law, 
And keep the vulgar more in awe: 
And these, to show sublimer parts, 
Cast all religion from their hearts; 
Brand all its vot'ries as the tools 
Of priests, and politicians' fools. 

Some view it in another light, 
cl..ess wicked, but as foolish quite: 
And these are such as blindly place it, 
In superstitions that disgrace it; 
And think the essence of it lies 
In ceremonious fooleries: 
In points of faith and speculation, 
Which tend to nothing but vexation. 
With these it is a heinous crime 
To cough or spit in sermon-time: 

e 

1318 	 DODSLEY S POEMS. 
The sum of Pratols'wOnttions Wisdom is, 

• This is not that, and therefore, that not this. 
Oppos'd to him, but much the greater dunce, 

Is he who throws all knowledge off at once. 
The first, for every trifle will contend; 
But this has no opinions to defend. 
In fire no heat, no sweetness in the rose; 
The mates impos'd on by his very nose; 
Nor light nor cutour charms his doubting eye, 
The world's a dream, and all his senses lie. 
He thinks, yet doubt% if he's possess'd of thought; 
Nay, even doubts his very pow'r to doubt. 
Ask him if he's a than, or beast, ohird? 
Ilq,eannot tell upon his honest word. 

strange, so plain a point's so hard to prove; 
tell you what, you• are—a fool, by Jove. 

Anothenclass 'of-disputants there are 
More num'rous than the doubting tribe by far. 
These are your wanderers, who from the point 
Run wild inloose'haratigues, all out of joint. 
Vagarious, and confute him if you can, 
Will hold debate with any mortal man, 
Ileiroves frOm Genesis to Revelations, 
• And quite confounds you with divine quotations, 
:Should you affirm that Adam knew his wife, 
And by that knowledge lost the tree of life ; 
•Ile contradicts you, and in half an hour 
Most plainly proves:--.pope Joan the scarlet whore, 

'Nor head nor tail his argument affords, 
A jumbling, incoherent mass of words; 
Most of them true, but so together Yost 
Without connection, that their sense is lost. 

But leaving these to rove, and those to doubt, 
Anothenclan alarms us; face about: 
See, arm's! with grave authority they come, 
And with great names and numbers;  strike us 
With these an errour ven'rable appears, [dumb. 
For having been believ'd three thousand years. 
Reason, nay common sense, to names must fall, 
And strength of argument's no strength at all. 

• But on, my Muse, tho' Multitudes oppose us, 
Alasl truth is not prov'd by counting noses: 
Nor fear, tho' ancient sages are subjoired; 
A lie's a lie, tho' told by all mankind. 
'Tis true, I love the ancients—but what then ? 
Plato and Aristotle were but men. 
I grant 'em wise.--the wisest disagree, 
And therefore no sufficient guides for me. 
An errour, tho' byhalf the world espous'd, 

As still an errour, and may be oppos'd; 
And truth, tho' much from mortal eyes concealrd, 
Is still the truth, and may be more reveal1/41. 

. How Toolish then will look your mighty wise, 
Should half their ipse dixits prove plain lies! 

But on, my Muse, another tribe demands 
.• Thy censure yet: nor should they 'scope thy 

These are the passionate; who in dispute, [hands. 
Deinand submission, monarchs absolute. 
Sole judges, in their own conceit, of wit, . 
They damn all those for fools that won't submit. 
Sir 'Testy (thwart sir Testy if you dare) 
Swears there's inhabitants in every star. 
If you presume to say this mayn't be true, 
" You lie, sir, you're a foolarid blockhead too." 
What he asserts, if any disbelieve, 
How folks can be so dull he can't conceive. 
• He knows he's right; he knows his judgment's 
,But men are's° perverse they will not hear. [clear; . 
With him, Swift treads a dull trite beaten way; 
In Young no wit, no humour smiles in Gay; 	, 

0 
Nor truth, nor virtue, Pope, adorns thy page; 
And Thompson's Liberty corrupts the age. 
This to deny, if any dare presittn, 
" Fool, coxcomb, sot, and puppy," All the room. 
Hillario, who full well this humour knows, 
Resolv'd one day his folly to expose, 
Kindly invites him with some friends to dine, 
And entertains 'em with a roast sir-loin: 
Of this he knew sir Testy could not eat, 
And purposely prepar'd it for his treat. 
The rest begin,....." Sir Testy, pray fall to—
You love roast beef, sir, come—I know you do." 
" Excuse me, sir, 't is what I never eat." 
" How, sir! not love roast beef! the king of meat' 
" 'T is true indeed." " Indeed it is not true; 
I love it, sir, and you must love it too:" 
4‘ 1 can't upon my word." " Then you're a fool, 
And don't know what's good eating, by my soul. 
Not love roast beef!—come,come, sirs, fit hs 
I'll make h 	love it—Sir, G-d--ye, eat." [plate, 
Sir Testy finding what it was they meant, 
Rose in a passion, and away he went.,  

   
  



PAIN AND 
tTis worse to whistle on a Sunday, 
Than cheat their neighbours on a Monday: 
To dine without first saying grace, is 
Enough to lose in Heaven their, places; 
But goodness, honesty and virtue, 
Are what they've not the least regard to. 

Others there are, and not a few, 
Who place it in the bugbear view! 
Think it consists in strange severities: 
In fastings, weepings, and austerities. 
False notions their weak minds possess, 
Of faith, and grace, and holiness: 
And as the Lord's of purer eyes 
Than to behold iniquities: 
They think, unless they're pure and spotless, 
All their endeavours will be bootless; 
And dreadful Furies in itternurn, 
In unconsuming fires will burn 'em. 

But, oh how happy are the few, 
Who place it in its proper view! 
To these it shines divinely bright, 
No clouds obscure its native light; 
Truth stamps conviction in the mind, 
All doubts and fears are left behind, 
And peace and joy at once an entrance find. 

PAIN AND PATIENCE. 
AN ODE. 

To scourge the riot and intemperate lust, 
Or check -the self-sufficient pride of man, 

Offended Heaven sent forth, in vengeance lust, 
The dire inexorable fury, Pain; 

Beneath whose griping band, when she assails, 
The firmest spirits sink, the strongest reasoning 

fails. 

Near to the confines of th' infernal den, 
Deep' in a hollow cave's profound recess, 

Her courts she holds; and to the sons of men 
Sends out the ministers of dire distress: 

Repentance, Shame, Despair, each acts her part; 
Whets the vindictive steel, and aggravates the 

smart. 

He whose luicurions palate daily rang'd 
Earth, air, and ocean to supply his board; 

And to high-relished poisons madly chang'd 
The igholesome gifts of Nature's boUnteous 

Lord; 
Shall find sick nauseous surfeit taint his blood; 
And his abus'd paliki stomach loathe the daintiest 

food. 

The midnight revelieris intemperate bowl, 
To rage and riot fires his furlong brain; 

Remorse ensues, and agony of soul, 
His future life conderrin'd to ceaseless pain: 

Gout, fevey, stone, to madness heighten grief; 
And temperance, cali'd, too late, affords him no 

relief. 

He whose' hot blood excites to-dangerous joy, 
• And headlong drives to seek the lewd em- 

brace, 
Startled at length, shall in his face descry 

The mark indelible of foul disgrace: 
Ulcers obscene corrode his aching-bones • 
And his high raptures change to - deepfelt sighs 
' 	• and groans. 

PATIENCE. 	 .$39 
The wild extravagant, whose thoughtleis hand, 

With lavish tasteless pride, commits expense; 	- 
- Ruin'd, perceives his waninrage demand 

Sad reparation for his youth's offence: 
Upbraiding riot points to follies past, 
Presenting hollow want, fit successor to waste:,  
'He too, wbosehigh presnming health defies 

Th' almighty hand of Hipveri to pull him 
• down;.  

Who slights the care andeautiott etthe wise, 
Nor fears hot Summer's rage, nor Winter's 

frownk 
Some trifling ail shall Seize this mighty man; 
Blast all his boasted .strength, rack every serve 

with pain. 

Tlitis Nature's God inflicts, IntisTafttre'S law, 
On every crime its proper pUrdaltinent; 

Creating pain to-teep nianitindih,nwe, 
And moral'ills by phystitd prevent: 

In wrath still gracious; claiming still-Ohr praise,  
Ev'n in those very groans out chastisements shall 

raise. 

But lest the feeble heart Of suffering, man 
Too low should sink beneath the keen distress; 

Lest, fell Despair, in league with cilia Pain, , • 
Should driVe him desperate in their Wild eX4 

cess • 
Kind Hope her daughter Patienci sent from high, 
To ease the labouring breast; and wipe the tric-

kling eye. 

Hail, mild divinity ! calm Patience, hail! 
Soft.harided, meek-ey'd maid, yet whose firm 

breath, 
And strong persuasive eloquence prevail 

Against the rage' of Pain, the fear of Death: 
Come, lenient Beauty, spread thy healing wing, 
And smooth my- restless couch, whilst I thy praises 

sing., 
In all this toilsome-round of weary life, - 

Where chillness teases, or pert noise assails; 
Where trifling follies end in serious strife, 

And money purchaseS where merit fails; 
What honest spirit would not rise in rage, 
If Patiencelent not aid his passion to assuage ? 
' No state of life but must to Patience bow: [bill, 

• The tradesman must have patience_ for his 
He must have patience Who to law will go, 

And should he lose his right, more patience 
Yea, to prevent or heal full many a strife, [still. 
How oft, how long must man have patience with 

his wife? 
'But Heav'n grant patience to the wretched 

wight, 	 , [sail 
^ 	Whom pills, and draughts,' and bollisses as-

-) Which he must swallow down with all his might • 
Ev'n then when 'health, and strength, and 

spirits fail, 
Dear doetors,find some gentler ways to kill; 
Lighten this load,  of drugs, contract you length of 

When the dull, plating-00nd, long-winded dame,, 
'Her tedious, vague, unmeaning tale repeats; 

Perplex'd
tme

rd. wandlring round and round her 
h 

 

Till lost and puzzled, she all theme forgets; 
Yet still talks on with unabating speed; [indeed. 
Good gods! who hears her out, must patience have 

• 

   
  



POEMS. 
See there; on the top of that oak, hots 

doves 
Sit brooding each other, and cooing their loves: 
Our loves are thus tender, thus mutual ourjoy, 
When folded on each other's bosom we lie. 

It glads me to see how the pretty young larthi 
Are• fondled and cherish'd, and lov'd by titi 

dams: 
The lambs are less pretty, my dearest, than the 
Their dams are less fond, nor so tender as me. 

" As I gaze on.the river that smoothly glides by, 
Thus even and sweet is her temper, I cry; 
Thus clear is her mind, thus calm and serene, 
And virtues, like gems, at the bottom are seen, 

" Here .various flowers still paint the gay scent 
And as some fade and die, others bud and lac 

green; 
The charms of my Kitty are constant as they; 
Her virtues will bloom as her beauties decay. 

" But in. vain I compare her, here's nothing s 
bright, 	-€ 

And darkness approaches to hinder my sight: 
To bed I will hasten, and there all her charms, 
Ira softer ideas, I'll bring to lay arms." 

COLI N'S KISSES 
SONG I. THE TUTOR. 

COMP,  my fairest, learn of me, 
Learn to give and take the bliss; 

Come, my love, here's none but we, 
I'll instruct thee ho* to kiss. 

Why turn from me that dear face? 
Why that blush, and down-rmst eye?' 

Come; come, meet my fond embrace, 
And the mutual rapture try, 

Throw thy lovely twining arms 
Round my neck, or round my waist; 

And whilsel devour thy charms, 
Let me elosely,lie embrac'd: 

These when, soft ideas rise, 
And the gay desires grow strong ; 

Let them sparkle in thy eyes, 
Let them mariner from thy tongue. 

To my breast with rapture cling, 
Look with transport on•my face, 

hiss me, press me, every thing 
To, endear the fond embraee. 

Every tender name of love, 
In soft whispers let me hear; • 

And let speaking nature prove 
Every extasy sincere. 
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So when some grave, deep-learned, sound divine 

Ascends the pulpit, and unfolds his text: 
Dark and more dark grows what he Would define, 

And every sentence snore and more perplext ; 
Yet. Still he blunders ma the smite blind course, 
Teaching his weary'd hearers patience upon force. 

, 'Without firm patience who cortld ever bear ( 
The great mnn's levee, watching for a smile ? 

Then, with a whisper'd promise in his ear, 
Wait its aecomplishment a 	long while; 

Vet thro' the bounds of patiene'e if fie burst, 
Denier:: tong weeks of years may be aocomplislr'd 

C, first, 
• 

0 Patience! guardian of the temper'd breast, 
Against the insolence of pride and power; 

Against the wit's keen sneer, the fool's dull jest; 
Against the boaster's lie, told e'er and-o'er; 

C To thee this tributary lay I bring, 
By whose firm aid empower'd, in raging pain I sing. 

T Y. 
A PASVORAL. 

PENEATH a coot shade, by the side of a stream, 
Thus breath'd a fond• shepherd, his Kitty his 

theme: 
Thy beauties comparing, my dearest," said he, 

" There's nothing in Nature so lovely as thee. 

" The' -distance divides us, I -view thy dear face, 
4nd wander in transport o'er every grace; 	• 
Now, now I behold thee, sweet+smiling andpretty, 
0 gods! you've made nothing so fair as my Kitty ! 

" Come, lovely idea, come fill my fond arms, 
And whilst in softrapture I gaze on thy charms, 
The beautiful objects which round me sake, 
Shall yield to thoseheatities that live in thine eyes. 
" Now Flora the mends and the groves does adorn, 
With flowers and blossoms on every thorn ; 
But look on my Kitty!—there sweetly does blow, 
A spring of more beauties than Flora can show. 

• 
" See, see how that rose there adornsthe gay bush, 
And proud of its colour, would vie with her blush. 
Vain boaster! thy beauties shall quickly decay, 
She blushes--.and see how it withers away. 

" observe that fair lily, the pride of the vale, 
In whiteness unrivall'd; now dioop and look pale; 
It. sickens, and changes its beautiful bue, 
And bows down its head in submission toyou. 

" The Zephyrs that fan me beneath the cool shade, 
When Panting with heat on the ground I am laid;-(  
Are less grateful and sweet than the heavenly 
That breathes from her lips when she whispers— 

{ 1N7y dear.' 	' 

" I bear the gay lark, as she mounts in the skies, 
How sweet are her . noteS! how delightful her 
Go dwell in the air, little warbler, go! 	[yoke! 
I have music enough while my Kitty's below.. 

" With pleasure I watch the industrious bee, 
Extracting 'her sweets from each flower and-tree: 
All fools! thus to labour, to keep you alive; 

• Ply, fly to her lips, and, at once fill your hive. 

SONG II. THE IMAGINARY KISS. 

WHEN Fannil saw as she tript o'er the green, 
Fair, blooming, soft, artless, and kind; 

Fond love in her eyes, wit and sense in her mies 
And warmness with modesty join'd : 

Transported with sudden amazement I stood, 
Fastrivetted down to the place; 

Her delicate shape, easy motion, I view'd, 
And Attendee(' o'er every glace. 
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Before the end of two years their loves were 

crowned with a smiling, boy. If any thing couid 
increase their fondness of each other it was this 
engaging pledge of their affection. But, alas ! 
how variable is the heart of man ! how easily are 
his passion's inflamed! how soon his best affections 
altered! and reason, which should be his guide, is 
but as the light of a candle, which the least gust 
of passion can puff out, and quite extinguish. Of 
this unhappy truth, Lysander soon because a fatal 
instance. 

lt happened at this time, ivhether by accident 
or design I know not, that a creature of exquisite 
beauty, but of infamous character, came to lodge 
exactly over against the house of this, till then, most 
happy pair. As Lysander was not only possest 
of a handsome person, but now also of an ample 
fortune, immediately a thousand arts were tried 
by this inveigling harlot, to attract his observa-• 
tion, and if possible to ensnare his heart. Ae her 
window, in his sight, she would appear in a loose 
and tempting dishabille. Now in a seeming negli-
gence discover her white naked bn-asts, then with 
a leering smile pretend to hide them from his 
sight. ller wanton eyes, all sparkling with de-
light, she now would fix with eagerness upon him; 
then in a soft and languishing air by slow degrees 
withdraw, yet looking back as loath to leave the 
place. 

As .tLysander had too much experience of the 
world, not to understand this amorous language, 

.60 his heart was too susceptible of the tender 
passion not to feel its force. And unable to 
withstand the daily repetition of these provoking 
temptations, he at last determined to go over 
privately one evening and make her a visit. It 
will be needless to say he was kindly received, 
how kindly, will be better imagined than ex-
pressed. Here had he stopped, this one trans-
gression might have been forgiven : but such was 
his infatuation, that from this time his visits be-
came frequent: he was so intoxicated with her 
charms (for indeed she was handsome) and so be-
witched with her alluring blandishments; that the 
modest beauty of his fair and virtuous wife be-
came at once neglected, and at length despised. 

Poor Fidelia! who can express the agonies of 
her heart when first the fatal secret she discovered ? 
Conscious on how many accounts she merited his 
love, pride and resentment for some time strug-
gled with her affection; but such was the softness 
of her nature, such the tenderness of her passion, 
that she was not able to reproach him any other 
way than by a silent grief. Alone she_pined, and 
like a lily in the secret vale drooped her fair 
head, unfriended and unseen. Of what must be 
his heart, that such endearing softness could not 
melt, that such engaging virtue shamed not into 
goodness! But suchis the nature of vice, that it 
hardens the heart to all humane and generous 
impressit?ns. At first, perhaps, his virtue made 
some efforts in her favour; but the trouble it cost 
him to suppress them, when the 'Page of his new-
kindled flame returned, made him by degrees un-
willing to indulge them. Thus endeavouring to 
smother all remains of gratitude or compassion, 
ke became at length as insensible to her grief as 
to her wrongs. 	. 

Barbarian ! how canst thou lavish on abandoned 
vileness that wealth, which love and unsuspect- 

, 

ing virtue trusted to thy hand! how canst thou. 
leave that angel-sweetness, that untainted rose, fur 
paint;  polluted charms, and prostitution! how can st 
thou see thy tender innocent babe suck with its milk 
those grief-distilling drops that fall incessant on 
her snowy breast, for thy unkind neglect! Un-
feeling wretch ! But what is man not capable to 
AS, when blindAvith passion, hardened with his 
guilt? Alas ! this is but -the.beginning of her 
woes; and nothing to the grief this hapless fair 
one is ordained to suffer' Indifference is soon 
succeeded by ill nature and ill usage. He now no 
longer make? a secret of his base intrigue. Whole 
days and nights are spent in her' lewd chambers, 
shameless and open in the sight of the work,,- and 
in the very face of his insulted, injured, unof-
fending wife. 

But this was not enough. Home, and the sight 
of this affronted, yet still patient virtue, became 
uneasy and disgustful. 11,e is therefore determined 
to remove her from 	But the means of 
bringing this about were as infamous, as the de-
sire of doing it was cruel. His valet de charnbre, 
whose name was Craven, had lived with him 
some years, and was a man whom be found to be 
capable of any villany he should think fit to em-
ploy him in. This man he prevailed -with, by 
large gifts and many promises, to conceal himself 
in Fidelia's bed-chamber, " and continue there," 
said he to him, " till after she is in bed ; when I 
will come in and pretend te• surprise you with 
her: and in the confusion which will folow, do 
you slip out of the room, and make your escape." 
This detestable scheme was no sooner concerted, 
than it was put in execution. He that very 
evening found means to -hide himself in the 
chamber of this innocent lady, who at her usual 
hour repaired to rest. After committing herself 
to Heaven, and with a shower of tears bewailing 
her hard fate, she closed her eyes-in sleep. , Pro-
tect her, Heaven, support her in this hour, when 
he who should protect her and support, is basely 
undermining and betraying her! 

Sleep had no sooner closed her grief-swoln eyes, 
than her husband rushed into the chamber, and 
with feign'd rage and frightful imprecations de.: 
mended the adulterer. Surprised with terrour 
and astonishment she started from her sleep, and 
in a trembling voice desired to know the occasion 
of his auger. He gave no answer to her en-' 
treaties, but Continuing his pretended rage, sought, 
every corner of the room ; and from beneath the 
bed at length pulled out-the hidden traitor. This 
unexpected sight, and the appearance of so shock-
ing a discovery, so terrified the poor amazed 
Fidelia, that, for a time, her senses seemed sus-
pended. While thus her husband: " Is this, ma-
dam, the truth, the purity which :you u much 
pretended! Is this your innocence! Is this the 
gecret idol of Your false devotion! Dissembling 
harlot! I long indeed have had suspicions what 
you were, at last 1 have pulled off the mask, and 
my pretended saint is now detected." " 0' 
Heaven and Earth !" cried out Fidelia, " do you 
then believe me guilty? do you believe I know 
aught of'this vile man ! that I encouraged, or 
that I concealed him! -Suspected what I am ! 
Good Heaven, what am 1? Am. I not your wife? 
would God •I were not! 0 Lysander, there need-
ed not this; my heart before was broke, why 
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would you murder too my innocence?" " Your 
innocence!" returned the brute: " and have you 
the assurance after this to talk of innocence? No, 
no, madam, I will not murder your innocence, 
the law shall -ado you justice." Saying this, he 
turned from her and was going to leave the room; 
when failing on her knees, and catching hold f)f 
his coat, in broken accents and sa flood of tears, 
she thus addreat 	" 0 Lysander, 0iny dear 
husband! if yet it is permitted me to call you by 
that name, let me Mstreat,- nay beg upon my 
knees, you will pot thus expose my yet untainted 
name to public infamy, nor let the leprous blast 
of sepdal-bearing tongues make foul my spotless 
honour. I shall not long stand in the way of your 
pleasures; my bursting heart can hold but a very 
little white; 0 let me leave the world unblem-
ished! then shall I die in peace, and my last part-
ing breath shall bless and call you kind. But if I 

c must not, as I sadly fear I must not stay; 0 let 
me in some friendly darlcsome night, when not an 
eye can see me, steal from your house, my infant in 
my arms, and wandering to some lonely hot, or 
distant village, die there unknown in silent grief, 
for I will never complain, and save you the re-
proach of having used me thus." 

This last proposal was the very thing he wish-
ed; so turning tolier with a scornful look, he told 
her she might take her brat and go whither she 
would as soon as she pleased; then breaking-
rudely from her, left her on the floor. What Jan-
page can express the agonies she felt at this hard 
usage! she arose from the floor where his bar-
barity had left -her, and putting on the meanest 
clothes she had, went to the bed where lay her 
sleeping babe, kissed and wept over it for some 
time, then took it in her arms, and laying it to 
her breast, departed from her house that very 
night. 

Here for the present let us leave this poor un-
happy wanderer, with Providence her sole guide, 
and innocence her comfort; and turn to see what 
punishment will be prepared for her perfidious 
and inhuman husband. Now unrestrained he 
lived with his lewd paramour in all the heights of 
luxury and extravagance, and every pleasure for 
a white appeared to wait on his command. But 
soon her wanton waste and boundless riot brought 
him to distress. 	' 
* * • 
• • i 	0 	• 	* 	* 	iF .0 	• 

Cetera desunt. 
••••••••1••••.•••1.••••• 

ROME'S PARDOM 
A TALE. 

• 

If Rome can pardon sins, as Romans hold; 
And if those pardons may be bought and sold,' 

▪ It were no sin t' adore and worship gold. 
Rochester. 

IT happen'd on a certain time, 	, 
Two seigniors, who had spent the prime 
Of youth in every wickedness, 
Came to his holiness to confess; 
Of which, the one had riches store, 
The other (wicked wretch !) was poor. 
But both grown old, had now a mind 
To die in peace with all mankind;  

And go to Heaven a nearer way 
Than those who all their life-time pray: 
'Which may effected be, they hope, 
By buying pardon of the pope. 
So calling fresh to mind their sins, 
The rich offender thus begins: 

" Afc,,st holy father, I have been, 
I must confess, in many a sin. 
All laws divine I've thought a joke; 
Ail human laws for interest broke. 
And to increase my ill-got store, 
Thought it no crime to oppress the poor, 
To cheat. the rich, betray my friends, 
Or any thing to gain my ends. 
But now grown old, and near to die, 
I do repent me heartily 
Of all my vile offences past, 
And in particular the last, 
By which I wickedly beguil'd 
A dead friend's son, my guardian child, 
Of all his dear paternal store, 
Which was ten thousand pounds or more; 
Who since is stqrv'd to death by want; 
And now sincerely I repent: 
Which that your holiness may see, 
One half the sum I've brought with me,- 
'And thus I cast it at your feet, 
Dispose of it as you think meet, 
To pious uses, or your own, 
I hope 't will all my faults atone" 

" Friend'," quoth the pope, " I'm glad to see' 
Such true repentance wrought in thee; 
But as your sins are very groat, 
You have but half repented yet: 
Nor can your pardon be obtain'd, 
Unless the whole which thus you've gaired 
To pious uses be ordain'd." 

" All!" cry'd the man, " I thought that half 
Had been a pretty price enough." 

" Nay," quoth the pope, " sir, if you hum 
And haw at parting with the stun, 
Go, keep it, do; and, damh your soul: 
I tell you I must have the whole, 
'T is not a little thing procures 
A pardon for such sins as yours." 
Well—rather than be doom'd to go, 
To dwell with everlasting woe, 
One would give any thing, you know: 
So th' other half was thrown down to't, 
And then he soon obtain'd his suit; - 
A pardon for his sins was given, 
And home he went assur'd of Heaven. 

And now the poor man bends his knee; 
" Most holy father, pardon me, 
A poor and humble penitent 
Who all my substance vilely spent 
In every, wanton, youthful pleasure; 
But now I suffer out of measure; 
With dire diseases being fraught 
And eke so poor not worth a great." c 

" Pour!" quoth the pope," then cease your suit, 
Indeed you may as well be mote; 
Forbear your now too late contrition, 
You're in a reprobate condition. 
What! spend your wealth, and from the whole 
Not save one souse to save your soul? 
Oh, you're a sinner, and a hard one, 
I wonder you can ask a pardon: 
Friend, they're not had, unless yon buy 'em, 
You're therefore damn*d, as sure 1 
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From twig to twig their tender wings they try, 
Yet only flutter when they seem to fly. 
lint as their strength and fi;athers more increase, 
Short flights thy take, and fly with greater ease:. 
Experiene'd soon, they boldly venture higher, 
Forsake the hedge, to lefty trees aspire; 

Transported thence, with strong and steady wing. 
hey mount thmskies, and soar aloft, and sing. 
So you and I, just naked frcen the shell, 

In chirping notes our future singing tell; 
e Unfeathed yet, in judgment, thought, or skill, 

I-lop round Vie basis of Parnassus' hill : 
Our flights are low, and want of art and strength. 
Forbids to carry us to the wisIgd-for length* 	• 
But fledg'd, and eherish'd with a kindly spring, 
We'll mount the summit, and melodious sing. 

Vicegerent to the King of Heaven: 
No, no, such sins can't be forgiven. 
I cannot save you if I wou'd, 
Nor would 1 do it if I cou'd." 

Home g,oes the man in deep despair, 
And died soon after he came there; • 
And went, 'tie said, to Hell: but sure 
He was not danin'd for being poor! 
But long he had not been below, 
Before he law his friend come too; 
At this he was in great surprise, 
And scarcely could believe his eyes: 
" What, friend," said he, " are you come too? 
I thought the pope had pardon'd 
" Yes," quoth the man, " I thought so too; 
Bad 1 was by the pope treparin'd—. 
The deuil could not read his hand." 

AN EPISTLE TO STEPHEN DUCK, 
AT HIS FIRST COMING TO COURT. 

FORGIVE me, Duck, that such a1  Muse as mine, 
Brings her weak aid to the support of thine; 
In lines, which if the world should chance to see, 
They'd find I pleaded for myself---in thee. 

Yet some indulgence sure they ought to shew 
An infant poet, and unlearn'd as you; 
UnskIll'd in art, unexercis'd to sing; 
Pre just but tasted the Pierian spring: 
But tho' my stock of learning yet is low; 
Tho' yet my numbers don't harmonious flow, 
I fain woo'd hope it won't be always so, 
The morning Sun emits a stronger ray, 
Still as he rises tow'rds meridian day: 
Large hills at first obstruct the oblique beam, 
And dark'ning shadows shoot along the gleam; 
impending mists yet hover in the air, 
And distant objects undistinet appear. 
But as he rises in the eastern sky, 
The shadows shrink, the conmiced vapours fly; 
Objects their proper forms atutcolours gain; 
In all her various beauties shines th' enlighten'd 

. 	plain. 
So when the dawn of thought peeps out in man, 

Mountains of igifrance shade at first his brain: 
A gleam of reason by degrees appears, 
Which brightens and increases with his years; 
And as the rays of thought gain strength in youth, 
Dark mists of errant. melt and brighten into truth: 

Thus asking ign'rance will to knowledge grow; 
Conceited fools alone continue so. 
On then, my friend, nor dOubt but that in time 
Our tender Muses, learning now to climb, 
May reach perfection's top, and grow sublime. 
The Iliad scarce was Homer's first essay; 
Virgil wrote not his )Eneid in a day; 
Nor is't impossible a time might be, 
When Siope and Prior wrote like you and me. 
'T is true, more learning, might their works adorn, 
They wrote not from a pantry nor,a barn: 
Yet they, as well as we, by slow degrees 
Must reach perfection, and to write with ease. 
Have You not seen ? yes, oft you must have seen, 
Wiien vernal suns adorn the woods with green, 
And genial warmth, enkindling wanton love, 
Fills with a various progeny the grove, 
The tinerous young, just ventned from the nest, 
First in tow bushes hop, and often rest; 

AN EPITAPH. 
HERE lie the remains of C'akOline, 
eueen consort of Great Britain. 

Whose virtues 
Her friends, when living, knew and enjoy'd; 

Now dead, her foes confess and admire. 
Her ambition aspired to wisdom, 

And attain'd it; 
To knowledge, 	, 

And it fill'd her mind. 
Patroness of the wise, 
And a friend of the good, 

She look'd, and modest merit rais'd its head; 
She smil'd, and weeping woe grew glad. 

Religion, plain and simple, 
Diguify'd her mind, 

Despising forms and useless pageantry. 
Morals, clear and refiii'd, 

Dwelt in her heart, 
And guided all her actions. 

Virtue she lov'd, beneath her smile it flonrish'd; 
She frown'd on vice, and it was put to shame. 

In fine, 
Her life was a public blessing; 
Her death is an universal loss. 

0 reader! if thou doubtest of these things, 
Ask the cries of the fatherless, they shall tell thee, 
And the tears of the widow shall confirm their truth: 
The sons of wisdom shall testify of her, 
And the daughters of virtue bear her witness; 
The voice of the nation shall applaud her, 
And the heart of the king shall sigh her praise. 

ON RICHES. ' 
HUMBLY INSCRIBED TO THE RIGHT HON  

To succour all whom grief or cares oppress, 
To raise neglected merit from distress, 
The dying arts t' encourage and revive, 
And independent of mankind to live; 
This, this is riches' grand prerogative. 
These all the wise and good with joy pursue, 
And thousands feel, and, bless their power in yon, 

But stay, my Muse, nor rashly urge thy theme. 
Examine well thy candidates for fame; 
Thy verse is praise. Consider—very few 
Can justly say one single line's their due: 
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Scorn thou with generous freedom to record,, 
Without his just credentials, duke or lord: 
An honest line prefer to a polite, 	••. 
So shall thy praise no conscious blush excite. 

But as to paint a lovely female face, 
With every charm adorn'd, and every grace, 
Requires a finer hand, and greater care, 
Than the rough features of a H.--o ,--r; 
So praise than satire asks •a nicer touch; 
But finisht well, there's .nothing charms so much. 
A shining character When drawn with art, 
Like beauty, whilst it pleases, wins the heart, 

Meesenas 'first themoble fist shall 'place, 
Learning's great patron merits the -first pktee. 
0 deaFto every muse! to every art! 
Virtue's chief friend; supporter of desert! 
Is there a man, tho' poor, dcspis'd, opprest, 
Yet whose superior genius shines contest; - 
Whether the useful arts his soul inspire, 
Or the politer Muse's sacred fire, 
Learning and, arts t'eucourage and extend? 
In thee hp finds a patron and a friend. 

Wealth thus bestow'd returns in lasting fame, 
A grateful tribute to the donor's name. 

Next him from whom true virtue meets reward, 
•Is he who shows to want a kind regard. 
Cams, tho' blest with plenty, ease, and health, 
His every want sit Aily'd from boundiesswealth, 
Yet feels humanity ; his soul o'erfinws 
'I•o- see, or hear, or think no others woes. 
Is there a wretch with pinching want opprest? 
His pain, till clued, is felt in Canis' breast. ' 
Dries any languish under dire disease? 
Carus.prescribes, or pays the doctor's fees: 
Has sad misfortune fatal ruin thrown, 
And some expiring family undone? 
Carus repairs, and makes the loss his own. 
To hear the widow's or the orphan's cries,' 
His soul in pity melts into his- eyes 
O manly tenderness! good.natur'd grief, 
To feel, to sympathize, and give relief. 

Sure gods are Carne'debtors. Goki thus given, 
Lies out at interest in the bank of Heaven.. 	' 

But where's th' advantage then, Will Verses say, 
if wealth is only lent- to giveaway ? 
Corvus, were that the sole prerogative, 
How great, how godlike is the power to give! 
Thou eanst not feel it: True, 'tis too divine 
For such a selfish narrow sond as thine. 
Conies is rich, belov'd by all mankind, 
To cheerful hospitality inclin'd ; 
His ponds with fish, with fowl his woods nee stord, 
Inviting plenty smiles upon his board: 
Easy and free, his friends his fortune share, 
Ev'n travelling  strangers find a welcome there; -. 
Neighbours, domestics, all enjoy their parts, 
He in return possesses,all their hearts. • • 

-Who, foolish Corrits; who but thee will say,. 
• That Comes idly -throws his wealth,away ? 	• 

Is then the noble privilege to give, 	'-'01/70-;, 
The sole advantage we-from wealth receive! • -- 
Whilst others' wants .or merits we supply, 
Have we ourselves no title to enjoy? 
Doubtless you have. A thousand-different ways 
Wealth may be self-enjoy'd, and all with praise. 
Whom truth and reason guides, or genius fires, 

• Never need fear indulgingshis desires. • 
But shou'd _ pretending coxcombs, from this 

rule,  
Plead equal privilege to play the fool 

The Muse forbids. She only givesto sense 
The dangerous province to contrive expeme. 
Marcus in sumptuous buildings takes delight,. 
His house, his gardens charm the ravishqsight: 
With beauty use, with grandeur nmtness jolts; 
And order With magnificence combines.' 
'Tis costly: true, but who can blame the menro 
"Where splendor borrows all her rays from sertie 

Sylvio retirement loves; smooth crystal Bad 
Green meadows, hills and dales, and.verdant soX 
Delight his eye; thp Warbling birds to hear,' 
With rapture fills his soul, and charms his ear. 
In shady walks, in groves, in secret bowers, 

lay himself, he spends the peaceful hosts 
Here serious thought pursueS her thread serest, 
Ne interrupting follies intervene; 
Propitious silence aids tie attentive Mind; 
The God of Nature in his works'to 

If this t' enjoy affords him most delight,', 
Who says that Sylvio is not fn the right? 

Publius in curious paintings wealth consuMet, 
The best, the finest hands adorn his rooms; 
Various designs, from each enliven'd wall, 	call 
Meet the pleas'd(eyes, and something charm§ in 
Here well-drawn landscapes to the mind convey 
A smiling country, or  a stormy sea; 
Towns, !anises, trees, diversify the'plain, 
And whips 'in danger frightus from the main; 
There the past actions of illustrious men, 
h strong description clime the world agen 
-Love, anger, grief, in different scenes are wrought, 
All its just passions animate the draught. 
But see new charms break in 4 fiood.of day, 
See Loves and Graces on the estisass play; 
Beauty's imagin'd smiles our bosom warm, • 
And light and shade retains the power to charm. 

Who censures Publius, or condemns his cost, 
. Must wish the nobler, art of painting lost. 

Whilst Publius thus his taste in painting thews, 
Critus admires her sister art„fhe Muse. ' 
Homer and Virgil, Horace and Boileau .. 
Teach in his breast poetic warmth-0 glow. 
Prom these instructed, and from, these inspied. 
Critus for taste and judgment is minded. 
Poets before him lay the work of yeari, 
And from his sentence draw their hopes and lean'. 
Hailjudge impartial! noble critic, hail! 
In this thy day,-good writing must prevail: 
Our bards from you will hence be what the; 

slion'd, 
Please and improve us, make us wise and good. 

Thus bless'd with wealth, his geniuS cad 
pursues, 

hilmilding, planting, painting, or the Muse. 
O envy'd power!—But you'll object and say, 
" How.  few employ it in this envied way ? 
With alt his heaps did ChromeS e'er do good ?" 

But they give him power, if once be wreck 
'TM not in riches to create the will, 

risers, in spite of wealth, are misers still. 
itfor gold the lauibss villain spoils? 

'Tis for the same the honest lab'rer toils. 
Dots wealth to sloth, to luxury pervert? 
Wealth too excites to industry, to art: 
Many„no doubt, tbro' power of wealth oppress, 
But some,. whom Heaven reward, delight to bless 
Then blame not gold, that men arcproiul or vain, 
Slothful or covetous; but blime the nian. 
When right affections rule a generous heart, 
Gold may refine, but seldoM will pervert. 
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Itinerginft spectres dreadful shapes assume, 

-And gleaming on my sight, add borrow' to. the 
gloom. - 

Ha! what is he whose fierce indignant eye, 
Denouncing vengeance, kindles into flame? 

Whose boisterous fury blows a storm so high, 
• As with its thunder shakes his laWring frame. 
• . 	What can such rage provoke? 	• 

-His words their passage. choke: 
• His eager steps nor time nor truce allow, 

And dreadful dangers ivait the menace of his brow. 

Protect me, goddess ! whence that fearful shriek 
Of consternation? as grim Death had laid 

His icy fingers on some guilty cheek, [may'd: 
And all the powers of manhood shrunk dis-

Ali•see!' besinemed with gore 
.Revenge stands threatening 'der 

fl pate delinquent, whose retorted eyes 
In vain for pity eall-e-thg wretched vietim dies. 

Not long the space—abandon'd to despair, 
With eyes aghast, or hopeleA fix'd on earth, 

' This slave of•passion rends his seatter'd hair, 
Beats his sad breast, anti execrates his birth 

While torn within he feels 
The pangs of whips and wheels; . 

And sees, or fancies, all the fiends belcrw, 
Beckaiing hii frighted soul to realms of endless 

woe. 
Before mywondering Sense newpbantoms dance, 

And stamptheir horrid shapes opounty brain7,  
' A wretch,,witli jealous brow, and eyes askance, 

Feeds all in secret on his bosoM 
Toad love, fierce hate asssil;• 
Alternate they prevail:: 	[conspire,. 

While 'conscious pride and shame with rage 
And urge-the latent sparks to flames of torturing 

fire. 

The storm proceeds—his changeful visage trace: 
From rage to madness every feature breaks. 

,A growing phrenzy grins upon his face?  
, 	And in his frightful stare distraction speaks: 

His straw-iirvested head . 	 • 
• Proclaims all•reason fled; 

And not a tear bedeWs those vacant eyeset. 
But songs astd shouts succeed, and laughter-min.. 

"'fed sighs: • 

	

Yet, yet.again 	murderer's hand appears 
Grasping, a pointed dagger stain'd with blood! 

His look malignant chills with boding fears, 
That cheekthecurrent of life's ebbing flood, 

In midnight's darkrst clouds 
The dreary miscreant shrouds 

. His felon step-,-as 'twere to darkness given 
To dim the watchful eye of all-pervading Heaven. 

And Wark ah mercy! illtence that hollow 

	

-sound? 	 [hair?  
Why with .strange horrour starts my bristling 

Earth opens wide, and from nnliallow'd ground 
A pallid -ghost slow-rising steali on air. 

To where a mangled curse 
Expos'd without remorse 

Lies shroudless; 'uneutomb'd, he points the 
away—. 

Points.to the prowling, wolf exultant o'er his prey:  

"Was itfor 	cries, "with kindly shower 
Of daily gifts the traitor I chress'd ? 

For this, array'd him in the robe of power, 
And iodg'diny royal -secrets in his breast? 

-O kindness ill repaid!"  
To bare the murdering blade 

Against my life l-eeinayHeav'n his guilt explore, 
Said to my suffiging, race their splendid rights re- 

store." 	 • 
• 

He said, and stalk'd aw:Py.—Ali, goddess ! cease 
Thes with terrific forms to rack my brain; 

These ' horrid phantoms shake the throne of 
peace, 

And reason calls her boasted powers in vain: 
Then change thy magic wand, 
Thy dreadful troops disband, 

And gentler shapes, and softer scenes disclose, 
Tomelt the feeling heart, yet soothe its tenderest 

.•• 	,• 
The fervent prayer was heard.—With hideous 

Her ebon gates of darkness open flew; [sound, 
A dawning twilight cheers the dread profound; 

The train of terrour vanishes from view. 
More mild enchantments rise; 
New scenes salute my eyes, 

Groves, fountains, bowers, and templesg race 
the plain, 	 [plain.  

And turtles coo around, and nightingales corn- 
. 

And every myrtle bower and cypress grove, 
Are/every solemn temple teems with life; 

Here- glows the scene with fond' but hapless love-, 
There with the deeper woes of human strife: 

.• 	In groups around the lawn, 	, 
By fresh disasters drawn, ' 	• 

'The sad spectators seem transfix'd in woe; 
And pitying sighs ate heard, and heart-felt sorrows 

flow. 

Behold that beautemis maid! her languid bead 
- Bends like a drooping lily charg'd with rain: . 
With- floods of tears she bathes a lover-dead, 

In brave assertion of her honour slain. 
Her bosom heaves with sighs; 
To Heaven she lifts her eyes, 	' 

With grief beyond the power of words opprest, 
Sinks on the lifeless curse, and dies upon his breast, 

How strong the bands of friendship ? yet,•alas ! 
• Behind yon moulderingtower with ivy croum'd, 
Of two, the foremost in her sacred class, 

One, from his friend, receives the fatal wound! ' 
What could such fury move! 
A h what, but ill-stared love? 

Thd same fair object each fond heart enthralls, 
And he, the favour'd youth, her haplAs victim 

falls. 

Can might so deeply sway the generous mind 
To mutual truth,.as female trust in love? 

Then what relief shall yon fair mourner find, 
Scorn'd by the man who should her plaints 

remove? 
By fair, but false pretence, 
She lost her innocence; 

And that sweet halm, the fruit of treacherous art, 
Claspt in her arms expires, and breaks the pa-

rent's heart. 
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Ah ! who to pomp or grandeur would aspire? 

Kisses are not rais'd above misfortune's frown: 
That form so graceful even in mean attire, 

Sway'd once a sceptre, once susta i n't1 a crown. 
From filial rage and strife, 
To screen his closing life; 	• 

He ci,ts his throne, a 'father's sorrow feels, 
And in the lap of want his patienohead conceals! 

More yet remat'd—but lo! the pensive queen 
Appears contest 1.1fforemy dazzled sight; 

Grace in her steps, and softness in her mien, • 
The face of sorrow mingled 

Not such her nobler frame, 
• 5.J. . When kindling into flame, 

' And bold in virtue's cause, her zeal aspires 
To waken guilty pangs, or breathe heroic fires. 

Aw'd into silence, my rapt soul attends-0- 
The power, with eves complacent, saw my 

And, as with grief-ineffable shebends, 	[fear; 
These-accents vibrate on sny listening eat-. 

Aspiring son of art, 
Know, tho' thy feeling heart 

Glow with these wonders to thy fancy shown, 
Still may the Delian god thy:powerless toils dis-

own. 

" A thousand tender scenes of soft distress 
May swell thy breast with sympathetic woes; 

A thousand such dread forms on fancy press, 
As from my dreary realms of darkness rose; 

Whence Shakspeare's chilling fears, 
Whence Otway's melting tears—

That awful gloom, this melancholy plain, 
`The types of every theme -that suits the tragic 

strain. 	 • 

" But dost thou.worship Nature night and morn, 
And all due honour to her precepts pay.? 

Canst thou the lure of affectation scorn, 
' Pleas'd in the simpler paths of truth to stray? 

Hast thou the Orates fair 
Invok'd with ardent prayer? . 

rns they attire, asNature must impart, 
The sentiment sublime, the language of the heart. 

• 
if creative Genius pour his ray, 

Warm with inspiring influence en thy breast; 
Taste, judgment, fancy, if thou eanst display„ 

And the deep source of passion stand contest: 
Then may the listening train, 
Affected, -feel thy strain; 

Peel grief or terrour, rage or pity move; 
Change with the varying scenes, and every scene 

approve." 

Humbled before her sight, and bending low, 
1 kiss'd the borders of her crimson vest; 

EagesAo speak, I felt my bospm glow, 
But fear upon my lip her seal imprest. 

W,hile awe-struck thus I stood, 
The bowers, The lawn, the wood, 

The forM celestial, fading on my sight, 
Dissolv'd in #iquud air, and fleeting gleams of light. 

The woods? or waves there not a magic wan i41  
O'er the translucent waters? Sure; unseen, 
Some favouring power directs the happy lines, 
That sketch these beauties; swells the rising hills, 
And scoops the dales to Nature's finest forms, 
Vague; undemrmin'd, infinite: untaack • 
By line or compass, yet supremely fair." ' 
So spake Philemon, us with raptur'd gaze 
He travers'd Damon's farm. Fromdistant plaits 
He sought his friend's abode; nor had the fart 
Of that new-forned Arcadia reacted his ear.. . 

And thus the swain, as o'er each hill a»d,dale, 
Thro' lawn or thicket he pursued his way: 	, 
" What is it gilds the verdure-of these me* , 
SYitirJinesmorebrightthan fancy paintstheflorers 
Of Paradise? • what Naiad's guiding hand 
Leads, thro' the broider'd vale, these lucid tills, 
That murmuring as they flow, bear melody 
Along their banks ; and thro' the vocal shades, 
Improve the music of the woodland choir? 
What peniive Dryad rais$0 you solemn mil,. 
Where minds contemplative, at close of day 
Retiring, muse o'er Nature's various works, 
Her wonders venerate, or her sweets enjoy?-.6.,  
What room for doubt? soinerural deity, 
Presiding, scatters o'er He unequal lawns, 	, • 
In beauteous wildness; yon fair-spreading trees 
And mingling woods and waters,,bills and dales;' 
And herds and bleating flocks, domestic fowl, 
And those that swim the lake, sees rising rand* 
More pleasing landscapes than iiiTempe's vale 1  
Petius'watered. Yes, some sylvan god 	. 
Spreads wide the varied prospect; waves the woods; 
Lifts the proud hills, and clears the shining lakes: 
White, from the congregated waters pulsed, 
The bursting torrent tumbles down the steep 
In foaming fury; fierce, irregular, 
Wild, interrupted,-cross'd with rocks and roots 
And interwoventrees; till, soon sbsorb'd, 
An open cavern all its rage entombs. 
So vanish human glories! such the pomp • 
Of swelling warriors, of ambitious kings, ' 
Who fret and strut their hour upon the stage 
Of busy life, and then are beard no morel 

" Yes, ?tis enchantment all—and see, the spells;. 
The powerful incantations, magic verse, 
Inserib'd on every tree, alcove, or urn:, 
Spells !--ineantations!--*.ah, my tuneful friend! 
Thine are the numbers ! thine the wond'rous wink! 
Yes, great magician ! now I read thee right, 
A ndlightly weigh all sorcery, but thine. 
No Naiad's leading step conducts the rill: 
Nor sylvan god presiding skirts the lawn 
In beauteous wildness, with fair spreading trees; 
Nor magic wand has circumserib'd the scene. 
'Tie thine own taste, thy genius, that presides, 
Nor needs there other deity, nor needs [swain, 

More potent spells than they."—e-No more the 
For lo, his Damon, o'er the tufted lawn 
Advancing, leads him to the social dome(  

0)t  HIS FIRST ARRIVAL AT THE 
LE4SOWS, 1734. 

" How Audi I fix my wand'ring eye? where find% 
The source of this enchantment? Dwells it in 

AGRICULTURE. 

A POEM. 
To his royal highness the prince of Wale 
this attempt to delineate such objects of publi 
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bandry to be eneduraged,. as it is the source of 
wealth and plenty. Advice so landlords' not 
to oppress the farmer. The farmer's three 
great virtues. His instruments of husbandry. 
His servants. Description of a country statute. 
Episode of the fair milkmaid. The farm-yard 
described. The pleasures of a rural life. Ad-' 
dress to thct great to study Agriculture. An 
allegory, attempting to ezailain the theory of 
vegetation. 

virtue, as heit may deserve the attention of a 
British prince, is, with the profoundest respect, 
Most humbly inscribed, by his royal highness's 
most devoted, most obedient, and most humble 
'servant, . 

THE AUTHOR. 

PREFACE. 
IF the writer of the following piece could hope 
to produce any thing in poetry, worthy the, pub- 

. lic attention; it would give him particular plea-
sore to lay the foundation of his claim to such a 
distinction in the happy execution of this work. 
But he fears it will be thought, that the projected 
building is too great for the abilities of the archi-
tect; and that he is not furnished with a variety 
of materials sufficient for the proper finishing and 
embellishment of Such a stricture. And when it 
is further confessed, that he bath entered on this 
design without the assistances of learning, and 
that his time for the executioti of it was either 
snatched from the hours of Juisiness, or stolen from 

. those otrest; the mind in either case not likely to 
be in the happiest disposition for poetry; his pro-
spect of success will grow still snore clouded, and 
the' presumption against him. must gather addi,. 
tional strength. 

Unifier these and many other disadvantages, 
which he feels and laments; conscious of all his 
deficiencies, and how unequal he is to the task of 
executing this plan, even up to 'his own ideas; 
what shall he plead in excuse for his temerity in 

-persisting thus far to prosecute the attempt? All 
lie can say is; that he bath taken some pains to 
furnish himself with materials for the work; that 
he hath consulted men as well as books, for the 
knowledge of his subjects;  in which he hopes he 
bath not been guilty of many mistakes; that it 

`bath not been an hasty performance; nor is it 
at last obtruded on the public, without the ap-
probations of several persons, whose judgments, 
were it not probable they may have received a 
bias from the partiality of friendship, he could 
have no reason to doubt. But that he may know 
with certainty whether this is not the case, to the 
public he submits it; willing to receive from 
thence his detenni nation to prosecute or suppress 
the remainder of his plans. H" he here receives 
a check, he will quietly acquiesce in the general 
opinion ; and must submit to be included among 
those who have mistaken their talent. Bat as the 

• difficulties he had to struggle with would in case 
of success have increased his reputation, he hopes 
if he bath failed they will soften his disgrace. 

The author's original design was to have writs 
ten a poem, intitled, Public Virtue,,in three books, 
1. Agriculture. 2. Commerce: 3. Arts. The-first 
book was all lie ever executed. 

CANTO THE. FIRST. 

ARQUMEItT. 
, The proposition. Address to the prince of Wales. 

Invocation to the Genius of Britain. Hos- 

• 
OF cultured and the various fruits of earth; 
Of social commerce; of the nobler arts, 
Which polish and adorn the life of man 
Objects demanding the supreme regard 
Of that exalted monarch, who sustains 
The sceptre of command o'er Britain's sons; 
The Muse, disdaining idle themes, attempts 
To sing, 0 thou, Britannia's rising hope! 
The favourite of her wishes! thou, 0 prince, 
On whom her fondest expectations wait, 
Accept the verse • and, to the humblest voice 
That sings of public virtue, lend an ear. 

Geniusof Britain! pure Intelligence! 
Guardian, appointed by the One Supreme, 

influential energy benign, 
To guide the weal of this distinguish'd isle;. 
Oh wake the breast of her aspiring son, 
Inform his numbers, aid his bold. design, 
Who, in a daring flight,, presumes to mark 
The glorious track her monarchs should pursue. 

From cultivation, from the useful toils 
Of the laborious hind, the streams of wealth 
And plenty flow. Deign then, illustrious youth! 
To bring th' observing eye, the liberal hand, 
And with a spirit congenial to your birth, 
Regard his various labours thro' the year: 
So shall the labourer smile, and you improve 
The happy country you are born to rule. 

The year declining, now bath left the fields 
Divested.of their honours: the strong glebe, 
Exhausted, waits the culture of the plough, 	, 
To renovate her powers., 'Tis now, intent 
On honest gain, the cautious husbandman 
Surveys the country round, solicitous 
To fix his habitation on a soil 
Propitious to his hopes, and to his cares. 

0 ye, whom Fortune in her silken robe 
lnwraps benign; Whom Plenty's bounteous hand 
Hath favour'd with distinction: Oh look down, 
With smiles 'indulgent, on his new designs; 
Assist his useful works, facilitate 
His honest aims, nor in exaction's gripe, 	[toils 
Enthrall th' endeavouring swain. Think not his 
Were meant' alone to foster you in ease 
And pamper'd indolence: nor grudge the meed, 
Which Heaven in mercy gives to cheerithe hand, 
The labouring hand of useful industry. 
Be yours the joy to propagate content; 
With bounteous Heav'n .co-operate, and reward 
The poor map's toil, Whence all your riches spring. 
As in a garden, the enlivening air 
Is fill'd with odours, drawn from those fair flowers 
Which by its influence rise: so in his breast 
Benevolent who gives the swains to thrive, 
Reflected live the joys his virtues lent. 

But crane, young fanner, though by fortrine fix'd 
On fields luxuriant, where the fruitful soil 
Gives labour hope; where sheltering shades arise, 
Thick fences guard, and bubbling fountains- 	flow;'  
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Where arable and pasture duly mix; 	Distinguish'd well with fleecy locks, expects 
Yet, ere thy toils begin, attend the Muse, 	Observance; skill'd in wool, and lesson'd deep 
And catch the moral lessons of her song. 	In all diseases of the bleating flock. 
Be frugal .and be. Meet ; frugality 	 Miit with the rustic throng, see ruddy maids, 
Will give thee competence ; thy gains are small, Some taught with dextrous hand totivirithewhod 
Too small to bear profusion's wasteful hand. 	Or stroke the swelling udder; some expert 
Make temperance thy companion, so shall health , To raise from teaven'd wheat the kneaded loaf; 
Sit on. thy brow, invigorating thy frame , 	c  To mash the malted barley, and extract 
To every useful wte:k. And if to these 	: Its flavour'd strength; or with a housewife's ma 
Thou, happily shalt join one virtue more, 	' To keep the decent habitation neat. 
The love of industry, the glowing joy 	But now let loose to revelry and sport, 
Felt from each new improvement; then fair Peace, In clamorous mirth, indelicate and rude, [al 
With modest Neatness, in her decentlarb, 	The boisterous swains, and hoyden nymphs, pro 
Shall walk around thy dwelling: while the great, 	Outrageous merriment. —Yet not alike 
Tied 'With the vast fatigue of indolence, 	Is every swain, nor every sylvan maid; 
FilI'd with disease by luxury and sloth, 	As Verulain the pleasing tale records. 
Impatient curse the dilatory day, 	 When Patty, lovely Patty, grac'd the crowd, 
,lend look with envy on thy happier state. 	Pride of the neighbouring plants. Who lath rKi 

Prepar'd with these plain virtues, now the swain  heard 
E With courage enters on his rural works. 	Of Patty, the fair milkmaid? Beautiful 
First he provides the needful implements. 	As an Arcadian nymph, upon her brow 
Of these, the hanou?d plough claims chief regard. Sat virgin Modesty, while in her eves 

m Hence bread to an, who heretofore on mast 	Young Sensibility began to play - Fed with his felloW-brute, in woods and wilds, 	With Innocence.̀ " Her wavineP  locks fell down 
Himself um:Mined as the soil he trod. 	' On either side her face in careless curls, 
The spiked 'harrow next, to break the clods, 	Shading the tender blushes in her check. 
And spread the surface of the new.pleugled field : Her breath was sweeter tkan the morning gale, 
Nor is the roller's friendly aid unsought, 	Stolen from the rose or violet's deity leaves, 
Hoes he provides, with various arms prepar'd, 	Her ivory teeth appear'd itieven rows, 
T' encounter all the numerous host of weeds, 	Thro' lips of living coral: When she spokes. 
Which rise malignant, menacing his hopes. 	Her features wore intelligence: her words 
The sweeping scy the's keen edge he whets for grass, Were soft, with Such a smile accompany'd, 
And turns the crooked sickle for his corn. 	As lighted in her face resistless charms. 
The fork to spread, the gathering rake to save 	Her polish'd neck rose rounding from her breast, 
With providential care be treasures up. 	With pleasing elegance:-Ghat lovely breast!-- 
His ktrong capacious wain, the dull slow ox 	A h ! Fancy, dwell not there, lest gay Desire, 
Drags on, deep loaders, grinding the rough ruts : 	Who smiling hovers o'er tie enehantiug place, 
While with hit lighter team, the sprightly horse 	Tempt thy wild thoughts to dangerous extasy. 
Mores to the musicef his tinkling bells. 	Her shape was moulded by the hand of Ease; 
Nor will his foresight lack the whirling flail, 	Exact proportion harmoniz'd her frame; 
Whose battering strokes force from the loosen'd ' While Grace, following her steps, with secret an 

sheaves 	 Stole into all her motions. Thus she walk'd 
Their hidden stores profuse; which now demand In sweet simplicity; a snow-white pad 
The quick rotation of the winnowing fan, 	Hung on her arm, the symbol of her skill 
With blasts successive, wafting far away 	In that fair province of the rural state, 
The worthless chaff, to clear the golden grain. 	The dairy; source of more delicious bowls 

And Dow compelPd to hire assistant strength, , Than Bacchus from his choicest vintage boasts. 
Away he hastens to-some neighbouring town, 	How great the power of beauty! The roll 
Where win-la Servitude, for mutual wants 	' 	swains 
Of hand and farmer, holds her annual feast '. 	1 Grevociyil at her sight; and gaping crowds 
'Tis here the toiling hand of industry 	Wrapt in astonishment, with transport gaze, 
Employment seeks. The skilful ploughman, lord Whispering her praises in each other's ear. 
And leader of the rustic band; vim claims 	• ' As when a gentlehreeze, borne thee' thegrove, 
His boy attendant, conscious of his worth 	With quick vibration shakes the tremblingleares 
And.dignity superior; boasting skill 	 And bushing murmurs run from tree to tree; 
To guide with steadiness the sliding share,. 	So ran a spreading whisper thro' the crowd. 
To scatter with an equal hand the seed, 	Youhg Thyrsis hearing, turn'd aside his head, 
And with a master scythe to head the train 	e And soon the pleasing wonder caught his eye. 
When the ripe meadow asks the mower's hand. , Full in the prime of youth, the joyful heir 
Here too the thresher, brandishing his flail, 	Of numerous Acres, a large freehold farm. 
Bespeaks a master, whose full barns demand 	Thyrsis as yet from beauty felt no pain, 

- • 'A labouring arm, now ready to give up 	Had seen no virgin he could wish to make 
Their treasure, and exchange their hoarded grain Ilre wedded partner. Now his beating heart 
For heaps of geld, the ineed of honest toil. 	Feels new emotion ; now his fixed eye 
The sunburnt shepherd too, his slouelviag hat . With fervent rapture dwelling on her charms, 

Drinks in delicious draughts of new born love. 
2  This is called, in the 'country a statute; and is No rest the night, no peace the following day 

held annually at most market towns in England, Brought to his struggling heart: her beauteme 
where servantsof all kinds resort in quest of places Her fair perfections playing on his mind, [form, 
and employment, 	 With pleasing anguish torture ann. In vain , 
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Sio strives to tear her image from his breast; 
Each little grace, each dear bewitching look, 
Returns triumphant, breaking his resolVes, 
And binding all his soul a slave to love. 

Ah! little did he know, alas, the while, 
Poor Patty's tender heart, in mutual pain, 
Long, long for him had heav'd the secret sigh. 
For him she drest, for him the pleasing arts. 
She studied, and for him she wish'd to live.'" 
But her low fortunes, nursing sad despair, . 
Check'd the young hope; nor durst her modest 

eyes 
Indulge the smallest glances of her flame, 
Lest curious malice, like a watchful spy, 
Should catch the secret, and with taunts reveal. 

Judge then the sweet surprise when she at 
length 

Beheld him, all irresolute, approach; 
And gently taking her fair trembling hand, - 
Breathe these soft words into her listening ear: 
" 0 Patty! dearest maid! whose beauteous form 
Dwells in my breast, and charms my soul to love, 
'Accept my vows; accept a faithfhl heart, 
Which from this hour devotes itself to thee: 
Wealth has no relish, life can give no joy, 
if you forbid my hopes to call you mine." 
Ah ! who the sudden tumult can describe 
Of struggling passions rising in her breast? 
Hope.,fear, confusion, modesty, and love 
Oppress her labouring soul:—She strove to speak, 
But the faint accents died upon her tongue: 
Her fears prevented utterance.—At length—
" Can Thyrsis mock my poverty? can he 
Be so unkind? 0 no! yet 1, alas, 
Too humble even to hope"--NO more she said; 
But gently, as if half unwilling, stole 
Her hand from his; and, with sweet modesty, 
Casting a look of diffidence and fear, • 
To hide her blushes, silently withdrew. 
But Thyrsis read, with rapture, in her eyes 
The language of her soul. He follow'd, woo'd, 
And won her for his wife. His lowing herds 
Soon call her mistress; soon their milky streams 
Coagulated, rise in circling piles 
Of harden'd curd; and all the dairies round, 
To her sweet butter yield superior praise. 

But turn, my Muse, nor let th' alluring form 
Of beauty lead too far thy devious steps. 	• 
See where the farmer, with a master's eye, 
Surveys his little kingdom, and exults 
In sov'reign independence. At a word, 
His feathery subjects in obedienee flock 
Around his feeding hand, Who in return 
Yield a delicious tribute to his board, 
And o'er his couch their downy plumage spread. 
The peacock here expands his eyeful plumes, 
A glittering pageant, to the mid-day Sun: 
In the stiff awkwardness of foolish pride, 
The swelling turkey apes his stately step, 
And calla the bristling feathers round his head. 
There the loud herald of the morning struts 
Before his cackling dames, the passive shares s 
Of his promiscuous pleasure. O'er the pond, 
See the grey gander, with his female train, 
Bending their lofty necks; and gabbling clucks, 
Rejoicing on the surface, clap their wings; 
Whilst wheeling round, in airy wanton flights, 
The glossy pigeons chase their sportive loves, • 
Or in soft cooings tell their amorous tale. 
Here stacks of hay, there pyramids of corn, 
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Promise the future market large supplies: 
While with an eye of triumph he surveys 
His piles of wood, arid laughs at Winter's frown. 
In silent rumination, see the kine, 
Beneath the walnut's shade, patiently wait 
To pour into his pails their milky stores. 
While pent froinmischief, far from sight remov'd, 
The bristly herd; within their fatt'ning styes, 
Remind him to prepare, in many a row, 
The gaily-blooming pea, tl fragrant bean, 
And - broad-leasi'd cabbage, for the ploughman's 

feast*. 
These his amusements, his employment these; 

Which still arising in successive change, ct 
Give to each varied hour a new delight. 
Peace and contentment with their guardian wings 
Enclose his nightly slumbers, Rosy health, 
When the gay lark's sweet matin wakes the morn, 

'Treads in his dewy foot-steps round the field; 
And cheerfulness attends his closing day. 
No racking jealousy, nor sullen hate, 
Nor fear, nor envy, discompose his breast. 
His only enemies the prowling fox, 
Whose nightly murders thin the bleating fold; ' 
The hardy badger; the rapacious kite, 
With eye malignant on the little brood, 
Sailing around portentous; the rank stote 
Thirsting, ah, savage thirst! for harmless blood • 
The corn-devoiming partridge; titre irons hare; 
Th' amphibious otter bold; the weasel sly, 
Pilfering the yo'k from its enclosing shell; 
And moles, a dirty undermining race. 
These•all his foes, and these, alas, compar'd 
With man to man, an inoffensive train.. 
'Gainst these, assisted by th' entangling net, 
Th' explosive thunder of the leveil'd tube, 
Or toils unweary'd of his social friend 
The faithful dog, he wages rural war, 
And health and pleasure in the sportive field 
Obtaining, he forgives their venial crimes. 

0 happy he! happiest Of mortal men ! 
Who far remov'd from slavery as from pride, 
Fears no man's frown, nor cringing waits to catch. 
The gracious nothing of a great man's nod: 
Where the lac'd beggar bristles for a bribe, 
Tfie purchase of his honour; where deceit, 
And fraud, and circumvention, drest in smiles, 
Hold shameful commerce; and beneath the mask 
Of friendship and sincerity, betray. 
Him, nor the stately mansion's gilded pride, 
Rich with whate'er the imitative arts, 
Painting or sculpture, yield to charm the eye; 
Nor shining heaps of massy plate, enwrought 
With curious, costly workmanship, amp. 
Tempted nor with the pride nor pomp of power, 
Nor pageants of ambition, nor the mines 
Of grasping av'rice, nor the poison'd sweets 
Of pamper'd luxury, he plants his foot 
With firmness on his old paternal fields, 
And stands unshaken. There swr et prospects rise 
Of meadows smiling in their flow'ry pride, 
Green hills and dales, and cottages embower'd, 
The scenes of innocence and calm delight. 
There the wild melody of warbling birds, 
And cool refreshing groves, and murmuring 

springs, 
Invite to sacred thought, and lift the mind 
From low pursuits to meditate the God ! 

Turn then, at length, 0 turn, ye sons of wealth), 
And ye who seek, thro' life's bewildering maze, 
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In all the blooming hues of florid youth, 
Gay Spring advances smiling: on her head 
A flow'ry chaplet, mixt with verdant buds, 
Sheds aromatic fragrance thro' the air ;5 '  
While little Zephyrs, breathing wanton gales, 
Before her flutter, turning back to gaze, 
With looks enamour'd, on her lovely face. 
Summer succeeds, crown'd With the bearded urs$ 
Of ripening harvest; in het hand she beau 
A shining sickle ; on her glowing cheek 
The fervent heat paints deep a rosy blush: 
Her thin light garment, waving with the wind, 
Plows loosely f'rom her bosom, and reveals 
To the pleas'd eye the beauties of her form. 
Then follows Autumn, bearing in her lap 
The blushing fruits, which Summer's sultry breath 
Had mellow'd to her hand. A clustering wreath 
Of purple grapes, half hid with spreading low?, 
Adorns her brow. Her dew-hesminkled locks 
Begin to fall, her bending shoulders sink, 
And active vigour leaves her sober steps. 

,Winter creeps on, shrivell'd with chilling cold; 
Bald his white crown, upon his silver beard 
Shines the hoar frost, and icicles depend. 
Rigid and stern his melancholy face; 
Shivering he walks, his joints bentnm'd and stiff; 
And wraps in northern furrs his wither'd trunk. 

And now, great Nature, pointing to the train 
Her Heaven-directed hand, they all combing, 
Iq measur'd figures, and mysterious rounds, 
To weave the mazy dance; while to tine sound 
Of Pan's immartal•pipe, the goldessmin'd 
Her voice harmonious; and the listening Muse, 
Admiring, caught the wonders of her theme S. 

" To 'God, Supreme Creator! great and good! 
All-wise, aliniOty Parent of the World! 
In choral symphonies of praise and love, 
Let all the powers of Nature raise the song! 

' The wat'ry signs 'forsaking, see, the Sun, 
Great father of the vegetable tribes, 
Darts from the Ram his all-enlivening ray. 
When now the genial warmth Earth's yielding 

breast 
•Unfolds. , Her latent salts, sulphureous oils, 
And air, and water mixt; attract, repel, 
And raise prolific ferment. Lo! at length 
The vital principle begins to wake: 
Th' emnIgent fibres, stretching round the root, 
Seek their terrestrial nurture; which, convey'd 
In limpid currents thro' th' ascending tubes, 
And strain'd and filter'd in their secret cells; 
To its own nature every different plant 
Assimilating, changes. Awful Heaven! 
How wond'rous is thy work! To thee! to thee! 
Mysterious power belongs! Summer's fierce heat 

;Increasing, rarifies the ductile juice. 
See, from the root, and from the bark imbib'd, 
Th' elastic air impels the rising sap. 
Swift thro' the stern, thro' every branching arm, 
Apd smaler shoot, the vivid moisture flows, 
Protruding from their buds the opening, leaves: 
Whence, as ordain'd, th' expiring air flows out 
In copious exhalations ; and from whence 
Its noblest principles the plant inhales. 

S The philosophy of this hymn is built on tha 
experimental foundation, laid by the learned ant 
ingenious Dr. Hales, in his Vestable Statics. 
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To tread the paths of happiness, 0 turn ! 
And trace her footsteps in the rural walk; 
In those fair seems of wonder and delight, 
Where, to the human eye, Omnipotence 
Unfolds the map' of Nature, and displays 
The matchless beauty of created things. 
Turn to the arts, the useful pleasisrg arts 
Of cultivation; ar4 those fields improve 
Your erring fathers have too long despied. 
Leave not to ignoranceS'and low-bred hinds, 
That noblest science, which in ancient time 
The minds. of sages and of kings erripl4'd, 
Solicitius to learn the ways of God, 
And read his works in Agriculture's school. 

Then hear the Muse, now entering,-hand in hand 
-With sweet Philosophy, the secret bowers 
Of deep mysterious Nature; there t' explore 
The causes of fecundity, and how 

'rThe various elements, earth, water, air, 
.And fire united; the enlivening'ray .  
.Diurnal; the prolific dews of night; 
With all the rolling seasons of the year; 
In vegetation's work their power combines 

Whither; 0 whither dust thou lead my steps, 
Divine Philosophy? What scenes are these, 
Which strike my wondering senses? Lo! enthron'd 
Upon a solid rock great Nature sits; 
Der eyes to Heavendireeted, as from thence 
Receiving inspiration. Round her head 
A mingled wreath of fruits and flowers entwines. 
Her robe, with every motion changing hue, 
Flows down in plenteous foldings, and conceals 
Der secret footsteps from the eyes of men. 
List! list! what harmony, what heavenly sounds 
Enchant my ravish'd ear? 'Tis ancient Pain 3, 
Wino .on his seven-fold pipe, to the rapt soul 
Conveys the fancied music of the spheres. 
See by his strains the elements inspir'd, 
Join in mysterious work ;- their motions led 
By active tire 4, in windings intricate, 
But not perplext, nor vague. And who are they ? 
What pair obeying in alternate rounds 
The tuneful melody? Majestic one, 
'And grave, lifting her awful forehead, moves 
In shadowy silence, bOrne on raven wings, 
Which, waving to the measur'd sounds, beat tine 
A veil obscures her face; a sable stole-, 
Bed'eck'ed with sparkling gems, conceals her form; 
And wreaths of bending poppy crown her brow. 
The other, rais'd on swan-like spreading plumes, 
Glides gayly on; a milk-white robe invests 
His frame transparent; in his azure eyes 
Dwells brightness; while around his radiant head, 

shining glory paints his flying robe„ 
With all the colours of the wat'ry bow. 

PrOceeding now, in more majestic steps, 
The varfjng Seasons join the mystic train. 

2  Mythologists have thought the universal nai 
ture of things to be signified by this god; and 
that his pipe, composed of seven reeds, was the 
symbol of the seven planets, which they say make 
the harmony of the spheres. 	• 

4- According to Dr. Boerhaave and other modern 
philosophers, all the motion in nature arises from 
fire; and taking that awny all things would be-
come fixt and immovable: fluids would become 
Solid; a man would -harden into a statue; and 
the very air would cohere into a firm and rigid 
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"See! seel the shooting verdure spreads around! 

Ye sons of men, with rapture view the scene! 
On hilt and dale, on meadow, field, and grove, 
Cloth'd inbsoft-mingling shades from light to dark, 
The wandeting eye delighted roves untied. 
The hawthorn's whitening bush, Pomona's blooms, 
And Flora's pencil o'er the enamell'd green, 
The varying scenes enrich. Hence every gale 
Breathes odours, every zephyr from his wings 
Wafting new fragrance; borne from trees, from 

shrubs, 
Borne from the yellow cowslip, violet blue, 
From deep carnations, from the blushing rose, 
From every flower and aromatic herb 
In grateful mixtures. Ilene ambrosial fruits 
Yield their delicious flavours. The sweet grape, 
The mulberry's cooling juice, the luscious plum, 
The healthful apple, the dissolving peach, 
And thy ride nectar, many-flavolied pine. 
These are the gracious gifts, 0 favoued man; 
These, these, to thee the gracious gifts of Heav'n, 
A world of beauty, wonder, and delight!' 

" To God, Supreme Creator ! grtat and good! 
All-wise, almighty Parent of the World ! 
In choral symphonies of praise and love,. 
Let all the powers of Nature close the strain." 

a 
	CANTO H. 

ARGUMENT. 	• 

Of different soils, and their cultpre. Mr. Tull's 
principles and practice. Of the principles and 
practice of the Middlesex gardeners. Of various 
manures, and other methods of improving lands. 
Of hedging and ditching. Of planting timber 
trees. Of draining wet, and flooding, dry lands. 
'Of gardening, and the gardens of Epicurus. 

DESCENDING now from these superior themes, 
0.1VIuse, in notes familiar, teach the swain 
The hidden properties of every glebe, 
And what the different culture each requires. 
The naturalist, to sand, or loam, or clay, 
Reduces all the varying soils, which clothe 
The bosom of this earth with beauty. Sand, 
Hot, open, louse, admits the genial ray 
With freedom, and with greediness imbibes 
The fulling moisture: hence the ernbrio seeds, 
Lodg'd in its fiery womb, push into life 
With early haste, and hurry'd to their prime, 
(Their vital juices spent) too soon decay. 
Correct this errour of the ardent soil, 
With cool manure : let stiff cohesive clay 
Give the loose glebe consistence, and firm strength: 
So shall thy labouring steers, when harvest calls, 
Bending their patient shoulders to the yoke, 
Drag home in copious loads the yellow grain. 

Has fortune fix'd thy rot to toil in clay ? 
Despair not, nor repine: the stubborn soil 
Shall yielOto cultivation, and reward 
The hand of 'diligence. Here give the plough 
No rest. Break, pound the clods, and with warn? 
Relieve the sterile coldness of the ground, [(lungs 
elided with obstructed water. Add to these 	• 
The sharpest sand, to open and unbind 
The close-cohering mass; so shall new pores 
Admit the solar beam's enlivening heat, 
The nitrous particles of air receive, 
And yield a passage-to the soaking rain. 
Hence fermentation, hence prolific power,  

And hence the fibrous roots in quest of rood, 
Find unobstructed entrance, room to spread, 
And richer juices feed the swel if ng shouts: 
So the strong field shall to the reaper's band 
Produce a plenteous crop V wavirig wheat. 

But blest with ease, in plenty shell he live, 
fleav'n'slind hand, indulgent to his wish, 

Hath plac'd upon a loamy soil., He views 
All products of the teemine

' 
 earth arise 

In plenteous crops, nor scake the needful aid 
Of culture de. ins to ask. Him, nor the feats 
Of scorching 'neat, nor. deluges of rain 
Alarm. His kindly fields sustain all change*, 
Of seasons, and support a healthy seed, 
In vigour thro? the perils of the year. 	(learn? 

But new improvements curious would'st thou 
Hear then the lore of fair Berkeria's ' son, 
Whose precepts, drawn from sage experience, claim 
Regard. The pastime, and the food of plants; 	3•  
First let the young ae

'
ricelist be taught : 

Then how to sow, and raise the embrio seeds 
Of every different species. Nitre, fire, 
Air, water, earth, their various powers combine 
In vegetation; but the genuine food 
Of every plant is earth: hence their increase, 
Their strefigth, and substance. Nitre first prepares . 
And separates the concreted parts; which then 
The watery vehicle assumes, and thro' 
Th' ascending tubes, impelled by sulk& air, 
Which gives it motion, and that motion heat, 
The fine terrestrial aliment conveys. 

Is earth the feed of plants? their pasture then- 
Is earth's inverted surface. This the swain, 
By ceaseless tillage, or the use of dung, 
Must or ferment, or pulverize, to fit 
For due reception of the fibrous roots: 
But from the streams of ordure, from the'steneb 
Of putrefaction, from stercoreous fumes 
Of rottenness and filth, can sweetness spring? 
Or grateful, or salubrious food to man ? • 
As well might virgin innocence preserve 
Her purity from taint amid the stews. 
Defile not then the freshness of thy field 
With dung's polluting touch; butlet the plough, • 
The hoe, the harrow, and the roller, lend 
Their better powers, to fructify the soil; 
Turn it to catch the Sun's prolific ray, 
Th' enlivening breath of air, the genial dews, 
And every influence of indulgent Heaven. 
These shall enrich and fertilize the giebe, 
And toil's unceasing hand full well supely 
The dunghill's sordid and extraneous aid. 

• Thus taught the Shalborne swain; who first 
with skill 

Led through the fields the many-coulter'd 
Who first his seed committed to the ground. 

,Shed from the drill by slow revolving wheels, 
In just proportion and in even rows; 
flaying 'twixt each a spacious interval, 	• 
To introduce with ease, while yet the grain 
Expanding-crown el the intermediate ridge, 
His new machine=; form'd to exterminate 
The weedy race, (intruders who devour, 
But nothing pay) to pulverize the soil, 
Enlarge and change the pasture of the roots, 

The late Me. Tull, of Shalborne in Berkshire, ' 
in his Horse-hoeing Husbandry; or an Essay en 
the Principleg of Vegetation and Tillage. 

2  The hoe-plough. 
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And to its last perfection raise the crop. 
He taught, alas, but practisql ill thelore 
Of his own precepts. Felt disease, or sloth 
Relax'd the hand of industry: d»s farm, 
His own philosophy disgracing, brought 
Discredit on the doctrines he enforc'd. 

Then banish from thy fields the piterer sloth; ( 
Nor listen to the voice of thoughtless ease. 
Dim sordidness and penury surround, 
Beneath whose lazy haat the farm runs wiled; 
Whose heart nor feels the joy improvement gives,. 
Nor leaden eye the beauties that arise 
From labour sees. Accumulated filth 
Annofs his crowded steps; even at his door 
A yellow mucus from the dunghill stands 
In squalid pools; his buildings unrepaied, 
To ruin rush precipitate; his fields 
Disorder governs, andlicentious weeds 	- 

oSpring ttp uncheeled : the nettle and the dock, 
Wormwood and thistles, in their seasons rise, 
And deadly nightshade spreadshis poison round., 
Ah! wretched he Volt: nee his wandering child, 
By hunghr prompted, pluck th' alluring. fruit! 
Benumming stupor creeps -upon his brain ; 
'Wild grinning laughter soon to this succeeds; 
Strange madness then, and death in hideous form. 
Mysterious Providence r ah, why conceard 
In such a tenipting form, should poisons but ; 
Ah, why so near the path of innocents, 	[wise. 
Should spring their bane? But thou alone art , 

Thus bath the faithful Muse his lore pursu'd, 
Who, trusting to the culture of his plough, 
Refus'd the dunghill's aid. Yet listen not 
To doubtful precepts, with implicit faith: 
Experience to experience oft oppostd 
Leaves truth uncertain. See, what various crops, 
In quick succession, croirn the gardon'd fields 
On Thame's prolific bank. On culture's hand • 
Alone do these horticulists 4'ely ? 
Or do they owe to London's rich manure 
Those products which its crowded markets fill ? 
Both lead their aid: and both with art iMprOVV, 
Have spread the glory of their gardens wide, 
A theme of wonder to the distant swain. 
Hence thepiazza'd square3, whereerst, embower'd - 
In solemn sloth, good Martin's lazy monks 
Dron'd out their useless lives in pamper'd ease; 
Now boasts, from industry's rough hand supply'd, 
Each various esculent the teeming earth 
In ev.Sry changing season can produce. 

Join then with culture the prolific- strength 
Of such manure as bestinclinesto aid 
Thy failing glebe. Let oily merle appoint 
Its unctuous moisture, or the crumbling tan4 
Its glowing beat.. Nor from the gazing herds, . 
Nor bristly swine obscene, disdain to heap 
Their tooling ordure. Nor the warmer dungs 
Of fiery pigeons, of the stabled horse,  
Or folded flock, neglect. From sprinkled soot, 
From ashes strew's' around, let the damp soil • 
Their nit'rous salts imbibe. Scour the deep ditch 
From its black sediment; and from the street 	. 

3  CoventsGarden, which' is now a market for 
greens, roots, &c. was formerly a garden belong-
ing to the monks OA Martin's convent. 

4  The bark of oak, after it bath been used by the 
tanner. It is frequently made use of for hot-beds, 
particularly for raising pine-apples; and is called 
by the gardeners, tatt.  

Its trampled mixtures rake. Green standing MI, 
Large lakes, or meadows rank, in rotted heaps 
Of unripe weeds 5, afford a cool manure. 
From ocean's verge, if not too far remov'd, 
Its shelly sands convey a warm compost,' 
From land and wavecommixt,with richnessfratnit 
This the sour glebe shall sweeten, and for years, 
'l'hro' chilly clay, its vigorous heat shall-glow. 
But if nor oily made, nor crumbling tan, 
Nor dung of cattle, nor the trampled street, 
Nor weed, nor ocean's sand, can lend its aid, 
Then, farmer, raise immediate from their seeds, 
The juicy stalks of largelysspreading pulse. 
Beans, buck-wheat, spurry, or the climbing ret0 
These early reapt, and bury'd in the soil, 
Enrich the parent womb front whence they spur; 
Or sow the bulbous turnip; this shall yield 
Sweet pasture to the flocks or lowing herds, 
And well prepare thy land for future crops. 

Yet not alone to raise, but to secure 
Thy products from invasion, and divide 
For various use th' appropriated fields, 
Disdain not thou%) learn. For this, the sloe, 
The furze, the holly, to thy hand present 
Their branches, and their different merits boast. 
But from the nursery then with care select 
%lick hawthorn sets, well rooted, smooth add 

. straight: 
Then low as sinks thy ditch on either side,„ 
Let rise in height the sloping bank: there plant 
Thy. future fence, at intervals a foot . 
From each to each, in beds of richest mould. 
Nor ends the labour here; but to defend 
Thy infant shoots fronsdepredation deep, 
At proper-distance drive stiff oakenstaltes; 
Which interwove with boughs and flexile twigs, 
Frustrate the nibbling flock, or browsing herd. 
Thus, if from weeds, that rob them of their food, 
Or choke, by covering front the vital air, 
The hoe's neat culture keep thy thickening shoot! 
Soon shall they rise, and to the field afford 
A beauteous, strong, impenetrable fence. 
'the linnet, goldfinch, nightingale, and thrush, 
Here, by security invited, build 
Their little nests, and all thy labours cheer 
With melody; the band of lovely May 
Here strews her sweetest blossoms; and if mixt 
With stocks of knotted crab, ingrafted fruits, 
When Autumn crowns the year, shall smilearoun 

?hut from low shrubs, if thy ambition rise 
To cultivate thelarger tree, attend. 

From seeds, or suckers, layers, or sets, arise 
Their various tribes; fornow exploded stands 
The vulgar fable of spontaneous birth, 
To plant or animal, - He then, who, pleas'd, 
In fancy's eye beholds his-future race 
Rejoicing in the shades their grandsire gave; 
Or he whose patriot views extend to raise, 
In distant ages, Britain's naval power; 
Must first prepare, inclining to the south, 
A shelter'd nursery; well from weeds, from Ord 
Clear'd by the previous culture of the plough, 
From cattle felted, and every peeling tooth. 
Then from the summit of the fairest tree 
His seed selected ripe, and sow'd in rills 

5  If weeds are suffered to stand tillthey are rid 
before they are made this use of, their seeds v 
fill the ground, and it will be difficult to get tin 
out agaiu, 
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-On Natures fruitful lap : the harrow's care 
Indulgent covers from keen frosts that pierce, 
Or vermin who devour. The wintry months 
In ernbrio close the future forest lies, 
And waits' for germination: but in spring, 
When their green heads first rise above the earth, 
And ask thy fostering hand; then to their roots 
The light soil gently move, and strew around 
Old leaves or litter'd straw, to screen from heat 
The tender infants. Leave not to vile weeds 
This friendly office; whose false kindness chokes, 
Or starves the nurslings they pretend to shade. 

When now four summers have beheld theiryouth 
Attended in the nursery, then transplant, 
The soil prepar'd, to where thy future grove 
Is destin'd to uprear its leafy bead. 
Avoid the errour of impatience. He 
Who, eager to enjoy the cooling shade 
His hands shall raise, removes at vast expense 
Tall trees, with envy and regret shall see 
His neighbour's infant plants soon, soon outstrip 
The tardy loiterers of his dwindling copse. 

But if thy emulation's generals pride 
Would boast thelargesttimber straight and strong ! 
Thick let the seedlings in their native beds 
Stand unremor'd ; so shall each lateral branch, 
Obstructed, send its nourishment to raise 
The towering stem: and they whose vigorous 
Exalts above the rest their lofty heads, [health 
Aspiring still, shall spread their powerful arms, 
While the weak puny race, obscnr'd below, 

Sickening, die off, and leave their victors room. 
Nor small the praise the skilful planter claims 

FroM his befriended country. Various arts 
Borrow from him materials. The soft beech, 
And close-grain'd box, employ the turner's wheel, 
And with a thousand implements supply 
Mechanic skill. Their beauteous veins the yew 
And phyllerea lend, to surface o'er 
The cabinet. Smooth linden best obeys 
The carver's chisel; best his curious work 
lfisplays in all its nicest touches. Birch—
Ah, why should birch supply the chair? since oft 
Its cruel twigs compel the smarting youth 
To dread the hateful seat. Tough-bending ash 
Gives to the humble swain his useful plough, 
And for the peer his prouder chariot builds. 
TQ weave our baskets the soft osier lends 
His pliant twigs: staves that nor shrink nor swell, 
The cooper's close-wrought cask to chesnut owes. 
The. sweet.leav'd walnut's undulated grain, 
Polish'd with care, adds to the workman's art 
Its varying beauties. The tall towering elm, 
Scoop'd into hollow tubes, in secret streams 
Conveys for many a mile the limpid wave; 
Or from its height when humbled to the ground, 
Conveys the pride of mortal man to dust. 
And last the oak, king of Britannia's woods, 
And guardian of her isle ! whose sons robust, 	3 
The hot supporters of incumbent weight, 
Their beams and pillars to the builder give, 
Of strength immense: or in the bounding deep 
The loose foundations lay of floating walls, 	• 
Impregnably secure. But sunk, but fallen 
From all your ancient grandeur, 0 ye groves! 
Beneath whose lofty venerable boughs 
The Druid mst his solemn rites perform'd, 
And taught to distant realms his sacred lore, 
Where are your beauties fled? Where but to.serve 
Your thankless country, who unblushing sees 
Her naked forests longing for your Shade. 

The task-, the glorious task, for thee remains, 
O prince belov'd ! for thee, more nobly born 
Than for thyself alone, the patriot work 
Yet unattempted waits. 0 let not pass 
The fair occasion to remotest time 
Thy name with praise, with honour to transmit! 
3o shall thy empttry's rising fleets to thee 
Owe future triumphs; so her naval strength, 
Supported from within, shall fik thy claim 
To-ocean's sovereignty; apd to thy ports, 
In every climate of the peopled Earth, 
Bear commorce; fearless, unresisted, safe. 
Let then the great ambition fire thy breast, 
For this, thy native land; replace the lost o 
Inhabitants of her deserted plains. 
Let Thame once more on Windsor's lofty hills 
Survey young forests planted by thy hand. 
Let fair Sabrina's flood again behold 
The Spaniard's terrour 6  rise renew'd. And Trent, 
Flom Sherwood's ample plains, with pride convey 
The bulwarks of her country to the main. 

0 native Sherwood! happy were thy bard, 
Might these his rural notes, to future time 
Boast of tall groves, that, nodding o'er thy plain, 
Rose to their tuneful melody. But, ah ! 
Beneath the feeble efforts of a Muse 
Untutor'd by the lore of Greece or Rome; 
A stranger to the fair Castalian springs, 	' 
Whence happier poets inspiration draw, 
And the sweet magic of persuasive song, 
The weak presumption, the fond hope expires. 
Yet sure some sacred impulse stirs my breast! 
I feel, I feet, an heavenly guest within ! 
And all-obedient to the ruling god, 
The pleasing task which he inspires, pursue. 

And hence, disdaining low and trivial things, 
Why should I tell of him whose obvious art, 
To drain the low damp meadow, sloping sinks 
A hollow trench, which, meted at half its depth, 
Cover'd with filtering brushwood, furze or broom, 
And surfac'd o'er with earth, in secret streams 
Draws its collected moisture from the glebe? 
Or why of him, who o'er his sandy fields, 
Too dry to bear the Sun's meridian beam, 
Calls from the neighbouring hills obsequiouk 

springs, 
Which, led in winding currents thro' the mead, 
Cool the hot soil, refresh the thirsty plain, 
While wither'd plants reviving smile around ? 
But sing, 0 Muse! the swain, the happy swain, 
Whom taste and nature leading o'er his fields, 
Conduct to every rural beauty. See! 
Before his footsteps winds the waving walk, 
Here gently rising, there descending slow 
Thro' the tall grove, or near the water's brink, -
Where flowers besprinkled paint the shelving bank, 
And weeping willows bend to kiss the stTatn. 
Now wandering o'er the lawn he roves, and now 
Beneath the hawthorn's secret shade reclines: 
Where purple violets hang their bashful heads, 
Where yellow cowslips, and the blushing pink, 

-Their mingled sweets; and lovely hues combine. 
Here, shelter'd from the north, his ripening fruits 

Display their swept temptations from the wall, 
Or from the gay espalier: while below, 

6  The officers on boaM the Spanish fleet in 1588, 
called the Invincible Armada, had it in their orders, 
if they could not subdue the island, at /east to 
destroy the.  forest of Dean, which is in the neigh-
bourhood of the river Sevem 
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His various esculents, from glowing beds 
Give the fair pruniise of delicious feasts. 

There from his forming hand new scenes arise, 
The fair creation of his fancy's eye. 
1.0! bosom'd in the solemn snady grove, 
Whose reverend branches wave on yonder hill, 
He view's the moss-grown temple's ruin'd tower, 
;Cever'd with creepingivy's clustPed leaves; 
The mansion seen4ng, of some rut al god, 
Whom Nature's choristers, in untaught hymns 
Of wild yet sweetest haciniony, adore. 
From the bold brow of that aspiring steep, 
Where' hang the nibbling flocks, and view below 
Theitsdownward shadows in the glassy wave, 
What pleasing landscapes spread before his eye! 
Of scatter'd villages, and winding streams, 
And meadows green, and woods, and distantspires, 
Seeming, above the blue horizon's bound, 

s: To prop the canopy of Heaven. Now lost 
Amidst a glooming wilderness of shrubs, 
The golden orange, arbute ever green, 
The early-blooming almond, feathery pine, 
Fair opulus1, toSpring, to Autumn dear, 
And the sweet shacks of varying verdure, caught 
From soft acacia's gently-waving branch, 
Heedless he wanders : white the grateful scents 
Of sweet-hriar, roses, honeysuckles wild, 
regale the smell; and to th' enchanted eye 
ISIezereon's purple, laurustinus' white, • 
And pale labernum's pendent flowers display 
Theirdifferent beauties. O'er the smoodrshorngrass 
His 	ering footsteps leisurely proceed, 
In meditation deep:—When, hark! the sound 
Of distant water steals upon his ear; 
And sudden opens to his pausing, eye 
The rapid rough cascade, from the rukie rock 
Down dashing in a stream of lucid foam: 
Then glides away, meandring o'er the lawn, 
A liquid surface; shining seen afar, 
At intervals; beneath the shadowy trees; 
Till lost and buried in the distant grove. 
Wrept into sacred musing, he reclines 
Beneath the covert of embowering shades; 
And, painting to his mind the bustling scenes 
Of pride and bold ambition, pities kings. 

Genius of gardens; Nature's fairest child! 
Tbon, who, inspied by the directing mind 
Of Heaven, didst plan the seen s of Paradise; 
Thou at whose bidding rose th' Hesperian bowers 
Of ancient fame, the fair Aonlan mount, 
Castilian springs, and all th' enchanting groves 
Of Tempe's vale: Oh where bast thou beer, hid? 
Fir ages where have stray'd thy steps unknown ? 
Welcome at length, thrice welcome to the shore 

• Of Britain's beauteous file; where verdant plains, 
Where hPls and dales, and woods and waters join 
To aidphy pencil, favour thy designs, 
And give thy varying landscapes every charm. 
Drive then Batavia's 8  monsters from our shades; 
Nor let unhalow'd shears profane the form, 
Which Heaven's own hand, with symmetry divine, 
Rath gi‘ en to all the vegetable tribes. 
Banish the regular deformity 
Of plans by line and compass, rides abhorr'd 
In Nature's free plantatioes;. and restore 
Its pleasing wildness to the garden walk; 

',The Gelder rose. ° 
s The taste for straight lines, regular platforms, 

and dim trees, was imported from Holland at the 
Revolution.  

The calm serene recess of thoughtful man,. 
Iu meditation's silent sacred hour. 

And lo! the progress of thy steps appears 
tit. fair improvements scatter'd round the land. 
Earliest in Chiswick's beauteous model eke: 
Them thy first favourite, in the happy shale 
To Nature introdued, the goddess wno'd, 
And in sweet rapture there enjoy'd her charm» 
In Richmond's venerable womb and wilds, 
The calm retreat, where wearied majesty, 
Unbending from his cares for Britain's peace, 
Steals a few moments to indulge his own. 
On Oatland's brow, where grandeur sits enthron'd, 
Smiling on beauty. In the lovely vale 
Of Esher, where the mole glides lingering, loath 
To leave such scenes of sweet simplicity. 
In Woburn's9  ornamented fields, where gay 
Variety, where mingled lights and shades, [break, 
Where lawns and groves, and opening prospten 
With sweet surprise, upon the wandering eye. 
On Hagley's hills, irregular and wild, 
Where thro' romantic scenes of hanging woods, 
And vallies greed], and rocks, and hollow dales, 
While echo talks, and nymphs and dryads play, 
Thou rov'st enamou r'd; leading by the hand 
Its master, who, inspir'd with all thy art, 
Adds beauties to what Nature plann'd so fair.. 

Hail, sweet retirement! wisdom's peaceful seat! 
Where lifted from the crowd, and calmly plac'd 
Beyond the deafening roar of human strifi*. 
Th' Athenian 10  sage his happy followers taught, 
That pleasure sprang from virtue. Gracious 
How worthy thy divine beneficence, [Ileum! 
This fair establish'd truth! ye blissful bowers, 
Ye vocal groves whose echoes caught his lore, 
0 might I hear, thro' time's lone tract convey'd, 
The moral lessons taught beneath your shades! 
And lo, transported to the sacred scenes, 
Such the divine enchantment of the Muse, ' 
I see the, sage; I hear, I hear his voice. 
" The end of life is happiness; the means 
That end to gain, fair virtue gives alone. 
From the vain phantoms of delusive fear, 
Or strong desire's intemp'rance, spring, the woes 
Which human life embitter. Oh, my sons, [fear 
From errour's darkening clouds, from groundless 
Enfeebling all her powers, with early skill, 
Clear the bewilder'd mind. Let fortitude 
Establish in your breasts her steadfast throne; 
So shah the stiegs of evil fix no wound: 
Nor dread of poverty, nor pain, nor grief, 
Nor life's disasters, nor the fear of death, 
Shake the just purpose of your steady souls, 
The gold( n curb of tempnance next prepare, 
'1' rein th' impetuous sallies of desire. 
He who the kindling sparks of anger cheeks, 
Shall ne'er with fruitless tears in vain lament 
Its flame's destructive rage. Who from the vale 
Ambition's dangerous pinaele surveys; 
Safe from the blast which shakes the towering pile, 
Enjoys secure repose, nor dreads the storin 
When public ciamours rise. Who cautious turns 
Plum lewd &mild:Won smiling in the eye 
Of wantonness, bath burst the golden bands 
Of future anguish; bath redeemed his frame 
From early feebleness, and dire disease, 

9 Mr. Southcote's. 
'° Epicurus; who on account of teaching in his 

garsslen, was called the Garden Philosopher; and 
his disciples, the Philosophers of the Garden. 
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Who lets the griping hand of av'rice pinch 
To narrow selfishness the social heart; 
Excludes fair friendship, charity, and Wye, 
From their divine exertions in his breast. 
And sceonty friends, this garden's little hound, 
So small the wants of nature, well supplies 
Our board with plenty; roots, or wholesomepulse, 
Or herbs, or flavour'd fruits: and from the stream 
The hand of moderation fills a cup, 
To thirst delicious. Hence nor fevers the, 
Nor surfeits, nor the boiling blood, inflam'd 
With turbid violence, the veins distend. 
Hear then, and weigh the moment of my words. 
Who thus the sensual appetites restrain, 
Enjoy the heavenly Venus" of these shades, 
Celestial pleasure; tranquil and secure, 
From pain, disease, and anxious troubles free. 

CANTO HI. 
Alto UMENT. 

Of hay-making. A method of preserving hay from 
being mow-burnt, or taking tire, Of harvest, 
and the harvest-home. The praises of England 
with regard to its various products. Apples. 
Pops. tlemp. Flax. Coals. Fullers-earth. 
Stone. Lead. Tin. Iron. Dyers herbs. Es-
culents. Medicinals. Transitions from the 
cultivation of the earth to the care of sheep, 
catt15 and horses. Of feeding sheep. Of their 
diseases. Sheep-shearing. Of improving the 
breed. Of the dairy and its products. . Of 
horses. The draught-horse—road-horse--hun-
ter—race-horse—and war-horse. Concluding 
witluan address to the prince to prefer the arts 
of peace to those of war. 

*WHILE thus at ease, beneath embellish'd shades, 
We rove delighted; lo ! the ripening mead 
Calls forth the labouring hinds. In slanting rows, 
With still-approaching step, and levell'd stroke, 
The early mower, bending o'er his scythe, 
Lays low the slender grass; emblem of man, 
Falling beneath the ruthless hand of Time. 
Then 'follows blithe, equipt with fork and rake, 
In light array;  the train of nymphs and swains. 
Wide o'er the field, theirlabour seeming sport, 
They toss the withering herbage. Light it flies, 
Borne on the wings of Zephyr; whose soft gale, 
Now while Us' ascending Sun's bright beans exhales 
The grateful sweetness of the new-mown hay, 
Breathing refreshment, fans the toiling swain. 
And soon, the jocund dale and echoir ,  bill 
Resound with merriment. The simple jest, 
The village tale of scandal, and the taunts 
Of rude unpolisied wit, raise sudden bursts 
Of laughter from beneath the spreading oak, 
Where thrown at ease, and shelter'd from the Sun, 
The plain repast, and wholesome bev'rage cheer 
Their spirits. Light as air they spring, renew'd, 
To social labour: soon the ponderous wain 

sittwly onward with its fragrant load, , 
And swells the barn capacious: or, to crown 
Their toil, large tapering pyramids they build, 
The magazines of plenty, to ensure 
From Winter's want the flocks, and lowing herds. 

But do the threat'eing clouds precipitate • 

He placed in his garden a statue of the Venus 
Celestis, which probabiy he might intend should 
lie symbolical of his doctrine. 

Thy work, and hurry to the field thy team, 
Ere the Sun's heat, or penetrating wind, 
Hath drawn its moisture frOm the fading grass? 
Or bath the bursting shower thy labours drench'd.  
With sudden inundation ? Ah, with care 
Accumulate thy load, or in the mow, 
Or on the rising rick. The srnother'd damps, 
fermenting, gly within • and latent sparks 
At length engender'd, kindle by degrees, 
Till, wide and wider spreading?they admit 
The fatal blast, which instantly consumes, - 
In flames resistless, thy collected store. 
This dire dighster to avoid, prepare 
A hol:ow basket, or the concave round 
Of some capacious vessel; to its sides 
Affix a triple cord : then let the swains, • 
Full in the centre of thy purpos'd heap, 
Place the obtrusive barrier; rising still 
As they advance, by its united bands, 	• 
The wide machine. Thus leaving in the midst 
An empty space, the coolling air draws in, 
And from the flame, or from offensive taints 
Pernicious to thy cattle, saves their food. 

And now the ruler of the golden day, 
From the fierce Lion gloWs with heat intense; 
While Ceres on the ripening field looks down 
In smiles benign. Now with enraptur'd eye, 
The end of all his toil, and its reward; 
The fanner views. Ah, gracious fleavetr! attend .  
HiS fervent prayer; restrain the tempest's rage; 
The dreadful blight disarm; nor in one blast 
The products of the labouring- year destroy! 
Yet vain is Heaven's indulgence; for when now 
In ready ranks th' impatient reapers stand, 
Arm'd with the scythe or sickle :—.echoes shrill 
Of winding horns, the shouts and hallooings loud 
Of huntsmen, and the cry of opening bounds, 
Float in the gale melodious, but invade 
Hisirighted sense with dread. Near and morehear 
Th' unwelcome sounds approach; and sudden o'er 
His fence the tall stag 'wilds: in close purSuit 
The hunter train, on many a noble steed, 
Undaunted follow; while the eager pack 
Burst unresisted thro' the yielding hedge. 
In vain, unheard, the wretched bind exclaims: 
The ruin of his crop in vain laments: 
Deaf to his cries, they traverse the ripe field - 
In cruel exultation; trampling down 
Beneath their feet, in one short moment's sport, 
The peace, the comfort of his future year. 
Unfeeling wealth ! 	when wilt thou forbear 
Thy insults, thy injustice to the pooi? 
When taste the bliss of nursing in thy breast 
The sweet sensations of humanity? 

Yet all are not destroyers: some unspoil'd 
By fortune still preserve a feeling- heart. 
And see the yellow fields, with labourers spread, 
Resign their treasures to the reaper's han6 
Here stands in comely order on the plain, 
And cluster'd s' eaves, the king of golden corn, 
Unbearded wheat, su port of human life: 

'There rises in round heaps thearialtster's hope,' 
Grain which the reaper's care solicits best 
By tempting promises of potent beer, 
The joy, the meed of thirst-creating toil: 
The poor man's clammy fare' the sickle reaps; 

I Rye, of which is made a coarse clammy kind• 
of bread, used by the poorer people in many parts . 
of England on nocennt of its cheapnes. 
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The steed's light provendet obeys the scythe. 
Labour and mirth united, glow beneath 	_ 
The mid-day Sun ; the laughing hinds rejoice; 
Their rnaster's heart is open'd, and his eye 
Looks with indulgence on the gleaning popr. 
At length, adorn'd with boughs and garlands gay, 
Nods the last load along the shoutingfield. 	t  
Now to the God of harvest in a sctig 
The grateful farmer pays accepted thanks, 
With joy tinf,ign'd: wale folds varisied ear 
The gratulations of assisting swains 
Are music. His exulting soul expan(ls: 
He presses every aiding hand; he bids 
The ieenteotts feast, beneath some spreading tree 
load the large *nod; andnittetflittesthe bowl, 
The copious bowl. unmeastiedittittestrain'd, 
A ,frze libation to th' immortatgods, 
lirlio,orown with plenty the,prolific soil. 

c 	Hail, favour'd islandl happy region, hail! 
• Whose temperate skies, mild air, and genial. dews, 

Enrich the fertile glebe; blessing thy sons 
•With various products, to the life of man 
Indulgent. Thine Pomona's choicest gift, 
The tasteful apple, rich with racy jniee, 
Theme of thy envy'd song, Silurian bard; 
Affording to the swains, in sparkling cups, 
Delicious bev'rage. Thine on Cantium's hills, 
.The flow's y hop, whose tendrils climbing round 
The tall aspiring pole, bear their light heads 
Aloft, in pendent clusters; which in malt's 
Fermenting tuns infus'd, to mellow age 
Preserves the potent draught. Thine toothe plant, 
To whose tough stringy stalks thy num'rous fleets 

, Owe their strong cordage: with her sister stem, 
Her fairer sister, whence Minenet'* tribe, 
T' enfold in softness beauty's lovely limbs, 
Present their woven texture; and from whence, 
A second birth, grows the papyrearsleafs, 
A tablet firm, on which the painter.haid 
Delineates thought, and to the wondering eye 
Embodies vocal air, and groups the sound. 

With various blessings teems thy fruitful 
womb. 

Lo from the depth of many a yawning mine 
Thy fossil treasures rise: The blazing hearths, 
From deep sulphureous pits, consumeless stores 
Of fuel boast. Thy oll.imbibing earsIts, 
The fuller's mill assisting, safe defies 
All foreign rivals in the clothier's art. 
The builder's stone thy numerous quarries hide; 
With lime, its close concomitant. The hills, 
The barren hills of Derby's wildest peak, 
In lead abound; soft, fusile, malleable; 
Whose amplr.,:sheets thy venerable domes, 
From rougli clement storms of wind and rain, 
In safety clothe. Devonia's ancient mines, 
Whose tseasures tempted first Phoenicia's sons 
To court thy commerce, still exhaustless, yield 
The valued ore, from whence, Britannia, thou , 

2 Mi nerve is said to have-  invented the art of 
weaving. 

3  The leaf of the Egyptian plant, papyrus, was 
ancientlyused for writing, upon; from Whence is de-
rived the presentname of our material called paper. 

4  Fullers earth is found in no other country; 
and as it is of so great'use in the manufacturing 

of cloth, the exportation of it is prohibited. Dr. 
Woodward says this fossil is of more value to Eng. 
land than the mines of Peru would be. 

Thine honour'd name3  deriv'st. Nor waut'st Use 
Of that all-useful metal, the.support 	[sae 
Of ev'ry art mechanic. • Hence arise 
In Dean's large forest numerous glowing kilns, 
The rough rude ore calcining; whence wittrey'd 
To the fierce furnace, its hammer beat 
Melts the bard mass; which flows, an iron strenn, 
On sandy beds below: and stiffening there, 
A ponderous lump, but to the hammer tant'd, 
Takes from the forge, in bars, its final form. 

But the glad }Muse, from subterranean cares 
Emerging, views with-wonder and delight, 
What numerous products still remain unsung. 
Witls fish abound thy streams; thy sheltering 

goods 
To fowl gin friendly covert; and thy plains 
The Cloven-footed race, in various herds, 
Range undisturted. Fair Flora's sweetest bads 
131ow on thy beauteous bosom, and her fruits 
Pomona pours in plenty on thy lap. 

ThOu to the dyer's tinging-cauldron giv'st 
The yellow-staining weed, lutrola''; 
The glastum bi.rn 7, with which thy naked sons 
la ancient time their hardy limbs distain'd; 
Nor the rich tubing does thine hand withhold. 

Grateful and salutary spring the plants' 
Which crown thy numerous gardens, and invite 
To health and temperance, in the shit* meal, 
Unstain'd with murder, undefird with blood, 
Unpoison'd with rich sauces, to provoke c 
Tie unwilling appetite to gluttony. 
For this, the bulbous esculents their roots 
With sweetness fill; for this, with cooling juice 
The green herb spreads its-leaves; and opening 

buds, 
And flowers, and seeds, with various Wears tempt 
Th' ensanguin'd palate from its savage feast. 

Nor'hath the god of physic and of day 
Forgot to shed,  kind influence on thy plants 
Medicinal. Lo! froin his beaming rays 
Their-various energies to every herb 
Imparted flow. tie the salubrious leaf 
Of cordial' sage, the Purple-flowering head 
Of fragrant lavender, enlivening mint, 
Valerian's fetid smell, endows benign 
With their cephalic virtues. He the toot 
Of broad angelica, and' tufted flower 
Of creeping chamomile, impregnates deep 

s The learned antiquary, Boehart, is of opiski 
that the Phreineians. coming to buy tin in the islais 
of Anshan, gave it the name of BaratsAnac, that is 
the land or country of tin: which being softene 
by the Greeks into Britannia, was adopted by fit 
Romans. This etymology seems to he confirms 
by the Grecians calling the isles of Scilly, Casa 
terides, which signifies in Greek, the same a 
Ilarat-Anae in Pheenician. 	 Rapis 

6  Weld, commonly called dyer's weed. 
Woad. 

8  Madder, which is used by the dyers far makin 
the most Solid and richest red; and as Mortime 
observes, was thought so valuable in king Charle 
the First's time, that it was made a patent coin 
modity. But the, cultivation of it bath since bee 
so strangely neglected, that we now purchase from 
the Dutch the greatest part of what we use, to th 
amount, as Mr. Millar, in his Gardener's Dicti 
onary, says he bath Veen informed, of near thirt; 
thousand pounds .a year. 
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'With powers carminative. In every brake • 
Wormwood and centaury, their bitter juice, 
To aid digestion's sickly powers, refine. 
The smooth altlnea9 its balsamic wave 
Indulgeilpours. Eryngo's strengthening root 
Surrounds thy sea,girt isle, restorative, 
Fair queen- of love, to thy enfeebled sons. 
Hypericum IS, beneath each- shelt'ring bush, 
Its healing virtue modestly conceals. 
Thy friendly soil to liquorice imparts 
Its dulcet moisture, whence the labouring lupgs 
Of panting asthma find a sure relief. 
The scarlet poppy, on thy painted fields, 
Bows his somniferous head, inviting soon 
To peaceful slumber the disorder'd mind. 
Lo, from thy harm's exhilarating leaf, 
The moping fiend, black Melancholy, flies; 
And burning Febris, with its lenient flood 
Cools her hot entrails; or embathes her limbs 
In sudorific streams, that cleansing flow 	[boast 
From saffron's friendly spring. Thou too can'st 
The blessed thistle4 t, whose rejective power 
Relieves the loaded viscera.; an4 to thee 
The rose, the violet, their emollient leaves 
On every bush, on every bank, display. 

These are thy products, fair Britannia, these 
The copious blessings, which thy envied sons, 
Divided and distinguisled from the world, 
Secure and free, beneath just laws, enjoy.. 
Noraead the ravage of destructive war; 
Nor black contagion's pestilential breath ; [towns, 
Nor rending Earth's convulsions,—fields, flocks, 
Strallowel abrupt, in runts frightful jaws; 
Nor worse, far worse than all, the iron hand 
Of lawless power, stretch'd o'er precarious wealth, 
Lands, liberty, andlife, the wantonprey 
Of its enormous unresisting gripe. 

But further new in vegetation's paths, 
Then' Cultmed fields, and woods, and waving crops, 
The wearied Muse forbears to wind her walk. 
To flocks and herds her future strains aspire, 
And let the listening hinds instructed hear 
The closing precepts of her labour'd song. 

Lo! on the side of yonder slanting hill, 
Beneath 4 spreading oak's broad foliage, sits 
The shepherd swain, and patient by his side 

watchful dog; while round the nibbling flocks 
Spread their wide deeces o'er the verdant slope, 
A landscape pleasing to the painter's eye. 
Mark his maternal care. The tender race, 
Of beat impatient, as of pinching eaki 
Afraid, lie shelters from the rising Sum 
Beneath the mountain's western side; and when 
The evening beam shoots eastward, turning seeks 
Th. alternate umbrage. Now to the sweetest food 
Of fallow fields he leads; anti nightly folds, 
T'enrich th' exhausted-  soil: defending safe 
From inurd'rous thieves, and from the prow ling fee, 
Their helpless innocence. His skilfut-eye 
Studirsis explores the latent ills which prey 
Upon the bleating nation. The fent mange 
Infectious, their impatient foot, by oft 
Repeated scratchings, will betr4. This call's 
For his immediate aid, the spreading taint 
To•stop. Tobacco, in the briny wave 
Infus'd, affords a wash of sovereign use 

9 Marsh-mallows. 	*St. John's wert 
ii Carduus, called by physical wtiters Pardnus 

heaedictus,  

To heal the diredisease. The wriggling-tail' 
Sure indication gives, that, bred beneath, 
Devouring- vermin lurk: these, or with dust 
Or deadeuld lime besprinkled thick, fall off 
In sinother'd crowds. Diseases numerous 
Assault the hatmless race; but chief the fiend 
pinch taints with rottener their inward frame, 
And sweeps tlAn'front the plain in putrid heaps, 
A nuisance to the smell. 	this demands 
His watchful' cave. If he perceives the fleece 
tu patches lost; if the deiteted eye 
Looks paleolnd languid; if the rosy gums 
Change to ,a yellow foulness; and the breath, 
Panting and short, emits a sickly stench; 
Warn'd by the fatal symptoms, he removes 
To rising groundsanti dry, the tainted flock; 
The best expedient to restore that health 
Which the full pasture, or the low damp moor 
Endanger'd. Bat if have and barren bids, 
Or dry and sandy plains, too far reniov'd, 
Deny Their aid, he speedily prepares 
Rue's bitter juice, with brine and brimstone mixt, 
A powerful remedy; which from an horn 
Injected, stops the dangerous malady. 

Befeleent summer now his hot domain 
Ilath carried to the tropic, and begins 
His backward journey. Now beneath the Sun 
Mellowing their fleeces for th' impending shears, 
The woolly people in full clotting sweat: 
When the smooth current of a limpid brook 
The shepherd seeks, and plunging inks waves 
The frighted innocents, their -whitening robes 
In the clear stream grow pure. Emerging hence, 
On litter4 straw the bleating flocks recline; 
Till glowing heat shall dry, and breathing dews 
Perspiring soft, again tho' all the fleece 
Diffuse their oily fatness. Then the swain 
Prepares th' elastic shears, and gently down 
The patient ereaturelays; divesting soon 
Its lighten'd limbs of their encumbering load. 

0 more than mines of gold, than diatnonds far' 
More precious, more important is the fleece! 
This, this the solid base on which the sons 
Of commerce build, exalted to the sky; 
Thestencture of their grandeur, wealth, andpewer! 
Hence in the earliest childhdbd of her state, 
Ere yet her merchants spread the British sail, 
To Earth descending in a radiant cloud, 
Britannia seiz'd th' invaluable spoil. 
To ocean's verge exulting swift she flew; 
There, sea the bosom of the bounding Wave, 
Retis'd'on her pearly car, fair Commerce rode 
Sublime,,the goddess of the watry world, 
Od every coast, in every clime ader'd. 
High waving in her hand the woolly prize, 
Britannia haird and beekon'd to her shore' 
The power benign. Invited by the fleece; 
From whence her penetrating eyes foreAw 
What mighty honours to her name should rise, 
She beaai'd a gracious smile. Th' obedient winds, 
Rein'd by her hand, conducted to the beach 
Her sumptuous ear. But more convenient place 
The Muse shall lied, to sing the friendly league, 
-Which here commenced, to times remotest age, • 
Shall bear the glory of the British sail. 

Cautious and fearful some in early spring 
Recruit their flocks • as then the wintry storms 
Their tender finnie ;lath pror'd. But he whose aim 
Ambitious should aspire to mend the breed, 

fruitful autumn stocks the bleating field 
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With buxom ewes, that, to their soft desires 
Indulgent, he may give the noblest rains. 
Yet not too zariy to the genial sport 
invite the modest ewe • let Michael's feast 
Commemorate the deed, lest the cold band 
Of Winter pinch too hard the new-yean'd lamb. 

How nice, how delicate appears his choice, 
When fixing on the sire-to raise hivflock? 
Ills shape, his marks, how curious he surveys? 
His body large and‘reep, his buttocks broad 
Give indication of internal strength: 
Be short his lees, yet active; small his head; 
So shall Luc:na's pains less pungent pitive, 
And less the hazard of the teeming ewe: 
Long 1;t: his tail, and large his wool-grown 'ear; 
Thick, shining, white, his fleece; his hazel eye 
Large, bold, and cheerful; and his horns, if horns 
You choose, not straight, but curving round and 

round 
On either side his head. These the sole arms 
Nis inoffensive mildness bears; not made 

shedding blood, nor hostile war: yet these, 
When love, all-powerful, s wel 1 shis breast, and pours 
Into his heart new courage, these he aims 
With meditated fury at his foe. 

In glow ingdsolours, here the tempted Muse 
Might paint:the rushing conflict, when provok'd, 
The rival rams, Opposing front to front, 
Spring forth with desperate madness to the fight. 
lint as deterr'd by the superior bard, 
Whore steps, at awful distance, I revere, 
Nor dare to tread; so by the thundering strife 
Of his majestic fathers of the herd, 
My feebler combatants appali'd retreat. 

At leisure now; 0 let me once again 
Once, ere .1 leave the cultivated fields, 
My favourite Patty, in her dairy's pride, 
Revisit; and die generous steeds which grace 
The pastures of her swain, 	 surrey. 
The lowing kine, see, at their costom'd hour, 
Wait the returning pail. The rosy maid, 
Crouching beneath their side, in copious streams 
Exhausts the swelling udder. Vessels large 
And broad, by the sweet hand of neatness clean'd, 
Mean white, in decent order rang'd appear, 
The milky treasure, strain'd thro' entering lawn,. 
Mended to receive. At early day, 

Sweet slumber shaken from her opening lids, 
My lovely Patty to her dairy hies: 
There from the surface of expanded bonds 
She skims the floating cream, and to her churn 
Commits the rich consistence; nor disdains, 
Though soft her hand, tho' delicate her frame, 
To urge the rural toil; fond to obtain 	' 
The country-housewife's humble name and praise. 
Contina'd agitation separates soon 
The unctuous particles; with gentler strokes 
And artfv.dc  soon they coalesce: at length, 
Cool water pouring from the limpid spring 
Into a smooth-glaz'd vessel, deep and wide, 
She gathers the loose fragments to au heap; 
Which in the cleansing wave well-wrought, and 
To one consistent golden mass, receives cpress'd 
The sprinkled seasoning„ and of pats, or pounds, 
The fnir impression, the neat shape assinne:;. 

Is cheese her care? warm from, the teat sbepours 
The milky flood. Au aeirdiuice infos'd, 
Front the dried stomach drawn of suekling calf, 
Coagulates the whole. Irroved:iate maw 
Her spreading Lands bear down thegathering curd, 

• 

Which hard and harder grows; till, clear and lid', 
The green whey rises separate. Happy swains! 
0 how I envy ye the luscious draught, 
The soft salubrious beverage ! To a vat, 
The size and fashion which her taste approves, 
She bears the snow-white heaps, !serrature dense; 
And the strong press establishes its form. 

But nicer elites, her dairy's boasted fare, 
The jelly'd cream or custard, daintiest food, 
Or cheesecake, or the cooling syllabub, 
For Thyrsis she prepares; who from-the field 
Returning, with the kiss of love sincere, 
Salutes her rosy lip. A tender look, 
N eantime, and cheerful smiles, hisweleomespeah 
Down to their frugal board contentment sits, 
And calls it feasting. Prattling infants dear 
Engage their fond regard, and.closer tie 
The band of nuptial love. They, happy, feel 
Each other's bliss, and both in different spheres 
Employ'd, nor seek nor wish that cheating dam, 
Variety, which idlers to their aid 
Call in, to make the length of lazy life 
Drag On less heavily. Domestic cares, 
Her children and< her dairy, well divide 
Th' appropriated hours, and duty makes 
Employment pleasure. He, delighted, gives 
Each busy season of the rolling year, 
To raise, to feed, t' improve the generous horse, 
And fit for various use his strene-th or speed. 

Dull, patient, heavy, of large limbs robust 
Whom neither beauty marks, nor spirits fire; 
Him, to the servile toil of dragging slow 
The burtherdd carriage; or to drudge beneath 
A ponderous load impos'il, his justice dooms. 
Yet, straining in th' enormous cars which crowd 
Thy bustling streets, Augusta, queen of trade, 
WW1 noble beasts are seen% sweating beneath 
Their toil, and trembling at the driver's whip, 
Urg'd with malicious fury on the parts 
Where feeling lives most'sensibie of pain. 
Fell tyrants, hold! forbear your hell-born raga! 
See ye not every sinew, every nerve 	[Msse  
Streteldd even to bursting? VElains!—but the 
Quick from the savage ruffians turns her eye, 
Frowning indignant. Steeds of hardier kind, 
And cool, tho' sprightly, to the trave!l'd road 
He destines; sure of foot, of steady pace, 
Active, and persevering, uncompeird, 
The tedious length of many a beaten mile, 

But not alone to these inferior tribes 
Th' ambitious swain confines his generous breed. 
Hark! in his fields, when now the distant sounds 
Of winding horns, and dogs, and huntsmen's shout, 
Awake the sense, his kindling hunter neighs: 
Quick start his ears erect, his beating heart 
Exults, his light limbs bound, be bears al ft, 
Rais'd by tumultuous joy, his tossing head; 
And all impatient for the well-known sport, 
flaps the tall fence, and listening to the cry, 
r7ursttes with veluntary speed the chase. 
See! o'er the plain he sweeps, nor hedee me:ditch 
Obstructs his eager flight; nor straining hills, 
Nortieadlong steuos deter the vigorous steed: 
fill join'd at length, associate of the sport, 
He mingles with the train, stops as they stop, 
Pursues Its they pursue, and all the wild 
Entireuin, raptures of the field enjoys. 
_ Easy in :notion, perfect in his form, 

ills boast d lineage drawn from steeds of blood, 
tie the fleet courser, too, exulting shows, 
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.Impatient to express his swelling joys 
Onutterible. On danger's britilt he Stand.S; 
And mocks at-fear. Then springing with.delight, 
Plunges into the wild confusion. Terrour flies 
Before his.dreadful• front; andin his rear • • 
Destruction marks her bloody progress. Such, 
Such was the 'steed thou, Ountberiatid, bestrod'st, 
When black Resellion fell beneath thy hand, 
Rome and her papal-tyranny subdied, 
On great cidlocten'swietnoralA 
Such thine, miconqueed Marlborough, when the -

throne' 
• Of Lewis to2ter'd, and thy glittering steel_ • 
On Blenheim's plain. iimnortal trophies retipq, 
And-  such, 0 prince! greet patron. of my tlft.ne, 
Should e'er insidious France again presume 
t)n ,Europe's freedom, such, rho'-all averse . 
To slaughtering'war, thy eountry shall present 
Tobenr het hell) to the martin) plain, 
Anted with the sword of justice. Other cause 
Ne'cr shell  ambition's sophistry persuade 
Thine honour to•espouse. Britannia's peace; 
Her sadred righti; her justiherequat laws; 
These, these alone, to cherish or defend, 	, 
Shall raiseHyy youthful arm, andwaltc to war, 
:To,dreadftil war, the British lionfs rage, 

But milder stitithn thy illustrious-birth 
Their kindest influence shed. Beneath-the 
Of thy indulgence, the protected art! 
Lifting their graceful-beads; her enyy'd sail 
Fair commerce spreading to remotest clinics; 
And plenty rising 'from encourag4l plough; 

feed, enrich, a<b?m, the happy land. 

3G3 
And ;feints with pride hirheauties. Neatly set' 
His lively head; and glowing his eye 
True spirit lives. His'nostrit wide 'Welles 
With ease the ambient air. His body firm' 
And shuns!, 'Upright his joitits,his horny' hoofs, 
Small, shining, light; and large his ample reach. 
His lintbs,tho' slender,brac'd with sinewy strength, 
JZfeelareliis winged speed. His temperinild, 
Yet high his mottled heart. Bence in-the race, 
All emulous, he beers-the clashing whips, 
He feels the animating shouts; exerts 
With eagerness his unnostpoWers • and strains; 
And springs, and flies, to-reach the'destinki goal,. 

But lo! the Boast, the glory of hiS stalls; 
His warrior steed appears. What comely pride, 
What dignity, 'what grace, attend on all - 
His motions? See!' exulting in hit strength: 
He paws the ground impatient.' On his 'Wow 
Courage enthroned sits, 4nd animates 
His .fearless 'eye. He bends his archederest ; 
His inane,loose..flowing, ruffles in the wind, 
Clothing his chest-with fury. Proud, he snorts, 
Champs on the foaming 'bit, and Omitting high; 
Disdainful seems to tread the- so?did earth, 
Yet hears he and obeys 'his Master's voice, 
All gentleness, and feels, with conscious pride, 
His,dappled peek clapp'd- with a ;cheering hand: • 
But when the battle's martial sounds invade 
'His ear, when divan and trumpets 'loud proclaim 
The robing onset; When thick =stoke, whell'fire. 

' burst thundering from the ,cannon's awful. mouth; 
When all-inspierhlie -kindles into:flamel 
Intrepid, neighs aloud; and, panting, seetint 
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LIFE OF '11-1011AS CHATTETITON. 

BY MR. CHALMERS. 

Tim extraordinary young man was born on the 20th of November 2.752. Ilis 
father was originally a writing usher to a school in Bristol, afterwards a singing 
man iR the cathedral, and lastly master of the free-school in Pyle-street in the same' 
city. He died about three months before this son .was born.—It is not quite -un-
important, although in any other cage it might seem ridiculous, to add that 
our poet was descended from a long line of ancestors who held the office of sexton 
of St. Mary Redcliffe: for it was in the muniiuent room of this church that the 
materials were found from which he constrActed that system of imposture which has 
rendered his name celebrated, and his histiary interesting. 

At five years of age he was. sent to the school in Pyle-street, then superintended 
by a Mr. Love, but here he improved so little 'that his mother took him 
back. While under his care his childish attention is said to Itave been engaged 
by the illuminated capitals of an old musical manuscript in French, which circum-
stance encouraged her to initiate him in the alphabet, and she afterward taught 
him to read from an old black-letter Testament or Bible. That a person of her 
rank in life should be able to read the black-letter is somewhat extraordinary, but 
the fact rests upon her authority, and has been considered as an introduction to 
that fondness for antiquities for which he was afterwards distinguished'. 

1-fis next remove was to Colston's charity school,. at the age of eight years, 
where he was taught reading, 'writing, and arithmetic, at the daily rate of nine 
hours in summer and seven in winter. Such at least was the preScribed discipline 
of the school, although far more tedious Ethan a boy of his capacity requiretL-s One 
of his masters, Phillips, whom he has celebrated in an elegy, was a frequent 
writer 4f verses in the magazines, and was the mean of excAing a degree of .  . 
poetical emulation among his scholars but to this Chatterton appeared for some - 
time quite indifferent. About his tenth year he began to'read from inclination,. 
sometimes hiring his books from a circulating library, and sometimes borrowing 
them from his friends ; and before he was twelve, nad gone through about seventy 

Lord Orford derives his taste from an incident somewhat later. " I firmly believe that the first 
impression made on so warm and fertile an imagination was the sight of some old parchmentsat Eristol.'i • . 
Orford's Works, vol.. iv. p. 132. 
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volumes, principally history and divinity. Before this time he had composed some 
verses, particularly those intitled Apostate Will, which although they bear no 
comparison with what he afterwards produced, discover at that early, age a 
disposition to personal satire, and a consciousness of superior sense. It would be 
more remarkable, were it true, that 	at this school he is said to have shown 
to his master Phillips one of those manuscripts which he pretended had been 
found in a cheA in Redcliffe church, but as neither Phillips nor another person to 
whom this treasure was exhibited, could read it, the commencement of his Row-
leian impostures must be postiioned to a future period. 

At school he had gathered some knowledge of music, drawing, and arithmetic, 
and with this stock he was bound apprentice July 1767, to Mr. John Lambert, 
an attorney at Bristol, for seven years. His apprenticeship seems to have been of 
the lower order, and his situation more resembling that of a servant than a pupil. 

(-His chief employment was to copy precedents, which frequently did not require 
more than two hours in a day. The rest of his time was probably filled up by 
the desultory course of reading which he ha* begun ,at school, and which ter-
minated chiefly in the study of the old English phraseology, heraldry, and miscel-
laneous antiquities: of the two last he acquired, not a profound knowledge, but 
enough to enable him to create fictions capable of deceiving those who had less. 
His general conduct during his apprenticeship was decent and regular. On one 
occasion only Mr. Lambert thought him deserving of correction for writrng an 
abusive letter in a feigned hand to his old schoolmaster. So soon did this young 
man learn the art of deceit, which he was now preparing to practise upon a more 
extensive scale. 

In the beginning of October 1768, the completion of the new bridge at Bristol 
suggested to him a fit opportunity for playing off the first of his public deceptions. 
This was an account of the ceremonies on opening the old bridge, said to be taken 
from an ancient manuscript, a copy of which he sent to Farley's Bristol Journal, 
in a short letter signed Dunhelmus Bristoliensis. Such a memoir, at so critical a 
time, naturally excited attention.; and Farley, who was called upon to give up the 
author,. after much inquiry, discovered that Chatterton had sent it. Chatterton 
was consequently interrogated, probably, without much ceremony, where he had 
obtained it. And here his unhappy disposition showed itself in a manner highly 
affecting in one so young, for he had not yet reached his sixteenth year, and 
according to all that can be gathered, had not been corrupted either by precept or 
example. " To the threats," we are told, " of those whotreated him (agreeably 
to his appearance) as a child, he returned nothing but haughtiness, and a refusal 
to give any account. By milder usage he was somewhat softened, and appeared 
inclined to give all the information in his power." 

The effect, -however, of this mild usage 'was, that instead of all or any part of the 
information in his power, he tried two different falsehoods :.the first, " that he was 
employed to transcribe the contents of certain ancient manuscripts by a gentle-
man, who had also engaged him to furnish complimentary verses inscribed to a 
lady.  with whom that gentleman was in love." But as this story was to rest on 
proof's which he could not produce, he next asserted, " that he had received the 
paper in question, together with many other manuscripts, from his father, who had 
found them in a large chest in the upper room over the chapel, on the north side 
of Radcliffe church." 
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As this last story_ is the foundation 'of the whole controversy respecting 

Chatterton, it will be necessary to give the circumstances as related in his life, 
written - for the Biographia Britannica, and prefixed to the recent edition of 
his works. 	 _ 

" Over the north porch of St. Mary Redcliffe church, which was:founded, or at 
least rebuilt, by Mr. W. Canynge, (an emiithit merchant of Bristol in the fifteenth 
century; and in the reign of Edward the Fourth) there is a kiwi of Mtn-lin:tent 
room, in which were deposited six or seven chests, one of whicb)  in Particular was 
called Mr. Canyrige's cofre; this chest, it is said, we secured by six keys, two of 
which were intrusted to the minister and procurator of the church,' two to the 
mayor, and one to each of the church-wardens: In process of Time, however7the 
six keys appear to have been lost: and about the year 17'27, a notion prevailed 
that some title deeds, and other writings of value, were contained in Mr. 
Canynge's cofre. In consequence of this opinion, an order of vestry was made, , 
that the chest should be opened under the inspection of an attorney: and that 
those writings which appeared of consequence should be removed to the south 
porch of the church. The locks were therefore forced, and not only the principal 
chest, but the others, which were also supposed to contain writings,. were all 
broke open. The deeds immediately relating to the church were removed, and 
the other manuscripts were left exposed as of no value. Considerable depredations 
had, fmn time to time, been committed upon them, by different persons: but the 
most insatiate of these plunderers was the father of Chatterton. His uncle being 
sexton of St. Mary Redcliffe gave him free access to• the church. He carried off, 
from time to time, parcels of the parchments, and one time alone, with the • 
assistance of his boys, is known to have filled a large basket with them. They 
were deposited in a cupboard in the school, and employed for different purposes, 
such as the covering of copy-books, &c. in particular Mr. Gibbs, the minister of 
the parish, having presented the boys with twenty Bibles, Mr. Chatterton, 
in order to preserve these books from being damaged, covered them with some of 
the parchments. At his death, the widow being under a necessity of removing, 
carried the remainder of them to her own habitation. Of the discovery of their 
value by the younger Chatterton, the account of Mr. Smith, a very intimate 
acquaintance, which he gave to Dr. Glyrin of Cambridge, is too interesting to be 
omitted. When young Chatterton was first articled to Mr. Lambert, he used' 
frequently to come home to his mother, by way of a short visit. There, one day, 
his eye was caught by one of these parchments, which had been converted into a 
thread-paper. He found not only the writing to be very old, the characters very 
different from common characters, but that the subject therein treated was dif- 

• ferent from common subjects. Being. naturally of an inquisitive and curious turn, 
he was very much struck with their appearance, and, as might be expected, lrgan 
to question his mother what those threa4apers were, how she got them, and 
whence .they came. Upon further inquiry, he was led to a full discovery of 
all the parchments which remained:, 	the bulk of them consisted of poetical and 
other compositions, by Mr. Canynge, and a particular friend of his, Thomas 
Rowley, whom Chatterton at first called a monk, and afterwards a secular priest • 
of the fifteenth century. Such, at least, appears to be the account which Chatter- 

VOL. XV. 	 B B 
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ton thought proper to give, and which he wished to be believed. It is, indeed, 
confirmed by the testimony of his moti.er and sister. Mrs. Chatterton informed a 
friend of the dean of Exeter (Dr. Milies) that on her removal from Pyle-street, 
she emptied the cupboard of its contents, partly into a large long deal liOx, where 
her husband used to keep his clothes, and partly into a square oak box of a smaller
size: carrying both with 6eir contents to her lodgings, where, according to her 
account, thefcontinued neglected and undisturbed, till her son first discovered 
their value: who having examined( their contents, told his mother that he had 
found a treasure, and was so glad nothing could be like it.' That he then 
renoved all these parchments out of the large long deal box, in which his father 
used to keep his clothes, into the ,square oak box: that he was perpetually 
'ransacking every corner of the house for more parchments, and, from time to 
time, carried away those he had already found by pockets full: that one day 
*happening to se Clarke's History of the Bible covered with one of those parch-
ments, he swore a great oath, and stripping the book, put the cover into his pocket, 
and carried it away: at the same time stripping a common little Bible, but finding 
no writing upon the cover, replaced it again very leisurely. Upon being informed 
M the manner in which his father had procured the parchments, he went himself 
to the place, and picked up four more." 

Such is the story of the discovery of the poems attributed to Rowley, which 
CMtterton evidently made up from the credulity of his mother and otheiiriends, 
who could not read the parchments on which he affected to set so high a value, 
-and which he afterwards endeavoured to render of public importance by producing 
these wonderful treasures of Canynge's coffre. In his attempt, already related, 
respecting the old bridge, he had not been eminently successful, owing to his 
prevarication. He now imparted some of these manuscripts to George Catcot, a 
pewterer of Bristol, who had heard of the discovery, and desired to be introduced 
to Chatterton. The latter very readily gave him the Bristowe Tragedy, Rowley's 
Epitaph on Canynge's Ancestor, and some smaller pieces. These Catcot com-
municated to Mr. Barret, a surgeon, who was writing, a history of Bristol, and 
would naturally be glad to add to its honours that of having produced such a poet 
as Rowley. In his conversations with Barret and Catcot he appears to have been 
driven to many prevarications, sometimes owning that he had destroyed several 
pf these valuable manuscripts; and at other times asserting that he was in 
possession of others which he could not produce. These contradictions must 
have entirely destroyed his evidence in -any other case, in the opinion of thinking 
and impartial judges: but the historian of Bristol could not forego the hopes of 
enriching his book by originals of so great importance; and having obtained from 
Chatterton several fragments, some of considerable length, he actually printed 
there; as authentic in his history, long after the controversy ceased which had con-
vinced the learned world that he had been egregiously duped. 

In return for these contributions, Barret and Catcot supplied Chatterton 
occasionally with money, and introduced lrim into company. At his request, too, 
Mr. Barret lent our poet some medical authors, and gave him a few instructions in 
surgery; but still his favourite studies were heraldry and English antiquities, 
which he pursued with as much success as could be expected from one who 
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knew no langu'age but his own. Camden's Britannia appears to have been a 
favourite book : and he copied the glossaries of Chaucer and others with in. 
tlefatigable perseverance, storing his memory with antiquated words. • Even. 
Bailey's Dictionary has been proved to have afforded him many of those words 
which the advocates for Rowley thought could be known only to a writer of his 

a pretended age. 
During all these various pursuits, he employed his pen in essayf, in prose and 

-verse, chiefly of the satirical kind. He appears to have read the3Party pamphlets 
of the day, and imbibed much of their abusive spirit. • In 1769, we find him a very 
considerable contributor to the Town and Country Magazine, whiat, began about 
that time. His ambition seems to have been to rise to eminence entirely by the 
efforts of his genius, either in his own character or that of some`of the heroes 
of the Redcliffe chest, in which he was perpetually discovering a most convenient 
variety of treasure,'with which to reward his admirers and secure their patronage., • 
Mr. Burgum, another pewterer, maintains the authenticity of Rowley's poems. 
Chatterton rewards him with a pedigree from the time of William the conqueror, 
allying him to some of the most ancient families inthe kingdom, and presents him 
with the Romaunt of the Cnyghte, a poem, written by John de Bergham, one of 
his own ancestors, about four hundred and fifty years before. In order to obtain 
the good opinion of his relation Mr. Stephens of Salisbury, he informs him that he is 
tleseended from Fitzstephen, grandson of the venerable Od, earl of Blois, and lord 
of Holderness, who flourished about the year 1095.= In this manner Chatterton 
contrived to impose on men who had no means of appreciating the value of what 
he communicated, and-were willing to believe what, for one reason or other, they 
wished to be true. 

But the most remarkable of his pretended discoveries issued in an application to 
one who was not so easily to be deceived. This was the celebrated Horace Wal-
pole, the late lord Orford, who had not long before completed his Anecdotes of 
Painters. In March 1769, Chatterton, with his usual attention to the wants or pre-
judices of the persons on whom he wished to impose, sent to Mr. Walpole a letter, 
offering to furnish him with accounts of a series of great painters who had flourished 
at Bristol, and remitted also a small specimen of poems of th0 same remote era. 
Mr. Walpole, although he could not, as he informs us, very readily swallow "a series 
of great painters at Bristol," appears to have been in some measure pleased with 
the offer, and discovered beauties in the verses sent. He therefore returned a polite 
and thankful letter, desiring further information. From this letter Chatterton ap-
pears to have thought he had made a conquest, and, in his answer, thought proper 
to come to the direct purpose of his application. He informed his correspondent that 
he was the son of a poor widow, who supported him with great difficulty; that he 
was an apprentice to an attorney, but hai a.taste for more elegant studies; ;le af-
firmed that great treasures of ancient poetry had been discovered at Bristol, and 
-were in the hands of a person who had lent him the specimen already transmitted, 
As well as a pastoral (Elineare and Juga) which accompanied this second letter. 
..He hinted also a wish that Mr. Walpole would assist him in emerging from so dull 

'See an ingenious summary of his various forgeries, drawn up by Mr. Cottle, in the edition of 
Chatterton's works lately published, vol. i. p. 509. C. 
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ti profession, by procuring some place, in which h 	might pitrsue the natural hint 
of his genius. 

M. Walpole.  immediately subatted the poerns to Cray and Mason, who at 
first sight pronounced them forgeries ;'on which hG returned Cbatterton a. answer, 

. advising him to apply to the duties of his profession, as more certain means of at. 
taming the irtlependence and.  leisure of which he was desirous.' This produced a 
peevish letter. frpm Chatterton, desiring the ma -imscripts back, as they were the 
'property of another; and 'atter some delay, owin 	to Mr. Walpole's taking a trip 
to Paris, the poems *ere returned in a blank cover.  This affront', as Chatterton 
coictidered it, he never forgave, and at this no ma. 	need wonder who reflects how 
iiitficult it must ever be for an impostor to forgive those who, have attempted to 
detect him 

' 	The only remarkable consequence of this eorre spondence•was the censure Mr, 
6 

Walpole incurred from the admirers of Chattertoari, who, upon no other authority 
than the circuilistances now related, persisted in accusing him of barbarous neglect 
of an' 6xeiraordinary- genius who solicited his protecti on,tand finally of being the cause 
of his. shocking end. Mr; Walpole, when he found this calumny transmitted from 
hand to hand, and probably believed by those vita:, did not take the trouble to in-
'quire into the facts; drew up a candid narrative of tile tvhole correspondence, which, 
he proved, was broken off nearly two years before CI] atterton died, during which two 
years the latter had resided, with every encouragement, in London, and according 
to his own account, was within the prospect of ease and. independence without the 
aid of Mr. Walpole's patronage. Of this Mr. Wal poles accusers could not be ig-
iiorant, if they knew any thing of Chatterton's hi story.  They must have known 
that Chatterton did not apply to Walpole, as a poet, but merely as ayoung man 
Who was transmitting the property of another, and w lid had no claims of his own, ex-
-cept that he was tired of a dull profession, and wished fin a place in which he might 
indulge_ his taste in what was more lively. A patron must have had 'many places 
in his-gift, and few applicants; if he could spare one to a person who professed no 
'other merit than an inclination to exehange labour for ease. Yet Walpole has 
teen held forth to public indignation as the cause of Chatterton's death. " But 
is it not hard that a man on whom a forgery has been tried unsuccessfully, should 
for that single reason be held out to the world as the assassin of genius ? If a banker 
to whom a forged note should be presented, should refuse to accept it, and the 
ingenious fabricator should afterwards fall a victim to his own slight of hand, 
'would you accuse the poor banker to the publics and urge that his caution 
had deprived the world of some supposititious deed of•settlement, that would 
'lave deceived the whole court of chancery, and deprived some great family of its 
estates ?" 	 • 

Atout this time (1,769) we are told that Chatterton became an infidel; but whe-
ther this was in consequence of any cofirse Of reading into which he had fallen, or 
that he found it Convenient to get rid of the obligations which stood in the Way of 
his past ,or future schemes, it is not very Irraterial to irsquire. Yet, although one of 
his advocates, the foremost to accuse Mr. Walpole .air .neglecting him, asserts that 
4.‘ his profligacy was at least as conspicuous as his abi lities," it does not appear that 
he was more profligate in the indulgence of the grosser passions than other 'young 

3 Orford's works, vol. is'. 212, 213„. 	C. 
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taco who venture on the gayeties of life at an early age. While at Bristol he had 
pot mixed with improper company; his few associates of the female sex were pia,r-
eons of character. In.  London the case mightohave been otherwise, but of this we 
have no direct proof, and he practised at least one rule which is no inconsiderable 
preservative; he was remarkably temperate in his diet. In his writings, indeed, 
we find some paSsages that are more licendus than Auld have, been expected 
from a young man unhackniecl in the ways of vice, hat not more sethan might be 
expected in one who was premature in every thing; and had exhausted the stock 
of human folly at an age when it is usually found uniroken. All his deceptions, 
his prevaricatipns, his political tergiversation, &c. were such as we should leave 
looked for in men of pm advanced age, hardened by evil associations, and.soured by 
disappointed pride or avarice.•- 

One effect of his infidelity, we are told, was to render the idea of suicide fami-
liar. This he had cherished before he left Bristol, and. when he could not 'fairly ° 
.complain of the world's neglect, as he had preferred no higher pretensions than 
those of a man who has by accident discovered a treasure which he knows not how 
to make current. Beside repeatedly intimating to Mr. Lambert's servants that 
he intended to put an end to: his life, he left a paper in sight of some of the 
family, specifying the day on which he meant to corky this purpose into exe- - 
eution. The reason assigned for this appointment was the refusal of a gentleman 
whom 1.-t had occasionally complimented in his poems, to supply him with money. 
It has since been supposed to be merely an artifice to get rid of his apprenticeship, 
and this certainly was the consequence, as Mr. Lambert did not choose that his 
house should be honoured by such ..an act of heroism. He had now served this 
gentleman about two years and ten months, during which he learned so little of 
law as to be unable to draw up the necessary document respecting the dissolution 
of his apprenticeship. We have seen how differently his time was employed, and 
there is reason to- think that he had fabricated the whole 'of his Rowleian poetry 
and anticpie manuscripts during his apprenticeship, and before he left Bristol. - 

His object now was to go to London, where he had full confidence that his ta-
lentswould be duly honoured. He had written letters to several booksellers of that 
city, who encouraged him to reside among them. Some literary adventurei.s would 
have entered on such a-plan with diflidence ; and of many who have become au-
thors by profession, the greater part may plead the excuse that they neither fore-
saw nor understood the many mortifications and difficulties that .are to be sur-
mounted. Chatterton, on the contrary, set put with the confidence of a man who 
has laid his plans in such deep wisdom that he thinks it impossible they should 
fail. :He boasted to his correspondents of three distinct resources, one at least of .  
which was unfortunately in his own power. He first meant to employ his pen; then 
to turn methodist preacher; and if both sits:mid fail, to shoot himself. As his fl/erects 
do not appear to have taken any steps to rectify his notions on these schemes, it is 
probablOthat they either did not consider him as serious, or had given him•  up, as 
one above.all advice, and clu;able only 1,3y-  a little experience, which they were not 
sorry he should acquire in his own way, and at his own expense. 

His first literary attempts by which he was to realize the dreams of presumption, 
were of the political kind, chiefly satires 'against the members and friends of admi, 
jaistration. )41 March 1770 he wrote a poem called Ke* Gardens, part of which 
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only has been published, but enough to show that he had been supplied by some 

' patriotic preceptor with the floating scandal of the day against the Princess dow-
ager of Wales, lord Bute, and other statesmen. It is highly improbable that a boy 
who had spent the greater part of his time since he left school, in fabriCating, or 
deciphering the poetry, heraldry, and topography of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries, should on a sudden become intimatelely acquainted with the intrigues of 
political men and their families. In all this, his materials must have been supplied 
by some persons who lived by propagating the calumnies of personal and political 
history, and who would rejoice in the dauntless spirit of their new associate. Another 
poesn of the same description was intitled the Whore of Babylon. Of both these 
the reader may find specimens in the present collection : it does not appear that the 
whole of them were printed. 

On his arrival in London, near the end of April, he received, according to his own 
account, the most flattering encouragement, and various employment was reconr. 
mended : Among other schemes was a history of London, which if he had lived to 
complete if, must have been a suitable companion to Mr. Barrett's history of Bris-
tol. In the mean time he wrote for many of the magazines and newspapers; his 
principal contributions appeared in the Freeholder's Magazine, the Town and 
Country, the Court and City, the Political Register, and the Gospel Ma-
gazine'. He wrote songs also for the public gardens, and for some time got so 
much money that he thought himself • comparatively affluent, and able to`provide 
for his mother and sister, whose hearts he gladdened by frequent intimations of his 
progress. 

During this career he became acquainted with Wilkes, and with Beckford who 
was then lord mayor. These patriots; however, he soon discovered were not so ready 
with their money as with their praise ; and tis the former appears to have been his 
only object, he had some thoughts of writing for the ministerial party. After Beck-
ford's death, which he affected to lament as his ruin, he addressed a letter to lord 
North, signedModerator, complimenting administration forrejecting the city remon-
strance, and one of the same date signed Probus, abusing administration for the 
same measure. While this unprincipled young man was thus demonstrating how 
unsafe it would be for any party to trust him, his letters to all his friends continued 
to be full of the brightest prospects of hondurs and wealth. But about the month 
t:4' July some revolution appears to have taken place in his mind or his affairs 
which speedily put an end to all his hopes. 

Of what nature this was Tmains yet a secret. About the time mentioned, he 
removed from a house in lhoreditch, where he had hitherto lived, to the house 
of a Mrs. Angel, a sack-maker in Brook-street, Holborn, where he became poor 

• and unhappy, abandoning his literary pursuits, and projecting to go out to Africa 
as a 'rival surgeon's mate: he had picked up some knowledge of surgery from Mr. 
Barret, and now requested that gentleman's recommendation, which Mr. Barret, 
who knew his versatile turn, and how unfit in other respects he was for the situa- 

4  "They print the Gospel Magazine here. For a whim I write in it. I believe there are not any 
sent to Bristol :'they are hardly worth the carriage,methodistical and unmeaning." Letter to his sis-
ter, May 50, 1110: I have not been able to discover a magazine of this title earlier than 1774; but 
theie was one in Chatterton's time called The Christian Magazine, which may probably be meant. C. 
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tion, thought proper to refuse. If this was the immediate cause of his. catastro-
phe, What are we to think of his lofty spirit? It is certain, however, that he no 
longer employed his pen, and that the short remainder of his days was spent in a 
conflict between pride and poverty. On the day preceding his death, he refused, 
with indignation a kind offer from Mrs. Angel to partake of her dinner, assuring 
her that he was not hungry, although he Ilan not eaten anything for two or three 
days. On the 25th of August, 1770, he was found dead, in con*quence; as is 
supposed, of having swallowed arsenic in water, or some preparation of opium. 
He was buried in a shell in the burying ground beloriiing to Shoe-lane workhouse. 
Previous to this rash act he appears to have destroyed all his manuscripts, ai the 
room, when broken open, was found covered with little scraps of paper. 

It has been regretted that we know very little of the life of this extraordinary young. 
man, whose writings have since becoine an object of so much curiosity; and great 
surprise has been expressed that, from the many with whom he appears to haves 
been acquainted, suchs canty information has been obtained. For this, however, va-
rious reasons may be assigned which will lessen the wonder. In the first place his 
fame, using that word in its most common application, was confined principally 
"to his native city, and there it appears that his friends undervalued his talents, 
because they considered him in no better light than that of an unprincipled young 
man, who had accidentally become possessed of certain ancient manuscripts, some 
of whijh he had given up, some he had mutilated, and the rest he had destroyed. 
He was with them an illiterate charity-boy, the runaway apprentice or hackney-
writer of an attorney; and after he came to London, they appear to have made 
very few inquiries after him, congratulating themselves that they had got rid of 
a rash, impetuous, headstrong boy, who would do some mischief, and disgrace 
himself and his relations. Again, in London, notwithstanding of his boasting let-
ters to his mother and sister, he rose to no high rank among the reputable writers 
of the day, his productions being confined to publications of the lower order, all 
of which are now forgotten. But there cannot be a more -decisive proof of the 
little regard he attracted in London, than the secrecy and silence which accom-
panied his death. This event, although so extraordinary, for young suicides are 
surely not common, is not even mentioned in any shape in the Gentlemltn's Ma-
gazine, the London Magazine, the Annual Register, the St. James's or London 
Chronicles, nor in any of the respectable publications of the day. He died, a 
coroner's jury sat upon the body, and he was buried among paupers, so long before 
his acquaintance heard of these circumstances, that it was with some difficulty they 
could be traced with any degree of authenticity. And, lastly, it does not appear 
that any inquiries were made into his early history for nearly seven years after his 
death, when the Poems of Rowley were first published5,. and led the way to a very 
acute and long-protracted discussion onstheir merits. It may be added, toe, that 
they who contended for the authenticity of the poems were for sinking every cir-
cumstance that could prove the genius of Chatterton, until Mr. Thomas Warton, 
and•someothers, took the opposite sida of the question, brought the poems to the 

5  " The Execution of Sir Charles Bawdin" preceded this by some years, but does not appear to 
have attracted much notice. Mr. Cole, a very acute antiquary, suspected this poem to be a for-
gery; from the hero's name being Charles, a,name unknown in the timeseof Henry VI. and Edward 
1V., Cole's MSS. in Brit. Mus.—C. 
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internal evidence, and discovered, that however extraordinary it was for Chatterton 
to produce, them in the eighteenth century, it was impossible that Rowley could 
have Written them in the,fifteenth. 	 . 	 , 

When public attention was at length called to Chatterton's history 6, bis ad-
inirers took every 'step to excite compa(ssion in his favour. It became the fashion 
to report that he was starved by an insensible age, or suffered by the neglect of 
patrons to perish in want of the common necessaries of life. But of this there is 
no Satisfactory evidence. On the'.  c6htrary he appears to have been fully em-
ployed by his literary friendscalmost up to the day of his death, and from one of 
they he solicited money a very little before that catastrophe, and received it with 
an assurance that he should have more if he wanted it. This benefactor was the 
late Mr. Hamilton, senior, the proprietor of the Critical Review, a man of well-
known liberality both of mind and purse. One who knew him well,when in London, 

r and who-wrote under the inspection of Mr. Hamilton, gives it as a probable con. 
jecture, that " he wished to seal his secret with his death. He knew that he an 
Rowley were suspected to be the same ;his London friends spoke of it with littl 
scruple, and he neither Confessed nor denied it. He might fear somewhat front 
himself; might dread the effects of increasing obligations, and be struck with her-
your at the thought of a public detection. He sometimes seemed wild, abstracted, 
and incoherent: at others he had a settled gloominess in his countenance, the sure 
presage of his fatal resolution. In short this was the very temperament and con-
stitution from 'which we should, in similar circumstances, -expect the same event. 
He was one of 'those irregular ,meteors which astonish the universe for a. moment, 
and then disappear for ' ever'." This is at least plausible, but the immediate 
cause of his death must perhaps yet remain a mystery. He had written so re,.. 
cently to his Bristol friends (about a month before) without 'a syllable indicating 
discontent or despair, that it was wholly unexpected on their part; but suicide, 
at one 'time or other, his biographers have proved, was his fixed purpose, and the 
execution of it was probably to depend on his disappointment in whatever wild or 
impracticable scheme he might meditate. He got enough in London, by his lite-
rary labours, to suppli,  the decent necessaries of life, but his dreams of affluence 
were over, and had probably left that frightful void in his mind at which despair 
and disappointed pride entered.  

The person-of Chatterton is said to have been, like his genius, " premature; 
be had a manliness and dignity beyond his years, and there was a something about 
him uncommonly prepossessing. His most' remarkable feature was his eyes, 
which, though grey, were. uncommonly piercing; when he warmed in argument, 
or otherwise, they sparkled with fire; and one eye, it is said, was still more re-
markable than the others." 

- As (to his genius, it must ever be the Subject of admiration, whether he was or 
was not the author of the poems ascribed to Rowley. If we look(  at the 
poems avowedly his own, together with his productions in prose, where shall . 	- 

6  Sir Herbert Croft, in a miscellaneous publication, intitled Love and Madness, was among the 
first who brought the particulars of Chatterton's Life into notice. See his Letters on this subject it 
the Gentleman's Magazine, Vol: LXX. pp. 99, &c.--.C. 

I Critical Review, Vol: LIII. p. 424.--C., 
.8  Life, by pr. Gregory..—,C. 
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'_we. find such ,various and indubitable proofs of genius at so .early an age, 
struggling against so many difficulties? Let us contemplate 'him as a young 
man, without classical education, and who knew nothing •of, literary society 
but duising the few months of his residence in London ; and if to this we 
add, what has been most decidedly proved, that he was not only the au-
thor of the poems attributed to Rowley, but, consumed his early days in the 
laborious task of diSguising them in the garb of antiquity, perpftually harassed 
by suspicion, and fearfull of discovery: if likewise we reflect that the,whole of 
his career Closed before he had completed his eighteenth year, we must surely 
allow that he was one of the most extraordinary young men of modern times, and 
deserves to be placed high among those instances of premature talents Kecorded 
by Kleferus in his Bibliotheca Eruditoruni Preociutn, and by Baillet in his En-
fans C'elebres. - 
0  , Still our admiration should be chastened by confining it to the single point of 
thattertoris extreme youth. If we go farther, and consider Rowley's poems as 
,the most perfect productioqs of any age; if, with Dean Mulles, we 'prefer him to 
Horner, Virgil, Spenser and Shakespeare, we. go :beyond all bounds of sober 
criticism, or rather we defy its laws. Wonderful as those poems are, 'when consi-
dered as the productions Of a boy, many heavy deductions must be made from 
them, if we consider them as the productions of a man, of one who had bestowed 
labou?as well as contributed genius, and who had learned to polish and correct; 
who would not have admitted such a number of palpable imitations and_ pla-
giarisms, and would have altered or expunged a multitude of tame, prosaic, and 
bald lines and metres. 

The general character of his works has been so fairly and elegantly appreciated 
by lord Orford, that I shall make no apology for introducing his remarks, espe-
cially as they occur only in the last edition of his works.• ". His life," says this 
critic, " should be compared with the powers of his mind, the perfection of his 
poetry, his knowledge of the world, which, though in some respects erroneous, 
spoke quick intuition; his humour, his vein of satire, and, above all, the amazing 
number of books he must have looked into, though chained down to a laborious 
and almost incessant service, and confined to Bristol, except, at most, for the last 
five months of his life ; the, rapidity with which he seized all the topics of conver-
sation then in vogue, whether of politics, literature or fashion; and when added 
to all this mass of reflecLion, it is remembered that his youthful passions wire in-
dulged to excess, faith in such a prodigy.may well be suspended, and we should 
loOk for some secret agent behind the curtain, if it were not as difficult to believe 
that any man possessed such a vein of genuine poetry would have submitted to 
lie concealed while he actuated a puppet; or would have stooped to prostitute his 
muse to so many unworthy functions. But nothing in Chatterton -can be separated 
from Chatterton. His noblest flights, his sweetest strains, his grossest ribaldry, 
and ha most common-place imitations of the productions of magazines, were all 
the effervesce'nses of the same ungovernable impulse, which, cameleon-like, im-
bibed the colours of all it looked on. It was Ossian, or a Saxon monk, or Gray, 
or Smollet, or Junius—and if it, failed most in what it most affected to be, a poet 
of the fifteenth century, it was because it could net imitate what had not ex-
isted." 
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The facts already related are principally taken from' the account drawn up . orvnally for the,Biographia Britannica, and at the distance of eighteen years, pre-

fixed to a late edition of his works, without any addition or alteration. Something 
yet remains to be said of ffis virtues, which, if the poetical eulogiums that have 
appeared deserve any credit, were many. Except his temperance, however, al-
ready noticed, we find only that he preserved an affectionate attachment for his 
mother and sister, and even concerning this,.it would appear that more has been 
said than is consistent. 	has been aaserted that he seat presents to them from 
London, when in want himself; but it is evident from his letters that these were 
unnecessary articles for persons in their situation, and were not sent when he was 
in want 9. . Six weeks after, when he felt himself in that state, he committed an. 
act, which affection for his relations, since he despised all higher considerations, 
ought to.  have retarded. His last letter to his sister and mother, dated July 20, 
is full of. high-spirited hopes, and contains a promise to visit them before the 
first of January, but not a word that can imply discontent, far less an intention 
to put an end to his life. What must have been their feelings, when the me-
lancholy event reached them! But how little these poor women were capable of 
appreciating his character, appears from the very singular evidence of his sister,,  
who affirmed that he was " a lover of truth from the earliest dawn of reason." 
The affectionate prejudices of a fond relation may be pardoned ; but it was surely 
inconsistent to-introduce this in a life, every part of which proves his utter con-
tempt for truth at an age when we are taught to expect a disposition open, inge 
nuous, and candid. 

With regard to the controversy occasioned by the publications attributed to 
Rowley, it is unnecessary to enter upon it in this sketch, which was intended merely 
to preserve the few particulars of his history that can be depended on. Whether 
the object of this controversy was not disproportioned to the warmth it excited, 
and the length of time it consumed, the reader may judge from a perusal of the 
whole of Chatterton's productions. The principal advocates for the existence of 
Rowley, and the authenticity of his poems, were Mr. Bryant, Dean Mlles, Dr. 
Glynn, Mr. Henley", Dr. Langhorn (in the Monthly Review), and Mr. James 
Harris. Their opponents were Mr. Tyrwhitt, Horace Walpole, the two Wartons, 

, Dr. Johnson, Mr. Steevens, Dr. Percy' (bishop of Dromore), Mr. Gibbon, Mr. 
Jones; Dr. Farmer, Mr. Colman, Mr. Sheridan", Dr. Lort, Mr. Astle, Mr. 
(sir Herbert).  Croft.% Mr. Hayley", Lord Camden, Mr. Gough 10, Mr. Mason, 
the writer of the Critical Review, Mr. -Badcock (in the Monthly Review), the 
Reviewers in the Gentleman's Magazine, and various correspondents in the 
same miscellany. To these may be added Mr. Malone", who has lived to 
detect another forgery by a very young impostor, in the history of which the 
reader° will probably recollect many corresponding circumstances, but will be 
inclined to prefer the shame of Chatterton, fatal as it was, to the unblushing 
impudence and- unnatural fraud of one who hi-Ought' disgrace and ruiti on a 
parent., - 

In the year 1803, an edition of Chatterton's works, far more complete than 

e See a note in the Biog. Britannica, vol. iv. p. 588, signed 0, written by Dr. Lort, but omitted 
in the life lately publisheil.--C. 

" These gentlemen only are the survivors (1607) of this celebrated dispute.—C. 
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any that had yet, appeared, was published under the care of 'Messrs. :Southey 
and Cottle, for the' benefit of M. Newton, ;Chattertonrs.• _sister since d4cl) • 
and of her daughter. This edition has been followed in the'Preserit collection; 
birt the coldness with which itivis received by the palitie. is -perhaps a• proof that 
it will not be. possible- to perpettiate—tbe fame of 'in authOr;'' who.. has con4 . 
cealed his best productions under the garb of a battarous language, 'which few . 
wijl be at the tronble'of learning:. 'The'controversyis no longterlinteresting .and 
perhaps the warmth with which so many :grZat mames-  engaged in it may hereafter 
he reckoned .as surprising as the object itself. 	• 

   
  



   
  



POEM" 

THOMAS  ciATTE.RT01c 
ECLOGUES. 

'the three first Eclogues are pripted front a MS. 
furnished by Mr. Catcott, in the hand-writing 
Of Thomas Chatterton. It is a thin copy-book 
in 4to. with the following title in the first page: 
Eclogues and ether Poems by Thomas Row.; 
ley, with a Glossary and Annotations by 
Thomas Chatterton. There is only one other 
poe& in this book, viz. the fragment of Gold-
wyn, a Tragedie. 

The fourth Eclogue is reprinted from the Town 
and Country Magazine for May 1769, p. 273. 
It is there entitled, Elinoure and Juga.• Writ-
ten-three hundred years ago by T. Rowley, se-
cular priest. And it has the following sub-
scription: D. B. Bristol; May• 1769. Chat-
terton soon after told Mr. Catcott, that he 
(Chatterton) inserted it in the magazine. 

4VVHANNE Englonde, smeethynge from her le- 
thal wounde, 	 [awaie, 

From her galled necke dyd twytte the chayne 
. Kennynge her legeful sonnes falle all arounde, 
(Myglitie theic fell, 'twas honoure ledde thefraie,) 
Thanne lune a da)e, bie eve's dark surcote graie, 
Twayne lonelie shepsterres dyd abrodden flie 
(The rostlyng lift doth theyr whytte hartes affraie,) 
And wythe the owlette trembled and dyd crie; 

First Roberto Neatherde hys sore boesom stroke, 
Then Felten on the grounde and thus yspoke. 

• ROBERTE. 
F,aufe! gif tilos the howres do eommealonge, 

-Cif thus wee flue. in chase of farther woe, 
Oure fote wylle fayle, albeytte wee bee stronge, 
Ne vtvlle oure pace swefte as our danger go. 
To our grete wronges wee have enheped moe, 
The haronnes warre! oh ! woe,and well-a-claje! 
I haveth lyff, bott have escaped soe 
That lyff, ytsel mie senses doe affraie 
Oh Raufe, comme lyste, and hear mie dernie 

tale, 	. 	. 	 [dale. 
Come heare the balefull dame of Robynne of the 

ItAUFE. 

Saie to moe nete; I kenne thie woe in myne; 
911.! I've a tale that Sabalus mote telle.  

re• 
Swote flouretts, mantled mtedovn, forestes 

• dygne; 
Gravots far-kend =uncle the errmiets cell; 
The swote ribible dynning yn the dell; 
The joyous daunceynge_ynn the hoastrie courte; 
Eke the highe songe and everych joie farewell, 
Farewell the verie shade of fayre dysporte: 
lmpestering trobble arm mie heade doe comme, 

Ne on kynde seyncte to ward the aye encreas- 
ynge dome. 

ROBERTE. 

Oh! I coulde waffle mie, kynde-coppe-decked 
mees, 

Mie spreedynge fiockes of shape of lillie white, 
Mie tendre applynges z, and embodyde trees, 
Mie parker's grange, far spreedynge to 'the 

syghte, 	 [fyghte, 
Ztilie cuyen kyne, • mie bullockes stringe yn 
Mie gorne emblaunched with ,the comfreie 

plante, 	 (lyghte, 
Mie floure Seyncte Marie shotteyng wythe the 
Mie store of allthe blessynges Heaven can grant. 
I arum duressed unto sorrowes blowe, [(love. 

Ihantend to the peyne, will lette,ne salte teare 
RAMER. 

Here I wille obaiez, untylle dethe doe 'pere, 
Here lyche a foule empoysoned leathel tree, 
iVhyche sleaeth everichone that cometh nerei  
Soe wille I fyxed unto thys place gre. 
I to betnent haveth moe cause than thee; 
Sleene in the warre mie bootie fadre lies; 
Oh! joieous I hys mortherer would slea, 
And bie bye syde for aie enclose myne eies. 
Calked 3  from evryah joie, heere wylle I blade; 

Fell ys the Cullys-yatte of mie hartes castle stede. 

Mr. Tyrwhitt asserts that this word Is not to 
be found elsewhere. 

2  This word is explained, as Chatterton has in-
terpreted it, by Kersey and Speght. But the 
compiler of Gloss. Ur. has observed, that obay, in. 
the single passage of Chaucer, in which it occurs 
C. T. yen. 12034 is a misprint, and should be obeys, 
as it is printed in the last edition from the best 
MSS. The inference is plain enough, from whence 
die author of the poems got his word obaie, with 
its interpretation. Tyrwhitt, 

3  This word appears to have been foretell upon 
a misapprehension of the following article in Skin-
ner: " Calked, exp. cast, credo cast up? Chat- 

ECLOGUE.THE FIRST. 
ROBERTE AND RAUFE. 

• 

   
  



382 	 CHA 	I I f.RTON'S POEMS. 
ROBERTE. 

. 	Oure woes alyche, alyche our dome shat bee. 
Mie sonne, mie sonne alieyn4, ystorven ys; 

' ;lime wylie I stale, andend mie tylf with thee; 
A lyff tyche myne a borden ys ywis. 
Now from een tinges fiedden is 'selynesa, 
Myosterres alleyn can boaste the bailie seynete; 
Now doeth Engtoride weare a bl&udie dresset 
And wyth her ch‘lfipyonnes gore her face de- 

peyncte; 
Peace fledde, disorcir sheweth her dark role, 

And thorow ayse cloth file, yu garments.ateyned 
with 

ECLOGUE THE SECOND. 
NYGEI.LE. • 

•SPRYTES of the bleste, the pious Nygelle Bed, 
(Pottle owte yer pleasaunce on mie fadres hedde. 

iRyehardenf Lyons bade to fyghte is gon, 
Uponne the brede sea doe the banners gleMe, 
Theamenusednationneshe astoa, 
To tensykedaTe a, thite,:syke•fy ne, sykebreme. 
The harkis ,heinfods coupe the •Iymed•streine; 
Oundes •synkeyngenundes upon the hard ake 

.•riese; 
'The•water,slughornes wythe a swotye dente 
'Conteke,•thedynnynge ayre, andreehe theskies. 

Sprytes of the bleste, on gouldyn trones astedde, 
Poure owte yer pleasaunce-onn mie fadres hedde. 

The.gule•depesyncteiltoares from theblack tyde, 
Decorra with formes rare, doe shemrynge ryse ; 
'Tipsivalynge dee•heie ,shewe ynne drierie-pryde, 
• Jiyehe gore.,red estells,in the eve merk skyes; 
'The•nome-dopeyneted-shields, the spores asyse, 
Alyehe talle soshes on the water syde; [dyes; 
Alenge• from 'bark to bark the bryghte sheene 
Sweft.keriod,  delyghtes doe on the water glyde. 

.'Sprytes of the bleste, and everich seyncte ydedde, 
Poure •owte, yoine•pleasaunee on mie fadreshedde. 

• 
The Sarasen.lok-es owte 	Idoethe feore, 
That Englondes brondeoussonnes•do cotte the 

waie. 	 (there, 
Lyke honted bockes, theye reineth here and 
Onknowkehyoge-iime whatte place to obaie. 

terton did not attend to the difference between 
casting out, and casting up, i.• e. casting up figures 
in calculation. That the latter was Skinner's 
meaning may he -collected from his next article. 
" Calked for calculated. Ch. the• Frankeleynes 
tale." It is probable too, I think, that. in both 
articles, Skinner refers, by mistake, to a line of 
the Yrankeleins Tale, which in the common•edi-

, tions stands thus:....." Pull subtelly be had canted 
this ,where.cal.ked is a .mere•misprint forcalcu-• 

led, the reading of the MSS. Tyrwhitt. 
4 Alone is uever.used for only ; solos for unions p. 

,seal for unique. The distinction .1 believe subsists: 
mostlanguages. If the learned persons do not. 

yet apprehend it, 1 • would advise them in the 
.following passage of Stiakspeare, " Ah ! no—it is 
•my only-son"—to substitute any son alone, and to 
judge.forthemselves whether the difference in the 
idea suggested arises .merely from the different 
position of the words. Tyrwhitt 

S-• When I 	wear a garment all of blood,. 
• And- stain my favours in a bloody. mask. 

,Shakspettie,, 	p,  

The banner glesters on the beme of daie; 
The mittee crosse Jerusalim ys scene; 
Dhereof the syghte yes corrage doe affraie, 
In balefull dole their faces he ywreene. 

Sprytes of the bleste, and evericirseynctendedde„; 
Pon re owte youre pleasaunce on mie fadres hedde. 

The bollengers and cottes, see swyfte yn fygbte, 
Upon the sydes of everich bark appere 
174:partite tnbis office lepethe everych knyghte, 
Eftsoone8' hys squyer, with his sbielde and 

spere. 	 [glare; 
The ..lynynge shieldes doe shemre and woke 

--The dosheynge oare.doe make gernoted dynne; 
The reynyng7foernen, thynekey.nge gif to dare, 
Boun the merk swerde, thine seche to fraie, 

theie blyn. 
Sprytes of the hleste, and everyche seyncteydedde, 
Poore owte yer pleasaunce mine mie fadres hedde. 

Now comm the warrynge Sarasyus to fyghte; 
Kynge Rychard, lyche a lyoncel of warre,. 
in sheenynge goulde, tyke feerie grenfersf, 

dygli te, 

Mr. Bryant has a curious reinark upon this 
word. " It is here said to he derived team gratn, a. 
fen; and fer, a corruption of fire. Hence weeny 
perceive that it is taken /or a common 
/tau; the same which the country people style a 
Will of the wisp and Jack-a-limtern. On this se+ 
count the expositor has been induced to derive it 
from gron a fen: But there is nothing in an ignis 
fatuits which agrees with the description here 
given. This meteor, the.ignis fatuus, is represented 
as a vague, playful and innocent light, in which 
there is nothing terrible or alartning. Besides 
a gronfire is plainly a ground-fire from grow',  and 
g/ww,selino., See Otai Verelii LexiconSneo. Gothic. 
It was expressed A..S.'zpunS. 	 funding:. At. 
grunt. B. growl. See Lye's Etymolog. Ang. More-
over from the comparison it is evident, that 
something is alluded to, which was of a very feat-
ful nature, and of an uncomnion. appearance. 
Whatever it may have been, we find it again 
referred to, though in different terms— 

Lyche a batkently low mie swerde shall braid. 
Goldwyn. .50. 

Now what have we similar by which these de-
scriptions can be explained? Nothing that •I am 

. apprised of, now a days.' But I think that there 
were of old some phenomena, mentioned by the 
more early historians of this country, which will 
illustrate the point greatly.. In the Saxon Clete 
nick we read, that In the year 1032, there were 
earthquakes in many parts of this kingdom; and 
drat a sad mortality ensued; and what is very 
particular, there were seen' fires pf annncommon 
appearance, such as were never seen before, They 
broke out of the earth in different places and did 
a great deal of mischieff. Simeon Dunehnensis 
takes notice of earthquakes happenineand of a 
like fire appearing a few years after, .auto 1048. 
'Ile speaks of it 	breaking out in.Derbyshire.and 

" .Grosz signifies undoubtedly a marshy place: 
but also solid ground. 

P. 154. See also Roger de Iloveden, n.440. 
Bence we may perceive that the artificial fire 
called wild fire at this day, took its name from the 
similitude it bore to these .hartent lotves and gron!  
fires, which- broke out inthetikies sp.ecified 

   
  



ECLOGUES. a 
Sbaiten alofe his honde, and seene afarre. 
Syke haveth I espyde a greter starre 
Amenge the drybblett ons to sheens fulle 

bryghte ; 
Syke vnnys wayne wyth amayl'd beames doe 

barr 
The blaunchie mone or estells to gev lyghte. 

Sprytes of the bleste, and evrich seyncte ydedde, 
Poure owte your pleasaunce on mie fadres hedde. 

Distraughte affraie, wythe lockes of blodde-red 
die, 

Terronre, emburled yn the thonders rage, 
Deathe, lynked to dismaie, clothe ugsomme the, 
Encludynge echone chatnpyonne war to wage. 
Speres1  bevyleaNaperes; swerdes upon swerdes 

engage; 

some neighbouring counties, and being of an 
alarming nature; and he concludes with saying, 
" villas et segetes tnultas ustulavit" Hist. Ang. 
Script. Decem. p. 183. It is recorded by John 
Brompton nearly in the same rawer. He men- . 
tions the mortality which then prevailed; and the 

'.mischief which was done by these fires. Ibid. 
p. 939.1. 48. The like phenomenon is said to 
-have appeared in the next century, according to 
Holinshead, as well as other writers. He mentions 
in the reign of Henry the First, that there were 

.earthqe?akes similar to the former; and that fires 
came out of the earth with great violence, which 
could not by water, nor by any means be sub-
dued*. V. 2. p. 44.- Fires of this nature must 
have had a very formidable appearance. And it 
was not any fenny meteor, but undoubtedly these 
groundfires, to which the poet alluded. It is re-
markable that the first appearance of them was 
anno 1032, and the second, if not a continuation 
of the same phenomenon, was anno 1043; both in 
the days of earl Godwin, from whose the tragedy 
has its name. So that the comparison there made, 
agrees very well with the times, and with the 
event by which they were distinguished. The 
last instance of such fires, was not indeed in the 
days of king Richardf, who is the person con-
cerned in the Second Eclogue, yet not so far 
removed, but that there might have been.persons 
living by whom they were seen. The memory of 
them could not have been soon effaced. Hence 
it was natural for persons, who were treating of 
those times, to introdtice those circumstances, 
which so particularly marked them. For the 
justice of these comparisons was very apparent in 
those days: which fitness and propriety is lost if 
they are introduced at a later season, and by 
another hand. It is from such remote and secret 
references that I am induced to think that some 
of these poems are of a greater antiquity Blatt 
has generally been attributed to them. As to the 
person Tito has attempted to explain them, it is 
manifest that be proceeded merely by surmise 
and conjecture. He was not acquainted with the 
latent purport of these references; and the con-
clusion which necessarily follows, is, I think, 
very plain. 

* See an account of a similar phenomenon in 
Oermany mentioned by Tacitus. 

t They happened anno 1135, in the last year 
of Henry the First. See Polyclore Virgil, p. 195. 

383 
Armoure on armeuredynn,shielde upon shielde; 
Ne dethe of thosandes can the ivarr assuage, 
Botte falleynge ambers sable all the feelde, 

Sprytes of the bleste, and everych seyncteydedde, 
Poure owte youre pleasaunce on ruin fadres hedde. 

The foemen fal arounde • the cross reles hye; 
Steyned ynni goere, the'harte of warre ys seen.; 
Kynge Rycharde, thorough everyche trope cloth 

flie,  
And beereth meynte of '5urkes onto the greens; 

Ilie hymm the &tire of Asies menu is sleene; 
The waylange move Both fade before hys senne; 
Bie hyrnm hys knyghtes bee formed to actions 

deene, 	 - 	0 
Doeynge syke marvdls, strongers be aston. 

Sprytes of the bleste, and everych seyncte riedde, 
Poure owte youre,pleasaunce on mie fadres hedde. 

The fyghte is wonne; kynge Rycharde mastery  
The Englondebannerr kisseth the hie ayre; is; 
Full of pure joie the armie is iwys, 
And everych one haveth it onne his bayre; 
Agayne to Euglonde comme, and worschepped 

there, 
Twyghte into lovynge armes, and feasted eft; 
In everych eyne aredynge nete of wyere, 
Of all remembrance of past peyue bereft.. 

Sprytes of the bleste, and everych seyncte ydedde, 
Syke pleasures powre upon mie fadres hedde. 

Syke Nigel sed, whan from the blule sea 
The upswol sayle-dyd daunce before his eyrie; 
Swefte as the wishe, bee toe the beeche dyd flee, 
And founde his Padre steppeynge from the: 

butte. 	 ' [Move, 
Lette thyssen 4  merino; who haveth sprite of 

Bethyncke untoe heinselves how mote the meet-
ynge proove. 

ECLOGUE THE THIRD. 
MARNE: WOMAISNE. SIR ROGERRR. 

WOULIIST thou keen Nature in her better parte ? 
Goe, serche the logges and' bordels' of the 

hynde; 
Gifftheie have anie, itte ys roughe-made arte, 
Inne hem you see the blakied' forme of kynde. 

2  Nowt shield with shield, with helmet helmet 
s 	• 	 • 

To armour armour, lance to lance oppoikl. 
16 * * * * • 

Spears lean on spears, on targets targets throng, 
Helms stuck to helms, andman drove man along. 

Pope's Homer. 
* The idea of breaking, which is quite foreign 

from bevyle, might perhaps have been sugge'sted by 
the following passage in Kersey: " Berne (in 
heraldry) broken or open, like a bevel, br car-
penter's rule." Tyrwhitt. 

4 Thyssen. This word is not to be found in any 
other writer : thisom or thisen is used by the colliers 
about Bristol. 

• Bordel, in very old French signifies a cottage, 
and bordelier, a cottager. Chaucer uses the first 
for a brothel, and the second for a keeper of such 
a house. 	 a 

To explain this strange word, bilzke, as occur- 
ring /E. PM 

Whanne Autumpne blake and sonne-brente doe 
appere.'• 

   
  



• MANNE. 
I kennosyr Roger from afar 
• Tryppynge over the lea; 

Ich ask whie the. loverds son, 
Is moe than me . 

SYR ROGERRE. 
sweltrie sonue clothe hie apace hys-wayne, 

. From everich beme a acme of lyfe doe falte; 
Swythyn scille eppe the hale upponne the 

playne; 
Methyackes the cockes begynneth to gre talk, 
Thys ys atyche oure doome; ,the great, the 

smalle, 	 [daite. 
Moste withe and bee forwyned by deathis 
See! the swote flourette-hathe noe swote at ate: 

. 	' itte wythe the make wade bereth evaile parte. 
The cravent, warrioure, and the wyse be blente, 

Alyche to Brie awaie wythe those theie dyd be,  
mente. 

'MARNE. 
All-a-boon3, syr priest, all-a-boon- 

And again 407. 
Blokf stoudeth future doome, and joie doth mee 

al yse, 
is explained open, exposed; and blakied js made the, 
participle from an Imaginary. verb, to blame, sig. 
nifyitio to open. 

3 ItIr. Tyrwhitt says, " the only passage, I be - 
sieve, in which these eight letters are to be found 
together in the same order, is • in Chaucer, C. 

-Tales, v. 9492. • 	 • 
"And aidertirst he bade hem all a bone.' 

This the dean of Exeter considers as authority, 
aquing that the words in Chaucer should be 
connected: lint all is there evidently an adjective-. 
connected with the pronoun hem, 

WOMAN NE. 
Ho.) harde ys mie dome to wurch! 

Moke -is tide woe. 
Dame Agnes, whoe lies ynne the chyrehe 

With birlette golde, 
, Wythe gelten aumeres stronge ontolde

'  What was Ave moe than me, tribe sue? 
• 

884 
	 tuattERToN 

C 

Ve0MANR E. • 
To Robin and Nell, all doWne in the delta, 

To bete heat at rnakeyngeol' hale. 
MANN E. 

Syr Rogerre, the parsone, have hyred mee there, 
Comme, comme lett us tryppoytte 

We'lIe wurke and we'lle synge, and weylle 
drenehe of stronge. beer 

As longe as the merrie sonithers daie. 

: Bye yer.preestaehypemonit sage unto•mie; 
`Syr Gaufryd thoktryglite, who lyvethe bards 

Wine shoulde-he than !nee • 	thief  . 
Pee mot greate, 	• 

done, hotitoure, knyglitehoode and ottite? 
• '• SYR ROGERRE. • . • 

AttOurtie thy eyrie arouhde thys haiedMiee, 
Tentyilic Joke arounde the mhaper 
An anSwere to thie barganotte here see, • 
ThyS, traced thatirette wytle a leson tefle; 
Arist itbleny itte florished, and dyd well, 
Lokeynge aseannee- upini- thenaighbouregreerte; 

, Yet with the deigned greene yttes rennome felle, 
Rftsoones ytte sbronke upon the daie-hrento 

playne, 
Pidde not yttes Joke, whitest ytte there dyd 

stonde, 
To croppe ytte in the bodde move somme dyed 

honde. 

SYke ys the wale of lyffe; tho/overds cafe 
Mooveth the robber hyrn therfor to ales; 
Gyf tbou.hascethe, the sliadowe of eontente, 
Beleive the trothe, theses none moe balk yen 

thee. 	 [bee? 
Thou wurehest; 	canne thatte a hobble 
Slothe moe wulde jade thee than' the roughest 

daie. ' 
Couldest thou the kivercled of soughlys see, 
Thou wouldst eftsoones see trothe yntl' whatte 

I sale; 	 . 	['them 
Botte lette me heere thie waie of lyffe, and 

Beare thou from me the lyffe of odher mune. 
Brom& 

I ryse wyth the sonne, 
Lyche hym to dryve the waynei  
And eere mie wurche is don 
1 synge a songe or twayne. 

. J followe the plough-tayle, 
Wythe a lunge jobb of ale: 

Botte of the maydens, oh! 
Itte lacked) notte to telle ; 
Syr preeste mote motto crie woe, 
Culde hys bull do aswelle. 
1 daunce the beste lieiedeygnes, 
And foile the wysest feyenes. 

On everych seynctes bre dale 
Wythe the mynstrelle am I seene, 
All a foeteynse it awaie, 
Wythe maytlens on the greene. 
But oh1 I wyshe to be moe greatei 
In rennome, tenure and estate. 

SYR ROGERIgE. 
Has thou ne scene a tree uponne a hylle, 
Whose unliste braunees reelien fartoe sygittel 

c Whim fuired unwers doe the Heaven fylle, 
itte shaketh deere yn dole and mole affryghte. 
Whylcst the conggon flowrette abessie4 dyghtc, 
Stondethe unhurte, unquaced.bie the s4orme: 
Syke is a pictemf lyffe: the marine of myglite 

tempest...4'1%ft, hys woe greate as hys foram; 
Thieselfe a flowrette ofa small accounts, 

WQuldst harder felle the wynde, at hygher thee 
dydste mounte. 

4  Evidently from the French aboisser, but eos-
raptly and indeed unintelligibly formed. it .is 
used by no other writer. Tyrwhitt.. 

HaVreth you'r mynde a lycheynge of a my rule? 
Woulde itt enne everich thy nge, ts. it mote pee? 
Woulde ytte here phrase of valgtti froni'the 

byn de, 
Withoute wiseegger worries and knnwlachefree 
Gyf soe, rede thya, whyche fiche dyspurtynge 

pende; 	 [amide. 
Pif nete' besyde, yttes rhyme iflaie, ytte cods- 

MANNE. 
Botte whether, faSfre maycle, do ye goe? 

0 where do ye betide yet. waie? 
1 wille knowe whether you goe,'' 

1 wyfle not bee asseled naie. 

   
  



THE PAIHNA1VIENTE OP SPFITES. 	 385 

ECLOGUE THE FOURTH. 

Eemourte AND,JUGA. 
ONNEltuddeborne' batik twa pynynge maydens 

sate, 	 - Icteere; 
'Theire teams faste dryppeyne to the waterre 
Echone bementynge for her absente mate 
Who atteSeyncte Albonns slionke the morthynge 

• speare. 
The nottebroivne Elinoure to Juan farce feyne, 
Dydde speke acroole 2  wythe languishmeet of 

Lyche droppes of pearlie dew, honed the nuyrryng 
brine. 

ELEVOtME. 
gentleO 	Juga! heave mie dernie plainte, 

Tofyghte for Yorke mie love ys dyghte in stele; 
0 mai ne sanguen steine the whyte rose peyncte, 
Mai good Seyncte Cuthberte watche Syrre Ro- 

berte wele. 
Moke moe than ne deathe in phantasie I feele; 
Seel see! upon the grounde he hkedynge lies; 

Inhild soinejoice oflyfe, or else mie deare love dies. 

JtGt. 
Systers in sorrowe on thys daise-ey'd banke, 
Where melancholych broods, we wyll temente; 
Bewette wythe mornynge dewe and even danke; 
Lychelevynde okes in eche the odher bente, 
Or lyche forlettenn 3  hales of merriemente, 
Whose gastlie mitches holde the traine of fryghte, 

Where lethale ravens bark, and owlets wake the 
nyghte. 

ELINOURE. 
No moe the miskynette shall wake the mornel, 
The minstrelle daunce, good cheere, and morryce 

plate ; 
No moe the amblynge pa/frie and the borne 
Shall from the lessel rouze the foxe awaie; 
I'll selce the forreste ale the tyve-tonge daie; 

Alle nete amenge the gravde chyrche glebe wyll 
goe, 

And to the passante spryghtes lecture mie tale of 
woe. 

JVGA. 
When rookie cloudis do hange upon the leme 
Of leden Moon, ynn sylver mantels dyghte; 
The tryppeynge Faerieseveve the golden dreme 
Of selyness, whychellyeth wythe the nyghte; 

Ruddeborne, rudborne (in Saxon, red-water); a 
river near Saint Albans, famous for the battles 
there fought between the houses of Lancaster and 
York. 

2  Unauthorized. The imitative verb crool, or 
something like .it, is said to have denoted the 
sound made by the dove. 

3  Mr. Bowles has introduced this line in his 
Monody, written at Matlock. 
, Whilst hush'd, and by the mace tif ruin rent, 

Sinks the forsaken. hall 1 of merriment. 
4  The breezy call of incense-breathing morn, 

The swallow twittering from her straw-built 
shed, 

The cock's shrill clarion, or the echoing horn, 
No more shall rouse them from their lowly 

bed. Gray. 
VOL, xv. 	•  

Thenne (botte the seynctes forbydde !) gif to a 
spryte 	 [traughte 

SYrr Rychardes forme ys typed, 	holde dys. 
Hysteedeyrige 	corse, and die eche daie 

ynn thoughte. 
EMI:MMUS. 

3Ah woe bemAtynge wordes; what wordes can 
shewe ! 

Thou limedTyver, on tide/Ache male bleede 
(hampyons, whose blouse wylle wythe thie 

waterses flowe, 	 [deede!  
And Rudborne streeme be Rudborne streeme in-
Haste, gentle Juga, tryppe ytte oere the nyade; 
To knowe,,or wheder we muste wade agayne, 

Or wythe owe fallen knyghtes be merged onne the 
plain. 

So sayinge, lyke twa levyn-blasted tree's, 	• 
Or twayne of cloudes that holdeth stormiecs 

rayne ; 	• 
Theie moved gentle oere the dewie mees, 
To where Seynete Albons hole shrynes ree 

mayne. 	 [were slayne, 
-There.dyd theye fynde that bothe their knyghtes 
Distraughte theie wandered to swollen Rudbornes 

syde, 	 [and dyde. 
Yelled theyre lethalle knelte, sonke ynn the waves, 

THE PARLYAMENTE OF SPRYTES. 
[From Barrett's History of Bristol. The original 

in Chatterton's hand-writing is in the British 
Museum. It was among the moat early commu-
nications of Chatterton to Mr. Barrett.] 

A MOST DIERRIE EurritLuDE, 
Plated bie the Cannelyte Freeres at Mastre Ca-

nynges hys ereete howse, before Mastre Ca-
nynges and Byshoppe Carpenterre,, on dedi-
catynge the chyrehe of Oure Ladle of Redelefte,,  
bight the Parlyamente of Sprytes. Wroten bie 
T. Rowleie and J. Iscamme 2. 

Entroductyon bie Queen Mabbe. 
(Bie Iscamme.) 

Whan from the erthe the sonnes hulstred, 
Than from the douretts straughte 3  with dewe; 
Mie leege menne makes yee awhaped, 
And wytches theyre wytchencref doe. 

John Carpenter, bishop of Worcester; who in 
conjunction with Mr. Canynge, founded the abbey 
at Westbury. 

2  John Iscam, according to Rowley, was a canon 
of the monastery of Saint Augustine in Bristol. 
He wrote a dramatic piece called The Pleasaunt 
Dyscorses of Lamyngeton; also at the desire of 
Mr. Canynge (Rowley being then collecting of 
drawings for Mr. Canynge) he translated a Latin 
piece called Miles Brystolli into English metre, 
The place of his birth is not known. 

3  Straughte, stretched. I think this line is bor-
rowed from a much better one ofeRowley's, viz. 
Like kynge cuppes brasteynge wyth the morn-
ynge dew. The reason why I think Iscam guilty 
of the plagiary is, that the Songe to Ella, from ' 
whence the above line is taken, was wrote when 
Rowley was in London collecting of drawings for 
Mr. Canynge to build the church, and 'schwa 

cc 

   
  



The rampynge lyori. felle tygere, 
The bocke that skyppes from place to place, 
The olyphaunte7  and rityncieere, 
Before mee throughe the greens woode I 	ehace. 
Nymrodde as seryptures byght mie mint, 
Baalle as jetted stories sale; 
For rearynge Babette of greets tame; 
Mie name and renome shaalle lyven for ale: 
But here-I spie a fyner rearynge, 
Geist whych the clowdes dothe not fyghte, 
Onne why& the starres doe sytte to appearynge: 
Weeks menne thynke ytte reache the kyngdom 

, of•tyghte. 
0 where ys the manne that buylded the same, 
Dyspendynge workllie store so welle; 
•Fayn woulde I chaunge wyth hym.mte name, 
And stands ynne hys chaunge ne to gee toilette. 

Spryti of d4ssyrisms :meth. 
Whan toe theyre caves aeterne abestes, 

„„ The waters ne mee ban dystreste 
The upthle so large; 
Butte dyde dyscharge 

Themselves ynto theyre bedde of reste, 

$86 	 MIATTERTQNS POEMS. 
• TAO ryse the sprites ugsome and rou, 
And take theyre walke the letters,  tin-owe. 
Than do.the iprytes of valourons menne, 
Agleeme along the barbed Italie; 
Pteasaunte the moultrynge banners kemte, 
Or sytte arounde yn honourde static. 
Ours sprytes atontrate,theyr eyone to nyghte, 
And looke on Canyinge his Chyrche bryghte. 
In sothe yn alle raihismarde rounde; 
Troolie the thynge ritt be bewi en : 
Jane stone wotieu worke ne faunae, 
Note so bielecoyle to myne eyne, (- 
As ys goode'Canynge hys ehyrehe of stone, 
Whyeh blatauntlie Wylie shewe hit prayse alone. 

To Johnoncs' Carpenteov Byshoppe of Wanes:erre. 
(Bie'Boseleie.) • •  

1'6 you ,goode Byshoppe, I address mie sale, 
To you who honoureth the clothe you weare; 
Lyke pretious bighes ynne golde of best allaie, 
Echone dothe make the other seente more fayre: 
Other than your wbere.eoulde a manne be founds 
So fytte to make a place bee holie grounde. 

The sainetes ynne stones so netelie carvelled, 
Theis seantlie arOwitatte their: enseeme to be; 
3ie fervente praier •of• yours,  myghte rear theyre 

betide, 
And chaunte oti=te masses to oure Vyrgyne. 
WaSeverie prelate Tyke a Carpentorre, (term. 
The chyrche woulde ne blushe at a Wynches„ 

Learned as Beauclerke, as the Confessour 
Hobe ynne lyfe, tyke Canynge charitable, 
Busie in, holie chyrche as Vavasour, 	(stable, 
Slacke yn thynges evylle, ye aile geode thynges 
Honest as Saxonnes, was, from whence thou'rt 

sprtinge, 
ThO boddie weak thie soule forever younge. 

Thou knowest ivelle thie -conscience free from 
steyne, 

This souls her rodes no sable batements have; 
Yclenchde oar wythe vyrtues beste adaygne, 
A dale aeteette thie mynde does ale octave. 
Ne spoyled widelowes, orphyans dystreste, 
Ne starvvyinge preestes ycrase thienyghtlie reste. 
Here then to thee tat me 'forone and idle 
Give lawde to Carpenterre and commendatyon; 
For hys grete vyrtuet but alas! too sm'alle 	• 
Is mic poore skylle to shewe you hys jute blatyon, 

'Or to blaze forthe It ys pit blicke•goode alone, 
And idle his pryvate goods to Godde and liyin ya 

knowne. 

Spryle of KY mrothle speaketk, 
(Bie sccmsose.) 

Soon is•the morns but newlie wake, 
Spyed nyghte ystorven lye; 
On herre corse dyd dew droppes shake, 
Then fore the Sonne upgotten Was 1. 

wrote the above a little before the finishing of the 
church. 
• s, " Other than you," &c. Carpenter dedicated 
the church, as appears by a poem written by Reny- 

6  Rode, eomplection. I take the Meaning of this 
line to be, "'The complection of my soul is free 
from the black marks of sin." 	- . 

Then menne besprenged alfe abroade, 
Ne time dyde worshyppe the true Godde; 

Butte dyd create 
' Hie temples greate 

Unto the image of Nymrodde. 

But now the Words of Godde is come, 
Borne of Maide Marie toe brynge home 

Mankynde hys shepe, 
Theme for to keeps 

la the fOlde ,orhys heavenlie kyugdome. 

Thysehyrche-whych Caaynge he dyd`rser)  
To, be dispente in prayse and prayer, 

Mennes souks to save, 
From VOVVilage grave, 

• Mile puryfye them heaven were9. 

.Spryies of Elle, Bythryeke, h3rtz•kardynge Frampton, 
Gauntes,Segosven, Lanyngeton, ICnyghles Tempters, 
and Byrtonne. 

(Bie Rookie.) 
Spryte of Bythryeke specials. 

Elle, thie Iirystowe is thie onlie care, 
Thou arts tyke dragonne vyllant of yts gode; 
Ne lovynge dames toe kynde moe love can hear, 
Ne Lombardes over goldemee villaunt break. 

otyphaunt, elephant. Sian ancient [minty-
author 

The olyphaunt-of Wastes is 
The wisest I wis, 
For bee Auntie defile eat 
Lyttle store of Meat. 

S Abeste, according to Rowley, Lobbied or 
brought, down. And Rowleie saies " thie pryde 
Wylie be 'abeste." Entroductyon to-the Entyr 
hide of the Apostate. 

9 Heaven were, *esseensuard, so Rowley:' 
Not goulde or bighes-will.bring thee heaven were, 
Ne kyne or mylkie dockes upon the plaque, 
Nemarinottre• rich nor banners brave and farm, 
Ne wife the sweetest of the erthtie trayne. ' 
Entroauctyon to the Etiterlude of the Apostate. 

   
  



111E PARLYAME 
Spryte of Vie speeketh. • 

Swythyp, yee sprytes, forsake the bollen donde, 
And browke a sygthe wyth mee, a syghte enfyne; 
Welle hive 1 vended myne for Elneyshe bloude, 
Syth thys greete structure greete rniewhapedeyne. 
Yee that have buylden on the Radclefte syde, 
Tourne there your eyne and see your workes out- 

: vyde. 

• 
What wondrouS roonutnentel' *hat pule ys -thys 
That hyndes in wonders chayne entendemente 
flat clothe aloof the epic skyen/kyss, 
And seemeth mountoynes joined bie cements, 
From Godde hys greete and wondrous storehouse 

seine. 
Fate wale myne eyne arede ytte canoe note°, 
That manne could retire of 1thylke agreete cx 

tente, - 
A ehyrehe so bausyn fetyve as wee see: 
The iletnedclowtes disported from it file, 
Twylle bee, I Wis., toalle eteranyet 

ktte's syyte speelielk, 
Were I once moe caste yn a mortalle frame, 

' To l-teare, the chauntrie-songe sounds ynne myne 
To heave the masses to owre holie dame, - fear; 
To viet5e-the cross yllts and the archei fayre! 
Throug-he the halfe itutstred syItrer twynktynge 

glare 
Of yon bryghte Moone in foggks tamales dreste, 
I must tontente the buykfynge to aspere, 
Whylste ishad cloudes the hallie syghte arrests.. 
'rya as the nyghtes grdwe Wayle f iiie the tyglite, 
O were 1 manne ages to see the syghte? 
There sytte the canons; clot-he of sable hue 
Adorne the toddies of them everie one; 
The chaunters whyte with geodes of woddn 'Were, 
And crynason eltappenis for them toe put onne, 
Wythe golden tassyls gtyttlynge ynne the Serene; 
The dsmes ynne kyrtles ate of Lyaolne greene; 
And knottedshoone pyteS of brave coloures done: 
A fyner syghteln sothe was never.seen. 

Byttonno's epryteepeeketh. 
lane tyttes and Mulles was mie dear delygItte, 
For manne and Geddebys warfare .han renome; 
At everyche tyltynge yardentie name was hyghte, 
I beare' the belle Mraie whereer f ecim'e.' 
OT,Iledelifte ehyrehe the tittyklynge newe I done, 
Artadyll tulle niainie holie place endowe, 
Of Marks house made the founciaeyou, 
And gave a threescore markes so „foliates hys toe. 
Then cios'd 'Jayne eyne on Erthe to one nosnoe, 
Whylst syx months reyade upon mie grave was 

doe. 
Fell gladde am, I mie ehyrehe was pyghtendown, 
,Syth thys brave structure dear a,rreeke nlyne eye. 
Thys geason buyldynge timedst;f the tonne, 
Tike to the donours mole, thane never die; 
itut If percale Tyme, of hys dyr-.'envie, (stork; 
Shalle beate ytte to rude wakes and throckes of 
The fermis traveller that passes bie 	• 	• 
Wylie see yttes royend atsntyaunte splendoure 

shewne , • 
Irine the erasd arches and the carvellynge, 
Aud pyllars theyre greene heades to }leaven rear-

ynge. 

NTE OP SPRYTES. 	 887 

Sftryie of Segowen speeketA: 
Bestoykyuge goide was once myne onlie foist, ••

ytte mie settle wythynne the coffer laie;.• 
Itte dyd the mastrie of mie lyfe emploie, • 	• 
Hie 41ygiate Attie lemon and mie julthe bie Jaye. 	' 
dntee as I dosAnge yn the wytelt howre laie, 
Thytakystge howe to bettylit the, orphyans breadde, 
And from the redeless take 'tyre  goodes await; 
I from She skien heare a vgyce, which said; . 
"Iluni steepest, but lot Sathan is awake;',  [take. 
Sotne,deedeiitatiholie doe, or bee thiesoute wylle 

I swytbyn was upryst wyth feete aStottrule;i1 
Methoughte yn merke was plaien devylies 
Strayte ,dyd I /somber twentie arcs rounde, 
Thoughten full. scone for to go to Retie. 	[tale, 
In the movie mie case to a goide preeste dyd - 
Who dyd accede rice to ybuild that date 
The chyrche of Thomas, theon0 to- pieces feller 
Nile heart 4ispanded into Heaven laie: 
Soon was the sytver to the workmenneItiven,--,  
Twas bests astowde, a karynte gave to Heaven.- 

tut Wale, I atote, thie eausalles were not, sot,.  
Taal- love of Godde that set thee on the rearynge 
Of this fayre chyrch, U Canynge, for to. doe 
Thys lymed buyldynge of so Fyne appearynge: 
'Drys chyrch own lesser buytdyngs all cwt-dart'. 

inre, 
byte to the Moose wythe start-es of lyttle syghte; 
And after 43rtes•thefeetyve pyte reverynge, 
The prynee of ebyrefferbuyidersthee shall hyghte, 
C reete Vas the cause, hut:greeter was the effecte, 
Si alle wyit ode Cm doe thys place prospect. 

Sp/te ,of Fylz Elattlynge speeitetb. 
From royal paretotes 441, I have rattynyttge, 
The Tedde-haystle Dane confeste to be mie syre; 
The Dane who often throwe thys kyngdont drayrt. 

yuge, 
Would mark theyre wale athrowgh wythe blonde 

and fyre. 
As stopped ryvers alwaies ryse moe hygher, • 
And rammed stones bie opposures stronger bee; 
So title whan vanquyshed dyd prove moe drre;  
And forone peysan theie dyd threescore Mee. 
From them of Dentuarques soya& bloude camel, 
Wetle myglue I boaste of tnie gentylytie. 

The pypes male Monde And bubble forth. tale 
And taco what on Radelefte syde I dyd: ['name, 
Trinytie Colledge Are agrutche mie fame, 	• 
Thelayrest pitted in Brystowe ybuyided. 
The ityaltikblotide thatahorow rote vaynes slydde 
Dyd tyncte mie, barte wythe mania a noble 

thoughte; 	 • 
tyke to mie mynde the mynster yreared,1  
Wythe hoblecarvel workmanshyppe was wroughte. 
'Hie at the deys, icke to a kynge on's throne, 
Dyd I take place and was myself alone. 

But thou, the lutylder of this swotie place, • 
Where site the say note s insweete ai tutty on stende, 
A verse Heaven for yttes fetyve grace, 
The glorie antl the wonder of the inside, fitandei 
That shewes the huylders repute and founnetS 
To bee the Neste that oh the Erthe peoutyttes; 
At once for wonder and delyghte commatinde;  
Shewynge howesnuche hetof the godde reteynes, 

• 4st/te of PythryAe .rpeeketh. 

   
  



S$8 	 CHATTERTON'S 
Canynge'the great, the charytable, and good, 
Noble as kynges, if not of kyngelie blonde.. 

Spry& 9f Prampame speeketh. 

Brystowe shall speeke mie name, and Radclefte 
toe, 

For here mie deeds were goddetye .0er/clone; < 
As Owdens mynster bie the gate Wylie shewe, 
And Johnes at Bryst&..,,:ft what mie workes han done. 
Besvdes anere howse that I ban begimne-• 

0- Butte myne comparde to thyssem ys a rike: 
Nete to bee mencioned or looked upoSi,5 	' • 2.  
A ye* punelstre or verie seoffe ; 
Canynge, tide name shall lyven be for ale, 
Thiename ire wyth the chyrche shall waste awale.,  

Spryte of Counts speekeitt. 
• 

C.dyd tulle mattie reparatyons give, 
And the bonne Hommes dyd faille fyche endowe; 

-As tourynge to mie Godde on Erthe dyd tyve, 
So site the Brystowe chronyctes sulk shewe. 
But all my deedes wyliehee as nothynge nowe 
Syth Canynge have thys buyldynge fynysbed, 
Whyeli seemeth to be the pryde, of Brystowe, 
And bie ne buytdeyng to. bee overmatched : 
Whyche ale simile taste and bee the prayse of 
And. onlie in thwwrecke of nature falte. 	talk, 

A Knyghte Tempters spryte speeketh. 

- 7n Nellie land where Sarasins defyle 
The grounde whereon oure $avyour dyd goe, 
Amt.  Ghryste'hys temple make to moschyes vyte, 
Wordies of despyte gent oure Savyour throwe, 
There twas that we dyd our warfarage doe, • 
Guardynge the pylgryms of the Cbsystyan faie; 
And dyd owre belie acmes in blonde embrue, 
Movynge lyke thonder boultes yn drear arraie. 
Owre strokes lyke levyn tareynge the tall tree 
Owre Godde owre anne wyth tetbatib force dyd 

dree. 	 [welthe, 
Maint tenures fayre, ande Mannoures of greete 
Greene wood-es, and brooldettesru nay lige throng he 

the lee, 
Dyd tnenne us gyve for theyre deare soule her 
• hetthe, . 

'Gave erthite ryches for goodes he.avenlie. 
Ne dyd we tette our ryches untyle bee, 
But dyd Yhuylile the Temple chyrehe soc fvne, 
The whyche ys wroughte abowte so hismaielie; 
Itte seemeth camoys to the wondrynge eyne; 
And ever and anon when belles rynged, 
From place to place ytte moveth yttes hielleade: 
Butte Canynge from the sweate of bye owre 

browes, 	 • 
Dyd gette hys golde and rayse thys fetyve how*, 

< 	• 
Lanyngetonnes spryte speeketh. 

Lette alle mie faultes bee buried smne the grave; 
Alle obloquyes be'rotted wytbe mie duste ; 
Lette him fyrst carpen that no wemint•s have: 
'Tys paste nianues nature for to be ale juste. 
But yet in sothen to rqjoyce I muste, 
That I dyd not immeddte for to buykle; 
Sythe thys quaintissed place so gloryous, 
Seemeyng alle ehyrehes joyned yn one g-uylde, 
Has nowe supplied for what I had done, 
Whych toe mie cierge is a gloryous sonne. 

Ello's *ye spec&eth.. 

Then let us elle d<e jyntelie reveraunee here, 
Thebeste of-mousse and byshoppes heredeestande: 
Who are Goddes shepsterres and do bike good 

care, 
Of the geode shepe bee putteth yn theyre hand; 
Ne one is loste butte alle in well likande 	' 
Awayte to heare the Generalle Byshoppes calk, 
When Mychaels trompe shall sound to yianoste 
Affrvghte the wyeked and awaken elle: {Made, 
Then Canynge ryses to eternal reste, 
And fyndes bee chose on Erthe a lyfe the,beste. 

' ,1•/••••••• 

THE TOURNAMENT. 
AN INTERLUDE. 

Vilift poem is printed from a copy made by Mr. 
Cateott, from one in ehatterton's handvriting. 

Sir Simon tie  Bourton, the hero of this poem, is 
supposed to have been the first founder of a 
church dedicated to" oure Ladle," in the phase 
where the ehuikis ofSt.filavyRedeli ffenowstands, 

The following account is transcribed from one 
of the parchment manuscripts produced by 
Chatterton:---. 

"Symonne,de Byrtonne eldest sonne of syrreBald.' 
wynus de Byrtonne, was born on the eve of -the 
annunciation, mee.xxxxxxv. bee wat dor-
abelle of aspect, and in hys yowthe much yenta 
to tourneyeynge, and m.c.c.xxxxxxxx at Wyn-
chestre yule games woo myckle honnoure, he 
abstaynydfrommarryage,bewasmycklelearned, 
and ybuykled a house in the Tie of Wyghte af-
ter fashyon of a pallayse royaui, goodtye to be;  
beside, wyth carvelly'd pyllars on %Myth wart 
thys ryrne wroten : 

Fulle nobille is thys kyngelie howse 
And eke fulle nobilie thee, 

Echone is for the other fytte 
As saynctes for Ideaven bee. 

"Hee ever was fidiert of almesdceds and vas of the 
poore beloved: in m.ee.lxxxv kynge Edwarde' 
kepte hys Clirystmasse at Bryghtstowe and pro-
ceeded agaynste the Wetehmenne ebroughtenne 
manye stronge and dowghtee logghts, amongst 
whom were syrre Ferrara Nevylle, Geoffroie 
Freeman, Clymer Percie, Heldebraint Gournie, 
Ralph. Mointn, syr Lyster Pereie, and Edgare 
Knyvet, knyghtes of renowne, who established 
a three days jouste on saynete Maryes Ilylle: 
syrre Ferrara Nevylle appeared dyghtein ruddy 
artnoure, beagle! a ranapaunte lyon gutte de 
sangue, agaynste hym came syr Gervayse 
Teysdylle, who bearyd a launee is.suynge pro-
per, but -was quyeldie overthrowen: then ap-
peared Leonarde Ramsay, who had a horde is-
suapte holdeynge a bloudie swerde peercynge a 
couroune wyth a sheelde peasenue with sylver; 
he ranee twayne tykes, but Neville throren hym 
on the thyrde rencountre: then dyd the afore-
aayd syrre Symonne de Byrtonne avow that if 
he overthroveit syrre Ferran Neville, he would 
' This circumstance' is proved by our old chro- . 

nicles. under the year. 1283. Rex Edw. 1 per 
Walliam progrediens occidentalem intravit GIs-
morganeiam, qua-ad Comitem Glovoruim noscitur 
pertittore: rex dein Bristolliain veniens kstunt 
Dominic= nativitatis co anno ibi tenite-ellarrett. 

   
  



'THE TOURNAMENT. 	 3S 
there ereete mid buildea cliyrehe to own Ladye: 

. allgate there stoodeanigh Larnyngtonnes Ladies 
chamber : Kee then micountred vygorousiy, and 

. bore syrreFersars horse and man to the grounde, 
remaychynge konyge, victors knyght of the 

. jouste, uncle settynge atte the ryghte boucle of 
k. Edwarde. lane m.ce1xxxxi.hee performed 
hys vowen ybuylden a godelye chyrche from a 
pattern of St. Oswaldes abliyes chyrelie,andthe 
day of our Lordesmatyvyty 

'-de Sante Leonfardoehyshope olChycliestre 
dedicate it to the Holie Vyrgynne Marye mode's 
of Godde."3 

Enter an 11.E.RAWDE. 
THE tournament begyones ; the hammerrs seaside; 
The eourserrs lysse about the mensuredd fickle; 
The shemtyage armoure throwes the sheerie 

arounde; 
Suayntyssed fons depicted onn eche sheelde, 
The (eerie heaulmets, wythe the wreathes amielde, 
&Triodes the ampynge tyonceff oar Beare, 
Wythe stmunge depyctures, nature male nott 
Hnseemlie to all orderr doe appere, 	fyeelde, 
Yett yatte to menne, who thyneke andhave a spryte, 
Makes knowen thatt the ,phantasies unryghte. 
I, senile of honnoure, spencer of her joies, 
Mute swythen goe to yeve the speeres arounde; 
'Wythe dvantayle,  and borne,  I ineynte emploie, 

'4' In the notes adventayle is interpreted armour, 
and borne burnish. In this passage there seem to 
be severalunistakes. Thetranscriberhas expressed 
the former word with a d, adventayle and advan-
tayle : in which, if there be any propriety, he was, 
I believe, little aware of it. The true spelling is 
supposed to be aventayle, from the 'French avant. It 
was some part of a suit of armour which projected; 
and this might have been known front Skinner. 
.Aventaile : credo a Franco.--Gallico jam ohsoleto;  
aventail;. prntentura ferrea: xeiwreriarir: ab ad-' 

 verbio avant. A like account is afforded by Du 
Cange; but neither of them define precisely what 
piece of armour it svas. However from the ac-
counts which are uniformly given of it, we may 
be assured that it was something which stood for-
ward ; and is therefore supposed by Do Cange to 
be anterior armatures pars. In the MSS. of Wil-
liam and the Werwolf, mention is made of the 
hero seizing upon a person with whom he is en-
gaged in fight, which circumstance is thus de-
scribed: 

William thant with by the aventayle him heath, 
To have with his weird swapped of his heade. 

P. 54. 

We find that he laid hold of a particular part of, 
the armour, such as most facilitated his cutting off 
the Stead ofenemy. This tberdoremust have 
been part of the helmet; .and that partespricially 
which was most prominent and liable to be.  seized 
upon; and this I take to have bden the beavdr. 
There were several sorts of helmets of different 
denominations;. and I imagine that one of them 
was styled aventaik or adventaile, front a moveable 
beaver, which was made to slide up and down. 
The Caine was given from its affording, when the 
beaver was up, an opening to the air for respira-
tion; and seems to have been derived,*not from  

Who withoute race woulde fall untoe the grounde, 
Soe the talf oake theivie twysteth rounde • 
Soe the neshe flowed grees ynne the woodeland'  

shade. 
The worlde bie diffraunce Ys ynne orderr founde; 
Virydhoute unlikenesse hothynge could bee made.' 

As yon the 4owke nete alleyn cann ben donne, 
dyke ynn the ii7eat of kynde all thynges are pastes 

of oune. 

;avant but from 'ail and vent is,orventild; front whence 
"was formed She French word (monied. Du Cauge 
quotes from Rymer's Red. an order tom A. p. 354. 
Tredecim loricas, quinque aventailles, quadnaginta 
arims, &c. The beaver of an helmetprojected be, 
yond'the helm, and stood hollow; so that it gave 
an opportunity for a person to lay hold. of it and 
to force the bead of his enemy downward. From 
hence I ant induced to think, that an adventailivasa -
properly that fore part of the helmet, the beaver, 
but which often gave name to the whole.. When.  
this beaver, was put up, it afforded an opening to 
breathe more freely, and to receive fresh air; which• 
opening was from thence styled a ventail from Len-
trio. When /Eneas was healed of his wound- by 
lapis, and was returning completely armed to 
battle, he embraced his son who stood'by his side, 
and kissed him; .which is thus described by Gamin 
Douglas. 

Aseaneus zoung"tendirly the ilk place 
With all his Karnes belappit dyd embrace, 
And thro his, helms ventall a lytell we 
Him kissit. 

P. 425,1. 18. 

It is expressed after the same manner. in an an-
cient poem quoted by Mr. Warton. Hist. of Eng. 
Poetry v. 1.p. 163. 	' 

Upon his shoulders a stickle of steele, 
With the lybardes painted wele, 
And heline he had of ryche entayle, 
Trusty and trewe was his ventayle. 

From His. of Richard Coeur de Lion. 
There is a passage in the interlude of /Ella, where 
the adventaile is mentioned in conjunction with 
the helmet. 
Who haveth trodden donne the adventayle 
And tore the beauhnes from heads of myckle 

myghte. 
'v. 469. 

Yontale or rental!, a vent-hole and breathing part 
of a helmet: a Pr. ventaille. Gtoss. to. Gawin 
Douglas. Hence I imagine that the beaver and 
the helmet itself had the name of adventail and 
aventail from being constructed in such a Tanner 
as to afford occasionally such an opening. 
) 2  Horne. By this weed is signified a kind of gorget 
or breastplate expressedmore commonly burn and 
byrn ; from the byrna of the Saxons. Bypna, 
loriea. Sax. Diet. In the laws of 	Athelstan • 
mention is made of a person havirrr,  a burn and 
helm. c. 72., In the laws also of Olnit, .a burn 
and sword are spoken of, e. 55. It was sometimes 
expressed bryne and bryna. Brynia, brine, hringa 
brynia, twice annulis fermis concatenate. Olai 

Lex Sueo.Goth. It is taken notice of by 
Du Cauge as it is differently exhibited. Brunei', 
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Enter mut FYkONRE DE notirtMttlE. 

Herawde, bie fleavenne these tylterk stale too longe 
phantasie ys dyinge fort- the fyghte. 

The rrtynstrelles have berm-se the thyrde warr 
songe, 	 [syghte. 

*Vett notte a speere of hemm bath grete mie 
I feete there belle Insane wordhie:pie myghte. t. 
I lack a. Guidl, a ,Wyityruntmto entylte. 

reuse aitente a ferz eniboydiedd knyghte, 
Ytt gettes ne reeontelyyff hys blodde bee spylte. 
ie  fleavenne and Marie ytt ys tyme they're h0e; 

I lyche nott unthylle thus to wielde the speare. 

HERAWDE. 

Melthynekes I beam yer slustomes dyne fromm 
farre. 

BODRTONRE. 
cMi! swyt.henn stile shielde and tyltynge launce 

bee bounde. 
Eftseenes beheste mie squyerr to the warm.. 

Ale before to claynte a challenge growssde. 
[Geed, °ale. 

bninia, tronia, torire: Gloss. Lat. Theotise. thorax, 
"nilitare .mnamentum, brim. He also expresses it 
byrnan and Byrn. Tereus is described in the 
Scotish version .of the Aneis, as arming himself in 
the foltoVing manner. 

Ile clethis hint With his seheild and semysbald, 
He claspis his gilt luibirihone thrinfald, 
He in his loreistplait strong, and his 
Arm souir swerd beltis law down by bis the. 

P. 230. 1.42. • 
Among the English it seems to have been called 
bora; and in the poem from whence I have quoted 
the passage it appears to have denoted militare 
ornomentum, probably something like a  gorget; 
with which the heralds presented. the Irnights at 
the same time that they gave them their helmets 
and spears. 

sonne allow:air;  spencer of her joyes 
Must .sy then goe to yeve the speeres arounde, 
Wyth adventayle and borne. I meynte emplaie; 
Who without me would' fall unto the ground. 

So it should be stapt. After the herald had men* 
tioned that he was to present to the knights what 
belonged to them, he magnifies his own office, and 
speaks of himself as the dispenser of an honour. 

says he employ many, who without me 
would 'sink to nothing.' In short he intimates*  
that all honours and badges- of honour come 
through the hands of the herald; which seems to 
have been not at all understood by the transcriber. 
Such, I imagine, is the purport of the two words in 
gueStien adveniayle and home. By the former of 
these is meant an helmet with a sliding beaver; 
by the other a kind of cuirass or gorget: wind' 
two by the transcriber have been interpreted ar-
mour and burnish.".—Bryant. 

This is the strongest argument that has been ad. 
&seed for the anthentieity of the poems. Chatters 
ton translates borne, after Kersey, burnished;, this 
Makes the passage unintelligible, the rent meaning 
of the word explains it,' 

3  Guid, Guie de Sancto Egidie, the most famous 
titter of his age. 

• ' HERAWDE. 
Thie valourous acts woulde meinte of mount as-

tounde; 
Harde bee yershaupeencontrynge thee ynnfyghte; 
Attenst alte menne thou berest to the groande, 
Lyche the hard hayle clothe the tallroshespyghte. 
As ebonite the mornynge Solute ydronks the dew, 
SyChe clothe tide valourous actes droeke eche 

kuyghte's hue. 
• 

The lystes. The Kynge, Syrr Symonne de Bow-, 
toque, Syrr hlugo Ferraris, Syrritanulph Ne-
ville, Syr Lodovick de Clynton, Syrr Johan de 
Berghamme, and odherr knyghtes, herawde, 
mynstrelles, and servytours. 

'AYSGE. 

The barganette; yee .myststrelles, tune the 
strynge, 	 (sYnge- 

Somme actyonn dyre of anntyante kynges sow 

DIYNSTRELLES. 

Wytlyamm, tote ".1Stonnatutes flour, botte Eng. 
'mules thorne, 	 [knits, 

The mantle 'whose myghte delievretie hada 
Snett -oppe hys long strange bowe and sheelae 

aborne 4, 
• Behesteynge all hys hommageres to fyghte, 
Goe, rouze the lyona froth hyslylteddenne, 

Lett thie floes drenche the !Amide of ani6 tbynge 
bott menne. 

Ynn the treed- forrestedoe the knyghtesappere; 
Wyllyamm wythe myghte hys buwe enyromid 

plies; 
Loude dynns the arrowe ynn the wolfynn'seare; 
He rysetts battent, roams, be panetes, heedyes. 
Fesslagenn att thie feete let wolvynns bee, 

Lett thie floes drenche theyre blodde, bolt do ne 
bredresut slea. 

Throwe the merke shade of twistynde trees bee 
rydes; 

The flemedowlett flappshereeve-speektewynge; 
The lordynge toad ynn alt hys passes hides; 
The berten seders att hymns darts the stynge; 
Stylle, stylle, he passes onn hys stede astrodde, 

Nee bodes the slaungerous wale gyff leadynge 

4 Aussnauthorized wordy formed from Kersey's 
blunder. 

toe bloode. 

The Vowel, from me sweltrie countries braughte, 
Coneheyngebinethe the sheltre of the bnerr,
Att commyng dynn doth rdyse himself dis. 

traughte, 
Hee toketh wythe ,an eie of flames of fyre. 
Goe, stycke the lyonn to drys hyltren dente, 

Lettc tide floes drenche the blood of anie tlyage 
- butte menne. 

Wythe passent -steppe the lyonn mov'thatonge; 
Wyfiyamm hys ironne-woven bowe bee bends.; 
Wythe myghte alyche the roghlyfigt Mender 

stronger 
Thelyonn yin a roare hys spryte foor thesendes. 
Goe, slea the lion ynn hys blodde•steyn'd dense, 

Bette bee thie takelle clrie frotnm blodde of odherr 
menne. 
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Sweftib fromtn the thyckett starks the steep 
The couraciers as swefte doe afterr file. [awaie; 
Hee lepethe hie, hee stands, he kepes att baie, 
Botte metes the arrowe,and eftsoones clothe die. 
Forslaggnn att thie fote tette wylde beastes bee, 

Lette thie floes, drenche yer blodde, yett do ne 
bredrenn slee. - 

Wythe murtherr tyredd,hee sleynges hys Bowe 
alyne 5. 	 tflowerrs. 

The stagge ys ouch'd 6  wytli crowns of lillie 
Arounde theire heaulmes theie greene verte doe 

entwyne; 
toying and rev'Ious ynn the grene wade bowerrs. 
Forstagenn wyth thie floe lett wylde beastes bee, 

Feeste thee upponne theire tleshe, do ne thie bred-
ren sloe. 

' 	KYNG E. 
Nowe to the tournele; who wylle fyrst affraie ? 

. IIERAVLDE. 

Nevylle, a baronne, bee yatte honnoure thyne. 
illOVRTONNE. 

I elayrne the passage. 
NEVYLLE. 

I cantake thie,wale. 
BOVRTONNE. 

Them there's mie gauntlett on mie gaberdyne. 
3 . 

HEREHAVLBE. 
A legeful challenge, knyghtes and champyones 

dynge, 
A leegeful ehallengelette the slugghorne sounde. 

[Syr Symonne ereiNevylle tylte. 
NevyJi ys goeynge, mantle and horse, toe 

grounde, 	 Nevyllefaai. 
Loverdes, how doughtilie the tylterrs.joyne! 
Yee champyonnes, heere Symonne de Bourtonne 

fyghtes, 	 [knyghtes. 
Orme bee bathe quacedd, assayle tynun, yee 

FERRARIS. 
I wylle anente hymm goe; mie squi,err, mie 

shielde; 
Orr onne orr odherr wyll doe myckle seethe ' 
Before I doe departe the lissedd Snide,  
Mieselfe orr Bourtonne hereuppon wyll blethe. 
Mie shielde! 

BOURTONNE. 
Comme onne, and ate thie tylte-launce ethe. 

Whanne Bourtonn fyghtes, bee metes a doughtie 
foe. 	[Theie tytte. Ferraris falleth. 

Hee falleth nowe bie Heavenne thiewoundes doe 
smethe; 

I feere mee, I have wroughte thee myckle woe. 
HERAW DE. 

Bourtonne hys second beereth to the feekle. 
Comme onn, yee knyghtes, and wynn the bon. 

netted sheeld. 
BERGHAMME. 

I take the challenge; squyre, thie launce add 
stede. 	' 

I, Bourtonne, take thegauntlette; forrmee stale. 
S Unauthorized and unintelligible. 
6  Ouch'd, garlands of flowers being put round the 

neck of the game, it was said to be otecied, from ouch, 
a chain worn by earls round their necks. 

Botte gyff thou fyghteste mee thou shalt have 
merle; 

Somme odherr I wylle champyonn toe affraie; 
Perchannee fromme herein I male possess the ' 

dale, 
Thenn I schalle bee a foemaiine forr thie spere. 
Herehawde, toe the bankes of knyghtys sale, 

3De Berghtunqe wayteth forr a foemann heere. 
CLINTON. 

Botte lunge thou shalte negule ; I doe thee fle. 
Igiche forreying tevyn se take inie tylte-launce 

ie. 3  
[Berghamme and Clinton tylle. Clinton fallethe. 

itEngiummE, 	a 
Nowe, nowe, syrr knyghte, attoure thie beeveredd 

eyne. 
I have borne downe, and efte (toe gauntlette thee. 
Swythenne bytine, and wrynn tbie sliappe orr-

myne:  
Gyff thou dyscomfytte, ytt wylie dobblie bee. 
(Bourtenne and Burghamm tylteth.Bereatinmefallr. 

IIERAWDE.'  
Symonne de Bourtonne haveth borne downe three, 
And bie the thyrd hathe honnoure of a fourthe. 
Lett byrnm bee sett a syde, fylle bee clothe see 
A tyitynge forr a knyghte of gentle wourthe. 
Heere coinmethe straunge knyghtes; gyff cortg- 

ous hele, 
Ytt welle beseies to yeve hemm ryghte of fraie. 

FIRST 1011(011TE. 
Straungerrs wee bee, and homblie doe wee clayme 
The rennorne ynn thystourneie forr to tylte 
Dnerbie to proove frornm cravents owre goode 

name, 
Bewrynnynge thatt wee gentile blodde have spytte. 

HEREHAW DE. 
Yee knyghtes of cortesie, these straungerre, sale, 
Bee you fulle wyllynge forr to yeve hymns fraiel 
[Fyve knyghtes Vieth roythe Me straunge knyghte,arrd bee 

euerichone overthrowers. 
)32MMTON NE. 

Nowe bie seyncte Marie, gyff onn ail the fielde 
Ycrasedd speres and heltriette bee besprente, 
Gyff everyche knyghte dydd houlde a •piereedd 

sheeld, 	. 	 [sten te, 
Gyff all the feeble wythe champyonne blodde bee 
Yett toe encounterr hymm I bee contente. 
Annodherr launce, marshalle, anodherr launce. 
Albeytt bee wythe lowes of fyre ybrente, 
Yett Bourtonne woulde agenste hys vat advance. 
Fyve haveth fallen downe anethe bys speere, 
Bette he shalle bee-the next thatt falleth heere. 
Bie thee, seyncte Marie,and thy sonne I sweare 
Thattynn whatte place yam dooghtie ltnyght shall 

fall  
Anethe thestrong,e push' of mie strait eht out spe,ere,. 
there schalle aryse a hallie chyrches wet le, 
The whyche, ynn honnoure, I wylie Marye calle, 
Wythe pillars large, and spyre full byghe and 

rounde. 
And thys I faifultie wylle stonde to all, 
Gyff yonderr straungerr falleth to the grounde. 
Straungerr,bee bonne; I champyonn you to warre. 
Sounde, sounde the slughdrnes, to be hearde froznm 

farre. 
[Bourtonne and thestraungerr tylt. Straungerjeltelh. 

   
  



RYNGE. 
The morrtyrige tyltes now cease. ' 

HERAWDR. 
Bourtonne ys kynge, 

Dysplaie the Englysitebannorre oats the tente'4; 
Itounde hymns, yee mynstrelles, songs of achmeuts 

synget, • ' 	e`i 

cee herawdes, gatherr upp the species besprente; 
b kynge of Tourtstlr-tylte bee all kneesteete. 

Damesfuireand gent l,forr youre loves heefoughte; - 
Fore yon the lunge tylte-launce, the swerde`lee 

' shente;„  
nee ioustedd, alleine haVynge you ynn thoughte. 
Conime, rnynstrelles, sound the strynge, goe onn 

eche syde, 
Whylest iseenntoe the kynge ynn state doe ryde. 

nrA•lewrituttEs. 
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o Whann battayle, smethynge wythe new (Mick- 
. 	mired gore, 	 [betide, 

Bendynge wythe spoiler,and bloddie droppynge 
Dydd the merke wood ethe and rest 'explore, 
Seekeynge to lie onn Pleasures downie bedde, 
' Pleasure, dauncyng fromm her wode, . 

Weeathedd wythe floures of aiglintine, 
From bys vysage washedd the bheide, 
Hylte hys swerde and gaberdyne. 

Wythe syke an eyne she swotetie hymm dydd view 
Dydd sue ycorven everrie shape to joie, 
Hys spryte dydd chaunge untoe anodhcrr hue, 
Hysarmes, ne spoyles, mote anie thoughtseinplMe. 

All delyghtsomme and,  contente, 
Pyre enshotynge fromme hys eyne, 
Ynn hys :wines bee dydd herr hente, 
Lyche the merle-plante doe entwytie.' 

See, gyff thou lovest Pleasure and herr trayne, 
Onknowlachynge you wbatt place Kerr to fynde, 
Thys rule yspende, and yen thie myude retayne; 
Seeke bonnoure fy rate, and pleasau nee lies behy nde. 

•-• 
BRISTOWE TRAGEDIE: OR THE DETRE OF SYR CEARLES SAWDIR. 

[This poem is reprinted from the copy printed at 
London in 1 /2, with a few correetions from a 
copy made by Mr. Cateott, from one in Chat-
terton's handwriting. 

The person here celebrated under the name of 
syr Charles Bawdin was probably' sir Bartle- 

' wyn Fulford, knt. a zealous Lancastrian, who 
was executed at Bristol in the linter end of 
1461,, the first year of Edward the Fourth. He 
was attainted, with many others, in the general 
act of attainder, 1 Edw. IV, but he seems to 
have beets executed under a special commission 
for the trial of treasons, &c. within the town of 
BriGtol. The fragment of the old chronicle, 
published by Hearne at the. end of Sprotti 
Chronica, p. 289, says only, "(1 Edw. IVO 
was taltin sir tablewine Fulford andbehedid at 
Bristow." But the matter is snore fully stated 
in the act which passed in 7 Edw. 1V. for, the 
restitution in blood and estate of Thothas Fel. 
ford, knt. eldest sou of Baldewyn Fulford, late 
of Fulford, in the ,County of Devonshire, knt. 
Rot. Pat. 8 Edw. V. p. I, m. IS. The pre- 

Advanceonr waving colours on the walls! 
Sbakspeare, Henry 6, part 1.  

amble of this act, after stating the attainder by 
'the act 1 Edw. IV. goes on thus: " Andalso the 
said Bahlewyn, the said first yere of your noble 
reign, at Bristowe in the shore of Bristowe, be-
fore Henry erle, of Essex, William lInstyngs, of 
Hastyngs, knt.-Richard Chock, 'William Ca-
nyng, make of the said towne elf Bristowe, and 
Thomas Yong, by force of yonriotters patentes 
to theym and other directe to here anddetertnine 
all treesons, 	doon avidlyn the said towae of 
Bristowe before the with day of September the 
first yere of your said reign, *as atteynt of dy-
vers tresons by him doon ayenst your highness, 
&e °' If the commission sat soon after the 
with of. September, as is most probable, king Ed-
warde might very possibly be at Bristol at the 
time of sir Baldewyn's execution; for in the 
interval between his coronation and the parlia-
ment which met in November, he made a pro-
gress (as the continuator of Stowe informs us, p. 
416.) by the South coast in the West, and was 
(among other places) at Bristol. Indeed there is 
a circumstance which might lead-us to believe, 
that he wast;mtually a spectator of the execu-
tion from the minster window, as described in 
the poem. in an old accompt of the proem-
tors of St. Ewin's church, which was then The 
minter, from icx March in the 1 Edward IV. 
to I Apiiiin the year next ensuing, is the WF 
lowing article, according to a copy mate by 31r, 
Cateott from the original hook. 

"Item for wash ynge the church payveni..i. 
J
„,.„ 

ageyns KyngeEdwarde 4th is comynge.f ” 

THE feathered songster chaunticleer 
Han wounde isys bugle borne, 

And tolde the earlie villager - 
The eommynge of the movie 

Kynge Edwarde sawe the ruddie streakes 
Of lyghte eclypse the greie; 

And berde the raven's ertskyage throte 
Proclayrne the fated dale. 

" Thowert ryghte," Tied bee, "for, by the Godde 
That syttes enthron'd on hyghe! 

Charles Bawdin, and hys fellowes twaine, 
. To dale shell surelie die," 

Thenne wythe a jugge of nappy ale 
Hys knyghtes dydd once hymm waite; 

" Gee tell the traytour, thatt to-dale 
Hee leaves thys mortall state." 

Syr Canterlinte' thence bendedd lowe, 
Wythe harte brymm Tulle of woe; 

Hee sourney'd to the castle-gate, 
And to syr Charles dydd goe. 

Butt whenne hee came, hys children twaine, 
And eke hys lovynge wyfe, 

Wythe brinie teares dydd wett the floore, 
For goode syr Charleses lyfe. 

Henry
It appears, by a MSS. (Rich penes me) that 

H 	VI. was taken in disguised apparel at the 
Abbey of Salley in Yorkshire, by one Cantelow, 
in 1463. .'This is a proof that k: Edward IV. had 
such a person as sir Cantelow much in his inter-
est and at his command, and affords some addi-
tional proof of the authenticity of the poem. 

. 	Barrett., 

   
  



- 	THE BRISTOW 'TRAGEDY. 
" 0 good syr Charles!" 'sayd Canterlone, 

" Badde tydyngs I doe brynge." 
" Speke boldlie, mantle," sayd brave syr 

" Whatte says thie tmytor kyitge 

" I greevtto tette, before yonati Sonne 
Does fromnhithe tvelkinn Bye, 

Hee bathe uponne hys humour sworn, 
Thatt thou shalt surelie die." 	, 

" Wee all must die," quod brave syrr Charles; 
" Of thatte 'm not affearde; 

Whatte bootee to lyre a little space ? 
Thanke Jesu, I 'm prepar'd: 

" Butt tette thye kynge, for myne bee's not, 
I 'de sooner die-to-daie 

Thanne lyre hys slave, as manie are, 
'Tito' 1 should tyre for she)' 

Thenne CanteFibire bee dydd goe out, 
To tell the nattier straite 

To gett all thynges in readycess 
For goode syr Charleses fate. 

Thenne maisterr 'Canynge saughtg the kynge, 
Andfeltedown onne .hys knee; 

" I'm come," quod bee, " unto your grace 
To move your clemencye." 

Thenne quod the kynge, " Youre tale speke out, 
You ave been much mire friende; 

Whatever youre request may bee, 
, Wee wylle to ytte attender" 

" My nobile 	alto my request 
Ye for a nobile knyghte, 

Who, tho' may hap bee has donne wrong; , 
Hee thoghte ytt stylie was ryghte: 

" He has a spouse and children braille, 
Atte rewya'd are for aie; 

Yff that you are resoiv'd to lett 
Charles Bawdin dieito dale." 

a " Speke mitt of such traytour 
The kynge ynne furie sayde; 

" Before the evening starre dotb sheene, 
Bawdin shall loose hys bedde: 

"Justice does loudlie.for hytwcalle, 
And bee shalle have hys ineedet 

Speke, mister Canynge! whatte thynge.else 
Att present doe you neede?" 

" My nobile leige!" goode Canynge sayde, 
" Leave justice to our Godde, 

Andlaye the yronne rule asyde; 
Be thyne the olyve rodde. 

" Was Godde to serche our hertes and mines, 
The beste were synners grete; ' 

Christ's rycarr only kuowes na synne, 
Ynne all thys mortal( state. 

" Lette mercie rule thyne infante reigne, 
'Twylle faste thy crown fulle rare; 

From race to race thy familie 
Aire sov'reigns shalt endure: 

" But yff wythe bloode and slaughter thou 
&Orme thy infante reigne, 

Thy erownokuponne thy clii/dreenes brows 
Wylie never long remayne." 

393 
" Canynge, awaie! thys traytoure vile 

Has scorn'd my power and mee;.  
Howe cans thou thenne for such a manne 

Entreaze my ctemeneye?" 
" Mietrobile leige! the trulie brave 	, 

Wylie vat'rou,s actione'prize, 	• 
Ikespeet a bra% and noble myerle, 

ynne Armies." 

" Canynge, awaie! By Godtfr ynn Heav'n 
'pat dydd ime beinge gy e

'  I wylle nott taste a bitt of breade 
Whilst thrs,syr Charles dothe lyve. 

" Bite Marie, and elle seinctes in Heav'n, ° 
Thys Suture shall be hys caste." 

Thenne Canynge dropt abrade teare, 
And from the presence paste. 

Wyth herte brymm-fulle of gnawyhge grief, 
Hee to syr Charles dydd goe, 

And sett hyinu tinware uponne a stook., 
And teares beganue to Howe. ' 

" We all must die," quod brave syr Charles; 
" Whattebootes ytte howe or wherme; 

Dethe ys the sure, the certain fate 
Of all we mortail mean. 

"Saye, why, my friend, tide honest soul 
Runes oven' at thyne eye; 

Is ytt for my most welcome doome 
That-thou doste"childdyke crye?" 

2uodrgodlie Canynge, "I doe weepe, 
Thatt thou so soon must dye, 

And leave thy sonnes and helpless tryfe; 
•Tys thys Oath wettes myne eye." 
Thenne drie the tears thatt out thyne eye 
From godlie fountaines sprynge; 

Dethe I despise, and site the power 
Of Edwarde, traytor kynge. • 

" When throgh the tyrant's welcom means 
I shall resigne my lyfe, 

The Godde I serve wylle soon provyde 
For bathe mye sonnes and wyfe. 

" Before I sawe the lyghtsorne Scone, 
Thys was appointed mee : 

Shall mortal marine repyne or grudge 
What Godde 9nleyn,es to bee? 

" Howe oft ynne battaile have I stoode, 
Whan thousands dy'd arounde; 

Whan smokyirge streemes of crimson bloode.  
Imbrew'd the fgtten'd grounde: . ' 

" Howe dydd I knowe thatt ev'ry darte, 
That mute the airie waie, 	• s 

Myghte mitt fynde passage toe my harte, 
t And close myne eyes for aie? 

" And shall I nowe, forr feere of dethe, 
Looke wanne and bee dysrnayde? 

Ne! fromm my herte die childyshe feere, 
Bee filth the marine display'd. 

" Ah, goddelyke Henrie! Godde forefende, 
And guarde thee and ?Aye swine, 

Yff 'tis hys wylle; but y 'tis nott, 
Why thenne hys wylle bee donne. 
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" My honest friende, my faulte has 'been 

To serve Godde and mye prynce; 
And thatt I no tyme-server•am, 	_ 

IVIy•dethe wylle soone eonvynee. 

Ynne Londenmr oitye was I borne, 
Of parents. of grete note; 

My fadre dydd a nobile antres 
Idatablazon onne hys cote: ' 	• . 

"I make ne doubtelitztt hee ys gone 
Where soone I ltope,to goe; 

Where wee for ever shah bee. blest, 
Prom elite the reech of woe: 

.• 
Hee taughte tree justice and the laws 
Wyth pitie to unite; 

And eke hee taughte mee nowe to knowp 
The wronge cause fromm the ryghte: • 
Hee taughte mee wythe a prudent hands 
To feede the hungrie poore, 

lette my servants dryve awaie 
The hungrie Routine my doom: 

"And none can saye, hut elle mye lyfe 
I have hys wordyes kept; 

And summ'd the actyonns of the. dale 
Eche nyghte before I slept. 

I have a spouse, goe aske of her, 
Yff 1 defyl'd her bedde? 
have a kynge, and none can tale 
Blacke treason mine my hedde. 

" Tune Lent, and onne the belie eve, 
Fromme &She I dydd refrayne ;, 

Wide should I thorn° appear dismay'd 
To leave thys worlde of payne ? 

" NO hapless Herwie! I rejoyce, 
1 shall ne see thye dethe; , 

Moste wiilynglie ynne thye just cause 
Doe I resign my brette. 

" Oh fickle people! rewyn'd londe! 
Thou wylt kenne peace ne mciej 

Whyte Richard's sonues exalt themselves, 
Thye brookes wythe blonde wylle fiowe. 

" Sale, were ye tyr'd of gedhe peace, 
And godlie Henrie's reign, 

Thatt.you dydd choppy your easie dales 
Pen those of blonde and peyne? 

Whatte tho' I onne a sledde bee drawne, 
And mangled by a hyntle, 

I doe defye the traytors 
flee can ne harm my mynde; 

" Whatte 	uphoisted onne a pole, 
Mytvlymbes shall rotte ynn ayre, 

And ne ryche monument of brasse 
Charles Bawdin's name shall bear; 

" Yett ynne the hobs booke 
Whychetyrne can't eate awaie

'  There wythe the servants of the Lords. 
Mie name shall lyve for ale. 

" Thenne welcome dethe! forlyfe eterne 
I leave thys tnortall lyte: 

Farewell, vayne world, and alle that's deare, 
Mie sonnes,andlovynge wyfe,; 	• • ,  

" Nowe dethe as welcome to mee comes, t 
As e'er the moneth•of Male; 

Nor tvotilde I even wyshe to lyre, 
Wyth my dere wyfe to stale." 

2uod Canynge, "'Tys a goodlie thyngt 
. To bee prepar'd to die; 	• 

And from thys world of peyne and grefe 
To Godde joule Heav'n to file." 

And nowe the bell beganne to toile, 
6, 	And claryonnes to seunde; 

Syr Charles, hee herde the horses feete 
A prauncyng mine the grottade. 

And)ust before the officers, 
' His lovynge wyfe came ynne, 
Weepynge unfeigned teeres of woe, 
• Wythe loude and dysmalle dynne. 
" Sweet Florence ! nowe I prate forbere, 

Ynne quiet lett mee die; 
Praie Godde, thatt ev'ry Christian mule 

Mayti broke onne dethe as I. 

	

" Sweet Florence'. why these brinie teem? 	# 
They washe my souls awaie, 

And almost make mee wyshe for lyfe, 
Wythe thee, sweete dame, to stabs. 

" Tys butt a journie I shape goe 
Untoe the lands of blysse; 	c.• 

Nowe, as a proofe trflusbaade's4ove, 
Receive drys belie kisse." 

Thenne 'Florence; fault'ring, ynne her sale, 
Tremblynge these wordyes spoke, 

" Alt, cruele Edwarde! Moudie kynge! 
herte ys welle nyghe broke:, 

All, sweets syr Charlesrnhy wylt thou goe, 
Wythoute thye lovynge wyfe? 

The eruelle axe thatt cuttes thy neeke, 
Ktte eke shall ends my lyre.' 

And news the officers came ynne 
To brynge syr Chades (oh/ale,. 

Whoe turnedd toe hys lovynge wyfe, 
And thus to her dydd sale: 

I goe tcrlyfe, and nett to dethe; 
Trust thou ynne Godde above, 

And teaclie thye sonnes to fears the I.orde, 
And ynne `theyre hertes hype love: 

" Teache them to runny the nobile race 
Thatt I theyre fader tonne: 

Florence shotVd dethe thee take-,adieu! 
Yee officers lead onne." 

Thenne Florence rav'd as anie madde, 
And dydd her tresses tere; 

" Oh ! staie, myehusbandeL lorde! and lyfe!"-" 
0 	Syr Chadesthenne dropt a tears. 

tvredd oute wythe ravynge loude, 
tee'fellen orne the fore; 

Syr Charles exerted alle hys myghte, 
And march'd Fromm oute the dere. 

Uponne a sledde bee mounted thenne, 
Wythe lookes full brave and swete; 

Locates, thatt enshone ne more concern 
Titan= attic ynne the strete. • 
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Before hym went the council-menne, 

Ynne scarlett robes awl golde, 
And tassils spanglynge ynne the Sunne, 

Muche glorious to beholde: 

The freers of seincte Augustyne 'next ' 
Appeared to the syghte, 

Alle chid ynne homelie russett weedes, 
Of godliemonkysh plyghte: 

Ynne diffraunt partes a godlie psaume 
Moste ereetlie theye dydd ehaunt; 

Behynde theyre backs,  syx mynstrelles came; 
Who tun'd the strange bataunt., 

Thenne fyve-anddwentye archers came; 
Echone the bowe dydd bende, 

From rosette of kynge Henrie's friends 
Syr Charies,forrlo defend. 

Bottle as a.lyon came syi Charles, 
Drawne onne a clothe-layde sledde, 

Bye two blacke steles ynne trappynges white, 
Wyth plumes uponne theyre hedde: 

Behynde hym live-and-twenty 'nee 
Of archers strange and stoute, 

Wyth braided imam echone ynn lumde, 
Marched pine goodlie route; 

Seinete Jameses freers marched next, 
EchonNlys parte dydd chaunte; • 

Behynde theyre backer syx mynstrells came, 
Who tun'd the strange bataunt: - 

Thenne came the maior and eldermenne, 
Ynne clothe of scarlett deck't; 

And theyre attendynge menne echone, 
' 	Lyke easteme princes trickt : 

And after them, a multitude 
Of citizenns dydd thronge ; 

The wyndowes were all fulle of betides, 
As lice dydd passe alonge. 

And whenne hee came to the hyghe crosse, 
Syr Charles dydd Wane and saic, 
o thou, thatt savest manne fromme synne, 
Wasite rule wattle clean thys daie P' 

At the grete mynsteir wyndowe sat 
The kynge ynne mycle state, 

To see Charles Bawdin goe alonge 
To hys most welcom fate. 

$oone as the sledde drewe nyg,he enowe, 
Thatt Edwarde bee myghte  Beare, 

'The brave syr Charles hee dydd stande uppe,, 
And thus hys Ironies declare: 

" Thou seest nie, Edwardei traytour vile! 
Expos'd to infamie; 

Butt be assur'd, disloyal4 manne! 
I 'm grater nowe thanne thee. 

" Bye foule proce'edynges, murdre, blonde, 
'Thou wearest nowe a crowne; s 	' 

And hast appoynted mee to dye, 
By power nott thyne owne.• 
Thowthynkest I shall die to-dal; 

- I have been dede 'till nowe, • 
And soon shalt lyve to wear a crown 

Yor aie uponne my browe:  

",Whylst thou, perhappsjor som few years, 
Shalt rule thys fickle larvae, 

To lett them knowe howe Wyde the rule' 
Twixt kynge and tyranthande: • 

" Tbye pow'r unjust, thou traytour slave!- 
Shall falle mate thye owne hedde7— 

FrIvnin out of iteiryng of the kymtge 
Departed thenne the sledde.  

Kynge Edwarde's soul rusted yhys face, 
HT turfed hys hedde awai 

And to hys br9der Gloucester 
Kee thus dydd speke and sale: 

" To hym that sou-much-dreaded dethe 
Ne ghasthe terrors brynge, 

Beholde the manne ! he spake the truthe, 
liee's greater thanne a kynge!" 

" Sue lett hym die !" Duke Richarde sayde; 
And maye echone oure foes 

Bende downe they're neckes to bloudie arOp. 
And feede the carryon crowes." 

And nowe the horses gentile drewe 
Syr Charles uppe the hyghe hytle; 

The axe dydd glystorr ynne the Sumac, 
Hys pretious blonde to spylie. 

Syrr Charles dydduppe the seaffolde goe, 
As uppe a gilded carre 

Of victor e, bye various chiefs 
Gayn'd pule the bloudie warre: 

And to the people hee dydd sai, 
" Embed& you see mee dye, 

For servynge loyally tnye kynge, 
Mye kynge most rightfullie, 

" As lunge as Edwarderules thys land, 
Ne quiet you %%Tile knowe; 	' 

Ynure sonnes and husbandes shall bee slayne; 
And brookes wythe blonde shalletlowe. 

" You leave yOure.goode andlawfulle kyuge, 
Whenn ytute adversitye; 

Lyke mee, untoe the true cause stycke; 
And for the true cause dye." . 

Then bee, wYth .preestes, uponne hys knees, • 
A pray'r to.Godde dyad mak6, 

Beseechynge bym unto liyamelM 
Hys partynge soule to take. 

Thenne; kneelynge downe, hee layd hys bedie 
Most seemlie onne the blocke; 

Wityche fromme hys bodie fare at once 
The able heddes.manne stroke; 

And oute the blonde heganne to flowe, 
And rounde the seaffolde twyne ; 

And tears, enowe to wash 't aware, 
2 Dydd Bowe fromme each mantes erre, 

The bloudie axe hys bodie fayye 
?unto foure parties mate; 

And ev'rye parte, and eke hys hedde, 
liponne a pole was putte. 

One parte dydd rotte onne Kyivulpft.hylle, 
One onne the mynsterStower, 

And one front off the castle-gate 
The crowen dydd devoure; 
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The other onne Seynete Powle's spode gate, 

A dreery spectacle; 
Ilys hedde was plac'd onne the hyghe Crosse, 

Ynne hyghe-streete most nobile. 

Thus was the ende of Bawdin's fate: 
Godde prosper longe olive kynge, 

And grante bee maye, wyth Bairlin's soule, 
Ynne kleavIr Gedd's inercie synget 

ON'S POEMS. 
And learn the builder's venues and }anon; 
Of this tall spyre in every countye 
And with thy tale the lazing rych men shame; 
Showe Lowe the glorious Canyage did excelle; 
How bee good-man a friend for kynges became, 

And gloryous paved at once the way to Rearmed 
fame. 

• Ck.." 

c  ONN OURE LADIES DlIkRCHE. 
tFrom'a copy made by Mr.. Catcott, from one in 

Chatterton's hand-writing.) 
As onn a hylle one eve sittynge, 
At oure Ladie's chyrehe mouche wonderynge, 
The counynge handiworke so fyne, 
Han well nighe dazeled mine eyne; 
dtuod 1; " Some counynge fairie hamlet 
Yreer'd tbis chapelle in this ;aside; 
Fulte welt I matte so fyne a sYghte 
Was rte yreer'd of mortal' wighte." 
rued Trouthe; *Thou. laekest knowIachynge ; 
thou. forsotts rte wotteth of the thy-age. - 
A rev'rend fadre, William Canynge bight, 
Yreered uppethis Chapelle brighte; 
And eke another in the town, 
'Where glassie bubblynge Trymme Both roun." 
r uod I; " Ne double for all he's given 
His sowle will certes goe to Heaven. 
" Yea," quod Trouthe ; " than goe thou home, 
And see thou doe as bee bath donne." 
ruod I; " doubte, that can ire bee; 
I have ne gotten marker three.'* 	(dades soe; 
ruod Trundle ; " As thou hast got, give alms-
Canyages and Gaunts culde doe ne mere." 

11••=1••••••...,•...• 

ON THE SAhIE. 
[Prom a MS. in Chatterton's handtwriting, fur-

nished by Mr. Catcott,, entitled, A Discorse 
on liristowe, by Thomas Rowlie.) 

STAY, curyous traveller, and pass not bye, 
Until this fetive pile astounde thine eye. 
Whole rocks on rocks with yron joynd surveie, 
And okes with okes entreined disported tie. 
This mightie pile, that keeps the wynties at bale, 
Pyre-levyn and the mokie stopme ,defie, 
That shooter Moore into the reautmes of dale, 

'Shall be the record of the buylders fame for ale. 

Then seest this maystrie of a human hand, 
The pride of Brystowe and the westerne lande, 
Yet is the buylders vertues much moe greete, 
Greeter than can bie Rowiies pen be scande. 
Thou seest the saynctes and kynges in stonen 

state, 	 [pande, 
That menu] with breath and human-soule dis-
As payrde to us enseem these men of state, 

Such is greete Canynge's. rnynde when payrd to 
God elate. 	<, 

Well rnaist thou be astounde, but view it well; 
Go not from hence before -thou see thrfilli 

ON THE DEDICATION OF OUR 
LADLE'S CHURCH. 

[This poem was given by Chatterton in a note to 
the Parlyameute of Spires. The lines are 
here divided into the ballad length.] 

Soorri as bryght Sunne alonge the skyae, 
Han acute hys ruddier lyghte; 

And fayryes hyd ynne Oslyppe clipper, 
Tyne wysh'd approche of nyghte, 

The snattyn belle writ shryllie sounde, 
Reeekode throwe the ayre; 

A troop of holie freeres dyd,,, 
For Jesus masse prepare. 

Armin& the hie-re unsayntod ehyrehe 
Wythe belie relyques wente; 

And every door and poste aboute 
Wythe godlie thyriges hesprent, 	e  

Then Carpenter yn scarlette dreste, 
And mytred holylie; 	• 

From Mastre Canynge hys greate howso 
Wyth rosarie drl•hie. 

Before hyin wente a throng of freeres 
Who dr1 the masse song synge, 

Behynde hym Mastre eanynge came, 
Twycla tyke a barbed kynge. 

And then a rowe of belie freeres 	• 
Who dyd the Mass songe sound; 

The ,prOeurators and chrehe reeves 
Next press's] upon the ground. 

And when unto the chyrette theye came 
A !toile masse was range, 

So lowdlie was theyr swotie voyce, 
The Heven so hie it range. 

Then Carpenter dyd puryfie 
The chyrche to Godde for air, 

Wytbe holie masses and good psalmes 
Whyche hee.dyd thereyn sale. 

Then was a sermon preeched soon 
Bic Carpynteree holie, 

And after that another one 
sn • Ypreeehen was hiesneer 

Then elle dytt gotta Canynges house 
An enterlude to playe, 

And dryak bys wpm and ale so goode 
And praie for him for ale. 

•••••••••••ma••••••• 

ON THE AMISTER 
Vl'his poem is (reprinted from Barrett's History of 

Bristol. It .is said by Chatterton to be trans-
lated by Rowley; " as nie as Englyshe wyll 
serve, from the original, written by Abbot 
John, who.was ynduetyd 20 yeares, and dyd 
aet as ebb:tit yeares before hys iielnetyon for 
Phillip then althea: he dyed 1'n M.CC.XV. 
beynge burped in his albe in the mynster."] 

   
  



THOROWE the halle the belle han sounde; 
Byeleeoyle doe the grave beseeme; 
The ealdeimenne doe sytte arounde, 
And snoffelle oppe the cheorte steeme. 
Lyche asses wyld ynne desarte waste 
Swotelye the morneynge ayre doe taste. 

Syke keene thie ate; the minstrels Male, 
.The dynne of angelles doe theie keepe; 
Heie stylle the guestes ha ne to saie, 
Bdttemodde yer thankes And falle aslape. 
Thus echone dale bee I to deene, . 	[woe. 
Gyf Rowley, Iscamm, or Tyb. Gorges be ne 

• 

3 EPITAPH ON ROBERT CANYNGE. 	 19T 

• 

WITH &thin' steppe Religyon, dyghte in greie, 
Her face of doleful hue, 	 [wale, 

Swyfte as a takel thro'we bryghte Heav'n tooke her 
And ofte and ere anon dyd sale 
" Ake! mee! what shall I doe; 

" See Brystoe citie, whyche 1 nowe doe kenne, 
Arysynge to mie view, 

" Thycke throng'd wythe soldyers and wythe 
Butte saynctes I seen few." [traffyckmenne; 

Fytz-Hardynge rose;—he rose lyke bryghte scone 
in the morne, 
" Faire dame adryne their eyne, 
" Let alle thie greefe bee, myne, 

For 1 wylle rere theeuppe a mynster lift; 
" The toppe whereof shall reach ynto the,skie; 

" And wylle a monke be sliorne;" 
Thence dyd the dame reptie, 
" I shall ne be forelourne; 

Here wyll I take a cherysaunied rests, 
And spend mie dales upon Fytz-Hardynges 

breste." 

ON HAPPIENESSE). 
BY WILLIAM CANYNGE. 

[This, and the two following poems, attributed to 
Mr. Canynge, are printed from Mr. Catcott's 
copies.?, 

Run Selynesse on Erthes boundes bee hadde? 
Male yt adyghte yn human shape be found? 
Wote yee, yt was wyth Edin's bower bestadde, 
Or quite eraced from the scaunce-layd grounde, 
When from the secret fontes the waterres dyd 

abounde? 
Does yt agrosed shun the bodyed waulke, 
Lyre to ytself and to yttes eechoe Axone? 

All hayle, Contente, thou mayd of turtle-eyne, 
As thie behoulders thynke thou arteiwieene, 
To ope the dore to Selynesse ys thyne, 
And Chiystis glorie doth upponne thee sheen, 
Doer of the bottle thynge ne bath thee scene; 
In caves, ynn wodes, ynn woe, and dote distresse, 
Whoere bath thee bath gotten Selynesse. 

ONN JOHNNE A DA LBENIE. 
BY THE SAME. 

Johne makes a jarre bouts Lancaster and Yorke; 
Bee stifle, gods manne, and learne to mynde thie 

worke. 
 	• 

THE GOULER'S REQUIEM. 
a 

BY. THE SAME. 

MIE boolie entes adieu! ne rime the syghte 
Of guilden merke shall mete mie joieous eyne, 
Ne moe the sylver noble sheenynge bryghte 
Schall fyll mie honde with weight to speke ytt 

fyne; 

1  Doitive, perhaps ',aim, or heiftif, hasty, from 
the French lazily, hasty.,  

Ne moe, ne moe, alass! I call you myriet 
Whydder must you, ah! whydder must I goe? 
I keen not either; oh mie emmers dygne, 
To parte wyth you wyll wureke mee rnyckle 

woe; 
1 mnste be gonne, botte where 1 dare ne telle; 
0 stoithe, unto mie mynde! I goe to Helle. 
floone as the m•Nate dyddyghte the roddie Sonnet  
A shade of theves eche streake of lyght dyd 

seeme; 	 [rum), 
Wan ynn the Heavn full ealf bye course was 
Eche stirrying nayglihour dyd mie harte Acme: 
Thye loss, lir qayck or slepe, was aie rine. 

dreme; 
For thee, 0 gould, I dyd the lawe ycrase; 
For thee, I gotten or hie wiles or hreme; 
Ynn thee I all mie joie and good dyd place; 
Botte nowe to mee thie pleasaunce ys ne moe, 

I kenne notte botte for thee I to the quede must 
goe. 

1111000.1111•1.•••••••••• 

THE ACCOUNT OF W. CANYNGES FEAST. 
BY THE SAME. 

[This poem is take* from a fragment of vellums  
which Chatterton gave to Mr. Barrett as an 
original. With respect to the three friends of 
Mr. Canynge, mentioned in the last line, the 
name of Rowley is sufficiently known from the 
preceding poems. Iscamtn appears as an ac-• 
tor in the tragedy of Ella, and in that of Godd-
wyn; and a poem, ascribed to him, entitled, 
The Merry Tricks of Laymington, is in-
serted in the Diseorse of Bristow. Sir 
Theobald Gorges was a knight of an ancient 
family seated at Wraxhali, within a few miles 
of Bristol. (See Rot. Pad. 3 H. VI. n. 28. 
Leland's Rim vol. VII. p. 98.) He has also ap-
peared as an actor in both the tragedies, and as 
the author of one of the mynstrelles souges in 
/Ella. His connection with Mr. Canynge is 
verified by a deed of the latter, dated 20th 
October, 1467, in which he gives to trustees, 
in part of a benefaction of 5001. to the church 
of St. Mary Redcliffe, " certain jewels of sir 
Theobald Gorges, knt." which had been pawned 
to him for 1601.) 

EPITAPH ON ROBERT CANYNGE. 
(This is one of the fragments of•vellum, given by 

Chatterton to Mr. Barrett, as part of his mi. 
ginal MSS.] 

   
  



, 'ClIATiERTON'S POEMS. 
'Tuts mornynge starre of Radcleves rysynge raie, 
A true man goode of inynde and Canynge tryglite, 
Benethe thys stone lies moltrynge ynto dale, 
thitylle the Jarlte tombe Ateene an eterne tyghte. 
filynie from hys loynes the ; present Canynge 
Houton are wordes for to Mlle his doe; [same; 
For aye shall lyre hys heaven.reqorded name, 
Ne shall yt dye whanne tyme shrift bee no me; 
Whanne Myehael's trsnnpe shalt sounds t'o rise 

the solle, cts^ 	 flies done. 
wynge to Heaven with itytme, and haply be 

C 

[The first 34 lines of this poem. are extant upon 
another of , the vellum fragments, given by 
Chatt:rton to Mr. Barrett. The remainder is 

. printed from another copy, furnished by Mr. 
Cateott, with some corrections from another 
copy; made by Mr. Barrett from one in Chat,  
terton's handwriting, This poem makes part 
of a prose work, attributed to Rowley, giving 
an account of painters, carvellers, poets, and 
other eminent natives of Bristol; from the ear,. 
hest times to his own. 

It may b'. proper just to remark here, that. Mr. 
Canynge's brother, mentioned in ver. 129, who 
teas lord mayor 'of London in 1456, is called 
Thomas, by Stowe, in his ,List of Mayors, &e. 

The transaction alluded to in the last stanza is. 
related• at large in some prose memoirs of 
Rowley. It is there said that , Mr, .Canynge 
went into orders,, to avoid a marriage, pro. 
posed by king Edward, between him and a 
lady of the Widdevile tardily. It is certain, 
from the register of the bishop of Worcester, 
that Mr. Canynge was ordained Acolythe by 
bishop Carpenteron 19 September, 4461, and re,  
ceived the higher orders of subdeacon; deacon, • 
and priest, tau the 12th of March, 146'i, 0. S. 
the 2i1 and 16th of April, 146S, respectively.] 

AteEnt a brooklette as I lade reclynd, 
Listeynge to heare the water glyde alonge, • 
lelyndeynge how thorowe the, green ewes yt.' 

tepid, 
Awhiist the cavys respons'd yts mettring songe, 
At dystaunt rysyng Avenue to be sped, 
Artienged'wyth rysyng hylles dyd sheWeyts head; 

Engarlanded wyth crownes of osyer Weeder 
And syraytes of alders of a bercie scent, 
And stiekeynge out wyth clowde agested reedes; 
Te hoarie Avonne show'd dyre seinblamente, 
Whylestblatatint Severne, from Sabryna elepde, 
Rorer Bernie o'er the sander that she hepde. 

These eynegears swythyn bringethe to my thowgir te 
Of hardie champyons knowen to the floude, 
How once the banker thereof brave !Elle foughte, 
.tV,Ile descended from,Merce kynglie blonde, 
.Warden of thystowe towne and eastel- stede, 
Who ever and anon. made Danes to blede. 

Methoughte such doughtie mein must have a 
• sprighte 

Dote yn the armour brace that Myeloid bore, 
When he wyth Satan kynge of Helle dyd fyghte,,, 
And Earthe was diented yn a mere of gore; 

Orr, Boone astheie dyd see the worldis lyghte, 
Fate had wrott downe, thys mann ys borne to 

fyghte. 

" 1E1M," I sayd, or els my toynde dyd,oaie, 
" Whie ys thy aetyons left so spare yn stork? 
Were I toe dispone, there should lyvven sic 
Inn h:rthe and flevenis relies thie tale of glone; 
Thie titles soe doughtie-should for aie abyde, 
And bie theyte teste all after actes be tryde."' 

Next holie Wareburghus IOU mie wadi, 
As fayre a sayncte as aide towne can boaste, 
Or bee the erthe Wyth lyghte or merke ywrynde, 
I see hys ytnage waulkeyng throwe the coasts; 
Fitt-Hard ynge, Bithridens, and twentie moe 
Ynn visyonn fore mie phantasie.dyd goe, 

Thus all mie wandrynge faytoor thynkeyage 
. strayde, 	 • [myude, 

And eche dygne baylder decmac'd ens mie 
Whan from the distaunt streeme arose a mayde, 
Whose gentle tresses mov'd not to the vynde; 
Lyehe to the Aylver Mootte yn frostie neete, 
The damoiselle dyd come see blythe and swede. 

hie browded mantellof a scarlette hue, 
Ne shoone pykes plaited o'er wytheibbandegeore, 
Ne eostlie paraments of woden blue, 
Noughte of a dresse, but bewtie dyd shee veers; 
Naked shee was and hiked swete of yoStlie, 
All dyd bewryen that her name was Trouthe. 

The ethic ringletts of her notte.browne hayre 
What use a marine shoolde see dydswotelie hpft, 
Whyeh on her milk-white bodykiu so fayre 
Dyd shows Tyke browne streemes fowlyng tbt 

white tyde. 
Or veynes of' brown hue yn a marble cuari, 
Whyche by the traveller ys kenn'd from farr. 

Astounded mickle there I sylente laie. 
Still scauncing wondrous at the walkynge syghte, 
MM senses forgarde ne csulde reyn awaie; 
But was ne forStraughte when she dyd alyghte 
Anie to rnee, dreste up yn naked viewe, 
Whyche . mote yn some ewlirycious thoughtes 

abrewe, 

But I ne dyd once thynke of Wanton thoughte: 
For welli mynded what bie vowe I bete, 
And ,yn mie pockate han a crouchee broughte, 
Whyeh yn the blosom woulde such sins snots'; 
I lok'd wyth eyrie as pure as angelles doe, 
And dyd the everie thoughte of foide eschews. • 

Wyth sweet semblate and an angel's grace 
She 'gan to texture from her gentle breste; 
For Trouthis ironies ys- her inyndes face, 
False oratoryes she dyd aie detester 
Sweetnesse was yn eche words she dydreirreene, 
`Tito,  shee strove not to make that sweetnesse 

sbeene. 

1- Unauthorized. Dean Mines says it is the 
-old English word nete or nought, with the prefix; 
to which corresponds the old French verb anean-
tised (annihilated) used by Chaucer. Ba there, 
is no proOf, that the word note has ever been used 
as a verb, even, if it exists. 	, 	• 

100.06.1.1*•••••• 
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A FRAGMENT. 	 ' 399 
And put .hys brodee ynto syke a trade, [made. 
That. he lorde mayor.  of Londonne town was 
Eftsoonshys mornynge tournedtogloomie nyghte; 
Hys dame, hys iteconde selfe, give spa her. brethe, 
Seekynge for eterne Jyfe and endless lyghte, 
And steed good Canynge; tad mystake of dethe 
So,pare I seen a dlower you summer tyine 
Trodde downe and broke and widder, ynn-  ytts 

pryme. 

Shee says!; "Mie Manner of appereynge here 
Mie name and sleyghted myndbrueh male thee 

tette; 	 . twere, 
Pea Trouthe, that dyd deseende friimm heaven-
Goulers and courtiers doe not kenne mee welle; 
Thie inmoste thottghtes, thie labrynge brayne I 

' sawe, 
And from thie gentle dreeme will thee adaive. 

" Full manie ,champyons and- intone of lore, 
Payncters and carvellers have gaind good name, 
But there's a Canynge, to encrease the store, 
A Canynge, who Shall buie uppe all theyre fame. 
Take thou mie power, and see yn chylde and 

manne 
What troulie noblenesse yn Canynge ranne," 

As when a hardener onn ethic bedde, 
Tyr'd wyth.the taboures maynt of sweitrie daie, 
Yn slepeis bosom laieth hys deft headde, 
So, senses sonite to reste, my bothYte Joie; 
Eftsoons mie sprighte, from erthlie betides un:  

tyde, 
Immengde yn flanched ayre wyth trouthe asyde. 

Strayte was I carryd buck to tymes of yore,  
Whylst Canynge swathed yet yn ileshlie betide, 
And saw all actyons whych ban been before, 
And all the scroll of Fate unravelled; 
And whe",the fate-roaded babe acome to sygthe,. 
I saw lym eager gaspyng after lyghte. 

In all bye steepen gambols and ellyides plaie, 
In everie merriemakeyng, fayre or wake, 
I kenn'd a perpled lyghte of wysdom's ride; 
He sate downe learnynge *yak thesvastle cake. 
As wise as anie of the eldermenne, • 
He'd wytte enowe tot make a mayre at Mime. 

As the deice downiebarhe begarine to gre, 
So was the well thyghte texture of hys lore; 
Eche dale enbederige mockler for to bee, 
Greete yn hys counsel for the daies he bore. 
All tongues, all carrots dyd unto tiro synge, 
Wondryng at one soe Wyse, and yet see yinge. 

Enereaseynge yn the yews of rnortallyfe, 
And hasteyttge to hys journie ynto Heaven 
Hex thoughte ytt proper for to cheese a wyfe, 
And use the sexes for theinirpose gevene. 
Hee then was yothe of comelie semelikeede, 
And hee had made a marten's herte to blede. 

He had a fader, (Jesus rest his soule!) 
Who loved money,. as hys charie.joie; 
I-lee had a broder (happie manse he's dole!) 
Itn mynde and boshlie, hys owne fadre's bole; 
What then could Canynge wissen as a parte 
To gyve to her whoe had made chop of hearte? 

But Mottle/ and castle tenures, golde and bighes, 
And hoardes of syllver rousted yn the ent, 
Canynge and hys fayre sweete dyd.  that despyse 
To change of troulie love was theyre content; 
Theie lyv'd togeder yn a house adygne, 
Of goode sendaument eonunille and Fyne. . 

Bat soon hys broder and hys syre dyd die, 
And !cite to Willyain states and venteynge voiles, 
And at hys wyll hys broder Johne supplie. 
lice gave a cbauntrie to redeeme theyre soules; 

Nex'iltadeleeve chyrche (oh worke of hande of 
Heav'n5 

Where Canystge sheweth as an instrumente,) 
Was to my hismarde ermsyglite newne givni 
'Tim paste to blazonne ytt to good contente. 
You that woukle fayn the fetyve buyldynge'see 
Repayre to Radeleve, and contented bee. , 

I sawe the myintbruch of hys nobille sonic 
Whan Edwarde nteniced a seconde wyfe; 
1 sawe what Pheryous yn hys mynde dyd toile; 
NOW.: fyX'd frown secontle.  dames a preeste for 

lyfe. 
Thys ys the mantle of menne, the vision spoke;, 
Then belle for even-songe mie senses woke. 

HERAU.DY1V: 
A FRAGMENTS. 

(Frotn a MSS. by Chatterton in the British 
Museum) 

YYNGE Heraudyn al bie the grene wode sate, 
Ilereynge the mote Chelandrie ande the One, 	, 
Seeinge the kenspecked amaylde flourettes mete, 
Envyngyuge to the birds hys love songe true. 
Syrre preeste camme bie ande forthe his bede.rolle 

drewe, 
Fyve Ayes ande on Pater moste be sedde; 
Twayne songe, the on hys songe of Willowe Rue 
Theerdher one 

:FRAGMENT, 
BY JOHN, SECOND ABRATTE OF .SEYNCTE ASS- 

TYNS MYNSTERRE. 
[From Barrett's History of Bristol. It was sent 

by Chatterton to Horace Walpole, as a note to 
Rowleie's Historic of Peyncters. " This John," 
he says; " was inducted abbot in the year 1186, 
and sat in the dies 29 years. He was' the 
greatest poet of the age in which he lived; he 
understood the learned languages. Take a spe—
cimen of his poetry onhing Richard 1st.") 

HARTS of lyone! shake thie sworde, 
'Bare thie rnortheyinge steinede honde: 
iinace whole armies to the eueede, 
Worke thie wylle3m burlie bronde. 
Barons here on bankers-browded, 
Fyehte yn furebs,gaynste the sale; 
Whilest thou ynue tbonderytige mines 
Warriketh whole cyttes bale. 
Harte of, lyon ! sound the beme! 
Soonde ytte yarn inner.londes, 
Freare flies sportine ynne the cleeme,. 
tune thie banner terror stondte. 

   
  



One I.eefwyne of kyngelie Lyne 
Ione Brystowe towne dyd love, 

And toe the samme for hys godename 
The Ackunurne Yate dyd ger. 

Hammon a lorde of hie accorde 
Was ynne the strete nempte brede; 

So greatelys myghte, soe strynge ynfyghte, 
Onne Byker hee dyd fade. 

Fitz Lupous digne of gentle lyne 
Onne Radclyve made hys Bale, 

Inn smartie Gronne the whyche uponne 
Botte reittes and roshes laie. 

Than Radclyve Strete of rnansyonnes meet& 
In semelie gam doe stonde, 	- 

And Canynge grete of fayre estate 
Bryngeth to tradyuge londe. 

Hardynge dydde comma from lenge kyngthlommt 
r lark Knyvesmythe strete to lync, 
Roberte hys sonne, cloche gode thynges dome 

As abbattes doe blasynne. 
Roberte the erle, ne conkered curll 
. In castle steak dyd fraie 	• 	, 
Yynge }feline to yen Brystowe true 

As 1tydelle dyd obaie. 
A maioure dheene bee and Jamne hee 

Bode entre ungentle wyghte, 
Seynete Marie tende eche anomie frende 

Die ballie taper lyghte. 

THE FREERS OF ORDERYS AVM 
[From a MSS. by Chatterton in the British Ms. 

scum. There is •also the beginning of a poem 
called the Freese of Orderys Black, which is 
unfit for publication.) 	' 

THERE was a broder of orderys Whyte 
Hoe songe Irys masses yn the nyghte 

Ave Maria, Jesn Maria, 
The manes al slepeynge yn the dortoure 
Thoughte byre of at syngeynge freerers the flora, 

Ave Mania, Jests Maria. 
:Snster Agnes loom& his syngeynge well 
'And mange with hem too the sunken to tell, 

, Ave Maria, &e. 	• 
But be ytte ne sedbie ekleor yynge 
That ever dheye oderwyse dyd synge 

Than Ave Maria, 
This broder was calledevrich wbeere 
To ICeirshamm and to Bristol nonnere., 

Ave Maria, Ste. 
1-lotte seyynge of masses dyd wurch hym so lone 
Above lays skynne hys bonys did growe, 

Ave Maria, Ac. 
He eaten beefe ande dyshes of mows 
And hontend every, els knyghtys house, 

With Ave Maria; &c. 
And beynge ante moe in godelykeir r  
He some to the manes and was paten agen 

With.Ave Maria, &e. 

DIALOGUE 
BETWEEN MASTER PH/LPOT AND iYAEWORTEf 

COCHNSIES. 
(From dean Milles's edition of Rowley. It eon-

tains, says the dean, a variety of evidence, 

400 	 CHAITERTO N'S POEMS. 
WARRE. 

HY THE SAME, 
[From Barrett's History of Bristol. Chatterton. 

'says, " As!xeu approve of the small specimen 
of his poetry, I have sent you a larger, which 
though admirable is stilt (in my opinion') in!-
ferioi. to Rpwley', whose work& when I ha( e 
leisure Iswillfairirkopiand send you.) 

c 
OF %nines 'ennui pleasaurree doe I ehauntecnie 

laic, 	 C- [the lyne, 
Trosithe tips the po3metelle, wysdomtne skemps 
Wiwi-ate hoareexperiannee teileth what toe sale, 
And forwyned hosbandrie wyfIr btearie eyrie, 
Stone-led)* and woe bements ; the trecklynge bryne 
Routinynge mime hys cheekes which doeth shewe 
Lyke hys unfrutefulle lieldes,' lone straungers to 

the ploughe. 

Sale, Glojnter, whanne hesprenged on evrich syde, 
The gentle hyndlette and the vylleyn foie; 
Whanne smetheynge sange dyd flowe• lylce to a 

tyde, 
And sprytes were damned for the lecke of kindle, 
1)iddest thou kenne ne lykeness to an Helle, 
Where all were usisdeectes doeyng Lyclre unwise, 
*Where Wipe unbarred and deatbe eftsoones dyd 

swote theyre eies. 
Ye shepster swaynes who the ribibble kenne, 
k)rde the thyghte daunee, ne joke. uponne the 

spore; 	 [menne; 
In ugsommnesse ware moste bee dyghte toe 
Unseiraess attsfndethe lroneurewere; 
ihraffe your swote vernage and atreeted beere. 

*.•••••••=. 

CDROIMA.I.I,P OF BRYSTOTYR.- 
WROTE BIE RAUFE CHEDDER. CHAPPMANNE. 

1336. 
[From a MSS. by Chatterton in the British 

Museum.] 

YNNE 	dales, as Stowe sales, 
Ynne famous Brystowe towne 

There lyved knyghtes doghtie yn fyghtes 
. Of marvellous renowne. 
A Saxonne boulde renowned of oulde 

For dethe and dernie dede, 
Maint Tanmen slone the Brugge uponne 

Icausynge hem to blede. 
Baldwynne hys, name, Roller sale the same 

And yev hymme rennome grate, 
Hee lyved Isere the Ellynteire 

Al tie Seyncte Lenardes yate. 
mansion hie, made bosmorelie, 
Was reeled bie hys boucle, 

Whanne he ysterve, hys name unkerve 
June Baldwynne streete doe stonde. 

On Ellie then of Mercyann menne 
As meynte of Pentells blase, " 

• Imre Castle-stede made dofull dede 
And dydde the Dans erase. 
' None of Rowley's' pieces were ever made 

public, being till the year 1631 shirt up in an iron 
chest in Redcliff church. 

   
  



THE MERRIE TRICKS OF LAMYNGETOWNE. 	- 401 
tending to confirm the 'authenticity of these 
poems. In the first place, this sort of maea-
'Milk verse of mixed languages is a styleused 
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.'Dante 
has some of these amongst his Rhyme, (p. $26. 
vol. 2d, Venice P141) ,which are composed of 
French, Italian, and Latin, and conclude thus: 

Nentque Means sum in lingua trine. 
Skelton, who lived not long after Rowley, lies 
also poems in the same kind of verse. Secondly, 
•the correctness of the Latin, and the propriety 
Of the answers in English, show it to have been 
written at least by a better scholar than Chat-

, terton. Thirdly, the low hilmonr of the dia-
logue, although suited to the taste of that early 
and illiterate age, could be no object of imita-
tion to a modern poet. But it is .a most re.: 
anarkable.circurnstance, that he has introduced 
his two Cockneies'under the viatnes of two most 
respectable aldermen of the city of London, 
who lived Jtbout the year 1380, sir William 
Walworth and sir John philpot; men of such 
distinguished reputation not orliin their own 
city, but also in. the whole kingdom, that the' 
first parliament lof Richditthe Second, i grant-
ing a. subsidy to that king, made it subject to 
the codtroul and management of these two ci-
tizens: • (Walsingliam, g. 200. Begin, vol. i. 
p. 434 ,)nd 4.58j 

WATAVORI`II. 
auk requirit misericordiarn mda cansa-est. 
Mack, alack, a sad dome, mine in lay, 
But oft with cityzeos it is the case; 
Honesta turpitude pro bona 
Cansi mori, as auntient pensmen sayse. 

fj 

.?'HE • MERRIE TRI6 HSI OF 
14.11IYNGETOWNE. 

BY BlAySTRB JOHN A' ISCA117,, . • 

[From Dean Milles's edition.] 
A RYGOWtOUS doom is myne, upon mie faie: 
Before the parent starre, the lyghtsonte Sonne, 
Hath three tymes lyghted up the cheerful dale, ' 
To other reaulmes must Lay iniugtonne be gonne, 
Or else mytlynisie thredde of lyfe is spume; 
And shall I hearken to a cowarts reede, 
And from- so vain a shade, as lyfe is, runne ? 
No! flue all thoughtes of runynge to the greed:.  

	

, Not here I91 stale, and let the Cockneies see, 	• 
That Laymyntone the 'brave, will ,Laymynge- 

. 	.towne still be. 
4 

To fyght, and not to flee, my, sabatens 
I'll don, and girth. spy swerde unto•my syde; 
I'll go to. ship, but not to foreyne Landes, 
Vut act the gyrate, rob in every tyde 
With Cockneies blonde Thamysis shalt be tryde, 
Theire goodes in Bristowe markettc shall be solde. 
My hark the laverd of the waters ryde, • 
Her sayles of scarlette and her stere of golde; 
My men the Saxonnes, I the flengyst bee, 
And in any shyppe conthyne the force of all their 

three. 	• 	• 
Go twiny trustie menne lit Selwoods ehaSe, 
That through the lesset hunt the burled home, 
Tell them how standes with me the present case, 
And bydde them revel. down at Watchets shore, 
And saunt about in hawlkes and woods no-more; 
Let every auntrousknyglite his armour brave, , 
Their meats lie malts fleshe, and theyre beverage 

gore, • 
Hancele, or hanceled, from the human race; 
Bid them, like nee theyre leeder, shape they're 

mynde 	 [ky 
To be a bloudie foe in manes, gayest all man. 

RALPH. 

go my boon companions for to fynde. 
[Ralph goes ord. 

• LAMYNGETOWNE,- 	* • 

gainful' cockneiesdop! your god is Fyne. 
• When in your towne.1 spent my greete estate, 

What crowdes of eitts came 11qckynge to my 
traine, 

What shoals of tradesmenne.eaten from my plate.. 
My name was alwaies Laymyngeton the greate; 
But .when my wealth was gone, ye kennd me not, 

	

stoode in tvarde 	leuglied at ode fate, 
Nor ear'd if Laymyngeton the great did rotte; 
But know.  se, curriedowes, ye shall soon feele, 
I've got experience now, altho 1 bought it Ingle. 

D 

-PHILPOT. 
God yc god deal, my good neighbour, helve d'ye 

ayle 
How does your wyfe, man !‘what never asside? 
CurO'reetitate vivns, verborum maia ne cures. 

watwogrrIv. 
Ah, Mastro Phyllepot, era tongues do safe, 
That my wyfe will "yen down to dale : 
Tis ne twaittemoneths syth-shee was inyne for aie. 

' PAILPOT. 
Animum submittere noli rebus in adversis„ 
Nolito qumdam referenti scraper credere. 
But I pity you nayghbour, ,is it so? 

' This salutation, which should he written Clod 
ye good den, is more than once used by Shakespeor: 

In Love's Labour Lost, the clown says, 
God dig you den all. Act•iv. Sc. 1. • 

That is to say, God give you a good evening; for dig 
is undoubtedly a mistake for give. 

So inthe dialogue between the Nurse and,  Mer-
Cutio, in Romeo and Juliet, Act ii. Sc. 5. the for- 
mer says, 	. . 

God ye good morrow gentlemen; ' 
to which the latter replies, 

God ye good den, fair gentlentoman, 
And in the Exmoor Courtship, 

good den, good den; 	• 
which the glossarist on that 'pamphlet properly 
explains by the wish of a good evening; and Mr. 
Steevens observes on the passage in Love's La-
bour Lost, that this contraction is not unusual in 
our ancient comic writers, and quotes the play 

.called the Northern Lass, by It. Brame, 1633, for 
the following phrase: 

God ye good• even. 
VOL. xi% 

   
  



4O 	 CHArtaTON'S POEMS. 
You let me know that all the worlde are knaves, 
That lordes and cits are robbers in disguise; 
I and my men, the Cockneies of the waves, 
Will profitte by youre lessons and bee wise; . 
Make you give back the harvest of youre ties; 
From deep fraught barques I'le take the mysers 
Make all the wealthe of every ." my prize, [soul, 
And cheating Londons pryde to df.gner Bristow( 

voile. 

SONGE OF SEYNCTE BALDYWYNNE.c  
[From Dean Milles's edition. According to Chat-

tert6n, this and the following poem were sung 
when the bridge at Bristol was completed in 
1241.) 

WHitieN Nurture and hys menite of myghte, 
!Jponne thys brydge darde all to fyghte, 
Forslagenn manic warriours laic, 
And Daeyanns well nie woune'the daiea.„ 
Whaime doughty Baldwinus arose, 
And scatterd deathe amonge hys foes, 
Fromme out the brydge the purlinge bloode 
Embolled hie the runnynge donde. 
Dethe dydd uponne hys enlace hange, 
And all hys arms were grate de sangue 2. 
His doughtinesse wrought thilk distnaye, 
The foreign warriors ranne awaie, 
Erle Baldwynus re,,ardedd well, 
How manic menn forslaggen fell; 
To Heaven left oppe hys holie eye, 
And thanked-Godd for vietorye; 
Thenne threw hys solace ynn the tyde, 
Lyvdd ynn a cell, and hermytte died. 

SONGE OF SEYNCTE WARBURGHE. 
[From Dean Milles's edition.) 

WHANNE kynge Kyngh1113  ynn hys honde 
Heide the sceptre of thys londe, 
Sheenynge starre of Chrystes lyghte, 
The merkie mysts of pagann nyghte 

Gan to scatter farr and wyde: 
Thanhe Seyncte Warburghe bee arose, 
Doffed hys honnores and fyne clothes; 
Preechynge hys Lorde Jesus name,, 
Toe the lande of West Sexx came, 

Where blaeke Severn rolls hys tyde. 

StrOnge yen faithfullness, he trodde 
Overr the Is aterra lyke a godde, 
Till he gaynde the distaunt hecke, 
Yen whose banker hys staffe dydd steck, 

Witnesse to the myrracle; 
Then4 he preeehedd nyghte and dale, 
And set manee ynn ryglite wale. 
Thys goode stare great wonders wroughte 
Moe than gueste bie mortalle thoughte, 

Orr thane mortal! tonge can tell. 
Therm the foulke a brydge dydd make 
Overr the stretne untoe the hecke, 	• 

' The word one, or men, must be here supplied, 
in order to complete the sense and the -verse. 

2  Gutte de sangue, drops of blood; an hefaldic 
allusion, suitable to the genies of that age. 

Ling Kynghill, king Coenwolf, •  

All of wode eke longe and wyde, 
Pi:yde and glorie of thee tyde; 

Whych ynn tyme dydd falle awake, 
Then erle Leof he bespedde 
Thys grete ryverr fromme hys bedde, 6 
Round hys castle for to mune, 
'T was in trothe ann ancvante onne, 

But warre and tyme wyll all decaiet 

Now agayne, wythe bremie force, 
Severn ynn hys aynciaut course 
Rolls hys rappyd streeme alonge, 
With a sable swifte and stronge, 	• 

Moreying 4 manie ann okie wood 
Wee the inenne of Brystowe towne 
Have yreerd thys brydge of stone, 
Wyshyng echone that ytt male laste 
Till the date of dales be past, 

Standynge where the other stood& 
114111*.=•.*••*••••••* 

SANCTE WARBUR. 
[From the Supplement to Chatterton's Misce/-

lanies. It iethere entitled Imitation of our 
Old Poets. On oure Ladyes Chirch. PIN 

IN auntient dayes, when Kenewalchyn king 
Of all the borders of the sea did reigne, 
Whos cutting celes 5, as the bardyes synge, 
Cut strakyng furrowes in the foamie maple, 
Sancte Warbur cast aside his earles estate, 
As great as good, and eke as good as great. 
Tho blest with what us men accounts as store, 
Saw something further, and saw something more. 

Where smokyng Wasker scours the elaiey bank, 
And gilded fishes wanton in the suttee, 
Emyttynge to the feelds a dewie dank, 
As in the twyning path-waye he doth runne; 
Here stood a house, that inthe ryver smile 
Since valorous Ursa first wonhe Bryttayn isle; 
The stones in one as firm 'as rock unite, 
And it defyde the greatest warriours myghte. 

Around about the lofty elemens hie. 
Proud as their planter reerde their Ngreenie crest, 
Bent out their heads, whene'er the whales came 
In amorous dailiaunce the flete cloudes kest. (bie. 
Attendynge squires dreste in trickynge brighte, 
To each tenth squier an attendynge irnyghte, 
The bailie hung with pendaunts to the Awe, 
A coat of nobil armes upon the doore; 

Horses and dogges to hunt the fallowe deere, 
Of pastures many, wide extent of wode, 
Faulkonnes in mewes, and, little birds to teir, 
The sparrow hawke, and manie hawkies gode. 
Just in the prime of life, whan others court 
Some swottie nymph, to gain their tender hand, 

< Greet with the kynge and trerdie greet with the 
And as aforesed mickle much of land, 	[court 

* * * 9 9 

4  Moreying,` rooting up, so explained in the 
glossary to Robert Gloucester.—Mored, i. e. dig-
geti, grubbed. The roots of trees are still called 
mores in Devonshire. 

5  Celes, most probably from the ancient word 
ceolis; which, in the Saxon, is skips. From whence 
reolee, we find in Bronton, are used for largo 
ships. 

   
  



TUE UNKNOWN KNIGHT. 	 408 
THE WORLDE. 

[From Barrett's History of Bristol.] , 

PADRE, BONNE, anti MYNSTRELLES. 

PADRE. 

To the warlde newe and ytts bestoykenynge wale 
Thys coistrelle sonne of myne ys all mie care, 
Yee mynstrelles warne hymme how wyth reds he 

straie 	 [snare, 
Where guylded vyce dothe spredde hys maseill'd 
To gettyng wealth I woulde Fee shoulde bee 

bredde, 	 [hys hedde. 
♦ nd couronnes of rudde goulde ne glorie rounde 

FIRST MYNSTREL. 
Mie name is Intereste, tis I 
Rothe yntoe aile bosoms die, 
Eche one hylten secret's myne, 
None so wordie, goode, and dygne, 
Butte wyll fynde ytte to theyr cast, 
Intereste wyll rule the roaste. 
1 to everichone gyve lawea, 
Selfe ys fyrst yn everich cause. 

SECOND MYNSTREL. 
I amine a faytour flame 
Of lemmies melancholi, 
,ove somme behyghte mie name, 

Souse doe anemp me Follie ; 
Inne sprytes of meltynge molde 
I sette mie burneynge sele; 
To mee a grouters goulde 
Doeth nete a pyne avele ; 
I pre upon the helthe, 
And from gode redeynge flee, 
The inanne who woulde Bette wealthe 
Muste never thynke of mee. 

THIRD MYNSTREL. 
I bee the queede of Pryde, mie spyrynge heade 
Mote reche the cloudes and stylle be rysynge hie, 
Too lyttle is the Earthe to bee mie betide, 
Too hannow for mie breetheynge place the skie; 
Daynous I see the worlde bineth me lie , 
Botte to mie betterres, I soe lyttle gree, 
Aneuthe a shadow of a shade I bee, 
Tys to the smalle alleyn that 1 canoe multyplie. 

.FOURTH MYNSTREL. 
I am the queed of goulers; look arounde 
The ayrs abrade mee thieves doe represente, 
Bloudsteyned. robbers 'spryng from oute the 

grounde, 
- And Ririe vysyons swarms around mie ente; 

0 save mie ninnies, ytte ys theyre entente 
To nymme the redde godde of mie fremded 

sprighte, 
Whatte joie canne goulers have or daie or nyghte! 

3 	FIFTH MYNSTREL. 
Vice bee I hyghte onne golde fulle ofte I ryde, 
Pune fayre unto the syghte foPaie I seeme 
Mie ugsomness wythe goldenne veyles I hyde, 
Laieynge mie lovers ynne a sylkenne dreme; 
Botte whan mie untrue pleasaunce have byn 

tryde, 
Thanne doe I showe alle horrownesse and row, 
And those I have yune nette woulde feyne mie 

irype eschew. 

SIXTH MTNSTIthrt. 
I bee greete Dethe, alle ken mee hie the name, 
Botte none can sale howe I doe loose the 

spryghte, 	 [blame, 
Goode menne . mie tardyinge delaie doeth• 
Botte moste ryche goulerres from mee take * 

fly elite; 
Myckle ofTvealthe I see whereere I came, 
Doethe mie ghastness itockle multyplye 
And maketh hem afrayd,t7to lyve or die. 

PADRE. 
Howe, villeyn mynstrelles,and is this your rede, 
Awaie: awaie : I wyll ne geve a curse, • [hede, 
Mie some, mie sonne, of mie speeche take 
Nothynge ys goode thatte bryngeth not t. 

purse. 

ONE CANTO OF AN ANCIENT POEM, CALLED 

THE UNKNOWN KNIGHT, OR TER 
TOURNAMENT. 

[From the Supplement to Chatterton's Miscelia 
ales. " He offered this as a sample, having 
two more cantos. The author unknown." 1769 j 

THE matten belle ban sounded long, 
The cocks ban sang their morning sonne, 
When lo ! the tuneful clarions sound, 
(Wherein all other noise was drowri'd) 
Did echo to the rooms around, 
And greet tile ears of champyons strongei 
Arise, arise from downie bedde, 
For Scone cloth gin to shew his hedde 
Then each did don in seemlie gear, 
What armour eche heseem'd to wear, , 
And on each sheelde devices shone, 
Of wounded hearts and battles won, 
All curious and nice echon; 
With manic a: tassild spear; 
And mounted echeone on a steed 

• Unwote made ladies hearts to blede. 

Heraulds eche side the clarions wound, 
TIM horses started at the sound," 
The knyghtes echeone did poynt the !ounce,. 
And to the combattes did advance; 
From Hyberne, Scotland, eke from Frauncei, 
Thyte prancyng horses tare the ground; 
All strove to reche the place of fyglite, 
The first to exercise their myghte-- 

O'Roeke Upon his courser fleet, 
Swift as lightning were his feet, 
First gain'd the lists and gatte him ferny 
From west Hybernee isle he came, 

s His myghte depictur'd in his name'. 
All dreded such an one to Meet; 
Bold as a mountain wolf he stood, 
Upon his swerde sat grim dethe and blonde, 

But when he threwe downe his asenglave, 
Next came in syr Botcher bold and brave, 
The dethe of inside a Skraceen; 
Theie thought him a devil from Hells black dee•, 

Probably alluding to the wotd rocks' 

   
  



And wound his hand in furious geir; 
Syr Johns stele assenglave was wetter 
Syr John then toe the marshal turn'd, 
His breast with meekle furie buried. ' 
the tenders of the feelde came in, 
And bade the champyons not beg,yni: 
Eche tourney but one hour should last, 
And then one hour was gone and past. 

• 

. THE ROMAUNTE OF THE'CNYGEITE. 
BY JOHN DE BEROHAM. 

[From a MS. in Chatterton's hand-writing, in the 
possession of Mr. Cottle.] 

THE Sunne ento Vyrgyne was gotten, 
The floureys al arounde onspryngede, 
l'he woddie grasse blaunehed the fenne 
The quenis Ermyne arised fro bedde; 
Syr knyghte dyd ymounte oponn a stede 
Ne ronncie ne dybblette of make 
Thanne asterte tor dur'sie dede 
Wythe Morglaie hys fooemenne to malablelt 
Eke swythyn as wynde. trees. theyre hartys to 
Al donne in a delle a merke dernie delle [stake 
Wheere coppys eke thighe trees there bee, • 
There dyd bee perchaunce 1 see 
A damoselle askedde for ayde on her knf 
An enyglite uncourteous dydde bie her stonde 
Hee hollyd herr faeste bie her honde, 
Discorteous cnyghte, I doe praie nowethoutelle 
Whirst doeste thou bee so to thee damselle. 
The knyghte hym assoled eftsoones, 
Itte beethe ne mattere of thyne. 
Begon for I wayte notte thye laiones. 

The knyghte sed I proove on thie gaberdyne. 
Alyche boars enehafed to fyghte heie flies. 
The discoorteous knyghte bee strynge boat 

stryn-
''

er the rights, 	 [fyglitt 
The dynne bee herde a'myle for fuire in tht 
Tyl thee false knyghte yfallethe and dyes. • 
Damoysel, quod the knyghte, now COMM° that 

wi me, 
Y wotte weile quod shee I node thee ne fere, 
The knyghte yfallen bald wolde ischulde bee, 	• 
Butte foe he ys dedde main itte•spede Heaven-

were!  

THE ROMANCE OF THE KNIGHT. 
MODERNISED BY THOMAS CHATTERTON, 

,[Front a MS. of Chatterton'S in the possession of 
-Mr. Cottle.] 

THE pleasing sweets of spring and sumeier past, 
The falling leaf flies in the sultry blast, 
The fields resign their spangling orbs of gold, 
The wrinkled,gras'S its silver joys unfold 
Mantling tine spreading moor in heavenly white, 
Meeting from every hill the ravish'd sight. 
The yellow -flag uprears its spotted head, 
Hanging regardant o'er its wat'ry bed: 
The worthy knight ascends his foaming steed, 
Of size uncommon, and uo common breed. 

`404 	.• 	 • trIATTERTON'S PO'ENIS. 
Ne thinking that anie of mortalle menne 
Could send so manic to the grave. 
For his life to John Rumsee he, render'd his thanks, 
Descended from Godred the king of the 1Vlanks. 

Within his sure rest he settled his speare, 
And ran at O'Rocke in, full career; 
Their !suttees with the furious stroke 
Into a thousand shiven. broke, 
•Even as the thunderctears the oak, , 
And scatters splinterisbere and there; 
So great the shock, their senses did depart, 

• The blonde all ran to strengthen up the harte. 

Syr Bcotelier -Rumsie first came from his traunce, 
And from the marshall Mike the ladnce; 
O'Rocke eke choge another speere, 
And ran at syr Botcher full career;' • 
His prancynge stefle,the gramd did tare; 

haste he made a false advance; 
Syr Botelier seeing,-with myglite amain 

' Felide him down upon the playne. 

Syr Pigotte Novlin at the clarions sound, 
Ona-milk-white stede with gold trappings around, 
He couclide in his rest his silver-poynt speere, 
And ferslie ranee up in full career; 
Rut for his appearance he payed full deare, 
In the first course laid on the ground; 

13esineer'd in the dust with his silver and gold, 
No longer a glorious sight to behold. , 

Syr Botelier then having conqueed his twayne, 
Rode conqueror off the tourneying play ne, 
Receivying a garland from Alice's hand, 
The fayrest ladye in the lande. 
Syr Pigotte this viewed, and furious did stand,, 
Tormented in mind and bodily peyne, 
Syr Botelier crown'd, most galantlie stode, 

,As some tall oak within the thick wode. 

Awhile the shrill clarions sounded the word; 
Next rode in syr John, of 'Adderleigh lord, 
Who over his back his thick shield did bryng, 
In checkee of redde and silver sheeninge, 
With steede and gold trappings Veseeming a king, 
A guilded tine adder twyned round hie swerde. ' 
De Bretville advanced,, a man, of great myglite 
.9nd couched his Iaunce in his rest for the fyghte. 

Ferse as the falling waters of the lough, 
Tbat tumble headlonge from the mountains browe, 
Ev'n so they met in drierie sound, 
De Bretville fell upon the ground, 
The bloude from inward bruised wound, 
Did out his stained helmet flowe; 
As some tall bark upon the foamie main, 
So laic De Bretville on the plain. 

Syr JOhn of the Dale or Compton bight, 
Advanced next in lists of fyght, 
He knew the tricks of tourneyinge full well, 
in running race ne manne cold him excel], 
Or how to wields a sworde better tel, 
And eke he was a manse of might: 
On a black stede with silver trappynges dygh, 
He darde the dangers of the tourneyd,fiebte. 

Within their rests their speeres they set, 
So furiously ech other met, 
That Compton's well intended speere 
Syr John his shield in pieces tare, 
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ritS sword of giant make hangs from his belt, 
Whose piercing edge his daring foes had felt. 
To seek for glory and renown, he goes 
To scattfr death among his trembling foes; 
Unnery'd by fear they trembled at his stroke; 
So cutting blasts shake the tall mountain oak. 

Down in a dark and solitary vale 
Where the curst screech-owl sings her fatal 
Where copse and brambles interwoven lie, 
Where trees intwining arch the azure sky, 
Thither the fate-mark'd champion bent his way, 
By purling streams to lose the heat of day : 
A sudden cry assaults his list'ning ear, 
His soul's too noble to admit of fear.— 
The cry re-echoes: with his bounding steed 
He gropes the way from whence the cries proceed. 
The arching ttees above obscur'd the light, 
Here 'twas all evening, there eternal night. 

And now the rustling leaves and strengthened cry 
Bespeaks the cause of the confusion nigh; 
Thro' the thick brake the astoinish'cl champion 
A weeping damsel bending do Her knees; [sees 
A ruffian knyght would force her to the ground, 
But still some small resisting strength she found. 
(Women and cats, if you compulsion use 
The pleasine which they die for, will refuse,) 
The chrunpion thus : " Desist, discourteous knight, 
Why dAt thou shamefully misuse thy might." 
With eye contemptuous thus the knight replies, 
"Begone! whoever dares my fury dies." 
Down to the ground the champion's gauntlet flew, 
." 1 dare thy fury, and 	prove it too." 

Like two fierce mountain boars enraged they fly, 
The prancing steeds make echo rend the sky, 
Like a fierce tempest is the bloody fight, [knight. 
Dead from his lofty steed falls the proud ruffian 
The victor, sadly pleas'd, accosts the dame, 

I will convey you hence to whence you came." 
With look of gratitude the fair replied, 

." Content: I in your virtue may confide. 
But," said the fair, as mournful she survey'd 
The breathless corse upon the meadow laid, 
" May all thy sins from Heaven forgiveness find! 
May not thy body's crimes affect thy mind!" 

an•••••••••••••••••••••• 

TO JOHNE LADGATE. 
(SENT WITH THE FOLLOWING SONGE TO FELLA.) 

[This awl the two following poems are printed from 
a copy in Mr. Catcott's hand-writing.] 

WELL thanne, goode Johne,' sythe ytt must 
needes be soe, , 

	

Thatt thou and 	bowtynge matche muste 
Lette ytt ne breakynge of oulde friendshyppe bee, 
Thys ys the onelie all-a-boone 1 crave. 

Reisemberr Stowe, the Bryghtstowe Carmalyto, 
Who *benne John Clarkyuge, one of myckle lore, 
Dydd throwe hys gauntlette-penne, Wyth hym to 

	

fyghte, 	 [nesse inure. 
flee showd smalle wytte, and showd hys weak- 

Thys ys mie formance, whyche I nowe hlwe 
wrytte, 

The best performance of mie lyttel wytte, 

SONGE TO 1ELLA, 
LORDE OF THEItA:STEL OF BRISTOW'S .  

YNNE DAZES OF YORE. 

On thou, orr what remaynes of thee, 
Villa, the darlynge of futurity, 

thys mieissonge bolde as thie courage be, 
As everlastynge to posaritye. 

Whanne Dacya's son'nes, sshose hayres of blonde 
redde hue 

Lyche kynie-cuppes brastynge wythe the morn- 
Arraung'd ynne dream arraie, 	[lug due, 
Upponne the lethale daie, 	• 

qpredde faire and wyde onne Watchets shore; 
Than,dyddst thoo furiouse stande, 
And bie thie valyante hande 

Beesprengedd all the inees wythe gore, 
Drawn bie thyne anlace felle, • 
Downe to the depthe of Hale 
Thousandes of Dacyanns went; 
Brystowannes, menne of myghte, 
Ydar'd the bloudie fyglite, 
And actedd deeds full quent. 

Oh thou whereer (thie bones att reste) 
Thye spryte to haunte delyghteth best, 

Whetherr upponne the bioude-embrewedd pleyne, 
Orr where thou kennst fromni farre 
The dysmall crye of warre; 	Neyne; 

Orr set soinme mountayne made of corse of 
Orr scent the hatchedd stede, 
Ypraunceynge o'er the mede, 

And neighe to be amended the poynctedd speeres ; 
Orr ynne blacke armoure staulke arounde 
Embattel'd Brystowe, once thie grounde, 

And glowe ardurous onn the castle steeres; 
Orr fierye round the mynsterr glare; 
Lette Biystowe stylle be made thie care; 

Guarde ytt fromme foemenne and consumyng• 
fyre; 

-Lyche Avones streme ensyrke ytt rounde, 
Ne lette a flame enharme the grounde, 

Tylle ynne one flame all the whole worlde expyre, 

TIM UNDERWRI77'EN LINES 
WERE COMPOSED BY. JOHN LADGATE, A PRIEST 

IN LONDON, 

And sent to Rowlie, as an answer to the preceding-
Songe of ZlIa. 

ITAVvsfun wythe mouche attentyon redde 
Wilton you dydd too mee sende, 

Admyre the varses mouche I dyd, 
And thus an answer lende. 

Arnongs the Greeces Homer was 
A poett mouche reuownde, 

Amengs the Latyns Vyrgilius 
Was beste of poets founde. 

The Brytish Merlyn oftenne hanne 
The gyfte of inspyration, 

And Ailed to the Sexosine menne 
Dydd synge wythe elocation, 

• 
Ynne Norman tymes, Turgotut and 

Gtpade Qhaucwr dydd  

• 

   
  



406 	 CITATTERTON'S POEMS. 
Them Stowe, the Ilryghtstowe Carmelyte, 

Dydd bare awaie the belle. 
Nowe Rowlie ynne these rookie dayes 

Lendes owte hys sheenynge lyghtes, 
And Turgotus and Chaucer lyves 

Ynne ev'ry lyne he wrytes. 

Mr. Tyrwhitt compar'ed the copy of this and 
the two preceding poeihs, supplied by Mr. Catcott, 
with one made by Mr. Barrett, from the pieced' 
vellum which Chatterton gave to hirrt,as the ori-
ginal MS. These are the variat'ons of importance, 
exclusive of many in the spelling. 

Verses to Laelgate. 
In the title, for Ladgate, r. Legate. 
ver. 2. r. Thatt I and thee. 

3. for bee, r. goe. 
7. for Aghte, r. wryte. 

Songe to lElta. 
The title in the vellum MS, was simply' Songe 

toe "Ella, with a small mark of reference to a 
note below, containing the following words—Lord 
of the caste; ,of Brydowe ynne dates of yore. It may 
be, proper also to take notice, that the whole 
song was there written like prose, without any 
breaks, or divisions into verses, 

ver. 6. for brastynge, r. burstynge. 
11. for valyante, r. brads. 
23. for dynnall,r. honors. 

Ladgate's Answer. 
130 title in the vellum MS. 

ver. S. for verses, r. pene.• 
sudep. for Lender r. Se/ales. 

for /nee, r. thynge. 
Mr. Barrett had Mao a copy of these poems by 

Chatterton, which difkred from that, which Chat-
erton afterwards produced as the original, in the 

following particulars, among others; 
In the title of the Verses to Ladgate. 

Orig. Lydgate. 	..— Chat. Ladgate. 
ver. 3. Orig. goe. 	Chat. doe. 

7. Orig. write. 	.— Chat. fyghte. 
&rage lElla. 

ver. 5. Orig. Dacyane. 	.— Chat. Dacya's. 
Orig. whose locker. — Chat. whosehayres. 

11. Orig. hurtle. 	— Chat. brooded. 
22. Orig: kennest. 	— Chat. hearst. 
23. Orig. honore. 	Chat. dysmall. 
26. Orig. Yftrauncynge 	Chat. Ifrayning, 
30. Otig. gloue. 	— Chat. glare. 

iE L A, 
A TRAGYCAL ENTERLUDE, OR DISCOORSEYNGE 

TRAGEDIE, 
lirROTENN BY THOMAS ROWLETE; PLATEDD BE-

FORE /RASTA'S CANYNGE, ATTE DVS HOWSE 
INESTPTE THE RODDE LODGE: AESOE ITEFoRE 
THE DUKE OF NORFOLCE, JOHAN HOWARD. 

(This poem, with the Epiat!e, Letter, and Entro-
ductionne, is printed from a folio. MS. furnished 
by Mr.'Catcott, in the beginning of which he 
bas written " Chatterton's transcript, 1769."  

The whole transcript is of Chatterton's %nicht 
writing.] 

EPISTLE TO MASTRE CANYNGE ON/ELLA. 
'TVs songe bie mynstrelles, thatte yn auntyent 

tym, 
Whan Reasonn hylt.lierselfe in cloudes of nyghte, 

The preest delyvered Idle the lege yn rhym; 
Lyche peyncted tyltynge speares to please the 

sygb t, 	 [dere, 
The whyche yn yttes felle, use doe make moke 

Syke dyd theire auncyante lee deftlie delyghte the 
care. 

Perchaunce yn vyrtues gare rhym mote bee 
thenne, 

Butte efte nowe flyeth to the odher syde; 
In bailie preeste apperes the ribaudes pease, 
Jane I it hi e moncke apperes the barronnesprydes 
But rhym, wythe somme, as nedere widhout 

teethe; 	 [Irtel scathe. 
Make pleasaunce to the sense, ,botte maie do 

Syr John, a kliirThre, who bath a bameof lore, 
Kenns Latyn att fyrst syghte from Fraiche or 

Greke, 
Pyghtethe hys knowlachynge ten yams or more, 
Tu rynge upon the Latynne worde to speke. 
Whoever spekethe Englysch ys despysed, 

The Englysch hym to please moste ff.ste be 
latynized. 

Vevyan, a moncke, a good requiem synges; 
Can preache so wele, eche hynde hys meneynge 

' 	knowes; 
Albeytte these gode guyfts awaie he flynges, 
Beeynge as badde ye vearse as good yn prose. 
Hee synges of seynctes who dyed for yer Oodde, 

Everyeh wynter nyghte afresche he sheddes these 
blodde. 

To maydens, huswyfes, and unloved dames, 
flee redes hys tales of merryment and woe. 
Loughe loudlie dynneth from t be dolte adramesi; 

Ile swetles on fancies of fooles, tho' kennes hem see. 
Sommetyine at tragedie theie laughe and synge, 

At merrie yaped fage somme hard-drayned water • 
brynge. 

Yette Vevyan ys ne Poole, behynde hys tries. 
Geofroie makes vearse, as handyeraftes theyr 

ware;. 	 (twynes, 
Wordes wythoute sense full groffyngelye he 
Cotteynge hys stone off as wythe a sheere; 
Waytes' montbes. on nothynge, and hys stone 

donne, 	 (hegonne. 
Ne moe you from ytte kenn, than gyf you neer* 

Enowe of odhers.; of mieselfe to write, 
Requyrynge whatt I doe notte nowe possess, 
To you I leave the taske; I hence your myght• 
Wyll make mie faultes, mie meynte olfaultes, 

he less. 
Ella wythe thys I sende, and hope that you , 

Wylie front ytte cast awaie, whatte lynes maie bi 
untrue. 

Playes made from bailie tales I hohle unmeete; 
Lette somimegreate stone of a manne be songe; 

r Unauthorized. There is howeVer the adjectita 
adranting, dualists. 	Perhaps ways*. 

   
  



• /ELLA t A TilAGYCAL ESTTERLUDE. 	40r 
Whahne, as a mantle, we Godde and Jesus 

treate, 	 [wronge 
In mie pore inyt:de, we doe the Godhedde 
Botte lette ne wordes, whyche droorie3  mote 

ne heare, 
placed yn the same. Adieu untYlle anere. 

Bee 	 THOMAS ROWLEIE 

LETTER 
TO THE DYGNE HASTRE CANYNGE. 

STRAVNGE dome ytte ys, that, yn these dales of 
Nete butte a bare recytalle can hay place ; [oures, 
Nowe shapelie poesie hast loste ytts powers, 
And pynant hystorie ys onlie grace; 
neje pycke up welcome weedes, ynstedde of 

flowers, 
And famylies, ynstedde of wytte, theie trace; 
Nowe poesie cantle metre wytte ne regrate, 
Whylste prose, and herehaughtrie, ryse yn estate. 

Lette kynges, and rulers, when heie gayne, a 
throne, 	 [sieres bore, 

Shew whatt theyre grandsieres, and great grand-
Emarschalled armes, yatte, ne before theyre 

owne, 
Now roune'd wythe whatt yeir fadres han before; 
Lette trades, and toune folck, Lett syke thynges 
Ne fyghte for sable yn a fielde of aure;, [alone, 
Seldomni, or never, are armes vyrtues mede, 
Shee nillynge to take myckle ale dothe hede4. 
A man ascaunse uponn a piece maye looke,, 
And shake hys heddeS to styrre hys rede aboute; 
timid he, gyf I askaunted oere thys booke, 
Schulde fyittlethereyn that trouthe ys left wyth- 
Eke, gyf ynto a vew. percase I tooke 	[oute; 
The longe beade.rolle of al the wrytynge route, 
Asserius, Ingolphus, Torgotte, Bedde, 
Thorow hem al nete lyche ytte I coulde 
Pardon: yee graiebarbes, gyff I saie, onwise 
Yee are to stycke so close and bysmarelie 
To hystorie; you doe ytte tooe moche pryze, 
Whyche amenused thoughtes of poesie ; [alyse6, 
Somme drybblette share you shoulde to yatte 
Nott makynge everyche thynge bee hystorie; 

3  Droorie. Strange perversion of words! droorie 
in its ancient signification stood for modesty*. 

" This is an 4Tour of Chatterton. 
Schyr Jhone Webetown than was slayne; , 
And quhen he dede wis, as ye her, 
Thai fand intill hys coffer 
A lettyr that byes send a lady 
Thnt he luffyt per dressers. 
That said quhen he had yemyt a yet 
In wer, as a good batehiller. 
The awenturs castell off Dowglas 
That te,kep sa peralous was, 
Than mycht he weill asic a lady 
Ilyr amours and hyr &orrery. 

The Bruce. B. 8. 488. 
Mr. Pinkerton adds per drollery is not in a way of 
marriage the term is old French. 

4  Probably node. 
5  Sidrophel in Iludibras. 

Who having three times shook his head, 
To stir his wit up, thus he said. 

I nstedde of mountynge on a wynged horse, 
You onn a rouncy dryve ynn doleful course. 
Canynge and I from common course dyssdnte; 
Wee ryde the stede, botte yev to bym the reene; 
Ne wylle betweene erased molterynge bookes be- 

petite 	 [sheene; 
'otte soare dti hy-glie, and yn the sonne,bernes 
And where wee kenn sebum ishad floures be- 

sprente, 	o 	 relene ;• 
W take ytte, and from oulde rouste doe ytte 
Wee wylle s e cheynedd to one pasture bee, 
Botte sometymes soare 'hove trouthe of hystorie. 

Sale, Canynge, whatt was vearse yn dies of 
yore ? 

Fyne thoughtes, and couplettes fetyvelie bewryea 
Notte syke as doe annoie thys age so sore, 
A keppened poyntelle restynge at eche lyne. 
Vearse male be goode, botte poesie wantes morel 
An onlist lecturn, and a songe adygne; 
Accordynge to the rule I have thys wroughte, 
Gyff ytt please Canynge, I care nette a groate. 
The thynge ytte moste bee yttes owne defense; 
Som metre male notte please a womannes ear. 
Canynge lookes notte for poesie, botte sense; 
And dygne, and wordie thoughtes, ys all hys care. 
Canynge, adieu! I do you greete from hence; 
Full soon I hope to taste of your good cheere; 
Goode byshoppe Carpynter dyd byd mee sale; 
Hee wysche you healthe and selinesse for ale. 

T. ROWLEIT. 

ENTRODUCTIONNE. 
Somsiz cherisaunei tys to gentle mynde, 
Whan heie have chevyced theyre Londe front 

bayne, 	 . 	[hynde, 
Whan theie ar dedd, theie leave yer name be-
And theyre geode deedes doe on the Earthe re. 

mayne; 
Downe ytt- the grave wee ynhyme everych steyne, 
Whylest al her gentleness ys made to sheene, 
Lyche fetyve baubels geasoune to be scene. 

]FAla; the wardenne of thys castell stede, 
Whylest Saxons dyd the Englysche sceptre swaie, 
Who made whole troopes of Daeyean men to blede; 
Then seel'd hys eyne, and seeled hys eyne for ale, 
Wee rowze hym uppe before the judgment daie, 
To saie what he, as clergyond, canne kenn; 
And hove hee sojourned in the vale of men. 

.1ELLA. 
Personnes representedd. 

hie Thomas Rozcleie, Preeste, the Atm, 
throne. 	 s 

Celmonde, Johan Iscamm, Preeste. 
Harm, 	Syrr Thybbotte Gorges, Knyghte. 
airtha, 	Mastre Ethcartk Canynge. 

Odherr partcs bie Knyghtes Mynstrelles. 

CELAIONDE, all BryStOWe. 

BEFORE yonne roddie Sonne has droove by: 
wayne 	 [goulde, 

Throwe half, his jcornie, dyghte yn gites of 

6 This word is loosely made from the Saxon 
verb aigrarz, to :09MA  to set free, 
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Mee, happeless me, hee wylie a wretche be, 

houide, 	' 	felmunces chayne., 
Mieseife, -and al that's myne, bounde pale inys. 

Ah! Birtha, whie did Nature frame thee fayre? 
Whie art thou all tIrtt Tioyntelle canne 'be. 

wreene ? 
Whie art thou nott as coarse asolhers 

I3otte thenn thie soughk: woutrie throwe thy vysage 
sheene, 

Yatt shemres on thie roulette semlykeene, . 
Lyche .nottebrowne cloudes, whann bie che 

' 	Scone made redde,  
Orr scarlette, wyth waylde- lynnen clothe 

eywreette, 	 fspreedde. 
Syke would thie spryte uppoun thie vysage 
Tbys date brave, /Ella dothe thyne bowie and 

harte 	 [moste parte. 
Clayme as hys entre to bee, !I/wale nee frost= hys 

And cane I lyve to see herr wythe anere! 
late cannotte, muste notte, naie, ytt sheik not 

bee. 	 [beere, 
Thys nyghte putts stronge poysonn yen the 
And hyntm', herr, and myselfe, attenes wyll slea. 
Assystmee Hello! tette devylles recede wee 

tende, 	 f friende. 
'To stea raieselfe, mie love, and eke mie deughtie 

ELLA, BIRTHA 
/ELLA. 	• 

Notte, winnow the lathe prieste dydsmake are 
knygbte, 

131essyng,-e the weaponne,,tellynge future Bede, 
Howe bie ode horde the prevyd Dane shoutde 

blade, 	 flyehte; 
Bowe I sellulde often bee, and often wynne ynne t 

Notte, wham) I fyrste behelde title beauteous 
• hue, 	 [softer soule; 

Wityche strooke mie mynde, and routed my 
Nett, whann from the barbed horse yn fyghte 

dyd viewe 
The flying Daeians oere the wyde playne mule, 
Whanall the troopes of Denmareue made grete 

dole, 
Dydd I fele joie wyth sylce reddoure as nowe, 
*ham) bailie preest, the lechemanne of the 

settle, 
Dydd knytte us both ynn a caytysnede vewet 
Now halite 	selynesse ys grate; 

-Shap haveth nowe ymade hys woes for to emmate. 
BIRTHA. 

Mie lorde;and husbande, syke a joie is myne; 
Botte mayden modestie moste ne soe sale, 
Albeytte thou mayest redo ytt ynne myne cyne, 

_Or ynn myne harte, where thou shalte be for 
, sue; 

. Innesothe, I have botte weeded Zane thie fele; 
For 'twelve tymes,, We've the mone bath bin 

yblente, 
• .As manic tyme.s bathe vyed the godde of dale, c 

And, on the grease her !ernes of sytverr sentc, 
Sythe thou dydst cheese wee for title swotetobee, 

knactyngesun the same moste faifultie to wee. 
Ofte have I seene thee atte the none-daiefeaste, 
Whanne deysde bie thieseife, for wante of 

pheores, 	s • 

I• Is she not more than painting can express? 
• Fair. Penitent, 

Awhylst thiernerryemen dyddelaugheand jeaste, 
Onn snee thou. semest all eyne, to-me all cares. 
Thou wardest wee as gyfrynn hondred faeces, 
Alest a daygnous looke to thee be mete, 
And offrendeS made wee, woe thanelyie ears- . pheered, 
Offe sear.pes of •scarlette, and fyne parameate, 
All thie •yntente to pleaSe was lyssed to ince, 

I sale ytt, I moste streve thatt you ameded bee. 
/ELLA. 

Mhe lyttle kyndnesses whych I dydd doe, 
Title gentleness cloth corven them soe grete, 
Lyche bawsyn olyphauntei mie plains dot 

shewe; Y 
Thou doest mie thoughtes of paying love nate. 
• Botte Una mie aetyohns straughte the role of 

s fate, 	• 	down to thee, 
Pyghte thee- from Hell, or brought Heaven 
Layde the whol worlde a falldstole atte thie feete, 
On smyle would be suffyeyll mode for am. 
I amm loves borro'r, and canoe neverpaie, 

Bette be bye borrower stylle, and thyse, mie 
swete, foe aie. 	, 

BIRTHA. 
Jove, doe notte rate your achevments soesmallei 
As I to you, syke love untoe wee beare; 
For nothynge paste will Birtha ever call, 
Ne on a foode from Heaven thynke to cheer& 
As •fari• as thys frayle brutylle destA rails 
Syke, and ne fardher I expecte of you; [share, 
Be notte toe slack yn love, ne overdeare ; {me. 
A small& fyre, yea a fond dame, proves Mal 

,ELF A - 
Thie gentle wordis toe thie volunde kenne 

To hee woe clergionde thane ys ynn rneyncte of 
uterine. 

ELLA, .HIRTHA, CELMONDE, MYNSTRELLE. 
CELMONDE. 

Atte blessynges showre on gentle )Eila's heckle; 
Oft male the Moone, yn sytverr sheeurigt 

lygbte, 
Inne varied chaunges vsryed blessynges shedde, 
Besprengeynge far abrode mischaunees nyghte; 
And thou, fayre Itirtha! thou, fayre dame, so 

bityghte, 	 trace> 

	

Long mayest thou wyth 	fynde melte 
Wythe selynesse as wyth a roabe, Ire dyghte, 

, Wyth every& chaungynge mone new joies en. 
I, as a token of mie love to speake, [crease! 

Have broitght you jubbes of ale, at nyghte yours 
brayne to breake. 

'ELLA. 
When sopperes paste we'lle drenche youre ale 

	

Tyde lyfei tyde death.") 	[soe 'stronge, 
CELMONDE. 

Ye rnInstrelles, ellannt your sense! 
Mynstralles Songe bit,  a Mature and Ifonfanne, 

MAN NE. 
Toone thee to thie shepsterr swayne; 
Bryghte Sonne has ne droncke the dews 
Front. the floures of yellowe hue; 

'Tourne thee, Alyce, backe agayne. 
WOMANNE. 

No, bestoikerre, I wylle go, 
Softlie tryppynge o'ere the melts, 
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-the sylver-footed doe, 

Seekeynge shelterr yn grene trees. 

See thet.moss-grow4daisey'd banke, 
percynge ymie the streine helawe; 
Here svelte sytte, yn deltic danker, 
Tourne thee, Alyce, do notte goe. 

I've bearde erste mie/grandame saie, 
Voile dainoysellei schulde ne, bee, 
Innethe swotie mootithe of MaW, 	- 	. 

- Wythe yonge Menne, bie the grene Node tree. 
MANN E. 

Sytte thee, Alyce,sytte, and harke, ' 
Howe the ouzle tuntvs'hysnoate, 
Thechelandree, greic morn- larke, 
Channtynge from theSire lyttel throatei 

WOMAN NE. 
- 1 heare them from eche gren6 Wale tree, 

Chamytynge owte so blatauntlie, • 
Tellynge lectnrnyes to mee, • , 
Nlyseheefe ys whanne you arenygh, 

DIANNE. 
See alonge the inees so greite 
Pied daisies, kynge-eoppes strobe; 
•.Alle wee see, bie non bee scene, 
Nete !.bite shepe setter here a fote, 

WOMANNE. 
• • 

Shepster swayne, you tare mie gratche. 
Out uponue ye! lette ipe goe. 
Leave nice swythe, or Pile alatche'. 
Itolyynne, thys youre dame;sholl knowe. 

kttrzsi 
See' the crokynge brionie 
Itounde the popler twyste hys spraie; • 
'Rounde the oake the greene 2 vie 
Florrysebethe and Jyreth ale. 

tette us/seate us We thys tree, 
Laughs, and synge to lovynge ayresi..  
Commc, and doe Otte coyen bee.; 
Nature made all thynges bie payres, 

• Drooried cattes wylle afterkynde; 
Gentle.doves wylle-kyss anti cue; 

WOstas N E. 
Bode tuanne, li'eg.moste bee ywrynde, 
Tulle syr preeste make oir of two. 

Tempte mee ne to the foule thynge; 
I wylle no mantles lemanne be; 
Tyli syr preeste/hys songe doethe synge; 
Thou shalt 'Were fyitde aught of mee., 

ATANNE. 	• 
Pie oure ladie her yborne, 
To roorrowe, soone as ytte ys dale, 

' 

	

	make thee wyfe, ne bee forsworn, 
So tyde me lyfe or dethe' for ale, 

WOMA NNE. 
What[' dotho tette, botte thatte nowe 
Wee ettenes, thos /wade yn hunde, 
Unto divinistre goe, 
And beq tricked yn tVedlocke borate? 

$ Unauthorized. 
/ 	•  

The trees enlefed, yetoe Heavenne straughte, - 
Whenn gentle'wyndes doe blowe, to whestlyng 

dyn.ng ys broughte.; 

The,evenynge eommess  and brynges the dewe 
'Menge;  

The roddie welkyyme sheeneth to the cyne; 
Arounde the ,elestake myyystrells synge the 

songe; 
YOnge is-it rounde the donee poste dO entwynet 
I laic mee onn the,grasse; yette, to mie wylle, 

Albeytte alle ys fayre, there locket/ye soinethyngq.  
stylle; 	• 

SECON DE ,MT.NSTE.E4E. 
SO' Adam thoughtesme whann, yn Paradyse, 
.All Ileavenn and- Ertte dyd hommage to-hys 

nrynde; •  
Ynn womman alleyneinannes pleasaunce !yes; 
As instrutnentes of joie were made the kynde. • • Go, take a wyfe -untoe thie armee, and see 

Wynter, and brownie hylles, wylie have a chorine 
for thee. 

THYRDE POINSTREL,LE. 	• 
Whanne Anturunne blake and sonne-brent doe 

- appere, 
hys goulde *Jude/. guyItcynge. the fall-

eynge lefe, 
Dryngeynge.oppe Wynterr to foifylle the yere,- 
Deerynge upowse hys i;;,racke the ripetkihefe; 

EIYTERUfl 
atnyNR, 

agree, and thus 1 -plyghte 
Monde, and haste, and all that's ntYnii. 
O.Oode syr Rogerr,"do us ryghte, 
Make us one, at Cothbertes shryne. 

20141E. 
Wee svyllh yen abordelle lyve, 
Bailie, thong/ye of no estete  
Everkehe elocke moe love shall gyve; 
Wee you goOdnesse wylle bee greate. 

&LT.& 
I lyche thys songe, lyche ytt myckle well; 
And there,  ys moniefor yer syngeyne noeh ; 
Butte have you acyonethatt marriage-blessyngea 

toile? 
• ' 	cer.morthe. 

.In marriage, blesayngesrare botte fewe; trove:
. 

 
stitSsritst.Les. 

1/evade, we have; and, gyff you please, wille 
synge, • ' 	(rnytte. 

As well as owre chOughe-Voyees wylie 
EI.L.41, 

Corinne then, and, see you swotelie tune the 
strynge, 

.Aixi stret, and engyne all the human wytte, 
Toe please mie dame. 

MitNwrttEtr.Es. 
strayne otrre wytte and synge. 

My:az-die ,songe. • 
PYRSTE MYNSTRELLE.' 

The boddynge llourettes -bloshes att the lyghte; 
The tufts be, sprenged wyth the yellows hue; 
Ynndaiseyd mantels Ystbe mountayne dyglite; 
The mesh yonge ,cowestepe hendethe•wyth the 

tlesre ; 
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Whan al the hyls wythe woddie sede ys whyte; 

Whanne levynne-Pyres' and lenses do mete from 
far the syghte; 

Whann the fayre apple, rudde as even skie, 
Do betide the tree unto the tenet* grounde; 
When joieie peres, and berries of blacke die, 

.Doe daunee yn ayre, and call the eyne arounde; 
Mann, bee the even Italie, or et an. fayre, 

ileethyneices mie batftys joie ys steynced wyth 
soutane care. 

SECONDS MYNSTRELLE. 	o• 
Angelico bee wrogte to bee of neidter kynde; 

, ftn elles alleyne feommo chafe desyre bee free; 
Dheere ys a sonswhatte.evere yn the mynde,  
Yatte, wythout wommanne, cannot stylied bee, 
Ns seyneAe yn celles, bode, havynge blodde 

and tere, 	 [fayre: 
Do fynde the spryte to joie on syghte of womanise 

Wonamen bee made, notte for hemselves botte 
manna, 	• 

Bone of hys bone, and ehyld of bye desire; 
Fromme an ynutylle men-there fyrste begaune, 
Ywroghte with curiae of water, lyttele fyre; 
Therefore theie eke the Lyre of love, to bete 

The milkyness of, kynde, and make hemselfes 
complete. , 	 • 

Alheytte,wythout womnsen, menne were pheeres 
'To salvage kynde, and amide botte lyve to glen, 
Ilotte wornmenne efte the spryglite- of peace so 
• cheres, 
Taelielod yu angel joie heie angeles bee; 
"Go, take thee swythynto thie bedde a *pie; 

Bee bante or blessed hie yn proovynge marry age 
lyfe. 

Anodhmer Mynstrelles Songe, bie Syr Thybiot Gorges, 
As Elynoin bie the green lesselle was syttynge, 

As from the Sones hete she harried, 
She sayde, as herr whytte hondes whyte hosen was 

kr3YUYilgoi 
" Whatte pleasure ytt.ys to be married! 

" Mie Inishande, lorde Thomas, a forrester boulde, 
As ever clove pynne, or the baskette, 

floes no cherysauneys from Blynour houlde, 
I have ytte as soone as I aske ytte. 

Whann 'I lyved wyth ride fadre yn merrie. 
Clowel;Delt, 

Tho' twas at my liefe to mynde spynnynge, 
I stylle wanted somethynge, botte whatte ne 

cookie Mlle, 	 , 	ficynge., 
Mie lorde fadres barbde3 baulk han ue wyn- • 

!` Eche mornynge I ryse, doe 1 sette mie may- 
demises, 	 [bleachynge, 

Sornine to spynn, somme 	curdell, somme 
Gyff any new entered doe aske for ante aidens, 
' Thann swythynne you fynde mee a teachynge'. 

" Lorde Walterre, mie fadre, he loved me welle, 
A mid nothynge unto mee was nedeynge, 

Botte sithulde I agen goe to merrie Cloud-dell, 
In sothen twoulde bee wythouteredeynge.,' 

3 Barrie,. bathed or trapped, as a great horse 
Barites, bathes or trappings for horses of service or 
of show. Cotgrave. The word it peculiarly appro-
priated to Woes, and therefure miearlied here. 

Shea sayde, and lorde Thomas came over the lea, 
As hee the fatte derkynnes was chacynge, [shet; 

Shea putte uppe her knittynge, and to hym wente 
So' wee leave hem bottle kyndelie embmeynge. 

;ELEA. 
I lyche eke thys; goe ynn untee the feaste; 
Wee wylle permytte you antecedence bee; 
There swotelie synge eche carolle, and yaped 

jeaste; 
And there ys moneie, that you merrie bee; 
"Comme, gentle love, we wylle toe spouse.fex4 

goe, 	 [everych woe. 
And there ydn ale and veyne bee dreyneted 

ALIA, BLET11.12  CELMONDE, MESSENGERS. 
MESSENGERS. 

IElla, the Danes ar thondrynge onn onrcoaste; 
Lyelse .seolles of locusts, caste oppe bie the sea, 
Magnus and Hurra, wythe a doughtie ?waste, 
Are ragyng, to be quansed bie none botte thee; 
Haste,swytte as levynae to these royners 
This dogges5  alleyne can tame thys ragyage 

belle, 
Haste swytityn, fore anieghe the team tWebee, 
Arid Wedecesterres rolle of dome bee tulle. 
Haste, haste, 0 (Ella, to the byker (lie 	• 

For yn a monsentes space 'Mane thousand menus 
maie die. 

/ELLA. 
Beshiew thee for tine newesi -moste be go, 
Was ever lockless dome so hard as myne! 
Thos from dysportysmente to warr to ton, 
To chaunge the seike veste for the gaberdynel 

• BIRTHA. 
flyehe a nederd, tette me rounde thee ham, 

And hylte thie boddie from the sehaftes d 
warn. 	 [Tot 

Thou shalte nott, must not, from thie Births 
Bette kena the dynue of slughorues from Marts 

JELL 1. 
0 loYa; was flips thie joie, to shewe the treats, 

Then groffyshe to forbydde thie hongered guesta 
to eate ? 

O mie upswalynge harte, what words can sale 
The peynes, thatte passethe ynn mie soule 

ybrente? 
'Thos to bee tone uponne mie spousalledaie, 
O! 'tys a peyne beyond entendemente. 
Yee inyelitie goddes, and is yor favoures sente 
As thous fatte dented to a bade of peyne? 
Moste wee aie holde yn ebace the shade content, 
And for a bodykyn*.a swarthe obteyne? 

! -whie yee seynetes, oppress yee thos the 
setae? 	 [dreerie dole? 

'How simile I spoke mie woe, mie freme, mie 
CELMONDE. 

• .gometyme the wyseste lacketh pore nfans rede. 
Reasons:le and connynge wytte efte flees awaie. 
Thanne, lovdede lette me sale, wyth hot:imaged 

drede, 
(Bieneth your fote ylayn) mie eounselle saic; 
Gyff thos wee lett the matter lethlen laie, 
4 This diminutive never was used as a mere 

synonytnef its original word. Dean 'Miles' ad-
duces God's bodikins. This oath cannot be re,  
ceived in evideuee. 
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fcemenn, eirerych horde-poynete, getteth 

fote, 
Vfie loverde, lett the speere,menue, dyghte for 
And as tjte sabbataners goe aboute. 	[fret°, 
I spelce, ?hie loverde, alleyne to upryse falyse. 

Youre wytte from tnarvelle, and the warrieur to 

.FLEA. 
Ah! nowe thou pottest takells yn mie harte; 
Nlie soulghe dothe nowe begy-nne to see her- 

selle; 
I wylfe upryse mie myghte; and doe mie parte, 
To slea the foemenne yn mie furie felle. [telle, 
Botte howe eanne tynge able ranyynge fourie 
Whyche ryseth from mie Jove to Birtha fayre ? 
Ne coulde the queede, and elle the mygitte of 

Relic, 
roundeout impleasannee of syke blacke ageare. 
Yette I wylfe bee mieselfe, and route mie spryte 

To aete wythe rennome, and goe meet the bloddie 
fyghte. 

BIRTHA. 

No, thou schalte never leave thie Birtha's syde: 
Ne schall the wynde uponne us blowe alleyne; 
I, lyche a nedere, wylfe untoe thee byde; 
Tyde lyfe, tyde deathe, ytte shall behoulde us 

twayne. 
I have nie parte of drierie dole and peyne; 
Jae brasleth from mee atte the holtred eyne; 
Ynne tydes of teares mie swavthynge spryte wylt 

drayne, 
Gyff drene dole is thyne, tys ttva tymesmyne. 
Goe notte, 0 /Ella • wythe thie Birtha stale; 

r or wyth thie senin:lykeed ride spryte wyll goe 
awaie. 

0! tys for thee, for thee alleyne I fele; 
Yett I muste bee mieselfe; with valoures gear,  
I'lle dyghte mie hearte, and notte mie lymbes 

yn stele, 
And shake the Muddle swerde and steyned spem. 

BIRTHA. 
Can Alla from hys breaste hys Birtha teare? 
Is shee so roe and ugsomme tohys syghte? 
Entrykeynge wyght! ys leathall warm so deare ? 
Thou pry zest mee belowe the joies of fyghte. 
Thou setae ea* leave mee, albeytte the erthe 

Hong peudaunte bie thy swerde, and craved for 
thy mortise. 

/ELLA. 
Dyddest thou keIsne helve mie woes, as'starres 

ybrente, 
Headed hie these thie wordes (hie onn mee Palle, 
Thou woulde stryve td gyve mie harte contente, 
Wakyng mie slepyrige myndeto Ito n notwes eulle. 
Of selyeesse I pryze thee moe yan all [quyre, 
Heaven can mee sonde, or counynge wytt ate-
Ytte t wylfe leave thee, onne ths foe to talk, 
Betournynge to thie eyne with double,fyre. 

BIRTHA. 
Moste Births boon requeste and bee.tlenyd? 

Receyve attenes a darte yn selynesse and pryde? 
Dee stale, att leaste tylle morrowee some ap- 

pmts. 

ALLA. 
• Thou kenneste welle the Daeyannee myttee 

powere; 	 [yeares; 
Wythe them a mynnute wurehethe bane for 
Theie undue reautmes wythytt,  a syngle hower4 
Rouze all tide honnonre, Births; took attoure 

thie bledeynee coontrie,,whych for hastie dude 
ails, for the rodeynec of fotne doughtie power, 

To royn yttes royners, make yttes foemenne 
blede. 

• BIRTHA. 	.• 
• 

Rouze all thie love; false and entrykyng wyghte 
Ne leave thie Birtha thos upOnne pretense of 

fyghte. 
Thou nedest notte goe, untyll thou haste com- 

mand 
Under the sygnette of mire lord the tynge. 

ALLA. 
And- wouldest thou make me then a recreandee 
Rollie seynete Marie, keepe mee from the 

thynge! 
Heere, Birtha, thou has potte a double stynge, 
One for thie love, anodher for thie mynde. 

BIRTIIA. 
Agylted /Elia, thie abredynge blynge. 
'Twas love of thee thattefoute intente ywrynde. 
Vette heave mie supplycate, to awe attende, 

Hear from mie groted brute the lover and the 
friend& 

Lett Celmontle yn title armour-brace bed vghte; 
And yn thie stead unto the -battle goe; [Bighte, 
Title name alleyne Wylie putte the Danes to 
The ayre thatt hares ytt woulde presse down 

the foe. 
/ELLA. 

Birtha, yn vayne thou woukiste mee recreande 
doe; 

I moste, I wylfe, fyghte for mie countries wele, 
And leave thee for ytt. Ceimonde, sweftlie goe, 
Telle mie Brystowans to [be] dyghte yn stele; 
Tell hem 1 scorn to kenne item from afar, 

Botte leave the vyrgyn brydallbedde for bedde of 
Warm. 

BIRTHA. 

And them Ault goe: 0 mie agroteds hatter 

/ELLA. 
Miecountrie wanes rote marche; I muste awalev, 
Albeytte I schulde go to mete the darte 
Of certen dethe, yette here I woulde notteotaie. 
Butte thus to leave thee, Birtha, dothe asswaie 

, Moe torturynge perms yanne cantle be sedde 
hie tyngue. 	 [dale, 

Yette rouse thie honoure type, and wayte the 
'When monde aboute inee souse of warre 

Synge. 
'0 Birtha, strev 'Me agreeme to accaie, 

And joyous see inie armes, dyghte oute yea 
warre arraie. 	„ 

5  2y. Sick, quasi mgroted or greeted. 
6  Unknown and unintelligible.,  
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I from a nete of hopeleit am adawed, 
Awhaped atte the fetyvenoss of dale; 
Lila, hie note moe thanuhys myndbruelteaw64 
Is gone, and I moste followe, toe the fraie. 
Cehnonde eanne ne'er from mile byker stale. 
Dothe warre begynne? there'sCeitnondeyntb  

place 	• 	 [await 
Botta whanne the warre ys donne, Pit taste 
The reste from nethe tyines masque must ties 

yttes face. 	• 
I see onnomberedjoies arounde meeryw; 

Blake stondethe future doome, and joiedothe site 
alyse. 

• 
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BIRTMA. 	 • 
Difficile ys the pennaunce, yette pile strew 
To keepe mie woe behyltren yn mie breaste. 
Albeytte note maye to mee pleasaunee yen, 
Lyche thee, 1 Ile strev tot sate' tale mynde atte 

reste. 
Vett oh! forgeve, yff I have the dystreste; 
Love, deughtie love, wylle bear no odher siv4e. 
Juste as 1 was wytfie /Ella to be bleste, 
Shappe q foullie thos hathe snatched hym awaie. 
It was a tone too &ightie to be borne, r 

Wydliout an tamale of teams and ttreaste wythe 
' 	'syghes ycorne. 

/ELLA. 
' Thie mynde yi now tbieselfe; why wylte thou 

bee 
All blanche, al kyngelie, all see wvse yn mynde, 
Alleyne to lett pore wretetied Lila see, 
Whatte wondrous bighes. be nowe moste leave 

behynde? 	 [wynde, 
0 Birtha fayre, warde everyche eommynge 
On everych wynde I -wylle a token amide: 
Onn mie longs shiehle ycorne thie name thoul 't 

fynde. 	 [and friende. 
Butte here comities CeImonde, wordhie ltnyghte 

;ELLA, IORTILt, VELMONDR spiaking. 
Thie Brystowe knyghtes for thie forth-cornynge 

lynge • 	 [shield clothe slynge. 
• EchOne athwarte hys Isaac hys lenge trarre- 

/Ma. 
Birthm-adieu; but yette I b annotte gee. 

'DUTRA. 
Lyre of mie spryte, mie gentle Lila stale. 
'Engyne awe 'lotto wyth syke a .drierie woe. 
• • 	 /ELLA., 

I musts, I wylle; tys honrioure cals awaie. 
EDIRTHA. 

0 mie agrotedaharte, braste, braste ynn twaie. 
411a, for honnoure, Oyes awaie, from mee. 

	

/Ma. 	_ 

Births, adieu; I male notte here obaie. 
fiyyuge from mieselfe yn flying thee, 

EMMA. • 
0 ./Ella, housband, friend, and loverde, stale. 

- He 's gon, he 's gone, alass ! percase he's gone for 
ale. 

CELMONDE. 
Hope, hallie suster, sweepeynge thro' the.skie; 
In orowne of goolde, and robe of Tillie whyte, 
Whyehe Torre abrode ynne gentle ayre doe die, 
Meetynge from dystaunce the enjoyous syghte, 
Albeftte efte thou takest thie hie ilyglite 
Reeleet ynne •a myste, and wyth thyne erne 

ybleitte, 	 mghtee 
Nowe eommest thou to mee wythe startle 
Ontoe title veste the rodde some ys adente ; 
The sommer tyde, the month-of Maie appere, 

Depycte wythe skylledd horde upponne thie wyde 
aumeres. 

• , 	, 
2Y. hap? 

8  Admere.' The word does not occur in any of 
our ancient poets, except in Chaucer's. Bei:4;mill of 
the Eoste. v. 2271.  

.• 'Weave steeighte gloves with aumere 
Of silk. 

The French original stands thud 
, • 	De gans et de bourse de soye, 

Et de saincture to eointoye. 
Skinner, who probably did not think of eonsultim? 
the original, supposes aumere to be somethigte• 
longing to glotks, and so at a venture eventide *. 
jimbria, instita; a fringe or border. It seemed, art 
still seems most probable to me, that augers oirtii 
is Chaucer's translation of bourse de soye; endow 
sequently that aumere was sometimes eqtrialos 
to a purse. But the dean, if I understand be 
rightly, differs from. us both, and tint& that or 
mere is it translation of ceinture, a girdle. "lie 
ceinture, or girdle," says he, "has escaped there-
tice of the learned editor, though, as a principi 

''' ornament in ancient dress, it was more likely tote 
mentioned by the poet, than the purse." Uri 
was more likely to be mentioned by the pott,es  
not the question, but whichis mentioned; all 
the girdle escaped the notice of Chaucer, I does 
see that I was bound to take any notice of it h 
short aumere, upon the face of this pomp, 
^must probably signify;  either something setm• 
ing to gloves, or a purse, or a girdle; and I Oita( 
might safely trust the intelligent reader will, tie 
determination, in which, of these three senses it is 

• used by Chaucer. But I have also referral is 
another passage of the same poem R. R. nen led 
in which he- uses aumener in this same wine ofa 
purse. 

Then from his aumenet he drough 
A little key fetise enough. e 

The original is 
_ 	Adone de Se bourse it traict 

Un petit clef bien fait. 
Where aumener is undoubtedly the translation ti 
bourse. I must observe further, that in whatI 
',take to be the most accurate and authentic edithe 
of the French Roman de la Rose, (Paris 1727) toes 
two lines are thus written, v. 2028. c 

Lors a de 1' aumartiere traicte 
o 	Une petits clef Bien faicte. 
Which, I apprehend, adds no spiell strength to rn: 
conjecture, that both aumener and aumere are de 
rivatives from the French aumoniere. If so, it be 
conies still clearer, that the proper signifienia 
fof aumere is a p rrset a signification which will no 
suit any one of the passages, in which the wore  
occurs in thete poems.r..Tynrititt. 
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honnonre,..honnoure, what ys bie theehadne ? 

Iaiiie'' robber and the bordelyer, 
Who kens ne thee, or ys to thee bestanne, 
And nothynge does thie myckle gastne,ss fere. 
Faygnetyoulde I from rate bosomme alle thee 

tat+. 
Thou there dysperpellest thie levynnebronde; 
Whylest mie soulgh's forwyned, thou art the 

gare; 
Sleene ys mie comforte bie thie ferie honde; 
As minute talle hylle, whann wynds doe shake 

the grotind, 	 ' 	rwounde. 
Itte kerveth all abroade, bie brasteynge hyltren 
Honnoure, whatt bee ytte? tys a shadowes shade, 
A thynge of wYcheneref, an idle dreme; 
On of the fonnis 9 whych the clerehe have made 
Menne wydhoute sprytes, and wommen for to 

Item; 	 [beme, 
Enygletes, who eTte kenne the tonde dynne of the 
Schelde be forgarde to syke enfeeblynge ivaies, 
Make evevych acte, alyehetheyrsoules be hreme, 
And for theyre chyvalrie alleyne have prayse. 

O thou, whattetr thie came, 
Or Zabatus or iltreed, 	• 

Corinne, steel sine sabre spryte, 
For frenide and dotefulle dede. 

HURRA, AND HIE FREEST; WYTH 
VIE A PIM neare Wateitetta. 

NAGNU$. 
„Swythb tette the offrendes to the goddes begynne, 
To knowe of 'hem the issue of the fyghte. 
Potte the blodde-steyned sword and pavyes ynne;, 
Spreade swythyn all arcainde the bailie lyghte. 

HIE PREESTE zyngeds. 
Yee, who hie yn mokje ayre 
Delethe seasonnes foule or fayre. 
Vee, who, whanne yee weere ngguylte, 
The mone yn bloddie gyttelles hylte, 
Moored the starres, and dyd unbynde 
P.veryche barriere to the wynde; 
Whanite the oundynge waves dystreste, 
Stroven to be overest, 
Sockeyngeyn the spyre.gyrte`towne, 
Swolterynge wole natyones downe, 
Sendynge dethe on plagues astrodde, 
Moovynge tyke the erthys godde; 
-To mee send yourdieste dyvyne,- 
Lygltte eletten all my ne eyne, 
That I male noty undevyse 
All the actyonites of thl emppriae. 

falletk downe .a0tite rysothe. 
Thus sayethe the goddes; goe, yssue to the playne; 
Porr there shall meynteuf mytte menne beeslayne. 

MAGNUS. 

Whie, soe there evere *as, *bonne Magnus 
foughte. 

Efte have I treyntednoyanee throughetheboaste, 
A thorolVe swerdes, alyche the queeddystraughte, 

• Have Magnus pressynge wroghte hys foemen 
loaste, 

As wigwam a tempeste`vexe the scare the coaste, 
The dyngeynge ounde the sandeie stronde doe 
So dyd I inne the warre the javlynne toste,pare, 
-Full meynte a champyonnes breaste received 

mie spear. 

Mie sheelde, lyche,sommeremorie gronfer &eke 
Mie !ethane speere, alyche a levyn-mylted eke. 

HURRA. 

Thie worries are greate, full hyglie of sound, and 
eeke 	 [rayne. 

Lyche thonderre, to the whyeh dothe corneae no 
Itte lacketh niotte a doughtie honde to speke ; 
othecocke maim drefte,y&t armed ys lie alleyne. 
'Certis thie wordes male, thou motest have sayne 
Of mee, and meynte of moe, who eke cantle 
• fyghte, 

Who haVetla trodden down the adventayle, 
And tore the beaulmes from heades of myckle 

• myghte. 	 • 
• Sythence syke myghte ys placed yn thie honde, 

Lette blowes thie actyons speeke, and bie thie cor- 
rage stonde. 	 . - 

MAGNUS. 

Thou are a warrioure, Hun's; thatte I kenne, 
And myekte famed for thie handle dede. 
Thou fyghtest anente maydens and ne menne, 
Nor ale thou makest armed berths to blede. 
Efte 1, eapasysou'd on bloddie stele, 
Havethe thee scene binethe mee yen the fyghte, 
Wythe curses I investynge everyehe inede, 
And %ea aston,and wondrynge at lane royghte. 
Thanne wouldest thou, cornice yn for' nne re- 

nome; 	 [dome. 
Albeytte thou wouldst reyne awaie from bloddie 

HURRA. 

How ! butte-  bee bourne mie rage. I kennel,  
aryghte 

Rothe thee and thyne male nebee syordhye peene. 
'Eftsoones I hope wee smile engage yn fyghte; 
'I'hanne to the souldyers all thou wylte bewreene. 
I 'II prove mie courage onne the burled -greene; 
Ty4; there alleyne 	telle thee whatte I bee. 
Gyf I weelde notte the deadlie sphere adeene, 
Thanne lett mie name be fulle as lowe us thee. 
Thys mie adented shielde, thys mie arre-speare, 

Schalle tette the falleynge foe gyf Hurra's harte 
can feare. 

MAGNUS. 	• 

Magnus Weulde speke, butte thatte hys 'noble 
spryte 	 [sale, 

Dothe son enrage, he knowes notte whatte to 
He'dde speke.yn blowes, yn gottes of blodde he'd 

wryte, 
And on thielieafod peyncte hys myghte for ale. 
Gyf thou anent an weifyinnesrage wouldest stale, 
'Tys here to meet ytt; botte gylt nott, bee goe; 
Lest I in furrie shuttle-ink mows dysplaie, 
Whyeleto thie beddie wylte wurehe myckle woe. 
Oh.! I bee amide, dystraughte wyth brendyng 

rage; 	 [asswage. 
Ne seas of stnethynge gore wylte mie chdfedhurte 

HURRA. • 
I kenne thee, Magnus, wetle; a wyghte thou art 
That doest aslee 1e alonge ynn doled dystressc, 
Strynge•bulle yn boddie, lyoncelle yti 
l'almost wysche thie prowes were made lesse. 
Whan A lla (name drest uppe yn ugsonmess 
To theeand recreandes) thondered on the playne, 
Howe dydste thou thorowe fyrste officers presse! 
Swefter thanne fettered takelle dydste thou reyne. 

9 A word of unknown origin.' • 	 10  An unknown word. 
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A ronnynge pryze one seyncte date to orctayne, 

Magnus, and none botte bee, the ronnynge pryze 
wylle gayne. 

MAGNUS. 
Eternalle plagues devour thie banedlyngue! 
Dlyrriades of neders pre upponne thie spire! 
Iklaiest thou fele al the peynes of age whyist 

YYnge, 
Unmanned, uneyAd, excloorled ale the lyghte, 
Thie seuscs,lyc he thieselfe,enwrapped yn ny ghte, 
A scoff to foemen, and to beasres a pheere 
Adaie furched levynne onne thie fiead alyghte, 
Maie on. thee folic the f buy r of the unweere: 
Fpn vaipours Waste thiceveriche mantle powere, 

Idaie thie bante boddie qitycke the winsome peenes 

	

devoure. 	 (tyngue 
Yaygne woulde I curse thee further, botte mie 

Denies mie barte the favoure soe toe doe. 
RRA. 

Nowebie the Dacyanne goddes, and Welkyns 
kynge, 

Wythe f hurie, as thou dyelste begynne, persue; 
Calle once mie heude all tortures that be mu, 
Bane onne, tylle thie owne tongue thie curses 

fele. 	 [ynne Melee, 
Sende onne mie beade the blyghteynge ley-
The thunder Mode, the swellynge azure reie, 
Tlsie wordes he hie of dynne, butte netebesple; 

33aue on, good chieftayn, fyghte wythe wordes of 
rnyckle pryde. 	 I come. 

Butte doe notte waste thie breath, lest "Ella 
MAGNUS. 

)Ella and thee togyder spike toe Helle! 
Bee. yonre names Wasted from the mile of 

, 	. dome! 
I feere noe 	thatte thou keenest welle. 
Unlydgefulle traytoure, wyltthou nowe rebelle? 
'Ty,  knower, thatte yie mean bee lyncked to 

my ne, 	 [felle; 
l3othe .sente, as troopes of wolves, to sletre 
l3otte nowe thou lackest hem to be all yyne. 
None, bie the goddes yatte.reule the Dacyanne 

'state, 	 [dysregate. 
Speacke thou yn rage once moe, I wyll thee 

HURRA. 
I pryze thie threattes joste as I doe thie banes, 
The stele of melee and reeendize al. 
Thou art a steyne unto the name of Danes; 
Thou aileyne to thie tyngue for proofe canst 

cmle. 
Thou beest a worme so groffile and so smal, 
I wythe thie bloude wouide seorne to foul mie 

sworde, 
Botte wythe thie weaponnes woulde upon thee 

worse.ehe thieownefeare, slea thee wythe a worde 
I Iturra amme mie,,ei; and ale wylle bee, 

As greate yn valoutous aetes, and yn comma* 
as thee. 

MAGNUS, HURRA, ARMYE, and MEssENGERE., 

MESSENGERN. 
tr Blynne your contekions, chiefs; for, as I stole 

" These nine lines, find the speech of the se-
cond mesenger afterwards, are in blank verse; a 
metre first practised in England, by Surrey. 

Uponne mie watche, I spinle an mimic eta 
mynge, 

Notte lye he ann handfulle of a fremiled foe, 
Botte blacke wythe armoure, movyagengsta 

lie, 	 A [aloes 
Lyche a blacke fulle cloude, thatte dothe p 
To droppe yn hayle, and hele the theiti 

storme. 
MAGNUS. 

Ar there rneynte of them? 

MESSENGER& 

Thycke as the ante-flyes ynne a sommer's 
Seemynge as tho' theie stynge as persante too, 

RURRA. 

Whatte matters thatte? lettes sette one wan. 
arrgie. 

Coe,, sounde the beme, lette ehampyons 
Ne doubtynge, We wylle sty nee as taste as heir. 
Whatte? doe•st forgard thie blodde? ys ytte ice 

fearer? 
Wouldest thou gayne the towae, and castle. 

stere, 
And yette ne byker wythe the soldyer milk? 
Go, hyde thee ynn mie tente annethe the left; 
I of thie boddie wyll keepe watch and warde. 

MAGNUS. 
Onre goddes of Denmarke knowe mie bade ji 

goode. 

For nete 'Ippon the erase, butte to be chougiser 
foode. 

MAGNUS, HURRA, ARMIE, SECONIA 
MESSENGERRE. 

ZEUGMA MESSENGERRE. 
As from mie towre I kende the commyinte fa, 
I spied the crossed shielde, and Woddie weed!, 
The furyous IglIa's banner; wythynne keno: 
The armie ys. Dysorder throughe onre hash 
Is fleynge,, borne once wynges of ./Ella's name; 
Styr, styr, mie lordes! 

MAGNUS. 
What? 	? and soe neare? 

Thence •Denmarques roiend; -oh mit rys'inge 
feare ! 

HURRA. 
What doeste thou mere? thys 	bone) 

manne. 
Nowe bie mie sworde, thou arte a verieberne, 
Of late 1 dyd thiecreand valoure seanne, 

Winnow thou dydst boaste so moche of ayena 
derne. 

Botte 1 toe warr role doeynges mostt atturne, 
To cheere the sabbataneres to deere dede. 

. 	 MAGNUS. 
I to the knyghtes onne everyche syde wylie 

borne, 
Telleynge,liem alle to make her foemen blede 
Sythe shame or deathe onne eidher syde wylll 

bee, 	' 
Mie barte I wylle upryse, and lane the tattle slit 
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Gyff ynn thys battelle loeke ne wayte mire *are, 
To Brystowe dheie wylle tourne yeyre fhurie 

dyre; 	 [gyre, 
Brystowe, and alle her joies, wylle synke toe 
Brentle2,tnge perforce wythe unenhantende fyre, 
Thenne lette owe safetie doubl le moove oure ire, 
Lyche wotfytls, rovynge for the evnynge pre, 

4See[ing] thoslambe and shepsterr nere the brire, 
Doth th'one, forr safetie, th'one for hongre slea ; 
Thanne, whanne the ravenne cruises uponne the 

playne, 	 [slayne. 
OhThlette ytt: bee the knelle to myghtie Ditcyanns 

AN:LA, CELstONDE, and ARNIE near 
Watehette. 

Now havytige done Our* mattynes ata oure 
vowes,. 

Lette us for the intended fyghtelm bonne, 
And evcryche champyorie potte the joyous 

crowne 	 [browes. 
Of eertane masterschyppe upoh hys giestreynge 

As for line harte, I owne ytte ys, as ere 
lite has beene ynne thesommer-Sheene-of fate, 
Unknowen to the ugsomme gratche of fere; 
Mie biocide embollen, wythe masterie elate, 
Boyles ynne mie veysies, and miles y-nir rapyd 

state, 
• Impatyente forr to mete the persante stele, 
And telle the woride, thatte .?Ella dyed as 

greate, 	 [weale, 
As anie knyghte whe foughte for Englondes 
Friends, kynne, and soldyerres, vine blacke ar- 

more there, 
ldie actyons ymytate, mie presente redynge here. 

There ys ne house, athrow thys shap-scurged 
isle, 

`Matte as ne loste a kynne yn these fell fyghtes, 
Fatte h(odde has sorfeeted the hongerde soyle, 
And tosrnes etilowed leased oppe the nyghtes. 
Jane gite of fyre oure %Mile ehurche dheie 

dyghtes; 	 [gore; 
Oure shines lie storven ynne theyre smetbynge 
Oppe bie the rootes oure tree of Lyle dheie 

pyghtes, 
Verynge oure coaste, as byllowes doe the shore. 
Yee menne, gyf ye are menne, displaie yor 

name, 	 [flame, 
Ybrende yet tropes, alyehe the roarynge tempest 

Ye Chrystyans, doe as wordhie of the name; 
These roynerres of our hallie houses slew 
Braste, lyke a cloude, from whence (loth'  come 

the flame, 
..Lyebe torrentes, gushynge downe the moun- 

tains, bee. 	 [flee, 
And whanne alonge the grene yer champyons 
Swefte as the rodde for.,weltrynge levyn-bronde; 
Yatte hauntevhe ftyinge mortherer oere the 

lea, 
Soe the oponne these royners of the londe. 
Lette those yatte are unto yer hattayiestledde, 

Take slepe eterne uponne a feerie lowynge betide. 

Let cower& Londonne see herre towne on fyre, 
And strev wythe goulde to stale the royners 

horde, 	 [hyglier, 
/Ella and Brystowe havethe thoughtes thattes 
Wee fyghte notte forr 'ourselves, but all the 

Londe. 
As Semmes hyger lyghethe bar.tkes of sonde. 
Pressynge ytte downe binethe the reynyuge 

streme, 	 tstronde, 
Wythe dreerie dynn enswolters the hyghe 
Beerynge the rockes alonge ynn fluirye breme, 
Soe wylle wee beere the Dacyanne arrnie downe, 

And throughe a storme of biocide wyll reache the 
champyon crowne. 

•  

Lyche a rodde gronfer, shalle mie anlace sheen, 
Lychee strynge lyoneelle I'lte bee ynne fyghte, 
Lyche fallynge leaves the Dacyannes , shall bee 

sleene. 	 [myghte. 
Lyche [a] toad dynnyngerstreeme scatle be mie 
Ye menne, who woulde deserve tlio • name of 

knyghte,' 	 [wepte;* 
,• Lette hloddie teams bie all your paves be 

To commyrige tymes no poyntelle shalle ywrite, 
Whanne Englonde ban her foemenn, Brystow 

slepte. 	 [crie, 
Yourselfes, youre eltyldren, and youre fellowes 

Go, fyghte ypn rennomes gare,_he brave, and 
wynne or die. 

I sale nemoe; youre spryte the reste wylle sale; 
Youre spryte wylle -wrynne, thatte Brystow ys 

yer place; 	 [wale; 
To honoures house I nede notte marcke the 
Jane youre owne bastes you maie the foote- 
, 	pathe trace: 	 [space; 
,Twexte shappe and us there ys botte lyttelle 
The tytne ys nowe to proove yourselves be 

menne; • 	 [grace, 
Drawe forthe the bornyihed bylle wythe fetyve 
Rouse, lyehe a wolfynne routing front hys 

denne. 
Thus I enrone ride anlace; go thou shethc; 

I'lle potte ytt ne ynn place, tyll ytte ys sycke 
wythe deathe. 

SOLDNERS. 
Onn, .2F,11a, onn; we longe for bloddie fraie; 
Wee longc to here the raven Synge yn vayne; 
Onn, RAM onn; we eertys gayne the ethic, 
Whanne thou doste leade us to the leathal 

playne. 
CELMONDE. 

Thie speche, 0 loverde, fyrethe the whole 
trayne; 	 [breathe; 

Theie pancte for war,, as honted wolves for 
Go, and sytte crowned on corset of the slayne; 
Go, and ywielde the massie swertle of deathe. 

SOLDYEILRES. • 
From thee, 0 Alia, idle came courage reygnei; 

Echone yn phantasie do lede the Danes ynne, 
eliaynes, 

/ELLA. 
Mie countrymenne, mie friendes, your noble 

sprytes . 
Speke yn youre eyrie, and doe yer master telle. 
Swefte as the rayne-storme toe the erthe,  alyghtes, • 
Soe wylle we fall upon these royners felle. 
Oure mowynge swerdes shalle plonge hem 

downe to Belle; 
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Theyre .thretigynge corses, shall onlyghte the 

[swelle, 
.The barrewes Lrastynge wythe the sleene'sehall 
Brynnynge to comtnynge trues our famous 

wanes ; 
Time everie errel kenne the lowe of reyghte, 

theenytige abrode, aly.clie hylle"fyre ynite the 
• nyghte. , 	• ~,.- 

Wl1anne poynteiles of sure famous. fyghte shall 
- sale, 	 • 

Echone wylle marvelie atte the dernie declec 
Eehone Wylie wyssen bee hanne'2 scene the dale, 
And bravelie holped to make the foemenn blede; 
Botqe for yerholpe oat' battelle Wyile notte cede; 
Oure force ys force enowe to state theyre 

.1;onde; 
Wee wytie retourne (into thys grened mede, 
Oer verses of the ?Omen of the londe.• • 
NC:me to•„the warre tette alt the slughosnes 

• • sout!ile; 	 • - fgrounde. 
The Daeyanne eroopes appere on yincler rysynge 

Chides; heade youre boucles, and leadel, 

:DANES fiyinge, acare Watebette-k. 

'CELMONDE, "tear Watehetke. • 

O Corr a spryte feerer to tete thedaie, 
The dale whyche seal astounde the berers red', 
Makeynge once feemennes envyynge banes!) 

Mode!, 	• 
Ybereynge thro the worlcle onre rennomde nasty 

fur-ale. 
Bryglite Sonne ban ynn hys writhe robes bp: 

dyghte, 	 (boyar, 
From the rodde caste he flytted wythe by 
The hewers le drewe awaie the geete of nyghte, 
Her sable tapistrie was rente yn tivayne. 
The diuneynge streaks bedecked humane 

playne; • 	(e;e, 
' And on the tlewe.dyd smyie wythe shemrysge 

Lyche gottes 'of bloc/tie whyche doe blade ar. 
Ineure steyne,  

Sheenynee upon the borne whFche dead& hie; 
The souldyers stood upetnne Ott: hilts syde, 

Lyche yonge enlefod trees whyche pa a forreste, 
. 	byde: 

Alla rose lyehe the tree besette wythe brieres; 
Hys talle speere sheenynge as the starves at 

nyghte, 
Hys ey»e ensemeynge at a lowe of tyre; 

r Whanne he encheered everie manne to fyghte, 

13 Then plunged into the sire= with deei, despair; 
And her last sighs came bubbling up in air. 

Drytlen's 
14 Heaven's gates spontaneous open to the powers, 

Heaven's-golden gates, kept by the winged Hours: 
Commissioned in alternate watch they stand, 
The Sun's bright portals and the skies command, 
Close or unfold the eternal gates of day, 
Bar Heaven with clouds, or roll those eloudsaway. 

Pope's Homer. 

ETRSTE DANE. 
Fly, fly, ye Danes; Magnus, the„ehie

h
f
e
e
a
,
de
ys
; sleene; 	 r  

The Saxonnes come wythe `./Elrac atte theyre 
Lette's strev to gette awaie to yinder greetre; 
Flie, flie; thys ys the kyngdomme of the 

deadde. 
SECONISE DANE. 	• 1/1 

goddes have thettsmules bier ink enlace 
blcdde, 	 • 

And muste I nowe for safetie flie awaie ? 
See! farre besprenged able oure troopes are 

spreade; 
totte 1 wylie synglie dare the blocklie fraie. 
Botte nc• I'lle flie, and morther yn retrete; 

Deathe, blodde, and fyre, senile mark the goeynge 
of my feete.• 	• 

TUVE DE DANE. 
Entheghterige forir to same the brondeynge 

foe, 
As nere unto thetyllow4 beehe I came, 
Farr offe I spied a syghte of 'tinkle woe, 
there spyrynge battayles wsapte ynn saytes of 

flame. 
The burled Daeyan nes, who were ynne the same, 
Fro syde to syde fledde the pursuyte of deathe; 

12 The capital blunder which runs through all 
these poems, and would alone be sufficient to de-
stroy their credit, is the termination .of veths in 
the singular, number in n; ken is in twenty.six 
instances used in these poems, for the present Of 
past time singular of the verb have. pot lien, be-
ing an abbreviation of haven, is never used by any 
ancient writer except in the present time guild, 
and the infinitive 

In opposition to' this conclusive remark Anony+ . 
mes produced twelve passages, of which only one 
is in the least to his pinoose. to Ich ban bitten 
this ivax"..-Km old rhyme of nobody knows whom. 
Mr. Bryant and the dean of Exeter have both 
failed in attempting to answer the objection. 

The sivelleynge fyre yer eorrage doe enflame, 
Theie lepe ynto the sea, and bebblyngel3 liddyo  

breathe; 
Whylest those thatt bee. uponne the Van 

playne, 	 [battle ilayae 
Bee deathe-doomed captyves tame,. w yn ke 

MAMA, 
Nowe bre- the goddes, Magnus, dyseetnicos 

knyghte, 
Bic eravente baryouie havethe don sure wee, 
Despendynge all the Mlle menne yn the fygls, 

. ,And placyyng valourous menne where drab 
. • 	mote goo. 	• . 

"Sythenee oure font-tunic havethe tourned 
Gader the soublyers lefte to futureshappe, 

,Tp somme new place for safetie we wylie got, 
futuredaie wee wylie have better happe. 

Sontide the loude ,slugitorne for a enkke fcr. 
Liclre• Coyne; 

Lette, all the Dacyannes scythe unto tare ham 

Throvis handettes wee wylie sprengesadde dale 
end dole, 

'Bathe •ynhotte gore, and watch eursdrea
l
h:

t
nu
n 

	

ynne: ' 	 r  
Goddes !. here the Saxonnes lyche a byllose 

heere the anlacis detested dynne. 
Awaie, awaie, ye Danes, to yonder penile; 

Wee now wylle make forloyne ye tyme to fyghte 
' 	ageune. 
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ntle worries dyd noove eche valourous 
nygbte; 

[tie mo vethe 'henry as honterres Tyorreefies; — 
In trebl armonre vs theyre courage dyghte; 
Eche warrynge barte for prayse and rennome 

swelles; 
Lyche slewetie dynnynge of the .croucheynge 

streine 	 [armie seine. 
Syche dyd the mormryuge sounde yf the whol 

flee ledes "hem onne to fyghte; •oh Amine to. 
saie 

How 	loked, and lokvng dyd enchcere, 
Moovynge *elle a motinta'yne yew ntrraie, 
Whanne a lowde whyrievynde doe yttes !Me- 

somme tare 
To telle howe everie loke wuld banyslie. feere, 
Woulde aske an angelles poyntelt pr his • 

tyngue. 
Lyche a mile melte yatte Vyseth heaven-were, 
Lyche a yonge wolfynnebrondeons and Strensre, 
Soe dydde he goe, and myghtie warriours heckle 

Wy.the gore-depycted wynges inasterie arounde 
• hym ftedde. 

The Battelle jyned; swerdes uponne swenles 
dyd rynge; 	 • 

/Ella was chafed as lyonns madded bee; 
Lyche faitynge• starves, he dydde ,the jarlynn ' 

/yrige; 
Hys 'nightie enlace 'nightie menne dyd slea ; 
Where he dydde comme, the timed foe dydde 

flee, 
Or felle benethe hys honde, as fallyng.e rayne, 
Wy the sythe a fituyrie he a y dde onn'hemm dree„ 
Ryles of yer. bowkes dyd Eyrie opponne the" 

. playne; 	 (nee; 
1Ella, thou arte—botte stoic, my tynge; sale 

Howe greate 1 Itymme maye make, stylle greater 
bee wylle bee. 	' 

Nor dydde hys sduldyerres see hys actes yn 
vayne. 	 'gene; 

Were a stoute 'Dane uponne Arys compbeere 
Were Ionic and hyndlette sonke . uponne the 

playne; 
Heete sonne and fadre trembled ynto belle. 
Chief Magnus sought hys waie, and, shame to 

telle! 	 [speere 
Hee soughte hys wale for flygide ; botte Ribes 
Unoune the dylage Dacyannes scheulder 
Guryte throw( hys boddie, and bye 'harte ytte 

tare, • 
14e groned, and sonke uponne the gorie greene, 

And wythe hys corse enereased the pyles of Da-• 
cyannes sleene. 

Spente wythe the fyghte, the Danyshe cham-
pyons stonde, 

Lyche bulks, whose strengthe and wondrous 
inyghte ys fledde; 

/Ella, a ljavelynne gypped yn eyther hondel  
Flyes to the throng; and doomes two Dacy-

annes deadde. 
After hys acte, the' armie all yspedde; 
Frommeverieh on unmyssynge jartynnes flewe; 
Theie straughte yer doughtie swerdes; the foe- 

menu bledde; - 	• (sieve; 
Fulle thre7/0 foure of myghtie Danes dheie 
The Danes, wythe terrourn rulynge att their 

head, 	 [ravenne deride. 
Threwe downe theyr bannere talle, and lyche a 

VOL, 

The soldyerres followed .wythe a myghtie orie, 
.C.ryeat  yatte welle myghte the etoureste hartes 

affraie. 	. 	 %rarities file; 
Swefte, as yer shyppes, the vaniluysluTtl Dricy 
Swefte;  as the Triple uponne an Aprylle dam, 
Pressyoge betryorle, the Euglysche Soldyerres 

staie.„.' • 	 (mayne; 
inott hal fe 1 he tythes of Danyshe menne 

eonimaundes 	shoulde the sleetre 
stoic, 	. 	• 	 [play ne. 

Plate bynde 'hem prysonners on the Meddle 
The fygirtouge beynge done, I came awaie, 

In odher fieldes to fyghte a moe unequalle fraie. 
Mie servant stryre ! 	 • 

• 

CELMONDE, SERVITOERE. 

crtztosnu. 	- 
a Prepare 'king horse, 

Winise feete 'are wynges, whole pace ye lyeke 
the wynde, 	 (ye course. 

Whoe wylle outestreppe the morneyirge lyghte 
_ -Leaveytige the gyttelles of the merke behynde. 
• Somme hyitren matters doe mie presence fynde. 

Gyv once to ahe yatte I was :dome pine fyghte. 
G viTyune thys gare thou doest mie order myncle, 
Whanne I returne, thou shake be made • 

knyghte ; • 
Elie, file, .be gon ; 'an bowerre ys a dale ; 

2uyeke dyghte my Neste of steles, and brynge 
-.hyinrn beere —awaie I 

V 

CELNON DE. [,50/tis.] 

fills n wonndedd sore, and ynne 'the tonne 
• He waytethe, tylle hys woundes be broghte to 

ethe. 	 [ermine, 
And static 1 from hys browes plocke off the 
IVIakynge the vyetore yn bye vyetorie blethe ?. 
0 no! fulle sooner &mble tale (mites blodde 

smetlic, 
Fulle sonnere woulde I tortured bee toe deathe ; 
Botto-,Birtha ys the pry_ze; she! ytte were 

ethe 	 •, [breathe; 
To '-gayne so gayne a pryze wythe lone of 
Botte thanne rennome interne.--ytte ys botte 

are; 	. [there. 
Bredde ynne thd phantasie, -and alleyn tyvynge 

Albeytte everyche thynge yn lyfe conspyre 
To telle .me of the faulte I now schulde doe, 
Yette woulde I battentlie assuage mie fyre, 
And the same menes, as I scan Howe, pursuer 
Tbe-  qualytyes I frornie .parentes dre‘ve, 
Were hlodde, and 'norther, masterie, and warre; 
Thie I wylle holde to nowe, and hede ne moe 
A wounde yet rennome, yanne a boddie lcarre. 
Nowe, Ala, nowe Ime p:antynge of a thorne; 

hie whyche tide peace, thie love, and glorle shall. 
be tome. 

]3ItYSTOWE. 

BIETHAo EGWINA. 
EMMA. 

Gentle Egwina, do notte preche me joie; 
1 eanuotte joie rule rude thynge botte weere, 

EE 

Flps g, 

•rt 
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Oh! yatte aughte sehulde oure sellynesse de- 

stroie, 
Floddynge the face wythe woe, and brynie teare ! 

EGAVINA. 
You muste, you muste endeavour for to cheere 
Youre harte unto sommecherisauniecP5  reste. 
Youre loverde from the battle tfylle appere, ( 
Ynne honnoure, ants a greater love, be dreste% 
Botte I wylle call the mynstrelles roundelaie; 

Perchaunce the swotie sounde male chase cour 
wiere awaie. 

e  BIRTHA, EGWINA, MYNSTRELLES. 

MYNSTRELLES SONGS. 
O ! synge untoe mie roundelaie, 
0 ! droppe the brynie tears wythe mee, 
•Dannee ne moe atte Isaliie dale, 
Lyeke a-reynyn,ge ryver bee; 

Mie love ye dedde, 
Gon to hys deaths-betide, 
Al 'under the wyllowe tree. 

Blacke hys cryne as the wyntere nyghte, 
Whyte hys rode as the summer snowe, 
Rodde hys face as the mornynge lyghte, 
Cale he lyes ynne the grave belowe; 

Mie love ys dedde, 
Gon to hys deathe-bedde, 
Al under the wyllowe tree. 

Swotedlys tyngue as the throstles note, 
2nyeke yon daunce as thoughts canoe bee, 
.Defte hys taboure, codgelle stote, 
O! hee lyes bie the wyllowe tree: 

Mie love ys dedde, 	_ . 
Gonne to hys deathe-bedde, 
Alle underre the wyllowe tree. 

Harke! the ravenne fiappes lays wynge, 
In'the briered dente belowe; 
Harke! the dethe-owle locale clothe synge, 
To the nyghte-mares as heie goe; 

Mie love ys dedde, 
Gonne to hys deathe-bedde, 
Al under the wyllowe-tree. 

See! the whyte moone sheenes onne hie; 
Whyterre ys mie true loves shroude; 
Whyterre yanne the mornynge skie, 
Whyterre yanne the evenynge donde; 

Mie love ys dedde, 
Gon to hys deathe-bedde, 
Al under the wyllowe tree. 

Heere, uponne mie true loves grave, 
Schalle the baren fleurs be layde, 
Neurone hallie seyncte to save 
Al the celness of a mayde. 

Mie love ys dedde, 
Gonne to hys deathe-bedde, 
Alle under the wyllowe tree. 

Wythe mie hondes I'lle dente the brieres 
Roundelds bailie corse to gre, 
Ouphante fairie, lyghte youre fyres, 
Heere mie boddie stylle schalle bee. 

t5  By an error of the press, cherisaunci is print-
ed id Kersey instead of cherisaunce. Chatterton 
has copied the blunder in'three places. 

N'S POEMS. 
Mie love ys deckle; 
Gon to hys deathe-bedde, 
Al under the wyllowe tree. 

Corine, wythe acorne-coppe and thotne, 
Drayne role hartys blodde awaie; 
Lyfe and all yttes geode I scorn, 
Daunce hie nete, or feaste by daie. • 

Mie love ys dedde, 
Gon to hys death-bedde, 
Al under the wyllowe tree. 

Waterre wytches, crownede wythe reytes, 
Bere mee to yer leathalle tyde. 
I die; I comme; tide true love waytes. 
Thos the damselle spoke and dyed. 

Thys syngeyng haveth whatte coulde make vttr 
please; 	 [case. 

Butte mie uncourtlie shappe benymmes mused all 

'ELLA, atte Watchette. 

Curse onne mie tardie woundes! hrynge m.. 
stede ! 

I wylle awaie to Birtha bie thys nygi,te; 
A Iheytte fro mie woundes mie soul doe blede, 
I wylle awaie, and die wythynne her syghte. 
Brynge me a stede, wythe eagle-wynees far 

(lyghte ; 	 [start 
Swefte as mie wyshe, and, as mie lore 
The Danes have wroughte mee myekle woe ye:. 

fyghte, 
Inne kepeynge mee from Birtha's armes so lose.' 
O! whatte a dome was myne, sythe masters 

Canne yeve ne pleasaunce, nor mie bowies goo& 
leme myne eie! 

Yee goddes, howe ys a loverres temper forme!' 
Sometymes the sample thynge Wylie bothe 

and blesse; 	 [warms'. 
On tyme encalede, yanne bie the same thyatt 
Estroughted foorthe, and yanne ybrogten less 
'Tys Birtha's loss whyche doe mie thoughts 

possesse; 
I wylle, I muste awaie: whie staies mie stede? 
Mie husearles, hyther haste;' yepare a dresse, 
Whyche couracyers yn hastie paroles node. 
O heavens ! I moste awaie to Byrtha eyne, 

For yn her lookes I fynde mie beynge doe ea- 
twyne. 

CELMONDE, ails Brystowe. 

The woilde ys darke wythe nyghte; the wyndes 
are stylle; 	 gleme; 

Fayntelie the more her palyde lyghte makes 
The upryste sprytes the sylente letten fylie, 
Wythe ouph an t faeryes joynyng ynne the dreme; 
The forreste sheenethe wythe the sylver leme; 
Nowe male mie love be sated yn yttes treats; 
Uponne the lynche of somme swefte reynyn; 

streme, 
At the swote banquette I wylle swotelie eate. 
Thys ys the howse; yee byndes, swythyn appere 
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CELMONDE, SERTITOURE. 

CET:MONDE. 
Go tellefro Birthasttayte, a straungerr waylethe 

here. 

CELSIONDE, BIRTITA. 

Cehnonde! yee slynetes! I hope thou haste 
goode newes. 

cmarowng. 
The hope ye loste; for heavie newes prepare. 

BIRTHA. 
Is Ella wells? 

BELMONT-M. 
' Bee lyves; and stylle maie use 

The behylte blessynges of a future years. 
• Whatte heavie tydynge thenne have I to fears? 

Of whatte mischaunce dydste thou so latelie 
saie? 	 • 

BELMONT/E. 
For heavie tydynges swythyn nowe prepare. 
/Via sore wounded ys, yn bykerous fraie; 
In Wedesestees wallid tonne he lyes. 

ET BMA. 
O mie a, -̂roted breast! 

CELMON DE. 
Wythoute your syghte, he dyes. 

EMMA. 
Wylie Birtha's presence ethe berriElla's payne? 
1 flie; new wynges doe froin mie schoulderrs 

sprynge. 
C}:,L3IONDE. 

Mie stedewydhoute wylle dettelie beere us twayne. 
BIRTHA. 

Oh! I wyll Ole as wynde, and no wale Iynge: 
Sweftlie caparisons for rydynge brynge; 
I haves mynde wynged wythe the levyn pleome. 
D 	 dydste thou temte the stynge, 
The whyehc doeth canker ynne mie hartys 

rooms, 	 [bee; 
Thou wouldste„;,le playne thieselfe the gare to 

Aryse, uponne tide love, and flie to meeten me. , 
CELMONDE. 

The stede, on whyche I came, ys swefte as ayre; 
yIie servytoines doe wayte mee nerc the wode; 
Swythynne wythemee unto the place repayre; • 
To JEila I wylie Bev you conducte gootle. 
Youre eyne, alyche a bauhne, wylie statinche 

hys blonde, 	 [ale cheere; 
Bolpe cape bye woundes and yev hys harte 
Uponne your eynebe ltokies hys tyvelyhode;  
You doe bye spryte, and mile hys pleasauneo 

here. 
Comme, lette's awaie, albeytte ytte ye moke, 

Vette love wille he a tore to tourne to feere nyglites 
smoke. 

BIRTHA. 	• 
Albeytte unweirs dyd the welkynn rende, 
Reyne alyche Eallynge ryvers, dyd fetes bee, 

- Erthe- wythe the ayre enehafed dyd coutende, 
Everychone breatheof wynde wytheplaguesdyd 

• slee, 
Vette 1 to /Ella's sync eftsoones woulde flee; 
Albeytte Intwethornes dyd mie fleshe enseme, 
Owlettes, wythe serychynge, shabeynge eve-

rycheatree, 
rand water-neders wryggIsnge pa ,eche streme, 
IV'ette woulde I the, ne tender coverte staie, 

Botte seke mie /Ella owte; brave Celmonde; leade 
1 	'the waie. 

A WORE. 

IIultItA, DANES. 

Ileere ynn yls forrestelette us watche for pree, • 
Bewreckeynge on 'ours foemenne ours 

warre; 	 [slew, 
Whatteverre sshalle be EngIyseh wee wylle 
Spreddynge our ugsornme rennome to afarre. 
Ye Dacyanne menus, gyff Dacyanne menne yee 

are, 
Letts nets botte btottde suffycyle for yee bee; • 
On everich breasts yes gori.c letteres searre, 
Whatt sprytes you have, and howe those sprytes 

- 	male thee. 
And gytT yen Bette awaie to Denmarkes shore, 

Eftesoones we will retourne, and wanquished bee 
TIC moere. 

The battelle loste, a battelle was yndede; 
Note queedes hemselfes made stoncle so hardc a 

fraie; 
Ours verie armonre, amt oure heaulmes dyd 

blede, 	 • [fledde awaie, 
The Dgcyannes sprytes,, lyche dews drupes, 
Ytte was apt 	dyd commaunde the dais; 
Yna spyte of foernanne, I moste sale bye 

myghte; 	 [paie, 
Botte we ynn hyndtlettes blocIde the loss wilt 
13rynnynge, thatte we knowe howe to Wynne 

yn fyghte; 	 fdestroie;,.... 
Wee wylle, tyke wylfes enloosed from chaynes, 

Ours armoures—wynter tryghte shotte oute the 
- dale of joie. 

Whene swefte.fote tyme doe rolle the dale 
alonge, 	 [brende; 

Somme, handette scalle onto osere fhuyrie 
Brastynge alyche a rocks, or mountaynestronge, 
The tails chyrche•spyre triton the gene shatle 

betide; 	 [rende, 
Wee Wylie the wanes, and auntyante tourrettes 
Pete everych tree whych goldyn fruyte-doe beers, 
Downe to the guides the ownerrs dhereof senile, 

Besprengynge ails abrode aside wane and lloddie 
weere. 

"Botte fyrste to yymler oke..tree wee wylle flue; 
And thenee wyll yssue owte onne ail yatte cone-

meth bie. -  

ANOINIER PARTE OF TILE WOODS, 
CELDIONDE: BIRTHA. 

. BINTITA. 
Thys tnerkness doe affraie /pie wommenns 

breaste. 
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Howe sable ys the spreddynge skie arrayde'6! 
Heine the bordeleire, who lyves to reste, 
Ne ys att nyghtys flemynge hue dysmayde; 
The starres doe scantillie the sable brayde; 
Wyde ys the sylver lemes of cornforte wove; 
Speke, Celmonde, does ytte make thee notte 

afrayde? 
&LaIONDE. 

Merkel. ,the nyghte, the fitter tyde for love. 
BIRTII.A. 

Safest thou for love ? ah ! love isefar awale. 
Faygce would I see once moe the toddle lemes of 

dale. 
CELMONDE. 

Love male bee nie, woulde Birtha calle ytte 
here. 

BIRTHA. 
How, Celmonde, dothe thou mene 

CELMONDE. 
Thys Celmonde menes, 

Iho leme, no eyne, no mortalle manne appere, 
Ne 'nide, an aete of love for to bewreene; 
Nete in thys forreste, botte thys tore, dothe 

sheen, 	 [nyghte; 
The whych, potte oute, .elo leave the whole yn.  
See! howe the brauncynge trees doe here en- 

twyne, 	 [syghte; 
Makeynge thys bower so pleasynge to the 
Thys was for love fyrste made, and heere ytt 

stondes, 	 [loves bondes. 
Thette hereynne lovers male enlyncke yn true 

BIRTHA. 
Celmonde, speake whatte thou menest, or alse 

• mie thodghtes 
Perchaunce male robbe thie honestie so fayre. 

CELBION 
Then here, and knowe, hereto I have you 

broughte, 
Mie longe hydde love unto you to make elere. 

BIRTHA. 
Oh Heaven and Ba.the! whatte ys ytt I doe 

hearse? 
Am I betraste ? Where ys mie /Ella, sale! 

CELMONDE. 
0! do nets nowe to /Ella syke love Isere, 
Botte geven souse onne Celmondes hedde. 

BIRTHA. 
Awaie! 

I wylle be gone, and groape mie passage oute, 
Albeytte neders stynges mie legs do twyne abonte. 

CELMONDE. 
Nowe bie the seynctes I wylle notte lette thee 

goe, 
Ontylle thou doeste mie brendynge love amate. 
Those eyne have caused Celmonde myckle woe, 
Yenne lette yer smyle fyrst take hym yn regrets. 
0! didst thou see mie breastis troblous state, 

1.1teere love doth harrie up mie joie, and ethe! 

0All is hush'd and still as death'? —'tis dreadful; 
How reverend is the face of this tall pile! 
Give me thy hand, and let me hear thy voice. 

Mourning Bride- 

I wretched bee, beyonde the hele of f e, 
Gyff Births( stylle wylle make mie ha mryne 

blethe. 
Softe as the sommer liowreets, dirt lode, 

Fulle ylle I canne thie frowncs awl bar& dyspa 
seance brooke. 

B/RTHA.; 
Thie love ys foule; I woulde bee deafe for a, 
Radher thanne heere syche deslavatie adds. 
Swytbynne ilie from wee, and ne further saie; 
Radher thanne heare this love, 1 weeks he 

dead. 
Yee seynctes; and shal I wrongs mie .t14, 
And wottldst thou, Celmonde, temple 

the thynge? 
Lette mee be gone—alle curses once thie he& 
Was ytte for thys thou dydste a message Iona' 
Lette mee be gone, thou manne of sable baste 

Or welkyn and her starres wyll take a ma* 
parte. 

CELMONDE.. 
Sythence you wylle notte lette mie mie auk, 
Mie love wylle have yttes joie, aide) wells 

guylte; 	 [stele; 
Youre lymbes shall bende, alheytte stewie a 
The mterkye seesonne Wylie your btoshes blitz. 

BIRTHA. 
Holpe, holpe, yee seynctes! oh thatte re 

blodde was spylte! 
CELMONDE. 

The seynctes att distaunce stonde ye tysitc 
nede, [thou 

 Strev notte to goe; thou canste notte, eyh p 
Unto mie wysche bee kinde, and netealsebeit 

BIRTHA. 
No, foule bestoykerre, I wylle rends theme. 
Tylle dethe do stale mie dynne, or same kei 

roder heare. 
Holpe! holpe! oh Godde ! 

CELMONDE, BIRTHA, HURRA, DOES. 

HURRA. 
Ali ! thatts a wommanne crii 

I kenn hem; sale who are you, yatte be these 

CELMONDE.\\ 
Yee hyndes, awaie! orre bie thys swerde 

dies. 
HURRA. 

Thie wordes wylle ne flue hartis sete affere. 

BIRTHA. 
Save mee, oh I save from me thys ropier bet 

HURRA. 

Stonde thou bie nice; nowe sale tide name 
Londe; 

Or swythyne khan mie swetde thie boddie t 
CELMONDE. 

Rothe I wylfe shewe thee bie mie brond 
honde. 

Resette hyrn rounds, yee Danes. 

c 

   
  



JELIA: A TRAGYC 
CRL5IONDE: 

Comme onne, and see 
Cyffm, strynge anlace male hewryen,  whatte I 

bee. 
tiiighte al anemte Celmonde, meirnie ]Janes he 

death, and fitleth to Hotta. 
CELDION DE. 

! f forslagen be! y- Danes, now kenne, 
I amine yatte Celmonde, sceonde yn the feghte, 
Who dydd, atte W:atehette, so forsiege youre,  

menne; 	 [nyghte; 
1 fee myne eyne to swymme yn reterne 
To her be kynde. 

• HURRA. 
'Menne tette a wotdhie knyghte. 

Sale, who bee you? 
BIRTH A. 

1 am greate iElla's wyfe. 
Minna. 

Ahl 
nutria. 

Gyff anenste hym you harboure foute despyte, 
Nowe wythe the iethal-anlace take mie 4yfe, 
"%lie thaekes lover onne you wylle bestowe, 

From ewlaryee you mee,pyghte, the worsteof Mor- 
tal woe. 

HIM RA. 
I wyile; ytte sealle bee sop: yee Dacyans, 

heere. 
, 	Thys ./Eita havethe been oure Foe for ale. 

Thormwe the balletic he dyd broudeous teare, 
Ileyng the lyfe and head of everyeltfraie; 
From everych Dacyanne power he won the daie, 
Forslagen Magnus, all our schippes ybrente; 
Bie hys-felle acme wee now are made to straie; 
The speere of 	he ynne pieces shente ; 
Whanne hantoned burekes unto our•londe dY4 

• COMIC, 
.X1la the gate dheie sed; and wysched hym bytter 

dome. 
BIRTH& 

Alereie! 
punttit. 

'Bee 
Bette yette vs a foemanne geode and fayre; 
Whence w e are spente, he soundethe the for-

loyne; 
The captyves cbayne he tosseth ynne the aye, 
Cheered the wounded bothe wythe bredde and 

wyne; 
-Has hee notte untoe somnie of you bynri 

dygne? 	 [kith! 
You woulde have smethd onne Wedecestrian 
Bette ttce behytte the shighorne for to cleyne, 
Throwynge onne hys wyde hicke, hys avyder 

spreddynge shielde. 
Whanne you, Ifs eaytysned, yn fielde dyd'hee, 

Ile oathed you t1 be stylle, and strayte didd sette 
you free. 

Sealle wee fo -lege hys wyfe, because he's 
brave? 

Bieaus !tee fygla th for hys countryes gate? 
Wylie bee, who ,ayith byline yis ./Ella's slave, 

AL ENTERLUDE. 	 421. 
Itobbe hym of whatte perease he holdith deere? 
Or senile we menne of mennys sprytes appere, 
Doeynge hym favoure for hys favoure donne, 
Swefte to hys pallace thys dantoise!le 
Bewrynne (we case, and, tooure wale he eonne? 
The last you do approve; so tette. ytte bee;e  

Damoyselle, comme awaie; you safe senile bee 
wythemee. 

IIIRTHA. 
ablessynges male the seynetes unto yee gyve! 
ti pleasaunee male youre lunge-straughte iyv- 

yngts bee! 
whanne knowynee thatte bie you Llyve, 

Wylie thyneke too, smaile a guyfte the tondo, 
and sea. 

0 Celt-nett:lel I male defile rede by thee, 
Whatte ill'- betydethe the enfolded kynde; • 
Male ne thie eross-stone of thie crynte bewree! 
'Male ally menne - ken thie vaioure, 'ewe tide° 

myntle! 
Sohlyert for syke thou arte put noble fraie, 

I wytte thie geinges 'tende, and doe thou lede the 
Waie. 

• 111.4IIIA. 
The morn ynge 'gyns alonge the caste to sheen; 
Darktinge the tyghte doe onne the waters plaie ; 
The feynte rodde lethe slowe creepeth oere the 

green, 
Toe chase the merkynds of nyghte ovate; 
Swifte flies the hewers thatte wylle brynge oute 

the dale; 
The softe dewe falteth onne the greeybge erasse; 
The shepster mayden, tlyghtynge her arraie, 
Scante sees her vysage yn the wavie glasse; 
Bie the tittle daytieghte wee sealle.lEila see, 

Or BrystmVes weal/4 town; damoyselle, folio we 
mee. 

AT BRYSTOWE. 

/ELLA and SERVITOURES. 

Tys nowe fulle morn; I thoughten, bie taste 
nyghte 	 [lute; 

To have been heere; tide stede han notte ink 
Thys ys mie pallace; tette title hyndes alyghte, 
Whyiste I goe oppe, and, wake mie siepeynge 

dove. 
Stale here, mie hyndlettes; I shot goe above. 
Nowe, Biathao  wyll tide loke cuticle mie spryte, 
Thie smytes unto mie woundes a baulme wylle 

proove; 
leclanne boddie wylle bee sette aryghte. 

Egtvina, haste, and opt: the portalle kore, 
Yatte I on Birtha's breste male thynke 	warre 

ne more. 	r 	• 

/ELLA, EuvvINA. 
EGWINA. 

Oh Alla! 
IELLA. 

AIi ! that semmlykeene to,rnee. 
Speeketh a legendarf tale of woe. 

Birtha 

[Dietk. 
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Laste tsyghte;fulle late 1 dydde retourn to met 
As to mie chamber I dydde betide mi wale, 
To Bireha onne lays name and place a 'Amite; 
Downe to kym camme shee; butte t sued thi 

	

.reste 	 .  
I ken nelleatter; so, mie.hommage made.— 

AMA. 
0! speake ne moe.; mie tarte flames ye yeti 

Neste; 
I once was :Ella; n'owe bee notte yttes shalt. 
Hanne alie the fuirie,of mysfortunes wylle 

Fallen onn role benned beadde I hanne been/PIA 
stylle. 

Thys alleyn was unburied of aim mie spryte: 
Mie honnoure; honnoure, frownd on the doba 

wynde, 
I will.. 	 Thatte steeked on ytte; nowe wyth rage in 

c 	 pyghte; 
A brondeous unweere ys mie engyeed 'nye& 
Mie hotnrnenr yette somme drybbiet joie rice 

fynde, 
To the Dane; woundes I wylle another yere; 
Whanne thos tine rennonte and mie peace yi 

rynde, 
Itte were a recrandize to thyncke toe lyre; 
Mie husearles, untoe everie asker tette,. 

Gyffe noblie t'Elia lyved, as noble /Ella idle. 
[Stableik hp ff.,-'4 

ALLA. 
What? where? haw? Sale, whatte of shee? 

EGAVINA. 
Gene-6 

(TAXA. 
G one ! ye goddes 

Ed,WrigA. 
Alas! ytte ys toe true. 

Yee seynetes, bee dies awaie wythe inyckle pr.;e! 
.1F.Ital whatt ? 	Oh! Nee lyvrts agen! 	• 

ALLA. 
Cafmee notte /Ella; I am hymme ne moe. 
Where ys shee gon awaie? 	speaket How? 

Whem? 
EGWINA. 

(ELLA. 
Caparyson a score of stedes; file, file! 

Where ys Slim? Swythyame speeke, or instante 
. thou, shalte 

EGWINA. 
Stylle thie loud rage, and here thou whatte I 

krtowe, 
ALLA. 

Oh! speck. 
, 	EG WI NA. 

Lyche prymrose, dmopyuge wythe the heavie 
rayne. 	 [wiere, 

Laste nyghte I late her, dreopynge with her 
Her love the gave, thatte gave her harte syke 

' 
'ELLA. 

Her level to whomme? 
EGWINA. 
To thee, her spouse, alleyne. 

As ys mie hentylle everyche Morne to goe, 
I wente,• and oiled .her chamber doore' yin 

Wayne, 
Bette found her 'tette, as I was Wont to due; 
Thamie vile arotinde the pallace I 4Iyd seere, 

Botte cnlde (to role hartes woe) ne fynde her aide 
wheere. 

,tELLA• 
Thou lyest, foul hagge ! thou lyest; thoa art her 

- ayde 	 [bee. 
To chore herlons,te;.—botte roe; ytte caunotte 

'EG WINA. 
Gyff trouthe appear notte inne whatte I have 

sayde, _ 	 [slea. 
Drawe forthe thie enlace swythyn, thanne Mee 

FELLA. 
Bott`e yette ytte muste, ytte must bee soe; I 

see, 	 r 
Shed wythe somtne loustie paramoure ys gone; 

' I tte moste be soe—oh! howe ytte wracked' ince! 
M le race of love, mie race of lyfe ys ronne; 
blow rage, and brondeous storm, and tetnpeste 

cow tne ; 
Nete' iyvyage upon erthe can now enswote mie 

domme. 

EGWINA, SERVYTOURE. 

SERVYTOURE. 
I.overde I am aboute the trouthe to sale. 

SERVITOURE. 
lElla ys sleene; the dower of Englonde's mane: 

"ELLA. 
Be stylle: sty the lette the chyrches nnge a  

kneHe. 
Call hyther brave Coernyke; he, as warde 
Of thys mie Brystowe castle, wylle doe wat 

[Knee 'mt.- 

/ELLA, EGWINA, SERVYTOURE, COMMIE,  
/ELLA. 

Thee I ordeyne the warde; so wile male telle. 
I have botte lyttel tym to dragge thys lyfe; 
Mie lethal tale, alyehe a lethalle 
Dynne yn the cares of her I wysehdmiewyfe! 
Bette, all ! shee male bee fayre. 

EGWINA. 
Yatte shee mute bee. 

./ELLA• 
All! sale notte soe; yatte work wool& hl!a 

dobblie sloe. 

/ELLA, EGWINA, SERVYTOURE, COERNUE, 
DIRTILA, liORRA• 

'ELLA. 
4h! Bittlia here! 

BIRTH& 
Whatte dynne ys thys? Whatte inenesyis leatb. 

alto knelle? 	 [bee '  
' Where ys rule :Ella? Speekek- where? Howe yi 
Oh "Ella! art thou yanne alyle and welle! 

/ELLA. 	• 

lyve yndeed ; botte doe none lyve for thee. 

Whatte menes role JEll ? 

   
  



G ODDWYN : 
/ELLA. 

Here mie meneynge see. 
Thie Illness urged niie' honde to gyve thys 

w mule, 
Ytte In& unsprytes. 

A TRAGEDIE. 	 423 
GODD WYs.V .; 

A TRAGEDIE, BY THOMAS ROWLEIE. 
[Transcribed by Mr. Catcott from a poem in 

Chatterton's hand writing„.] 

BIRTIIA. 
Ytte hathe unspryted mee. 

/ELL:/. 
Ah, Heavens ! mie Birtha fallethe to the erounde ! 
Butte yette I am a mantic, and so wylle bee. 

IIURRA. 
/Ella! I amine a Dane; botte yette a friende to 

	

thee. 	• 
Thys damoyselle I founde wythynne a woode, 
Strevynge fulle harde anenste a burled swayile: 
I sente hym myrynge ynne mie compheeres 

blodde, 
Celmonde hys name, chief of thie warrynge 

trayne. 
Yis damoiselle soughte'to be here agayne ; 
The whiche, albeytte foemen, ure dyd<i wylle; 
So here wee broughte her wythe you to re, 

mayne. 
COERNEKE. 

Yee nobylle Danes! wythe goulde I wyll you 
fylle. 

	

a 	/ELLA. 
Birtha, mie lyfe ! mie love ! Oh! she ys fayre. 

Whatte faultes cookie Birtha have; ‘vhatte faultes 
coulde /Ella feare ? 

BIRTITA. 
Amm 1 'yenne thyne? I cannotte blame thie 

feere. 
Botte doe reste mee uponnemie Min's breaste; 
I wylle to thee bewryen the woefnile gare. 
Celmonde dyd comme to mee at tome of reste 
Wordeynge for mee to tile, att your requeste, 
To Watchette towne, where you deceasynge 

	

laie; 	 [preste, 
I wyth hym iledde; thro' a murke wode we 
Where hee foule love unto mie cares d'd sate: 
The Danes-- 

/ELL A. 
Oh! I die contente....; 	[Dieth. 

Biterna. 
Oh ! ys mie 	dedde? 

Oh! I wyll m e hys grave mie vyrgyn spousal 
bedde. 

[Birtha feyncteth. 
COERNYEE. 

Whatte? ILlla deadde! and Birtha dyynge toe! 
Soe falles the fayrest flourettes of the playne.• 
Who cenne unplyte the wurchys Heaven can 

doe, 
Or who untweste e role of shappp yn twayne ?. 

thie renn e was thie onlie gayne; 
For yette, thi deasaunce, and thie joie was 

loste, 
Thie countryme shall rere thee on the playne, 
A Pyle of caime as anie grave can boaste 
Further, a just a le to thee to bee, 

:nne Heaven thou s ge of Godde, on Erthe we'lle 
syn.:"! Of.  the 

a PROLOGUE, 
1  MADE DIE MAISTRE WILLIAM CARY/WE. M ADE 

bie Pensmenne woke nngentle 
es. name 
Have upon Goddwynne erle of Kente bin layde, 
Dherebie tenymmynge hyrnme of faie and 
Unliart di vinistres haveth snide, 	game; 
Thatte he was knowen toe noe hallie wurche; • 

Botte thys was all hys faulte, he gyfted tie, the 
' churche. 

The auethoure of the piece whiche we enacte, 
Albeytte a clergyon, trouthe wyll wrytte. 	• 
lime drawynge of hys menne no wytte ys laekte; 
Entyn a kynge mote bee full pleased to nyghte. 
Attende, and mareke the partes nowe to be 

done; 	 . . 
Wee better for toe doe do champyont anie mine. 

- 	Persons represented. 
Harolde, 	bie T. Rowleie the Aucthoure. 
Goldwyn,' 	Johan de ISCIIIIMIC. 
.P.Itearde, 	 Syrr Thyhbot Gorges. 
Alston,, 

 
	 Syrr Alan de Vera. 

KyngeEdwarde, 	'Mare Widgeon Canynge. 
°tillers bie Knyghtes.Mynstrelles. 

GOODWYN and HAROLDE. 
GOODWYN. 

ITAROLDE! 
LIAROLDE, 

Slie lover& ! 
GOODWYN. 

0! I weeps to thyneke; 
What foemen ryseth to ifrete the londe. 
Theie batten onus her fleshe, her hartes blonde 

dryn eke, 
And all ys graunted from the roieal honde. 

HAROLDE. 
Lette notte this amine blyn;ne sledge: stonde; 
Bee I toe wepe, I wepe in teres of gore: 

• Am I betrassed, syke shulde mie burlie bronde 
Depeynete the wronges en hym from whom I 

bore. 
GOODWYN. 

ken thie spryte fnl welle; gentle thou att, 
Stringe, ugsomme, rou, as smethynge armyes 

seeme• 
Yett elle, I feare, thie chefes toe grete a parte, 
And that thie rede bee efte borne dowse bie 
What tydynges from the kynge ? 	[breme. 

No instance of this verb has yet been adduced 
from a writer earlier than Shakspeare. 

2  Unintelligible. Mr.. Bryant supposed it to 
nave been written adelege, which he says is aotalo-
gous to the Saxon adverb ydelech, and corresponds 
to Chatterton's interpretation. 

   
  



HAROLDE. 
His Normans know. 

• I make noecompheere of the shemryoge trayne. 
GOODWYN. 

-Ali, liar°Ide! tis a syvhte of myckk woe, 
To kenne these Norniannes,  everich rennome 
What tydy age withe the foulkeI,  

BANC/KAM. 

Stylle raormorynge atte yer shape  stylle to:4m 
kyra:e 

Theie voile theire tvobbles, lycheca sorgie sea. 
Halm Englonde tbenne a togne, butte notte a 

• stywre ? 	 (bee? 
Dothe aloe compleyne;yette none wylle ryghted 

GOODWYN. 

, Aware the tyme *bonne Godde wykle sende us 
ayde. 

IgaPc• 

424 	 CHATTERTON'S POEMS, 

HAROLDE. 
No, we muste strove to ayde oureselvea svyth 

pow re. 	 PraYde• 
Whan Godde wyli sende us ark! tis fetelie 
Moste we those calke awale the lyve-tonge 

howre ? 
The* croche- were acmes, and ne toe tyre 

ibu Heti , a ad el iev re, turespryte ? 	tdareygne, 
Far fro an ie harte belted thy k thoushte of peyne, 
He free aide countrle, or Ilk die yn fyghte. 

GOODWYN. 

Butte tette Ms Wayke untylle somme season fyfte. 
Kentyshinem.thie Summeitons shall ryse; 

Adented prowess to the gite of witte, 
Agayne the argent hoist shall &mice yrr skies. 
Oh Harokle, beere forstfaughteynge wauhope 

Lies. 
t'aEngkolide, oh Englonde, tis for thee I blethe. 

Whyl ste Edwarde to thie sonnes wylle nete a iyse, 
Sbulde aide of thie sonnes fele aughte of ethe? 
Upponne the trone I sette thee, helde thie 

crowne; 	 , [downe. 
Butte oh! twere hommage :Bowe to pyghte thee 

Thou arte all preeste, and notheynge of the 
. kynge. 

Thou arte al le Norman, nothyntre of mie biocide. 
Know, yttebeseies thee notte amasse to sysige; 
Servynee. tide ieegefolcke thou arte servynge 

Godde. 

HAROLDC 

Aye, I knowe, she is 1;:., ear 
Albeytte, dyd shoe speeke her fe men'. 
1 wuide dequace her coinlie senityketne, 
And Amide mte bloddie pilaw yu her 113V 

GOODWYN. 

Thye finiir blyn, 
HAROLDE. , 

No, bydde the kathal mss 
Upriste withe hittrene Wyndes and cause 
Beheste it to be lute; so twylle appease, [ken 
Eere Harolde hyde hys name, his mm6 

friende. 
The gule-steynet brygaudyne, the adveittasir, 

The (eerie anlace brede sisal make mie ;are Fe 
vayle. 

GODDWYN. 

, 	Harolde, what wuldest doe..? 
ZIAROI.DE. 

. 	• 

 
Bethyncke thee niut 

Here nettle Englonde, all her drites unfree, 
Here liethe Normans minpylige her bie Ione, 
Caltysnyng everich native plant to gre, 
Whatte woulde I doe? I brondeous wulde be 

	

sleet; 	 [bray: 
Tare ,owte theyre sable harte bie ryghteid 
Theyre deathe a incises Untoe mie 	Auld 

bee, 
Mie spryte shulde revelle yretheyrtarte-bladd 

streme. 
Eftsoones I wylle bewryne mie ragefullein, 

And Goddis anlace sveilde yn furie dyre. 

GOODWYN. 
Whatte *mildest thou wythe the kynge? 

HAROLDE. 
Take offe hys erne 

The ruler of somme mynster bymottieyne; 
Sette uppe sons dygner than I han pygh 

dow ne; 
And peace in Englonde shulde be brayd agaya 

GOODWYN. 
No, lette the super-hallie seynete kynge rem 
Aside somme moo reeled rule the untenty 

reaulrne; 
Kylige Edwarde, yes hys cort ie, wylle deygn 
To yielde the spodes, and leyrie were ti 

heaulme: 
Botte from nice Isaac bee ever thonghte 

Bayne, 
Not anie of mie kin I wysehe him to ordeyne. 

Tell me the meenes, I wylle botite ytt strayte 
Bete /nee to sle.a mieselfe, ytte shalle-tie dew 

GOMA{ YN. 
To thee I my& swythynnt time menes unplayt 

„ Hie whyche, thou, Haroldi, shake be prou 
mie sonne.4  

I have longe seen whatte peyn!. were undergo 
Whatte agrames braunce tort from the gener 

	

tree; 	't  
The tyme ys cotninynge,w1On the mattock gre 
Drented of alle yts swolyng : owndes shalle be 

• Mie remedie is gootle ; our flernie shall ryse; 
,Bftseens the Normans and owce arrant. 

HAROLDE. 
Tbenne The doe HeaVen a servyce. To the 
The dadie eontekes of the tonde aseende. f leyes 
The wyddowe, fandrelesse, and bondemennes 

cries 
Acheke the mokie sire and Heaven astendea. 
On us the rulers doe the foleke depende; 
Harkened from Erthe these Normanne hyndes 

shone bee; 
Lyelie a battently low, mie swerde shal le larend.'. 
Lyche fallynge softe rayne droppes, I wyll hem 

slew; 	 (fayte; 
Wee wayte too lunge; oure purpose wylle de-
bonne the hyghe empryze, and rouze the chain- 

pyones strayte. 
GODD%YY N.  

'hie suster—. 

3  Unauthorized. 
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IIAHOLUE. 

will to  the West, and gemote al le mieknyglites, 
Wyt1M bylles that pancte for blodde, add 

sheeldes as•brede 	 [dyghtes 
As tht ybroched, Moon, whew.blaunch she 
The wodeland grounde or water-mantled mede; 
Wythe hondes whose myghte cantle make the 

doughtiest bledre 
Who efte have kneltetipon forslagea foes 
Whoe wytb$ yer fote orrests a eastle-stede, 
Who dare onicynges for to bewreeke yiere woes; 
Nowe wylle the menne of Englonde haile the 

dale, 

	

	 [fraie. 
Whan Goddwyn leades' them to the ryghtfulle 

GODDWYN. 
Botte firste we'll call the loverdes of the West, 
The cries of Mercia, Conventrie end all; 
The Moe wee gayne, the gare wylle prosper 
Wythe syke a 'loather wee can never fail. [heste, 

11A ROME. 
Time, so wee sal 	best to lyncke the aspic, 
,And alle attenes the spreddyue kyugedonnne 

bynde. 	 [feygne 
No crouched champyone 4 viythe an barte time 
pyd yssue owte the bathe swerde to fynde, 
Than I nowe strev to ryd tnielonde of peyne. 
Goddwyn, what thin/ekes Owes laboures wylle 

enhepe! 
Pile /se mie friendes unto the bloddie pleyne; 
tele wake the honnoure thatte ys tiowe aslepe. 
When wylle the chiefes mete atte tithe feastive 

{cane? haile, 
That I Wythe voice alowde 'male there upon 4em 

GO.GHWY14. 
Next eve, my sonne. 

HAROLDE. 
Nowe, Engtonde, ys the tyme, 

When thee or thie felle foemens causemoste die. 
Thie geason wrouges bee reyne ynto theyre 

pryme; 
Now wylle thie sonnes unto thie suceoure 
Alyehe a atoms egederinge yn the skie, 
Tys fulie ande brasteth, on the shaper grounde; 
Sycke shalle mie fhuirye on the Normans file, 
And alietheyre mittee menne be sleene arounde. 
Nowe, nowe, wylle klarolde or oppressionne 

faile, 	 [mite; 
Ne num the En' lyshmenne yn vaynefor bete shill' 

Kxtse:' BDWARDE and hys QUEENE. 
QUEEHE. 

_Bode, loverde, whie so manie Normannes here ? 
Mee thynekethe wee bee notte yet Englyshe 

londe. 
These browded 5  straungers alwaie do appere, 
Theie parte yor, lie, and sete at your ryg'ste 

honde. 
KYNGE. 

Ga to, goe to, t doe me understondet 
• Theie yeave ce lyffe, and dye ride bowkie Imps 

Theie dyd tee feeste,.and 	embowre me 
gronde 	 f slepe. 

To trete het ylle elide lette mie kyndnesse 
Crouched eh pyone, one who takes,up the cross 

in order to figh gainst the Saracens. 
Browded, em roidered; it is conjectured erne 

broldery was not used in England till Henry H. 

QUEENE. 
Mancas6 yciu have yn store, and to them parte; 

Youre leege.folcke make moke dole, you have 
theyr werthe astertee. 

KYNGE. 
1 heste no rede-of you. I ken mie Mendes. 
Nellie dim* are, fuile ready mee to bele. 

I
Theyre vohmdes are ys2orven to self metes; 
No denwere yn 'hie breste I of them fete: 

teel muste to prayers; goe yn, and you do wele; 
muste ne lose the dutie of the dale; 

Go Tune fo. ynite, ande viewe the azure role, 
Fulle went: I wote you have uoe myetde toe 

./ 	praie. 	 I 
QueelvE. 

I leeve youe to doe hommage heaven were; 
To serve yor leege-folcke toe is doeynge hommage 

' there. 	 • 
*KYNGE and Syr WW1& 

KYNGE. 
Mie Mende, syr Hughe, whatte tydyngesbrynges 

thee here? 
HUGHE. 

There is no mancas yn mie loverdes ente; 
The-hus dyspense unpaied doe nppere; 
The Taste receivure ys eftsoones dispente. 

KYNGE. 
Menne guykte the Weste. 

HUGHE. 
Mie loverde, I dyd speke 

Untoe the mitte esle Harolde of the thynge; 
He raysed hys boucle, and smote me onne the 

cheke, 	 [kynge. 
Saieynye, go beare thatte message teor  tIte 

KYNGE. 
Araee hym of hys powere; bie Goddis worde, 

Ne moe thatte Harolde shall ywield. the erlies 
swertie. 

HUGHE. 
Atte seeson fytte, mie loverde, lette itt bee; 
Botte reeve the folcke doe soe enalse hys name, 
Irate strevvynge to slea hymtne, ourselves we 

slea; 
Syke ys the doughtyness of hys grete fame. 

KYNGE. 
Hughe, I bethyneke, thie rede ys notte to blame. 
Botte them rimiest fynde fulle store of marckes 

yn Kente. 
HUGHE. 

• Mie noble loverde, Oodwyiuk ys the seine; rent 
He sweeres he wylle notte swelle the Normans 

• KYNGE. 	o 

Ah traytoure! botte trite, rage I wylle corn- 
maunde. 	 [launde. 

Thou arte allornumne, Hugbe, a straunger to the 

Thou kenneste howe these Englysehe erle doe 
Such stedness in the yli audevyllethynge, Pero 
Butte atte the goode theie hover yn denwere, 
Onknowiachynge gif thereunto to clynge. 

6  Mancas were small Saxon coins. 
Unintelligible. 
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Onwordie syke a marvetle of a kynge! 
O Edwarde, thou deses-vest purer hiege

'  
- 

To thee heie shulden at theire mantas brynge; 
Thie nodde should save inenne, and thie glomb 

forslege. 
I aflame no curriedowe, I lecke tip trite, 

I-speke whatte bee thectrouthe, andsivhatte all seq. 
is ryghte. 

'SYNGE. 
Thou arte a /mine manne, I doe thee pryze? 
Coenme, comme, and here and hele Case vtm side 
hulls twentie mantas I wyll e thee alin, [mei res. 
Andrtwayne of hamlettes to thee and thie 

heyres. 
Soe shalle all Normannes from tnie londe be fed, 

Theie alleyn have syke love as to acquyre yer 
• bredde. 

'CHORUS, 
TO GOODWYN, A. TRAGEDIE. 

Wimp Freedom, dreste yn blodde-steyned veste, 
To everie knyghte her warre-songe settee, 

Uponne her hedde wylde wedes were spredde; 
A gone enlace bye her honge. 

She daunced onde the heathe; 
She hearde the voice of deathe; 

Pale-eyned aifryghte, hyS harte of sylver hue, 
,In vayne assayled her bosomme to scale; 
She hearde onflemed the shriekynge voice of woe, 
And sadnesse ynne the owlette shake the dale. 

She shooke the burled speere, 
On hie she jeste her sheelde, 
Her foemen all appere, 
And flizze alonge the feelde. 

Power, wythe 	heafod straught ynto the skyei, 
Hys speere a sonne-beame, and bye sheclde a 

stares,. 
Alvche twaie brendeynge gronfyres rolls bye eyes, 
Chaftes with hys yronne feete and soundes to war. 

She syttes upon a rocks, 
She betides before hys speere, 
She ryses from the shocke, 
Wieldynge her owne yn ayre. 

Hanle as the thonder clothe she drive ytte on, 
_'Wytte scillye wympled gies ytte to bye crown, 
Hys longe sharpe speere, hys spreddynge sheelde 

ys gon, 
. He falles, and fallynge rolleth thousandes down. 
War, goare-faced-war, bie envie burld arist, 
Hys feerie heaulme noddynge to the ayre, 
Tenne bloddie an-owes ynne hys streynynge 

fyste 
• *a * * • 

EIVOLYSH METAMORPHOSIS. 
BIG T. ROWLE1E. 
BOOKS lst 

[This poem is printed from a single sheet in Chat-
terton's , hand-writing, communicated by Mr. 
Barrett, who received it from Chatterton.] 

WHANNE Seythyannes, salvage as the wolves 
tbeie chacde, 

Peyncted in horrowe formes bie nature dyghte, 
Rookelst. I will endeavour to get the remain-

der of these poems. ,(Chatterton. 

Heckled yn beastskyns, slepte uponne 
And wyth the morneynge rouzed the • 

fyghte, 
Swefte as descendeynge lemes of roddi. 
Plonged to the hulstred bedde of lavers,' . 
Gerd the blacke mountayn okes ye sil, 

twighte„ 
And ranne yn thoughte alonge the azure , 
Whose eyne dyd feerie sheen, like bluff. 

clefs, 
That dreerie hange upon Dover's emblaunchedeldi. 

So! boundeynge over swelleynge azure reles 
'l'ie ill salvage natyves sawe a shyppe appere; 
An uncoutbe denwere to theire bosounne 
Theyre myglite ys knopped ynne the froste 

fere. 
The headed javlyu lisseth here and there; , 
Theie stonde, theie mune, theie loke wyth ege 

eyne; 	 jam 
The .shyppes sayle, holeynge wythe the ky udelie 
Ronneth to harbour from the beatynge bryne; 
Theie dryve awaieaghaste, whanne to the strondt 

A burled Trojan lepes, wythe morglaien sweerele ye 
horde. 

Hymme followede eftsoones hys compheeres, 
whose swerdes 

Glestred lyke gledeynge starres yn frostienete, 
Bayley nge theyrecaptay»ein chirckyngtwordes 
Kynge of the lande, whereon theie set theyre fete. 
The greete kynge Brutus thanne theie dyd bye 

greete, 
Prepared, for battle, mareschalled the fyghte; 
Theie urged the warre, the natyves fledde, as 

flete 	 [syghte; 
As fleaynge cloudes that swymme before the 
Tyll tyreSwythe bittles, for to ceese the bele, 

Theie uncted Brutus kynge, and gave the Trojanns 
swaie.. 

Twayne of twelve years han lemed up the 
myndes, 

Leggende the salvage unthewes of theirs breste, 
Improved in naysterk warre, and lymmed theyre 

kyndes, 	 [reste. 
Whenne Brute from Bretons sonke to sterns 
Eftsoons the gentle Toeryne was possest 
Of swaie, and vested yn the paramente; , 
Halceld the bykrous Huns, who dyd infests 

• Hys wakeynge kyugdom wyth a fouls intents; 
As hys broade swerde oer Homb 	heatle was 

honge, 	 [alonge. 
He tourned toe ryver wyde, and roa .flge rolled 

He wedded Gendolyne of roieal sede, [spreade; 
Upon whose countenance rodde healthe was 
Bloushing, alyche the searlette of her wede, 
She sonke to pleasaunce arse marryagehedde. 
Y,ftsoons her peaceful] joi of my side was fledde; 
Elstrid ametten with the kinge Luayne; 
Unnombered beauties were =+ t sei•-hedde, 
Noche fyne, moche fayrer t"N. 	s Gendo. 

lyre; 
mornynge tynge, the rose, t ,  . lie floure, 

In ever ronneynge Mee on her dyd yncte theyre 
powere. 

The gentle suyte or Locryne ;2k-fled her love; 
Theie lyved soft mornentes to swotie age; 
Eft wandringe yn the coppyce,tdelle, and grove, 
Where ne one eyne mote theyns lioporte engage; 

• 

   
  



EXCFLENTE BilLADE OF C DARFUR 
• 

WROTEN BIE THE GAPE PRIESTE THOMAS 
ROWLEIE 1464. 

is poem is printed from a single-sheet in Chat. 
terton's band-writing, communicated by Mr. 
Barrett, who received it from Chatterton.3 	• 

a 
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There dydde theie tell the merrie lowynee Page, 
Croppe the prymrosen floure to deeke theyre 
• headde; 

The feerie Gendolyne yn woman rage 
Geri-loft" warriours to bewreck her bedde; 
Theie rose; yhne battle was greete Locryne 

£
sleene;

'I Ire 
 

,lire Eistrida fledde from the enchafed queene. 
A tht•of love, a dawter fayre she panne, [dale, 
Whose boddeynge morneyng shewed a fayre 
Her fadre Locrynne, once an bailie manne. 
Wyth the fayre dawterre dydde she haste awaie, 
To where the Western mittee pyles of dale 
Arise ynto the cloudes, and doe them beere; 
There dyd Elstrida and Sabryna stale; 
'The fyrste tryckde out a whyle yn warryours 

gratch and gear, ' 
• "Vyncentewas she ycleped, butte fuile soone fate 
Sente deathe, to telle the dame, she was notte yn 

regrate. 

The queene Gendolyne sente a gyaunte knyghte, 
Whose doughtie 'made swepte yte entinertleyuge 

skies, 
To slea her wheresoever she Ankle be pyghte, 
Eke everyclione who shulde her Me einprize. 
Swefte asthe roareynge wyndes the gyautitellies; 
Staple the loude wyndes, and shaded reaulmes 
• yji nyglite, 

Stepte over cyttics, on meint aores lies, [lighte; 
Meeteynge the herehanghtes of morneynge 
Tyll mooveynge to the Weste, myschaunce hys 

gye, 
Ile thorowe warriours gratch fayre Elstrid did espie. 

He tore a ragged mountayne from the grenade, 
Harried uppe noddynge forrests to the skie, 
Thanne wythe a thine, inotethe erthe astounde, 
To meddle ayre he lette the mountayne file. 
The flying wolfynnes seine a yelleynge crie; 
Onne Vyncente and-Sabryna felle the mount; 
Tolyve mternalle dyd theie eftsoones die; 
Thorowe the Sandie grave boiled up the pourple 

founte, 
On a broad Brassie playne was layde the hyile, 

Staieynge the rouitynge course of ambit a Mimed 
rylle. 

The goddes, who kenned the actyons of the 
NV yghte, 

To leggen tt-e'sadde happe of twayne so fayre, 
Houton 	make the mountaine bie theire 

'Mgt e. 
Forth from Sabryna ran a ryverre cleere, 
Roarynge and 1:olleynge On yn course,bysmare; 
Prom female Vyncente shotte a ridge of stones, 
Eche syde the ryv :tysynge heavenwere; 
Sabrynas floode .tva lelde ynne lastryds bones. 
So are theie cleped gentle and the hyntle 	' 

Can tell; that Sev nes streams bie Vyncentes 
rocke's y 	de. 

The bawsyn a  aunt, hee who.dyd them sleep 
To tells Gen,  olyne quvcklie was ysped ; 
Whanne, as 1. strod alonge the shakeynge lee, 
The roadie lc 	ne glesterrd on hys headde: 
Into hys heart . the azure vapoures spreader_  
He wrythde-a ..undeyn drearie deride payne; 
Whanne from is lyfe-bloode the rodde lemes 
. 	were fed, 	. 

He felle an lief e,  of ashes on the playne:  

Stylle does bye ashes shotte ynto the lyghte, 
A wondrous mountayne hie, and Snowdon ys ytte 

hyghte. 

Xx Virgyne the sweltrie Sim gan sheene, 
And hotte upon the Imes did Baste Iris rale; 
The apple rodded from its pane greens, 
And the rinele peare did bende the leafy Spraiet 
The peede chelandri sunge the lyimlong dale ; 
'Tomas nowe the pry de, the maritiode of the yeare; 

And eke the grenade was dighte in its muse defte 
aumere. 

The Sun was glemeing bathe midde of daie, 
Deadde still the rare, and eke the weaken blue, 
When from the sea mist in dmar arraie 
A hope of cloucles of, sable sullen hue, 
The which full fast unto the woodlande drewe, 
Mitring attenes the Sunnis fetyve face, 
And the blacke tempe-ste swolne and gather(' 

up apace. 

Beneathe an holme, fasts by a pathwaie side, 
Which dide unto Seyncte Godwine's corenO 
A hapless pilgrim moneynge dyd abide, [cede, 
Pore in his vicwe, ungentle in his weede, 
Menge bretful of the miseries of neede, 
Wherefrom thehail-stonceoulde the aliner3  flie? 

He had no housen theere, ne mimic Covent nie. 

Look in Ids glommed 4  face, his sprighte thole 
scan ne ; 	 , 

Howe woe-be-gone, howe withered, forwynd, 
deade! 	 [mantle! 

Haste to thie church-glebe-house, asshrewed 
Haste to thie kiste, thie ontie dortoure bedde, 
Cale, as the dale which will gre on thie hedde, 
Is charitie and love luninge !agile elves,. 

Knightis and barons live for pleasure and them-
selves. 

' Thomas Rowley, the author, was born at 'NortOrt 
Mal-reward, in Soinersetshire, educated at the 
convent of St. Kenna, at Keyneshain, and died at 
Westbury in Gloucestershire. 

2  Seyncte Godwint's Covent. - It would have been 
charitable, if the author had not pointed at personal 
characters in this Ballad of Charity. The Abbott 
of St. Godwin's at the time of the writing of this 
was Ralph de Bellomont, a great stickler for the 
Lancastrian, family. Rowley was a Yorkist. 

Unauthorized, and contrary to analogy. 
4e/onward clouded, dejected. A person of some 

note i n the literary world is of opinion, that gluni 
and glom are modern cant words; and from this 
circumstance doubts the authenticity of Rowley's 
Manuscripts. Glitinmong in the Saxon signifies 
twilight, a dark or dubious light; and the modern 
word gloomy is derived from the Saxon glum. 

   
  



Once moe the skie was blacke, the thounder roldq 
Fast: reyneynge oer the plaine a prieste war 

seen; 
isle dighte full proude, ne buttoned up in golde; 
His cope andtjape 9  were grate, and eke were 
A Lianitoure he was of order scene; 	[ohne; 
And from the pathwaie side then turned bee, 

Where the pore antler hale binethe the holmen tree. 

.A,n alines, sir priest"! the droppynge pilgrim 
sayde, 

For sweete seyncte Marie and yourOnfer into. 
The Limitoine then looseit'd his *melte thretde, 
And did thereoute a groate of sylver take; 
The mister pilgrim dyd-  for halline shake. 
Here take this silver, it made cattle titieca.e; 

We are Goddes stewards all, nete of oure omit we 
bare. 

But.ah! unhailie pilgrim, 'eine of me, 
Scathe aisle give wrentrolle to their Lorde. 
Here take my semeeope, thou arte bare I see; 
Tis thyne; the seynctes, will give me mie re- 

warde. 
He left the pilgrim, and his waic aborde. 
Vyr!,z.ystne a nd hal lieSeystete, who sitte yn gloure, 

Or give the mittee will, or give the gode man 
power, 

BATTLE OF HASTINGS. 
(In printing the first of these noti\n: two copiet 

have been made use of, both take from copies 
of Chatterton's handwriting, theone by Mr.Cat- 

trade had been extant in 1464; but his wonder 
would have ceased, had he l en convinced as I am, 
that, in a public part of ristol, full in sight of 
every passer by, was a Sa r's shop, over which 
was insctibed A or B (no atter whichi Horse. 
Milliner. On the outside o 	of the windows 
of, the same operator, stood 	id I suppose yet 
...ands) a wooden horse dressed ut with ribbons, 
to explain the nature of horse-mil nery. We have 
here, perhaps, 

 
the history of .s modern image, 

which was impressed by Chatt rtos into his de-
scription of an A 'Mote of Seync Godwynes Con-
vente. 

9 .Iape, a short surplice, worn by friars of an in-
ferior glass, and secular gries 

ts7 
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The gatherd atorrne is Type.; the bigge drops 

fade; 	 [raise ; 
The forswat meadowes smethe; and drenchethe 
The stomyng gluistness do the cattle pall, 
And the fun flockes are drivynge ose the plaine; 
Dasbde from the cloudes the watera Mott againe; 
"Melee-Wu opes; the yellow lerypne flies; 

And the hot fieriesmotite in the wialowings dies 

Liste! now the thunder's rattling elyininyng 
sound 

Chews slowlie on, and then emboli' n clang,s,, 
Shakes thelliespstre,andlosst,disperdied,drown'4, 

. Still yn the gallants care of terroure banger;'' 
The windes are up; the lofty ehnen swanges; 
Atgayn the ievyitne and the thunder poures7  

And the full cloudes am braste attenes in stonen 
showers. 

An alines, sir prieste! the droppynge 
saide, 

0! let me waite within your covente dere, 
Till the Some sheneth hie above our heal 

- And the loudtempeste of the aim is 4r; 
lielplesiS and mild am I alass! and poor; 
No botise, tie friend, tie moneie in ny pow •,, 

All yatte I call my mune is this my sihe i erouc',. 
Varlet, replyd the Abbatte, cease-your dim; 
This is no season almes and prayers to-give; 
Mie porter never lets a faitour 
None touch rrtie rynge who not in honour lire. 
And now theSonne with the blacke Mouths did 

stryve, 
Andshettynge en the gsounde his glairie raie, 

The Abbatte spurrde his steede, and ollsooner 
roadde awaie. 

• Spurreynge hie paifrie oere the watrie plaine, -
The Abbate of Seynete Godwynes coavente 

came; 
His elxspournetteswas drented with the mint, 
And his penete -gyrdle met with mickle shame; 
He aynewarde told his bederolll at the same; 
The stonne encremsen, mad he drew. aside,[bide. 

'With the mist alines craver sleeve to the hohne to 

His cope was allot Lyneolne clothe so fyne, 
With a gold button fasten'd neere his chynue; 
His autsonete was edged with golden twynne, 
And his shoottepykealoverds mightelave biette; 
Full well it shown he thoughten eoste no shine: 
The trammels,of the palfrye pleasde his sighte, 

For the horsomilletiare 8  his head with rosesdighte. 

S Gallfnd is stilt lased,  in this sense in the coun-
try around Bristol. 

6 chapourneiie, a small round hat, not unlike the 
shapournette in heraldry, finwierly worn by  cede-
elastics and lawyers. 

I He aynewarde Wile his bakroll, he told his beads 
backwards; a figurative expression to signify 
cursing. 

8  Horse-hrillahare, I believe this trade is still in 
being, though but seldom employed. 

Mr. Sieevenslias left a curious note upon this 
word. " One rimming, while Mr. Tyrwhitt and I 
were' at Bristol, in 1,776; we had not proceeded far'  
from our lodging, before he found he had left on 
his table a memorandum book which it was neeese 

• sary he should have about him. He therefore.re-
\ turned to fetch it, while I .stood still in the very 
place we parted at, looking on the objects about 
me. 	By this spot, as I was subsequently assured, 
the young Cisatterton would naturally pass to the 
eharity school on St. Augustine's-Back, where he 
was educated. But whether this circumstance he 
enrreetly stated or not, is immaterial to the gene-
ral tendency of the following remark. On the spot( 
however where was standing, our retentive oh-
Server had picked up an idea which afterwards 
found its way into his Exeelente Bala& of Cha-
ride; as sysoten bie the gode prieste Thomas Row-
leie. 1464. 

For the horsomillanare his head with roses 
dighte. 

A The considerate reader must obviously have stared 
•n being informed that such a term and such a 

   
  



nArra.or HASTUSGS1. 

critt, and the other by Mr. Barrett. The prittei- r Your oulie lode for aye tauter Or Mate, 
Before yon Sum* has donde his welke 	fyndee. 
Your lovynge wife, who erst dyd rid the loude 
Of Lurdanes, and the treasure that you han, 
Wyll falle into the Hormone robber's bowie, 
Untesse with honde and harte you pia* the manne. 

Cheer up rime hartes,chase sorrowe farre awaie, 
Godde anieseyncte Cuthbert be the worde to 

dale, 

pal difference betweeuthem is at the end, where 
the latter has fourteen lines from ver. 530; which 
are wanting in the former. The second poem 
is printed from a single copy, madeby Mr. Bar- 

' rett from one in Chatterton's hands*riting. 
It should be observed, that the poem marked No. I, 

was given to Mr. -Barrett by Chatterton With 
the following title: "Battle of Hastings,wrote by 
Turgot the Monk; a Saxon, in the tenth eem 
tury, and translated by Thomas Rowlie, parish 
preeste of St. John's in the city of Bristol, in the 
year 446.5.—The remainder of the poem I have 
not been happy enough to meet With." Being 

"afterwards prest by Mr. Barrett to produce any 
part of this poem in the original hand-writing, 
he at last Said that he wrotethis poem himself 
for a friend; but that he had another., the copy 
of an original by Rowley : and being then de-
sired to produce that other poem, he, after a 
considerable -interval of time, brought to Mr. 
Barrett the poem marked No. Q, as far as ver. 
SdOinel. with the following titters "Battle of Has-
tyngs by Turgotus, translated by Roulie for W. 
Canynge Esq." The lines from ver. 531 Incl. 
Were brought some time after, in consequence 
of hir. Barrett's repeated solicitations for the 
conclusion of the poem.) 

• 

(No, 1.) 

0 Cnnvere, it is a grief for me totelle, 
How manic a nohil erne and valrous knyghte 
In fyglitynge for kyuge Harrold noblie fell, 
Al sleyne in Hastyngs feeld in bloudie fyghte. 
0 sea! our teeming donore, han thy Ronde, 
Ilan anie fructuous eetendement,1 	tbloude, 
Thou wouldst have lost and sank wyth trkts of 
Before duke Wyllyam's knyghts ban hither went; 

Whose cowart arrows -man* erles sleyne, 
And brued the feeld wyth blonde as season 

rhyrie. 

And of his knygiitas did eke full manic die, 
All passing hie, of mickle inyghte echone, 
Wilose poygnant arrowes; tylipkt with destynie, 
Caiis'd manic wydpwes to make myckle more. 
Lordynges, avaunf, that chyckendtarted are, 
From out 'iearynge quick lie now depurte; 
Full well tote, to sync of bloutlie warre 
Will greeyour tenderlie and mayden harte. 

Go, do the weaktie womman inn mann's geare, 
Awl seond your mansion if gryinin war come 

there. 

Soone as the erlie no n belle was tolde,. 	a 
And Sonne was coin 	byd us all good daie, - 
Rothe 'armies on tl feeld, both brave and bolde, 
Preparld for fyg, in cliampyon arraie. 
As when two bu es, destynde fo5 Hocktide fyg 
Are yoked bie the iiecke within a sparre, 	4--- 
Theie rend the,erthe, and travellyrs affryglite, 
Lackynge-to Orr the sportive bloudie warre; 

Soc.. laeked Hinrokles menne to come to blowes, 
The Normans lackedfor to wielde their bowel, 

Kynge Harrolde turnynge tohys leegemen spake; 
My metric men, be not cast dowuein tnynde; , 
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theme duke Wyllyam to his knyghtes del 
side 

My merrie dienne, be bmvelie e'eriche; 
Gif I do gayn the honore of the dine,  
Bch one of you 1 wyll make myckle riche." 
Beer you in usynde, we for a kyrigdomm fyghte: 
Lordshippes awl honores echone shall possesse; . 
Be this the worde, to dale, God and my ryghte; 
Ne doubte but GOd will oure true cause blesse. 

The clarions then sounded sharpe and shrine?.  
D.eatlnloeynge blades were out intent to kille. 

And brave kyng Harrolde bad nowe donde his saie; 
He threwe wythe Myghteamayne hys shorte horse-

!pear, 
The noise it made the duke to turn awaie, 	' 
Andlytt his knyghte, de Segue, upon the ear. 
His cristede beaver dyd him smalle abounde; 
The mod spear went thorough all his hede ; 
The purpetbloude came getishynge to the gvounde, 
And at duke Wyllyam's feet he tumbled deade: 

So fell the myghtie tower-of Standrip, whenne 
It felte the furie of the Danish menne. 

Affierri, son of Cuthbert, holie sayucte, 
Come aydethy freend, and ehewe duke Wyllyams 

payne; 
Take up thy pencyl, all his features paincte; 
Thy coloryng exeells a synger strayne. 
Duke Wyllyam sawe his freende sleyne piteouslie, 
His lovynge freende whomelie muche honored, 
For he han lovd hyni from puerilitie

'  And theie together bothe han bin_yhred: 
0 ! in duke Wyllyam's 'Mute it raysde a flame,. 
To which° the rage of elliptic wolves is tame. 

He tooke a brazen crossehowe in his honde, . 
And &ewe it harde with all hys myglite arnein, 
Ne doubtyng but thebravest in the Londe 
Han by his soundrige arrowe-Iede bene sleyne.. 
Alnred's stede, the fynest stede alive, 
Bye comlie fora* knoteached from the rest; 
But nowe his destind howre dyd aryve, 	- 
The arrowe byt upon his milkwhite breste: 

So have I seen a ladid-smock soe white, 
Blown in the mornynge, and menird downe at 

night. 
• 
With thilk a force it dyd his boddie gore, 
That in his tender guttes it entered, 
In veritee a full clothe garde or more, 
And downe with flaiten noyse lie sunken dede. 
Brave Aimed, benethe his faitlithll horse, 
Was sineerd all over withe the gorie duste, 	• 

One commentator supposes that this means' 
the path of the arrow, from the Saxon lade, her, 
profectiv. Dean Mints, that it may mean an ar-
row headed with lead, or that it is mispeiled for 
arrow-hede.. Either of  these latter conjectures. is 
prebable. 

   
  



430 	 CHATTERTON'S POEMS. 
And on hym tale the recer's lukewarme corse, 
That Alured coulde not hymsetf aluste2. 

The standyng Normans drew theyr Bowe 
echone, 	 [downe. 

• And brovht full manic Enalysh chainpyons 

The Normans kept aloofe, at-distaunce stylle, 
The Englysh nete but short horsektpears could 

welde; 
The Englysh manic dethe-sure dartes did kills, 
And manie arrowes twang'd upon the sheekle.,,,, 
Kyng,eHarolthas knyghts desir'de for Noche stroke, 
And marched furious o'er the bloudie pleyne, 

bodie-close, and made the pleyne to smoleel-.....t 
Their sheelds rebounded arrowes back agaynne. 

The Normans stode aloofe, nor hede the same, 
'Their arrowes woulde do dethe, tho' from far of 

they came. 

tuke Wyllyam drewe agen hys arrowe strynge, 
An arrowe withe a sylverdiede drewe he; 
The arrowe dauneynge in the ayre dyd synge, 
And hytt the horse Tosselyn on the knee. 
At this brave Tosslyn throve his short horse, 

speare; 
Duke Wyllyam stooped to avoyde theblowe; • 
The yrone weapon hummed in his ease, 	' 
And hitte sir Donnie Naibor on the prowe:. 

Upon his hetme soe furious was the stroke, 
It splete his beaver, and the ryvets broke. 

Doxvne fell the beaver by TossIsm splete in tweine, 
And onn his hede expos'd a punie wounde, 
But on.Destoutvilles sholder came ameine, 
And fella the cliampyon to the bloudie grounde. 
Then Doti"the myghte his howestrytwe 
Enthoughte to gyve breveTosslyn bloudie wounde, 
Bat Harolde's assenglave3  stopp'd it asit flewe, 
And it fell bootless on the bloudie grounde. 

Siere Donnie, when he sa we hys venge thus broke, 
Death,doynge blade from out the scabard toke. 

Arid nowe the battail elosde on everych syde, 	• 
And face to face appeard the knyghtes full brave; 
They lifted up theire bylles with myekle pryde, 
And manic woundes unto the Normans gave. 
So have I sene two weirs at once give grounde, 
White fomyngbygli to rorynge combat tonne; 
In roaryng dynand heaven-breaking sounde, 
Burste waves on waves, and spangle in the sunne; 

And when theirmyghte inburstynge waves is tied, 
Like cowards, stele alonge theire ozy belle. 

Yonge Egelrede, a kiwghte of comelie mein, 
Affynd unto the kynge of Dynefarre, 
At echope tyke and tourney he was scene, 
And tor'd-to be amonge the bloudie warre; 
He eouch'd bys launce, and ran wyth mickle 
Ageinate the brest of sieur de Bonoboe; [myghte 
He groutl and sunken on the place of fyghte, 

Chrystel-to fele hys wounde, hys harte was Woe. 
Ten thousand thoughtes pusli'd in upon his 

mynde, 
Not for byinselfe, hut those he left bebynde. 

2  Mr. Bryant and Mr. Tyrwhitt agree that this 
word has been,  put by a mistake of Chatterton's 
for ajziste. 

3  This word is not known; it occurs again in 
this poem, 1. 42S. Chattexon has used it in The 
Unknown Knight. 	 • , 

He dy'd and leffed.wyfe and chyldren tweine, 
Whom he wythe cheryshment did dearlie tore; 
In England's court, in goods kynge Edna 

regne, , 	' 
Heyonne the.tylte, and ware her crymsan ,t4 
And thenee'Unto the place where he was boa. 
Together i!;vitlt hyS welthe and better wyfe, 
To :,siormanditlie dyd perdie returne, 	4, 

) In peace and quietnesse to lead his lyfe; 
And now with sovrayn Wyllyam he nine, 
To the in battel, or get welthe and fame. 

Then, swefte as lyghtnynge, Egelredus set 
Agaynst do Bailie of the mounten head; 
In nfs dere hones blonde his lodge taunce was vett, 
And from his courser down he tumbled dole.., 
So have 1 sene a mountayne oak that lodge 4. 
Has caste his shadowe to the mountayne syde, 
Brave all the wyndes, the' ever they so stronge, 
And view the briers below with self-taught pride; 

But, whan thrown downe by mightie thunder 
stroke, 

He'de rather bee a bryer than an eke, 
f, 

Then Egeired dyd in a dectynie 
Hys launce uprere with all hys myghte ameine, 
And strok Fitzport upon the dexter eye, 
And at his pole the spear came out agayee. 
Butt as he drewe it forthe, an arrowe fluids 
Wytle mickle myght sent from de Tracy`thowe, 
And at hys syde the arrowe entered, 
And out the cryntsoir streme of blonde gas Howe; 

In purple strekes it dyd hys, armor staine, 
And smok'd in .puddles on the dustie plain. 

But Egeired, before he sunken downe, 
With all his myghte ainein his spear besped, 
It hytte Bertrarnmil Marine upon the crown; 
And bothe together quieklie sunken dude. 
So have I seen a rdeke o'er others hange, 
Who stronglie plac'd laughde at his slippry 

state, 
But when he falls with heavenveercynge bange 
That he the sleeve unravels all theire fate, 

And broken onn the beech thys lesson speak, 
The stronge and firme should not defame the 

xveake. 

Howel ap devah came from Matraval, 
Where he by chaunce han staple a noble's son, 
And now was come to fyghte at Harold's call, 
And in the battel he much goods had done; 
Unto kyng Harold he foughte i»icklck near, 
For be was yeoman of-the bodiaguarkt; -
And with atarget and a fyghtivng spear, 
He of his huddle ban kopte'vnitch and ward: 

True as a shadow to a subsrant thynge, 
So true he guarded:Miro] hys good kynge. 

Bid when Egelred tumbled o the,grotnale, 
He front kynge Harolde qui 'lie dyd advacence, 

• 
4The author pf the Examin iou, printed at 

Ni,,rborne, remarks thus upon this passro. Howel 
is called in the above lines '° yeoman of the body 
guard." Now that office was,tknown in the 
days of Turgot, and did not stti)s t even in 1415, 
at which time the poem is said to have been trans-
lated. King Henry 7 was the first thatset up the 
band.of pensioners. The yeomen of the guard 
were instituted afterwards. , 
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And strooke de Trade thilk a crewel wounde, 
flys liarte and lever came out on the launee. 
Aud then retrete<L for to guarde hys kynge, 
On dented launce he bore the harte awaie; 
An error& came from Auffroie Griel.',s,strynge, 
Into bys heele betwyxt hys yron stale 

The grey-goose 6  pynion, that thereon Was sett, 
Eftsoons wyth smokyngcrymson blond was wett. 

His blonde at this was waxen ilarninge hotte, 
Without adoe he turned once agayne, 
And hytt de Grid thilk a blowe, God orate, 
Maugre hys helme, he splete his bode in twayne. 
This Aidiroie was a mantle of mickle pryde, 
Whose featliest bewty ladden in his face; 
His chaunce in warr he ne before ban tryde, 
Butlyv'd in love and Rosaline's embrace; 

And like a useless ireede among' the lthie 
Among? the sleine warriours Grid laic. 

Kynge •Harohle then he runt his yeomen hie, 
And ferslie ryd into the bloudie fyghte; 

thelwolf, and -Goodrick, and Al fie, 
Cu 	ert, and Goddard, mical rAntie myghte, 

in, Etlielbert, and Edwintoo, 
E 	the &mons, and erle Ethelwarde, 
K 	e Harolde's leegemenn, erlies hie and true, 
Rode after hym, his bodie for to guarde; 

e reste of erlies, fyglityrige other wheres, 
meal with Norman blonde theire fyghtynge 
spat's. 

As 	en some ryver with the season raynes 
W 	fomynge hie dothe breke the bridges oft, 
Oertu 

S 
o 

N 

rues the hamelct and all emiteins, 
Aayeth oer the hylls muddle soft; 
So 	rold ranne upon his Normanne foes, 
Aayde the greate and small upon the grounde, 
Aelte among them thitke a store of blows; 

' Panic a Nonnanne fell by hym ded' wounde; 
who he be that ()unbent faieries strike, 
air souks will wander to kynge OEM's dyke. 

Fitz alnarville,duke Williain's favourite knyghte' 
To nble Edelwarde his life dyd yielde; [myghte, 
Witt drys tylte launce bee stroke with thilke a 
The 	orman's bowels stem& upon the feeld. 
Old Sa 

y

d  

lnarville beheld hys son lie ded, 
Agaist erle Edelwarde his bowe-strymm drewe; 
But Harold* at one blowe made tweine his head; 
Ile d'd before the poignant arrowe flew. 

So was the hope of the issue gone, 
An in on/battle fell the sire and son. 

His disAant sonne, sire Romara di Biere, 
Sought' to revenge his fallen kynsman's lote, 
Btu Boone-erle Cuthbert's dented fyghtyng spear' 
Stucke in his harte, and stayd his speed, God vote. 

He tumbled downe close byhys kynsrnares syde, 
Myngle their stremesof pourple blonde, and dy'd, 

And now an arrowe from a bowe unwote 
to erle Cuthbert's harte tftsoones dyd flee; 

Elle 'dying sayd; eh we I how hard my lute! 
\V Mayne, mayhap, of one of lowe degree. 

So ave I seen a lea tie elm of yore 
Have been erre pride and glorie of the pleine; 
But, when the spendyng landlord is grown% poore, 
It falls benethe the age of some rude sweine; 

And like the oke, the sovran of the wooden  
Its fallen boddie tells you how it stoode. 

When Edelward perceevd erle Cuthbert die, 
On.. Hubert strongest of the Normanne crewe, 
As wolfs when hungsed on the cartel tile, 
So Edelward amaine upon him flewe, 
With Unlit' a force he hyt hym to the grounde; 
And was demasing IlOWC to take his life, 
When he behyride received a gbastlie wounde 
Gyven by de Torcie. with a stabbyng knyfe; 

Base trecherows Normannes, if such acts you 
The conquer'd maiclame-victorie of you. [doe, 

The erlie felte de Torcie's treacherous knyfe 
Han made his crymson blonde and spirits flue; 
And ktiondachyng he soon must quyt this lyfe, 
Reserved Hubert should too with hym goe. 
!lobed hys trustie swerd against his breste, 
And down he fell, and peere'd him to the harte; 
And both together then did take their reste, ' 
Their smiles from corpses unakneli'd depart; 

And both together soughte the unknowli shore, 
Where we shall goe, where roanie's gon 'before. 

Kynee HarddeToreiecs treehery dyd spie, 
And hie alofe his temper'd swerde dydovelde, 
Cut offe hys anne, and made the blonde tu, flie, 
His proofe steel armoure did him tittel sheelde; 
And not content he splete his hedein twaine, 
And down he tumbled on the bloudie grounde; 
Mean while the other erlies on the playne 
Gave and received manic a bloudie wounde, 

Such as the arts in warre ban learnt with care, 
But inanie knygbtes were women in men's gear.' 

Herrewald, borne on Sarim's spreddyng plaine, 
Where Thor's fam'd temple manic ages stoode; 
Where Druids6, auncient premts dyd ryghtes or- 

daine, 
And in the middle shed the victyms blonde ; 
Where anneient Nardi dyd their verses synge, 
Of Caesar conquer'd and his mighty hoste, 
And how old Tynyan, necromancing, kynge, 
Wreek'd all hys shyppyng on the British coaste, 
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rDe Aubignee rod ferceiv.thrO' the fyghte, 
To where the boddie of Salnarvillelaie; 
Quod he; And art thou ded, thou manneof myghte? 
I 'II be revenged, or d: for thee this dale. 
Die then thou shalt, c e Ethelward he said; 2  
I am a cunnynge erle nd that can tell; 
Then drpoelys suer,  and ghasttie eut hys hcde, 
And on his freen 	oons he lifeless fell, [fend, 

Stretch'd on thr. oloudie pleyne4 great God fore. 
It be the fate of no such trusty freende! 

• 
Then Egwin sicur PikenYdyd attaque; 
He turned aboute _and vilely seinen flie ; 
But Egwin cutt so deep into his backe, 
He rolled on the grenade and soon dyd die. 

, 	5  The grey goose wing that was thereon 

6  Mr.. V.Tarton argues that this opinion concern-
inc Stonehenge did not exist in the dap of Turgot. 
"The 'construction of this stupendous pile by the 
Druids, as a place of worship, was a discovery reserved 
for the-  sagacity of a wiser age, and the laborious 
dismission of modern antiquaries." Dean Mille; 
controverts this in a long note without effect. It 
only appears that he and the poet, with the sane 
ignorance, confound the Celtic and Teutonic di. 

In his heart's blood was wet. 	 vinities. ' 

   
  



CHATTERT 

Chatillion hyt the erlie on the hede, 
That splytte eftsoons his cristed helm in twayne; 
Whiche he perforce withe target covered, 
And to the hattel went with myghte ameine. 
The erlie hytte Chatillion thilke a blowe 
Upon his breste, his harte was plein to see; 
He tumbled at the horses feet shoe, 
And inriethe panges he seez'd the recer's knee: 

Faste as the idp -rounde the oke cloth clymbe, 
So faste he dying gryp'd the racer's I lymbe. 

The recer then beg,anne to flynge and kicke, 
And torte the erlie fan off to the grounde; 
The ertie's squire then a swerde did sticke 
Into hys harte, a dedlie gbastlie wounde; 
And downe he felle upon the erymson pleine, 
Upon Chatillion's soulless,corse of claie; 

7 This is a modern word, Dean Mulles justifies 
it from the antiquity and universality of horse 
races. 

ON'S POEMS. 
A puddlie streme of blonde flow'd out ameine, 
Stretch'd out at length hem:teed with gore he Isle; 

As some tall oke fell'd from the greenie pia* 
To. live a second time upon the main. 

The 4rile:IIMWe an horse and bever ban, 
And eaowe agayneappered on the feeld; 
And fumy a mickle knyghte and mightie manes 
To his dethe-deiyog siverd his life did yeeld; 
V.-hee siere de Broque an arrowe longe lett flie, 
Intending Herewaldus to have sleyne; 
It miss'd ; butt hytte Edardus on the eye, 
And at his pole came out with horrid payee. 

Edardus felle upon the bloudie grounde, 
HisnoblesoMe came roushyng from the wound. 

Thys Herewald perceevd, and full of ire 
He on the sieit de Brogue with forie came; 
euod he, thou 'st slaughtred my beloved squier, 
But I will be revenged for the same. 
Into his bowels then his launce he thruste. 
And drew thereout a steemie drerie lode; 
Ruod he, these offals are for ever curst, [foe& 
Shall serve the amghs and rooks, and dawn Is 

Then on the pleine the steemie lode bee than* 
Smokynge wyth lyfe, and dy'd with crymia 

bloude. 
Pitz Brogue, who saw his father killen lie, 
Ah me ! sayde be; what woeful syghte I see! 
But now I muste do somethyng more thiei sighs; 
And then an arrowe from the bowe drew he. 
Beneth the erlie's navil came the darte; 
Fitz Brogue on, foote. ban drawn it from the how; 
And upwards went into the ealie's harte, 
And out the crymton streme of blonde gan 

As fleimin a hatch, draWne with a vehement ga. 
White rushe the burstyngewaves, and roar alell 

the weir. 
The erle with one honde grasp'd the reeer's rage; 
And with the other he his launce beeped; 
And then felle bleedyng on the bloudie Maine. 
His launce it hytt Fitz Brogue upon the hale; 
Upon his hede it made a wounde full slyghte, 
But peerc'd his shoulder; ghastfie wounde infene, 
Before his optics daunced a shade of nyghte, 
Whyche soone were closed yin a sleepe eterne, 

The noble erlie than, withote a grone, 
Took flyglite, to fynde the regyens unknowne. 

Brave Alured from binethe his noble horse 
Was gotten on his leggs, with bloude all smore.; 
And nowe eletten on another horse, 
Eftsoons he withe hit launce did 	gore. 
The cowart Nermartknyghtes before .ht in fledde, 
And from a distaunce sent their arrowA keene; 
But no such destinie awaits his hedde, 
As to be sleyen by a wigh so meene. 
4 Tho oft the oke falls by se villen's shock, 

Tys woe than hyndes c do, to move the rock 

Upon Du Chatelet he fersel sett, 
And peerc'd his bodie with a ree full grete; 

asenglave tif his tylt-launce was wett, 
the rollynge blonde alonge the launce did fleet. 
Advaitheynge, as a mastic at a hull, 
He rann his launce into Fitz 'Warren's harte; 
From Partaies bows, a wieht unmerciful!, 
Within his own he felt a cruel (forte; 

Close by the Norman chainpyons be han sleine 
He fell; and mixd his bloude with theirs ups 

the pleine. 

And made hym in his tatter'd barks to flie, 
'ill Tynyan's dethe and opportuoity. 

To make it more' renomed than before, 
(I, no a Saxon, yet the trethe will telie) 
The Saxonnes steynd the place wyth Brittish gore, 
Where tiete 'but blond of sacrifices felle. 
Tho' Chrystians stylle 'they thogIfee mouche of 

the pile, 
And 'here tbeie mett when causes dyd if neecle ; 
'Twas here the auncient elders of the isle 
Dyd by the treeherie of Hengist bleeee; 

0 Hengist! han thie cause bin good and true, 
Thor woutdst such murdrous sets - as these 

eschew. 

The erlie was a manne of hie degree, 
And' hen that daie full manie Normannes sleine; 
Three Norman ehampyons of hie degree 	' 
He lefte to smoke upon the bloudie pleine: 
The sier Fitzbotevilleine did then advaunce, 
And with his bowe he smote the erlies hede; 
Who eftsoons gored hym with his tylting launce, 
And at his horses feet he tumbled dede: 

His partyng spirit hovered o'er the floude 
Of soddayne rousliyuge mouche lov'd pourple 

blonde. 

De Viponte then, a simier of low degree, 
An arrowe drewe with all his myghte ameine; 
The arrowe graz'd upon the erlies knee, 
A punie wounde, that causd but littel peine. 
So have I- seene a dolthead place a stone, 
Enthoehte to stale a driving rivers course; 
But better han it bin to lett alone, 
It onlie drives it on with mickle force; 

The erlie, wounded by so base a hynde, 
Rays'd furyous doyngs in his noble mynde. 

Thq siere Chatillion, yonger of that name, 
Advaunced next before the erlie's syghte; 
His fader was a mantle of mickle fame, 
And he renomde and valorous in fyghte; 
Chatillion his trustie swerd forth drewe, 
The erledrawes his, menne both of inickle myghte ; 
And at eche-other vengouslie they flew, 
As mastie dogs at Hocktide set to fyghte; 

Bottle scored to yeelde, and botbe. abhor'de to 
Elie, 

Resolv'd to vanquishe, or resolv'd to die. 
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Erie Etheibert then hove, and whit clink juste, 
A launce, that stroke Fannie upon the thighe, 
And pintedhimilowne unto the gorie duste; 
Cruel;  quod he, thou cruellie shalt die. 
With that his launce he enteol at his throte; 
He scriteh'd and screened in melancholic!' mood; 
Auld at his backe eftsoons catne'ont, God wote, 
And after it a orymson streme bloudeq.' . 

In agonie and peine he there did lie, 
While life and dethe snare for mastersie. 

Fie gryped hard the bloudie murdring launce, 
And in a grene he, left this mortellyfe. 
Behynde the erlie Fiscampe did advaunce, 
Bethoghte to kill -him with a stabbynge knife; 
But Egward, who perceevd his fowle intent, 
Eftsootis his trustie swerde he forthwyth drewe, 
And thilke a cruel blowe to Fiseampe sent, 
That soule and boddie's bloude at one gate "'ewe. 

'Milk deeds do all deserve, whose deeds so fowle 
Will black theire earthlie name, if not their 

made. 

When lo! an arrowe from Wallerioltonde, 
Winged with fate and dethe daunted alonge; 
And slewe the noble flower of Powyslonde, 
Bowel ap Jevah, who yclepd the stronge. 
When he the first mischamme received ban, 
With horsemans haste he from the armie rookie; 
And did renaire unto the cunnynge inane, 
Who sang a channe, that dyd it mickle goode; 

Then praigl seyncte Cuthbert, and' our holie 
dame, 

To blesse his labour, and to heal the same. 

Then drewe the arrowe, and the wounde did seek, 
And putt the teint of holie herbies On; 
And putt a rowe of browle-stones rounditis,neck; 
And then did say; go, champyon, get agone. 
And now was eotnynge Harrolde to defend, 
And metten by Walleris cruel darte; 
His sheelde of wolf-skinn did him not attend, 
The arrow peerced into his noble haste; 

As some tall oke, hewn front the mountaynehed, 
Falls to the pleine; so fell the wartionr Bede, 

His countryman, brave Mervyn ap Teudor, 
Who love of hym ban from his country gone, 
When he perceevd his friend lie in his gore, 
As furious as a Inountayst wolf he panne. [brygiste, 
As ouphant faieries, when the Moone sheens 
in littet circles daunee upon the greene, 
All living creatures Me far from their syghte, 
Ne by the rack of destinie be seen; 	• 

For.what he be that ouphant faieries strylce, 
Their souses will wander to kyng Offa's dyke 8. 

So from the face of Mervyn Tewdor brave 
The Normans eftsoons led awaie aghaste; 
And late behynde theirNowe and asenglave, 
For fear of hytn,ln thi:It a cowart haste. 
His garb 'sufficient were to mere affryghte; 
A wolf skin girded round hys myddle was; 
A bear skin, from Norwegians wan in fyghte, 
Was tytedround his shoulder by thcelaws: 

So Hercules, 'tis sunge 9 much like to him, 
Upon his shoulder wore a lyon's skin. 

8 This couplet has occurred before, line 229 of 
this poem.. 

9 And then about his shoulder's broad he threw 
A hoary bide of sonic wild beast, wheat' he 

VOL. XV.  

Upon his tItyglies and harte.swefte legges 'wore 
A hugie goat skyn, all of one grete peice; 
A hoar skyn theelde en his bare acmes be bore; 
His gauntfetts were the skynn of haste of Greece. 
They fledde; hefoliowedclose upon their heels, 
Vowyttge vengeance for his deare countrymanne; 
And siere de Sancelotte his vengeance feels; 
le peerced hyta backe, awl oute the blonde yti 

ramie. 	 [arme; 
rig blonde went downe the swerde unto his 

s ringing rivulet, alive and warme. 	' 

His swerde was shone, and broade, and myekle 
,keene, 	 [waie; 

And no mann's bone could stonde to stoppa itts 
The Normann's bake in pastes two cutt ermine, 
He clos'd his eyne, and clos'd his eyne. for aie. 
Then with his swerde he sett on Fitz. du Valle, 
A lutyghte mooch famous for to runne at tylte; 
With thilk a Eerie on hyin he dyd fail; 
Into his neck he ran the swerde and hylte; 
. As myghtie lyghtenynge often has been founde, 

To dryve an eke into unfatlow'd grounde. 

And with the swerde, that in his neck yet stoke, 
The Norman felt unto the broudie grounde; 
And with the fall ap Tewdore's swerde he broke, 
And blonde afteshe tame trickling from the 

• wounde. 
As whan the hyndes, before a mountayne wolfe, 
Flie from his paws, and angrie vysage grym; • 
But when he fails into the pittie golphe, 
They dare hym to 'his bearde, and battone hym; 

And cause he fryghted them so muche before, 
Lykeeowart hyndes,they battone ym themore. 

So, when they sawe ap Tewdore was bereft 
Ofhis keen swerde; thatt wroghte thilke great dis. 
They turned about, eftsoons upon hym lept, [nudes  
And full a score engaged in the fraie. 
Mervyn ap Tewdore, ragyng as a bear, 
Seiz'd on the beaver of the sier de Ltunte; 
And wring'd his hedde witlisuch a vehement gier, 
His visage was turned round unto his backe. 

Backe to his haste retyr'd the useless gore, 
And felle upon the pleine to rise no more, 

Then on the mightie siere Fitz Pierce he flew, 
And broke his helm and seiz'd hym bie the throte: 
Then manic NOnnanalonygittes their arrowes drew, 
That enter'd into Merven's haste, God wote. 
In dying pangs he gryp'd his throte more stronge, 
And from their sockets started out his eyes;' 
And from his mouthe came pet his blamelesstonge: 
Anti bottle in peyne and anguishe eftsoon dies. 

As some, rude rocke torne from his bed of elaie, 
Stretcled one the pleyne the brave ap TeWdore 

laie. 

And now erie Etheibert and Egward.  came 
brave Mervyn from the Normannes to assist; 
A myghtie siere, Fitz Chatulet bie name, 
An arrowe drew that dyd them littel list. 

In salvage forrestby adventure slew, 	' 
And reft the spoil his ornament, to be; 

Which spreading air his back with dreadfult 
Made all that hineso horrible did see[View, 

Think hint 'Alcides in a lion's skin, 
When the Neuman conquest he did win. 

Spenser. MuispotMas, 
PF • 	' 
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When the dyre clatterynge of the shielde and 

latmee 
' Made them to be by Hughe Fitzhugh espyd. 

Ile lyfted tip his voice, and loudlie cryd; 
Like wolfs-in wintere did the Norm:lime yell; 
Gyrthe chew,  hys swerde, and cut hys burled 

1100; 
The foroto-slene manse of the fickle he felle; 
Out streeind the blonde, and ran in,  smokinge 

. curies; 
Reflected bie the Moone seem rubies mixt wyth 

pearles. 

• 

o 

he and Ailward Thoughe Gyrt us perceevd the 

*I*1 	 CUATMRTO 
Erie Egward points his belle* at Chatulet, 
And Ethelbert at Waliens set his- 
And Reward dvd the siere a hard blowe hytt, 
But Ethelhert by a misebaunce dyd miss: 

Fear laide Walleris flatt upon the strand; - 
• He ne deserved a deathlrom erlies hand; 
Iletwyxt the ribbes of sire Fitz Ctatelet 	, 
The poynted launcemf Egnard dyd 
The distaunt syde thereof was mid* wet, 
And he fell breathless on the bloudie grass. 
As eowart Walleris laie on-the gronntle, 
The dreaded weapon .hemmed **Adis beside,, 
And hytt the squier thilke a lethal trounde, 
VA his fallen lorde he tumbled dead : 

Oh shame to Norman armes! A lord a slave, 
A captyve villeyn than a lorde more brave! 

FrOMelintelet hys lettuce erle Reward drew, 
c And hit Walleriemi the dexter cheek; 

Peerc'd to his braine, and eut his tengue in two: 
There,. knyghte, quod he, let that thy actions 

speak 	 - 
• is * * * * 

(Ne. 2.) 
Orr Truth ! immortal daughter of the skies, 
Too lyttle known to wryters of these dales, 
Teach me,• fayre saincte l thy passynge worthe 

- to pryze, 
To blame a friend and give a foenmnprayse. 
The fickle Moone, bedeckt wythe sylverrays, 
teadynge a train of starres of kehle lyghte, 

. With look adigne the worlde belowe serveies, 
The world, that wotted not it cowl be nyghte; 
Wytivarinour dydosvith human gore ydeyd, 

ghee sees kynge Harolde stands, fayre Englands 
curse and prydet 

' With ale and vernage drunk his souldiers lay; 
Here was an hynde, ahie an erlie spredde; 
Sad keepynge of their leaders natal dale! 
This evert in drinke, toom.irrow widithe dead' 

everie troope disorder reer'aher hedde; 
• Dancynge and heideignes was the oldie theme; 

- 	Sad dome was theires, who lefte thisensiebedde, 
And wak'd in torments from so sweet a dream. 
Puke Williamsmenne of comeingtlethe afraide, 

All nyghte to the great Godde for succour askd 
and prated'. 

Thus Harolde to his wites that stoode afettunde; 
." Goe ! Gyrthe and Eilwurd, take bills half a 

- score: , 	 [bound; 
And search how farre oure foeman's eampedothe 
Yourself have rede; I nede to sale ne more. 
My brother best belov'd of aisle ore, • - 
My' Leorwinus, go to everich wite, 
Tell them to raunge the battle to the grore, 
And waiten tyll 1 sende the hest for fyghte." 
He saide; the loieaul brotlers lefte the place, 

Stiecess and cheerfulness depicted on ech lace. o 
Slowelie brave ,Gyrthe,  and Eilward dyd ad- .. vaunee, 
And markd wyth care the.  rmies dystant syde; 
* The Englishmen spent the whole night in 

drinking, singing and daunting, stot sleeping one 
-trinket on the other side the Normans gave theme 
-selves to stekneWledging their sines, and to prayer 
all the night, and in the morning they connnuni, 
cated the Lord's body..—,Stowe. 	 '  

A troupe of Nnnatmes from the mass-songs 
came, 

'Roust! from their praiers by the flotfing crie; 

same, 
Not once theie stood abashd, or thoghte to Ilk. 
He seizd a bill, to conqueror to die; 
Fierce as a clevis from a rocke ytorne, 
That makes a value wheresoe're it lie; 
Fierce as a gver burstynge from the borne ,; 
So GereelieGyrthe bitte Fitz au Gore a blowe, 

Mid on the verdannt playne he layde the chem• 
pyone lowe. 

Seek not for blonde, Tancarville ealme re* 
PlYa* 	 (traught; 

b Nor joie in dethe, ate madmen most din' 
In peace and mercy is a Chrystians pryze
He that clothe contestes pryze is in a faulte. 
And now the news was to duke -William 

brought, 
That men of Haroldes armie taken were; 
For theyre good clieere all caties were en-

thoughts, (cheerer. 
' And Gyrthe and Eilwardus enjoi'd goode 

etrod Wil)yam; Thus shall Willtmm be founde 
A friend to ever* nsanne that treads on Eng-. ' 	ly sh ground. 	` 

• 
Erte Leofwinus throe** the eampe ypass'd, 
And salve bothe men 	erlies on the grounds; 

	

In Turgett's tyme 	bratte of erthe 
so fierce that it threw a stonemell carrying the 
same awaie., J. Lydgate ne knowynge this lefts 

;out o line. 	 . .- 
3  He sent out before' them that should spye, 

and view the number and force of the enemies, 
'which when they were perceived to be among the 
.dukes tents, duke William caused them to be led 
about the tents, and then made them good cheers, 
commanding them to be sent home to their lord 
safe without harme.—Stowe. • 

Tancarville thus; Alle peace in Williams name; 
Let none edraw his arcublaster bows." 
Gyrthe eas'd his weppone, as he (beanie the 

same, 
And vengynge Normannes staid the fiyinge floe. 
The sire wente onne; Ye menne, what mean 

rte a hloudie fyghte?" 
ye so 

Thus unprovokd to eou 
ettod Gyrthe; Ohre meanynge we ne care to 

showe, 
Nordsead thyduke wyth all his men of myghte; 

to all this crewe Here single onlie these 
e Shall shew what Englysh halides and hearten can 

doe. 
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, 	They • slepte, as thoughe they wounde have 
slepte theyr last,/  

And hidd alreadie felte theyr fatale wounde. 
He started backe, and was wyth shame astownd; 
Loked !mune-  wyth anger, and lie shoote wyde 

rage; 	fdyd sound, 
When throughe the hollow tenter these u,ordes 
Rowse from your sleepe, detratottrs of the age! 
Was it for thys the stoute Norwegiaribledde? 

Awake, ye huscarles, now, or waken wyth the 
dead. 

As when the 'thepster in the shadie bdwre 
In jintle slumbers chase the heat of daie, 
Hears doublyng echoe wind the wolfins rote, 
That neare hys flocke is watchynge for a Praie, 
He tremblynge for his sheep drives dreeme awaie, 
Gripes Paste hys burled 4croke, and sore adradde 

• Wyth fleetine strides he hastens to the fraie 
And rage and prowess fyres the coistrell lad; 
With trustie talbots to the battel flies, [skies. 

And yell of men and doge' and ivoltins tear the 
Such was the dire confusion of eche wite, • 
That rose from sleep and wrelsome power of 

wine; 
Theie thoughte the by treebit yn the nyghte 
Had broke theyr camp and gotten paste the 

line; 	 • [bylispear shine; 
Now here now there the'burnyslit sheeldes And 
Throwtste the campe a wild confusionne spredde; 
Eche bracd hys armtace sifter vie desygne, 
The crested helmet nodded on the hedde; 
Some caught a slughorne, and hn onsett wounde; 

Kynge Harolde bearde the charge, and vomited 
at the sounde. 

Thus Leofwine; 0 women cas'd in stele; 
Was Itte for thys Norwegia's stubborn sede 
Throughe the -black antioure dyd the anlace 

fele, 
And rybbes of solidbrasse were made to.bleede? 
Whilst yet the worlde was wondrynge at the 

deede. 
You soiddiers, that shoulde stand with byll in 
Get full of wine, devoid of any rede. [hand, 
0 shame! oh dyie dishonoure to the lande! 
He sayde; and shame on everie visage spredde, 

Ne sawe the erlies face, but addawd hung their 
head. 

Thus he; Rowse yee, and forme the Boddie 
tyghte. • 	 [renownd, 

The Kentysh menne in fronte, for .strenght 
Next the rystowans dare the bloudie fyghte, 
And last -the numerous crewe shall ,presse the 

grounde. 
I and my king be wyth the Kenters founde• 
Bythrie and Ailfwold hedde the Brystowe bade; 
And Bertrams sonne, the manne of gloriouf 

wounde, 
Lead i5n the rear, the menged of the lande; 
And let the Londoners and Sussers plie 

Bie Herewardes•memuine and the lighteskyrtsanie. 
He saide;' and as a packe of 'atm& beidnt,11 
When that the•trackyng of the hare is gone, 
If one perchaunce shall hit upon the scent, 
With twa redubbled•Thuir the.alans run; 

styrrd the valiapte Saxons everich one; 
'.Seone linked man to • man the champyones 

stoode;  

To 'tone for their bewrate so soone 'twits done., 
And lyfted-bylls enseeniktan yron ivoode; 
Here glorious Alfwold towr'd above the wites, 

And seem'd to 'Grave the fuir of twa ten thousand 
fights. 

Thus Leofwine; To day will Englandes dome 
Be fyxt for lie, for Bode or eviltstate; 
This sunnes aunture be Mt for years to come; 

(

pox 

 Then bravelie fyghte, and live till deathe of 
date.  

inke of brave JElfridus, yciept the gretei 
From pnOte to forte, the red-haird Dane he 

chasd, 	 mate, 
The Danes; with whemrne not lyoneels could 
Who made of peopled reaulms a barren waste; • 
Thinke how at once by you Norwegia bled, 

Whilste dethe and vietorie for magystrie bested. 

Meanwhile dyd Gyrthe unto kynge Harolder 
ride, 	 , 

And toide howe he dyd with duke Willyam fare. 
Brave Harolde lOolcd askaunte, and thus replyd; 
And can thie fay be bdatght wyth drunken 

cheer? 	 [glare; 
Gyrthe waxen hotte; . fhnir in his eyne did 
And thus he eaide; Oh brother, friend, and 

kynge, 
HaVe I deserved this fremed speche to beare? 
Bie Goddes 'hie. hallidome ne thoughte the 

thynge. '  
When Tostus sent me golde and sylver store, 

I seornd hys presentvile, and scorn'd hys treason 
more.  

Forgive pie, Gyrthe, the brave kyoge Harold° 
cryd; 

Who can I trust, if brothers are not true? 
I think of Testes, once my joie and pryde. 
Girthe saide, with IQoke adigne; My lord, 1 doe. 
But what oure foemen are, quod Gyrthe, 

shewe ; 
Bie Gods hie hallidome they preestes are. 
Do not, quod Harolde, Girthe, mystell them so, 
For theie are everich one brave men at warre. 
Quod Girthe 4; Why will ye then provoke theyr 

hate? . 	 [grete. 
2ued Harolde; great the foe, so is the giorie 

And nowe duke Willyam mareschalleci his 
band, 

And stretchd his armie owte a goodlie rowe. 
First did a make of arcublastries stande, [flo, 
Next those on horsehacke drewe the ascendyng 
Brave champyones, eche well lerned in the howe, 
Theyr asengtave acrosse theyr horses ty'd, 
Or with the loverds squier bchinde dyd goe,. 
Or waited squier tyke at the horses syde. 

. 	, 
4  Harold asked them what tydings they brought, 

and they with long commendation extolled the 
clemeocie of the duke, and in good sadnesse declar-
ed that all the host almost did seeme to be priests; 
—The king laughing at their folly said, 4' they 
bee no priests, let men of warre, valiant in mines 
and stout of courage." Girthe his brother took 
the word out of this mouth and .said, 4,  for as much 
as the Normans bee of such great force, me 
thinketh it were not wisely done of you to pp*, 
battle with them."--Stowe, 
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And now the greie-eyd Monte with Olds drest, 
Shakyng the dewdrops on the flourie meedes, 
Fled with her rosie radiance to thewest: 
Forth from the easterne gatte the fyerie steedes 
Of the bright Swine awaytynge spirits 
Tbe Sunne, in.fierie pompe enthrond on he, 
SO/3,6er tban thoughte alonge hys jernie gledes, 
And scatters nyglites remaynesfrom oute the die 
He sawerhe'annies make for bloudie fraie, 

And stops, his driving steedes, and-hid his lyght- 
some raye. 

Kynge Harolde -hie in ayre majestic raysd 
His mightie come, deekt with a manchyn rare; 
With even hande a mighty javlyn paizde,-
Then furjrouse sent it witistlynge thee the ayre. 
It struck the helmet of the sieur de Beer; 
In vayne did brasse or yron stop its wale; 
Above his eyne it came, the bones dyd tare, 
Peereynge quite taro,before it dyd allele; 
He tumbled, scritchyng wyth hys horrid payee; 

His hollow cuishes rang upon the bloudie pleyne. 
This Willyarn saw, and smmdynge Rowlands; 

	

He bent his','ron interwoven bowe, 	[songs 
Makynge bothe endes to meet with myghte 

full stronge,  
From out of mortals syght-shot up the floe; 
Then swyfte as fallynge storms to costive below 
It daunted down on Alfwoldespayneted sheelde; 
Quite thro the silver,bordurd crosse did goe, 
Nor Mate its force, but stuck into the feelde; 
The Normannes, like theyr sovrin, dyd prepare, 

And shottete: thoudande floes uprysynge in the 
acre  

Aitshen a tlyghte of cranes, that takes their wait 
In householde orioles thro the Ranched ski; 
.Alike the cause, or companie or prey, 
If that perchaunce some boggle fenne is nie, 
Soon as the muddle natyon theie espie, 
lime one blacke cloude thole to- the erth de. 

scende; 
• Peirce as the fallynge thunderbolte they file; 

Inwayne -do -reedes the speckled folk defend: 
So prone to heavie biowe the arrowes fable,

And peered thro brasse, and sente manic to Hes- 
- wen or Hale. 

/Flan Adelfred, of the stowe of Leigh, 
Felte a dire arrowe barnynge in his breste; 
Before be dyd, he sent hys spear awaie, 
Thenne snake to glorie and eternal rests. 
Nevytle, a Nornionne of elle Normannes best; 

-Throw the jointe cuishe dyd the jelyn feel, 
As he on horsebacke for the fyglite aildressd, 
And sawe hys blonde come smokynge oer the 

steele; , • 	 • 
H; sente the avengynge floe into the ,ayre, 

And turnd.  hys horses hedde, and did to leeche re 
• pOyre. 

And now the lovely's, barbel with  deathhis 
wyoges. 

Hurld from the Englysh handes by force aderne, 

-1 Duke-William commanded his men that some 
of them should sboote directly forward, and other 
some.upward, by reason whereof, the arrowes shot 
upniantdestroyed the Englishmen as they stooped, 
and the arrowes shot directly *forehand wounded 
them that stood upright:—Stowe,. 	• 

• • When tints duke Wittyrant to a monke dyd 
sale, 	 tawilie. 

Prepare thyself wyth spode, to Harolde haste 
• 

Telle bym from me one of these three to take; , 
That bee to 'nee do homage for thy' 
Or mee hys beyre, when he deeeasyth, make, ' 
Or to the judgment of ChrystsoAear statute.' 
-He ankle; the mohke departyd out of hamide, 
And to lam Harolde dyd this message bear • 
Who said; Tell thou the duke, at his likant 

. If he can gatte tire crown bee m y itte 
He said, and 'drove the monke out of hys 

c 	, syghte s 	 (fyglite., 
- And with his brothers rouz'd each mantle to bloudie 

A standar& made of sylke and jewel's rare, 
• Wherein alle coloures wrought& abottte in 

bighes, [there', 
An armyd knyghte was seen deth-doynge 
Under-this motte, He conquers or he dies. 
This standard yydi, endazzlyitg mortal eyes, 
Was borne neare Harolde at the Kenters beade, 
Who ehargd hys broders for the grete empryze 

' That straite the hest for battle should be 
spredde. 

'To evry erle and knyghte the words is gyven, 
And cries agrierre and slugliornee shake the vault-

ed Heaven. 

As When the .Erthe, tome by .convolsyons dyre, 
In rrauimes of darkness hid from liumanisyghte, 
The-  warring force of water, air, and fyre, 
Brest from the regions of eternal nyghte, 
Thro the &Ike caverns seeker the reaulmes of 

/right; 
Some loftie mountayne,,  by its fury torn, 
Dreadfully moves, and causes grete affry;ht; 
Nowe here, now there, *majestic nods the 

bonnie, 	 (force, 
And awfulle shakes, mov'd by the almighty 

Whole woodes and forests nod, and ryvers change 
theyr course. 

So did the men of u•ar at once advaunce, 
• Linkd man to man, enseemd one boddie 
• Above a wood, yform'd of bill and launce, 

That neddydin the ayre most straunge to syght. 
, Horde as the iron were the menne of mighte, 

Ne ueede Of slughornes to enrowse theyr 
minde; 

F.ch&shootynge spore yreaden for the fyghte, 
Moore.  fiterce than fallynge rocks, more swefte 

than wynd; 
• With solemne step, by eechoe made more dye, 

One single boddie all theie marchd, theyr eyen on 
fyre. 

s And with the same indiscreetness he drave 
away a inonke that was duke William's amblissa, 
dor. The rnonke -broughte three offers, to wit, 

• that either Harold should, upon certain condi, 
tions, give over the kingdome,.or to be king under;  
duke William, or if Harold would denie this, he 
offered-to stande to the judgement of the see apos-
tolic.--Stowe. 
, 4 

 
The king himself stood afoote by the standard, 

which was made after the shape and fashion of a 
man fighting, wrought by sumptuous art, with 
gold and precious stones.—Stowe: • 
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Whyzz dreare alonge, and songes of terror 

synges, 
Such songes as alwaies clos'd in lyfe eterne. 
lurid by such strength along the ayre thole 

home, . 	 [1:driude? 
Not to. be quenched butte poi :Normannes 
Wherere theic came they ,were lyfe forlorn: 
And ahvaies followed by a purple 'donde ; 
Like cloud-es the Normanne-,arrowes did de, 

seem% 	 (end. 
Like oloudes of  carnage full in purple. drops dyd 

Nor, Leofwynus, dydst thou still estande; 
'till' soon thie Owen glytted in the sire; 
The, force of none hut thyue and Harolds haade 
Could hurle a javlyn with such lethal geer; 
Itte wbyzzd a ghastlie dyune in Normannes ear, 
Then thundrynge dyd upon hys greave alyghte, 
Pierce to his hearte, and dyd bye bowels tear,. 
He closed hys eyne in everlastyngenyghte; 
4h!, what avayld the lyons emus coeste !. 

His hatehments rare with him upon the grounde 
was prest. 

Wylliam agayne ymade his have.ends meet, 
And hie in ayre the arrowe wynged his tvaie, 
Descendyng like a shafte of thunder fleete, 
Lyke thunder rattling at the noon of dale, • 
Onne Algars sheelde the arrowe dyd assaie, 
There throghe dyd peerse, and stycke into 

4  his groine; 
In grypynge torments-on the feeble he lade, 
Title welcerne dethe came in andclos'd his ey ; 
Distort with peyne be lade upon the borne, 

Lyke sturdie elms by stormes in tencethe wry- 
, 	thynges tome. 

• Alrick his brother, when he this perceevd, 
He drewe his swerde, his tette hande beide a 

speese, 	 [steede, 
Towards- the duke he turnd his pniuneyng 
And to the Gridde of Heaven he sent a prayre; 
Then sent his lethal javtyn in the ayre, 
On Hue de Bearuitontes backe the javelyn came, 
Thro his redde armour tohys harte it tare, 
Hefelle and thondred on the 'place of fame;   
Next with his swerde he 'sayld the Mem De loe, 

And braste his sylver Whine so furyous was the 
blowe. 

But Willyam, who had seen hys prowesse great, 
And feared muche how farre his hronde might 

goe, 
Tooke a strange arblaster, and bigge•with fate 
From twasigynge iron Dente the lleetyrige floe. 
As Alriclioistes hys arum for dedlie blowe, 
Which, han it came, had been Du Roees taste, 
The swyfte-wynged messenger. from Willyanta 

Bowe 
suite throwe his arme into his syde ypaste; 
His eyne shotte tyre, Tyke blazyng starre at 

nyghte, 	 (fyghte. 
He grAd his swerde, and tette upon the place of 

• O Adfivolde, sale; howe shalln 1 synge of thee,., 
Or tette howe manic dyd benethe thee fallen 

.Not Haroldes self more Normanne knygl'ites 
slee, 

Not Haroldes self did for more praises call; 
How shall a panne like myrie then strew it all? 
Lyke thee, their leader, eche Brystowyanne 

foughtei. 

..1...yke thee their blaze must be canonical, 
"Fore theie, like thee, that dale bewrecke 

. 	yroughte: 
...Did thirtie Normannes fall upon the grounde, 

half a score from thee awl theie receive their 
fatale wounde. 

First FytZ chivelloys felt thie direful force; 	% 
Nete did hys beide out Waxen sheet& smile; 
tftsoones theowe that thie drivynge spectre did 

peerce, 
'Sot was ytte stopped by his coate of mayle; 

Into his baeaste it, quicklie did assayle; 
Out ran the blonde, like hygra of the tyde; 
With purple stayned all hys adventayle? 
In scarlet was his cuishe of s-,irver dyde: 
Upon thehloudie carnage house he tale, 

Whylst bye long sheeldedyd gleem with the Sun's 
rysyng ray, 

Next Fescampe 'tette; 0 Chrieste, how 'nude hit 
fate ' 

To die the leekedst knyglite of all the thronge; 
His sprite was made of malice desiavate, 
Ne shoulden finds place in aide songe. 
The broch'd keen jarlyn hurld from honde so 

stronge 
As thine came thandryrige on his erysted heave; 
Ah! neete avayld this brass or iron thonge, 
With mightie force his skulle in twoe dyd cleave, 
Fallyng he shooken out his smokyng brainy„ 

As witherd'okes or clines are hewue from off the 
playne. 

Nor, Norcie, could thie inyette and skilfulle 
lore 	 • 	ispeere; 

Preserve,  thee from the doom of Alfwold's 
Souldste thou not kenne, most skyll'd: After, 

• la-goures,  
ii0d(r is the battle it would wythe thee fare? 
When Alfwolds javelyn, rattlinge if, the ayre, 
From halide dyvirre on thid habergeon came, 
Oute at thy bache it dyd thie hartes World bear, 
It gav'e thee death and everlastynge fame; 
Thy deathe could onlie come from Alfwolde 

panne. 
-As diamowles oldie can its fellow diamonds 

Next sire Du Mouline fell upon the grounde, 
Quite throughe his throte the lethal jarlyn 

preste, 	 [wounde; 
His sonic and bloude came roushynge from the 
He closd his eyen, and opd them with the bleSt.• 
It can 	be. I should behight the rest, 
That by the myglitie acme of alfwold tette, 
Paste bie a lien= to be-counte or expreste, 

8  The word astrologer used sometimes ' to be 
expressed asterlagour; and so it seems to have . 
occurred-in this line. Chatterton was so Ignorant 
as to read, it Afterlagour; and bas absolutely. dis,  
jointed the constituent parts, and taken it for a 
proper. name; the name of a Norman of some con-
sequence. Ile accordingly forgets the real per, 
son spoken of, and addresses this After.likoar as 
a person of science—"most skylPd After.la.7eour.',  
He thought it was analogous to Delacoure, Dela-
mere, and 'other compounded french names. 
So puerile are the tniAakes of the person who is • 
supposed to have been the author of these excel-, 
lent poems.—Bryant. 
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Howe manie Alfwolde sent to Heaven or Nene; 
As leaves from trees. shook by derne Autumns 

hand, 	 [strand. 
So laie the Normannes slain by Alfwold on the 

As when a drove of wolves with' dreary yelles 
Assayle some flock; no care if sliepsterken't, 
Besprenge destructione oer the, woodes and 

&Hes; 	c 	 (ment; 
The shepter swaynes in vayne theyr lees le 
So fouglete the Brystowe menne; ne one creven 
Ne onne abashed enthoughten for to flee; se 
With fallen Normans ell-the playth besprent, 
And dyke theyr leaders'every,man 	sloe; 
Iii dayne on every syde the accesses fled; 

The Brystowe menne styli ragd, for AlbroId *as 
not dead. 

'htfitnie meanwhile by Haroldes arm did faile, • 
And Leofisyne and Gyrthe encreasdthe slayne; 

e "`would take a Nestor's age to synge them all,. 
• Or Celle how manie Nonnannes preste the 

playtie; 
But of the cries, whom record nete bath slayne, 
0 •Truthe! for good of after-tymes relate • 
That, thowe they're deride, theyr names may 

lyve agayne; 
And he in deathe, as they in life were, greate; 

/ Se after-agei maim theyr actions see, 
And like to them sternal alwaie stryve to be. 

Adhelm, a knyghte, whose holie deathless sire 
For ever beaded to St. Cuthbert's shryne, 
Whose breast for ever burnd -with sacred Eyre, 
And eon onn erthe he tnyghte be caild dyvine; 
To Cuthbert's church he dyd his goodes resygne, 
And lefte hys • son his God's •and fortunes 

knyglite; 
His son the saincte bellehle with looke adigne, 
Made, him in gemot wyse, and great in fyghte; 

' Sainte Cuthihrte dyd .him ayde in all hys 
•deedes, 	 rtneedes. 

His friends he lets to lyve, and all his foemen 

• • He married was to Kenewalchae faire, 
The fynestdame the Sun or Moon adave; 
She was the sideline Aderedes heyre, 

b Who, was alreadie hastynge to the grave; 
As the blue Hinton, ysinge from the wave, 
Like sea-gods seeme in most majestic guise, 
And confide aboute the risynge waters lave, 
And their longe hayre arounde their bodie 
Such,majestie was in her porte displaid, 

To be excelld bie none but Homer's martial 
maid, 

White as the .chaulkie elyffes of Brittaines isle, 
Red as the highest eolour'd Gallic wine, , 
Gaie as all nature at the moniynge 
Those hues•with pleasaunee on her lippes com-

bine, 
rYlie  Her lippes more redde than summer .evesnkyng; 

Or Phcebus rysinge in a frostie morne, 
Her breste more white than snow in feeldes that 

lyene, 
Or li!]ie Jambes that never have been shorne, 
Swellynge like bubbles in a hoillynge welle, 

Or new-braste brooklettes gently •whyspringe • in 
the delle. 

Browne as the fylbertedroppyng from the sheik' 
Browne as the nappy ale at Hoektyde gunie,  

So browne the crokyde rvnges, that &elle fell 
Over the neck of the all-beauteous dame. 
Greie as the morne before the ruddie flame 
Of Phebus charyotte rollynge thro the skie; 

• Greie as the steel-hont'd goats Conyan made 

So gmie appeard her feetly sparklynge eye; 
Those eyne, that did oft mickle pleased look 

On Adhelituvelyaunt man, the virtues dobmsday 
book. 

,Majestic as the grove of okes that stood 
Before the abbie buyit by Oswald kynge; 
Majestic as Hybereies helie woode, [synge; 
Where sainctes and souks departed manes 
Such awe-hour her sweete looke forthe issaynge 
At once for reveraunce arrelove did cane; 
Sweet-as the voice octiwaslarks in the spring,. 
So sweet the worries that from her lippes did 

. 	Info; 
None fell- vayne; all showed some entent; 

Her wordies did dissdaie her great entendement. 
Tapre as canciles layde at Cuthberts shryne, 
Tapre as elmes that Goodrickes abbie shrove; 
Tapre as silver chalices for wine, 
So tapre was her armes and shape ygrove. 
As skyllful mynemenne by the stones above 
Can ken what metalle is ylaeled belowe, 
So Kennewalcha's face ymade, for love, 
The lovelie ymage of her smile did shAve; 
Thus was she outward form'd ; the Sun her mind 

D.d guilde, her mortal shape and all-her charms 
reeled. 

Whatblazours then, what glorie shall he clayme, 
What doughtie Hotnere-shall hys praises synge, 
That lefte the bosorne of so fayre a dame • 
Uneall'd, unaskt, to serve his horde the kyngc? • 
To his fayre shrine goode subjects ouglite to 

bringe 
The names, the helmets, all the spoyles of warm, 
Throwe everiereaulm thepoets blaze the thyngc, 
And travelling merchants spredde hys name to 

farm; 
The stoute Norwegians had hit enlace felte, 

And nowe among his foes dethe-doynge blesses he 
delte. 

As when a wolfyn gettynge in the mcedes 
He rageth sore, and doth about hym slee, 
Nowe here a talbot, there a lambkin bleeds, 
And alle the grasse with clotted gore doth stree; 
As when a rivlette rolls impetuouslie, [strayne, 
And breaks the bankes that would its force re-
Alonge the playne in fotnynge tynges doth flee, 
Gaynste walles and hedges cloth its course main- 

tayne; 	• 
As when a manne cloth in a come.field move, 

With ease at one folio stroke full manic is !side 
. lowe. 

So manic, with such force, and with such ease, 
,Did Adhelm alaughtre on the bloudie playne; 
''Before hym manie dyd theyr hearts blonde lease, 
Ofttyrnes he foughte on totems of smokynge 

slayne. 
Angillian felte his force, nor felte in vayne; 
He cut hym with his swerde athur the breaste; 
Out ran, the bloude, and did hys armoure Mayne, 
He clos'd his eyen in mtental reste; 
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411tea tall oke by tempeste borne awale, 	Tis to far distaunte, and his onlie iiedde 

Stretchd in the armes of dethe upon the plain t  Iwimpled in Itys'eloke ys on the playne,• 	• 
he laie. 	 ' ' A Whyiste rattlynge thonder forrey oar his hedde, 

Next thro the ayre he sent his javlyn feerce, 	And mines come downto wette hys horde uncouth- 
That 	 . That on De Clearmoundes buckler did alyg, • 	lie bedde 	 • 
Throwe the vaste orbe the sharpe .pheone did 	A wondrous pyle of rugged mountaynes,  standes, 

peerce, 	 [tnyglite. 	Pined on eche other in a dreare arraie, 
Rang on his coitte of mayle and smite its 	It ne could bedthe worke of human handes, 
But soon another wind its aiery flygltte,, 	It tie was reared up bie indhie of dale. 
The keen broad pheon to his lungs did goe;'(ere did the ftrutons adoration paye 
He felle, and groand upon the place of fighte, 	. the fatse god whom they did Taman name; 
Whilst lyfe and blonde came issuynge from the -  Diglitynge hysultarre with grecte fyres in Alaie, 

.blowe. 	 Roastynge theyr vyctualle round aboute the, 
Like a tall pyne upon his native playne, 	' 	flame,  So fell the mightie sire and mingled with the slain:'Twas here that Hengyst (lid the Beytons slue, 

AS they were inette in comma for to bee. Hue de Longeville, a force doughtre mere, 
Advauncyd forwarde to provoke the darte, 
When soon he founde that Adbelines poynted 

speere 
Had founde an easie passage to his hearte. 
He drewe his bowe, nor was of dethe astarte, 
Then felldown hrethlesse to enerease the curse; 
But as he drewe hys howe devoid of ante, 
So it Game down upon Troyviftains horse; [floe; 
Deep thro hys hatchments wente the pointed 

Now here, now there, with rage bteedyng he rounde 
doth gee.. 

Nor does he hede his mastres Wren commands, 
Tyll, grtliven furiouse try his blotelie wounde, 
Erect upon his itynder feete he sfaureles, 
And throwes hys mastre far off to the grottede.' 
Near Adhelms feete the Normanne laie astountle, 
Besprengd his arrowes, loosend'was his shgelde, 
Thro his redde armoure, as he laie cnsoond, 
He peered his swerde, and out upon the feelde 
TheNormannes bowels steemd, a deadlie syghte! 

He opd and closd his eyenin everlastynge nyghte.. 

Caverd, a Scot, whofor the Normannes (engine, 
A mann well skald in swerde and soundynge 

strynge, 
Who fled his country for a crime enstrote,
For darynge with bolde worde hysloiaule kynge, 
He at erle Aldheline with grete force did 'flyuge 
An beavie javlyn, made for litotidie wounde, 
Alonge his slieeide askaunte the same did tinge, 
Peercd thin the corner, then stuck in the groturde; 
So when the Minder rauttles in the skie," [the. 

Thro some tall spyre the shaftes in a torn clevis 
Then Addhelm hurld a crochet' javlyn stronge, 
With mighte hat-none but such grete chainpi. 

ones kpow ; 
Swifter than thoughte the javlyn-past flange, 
And hytte the Scot most feirclie on the prove; 
His helmet brasted-at the thondring blowe, 
Into his brain the trembiyn javlyn steck; 
From eyther syde the blonde began to flow, 
And run in circling ringlets rounde his neck; 
Down fell the warriour en the lethal strande 

Lyke some tall vessel wreekt upon thetragicksande,  
CONTINUED. • 

Where frnytless heather; and meadowes cladde 
in greie, 	 [ble heade, 

Save where dorms hawthornes rearetheyr hum--
The huogrie traveller upon his wale 
Sees a huge desarte elle aroundebym spredde, 
The distaunte citie seantlie to be spedde, 
The curlynge force of smoke he sees in vayne, 

Neere on a loftie hylle a citie standes, 
That lyftes yts scheafted heade ynto the skies, 
And kyoglie lookes aroundeon lower landes, 
-And the longe browne playne that before itte 
• lies. 
Herewarde, borne of parentes brace and wyse, ' 
Within thys vylle fyrste adrewe the ayre, 
A idessynge to,the Erthe sente front the skies, 
hi ante kyngdom nee could fynde his pheer; 
Now "rylibd in steele he rages yn the fygitte, 

And sweeps whole armies M the reaulmesof nyghte. 

So %filen dente Auttimne wyth hys iallowe haMle 
Tares the green mantle from the lytned trees, 
The leaves bespsenged on the yellow strande 
'Elie in whole armies from the blatatinte breeze; 
Alle the whale fielde a carnage-howse he sees„ 
And sowles ueknelled hover'd oer the blonde; 
From plaqe to place on either hand he slees, 
And sweepes alle neere hyin lyke a bronded 

'tousle; 
Dethe hoop upon his acme; he steed so inayet, 

'Tis paste the pointel of a man to paynte. • 

Bryghte Sonne in haste han drove hys Eerie 
wayne 

A three howres course alonge the whited skyen, 
Vewynge the swarthless bodies on the playne, 
And longed greetlie to plonee in the bryne. 
For as, hys beeines.and far,streteli)nge eyne 
Did view the pooles of gore yn purple sheene, 
The avolsomine vapours rounde hys lockes did 
And dyd disfygure all hys serninlikeen; [twyue, 
Then to hanle actyon he hys Wayne dyd nurse, 

In hyssynge ocean to make glair hys browes; 

Duke Wyllyant gave commaunde, eche Norman 
knyghte, 

That beer War-token in a shielde so fyne, • • 
Should onward goe, and dare to closer fyglite 
The Saxonne warryor, that dyd so entwine, -
Lyke the neshe brypn and the eglantine, 
Orre Conlysh wrastlers at a Hocktyde game. 

sThe Normannes, ail emarchisild in a lyne, 
To the ourtnrraie of the thight Saxonnes came; 
There 'Was the wbaped Normalities on a parre 

Dyd know that Saxonnes were the sonnes of wane. 

Oh Turgotte, wheresoeer thie spryte clothe. 
hotline, 

Whither wyth thie loud Adhelme by thie syde, 
Where thou mayste heare the swotie nyghte 

matte clialmte, 	' 	 [glide, 
Orrw wyth some mokynge btooklette swetelie 
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Or verde in ferselie wythe ferse Severnes tyde, 

' 	Whereer thou art; coine and my mynde enleeme 
Virytli stack greete thoughtes as dyd with thee 

abyde, 
Thou sonne,of whom I Above caught a berme, 
Send mee agayne a drybblette of thie tyghte,. 

That I the deeds of Englyshmenne main wryte. 
6 

HatoId, who saw the Normannes to advaunce, 
Seizelahnge twit, and layd hym tiownhys spere ; 
Son dyd ech trite lain downe the broched 
'And groves of bylles did glitter in ,the 
Wyth showtes the Normanncs slid to battel 

steere; 
Crtinpynert Campus for'  is statusehighe, 
Pyrey Wythe brasse, benethe a shyrte of Jere;  
Ineloudie dale he reeehd into the skie; 
Neere to kyng Harotde dyd he come alonge, 

And drewe hys Steele Morglaien swerde so stronge. 
• 
Thryce rounde hys 'made hee swung hys anlace 

' wyde, 
On whyche the Scene his visage did agleerne, 
Then strayuyuge, as hys niembres would dy., 

vyde, 
Bee stroke on II arold es sheelde in manner breme; 
Alottr,e the fithle it made an horrid eleembe, 
Coupeynge kyng Harolds payncted sheeld in 

tway ne, 
- Then yn the blonde the fierie swerde dyd steeme, 

And then dyd drive .ynto the bloudie playne; 
So when in ayre the vapours do :Mountie, • 

some thunderbotte tares trees and dryves ynto the 
grounde. 

Harojillelweer'dltys bylle, and furious sente 
A storbIte, lyke thonctre, at the Ndirmannes syde; 
Upon the playne the broken brasse besprente 
Hyti the hys *AM from dethe-doeynge hyde; 
He tournyd backe, and dyd not there abyde ; 
With straught oute sheelde bee ayenwa
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goe, 
Threwe downe the Norrnannes, did their rankes 

. To save hinaselfe lefte them unto the foe; 
So olyphauntes, in kingdomme of the Stume, • 

when once .provoit'd cloth. throwe theyr owne 
. 	troopes rune. 

Harolde, who ken'd bee was his armies stain, 
Nedeynge the cede of generaul so wyse, 
Bard Atfwoulde to Campynon haste awaie; 
As thro the annie ayen warde he hies, 
Swyfte as a feether'd takel Alfwoulde flies, 
The steele bylle blushynge oer wyth lukewarm 

blonde; 
Ten Kenters ten .P,ristowans for th' empriae 
:Misted wyth Alfwoulde where Campynon stood, 
Who aynewardewent, whylste everie Nomtanne 

knyghte 
Dyd blush ttr see their champytm put to flyghte. 

As painctyd Bruton, when a wolfyn wylde, 
Whersyt is cate and blusgynge %unties do blowe, 
Enters hys berdelle, taketh hys yonge chylde, 
And wyth his blonde bestreynts the hiliesnowe, 
He thoroughe mountayne hie and dale doth goe, 
Tltrowe the quyck torrent of the bollen aye, 

' Throve Severnerollyntre oer the sandes betowe 
He skyms alofe, and dents the beatyrige wave, 

• Ne stynts, ne taggesthe ehace, tylle for hys eyrie 
In peecies hee the morthering theef doth chyne.  

So Alfwoalde, he dyd to Campynon haste; 
14 ys bloudie by' le awhap'd the Normalities eyne; 
I lee fled, as wolfes when bill the tailless chat* 
To bloudie byker he dyd ne enclyne. 
Duke Wyllymn stroke It'ynr on hys lingandyne, 
And said; Carnitynon, 'is it thee !see? 
Thee l. who dydstactes of glorie sobewryen, 
Now poodle route to hyde thieselfe bie nree? • 
A%yaie IthondOgge, and acte a warriors parte, 

Or with !Me swerde 	peree thee to the lade. 

Betweene erte Alfwoulde and duke Wyllyarair 
brontle 	 [bee, 

Campynon thoughte that nete but deathecoulde 
Seesed a huge swerde Morglaien ynlis honde, 
Mottrynge a praier to the Vyrgyne : 
So bunted deem the dryvynge houndes will dee, 
When theie dyscover they cannot escape; 
And teethe! lambkyris, when theie hunted bee, 
Theyre yrtfante hunters doe theie ofte awhape; 
Thus stoode Campynon, greete but hertImse 

knyghte, 	 [fyglite. 
When .feere a dethe made hym for deathe to 

Alfwoulde began to dyghte hymselfe for fyghte, 
Meanewhyle hys menne on everie syde dyd she, 
Whank on hys lyfted sheelde withe alle hp 

rnyghte 
Campynort's swerde birdie.brande dyd dree; 
Bewopen Alfwoulde fellen on his knee; 
Hys Brystowe nacelle caihein laym for to use; 
Eftsoons upgotten from the grounds was bee, 
And dyd agayne the touring Norman brave; , 

. Hee graspd hys bylle in syke a drear arraie, 
Hee seent'd a lyon catchynge at hys preie. 

Upon the Nonnannes brazen adventayle 
The thondrynge bill of !nightie' Alfwould came; 
It matte a delight bruse, andthen dyd fayle; 
Fromme rattlynge weepons shotte a spark- 

lynge flame; 
Eftsoons agayne the thondrynge bill yearns, 
Peers'd thro hys adventayle and skyrts of late; 
A tyde of purple gore came wyth the same, 
As out hys howells on the feelde it tare; 
Campynon felle, as when some eittie-walle 

Inne dolefulle ter ours on its mynours 

Ile felle, and dyd the Norman rankes dyvyde; 
So when an oke 9, that shotte ynto the skie, 
Feeles the broad axes peersyngeh is broade syde, 
Slowlie he fulls and on the grounde 46th lie, 
Pressynge all downe that is with hyrn anighe, 
And stoppyrige wearie travellers en the waie; 
So straught upon the ptayne the Norman hie 

* 	 * 	•• 
Bled, gron'd and dyed: the Norrnanne knyghtes 

astound 
To see the bawsin champyon preste upon the 

grounder 

As when the hygm of the Severne roars, 
And thundeis ugsom on the sandes beton', 

9 As when the mountain oak, or poplar tall, 
Or pine, fit mast kik some great admiral, 
Groans to the oft-heaved axe with. many a 
• wound, 
Then spreads a length of ruin on the ground. 

Pope's Homer. 
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The cleembe reboundes to Wedeceters shore, 
And sweeps the black sande rounde its hone 

prowe ; 
So bremie Alfwoulde thro the wane dyd gee; 
Hys Kepters and Brystowans slew ech syde, 
Betreinted all alonge with bloodless foe, 
And seemd to swymm alonge with blondle tvde; 
Fromme place to place besmeard with blood 

they went, 	• 	• 	Tsprente. 
And rounde aboute them swarthleSs corse be- 

A famous Normanne who yclepd Aubene, 
Of skyll in bow, in tylte, and, handesworde 

fyglite, 	 • 
That dale yn feelde han auntie Saxons sleene, 
Forre he in sothen was a manne of myghte; 
Fyrste dyd his swerde on Adelgar alyghte, 
As he on horsebock was, and peersd hys gryne, 
Then upward wente : in everiastynge nyghte 
Hee closd hys rollyng and dynnsyglited eyne. 
Next Eadlyn, Tatwyn, and famed Adelrcd, 

Bic various causes sunken to the dead. 

But now to Alfwoulde he oppovnge went, 
To whom compar'd bee was a man of stre, 
And wyth bothe hondes a myghtie blowe he 

sente 
At Alfwouldes head, as hard as bee could dree; 
But on hys payncted sheelde so bismarlie 
Aslaunte his swerde did go ypto the grounde; 
Then liklfwould hym attack'd most furyouslie, 
Athrowe hys gabcnlyne hee dyd him wounde, 
Then soone agayne hys swerde bee dyd upryne, 

And clove his creste and split hym to the eyne. 
* • * * • • 

GLOSSA RYI. 

A. 
ABESSIE, humility. C. 
Abest, humbled, or brought down. 
Aborne, burnished. C. 
Abounde, do service, or benefit.' 
Abonne, make ready. C. 
Abredynge, upbraiding. C. 
Abrewe, brew. 
Abrodden, abruptly. C. 
Acale, freeze. C. 
A ccaie, assuage. C. 
Acbeke, choke. C. 
Aeilevin,nts, services. C. 
Achments, 'achievements. C. 
Acome, come. 
Acrool, faintly. C. 
Mare, dawned upon. 
Adawe, awake. 
'Adeene, worthily. 
Adente, fastened. C. 
Adentt/I, fastened, annexed. C. 
Adented, indentec4 bruised. 
Aderne, cruel, fierce.. 
Adigne, noble, worthy. 
Adoe, delay. 
Adradde, afraid. 
Adrames, churls. C. 
Adrewe, drew. 

Those words, whose significations were given 
by Chatterton, have the letter C affixed to them. 
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• Adventaile, armour. C. 

Adygne, nervous; worthy of praise. • C. 	ks 

Aterne, eternal. 	 mks., 
Affere, to affright or terrift). 
Affraie, affright. C. 	• 
Affraie, to fight, or engage in a fray. C. 
A ffynd, related by marriage. 
Aflame, as fiery; to drive away, to affright. 	- 
Atter la goitre, should probaledy be astrelagour ; as. 

• trologer. 
:'tested, heaped up. 
Aggiiylte, offended. 
Agleesne, to Aline upon. 
Agramet grievance. C. 
Agreme, torture. C. 
Agreme, grievance. C. 
Agrosed, agrised; terrified. 
Agroted, See grated. ' 
Agylted, offended. C. 
Aich•ns, aidance. 
Aiglintine, sweet briar. 
Ake, oak. C. 	. 
Alans, hounds. 
Alatehe, accuse. 
Aledge, idly. 
Alenge, along, 
Alest, lest. 
Alestake, a may-pole. 
All a boon, a manner of asking a favour. C. 
Allaie, was allayed or stopped. Adaie used as a verb 

neuter. • 
Alleyn, only. C. 
Abner, beggar. C. 
Alofe, aloft. 
Alse, else. 
Alyche, like. C. 
Alyne, across his slwulders. C. 
Alyse, allow. C. 
Amate, destroy. C. 
Amayld, enameled. C. 
Amede, recompense. 
Ameded, rewarded. C. 
Amenged, as menged, mixed. 
Amenused, diminished. C. 
Ametten, met with. 
Amield,- ornamented, enamelled. C. 
Aminge, among. 
Aneighe, near.' 
Aneste, against. 
Anente, against. C. 
Anere, another. C. 
Anete, annihilate. 
Anie, as nie, nigh. 
Anlace, an ancient sword, C. 
Annethe, beneath. C. 
Antecedent, going before. 
Applynges, grafted trees. 'C. apple trees. 

	

Arace, divest. C. 	• 
Arblaster, a cross.bow. 
Arcublaster, a cross-how. 
Arcublastries, cross-bowmen. 
Ardurous, burning. 
Aredynge, thinking. reading. qu. 
Argenthorse, the arms of Kent. C. 
Arist, arose. G. 
Armlace, accoutrement for the arms. 
Arrnourbrace, a suit of armour. • 
Arrow-lede, path of the' arrow. 
Ascaunce, disdainfully. C. 
Ascaunse, obliquely. 
Asenglave, a lance. 
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Askaunte, obliquely. 

. Askaunted, glanced 
Aslape, asleep. 
Aslaunte, daunting. 
Aslee, slide or creep. 
Assayle, oppose. 
Asseled, answered. C. 
Asshrewed, accursed, unfortunate. Cc  
Asswaie, to assay, put to trial. 
.Astarte, started fiTmt, or afraid of. Neglected. 
Astedde, seated. C. 
Astend, astonish. C. 
Asterte, neglected. C. 
Astoun, astonished. C. ' 
Astoufide, astonish. C. 
Astounded, astonished 
Astrodde, astride, mounted. 
,Asyde, perhaps astyde; ascended. 
Athrowe, through.- 
cl.t.hur, as throgh ; through, athwart. 
Attenes, at once* C. 
Attoure, turn. C. 
Attoure, around. 
Atturne, to turn. 
Aucthoure, author. 
Ave, for eau, Fr. Water. 
Avele, prevail. 
Aumere, a loose robe or mantle. • C. 
Aumeres, borders of gold and silver, &c. C. 
Aunture, as aventure; adventure. 
Aure, Or, the colour of gold in heraldry. 
Autremere, a loose while robe, worn by priests. C. 
Awhaped, astonished. C. 
Aye, ever, always. 
Aynewarde, backwards. C. 

B. 
Baleful!, woeful, lamentable. C. 
Bane, hurt, damage. 
Bane, curse. 
Brined, cursed. 
Bankes, benches. 
Bante, cursed. 
Barb'd, armed. 
llarbde baulk, hall bung round with armour. 
Barbe, beard. 
Barbed horse, covered with armour. 
Baren, for barren. 
Barganette, a song or ballad. C. 
Barriere, confine or boundary. 
Barrowes, tombs, mounds of earth. . 
Batatint, a stringed instrument, played on with a plec- 

trum. qu. 
Battayles, boats, ships, Fr. 
Batten, fallen. C. 
Battent, loudly. C. 
Battently, loud roaring. C. 
Battone beat with sticks, Fr. 
Baubels, jewels. C. 
Bawsip, large. C. 
Bayne, rain. C. 	. 
Sayre, brow. C. 
Beaver, beaver, or visor. 
Beer, bear. 
Beeveredd, beaver'd. C. 
Beheste, command. C. 
Behesterynge, commanding. 
Behight, name. 
Behylte, promised. C. 
Behylte, forbade. 
/3ehyltren, hidden. 

qu. 

POEMS. 
Belent, stopped, at a fault, or stand. 
Berne, trumpet. 
Bemente, lament. G. 
Benned, cursed torment. C. 
,Benymmyng, bereaving. C. 
Berne, child. C. 
Berten, venomous. C. 
Beseies; becomes* C. 
Besprente, scattered. C. 
Bestoiker, deceiver. C.. 
Bete, bid. C. 
Betrassed, deceived, imposed on. C. 
Betraste, betrayed. C. 
Bevyle, break, a herald term, signifying a spear broken 

in tilting. C. 
Bewrecke, revenge. C. 
Bewreen, express. C. 
Bewryen, declared, expressed. C. 
Bewryne, declare. C. 
Bewrynning, declaring. C. 
Bighes, jewels. C. 
Birlette, a hood, or covering for the back part of the 

head C. 
Blake, naked. a 
Blakied, naked, original. C. 
Blanche, white, pure. 
Blaunchie, white. C. 
Blatauntlie, loudly. C. 
Blente, ceased, dead. C. 
Blethe, bleed. C. 
Blynge, cease. C. 
Blyn, cease, stand still. C. 
Bmldekin, body, substance. C. 
Boleynge, swelling. C. 
Bollengers and Cotter, difTereni kinds of boats. C. 
Boolie, beloved. C. 
Bordel, cottage. C. 
Bordelier, cottager. 
Borne, burnish. C. 
Bonn, make ready. C. 
Bounde, ready. 6. 
Bourne, boundary, promontory. 
Bourne, bounded, limited. 
Bowke, Bowkie, body. C. 
Bowting matche, contest. 

.13ismarelie, curiously. C. 
Braste, burst. 
Brasteth, bursted*. C. 
Ilrasteynge, bursting. 
Braunce, branch. Q. 
Bratinces, brancheF. C. 
Brauneynge, bra king. 
Bray d, disprayed. C. 
Brayde, embroider. 
Brayne, brain, care. 
Br Bede, broad. G. 
Bredren, brethren. 
Breme, strength. C. 
Breme, strong. C. 
Bremie, furious. 
Brenda, burn, consume. C. 
Brendeynge, flaming. C. 
Bretful, filled with C.. 
BrIbnie, briony, or wild pine. 
Broched, pointed. 
Bronde, fury, or sword. 
Brondeynge, furious. 
Brondeous, furious. C. 
Brooklette, rivulet. 
Browded, embroidered. C. 
Bused, embrued 
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13 rutyile, brittle, frail. 
Brygandyne, part of armour. C. 
Brynnyng, declaring. C. 
Burled, armed. C. 
Burlie bronde, fury, anger. C. 
Byelecoyle; bell (smell, Fr. the name of a person- 

age in the Romant de la Rose, which Chaucer 
has rendered fair welcoming. 

Byker, battle. 
Bykrous, warring. C. 
Bysmare, bewildered, curious. C. 

C. 
Cale, cold. 
Calke, cast. C. 
Calked, cast out. C. 
Caltysning, forbidding. C. 
Carnes, rocks, stones, Brit. 
Castle-stede, a castle. C. 
Castle-stere, the hold of a castle. 
Caties, cater. 
Caytysnede, binding, enforcing. C. 
Celness, coldness. 
Chafe, hot. C. 	 a 
Chaftes, beats, stamps. C. 
Champion, challenge. C. 
Chaper, dry, sun-burnt. C. 
Chapournette, a small round hat. C. 
Charie, dear. 
Cheese, choose. 
Chefe, heat, rashness. C. 
Chelandree, goldfinch; C. 
Cherisaunce, comfort. C. 
Cherisaunied, comfortable. 
Cheves, moves. C. 
Chevysed, preserved. C. 
Cheynedd, chained, restricted. 
Chirckynge, a confused noise. C. 
Chop, an exchange. 
Choppe, to exchange. 
Choughe, chotighs, jackdaws. 
Church-glebe-house, grave. C. 
Chyrche-glebe church-yard. 
Clangs, sounds loud. 
Cleme, sound. C. 
Cleere, famous. 
Clefs, c/Vs. 
Cleped, named. 
Clerche, clergy. 
Clergyon, clerk or clergyman. C.. 
Clergyou'd, taught. C. 
Clevis, cleft of a rock. 
Cleyne, sound:- 	• 
C in ie, deelirution of the body. 
aymmynge, noisy. C. 
Compheeres, companions. C. 
Congeon, dwarf: C. 
Contake, dispute. C. 
Conteins, for contents. 
Conteke, confuse; contend with. C. 
ContekioAs, contentions. C. 
Cope, a cloak. C. 
Corteous, worthy. C. 
Corven, See ycorven. 
Cotte, cut. 
Cottes, See bollengers. 
Cotteynge, cutting. 
Covent, convent. 
Coupe, cut. C. 
Coupynge, cutting, mangling. 

Couraciers, horse-coursers. C. 
Coyen

' 
 coy. 

erased, broken. 
Cmvent, coward. C. 
,Creand, as reereand. 
Cristede, crested. 
Croche, cross. C. 
Crokynge, bending. 
Croched, perhaps broched. 	a 
Crokynge, bending. 
Cniss-stone, monument. C. 
Cryn4 hair. C. 
Cuarr, quarry.° 
Cuishe, armour for the thigh. 
Cullis-yatte, portcullis-gate. C. 
Curriedowe, flatterer. C. 
Cuyen kine, tender cows. C. 

D. 
Dacya, Denmark. 
Daie brente, burnt. C. 
Daise eyed, dairied. 
Damoyselles, damsels. 
Danke, damp. 
Dareygne, attempt, endeavour. C. 
Darklinge, dark. 
Daygnous, disdainful. C. 
Deathdoeynge, murdering. 
Declynie, declination. 
Decorn, carved. C. 
Deene, glorious, worthy. C. 
Deere, dire. C. 
Defs, vapour:, meteors. C. 
Defayte, decay. C.- , 
Defte, neat, ornamental. C. 
Deigned, disdained. g. 
Delievretie, activity. C. 
Dente, See adente. 
Dented, See adented.• 
Denwere, doubt. C. 
Denwere, tremour. C. 
Depeyncte, paint, display. C. 
Depicted, painted, or displayed. - C. 
Depyctures, drawings, paintings. C. 
Dequace, mangle, destroy. C. 
Dequaeed, sunk, quashed. 
Dere, hurt, damage. C. 
Derne, melancholy, terrible. 
Derkynnes, young deer. 
Dernie, woeful, lamentable. 
Dernie, cruel. C. 
Deslavatie, disloyal, unfaithful. 
Deslavatie, lechery. C. 
Detratours, traitors. 
Deysde, seated on a dais. 
Dheie; they. 
Dhere, there. 
Dhereof, thereof. 
D i ffi cile, difficult. C. 

Dighte, drest, arrayed. C. 
ispande, expanded. 

Dispente, expended. 
Dispone, dispose. 
Di vinistre, divine. C. 
Dolce, soft, gentle. C. 
Dole, lamentation. C. 
Dolte, foolish. C. 
Donore, This line should probably be written 

thus; 0 sea-o'erteeming Dovor I 
Dortoure, a sleeping-room. C. 
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Dote, perhaps as dighte. 
Doughtre mere, d'outre mere, Fr. From beyond sea. 
Draffs, the refuse, or what is cast away. 
Dream, dreary. 
Dree, draw, or drive. 
Dreerie, dreary, terrible. 
Drefte, least. C. 
Drenehe, drink. C. 
Drented; drained. 
Dreyncted, drowned. C. 
Dribbiete, small, insignificant. C. 
Drierie, terrible. 
Drites, rights, liberties. C. 
Dr*, dry. 

	

Drocke, drink. C. 	' 
Droncke, drank. 
Droorie, courtship, gallantry. C. 
Drooried, courted. 
Duke, as dace. 

clDuressed, hardened. C. 
Dursie, from duress, hardship, signifying hardy: 
Dyd, should probably be dyght. 

.Dyghte, as dight. 
Dyghtynge, as dightynge. 
Dygne, worthy. C. 
Dygner, more worthy. C. 
Dynning, sounding. C. 
Dyspendynge, expending. 
Dyspense, expense. C. 
Dysperpellest, scatterest. C. 

• Dysporte, pleasure. C. 
Dysporteynge, sporting. C. 
Dysportisement, as dysporte. 
Dysregate, to break connection or fellowship. To de- 

grade. qu. 

Edraw, for ydraw ; Draw. 
'Eeke, amplification, exaggeration. 
Efte, often, again. C. 

. Eftsoones, quickly. G. 
Egederinge, assembling, gathering. C. 
Eke, also. C. 
Ele, help. C. 
Eletten, enlighten. C. 
Elmen, elms. 
Elocation, elocution. 
Elves, personages, people. 
Emarschatied, arranged. 
Emblaunched, whitened. 
Embodyde, thick, stout. 
Embowre, lodge. C. 
Emboilen, swelled, strengthened. C. 
Emburled, armed. C. 
Emmate

' 
 lessen, decrease. C. 

Emmertleynge, glittering. C. 
Enmiers, coined money. 
Empt:ze, adventure. C. 
Empprize, enterprize. C. 
Enaetynge acting. 
Enalse, embrace.: 	C. 
Encaled, frozen, cold. C. 	' 
Enehafed, heated, enraged. C. 
Encheere, encourage. 
Encontrynge, encountring. ' 	• 
Enfouled, vitiated, polluted. ' 
Engarlanded, • wearing a veal& 
Engyne, torture. 
Engyned, tortured. 
Enharme, to do harm to.  

' Enheedynge, taking heed. 
Enhepe, heal. 
Enhepe, add. C. 
Enlefed, full of leaves. 
Enleme, enlighten. 
Enlowed, flamed, fired. C. 
Enron, tasilwalh. 
Enseme, to make seams in. 
Ensemeynge, as seeming. 
Enshone, shewed. 
Enshoting, shooting, darting. C. 
Enstrote, deserving punishment. 
Enswolters, swallows, sucks in. C. 
En swote, sweeten. 
Ensyrke, encircle. 
Ent, a purse or bag. C. 
Entendemente, understanding. 
Enthoghte, thinking. 
Enthoghte, thought qf. 
Enthoghteynge, thinking. 
Entremed, intermixed. 
Entrykeynge, tricking. 
Entyn, even. C. 
Enyronnde, larked with iron. C. 
Eraced, banished, eared. 
Erlie, earl. 
Ermietts, hermits. C. 
Erste, formerly. 
Estande, for ystande, stand. 
Estelis, A corruption of estoile, Fr. A sir. C. 
Estroughted, stretched out. 
Ethe, ease. C. 
Ethie, easy. 
Evalle, equal. C. 
Eve-merk, dark evening. 
Evespeckt, marked with evening dew. C. 
Everichone, every one. C. 
Everyche, every. 
Ewbrice, adultery. C. 	_ 
Ewbrycious, lascivious. 
Eyne-gears, objects of the eyes. 
Eyne syghte, eye-sight. 

Padre, father. 
Page, tale, jest. C. 
Faie, faith. 
Faifully, faithfully. C. 
Faitamr, a beggar or vagabond. C. 
Faldstole, a folding stool, or seal. See Du Cange iA 

v. Fa /cadmium 
Far-keud, far seen. C. 
Fayre; clear, innocent. 
Featliest, most beautiful. 

edered, feathered. 
'Feere, fire. 	• 
Feerie, flaming. C. 
Fele, feeble. C. 
Felle, cruel, bad. 
Fellen, fell pa. t. sing. qu. 
Ferse, violent, fierce. • 
Ferselie, fiercely. 

f'
etelie, nobly.' C. 
etive, as festive. 

Fetyve, elegant, beautiful. 
Fetyvelie, elegantly. C. 
Fetyveness, festiveness. 
Feygne, willing. 
Feygnes, A corruption of fe'nts. 
khuir, fury. C. 

C. C. 
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Fie, thfy. C. 
Flaiten, horrible, or undulating, qu. 
Planched, arched. 	. 
Fleers, fliers, runaways. 
Fleeting.ifying..Passing. 
Fleme, to terrify. 
Nettled, frighteeL C. 

,Flemie, frightfully. 
' Flemeynge, terrifying. 
,Fleurs, flowers. 
„Flizze, fly. C. 
Floe, arrow. C. . 
Florryschethe, btooms,flourisher. 
Flott, float. C. 
Plotting, floating or undulating. 
Floure Seyncte Mary, marygold. C. 
Finn rette, flower. C. 
Ftytted, fled. 
Foile, baffle. C. 
Foes, Formes, devices. C. 
Fore, before. 
Forefend, forbid. 
Forgard, lose. C. 
Forletten, forsaken. C. 
Forloyrie, retreat. C. . 
Forroy, destroy. 
Forreying, destroying. C. 
Forsiagert, slain. C. 
Forsiege, slay. C. 
Forstrarghte, distracted. 
Forstraughteyng, distracting. C, 
Forswat, sun-burnt. C. 
Forweltring, blasting. C. 
Forwyned, dried. C. 
Foulke, people. 
Fonry, fury. 
Fowlyng, defiling. 
Fraie, fight. C. 
Fremde, strange. C. 
Frernded, frighted. C. 
Fructile, fruitful. 
Faired, furious. 
Furched, forked. 

G. 
Gaberdyne, a piece of armour. C. A cloak, 
Gallard, /righted. C. 
Gare, cause. C. 
Gastness, ghastliness. 
Gauntlette, glove. C. 
Gattratlette,' challenging. 
Genre, apparel, accoutrement. 
Geasonne, rare, extraordinaiy,strange. C. 
Geer, dress. • 
Geete, As gite. 
Gelten, gnikied. C. 
Gemet, emateti. 
Gamete, assembled. 
•Gerd, broke, rent. 
Gies, guides. C. 
Gier, a urn or twist. C. 
Gif, if. C. 
Gites, robes, mantles. C. 
Glair, shining, dear. 
Glairie, clear, shining. 
Glare, glitter. C. 
Giedes, glides. 
Gledeynge, livid C. 
Gleme, shine, glimMer. C. 
Glester, to shine, 
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• Glestreynge, shining, glittering. 

Gloutb, frown. C. 
Glommed, clouded, dejected. C. 
G More, glory. C. 
Giowe, shine, gleam. 
Glytted, shone, or gilded. qu. 
Gore-depycted, painted with blood. 
Gore-red, red as blood. 
Game, garden. C. 
Gottes, drops. 
Gooier, usurer. 
Gouatynge, gashing. 
Graiebarbes, grey-beards. C. 
Grange, liberty of pasture. C. 
Gratche, apparel. C. 
Grave, chief magistrate, mayor, epithet given to the 

aldermen. qu. 
Gravots, groves, C. 
Gre, grow. C. 
Greaves, a part of armour. 
Grees, grows. C. 
Greeynge, growing. 
Greta, greeted, saluted. 
Groffile, groveling, mean. 
Groffyngelye, foolishly, vulgarly, abjectly. 
Groffysite, uncivil, rude. 
Gron, a fen, moor. C. 
Grouter, a meteor, from gran, a fen, and fers a 

corruption of fire. C. 
Gronfyres, meteors. C. 
Grated, swollen. C. 
Gryne, groin. 
Grypped, grasped. 
Gule depeyncted, red painted.. r 
ante steynet, red stained. C. 
Guyfts, gifts, talents. 
Guyide, assess, tax. 
Guylteyttge, 
Gye, a guide. C. 
Gyte, as gite. 
Gytelles, mantles. C. 

H. 
Habergeon, coat of snail. 
Haiti, happy. C. 
Hailie, as haile. 
Halcekl, defeated. C. 
Hallidome, holy church. (pt. 
Hanle, holy. C. 

wholdy. 
Hattie, joy. C. 
Handettes, manors. C. 
Han, bath. qu. had, 
Hancelied, cut off, destroyed. C. 
Handesword, backword. 
Hantoned, accustomed. qu. 
Herne, harass. qu. 
Harried, tort. C. 
Harte of Grieece, a stag. 
Hatchead, covered with hatchments. 

'Hatchinents, achievements, coat nrmaitr. 
Haveth, have, hath. 
Havyoure, behaviour. 
Heafod, head. C. 
Heavenwere, heavenward. C.. 
Heaulme, helmet, crown. 
Heeket, wrapped, closely covered. C. 
Heckled, wrapped. 	• 
Hedes, regards, attends to. 
Heie, they. 
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Kenns, knows. C. 
Henne, know. 
Kepe, totake care of. • 
Keppened, careful. 
Kerveth, cuttcth, destroyea. -qu. 
"Kiste, cotfin. O. 
Kivereld, the hidden or secret part. C. 
Kulte, joined. 
Knoppeik fastened, chained, congealed. C. 
KnowlaChe, knowledge. C. 	• 
Knowlached, known, distinguished. 
Knowlactlynge, knowledge. C. • 
Kynde, nature. C. 
Kyngecoppes, butterfiowers. 

L. 
Labrynge, labouring, agitated. 
Ladden, lay. 
Lore, leather. 
Laverde, lord. C 
Lea, field or pasture. 
Lease, lose. 
Leattial, deadly. C. 
Lechemanne, Anrician. 
Leckedst, most despicable. 
Leeture,•relate C. 
Lecturn, subject. C. 
Lecturnyes, :tofu/res. C. 
Loden, decreasing. C. 
Leech e, physician. 
Leege, humerge.obeisance. C. 
Ikegefolcke, subjects. C. 

• Leegefull, lawful. C. 
the Severn was Leegemen, subjects. 

Leffed, lef B. 
Lege, law. - C. 
Leggen, lessen, alloy. C. 
Leggende, alloyed. C. 
Lemanne, mistress. 
Leme, lighted up, 
Limed, lighted, glistened. C. 
Lemes, lights, rays:  C. 

i• Lem, leather. 
Lessel, a bush, or hedge.. C. 
Lete, stilt. C. 
Lethalle, deadly, or death-boding. C. 

" Lethlen, still, dead. C. 
Letten, churck-yard. C. 
Levyn-hlasted, stretch with lightning. 
Levyn-mylted, lightning-melted. qw 
Levyu-plome, feathered lightning. 
Lev,ynde, blasted. C. 

,Levynne, lightning. c. 
Levyene bronde, flash of lightning. 
Liefe, 
Liff, leaf, 
Likand, liking. 	' 
Limed, glassy. C. 

(1.intitoure, a licensed begging friar. 
.1.immed, glassy, reflecting. C. 
Lissi-dd, bounded. C. 
Lisseth, boundeth. C, 
kist, concern, dame to care. 

• ttsteynge, listening. 
Lithie, humble. C. 
Loaste, loss. 
Locke, luck, good fortune. 

, Lockless, luckless, unfortunate. 
Lode, load. 

• Lode, praise, honour. qu. 

L. ,, 
Jade, to render Languid, fatigue. • 
Jape, a short surplice, 4,7:  C. 
Jernie, journey. 
Jeste, hoisted, raised. 	- 
Ifrete, devour, destroy. C. 
lhantend, accustomed. • C. 
Jintleffor gentle. 
Immeugde, mixed; mingle: 
linpestering, annoying. C. 
Inipleasaunce, impleasantness. 

• Inhild, infuse. C. 	• 
lnvestynge, clothing.. 
joice, juice. C. 
Joke„ juicy. 
JouStedd, jutted. • 
Is had, brokess. C. shed. 
lthink, think: 	• 
&ilk, a bottle. C. 
Iwreene, disclosed. 
Iwitnpled, wrapped up. 
lwvs, certainly. C. 
Jyned, joined. 
,lynynge, joining. 

ICen, see, discover, !atom. C. 
, • 

Neideygnes, a country dance, stilt practised in the' 
North. C. 

Ilele, help.  
Hem, a contraction of them. C. 
Hendie stroke, hand stroke, close fighting. 
liente, grasp, hold. C. 
Ilentylle, custom. 	• 
Tier, for their. 
lIerehaughtes, 
Nerehaughtrie, heraldry.. 
Ilerselle, herself. 
Neste, require, ask. C. 
Heste, a command. 
Iletq, promised. 
Night, named, called. 

,-.1-Iiitrene, hidden. C. 
Mitring, hiding. C. 
Hoastrie, inn, or a public house. C. 
Hoistes, lifts up. 

o Rollie, 
Holtred, hidden. qu. 
Hommageres, servants. ' C. • 
1-fommetir, howitzer, humour. 
Ronde poynete, index of a clock, marking hour or 
• . 

lionnotirwere, the place or residence ofhononi. 
Hopelen, hopelessness. 
'flarrowe, unseemly, disagreeable. C. 
Hove, titled up, threw. 
Houton, hollow. C. 
Hulst.re4, hidden, secret. P.. 

- Hus, house. • 
' Husearles, house servants. 

Hyger the flowing of the tide in 
• anciently called the Hygra. 

named, caffed. 
Iiylle fyre, a beacon. 
Hylte, hid, secreted,hide. C. 
Hylted, hidden. C. 
Hyltren, hidden. 
Hynde, peasant., C. 
klyndlettes, servants. 
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Logges, cottages. C. 
Longe straughte, far extended, lengthened. 
Lordynge, standing on their hind kgs. C. 
Lore, learning. C. 
Lote, lot, fortune. 
Love rde, lord. C. 
Loughe, laugh. C. 
Loustie, lusty, lustful. 
Low, flame of fire. C. 
Lowes, flames. C. 
Lowings, flames. C. 
Lowynge, flaming, burning. 
Lurdanes, lord Danes. 
Lycheynge; liking. C. 
Lyene, lye. 
Lyghethe, lodgeth. 
Lymmed, polished. C. 
Lynche, bank. C. 
Lynge, stay, linger. 
Lyoncelle, young lion. C. 
Lyped, linked, united. qu. 
Lysse, sport, or play. 9. 
Lyssed, bounded. C. 
Lyvelyhode, life. C. 

M. 
Magystrie, mastery, victory. , 
Marvelle, wonder. C. 
Mancas, marks. C. mancuses. 
Maehynpa sleeve. Fr. 
Masterschyppe, mastery, victory. 
Mate, match. 
Maugrie, notwithstanding, in spite of. 
Maynt, many. 
Mede, reward. C. 
Mee, meadow. C. 
Meeded, rewarded. 
Melanctiolych, melancholy. 
Memuine, mesnie-men, attendants.. 
Menged, mixed, the many. 
Minicerl, menaced. qu. 
Mennys, men. 
Mensuredd, bounded, or measured. C. 
Menynge, meaning. 
Mere, lake. C. 
Merke, dark, and gloomy. 
Merke-plant, nightshade. C. 
Merker, darker. 
Merkness, darkness. 
Merkye, dark. 
Meve, move. 
Meynte, many, great numbers. C. 
Mica!, much, mighty. 
Miesel, mystlf. 
Miskynette, a small bagpipe. C. 
Mist, poor, needy. C. 
Mitches, ruins. C. 
Witte, a contraction of mighty. C. 
Mittee, mighty. C. 
Mockler, more, greater, mightier, 
Moke, ,Ruch. C. 

.Mokie, black. C. 
Mokynge,, mocking, murmuring. 'pt. 
Mole, soft. C. 
Mollock, Viet, moist. C. 
Molterynge, mouldy, mouldering, 
Mune, moon. 
Moneynge, lamenting, moaning. 
Morie, marshy. 	' 
Morthe, death, murder. 

Morthynge, murdering. 
Mose, most. 
M oste, must. 
Mote, might. C. 
M Otte, word, or motto. 
Mottring, muttering, murmuring. 
My ckle, much. C. 
Mychte, 
Mychte ameine, main forces' 
Myndbruche, firmness of mind, sense of honour. qu. 
Mynemenne, miners. 
Myilsterr; minerstery. C. 
Mynstrelle, a minstrel is a musician. C. 
Myrynge, wallowing. 
Mystell, miscall. 
Mysterk, mystic. 

N.  
Ne, Le. not. C. 
Ne, no, or, none. 
Ne, nigh, or nearly. 
Nedere, adder. C. 
Neete, night. 
Nesh, weak, tender. C. 
Nete, nothing. C. 
Nete, night. 
Nethe, beneath. 
Nillynge, unwilling. • C. 
Nome-depeyncted, ?timed shields, c. C. 
Notte, knot, fasten. 
Notte browne, nut brown. 
Noyance, annoyance. 

O.  
, Oares, wherries, 
Oathed, bound upon oath. 
Obaie, abide. C. 
Otfrendes, presents, offerings. C. 
Olyphauntes, elephants. C. 
Onflemed, undismayed. C. 
Onknowlachyuge, ignorant, unknowing. C. 
Oulist, boundless. C. 
Onlyghte, darken. qu. 
Ontylle, until!. 
Onwordie, unworthy. 
Oppe, up. 
Optics, eyes. 
Orrests, oversets. C. 
Overest, uppermost. 
Ounde, wave. 
Oundynge, undulating, swelling. qtr. 
Onphante, ouphen, elver. 
Ourt, overt, Fr. open. qu. 
Ouzle, black bird. Q. 
Owlett, owl. C. 
Owndes, waves. C. 

P.  
Paizde, poised. 
Pall, contraction from appall, to fright. C. 
Raramente, robes of scarlet. C. a princely robe. C. 
Parker, park-keeper. 
Passente, passing. 
Passent, walking leisurely. C. 
Paves, shields. 
Pavyes, shields. 
Payrde, compared. 
Peede, pied. C. 
Peene, pain. 
Pencte, painted. C. 
Penne, mountain, 

C. 
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Pensmenne, writers, historians. C. 
'ercase, perchance. C. 
Perdie, for a cetaint 9, 
Pere, pear. 
Pere, appear. 0. 
Pereynge, appearing, peeping. 
Perforce, of necessity. 
Perpled, purple, qu. scattered, slifitsed. qu. 
Persaut, piercing. 
Pete, beat, pluck. gm 
Peyncredd, pointed. C. 
Pheeres, fellows, equals. C. 
Piteon, in heraldry, the barbed head of a dart. 
Pieter  picture. C. 
Pierced& broken, or pierced through with darts. C. 
Pitrie golphe, hollow of the pit. 
Peasaunce, pleasure, blessing. 
Plies, sounds. C. 
Plonce, plunge. 

1Pole, the crown of the head. 
Pouche, purse. 
Poyntelle, a pen, .ke. C. 
Pre, prey. 
Pre, to pray. 
Precite, preach, exhort, recommend. 
Preestschyppe, priesthood. 
Prevyd, hardy, valorous. C. . 
Proto-slene, first slain. 
Prowe, forehead. 
Proves, might, power. a 
Puerilitie, childhood. 	• 
Pyghte, pitched, or bent down, settled. C. 
Pyghtethe, plucks, or tortures. C. 
Pynant, languid, insipid, pining, meagre. 

2. 
tuacedd, vanquished. C. 
Quansed, stilled, quenched. C. 
2uayntyssed. curiously devised. 
Sueede, the evil one, the devil. 
Quent, quaint, strange. 

R. 
Rampynge, furious. 
Receivure, receipt. 
Recendize, for recreandise, cowardice. 
Recer, for racer. 
Reddoure, violence. C. 
Redo, wisdom.. C. 
Reded, counselled. C. , 
Redeynge, advice. 
P.egrate,,esteem favour, C. 
Reine, run. C. 
Role, wave. C. 
Roles, too yes. C. 
Rennomde, honoured, renowned. 
Rennome, honour, glory. C. 
Requiem, a service used over the dead. C. 
Respcmsed, answered. 
Rewynde, ruined. 
Reyne, rim C. 
Reynynge, running. C . 
Reytes, water-flags. C. 
Ribaude, rake, hudperson. 
Ribbande geere, ornaments tf ribbands. 
Ribible, violin. C. 
Riese, rise. 
Riped, ripened. 
Rodded. reddened. C. 
Roddie, red. 
Roddie levytme, red lightning. C. 

PRECEDING. POEMS. 
Rode, complexion. C. 
Roder, rider, traveller. 
ltodeynge, riding. 
Roghlynge, rolling. C. 
Rostlynge, rustling, 
Rou, horrid, grim, C. 
Bouncy, cart-horse. C. 
Royn, ruin. 
Royner, ruiner. 
Rynde, ruined. 
Ryne, run. 

Sabalus, the devil. C. 
Sabbataners, booted waiers, 
Sable, block, in heraldry. 
Sable, blacken. C. 
Sable, darkness. 
Sable, black. 
Sai, sagum, military cloak. 
Sanguen, bloody. 
Scrim's plain, Salisbury plain. 
Sayld, assailed. 
Scalle, shall. g. 
Scante, scarce. C. 
Scantillie, scarcely, sparingly. 
Scarpes, scarfs. C. 
Scarre, mark. 
Seethe, hurt, damage. C. 
Scathe, scarce. 
Scannce-layd, uneven. 
SC8WiCing,gtansing, or looking obliquely. 
Seethe, damage, mischief. C. 
Schaftes, shafts, arrows. 
Scheafted, adorned with turrets. 
Scille, gather. C. 
Scillye, closely. C. 
Scolles, sholes. 
Sock, suck. 
Seeled, closed. C. 
Seere, search. C. 
Selke, silk. 
Selynesse, happiness. C. 
Semblamente, appearance. 
Semblate, appearance. 
Some, seed. C. 
Semecope, a short under cloak. C. 
Semlykeenc, countenance, beauty. C. 
Semmlykeed, countenance. 
Sendanment, appearance.. 
Sete, seat. 
Shap, fate. C. 
Shap scurged, fate-scourged. C. 
Sheene, lustre, shine. 
Sheen, to shine. 
Shernres, shine. 
Shemrynge, glimmering., 
Shente, broke, destroyed. 
obepen, innocent., qu. 
Shepsterr, shepherd. C.  
Shettynge, shooting. 
Shoone pykes, shoes with piked toes, the'  length of 

the pikes was restrained to two inches by 3 Edw. 
c. S. 

Shotte, shut. 
Shotteyng, closing, shutting. 
Shrove, shrouded. 
Siker, sure. 
Skyne, sky. 
Stea, slay. C. 
Sleath,,destroyeth, killeth. C. 

C. 

C. C. 
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• 

Sledde, sledge, hurdle. 
Slee, slay. 
Sleene, slain. C. 
Sleeve, clue of thread. 
Sletre, 'daughter. 
Sleyghted, slighted. 
Sleynges, slings. 
Slughornes, a musical instrumeztt, not unlike a haut- 

boy, a kind of clarion: C. 
ismethe, smoke. C. 	, 
Smething, smoking. C. 
Smore, besmeared. 
Smothe, steam, or vapours. C. 
Snett, bent, snatched up. C. 
Snoffelle, snuff up. 
Sockeynge, sucking. 
Solle, soul. 
Sorfeeted, surfeited. 
Sothe, truth. 
S9then, sooth. qu. 
Soughte, soul. 
Soughlys, souls. C. 
Souten, for sought. 
Sparre, a wooden bar, or enclosurit 
Spedde, reached, attained. qu. 
Spencer, dispenser. C. 
Spere, allow. qu. 

• Sphere, spear. 
Splete, cleaved,. split. 
Sp rengedosprink/ed. 
Sprytes, spirits, souls. C. 
Spyryng, towering. 
Stale, support, prop. 
Stale, fastening. 
Starks, stalks. 
Steck, stuck. 
Stedness, firmness, stedfastness. C. 
Steamde, reeked, steamed. 
Steemie, steaming. 
Steeres, stairs. 
Stent, stained. C. 
Steynced, alloyed, or stained. qu. 
Steyne, slain, blot, disgrace. 
Stoke, stuck. 	• 
Storthe, death. 
Storven, dead. C. 
Storven, for strove. qu. 
Stowe, place, city. 
Straughte, stretched.. O. 
Stre, straw. 
Stree, strew. 
Stret, stretch. C. 
Stray, strive. 
Stringe, strong. C. 
Stynts, stops. 
Substant, substantial. 
Suffycyll, sufficient. 
Super-hallie, over righteous. C. 
Surcote, a cloak or mantle which hid all the other 

dress. C. 
Suster, sister. 
Swanges, wave to and fro. 
Swarthe, spirit, ghost. 
Swarthtess, dead, expired. 
Swarthynge, expiring. 
Sweft-kerv'd, short 	C. 
Sweltrie, sultry. C. 	, 
Swolterynge, overwhelming. qu, 
Swolynge, swelling. 
Swote, sweet. C. 

VOL. XV. 

Swotelie, sweetly. C. 

Swotie, sweet. C. 
Swythe, quickly. C. 
Swythen, quickly. C. 
Swythyn, quickly. C. 
Syke, such, so. C. 
Sythe, since. 
Sythence, sine then. 

Takells, arrows. C. , 
Tath9ts, a species if dogs. 
Tempest-chal, tempest-beaten. C 
Tende, attend, or wait.. C. 
Tene, sorrow. 
Tentythe, carid/y. C. 
Thight, consolidated, closed. 
Thilk, that, or such. 
Thoughtenne, thought. 
Thraslarke,. thrushes. 
Throstle, thrush. 
Thyk, such. C. 
Tore, torch. C. 
Tournie, tournament. C. 
Trechit, treget, deceit. 
Trone, throne

' 
 C. 

Trothe, truth. C. 
Troulie, true, Emilie. 
Twaie, two. 
Twayne, two. C. 
Twighte,p/ucked, pulled. C. 
Twytte, pluck, or pull. C. 
Tynge, tongue. 
Tytend, tightened, fastened. 

V. U. 
Val, helm. C. . 
Vengouslie, revengefully. 
Ugsomme, terrible. C. 
Ugsomness, terror, C. - 
Villeyn, vassal, servant. 
Unburied, unarmed. C. 
Uncouthe, unknown. C. • Undevyse, explain. 
Unliart, unforgiving. C. 
Unseliness, unhappiness. 
Unlydgefulle, rebellious. 
Unwote, unknown. 
Upryne, raise up. 
Vyed, viewed,. 

W.. 
Walsome, loathsome. 
Whanhope, despair. C. 
Wastle-cake, cake of white bread, 
Waylde, choice, selected. , 
Waylyngeidecreasing. 
Whestlyng, whistling. 
Woden blue, dyed blue with woad. 
Woe-be-mentynge, woe-bewailing . 
Wyclfencref, witchcraft. 
Wysche, wish. 

Y. 
Yan, than. 
Yaped, laughable. C. 
Yatte, that. 
Ybereynge, bearing. 
Yborne, son. 
Ybrende, burn. 
Ycorne, engraved, carved.- 

* 
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Yeorvenn, to mould. C. 
Ydeyd, dyed. 
Ydro•!ks, drinks. 
Yer, your, their. , 
Yey re, their. C. 
Yie, thy. 
Ygriwe, graven, or formed, 
'finder, yonder. 
Nis, this. 	 r , 
Ylachti, enclosed, ad V. 

CHATTERTON'S POEMS, 
Ynhyme, inter. C. 
Ynutyle, usekse. 
Yreaden, made regdy. 
Yreerde, reared, raised. 
Yspende, consider. C. 
Ystorven, dead. C. 
)(torn, torn. 
Ytsel, itself. 

Zabalus, 

( MISCELLANEOUS POEMS. 
IN THE MODERN STYLE. 

Co 
	 SLY DICK. 

[From a copy in the hand writing of sir Herbert 

purchased by Mr. Waldron at the stale • of sit 
Croft, in the volume of Chatterton'S works 

Herbert's library. He says " this was written 
by Chatterton at about eleven: as well as the 
following byinn.") 

SHARP was the frost, the wind was high 
And sparkling stars bedeckt the sky, • Sly Dick, in arts of cunning 
Whose rapine all his pockets fill'd, " 
Had laid him down to take his rest 
And soothe with sleep his anxious breast. 
'Twas thus a dark infern31 sprite 
A native of the blackest night, 
Portending mischief to devise 
Upon Sly Dick he cast his eyes; 
Then straight descends the infernal sprite, 
And in his chamber does alight: 
In visions he before him stands, 
And his attention be commands. 
Thus spike the sprite—" Hearken, my friend : 
And to my counsels now attend. 
Within the garret's spacious dome 
There lies a well stor'd wealthy room, 
Well stor'd with cloth and stockings too, 
Which I suppose will do for you. 
First from the cloth take thou a purse, 
For thee it will not he the worse, 
A noble purse rewards thy pains, 
A purse to hold thy filching gains; 
Then for the stockings let them reeve 
And not a scrap behind thee leave, 
Five bundles for a' penny sell 
And pence to thee will come pell mell; 
See it be done with speed and care:" 
Thu= sake the sprite and sunk in air: 

• When in the morn with thoughts erect 
Sly Leek did on his dream reflect, 
" Why faith," thinks he, "'tis something too, 

, It might.7.perhap•.—it might-.-be true, 
Pll go and see"..--away lie hies, 
And to the garret quick he flies, 	-
Enters the room, cuts up the clothes, 
A n'd after that reeves up the hose; 
Then of the cloth lie purses made, 
Purses to hold his fl!ching`trade. 

• 
* * * Calera daunt.* 

A HYMN' FOR CHRISTMAS DAY. 
[From a copy by sir Herbert Croft, in the sac* 

volume.] • 
• ALISHGHTY framer of the skies! 
0 let our pur6 devotion rise, 

Like incense in thy sight! 
Wrapt in impenetrable shade 
The texture of our souls were made 

. 	Till thy command gave light. 

The Sun of Glory gleam'd the ray, 
Refin'd the darkness into day, 

And bid the vapours fly: 
Irnpell'd by his eternal love 
He left his palaces above 

To cheer our gloomy sky. 

How shall we celebrate the day, 
When God appeared in mortal clay, 

The mark of worldly scorn; 
When the-archangel's heavenly lays, 
Attempted the Redeemer's praise, 

And hail'd salvation's morn! 

A humble form the Godhead wore, 
The pains of poverty he bore, 

To gaudy pomp unknown: 
Tho' in a human walk he trod; 
Still was the Man Almighty God, 

In glory alt his own. 

Despis!d, oPpressq, the Godhead bears 
The torments of this vale of tears; . 

Nor bad his vengeance rise; ' 
He saw the creatures be -had made . 
Revile his power, his peace invade; 

He saw with mercy's eyes. 

How shall we celebrate his name, 
IVho groat-P(1 beneath a life of shame 

In all afflictions try'd; 
The soul is raptur'd to conceive 
A truth, which being must believe,. 

The God Eternal dy'd. 

My soul, exert thy powers, adore, 
Upon devotion's plumage soar 

To celebrate the day: 
The God from whom creation sprung 
Shall animate my grateful tongue; 

Frvin him I'll catch the lay! 
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APOSTATE WILL. it— 
tFrom Love and Madness.] 

Eft is transcribed, says sir Herbert Croft, from 
an old pocket-book in his mother's possession. 
It appears to be his first, perhaps his only, 
copy of it; and is evidently his hand Writing. 
By the date he was eleven 	and almost 
five months old. 

This poem appears to have been aimed at some-
body; who had formerly been a Methodist, and 
was lately promoted (to the dignity, perhaps, 
of opening a pew or a grave; for Chatterton 
was the sexton's son) in the established church.] 
IN days of old, when Wesley's power 
Gather'd new strength by every hour; 
Apostate Will, just sunk in trade,  
Resolv'd his bargain should be made; 
Then straight to Wesley he repairs, 
And puts on grave and solemn airs; 
Then thus the pious man address'd: 
" Good sir, I think your doctrine best; 
Yoter servant will a Wesley be,* 
Therefore the principles teach me." 
The preacher then instructions gave, 
How he in this world should behave : 
He hears, assents, and gives a nod; 
Says every word's the word of God. 
Then biting his dissembling eyes, 
" How blessed is the sect!" he cries • 
" Nor Bingham, Young, nor Stillingeet, 
Shall make me from this sect retreat." 
Ile then his circumstance declar'd, 
How hardly with him matters far'd, 
Begg'd him next morning for to make 
A small collection for his sake. 	• 
The preacher said, " Do not repine, 
The whole collection shall he thine." 
With looks demure and cringing bows, 
About his business straight he goes. 
His outward acts were grave and prim, 
The Methodist appear'd in him. 
But, be his outward what it will, . 
His heart was an apostate's still. 
He'd oft profess an hallow'd flame, 
And every where preacli'd Wesley's name; 
He was a preacher, and what not, 
As long as money could be got; 
He'd oft profess, with holy fire, 
The labourer's worthy of his hire. 

It happen'd once upon a time, 
When all his works were in their prime, 
A noble piece appear'd in view; 
Then—to the Methodists, adieu. 
A Methodist no more he'll be, 
The Protestants serve best for he. 
Then to the curate straight he ran, 
And thus address'd the rev'rend man: 
" I was a Methodist, 'tis true; 
With pgnitence I turn to you. 
0 that it were your bounteous will 
That 1 the vacant place might fill! 
With justice I'd myself acquit, 
Do every thing that's right and fit." 
The curate straightway gave consent— 
To take the place he quickly went. 
Accordingly he took the place, 
And keeps it with dissembled grace. 

April 14th, 1764. 

NARVA AND MORED, 
AN AFRICAN ECLOGUE. 

[This and the following poems are printed from 
the Miscellanies.] 

" RECITE thejoves of Narva and Mored," 
The priest of Chalma's triplg idol said. [sprung, 
High from the grottnd the youthful warriors 
Loud on the concave shell the lances rung: 
In al the mystic mazes of the dance, 
The youths of)Banny'S burning sands advance, 
Whilst the soft virgin, panting, looks behind, 
And rides upon the pinions of the wind: ° 
Ascends the mountains' brow, and measures round 
The sleepy cliffs of Chalma's sacred ground; 
Chalma, the god whose noisy thunders fly 
Thro' the dark covering of the midnight sky, 
Whose aria directs the close,embattled host, 
And sinks the labouring vessels on the coast; 
Chalma, whose excellence is known from far, 
Prom Lupa's rocky hill to Calabar. 
The guardian god of Afric and the isles:), 
Where Nature in her strongest vigour smiles;. 
Where the blue blossom of the forky thorn,. 
Bends with the nectar of the op'ning morn: 
Where ginger's aromatic, matted root, 
Creeps through the mead, and up the mountains 

shoot. 
Three times the virgin, swimming on the breeze, 

Danc'd in the shadow of the mystic trees: 
When, like a dark cloud spreading to the view, 
The first-born sons of war and blood pursue; 
Swift as the elk they pour along the plain; 
Swift as the flying clouds distilling rain. 
Swift as the "boundings of the youthful roe, 
They course around, and lengthen as they go. 
Like the long chain of rocks, whose summits rise, 
Far in the sacred regions of the skies; 
Upon whose top the black'ning tempest lours, 
Whilst down its side the gushing torrent pours, 
Like the long cliffy mountains which extend 
Froni Lorbar's cave, to where thonations end, 
Which sink in darkness, thick'ning and obscure, 
Impenetrable, mystic, and impure; 
The flying terrours of the war advance, 
And round the sacred oak, repeat the dance. 
Furious'they twist around the gloomy trees, 
Like leaves in autumn, twirling with the breeze: 
So when the splendour of the dying day 
Darts the red lustre of the wat'ry way; 
sudden beneath Toddida's whistling brink, 
The circling billows in wild eddies sink, 
Whirl furious round, and the loud bursting wave 
Sinks down to Chalma's sacerdotal cave, 
Explores the palaces on Zira's coast, 	[ghost; 
Where howls the war-song of the chieftain's 
Where the artificer in realms below, 
Gilds the rich lance, or beautifies die bow; 
From the young palm-tree spins the useful twine, 
Or makes the teeth of elephants divine., 
Where the pale children of the feeble Sun, 
In search of gold, Oro' every climate run: 
From burning heat to freezing torments go, 
And live in all vicissitudes of woe. 
Like the loud eddies of Tpddida's sea, 
The warriors circle the mysterious tree: 
Till spent with exercise they spread around 
Upon the op'ning blossoms of the ground. 

-3 
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The priestess rising, sings the sacred tale,. 	. Bask in the sedges, lose the sultry beans, 
And the loud chorus echoes tbro' the dale. 	And wanton with their shadows in the strut; 

On Tibet's banks, by sacred priests reseed, 
Where in the days of old a god aommed: 
'rums in the dead of night, at Clialma'sfeatt, 
The trihe.of A-irwslept around-the priest. 
He spoke; asnve3iing thunders bursting near, 
His hswid.aeceMsbroke upon the ears, 
" Attend, AtraddaS, with your sacred priest! 
ThiS day the Sun is rising in the easts 

Dem arc their memories to us. and long, 	The Sun, which shad Slurnine an the Earths  
Low: shall their attributes be known in song. C 	Now, now is rising; in a irmatal birth." 
Their tires were transient as the inekdow flow's 's Ifie vanished like a vapour of the vight, 

in aces, witherhi in an hour. 	• And sunk away in a faint blaze of light, 
Chaim& rewards them in his gloomy cave, 	Swift from the branches of the holy oak, 
And opens all the prisons of the grave. - 	Horror, confiniosi, fear, and torment broke: 
Bred to the service of the godhead's throne, • . 	And still when midnight trims her mazy lamp, 
And living but to serve his God alone, 	They take their way thro' Tiber's wat'ry swamp. 
Narva was be wateous as the Wiling day 	on  Tiber's banks, close ranked. a warring trains  
"'hen en the spamheg waves the sun-beams play, Stretched to the distant edge of Galca's plain: 
'When the Mackaw, ascending to the sky, 	So when arrived at Gaigra's high. at steep, 
Views the bright splendour with a steady eye. 	We view the wide expansion of the deep; 
Tel, as the house of Can/ ma's dark retreat; , 	Ste in the gilding of her waVry robe, 
Corn oast and fi.m, as Ithadal "Inca's fleet, 	The quick declehsion of the circling dobe; 
Complet,  lystseanteous as a summer's Sun, 	Prom the bine sea a chain of mountains rise, 
Was Nsirvi, by lies excellence undone. 	Wended at once with water and with skies: 
Where the soft Togla creeps along the meads, 	Iteyond our-sight in vast extension round, 
Thro' scented Caimans and fragrant reeds; 	- 	The check of waves, the guardians of the worlds 
Where the sweet Zinsa spreads its matted bed 	St-one were the warriors, as the ghost of Corn, 
Dahl the still sweeter flow's, the young Mined; 	Who threw the Hill-of:archers to the laws: 
Black was her face, as 'IS mla's hidden cell; 	When the sort earth at his appearance fled; 
Soft as the moss where hissing adders dwell. 	And rising billows play'd around-his head: 

' 	As to the sacred court she brought a fawn, 	When a strong tempest rising from the main, 
The sportive tenant of the spicy lawn, 	- 	nested the full clouds, un'uoken on the plain. 
She saw and loy'd! and 'larva too forgot 	Nikon-, immortal in the sacred song, 
Pis sacred vestment and his mystic lot. 	Held the red sword of -war, and led the strong;. 
Long had the mutual sigh, the mutual tear, 	I  Ftom. his own tribe the gable warriors came, 
Thirst from the breast and soorn'd confinement Well try'd in battle, and well known in fame 
Existence was a torment! .0 my breast! [these. Nicola, descended from the god of war, 
Can I find accents to Unfold the rest ! 	Who tiv'd coeval with the morning star: 
Locks) in each others arms, from Hypes cave, 	Narada was his name; who cannot tell, 
They silting's' relentless to a wat'ry grave; 	How all the world throe- great Narada fell! 

- And falling sinirmer'd to the pow'rs above, 	Vichon, the god who surd above the skies, 
" Gods! take our lives, unless we live to love." 	Look'd on Narada, but with envious eyes: 

Shureditch, May 2, 1770. 	 • C. The warrior deed him, ridiculed his mislit, 
' Bent his white bow, and sammon'd him to fight. • 

Vishon, disdainful, bade his lightnings fly, 
And sea-Heed burning St/TOW in the sky; 
Threw 'down a star the armour of his feet, 
To burn the air with supernat'ral heat; 
Rid a loud tempest roar beneath the ground; 
Sifted the sea, and all the earth was drowned. 
Narada still escaped; a sacred tree 
lifted him up. and bore him thro' the sea. 
The watersstilt ascending fierce and high, - 
He tower'd into the chambers of the sky: 
There Viehon sat, his amour on his bed, 
Ve thought Narada with the mighty dead. 
Before his seat the heavenly warrior stands, 
The lightning quivering in his yellow heeds. 
The god,astonishsd, dropt; 	from the shore, 
Fie dropt to torments. and to rise no more. 
Illtoldong he falls; 'tis his own arms compel, 
Condemn'd in ever-burning fires to dwell. 
From this Narada, mighty .Nicou sprung; 
The mighty Nieou, furious, wild and young, 
Who led th' embattled archers to the field, 
SW bore a thunderbolt upon his shield: ' 
That shield-his glorious father died to gain 
When the white -warriors fled along the plains 

Far from the horning sands of pa'abwr;  
Far from the lustre of the moaning star; 
Far fr: al the pleasure of th linty morn; 
Far from the blessedness of ChairnaSs horn: 
Now rest the soul4 of Naive and hlored, 
Lail in the dust, and numbeind with the dead. 

PRIESTESS. 

THE DEATY OF 	. 

,AN AFRICAN ECLOGUE. 

ON Tiber's banks, Tiber, whose waters glide 
-In slow meanders dash to Gaigra's side; 
Awl circling all tit; horrid mountain round, 
Rushes impetuoits to the deep profound; 
Rolls o'er the ragged rocks with hideous yell; 
ColleetS its waves beneath the earth's vast shell; 
There for a while in loud confusion hurled, 

slt crumbles mountaiss down and shakes the' 
Till borne upon the pinions of the air, 	(world; 
'Through the rent earth the burst:ng waves appear; 
Fiercely propell'd the whiten'd billows rise, 
Break from the cavern;  and ascend the skies: 
Then lost and conquer'd by superior force,' 
Through hot Arabia holds its rapid course; 
On Tiber's hanks where sear!,  t jes`mines blsiont, 
And purple aloes shed a rich perfume; 
Where, when the Son is amnia • in his heat, 
The reeking tigers find a cool retreat; 	s 
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When the full sails could not provoke the flood, 
Till Nicuu came and swelled the seas with blood. 
Slow at the end of his robust array, 	• 
The mighty warr or pensive took his way : 
Against the son of Nair, the yining.,Roree, 
Once the companion of his. youthful Meait. 
Strong were the passions of tffe,soo of Nair, 
Strum-  as the tempest of the evenie,̀gair. 
I osatiate in desire; tierce as the brier; 
Firm in resolve as Cannies rocky shore. 
Lone had the gods endeavrined to destroy 
Al Slime's friendship, happiness, and joy: 
They sought in vain, till Vicat, Vichee's.son, 
Never in feats of wiekalness outdone, 
Saw Nica, sister to the mountain king, 
Dr-st beautiful, with all the flow'rs of spring: 

saw, and scatter'd pie son qp her eyes; 
From limb to limb in varied forms he Hies; 
Dw: ft on her crimson lip, anchadded grace 
To every glossy feature of her face. 
Itorest was tied with passion at the sight; 
Friendship and honour sunk to Vicat s right: 
He saw, he lov'd, and burning with desire, 
Bore the soft maid from brother, sister, sire. 
'Pining with sorrow, Nica faded, diet, 
Like a fair aloe in its mernine pride. 
This brought the—warrior to the bloody mead, 
And seat to young Rorest the threat'iling reed. 
He drew 4is army forth: oh! need I tell! 
That Nicon conquer el, and the lover fell: 
His breathless army manned all the plain; 
AA D. nth sat smiling on the heaps of slain 
The battle ended, with his reeking dart, 
The pensive Nieou pierc'd his beating heart:. 
And to his mourning valiant warriors eryel, 
"I and iny'sister'.s ghost are satisfy'd." 

Brooke-street, dune II 	• 

ELEGY, 

4'o THE MEMORY Of MR. THOMAS' 'PHILIPS, OP 
FAIRFORO. 

No more I hail thereorning's Olden gleam; 
No more the wonders of the view I sing: 
Friendship requiresa melancholy theme; 
At her command the awful lye, I string. 

, Now as I wander tiro' this leafless grove, 
Where the dark vapours of.the evening rise, 
Bow sliall I teach the chortled shell to move; 
'Or stay the gushing torrents from my eyes? 

'Philips, great master of the boundless lyre, 
Thee would the grateful Muse attempt to paint; 
Give inc a double portion of thy fire, 
Or all the pow'rs of language are too faint. 
Say whatebold number, what immortal line 
The image of thy genius can reflect; 
0, lend my pen what animated thine, 
To Show thee io thy native elories deckt. 

The joyous charms of Sprine.delighted saw, 
Their beauties doubly glaring in thy lay: 
Nothing was Spring which Philips did nut draw, 
And ev'ry image of Isis Muse was May. 
So rose the regal liyacirithat star; 
So.shone the pleasant rustic daisied bedit  

So seemed the woodlands less'ning *Om afar; 
You saw the real prospect as you read. 

• 
-!Hoiesec Summer's blooming fleiv4ry pride 
Next clairnel the honour of his nervous song; 
He taught the streams in hollow trdls to glide, 
amid lead the fiories of the year along. 

When golden Antelmn,*reiteli'd in ripered corn, 
From purple clusters press'd theloamy wine, 
Thy genius did his sallow brows Is ler% 
An<Pmade the beauties of the season thine. 

Pale rugged Winter bending' o'er his treacle)  
His grizzled hair bedropt with icy dew; 
His eyes, a dusky light, coneeel'd and dead; 
His robe, a tinge of bright etherial blue; 

Yin train, a motletedesangitine, sable cloud, 
'le limps,alont the russet dreary moor; 	3 
Virrii.st rising whirl vines, blasting, 'keere'and loud, 
Rut( the white surges to the sounding shore. 

were his pleasures unimprov'd fay thee: 
P , easuees he hiss, the; horribly deli:4,MM : 
Tee siiver'd 1614- the polish'd lake, we see, 
Is by thrgenius 	presery'd, and warm'd. 

The rough November has his,pleasures too; 
But I'm insensible to every joy: 
Farewell the laurel, now I grasp the yew, 
dud all my little powers in grief employ. 

• 
in thee each viritite found a pleasing-cell; 
Th y ruled was honoue'and thy soul divine: 
With thee did ev'ry pow'r of g•nins dwell :• 
'Noe were the ff•Aicon of all the Nine. 

Nancy, whose various figure-tincturel vest, 
Was ever changing to a different hue: 
Her head, with varied bays and flew'rets dreste  
Her eyes, two spangles-of the morning dew. " 

In dancing attitude she -swept thy string, 
And now she sears, and now erne descendse 
A.:id now reclining cm the zephyr's wing,. 
linty the velvet-vested mead she bends. 

Peace, deck'd in all the softness of the dove, 
Over thy passions spread a silver plume. 
The easy vale of harmooy and love, 
Hung on thy soul in oat eternal bloom. 
Peace, gentlest, softest of the virtues, spread 
Bier silver pinions, wet with dewy tears, 
Upon her best distinguished poet's head,  
And taught his lyre the music of the spheres. 

Temp'rance, with health and beauty in her train, 
Acrd massy-muscled strength in all her pride, 
Pointed at scarletineury and pain, 
And did at every cheerful feast preside. 

• t'ontent, whostniles at all the frowns of fate, 
Fann'd from idea ev'ry seeming ill; 
In thy own virtue, Mid. thy genius great, 
The happy Muse laid anxious troubles still. 

• But see! the sick'ned glare of day retires, 
And the meek evMing shades the dusky grey: 
the west faint glimmers' with the sadrou fires, 
And, lake thy life, 0 Philips, dies away. . 

Here, iitisetcli'd upon this heaven-ascending h4 
I'll wait, the horrourS of the awning night; ' 
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imitate thegently-plaintive rill, 

And by the glare of „lambent vapours write. 
Wet with the dew, the yellow'd hawthorns bow; 
The loud winds whistle thro' the echoing dell; 
Far o'er the lea the breathing cattle low, 
And the shrill shriekings of the screech-owl swell. •
With rustling sound file dusky foliage flies, 
And wantons with the wind in rapid whirls. 
The gurgling riv'.let to the valley hies, 
And lost to sight in dying murmursd.:urls. 
Now is the mantle of the ev'ning swells 
Upon my mind, I feel a thick'ning gloom! 
Ah ! could .1 charm, by friendship's potent spells, 
The soul of Philips from the deatby tomb ! 

Then would we wander thro"the dark'ned vale, 
Cu converse such as heavtnly spirits use, 
And born uporrthe plumage of the gale, 
.Hymn the Creator, and exhort the 4'J.use. 
But horrour to reflection! Now no more 
Will Philips sing, the wonder of the plain, 
When doubting whether they might not adore, 
Admiring mortals heard the nervous strain. 

A madd'ning darkness reigns thro' alt tht MAIM, 
Nought but a doleful bell of death is heard, 
Save where into an hoary oak withdrawn, 
The scream proclaims the curst nocturnal bird. • 

Now rest, my Muse, but only rest to weep. 
• A friend made dearby ev'ry sacred tye ! 
Unknoint to me be comfort, peace; or sleep, 
Philips is dead ! 'tis pleasure then to die! 

FEBRUARY, 
AN ELEGY. 

BEGIN, my Muse, the imitative lay, 
Aoniau doxies sound the thrumMing string; 
Attempt no number of the plaintive Gay, 
Let me like midnight eats, or Collins sing. 

• 
If in the trammels of the doleful hibe 
The bounding bail; or drilling rain descend; 
Come, brooding Melancholy, pow'r divine, 
And ev'ry unfornaki mass of words amend. 

Now the rough goat withdraws his curling horns, 
And the cold wat'rer twirls his circling ;mop: 
Swift sudden anguish darts thro' alt'ring corns, 
And the spruce mercer trembles in his shop. 

Now infant authors, madd'ning forrenown, 
Extend the plume, and, hum about the stages 
Procure a benefit, amuse the town, 	a 
And proudly glitter in a title page. 

Nciw, wrapt in ninefold fur, his squeamish grace 
Defies the fitry of the howling storm; 
And whilst the tetnpestwhistles -round his face, 
Exults to find his-mantled carcass warm. 

Now rumbling coaches furious drive along, 
Full Of the majesty of city dames, 
Whose jewels sparkling. in the gandy throng, 
Raise strange emotions and invidious flames. 

Now Merit, happy in the ealm of place, 
To mortals as a Highlander appears, 
And conscious of the excellence of lace, 
With spreadingfrogs and gleam ng spaniles glares: 

Whitt Envy; (Ma tripod seated nigh, 
In tonna shoe-boy, daubs the valu'd fruit, 
And darting lightnings from his vengeful eye, 
Raves about -Wilkes, and politics, and Bute. 

Now Barry, taller than a grenadier, 
Dwindles into a stripling of eighteen: 
Or sabled in Othello breaks the ear, 
Exerts his voice?  and totters to the scene, 

Now Foote, a looking-glass for all mankind, 
Applies his wax to personal defects; 
But leaves untoulict the image of the mind, 
His art no mental quality reflects. 

Now Drury's potent king extorts applause, 
And pit, box, gallery, echo, " Flow divine!" 
Whilst vers'd in all the drama's mystic laws, 
His graceful action saves the wooden line. 
Now—But what further can the Muses sing? 
Now dropping particles of water fall; , 
Now vapours riding on the north wind's wing, 
With transitory darkness shadow al/. • 
Alas! how joyless the descriptive them, 
When sorrow on the writer's quiet preys; 
And like a mouse in Cheshire cheese Supreme. 
Devours the substance of the less'ning bayes. 
Come, February, lend thy darkest sky, 
There teach the winter'd Muse with clouds to Or; 
Come, February, lift the number high; 
Let the sharp strain like wind thro' alleys mar. 

Ye channels, wand'ring titre' the spacious stteet, 
in hollow murmurs roll the dirt along, 
With inundations wet the tabled feet, 
Whilst gouts responsive, join th' elegiac song. 

Ye dernsels fair, whose silver voices shrill 
Sound tiro' meand'ring folds of Echo's horn; 
Let the sweet cry ofliberty be stilL 
No more let smoking cakes awake the mom. 
0, Winter! put away thy snowy pride; 
0, Springi neglect the cowslip and the bell; 
0, Summer' throw thy pears and plums aside; 
0, Autumn ! bid the grape withpoison swell. 

The pensionkl Muse ofJohnson is no more! 
Drowned in a butt of wine his genius lies: [plea, 
Earth! Ocean! Heav'n! the woud'rous loss dt 
The dregs of Nature with her glory dies ! 

.What iron stoic can suppress the tear; 
What sour reviewer read with vacant eye; 
What bard but decks his literary bier! 
Alas! I cannot sing--I howl-4 cry—lc 

Bristol, Feb. 12. 
' 	c 

ELEGY. 
ON W. BECKFORD, ESQ. 

WEEP on, ye Britons-s.give your gen'ral tear; 
But hence, ye ventthoi-hence each titled slave; 

An honest pang should wait on Beckford's bier, 
And patriot anguish mark the patrioeS grate • 
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When like the Roman to his field retied, 

'Twas you (surrounded by unnumber'd foes) 
Who eall'd .im forth, his services requir'd, 

And took from age the blessing of repose. 
With soul impell'd by virtue's sacred flame, 

To stern the torrent of corruption's tia, 
He came, heav'n-fraught with liberty!  ,,He came, 

And nobly in his country's sers'idd died. 

In the last awful, the departing hour, 
Whenlife's p .or lamp more fa int and faintergrew; 

As anean'ry feebly exercis'd her pow'r, 
He only felt fur liberty and you. 

He view'd Death's arrow with a Christian eye, 
With. firmness only to a Christian known; 

And nobly gave your miseries that sigh 
With which he never gratified his own. 

Thou, breathing Sculpture, celebratehis fame, 
And give his laurel everlasting bloom; 

Receive his worth while gratitude has name, 
And teach succeeding ages frost his tomb. 

The sword of justice cautiously he sway'd, 
His hand for ever held the balan4e right; 

Each venial fault with pity he surrey'd, 
But murder found no mercy in his sight. 

lie kneniwhen flatterers besiege a throne, 
Truth seldom reaches to a monarch's ear; 

Knew, if oppress'd a loyal people groan, 
'Tis not the courtier's interesthe should hear. 

Hence, honest to his prince, his manly tongue 
•The public wrong and loyalty eonvey'd. 

While tith d tremblers, ey'ry 'nerve, unstrung, 
Look'd ail around, confounded and dismay'd. 

Look'd'ail around, astonish'd to behold, 
(Train'd up to tiatery from their early youth) 

An artless, fearless citizen, unfold 
To royal ears, a mortifying truth. 

Titles to him no pleasiwe could impart,. 
No bribes his rigid virtue could control; 

The star could never gain upon his heart, 
Nor turn the tide of honour in his soul. 

For this his name our hist'ry shall adorn, 
Shall soar on fame's wide pinions all sublime; 

Till Heaven's own bright and never dying morn 
Absorbs our little particle of time. 

111.....erawm..••••• 

ELEGY. 

HASTE, haste, ye solemn messengers of night, , 
Spread the black mantle on the shrinking plain; 
But, ah! my torments still survive the light, 
The clanging seasons alter not my pain. 

Ye variegated children of the sp?ing; 	st 
Ye blossoms blushing with the pearly dew; 
'Ye birds that sweetly in the hawthorn sing; 
Ye ftbw'ry- meadows, lawns of verdant hue, 

Faint areyour colours; harsh your love-notesthrill, 
To me no pleasure nature now can yield: 
Alike the barren rock and woody hill, 
The dark-brown blasted heath, and fruitful field. 

Ye spouting cataracts, ye silver streams; 
Ye spacious rivers, whom the wiliow shrouds; 
tscend the bright-erown'd Suit's far-sh in ingheams, 
fo aid the mournful tear-distilling clouds. 
Ye noxious vapours, fall upon any bead; 
Ye writhing adders, round my feet entwine; 
Ye toads, yons venom in my foot-path spread; 
Ye binsting'meteors, upon itie shine. 

Ye circling seasons, intercept the year; 
Ford the beauties of the spring to rise; 
Let not the l&-preserving grain appear; 
Let howling tempests harrow up the skies., 
Ye cloud-girt, moss-grown turrets, look no more 
Into the palace of the god of day: 
Ye loud tempestuous billows, cease to roar, 
In plaintive numbers thro' the valleys stray. 

Ye ,verdant-vested trees, forget to grow, 
Cast off the yellow foliage of your pride: 
Ye softly-tinkling riv'lets, cease to flow, 
Or swell'd with certain death and poison glide. 

Ye solemn' warblers Of the gloomy night, 
That rest in lightnine-blasted oaks the day, 
Thro' the black mantes take you rslow-pac'd flight, 
Rending the silent wood with shrieking lay. 
Ye snow-crown'd mountains, lost to mortal 
Down to the valleys bend your hoary head; 
Ye livid comets, fire the peopled skies.—
For—lady Betty's tabby cat is deadl 

TO MR. HOLLAND, 
THE TRAGEDIAN, 

WHAT numbers, Holland, can the Muses find, 
To sing thy merit in each varied part; 

When action, eloquence, and ease combin'd, 
Make nature but a copy of thy art, 

Majestic as the eagle on the wind, 	• 
Or the young sky-helm'd inountain,rooted tree; 

Pleasing as meadows blushing with the spring, 
Loud as the surges of the Severn sea. 

In terrour's strain, as clanging armies drear! 
In love, as Jove, too great for mortal praise, 

In pity, gentle as the falling tear, 
In all superior to my feeble lays.' 

Black anger's sudden rise, extatic pain, 
Tormenting jealousy's self.catik'ring sting; 

Consuming envy with her yelling train, - 
Fraud closely shrouded with the turtle's' wing; 

Whatever passions gall the human breast, 
Play in thy features, and await thy nod; 

In thee by art, the demon stands contest, 
But nature on thy soul has stamp'd the god. 

So just thy action with thy part agrees, 
Each feature does the office of a tongue; 

Such is thy native elegance and ease, 	' 
By thee the harsh line smouthiy glides along, 

At thy feign'd woe we're really distrest, 
At thy feign'd tears we let the real fall; • 

By every judge of nature 'tis confest, 
No single part is thine, thou 'rt all in all. 

Bristol,•July 31. 	" 	 D. Et 

ergs 

   
  



456 	 CHATTERTON'S Porms.. 
ON MR. ALCOCK OF BRISTOL. 

AN EXCELLENT MINIATURE PAINTER. 
YE Nine, awake the chorded shell, 
Whilst !the praise of Alcock tell 

an truth-dictated lays: 
On wings of genius take thy flight, c 
O Muse! above the Olympic height, 

Make Echo sing his praise. 

Mature in all her glory drest, 
Her flow'ry crown, her verdant vest,t' 

Her zone etherial blue, 
Receives new charms from Alcock's hand: 
The eye surveys, at his command, 

Whole kingdoms at a view. 
His beauties seem to roll the eye, 
.end bid the real arrows fly, 

To weund the gazer's mind; 
So taking are his men display'd, 
That oft th' unguarded wounded maid, 

Hath wish'd the painter blind. 

His pictures like to nature show, 
The silver fountains seem to flow; 

The hoary woods to nod: 
The curling hair, the flowing dress, 
The speaking attitude, confess 

The fancy-forming god. 

Ye claSsic Roman-loving fools, 
Say, could the painters of the schools 

With Alcock's pencil vie? 
He paints the passions of mankind, 
And in the face displays the mind, 

Charming the heart and eye. 

• Thrice happy artist! rouse thy powers, 
And send, in wonder-giving show'rs, 

Thy beauteous works to view: 
Envy shall sicken at thy name, 
Italians_ leave the ehair of fame, 

Arid own the seat thy due.- 
Bristol, Jan. 29, 1769. 	AsArKIDEs. 

TO MISS B 	SII, OF BRISTOL. 
BEFORE I seek the dreary shore, 
Where Gambia's rapid billows roar, 

And foaming pour along; 
To you I urge the plaintive strain, 
And tho' a lover sings in vain, 

Yet you shall hear the song. 

Ungrate701, cruel; lovely maid! 
Since all my torments were repaid , 

With frowns or languid sneers; 
With assiduities no more 
Your captive will your health implore, 

Or tease you with his tears. 

Now to the regioni where the Sun 
Does his hot course of glory run, 

' And parches up the ground : 
Where"o'er the burning cleaving plains, 
A long deep! dog-star reigns, 

And splendour flames around,  

There will I go, yet not to find 
A fire intenser.than my mind, 

Which burns a constant flame: 
There will I lose thy heavenly form, 
Nor shall remembrance, raptur'd, warm, 

Draw shadows of thy frame. • 
In the rough element, the sea, 
I 'II drown the softer subject, thee, 

And sink each lovely charm: 
No more my bosom shall be torn; 
No more by wild ideas borne, 

1'11 cherish the alarm. 
Yet, Polly, could thy heart be kind, 
Soon would my feeble purpose find 

Thy sway within my breast: . 
But hence, soft scenes of painted woe, 
Spite of the dear delight I'll go, 

Forget her, and be blest. 
D. 	 CELoRnioN. 

( THE ADVICE, 
ADDRESSED TO MISS M- ft--, OF BERM.  
BEvOLviNE in their destin'd sphere, 
The hours begin another year 	• 

As rapidly to fly; 
A h ! think, Maria, (e'er in gray 
Those auburn tresses fade away;) 

So youth and beauty die. 
Tho' now the captivated throng 
Adore with flattery and song, 

And all before you bow; , 
Whilst unattentive to the strain, 
You hear the humble Muse complain, 

. 	Or wreath your frowning brow. 

Tho' poor Pitholeon's feeble line, 
In opposition to the Nine, 

Still violates your name 
Tho' talei of passion meanly told, 
As dull as Cumberland, as cold, 

Strive to confess a flame. 

Yet, when that bloom, and dancing fire, 
In silver'd rev'rence shall expire, 

Ag'd, wrinkled, and defac'd: 
To keep one lover's flame alive, 
Requires the genius of a Clive, 

With Welpole's mental tag?. 

Tho' rapture wantons in your air, 
Tho' beyond simile you're fair; 

Free, affable, serene: 
Yet still one attribute divine 
Should in your composition shine; 

Sincerity, 1 mean. 

Tho' num'rous swains before you fall; 
'Tk empty admiration all, 

'Tis all that you require: 
How momentary are their chains! 
Like you, how unsincere the strains 

Of those, who but Sdmire! 

Accept, for once, advice from me, 
And let the eye of censure see 

'S 
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THE COPERNICAN SYSTEM. 
THE Sun revolvingon his axis turns, 
And with creative fire intensely burns; 
Itope11'd the forcive air, our Earth supreme,' 
Rolls with 'the planets round the solar gleam; 
First Mercury completes his transient year, 
Glowing, refulgent, with reflected glare; 
Bright Venus occupies a wider Way, 
The early harbinger of night and day; 
More distant still our globe terraqueons turns, 
Nor chills intense, nor fiercely heated burns; 
Around her rolls the lunar orb of light, 
Trailing her silver glories through the night: 
On the Aarth's,orbit seG.the various signs, 
Mark where the Sun, our year completing, shines; 
First the bright Rain his languid ray improves; 
Next glaring watery thro' the Bull he moves; 
The ailerons Twins admit his genial ray; 
Now burning, thro' the 'Crab he takes his way; 
The Lion, flaming, bears the solar power; 
The Virgin faints beneath the sultry shower. 

Now the just Balance weighs his equal force, 
The slimy Serpent swelters in his course; 
The sabled, Archer clouds his languid face; 
The Goat, with tempests, urges on his race; 
Now in the water his faint beams appear, 
And the cold Fishes end the circling year. 
Beyond our globe the sanguine Mars displays 
A strong reflection of primeval rays; 
Next belted Jupiter far distant gleams, 
Scarcely enlight'ned with the solar beams; 

ith four unfix'd receptacles of light, 
He tours majestic three the spacious -height: 
But farther yet the tardy Saturn lags, 
And five attendant luminaries drags; 
Investing with a double ring his pace, 
He circles thro' immensity of space. 

These are thy wond'rous works, first Source of 
good ! .  

NOw More admix"d in being understood. 
Bristol, Dec. 23. 	 D.13. 

THE CONSULIAIN 
AN HEROIC TOE*. 

0! warring senators, and battles dire, 
Of quails uneaten, Muse, awake the lyre, 
Where C—ph—ll's chimneys overlook the square, 
And N--4,—n's future prospects hang in air! 
Where counsellors dispute, and cockers match, 
And Caledonian earls in concert scratch; 

NSULIAIY. 	 467 
A group of heroes occupied the routed, 
Long in the rolls of infamy renown'd. • 
Circling the table all in silence sat, 
Now tearing bloody lean, now champing fat; 

• Now picking ortolans, arid chicken slain, 
To form the whimsies of tin a-la-reine 
Now storming castles of the newest taste, 
And granting0articles to forts of paste; 
Now swallowing bitter draughts of Prussian beer; 
Now sucking tallow of salubrious deer. 
The god of cabinets-and senates saw 
His%ons, WI asses, to one centre draw. 

Inflated Discord heard, and left her cell, 
With all the horronrs of her native Hell: 0  
She, en the soaring wings of geniuS fled, 
And wav'd the pen-of Junius round her 'head. 
Beneath the table, veif'd from sight, she sprung, 
And at astride on noisy Twitcher's tongue: 
Twitcher, superior to the venal pack 
Of Bloomsbury's notorious monarch, Jack : 
Twitcher, a rotten branch of mighty stock, 
Whose interest winds his conscience as his Clock: 
Whose attributes detestable have long 
Been evident, and infamous in song. 
A toast's demanded; Madoc swift arose, 
Pactolian gravy trickling down his clothes: 
His sanguine fork a murder'd pigeon prest, 
His knife with deep incision sought the breast. 
Upon hiS lips the quivering accents hung, 
And too much expedition chain'd his tongue. 
When thus he sputtered: " All the glasses 111, - 
And toast the great Pendragon of the hill: 

. Mab-Uther Owen', a long train of kings, 
From whom the royal blood of Madoc springs. 
Madoc, undoubtedly of Arthur's race, 
You see the mighty monarch in his face: • 
Madoc, in bagnios and in courts ador'd, 
Demands this proper homage of the board." [been 

" Monarchs!" said Twitcher, setting down hit 
His muscles wreathing a contemptuous sneer: 

Monarchs'of mole-hills, oyster.beds, a rock! 
These are the grafters of your royal stock: 
My pony Scrub can sires more valiant trace—t",  
The mangled pigeon thunders on his face; • 
His op'ning mouth the melted butter fills, 
And 'dropping from his nose and chin distils. 
Furious he started, rage'his bosom warms; 	• 
Loud as his lordship's morning dun he storms. 
" Thou vulgar imitator of the great, 
Grown wanton -with the excrements of state: 
This to thy head notorious Twitcher sends." 
His shadow 'body to the table bends: 
His straining arms, uprears a loin of veal, 
In these degenerate days, for three a meal: 
In antient times, as various writers say, 
An alderman or priest eat three a day.' 	(plies 
With godlike strength, the grinning Twitcher 
His stretchire,  muscles, and the mountain. flies: 
Swift, as a ek*iud that shadows o'er the plain, 

aft dew and,seatter'd drops of oily .rain.• 
In opposition to extended knives, 
On royal Madoc's spreading-chest it drives: 
Senseless he falls upon the sandy ground, 
Prest with the steamy load that ooz'd around. 
And now confusion spread her ghastly plumes 
Andlaction separates the noisy room. 
Balluntun, exercis'd in every vice 
That opens to a courtier's paradise, 
With D—s—u trammell'd, scruples not to draw 
Injustice up the rocky hilt of law: 

' Maria can be true.i 
!do more for fools or empty beaux, 
Heav'n's representatives disclose,; 

Or butterflies pursue. 
Fly to yotir Worthiest lover's arms, 

'To him resign your swelling charms, I 
- 	And meet his gereroushfeastr' 

Or if Pitholeon suits your taste, 
His Muse with tatter'd fragments grac'd, 

Shall read your cares to rest. 
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From whose humanity the laurels sprung, 
Which will in George's-Fields be ever young. 
The vile Balluntun, starting trona his their, ' 
To Fortune thus adiiress'd his privjte prayer: 
" Goddess of fate's rotemlity', assist 
With thought-sving'd victory my untry'd fist: 
If I the grinning Twitcher overtone 

.Six Russian frigates at. thy shrine than burn; 
Nine rioters shall bleed beneath thy feet; 
And hanging ratters decorate each street." 
The goddess smil'd, or rather smooth'd her fvwn, 
And shook the triple feathers of heicerown: 
Institl'd a private pension in his soul. 
With Cage inspir'd he seiz'd a Gallic roll: 
His bursting arm the missive weapon threw, 
High o'er liis rival's •heatlit whistling dew. 
Carreras, for his Jewishesoul renown'd, 
IleeeiV'd it on his ear and kist the ground. 
Eurraras, vers'd in every little art, 
To play the minister's or felonls tart: 
Grown hoary in the villanies of state, 
A title made him infamously great. 	• 
A slave to venal slaves • a tool totools : 
The representative to knaves and fools. 
Bet see! commercial Bristol's genius sit, 
Her shield a turtle.shell; her lance a spit. 
See, Whilst her nodding aldermen are spread, 
In all the branching honours of the head: 
Citsraras, ever faithful to the cause, 
With beef and ven'son their attention draws: 
They drink, they eat, then sign the mean address; 
Say, could their humble gratitude do less? 
By disappointment vex'd,Balluntsin Ites; 
Red lightnings flashing hi his dancing eyes.... 
Firm as his virtue, mighty Twitcher stands, 

:And elevates for furious fight his hands: 
One pointed fist, his shadow'd corps defends, 
The other on Balluntun's eyes descends: 
A darkling, shaking light his optics view, 
Circled with livid tinges red and blue. 
Now fir'd with anguish, and inflant'd by pride, 
He thunders on his adversary's side. 
With patt'ring blows prolongs ill' unequal fight; 

-Ttvitcher retreats before the man of might. 
Mat Fortune, (orsome higher power, or god) 
Oblique extended forth a sable red : 
As Twitcher retrograde maintain'd the fray, 
The haw/chef serpent intercepts his way: 
He fell, and, falling with a lordly air, 
Crush'd into atoms the judicial chair. 
Curraras, for his Jewish soul renown'd, 
Arose; but deafen'd with a singing sound, 
A cloud of diSeontent o'erspread his brows; 
Revenge in every bloody feature glows. 
Aromidbis head a roasted ganderwhirls, 
Dropping Manilla sauces on his curls: 
Swift to the vile Balluntun's face it flies, 
The burning pepper sparkles in his eyes: 
Flis-India waistcoat reeking with the oil,' 
Glows brighter red, the glory of the spoil. 

The fight is gen'ral; fowl repulses fowl; 
The Victors thunder, and the vanquish'd howl. 
Stars, garters, all the implements of show, 
That deek'd the pow'rs above, disgrac'd below. 
Nor swords, nor mightier weapons did they draw, 
For all were well acquainted with the law. 

Let Drap-er to improte his diction fight; 
Our heroes, like lord George, could scold andwrite. 
Gogmagog early of the joeky club; 
Rrupty as Cs-,br—ke'sorateirial tub:  

A rusty link of ministerial-chain, 
A living glory of the present reign, 
Vers'tl in the arts of ammunition bread, 
He wav'd a red wheat manchet round his heel 
Divid-ap-Howel, furious', wild, and yornig, 
From the same line as royal Madoe sprung, 
Oceued, the object of his bursting ire, 
And on hiS- nose receiv'd the weapon dire: 
A double river of congealing blood, 
O'erflows his garter with a purple flood. 
Mad as a bull by daring mastiffs tore, 
When Indies scream and greasy butchers roar; 
Mad as B—.-rg—e when groping through the park, 
He kiss'd his own dear lady in the dark; 
The lineal representative of kings, 
A carving weapon seiz'd, and up he springs: 
A weapon long in cruel murders stain'd, 
For mangling captive carcassesordaiRd. 
But Fortune, Providence, or what you will, 
To Tay the rising scenes of borrow still; 
In Fero's person seiz'd a shining pot, 
Where bubbled scrips, and contracts flamisgish 
In the fierce Cambrian'sbreeebes drainsiteiy, 
The chapel totters with the shrieking cry, 
Loud as the Mob's reiterated yell, 
When Sawny rose, and mighty Chatham fell. 

Finceus, the glory of a masquerade; 
Whose every action is of trifles made: ' 
At Grafts-Ws well-stor'd,table ever found; 
Like fi—n too for every cbe renown'd:*  
(—n to whose immortal sense we owe, 
The blood which will front civil discord flow: 
Who swells each grievance, leegthens every tat, 
Blind to the rip'ning vengeance of the axe: 
F/accus. the youthful, degagee and gay,. 
With eye of pity, saw the dreary fray: 
Amidst the greasy horrours of the fight, 
He trembled for his suit of virgin white. 
Fond of his eloquence, and easy flow 
Of talk verbose, whose meaning none can know: 
He mounts the table, but thro' eager haste, 
His foot upon a smoking court-pie plac'd: 
The burning liquid penetrates his shoe, 
Swift from the rostrum the declaimer flog, 
But learnedly heroic he disdains, 
l'o spoil his pretty countenance with strains. 
Remounted on the table, now he stands 
Waves bis'highpowdeed head and raddled hands, 
" Friends ! let this clang of hostile Airy cease, 
Ill it becomes the plenipos of peace: 
Shall olios, for internal battle chest, 
Like bullets outward perforate the breast; 
Shall jav'lin bottles blood etherial 
Shall luscious turtle without surfeit kill?" 
More had he said: when, from Doglostock 
A custard pudding trembled on his tongue: 
And, aft! misfortunes seldom come alone, 

'Great Twitcher rising seiz'd a polish'd bone; 
Upon his breast the oily weapon clangs: 
Headlong he falls; propeli'd by thick'nieg bags. 
The prince of -trimmers, for his magic fam'd, 
2uarlendorgoneoS by infernals nam'd: 
ley mortals Alavat in common styl'd; 
Ntirs'd in a furnace, Nos and Neptune's child: 
Bursting with raze, a weighty bottle caught, 
With crimson blood and weighty spirits fraught; 
'To Doxo's bead the gurgling woe he sends, 
Doxo made mighty in his mighty friends. 
Upon his front the stubborn vessel sounds 
Back from his harder front the bottle botu;dst' 
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He fell. The royal Madoc rising up, 
Reposed him weary on his painful crup: 
The head of Doxo, first projecting down, 
Thunders upon the kingly Cambrian's crown: 
The sanguine tumour swells; again he falls; 
On his broad chest the bulky Doxo sprawls. 
Tyro, the sage, the sensible, the strong 
As yet unnotic'd in the muse-taught song. 
Tyro, for necromancy far renown'd, 
A greater adept than Agrippa found; 
Oft as his phantom reasons interven'd, 
De Viris pension'd, the defaulter screen'd; 
Another C—rt-'—t remains in Cl—; 
In fl..--thc—r fifty Jefferies appear; 
Tyro stood neuter, till the champions tir'd; 
In languid attitudes a truce desir'd. 
Long was the bloody fight; confusion dire 
Has hid some circumstances from the lyre: 
Suffice it, that each hero kiss'd the ground, 
Tyro excepted, for old laws renown'd; 
Who, stretching his authoritative hand, 
Loudly thus issu'd forth his dread command: 
" Peace, wrangling senators, andidacemen, peace, 
In the king's name, let hostile vengeance cease!" 
Aghast the champions hear the furious sound, 
The fallen unmolested leave the ground. 	• 
" What fury, nobles, occupies your breast; 
What, patriot spirits, has your minds possest ? 
Nor honorary gifts, nor pensions, please, 
Say, arPyou Covent-Garden patentees! 
How? wist you not what ancient sages said, 
The council quarrels, and the poor have bread. 
See this court-pie with twenty-thousand drest; 
B. every thought of enmity at rest: 
Divide it and be friends again," he said; 
The council god.return'd; and Discord fled. 

Bristol, Jan. 4, 1/70. 	 C. 

III•TieMflgg.•Fm•••I• 

ELEGY. 
JOYLESS I seek the solitary shade, 

Where dusky contemplation veils the scene, 
The dark retreat (of leafless branches made) 

Where sick'ning sorrow wets the yellow'd green. 
The darksome ruins of some sacred cell, 

Where erst the sons of superstition trod, 
Tott'ring upon the mossy meadow; tell • 

We better know, but less adore our God. 

Now, as I mournful tread the gloomy cave, 
'Thro' the wide window (once with mysteries 

flight) 
The distant forest, and the dark'ned wave 

Of the swoln. Avon ravishes my sight. 

But see the thick'ning veil of evening's drawn, 
The azure changes to a sable blue; 

The relining prospects fly the less'ning lawn, 
And nature seems to mourn the dying view. . 

'Self-sprighted fear creeps silent thro' the gloom, 
Starts at the rustling leaf, and rolls his eyes; 

Aghast with horrour, when he views the tomb, 
With every torment of a hell he flies. 

The bubblino•
* 
 brooks he plaintive murmers roll,. 

The bird of omen, with incessant scream, 
To melancholy thoughts awakes the soul, 

And Lulls the mind to contemplation's dream. 

A dreary stillness broods o'er all the vale, 
The clouded Moon:emits a feeble glare; 

Joyless I seek the darkling hill and dale; 
Where'er I wander sorrow still is there. 

Bristol, Nov. 17, 1169. 

0  THE PROPHECY. 
When times Me at the worstihey will certainty mends  

Tins truth of old was sorrow's friend; 
" Times at the worst will surely mend," 
Therdifficultirs then to know, 
How long oppression's clock can go; 
When Britain's sons may cease to sigh, 
And hope that their redemption's nigh. • 
When vice exalted takes the lead, 
And vengeance hangs but by a thread; 
Gay peeresses 'loved out o'doors; 
Whoremasters peers, and sons of whores; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
When vile corruption's brazen face 
At council-board shall take her place; 
And fords-commissioners resort 
To welcome her at Britain's court; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
See Pension's harbour large and clear, 
Defended by St. Stephen's pier! 
The entrance safe, by current led, 
Tiding round C—'s jetty head; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
'When civil power shall snore at ease, 
While soldiers fire—to keep the peace; 
When Murders sanctuary find, 
And petticoats can justice blind; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh„ 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
Commerce o'er bondage will prevail, 
Free as the wind that fills her sail. 
When she complains of vile restraint, 
And power is deaf to her complaint; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
For, your redemption draweth nigh. 
When raw projectors shall begin 
Oppression's hedge, to keep her in; 
She in disdain will take her flight, 
And bid the Gotham fools good night; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
Fdr your redemption draweth nigh. 
When tax is laid, to save debate, 
By prudent ministers of state; 
And, what the people did not give, 
Is levied by prerogative; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
When popish bishops dare to claim 
Authority in George's name; 
By treason's hand set up, in spite 
Of George's title, William's right; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
When popish priest a Pension draws 
From starv'd exchequer, for the cause 
Commission'd, proselytes to make 
In British realms, for Britain's sake; 
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Look up, ye Britons ! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
When snug in power; sly recusants 

- Make laws for British Protestants ; 
And d—g William's revolution, 
As justices claim execution; 
Look up, ye Britons ! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. (' 
When' soldiers, paid for onidefenee, 
In wanton pride slay innocence; 
Blood froth the ground for vengeancTtreekse C 
Till Heaven the inquisition makes; 
Look apo, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
When at Bute's feet poor freedom lies,, 
Mark'd by the priest for sacrifice, 
And doom'd a victim for the sins 
Qf half the outs, and ad the ins; 
took up, ye Britons! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
When Stewards pass a boot account, 
And credit for the gross amount; 
Then, to replace exhausted store, 
Mortgage the land to borrow, more; 
Look up, ye Britons! cease to sign, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
When scrutineers, for private ends,-
Against the-vote declare their friends; 
Or judge, as you stand there alive, 
That five is more than forty-five; 
Look up, ye Britons ! cease to sigh, 
For your redemption draweth nigh. 
When George shall condescend to hear 
The modest suit, the humble prayer; 
A prince, 'to purpled pride unknown! 
No favourites disgrace the throne! 
Look up, ye Britons! sigh no more, 
For your redemption's at the door. 
When time shall bring your wish about, 
Or seven-years lease, you sold, is out; 
No future contract to fulfil; 
Your tenants }adding at your will ; 
Raise up your heads! your right demand! 
For your redemption's in your hand. 
Then is your time to Strike the blow, 
And let the slaves of Mammon know, 
Briton's true sons a bribe can scorn, 
And die as free as they were born. 
Virtue again shall take her seat, 
And your redemption stand complete. 

- 

A SONG. 
.ADDRESSED 

TO MISS C-.—AM' OF BRISTOL. 

As Spring now approaches with all his gay train, 
And' scatters his beauties around the green plain, 
Come then, my dear charmer, all scrnp:es remove, 
Accept of my passion, allow me to love. 
Without the soft transports which love must in-

spire, 
Without the sweet torment of fear and desire, 
Our thoughts and ideas are never refin'd, 
And nothing but winter can reign in the mind. • 

But love is-the blossom, the spring of the sons, 
The . frosts of our judgments may check, not 

control, 
In spite of each hi'nd'rance, the spring will return, 
And nature with transports refining wit burn. 
'('his paesion celestial by Beason was design'd, 
The only lied means of iminoving the mind, 
When it beams on the seas: s, they quickly dish 

play, 
How great and prolific, how pleasing the ray. 

Chen come, my dear charmer, since lore is a Anal 
Which polishes nature, an I aniel8 your rams, 
Permit the soft passion to rise in your oreast, 
I leave pair good nature to grant me the rest. 

Shall the beautiful fioterets all blossom around, 
Shall Flora's gay Mantle enamel the ground, 
Shall the red blushing blossom be seen on theme, 
Without the least pleasure or rapture for me? 
And yet, if my Charmer should frown when I rill, 
Ah ! what are the beauties, the glories of spring 
The flowers will`be faded, alt happiness dy, 
And clouds veil the azure of every bright sky. 

London, May 4, 1 770. 	 C. 

TO el FRIEND. 

[This and the following poems are reprinted fiefs 
the Supplement to Chatterton's Aiscelianirsj 

March 6th, 1768. 
Dear Friend, 

stave received both your favours—The Men 
alone ueust tell tiny joy. 
Ctemvueest'n with pleasure at the joyful newt, 
I strung the eeorded shelf, and woke the Muse. 
Begin, .0 servant of the sacred Nine ! 
And echo joy through every nervous line: 
Bring down eh' eVieriai c oir to aid tie song; 
Let boundless raptures smoothly glide along. 
My Baker's well ! oh wordsof sweet delight! 
Now! now! my Muse, soar up th' Olympic hei;et. 
What wondrous numtiers can the goddess fits! 
To paint th' extatic raptures of my mind? 
I leav,  at to a goddess more divine, 
The beauteous Hoyeind shall employ my line. 

'TO 'THE BEAUTEOUS MISS HOYLAS.11 
FAR distant from Britannia's lofty isle, 
What shall I find to matte the genius smile? 
The bubbling fountains lose the power to plea) 
Vie rocky cataracts, the shady trees, 
The juicy fruitage of enchanting hue, 
Whose luscious virtu- s England never knew 
The variegated daughters of the land, 
Whose numbers Flora strews with bounteous hand; 
The verdant vesture of the smiling fields, 
All the rich pleasures Nature's storehouse yields, 
Have all their powers to wake the chorded string: 
But still they're subjects that the Muse can sing. 
Hoyiand, more beauteous than t he god of day, 
Her mane can quicken and awake the lay; 
Rouse the soft Muse from incleienee and ease; 
To live, to love, sad rouse her powers to please. 

   
  



TO MISS. HOYLAND. 	 • 4(1 
3 • !rt vale would Rbeebus, did not Hovland rise; 

`Cis her bright eyes that gilds the eastern skies; 
Tin she alone deprives ets of the light; 
M,1 when she slumbers then indeed 'tis night. 
To tell the sep'rate beauties of her face 
Would stretch eternity's remotest spiel 
And want a more than man to pen the line; 
1 rest; let this eutfice, dear Hoyland'efill divine ! 

ODE TO' MISS HOVLAND. 1768.:  

AMIDST the wild and dreary dells, 
The distant echo-giving bells, 

The bending mountain's head; 
Whilst evening, moving thro' the sky, 
Over the object and the eye, 

Her pitchy robes doth spread. 

There gently Moving thro' the vale, 
Bending before the blust'ring gale, 

Pell apparitions glide; 
Whilst roaring rivers e' ho round, 
The drear reverberating sound 

Runs through the mountain side: 

Then steal T softly to the grove, 
And sinning of the nymph I love, 

Sigh out my sad complaint; 
To pai& the tortures of my mind, 
Where can the Muses numbers finch 

Ah ! numbers are too faint! - 

Ati! Hoyland, empress of my heart! 
When will thy breast admit the dart, 

And own' mutual flame? 
When, wand'ring in the myrtle groves, 
Shall mutual pleasures seal our loves, 

Pleasutes without a name? 

Thou greatest beauty of the sex, • 
When will the little god perplex 

The mansions of thy breast! 
When wilt thou,  own a flame as pure, 
As that seraphic souls endure 

And make thy Baker blest? 

O! haste to give my passion ease, 
And bid the perturbation cease, • 

That harrows or, my soul ! 
The ioy such happiriess to find, 
Would make the functions of my mind 

In peace and love to roll. 
9  

•••••••••.•••••1.1 

ACROSTIC ON MISS HOVLAND. 1768. 

ENCHANTING is the mighty power of love; 	* 
Life stript of amourous joys would irksome prove; 
Even Heaien's great thund'rer wore th' easy chain; 
And ever all the world Love keeps his reign. 
No human heart can bear the piercing blade, 
Or I than others tun more tender made. 
Right tbrough my heart a burning arrow drove, 

nyland's bright eyes were made the bows of Love. 
Oh! torture, inexpressibly severe! 
You are the pleasing author of my care; 
Look down, fair angel, on a swain distrest, 
A gracious smile from you would make me blest. 

Nothing but that blest favour stills my grief, 
Death, that denied, will quickly give relief. 

ACROSTIC ON' MISS CLARKE. 176S. 

SERAPHIC vikins of the tuneful choir, 
Assist me to prepare the soundine. lyre' 
Like her I sing, soft, sensible, and fair, 
Let else smooth numbers warb;e in the air; 
Yet prudes, t'/oquets, and all the misled throng, 

Can beauty, virtue, sense, demand the ipng; 
Look then on Clarke, and see them all unite; 
A beauteous pattern to the always-right. 
R st here, my Muse, not soar above thy sphere, 
Kings might pay adoration to the fair, 
Enchanting, full of joy, peerless in face and air.. 

1111•11•11.1.01.11••••••••••••• 

TD MISS HOVLAND. 1768; 

ONCE more the Muse to beauteous Hoyland sings; 
,Her grateful tribute of harsh numbers brings 
To Hoyland! Nature's richest, sweetest store, 
She made an Hoyland, and can make nq more, 
Nor all the beauties of the world's vast round 
United, will as sweet as her be found. 
Description sickens to rehearse her praise. 
Her worth alone will deify my days. 	-
Enchanting creature! Charms so great as thine 
May all the beauties of the day outshine. 
Thy eyes to every gazer send a dart, 
Thy taking graces captivate the heart. 
O for a Muse that shall ascend the skies, 
And like the subject of the Epode rise; 
To sing the sparkling eye, the portly grace, 
The thousand beauties that adorn the face 
Of my seraphic maid; whose beauteous charms 
Might court the world to rush at once to arms. 
Whilst the fair goddess, native of the skies, 
Shall sit above and be the victor's prize. 
O now, whilst yet I sound the tuneful lyre, 
I feel the thrilling joy her hands inspire; 
When-the soft tender touch awakes my blood, 
And rolls eny passions with the purple flood. 
My pulse beets high: my throbbing breast's on Are 
Ie sad variety of wild desire. 
O Hoyland! heavenly goddess! angel, saint, 
Words are too weak thy mighty worth to paint; 
Thou best, completest work that nature made, 
Thou art my substance, and I am thy shade. 
Possess'd of thee, Ijoyfully would go 
Time the loud tempest, and the depth of woe. 
From thee alone my being I derive, 
One beatiteou3 smile from thee makes all my 

hopes alive, 

TO MISS HOVLAND. 176f 

SINCE short the busy scene of life will prove; 
1.4-t us, my lloyland, learn to live and love; 
To love, with passions piire as morning light, 
Whose saffron beams, um :allied by the night 
With rosy mantles do the Heavens streak, 
Faint imitators of my Hoyland's-cheek,, 

   
  



462 	 • CHATTERTON'S POEMS. . 
Than I in pleasing chains of conquest bound, 

Adore thecharming author of my smart;--
For ever will I thy sweet charms resound, 

And paint the fair possessor of nay beast. 

The joys of Nature in her ruin'd state 	' 
Have little pleasure, tho' the pains are great. 
Virtue and love, when sacred bands unite, 
'Tis then that Nature leads to true delight. 
Oft as I wander thro' the myrtle grove, 
Bearing the beauteous burden of my love, 
A secret terrour, lest I should offend 
The charming maid on whom my joys depend, 
Informs my soul, thatcVirtuous minds alone 
Can give a pleasure to the vile unknown. 
But when the body charming, and the mind, 
To ev'ry virtuous christian act inclirtd, 
Meet in one person, maid and angel join; 
Who nmst it be, but Hoyland the divine? 
What worth intrinsic will that man possess, 
Whom the dear charmer condescends to bless? 
Swift will the minutes roll, the flying hours, 
.And blessings overtake the pair by showers. 
Each moment will improve upon the past, 
Aid every day be better than the last. 
Love, means an unadulterated flame, 
Tho' lust too oft usurps the sacred name; 
Such passion as in Hoyland's breast can move, 
'Tis that alone deserves the name of love. 
Oh, was my merit great enough to find 
A favour'd station in my Hoyland's mind; 
Then would my happiness be quite complete, 
And•all revolving joys as in a centre meet. 

TO MISS HOYLAND. 1768s • 
TELL me, god of soft desires, 

Little Cupid, wanton bey, ' 
How thou kindlest up thy fires!. 

Giving pleasing pain and joy. 
Hoyland's beauty is thy how, 

Striking glances are thy darts; 
Making conquests-never slow, 

Ever gaining conquer'd hearts. 

Heaven is seated in her smile, 
Juno's in her portly air; 

Not Britannia's fav'rite isle 
Can produce a nymph so fair. 

In a desert vast and drear, 
Where disorder springs around, 

If the lovely fair is there, 
'Tis a pleasure-giving ground. 

0 my Hoyland blest with thee, 
I'd the raging storm defy, 

In thy smiles I live, am free;. • 
When thou frownest, I must die. 

TO MISS HOYLAND. 1768:• 
'WITH A PRESENT. 

ACCEPT, fair nymph, this token of my love, 
Nor look disdainful on the prostrate, swain; 

By ev'ry sacred oath, I'll constant prove, 
And act as worthy for to wear your chain, 

Not 'with more constant ardour shall the Sun 
Chase the faint shadows of the night away; 

Nor shall he on his course more constant run, 
And cheer the universe with coming day, 

TO MISS HOYLAND. 1168. 
Conti'r all the flow'rs that deck the meadow's 

side, 
When Flora flourishes in new-born pride; 
Count ail the sparkling orbits in the sky; 
Count all the birds that thro' the ether fly; 
Count all the foliage of the lofty trees, 
That fly before the bleak autumnal breeze; 
Count all the dewy blades of verdant grass; 
Count all the drops of rain that softly pass 
Thro' the blue ether, or tempestuous roar; 
Count all the,  sands upon the breaking shore; 
Count all the minutes since the world began; 
Count all the troubles of the life of man; 
Count all the torments of the d—n'd in fie, 
More are the btmuteous charms that matt sal 

nymph excel. 

•1•110•11.11•MOMINOM 

TO MISS CLARKE. 170. 

To sing of Clarke my Muse aspires, 
A theme by charms made quite divine; 
Ye tuneful virgins, sound your lyres, 
Apollo, aid the feeble line; 
If truth and virtue, wit, and charms, 
May for a fix'd attention call: 
The darts of love and wounding arms 
The'beautetats Clarke shalt hold o'er all. 
Tis not the tincture of a skin, 
The rosy lip, the charming eye; 
No, 'tis a greater power within, 
That bids the passion never die: 
These Clarke possesses, and much more, 
All beauty in her glances spelt, 
She is the goddess all adore, 
In country, city, and at court 

ZNSTLE TO .THE REVEREND 
MR. CATCOTT. 

Decembq 6th, 1769' 
WHAT strange hiratuations rule mankind! 
How narrow are our prospects, how confin'd! 
With universal vanity possest, 
Nye fondly think our own ideas best; 
Our tott'ring arguments are ever strong; 
We're always self-sufficient in the wrong. 
What philosophic sage of pride austere 
Can lend conviction an attentive ear; 
Whet pattern ornumility and truth 
Can bear the jeering ridicule of youth; 
What blushing author ever rank'd his Muse 
With Fowler's poet-laureat of the Stews? 
Dull Penny,nodding o'er his wooden lyre, 
Conceits the vapours of Geneva fire. 
All in the language.of apostles cry, 
If angels contradict me, angels lie, 
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As3all have intervals of ease and pain, 
So all have intervals of being vain; 
But some of folly never shift the scene, 
Or let one lucid moment intervene; 
Dull single acts of many-footed prose 
Their traet.comedies of life compose;, 
Incessant madding for a system toy, ; 
The greatest of-creation's blessings'eloy; 
Their senses dosing a continual dream, 
They hang enraptur'd o'er the hideous scheme: 
So virgins tott'ring into ripe three-score, 
Their greatest likeness in.bahoons adore. 

When you advance new systems, first unfold 
The various imperfections of the old; 
Prove Nature hitherto a gloomy night, 
You the first focus of primeval light, 
'Tis not enough you thislk your system true, 
The busy world wou'd have you prove it too: 
Then, rising on the ruins of the rest, 
Plainly demonstrate your ideas best. 
Many are best; one only can be rieht,. 
Tho' all had inspiration to indite. " 

Some thismnwelcome truth perhaps would tell, 
Where Cloglier stumbled, Catcottsfairly fell. 
Writers on rolls of science long renewed 
In one fell page are tumbled to the ground. 
We see their systems uncenfuted still; 
But Cateott can confute them—if he will. 
Would you the honour of a priest mistrust 
Au excommunication proveS him just. 

Could eatcott from his better sense be drawn 
To bow the knee to Baaf's sacred lawn? 
A mitred rascal to his long-ear'd flocks 
Gives ill example, to his 	the p-x. 
Yet we must reverence sacerdotal black, 
And saddle all his faults on 'Nature's back: 
But hold, there's solid reason to revere; 
His lordship has six thousand pounds a year; 
In gaming solitude he spends the nights, 
Ile fasts at Arthur's and he prays at White's-.  
Rolls o'er the pavement with his Siviss-tail' six, 
At White's the Athanasiaa creed for tricks. 
Whilst the poor curate in his rusty gown 
Trudges unnotied thro' the dirty town. 

If God made order, order Bever made 
These nice distinctions in the preaching trade 
Theseriants Of the Devil are rever'd, 
And bishops pull the fathers by the beard. 
Yet in these horrid forms.salvation lives, 
These are religion's representatives • 
Yet to these idols must we bow thenee—.. 
Excuse me, Broughton, when I bow to thee. 
But sure religion can produce at least, 
One ministersof Grill-one honest priest. 

Search Nature o'er, procure me, if youcan, 
The fancy'd character, an honest man 
(A man of sense, not honest by constraint, 
For fools are canvass, living but in paint): 
To Mammon or to Superstition slaves, 
All orders of mankind are fools, or knaves: 
In the firri attribute by none surpast, 
Taylor endeavours to obtain the last.. 

Imagination'tnay be too confin'ele 
Few see too far; how Many are half Wind! 
How are your feeble arguments perplext 
To Mid out meaning in a senseless text! 
You rack each metaphor upon the owheel, 
And words can ;thilosophic truths conceal. 
What Paracelsus humour'd as a jest, 
You realize to prove your system best. 

Might We not; Catcott, then. infer from hence, 
Your zeal for,seripture heti) devour'd.your sense; 
Apply the glass of reason to your sieht, 
See Nature marshal oozy atoms right; 
Think for yourself, for.all Mankind- are free; 
We need not inspiration how to w,e. 
If scripture contradictory you find, 
Be orthodox, wri own your senses blind. 

How .blinded are their optles, who aver, 
What inspiration• dictates cannot err. 
Whence is this boasted inspiration sent, 
Whist makes vs utter truths, we never meant? 
Which couch& systems in a singlemord, 
At once deprav'd, abstruse, sublime, absurd, 
What Moses tells us might perhaps be true, 
As he was leam'd in all the Egyptians knew. 
But to assert that inspiration's gir'rr, 
The copy of philosophy in- Heav'n,- 
Strikes at religion's root, and fairly fells 
The awful terrours of ten thousand Hells. 
Attentive search the scriptures, and you'll had 
What vulgar•erronrs are with truths combired. 
Your tortur'd truths, which Moses seem'd to know, 
He could not unto inspiration owe; 
But if fitont Godone errour you admit, 
How dubious is the rest of Holy Writ? 

What knotty difficulties fancy solves? 
The Ileav'ns irradiate, and the Earth revolves; 
lint here immagivation is ailow'd 
To, clear this voucher from its inantling cloud: 
From the same worff we different meanings quote, 
As David wears a many colour'd coat. 
0 Inspiration, ever hid in night, 
Reflecting various each adjacent light! 
If Moses caught thee in the parted flood; 
If David found thee in a sea of blood; 

C
if Mahomet with slaughter drench'd thy soil, 
On loaded asses bearing off thy spoil; 
If thou 'bast favour'd Pagan, Turk, or Jew, 
Say hid not Broughton inspiration too ? 
Such rank absurdities debase his line, 
I almost could have sworn he copied thine. 

Confute with ear:dour, where you can confute, 
Beason and arrogance bet poorly. suit. 
Yourself may fall before some abler pen, 
Infallibility is not for men. 
With modest diffidence new schemes indite, 
Be not too positive, tho' in the, right. 
What man of sense would valimvulgar praise, 
Or rise on Penny's prose, or duller lays? 
Tho' pointed fingers mark theinan of fame, 
And literary grocers ehaunt your name; 
Tho' in each taylor's book-case Catcott shines, 
With otuantenMI flow'rs and gilded lines; 
Tho' youthful ladies, who by instinct scan 
The natural philosophy of man, 
Can Wry reason of your work repeat, ' 
As sands' hi Africa retain the beat: 
Yet check your flowing pride:-,  will all allow 

wreathethe labour'd laurel 'mind your brow?. 
Some may with seeming arguments dispense, 
Tickling your vanity to wound your sense: 
But Clayfield censures, and demonstrates too, 
Your theory is certainly untrue; 
On reason and Newtonian rules he proves, 
How distant your machine from either moves. . 
But my objections may be reekon'd weak, 
As nothing but my mother tongue I speak; 
Else would I ask; by what lame:II-MI pow'r 
All nature was dissolv'd as in an hourti 

   
  



Tho' dark this bright -original yoWpairit, 
I'd rather be a 	than a taint. 
Excuse me, Catcott,,if from you I stray, 
The Muse will go where merit leads the way; 

,The owls-of /earning may admire the 101, 
But -7  shines with reason's glowing light. 

Stillnelmonition presses to my pen, 
The infant,  Muse would give adviceto Men. 
But what avails it, since the man I blame , 
Owns no superior in the paths of fame? 
In springs, in mountains, stratas, mints, add rod:, 
Catcott is -every notion orthodox. 
If to think otherwise you claim pretence, 
You're a detested' heretic in sense 1, 
But oh! Row lofty your ideas roar, 
In showing wond'ring cits the fossils steal 
The ladies are quite ravisli'd, as Retells 
The short adventures of the pretty shells; 
Miss Biddy sickens 'to indulge her touch, 
Madame more prudent 	'tsvould seem toe 

much; 
The doers fly open, instantly he draws 
Tae sparry toed,' and wonders of applaane; 
The fall dress'd Sssdy sees with envying eye 
The sparkle of her di'mond-pendants die; 
Sage natural philosophers adore 
The fossil whimseys of the numerous store; 
But see! the Missile stream begins to,play, 
To sinew how fountains-climb the hilly way. 
Hark what a murmur echoes thro' th'e ttroag. 
_Gods? that the pretty trifle should he *rose 
Experience in the voice of reason tells 
Aboreits surface water never' swells: 

Whervis the priestly soul Of Catcott now? 
See what a triumph' sits upon hit brow: 
And can the poor applause of'things like these)  
Whose souls and sentiments are all disease, 
Raiselittle triumphs in a man like'you, 
Catcott, the foremost of the judging few? 
So at Lkwellini your great brother sits, 
The laughter otitis tributary *its; 
Ruling themoisy•moktitude with ease, 
Empties Isis pint and Sputters his deerees. 

Dec. 20th, 1169: 
Mr. Catcott will hipleaSed to observe thatl 

admire many things in hris lenrned remarks. Tuts 
 poem is an inns-went effort or poetical vengea e, 

as Mr. Cateott has done me The honour to oil 
vise my trifles. I have taken great poetical li-
berties, mid-what 1 dislike in verse 'possibly de-
serves my approbation 'in the plain plose of truth. 
--The many admirers of Mr.-  Catcott may on 
perusal of this rank me as an enemy: but I am 
indifferent in all thing&, I'value neither eel:rite 
2r the censure of the multitude. 

S4N7'Illf.E1'7: 1769. 

Styes we can die but omen -what mattersik, 
If rope or garter, poison, -pistol, sword, 

; 1  Renounce-is written 'over the two-first word' 
of this line. Which is the true-meaning is uneel4  
taro, hoth being in-his own hand-writing,-and at. 
cancelled. • 
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How, svheei the earth acquir'd a solid-state, 
And risingenountains saw the'waves abate, 
Each particle of matter sought its .kind, 
All in a strata'regular combin'd 
When instantaneously the liquid !heap 
3-larden'd to rocks, the barriers of the deep, 
'Why did not martlsonite a stony musty; 
Since stony -filaments thro' all must (pass? 
If on the wings of air -Cm planets run„ 
Why are they not impelt'd into the Sun ? 
:Philosophy, nay common sense, will prove 
All Passives with the active-agents4nove.- 
If the diurnal motion of again., ' 
Revolve-0 she planets, in. their' destin'd sphere; 
How are the secondary orbs impell'J? 
How are the moons from 'falling headlong held? 

" 'Twas the Eternal's fiat" you reply; 
"And who will give Eternity the lie?" 

own the awful truth,, that God-made a)1; 
And by Isis fiat worlds and,  systems-fall. 
But study Nature;. not ant:atom there . 
Will unassisted by her powers appear; 
The-fiat, without agents, is, at best, - 
For priesteraft or for ignorance a vest. 
• Some fancy' God is What we Mature call, 
Being itself material, all in all. 	,. 
• The fragments of the Deity we-own, 
Is vulgarly as varines.matter known. 

''Ho agents could assist creation's birth: 
We trample on ourGend; for God is earth. 
'Tis past the pow'r of language to confute 
This Iatiendinary-  attribute. 

How lofty mast-imagination- soar, 
To reach- absiudities .unknown•beforel. [brought 
Thanks to thy, pinions;. Broughton, thou 'bast 
From the 'Moon's orb a novelty of thought.- 
Restrain, 0 Muse, thy unaccomplish'd lines, 
Fling not thy-saucy satire at divines; 
This single truth thy brother bards must-tell; 
Thoo hest one excellence, of iailingsvelk. 	• 
tut disputations are befitting those . 
Who settle Hebrew points, end scold in prose. 

0 Learning, where are all thy fancied joys, 
Thy empty pleasures and thy solemn toys? 

• Proud of thy own importance,' tho' we see 
We've little 'reason to be proud' of thee: . 
Thou putrid tretus'of a barren brain,- 
thou,  offspring illegitimate of pain, ' 

Tell me; sententious mortals, tell me whence 
Ton claim the preference to men of sense!-
-- wants learning; see the letter'd throng 
Banter his English in a Latin song. • 
Oxoniawiages hesitate to speak' 
l'heiir native language, but declaim in .(.;reek. 
If in his jests a discord should. appear, 
A shill lampoon it innocently clear. 
`Ye classic dunces; self-sufficient fools, 
Is.this the boastadjustice of your schools ? 

has parts; parts which- would •set 'aside 
The !Awned acquisitions of your pride; 

-11ncsultivntedmow-his genius lies, 
Instructions sees his 'latent beauties rise; 
1-i is gold is bullion; yours debas'd -with brass, 
Imprest with Folly's head to make it pass. 
. But 	,nears so lowl, so indiscreet, 

His Wunder; rattle thro' the list'ning street: 
Ye 'rigid, Christians,formally severe, ' 	' • 
Blind to' his charities, his oaths you heskr;. 
Observe-his virtu& : caleimny must own 

noble soul is in his aciions'shown; 

• 

   
  



AND GAIRA. • 
• Who Torm'd his varied likeness, in mankind, 

Centring his many wonders in the mind; 
Who saw religion, a fantastic night, 
But gave us reason to obtain the light; 
Indulgent Whitfield scruples not to say, 
He only can direct to Heaven's high-way. 
While bishops, with as much vehemence tell, 
All sects ' heterodox are food for Hell. 
Why then, dear Smith, sine doctors disagree, 
Their notions are not oracles to me: 

465 HECCAR 3 	 . 
Slow-wasting sickness, or the sudden burst 
Of valve arterial in the noble parts,  
Curtail the miseries of human life ?  
Tho' varied is the cause, the effect's the same; 
An to one.cornmon dissolution tends. 

, THE DEFENCE. 
Dec. 25th, 1769. 

No more, dear Smith, the hackney'd tale renew; 
I own their censure, I approve it too. 
For how can idiots, destitute of thought, 
Conceive, or estimate, but as they're taught? 
Say, can the satirizing pen of Shears, 
Exalt his name or mutilate his ears? 
None, but a Lawrence, can adorn his lays, 
Who in a quart of claret drinks his praise. 
T—l—r repeats, what Catcott told before, 
But lying 	is believ'd no more. 
If in myself 1 think my notion just, 
The church and all her arguments are dust. 

Religion's but opinion's bastard son, 
A perfect mystery, more than three in one. 
'Tis fancy all, distempers of the mind; 
As education taught us, we're inclin'd. 
Happy the man, whose reason bids him see 
Mankind ire by the state of nature free; 
Who, thinking for himself, despises those, 
That would upon his better sense impose; 
Is to himself the minister of God, 
Nor dreads the path where Athanasius trod. 
Happy (if mortals can be) is the man, 
Who, not by priest, but reason rules his span; 
Reason, to its possessor a sure guide, 
Reason, a thorn in revelation's side. 
If reason fails, incapable to tread 
'rhro' gloomy revelation's thick'ning bed, 
On what authority the church we own? 
How shall we worship deities unknown? 
Can the Eternal Justice pleas'd receive 
The prayers of those, who, ignorant, believe? 

Search the thick multitudes of ev'ry sect, 
The church supreme, with Whitfield's new elect; 
No individual can their God define, 
No; not great Penny, in his nervous line. 
But why must Chatterton selected sit, 
The butt of ev'ry critic's little wit? 
Am I alone for ever in a crime; - 
Nonsense in prose, or blasphemy in rhyme& 
All monosyllables a line appears? 
Is it not verroften so in Shears? 	• 
See gen'rous Eccas, length'ni rig out my praise 
Inraptur'd with the music of my la'ys; 
In all the arts of panegyric grac'd, 
The cream of modern literary taste. 

Why, to be sure, the metaphoric line 
Has something sentimental, tender, flue; 
But then kow hobbling are the other two; 
There are 'some beauties,' but they're very few. 
Besides the author, 'faith 'tis sornothing odd, 

' Commends a reverential awe of God. 
Read but another fancy of his brain; 
He's atheistical in every strain. 
Fallacious is the charge: 'tis all a lie, 
As to my reason-1 can testify. 
I Own a God, immortal, boundless, wise, 
Who bid our glories of creation rise; 

VOL. XV.  

What I think right I ever will pursue, 
Andleave yeti liberty to do so too. 

SONG 

TO MR. G. CATCOTT.' 1769. 

Air blame meonot, Catcott, if from the right wa? 
My notions and actions run far. 

How can my ideas do other but stray, 
Depriv'd of the ruling north-star? 

Ah blame me not, Broderip, if mounted aloft, 
I chatter and spoil the dull air; 

How can I imagine thy foppery soft, 
When discord's the voice of my fair? 

If Turner remitted my bluster and rhymes, 
If Harding was girlish and cold, 

If never an ogle was met from Miss Grimes, 
If Flavia was blasted and old; 

I chose without liking, and left without pain, 
Nor welcom'd the frow,n with a sigh; 

I scorn'd, like a monkey, to dangle my chain, 
And paint them new charms with a lie." 

Once Cotton was handsome; I llam'd, and I burn'd, 
I died to obtain the bright queen: 

But when I beheld my epistle return'd, 
By Jesu it alter'd the scene. 

" She's 'damnable ugly,"` my vanity cried, 
" You lie," says my conscience, " you tie;" 

Resolving to follow the dictates of pride, 
I'd view her a hag to my eye. 

But should she regain her bright lustre again, 
And shine in her natural charms, 

'Tis but to accept of the works of my pen, 
And permit me to use my own arms. 

.IIECCAR AND GA IRA, 

AN AFRICAN iCFOGUE,• 

Jan. 3, 1770. 

WHERE the rough Caigra rolls the surg,y 
Urging his thunders th:o' the' echoing cave; 
Where the sharp rocks, in distant horrour seen, 
Drive the white currents thro' the spreading green; 
Where the loud tiger, pawing in his rage, 
Bids the black archers of the wilds engage; 

*1  Sorts is written under sects. Both in the 
author's hand-writing, and uneancellcd. 

Distant is written under echoing in the MSS. 
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He fled, the' wounded, to a distant trzsle„ 
I urg'd the furious flight with fatal haste; , 
He fell, he dy'd—spent in the fiery toil, 
stripp'd Isis carcase of the furry spoil, 

And as the varied spangles met my eve, 
"On this,,'. I erica, " shall my lov'd Cawna 
The dusky midnight hung the skies in grey; 
Impell'd by love, I wing'd the airy way; 

• In the deep, valley and the mossy plain, 
I sought my Cawna, but I sought in vain, 
The pallid shadows of the azure waves 
Rad made my Catena and say children' slaves. 
Reft,ction Maddens, to recall the hour, 
The gods had given me to the demon's power, 
The dusk slow ranish.'d from the hated lawn, 
I gaped a illOtintaitx glaring with the dawn. 
There the full sails, expanded to the wind, 
Struck horrour and distraction in my mind; 
There Cawna, mingled with a worthless train, 
In common slay'ry drags the hated chain. 
Now judge, my Heccar, have l cause for rare? 
Should aught the thunder of my arm assugs? 
In ever.reekingjilood this jav'Iin dy'd 
With vengeance shall be never satisfied; 
I'll strew the beaches with the mighty dead, 
And tinge the lily of their features red. 

' HECCAR. 
When the loud shricki»gs of the hostile cry 
Roughly Salute my ear, enrag'd l'41-4rat 
Send the sharp arrow quivering thro' the heart; 
Chill the hot vitals with the venom 'd dart; 
Nor heed the shining steelor noisy smoke, 
Gaira and vengeance shall inspire the stroke. 

THE METHODIST. 
May Ma 

Sitys Tom to Jack, " 'Tis very odd, 
These representatives of God, 
lit colour, way of life and evil, 
Should be so very like the Devil." 
Jack, understand, was one of those, 
Who mould religion in the nose, 
A red hot Methodist; his face 
Was full of puritanic grace, 
His loose lank hair, his low gradation, 
Declar'd a late regeneration; 
Among the daughters long renown'd, 
For standing upon holy ground; 
Nevesin carnal battle beat, 
Tho' sometimes forc'd to a retreats. 

. But 	hero as he is, 
• Knight ofincot»parable phig, 

When pliant Doxy seems to yield, 
Courageously forsakes the field. 

'c 	Jack, or to write more gravely, John, 
of Wesley's works had gone; 

Could sing one hundred hymns by rot; 
Hymns which will sanctify the throte: 
But some indeed compos'd so oddly, 

(ciou'd swear 'twas bawdy songs made godly, 

COLA-  INS7RUC7ED. 1710. 
Yoko Colin was as stout a boy 
As ever gave a maiden joy; 

40 	 CIIA'1"PERTON'S POEMS.. 
Streteled on the sand, two panting warriors lay, 
in alt the burning torments of the day.; 
Their bloody jav'tins reck'd one living steam, 
Their bows were broken at the roaring Stream; 
Heccar the chief of Jarra's fruitful hill, 
Where the dark vapours nightly deWs distil, 
Saw .Gaira, the companion of •his soul, 
Extended where loud Caigra's billov.s roll; 
Gaira, the king of walking archers found., 
Where daily lightnings plough the sandy ground, 
Where brooding tempests howl along the sky, 
'Where rising deserts atierd its eire&s fly. 

HECCAR. 
useless to attempt the chase, 

Swifter than hunted wolves they urge the race; 
Their lessening forms elude the straining eye, 
Upon the plumage of macaws they fly. 
21 .et us return, and strip the reeking slain, 
leaving the bodies on the burning plain. 

RAMA. • 
Heccar, my vengeance still eicelaims for blood, 
/Twould drink a wider stream than, Caigra's Hood. 
This jatelio, oft in nobler quarrels try'tt, 
Put the loud thunder of their arias aside. 
Fast as the streaming rain, I potted the dart, 
Hurling a whirlwind thro' the trembling heart: 
But now my lineving feet revenge de,nies, 
0 conk! i throw my *Whit from my eyes! 

HECCAR. 
When Gaira the United armies. broke, 	(stroke. 
Death wing'd the arrow; Death impell'd the 
See, pil'd iii mountains, orethe sanguine sated 
The blasted of the lightnings of thy hand. 
Search the brown desert, and the glossy greetk; 
There are the trophies of thy valour seen . 
The scatter'd bones mantled in silver white, 
Owe animated, dared the force 3 les-fight. 
The childrea of the wave, whose pallid race, 
Views the faint Sun display a languid face, 
From the red fury of thy. justice fled, 
Swifter that, torrents from their rochar bed. 
Fear with a sickenki silver ting'd their hue: 
The guilty fear, when vengeance is their due. 

GAIRA: 
Rouse not remembrance from her shadowy cell, 
Nor of those bloody sons of mischief tell. 
Cawna, 0 Cawna deck'll'in sable charms, 
What distant region holds thee from my arms? 
Cawna, the pride of Afrie's sultry vales, 
Soft as the cooling murmur of the gales, 
Majestic as the many-colour'd snake, 
Trailing his glories thro' the blossom'dbratet 
Black as the glossy rocks, where Eascal roars, 
Foaming thru' sandy wastes to jaghits shores; 
Swift as the arrow, hasting to the breast, 
Was Cawna, the companion of my rest. 

The Sun sat low'ring in the western sky, 
The swelling tempest spread around the eyes 
Upon my Cawna's bosom I reclinId, 
Catching the breathing whispers of the wind: 
Swift from the wood a prowling tiger came; 
Dreadful his voice, his eyes a glowing flame; 
I bent the bow, the never-erring dart 
Piercld his rough armour, but escap'd his heart; 

3 2uery, whether not intended for fees? 

   
  



HAPPINESS. 
A love-thught tonette;1114elic air, 

A sentiment; a skill 
In all the graces of the fair, 
- Mark Fanny of the Hill. 

Thou mighty power, eternal fate, 
My happiness to fill, 

0 l bless a Stretched lover's fate, 
With 'Fanny of the 1-141. 

467 a 
tut long in vain he told his tale, 
Ttehlack-eyect Biddy of the Dale. 
" Ah why," the whining shepherd cried, 
" Am I alone your smiles denied, 
I only tell in vain my tale 
To black-eyed Biddy of the Dale." 

" True, Cohn," said the laughing dame, 
" You only whimper out your flame,. 
Others do more than sigh their tale 

black,eyed Biddy of the Dale." 

He took the hint, &c. 

BURLESWE CANTATA. 1770. 

RECITATIVE. 

MoInfTE1) aloft in Bristol's narrow streets, 
Where pride and luxury with meanness meets, 
A sturdy collier prest the empty Irk, 
A troop of thousands swarming on his back; 
When sudden to his rapt extatic view 
Rose the brown beauties of his red-hair'd Sue. 
Music spontaneous echoed from his tongue, 
And thus the lover rather bawi'd, than sung. 

AIR. 

Zaundsl Prithee, pretty Zue, is it thee, 
Ottiookers 1 man have a *kiss. 

A sweetheart should always be free, 
I whope you want take it amiss. 

Thy peepers are blacker than mull, 
Thy carcase is sound as a sack, 

Thy visage is whiter than ball, 
Odzookers I mun have a smack. 

RECITATIVE. 

The swain descending, in his raptured arms 
Held fast the goddess, and tkspoird her charms. 
Whilst lock'd in Cupid's amorous embrace, 
His jetty skinnis met her red bronz'd face; 
It seem'd the Sun when labouring in eclipse. 
And on her nose he stampt his sable lips, 
Pleas'd 

S: 0 N G. 
vssicit OP THE HUE% 1176. 

IF gentle love's immortal fire 
Could animate the quill, 

Soon should the rapture-speaking tyro 
Sing Fanny of the 

My parting heart incessant moves, 
No interval 'Cs still; 

And all my ravish'd nature love. 
Sweet Fanny of the Hill. 

Her dying soft expressive eye, 
Her elegance must kill, 

Ye gods! how many thousands die 
For Fanny of the Hill. 

?MiaSY.B.-es oo Radclittbill, Bristol. 

HAPPINESS. 1770. 

[FroM Love and Madness. Corrected frOrn 
Catcott's Copy.] 

SINCE happiness was not °Malted for man, 
Let's make ourselves as easy as we CA}D 
Possest with fame or fortune, friend or w—e, 
But think it happiness---,we want no more. 

Flail Revelation! sphere,envelop'd dame, 
To some divinity, to most a name, 
Reason's dark,lanteru, superstition's sun, 
Whose cause myste.ious and effect are one—
From thee, ideal bliss we only trace, 
Fair as ambition's dream, or beauty's face, 
But, in reality, as shadowy found ' 
As seeming truth in twisted mysteries bound. 
What little rest from over-anxious care 
The iordi of nature are design's] to-share,. 
To wantonwhint and prejudice we owe. 
Opinion is the only god• we know. 
Our furthest wish, the Deity we fear 
In ditrrent subjects, thfferently 'appear. 
Where's the foundation of religion piac'd? 
On every individual's tickle taste. 
The narrow way the priest-rid mortals tread, 
By superstitious prejudice misled.• — 
This passage leads to Heaven—yet, strange to tell 
Another's conscience finds it lead to Hell. 
Conscience, the soul.camelion's varying hue, 
Reflects all notions, to no notion true.— 
The bloody son of lesse, when he saw 
The mystic priesthood kept the Jews in awe, 
He made himself an ephod to his mind, 
And sought the Lord, and always found him kind. 
In murder, horrid cruelty, and lust, 
The Lord was with him, and his actions just. 

Priestetaft, thou universal blind of all, 
Thou idol, at whose feet all nations fall. 
Father of misery, or;gin of sin

'  Whose first existence did with fear begin; 
Still sparing cleat thy seeming blcssin.,s out, 
yeilthy Elysium with a'clotul of doubt— 
Since present blessings in possession cloy, . 
Bid hope in future worlds expect the joy— 
Or, if thy sons the airy phantoms slight, 
And.  dawning reason would direct them right, 
Some glittering trifle to ,their optics hold; 	' 
-Perhaps they II think the glaring spangle gold, 
And, maddedin the search cf.coins and toys, ' 
Eater pursue the momentary joys. 

Mercator worships manniton, and' adores 
No other deity but gold and 

The name of Fanny, which was first written, 
was afterwards canceded, and- that of Behy sub-
stil.nted in its stead: but, fur what reason was best 
known to Ulu author. 
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A solemn dullness ocenpied hit eye, 
And the fond mother thought him wond'rons wise: 
—But little had she read in Nature's book, 
That fools assume a philosophic look, 

0 Education, ever in the wrong, 
To thee the curses of mankind belong; 
Thou first great author of our future state, 
Chief source of our religion, passious,-fate: 
On every atom of the doctor's frame 

,. Nature has stampt the pedant With his name; 
But thou bast made him (ever west thou blind) 
A licens'd butcher of the human kind. 
— Mould'ring In dust the fair Lavinia lies; 
Death and our doctor clos'd her sparkling eye. 

all ye powers, the guardians of the world! 
Where-  is the useless bolt of vengeance huri'd? 
Say, shall this leaden sword of plague prevail, 
And kill the mighty where the mighty fail! 
Let the red bolus tremble o'er his head, 
And with his cordial julep strike him dead. 

But to return—ht this wide sea of thought 
How shall we steer our notions as we ought? 
Content is happiness, as-sages say—
But what 's Roote4t? The trifle of a day. 
Then, friend, let inclination be thy guide, 
Nor be by- superstitioa led aside. 
The saint and sinner, fool and wise attain 
An equal share of easiness sad pain. 

7VE RESIGNJTION: 
FROM LOVE AND MADNESS. 

0 GOD, whose thunder shakes the sky; 
Whose eye this atom globe surveys;. 
To thee, my only rock,{ fly, 
Thy mercy in thy justice praise. 

The mystic mazes of thY will, 
The shadows of celestial light, 
Are past the power of human skill— 
But what th' Eternal acts is right. 

. 0 teach me in the trying hour, 
When anguish swells the dewy tear, 
To still my sorrows, own thy poet., 
Thy goodness love, thy justice fear. 
If in this bosom aught but thee 
Incroaching sought a boundless sway, 
OMniscience could the danger see, 
And Mercy look the Cause away. 
Then why, my soul, dust thou complain? 
Why drooping seek the dark recess? 
Shake off the melancholy chain, 
For God created all to. bless. 

(But alt my breast is human still; 
The rising sigh, the falling tear, 
'My languid vitals' feeble rill, 
The sickness of my soul declare. 
Vut yet, with fortitude resign'd, 
It thank th' inflicter of the blow; 
Forbid the sigh, compose my mind, 
Nor let the gush of mis'ry flow. 

The gloomy mantle of the night, 
Which on my sinking spirit steals, 
Will vanish at the morning light, 
Which GA my East, nay Sun, reveals,. 

463 _ 	 CHATTERTON'S POEMS. . 
Catcott is very fond of talk and fame; 
His wish a perpetuity of name; 
Which to procure, 'a pewter altar's made, 
To b-ar his name, and signify his trade, 

.In poinp buriesqu/d the risirm, spire to,head, 
'iotell futurity a pewterer's dead. 
Incomparable Catcott, still pursue 
The seeming liappinvs thou bast if: view: 
Unfinisli'd chimneys, gaping spires complete, 
Eternal Lane on oval dishes beat: - 

. Ride four-inch bridges, clouded turrets 
And bravely die—to live in after-tithe. 
Horrid idea! if on rolls of fame 	• 
The t ,entietli century only find thy name. ' 
Vnnotie'd this in prose or tagging flower, 
He left, his dinner to ascend the tower. 
Then, whet avails thy anxious spitting pain? 
Thy laugh-provoking labours are in vain. 
I'M matrimonial pewter set thy hand; 
Hammer with Wry power thou earist command; 

• Stamp thy whole self, original as 'tis, 
To propagate thy whimsies, name and phyz—,  , 

' 'Then, when the tottering spires or chimneys fall, 
A Catcott shall remain adiniv'd by all. 

Eudo, who has some trifling- couplets writ, 
is only happy when he's thought a wit— [views, 
Thinks I've more judgment than the whole Re- 
Because I alWayS compliment his Muse. 
If any mildly would reprove his faults,  
They 're critics envy-sickee'd at his thoughts. 
To me be flies, his best-beloved friend, 
Reads me asleep, then wakes me to commend. 

Say, sages—if not sleep.charmtd by the rhyme, 
Is flattery, much-lov'd flattery, any crime? 
Shall dragon satire exercise his sting, 
And not insinuating; flattery sing? 
Is it more noldeto torment than please? 
How ill that thought with-m(44de agrees! 

Come to my pen, companion of the lay, 
And speak of vont) where merit cannot say; 
Let lazy Barton undistinguisli'd snoar, 
Nor lash hit generosity to Hoate; 
Praise hint for sermons of his curate bought, 
His easy- flow of words, his depth of thought; 
Nis active spirit, ever in display, 
His great devotion when be drawls to pray; 
His sainted soul distinguishably seen, 
With all the virtues of a modern dean. 

Varo, a genius of peculiar taste, 
Pis misery in his happiness is plac'd ; 
When in soft calm the waves of fortune roll, 
A tempest of reflection storms the soul; 
But what would make another man distrest, 
Gives him tranquillity and thoughtless rest: 
No" disappointment can his peace invade, 
Superior to all troubles not self-made-,— 
This character let grey Oxonians scan, 
And tell me of what species he's a man. 
Or he it by young Yeatman criticized, 
Who damns good English if not Latinized, 	I 

In Aristotle's scale the Muse he weighs, 
• And damps her little fire with copied lays! 
Vers'd in the -mystic learning of the schools, 
Ile rings bob-majors by Leibuitzian rules. 

Niels, whose knowledge centres in degrees, 
Is never happy but when taking fees. 

• 
 

Blest witli a bushy wig and solemn grace, 	' 
Catcett,admiies him for a fossile face. 
When &Odds farce-of countenance began, 
Are the soft down bad marled bim almost man, 

   
  



TO . MISS 
cur'rON. 

[From a copy in Chatterton's handwriting de-
posited by Dr. Glyn in the British Museum.] . 

Currosr,,sweet village! now demands the lay, 
The lov'd retreat of all the rich and gay ; 
The/darling spot which pining maidens seek 
To give health's roses to the pallid cheek. 
Warm from its font the holy water pours, 
And lures the sick to Clifton's neighbouring 

bowers. 
Let bright Hygeia her glad reign resume, 
-And o'er each sickly form renew her bloom. • 
Me, ^whom no fell disease this hour compels 
To visit Bristol's celebrated Wells, 
Far other motives prompt my eager view; 
My beast can here its fav'rite beet pursue;  
Here can I gaze, and pause, and muse between, 
And draw some moral truth-from ev'ry scene. 
Yon dusky rocks, that from the stream arise 
In rude rough grandeur, threat the distant 

skies, 
Seem as i Nature in a painful thrre, 
With dire convulsions, Wring to and fro,; 
(To give the boiling waves a ready vent) 
At one dread stroke the solid mountain rent; 
The huge cleft rocks transmit to distant fame 
The sacred gilding of a good saint's name. 
.Now round the varied scene attention' turns 
Her read, eye—my soul with ardour burns; 
For on that spot my glowing fancy dwells, 
Where cenotaph its mournful story tells— 
How Briton's heroes, true to honour's laws;. 
Fell, bravely fighting in their country'S cause. 
BLit tho' in distant fields your limbs are Mid, 
In fame's long list your glories ne'er will fade; 
But blooming still beyond'the gripe of death, 

• Fear not the blast of time's inelotiding breath. 
Your generous leader rais'd this stone to say, 
Yon foliow'd still where honour led the-way; 
And by this tribute, which his pity pays, 
Twines his own virtues with his soldiers' praise. 
Now Brandon's cliffs my wand'ring gazes meet, 
Whose craggy surface -mocks the linghing feet; 
eueen Bess's gift, (so ancient legends say) 
To Bristol'aair; where to the Sun's warm ray 
On the rough bush the linen white they spread, 
Or deck with russet leaves the mossy bed. 

Here as I musing take my pensive stand, 
Whilst evening shadows lengthen o'er the land, 
O'er the mine landscape east the circling eye, 
How ardent mem'ry prompts the fervid sigh; 
O'er the historic page my fancy runs, 
Of Britain's fortunes—of her valiant sons. • 
Yon castle, erst of Saxon standards proud, 
Its neighbouring meadows dy'd with Danish blood. 
Then of its Inter fate a.view I take: 
Here the sad monarch lost his hope's last stake; * 
When Rupert bold, of well-achiev'd renown, 
Stain'd ay the fame his former prowess won, 
But for its ancient use no-more employ'd, 

moulder'd and its gates destroy'd;' 
In hisPry's roll it still a shade retains, 	s' 
Tim' of the fortress scarce a stone retrains. 
Eager atlength I strain each aching limb, 
And breathless now the Mountain's summit climb. 
Here does attention her fixt gaze renew, 
And of the city takes a.nearer view. 
The y-lknv Avon, creeping-at my side, 

rolls a mtahly tide; • 

HOYLAND, 	 40 
No sportive Naiads on her streams are seen, 
No cheerful pastimes deck the gloomy scene; 
Fixt in a stupor by the cheerless plain, 
For fairy flights the fancy toils in vain: 
For tho' her waves, by commerce richly blest, 
Roll to her shores the treasures of the West, 
Tho' her broad banks trade's busy aspect wearS, 
She seems unconscious of the wealth she bears. 
Near to her banks, and undet Brandon's hill, 
There wanders Jacob's ever-murm'riug rill, 
That, pouring forth a .never-failing stream, , 
'To Oh dint egg restores the steady.  beam. 
Here too (alas ! tho' tott'ring now with age) 
Stands our deserted, solitary stage, 	o 
Where oft our Powell, Nature's genuine son, 
With tragic tones the fix'dattention won: 
Fierce from his lips his angry accents fly, 
Fierce as the blast that tears the northern sky; 
Like snows that' trickledown hot /Etna's steep, 
His passion Melts the soul, and.  akes us weep: • 
But O!• how soft his tender accents move-++ 
Soft. as the eooings of the turtle's love--
Soft as-the breath of morn in bloom of spring., 
Dropping a Meal tear on Zephyr's Wing: 
O'er Shakespear's varied scenes be wandered wide, 
In 1VIacheth's form all human pow'r defy'd ; 
In shapeless Ricluird,Ps dark and fierce disguise, 
In dreams he saw the murder'd train arise; 
Then what convulsions shook his trembling breast, 
And streved with pointed thorns his bed of rest! 
But fate has snateled thee—early was thy doom, 
Flow soon enclos'd within the silent tomb! 
No more our raptur'd dyes shall meet thy form, 
No more thy melting tones-our bosoms warm. 
Without thy pow'rful aid, the languid stage 
No more can please at once and mend the age. 
Yes, thou art gone: and thy belov'd remains • 
Yon sacred ofit cathedral wall contains 
There does the muffled bell our grief reveal; 
Anti solemn organsswell the mourn rfid peal; 
Whilst hallow'd dirges fill the-hely:shrine, 
Deserved tribute to such worth as thine'. 
No more at Clifton's scenes my strains o'erflow, 
For the Muse, drooping at this tale. of woe, 
Slackens'the strings of her enamour'd lyre, 
The flood of gushing grief puts out her fire: 
Else would site sing the deeds of othertimes, 
Of saints and heroes sung in monkish rhymes; 
Else would her soaring fancy burn to stray, 
And thro' the cloister'd aisle would take her way, 
Where sleep (alt ! mingling with the common dust) 
The sacred bodies of the brave and just. 
But vain th' attempt to scan that holy lore, 
These soWning sighs forbid the Muse to soar. 
So treading back the steps I just now trod, 
Mournfidand sad 1 seek my tone abode. 

TO MISS HOYLAND. 
[From a MS. of Chatterton's in the British Mu- 

seum.] ' 
SWEET are thy charming smiles, my lovely maid, 
Sweet as the flow'rs in bloom of spring array'd; 
Those charming smiles thy beauteous face adorn, 
As May's white blossoms gaily deck the Amp. 
Then why, when mild good.viattire basking lies-
Midst the sot radia;nce of thy inciting eyes, 
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470 	 CHATTERTON'S POEMS. . 

When my fond tongue would strive thy heart to 
move, 

And tune its tones ro every note of love; 
Why do those smiles their native soil disown, 
And (changod their movements) kill me in a frown! 

Yet, is it true, or is it (lark despair, 
That ,fears you 're cruel whilst it owns you fair? 
0 speak, dear Hoyland ! speak ms. certain fate, 
Thy love .enrapt'rirk, or thy constant hate. 
If death's dire sentence bangs upon thy tongue, 
E'en death were'better than suspense so long. 

C 

70 .311i. MWEL,L. 
[from a MS. of Chatterton'S, in the British 

Museum.] 
WHAT language, Powell! can thy merits tell, 

(By Nature form'd in every path t' excel-: 
To strihe the feeling soul with magic skill, 
Whcu every passion bends beneath thy will. 
Loud as the howliogs of the northern wind 
Thy scenes of, anger harrow up the mind; 
Bet most thy softer tunes our bosoms move, 
Whet: Juliet listens to her Romeo's love. 
Vow sweet thy gentle movements then to see,—
Each melting heart must sympathize with thee. 

Yet, though .desigied in every walk to.shioe, 
Tfi'ne is the furious, and the tender thine ; 
Though thy strong feelings and thy native fire 
Still force the willing gazers to admire, 
Though great thy praises for thy scenic art, 
We love thee for the virtues of thy heart.. 

7'O MISS C. 

ON HEARING HER PLAY ON THE HARPSICHORD. 
1From a MS. of Chatterton's, in the British 

Museum.] 

HAD ISrael's Monarch, when misfortune's dart 
Piere'd to its deepest core his heaving breast, 
Heard but thy dulcet tones, his sorrowing heart 
At such soft tones, had sooth'd itself to rest. 

Yes, sweeter far 	Jesse's son's thy strains, 
Yet what avail if sorrow they 
Love's sharper sting within the soul remains, 
The melting movements wound us as they charm. 

THE ART OF PUFFING, 
• 

BY A BOOKSELLER'S JOURNEYMAN. 
[Copied from A  MS. of Chatterton.] 

Voss's) by experience in the subtle art, 
The myserics of a title I impart: 	' 
Teach the young buthor how to please the town, 
And snake the heavy drug of rhyme go down. 
Since Curl, immortal, never-dying name! 
A Double Pita in the book of Fame, 
By various arts did various dunces prop, 
And tickled every fancy to his shop: 
Who can, like Pottingef, ensure a book? 
Who lodges with the solid taste of Cooke? 
Villains exalted in the midway sky, 
Shall live again to drain your purses dry:  

Nor yet uurivall'd they : see Baldwin comes, 
Rich in inventions, patents, cuts, and hums: 
The honourable Boswell writcs,'tis true, 
What else can Paoli's supporter do. 
The trading wits endeavour to attain, . 
Like booksellers, the world's first idol, gain: 
For this they puff the heavy Goldsmith's line, 
And hail his sentiment, tho' trite, divine; 
'or this, the patriotic bard complains, 
ind Bingley binds poor Liberty in chains: 
'or this was every reader's faith deceiv'd, 
tud Edmunds swore what nobody believ'd: 
"o, this the wits in close disguises fight; 
For this the varying politicians write; 
For this each month new magazines are sold, 
With dullness fili'd and transcripts of the old. 
The Town and Country struck a lucky bit, 
Was novel, sentimental, full of wit: 
Aping her walk the same success to find, 
l'he Court and City hobbles far behind: 

:4ons of Apollo learn; merit's no more ' 
Than a good frontispiece to grace the door. 
The author who invents a title well, 
Will always flti4 his eciver'd dullness sell; 
Fiexney and every bookseller will buy, 
Round in neat calf, the work will never die. 
July 22,1770. — 	 Pot. 
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COPY OF PERCES WRITIEN BY 
CHATTERTON,. 

TO A LADY IN BRISTOL. 

[From 44 copy given by Chatterton to Mr./1. 
hater, of Bristol.] 

To use a were out simile, 
Front flow'r to tlimor the busy bee 

With anxious labour fl:es, 
Alikt- from scents which give distaste, 
By fancy as disgusting plae'd, 

Repletes his useful thighs. 

Nor does his vicious taste prefer 
The fopling of some gay parterre, 

The mimiekry of art ! 
But round the meadow—Violet dwells, 
Nature replenishing his cells, 

Does ampler stores impart. 

So I, a humble thimble drone, 
Anxious. and restless when alone 

Seek comfort in the fair, 
And featur'd up in tenfold brass, 
A rhyming, staring, am'rous ass, 

To you address- my pray'r. 

But ever in my love-lorn flights 
Nature untouch'd by art delights, 

t ever gives disgust. 
Why, says some priest of mystic thought, 
TY: bard a/onel.vy nature taught, 

Is to that nature just. 

But ask your orthodox divine 
If re perchance should read this line 

Which fancy now inspire's: 
Will all his sermons, preaching, prayers, 
His Hell, his Heaven, his solemn airs` 

Quench nature's rising fires? 

   
  



In natural religion free, 
I to no other bow the knee, 

Nature's the God I own: 
Let priests of future torments tell, 
rout anger 's the only Hell, 

No other Hell is known. 

I, steel'd by destiny, was born 
Well fenced against a woman's scorn, 

Regardless of that Hell. 
I fie'd by burning planets came 
From flaming hearts to catch a flame,, 

And bid the bosom swell. 

Then catch the shadow of a heart, 
I will not with the substance part, 

Although that substance burn, 
Till as a hostage you remit 
Your heart, your sentiment, your wit, 
, To make a safe return. 

A rev'rend euhy mully puff 
May call this letter odious stuff, 

With no Gieek motto grac'd; 	- 
Whilst you, despising the poor strain; , 
"The dog's unsufferably vain 

To think to please my taste!" 
'Tis vanity, 'tis impudence, 
Is all the merit, all the sense 

Thro' shich to fame I trod, . 
'These (by the Trinity .'tis true) 
Procure me friends and notice, too, 

And shall gain you by G—d. 

THE WHORE OF BABYLON, 

BOOR THE FIRST. 
[From the original, copied by life. Catcott.] 

NEWTON accept the tribute of a line 
From one whose humble genius honours thine. 
Mysterious shall thy mazy numbers seem, 
To give thee matter for a future dream. 
Thy happy talents, meanings to untie, 
My vacancy of meaning may supply; 
And where the Muse is witty in a dash 
Thy explanations may enforce the lash : 
How shall the line grow servile in respect, 
To North or Sandwich infamy direct. 
Unless a wise ellipsis intervene, 
How shall I satyrize the sleepy deans. 
Perhaps the Muse might fortunately strike 
An highly flnish'd picture, very like, 
But deans are all so lazy, Juli and fat, 
None could be certain worthy Barton sat. 
Come then, my Newton, leave the musty lines 4 
Where revelation's farthing candle shines, 
In search of hidden truths let others go, 
Be thou t/le fiddle to my puppet show: 
What are these hidden truths but secret lies, 
Which from diseas'd inme

*
inationstise; 

What if our politicians should succeed 
In fixing up the ministerial creed, 	• 
Who could such golden arguments refuse 
Which melts and proselytes the harden'd Jews. 

Dr. Newton, then bishop of Bristol. 
f Pr. Barton, dean of Bristol, 
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When nniversal reformation bribes 
With Words and wealthy metaphors the tribes, 
To empty pews the brawnyeehaplain swears, 

' Whilst none but tremb!ing superstition hears. , 
When ministers svith sacerdotal hands 
Baptise the flock in streams of golden sands, 
Thro* ev'ry town conversion wings her way, 
And couscienee is a prostitute for pay. 
'Faith removes mountains, like a modern dean; 
Faith can see vi tues which were never seen. . 
Our pious ministry thiasentence quote, 
To p.m e Omits instrument's superior vote, 
Whilst Luttrell, happy in his lordship's voice, 
Bids faith persuade us 'tis the people's choiie. 
This mountain of objections to remove, 
This knotty, rotten argument to prove,. 
Faith insufficient, Newton caught the pen, 
And show'd by demonstration, one was ten. 
What boots it if he reason'd right or no, 
'Twas orthodox, the Thane3  would have it so. ts 
And who shall doubts and false conclusions draw 
Against the inquisitions of the law; 
With gaolers, chains, and pillories must plead, 
And Mansfield's conscience settle right his creed: 
' Is Mansfield's conscience then," will reason cry, 
" A standard block to dress our notions by. 
Why what a blunder has the fool let fall. 
That Mansfield has.no conscience, none at all." 
Pardon me, freedom I this and something more 
The knowing writer might have known before; ' 
But bred in Bristol's mercenary cell, 
Compeli'd in scenes of avarice to dwell, 
What gen'rous passion can refine my breast ? 
What besides interest has my mind possest? 
And should a gabbling truth like this be told 
By me instructed hereto slave for gold, 
My prudent neighbours, (who can read,) would see 
Another Savage to he starv'd in me. 
Faith is a pow'rful virtue ev'ry where: 
By this once Bristol drest, for Cato, Clare; 
But now the blockheads grumble, Nugent's made 
Lord of their choice, he being lord of trade. 
They bawl'd for Clare when little in their eyes, 
But cannot to the titled villain rise. 
This state credulity, a bait for fools, 
Employs his lordship's literary tools. 
Murphy, a bishop of the chosen sect, 
A ruling pastor, of the Lont's elect, 
Keeps journals, posts, and magazines in awe, 
And parcels out his daily statute law. 
Would you the bard's veracity dispute? 
He borrows persecution's scourge from Bute, 
An excommunication-satire writes, 
And the slow mischief trifles till it bites. 
This faith, a subject for a longertheme, 
Is not the substance of a waking dream; 
Tho' blind and dubious to behold the right, 
Its optics mourn a fixt Egyptian night. 
Yet things unseen, are seen so very' clear, 
the knew fresh muster must begin the year; • 
She knows that North,by Bute and conscience led, 
Will hold his honours-till his favour's dead; 
She knows that Martin, ere he can be great, 
Must practice at the targot of the state: 
If then his erring pistol should not kill, 
Why Martin must remain a traitor still. 
His geecioue mistress, gen'rouS to the brave, 
Will not neglect the necessary knave, 	t 

8 Lord Dote, 
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Since pious Ch—d1.--egh is become her grace, 
'Martin turns rump, to Occupy her place.•• 
Say, Rigby, in the honours of She door 
Now properly a knave succeeds a whore. 
She knows the subjeCt almost slipt my quill; 
Lost in that pistol of a woman's will; 
She knows when Bute would exercise his rod, 
The. worthiest of the worthy sons- ef God. 
But (say the critics) this is saying much, 
'The Scriptures tell its peace-makers are such. 
Who can dispute his title, who deny 
What taxes and oppression justifyg 
Who of the Thane's beatitude Can doubt? 
Oh. 4., was but North as sure of being out. 
And, (as I end whatever-l -begin,) 
Was Chatham but as sure of being in. 
But foster child of fate, -dear to a dame, 
Whops satire freely would, but <tare not name. 
Ye plodding barristers who hunt a flaw, 

0What mischief,  would you from the sentence draw. 
Tremble and _stand attentive'as a dean, 
Know, royal favour is the thing, I mean. 
To spirt. with royalty the Muse forbears, 
And kindly takes compassion on my ears. 
•When once Shebbeare in glorious triumph stood 
Upon a rostrum of distinguish'd wood, 
Who then withheld his guinea or his praise, 
Or envy'd him his crown of English bays? 
But now Modestus, truant to the cause, 
Assists the-pioneers who sap the laws, 
Wreatimenramy around a sinking. pen, 
Who_ C011iii*rithh04i the pillory again. 
But liftedinto not ce, by the eyes 
Ot one' whose optics always set to rises  
Forgive a pule ye rational:, forgive 
A flighty youth is yet ueleariit to live. 	• 
When- I have eonn'd each sage's musty rules 
I may with greater reason play the fool. 
Bingurn and I, in ancient-  lore untaught, 
Are always;  with our nature, in a fault:. 
'Thos C.—in would instruct. ns in the part, 
Our stubborn morals would not err by art. 
Ilavmg in various starts from order stray'd, 
Weil call' imagination to our aid. 
See Bute astride upon a wrinkled bag, 
His hand replenishel with an °poled bag, . 
Whence fly the ghosts of taxes and supplies, 
'The sales of places, and the last excise. 
Upon the gionnd in seemly order laid 
The Stuarts stretch'd the majesty of plaid. 
Rich witisthe peer, dependance bow'd the head, 
And saw their hopes, arising from the-dead, • 
His countrymen were moster'd into place, 
And a Scotchpiper was above his grace. 
But say, astrologers, could this be strange, 
The lord of the ascendant red the change, 
And music, whether bagpipes, fiddles, drums, 
All which, is sense as meaning overconfes. 
So nowthis universal fav'rite Scot 
His former native poverty -forgot, 

.The highest member of the car of state, 	• 
-1Arhei•.,  well lieplays at blindrean's buff with fate: 
If fortune condescends to bless his play, 
And drop a rich -Havanna]; in his way, 
Ile keeps it with intention to' release  
All coeq tests at the gen'ral day of peace. 
When first and foremoet to divide the spoil, 
Some millions down might satisfy his toil : 
To guide the car of war he fancied not 
Where honour, and not money, could begot. 

The. Scots have tender honours to-a man; 
Honour's the tie that bundles up the the. 
They want one requisite to be divine, 
One requisite in phial all others shine. 
They're very poor; theitwhocan blarse tle band 
Who polishes by wealth his native land. 
And to complete the worth, possest before 
Gives ev'ry Seotchman one perfection more, 
Nobly bestows the infamy Of &tee, 
And 	mph-41 struts about in doubled lace. 
Who says Bute barters place, and nobly sold 
His king, his unioted countrymen, for gold? 
When ministerial hirelings proofs defy, 
If Musgrave cannot prove it, how can 1? 
No facts unwarranted shall soil my quill, 
Suffice it, there,s a strong suspicion 
When Bute the iron rod of favour shook, 
And bore his haughty passions in his look, 
Nor yet contented with his boundless sway, 
Which all perforce must outwardly obey, 
He sought to throw his chain upon the add, • 
Nor would lie leave conjecturestmeo»thed: 
We saw his measures wrong, and yet in edl 
Of reason we riiiist think these measures 
Whilst curb'd and check'd by his inmeriouirie 
We must be satisfied, and not complain. 
Complaints are libels, as the present age 
Are all instructed by a laweivise sage, 
Who, happy in his eloquence and fees, 
Advances to preferment by degrees, 
Trembles to think of such a daring step, 
As froin a tool to chancellor to leap. 
But lest his prudence should the law disgrace, 
He keeps a longing eye upon the mace. 
Whilst Bute was suffer'd to pursue his pin, 
And ruin freedom as lie rais'd his elan 
Could nob Isis pride, his universal pride, 
With working undisturb'd be satisfied? 
But when we saw the villany and fraud, 
What conscience beta Scotc human's could igirar 
But yet ttwas nothing cheating in our sight,101. 
Wesivoiddhavehumm'dourselvesandthoughlltiol 
This faith, established by the mighty Thane, 
Will long .outlive that system of the Dane: 
This faith—but now the number must be brief, 
Al? hornets things are eenter'd in belief; 
And, (or the philosophic sages dream,) 
Nothing is really so as it may seem. 
Faith is a glass to rectify our sight, 
And teach ns to distinguish wrong from right: 
By this corrected Bute appears a Pitt, 	int. 
And candour masks the lines which hlnel// 
Thenlet this faith support our ruin'd cause, 
And give us back our liberties and faws. 
No more complain of fav'rites made by lust, 
No more think Chatham's patriot reasons just, 
But let the Babylonish harlot see, 
You to her Baal bow the humble knee. 
Lost in the praises of time fav'rite Scot, 
My better theme, my Newton, was forgot, 
Blest with: a pregnant wit, and never known 
To boastof one impertinence his own 

warp'd hitvanity to-serve his God, 
And 	

• 
And in the paths of pious fathers trod : 
ThO° genius might have started something new, 
Tie honour'd lawn, and prov'd his striptute 
No literary Worth presinn'd upon, 
He wrote the understrapper of St. John, 
Unravell'd every, mystic simile, 
Rich -in the faith, and-fanciful as met 

   
  



THE WHORE 
Pull'd revelation's snored- robes aside, 
And saw what priestly modesty should hide; 
Then stied the pen, and with a good intent, 
Discover'd hidden meanings never meant. 
The reader, who in carnal notions bred, - 
II as Atnanasius withotit reerence read; 
Will make ,a scurvy kind of Lentemfeast 
Upon the tortur'd offals of the bealt; 
But if, in happy superstition taught, 
He never once presum'd to doubt in thought, 
Like 	lost in prejudice and pride, 
He takes the literal meaning for his guide. 
Let him read Newton, and his bill of fare. 
What prophesies unprophesied are there! 
In explanations he 's so justly skill'd, 
The pseudo prophet's myst'ries are fulftIPd ; 
No superficial reasons have disgrac'd 
The worthy prelate's sacerdotal taste; 
No flaming arguments he holds in view, 
Like C=n he affirms it, and 'tis true. [crutch, 
Faith, Newton, is the tott'ring churchman's 
On which our blest religion builds so much; 
Thy fame Would feel the loss of this support, 
As innettas Sawny's instrument/at court: 
For secret services, without a name, 
And myst'ries in religion are the same.. 
But, to return to state, from whence the Muse 
In wild digression 'smaller themes pursues, 
And rambiing from his grace's -magic rod, 
Descends to lash the ministers of God. 
Both are adventures perilous and hard, 
And often bring destruction on the bard; 
For priests and hirelings, ministers of state, 
Are priests in love, infernals in their bate. 
The church, no theme for satire, scorns the lash, 
And will not suffer scandal in a dash. 
Not Bute, so tender in his. spotless fame; 
Not Bute, so carehil of his lady's name. 
Has sable lost its virtue? will the bell 
No longer send a straying sprite to Hell? 
Since souls, when animate with life, are sold 
For benefices, bishoprics, and gold; 
Since mitres, nightly laid upon the breast, 
Can charm the mightman, conscience, into rest, 
And learti'd exoreists very lately made 
Greater improvements in the living trade; , - 
Since Warburton (of whotn in future rhymes) 
Has settled reformation' on the times, 
Whilst from the teeming press his numbers fly, 
And, like his reasons; just exist and die; 
Since in the stepS of clerical degree 
All thro' the telescope of fancy see: 
Tho' fancy under reason's lash may fall, 
Yet faneyln religion's all in all. 
Amongst the cassock'd worthies is there one 
Who has the conscience-to be freedorn'S sou? 
Horn, patriotic Horn, will join the cause, 	- 
And tread on inities to procure applause. 
Prepare thy book, and sacerdotal dress, 
To lay a walking spirit of the press, 
Who ktocks at midnight at his lordship's door, 
And roars in hollow voice,. " An hundred more:" 

A hundred more"mrhis rising lordship cries; 
Astonishment and terrour in his eyes: 

A hundred more-,,By G--d, I wo'nt comply:" 
.0  Give," quoth the voice," 	raise a hue and Cry: 
In a wrong „scent the leading beagle's gone, 	• 
Your internipted measures may go on; 
Grant what I ask, I'll witness to the Thane 
I'm sot-another Fanny of Cock-lane." 
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" Enough," says Mum." " reassume the quill, 
And what I can afford to give, I will." 
When Bute the ministry and people's head 
With royal favour pensimed Johnson dead, 
The Muse in undeservki oblivion sunk, 
Was read no longsr, and the man -was drunk. 
Some blockhead, ever envious of his fame, 
Massacred Shekespear, in the doctor's name: 
The pulpit saw the cheat, anal Wonder'd not, 
Death is of all mortality the tot. 
Kenrick had wrote his Elegy, and periled 
A Mice of dernt praise for such a friend;- 
And universal catcalls testified 
How mourn'd the critics when the genius df'd,,,  But now, tho' strange tl,e fact to deists:seelra, 
His ghost is.risen in a venal theme ! 
And emulation madden'd all the Row, 
To catch the strains which from a spectre flow, 
And print the reasons of a bard deemed, 
Who once gave all the town a weekly feast. 
As beer to ev'ry drinking purpose dead, 
Is to a wond2rous metamorphose led, 
And epen'd to the action of the winds, 
In vinegar a resurrection finds, 
His genius dead, and decently intetrki, 
The clatn'rous noise of duns sonorous heard, 
Touted into life, assumkl the heavy pen; 
Awl saw existence for an hour-again, 
Scatter'd his thoughts spontaneous from hishrain, 
And prev'd we, had no reason. to complain; 
Whilst from his fancy, figures budded out, 
As hair on humid careases'wili sprout. 
Horn set this restless shallow spirit still, 
And from his venal fingers snatch'd the quill. 
If in defiance of the priestly word 
He still will scribble learnedly absurd,. 
North is superior in a potent charm, 
To lay the terrours of a false alarm. 
Another hundred added to his five 
No longer is the stumbling-block alive, 
Fix'd in his chair; contented and at home, 
The busy Rambler will no longer roads, 
Releas'<l from servitude, (such 'tis to think,) 
He'll prove it perfect happiness to drink, 
Once, (let the lovers of Irene weep.)' 
He thought it perfect happiness to sleep j 
Irene, perfect composition, came 
To give us happiness, the author &me; 
A snore was much more grateful than a clap, 
And box, pit, gallery, own'dit in a nap. 
Hail, Johnson, chief of bards, thy rigid laws . 
Bestew'd due praise, and critics sitear'd applause 
If from the humblest station in a place, 
By writers fix'd eternal in diigrace, 
Long irrtbe literary work/ unknown, 
To all but scribbling blockheads of its own, 
Thew only introduckl (unhappy- fate) 
The subject of a satire's deadly hate; 
Whilst equally the butt of ridicule, 
The town was dirty, and the bard a foot: 
If from this place where catainites are found 
't'o swarm like Scotchrnen Saw ney's shade atoundl  
I may presume to. exercise the pen, 
And write a greeting to the best of men; " 
Health is the ruling minister I send, 
Nor has the minister abetter friend: 
Greater perhapsin titles, pensions, place, 
He inconsiderately prefers his grace. 
Ah North ! a humbler bard is better fat; 
Friendship was never found near Gratton's star? 
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Bishops are riot by office orthodox: ' 
'Who'd wear a title when they'd tided Fox; 
Xor does the honorary shaine.stop here, 
Have we not Weymouth, Baerington, and Clare. 
If noble murders, as in tale we're told, 
Made heroes of the ministers of old; 
If noble murders, Barringtou's rliVitie, 
Ks merit claims the laureated IiiieQ 
Let officers of train-hands wisely try 
To save the blood of citizens arid fly. 
When some bold urchin beats his (15tint in sport, 
Our tragic trumpets entertain the tuna, ( 
The captain flies thro' every stveet in town, 
,And spfe from dangers wears his civic crown: 
Our noble secretary stoned to run, 
Bat'ititla his magic wand dischataftl big gun; 
I leave him to the comforts of his breast, 

"And midnight ghosts to howl him into rest. 
I-lean:1st°. the instruments of Bute the tool, 
itcho with the little vulgar seems to rule; 
But since the wiser maxims of the age 
Marks fora Neddy Ptolomy the sage, 
Since Newton and Copernicus have taught 
Our blundering senses are alone in fault,  
The wise took further, and the icise can see 
The hand of Sawney actuating thee; 
The clockwork of thy conscience turns about, 
Just as his mandates wind thee in and out. 
By his political machine' my rhimes. 
Conceive an estimation of the times, 
And as the wheels of state in measures move, 
See how time passes in the world above, 
While tott'ring on the slipWry age of doubt 
Sir Fletcher sees his train-bands dying out, 
Thinks the minority, acquiring state, , 
Will undergo a change, and soon be great. 
.North issues out his hundred to the crew, 
Who catch the atoms of the golden slew. 
The etintiettes of wise sir Robert takes 
The doubtful, stand resolv'd, and one forsakes. 
He shackles ev'ry vote iir golden chains, 
And Johnson in his list of slaves maintains: 
Rest, Johnson, hapless spirit, rest and drink, 
No more delete thy claret-glass with ink, 
In quiet sleep repose thy heavy head, 
Kenrick disdains to p— s upon the dead; 
Administration will defend thy fame, 
A niivensions add importance to thy name. 
When sovereign judgment owns thy work divine, 
And ev'ry writer of reviews is thine, 
Let busy Kenrick vent his little spleen, 
And spit his venom in a inagazioe. 
Health to the ininister,hor, 	will I dare 
To pour out flatt'vy in his noble ear: 
His virtues, stoic:11y great, disdains 

--- • Smooth adulation's entertaining strains, 
And, red with virgin modesty, withdraws 
From wondering crowds and 'norms of applause. 
Here let no disappointed rhymer say, 
Because his virtue shuns the glare of day, 
And, like the conscience of a Bristol dean, 
Is never by the subtlest optic seen, 
That virtue is with North a priestish jest 
By which a mere nonentity's exprest. 
No...North is strictly virtuous, pions, wise, 
.As ev'ry peusion'd Johnson testifies. 
But, reader, I had rather you should see 
His virtues in another than in me. 
Bear witness, Bristol, nobly prove that I 
From thee or North, was never paid to lie. 

Health to the minister; his vices knomt, 
( As ev'ry lord has vices of Ins own, 
And ail who wear a title think to shine, 
hi forging follies foreign to his line) 
His vices shall empioy my ablest pen, 
And mark him out a 'miracle of men. 
Then let the Muse the lashing strain begin, 
And mark repentance upon ev'ry sin. 
Why this recoil? and will the dauntless Muse 
To lash a minister of state refuse? 

" 	What ! is his soul so black thou mast not find 
Aught like a human virtue in his mind? 
Then draw him so, and to the public tell 
Who owns this. representative of Hed. 
Administration lifts her iron chain, 

',And truth must abdicate her lawful strain. 
0 Prudence r if by friends or council sway'd 
I had thy saving institutes they'd, 
And, lost toov'ry love but love of self, 
A wretch like 11*----s living betimpelf, 
Then happy in a coach or turtle-feast, 
I might have been au alderman at bast. 

'Sage are the arguments by which I'm taught 
To curb the wild excursive flights of thought 
Let 	wear his self•suilicient air, 
Nor dare remark, for 	is a mayor. 
If 	flimsy system can't be pred, 
Let it alone, 	much belov'il. 
If Berry bought a Bacon for a Strange, 
The man has credit, and is great on Cliapte. 
If C—n na„mminatically spoke, 
Tisdang'rous on-such men to pass ajoke. 
If you from satire can withhold the line, 
At ev'ry public hall perhaps you'll dine. 
" I must-confess," rejoins the prudent sage, 
" You're really something clever for your age 
Your lines have sentiment, and now and then 

- A lash of satire stumbles from your pen. 
But uh t that satire is a dangerous thing, 
And often wounds the writer with its stint: 
Your infant Muse should sport with othertop, 
Men will not bear the ridicule of boys. 
Some of the aldermen (for some Weed 
For want of education, cannot-remit 
And those who can, when-they aloud rehears, 
What Fowler, happy genius, titles sem, 
To spin the strains, 301110f011S thro' the nose, 
The reader cannot call it verse or prose) 
Some of the aldermen may take offence 
At my maintaining them devoid of sense; 

i And if you touch their alilemutnie pride, 
Bid (lark reflection tell how Savage died. 
Besides the town, the sober honest town 4, 
'Gives virtue her desert, and vice her fnwn. 
Bids censure brand with infamy your name, 
I, even I, must think-you are to blame 
Is there a street within this- spacious place 
That boasts the happiness of one fair face, 
Wnere conyermtion does not turn on you, 
Blaming your wild amours, your morals too: 
Oaths, sacred and tremendous, oaths you near, 
Oaths, that might shtick a Luttreil's soul to 

0 
	hear ; 	t 	• 

Thes; my oaths, as if a thing of joke, 
Made to betray, intended to be broke, 
Whilst the toe tender and believing maid, 
(Remember pretty * 0) is betray'd. 

4  Some of the subsequent lines will appear in 
the Extract from Kew Gardeas. 
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Then your religion, ah! beware, beware, 
Altho' a deist is no monster here, 
Yet hide your tenets, priests are powerfut foes, 
And priesthood fetters justice by the nose. 
Think not,the merit of a jingling song 
Can countenance the author'sacting wrong; 
Reform your manners, and with solemn air 
Hear 	bray and. R—ss squeak in pray'rl 
Honour the scarlet robe, and let the quill 
Be silent when his worship eats his fill. 
Regard thy Merest, ever love thyself; 
Rise into notice, us you rise in pelf; 
The Muses have no credit here, and fame 
Confines itself to the mercantile mime; 
Then clip imagination's wing, be wise, 
And great in wealth, (to real greatness rise;) 
Or, if you must persist to sing and dream, 
Let only panegyric be your theme: 
Make North a Chatham, canonize his erace, 
And get a pensiom'or procure a place.'i 

Drunn'd narrow notions! tending to disgrace 
The boasted reason of the human race. 
Bristol may keep her prudent maxims still, 
But know, my saving friends, I never will. 
The composition of my soul is made 
Too gnat for servile, avaricious Made: 
When saving in the lunacy of ink 
1 catch the poi, and publish what I think. 
North is a creature, and the king's misled; 
Mansfield and Norton came as justice (WI: 
Few of our ministers are over wise: 
Old Harpagoe's a cheat, and Taylor lies. 
When cooler judgment actuates my brain, 
My cooler judgment still approves the strain; 
And if a horrid picture greets your view,' 
There it continues still, if-copied true. 
Tho' in the double infamy of lawn 
The future bishopric of Barton's drawn. 
Protect me, fair ones, if I durst engage 
To serve ye in this mitantitish 
To exercise a passion banish'd hence, 
And summon satire in to your defence. 
Woman, of ev,ry happinessthebest, 
Is ail my Heaven; religion is a jest. 
Nor shall the Muse in any future beak 
With awe upon the chains of favour look: 
North shall in all his vices be display4, 
And Warburton in lively pride array'd; 
Sandwich shall undergo the healing lash, 
And read iris character without a dash: 
Mansfield, surrounded by his dogs of law, 
Shall see his picture drawn in every flaw: 
Luttrell, (if satire can descend so low) 
Shall all hie native little vices show: 
And Grafton, tho' prudentially resign'd, 
Shall view a striking copy of his mind. 
Whilst iron Justice, lifting up her scales, 
Shall weigh the princess dowager of Wales. 

Book lhefirst.*  

ELEGY, 
ON THE DEATH OF MR.40IIN TANDEY, SEM. 

sincere Christian friend. He died 5th January, 
1769, aged" 76. 

[From the original, copied by Mr. Cateott.] 
YE virgins of the sacred choir 
Awake the 4oul-dissolving lyre, 

TO 4 ?MENA 
ON HIS INTENDED MARRIAGE. 

[From the originals copied by Mr. Catcott.1 
MARRIAGE, dear M.,-,e., is a serious thing; 

proper every man should think it so: 
'Twill either eery human blessing bring, " 
Or load thee with, a settlement of woe: 
Sometimes indeed it is a middle state, 
N:4time supremely blest-  nor deeply eurst; 
A sta,mant pool of life; a dream of fate: 
In my opinion, of all states the worst. 
Observe the partner of thy future state; 
If no-strong vice is stamp'd upon her mind, 
Take her; and let her ease thy am'rous pains 
A little errour, proves her human-kind. • 
What we-call vices are not always such; 
Some virtues scarce deserve the sacred name: 
Thy wife inaylove, as well as pray too much, 
And to another stretch her rising flame. 

z The above-mentioned gentleman was a man 
'of unblemished character; and father-in-law to 
Mr. William Barrett, author of the History 'of 
Bristol; and lies interred in Redcliff church, in 
the same vault with Mr. Barrett's wife.--The 
Elegy would have beeh inserted in one of the 
Bristol journals, bat was suppressed at *pare. 
ticttlar rarest Of Mr. Tandy's eldest, song, 

ritIEND4, 	 47.4 
Begin the mournful strain; 

To deck the muclolov'dTandey's urn, 
Let the poetic genius burn, 

And all Parnassus drain. 
Ye ghosts! that leave the silent tomb, 
To wander in the mianight gloom, 

Unseen by Mortal eye: 
Garlands o0yew and cypi;ess bring, 
Adorn his tomb, his praises sing, 

And swell the gen'ral sigh. 
Yl,wretches, who could scarcely 'save 
Your starvfig offspring from the grave, 

By God afflicted sore; 
Vent the big tour, the soulsfelt sigh, 
And swell your meagre infant's cry, 

For Tolley is no more. 
To-you his charity he dealt, 
His melting soul your mis'ries felt, 

And made your woes his own : 
A common friend to all mankind; 
His face the index of his mind, 

Where all the saint was shown. 
In him .the social virtues jolted, 
His judgment sound, his sense refired, 

His actions ever just— 
Who can suppress the rising sigh, 
To think such saitHilie melt must die, 

And mix with common (lust. 
Had virtue pow'r from death to save, 
The good man neer would see the grave, 

Butlive immortal here: 
Hawksworth and Tandey I are no more; 
Lament, ye virtuous and ye poor, 

And drop the unfeigned tear. 

   
  



Choose no religionist; whose every day 
Is lost to thee and thine, to none a friend: 

:Klima too, when pleasure calls the heart astray, 
The warmest zealot is the blackest fiend. 

_ Let not the fortune, first engross thy care, 
Let it a second estimation hold : 
A Smithfield marriage is of pleasures bare, 
And love, without th%purse, will soon grow cold. 

Marry no letter'd damsel, whose wise head 
May prove it just to graft the horns on thing: 
Marry no idiot, keep her from thy r...xl; 
What the brains want, will often elsewhere shine. 

A disposition good, a judgment sound, 
Will bring substantial pleasures in a wife : 
Whilst love and tenderness in thee are found, 
Happy and calm will be the married life, 

THOMAS CHATTERTOW. s: 

ON THOMAS PHILLIPS'S DEATH. 

[From the original, copied by Mr. Catcott.] 

To-Clayfield, long, renown'd the Muses' Mend, 
Presuming on his goodness this I send: 
Unknown to you, tranquillity and fame, 
In this address perhaps I am to blame. 
This rudeness let necessity excuse, 
And anxious friendship for a much-lov'd Muse. 
Twice have the circling hours unveil'd the east 
Since horrotw found me and all pleasure ceas'd ; 
Since ev'ry number tended to deplore; 
Since Fame asserted, Phillips was no more. 

"Say, is he mansion'd in his native spheres, 
Or is't a vapour that exhales M tears ! 
Swift as idea rid me of my pain, 
And let turdubions wretchedness be plain. 
It is too true: ,the awful lyre is strung, 
His elegy the sister Muses sung. 

may he live, and useless be the strain!  
Fly gen'rous Clayfield, rid me of my pain. 
Forgive my boldness, think the urgent cause, 
And who can bind necessity with laws: 
I wait the admirer of your noble parts, 
You, friend to genius, sciences, and arty 

FABLES FOR THE COURT, 
ADDRESSED TO MR. MICHAEL CLAYFIELD, OF 

DRJ.STOL. 

rfranseribed by Mr. Catcott, October 19, 1796, 
from Chatterton's MS.] 

THE SHEPHERDS. 

Monms, as critics must-allow, 
Are almost out of fashion now, 
And if we credit Dodsley's word, 
All applications are absurd. 
What has the author to be vain in, 
Who knows his fable wants explaining,. 
And substitutes a second scene, 
Tn.pitblihh what the brat Mould mean: 
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Besides, it saucily reflects 
Upon the reader's intellects. 
When arm'd in metaphors and dashes, 
The bard'some noble villain lashes, 
'Tis a direct affront, no doubt, 
To think he cannot find it out. 
The sing-song trifles of the stage, 
The happy fav'rites of the age, 
Without a meaning crawl along, 
And, for a moral, give a song, 
The tragic Muse, once pure and chaste, 
Is turn'd a whore, debauch 'd by taste: 
Poor Juliet never claims the tear 
'Till borne triumphant on the bier, 
And Amnion's son is never great 
'Till seated in his chair of state; 
And yet the harlot scarce goes dorm, 
She's been so long upon the town, 
Her morals never can be seen. 
Not rigid Johnson scents to mean, 
A tittering epilogue contains 
The cobweb of a poet's brains. 
If what the Muse prepares to write 
To 'entertain tote public sight, 
Should in its characters be known, 
The knowledge is the reader's own. 
When villany and vices shine, 
You wo'nt find Sandwich in the line; 
When little rascals rise to fame, 
Sir Fletcher cannot read his name; e 
Nor will the Muse digressive run, 
To call the king his mother's son, 
But plodding on the beaten way, 
With honest North prepares the lay, 
And should the meaning figures please 
The dull reviews of laughing ease, 
No politician can dispute 
My knowledge of the earl of Bute. 

A flock of sheep, no matter where, 
Was all an aged shepherd's care; 
His dogs were watchful, and he took 
Upon himself the ruling crook: 
His boys who wattled-in the fold 
Were never bought and never sold. 
'Tis true, by strange affection led, 
Ile visited a turnip bed; 
And, fearful of a winter storm, 

, Employ'd his wool to keep it warm; 
But that comparatively set 
Against the present heavy debt, 
Was but a trifling piece of state, 
And hardly made a villain great. 
The shepherd died—the dreadful toll 
Entreated masses for his soul. 	° 
The pious bosom and the back 
Shone in the farce of courtly black. 
The weeping laureat's ready pen 

, Lamented o'er the best of men: 
And Oxford sent her load of rhyme 
In all varieties of chime, 
Administering due consolation, 
Well season'd with congratulation. 
C,,ambridge hel ancient lumber wrote, 
And what could Cambridge do but quote. 
All sung, tho' very few could read, 
And none but mercers mourn'd indeed. 
The younger shepherd caught the crooks  
And was a monarch in his look. 
The flock rejoie'd, and could no less 
Than pay their duty and address; 
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EXTRACT FROM KEW GARDENS. 
[From a manuscript of Chatterton in the posses.. 

sion of Dr. Halifax.]. 	. 

How commendable this, to turnsat oflee 
To good account the vintner and the dunce; 
And by a vely !locus pocus hit 
Dispose of dammed claret and bad wit. 
Search through the ragged tribe that drink small 

beer, 
And sweetly echo in his worship's ear, 
What are the wages of the tuneful Nine? 
What are their pleasures when compared to mine? 
Happy I eat, and tell say .numerlus pence, 
Free from the servitude of rhyme and sense. 
Tho' sing-song Whitehead ushers-in the, year, 
With joy to Britain's king and sovereign dear; 
And, in compliance with an ancient mode, 
Measures his syllables into an ode: 
Yet such the scurvy merit of his Muse, 
He bows% deans, and licks his lordship's shoes. 
Then leave the wicked barren way of rhyme, 
Fly far from poverty, he wise in time; 
Regard the office more, Parnassus less; 
Put your religion in a decent dress: 
Then may your interest in the town advance, 
Above the reach of Moses or romance. 
Beside the town, a sober, honest town, 
Which smiles on virtue, and gives vice a frown, 
Bids censure brand with infamy your name, 
I, even 1, must think you are to blame. 
Is there a street within this spacious place, 
That boasts the happiness of one fair face, 
Where conversation does not turn on you, 
Blaming your wild amours, your morals too? 
Oaths, sacred and tromendouS oaths, you swear, 
Oaths that might shock a Luttrell's soul to hear: 
Those very oaths, as if a thing of joke, 
Made to betray, intended to be broke; 
Whilst the too tender and believing maid 
Remembers pretty * * is betray'd. 
Then your religion, Ah ! beware! beware! 
Altho' a deist is no monster here, 
Yet hide yopr tenets, priests are pow'rful foes, 
And priesthood fetters Justice by the nose. 
Think not the merit of a jingling song 
Can countenance the author's acting wrong. 
Reform your manners, and with solemn air 
Hear C-..aw-t bray, and 	squeak in prayelf. 
It—, a reverendcully-mully puff, 
Who thipks all sermons but his own are stuff; 
When harping on the dull unmeaning text, 
By disquisitions he's so sore perplext, 
He stammers, instantaneously is 'drawn 	-s* 
A border'd piece of inspiration lawn; 
Which being thrice unto his nose appird, 
Into his pineal gland the vapours glide; 
And now tve.hear the jumping doctor roar 
On subjects he dissected thrice before. 
IlonOur the scarlet robe,.and let the quill 
Ile silent when old Isaac eats Iris fill: 

:Regard thy interest, ever love thy-self; 
Rise into notice aryou rise in pelf: 
The Muses have no credit here, and 
Confines itself to- the mercantile name; 
Then clip imagination's wing, be wise, 
And, great in -wealth, to real greatness rise: 
Or, if you mustrpersist to sing and 'dream, 
Let only panegyric be your theme; • 
With pulpit adulation. tichlettitts, 
And wreath with ivy garlands, tavern butts: 
Find sentiment in Dampier's empty look; 
Genits Col2us; harmony in Rooke: 
Swear Broderlp's horrid noise the tuneful spheres; 
And -rescue Pindar from the songs of Shears, 
Would you still further raise the fairy ground, 
Praise Broughton for his eloquence profound, 
His generosity, his sentiment, 
His active fancy, and his thoughts on Lent. 
Make North or Chathain-canonize his grace; 
And beg a pension, or procure a place." 	0 

Dairin'dantrrow notions! notions which disgrace 
The boasted reason-of the human race. 
Bristol may keep her prudent maxims still: 
I scorn her prudence, and 1 ever will. 
Since all my vices magnified are here, 
lie cannot paint sue worse than 4 appear, 
When, raving in the lunacy of ink, 
I-catch the pen and publish what I think 

FRAGMENT: 
[Transcribed from a MS. in Oltatterton's.ban& 

writing.1 

IN't'REST, thou universal God ormen, 
Wait on the couplet and reprove the pen: 
If aught unwelcome to thy eats-shall rise, 
H qldjails and famine to the poet's eyes,. 
Bid satire sheath her sharp avenging steel, 
And lose a number rather than a meal, 
Nay, prithee, Honour, do not make us mad, 
When I am hungry something must be had: 
Can honest consciousness of doing right . 
Provide a dinner or a bed at night ? 
What tho' Astrea decks my soul in gold, 
My mortal lumber trembles with the cold, 
Then, curst tormentor of my peace, be goge i" 
Flattery's a cloak, and I will put it on. 

In a low cottage shaking with the wind, 
A door in front, a span of light behind, 
Tervono's lungs their mystic play began, 
And Nature in the infant mark'd the man. 

'The general sense of this extract seems to intl.'. 
mate that it Consists of the supposed advice of 
some friend of Chatterton, who concludes his. 

,.speech with apostrophes (”); when Chatterton' 
represents himself as replying. 

Every effort has been made to obtain the re.. 
mainder of this poem, but without success. The 
last possessor who can be traced was the late Dr. 
Lort. His excutpr, Dr. Halifax, has obligingly 
communicated the preceding fragment, but the 
remainder of the poem.never Caine into his pos-
session. Many lines in the Extract from Kew( 
Gardens will appear in the Whore of Baby-
lon, but differently arranged.- 

And Edinburgh teas heard to sing 
" Now Heaven be prais'd for such a king.* 
All ioin'd in joy and expectation, 
And union echoed time' the nation. 
A counoil 

   
  



When rent with horrid shouts the distant valleys 
The bleeding body beads, 	[""mh 
The glowing purple stream ascends, 
Whilst the troubled spirit near 
Hovers in the steamy air, 

Again- the sacred dirge they sing, 
Again the distant hill and coppice valley Mg. 

Soul of my dear Maria haste, 
Whilst any languid spirits waste;  
When from this my prison free, 
Catch my son), it Ilins to th, e; 
D"ath had doubly arm'd his dart, 
In piercing thee it peered any heart 

FRAGMENT. 
[Transcribed from a MS. in Chatterton's hand 

writing.) 
FAR froM the reach of critics and reviews, 
Brush up thy pinions and ascend,-my Muse; 
Of conversationoing an Ronne. theme, 
And drink the tea of ifeliontian stream. 
Hail, matchless linguist! prating Delia, hail! 
When scandal's best materials haekney'd fail, 
Thy quick invention len& a quick supply, 
And all thy talk is one continued lie. 
g now, thou eternal babbler, that my song 
Could show a line as venom'd us thy testae. 
In pity to thy sex I cease to write 
Of London journeys and the marriage-night. 
The conversation which in taverns ring 
Descends below my satire's soaring sting: 
Upon his elbow throne great Maro sits, 
Revered at Forster's by the would-he-wits; 
Delih"rately the studied jest he breaks, 
And long and loud the polish'd table shahs, 
Retail'd in every brothel-house in town, 
Each dancing booby vends it as his own: 
Upon the empty'djelly.glass reetin'd, , 
The laughing Maro gathers up his wind; 
The tail-bud 'prentiee rubs his hands and gtims 
Ready to laugh before the tale begins: 
To talk of freedom, polities, and Butes, 
And knotty arguments in law confutes, 
Heave to blockheads, for such things dtsign'd, 
Be it my task divine to ease the mind. 

" To Morrow" says a e.hurch-of-England prig 
" Is of good St. Epiphany the feast. 
It nothing matters whether he or she, 
.But be all seivaiits from their labour free." 
The laugh begins with Maro, and goes round, 
And the dry jest is very witty found; 

every corner of the room are seen 
Round altars covered with eternal green, 
Piled high with offerings to the goddess Fame, 
Which mortals, eltmnieles and journals name; 
Where in strame jumble flesh and spirit lie, 
And illustration sees a jest-book nigh: 
Anti-venereal med'cine cheek-by jowl 
With Whitithi's famous physic for the soul; 
Tilts-patriot Willces's ever-fam'd Essay, 
With Bute and justice in the self-same lay; 
Which of the two deserved (ye casuists tell) 
The conflagrations of a hangman's hell? 

The clock striker eight; the taper dully shim 
Farewell hay. Muse, nor think of further-lines: 
Nine leaves, -and in two hours, or something 
Shut up the hook; it is enough by 4-4 
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Six times the youth of Morn, the golden Sun, 
Theo' the twelve stage: of his course had run, 
Tervono,  rose, the merchant of the plain, 
His soul was traffic, his elysium gain; 
The ragged chapman found his word a law, 
And lOst in barter every fav'vite taw. 

Thro' various scenes Tervono still ascends, 
And still is making, still forgetting friends: 
Full of this IstaximAdteu beard in trade, 
Friendship with none but equals should be made. 
His soul is all the merchant. None eau find 
The shadow of a virtue in his Mind:,  
Nor are his vices reason misapplied; 
Meanas his spirit, sneakiog as his pride. 
At city dinner, or a turtle feast, 
As expeditious as -a hungry priest; 
No foe to Bacchanalian brutar rites, 
In vile confusion dozing off the nights. 

Tervono would be liatter'd; shall I then 
To stigmatizing satire shake the pow? 
Muse, for his brow, the laurel wreath prepare, 
Tho' soon 'twill wither when 'tis planted there. 
Come panegyric: adulation hasLe, 
And sing this wonder of rnereantile taste; 
And whilst his virtue rises in my lines, 
The patron's happy, and the poet dines. 
Some, philosophically eas'd in steel, 
Can neith^r poverty or hunger feel; 
But that is not my ease: the Muses know 
What t*ates-gruel stuff from Phoebus flow. 
Then if the rage of kitire seize my brain, 
Maynone but brother poets- meet the strain: 
lla.y bulky aldermen nor vicars rise, 
Hung in terrorem to their brother's eyes, 
When lust in trance by gospel or by law, 
In to their inward room the senses draw, 
There as they snoar in consultation, deep, 
Are by the vulgar reckoa'd fast asleep. 

ELEGY, 
WRITTEN AT sTANtoN-DREW. 

iTranseribed from a MS. in Chatterton's hand- 
writing./ 

JOYLESS I hail the solemn gloom, 
Joyless I view the pillars vast and rude, 

Where erst the fool of superstition trod, 
In smoking blood imbrued, 
And rising from the tomb, 

Mistaken homage to an unknown God. 
Fancy whither dost thou stray, 
Whither dost thou wing thy 'way,, 
Check the rising wild delight, 

-Ah! what avails this awful sight 
MARIA is no More ! 

Why, eurst remembranee,wilt thou hart nt my rain& 
The blessings past are mis'ry now, 
Upon her lovely brow 
Her lovelier soul she wore, - 

Soft as the evening gale 	 . [vale, 
When ,breathing perfumes thro' the rosedlettg'd 

114 was my joy, my happiness refin'd. 
Ali hail, ye solemn herrours of this scene, 
The blasted oak, the dusky greets. 

'Ye dreary altars by whose side 
• The druid priest in criihson dyed, 

The solemn dirges sung, 
And drove the golden-knife 

'Tito the palpitating seat of life.: 

   
  



ELEGY ON THE DEATH Or' Mt. PHILLIPS: 	479 
Now as 1 wander thro' this leafless grove, 
Where tempests howl, and blasts eternal rise;, 
How shall I teach the chorded shell to inure, 
Or stay the gushing torrent from my eyes ? 

Phillips! great master of the boundless lyre, 
Thee would my soul-rack'd Muse attempt to paint; 
Give me a double portion of thy tire, 
Or all the powers of languagt are' too faint. 

Say, soul unsullied by the filth of vice, 
Sayineekeey'sj spirit, where 's thy tuneful shell, 
Which when Ate silver stream was lock'd with ice, 
Was wont to cheer the tempest-ravag'd deli? 

Oft as the filmy veil of evening drew 
The thick'ning shade upon the vivid green; 
Thou, lost in transport, at the dying view, 
Bid'st the ascending Muse display the "scene. 

When golden Autumn wreath'd in rip'ned corn,Q 
From purple clusters prest the foamy wine, 
Thy genius did his sallow brows 'adorn, 
And made the beauties of the season thind. 

With rustling sound the yellow foliage flies, 
And wantons with the wind in rapid whirls, 
The gurgling riy'let to the valleys hies, 
Whilst on its bank the spangled serpent curls. 

The joyous charms of Spring delighted saw 
Their beauties doubly glaring in thy lay; 
Nothing was spring which Phillips did not draw, 
And every image of his Muse was May. 

So rose the regal hyacinthal star, 
So shone the verdure of the daisied bed, 
So accused the forest glimmering from a-far; 
You saw the real prospect as you read. 

Majestic Summer's blooming flow'ry pride, 
Next claim'd the honour of his nervous song; 
He taught the stream in hollow trills to glide, 
And led the glories of the year along. 

Pale rugged Winter bending o'er his tread, 
His grizzled hair bedropt with icy dew; 
His eyes, a dusky light congeal'd and dead 
His robe, a tinge of bright etherial blue. 

His train a motley'd sanguine sable cloud, 
He limps along the russet dreary moor, 
Whilst rising whirlwinds, blasting keen and loud, 
Roll the white surges to the sounding shore. 

Nor were his pleasures unimproved by thee; 
Pleasures lie has, tho' horridly deforned; 
The polished lake, the silver'd hill we see, 
Is by thy genius lied, preserv'd and warns d. 

The rough October has his pleasures too; 
But I 'in insensible to every joy: 
Farewell the laurel! now I grasp the yew, 
.And all my little powers in grief employ. 

Immortal shadow of my much-lov'd friend 
Ciotled he thy native virtue meet my sonl, 
When on the fatal bed, my passions bend, 
And curb my floods of anguish as they roll. 

In thee each virtue found a pleasing cell, 
Thy mind was honour and thy soul divine; 
With thee did every god of genius dwell, 
Thou west the Helicon of all the Niae. 

ELEGY 
ON THE DEATH OF MR. PHILLIPS 1. 

Corrected irons the old edition, by a MS. in Chat-
terton's hand-writing.] 

Assrs-r me, powers of Heaven! what do I hear? 
Surprise and horrour check tlfe burning tear. 
Is Phillips dead, and is my friend no more! 
Gone like the sand divested from the shore 
And is be gone ?—Can then the Nine refuse 
To sing wide gratitude a favour'd Muse. 

ELEGY. 
No more I hail the morning's golden gleam, 
No inure the wonders of the view I sing; 
Friendship requires a melancholy theme, 
At her command the awful lyre I string. 

1  Afte, the Elegy to Thomas Phillips had been 
printed (page 4.53) a more correct copy came 
into the possession of the editor (ehrough the we-
dium of T. Hill, esq.) in the hand-writing of Chat-
tertian. As this latter Elegy contained seven or 
eight new stanzas, besides many verbal altera-
tions, instead of cancelling the old, it was deemed 
proper to let it remain, and to print the corrected 
copy also, by which the reader will be pleased in 
tracing Chatterton'e'various ethendatione. 

e 
/Sth Oct. 
Sage Gloster's bishop sits supine between 
Ills fiery floggers, and a cure for spleen; 
The soil of flame, enthusiastic law, 
Displays his bigot blade, and thunders draw, 
Unconscious of his neighbours, some vile plays 
Directing-posts to Beelzebub's highways; 
Fools are philosophers in Jones's line, 
And, bound in gold and scarlet, Dodsleys shine; 
These are the various offerings fame requires, 
For ever rising to her shines in spires; 
Hence ail A varo's-polities are drain'd, 
And Evelina's general scandal's gain'd. 
Where Satan's temple rears its lofty head, 
And muddy torrents wash their shrinking bed; 
Where the stupendous sons of commerce meet 
Sometimes to scold indeed, but oft to eat; 
Where frugal Cambria all her poultry gives, 
And where tle insatiate Messalina lives, 
A mighty fabric opens teethe sight; 
With four large columns, five large windows dight; 
With four small portals, 	with much ado 
A common-council lady can pass through: 
Here, Hare first teaches supple dabs to bend, 
And faults of nature never fails to mend. 
Here conversation takes a nobler flight, 
For nature leads the theme, and all is right; 
The littie god of love improves discourse, 
And sage discretion finds his thunder hoarse; 
About tile flame the gilded trifles play, 
Till, lost in forge unknown, they melt away, 
And;  cherishing the passion in the mind, 
Their each idea's brighten'd and refin'd. 
Ye painted guardians of the lovely fair, 
Who spread the saffron bloom, and tinge thehair; 
Whose deep invention first found out the art 
Of making rapture glow in every part; 
Of wounding by each varied attitude, 
Sere 'twas a thought divinity endued. 

• * **** 

   
  



Now rest, my Muse, but only rest to weep, 
A friend made dear by every sacred tie; 
Unknown fo me he comfort, peace, or sleep: 
Phillips is dead! 'tis pleasure then to die. 

Few are the pleasures Chatterton e'er iron, 
Short were the moments of his transient peace; 
But melancholy robled him of those few, 
And this hath bid all future comfort cease. 

And can the Muse be silent, Phillips gone! 
And am I still alive? My soul, arise! 
The robe of immortality put on, 
And meet thy Phillips in his native skies. 

TO THE READER. 

Observe in favour of an hobbling strain, 
Neat as exported from the parent brain, 
And each and every couplet I have penn'd, 

'But little labour'd, and I never mend. 
T. C. 

SUNDAY, 

It FRAGMENT., 

[Transcribed from a MS. in. Chatterton's hut. 
writing.] 

HERVENIS, harping on the hackney'd tent', 
By disquisitions is so sore perplex'd, 
He stammers, instantaneously is drawn, 
A bordeed piece of inspiration lawn, 
Which being thrice unto his nose applyl, 
Into his pineal gland the vapours glide; 
And now again we hear the doctor roar 
On subjects he dissected thrice before; 
I own at church I very seldom pray, 
For vicars, strangers to devotion, bray. 
Sermons, tho' flowing from the sacred lass, 
Are flimsy wires from reason's ingotdrawn; 
And to confess the truth, another cause 
My every prayer and adoration draws, 
In all the glaring tinctures of the bow, 
The ladies front me in celestial row; 
(Tho' when black melancholy damps my joys, 
I call them Nature's trifles, airy toys; 
Yet when the goddess Reason guides the strain, 
I think them, what they are, a heavenly train;) 
The amorous rolling, the black sparkling eye, 
The gentle bridle, and the optic sly; 
The easy shape, the panting semi-globes, 
The frankness which each latent charm disrote41  
The melting passions, and the sweet severe, 
I he easy amble, the majestic air; 
The tap'ring waste, the silver-mantled arms, 
-Alt is one vast variety of charms. 
Say, who but sages stretch'd beyond their spas, 
Italian singers,, r an unmaii'd man, 
CMi see Elysium spread upon their brow, 
And to a drousy curate's sermon bow, 
If (but 	seldom) no fair female face 
Attracts my notice by some glowing grace, 

' -These lines occur in the Extract from Di 
Gardens, p. 477. 
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Fancy, whose various fignre,tinctued vest 
Was ever changing to a different hue; 
Her head with ear ied bays and flowrets drest, 
Her eyes two spangles of the morning dew. 

With dancing attitude she swept thy string; 
And now she soars,. and now again-descends; 
And now reclining on the Zephyr's wing, 
Unto the yelvet-YestU mead she bends. 

• 
Peace, deekt in all the.softness of the dove, 
Over thy passions spread her sitvekplume; 
The rosy veil of harmony and love, 
prinon thy'soul in one eternal bloom. 

Peace, gentlest, softest of the virtues, spread 
Her silver pinions, wet with dewy tears, 
Upon her best distinguished poet's head, 
And taught his lyre the music of the spheres. 

(remp'rance, with health and beauty in her train 
And massy-muscled strength in graceful pride, 
Pointed at scarlet luxury and pain, 
And did at eyery frugal feast preside. 

Black melancholy stealing. to the shade, 
With raging madness, frantiehoud and dire, 
Whose bloody hand displays the reeking blade, 
Were strangers to thy heaven-directed lyre. 

Content, who smiles in every frown of fate, 
Wreath'd thy pacific brow and sooth'd thy ill; 
In thy own virtues and thy genius great, 
The happy Muse laid every trouble still, 

But see the sickening lamp of (lay retires, 
And the meek evening shakes the dusky grey; 
The west faint glimmers with' the saffron fires, 
And like thy life, 0 Phillips!. flies away. 

Here, stretch'd upon this Heaven-ascending bill, 
I'll Wait the horrours of the coming night, 

imitate the gently-plaintive rill; 
And by the glare of lambient vapours write. 

2  Wet with the dew the yellow hawthorns bow; 
The rustic whistles thro' the echoing cave; 
Far o'er the lea the breathing cattle low, 
And the full Avon lifts the darken'd wave. 

Now as the mantle of the evening swells 
Upon my mind, I feel a thick'ning gloom; 
Ah could I charm by necromantic spells, 
The soul of Phillips, from the deathy tomb) 

Then would we wander thro' this darken'd vale; 
In converse such as heavenly spirits use, 
And, borne upon the pinions of the gale, 
Hymn the Creator, and exert the Muse. 

But, honour to reflection ! now no more, 
• Will Phillips sing, the wonder of the plain ! 
. When, doubting whether they might not adore, ( 

Admiring mortals heard his nervous strain. 

See ! see! the pitchy vapour hides the lawn, 
Notight but a doleful bell of death is heard, 
Save where into a blasted oak withdrawn 
The scream proclaims the curst nocturnal bird, 

6 

2  Note on this verse by Chatterton," Expunged 
as too Bowery for grief." 

   
  



a 
Around the monuments I cast my eyes, 
And see absurdities and nonsense rise. 
Here rueful-visag'd angels seem to tell 
With weeping eyes, a soul is gone to Hell; 
There a chijd's head supported by duck's wings, 
With toothless mouth a hallelujah sings: 
In fun'ral pile eternal marble bums, 
And a good Christian seems to sleep in urns. 
A self-drawn curtain bids the reader see 
An honorable Welchman's pedigreek 
A rock of porph'ry darkens half the place, 
And virtues blubber with no awkward grace ; 
Yet, strange to tell, in all the dreary gloom 
That makes the sacred honours of the tomb, 
No quarter'd coats above the bel appear, 
Igo batter'd arms, or golden corsets there. 

• a * it • * • 

THE REVENGE, 
• DURLETTA; ACTED AT NIARYBaNE GARDENS, 

1770. WITH ADDITIONAL SONGS. 

(This drama, with the songs, was printed sepa-
rately in the year 1795, from a MS. of Chatter-
ton in the possession of Mr. Atterbury.] 

• 
DRAMATIS PERSON/E. 

Jupiter, 	Mr. Reinhold. 
Bacchus, 	Mr. Bannister.• 
Cupid, 	Master Cheney. 
Juno, 	Mrs. Thompson. 

Act I. Scene I. 
JUPITER. 

RECITATIVE. 
I SWEAR by Styx, this usage is past bearing; 
Sly lady Juno ranting, tearing, swearing! 
Why, what the devil will my godship do, 
If blows and thunder cannot tame a shrew? 

AIR. 

Tho' the loud thunder rumbles, 
Tho' storms rend the sky; 
Yet louder she grumbles, 
And swells the sharp cry. 

Her jealdusy teasing, 
Disgusting her form: 
Her music as pleasing 
As pigs in a storm. 

I fly her embraces, 
To wenches more fair; 
And beave her wry faces, 
Cold sighs and despair. 

RECITATIVE. 

lad oh! ye tedious minutes, steal away; 
Come evening, close the folding doors of day; 
Night, spread thy sable petticoat around, 
And sow thy poppies on the slumb'ring ground; 
Then, raving into love, and drunk with charms, 
I'll lose my Juno's tonne in Ataia's arms. 

VOL. XV,  

Ara. 
Sighing, 
Dying, 
Lying, 
Frying, 

In the furnace of desire; 
Creeping, 
Sleep i n g, • 

Oh! how slow the hours retire ! 
When the busy heart is beating, 
When theZosom's all on fire, 
Oh! how welcome is the meeting! 
Oh! how slow the hours retire! 

RECITATIVE. 

But see—my fury comes ; by Styx I tremble: 
creep aside—'tis folly to dissemble. 

SCENE II. 

JUNO, JUPITER. 
JUNO. 

RECITATIVE. 
See, see, my good man steals aside! 

In spite of his thunder, 
I make him knock under, 

And own the superior right of a bride. 

AIR. 

How happy the life 
Of a governing wife, 

How charming, how easy, the swift minutes pass.; 
Let her co what she will, 
The husband is still, 

And but for his horns you would think him an ass. 
How happy the spouse 
In his dignify'd brows; 

How worthy with heroes and monarchs to class:. 
Both above and below, 
Experience will show, 

But take off the horns, and each husband's an ass. 

JUPITER. 

RECITATIVE.. 	[aside. 
Zounds, I '11 take heart of grace, and brave her 

clapper; 
And, if my courage holds, egad I'll strap her: 
Thro' all Olympus shall the thunders roll, 
And Earth shall echo to the,  mustard bowl, 
Should she prove sturdy, by the Lord 	heave • 

hence, 
Down to some brandy-shop, this noisy griev- 

AIR. 
What means this horrid rattle? 
And must that tongue of riot 
Wage one eternal battle 
With happiness and quiet? 

JUNO. 

AIR CON'?INUED. 

What means your saucy.question? , 
D'ye thick I mind your Ulaster? 

I I 

THE REVENGE. 
	 43I 
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Your godship's always test in 	 A method 	purSue, 
Words, thunder, noise and fluster. • 	 I'll wait him, tickle, coax hint, 

JUPITER. 
	 Then P shall have my due. 

AIR. 
Ah, cruel, cruel Jove, 
And is it thus a love 

So pure, so chaste, so strong as mine, 
Is slighted, disrespected, 
Unnotic'd and' neglected, 

Retuned with such a love as thine? 

JUPITER. 

RECITATIVE. . 

Hence, thou eternal tempest, fronvour regions, 
And yell in concert,y.ith infernal legions: 
Hence, or be ealm.--our will is fate.,  away hence, 
Or on the lightning's wings you 'll find conveyance. 

JUNO. 

RECITATIVE. 

I ̀ brave your vengeance---. 

JUPITER. 

Oh ! 'tis most provoking ! 
JUNO. 

Should not my spirit better my ,conditidn, 
I've one way left—Remonstrance and petition 
To alt the gods in senate: 'tis no joking—. 

AIR. 
• 

I will never tamely bear 
All my wrongs and slights, sir • 
Heav'n and all the-gods shall hear 
How you spend your nights, sir: 

Drinking, swearing, 
Roaring, tearing, 

Wenching, roving ev'ry where; 
Whilst poor I , 
,At home most lie, 

scheming, 
Sighing, dreaming, 

Grasping nothing but the air. 
AJMER.' 

RECITATIVE. 

O how shall I escape -the swelling clatter— 
slit her tongue, and make short work o'th' 

matter. 
• AIR. 

Fury, Cease, 
Give me peace, • 
Still your racket, 
Or your jacket ' 
I 'II be drubbing, 
For your snubbing; 

By the gods, you shall knock tinder. 
. 	Must you ever 

Thus endeavour 
Rumbling, 
Grumbling, 
Rowling, 
Growling, 

To outsound the noisy thunder. 

JUNO. 
RECITATIVE. 	[aside. 

Ali! 1'in quite out here—plaguily Mistaken—
elle man 's in earnest -1 must save my bacon: 

Since scolding but provokes him, 

AIR. 
Did the foolish passion tease ye, 
Would you have a husband.please ye, 
Suppliant, pliant, am'rous, easy; 
Never rate him like a fury : 
By experience I'll assure ye, 
Kindness, and not rage, must cure ye. 

JUNG. 

RECITATIVE. 

IIe 's in the right on 't—hits it to a tittle—. 
But Juno must display-her tongue a little. 

AIR. 
I own my errour, I repent; 	c 
Let thy sparkling eyes behold me, 
Let thy lovely arms enfold me; 
Let thy stubborn heart relent. 

JUPITER. 
RECITATIVE. 

Egad,•why this is more than I desire, 
'Tis from the frying pan to meet-the in; 
Zounds, I have 410 stomach to the mair0 Deg; 
But something must be either sung or WI 

AIR. 
What is love? the wise despise it; • 
'Tis a bubble blown for boys: 
Gods and heroes should not prize it, 
Jove aspires to greaterjoys. 

Azad. 
AIR CONTINUED. 

What is love? 'tin Nature's treasure, 
'Tis the storehouse of her joys; 
'Ti, the highest Heav'n of pleasure, 
'Tis a bliss which neveroloys. 

JUPITER. 
AIR CONTINUED. 

What is love? an aivailown bubble, 
Only silly fools receive it: 
'Tis a magazine of trouble; 	( 
'Tis but folly—thus I leave it. 

[Jupiler go') 

SCENE III. 
'Juno. 

RECITATIVE. 
Well; he is gone, and I may curse my fate, 
That link'd my gentle love to such a mate; 

• 
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Me neither fills my freezing bed, thy heart, nor 
lily vainly-folding arms: Oh ! such a partner? 

out. 

483 

SCENE V.. 
CUPID. 

RECITATIVE. 
• See how she flies, whilSt warring passions shake 

her, 
"Nor thought nor lighening now can overtake her. 

AIR. n • 
, How often in the marriage state,. 
The Wise, the sensible, the great; 

I4nd miser and woe : 
Though, should we dive in Natpre's laws, 
To trace the first primeval cause, 	• 

The wretch is self-made so. 
AIR CHANGES. 

Love's a pleasure, so/id, real, 
Nothing fanciful, ideal, 

'Tis the bliss ofhumankind ; 
All the other passions move, 
In subjection under love, 

'Tis the tyrant of the mind. 

When 7t woman's ty'd down 
To a spiritless tog; 
Let her fondle or frown, 
Yet still he's a clog. 
Let her. please her own mind, 
.Abroad let her roam; 
Abroad she may find, 
What she can 't find at home. 

SCENE 
Juno, CUPID. 

CUPID. 
RECITATIVE. 

110 ! mistress Juno—here's a storm n bresring+.,  
Your devil of a spouse is always doing-, 
Pray step aside--This evening, I protest, 
Jove and miss Maia-7you may guess the rest-. 

JUNO. 
Now! 'What! When! Where ! Nay, prithee now 

unfold it. 
CUPID. 

O 
'Gad--,4s0 I will; for faith I cannot hold it. 
His mighty godship in a fiery 'flurry, 
Met me just now—Confusion to his hurry! 
I stop( his way, forsooth and;  with a thwack, 
Ile laid a thunderholtaeross my back: 
Bless mei I feel it now—irry short ribs ache yet-nia,  
I vow'd revenge, and now by Styx 1. take,it. 
Miss Maio, in her chamber, after nine, 
Receives the thund'rer, is his robes divine; 
I undermin'd it ali ; see, here's the letter: 
Could dukes spell worse, whose tutors spelt no 

better? 
You know false.spelling now is much the fashion— 

JUNO. 
Lend me your drops—Oh ! I shall swoon with 

passion 	 rgie! 

And worse than lever's English, her I mangle. 
I'll tear her eyes out! Oh! I'll stab—I'll straw',  

CUPID. 
Nay, pray be maim.; I've hit of an expedient 
To do you right-,-. 

• 	JUNO. 
Sweet Cupid, your obedient-- 

cumb. 
Tie Maia by the leg; steal in her stead, 	• 
Into the smuggled raptures of her bed; 
When tai god enters, let him take possession, 

JUNG. 
An excellent scheme? My joy 's 4beyond ‘expres- 

sion ! 
CUPID. 

Nay, never stay; delaying may confine it., 
JUNO. 

O happy thought! I fly to execute it 
gait fume. 

SCENE VI. 
CUPID, SAccnns teith u bowl. 

BACCHUS. 
RECITATIVE. 

Odsniggers, ('other draught, 'tis deirlish heady, 
Olympus . turns about ; (naggers). steady, boys, 

steady. 

If Jove should pretend that lie governs theskiesi 
I swear by this liquor his thinidershiplies ; 
A slave to his bottle, he governs by wine, 
And all must confess he's a servant of mine. 

AIR CHANGES. 
Rosy, sparkling, powerful wine, 
All the joys of life are thine; 
Search the drinking, world around, 
Bacchus ev'ry where sits orown'd: 
‘Vhilst we lift the flowing bowl, 
Unregarded thunders roll.. 

AIR CHANGES. 
Since man, as says each bearded sage, 
Is but a piece of clay, 
Whose mystic inoisturelost by age, 
To dust it falls away. 
'Tis orthodox beyond a doubt, 

- That drought Will only fret it: 
To make the brittle stuff hold out; 
Is thus to drink and wet it. 

RECITATIVE.  
! master Cupid, 'slife I did, not s'ye, • 

'Tis excellent Champagne, and so here's t'ye: 
aC brought it to these gardens as imported, 
Tis bloody strong, you need not twice be courted. 
Come drink, any boy-, 	• 

CUPID. 
Hence, monster, hence! I scorn thy flowing bowl 
It prostitutes the sense, degenerates the soul. 

ria.rx4los. 
Gadso, methinks the youngster's woundy moral 
Ile plays with ethics like a bell and coral. 
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AIR. 

'tis madness to thinly,:  
To judge ere you drink, 

The bottom all wisdom contains 
Then let you and I 
Now drink the bowl dry, 

We both shall grow wise for our pains. 
s 

	

CUPID. 	, 
Pray, keep your distance, beast, and cease your 

bawling, 
Or with this dart,' 	I'll send y6u catterwauling., 

' 	 AIR% 
The charms of wine cannot compare 
With the soft raptures of the fair; 
Can drunken pleasures ever find 
A place with love Red womankind ? 
Can the full bowl pretend to vie 
With the soft languish of the.  eye ? 

' Can the mad roar our passions move, 
Like gentle breathing sighs of love? 

BACCHUS. 
Go whine and complain 
To the gills of the plain, 

And sigh out your soul ere she come to the mind; 
My mistress is here, 
And faith I don't fear; , 

always am happy, she always is kind, 
AIR CHANGES. 

A poi o' your lasses, 
A shot of my glasses 
Your arrow surpasses;.  For nothing but asses 

Will draw in your team : 
Whilst thus I am drinking, 
My misery sinking; 
The cannikin 
I'm lost to all thinking, 

And care is a dream. 
CUPID. 

Provoking insolence! 
BACCHUS. 

What words it utters ! 
Alas ! poor little creature, how it sputters ! 

-amts. 
Away, you drunken wild 

BACCHUS. 
Away, you silly child-, 

CUPID. 
Fly, or else I 'II wound thy soul, 

Biseestus. 
Zounds ! I'll drown thee in the bowl. 

CUPID. 
You rascally broacher,.  
You hogshead of liquor; 

BACCHUS. 
You shadow, you poacher ; 
Ahal—bring me a stick herein* 

give you a trimmer, 
You bladder of nip— 

CUPID. 
You soul of ir brimmer— 

BACCIIUS. 
You tool of the fair— 

CUPID. 
You moveable tun, 
You tippler, you sot—, 

BACCHUS. 
Nay, then the work's done, 
My arrow is shot. 

[Bacchus throws the contents of the bowl in Cups? try, 
and runs of. 

SCENE VII. 
CUPID. 

RECITATIVE. 

Kind usage this—it sorely shalt befall him.. 
Here's my best arrow, and by Heav'n I'll reel 

him. 	 DWI 
Revenge! Revenge! Oh, how I long to soil 
Now all the pangs of slighted love confound ta 

AIR. • 
No more in the bowl 
His brutalized soul 

Shall find a retreat from the lass: 
I'll pay him, 
And slay him, 

His love shall be dry as his glass. [Er'. 

ACT II. SCENE 1. 
BAcentts, with his bowl on his Iasi 

MR. 
Alas ! alas ! how fast 
I feel my spirits sinking; 
The joys of life are past, , 
I've lost the power of drinking: 
Egad, I find at last, 
The heav'nly charm of ticking, 
And in the sound I cast 
The.  miseries of thinking. 

RECITATIVE. 

I'm plaguy ill—in devlish bad condition—o 
What shall I do—I'll send for a physician: 
But then the horrid fees—aye, there's the quell's-
'Tis losing all a man's estate in jesting; 
Whilst nurses and apothecaries partake-. [0:1,' 
Zounds, this will never do, 'twill make my bol 
Come then, ye fidlers, play up Muter bout, 
I've a new nostrum, and I'll sing it out. 

AIR. 
Scrape, ye fidlers, tinkle, tinkle, 	I 

makes my twinkler, twinkle; 
Humming, 
Thfrumming, 
Groaning, 
Toning, 
Squeaking, 
Shrieking, 
Bawling, 
Squalling, 

tire sweet charms of tinkle, tinkle! 
• 
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Oh, how my-passion's rising, 
And thumping in my breast; 
'Tis something most surprising, 
I shall be doubly blest, 	• 

RECITATIVE. 
He's here—Now prosper, Love, my-undertaking. 
I II steal aside—I'm in a piteous quaking. 

465 
RECITATIVE. 

But this is trifling with the hot disease, 
Nor wine, nor brandy now can give me ease. 

AIR. 
When a jolly toper ails,  
And his nectar bottle 

He's in a most heavenly condition: 
Unless he can drink, 
To the grave he must sink, 

And death be his only physician. 
RECITATIVE. 

Zounds, can't I guess the cause—hum—could I 
say a 

Short prayer or two, with pretty mistress Maia. 
Ah ! there it is! why I was woundy stupid ! 
Faith, this is all the handy work of Cupid. 
Since I 'm in love then, over ears and head in, 
'Tis time to look about for bed and bedding: 
But first uncovering, in this magic helmet, 
l'Il show the god that love and wine are well met. 

AIR. 	• 
Fill the bowl, and fill it high, 
Vast as the extended sky, 
Since the dire disease is found, 
Wine's a balm to cure the wound: 
0 the rapturous delights ! 
Whoa with women wine unites. 

RECITATIVE. 
0 here, my satyrs, fill the mighty cup, 
Haste, fly, begone, I'm dying for a sup. 

AIR. 	, 
I'll fly to her arms, 
And rifle her charms, 

In kisses and compliments lavish; 
When heated by wine, 
If she should not incline, 

I'll try all my courage, and ravish. 

SCENE II. 
A dark room. 

JUNO. 
RECITATIVE. 

Now, master Jupiter; Pll catch you napping.... 
Gad, you'll be finely hamper'd your own trap-in. 
Would ev'ry husband follow your example, 
And take upon himself his own adorning, 
No more would wives upon their trammels trample; 
No more would stand the ancient trade of horning. 

AIR, 
What wife but, like me, 
Her husband would see, 

A rakehelly fellow, a ranter, a rover: 
If mistaking her charms, 
14 should die in her arms, 

And lose the cold spouse in the warmth of the lover 

	

RECITATIVE., 	 s • 

Impatiently I wait— 
.AIR. 

Hark! hark ! the god approaches, 
He longs to ease his pain ; 
Oh, how this love incroaches, 
Thro' ev'ry trembling vein, 

SCENE 

• 
Juwo, BACCHUS. 

.BACCIIVS. 
RECITATIVE. 

Now, pretty mistress Maia, I'm your humble—. 
But faith, I 'd better look before I tumble; 
For should the little gipsey make resistance, 
And call in witnesses to her assistance; 
Then, Bacchus, should your friends or sister fail ye... 
You 'll look confounded queer at the Old 

AIR. 
The man that has no friend at court, 
Must make the laws confine his sport; 
But he that has, by dint of flaws, 
May make his sport confine the laws. 

RECITATIVE. 
Zounds! I've a project, and a fine one too; 
What will not passion and invention do? 
I'll imitate the voice and sound of Jove, 
The girl's ambition wont withstand his love: 
But should she squall, and cry a rape, and scream 

on 't, 	 [on 't— 
Presto, I'm gone, and Jove Will bear the blame 
The farce begins,the prologue's wond'rous teasing, 
Pray Cupid, the catastrophe be pleasing. 

AIR. 
Oh ! where is my Maia ? 0 say 
What shadow conceals the fair maid; 
Bring hither the lantern of day, 
And show me where Maia is laid. 
Envious vapours, fly away; 
Come ye streaming lights, discover, 
To an ardent, dying lover, 
Maia and the charms of day. 

• JUNO. 
neeraTivi. 	[afire: 

I have you fast—by all my wrongs I'll fit ye, 
Wise as you are, perhaps I may outwit ye. 

AIR. 
Here thy longing Maia'lies, 
Passion flaming in her eyes; 

Whilst her heart 
Is thumping, beating, 

• 
	All in a heat, in 

Every part: 
Like.the ocean, 
All commotion, 

Through her veins the billows roll, 
And the soft tempest ruiBes all her soul. 

BACCHUS. 
RECITATIVE. 	 [ode. 

Gods ! I have struck upon the very minute; 
I shall be happy)  or the devil's in it; 
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It seems some assignation was intended,. 
I 'd-pump it—but least said is soonest mended. 

AIR. 1 
Happy, happy, happy hour! 

Cupid now exalts his power; • 
In my breast the passion- raging, 
All my trembling frame engaging, 
•liets my every‘sense Orr fire: 
Let vs,' Main, now retire. 

Jim°. 
• • 	t• RECITATIVE. 

iltit,say, should 'I rizigit my virgin charms, 
Would you be ever constant to my arms? 
Would not your, Juno rob me of your kindness ? 
Must you not truckle to her royal Ingham.? 

BACCHUS. 

c 	! by the dirty waves of Styx I swear it, 
My love is your's, my wife shall never share it. 

• • 	• 	Jei'O. 
'Tis a sad compliment, but I insist bear it, 

BACCHUS. 
AIR. 

Then let's away, 
And never delay, 
"Tis folly to stay 	-

From rapture and love; 
1 sicken, I die; 
0 come let us Ay, 
From the blue vaulted sky 

To the Paphian (rove. 
JUNO. 

Then away, 
I obey 

Love and nature; 
Rituettpg. 

Since 'tis so, 
• Let us go, 

Dearest creature! 

SCENE 1V. 
JUNO, BACCHUS, JUPITER. 

JUPITER. 
RECITATIVE. 

1 heard a voice within, or else I'm tipsey-.. 
Main, where are you? Come, you little gipsey. 

BACCHUS. 

Maia's with me, sir; who the devil are ye? 
hirrah, be gone; I'll trim you if you tarry. 

, JUPITER. 
Fine lingo WS M Jupiter !,—Why truly 
I'm Jove the thund'rer— 

JUNO. 	 fr 

Out, you rascal, you 
BACCHUS. 

'Tis I am Jupiter, I wield, the thunder' 
Zounds, PH sneak off before they find the blunder. 

(aside. 
JUPITER. 

Breaking from above, below 
'Flow, ye gleams of morning, flowi 

Rise, ye glories of the day, 
Rise at once with strengthen'd ray. 

(*olden ligh1, all admitted. 

BACCHUS. 
Zounds, what can this mean! 

JUNO. 
I am all confusion! 

JUPITER. 
Your pardon, Juno, for this rude intrusion. 
Insatiate monster! I may now be jealous; 
If I 'ye my mistresses, you have your fellows: 
I 'm noNV a very husband without doubt, 
I feel the honours of my forehead sprout. 

AIR. 

Was it for this, from morning to night 
TemPests and hurricanes dwelt on your tongue; 

fr Ever complaining of coldness and slight, 
And the same peal was eternally rung? 
Wai it for this I was stieiteal.of joy, 
Pleasure and happiness banisted my breast, 
Poison'd with fondness which ever must cloy, 
Pinn'd to your sleeve, and deny'd to be blot? 

RECITATIVE. 
I swear by Styx, and that's an horrid oath, 
I'll have revenge, and that upon you both. 

JUNO. • ( 
icay, hear sae, Joye, by all that's serious too, 
I swear I took the drunken dog for you. 

BACCHUS.. • 
And with as safe a conscience, I eau say, as 
I now stand here, 1 thought the chamber lhii 

JUPITER. 
It cannot be—e—o- 

Alit. 
1'11 not be cheated, 
Nor be treated 

Like the plaything of your wilt. 
JUNO. 

I'll not be slighted, 
I 'II be righted, 

And I'll keep my spirits still. 
JUPITER. 	[To Bad 

You pitiful cully- 
JUNO and BACCHUS. 	[To .is; 

You rakehelly bully, 
Your blustering, 
Clattering, 
Flustering, 
Spattering, 
Thundering, 
Blundering, 

I defy. 
JUPITER. 

< 	Go.mind'ybur toping, 
Never come groping 

Into my quarters, Ldesire, 
Here you come homing, 
And adorning.---o- 

JUNO. 

You are a liar, air. 

(aside. 
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Then contented I resign 
My prerogative of scolding; 
eniet when thy love is mine, 
When my arms with thine are folding. 

racciivs. 
You lie, sir, you lie. 

SCENE V. 
JUNG, BACCHUS, JUPITER, CUPID. 

CUPID. 
RECITATIVE. 

Here are the lovers all at clapper-clawing; 
A very pretty scene ,for Collett's drawing. 
Oho, immortals, why this catterwauling? 
Through all Olympus 1, have heard your bawling. 

JUNO. 
Ah! Cupid, your fine plotting, with a pox, 
Has set all in the wrong box. 
Unravel quickly, for the thund'rer swears 
To pull creation down about our ears. 

CUPID. 
AIR. 

Attend! Attend! Attend!. 
God, demi-god, and fiend, 

Mortals and immortals see, 
Hither turn your wond'ring eyes, 
See the rulers of the skies _ 

• Conquer'd all, and slaves to me. 

JUPITER. 

RECITATIVE. 
Pox o' your brawling ! haste, unriddle quickly, 
Or by the thunder of my power I'll tickle ye. 

CUPID. 
You, Jove, as punctual to your assignation, 
Came here with Maiw to be very happy; 
But Juno, out of a fond inclination, 
Slept in her room, of ail your love to trap ye. 
Struck by my power, which the slave dar'd despise, 
Bacchus was wounded too by Main's eyes, 
And hither stealing to appease his love, 
Thought Juno Main; she thought Bacchusjove. 
Here rests the matter:—are you all contenteif? 

JUNO. 
No! No! not I— 

BACCHUS. 

I'm glad I was prevented. 

JUPITER. 	 [Aside. 
A lucky iltappoilarrient, on my life, 
All love is thrown away upon a wife: 
How sad ! my interruption could not please her. 
She moves my pity -.- 

CUPID. 	 • 

• 
	Soften, Jove, and ease her. „ 

JUPITER. 
Juno, thy hand, the girls no mort I'll drive at. 
I will be ever thine—or wench more private. [Aside. 

AIR. 
Smooth the furrows of thy brow, 
Jove is all the lover now; 
Others he'll no more pursue, 
put be eyer fix'd to you. 

.CUPID. 
Then, jolly Bacchus, why should we stand out, 
If we have quarrelled, zotindqwe'll drink about. 

AIR. 
Love ald wine uniting, 
Rule without controul, 
Are to. the sense delighting,. 
And captivate the soul. 

Loye and wine uniting, 
Are every where ador'd; 
Their pleasures are inviting, 
All Heav'n they can afford. 

BACCHUS. 
Zounds, I agree, 'tis folly to oppose it: 
Let's-pay our duty here, and then we'll close it. 

AIR. 	[To the audiertee. 
To you, ye brave, ye fair„ye gay, 
Permit me from myself to say; 
The juicy grape for you shall rise, 
In all the colours of the skies; 
For you the vine's delicious fruit 
Shall on the lofty mountains shoot; 
And ev'ry wine to Bacchus dear 
Shall sparkle in perfection here. 

' CUPID. 
For you, ye fair, whose heavenly charms 
Make all my arrows useless arms; 
For you shall Handers lofty flight 
Clash on the list'ning ear of night, 
And the soft melting sinking lay 
In gentle accents die away: 
And not a whisper shall appear, 
Which modesty would blush to hear. 

JUNO. 
Ye brave, the pillars of the state, 
1 n valour and in conduct great, 
For you the rushing clang of arms, 
The yell of battle and alarms, 	• 
Shall from the Martial trumpets fin; 
And echo through the mantling sky. 

JUPITER. 
From you, ye glories of mankind, 
We hope a firm support to find; 
All that our humble powers can. do 
Shall be displayed to pleasure you; 
On you we build a wish'd success, 
'Tis yours, like deities to blesS. 
Your smiles will better every scene, 
And clothe our barren waste in green. 

CHORUS. 
. So when along the eastern skies, 
The glories of the morning rise, 
The bumble flower which slept the night, 
Expands its beauties to the light, 	• 
Glows in its glossy new array, 
And shines amidst the shining day;  

End of the Revenge, 
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SONGS. 

A .BACCLIANALIAN.. 
SUNG BY MR. REINHOLD. 

ItACCHLTS, ever smiling power, 
Patron of the festive hour! 
Here thy genuine nectar roll 
To the wide capacious bowl, 
White gentility and glee 
Make these gardens worthy thee 

Bacchus, ever Mirth and joy, 
Laughing, wanton, happy boy! 
Here advance thy clustered crown, 
Send thy purpleblessings down; 
With the Nine to please conspire, 

,Wreath the ivy round the lyre. 

A BACCHANALIAN: , 
Havis 'ar and all its joys? 

Useless mischief, empty noise. 
What are arms and trophies won? 
Spanglei glittering in the sun. 	-

, Rosy Bacchus, give me wine; 
Happiness is only thine! 
What IS love without the bowl? 
'l'is a languor/ of the soul: 
• Crown'd with ivy, Venus charms, 
Ivy courts me to her arms. • 
Bacchus, give me love and wine; 
Happiness is only thine! 

Ilimm•••••••••••••=••• 

Young Colin Ices a comely five, 
And cudgels with an active grace, 

In every thing complete; 
hint Hobbinot eau danee divine, 
Gods! how his manly beduties shine. 

When jigging with his feet. 
Roger is very stout and strong, 
And Thyrsis sings a heavenly song, 

Soft Gilesis brisk and small. 
Who shall I choose? who shall I shun? 
Why must I be contin'll to one? 

Why can't I have them all? 

THE HAPPY PAIR 
,STREPHON. 

LUCY, since the knot was ty'd, 
Which- eonflmed thee Strephon's bride, 
All is pleasure, all is joy, 
Married love can never cloy; 
Learn, ye rovers, learn from this, 
Marriage in the road to bliss. • 

LUCY. 
Whilst thy kimlness-ev'ry hoar 
Gathers pleasure with its power, 
Love and tenderness in thee 
Must be happiness to me. 
Learn, ye .rovers, learn from this, 
Marriage is substantial bliss. 

BOTIi. 
Godlike Hymen, ever reign, 
Ruler of the happy train, 
Lift thy flaming torch above, 
All the flights of wanton love, 
Peaceful, sedid,blest, serene, 
Triumph in the married scene. 

STREPHON. 
Blest with thee, The sultry day 
Plies on wings of down away, 
Lab'ring o'er the yellow plain, 
-Open to the sun and rain, 
AU my painful labours fly, 
When I think my Lucy's nigh. 

LUCY. 
• 0 my Strephon, could my heart 

Happiness to thee impart, 
Joy should sing away the hour, 
Love should eery pleasure show'r, 
Search my faithful breast, and see. 
I am blest in loving thee. 

BOTH. 
Godlike Hymen, ever reign, 
Ruler of the happy train, 
Lift thy flaming torch above 
All the flights of wanton love, 
Peaceful, solid, blest, serene, 
Triumph in the married.seene. 

• •••••••••••.. 

THE INVIi'ATION. 
TO BE SUNG BY MRS. BARTHELEMON AND 

MASTER CHENEY. 

AWAY to the woodlands;  away! 
-The shepherds are forming a ring 
To dance to the honour of May, 
'And welcome-the pleasures of Spring. 
The shepherdess labours a grace, 
And shines in her Sunday's array, 
And bears in the Moom of her face 
The charms and the heanties-of May., 
Away to the woodlands, away! 
The shepherds are forming a ring, ice. 
Away to the woodlands, away! 
And join with the amorous train: 
'Tis treason to labour to day, 
Now Bacchus and Cupid must reign. 
With garlands of primroses made, 
And crown'd with the sweet blooming spray, 
Thro' woodland, and, Meadow, and shade, 
We'll dance to the honour of May. 
Away to the, &c. 

THE VIRGIN'S CHOICE. 
YOUNG Strephon is as fair a swain, 
As e'er a shepherd of the plain 

In ail the Inindred found; 
But Ralph has tempting shoulders, tame, 
And Will as quickly buckle to 

As any to be found. 

• 

RESIGNATION. 
[Copied frorn.a poem in Chatterton's hand-writig 

in the British Museum.) 
HAIL Resignation, hail ambiguous dame, 
Thou Parthian archer in the fight of fame! 
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`When thou hast drawn the mystic veil between, 
'Tis the poor minister's concluding scene. 
Sheltered beneath thy pinions he withdraws, 
And tells us his integrity's the cause. 
Sneaking to solitude he rails at state, 
And rather would be virtuous than be great, 
Laments the impotence of those who guide, 
And wishes public clamours may subside. 
But while such rogues as North or Sandwich steer, 
Our grievances will never disappear. 

Hail Resignation! 'tis from thee we trace 
The various villanies of power and place, 
When rascals, once but infamy and rags, 
Rich with a nation's ruin, swell their bags, 
Purchase a title and a royal smile, 
And pay to be distinguishably vile. 
When big with self importance,  thus they shine, 
Contented with their gleanings they resign. 
When ministers, unable to preside, 
The tott'ring vehicle no longer guide, 
The powerful Thane prepares to kick his grace 
From all his glorious dignities of place, 
But still the honour of the action's thine, 
And Grafton's tender conscience'can resign. 
Lament not Grafton that thy hasty fall 
Turns out a public happiness to all, 
Still by your emptiness of look appear 
The ruins of a man who used to steer, 
Still wear that insignificance of face 
Which dignifies you more than power or place. 

Whilst now the constitution tott'ring stands 
And needs the firm support of able hands, 
Your grace stood foremost in.the glorious cause 
To shake the very basis of our laws, 
But thanks to Camden, and a noble few, 
They stemm'd oppression's tide and conqueed 

you. 
How can your prudence he completely prais'd 
In flying from the storm yourself had mis`d, 
When the black clouds of discord veil'd the sky; 
'Twas more than prudence in your grace to fly, 
For had the thunders burst upon your head 
Soon had you mingled with the headless dead. 
Not Bute tho' here, the deputy of fate, 
Could save so vile a minister of state. 

Oft has the Carlton sybil prophesy'd 
How long each minister of state should guide, 
And from the dark recesses of her cell, 
When Bute was absent, would to Stuart tell 
The secret fates of senators and peers, 
What lord's exalted but to lose his ears, 
What future plans the junto have design'd, 
What writers' are with Rockingham combited, 
Who should accept a privy seal or rod, 
Who's lord lieutenant of the Land of Nod, 
What pension'd nobleman should hold his post, 
What poor dependant scor'd without his host, 
What patriot .big with popular applause 
Should join the ministry and prop the cause, 
With many secrets of a like import, 
The dally tittle tattle of a court, 
By common fame retail'd as office news 
In coffee-houses, taverns, cellars?stews. 
Oft from her secret casket would she draw 
A knotty plan to undermine the law, 
But tho' the council sat upon the scheme, 
Time has discovered that 'tis all a dream. 

A pen drawn through these words. 
eueryorretches? 

Long had she known the date of Grafton's power, 
And in her tablet mark'd his flying hour, 
Rumour reports, a message from her cell 
Arrived but just three hours before he fell. • 
Well knew the subtle minister of state 
Her knowledge in the mysteries of fate, 
And catching every pension he could find, 
Obey'd the fatal summons and resign'd. 

Far in the north amidst whose dreary hills 
None hear the pleasant murm'ring sound of rills, • 
Where no soft gale in dying raptures blows, 
Or ought whim bears the look of verdure grows, 
Save where the north wind cuts the solemn yew 
And russet rushes drink the noxious dew, • 
Dank exhalations drawn from stagnant moors, 
The morning dress of Caledonia's shores. 
Upon a bleak and solitary plain 
Expos'd to every storm of windand rain, 
A humble cottage rear'd its lowly head, 
Its roof with matted reeds and rushes spread, 
The walls were osiers daub'd with slimy clay, 
One narrow entrance open'd to the day; 
Here liv'd a laird the ruler of his clan, 
Whose fame thro' every northern mountain ran; 
Great was his learning, for he long had been 
A student at the town of Aberdeen, 
Professor of all languages at once, 
To him some reckoned Chappellow a dunce. 
With happy fluency he learn'd to speak 
Syriac,or Latin, Arabic or Greek. 
Not any tongue in which Oxonians sing 
When they rejoice, or blubber with the king, 
To him appear'd unknown: with,sapient look 
He taught the Highland meaning of each crook. 
But often when to pastimes he Melnik!, 
To give some relaxation to his mind, 
He laid his books aside; forgot to read 
To hunt wild goslings down the river Tweed, 
To chase a starving weezel from her bed, 
And wear the spoil triumphant on his bead. 
"'Is true his rent roll just maintain'd his state, 
But some in spite of poverty are great. 
Tho' Famine sunk her impress on his face, 
Still you might there his haughty temper trace, 
Descended from a catalogue of kings 
Whose warlike arts Mac Pherson sweetly sings; 
He bore the majesty of monarchs past, 
Like a tall pine rent with the winter's blast, 
Whose spreadingirunk and withered branches show. 
How glorious once the lordly tree might grow., 

Of all the warring passions in his breast 
Ambition'still presided o'er the rest, 
This is the spur which actuates us all, 
The visionary height whence thousands fall, 
The author's hobby-horse,-the soldier's steed, 
Which aids him io each military deed, 
The lady's dresser, looking glass and paint, 
The warm devotion of the seeming saint. 

Sawney, the nobler ruler of the clan, 
Had number'd o'er the riper years of man*  
Graceful in stature, ravishing his mien, 
To make a conquest was but to be seen. 
Fir'd by ambition, he resolv'd to roam 
Far from the famine of his native home, 
'To seek the warmer climate of the south, 
And at one banquet feast his eyes and mouth, 
In vain the am'rous Highland lass complain'd, 
The son of monarchs would not be restrainl, 
Clad in his native many-colour'd suit 
Fortb struts the walking majesty of Bhte. 
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His spacious sword, to a large wallet strung, 
Across his broad capacious shoulders hung 
As from the hills the Land of Promise rose 
A secret transport in his bosom glows, 
A joy prophetic until then unknown 
Assur'd him Mt he view'd would be his own. 
New Scenes ofapleasure recreate his sight, 
Ile views the fertilemeadows with defight, 
Still in soliloquy he nraiS'd the view; 
Nor more was pleas'd with future Scenes at Kew. 
His wonder broke in murmurs from his tongue, 
No more the praise of Highland hilts-he sung. 
Till flown stranger to the' cheerful green, 
Where springing floivers -diversify the scene, 
'Fhehhty elm, the oak of lordly look, 
The willow, shadowing the bubbling brook, 
The hedges blooming with the sweets of May 
With double pleasure mark'd his gladsome way. 
Paving thro' varying rural prospects past, 
Hg reach1/41 the great metropolis at last, 
Dire Fate beheld hint as he trudg'd the street, 
Bare was his buttocks and unshod his feet, 
A lengthening train of boys displayed him great, 
He seem'd already minister of state. 
The Carlton sybil saw his graceful mien, " 
And straight forgot her hopes of being queen. 

• . • 
She sigWd, she wish'd, swift virtuous Chudleigh flew 
To bring the ;Caledonian swath to Kew, 
Then introduced him to her secret cell; 
'What further can the modest numbers tell? 

is 	• 	• 	5 
None rid the broomstaff with so good a grace, 
Or pleas'd her with such majesty of face, 	• 
Foraptur'd with her incubus she sought 
How to reward his merit as she might, 
Resolved to make him greatest of the great 
She led him to her hidden cave of state, 
There spurs and coronets were placed around 
And privy seals were scatter'd on the ground;  • 
'Hem piles of honorary truncheons lay 
And gleaming stars 	artificiatday, 
With mystic rods Whose magic power is snob 
They metamorphose parties with a 'touch. 
Here, hung the princely -4  of garter'd blue 

'With flags of all varieties of hue. 
"5  These," said the sybil, " from this present hour 
Are thine, with every dignity of power. 
No statesman shall be titulary w•eat, 
None 'shall obtain and office in the state • 
But such whose principles and manners suit 
The virtuous temper of the earl of Bute, 
All shall pursue thy interest, none shall guide 
But such as you repute are qualify'd. 
No more on Scotland's melancholy plain 
Your starving countrymen shalt drink the rain, _ 
But hither hinting on their naked feet 
Procure a place, forget themselves, and eat. 
No southern patriot shall oppose my will, 
If not my look, my treasurer can kill, 
His pistol never fails in time of need, 
And who dares contradict my power shall bleed. 
A future Barrington will also rise 
With blood and death to entertain my eyes. 
But this forestalls futurity and fate, 
I'll Those the present hour to make thee great" 
He how'd submission, and with eager view 
Gaz'd on the wither'd oracle of Kew. 

• 4 Illegible, 

She seiz'd a pendant garter and began 
To elevate the ruler of the clan, 
Girt round his leg the honourn1 trifle shone 
And gather'd double lustre from the these, 
With native dignity he MP! the stall„ 
The wonder, jest, and enmity of all. 
Not Yet content with honorary grace 
The sybil, busy for the sweets of place, 
Kick'd out a minister, the people's pride, 
And lifted Sawney in his place to guide. 
The leader of the treasury he rose, 
Whilst Fate mark'd down the nation's fate 

Mad7wwoitels:ambition, his imperious hand 
Scatter'd oppression thro' a groaning lard, 
Still taxes followed taxes, grants supplies, 
With every ill resulting from excise. 
Not satisfied .with this unjust increase, 
He struck a bolder stroke and sold the peace, 
The Gallic millions so convinced his mind 
On honoutrabre terms the treaty's sign'!. 

But, who his private character can blame, 
Or brand his titles with a villain's name. 

. Upon an estimation of the gains 
He stoop'd beneath himself to take the mins, 
A good economist, he serv'd the crows 
And made his master's interest his own, 

"His starving friendsand countrymen apply'd, 
To share the ministry, assist to guide, 
Nor ask'! in vain:—.his charitable hand(  
Made plenty stink in Scotland's barren land, 
Her wandering sons for poverty renown'd 
Places and pensions, bribes or titles found. 
Far from the south was humble merit fled 
And on the northern mountains rear'! her hid 
And genius having raugni beyond the Tavel 
Sat brooding upon bards who could not read 
Whilst courage boasting of his Highlaninnri 
l41.entions not Culloden's inglorious fight 
But Whilst his lordship fills the honourki4 
Ample provision satisfies thermall. 
The genius sings his praise, the soldier swan 
To mutilate each murmning caitiff's tars, 
The father of his country they adore, 
And live in elegance unknown before. 

• • a a 
Around this mystic Sun of liquid gold 
A swarm of planetary statesmen roll'd, 
Tho' scone have since as ministers been knoira 
They shone with borrow'd lustre; not theirons 
fn ev'ry revolution day and night 
From Bute they caught each particle of light, 
He destinnt out the circles they fulfil, 
Hung on the bulky nothing of his will. 

How shalt I brand with infamy a name 
Which bids defiance to all sense of shame? 
How shall I touch his iron soul with pain, 
Who hears unmov'd a multitude complain? 
A- multitude made wretched by his hand, 
The common curse and nuisance of the land. 
Holland, of thee I sing: infernal wretch, ( 
Say, can thy power of mischief further stretch? 
Is there no other army to be sold, 
No town to be destroy'd for bribes and gold? 
Or wilt thou rather sit contented down, 
And starve the subject to enrich the crown? 
That when the treasury can boast supplies 
Thy pilfering genius, may have exercise, 
Whilst unaccounted millions pay thy toil 
Thou art secure if Bute divides the so.nd, 
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Catching his influence from the best of kings, 
Vice broods beneath the shadow of his wings, 
The vengeance of a nation is defy'd 
And liberty and justice set aside. 
Distinguish'd robber of the public, say, 
What urg'd thy timid spirit's hasty way? 
She — in the protection of a king, 
Did recollection paint the fate of Byng? 
Did conscience hold that mirror to thy sight, 
Or Aylyffe's ghost accompany thy flight? 
Is Bute more powerful than the sceptred hand, 
Or art thou safer in a foreign land? 
In vain the scene relinquish'd now you grieve, 
Cursing the moment you were forced to leave 
Thy ruins on the isle of Thanet built, 
The fruits of plunder, villany and guilt. 
When you presume on English ground to tread, 
Justice will lift her weapon at your head. 
Contented with the author of your state, 
Maintain the conversation of the great. 
Be busy in confederacy and plot, 
And settle what shall be on what is not, 
Display the statesman in some irild design, 
Foretell when North will tumble and resign, 
How long the busy Sandwich, mad for rule, 
Will lose his labour and remain a fool. 
But your accounts, the subject of debate, 
Are sunk beneath the notice of the great, 
Let brib'd exchequer tellers find 'em just, 
While An the penalty of place they must, 
Before you're seen your honesty is clear, 
And all will evidently right appear. 

When as a minister you had your day, 
And gather'd light from Bute's superior ray, 
His striking representative you shone, 
And seeni'd to glimmer in yourself alone. 
The lives of thousands barter'd for a bribe, • 
With villanies too shocking to describe, 
Your systein of oppression testify'd 
None but the conscientious Fox could guide. 
As Sure is fix'd eternal in his sphere 
And ministers revolve around in air, 
Your infamy with such a lasting ray 
Glow'd thro' your orb in one continued day, 
Still ablest politicians hold dispute, 	' 
Whether you gave, or borrow'd light from Bute. 
Lost in the blaze of his superior parts, , 
We often have descry'd your little arts. 
But at a proper distance from his sphere 
We saw the little villain disappear, 
When drest in titles, the burlesque of place 
A more illustrious rascal show'd his face, 
Your deslin'd sphere of ministry now run, 
You dropt like others in the parent Sun, 
There as a spot you purpose to remain, 
And seek protection in the sybil's swain. 
Grafton his planetary life began, 
Tho' foreign to the system of the clan, 
Slowly he,roll'd around the fount of light, 
Long was his day, but longer was his night, 
Irregalar, unequal in his course, 
Now languid he revolves, now rolls with force, 
His scarce-collected light obliqhely hurl'd ,. 
Was seatter'd ere it reach'd his frozen world. 
Thro' all his under offices of place, 
All had conspir'd to represent his grace, 
Lifeless and (lull the wheel of state were driv'n, 
Slow as a Courtier on his road to Heaven. 
If expedition urg'd the dull machine 
He knew so little of the golden mean, 

Swift hurry and confusion wild began 
To discompose the Thane's determin'dplan. 
Errour, his secretary, lent his aid 
To undermine each plot his cunning laid; 
He wrote, dispatches in his grace's name, 
And ruin'd every projectNorth could frame. 
Yet as he blunder'd thro' the lengthen'd night 
He seriously protested all was right. 

Since dissipation is thy oiily joy, 
Go, Grafton, join the dance and act the boy; 
'Tis not for fops in cabinets to shine, 
And justice rust confess that title's thine. 
Dress to excess and powder into fame, ' 
In drums and hrtrricanes exalt your name* 
There you may glitter, there your worth may rise 
Above the little reach of vulgar eyes. 
But in the high departments of the state 
Your talents are too trifling to be great. 
There all your imperfections rise to view, 
Not Sandwich so contemptible as you. 
Bute from the summit of his power descry'd 
Your glaring inability to guide, 
And mustering every rascal in his gang, 
Who might for merit all together hang, 
From the black catalogue and worthy crew. 
The jesuitical and scheming few, 
Selected by the leader of the clan; 
Received instructions for their future plan, 
And after proper adoration paid 
Were to their destin'd sphere of state convey'd, 
To shine the minister's satellites, 	-
Collect his light, and give his lordship ease, 
Reform his crooked politics awd draw 
A more severe attack upon the law, 
Settle his erring revolutions right, 
And give in just proportion day and night. 

Alas! the force of Scottish pride fs such, 
These mushrooms of a day presum'd too much. 
Conscious of cunning and superior arts 
They scorn'd the ministers too trilling parts, 
Grafton resents a treatment so unjust, 
And damns the Carlton 	 fiery lust, 
By which a scoundrel Scot opprest the realm, 
And rogues below contempt disgiac'd the helm. 
Swift scandal caught the accents as they fell, 
And bore them to the sybil's secret cell. 
Enrag'd she wing'd a messenger to Bute, 
Some minister more able to depute; 
Her character aad virtue was a jest,. 
Whilst Grafton was of useless flower possest. 
This done, her just desire of vengeance warm, 
She gave him notice of the bursting storm; 
Timid and dubious -Grafton faced about, 
And trembled at the thoughts of being out. 
But as no laws the sybil's powerconfin'd, 
He drop!d his blushing honours and resig,n'd. 

Step forward, North! and let the doubtful see 
Wonders and miracles reviv'd in thee. 
Did not the living witness haunt the court, 
What ear had Oven faith to my report? 
Amidst the rout of ministerial slaves' 
Rogues who want genius to refine to knaves, 
Who could imagine that the wretch more base 
Should fill the highest infamy of place? 
That North the vile domestic of a peer, • 
Whose name an Englishman detests to.  hear, 
Should leave his trivial share of Bedford's gains, 
Become a minister and take time reins, 
And from the meanest of the gang ascend 
Above his worthy governor and friend? 
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This wond'rous'tnetamorphose of an hour, 
Sufficiently evinced the sybil's power, 
To ruin nations, little rogues to raise, 
A virtue,supernatural displays, 
What but a power infernal or divine 
Could honour North, or make his grace resign. 

Some superficial politicians tell 
When Grafton from his gilded turret fell, 
The sybil sobstitutedsNorth a blink, 
A mustered faggot to complete the rank, 
Without the distant thought that such a tool 
Would change its being and aspire Czo rule: 
But such the humble North's indulgent fate, 
Whenostriding in the saddle of the state 
lie caught by inspiration statesmanship, 
And drove the slow machine and sinack'd his whip; 
Whilst Bedford wondering at his sudden skill 
With reverence view'd the packhorse of his will. 

His majesty (the buttons thrown aside) 
Deelar'd his fix'd intention to preside. 
No longer sacrificed to every knave 
He'd show himself discreet as well as brave; 
In every cabinet.and council cause 
he'd be dictator and enforce the laws. 
Whilst North should in his present office stand. 
As understrapper to direct his hand. 

Now Expectation, now extend thy wing! 
Happy the land whose minister's a king, 

• Happy the king svho ruling each debate 
Can peep through every roguery of state. . 
See Hope arrayed in robes of virgin white, 
Trailing an arcl,'d variety of light, 
Comes showering blessings on a ruin'd realm, 
And, shows the crown'd director of the helm. 
Return, fair goddess, till some future day; 
The king has seen the errour of his way; 
And by his smarting shoulders seems to feel 
The.wheel of state is not a Catharine wheel. 
Wise by experience, general nurse of fools, 
He leaves the ministry to venal tools, 
And finds his happy talents better suit 
The plating buttons for his favourite Bute, 
In countenancing the unlawful views. 
Which North, ie delegate of Bute, pursues, 
In glossing with authority a train 
Whose names are infamy, and objects gain. 

Hail, filial duty! great if rightly ned, 
How little, when mistaken and alined; 
View'd from one point, how glorious art thou seen, 
Prom others, how degenerate and mean. 
A seraph or an idiot's head we see: 
Oft on the latter stands the type of thee, 
And bowing at his parent's knee is,drest 
In a long hood of many-colouv'd vest. 

The soeptred king who dignifies a throne, 
Should be in private life himself alone. 
No friend or mother should his conscience scan, 
Or with the nation's head confound the man. 
lac juggling Melchi Zadok's priestish. plea, 
Collected in himself a king should be. 
But truths may be unwelcome, and the lay 
Which shall to royal ears such truths convey, 
The conflagrations of the hangman'sire 
May roast and execute with foreign fire. 
The Muse mho values safety shall return, 
And sing of subjects where she cannot burn. 
Continue North thy vile burlesque of power, 
And reap the harvest of the present hour, 
Cillect and fill thy coffers with the spoil 
And let thy ,gatherings remempense thy -toil.. 

Whilst the rogues out revile the rascals in, 
Repeat the proverb, "let those laugh that wine,  
Fleeting and transitory is the date 
Of sublunary ministers of state, 
Then whilst thy summer lasts, prepare the hay, 
Nor trust to autumn and a future day. 

I leave thee now, but with intent to trace 
The villains and the honest men of place. 
The first are still assisting in thy train 
To aid the pillage and divide the gain. 
The last of known integrity of mind 
Forsook a venal party and resigu'd. 

Come Satire! aid me to display the lint, 
Of every honest Englishman accurst, 
Come Truth, assist me to prepare the lays, 
Where worth demands, and give the latter pais. 
Ingenious Sandwidh, whither dost thou fly 
To shun the censure of the public eye? 
Dost thou want matter for another speech, 
Or other works of genius to impeach? 
Or would thy insignificance and pride 
Presume above thyself and seek to guide? 
Pursue thy ignisiatuus of power, 
And call to thy assistance virtuous Gower, 
Set Rigby's happy countenance in play, 
To vindicate whatever you can say. 
Then when you totter into place and fame, 
With double infamy you brand your name. 
Say, Sandwich, in the winter of your date, 
Can you ascend the hobby-horse of states 
Do titles echo grateful in your ear, 
Or is it mockery to call you peer? 
In - silver'd age to play the fool, 
And - with rascals infamous a tool; 
Plainly denote your judgment is no more, 
Your honour was extinguish'd long before. 

Say, if reflection ever blest thy mind, 
Hast thou one real friend among mapkinll 
Thou hadst one once, free, generous and dexe, 
Too good a senator for such a peer, 
Him thou. hast offer'd as a sacrifice 
To lewdness, immorality and vice, 
Your ' * *$ 	scoundrel set the gin, 
And friendship was the bait to draw him in. 
What honourable villain could they find 
Of Sandwich's latudinary mind? 
Tho' intimacy. seetn1/41 to stop the way, 
You they employ'd to tempt him and betray 
Full well you executed their commands, 
Well you deserv'd the pension at their hands. 
For you in hours of trifling he compiled. 
A dissertation blasphemous and wild. 
Be it recorded too, at your desire, 
He called for demons to assist his lyre, 
Relying on your friendship soon lie found 
How dangerous the support of rotten ground, 

'In your infernal attributes array'd, 
seiz'd the wish'd-for poem and betray'd. 

Hail mighty Twitcher! can my feeble line.  
(Give due reward to merit such as thine? 
Not Churchill's keenest satire ever reach'd 
The conscience of the rascal who impeach's]. 
My (feeble numb&s and untutor'd lay 
On such an harden'd wretch is thrown away 
I leave thee to the impotent delight 
Of visiting the harlots of the night, 
Go hear thy nightingale's enchanting strain, 
My satire shall not dart a sting in vain. 

S Patronizing, 1 believer 
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There you may boast one sense is entertain'd, 
Tho' age present your other senses pain'd, 
Go, Sandwich, if thy fire of lust compel, 
Regale at Harrington's religious cell, 

Exert yoUr poor endeavours as you please, 
The jest and bubble of the harlot crew, 
What entertain'd your youth, in age pursue. 

When Grafton shook Oppression's iron rod, 
Like Egypt's lice, the instrument of God, 
When Camden, driven from his office, saw 
The last weak efforts of expiring law, 
When Bute, the regulator of the state 
Erefered the vicious, to transplant6  the great, 

. When rank corruption thro' all orders ran 
And infamy united Sawney's clan, 
When every office was with rogues disgrac'd, 
And the Scotch dialect became the taste.— 
Could Beaufort with such creatures stay behind? 
No, Beaufort was a Briton, and resign'd. 
Thy resignation, Somerset, shall shine 
When time bath buryed the recording line, 
And proudly glaring in the rolls of fame, 
With more than titles decorate Hey name. 
Amidst the gather'd rascals of the age, 
Who murder neble parts, the court their stage, 
One nobleman of honesty remains,  
Who scorns to draw in ministerial chains, 
Who honours virtue and his country's peace, 
And seen with pity grievances increase. 
Who bravely left all sordid views of place, 
And lives the honour of the Beaufort race. 

Deep in the secret, Barrington and Gower, 
Rais'd upon villany, aspire to power, 
Big with importance they presume to rise 
Above a minister they must despise, 
Whilst Barrington as secretary shows 
How many pensions paid his blood and blows. 
And Gower, the humbler creature of the two, 
Ilas only future prospects in his view. 
But North requires assistance from the great 
To work another button in the state, 
That Weymouth may complete the birthdaysuit, 
Foil trimm'd by Twitcher and cut out by-Bute.. 
So many worthy schemers must produce 
A statesman's coat of universal use; 
Some system of economy to save 
Another million for another knave. 
Some plan to make a duty, large before, 
Additionally great, to grind the poor. 
For 'tis a maxim with the guiding wise, 
Just as the commons sink the rich arise. 

If ministers and privy council knaves 
Would restacontented with their being slaves, 
And not with anxious infamy pursue 
Those measures which will fetter others too, 
The swelling cry of liberty would rest, 
Nor Englishmen complain, nor knaves protest. 
But courtiers have a littleness of mind, 
And once enslaved would fetter all mankind. 
'Tis to lhis narrowness of soul we owe 
What further ills our liberties shall know, 
'Tis from this principle our feitdbegan, 
Fomented by the Scots, ignoble clan, 
Strange that such little creatures of a tool, 
By lust and not by merit rais'd to rule'  
Should sow contention in a noble land, 
And scatter thunders from a venal hand. 

,6 Zuery, Supplant. 

Gods ! that these fly-blows of a stallion's day, 
Warned into being by the sybil's ray, 
Should shake the constitution, rights and laws, 
And prosecute the man of freedont's cause! 
Whilst Wilkes to every Blames right appeal'd 
With loss of liberty that right he seal'd., 
Imprison'd and oppress'd he persever'd, 
Nor Sawney or his powerful Sybil feard. 
The hag replete with malicefrom above, 
Shot poison on the screech owl of her love, 
Unfortunately to his pen 'I it fell, 
And.flow'd inlouble rancour to her cell. 
Madly she rav'd to ease her tortur'd mind, 
The object of her hatred is con fin'd: 
But he, supported by his country's laws, • 
Bid her defiance, for 'twas freedom's cause. 
Her treasurer and Talbot fought in vain, 
Tho' each attain'd his favourite object, gain. 
She sat as usual when a project fails, 
Damn'd Chudleigh's phyz, and din'd upon her nags. 

Unhappy land! whose govern'd monarch sism, 
Thro' glasses and perspective such as these, 
When Juggling to deceive his untry'd sight, 
He views the ministry all trammell'd right, 
Whilst to his eye the other glass apply'd, • 
His subjects' failings are all magnified. 
Unheeded the petitions are receiv'd, 
Nor one report of grievances believ'd; 
'Tis but the voice of faction in disguise 
That blinds with liberty the people's eyes; 
'Tis riot and licentiousness pursues 	• 
Some disappointed placeman's private riero.S. 
And shall such venal creatures steer the helm, 
Waving oppression's banners round the realm? 
Shall Britons to the vile detested troop, 
Forgetting ancient honour, meanly stoop? 
Shall we our rights and liberties resign, 
To lay those jewels at a woman's shrine ? 
No: let us still be Britons: be it known, 
The favours we solicit are our own. 
Engage, ye Britons, in the glorious task, 
And stronger still enforce the things you ask. 
Assert your rights, remonstrate with the tiarone, 
Insist on liberty, and that alone. 

Alas! America, thy 	cause 
Displays the ministry's contempt of laws. 
Unrepresented thou art tax'd, excis'd, 
By creatures much too vile to be despis'd, 
The outcast of an outed gang are sent, 
To bless thy corntnerce, with — government. 
Whilst pity rises to behold thy fate, 
We see thee in this worst of troubles great, 
Whilst anxious for thy wavering dubious cause, 
We give thy prbper spirit due applause. 
If virtuous Grafton's sentimental taste, 
Is in his measures or his mistress ptv'd; 
In either 'tis originally rare, 
One shows the midnight sully, one the peer. 
Review him, Britons, with a proper pride, 
Was this a statesman qualified to guide? 
Was this the minister whose mighty hand 
Has seatter'd civil discord thro' the land ? 
Since smallest trifles, when ordain`d by fate, 
Rise into power and counteract the great, 
What shell we call thee, Grafton ? Fortune's whipi 
Or rather the burlesque of statesmanship, 
When daring in thy insolence of place, 
Bold in an empty majesty of face, • 

7  Doubtful. 8 Left out, but right, by rhyne. 
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Whilst unrenowned for military deeds; 
A youthful branch of royalty succeeds. 

Let Coventry, Yonge, Palmerston and bleu 
With resignation pay the crown a debt; 
If in return for offices of trust, 
The ministry expect you'll prove unjust: 
What soul that values freedom could with ease 
Stoop under obligations such as these. 
If you a Briton, every virtue dead, 
That would upon your dying freedom tread, 
List in the gang and piously procure, 
'remake your calling and election sure; 
Go flatter Sawney for his jockeyship, 
Assist in each long shuffle, hedge and slip, 
Thus rising on the stilts of favour see 
What Grafton was, and future dukes will be. 
How Rigby, Weymouth, Barrington *an 
To juggle into fame and play the man. 

Amidst this general rage of turning out, 
What officer will stand, remains a doubt, 
If virtue's an objection at the board, 
With what propriety the council's stor'd; 
Where could the Caledonian minion find 
Such striking copies of his venal mind? 
Search thro' the winding labyrinths of place, 
See all alike politically base, 
If virtues, foreign to the office, shine, 
How fast the prodigies of state resign! 
Still as they drop, the rising race begin 
To boast the infamy of being in. 
And generous Bristol, constant to his friend, 
Employs his lifted crutches to ascend. 
Look round thee, North! see what aglorious wae-
0 let no thought of vengeance intervene: 
Throw thy own insignificance aside, 
And swell in self-importance, power and pride. 
See Holland easy with his pilfer'd store, 
See Bute intriguing how to pilfer more, 
See Grafton's coffers boast the wealth oft', 
A provident reserve to hedge a race. 
New to oppression and the servile chain, 
Hark how the wrong'd Americans complait 
Whilst unregarded the petitions lie, 
And Liberty unnoticed swells her cry; 
Yet, yet reflect, thou despicable thing, 
How wavering is the favour of a king; 
'think, since that feeble fence and Butei 
How soon thy humbug farce of state may fall, 
Then catch the present, moment while 'tis th0 
Implore a noble pension and resign. 

JOURNAL 6th, Saturday, Sept. 30;1769. 

[Copied from a poem in Chatterton's hand-writil; 
in the British Museum.] 

'Tts myst'ry all, in every sect 
You find this palpable defect, 
The axis of the dark machitie • 
Is enigmatic and unseen. 
Opinion is the only guide 
By which our senses are supply'd, 
Mere grief's conjecture, fancy's whim, 
Can make our reason side with him. 
But this discourse perhaps will be 
As little lik'd by you as me; 
I'll change the subject for a better, 
And leave the doctor, and his letter. 

4S4 
We saw thee exercise thy magic rod 
And form a titled villain with a nod, 
Turn out the virtuous, airily advance 	, 
The members of the council in a dance, 
And honouring Sandwich with a serious air9, 
Commend the fancy of his solitaire. 
These were thy actions worthy of record, 
Worthy the bubbled wretch and venal lord. 
Since villany is meritorious grown, 
Step forward; for thy merit's not unknown, 
What Mansfield's conscience shudder'd to receive 
Thy mercenary temper cannot leav(E, 
Reversions, pensions, bribes and 	[1714ible. 
What mortal scoundrel can such things refuse? 
If Ouniting's nice integrity of mind 
Will not in pales of interest be confin'd; 
Let his uncommon honesty resign, 
And boast the empty pension of the Nine; 
A Thurloe grasping every offer'd straw, 
Tines his successor, and degrades the law. 
How like the ministry who link'd his chains, 
His measures tend incessantly to gains. 

If Weymouth dresses to the height of taste, 
At once with'-- .+••• 	places lac'd, 
Can such a summer insect of the state 
Be otherwise than in externals great? 	• 
Tbou bustlingmarplot of each hidden plan, 
How wilt thou answer to the sybil's man? 
Did thy own shallow politics direct, 
To treat the mayor with purpos'd disrespect, 
Or did it come in orders from above, 
From her who sacrificed her soul to love? 
Rigby whose conscience is a perfect dice, 
A just epitome of every vice, 

'Replete with what accomplishments support • 
The empty admiration of a court, 
Yet wants a barony to' graee.record, 
And hopes to lose the rascal in the lord. 
Ilis wish is granted, and the king prepares 
A title of renown to brand his heirs. 
When vice creates the patent for a peer, 
What lord so nominally great as Clare? 
Whilst Chatham from his coroneted oak 
Unheeded shook the senate with his croak; 
The minister 'too powerful to be right, 
Laugh'd at his prophecy and second sight, 
Since mother Shipton's oracle of state 
Forestall'd the future incidents of fate. 
Grafton might shake his elbows,dance and dream, 
'Twere labour lost to strive agafnst the stream. 
If Grafton in his juggling statesman's game 
Bubbled for interest, betted but for fame, 
The leader of the treasury could pay 
For every loss in politics and play. 
Sir Fletcher's noisy eloquence of tongue 

, Is on such pliant oily hinges hung, 
Timi'd to all points of politics and doubt, 
But tho'. fur ever worsted, never out. 	- 
Can such a wretched creature take the chair 
And exercise his new made power with air? 
This worthy speaker of a worthy crew 
Can write long speeches and repeat them too,, 
A practis'd lawyer in the venal court, 
Frthrt higher powers he borrows his report; 

, Above the scandalous aspersion tool, 
He only squares his conscience by a rule. 
Granby too great to join the heated cause, 
Throws down his useless truncheon and withdraws, 

9 Omitted. 
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A priest whose sanctimonious face 

Became a sermon, or a grace, 
Could take an orthodox repast, " 
And left the knighted loin the last; 
To fasting very little bent, 
He'd pray indeed till breath was spent. 
Shrill was his treble as a cat, 
His organs being chok'd with fat; 
In college quite as graceful seen 
As Camplin or the lazy dean, 
(Who sold the ancient cross to Hoare 
For one church dinner, nothing more, 
The dean who sleeping on the book 
Dreams he is swearing at his cook.) 
This animated bill of oil 
Was to another dean the foil. 
They seein'd two beagts of different kind, 
Contra in politics and mind, 
The only sympathy they knew, 
They both lov'd turtle a-la-stew. 
The dean was empty, thin and long, 
As Fowler's back or head or song. 
He met the rector in the street, 
Sinking a canal with his feet.* 
" Sir," quoth the dean, with solemn nod. 
" You are a minister of God; 
And, as I apprehend, should be 
About such holy works as me. 
But, cry your mercy, at a feast 
You 9nly show yourself a priest, 
No sermon politic you preach, 
No doctrine damnable you teach. 
Did not •,re few maintain the fight, 
Myst'ry might sink and all be light. 
From house to house your appetite 
In daily sojourn paints ye right. 
Nor lies true orthodox you carry, 
You hardly ever hang or marry. 
Good Mr. Rector, let-me tell ye 
You've too much tallow in this belly. 
Fast, and repent of ev'ry sin, 
And grow, like me, upright and thin; 
Be active, and assist your mother, 
And then 	own ye for a brother" 

" Sir," quoth the rector in a huff; 
"True, you're diminutive enough, 
And let me tell ye, Mr. Dean, 
You are as worthless too'as lean; 
This mountain strutting to my face 
Is an undoubted sign of grace. 	• 
Grace, tho' you ne'er on turtle sup, 
Will like a bladder blow you up, 
A tun of claret swells your case 
Less atm a single ounce of grace:,  

" You're wrong," the bursting dean reply'd, 
c• Your logi&s on the rough cast side; 
'The minor's right, the major falls, 
Weak as his modern honour's walls. 
A spreading trunk, with rotten skin, 
Shows very little's kept within; 
But'when the casket's neat, not large, 
We guess th' importance of the charge." 

"Sir," quoth the rector, "3I've a story,. 
Cuite apropos to lay before ye. 
A sage philosopher to try 
What pupil saw with reason's eye, 
Prepar'd three boxes, gold, lead, stone, 
And bid three youngsters claim each one. 
The first, a Bristol merchant's heir, 
Lov'd pelf above the charming fair;'  

So 'tis not difficultto say 
Which box the dolthead took awry. 
The next, as sensible as me, 
Desir'd the pebbled one, d'ye see. 
The other, having scratch'd his head, 
Consider'd tho' the third was lead, 
'Twas metal still surpassing stone, 
So claim'd the leaden box his own. 
Now to unclose they ail prepare, 
And hope alternate laughs at fear. 
The golden case does ashes hold, 
Tke leaden shines with sparkling gold, 
But in the outcast stone they see 
A jewel,—such pray fancy me." 

" Sir," quoth the dean, " I truly say.  
You tell a tale a pretty way; 
But the conclusion to allow— 
'Fore gad, I scarcely can tell how. 
A jewel! Fancy must be strong 
To think you keep your water long. 	• 
I preach, thank gracious Heaven! as clear 
As any pulpit stander here, 
But may the devil' claw my face 
If e'er I pray'd for pulfing,grace, 
To be a mountain, and to carry 
Such a vile hea,p—I'd rather marry! 
Each day to sweat three gallons full 
And span a furlong on my scull. 
Lost to the melting joys of love— 
Not to be bornelike justice move." 

And here the dean was running on, 
Thro' half a couplet having gone; 
Quoth rector peevish, " I sha'nt stay' 
To throw my precious time away.,  The gen'rous Burguin having sent 
A ticket as a compliment, 
I think myself in duty bound, 
Six pounds of turtle to confound." 

"That man you mention," answers dean, 
" Creates in priests of sense the spleen; 
His soul's as open as his hand, 
Virtue distrest may both command; 
That ragged Virtue is a whore, 
I always beat her from my door, 
But Burgum gives, and giving shows' 
His honour leads hini by the nose. 
Ah ! how unlike the church divine. 
Whose feeble lights on mountains shine, 
And being plaf'd so near the sky, 
Are lost to every human eye. 
His luminaries shine around 
Like stars in the citnmerian ground.". 

"Invidious slanderer!" quoth priest, 
" 0, may I never scent a feast, 	• 
If thy curse conscience is as pure 
As underlings in Whitefteld's cure. 
The church, as thy diSplay has shown, 
Is turn'd a bawd to lustful town; 
But what against the church you've said . 
Shall soon fall heavy on your head. 
Is Burgum's virtue then a fault? 
Ven'son and Heaven forbid the thought! 
He gives, and never eyes return; 
0 may paste altars to him burn! 
But whilst I talk with worthless you, 
Perhaps the dinner waits — adieu." 

This said, the rector trudg'd along 
As heavy as Fowlerian song. 
The hollow dean with .fairy feet, 
Stept lightly thro' the ditty street. 
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At last, arriv'tIat destin'd place, 
The bulky doctor squeaks the grace. 
" Lord bless the inany,flavour'd meat, 
And grant us strength enough to eat! 
'May all and every mother's son 
Be drunk before the dinner's done. 
When we give thanks for dining well, oh! 
May each grunt out in ritornello." 
Amen! resounds to distant tide, 
And weapons clang on every side, 
The oily river burns around, 
And gnashing teeth make dolefuloound.. 
Now is the busy president 
In his own fated element, 
In eery look and action great, 
His presence doubly fills the plate. 
Nobly invited to the feast, 
They all contribute gold at least. 
The duke and president collected, 
cf.dike beloved, alike respected.cavaen ' 

• 

(This poem immediately follows the other. It 
has no title, and is written upon the same pa-
per, a whole sheet, folded into four columns. 
The line "Alike beloved, alike respected," ends 
one column, with a little scrawl •at the end; 
the next begins thus.). 

SAY, Baker, if experience hoar 
Has yet unbolted wisdom's door, 
What is this phantom of the mind, 
This love, when sifted and rated ? 
When the poor lover fancy•frighted 
Is with shadowy joys delighted, 
A frown shall throw bon in despair; 
A smile shall brighten up his air. 
Jealous without a seeming cause 
From flatt'rino•

' 
 smiles he misery draws; 

Again without his reason's aid, 
His bosom's still, the Devil's laid, 
If this is love, my callous heart 
Has never felt the rankling dart. 
Oft have I seen the wounded swain, 
"Upon the rack of pleasing pain, 
Full of his flame, upon his tongue 
The quivering declaration hung, 
When, lost to courage, sense and reason, 
He talk'd of weather and the Treason. 
Stich tremors never coward me, 
I'm flattering, impudent and free, 
Unmov'd by frowns and low'ring eyes, 
'Tis saniles 1 only ask and prize, 
And when the smile is freely given, 
You're in the highway road to Heaven. 
These coward lovers seldom find 
That Whining makes the ladies kind. 
They laugh' at silly silent swains 
Who're fit for nothing but their chains, 
'Tis an effrontery, and tongue 
On very oily hinges hung, 
Must win the blooming melting fair 
And show the joys of Heave') here. 
A rake, I take it, is a creature 
Who winds thro' all the folds of nature.. 1 

Who sees the passions, and can tell 
How the soft beating heart shall swell)  
Who when he ravishes the joy,- 
Defies the torments of the boy. 

Who with the soul the body gains, 
And shares Love's pleasures, not his piny. 
Who holds his charmer's reputation 
Above a tavern veneration, 
And when a love repast he makes, 
Not even prying Fame partakes. 
Who looks above a prostitute, he 
Thinks -love the only price of beauty, 
And she that can be basely sold, 
Is much beneath or love-or gold. 
Who thinks the almost dearest part 
In all the body is the heart: 
Without it rapture cannot rise, 
Nor pleasures wanton in the eyes, 
The sacred joy of love is dead, 
Witness the sleeping marriage bed. 
This is the picture of a rake, 

-Show it the ladies—wont it take? 
A buck's a beast of th' other side, 

And real but in hoofs and hide. 
To nature and the passions dead, 
A brothel is his house and bed; 
To fan the flame of warm desire 
And after wane= in the fire, 
He thinks a labour, and his parts 
Were not design'd to conquer hearts. 
Serene with bottle, pOx, and whore, 
He's happy, and requires no more. 
The girls of virtue when he views, 
Dead to all converse but the stews, 
Silent as death, he's nought to say, 
But sheepish steals.himself away. 
This is a buck to life display'd, 
A character to charm each maid. 
Now prithee, friend, a choice to make, 
Wouldst choose the buck before the rake! 
The buck as brutal as the name 
Envenoms every charmer's fame. 
And Hid he never touch'd her hand 
Protests he had her at command, 
The rake in gratitude for pleasure 
Keeps reputation dear as treasure. 

a a a • 

[After these asterisks, follows without title.) 
But Hudibrastics may be found 
To tire ye with repeated sound, 
So changing for a Shandeyan style 
I ask your favour and your smile. 

ELEGY. 
[This poem is taken from the Town and Coutal 

Magazine for February, 1770.] 

WHY blooms the radiance of the morning sky) 
(Why springs the beauties of the season rod 

Why buds the blossom with the glossy die? 
Ah! why does nature beautify the groupd? 

Whilst softly floating on the Zephyr's wing, 
'line melting accents of the thrushes rise; 

And all the heav'nly music of the spring, 
Steal on the sense, and harmonize the skies, 

When the raek'd soul is not attun'd to joy, 
When sorrow an internal monarch reigns; 

In vain the choristers their powers employ, 
'Tis hateful music, and discordant strains. 
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The velvet mantle of the skirted mead, 

The rich varieties of Flora's pride, 
Till the full bosoM is from trouble freed, 

DisguStS the •eym and bids the big tear glide. 

Once, ere'the gold-hair'd Sun shot the new MY, 
Through the grey twilight of the dubious morn 

To weedlands, lawns, and hills, 1 took my way, 
And iisten'd to the echoes of the horn; 

Dwelt on the prospect, sought the varied view, 
'I'rac'd the meanders O'} the babbling stream; 

From joy to joy, uninterrupted flew, 
And thought existence but a fairy dream, • 

Now Ono' the gloomy cloister's leugtienitig way, 
' 	all the terrour superstitiOn frames, 

1 lose- the minutes of the ling'ring day, 
And view the night light up her pointed flames. 

I dare the danger of the moeld'ring 
Nor heed the arch that totters o'er my head : 

O! quickly may the friendly ruin fail, 
Release me of my love, and suit :erne dead. 

11105 ! cruel, sweet, inexorable fair, 
0! must I unregarded seek the grave! 

Must I from all my boson' holds, repair, 
When one indulgent smile from thee, would save. 

a 
Let mercy plead my cause; and think! 0! think! 

A love like mine but ill deserves thy hate: 
Remember, I am tottring on the brink, 

Thy smite or censure seals my final fate, 

Blroreditch, May 20. 

SS I-101rIANID. 	 4§7 

D. B. 

HOR.. LIB. 4; OD. 5, 
• 

IVIZAT gentle' youth, my lovely fair-one say, 
With'sweets. perfam'cl, now courts thee tor the 

how'r, 
Where glows with lustre red the rose of May, 

To form. thy couch in love's enchanting hour! 

By Zephyrs wav'd, why does thy loose hair sweep, 
In simple curls around thy polish'd brow? 

The wretch that loves thee now too soon shall 
• 'weep, 

Thy,thithress beauty and thy broken vow. 

Though soft the beams of thy delusive eyes, 
As the smooth surface of,th! untroubled stream; 

Yet, ah ! two soon th' ecstatic vision flies, 
Flies like the fairy paintings of a dream. 

Unhappy youth, 0 shun the warm embrace, 
Nor trust too much affection's flattering smile; 

Dark poison lurks beneath that charming face, 
Those melting eyes but languish to beguile. 

Thank }lemon; Fve broke the sweet but galling 
•chain, 

Worse than the horrours of the stormy main, 
. D. B. 

C. 

Invoking the propitious skies, 
The green-sod altar let us rise; 

Let holy incense smoke. 
And if we pour the sparkling wine 

'Sweet gentle peace may still be mine; 
This dreadful' chain be broke. 

..••••••••••••••••pom. 

TO MISS ITOYL4ND. 

[From the original; in the possession of Mr. 
Gardner4 s 

Go, gentle Muse! and to my fair.one say, 
My ardent-passion mocks the feeble lay; 
That love's pure flame my panting breast inspires,_ 
And,friendship warms me with her chaster Ares. 

" Yes, more my fond esteem, my matchless love, 
Than the soft turtle's cooing in the grove; 
More than the lark delights to mount the sky; 
Then sinking on the greemsward soft to lie; 
More than the bird of eve at close of day 
To poor in solemn solitude her lay; 	(note, 
I ore than grave Camplin' with his deep-ton'd 
To mouth the sacred service got by rote; 
More than sage Catcott 'does his storm of rain, 
Sprung from th' abyss of his eccentric brain, 
Or than his wild:antique, and sputt'eing brother 
Loves in his ale-house chair to drink and pother; 

I John CampliM M. A. preceptor of Ilristol. 
' The reverend Mr. Catcott wrote a book on the 

deluge. 
It; IC 

ROIL LIB. 1, OD. lg. 

[The following two, translations from Horace 
were matte by Cbatterton, frOm Watson's hi 
teral version; a book which his friend MI% Ed-
ward Gardner lent him for the express purpose; 
and from wbich gentleman the editor received 
them) 

Yes! I am caught, my melting soul 
To Venus bends without controul, 

I pour th' empassioned sigh. 
Ye Gods! 'what throbs say bosom move, 
Responsive to the glance of love, 
' 	That beams from Stella's eye, 

O bow divinely fair that face, 
And what a sweet resistless grace 

On every feature.dwells; • 
And onlhose features all the while, 
The softness of each frequent smile, 

Her sweet good nature tells,' 

O Level I'm thine, no more I sing' 
Heroic deeds.-,..the sounding string 

Forgets its wonted strains; 
for ought but love the lyre's unstrung, 
'Love Melts and trembles on my tongue 

And thrilliin every 
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08 	 CHATTERTON'S POEMS. 
Beneath a Willow's solitary shade, 
Twp weeping virgins on its bank were laid; 
And while the teats dropp,d fast from either eyy 
The dimpled waters broke in circles by: 
Well skill'd to aim the dart, or guide the car, 
Their absent lovers join'd the civil war. 
Where two proud houses' sought Britamin 

throne,  
Their int'rest different, but their views sere ore 
While frequent sighs the fautt'ring accents bah, 
To Juga thus young Eleanora spoke, 

ELEA NORA. 
0 Juga! this my sad complaint attend, 
And join in sympathy your hapless friend; 
Curst be the quarrel, corgi the dread alarms,. 
That tears sir Robert from my constant sans, 
To fight for York. 0 free front every stain! 
May Ebor's ''rose her ancient white retain; 
But fancy ranging far without controul, 
With borrows worse than deatlio/ereomesmyrri , 
Methinks- I see him gasping on the ground, 
The life-warm blood'still rushing front these': 
Colds pale, and weak, upon the plain he lies, 
Assist him, Heav'n.! assist him, or he died 

JUGAe 

In sorrows walks, and woe's deserted seats, 
In pensive melancholy's dark retreats; t  • 
Ai snort), or eve, when chilling blasts demo!, 
Incessant mourners we our griefs will blend. 
As wither'd oaks their frostmip'darrasentiire, 
'I'll pour my tears, and Mon shalt mingle tb.ise: 
Unfit for joy, like ruin'd tow'rs we'll lay, 
Where erst the foot of joy was wont M stray. 
Atnidst'whoie desert walls and mould'aintrdk 
Pale giant fear, with screaming horrourirdli; 
Where oft the dismal gloom of night islets, 
By lauding owls, and ravens' faunal mot 

The deep-mouth'd op'ning pack, tie gg'.4 
born, 

No more shall wake to joy the blushing ore: 
In haunted groves I'll trace the loneliest waYi 
To, hide my sorrows from the face of day; 
Or thro' the church-way path forlorn Pll go, 

(From the Town and Country Magazine for June 
l'769.) 	• 	

With restless ghosts, companions of my woe. 
When the pa':e Moon scarce sheds her sot,  

Witmer Ruelborn's waves in clear meanders flow,' 	light, • 
' 	While skies reflected in its bosom glow; 	lint faintly glimmers thro' the murky night, 

Fantastic fairies form the Vain array 
3  Mr. Lewis was a dissenting preaeherof note, Of happiness that flies th' approach of day: 

then in Bristol. Chatterton calls him in one of Then if the blood of life, congeal'd and froze, 
his letters a " pulpit fop." 	 • 	No snore within sir Robert's bosom glows, 

Happily mistaken, having since heard, from  Frantic I'll-clasp his clay devoid of breath, 
good authority, it is Peter. 	 And racking thought shall torture worse tlsi 

2  Three other poems, ascribed by Dr. Glynn to 	death. 
Chattettott, are preserved in the British Museum; 	 ELEANORA• 
but they are so destitute of sense, and .  exhibit 
such flagrant violations of metre, that it is imposr 0 fairest Stream! -who with thy glassy woe 
sible they should have been the compositions of, These llow'ry meads on either hand dottiest; 
-Chatterton. Notice is taken of these poems, that Perhaps with tlaee our champions' bodies glider  
they might not in any shape hereafter 	pub. A7id heroes' blood augments thy fatal tide: 
fished as genuine. 'There is this further evh, Perhaps—but come, my gentle Juga, haste! 
denim against them, that they are not in Chatter, Nor anxious hours in vain surmises waste: 
ton's haud-wfiting. Their titles are, 	 Let's seek our 'heroes o'er the bloody plaits, 

1. On Mercy. 	 , 	Perhaps to meet with doubled bliss again: 
2. Love and Beauty, a Dialogue. 
3. To a Young Lady. 

More than soft Lewis 3, that sweet pretty thing, 
Loves in the pulpit to display his ring; 
More than fraitmortals love a brother sinner, 
•And more than Bristol aldermen their dinner, 
(When full four pounds of the well.fattesed 

, haunch 
re twenty mouthfuls All the greedy paunch.) • 

If these true strains can thy dear bosom move; 
Let thy soft blushes cpealt a mutual love; 
But if thy purpose settles in disdain, 
Speak my dread fate, and bless thy faierite swain. 

D.tB. 

1111111=1111••••••••,••••••.•• 

,ELEGY, • 
ON MR. WILLIAM SMITH z. 

c 

 
From the original in the British Museum. 

Pismo my Muse-on sorrow's sable plume, 
Let the' soft number meet the swelling sigh; 
With laureatc-d chaplets deck the tomb, 
The bloodstaits,d tomb where Smith and comfort 

lie. 

I leur'd him with a brother's ardent love, 
Beyond, the love which tenderest brothers bear; 
Tho' savage kindred bosoms cannot thove, 
Friendship shall deck his urn and pay tire tear. 

Despised, an alien to thy father's breast, 
Thy ready services repaid with hate; 
fly brother, father; sisters, all distrest, • 
They 	thee-on to. death, they. urged thy fate. 

Ye callous breasted brutes in human form, 
Have.  you not often boldly wish'eJ him dead? • 
He's gone, ere yet his fire of man was warm, 
0 may his crying blood be On your head'! 

• 

ELEANOR' AND JUG', 
MODERNISED BY S. W. A. AGED sIXTEEN. 

York and Lancaster. 	1,York. 

   
  



Et gANORA AND. JUGA. 
i? not, to;  hem despairing let Us goo 	thelniv. 
40 join their shades 'midst constant ghosts 

This %aid, like two fair trees whose leafy store 
The east has slighted, or the lightning-tore; 
Or as tunpelouds, o'erchargki with wintry slimers, 
When in the sky the toirling tempest-lovers,. 
Slowly they movkl.....But Eteath'sr emorseless dart 
They found had pieged each darling heroes hesul, 	gravc., 

Ogg. 
Distracted then,with hasty step# they go, 
1'o where•cre while they told the tale of Woe: 
There hand in hand they viewid the stream awhile, 

, Eackgently 	and Cored a parting snide: 
Then plungkl beneath the stream, the parting 

wave 
Recciv'd,th' afflicted pair, 'and ritavki a friendly 
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THE 

LIFE OF JOHN GILBERT COOPER'. 

BY' MR. CHALMERS. 

Alin. COOPER was born in 1723.. He descended, according to the account of his 
life in the Biographia Britannica, from an ancient family in Nottinghamshire, impove-
rished on account of its loyalty during the rebellion in Charles Ist's time. Thurgaton 
Priory, in that county, was granted to one -of his ancestors by Henry VIII. and after 
some interruption became the residence of our poet's father, and still continues in the 
family. I know not, however, how to reconcile this pedigree' with a memorandum no* 
before me, which states that the family name was Gilbert, and that in 1736 John Gil-
bert, esq. obtained leave to use the surname and arms of Cooper;pursuant to the will 
of John Cooper of Thurgaton, esq. 

He was educated at Westminster-school under Dr. JohnNiehols, and in 1743 became 
a fellow-commoner of Trinity college, Cambridge, where he resided two or three years, 
without taking a degree, hut not without a due attention to his studies. With some,  
tincture of foppery, he was a young man of very lively parts, and attached to classical 
learning, which it is only to be regretted he did not pursue with judgment. He quitted 
the university on his niarriage with Susanna', the grand-daughter of sir Nathan Wright, 
lord keeper, a man whom party raised to that situation, and whose inferiority of talents 
might have escaped observation, if he had not been preceded by Somers, and followed 
by Cowper. 

In 1745, our author published The Power of Harmony, in two books, in which he 
endeavoured to recommend a constant attention to what is perfect and beautiful in ni-
ture, as the means of harmonizing the sOul to a responsive regularity and sympathetic 
cider. This imitation of the language of till Shaftesbury school was not affectation. He 
had studied the works of that nobleman with enthusiaSm, and seems entirely to have 
regulated his conduct by the.maxims o‘the ancient and modern academics. The poem 
brought him into notice with the public, but he appears not at this time to have courted 
the fame of authorship. When Dodsley began to publish his Museum, he invited the 

Tboroton's Nottinghamshire, p. 305. and new edit. by Throsby. C. 
'She died Nov. 10,.1751, aged 27. C. 

   
  



Soo 	 LIFE OP COOPER. 
aid of Mr. Cooper among others who were friendly to him, and received a greater pa-
tion of assistance from our auditor's pen than from that of any other individual. His 
contributions, with only one or two exceptions, were prose essays on subjects of common 
life and manners, in which he discovers a very happy talent for chaste humour and 
sprightly observation. His papers were signed, not Philalethes, as mentioned in the Bio-
graphia Britannica, but Philaretes. 

In 1749, he exhibited a curious specimen of sentimental grief in a long Latin epitaph 
on his first son, who died the ay after his birth. It is now added to his works, with a 
translation which appeared some years' ago in the Gentleman's Magazine; and is pre-
cisely such a translation as so ridiculous an original deserves. He afterwards, although 
it does not appear at what period, gave another instance of that romantic feeling which 
is apart from truth and nature, and which yet is far more frequent than is generally sup-
posed among the sons of imagination, who seldom remember that 

Grief unaffected snits [Mt ill with art, 
• Or flowing numbers with a bleeding heart. 

Mr. Fitzberbert, the father of the late lord St. Helens; found Cooper one morning 
apparently in such violent agitation, on account of the indisposition of his second son, a 
to seem beyond the power of comfort. At length, however, he exclaimed, " I'll write an 
elegy." Mr. Fitzherbert, being satisfied by this of the sincerity of his emotions, slyly 
said, " Had you not better take a post-chaise, and go and see him;?" 

In 1749, he published with his name The Life of Socrates, collected from all the an-
cient authorities; in this work he received many learned notes from the sturdy antaga 
hist of Warlairton, the reverend John Jackson of Leicester, a controversial divine of 
considerable fame in his day. These notes were principally levelled at Warburton, 
and in language not very respectful. Warburton, who knew Jackson, but probably 
little of Cooper, retorted by a note, in his edition of Pope's works, on the Essay on 
Criticism,. in which he accused the author of the Life of Socrates of impudent abuse 
and slander, the offspring of ignorance joined with vanity. Cooper's vanity, it must 
be confessed, is amply displayed in this work, and it is impossible to justify his affected 
contempt for writers of established reputation. Warburton's rebuke, however, was 
very coarse, and appears to have alarmed him ; for he was not naturally of an Attire 
turn, but on the contrary -rather prided himself on a mind superior to personal anima 
sities. In his defence, therefore, he published Remarks on Warburton's Edition of 
Pope, in which he professes that he had attacked him as an author and not as a man, 
and did not, as a fair antagonist, deserve to be called au impudent slanderer. He nest 
examines a few of Warburton's notes on Pope, and endeavours to prove his incapacity 
as a commentator. He betrays, however, that the real cause of his introducing War- 
burton's name into the Life of Socrates was his want of veneration for Mr. Cooper's 
favourite philosophers, Shaftesbury, Hutchesop, &c. The whole is written with much 
acrimony, but with a very considerable display of learning. In the former, at least, 
there is reason to think, he was assisted by :iackson : but the Life of Socrates brought 

'very little reputation to its author; and after some years, Warburton's angry note was 
omitted from the editions of Pope. 

In 1754,, he appeared to more• advantage as the author of Letters on Taste, a small 
volume, which soon passed through three or four editions. Taste had not at this time 

s floswell's Life of Johnson, vol. iii. 164. Ce 

   
  



LIFE OF COORtIt. 	 fl 
been treated in a philosophical manner; and as the author set out with liberal profes--
sions, his readers were induced to take for granted that he had thrown much new light,  
on the subject. He is, however, original only id .the manner in which he has contrived 
to throve a charm over a few acknowledged truths and• common-place opinions. In-
stead of beginning by definition, and proceeding gradually to analyze 'the pleasure 
resulting from what are generally considered as the objects of true taste, he lets loose 
his imagination, invites his reader into fairy-land, and delights him by excursive remarks 
and allegorical details, but in a style which even Johnson, who had no: great opinion 
of Cooper, allowed to be-splendid and spirited. 

In 1755, he published the Tomb of Shakspeare, a vision; and when the World was 
set up by Dodsley and Moore, •he contributed two papers, which, with those he pub-
lished in the Musetim, afford a proof that in this species of writing he might have at. 
tained considerable fame, if he had avowed his productions. In 1756, he appears 
to have caught the alarm very general at that time among the enemies of administfe-
tion, lest the Hessian troops, brought into the country to defend the kingdom from 
invasion, should he instrume9tal in subverting its liberties. Mr. Cooper was no poli-
tician, but he was a poet, and he determined to contribute his share of warning,. in 
a poem entitled, The Genius of Britain, addressed- to Mr. Pitt. 

In 1758, he published Epistles to the' Great, from Aristippus in Retirement, and 
soon after The Call of Aristippus; addressed to Dr. Akenside, in a style of adulation 
pardonalile only to the warmest feelings of friendship. Between him and Dr. 
Akenside all this might subsist : there was at least a perfect cordiality of senti-
ment in philosophy and politics. Both hated ' the ruling government as much as 
they admired the school of Shaftesbury. 	But their fate was different. Akenside 
had to make his way to practice through all the obstacles of party and preju-
dice. Cooper was a gentleman of easy fortune, enamoured of retirement, and who 
appears to have had no inducement to conceal what he thought, or retract what he 
had said. 

Some other of his lesser pieces were published about this time; and in 1759, his 
translation of Gresset's Ver Vert, a mock heroic poem, in four cantos. In t764, all 
these, with the exception of the Ver Vert and The Estimate of Life, whiCh are now 
added, were published in one volume by Dodsley, whom he allowed to take that liberty, 
and who informs us, that they were originally written for the author's amusement, and. 
afterwards published for the bookseller's profit. 

If this has the appearance of vanity, it may at least be pardoned for its liberality. 
does not appear that be ever sold any of his works, and during the publication of the: 
Museum Ite 'was an indefatigable contributor. At this time, he had probably taken. 
leave of the Muses, and was applying himself to the active and useful duties of a ma-
gistrate. He resided,. however, occasionally in London, and was a constant attendant. 
and frequent speaker at the Society for eke Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and. 
Commerce. Of this he had unsuccessfully endeavoured to become A vice-president, and 
felt his ifisappointment so keenly as to retire.  in disgust. Be died at his house in May: 
Fair, after a long and excruciating illness, occasioned by the stone, April 14, 1769, in, 
the forty-sixth year of Isis age. 

Dr. Kippis, who knew him personally, informs- us that he was a gentleman of .polite • 
address and accomplishments; and, if the general tenour of his works may be credited, 
be possessed an amiable and affectionate heart. His chief foible was vanity;. but this 

   
  



406 	 4.T.IFE • OF COOPER. 
is more.  discoverable in,hit 'writings than it probably Was. in*  his .fife. *may, flowerer 
in an author is a foible to -which the World .cannot- beeasilyrecOnefied; and the sliglitis. 
opinion that . has beensonietimes _passed on his. poeml mity,, I-think, be as much athi 
butedtothe disgust of the critic 	•.to the demerit of the anther. There.hre few 
.the, minor poets 'wino have, higher claims to' originality. The Epistles to Aristippus hi 
Songsi  and the. fi.tther's Advice. to:  his 'Son, altliot;gh of unequal merit, contain ma 
passages that are truly poetical, Ills veneration for'some of the trench poets, patio-
_larly Oresiet, indecedlim toattempt a -mode of versification in the Epistles, to whit 
the English enr tannot easily become iamiliar, -arid Which is not to be justified from as' 
defect in. the monlinesS- er copiousness of the Iitglish language. Yet this study of th 
French Writers,: of .ne use in other respects, has rendered his translation of the Ver Vet 
almost a 1)er:feet:copy of the original, and far sttperior, to the :Coarse version since pm. 
fished by the late Dr. Geddes. Of his other, pieces,. the Theagenes to •Sylvials a fait 
it,4tattion; although, servilely intended, of popes Eloisa; • The Power of Harmony, et. 

',isignedas 4, philosophical illustration of the ,principles of Sltaftesbnry, will probably st,. 
lain few readers. The Prevailing fault in all his..pieces,„(and• which lie learned' fne 
adopting. the careless versification borrowed front the French, is 'a ficentions use of itt 
eliiion, ns in, the words .onenoul, foltwing, and. many others': his rhymes also are fn-
queOtly .defective. Why the j;stimate of Life was omitted from Dodsley's edition ofki 
worlr,s, 4, know not. It: contains ;more true poetry than half the volume, It as 
originally published iu the Mow% and afterwards M.Dodsley'sCollectien. of gird,  
lauccm*roemsk. 

   
  



VIE 'EDITORS PREPAQE. 

Tim -following poems having been very favourably received• by the public Whet it,hey first appeared, 
at different times, in detached pieces, the author has been prevailed upon to permit me to collect 
them into this small volume. 

When ; reqUested him to give me a preface, he replied, f' that to those whom such trifles afforded 
pleasure, a formal introduction would he unnecessary; that he wrote most.of them, when he was very 
young, for his own amusement, and published -them afterwards for my profit; and, its they had. once 
answered both those ends, was very little solicitous what would be the fate of thelit for the future."  

ROBERT DODSLEir.. 

   
  



   
  



POEM'S 

OF 

JOHN GaILBERT COOPER. 

EPISTLES TO MS FRIENDS'IN TOWN, 
FROM ARISTIPPUS IN RETIREMENT. 

The species of poetry, in which the following 
spistles are written, has been used, with great 
success, among the French, by Chapelle, Chau-
lieu, La Fare, Gresset, Madame Deshoulieres, 
and others; but ; do not remember to have seen 
t before in the English language. The unconfined 
return of the rhymes, and easiness of the diction, 
seem peculiarly adapted to epistolary composi-
tions. The author professedly imitates the ge-
neral manner of the above-mentioned writers,-
but he is more particularly obliged to Gresset, 
for two or three hints in his performance, which 
he has acknowledged in the marginal notes. The 
reader will not forget, that these four epistles were 
written originally under a fictitious character. 

TAE RETREAT OF ARISTIpws. 
EPISTLE I. 

TO HIS GRACE TILE DUKE OF 

Je vous livre me reveries 
aim qwelques verites hardies, 
Vienuent librement melanger. 

0  MORT. 0. 

SEIZ'trwith the rage of being,  great 
In courts, my lord, let others lead 

(Exchanging happiness for state) 
The crowd of tinsel'd slaves, ,who tread 
The milli ministerial road 
To modern Honour's dark abode,  

Where dwell th' high vulgar of the town, 
Which England's common courtesy, 
To make bad fellowship go down, 
Politely calls good company. 
Remote from politics and strife,. 
From the dull sons of bus'ness free, 
Unfetter'd by domestic life, 
To letter'd ease a votary, 
I spend alternately my hours 
'Twixt Epicurus' myrtle bow'rs 
And Academus' palmy grove, 
Happy, from Seine's meandring shores, 
Where polish'd pleasures ever rove, 	• 
The first to bring the Thespian maids, 
To play to Science slid to Love 
On Cyprian pipes in -British shades. 

No levees here attend his grace, 
My-lording ev'ry morn an ass, 
Nor office-clerks with busy face, 
To make fools wonder as they pass, 
Whisper dull nothings in his ear, 
'Bout some rogue borough-monger there- 
The well-bred insipidity 
Of town assemblies ne'er is heard, 
And candidates for prelacy, 
That sable, supple, bowing herd )  
'Ms silent territory fly; 
For bishoprics are seldom found.  
In realms of scientific ground. 
No doctor's medicinal wig, • 
No titled beggar's suppliant knee, 
No alderman with knighthood big 
And newly purchas'd pedigree, 
No vultUres of the human race 
From Temple or from Lincoln's-Inn, 
No pseudo-patriot out of place) 
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Not venal senator that's in, 
Disturb this amiable retreat; 
Only a Muse, a Love, or Grace, 
In this calm senate haven seat. 
Such representatives are free. 
No Muse has lately been at court, 
Nor are the Graces better fort; 
Nor have the Loves septennially, 
A bOrough.iint'rest to support, 
Mclrtgag'd their healths or property. 

Led 'by unerring Nature's voice, 
I haunt retirement's silent shadel 
Contentment's humble lot and choice, 
Where on the mossy sopha laid, 
I see, thro' contemplation's eye, 
The white-twing'd cherub innocence, 
Each blessing of her native sky 
To sympathetic hearts dispense. 
Here, undebauch'd by spurious art, • 

cGreat Nature reigns in ev'ry part, 
Both when refulgent Titan's beam 
In high meridian splendour gloms, 
And when pale Cynthia's maiden gleritn 
O'er night a'silree mantle throws. 
The natives of the neighb'ring grove 
Their nuptials ehaunt on vernal sprays; 
Untaught by Ovid how to love, 
True passion modulates their lays. 
From no Propertius' polisled. strain, 
The linnet forms her temerate -note; 
From-no Tibufins learns to plain 
The widow'd turtle's faithful throat. 
Each feather'd libertine of air, 

' Gay as Catullus, loves and sings; 
Free as the Teian sage from care, 
The goldfinch claps his gilded wings, 
And wooes his female to repair 
To shady groves and crystal springs. 
Here bless'd with freedom and content, 
Untaught by devious thought to stray 
Thro' fancy's visionary way, 	• 
These silvan bards of sentiment 
Warble-the dictates of the heart 
Uninterrupted as they flow, 
Unmeasur'd by the rules of art, 
Now strongly high, now sweetly low. 

Such scenes the good have ever tont, 
' The great have sought, the Wise approv'd: 

Here legislators plann'd of old 
,The pandects of immortal laws; 
And mighty Chiefs and heroes bold, 
Withdrawn from popular applause, 
First having left their countries flee 
From savage and from human pests, 
Gain'tl a more glorious victory 
O'er the fierce tyrants of their, breasts. 

Methinks, I hear some comfier say, 
Such charms ideal ill agree 

'With moderniz'd gentility; 	- 
For now the witty, great, and gay, 
Think what so charms your rural sense, 
Only a clown's fit residence. 
In former days a country life, 
For so time-browned poets sing, 
Free from anxiety and strife, 
Was blandish'd by perpetual spring. 
There the sweet Graces kept their court, 
The Nymphs, the Fauns, and Dryads play'd, 
Thither the 111,uses would resort, 
Apollo lov'd the sylvan shade. 

The gods and heroes own'd a paisioti 
For wives and daughters of the swains, . 
And heroines, whilst 'twas the fashion, 
Ridotto'd ow the rural plains. 
The 'squires were then of heav'nly Mee, 
The parsons fashionable too, 
Young Hennes had at court a place, 
Venus and Mars nere folks one knew. 
But long long sincelhose times are o'er, 
No goddess trips it o'er the tea, 
The gods and heroes are no more, , 
Who danc'd to rural minstrelsy. 
Detested are.these sad abodes 
By modern dames of mortal make, 
And peers, who reek not with such gods, 
Their solitary scats forsake. 
Fornow 'tis quite another case, 
The country wears a diff'rent face. 
When sometimes, (oh the cruel Lent!) 
Thither her ladyship is sent, 
As Sol this): Taurus mounts the sky, 
Or George prorogues his parliament, 
Her beauteous boSom heaves a sigh, 
Five months ih rustic banishment. 
Thither, alas! no viscounts rove, 
Nor heart-bewitching col'nels come, 
Dull is the -music of the grove, 
Unheeded fades the meadow's bloom. 
The verdant copse may take the birds, 
The breath of morn and evening's dew( 
To bleating flocks and lowing herds 
Be pleasant and be wholesome too; 
But how can these ('tis out of nature) 
Have charms for any human creature!" 
' Such are the Sentiments, I own, 
Of all that lazy loitering race, • 
From daily ushers to his grace, 
Who never leave the guilty town; 
But in the pdlieus of the court, 
By knaves are spaniel'd up and down, 
To fetch and carry_ each report. 

Far other images arise 
To those who inward turn their eyes 
To view th' inhabitants of mind; • 
Where solitude's calm voVrits find 
Of knowledge tit' inexhausted prize; 
And truth, immortal truth bestows, 
Clad in etherial robes of light,' 
Pure as the flakes of falling snows, 
Unenvied unreprov'd delight. 

On me, my lord, on humble me 
The intellecttial train attends; 
Science oft seeks my company, 
And Fancy's children arc my friend 
Here bless'd with independent case, 
I look with pity on the great, 
For who, that ..vith enjoyment sees 

(The Laughs and. Graces at his gate, 
And little Loves attending nigh, 
Or fondly liov'ring o'er his Wend, . 
To wing his orders thro' the sky, 
Whilst warbling Muses round him shed 
Sweet flow'rs, cvhich on Parnassus bloW, 
Would wish those thorny paths to tread, 
Which slaves and courtiers only know. 

Thanks to my ancestors and Heav'n, 
To me the happier lot is giv'n, 
In calm retreat my time to spend 
With far far better company, 
Than those Mu? on the court attend 
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The oak-fring'd mountain's hoary broW, 

• Whose streams, united in the vale, 
O'er pebbled beds loquacious flow, 
Tun'd to the sad melodious tale 
In murmurs querulously slow. 

. And, whilst inuners'd in thought I lie,, 
From ages past and realms unseen, 
There moves before the mental eye 
The pleasing melancholy scene, 
Of nymphs and youths unfortunate; 
Whose fame shall spread from shore to shore, 
Presesv'd by bads from death and fate, 
Till tAte itself shall be no more. 

Thus, not by black misanthropy 
Impell'd, to caves or rocks 1 fly; 
But when, by chance or humour led; 
My wand'ring feet those regions tread; 
Taught by philosophy so sweet 
To shun the fellowship of care, 
Far from the world I go to meet • 
Such pleasures as inhabit there. 

With rebel-will d ne'er oppose 
The current of my destiny, 
But, pliant as the torrent flows, 
Receive my course implicitly. 
As, from some shaded river's side 
If chance a tender t osier's blown, 
Subject to the controlling tided  
Tit' obedient shrub is carried down. 
Awhile it floats upon the streams, 
By whirlpools ndw is forc'd below, 
Then mounts again where Titan's beams 
Upon the shining waters glow. 
Sweet flow'ry vales it passes by, 
Cities, and solitudes by turns, 
Or where a dreary desert bums 
In sorrowful obscurity. 
For many a league the wand'rer's borne, 
By forest, wood, mead, mountain, plain, 
Till, carried never to return, 
'Tis buried its the boundless main. 
Thus Aristippus forms his plan; 
To ev'ry change of times and fates 
His temper he accommodates; 
Not where he will,"but where be.can, 
A daily bliss he celebrates. 
An osier on the stream of time, 
This philosophic wanderer 
Floating thro' ev'ry place and clime, 
Finds some peculiar blessing there: ' 
Where e'er the winding current strays 
By prosp*rous.mount or adverse plain, 
He 11 sport, till all his jocund days 
Are lost in life's eternal main. 

Let worldlimr,,s hunt for happiness 
With pain, anxiety and strife, 
Thro' ev'ry thorny path of life, 
And ne!er th' ideal fair possess! 
For who, slag ! their passions send 
The fleeting image to'  ursue, 

*Themselves their own designs undo, 
And in' the means destroy the end! 
But I a surer clue have found, 
To guide me o'er the mazy ground;, 
For knowing that this deity 
Must ever rove at liberty 

See the Chartreuse of Gresset, from Whence this 
passage is imitated; but the subsequent Particalat 
application to Aristippus is this author's. 

in lamourable drudgery. 
Warriors and statesmen of old Rome 
Duly observe my levee-dav, 
And wits from polish'd Athens come, 
Occasional devoirs to pay. ' 
With me g?eat Plato often holds 
Discourse upon immortal pow'rs, 

-R
xid Attic Xenophon unfolds 
ich honey from Lyceum flow'rs; 

Ca:sar and Tully often dine, 
Anacreon rambles in my grove, 
Sweet Horace drinks Falertlian wine, 
CatoIlus makes on•hayeocks love. 
With these, and some a-kin to these, 
The living few who grace our days, 
I live in literary ease, 
My chief delight their taste to please 
With soft and unaffected lays. 
Thus, to each votsry's wish, kind fate 
Divides the world with equal line, 
She bids ambition, care, and state, 
Be the high portion of the great, 
Peace, friendship, love, and bliss be mine. 

THE TEMPER OF ARISTIPPUS. 
EPISTLE II. 

TO LADY s+*ate s a 
flu° me cunque rapit tempestas deferor hospes. 

HORAT. 
I'VE oft, Melissa, heard you say, 
" The world observes I never wear 
An aspect gloomy or severe, 
That, constitutionally gay, 
Whether dark clouds obscure the sky, 
Or .Plimbus gilds the face of day, 
In pleaser .'s true philosophy 
I pass the winged years aivay."' 

In most, 'tis true, the human sense 
Is subjected to smiles, or tears, 
To swelling pride, or trembling fears, 
" By ev'ry skyey influence." 
Cameleon-like their souls agree 
With all they hear and all they see, 
Or, as one instrument resounds 
Another's unison of sounds, 
Their mutable complexions carry 
The looks of anger, hope, and joy; 
Just as the scenes around 'em vary, 
Pleasures delight, or pains annoy. 
But I, by philosophic mood, 
Let the wise call it happy folly, 
Educe from ev'ry evil good, 
And rapture e'en from melancholy. 
When in the silent midnight grove, 
Sweet Philomela swells her throat 
With tremulous and plaintive note, 
Expressive of disast'rous love, 
I with the pensive Pleasures dwell, 
And in their calm sequester'd cell 
Listen with rapturous delight 
To the soft songster of the night. - 
Here Echo, in her mossy cave, 
Symphonious `to the love-loin song, 
Warb:es the vocal rocks among, 
Whilst gently-trickling waters laVe 
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Thro'..Faney's-visionary road, • , 
1 never wisdom's schemes etuphsy 
Tolindiherin one fix'd abode, -
,But where I meet her 1 enjoy; 
And being free from strife And care, 

,Aut sure to meet her. ev'ry Where, • 

e 

TilE'APOLO6Y OF AIRIST1PPITS, 

EPISTLE /IL t 
71:0, **** IVII,  *ft Eal 

• D'autres font des vers par etude 
,Ven faro pour me desennuyer. 

GRESSET. 
SHOULD supercilious censors say 
sc-I 	 ,Ilis,youth is waining 'tis not time 
'For Atistippm now with rhyme 
To while the useless hours away," 
I might reply, I do no more 
Than what my betters did before; 
That what at first my fancy led 
This idle business to pursue, 

. 	makes me prosecute the trade, 
'Because I've nothing else to do; 
But to the candid, Toni, and you, 
A better reason I could give, 
To whom a better reason's due, 
That in these measures I convey 
Aly gentle precepts, how to live, 
Clearer than any other way. 
For in the pow'rs of poetry, 
Wit,.truth, and pleasure blended lie. 
As, in Italia's fertile vales, 
On the same tree, whilst blossoms blow, 
The ripen'd fruits nectareous grow, 
Fed by warm sans and freslining gales. 
Divinest art to mortals giv'n ! 

• By thee, the brave, the good, the wise, • 
The fair, the learn'd, and witty, rise 
From earth's dull sod, and people hears's. 
Nor WI to thee imputed blame, 
That ever-barking ealinnity, 
And filthysmoutled obscenity, 
Have oft usurp'd thy injur'd name! 
Alas!. the drops which Morning sheds 
'With dewy fingers on the meads, 	. 
The, pink's and vylets tubes to fill, 
Alike the noxious juices feed 
Of deadly hen.lock'spois'nons weed, 

, And give 'cm fatal pow'r to kill! , 
- 'Imagination loves to trace 
Reason's immortal lineaments , 
In Fiction's necromantic face, 
When Probability assents. 

'The fairest features Fiction wears, 
When most like Truth th' inchantress looks, 
As sweet Narcissa's shade appears, 
In silent lakes and crystal brooks, 
St, like the life, we scarcely know 
Where last to fix our wav'ring love, 
Whether upon the form below, 
Or on the real nymph above. 
In each we see an angel's face, 
Tho' for the substance bretthe our sighs, 
Whilst we the shadowy image trace 
In the clear wave with longing eyes. 

But should you ask me, why I choose, 

inhabitants of Piudess wood, 
Of all-the latirei'd sisterhood 

The.  least considerable Muse. 
The- %filets round the mountain's feet, 
Whose humble gems unheeded blow, 
Ai•e,  to- the.shepherd's smell mole sweet 
Than leftreedars on its brow. 
.Let.the loud Epic mond th' alarms 
-Of- dreadful war, and heroes sprung 
.F.rods, tlenne immortal ancestry, 
:Clad in impenetrable arms 
'By Vulcan forgsd, my lyre is strung • •, 
With softer chords, my Muse mom, free 
Wanders thro' Findus"humbler ways 
In amiable simplicity: 
Unstudy'd are her artless lays, 
She asks no laurel for her brows; 
Careless of censure or of praise, 
She haunts where tender myrtle grows 
Fonder of happiness than fame, 
To the proud bay prefers the rose, 
Nor barters pleasure for a name. 
On Nature's lap., waited at ease, 
I listen to her heav'nly tongue,. 
Prom her derive the pow'r to please, 
From her receive th harmonious time, 
And what the goddess makes my song 
n unpremeditated rhyme 

Mellifluous flows, whilst young Desire, 4. 
Cull'd &cantle elysian bloom of spring, 
Strews flow'rs immortal round my 
And Fancy's sportive children bring, 
From blossom'd grove and lilied mead, 
Fresh fragrant chaplets for my head, 
''lie most, Mat' softest of the Nine, 
Euterpe, muse of gaiety 
21seen of heart-sott'ssias, melody, 
Allures my ear with notes divine. 
in my retreat Euterpe plays, 
Where Science, garlanded with ilow'ts, 
Estraptur'd liaises to her lays 
Beneath the shade of myrtle lowers. 

.This pleasing territory lies 
Unvisited by common eyes, 
Far from the prude's affected spleen, 
Or bigot's surly-godliness, 
Where no coquettes, no jilts are seen, 
Nor folly-fetter'd fops of dress; 
Far from the vulgar high and low, 
The pension'd great man's littleness; 
Or those, who, prone to slab'ry, grey 
Fit tools of others tyranny, 
And, with a blind devotion, bow 	s' 
To wooden blocks of quality; 
Far from the land of Argument, 
Where deep within their murky cells, 
Figures and bloated Tropes are pent,' 
_kW three-leg'd Syllogism dwells; 
Far frosts the babble-blowing race, 
The school-men subtle and refin'd, 
Who fill the thiekskull's brainless space, 
Witlt puffs of theologic wind; 
Ana' all the grave pedantic train, 
Which fairy Genius longs to bind 
Hard with a comtnent's iron chain. , 
But, whilst such drones are driv'n away, 
In my belov'd retreat remain 
The fair, the witty, and the gay. 

1  See Le; OmbreS of Grewet, 

   
  



THE CALL 
'tkere the soft patriarch of the Loves, 

Roney'd Anacreon, with the doves 
Of Venus flutt'ring o'er his head; 
(Whilst ivy-crowned flours around 
The laughter-loving Graces lead 
In sportive ringlets tiithe sound 
Of Paphian, flutes) tins Muse invites 
To festive days and aus'rous nights. -
Here tender Moseas loVel-ter'rove 
Along the metidoiv's:daisiecl side, 
Under a cootaml silent grove 	• 
Where brooks of dimpling waters glide. 
Rapt in celestial ecstasy 
Sappho, whoin Mt the Nine inspire, 
Varies her am'rous -melody, 
The chords of whose Idalian lyre, 
As chaugeful passions ebb of flow, 
Struck with bold hand now vibrate high, 
Now, modulated to a sigh, 
Tremble most languishingly low. „ 

Horace, mild sage, refin'd with ease, . 
Whose precepts whilst they counsel, please, 
Without the jargon of the schools • 
And fur-gown'dpedarit's bookislAttles, 
Pere keeps his lov'd academy; 
His art so nicely he conceals,- 
That wisdom on the'boSom steal*, 
And men grow good in.Serisibly.• - 
From cool Valclusa's 	nieeds 
Soft Petrarch and his Laura come, •  , 
And e'en ghat Tas.so sometimes treads 
These flow'ry walks; -and hulls the.bloom 
Of rural groves, where heretofore 
Each Muse, each Grace, beneath the:stun:Id 
Of myrtle bow'rs, in secret play'd,:.!-  
With an Idalian paramour.. 
FrOm silverSeine's transparent streams, 
With roses mid with lilies crowned, • 
Breathing the same heart,easing themes, 
And tun'd in amicable sound, 
Sweet bards,-of kindred spirit, blow. 
Soft Lydian,  notes on Gallic reeds, • 
Whose soags instruct us how to know 
Truth's flow'rs from affectation's weeds. 
Chapelle leads up the festive hand; 
La Farre and Chaulieu hand in hand, 
Close follow' their poetic sire, 
Pot with the Teian grape and fire. 
But bark! as sweet as western wind 
Breathes from the vi'let's fragrant,beds, 
When balmy dews Aurora sheds, 
Gresset's clear pipe, distinct behind, 
Symphoniously combines in one 
Each former bard's mellifluent tone. 
Oresset! in whose harmonies verse 
The Indian bird shall never die, 
Tho' death may perch on Ver-Vert's hearse, 
F'arce's tongue immortal shall rehearse • 
His variable loquacity. 

Nor wanting are there.  bards of Thames, 
On rural reed young Stirry plays, , 
And Waller wooes the courtly dames 
With gay and unaffected lays; 	-.' 
His careless limbs supinely laid 
Beneath the plantane's leafy shade.' 
Prior his easy pipe applies 
To sooth his Jealous Cloe's breast, 
And even Saeharissa's eyes 
To brighter Cloe's yield the prize 
Of Venus' soul bewitching cost. 
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Than these munch greater bards; I wean,. 
Whenever they, will condescend 	• 
Th' inferior Muses to. attend; 	, ' 
Inintortalize this humble scene: .„. 
Shakespear's end Drayton's Fairy crews 
In midnight revels gattiborround, 	• 
And Pope's light Sylphids sprinkle deivs 
Refreshing on the magic ground. 
Nor. 'sdains the .Dryad train of yore,' 
And green-littied Naiads of the flood, 
To 	with Fancy's younger brood; 

'Whi,5h. brood de sweet enchantress bore 
TO-British bards in after-times, 	" - 

'W:hose fame shall biome in deathless rhyme% 
.WhenGreece and•Britain are no more. 
• Whilst such the feasts of fancy give; 
Caffiless of what dull sages know, 
AMidSt their banquets r wilt live, 
And pitying, look empow'r below. 
ff still theeynic censor says, 
That Aristippui''nseless days 
,,Pais in melodious foolery, 
This is my last apology: 

Whatever• has the pow'r to bless', 
By living having learnt to prize, 
Since wisdom, will afford me less 
Than what from harmless follies rise, 
I-cannot spare from happiness 
A single moment to be wise." 

VIE CALL 'OF ARISTIPPUS. 

4'ISTLE IV. 
To MARK filtENSIDE, 11I. R. , 

AJCAPIe '4E TIC .TIESTIate 
AIES4Tft IIOIHMA 

ODE HEEL STEPHANI. 
THOU, for whom the British bays 

Bloom in these unpeetic days, . 
Whose early genius glow'd to follow 
The arts\ thro' Nature's ancient ways, 
Twofold disciple of Apollo! 
Shall Aristippus' easy lays, 
Trifles of philosophic pleasure 
Compos'd in litera'ry leisure, 
Aspire to gain thy deathless praise ?, 
If thy nice ear attends the strains . 
This careless bard of Nature breathes 
On Cypiinn flute in Albion's plains, 
By future poets myrtle wreaths 
Shall long be scatter'd o'er his urn 
In annual solemnity; 
And marble Cupids, as they mourn, 
Point where his kindred ashes lie. 

Whilst thro' the tracks of endless day 
Thy Muse shall, like the bird.orJoVe, 
Wing to the source of light her wXy, 
And bring from clOndless realms above, 
Where "truth's seraphic daughters glow, 
Another Promothean ray 
To this benighted globe below, 
Mine, like soft Cytherea's dove,. 
Contented with her native grove, 
Shall fondly sooth th' attentive ears 
Of life's-way-wearied travellers, 

L L 
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And; from the paths of fancied woes, 
Lead 'em to the serene abode 
Where real bliss and real good 
In sweet security repose; 

, Or, as the lark with niatin notes, 
To youth's new voyagers, in spring, 
As over head in air she floats, 
Attendant on unnffiled wing, 
Warbles inartificial soy, 
My Muse in tender strains shalt sing' 
The feats of Venus' winged boy, 
Or how the nimble-footed Hours, c 
With the three Graces knit in dance, 
Follow the goddess Elegance 
To Hebe's court in Paphian botv'rs„ 

Nor let the supercilious wise - 
And gloomy sons of melancholy 
These unaffected lays despise 
As day-drealns of melodious folly. 
II.(mon a lovelier aspect wears 
The Smiles and Muses when between, 
'Than in the'stoic's rigid mien 
With beard philosophiz'd by years; 
And Virtue limps not in the cell 
Where cloister'd Pride and Penance dwell, 
But, in the chariot of the Loves; 
She triumphs innocently gay,' 
Drawn hy the yok'd Malian doves, 
Whilst young Affections lead the way_ 
To the warm regions of the heart, 
Virtknce selfish fiends of Vice depart, 
Like spectres at th'approach of day. 

Should any infidel demand, 
Who sneers at our NAM Heav'n, 
Whether from ordination given 
By prelates of the /Thespian ladd, 
Or inspiration from above, 
(As modern Methodists derive 
Their light from no divine alive) 
I hold the great prerogative' 
T' interpret sage Anacreon's writ, 
Or gloss upon Catullus' wit, 
Prophets that heretofore were sent, 
And finally require to see 
Credentials of my embassy; 
Before his faith could yield assent, 
Convincing reasons I would give 
From a short tale scarce credible, 
But yet as true and plausible, 
As some which eatholies believe, 
That I was call'd by Jove's -behest 
A Paphian and a Delphiasi priest.. • 

Once when by Trent's pellucid streams, 
In days of prattling infancy, 
Led-by young wond'ring Ecstasy, 
To view the Sun's refulgent beams 
As on the sportive waves they play'd 
Too far I negligently stray'd, 
The god of day his lamp withdrew, 
Evening her dusky mantle spread, 
And-from her moisten'd tresses shed 
Befseshing drops of pearly dew. 	• 
Close'by the borders of a wood, 
Where an old ruin'd abbey stood, 
Far from a fondling mother's sight, 
With toil-of childish sport oppress'd 
My tender limbs- sunk down to rest ' 
'Midst the dark horrours of the night.' 
As Horace erst by fabled doVes 
With spring's first leaves Was mantled o'er 

A wand'rer from his native groves, 
A like regard the British Loves ' 

:To me their future poet bore, 
Nor left me guardianless alone, 
Fob' tho' no Nymph or Faun appear'd„ 
Nor piping Satyr was there heard, 
And here the Dryads are unknown • 
Yet, natives true of English ground, 
Sweet Elves and Fayi in-mantles green, 
By shepherds oft in-moonlight seen, 

.And dapper Fairies danc'd around. 
The nightingale, her love-torsi lay 
Neglecting on the neighb'ring spray, 
Strew'd with fresh flow'ss my turfy bed, 
And, at the first approach of morn, 
The red-breast stript theTragrant thorn 
On roses wild-to lay my head. 
Thus,, as the wond'ring rustics say, 
In smiling sleep they found me laid 
Beneath a blOisom'd hawthorn's shade, 
Whilst sportive bees, in mystic play, 
With honey fill'd my little lips 
Theist with each sweet that Zephyr sips 
From 	cubs in balmy May. • 

From that bless'd hour my bosom glow'eh 
Ere vanity °Hanle inspied, 
With unaffected transports.fir'd, 

.And from my tongue untutor'd flow'd, 
In childhood's inattentive days, 
The lisping notes of artibss lays. 

l'4 Nor have these dear enchantments ceas'J, 
For what in innocence began 

Still with increasing years increas'd, 
And yinatis'a warm joys now charm the man. 
Perhaps this fondly-foster'd flame, 
E'en when in (lust my body's- laid, 
Will o'er the tomb preserve its fame, 
And glow within my future shade. 
If thus, as poets have agreed, 
The soul, when frOnt the body freed, 
in t' other world confines her bliss 
To the same joys she lov'd in this, 
Thine, when she's pass'd the Stygian Real, 
Shall, 'midst the patriot chiefs of old, 
The wise, the valiant, and the good, 
(Great,names in deathless archives roll'd!) 
Strike with a master's mighty hand 
Thy golden lyre's profoundest chords, 
And fascinate the kindred band 
With magic of poetic words. 
Favish'cl with thy mellifluent lay 
Plato and Virgil shall entwine 
Of olive and the Mantuan bay 
A never-fading-crown for thee, 
And icam'd Lucretius shall resign, 
Among the foll'wers of the Nine, 
His philosophic 
Pre- tho' his faithful pencil drew 
Natnre's external symmetry, 
Yet to the mind's capacious view, 
That uncoil fin'd expatiates , 
O'er` mighty Nature's wond'rous whole, 	' 
Thyclicer strokedelineate.s 
The finer features of the soul. 
And, whilst the Theban bardlo thee 
Shull yield the heart-elating lyre, 
Horace shall hear attentively 
Thy finger touch his softer wire 
To snore familiar harmony. 
Mean while thy Aristippus' shade 

   
  



• AN EPISTLE 
seek where sweet Anacreon plays, 

Where Chapelle spends his festive days, 
Where lies the vine-impurpled glade 
By tuneful Chaulieu vocal made, 
Or where qur Shenstone's mossy cell, 
Or where the fair Deshoulieres strays, 
Or Hammond and Pavillon dwell, 
And Gresset's gentle spirit roves 
Surrounded by a group of Laves 
With roses crown'd and asphodel. 	• 

Let the furr'd pedants of the schools, 
In learning's formidable show, 
Full of wise saws and bookish rules, 
The meagre dupes of misery 'grow, 
A lovelier doctrine I profess 
Than their dull science can avow; 
All that belongs to happiness 
Their heads are welcome still to know, 
My heart's contented to possess. 
For in soft elegance and ease, 
Secure of living whilst I live, 
Each momentary bliss I seize, 
Ere these warm faculties decay, 
The fleeting moments to deceive • 
Of human life's allotted day. 
And when th' invidious hand of Time 
By stealth shall silver o'er my head, 
Still Pleasure's rosy walks I 'll tread, 
Still with the jocund Muses rhyme, 
And haur$ the green Idalian bow'rs, 
Whilst wanton boys of Paphos' court 
In myrtles hide my staff for sport, 
And coif me, where I'm bald, with flow'rs. 

Thus to each happy habit true, 
Preferring happiness to pow's., 
Will Aristippus e'en pursue 
Life's comforts to the latest hour, 
Till age (the only malady 
Which thou and med'cine cannot cure, 
Yet what all covet to endure) 
This innocent voluptu'ry 
Shall, from the Laughs and Graces here, 
With late and lenient change remove, • 
To regions of Elysian air, 
Where.shades of mortal pleasures rove, 
Destin'd, without alloy, to share 
Eternal joys of mutual love, 
Which transitory were above. 

TO VOLTAIRE. 	 "51.5' 
Some others have doubted like, you; 

Like them do you bless and be blest., 

AN EPISTLE 
FROM THE KING Or PRUSSIA TO MONSIEUR VOLT 

. 	 1'175, 
CROYEZ que si j' etois, Voltaire, 
Particulier aujourdhni, 
Me contentandu neeisaire, 
Je vetroi s envoler la Fortune legere, 
Et :Wen mocquerois confine 
Je connois I' ennui des grandeurs, 	• 
Le fardeau des devoirs; le jargon des flateurs, 
Et tout I' ainas des petitenes, 
Et leurs genres et leurs especes, 
Dont ii faut s' occuper dans le sein des' honneurs. 
Je meprise la veins glorie, 
2uoique poets et souverain, 
4Itarid du ciseau fatal retranchant mon destin 
Atropos m' aura vu plonge dans la nuit noire, , 
2ue m' importe 1' honneur incertain 
De vivre apres ma mort au temple de inemoire: 
Da instant de bonheur vaut mine ans dans l'his- 
Nos destins soot its done si beaux? 	[Loire. 
Le doux plaisir et la mollesse, 
La vive et naive allegresse 	 cseeaux, 
Ont tonjours fui des grands, la pompe, et les fel.: 
Nes pour la liberte leurs troupes enchantresses 
Preferent I' Minable paresse 
Aux austeres devoirs guides de nos travaux. 
Aussi la Fortune volage 
N' a jatnais cause mes ennuis, 
Soit qu' elle m' agate, ou qu' elle m' outrage, ' 
Je dormirai toutes les nuits 
En kui refusani mon hotrimage. 
Mais notre etat nous fait loi, 
II nous oblige, it nous engage 
A mesurer notre courage, 
Sur ce qu' exige notre ernploi. 
Voltaire dans son hermitage, 
Dans un pals dont P heritage 
Est son antique bonne foi, 	- 
Pent 's addoner en paix a la vertu du-  sage 
Dont Platon nous marque la loi; 
Porr moi menace du mtufrage, 
Je dois, en affrontant orage, 
Penser, vivre, et maurir en roi. 

A " S 0 N G. 

DEAR Chloe what means this disdain, 
Which blasts each endeavour to please? 

Tho' forty, I'm free from all pain, ' 
Save love, I am free from disease. 

No Graces my mansion have fled, 
No Muses have broken my lyre; 

The Loves frolic still round my bed, 
And Laughter is cheer'd at my five. 

To none have I ever beCn cold, 
All beauties in vogue I'm among; 

I've appetite e'en for the old, 
And spirit enough for the young. 

Believe me, sweet girl, I speak true, 
Or else put my love to the test; 

THE SAME TRANSLATED. 
VOLTAIRE, believe me, were I now 
In private-life's calm station plac'd, 
Let Heav'n for nature's wants allow, 
With cold inditrrence would I view 
, Departing Fortune's winged haste, 
And laugh at her caprice like you. 
Th' insipid farce of tedious state, 
imperial duty's real weight, 
The faithless courtier's supple bow,. 
The fickle multitude's caress, 
And the great vulgar's littleness, 
By lowg experience well I know ; 
And, tho' a prince and poet born, 
Vain blandishments of glory scorn.' 
For when the ruthless shears of fate 
Have cut my life's precarious thread, 
And rauli'd me with th' unconscious dead, 

• 

   
  



Me, abject me, with pale disease oppress'd, 
Heal with the balm of thy prolific breath ; 

Rekindle life within my clay-cold breast, [dean 
And shield my youth from canker-worms .1 

Then on the verdant turf, thy fav'rite shrine, 
Restor'd to thee a votary I come, 

Grateful to offer to thy pow'r divine 
Each herb that grows round Rsculapius' he' 

SONG. 
Tire nymph th,at I lov'd was as cheerful as day. 
And as sweet as the blossoming hawthorn in Id. 
Her temper was smooth as the down on the is 
And her face was as fair as the mother's of lots. 

Tho' mild as the pleasantest zephyr that shot, 
And receives gentle Moms from violet beds, 
Yet warm in affection as Plicebus at note., pl! 
And as chaste as the silver-white beams a r• 

Her mind was unsullied as new-fallen snow, 
Yet as lively as tints of young Iris's bow, 
As firm as the rock, and as calm as the pod, 
Where the peace-loving halcyon depckils.1' 

brodd. • 

The sweets that cach virtue or grace had is.,mr, 
She cull'd as the bee would the bloom of .a 

flow'r ; 
Which treasur'd for me, 0 ! how happy was!, 
For tho' her's to collect, it was mine to enoy. 

THE, GENIUS OF BRITAIN. 
AN IAMBIC ODE. ADDRESSED TO TILE EC 

HONOURABLE WILLIAII PITT. 

'AT01701,  yap 41 'AY p.ir ga.v kr.a71441 PWV/p4,11 
4.-poli;y1,44. 

550 save 147.1  X.apai 	4m. 
Diodor. theta. Hinter. 

Written in the year 1756. 

TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE WYLIE 

<O rttoU, ordain'd at length by pitying fate 
To save from ruin a declining state; 
Adorn'd with all the scientific store 	r 
Which bloom'd on Roman orAthenian share; 
A,t,Whose cominand our passions fall or riw, 
Breathe anger's menaces, or pity's sighs, 
Whose breast (0 never let the flame expire!) 
Glows ardent with the patriot's sacred tire; 
Attend the bard, who scorns the venal lays, 
Which servile flatt'ry spurious greatness pay: 
Whose British spirit emulating thine, 
Could ne'er burn iucence at corruption's 

516 	 COOPLUS POEMS. 
'4.. In vain her citron groves Italia boasts, 	f 

Or Po the balsam of his weeping trees; 
In vain Arabia's aromatic coasts • 

Perfume the pinions of the passing breeze. 

No wholesome scents impregn the western gale, 
But noxious stench exhal'd by scorching lint, 

Where gasping swains the pois'nous air inhale 
That once diffus'da medicinal sweet. 

What will't avail that I was great, - 
Or that th' uncertain tongue of fame 
In mem'ry's temple chaunts my name? 
One blissful moment whilst we live 
Weighs more than ages of renown ; 
What then do potentates receive 
Of good, peculiarly their own? 
Sweet ease and unaffected joy, 
Domestic peace, good sportive pleasure, 
The regal throne and palace fly, 
And, born for liberty, prefer 
Soft silent scenes of lovely leisure;" 
To, what we monarchs buy so dear, 
The thorny pomp of scepter's! care. 
My pain or bliss shall ne'er depend 
On fickle Fortune's casual flight, 
For, whether she 's my foe or friend, 
In calm repose I'll pass the night; 
And ne'er by watchful homage own 
'court her smile, or fear her frown. 
But from our stations we derive 
Unerring precepts how to live, 
And certain deeds each rank calls forth, 
By which is meastted human worth. 
Voltaire, within his private cell 
In realms where ancient honesty 
Is patrimonial property, 
And sacred freedom loves to dwell, 
May give up all his peaceful mind, 
Guided by Plato's deathless page, 
In silent solitude resign'd 
To the mild virtues of a sage; 
But I,"gainstWhorn wild whirlwinds wage 
Fierce war with wreck-denouncing wing, 
Must be, to face the tempest's rage, 
In thought, in life, in death, a king. 

A HYMN TO HEALTH, , 

WRITTEN IN SICKNESS. 

SWEET as the fragrant breath of genial May, 
Come, fair Hygeia, goddess heav'nly burn, 

More lovely than the Sun's returning ray, 
To northeru regions, at the half year's morn. 

Where shall I seek thee? in the wholesome grot, 
• Where Temperance her scanty meal enjoys? 
Or Peace, contented with her humble lot, 

Beneath her thatch th' inclement blast defies? 
Swept from each flow'r that sips the morning dew, 

Thy wing besprinkles all the scenes around; 
Where e'er thou fly'st the blossoms blush anew, 

And purple vi'le4 paint the hailow'd ground. 

Thy presence renovated nature shows, 
By thee each shrub with varied hue is dy'd, 

Each tidip with redoubled lustre glows,. 
And all creation smiles with flow'ry pride. 

But in thy absence joy is felt,no more, 
The landscape wither'd e'en in spring appears, 

The morn low'rS oin'nous o'er the dusky shore, 
And evening suns set half extinct in tears. 

Ruthless Disease ascends, when thou art gone 
From the dark regions of tie abyss below, 

With Pestilence, the guardian of her throne, 
Breathing contagion from the realms of woe.• 

   
  



TO SYLVIA. 	 617 
" Tho' Rothe's fell 'star malignant shonei 

W hen great Eliza rul'd this state, 
• On English hearts she plac'd her throne, 

And in their happiness her fate, 
While blacker than the tempests of the north, 
-The papal tyrant sent his curses,forth. 

" LO! wheie my Thames's waters glide 
At great Augusta's regal feet, 

Bearing on each returning tide 
Fr 	distant em 	• realms a golden fleet; 

Wh4i homeward wafts the fruits of every zone, 
And makes the wealth of all the world your own. 

	

" Shall on his silver waves be borne 	° 
Of armed slaves a venal crew ? • 

Lo! the old god denotes his scorn, 
A ml shudders at th' unusual view, 

Doivn to his deepest cave retires to mourn, 
And tears indignant bathe his crystal urn. 

" 0 ! hoW can vassals born to bear 
The galling weight of slav'ry's chain, 

A patriot's noble ardour share, 
Or freedom's sacred cause maintain? 

Britons exert your own unconquer'd might, 
A freeman best defends a freeman's right. 

"Look back on every deathless deed 
For which your sires recorded stand; 

TO battle 'let your nobles lead 
The sons of toil, a hardy band; 

The sword on each rough peasant's thigh be worn, 
And war's green wreaths the shepherd's front adorn. 

" But see, upon his utmost.shores 
America's sad genius lies, 

Each wasted province he deplores, 
And casts on me his languid eyes, 

Bless'd with Heav'n's fav'rite ordinance I fly, 
To raise th' oppress'd, and humble tyranny." 

This said, the vision westward fled; 
His wrinkled brow denouncing war;* , 

The way fire-mantled Vengeance led, 
And Justice drove his airy car; 

Behind firm-footed Peace her olive bore, 
And Plenty's horn ported blessings on the shore: 

O 

• THEAGENES 
Who far from courts maintains superior state, 
And thinks-that to be free is to be great; 
Careless of pride's imperial smile or frown, 
A friend to all mankind, but slave to none; 
Above temptation, and unaw'd by pow'r, 
Pleas'd with his present lot, nor wishes more, 
Save that kind Heaven would one bleas'd boon 

bestow, 
Which monarchs cannot grant, or courtiers know, 
From each low view of selfish faction free, 
To think, to speak, to live, 0 Pitt, like thee. 

THE GENIUS OF BRITAIN. 
As late o'er Britain's chalky coasts 

The Genius of the island flew, 
The venal swarm of foreign hosts' 

Inglorious basking in his view, 
Deep in his breast he felt the new disgrace, 
And honest blushes warm'd his godlike face. 

Buick flash'd the lightning of his spear 
Which blasted France on CPessy's field, 

He wheePtl` the blazing sword in air, - 
And on his shoulders spread the shield, 

As when o'er Agini.,ourt's blood-purpled lands, 
Pale Terrour stalk'd thro' all the Gallic bands. 

Soou as he cast his eyes below, 
DA) heav'd the sympathetic sigh, 

Sudden the tears of anguish flow, 
For sore he felt th' indignity; 

Discordant passions shook his heavenly frame, 
Now honour's damp, now indignations flame, 

" Ah! what avails," he. cry'd, " the blood 
Shed by each patriot band of yore, 

When Freedom's unpaid legions stood 
Protectors of this sea-girt shore, 

When ancient wisdom deem'd each British sword 
From hostile pow'r could guard its valiant lord. 

" What tho' the Danish raven spread 
Awhile his wings o'er English. ground, 

The bird of prey funereal fled 
When Alfred call'd his peers around, 

Whose fleets.triumphant riding on the flood, 
Deep stain'd each chalky cliff with Denmark's 

blood. 
" Alfred on natives could depend, 

And seorn'd a foreign force t' employ, 
He thought, who.dar'd not to defend 
• Were never worthy to enjoy; 

The realm's and monarc h'si 'Wrest deem'd but one, 
And ann'd his subjects to maintain their own. 

" What the' weak John's divided reign 
The Gallic legions tempted o'er, 

When Henry's barons joili'd again, 
Those feather'd warriors left the shore; 

Learn, Britons, hence, you want no foreign friends, 
3 The lid's safety on himself depends. 

" Reflect on Edward's glorious, name; 
On my fifth Henry's martial, deeds; 

Think on those peers of deathless fame 
Who met their king on Thames's meads, 

When sovereign might aeknowledg'd reason's plea, 
That Heav'n created man for liberty. 

Six thousand Hessians imported to protect 
this island !!!! 

• 

THEAGENES TO SYLVIA. 
First printed in Dodsley's Museum. 

ARGUMENT. 
Theagenes, son of Hieron, the priest of Pan, hav-

ing fallen' in love, at an annual festival in the 
temple of that god, with Sylvia, a votress to 
Diana, finds meant to seduce her. After seine 
time, the nymph ,being struck with horrour at 
her guilt, in the utmost despair'and eontritim 
makes a vow that she would endeavour to expi-
ate her offence by a life of religious solitude: 
upon which occasion Theagenes writes the fob:  
lowing epistle. 

N.B. Several hints in the following epistle were 
taken from the celebrated loid Gray's Lovei 
letters. 

SAY, dearest object of my broken heart, 
Must we for e'er, like soul and body, part? 

   
  



5T8 	 COO_ PER'S POEMS. 
Must I be doOna'd whole ages to deplore, 

	

	"Butmet alas ! far other cares employ,  
To reap the harvest of-unlawful joy; 
Pensive I vander'd on the lonely shore, 
Where breaking billows at a distance roar; 
The sighs that issued from my lab'ring (me, 
Woke•Eelio from her inmost cave of rest; 
On ifiee I thought, on thee I caltdalone, 
The':soften'd rocks reipeho'd to my moan, 
The:sympathizing streams ran mournful by. 
Arvid tured. their plaintive bubblings to my cry. 

Thrice had the Moon her silver mantle spent 
AS oft I wander'd from my sleepless bed; 
As oft 1 travers'd o'er the neighb'ring plain, 
As oft I sought thee, but I sought in vain; 
At last arriv'd the longexpected hour, 
I found thee musingin reionely bow'r; 
The time and place invited to impart 
The faithful language of my love-sick heart; 
With agonizing sighs I gain'd belief, 
And each pathetic circumstance of grief; 
A war unequal in thy breast mad, 
Stern duty fail'd, and gentle pity woo'd, 
Pity admitted, all disdain removq, 
And soon what mercy spar's), the woman le l 
A crimson blush o'er all thy face was spread, 
Then lilies pale, and all the roses fled; 
Each took more faithfill, to thy heart reveall.  
The fatal secret that thy. tongue concteifd. 
The happy omen of success I view'd, 
Embrae'd th' advantage, and th' attack fund. 
Honour's first guard of wakeful scruples o'er, 
Love found a breach, and fears contend no nue: 
Each other's arms each other's body prest, 
We spoke much pleasure, and we felt the re t; 
The rest, which only can the faithful feel; 
The rest; which none had ever pow'r to tell; 
The rest, which feels unutterably sweet, 
In the first intercourse when lovers meet; 
The modest diffidence, and hold desires, 
Soft thrilling cold, and quick-returning flees, 
The glowing blushes, and the joyful tears, 
The flaWring wishes, and th' 'alarming fears, 
The gentle breathings, and the mutual sighs, 
And all the silent eloquence of eyes. 

Pleas'd with the first delight, my raptures tat 
To seize at once the last recess of lore; 
Tift flying swiftly on from joy to joy, 
I sunk at last in bear'nly ecstasy. 
, 	The secret progress thus we first began, 
Then soon round pleasure's flow'ry circle ran; 
How oft we met, dull reason frownhl in vain, 
flow oft we parted but to. meet again! 
O blessed moments, and divinest <heaths! 
Enchanting transports, and celestial gleams! 
Fly quick, my fancy, bring 'em back to view, 
In retrospection let me love anew; 
Arid once in thought enjoy the bliss again, 
Eferteheaply purchas'd by an age of pain. 

0 sacred queen of silent night, advance, 
And cast thy sable mantle o'er th' experts; 
Come, gentle Sleep, and close my wearied eyes, 
Give to my arms what hateful day denies, 
For`Vain, alas! those dulcet wishes roll, • 
When sov'rehm reason awes the wakehil soul; 
Sleep sets it free to all its native fires, 
And gives a grateful loose to soft desires. 
At that calm hour, when Peace her r*quium 
And pleasing slumbers spread their airy wings; 
Thy beauteous image comes before my sight: 
(My theme by day, my constant dream by night;) 

• And think of transports I must taste ins mote? 
O dreadful thoughtl whose endless view contains 
Grief .foll'idine• grief, and pains: succeeding pains! 
Each joy is hcasted, and ;each eitinfort ile 5, 
Ye' dreary. sisters, cut the fatal thread f 

'AEI. whither fly'st thou ? • some dreary plain, 
Where'  rozen Chastity and.  Horrout reign; 
And MelaneholY,.daughter of Despair, 
With pale Contrition, and with gloomy Cam; 
To spend thy ycitith in superstition,: fears,-
In needlesi.penance,..penitence, and tears ! 
Let those dwell there whose bosoms guilt repose,' 
3ut thou hast none, if 'Lis no sin to love. 	*. 
For what dewed a half extorted vow 
Terediffi for lovers, and forgotten now? 

..Religious cheat! irnpos'd by fear on man, 
AML.ptie.sts continue what the fool began. 
",..0 stay, for absence never can destroy, 
N&'distance quell my visionary joy; . 

• In-rani you still endeavour to remove, 
The beauteous cause of my unhappy love:. 
Imagination foll'wing close behind, 
Presents afresh past pleasures to my mind; 
The rebel mind forbidden passion knows, 
With welcome flames the guilty bosom glows, 
Again.tli,  ecstatic soul dissolves away, 
In brightest visions of eternal day; 
There aces thy fatal form, or seems to see, 
For Heav'n it loses, when it loses thee.' 

Worn by my sorrows,'see this wretched frame; 
Innocent object of thy fatal .flame! 
See!` round my lips a deadly paleness spread;, 
'Where roses bloom'd, the canker grief has fedi 
From my cold cheeks the with'ring lily flies, 
And light extingnish'd leaves my weeping eyes. 

0 'count again the pleasures we have prov'd, 
Promoting mutual what the other lov'd; 
Recall in thought each a:levels moment-gone, 
Think each soft circumstance, and still think on; 
But chief that day destructive to my rest, 
For ever fatal, yet for ever blest, 
When-1, 'assisting, at the sacred shrine, , 
My aged father in the rights divine, 
Beheld thee first, celestial as thou art, 
And felt thy image sink into my heart; 
Ere I could think I foundrnyselfundone, 
For but to see thee and to love are one, 
No more the pomp ands'olemn rplendour pleas'd, 
DeVotion's flames within my'bosom ceask/ ; 
Thy fairer form cxpell'd 	Deity, 
• .And all the mighty space was fill'd with thee. 

Picard 'twas errour, and to Wisdom fled 
To call her rigid doctrine to my aid: 
But such the passion, Wisdom must approve, 

-She saw the object, and she bade me love. 
The pleasing paths of Venus I retrod, 

No more a mortal, but an,am'rous god. 
O pow'rful 'weakness or th! ecstatic mind.! 
•CeleStial gleams to human failings join'd! 
Love wafts our thoughts, When' fancy spreads her, 

sails, 
To lands of Paradise with gentle gales, 
Love makes the sister soul for ever even; 

' Love can do all, for love itself is Heav'n. 
The tedious bus'ness of the day was donec 

Our off'rings ended with the partite*,  Sun; 	' 
The night advane'd, . the shepherds' 	homeward 

sped 
To the sweet comforts of the nuptial bed; 

   
  



• THE POWER OF HARMONY. 
FAcy not fairer paints those Heavh-born 	 THE MYER OP ILIRMOlVY: In fair Elysium under myrtle shades; 
Who ever blooming„ ever young appear, 	 , A P0551, IN TWO BOOliS. 
To drive from happy .shades intruding fear. , 
My ravishid thoughts On.  plumes angelie'soaf, 
And feel within a. Heav'n, or somewhat intwe. - 
Straight on thy oft repeated name J call, 
Then wake, and sigh,-und find it canister! 
Thus erst when Orpheus froth the Stygian shoe.e. 
Had won his youthful bride by music's pow'r, 
Impatient to behold-her, ere he past 
The Pool •Cacytus, and th' infernal waste, 
Heedless he cast forbidden looks behind; 
The fleeting shadow canisted like the wind, 
And all his joys wing-'d their eternal flight 
With her, like frighted doves, to realms of night. 

Again I close pry sleep-deluded eyes, 
Around. my sour black swarms of demons rise, 
Pale spectres grin, and angry furies howl, 
wick lighthings flash, and horrid thunders roll; 
Again the frighted wand'rer bastes away 
Back to the living horrours of the day,. 
There counts the visionary mis'ry o'er, 
And realizes what was dreamt betore. 

Ye dreary pow'rs, that hover o'er the plains 
Where sorrows reign, and everlasting pains, 
Bear me to places suited to my woe, - 
Where noxious herbs and deadly poisons mow, 
Whilst wintry winds howl fiercely round my 

load, 
The flint my pillow, sharpen'd rocks my bed; 
And ghosts of wretches once who dy'd for love, 
Round their unburied bodies nightly rove, 
Which Ifiadg half usoulder'd on some blasted 

'tree, 
And by their sad example counsel me. 

What now avail the joyous moments past, 
Or what will all the wretched few that last? 
In them I dying will our loves proclaim, 
With faulFring accents call upon thy dame, 
And whilst I bless thee with my parting.  breath, 
Enjoy the raptures of my life in death. 
Then spare thy curses, and forget th' offence 
Of him who, robb'd thee of thy innocence; 
Or if not quite forget, forgive at least, 
And sooth the dying penitent to rest. 

Oh ! may to thee the pitying gods bestow, 
Eternal peace, and happiness below; 
Yet when thy mortal frame, as once it must, 
Returns and mingles with its native dust; 
May the same urn our mingled ashes have, 
And find a lasting union to the grave! 

If you ere long my bleeding corse should see 
Beneath M4 covert of yon conscious tree, 
Phis last request ( make for all my fears, 
For all my sleepless minutes spent in tears, 
Por all those struggles of my parting breath, . 
And all the agonies in one, my death; 	s 
Chink on the raptures which we ravished there, 
[hen breathe a sigh, and drop th' indebted tear; 
This enmity tribute's to the menery due, 
If one, who lied and dy'd in love of you. 

y ghost, thus soot:it'd, shall saek the, Sty:plait 
shore, 

.Tix with the happy crowd, and grieve no more, 
But eager.wait till thou at last art giv'n, 
do raise each blessing of 	Elysian lleav'n, 
Where uncontrodd in amorous sports we'll 

play, 
knd.lorti a whole eternity array. 

• • • 	THE DESIGN+ 
IT is observable,, that whatever is true, just, and 

harmnonioust wbether in nature or InpralSiliCeS 
an instantaneous pleasUre to the mind?  exclu- 

.. 	sive of reflection. For the great Creator of all • 
things,infinitelywise and good, ordained a per-
petual agreement between the faculties of moral 

• perception, ghe powers of fancy, and the organs 
ofgaodily sensation, when they are free and tal-i. 

• disteinpered. 	bruin hence 4s deducibl4 the • 
• most comfortable, as well as the most true;phi-

losophy that ever adorned the world; namely 
a constant admiration of the beauty of the'ete-.  
atirm, terminating in the adoration of ilic,First- • . 

- 	Cause, which naturally leads mankind cheerfully 
to co-operate with his grand designfor the, Pkt. 
motion of universal happiness. 

From hence our author was led to draw that-ana-
logy betweep natural and moral beauty: since 
the same faculties, which render us susceptible 
of pleasure from the perfection tif the creation, 
and the excelleMie of the arts, afford us deli fit 
in the contemplation of dignity and justice in 
characters and manners. For what is virtue, 
but a just regulation of. our affections and al'', 
petites, to make them •eorrespond to the peace 

-and welfare of society? so that good and beauty .  are inseparable. 
FroM this true relish of the soul, this harmonious 

associption Of ideas, the ancient phibisophers, 
and - their disciples among the moderns, have 
enlivened their imaginations and writings in 
this amicable intercourse of adding morel,epi-
thets to natural objects, and illustrating their 
observations upon the conduct of life, by meta 
plum drawn from the external scenes of tire 
world. So we know, that by a beautiful action, 
or consonant behaviour, is meant the getieronS 
resignation of pricate advantage by some indi-
vidual, to submit and adapt his single being to 
the whale community, or some part of it. Arid 
in like manner, when we read of a solemn grove, 
where borroiw and melancholy reign, we enter-
tain an idea of mplace that creates such thoughts 
in the urind, by reason of its solitary situation, 
want of light, or'auy other circumstances analo-
gous to those dispositions, so termed, in Minim 
nature.- 	 . 

This then is the design of the poem, to show that • 
a constant attention to what is perfect and beau-
tiful in nature wilt by degrees" harmonize the . 
soot to a responsive regularity and.sympathetic 
order. 

From what has been premised, it would be neet . 
less to explain the comprehensive meaning of 
the word harmony. For an explanation or a 
proof of the relation of the imitative arts to 

J moral philpscrphy, the reader is referred to the' 
• dialogues of Plato, and the other philosophersOf , 

the academic school; to lord Shaftesbury arid 
. • Hutcheson, their great ' disciples among the 

moderns. 

TIIE ARO-LIME-NT. 
TO_TFie FIRST )3001(.... 

The subject proposed, 'Invocation to Venus .alle-. 
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gorically. Invoeation't0 quilt superstition, and 
adore the Creator of all things. Chaos originally 
reducedto harmony: A fictitious account of the 
music of the spheres. The riotes of musie taken, 
from the number of planets. Its effect °tithe 
buman mind in despair—ire sorrow—in rage—
uo distempered bodies-,eo n brutes and irra-
tionalbeings. The seat of Art described, and 
her attendants: fo- what ersed are her labours: 
either to excite voluptirousn ess,ar the contrary, 
just as made use of. Commenlatiow of the use 
of art to raise in us sentiments of justirr and' 
temperance. The excellence of art as great in 
representing monstrous objects as the most re. 
gofer, as far as relates to intsmion. Why a 
just +resemblance gives "us pleasure. Passions 
may be represented by outward forms, but mo-
ral beauty can never be full enough expressed 
by them,: that province belongs to the Muse. 
,The conclusion of the first book. 

THE HARMONY OF • MUSIC', POETRY, AND TIIE 
IMITATIVE ARTS. 

OF Harmony, arid her celestial pow'r 
O'er.  the responsive soul, and whence arise 
ThoSe sweet sensations, whether. from the lays 
Of melting music, and impassion'd verse, 
From mimic scenes of emulative art, 
Or nature's beauMous objects, which affect 
The moral pow'rs.with sympathetic eharmi, 
The Muse congenial sings.--Descend, ye-Nine, 

, Who guard th' Aonian mount, whilst I unfold 
The deep recesses of your tuneful haunts;. 
And frees your inmost bow'rs select a bay 
To deck the fav'rite theme. Do thou attend, 
Thou, whom Lucretius to his Brent design 
lnvok'd; and with thee bring thy darling son, 
Who turt'd Asnacrcon's lyre; to guide my hand, 
Adrent'reis rais'd to sweep harmonious chords. 

Comp air ye sons of liberty, who wake 
From dreams of superstition, where the soul 
Thro' mists of !fore'd belief,- but dimly views 
Its own great Maker ;...roxne,.and I will guide, 
Uninterrupted' by -the jargon shrill 
Of peevish priests, your footsteps to the throne 
Where pleasure reigns with reason, to behold • 
His majesty celestial, and. adore 	• 
Elm thro' each object of propontion fair, 
The source of virtue, harmony, and bliss ! 

Ere this delightful thee of thingsadorn'd 
The great expanse of day, dark aos reign!d, 
And elemental Discord; in the womb 
Of ancient I.ght, 'the war of atoms rag'd 
Incessant; Anarchy, Confusion wild, 
Harsh Dissonance, and Uproar fill'd.the whole; 
'Fill that .Eternal One, who from the first 
Existed, sent his plastic word abroad 	• 
Throughout the vast allyss: created worlds 
F.At the Sweet impulse, and obedient fled 

, To stations aseertain'd ; there to perform 
Their various motions, corre'sponding all 
To one harmonious plan, which fablers feign 
The mystic music of the distant spheres. 

All this the Saurian sage,had seen at large, 

't It is very evident that Pythagoras, who is 
justly esteemed in one respect the inventor of inn-
Sic, had a clear notion of the present astronomical 
system, though the honour of the discovery was 

no 	 COOPER'S POEMS. . 
From Ida's clourbtopt summit, or the cave 
With. Epimenides, where he survey'd, 
Higher on wings of contemplation borne, 
The mighty maze of nature; whence he lard, 
From that celestial number', how to form 
The lyre heart-melting, and the meal shell. 

Thus all the pow'r of music from the Orb 
Descends to wake the tardyisoul of man 
From dreams terresdiat; ever to its charms 
Obsequious, ever by its dulcet strains 
Srnooth'd front the passions of tempestuous If 
And taught tare-enjoy its native Hear'n. 

Whilst thro's this vale of errour we pursue 
Ideal joys, where Fancy leadsan ' 
Thro' scenes of paradise in fairy forms 
Of ease, of pleasure, or extensive pow'r; 
And when we think NI fairly we possess 
The promis'd Hear's), Disease, or wrinkled Cr 
Fill with their loathed embrace our eager gray 
And leave us in a wilderness of woe 
'ro Weep at large; where shall we seek relief, 
Where ease th' oppressive anguish of the mint 
When Retrespevtion glows with conscious sine 
By grey Experience in the wholesome selto:1 
Of Sorrow towed? Whither shall we fly? 
To wilds and woods, and leave the busy wed! 
For solitude? Ah! thither still pursue 
Th' intruding fiends, attend our evening wall. 
Breathe in each breeze, and murmur in eac,:,  
Where Peace, protected by the turtle wEig 
Of Isinoconce, expands the lovely bloom 
Of gay Content, no more to be enjoY'd, 
But lost-for ever! Yet benignant Heav'n, 
Correcting with parental pity, sent 
Thii friendly siren from the groves of Joy, 
To temper with mellifluent strains the wire 
Of mental Anguish, and attune the giros 

'Of young Impatience, to the softer scscd 
Of grateful Paeans to its Maker's prase. 

Alike, if ills external, made our own, 
Mix in the Cup of life the bitter drop 
Of sorrow; when the childless father sighs 
Frorn the remembrance of his dying son; 
When Death has sever'd, with a long farm), 
'Fine lover from the object of desire, 
In the full bloom of youth, and leaves the wat. 
To sooth affliction in the well-known scenes 
Of blameless rapture once; uncouth Advice 
In vain intrudes with sacerdotal frown, 
And Superstition's jargon, to expel 
The sweet distress; the gen'rous soul disdaie, 
Deaf to such monkish precepts, all constra 
And gives a loose to grief; but straight app'! 
The lenient force of numbers, they'll assuage 
By calm degrees the sympathetic pain, 
Till lull'd at length, the intellectual pow'rs 

aeserved for Copernicus so many ages after. ? 
was this sentiment of his unknown to there 
the philosophers: for the Stag.yrite, in clbe 
chapter of the Id book imps Dram, sp -aks of ' 
these terms. "'I'hose philosophers, whoaw e.  
Pycaagoreans, Affirm, that the Sun is in the 
dle ; and that the Earth, like the rest of the phi 
rolls round it upon its omen axis, and so funs: 
day and night." 

2  The number of the planets. 
Darin a,  orlfrworno htnac c.krann clfra:hr 
."pihvere wpaextin &avg. cA/ x ow axe. 

Alex. Ephes. apud Hemel. de His 
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_ s 	THE POWER OF HARMONY', BOOK 1.5  
Silk to divine repose; and rage no more. 	, 
So when descended rains from Alpine rocks 
Burst forth in diff 'rent torrents, down they rush 
Precipitate, and o'er the craggy steep 
Hoarse rqnring bear the parted soil away; 
Anon, collected on the smbother plains, 
Glide to the channel of some ancient flood, 
And flow one silent stream. This oft I felt, ' • 
When, wand'ring Oro* the unfrequented woods, 
Mourning for poor Ardelia's hapless fate, 
Thee, my belov'd Melotlius, I have heard 
In silent rapture all the live-long day. 
Tho' black Despair sate brooding o'er my thoughts 
Pregnant with horror, thy Platonic lay ' 
Dispell'd th' unmanly sorrows, and again 
Led forth my 'vagrant fancy thro' the plan 
Of Nature, studious to explore with thee 
Each beauteous scene of musical delight, 
Which bears fraternal likeness to the soul. 

Is there a passion3, whose impetuous force 
Disturbs the human breast, and breaking forth 
With sad eruptions, deals destruction round, 
Like flames convulsive from th' Etnean mole, 
But by the magic strains of sont soft air 
Is harmoniz'd to peace ? As tempests cease 
Their eleMental fury, when the queen 
Of Heav'n, descending on a Zephyr's plume, 
Smiles on th'enamel'd landscape ,of the spring. 
Say, at that solemn hour, the noon of night, 
When %ought but plaintive Philomela wakes, 
Say, whilst she warbles forth her tragic tale, 
Whilst grief melodious charms the Sylvan pow'rs, 
And Echo from her inmost cave of rest 
Joins in her wailing, dost not thou partake 
A melancholy pleasure? And tho' rage r  
Did lead thee forth beneath the silent gloom 
To meditate onhorrour and revenge, 
Thy soften'd soul is gently sooth'd within, 
And, humaniz'd again by Pity's voice, , 
Becomes as tender as the gall- less dove. 

Nor is the tuneful blessing here confin'd 
To cure distemper'd passions, and allay 
By its persuasive notes convulsive throbs 
Of soul alone; but (strange!) with subtle pow'r 
Acts on the grosser matter of the frame 
By riot shatter'd, or the casual lot 
Of sickness witheed. When tit' harmonious plan 
Of inward beauty ceases,.oft the lute, 
By soft vibrations en responsive nerves, 
Has reconciPd, by medicinal sounds, 
Corporeal Chaos to its pristine form. 
Such is the fabled churns Italians boast 
To cure that insect's venom, which benumbs 
By fatal touch the frozen veins, and lulls 
The senses in oblivion: when the harp, 
Sonorous, thro' the patient's bosom pours 
Its antidotal notes, the flood of life, 
Loos'd at its source by tepefying strains, 	s, 
Flows like some frozen silver stream unthaw' 
At a warm zephyr of the genial spring. 

Doilbt you those charms of music o'er the soul 
Of man ? Behold ! e'en brute creation feels 4 
Its pow,'r divine9 For when tlit liquid flute. 

3  Spirto ha' hen dissonante, anima sorde, 
Che dal concerto universal diseorda. 

L'Adone del Marino, Cant. sett. 
4 See the surprising effects of music related 

by Plato, Aristotle, Theephrastus, Polybius, and 
other ancient authors. 
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Ilrenthesam'rons airs,touch'dby the love-sick swain, 
Mute is each hill and dale; the list'ning herds S 
Express their joy irrational (as erst 
When Fauns and Dryads foltow'd ancient Pan 
In festive dance.) Ask you, from Whence arise 
These grateful signs of pleasure in the gaze 
Of list'ning flocks at music's dulcet lore? 
From whence, but from responsive notes within 
Of Harmony celestial, whichoinspires • 
Each animal, thro' all the spacious tracts 
Of earth,and air, 'and Water, front the large 
Unwieldly elephant, to till' unseen mote, 
That flutters in the SuiN meridian beam. 
Seel roundthatfragrantrose, whose sweetsperfume 
The tinctued pinions of the passing breeze, 
How .bees laborious gather! from each hive '  
The dusky myriads swarm, to taste the dew, 
Just sprinkled from Aurora's golden plumes, 
Ambrosializ'd within its dulcet leaves, 
And sweets distilling like Arabian gums 
From medicinal groves..---homeward they beat 
The liquid spoil, exulting, all intent 
T. enrich the ivaxenempire •' till anon 
Luxurious plenty sows the fa tat seed 
Of dire dissection; sudden rage ensues, 
And fight domestic;, to• the fields of air 
The winged hoists resort; the signals sound, 
And civil slaughter strews the plains below 
With many a little corpse. But e'en amidst 
The thickest war, let but the tuneful rod 
On brazen cymbal strike, the lenient strains, • 
2nick undulating dire' the silent air, 
Recal harmonious love and gentle peace 
Back to their ancient seats; the friendly swarms 
Sudden in reunited clusters join, ' 
Pendent on neighb'ring sailors; nought is heard 
But notes reciprocal of bliss sincere, 
Soft breathing thro' each amicable hive. 

Now to the Muse sublimer objects turn; 
For mind alone can 'feel ti'v effect divine 
Of emulative art, where human skill 
Steals with a Promethean hand the fire 
Of Hear's', to imitate celestial 

Deep in the vale of Solitude, where Peace 
Breathes o'er the soul diviner airs than those 
By Grecian &biers sung, which from the banks 
Of fam'd Elysium waft on happy shades 
Their grateful influence, in Sequester'd bow'rs 
The pow'ref Art resides: Reflectionlirm, 
And vagrant Faiicy at her sov'reign nod 
Attendant wait; heltindth,  ideal train.  
Of Memory, with retrospective eye 
Supports her throne, whilst Contemplation guidel 
Her trophied ear. Thro' Nature's.various paths, 
Alike, where glows the blossorn'd pride of May, . 
Or where bleak Winter frOm the widow'd shrubs 
Strips the gay verdure, and invests the boughs • 
With snowy borrow; where delicious streams 
Thro' fiow'ry meadows seek their wanton course; 
Or where on Afrie's unfrequented coasts 
The drearyidesert burns; where e'er the ray 
Of beauty gilds the scene, or where the aloud 
Of borrow casts its shade ; she 3inrestrain'd 
Explores, and in her faithful mirror bears 
The sweet resemblance, to revive the soul, 
When absence from the sight for ever tears 

5 For do but note a wild and wanton herd, 	• 
Or race of youthful and unhavulted colts, &c. 

Shaicf.sp. Merchant of Venice 
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5;2r ' 	. . 	001,ER'S POE,A1$.:, 
The se,irce•of rapture. .fleece the tablet 'glows r.  As the known imitation shall succeed, 
With charms-e*otic; hence the- sculptur'd bUst., 	With equal lustre on a tyrant's frown, 
As Oer the rock the Plastic chissel moves, ' 	As on.  the •dimple of Pancaste's cheek, 
Breathes by-,degrees, tiil straightrettintsafresh, 	Orl?e.lia'S iv'ry neck. The melting tear 
Theloy'd idea to the teavieh'd:eye,. , -,; ...' --• • 	Drops .froui th'atllicted parent's joylew gye, 
And calls sip every passiCin from its sittree,:-. ' .. 	Not lesS delightful to th' attentive gaze 

Is leiVe the object Of thy glOwirigtbonahtsr',„ Of fixt'exarninatiOn, than the smiles 
Or drehinNt- thou of a bliss'exCeedlgt fai."':,. . , ' Of infant Cupids sporting 'thro' the groves, 
Elysian pleasures? Would'st thloptaStemgninf , - Where Venus sleeping lies: From natureforts' 
The heart-enfeebling transports, View the-soul,- :.-  The just ,resemblance from consenting thought 
Big with celestint-triiimph; three jttie Vales ' -:!. ' - ‘Applause demands;. and Fancy's ravish'd.cye 
eif am'rons Fane,it-led the ipos•tiy'e.fsohrs 	 ..e. .: 	' Sports o'er the painted surge, whose billows roll 
To soft lcianan airs, whilst.svantotioLortl . ' i.:  Tempestuous to the sky, with equal bliss, 
Strew'el round thee roses of eternal- bloom; • • . •As o'er the - marble surface of the deep, 
'And fann'd the sultry breeze with'-golden plumes? When mild Favonius from the western isles, 

* See! where, beneath a myrtle botv'r reelin'd, 	With youthful Sprint: flies gladsome o'er the mai 
Which on the canvas casts its cooling shade, 	To seek his gentle M-ay; while Proteus rests 
Encircled in each other's-arms, yon heauteous.pair Deep in his oozy bed, and ImIcvons call, 
In dulcet dalliance lie; the rigid. frown 	' Secure of peace, their new-fledg'd young abroad 
Of ,,are ne'er low's; but ever cheerful smiles 	External matter thus by art is wrought, 
EtViise, like vernal suns, their genial beams 	Or with the pencil or the chissdPs touch, 
ToWarm their mutual hearts; whilst rapt'rous sighs, To give its back - the image of the mind, 
Sweeter than aromatic; winds which blo* 	• 	Which smiles.to find its own conceptions there. 
O'er spicy groves in interininglet1 gales, 	 But can she draw(the tenderness of thought? 
Are wafted to th' impending queen of love. 	Can she depict the beauty of the soul, 

	

But burns thy heart with More refined delight? 	And all th' internal train of sweetlistress„ 
And would'st thou thro' the faithful colours view. 	When friendship o'er the recent grave declines 
Calm Chastity and Justice blend theircharms 	Its sick'ning head, as ev'ry action dear, 
Likegieitins of open ing, flea v'n ? Venturi/ant thfone And ev'ry circumstance of mutual -love 
Presents great Cyrus, as the Magi feigted 	Returns afresh; while from the streaming-eyes 
The snowy-vested Mithres, from the east 	Bursts forth a flood of dnavailing tears, 
DI:wending :n effulgent rays of light; 	 Of porting tears, ere yet they close fife tomb? 
To guide the virtuous to tit' etheriul plains, 	Or, can she from the colours that adorn 
,Where joy fur ever dwells. Before him stands 	The wat'ry bow; front all the splendid store 

• • A trembling captive, with dejected looks, 	That Flora lavises in vernal hours 
As conscious of-her form: upon her-Cheeks 	On wanton Zephyr; from the blaiing mine 
The rose of beauty fades, with paler hue 	Where BMWs reignS; cab she select a slam 
The lily sickens, and each flow'r.declines 	, To-emulate the patriot's bosom, when the wealth 
Its 'drooping head.- But see! how he revives 	' Of nations, all imperial pomp is scornll, 
With unexpected hopos her tortur'd breast, 	And tyrants frown in vain, yet to the last 
And joy's soft blush appears1 So the blesed wings He breathes the social sigh, and even in death 
Of western w•phyrs, o'er Arabian coasts 	With blessing _on his native country calls!— 
Sprinkle their heav'nly dew; the wither'd plants 	That only to the Muse belongs, to show 
Incline their sun-parch'd bosoms to imbibe 	How charms each moral beauty, how the scene 
The renovating moisture, till anon 	 Of goodness pleases the responsive soul, 
The pristine bloom thro' vesetative pores 	And suoths within the intellectual pow'rs 
Returning, smiles in ev'ry frow'ry vale, 	With sympathetic order. For at first, 
And decks the ncighb'ring hills with verdant pride. This emanation of the source-of life 

Such groups as these instruct tk'iibiass'd mind Unsullied glows, till o'er th'etherial rays 
With real wisdom, when with Beauty's garb 	Opinion casts a tincture, and infects 
Virtue invested, and ne'er fading charms, - 	The mental optics with a jaundice hue; 
Fills with desire the soul; here Art employs 	Then, like the domes beneath a wizard's wand, 
',i4 Worthy endS her pencil as..of old, 	 Each object, as the hellish artist wills, 
And calls the hero to receive the wteath 	A shape fallacious wears.-0 throng, )4 youth 
Of public hondur, whilst his sacred bust 	• Around the poet's song, whose sacred lays 
Is still preserv'd for nations yet unborn 	Breathe no infectious vapours from the coasts, 
To view with adoration; every breast 	 Where Indolence supinely nods at ease, 
Feels emulative spirits burn within, 	 AO offers to the passing crowd her couch 
And longs to join- the honour'd list of fame. 	Of down, whilst infant vices lull the mind 

Yet still her influence is not less confess'd 	0 fatal slumbers; other themes invite 
In other forms, to-raise abhorrence fierce, 	t y faithful hand to strike the votive lyro.f  
To paint in hideous shapes the crew of Vice, 	14! Virtue comes in more effulgent pomp, 
And all her train of sure-attending wises. 	Thanovhat the great impostor promis'd oft 
These objects have their diff'rent graces too, 	To cheated crowds of Mussulmen,beside 
And glow;  if 'faithful, thro' the mimic scenes 	The Wiley rivers and refreshing shades 
With charms petiuliar. Tor perfection sits6, 	Of Paradise; and lo! the dastard train 

Of pleasure disappears. --So fleet the shades, - 
6 See the reason in AriStotle assigned, why the 

mind is as Much delighted with aptness of doseripr  scription. , Mist. de .Poet. 'cap. 4. So Plutanr 
tied tp excite the image, as with the image in de- de Aud. Poet. Sec his Symp. lib. 5. 
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Tlat wander in 'the dreary gloom of night, 
When from the eastern hills Aurora ponrs 
Her flood of glory, and relumes the world. 
Be she my great protecti:ess she my guide. 
Thro' lofty Pindus, and'  he laurel grove, 	' 
Whilst I thro' unfrequented paths pursue 
The steps-of Grecian sages, and display ' • 
The just similitude of moral charms, 
Of Harmony and Joy, with this fair frame 	- 
Of outward things, which thro' untainted sense 
With a fraternal goodness fires the soul. 

BOOK II. - 

ARGUMENT. 
Invocation to to the moral train of hannony : exter-

nal objects ampogous to therm The seats of 
rural beauty. Every kind of beauty charnis, 
exclusive of any secondary .motive. The an-
nual renovation of nature. The complicated 
charms of various Objects: The great, the 
wonderful, the fair: the contrast to the same 
harmonious, when united to the universal plan 
of nature. Abstracted objects, how they work.  
upon the mind: with gaiety: with horronr: with 
sorrow, admiration, &c. Moral beauty supe-
rior tiOnateral, a view of the universe: the har-
mony of the whole: what to be deduced finm 
it. Conteiliplation on beauty and proportion 
in external objects, harmonizes- the soul to a.  
sympathetic order. The conclusion, 

THE HARMONY OF NATURE. 
COME all ye moral Genii, who. attend 
The train of Rural Beauty, bring your gifts, 
Your fragrant chaplets, and your purple wreaths, 
To crown your poets brow; come all ye pow'rs, 
Who haunt the sylvan shades, where Solitude 
-Nurses sweet Contemplation; come ye band 
Of Graces, gentle Peace, Contentment fair, 
Sweet Innocence, and snowy-winged Hope, 
Who sport with young Simplicig beneath 
Her mossy roof; around my faithful lays 
Lead forth in festive pomp your paramours 
Of nature% deck'd in Spring's Elysian bloom, 
Or Autumn's purple robes; whilst I relate 
In sounds congenial your untainted bliss, 
And their unfading lustre. Nor be thou 
Far from my lyre, 0 Liberty sweet nymph, 
Who roarn9st at large ibm' unfrequented groves, 
Swift as the mountain hind; or eastern winds 
O'er Asia's kingdoms..--To each nat'ral scene 
A moral power belongs; as•erst the woods, 
Inspir'd by Dryads, wav'd their awful heads s 
With sacred horrour, and the crystal streams 
Flow'd unpolluted by revering swains 
From urns celestial, whilst the mystic SOIIIII4S 
Of sportive nymphs were heard in bubbling springs. 

Ye fields' and woods, andsilvertvinding streams, 
Ye fined valleys, and resounding rocks, • 
Where faithful Echo dwells; ye mentions blest 
Where Naturereigns throughout the wide expanse, 
In majesty serene of opening Ileav'n ; 

Naturalobjects,,which produce M the mind 
such images. 
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Or, hnixibler seated, in the blushing rose, 
The virgin vi'lot, or the creeping moss, 
Or winding ronatdthe 	ruin'stop, 
-With nemmiensiiighOrrour sit array'd 
Iu VellterahleivY:' hail, thrice hail, 
Yesolitaryleats;.WhereVirisdom seeks; 
Beanty. and Ge:Oil, th' uriseparable pair; "- • 
Sweet:offspring-of the sky, those embleriuf fair 
Of the celeitiai Cause, whosehunefulword 
Brom discord and from chaos raie'd this globe, 
And All the witle;effnigenee of OK 

ffint himbeginsthis beam of gay delight, 
When aught harmonious strikes tb' attentive mind, 
In him shall end; for he attnifd the frame a 
Of passive organs with, internal sense, 
To feel an instantaneous glow of joys, 
When Beauty froM hernative seat of Heav'n, 
Cloth'd in, etherial mildness, on our plains 	' 
Descends; ere Reason with her tardy eye 
Can view the form divine; wad thro' the worli 
The heav'nly boon to,  ev'ry being flows. 
Why, when the genial Spring with chaplets craw n'd 
Of daisies, pii&s

' 
 and vilets; wakes the morn 

With placid whispers, do the turtles coo, 
And call-their consorts from the neighb'ring groves 
With softer music? why exalts thelark 
His matin warbling with redoubled lays? 
Why stand tie' admiring herds with joyful gaze 
Facing the dawn of day, or frisking bound 
O'er the soft surface of the verdant meads, 
With onaccustom'd transport? 'Tis the ray . 
Of beauty, beaming its benignant warmth 
Thus' lathe brute creation: hence arise 
Spontaneous off'rings of unfeigned Wire 
In Silent praises. And shall man alone, -
Shall man with blind ingratitude neglect 
His.  Maker's bounty? Shall the lap of Sloth, 
With soft insensibility compose 
His useless soul, whilst unregarded blooms 
The renovated lustre of the world? 	. 

See l•how eternal Hebe onward leads 	• 
The blushing Morn, and o'er the smiling 'globe, 
With Flora join'd, flies gladsome to the botv'r, 	. 
Where with the Graces, and ldalian Loves, 
Her Sister Beauty dwells. The glades expand 
The blossomq fragrance of their new..blown pride,' 
With gay profusion; ,and the flow'ry lawns. 
Breathe forth ambrosial odours; whilst behind, 
The Muse in nevorAlying hyrims of praise 
Pursues the triumph, and responsive pies 
Symphonious warble thro' the vocal groves, 
Till playful Echo, in each hill and dale, 
Joins the glad chorus, and improves the lay. 

First o'er yon complicated landscape cast 
Th' enraptited eye,-where, Vitro' the subject plains, 
Slow with Majestic pride a spacious flood -
Devolves his lordly stream; alith many. a turn 
Seeking along his serpentizing way, 
And in the grateful intricacies feeds 
With fruitful waves those ever-smiling shores, 

8  Whatever is true, just, and harmonious, whe-
ther in nature or morils, glifeS an immediate 
pleasure, exclusive of reflection : nor, as beauty is 
not vague and unsettled, but fist to a proper cri-
terion, are we left indifferent; but led naturally to 
embrace it, by that propensity the divine Author 
of all things implanted in us. See the Charac-
tetistics; and An Enquiry into the Origin of our 
ideas of Beauty and-Virtue, 
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... 	• 	• 
Which in the floating mirror view their charms 
With conscious glory; from the neigh/hying, urns. 
Th' inferior rivers swell his regal pomp  
With tributary off'rings. Some afar 	• 
Thro' silent osiers, and the sulks green 	, 
Of mournful willows, melancholy flow: 
Some o'er the rattling pebbles, to the Sun 
Obvious, with colour'd rays refracted, shine 
Like gems which sparkle on th'esalted ernirIta 
Of kings barbaric: others headlong fall 	• 
From a high precipice, whose awful brow, 
Fring'd with a sable wood, nods dretiful 
The deep below, which spreads its waPry lap`".  
To catch the gushing homage, then proceeds • 
With richer waves than those Pactolus erst 
Pour'd o'er his golden sands; or yellow Po, 
Ting'd with the tears of aromatic trees. 
Then at a distance, thro' the parted cliffs.  
In unconfin'd perspective send thy gaze, 
Di :lining limit, o'er the green expanse • 
Orbeean, swelling his ceruleantide, 
Whilst on th' unruffled bosom of the deep 
A halcyon stillness reigns; the hoist:mos winds, 
Rusin in lEelian caves, are 	M rest, 
And leave the placid main without a wave. 
E'en western Zephyrs, like unfrighted doves, 
Skim gently o'er with reverential awe, 
Nor move their silent plumes. At such a time 
Sweet Amphitrite, with her azure train 
Of marine nymphs, emerging from the flood, 
Whilst ete'ry Triton toted his vocal shell 

To hymeneal sounds, from Nereus' court - 
Caine to-espouse the monarch of the main, 
In nuptial pomp attir'd... Now change the scene, 
Nor less admire those things, which view'd apart 
Uncouth appear, or horrid; ridges black 
Of shagged rocks, svhich'hang tremendous der 
Some barren heath; the congregated clouds 
Which spread their sable skirts, and wait the wind 
To burst th' embosom',d storm; a leafless wood, 
A mould'riog ruin, lightning-blasted fields, 
Nay, e'en the seat where Desolation reigns 
In brownest horror, by familiar thought 
Connected to this universal frame, 
With equal beauty charms the tasteful soul, 
As the gold landscapes of the happy isles 	- 
Croivn'd with Hesperia)] fruit: for Nature form'd 
One plan entire, and made each sep'rate scene 
Co-op'-rate with the gen'ral force-dell 
In that harmonious contrast. hence the fair, 
The wonderful, the great, from different forms 
Owe their superior excellence. The light, 
tNot intermingled with opposing shades, 
Had shone unworship'd by the Persian priest 
With undistinguisli'd rays.---„Yet still the hue 
Of separated objects tinge the sight 
With their own likeness; the responsive soul, 
Cameleon- like, a just resemblance bears, 
And faithful, as the silent mirror, shows 
In its true bosom, whether from without 

„A blooming Paradise smiles round' the land, 
Or Stygian darkness blots the reahns of day. • 
Say, when the smiling face of youthful May 
Invites soft Zephyr to her fragrant lap, 
And Plonbus wantons on the gliWring streams, 
Glows not thy blood with unaccnstom'd joy, 
And hive unfelt before? Methiaks the train 
Of fair Euplirosyn,lieart,easing Smiles, 
Hope, and her brother Love, and young Delight, 
Come to invite me to ambrosial feasts, 

POEMS. • . 
'Where' Youtiritdministers the sprightly bowl 
Of caresbegailing Mirth; and hark! the sound 
Of sportive Laughter,-to the native home 
Of silent Night;with'nft her meagre crew 
Chaces abhorred Grief. Prepare the songs , 
Of mental triumph;. let the jocund harp 
la,correspondent notes deceive the hours, 
And Merriment with Love shall sport around. 
• But what pereeivewe in those dusky greyer, 

Where cypress with funereal honour shades 
Some ritin'd tomb; where deadly hemiee chills 
Tit' unfruitful glebe, and-sweating yews distil 
Immedicable poison? In those plains, 
Black Melancholy dwells with silent sear, 
And Superstition fierce, the foulest fiend 
That ever sullied light. Iferefrantic Woe9 
Tears her dishevell'd hair;. bere pale Disease 
Hangs dotvn her sickly head; and Death, heals 
With sable curtains of eternal night. 
Closes the ghastly prospect.—From the gad 
Far be this horrid grimy! the foot of Peace 
And litioWence should tread the bless'd retreat 
Of pleasant Ttsaa,pe, or the liow'ry field 
Of Enna, glowing with unfading bloom, 
Respons'ive.to the moral charms within. 
Those horrid realms let guilty villains banal, 
Who rob the orphan, or the sacred trust 
Of friendship break; the wretch who never fdt 
Stream from his eye the comfortable balm, 
Which social Sorrow mixes with her tear6; 
Such suit deir minds. There let thetyranthai 
And Hierarchy, ministress abhon'd 
Of Pow'r filicit,bound with, iron chains 
She made for Liberty and Justice, gnash 
Her foaming teeth, and bite the scourge in nit 

Or when the stillness of the grey-eyklErt, 
Broken only by the beetle's drowsy hum, 
Invites us forth to solitary vales, 
Where awful ruins on their mossy rook 
Denote the flight of Time; the pausing eye 
Slow round the gloomy regions casts its giant; 
Whilst-from Within the intellectual pordis, 
With melancholy pleasure on the brow 
Of thoughtful admiration fix the sign 
Of guiltless -transport; not with frantic noise, 
Nor the rude laughter of an idiot's joy; 
But with the smiles that Wisdom, temp'ring sI 
With sweet Content, effuses. Here the mind, 
Writ by the sacred silence of the place, 
Dreams with enchanted rapture of the groves 
Of Academus, and the solemn walks, 
As erst frequented by the god-like band 
Of Grecian sages; to the listning ear 
Socratic sounds are heard, and Plato's self 

9 The ancients, who had always this ansiV 
between natural and moral objects in view, itik 
gir ed every gloomy place like this to be inhabit 
by such personages. Creon, in the Milieus 
Seneca, after he has described—procul tab ca'a 
haus ilicibus niger, gees on to relate what heat 
there by the power of necromancy. 

crass furor 
Horrorque, & una quidquid atenne meant 
Celantque tenebrx; luaus evellens comas, 
Agreque lassum sustinens rnorbus mut, 
Gravis.senectuts sibimet, & pendens metes. 

And to objects of a different nature, we give tt 
moral epithets 'of gay, lively, cheerful, &c. 
cause the mind is so affected. 
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'Slms half emerging from his olive how'r 	• 
To gather round him all tlt' Athenian sons 
Of Wisdom.--LIIither throng, ye studious •yoath.; 
Here thro' the mental eye autunoturkl view 
The charms of Moral Beauty;, o the soul . 
More grateful; than when Titan's golden beam • 
First dawns upon the new-recover'd sight 
Of one long fated- to the dreary gloom  
Of darkness. Flow, to undhstemper'd thought, 
Does Virtue in mild majesty appear 
Delightful, when the sympathetic heart 
Feels for another's woes! Was any scene 
So beauteous, in the wide-extended pomp 
And golden splendour of the Persian camp, 
When all the riches of the east were spread 
Beneath the tyrant's feet; did aught appear 
So lovely'* and so great, as when the call 
Of cnrs'd ambition ceas'd in Xerxes' breast, 
And from the social eye Compassion pour'd 
The tender flood of heart,ennobling tears? 

Thus the chief scenes of Nature view'd apart, 
Which with a just similitude affect 
Th' attentive mind, now thro' the tuneful whole 
Let the swift wing of Fancy beat us on  
Beyond the ken of knowledge, where, unseen 
To us inhabitants of this small spot, 
Ten thousand worlds in regions unconfitrd,. 
Progressive and obedient to the source 
Of light eternal, gild the vast expanse: 
Or; shovld we stop tit' aspiring flight to view, 
Led by The hand of Science and of Truth, 
Where in the midst the glotious Sun expands 
His flame, and. with perennial beams supplies 
The distant planets as they rolfaround; 
What Harmony divine for ever 'reigns! 
Flow these in tuneful order thro' the void 
Their diff'reut stations keep, their pow'rs distinct 
Observe, and in each other's friendly sphere, 
Their kindest influence blend, till all unite 
To form the plan of the all-ruling Mind, 
And, thro' the whole, celestial bliss diffuse! 

Hence let the worse than atheist, the fond fool 
Who falsely dotes in superstition's gloom, 
And blindfold led by easy Faith, denies 
The guide of Reason, obstinately bent 
To seek the cause of universal good, 
And source of beauty in the demOn's cave, ' 
And, shudd'ring, fancies he at distance he9rs 
The howls of ghosts, ,created to endure 
Eternal torments. Let this impious wretch 
Look round this fair creation, where, impell'd 
By that great Author, every atom tends 
To Universal Harmony; where Joy, 
As with so parent's fondness,to behold 
Her own soft image in her child impress'd, 
Smiles on the beauteous offspring, and ifiumes 
Responsive signs of plealure; like the beams 
Of Titan sporting on the lucid waves 
Whence Venus rose of old: let him then say,'  
if Nature meant this goodly frame to cheat 
Deluded mortals ? Did an idiot's scheme 

The superiority of moral Aberfiny to. natural 
has been universally allowed by all authors both 
ancient and modern. And that sentence of Seneca's 
may be understood figuratively: Nullum orna, 
mentum principis fastigio dignius pulchriusque 
est, quatn illa corolla ob rives servatos. Senec. 
de cleat. lib. 1. 

" Vide sir Isaac Newton, Book III. p. 345.  

.Upraise this wond'rous fabric ? Say, was man 
: Forth from the dark abyss of Chaos call'd 
litvain to breathe celestial air, in 'vain 
To view the bloom of Beauty, not to feel 
Th' effect divine soft thrilling throe his soul, 
And wak'ning ev'ry pow'r which sleeps within 
To gaze amazement? Did the Lord of all 
.Attune our finer organs to the charms 
Of things external, only to ethstiare 
This image of himself ?• To the tuneful breast 
Of Firttious Wisdom, such discordant thoughts 
Are.far exiduRed; other themes employ 
Thi2studious sage's hours; his kindred soul 
Triumphs on Contemplation's eagle. wings 
Thro,  yortethereal plains, where distant worlds 
Roll thro' the vast abyss; there unconfirrd 
Pursues the fiery tract where comets glow; 
Or in the sable hosonrref the night, 
Sweeps headlong tOWertake the rapid flight 
Of exhalations, from ideal stars ` 	a 
Shot wildly down; nor 'sdains he to behold 
In Nature's' humbler %rifts the sweet recess, 
Where Beauty on the splendid rose exults , 
As conscious of her form, or mildly veils 
Her maiden blushes in the chaster pink, 
Or on the margin of the crystal brook 
In soft Narcissus blows. For him the choir 
Of feather'd songsters breathe their vernal airs; 
For hint the stillness of th' autumnal grove 
In pleasing sadness reigns; for hiM the sheaf 
Of Ceres spreads its yellow pride; thehorn 
Of ripe Ponional pours its off'ring,s forth; 
Winter presents his free domestic bowl 
Of social-joy; and Spring's Elysian bloods, 
Whilst Flora wantons in, her Zephyr's arms, 
Invites the Graces forth to,join the Hours 
In festive dance. His tasteful 'mind enjoys 	. 
Alike'the complicated charms, which glow 
Thro' the wide landscape, where enamell'd meads, 
lInfruitfuliocks,browo woods,andglittlringstreams, 
The daisy-laughing lawns, the verdant plains, 
And' hanging mountains, strike at once the sight 
With varied pleasure; as th' abstracted ray, 
Which soft effuses from Eudocia's eye 
The opening dawn of love. He looks throt all 
The plan of Nature with. congenial love, 
Where the great social link of mutual aid 
Through ev'ry being twines; where all conspire" , 
To form one. system-of eternal good, 
Of harmony and bliss, in forms distinct, 
Of natures various, as th' effulgent Sun, 
Which-pours abroad the mighty flood of day,, 3  
To the pale glow-worm in the midnight shade. 

Froimthese sweet meditations on the charms 
Of things external; on the gentline fermi 
Which blossom in creation; on the scene ' 
Where mimic Art with emulative hue 
Usurps the throne of Nature unreprov'd; 
Or the just concord of mellifluent sounds; 
The soul, and all the intellectual train 
Of fond desires, gay, hopes, or tin-earning fears, 
Through thisimbitual intercourse of sense , 
Is harmonizkl within, tilt all is fair 
And perfect; till each moral pow'r perceives 
Its own resemblance, with fraternal joy, 
In ev'ry form complete, and smiling feels 
Beauty and Good theisame". Thus the first man 

See Plato's Dialogues, Xenophon's Alemonn. 
bilia, &c. whom the ingenious author of the Traite 
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J • Fresh from creation rising, m the flood 

A godlike image saw; with fist amaze. 
gaz'd; th' attentive figure from below 

Gaz'd with responsive Wonder : did he smile? 
The shalhvy features dimpled in the waves 
Not less delighted till at length he found 
From his own form tit' external object-60W%, 
And' inny'd to his its correspondent charms. 

A er,mmirs WVlCE- 7Ills BON 

AN ELEGY'. IN IItIVFATION HE TIIE OLD SONG TO 
WINIEREDA. vsnaTTEN kit THE YEAR .17:58. 

• ' 	aspice vidtirs 
Ecce ntios:.uOnamcpte oculos in peetore posses 
lEiterere,.et patriot intus dependere carat. 

OVid Metam. 
• 

IlEtt,  in a grove by cypress shaded, 
Where mid-day sun had seldom slionei 

Or noise the•solemo scene iniaded," • 
Save some afflicted Muse's moan, 

A twain,  eWards fall.ag'd manhood wending 
Sat sm.-sowing at the close of day, 

At whose fond side a boy attending 
Lisp'd half his fatheescores away. 
he father's eyes tor object *sestet, 
But on the smiling prattler hung, 

Till, what his-throbbing beast suggested, 
These accents trenkbleil from his tongue. 

" My ,youth's first hope, my manhood's4reasitre, 
My prattling innocent attend, 

Nor fear rebuke or sour displeasure, 
- A fathees.loveliest name is, friend. 

"Some truths, from long experience 
Worth more than royal grants receive, 

For truths are wealth of Heav'n's bestowing, 
Which kings hav,P seldom power to give: 

'^Since from•an ancient race descended:. 
..You boast an unattaiuted blood, 

By yours be their fair fame attended, 
And claim by. bitth-right to befgood.' 

"In love forpery fellow creature 
oSupecior•rise above the crowd, 

What most ennobles huroati nature 
Was ne'er the portion of the proud. 

A,  Be thine the gen'rous heart that borrows 
From others' joys a friendly glow; 

And for each hapless neighbour's sorrows 
• Throbs with a sympathetic woe. 

- "This is the temper most endearing; 	• 
Tho' wide proud pomp her banners spreads, 

A heavhslier pow'r good nature beating • 
Each heartin willing thraldom leads. 

du, Beau fellows, Si Ia felicitd des hommes est 
necessairement liSe aver la, pratique de le vertu, 
it font reconnoitre <me Ia vertue est essentielle-

' meat belle; psis the is beau consists dans le 
rapost des climes avec notre destivatien.  

"Taste not from ,fame's uncertain fountain 
The peace-destroying streams that new, 

Nor from ambition-'s•daligorrinsmotattain 
Look doWn upon the world below. 

'The princely pine on, hills exalted;. 
Whose lofty branches cleave the sky, 

By winds, long bravtd, at last assaulted, 
Is headlong whirlWili dust•tolie; 

' 	Whilst the-Mild rose more safely growing 
Low in its unaspiring vale, 	' 

Amidst retirement's shelter blowing 
Exchanges sweets with ev'ry gale. 

'Wish not for beauty's darling features 
Moulded by nature's fondling pow's, 

For Wrest forms 'tem* human creatures 
Shine but the pageants of an hour. 

" I saw, the pride of all the meadow, 
At noon, a gay.  narcissus, blow 

' Upon a river's -bank, whose shadow 
Blocini'd in the silver waves below; 

"By noonAkki's heat itsyouth was wasted, 
The waters, as they posed, eomplaied, 

At eve, its 'glories all. were blasted, 
And not one former tintremain'd. 

." Nor let vain wieldeeeittil glory, 
Lead you from wisdom's path astray; 

-What genius lives senown'il in story 
To happiness who fonnd the way? 

"in yonder mead behold that vapour - 
Whose vivid beams illusive play, 

Far off it seems a'friendly taper 
TO guide the traveller on his Way; 

"'But should some hapless wretch pursuing 
Tread where the treaclerous meteor OA 

110d find, too late his rashness rueing, 
That fatal qujgksandsturk below. 

"In life such bubbles nought admiring 
• Gilt.with false light and fill'd pith air, 
Do you, from pageant crowds retiring, 

To peace in virtue's cot repair; 
"Them seek the never-wasted treasure, 

Which mutual kwe and friendship give, 
Domestic comfort, Spotless pleasure, - 

And bless'd and blessing you will live. 

" If Heaen with children crowns your dwellisb 
As mine its bounty does with you; 

In fondness fatherly excelling 
TIP example you. have felt pursue." 

He pans'd.-for tenderly caressing 
' The darling of his wounded heart, 

Looks had means only of expressing 
4.  Thoughts language never could baptist-. c 
Now night hes memnful mantle spreading 
' Had` rob'd with black th' horizon. round, 
And dank dews from* tresses shedding' 

With genial:moisture batted the ground; 
When buck to city follies flying 

'Midst custom's- slaves he liv'd•resign'd, 
His face, array'd in smiles, denying 

The true complexion of his mind; 

.."• 
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Fiel seriously around surveying 

Each character, in youth and age, 
Of fools betray'd, and knaves betraying, 

That play'd upon this human stage, 

(Peaceful Himself and undesigning) 
He loath'd the scenes of guile and strife, 

And felt each secret wish inclining 
To leave this fretful farce 9f life. 

Yet to whate'er above was fated 
Obediently he how'd his soul, 

Tor, what all-bounteous Heav'n created, 
He thought Heav'n only should control., 

TEIE.TOMB OF SIMICESPEAR.. 

A VISION. 

WHAT time the jocund rosy-bos
$  

om'd Honrs, 
Led forth the train of Phoebus and Ase Spring, 

And Zephyr mild profusely scatter'd flowers 
On Earth's green mantle from his musky wing, 

The Mom unbarr'd th' ambrosial gates of light, 
Westward the raven pinion'd Darkness flew, 

The landscape smil'd in vernal beauty bright, 
And to their graves the sullen ghosts withdrew, 

The nightingale no longer swell'd her throat 
With love-lorn plainings tremulous and slow, 

And on the wings of SitetMe ceas'd to float 
The gurgling notes of her melodious woe: 

The god of sleep mysterious visions led 
In gay procession 'fore the mental eye, 

And my free'd soul awhile her mansion tied, 
To try her plumes for immortality. 

Thro' fields of air, methought I took any flight, 
Thro' ev'ry .clime o'er ev'ry region pass'd; 

No paradise or ruin 'scap'd my sight, 	- 
tlesperian garden, or Cimmeriau waste. 

On Avon's banks I lit, whose streams appear 
To windwith eddies fond roundShakespear's tomb, 

The year's first feath'ry songsters warble near, 
And vi'lets breathe, and earliest roses bloom. 

Here Fancy sat,(her dewy fingers cold 
Decking with fiow'rets fresh th' unsullied sod,) 

And bath'd with tears,the sad sepulchral mould, 
Her fav'rite offspring's long and last abode. 

" Ah! what avails," she cry'd, " a poet's name? 

	

Ah! what avails tle.immortahzing breath 	* 
To snatch from dumb oblivion others' fame? 

My dyeing child here lies a prey to death! 

" Let gentle Otway, white-rob'd Pity's priest, 
From grief domestic teach the ?ears to flow* 

Or Southern captivate th' impassion'd breast 
With heart-felt sighs and sympathy of woe. 

" For not to these his genius was eonfin'd, 
Nature and Leach tuneful pow'r had given,' 

Poetic transports of the madding mind, 	' 
And the wing'd words that waft the soul to Heaven.  

" The fiery glance of th' intellectual -eye, 
Piercing all objects of creation's store, 

Which on this world's extended surface lie; 
And plastic thought that still created mole." 

" 0 erant," with eager rapture I reply'd, 
" Grant me, great goddess of the chang,eful eye, 

To view each being in poetic pride,  
To whom thy son gave imwortality." 

Sweet Fancy smil'd, and wav'd her mystic rod, 
When straight these visions felt her pow'rful arm, 

Antlyne by one succeeded at her nod, 
As vassal sprites obey the wizard's,charm

; 
 , 

First a celestial form' (of azure hue , 
Whose mantle, bound with brede etherial, How'd 

To each soft breeze its balmy breath that drew) 
Swift down the sun-beams of the noon-tide ride. 

Obedient to the necromantic sway 
Of an old sage to solitude resign'd, 

With fenny vapours he obscur'd the day, 
Lanch'd the long lightning,and let loose the wind. 

He whirl'd the tempest thro' the howling air, 
Rattled the dreadful thunderclap on high, 

And rais'd a roaring elemental war 
Betwixt the sea-green waves and azure sky. 

Then like Heav'n's mild embassador of love. 
To man repentant, bade the „tumult cease, 

Smooth'd the blue bosom of the realms above, 
And liush'd theerehel elements to peace. 

Unlike to this in spirit or in mien 
Another form' succeeded to my view; 

A two-legg'd brute which Nature made in spleen, 
Or from the loathing womb unfinishq drew. 

Scarce eou'd lie syllable the curse he thought, 	• 
Prone were his eyes to earth, his mind to evil, 

A carnal fiend to imperfection wrought, 
The mongrel offspring-of a witch and devil. 

Next bloom'd, upon an ancient forest's bound, 
The flow'ry margin Af a silent stream, 

O'er-arch'd by oaks with ivy mantled round, 
And gilt by silver Cynthia's maiden beam. 

On the green carpet of th' unbended grass, 
A dapper train gf female fairies play'd, 

And ey'd their gambols in the Watry glass, 
That smoothly stole along the shad'wy glade. 

Thro' these the queen Titania pass'd ador'd, 
Mounted aloft in her imperial ear, 

Journeying to see treat Oberon her lord 
Wage the mock battles of a sportive war. 

Arm'd cap-a-pee forth march'd the fairy king, 
A stouterwarrior never took the field, 

His threat'lling lance a hornet's horrid sting, 
The sharded beetle's scale his sable shield. 

Around their chief the elfin host appear'd, 
Each little helmet sparkling like a star, 

Anti their sharp spears a pierceless phalanx rear'd, 
A grove of thistles, glittering in the'eir. 

Ariel in the Tempest. . 
.2  Caliban in the 'Tempest. 	. 
3  Faity-tand from the Midsutinner-night'e 

Dream. 

   
  



" Teach me, what all believe, baths possess, 
That life's best science is ourselves to kiss, 

The first of human blessings is to bless, 
And happiest he who feels anther's use, 

" Thus cheaply wise, and innocently gr'e.u, 
While Time's smooth sand shall regularly 

Each destin'd atom's quiet course l'll wait, 
Nor rashlythalie, sor wish to stop the gins. 

" And when in death my peaceful ashes lie, 
If e'er some tongue congenial speaks my es: 

'Friendship shall never blush to breathe a sigh, 
And great ones envy such an honest fame 

VER-PERT; OR, THE NUNNERY PAK 

A HEROIC POEM IN FOUR CANTOS. 

INSCRIBED TO THE ABBESS OF Btu". 

Translated tom the•Frenekof Monsieur Gins 
First printed in 1759. 

CANTO I. 

0 Yoe, round whom, at Virtue's Aline, 
The solitary Graces shine; 
With native charms all hearts engage, 
And reign without religious rage; . 
Yon, whose congenial soul by Heaven 
A pleasing guide M Truth was given, 
Uniting, with the family 	- 
Of rigid duties, harmless Mirth, 
Daughter of:social Liberty, 
Twin-born with Humour at a birth, 
And every other power to please, 
Taste, Fancy, Elegance, and Ease; 
0! since you bid your bard relate 
A noble bird's disastrous fate . 
In notes of sympathetic woe, 
Be you my Muse, my soul inspire, 
Arid teach my nambers how to flow 
Like•those which trembled from your lyre 
In soft and sorrow-soothing sound, 
Whilst listening Cupids wept around, 
When dear Sultana's' spirit fled, 
In youthful vigour's vernal bloom;  
To the'dark mansions of the dead: 
Then for my hero's hapless doom 
Such tears might once again,  be sited. 

One might, upon his virtues crowd 
By adverse Fortune's envious rage; 
And Wanderings over many a coast, 
Swett out the soporific page, 
And other Odysseys compose 	-
To lull the reader to repose: 
One might the.eeds and devils raise
Of superannuated lies, 

,Spin'out the deeds of forty days 
To volumes of dull histories, 
And with a pompous tediousness 
Sublimely heavy moralize 
Upon a bird, in epic dress, 
Who as Arms' self was great, 

A lap-dog. 
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The scene then chang'd, from thisxomantic land, 

To a bleak waste by bound'ry iineonfin'd, 
Where three swart sisters 4 of the weird band 

Were inutt'sing curses to the troublous wind. 

Pate Want had wither'd every furrow'd face,. 
,Bow'd was each earcasewith the weight of year*, 

And each snot eye-ball from its holiow-case• • 
Distili'd cold rhetiO's involuntary tears. • 

• • Hors'd on three-staves they Posted to‘the bourn • 
Of a drear island', where:the pen?ent brow ; • 

Of a rough rock, shagg'd horribly witlithornk 
Froven'don theboist'rouS-Viraveiivinthriedliekrat:. 

Deep in a gloomy grot -remote from day, 
' 	Where smiling Conifort never show'd her face, 

-Where light ne'erenter'd, save one rueful ray 
• Diseov'sing allthe terrours of the place. 

Thr held damn'd myst'ries with infernal state, 
Whilst ghastly goblins glided slowly by, 

The screech-owl seream'd the dying call of fine, 
And ravens croak'd their horrid augury. 

No huMan footstep cheer'd the dreadalnate, 
Nor sign of living creature couldbe seen, 

Save where the reptile snake, or sullen toad, 
- 	The murky floor had soil1/41- with venom green.. 

Sudden, I heard the whirlwind's hollow sound, 
Eaeh weird sister.vanishl,d into smoke. 

Now a dire yell of spitits5 underground 
Thro,  troubled earth's wide yawning surface broke; 

When to! each injnr'd apparition rose; 
Aghast themurd'rer started from his bed; 

Guilt's treinbling breath his heart'sred eurrentfreize, 
And horroUr's dew-drops bath'd his-frantic head. 

• More had I seen.—but now the god of (lay 
O'er Earth's broad breast his flood of light had 

spread, 	 • 
When Morpheus call'd his fickle train away, 

And on their wings each bright illusion fled. 

Yet still the dear enchantress of the brain 
My wakeful eyes with wishful wand'riiigs sought, 

Whose magic will•controls th' bleat train, 
The ever-restless progeny,  of Thought. 

" Sweet Poser," said 1, " for others gild the ray • 
Of wealth, or honour's folly-feathei'd erown, 

Or lead the madding multitude astray . • 	' 
4 	To grasp at air-blown bubbles of renown:, 

" Me (humbler lot!) let blameless bliss engage,. 
Free froin the noble mob's ambitious strife; 

Free from-the muck,,worm miser's hierons rage, 
In calm Contentment's cottag'd vale of life. 

If frailtie,s there (for who from them is free?),  
Theo' errour's maze my devious footsteps lead, 

Let them be frailties of humanity, 
And my heart plead the pardon of my head. 

'" Let not my reason impiously require 
What Fleav'n has plac'd beyond its narrow span, 

But teach me to subdue each fierce desire,  
Which wars within this little empire, man. 

4 The witches in Macbeth, 
S Ghosts in Macbeth, Richard M. &e. 
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A ilfamens too for godlinesg, 
And each*way more Unfortunate; 
But folios are, in verse, excess, 
Which the sweet Muses most Wier,- 
For they me sportive bees of spiting, 
Who dwell not long on any bower,' 
But, lightly wandering on the wing; 
Collect the bloom from flower to flinet1/4-.. 
And, when one fragrant blogsom 
To other sweets unrifled fly. 
This truth my observation drew 

'From faultleSs Nature and from you; 
And may these lines, 'I copy, prove 
I'm govern'd by the laws I love! 
Should I, too faithfully potirtraying 
Some cloyster'd characters, reveal,. 
The convent arts theniselves, arraying 
In pomp, with Ineroglyphic S till, 
Each *eighty business of the great, 
Each serious nothing's mystic face, 
Each trifle swell'd with holy state; 
Your native humour, whilst I trace 
The comic semblance, will forbear 
To blame the strokes you cannot Tear; 
You may despise,from folly free, 
What dulness is oblig'd to wear, 
The formal mask of gravity. 
Illusion's meteors never shine 
To lead astray such souls as, thine. 
All holy :arts Heaven values less 
Than amiable cheerfulneFs. 
Should Virtue her own image show 
To ravish'd mortals here below, ' 
With features, tierce she'd not appear 
Nor Superstition's holy leer„ 
But, like the a races, or like you, 
She'd come to claim her altar's due. 
In many an author of renown 
I've read this curious observation, 
That, by much wandering up and down, 
Men catch- the faults of every nation, 
And lose the virtues of their own. 	• 
'Tis better, e'en where scanty fare is, ' 
Our homely hearths and honours watching, 
Under protection, of our fares, 
A calm domestic life to well, 	' 
Than run about infection catching 
Wherever chance and errour tread: 
The youth too soon who goes abroad 
Will half a foreigner become, 
And bring his wondering friends a load 
Of strange exotic vices home. 

This truth the hero of my tate.  
Exemplifies in tarnish'd glory; 
Should sceptic wits the truth assail, 
I call for witness to my story 
Each cloister'd echo now that dWells 
In Nevers' consecrated cells. ' 

At Nevers, but few years ago, 
'Among the nuns o' th' Visitation, 
There (halt a parrot, though a beau, 
For sense of wondrous reputation; 	• 
Whose virtues, and- genteel addred, 
Whose figure, and whose noble soul, 
Would have secur'd him from distress 
Could wit and beauty fate control. ' 
Ver-Vert (for so the nuns agreed 
To call this noble personage) 
The hopes of an illustrinps breed, 

VOL. XV. 

To India &red his parentage - 
By an old missionary sent 
To this saidconvent for hiS good, 
He yet was young and innocent, 
And nothing worldly understood. 
Beat:teens he was, and ilebonnair, 
'Ant, spruce, inconstant, gay, and free, 
And unreserv'd, as youngsters are, 

:Ere age brings on hypocrisy? 
Io short, a bird, frouttrattling merit,, 
Worthrit eemsent.to:mlierit, 

tender careS1-•need not tell 
QE 6,4l :the sisterhood devout, 
Nothing, 	 lov'd so Well, 
Leave but her ghostly father out, 
Nay in some hearts, not void Of grace, 

5, One plain historian makes no doubt 
' The parrot of the priest took plate: 

He shaedin this serene abode 
Whate'er was loved by the profession; 
On him such dainties-were bestow'd 
As nuns 'prepare against confession, 
And for the sacred entrails hoard 
Of holy fathers in the Lord. 
'Sole licens'd male to be belov'd,' 
Ver-Vert was bless'd without control, 
Caressing and caress'd he rov'd 
Of all the "monastery the soul, 
Except some antiquated dames, 

r Whose hearts to pleasure callous grown, 
Remark'd with jealous eyes the flames 
Of bosoms younger thao their own. 
At years of reason not arriv'd 
A life of privilege he 

' He said anddid whate'er he Urou'd, 
And•what be said or did was good. 
He'd peck the nuns in wanton play 
To wile their plain.'work hours away; 
No party ever was approv'd 
Without his favourite company; 
in trim they found what females loy'd, 
That life of bliss variety: 
He'd strut a beau in sportive-rings 
Uttering pert sentences by rote, 
Mimic the bittterfly'slight wings 
Or nightingale's complaining note; 
He'd laitgh, sing, whistle, joke, and leer, 
And frolic, bfit discreetly se, 
With a -prudential lautious fear, 
As nuns probationary do. 
puestion'd at once by many a tongue 

— Incessantly 
He'could discordant sounds among, 

' To each a proper answer give; 
This power from Caesar's nothing varies, 
Who did at once great-plans conceive 
And dictate to four secretaries. 	• 

* , 	If ehronioleirriarhe 
So lov'd the parnpart gallant liv'd, 

" That with the nuns he always din'd 
. On rarities of every kind; 

Then hoards, occasionally varied, 
Of biscuits, sweet-meats, nuts, and fruit, 
Each- sister in her poeket carried, 
Subordinately to recruit, 
At leisure times, when not at table, 
His stomach indefatigable. 
The little Cares, with tender faces, 

'And fond Attentions, at they say, 
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Are natives of these holy places, 
As Ver-Vert witness'd every day. 
No human parrot of the court 
Was fondled half so much as he; 
In indolence genteel, and sport, 
His hours roll'd on delightfully: 
Each chamber that he fancied best 
Was his the dormitory round, 
And, where at eve le chose to rest, 
Honour'd, thrice honour'd, was the ground, 
And much the lucky nun was bless'd! 
But nights he very seldom pass'd,e 
With those whom years and prudence bless'_ 
The plain neat room was more his taste 
Of some young,  damsel not profess'd; 
This nicety at board and bed 
Show'd he was nobly born and bred. 
When the young female anchorite, 
Whom all the rest with envy view'd, 
Had fix'd him for the coining night, 

. PeVch'd on her Agnus box he stood, 
Silent hi untlisturb'd repose 
Till Venus' warning-star amse: 
And when at morn the•piousmaid 
Her toilette's mysteries display'd, 
He freely saw whate'er was done; 
I say the toilette, for I've read, 
But speak it in a lower tone, 
That virgins, in a cloyster bred, 
Their looks and languishings review 
In mirrors to their eyes as true 
As those, that serve'to show the faces 
Of dames who flaunt in gems'and laces. 
For, as in city or at court 	• 
Some certain taste or mode prevails, 
There is among the godly sort -
A taste in putting on their volts; 
There is an art to fold with grace, 
Bound a young vestal's-blooming face, 
Plain crape or other simple stuff, 
With happy negligence enough. 
Often the sportive Loves in swarms, 
Which to the monasteries repair, 
Spread o'er the holy fillets charms 
And tie them with a killing air; 
In short, the nuns are never seen 
In parlour or at grate below, 
Ere at the looking,glass they've been, 
To steal a decent glance or so. 
'This softly whisper'd, friends r etween, 
Farther digression we adjourn, 
And to our hero now return, 
Safe in this unmolested scene 
Ver-Vert; amidst a life of bliss, 

reign'd on every part; 
Her slighted sparrows took amiss-
This change in sister Thecla's heart; 
Four finches through mere rage expiAi 
At his advancement mortified, 

• And two Grimalkins late adrnied, 
With envy languish'd, droop'd and died. 

k, In days like these of joy and love, 
Who would have thought such tender cares 
To form his youthful mind, should prove, 
Through Fortune's spite, destructive snares? 
Or that an. adverse time should. come 
When this same idol of their hearts 	' 
Should stand the mark, by owl doom, 
Of horrour's most erivenom'd darts? 
But stop, my Muse, forbid to flow 

The tears arising from the sight-
Of such an unexpected woe, 
Too bitter fruit, alas! to grow 
From the soft root of dear delight! 

C•faITO 

IN such a school, a bird of seise 
Would soon acquire, it is confess'd, 
The gift of copious eloquence; 
For, save his meals and hours of rest, 
Ells tongue was always occupied: 
And no good treatise could excel, 
In phrases ready cut and dried, 
His doctrines about living well. 
He was not like those parrots rude. 
Whom dangling in a public cage 
The common manners of the age 
Have render'd conversably lewd; 
Who, doetor'd by the worldly tribe, 
With frail cones pisceuce endued, 
Each human vanity describe. 
Our Ver-Vert was a saint in grain, 
A soul with innocency fraught, 
Who never utter'd word profane, 
Who never had immodest thought 
But in the room of ribbald wit 
Each mystic colloquy he knew, 
And many a text in holy writ 
Wlth prayers and collects not a few; 
Could psalms and canticles repeat 
And belied/cite complete; 
He could petition 4caVell for grace 
With sanctimonious voice and eyes, 
And at a proper time and place 
Religiously 
Each help he had in this learn'd 
That 'could conduce to sacred knowlelge. 
For many virgins had retreated 
Through grace to this religious fold, 
Who, word for word, by rote repeated 
Each Christmas carol, new and old. 
From frequent lessons every day 
The scholar grew as leam'd as they; 
Their very tone of speaking too 
In pious drawlings he express'd, 
The same religious sighs he drew 
Deep heaving-from the godly breast, 
And languid notes in which these doves 
Mournfully chant their mystic loves. 
In short, the bird perform'd his part 
In all the psalmodising art. 

Such merit could not be coufin'd 
Within a cloyster's narrow bound, 
But flew, for Fame is swift as wind, 
The neighbouring territories round; 
Through Nevers' town from morn to nigltt 
Scarce any other talk was heard, 
But of discourses exquisite 
Betwixt the nuns and Indian bird: 
And e'en from Moulins numbers came 
To witness to the truth of Fame. 
Ver-Vert, the parlour's boasted glory, 
Whilst allthat Caine were told his story, 
Perched proud upon his favourite stud, 
Siter Melanin's ivory hand, 
Who pointed out,each excellence 
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Of mind or body he possess'd, 
Fris sweet mild temper, polish'd sense, 
And various colours on his breast, 
When his engaging aspect won 
Each visiter he look'd upon;` 
Butbeaufy the most exquisite 
Was, in our tender proselyte, 

•aThe least his qualities among, 
For all forgot his feathery pride 
And every outward charm beside 
The moment that they heard his tongue. 
With various righteous graces filed, 
By the good sisterhood instill'd, 
Th' illustrious bird his speech began, 
At every turn allusions new, 
Conceptions fine, and doctrines true, 
In streams of honey'd language ran. 
But what was singularly new, 
In this uncommon gift of speech, 
And scarce wilt be reputed true, 
Not any. whilst they heard him preach. 
Did ever feel (his powers were such) 
Ecclesiastic lethargy, 	• 
From soporific sanctity; 
What orator can boast as much? 
Much was he prais'd and mhch caress'il, 
Whilsthe familiaried to fame, 
Conviiic'd'twas only a mere -name, 
His head on his projected breast 
With m§estly gentleness reclin'd, 
And always modestly express'd ' 
The inward triumph of his mind. 
When he had utter'd to. the crowd 
His trea.sued scientific store, 
He mutter'd something not aloud, 

• And sunk in cadence more and more, 
'fi ll, with an aspect sanctified, 
At last in silence down lie sate, 
And left his audience edified 
On what bad pass'd to ruminate. 
These eloquent-harangues would flow 
With choice of sweetest phrases fraught, 
Except a trifling word or so, 
Which accidentally he caught, 
Of scandal, at the grate below, 
Or some small syllable of haste, 
Which gentle nuns will, by the by, 
At one another sometimes east; 
When none hut holy ears,are nigh. 

Thus liv'd in this delightful 'cage, 
As saint, as master, or as sage, 
Good father Ver-Vert, dear to more 
Than of veil'd liebes half a; score, 
As any cldyster'd Monk as fat, 
As reverend too in holy state, 
Learn'd as an abbe town-approv'd, 
Aud fair as youths by brides caress'd, 
For lovely he was always lov'd, 
Perfum'd, well-bred, in fashion dress'd; 
In short, bed he not hapless rov'd 
To see the world, completelyblessd. 

But soon the fatal moments came, 
Of evenmounifid memory, 	• 
Destructive tb our hero's fame. 
Voyage of crimes and misery, 
Of sad remorse, and endless shame! 
Would foresight in a former age 

,Had torn it from th' historic page!.  
Ali: what a dangerous good athest 

'CANTO IL , 
Is the possession of renown ! 
Obscurity is sooner blest, 
From his sad fate it will be shown; 
Too much success and brilliant parts 
Have often ruin'd.virtuous hearts. 

Thy talents, Ver-Vert, and thy name, 
To these lone walls were not cenfin'd; 
As far as Nants the voice of fame , 
Proclaim'dth' endowments elf thy mind. 
At Nants, 'tis known, the, Visitation, 
Of reverend isters has a fold, 
Wtto there„a elsewhere through the nation, . 
Kr...6w first whate'er by tame is told. 
With other news, each holy dame, 	a 
This parrot's merit having heard, 
Had longings to behold the bird: 

lar.maid's wish is -like a flame; 
But, when a nun has such desire, 
'Tis fifty times a fiercer fire. 
Their curious hearts'already burri'd, 
Their thoughts to.distant Nevers flew`, 
And many a holy head was tuned, 
The feather'd prodigy to view. 
Immediately upon the spot " 
To the good abbess of the place 
A female secretary Wrote, 
Beseeehhig her to lase the grace 
To Nants, by water down the Loire, 
To send the bird so fam'd for sense, 
That all the female Helaine choir 
Might hear and see his excellence. 

The letter goes: all question,, when 
'The bearer will return again ? 
'Twilfire eleven days at least,. 
An age to any female breast !- 
They send eaeh.day fresh invitation; 
Depriv'd of sleep through expectation. 

Howe'er at length to Nevers came 
This letter of importance great. , 
At once the convent's in a lame, 
And the whole ehapter's summon'tt straight. 
" Lose 1/ er-Vert ? Heaven! send father death I 
What comfort will with us.be left, 
These solitary towers beneath, 
When of the darling bird bereft ?" 
Thus spoke the nuns of blooming years, • 
Whose hearts, fatigu'd with holy leisure, 
Preferr'd to penance and to tears 
Soft sentiments of harmless pleasure. 
In truth, a holy flock, at least;  
So close confin'd, might fairly claim' 
To be by one poor bird caress'd, 
Since there no other parrot came 
Fledg'd or unfledg'd,  to cheer their nest.' 
Vet 'twas th' opinion of the dames 
Who, by their age superior, gate 
Hiders in senatorial state, 
Whose hearts resisted passion's flames,, 

. That, for a fortnight's space or so, 
Their dear disciple straight should go; 
For, prudence overweighing love, 
Tie infatuated state decreed • 
A stiebborw negative might prove 

'The cause of mutual hate, and breed 
For ever after much bad blood 
'Twixt theirs and Nants's sisterhood. 

Soon as the ladies, in conclusion, 
0' th' upper hOuse the bill had pass'd, 
The commons were in great confusion; 
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Young $eraphina ery'd in haste, 
" Ahl what a sacrifice they make ! 
And is it true consent they give? 
Fate hunts nothing. Move ran take;, 
How, Ver-Vert leave us, and we live I."- 
Another, though reputed sage; 
Grew pale at what she-heard them say; 
Ikto &tined could her grief assuage, 
She trembled, weptiteind swoon'd away. 
All mourn`d departing Ver-Vert's fate, 
Presaging, from I know not what, 
This tour would prove unfortunatex 
In horrid dreams the night they spent{  
The ,porn redoubled harrows sent. 
Too vain regret! the mournful hour 

,Already 's come, within their view 
`The boat is waiting at the shore, 
The Fates command to bid adieu, 

- And to his absetrce, for a while, 
Their throbbing bosohre'reconcile.-, 
Alr..rly every sister piped 
Like the soft turtle of the 'grove, 
To grief before-hand self-resignel • 
Por the lone hours ofwidow'd 
What tender kisses were bestow'd 
On Ver.Vert leaving this abode!, 
What briny streams of sorrow flow'd!' 
The nearer- 	his departure drew 

flow_ 

They doted on him more and more, 
And found each moment genius new 
And beauties never seen before. ' 
At length-he leases their wishful eyes, 
Love with him from the convent flies. 
4'  Ali! 'go, my child; my dearest, haste, 
• Where honour culls thee from my arms; 
But, 0 ! return, thy exile past, 
For ever true, and full of charms! 
May Zephyrs with their airy -plumee 
Waft thee securely on thy way! 
Whilst I, amidst these dreary tombs, 
In anguish, waste the tardy day, 
And 'sadly, solitary mourn 
Uncomforted till thy return. 
0 Ver-Vert, dearest soul ! adieu; 
'And, whilst thy journey happy proves,. 
May all, thy beariteous form who view, 
Think thee the eldest of the Loves!" 
Such wet* the words and parting scene 
Of one young lately-veiled fair, 	' 
Who oft, to dissipate chagrin, * 
In bed made many a fervent prayer, 
Learnt from the manuel of Recipes; 
'And who with all her heart, no doubt, 
Would, for sweet Ver-Vert's company, 
Have left the holy monastery, 
Arid follow'd hirwthe world throughout. 
. But now the droll is put on board, 

At present virtuous and sincere, 
And modesttoo in deed and word: 
O.! .may his bosom everywhere, 
By.  yrudence guarded; still retain 
That worth, and bring it home again ! 
Be that however, as it may, 
The boat's already on its way; 
The noise of waves beneath the prow 
Re-echoes in the air above; 
The Zephyrs favourably blow, 
And Nevers backward seems to move. 

bA.NTO Iff. 

fte the same passage-boat, that bore 
This bird of holiness from shore, 	• 
There happen'd the same time to sail ' 
Two nymphs of constitution frail, 
A nurse loquacious, two gascooas, 
A vagrant monk, an4 three dragoons, 
Which, for a yorith of piety, 
Was worshipful societyl 
Ver-Vert, unpractis'd in their ways, 
As folks in foreign countries do,- 
Stood silently in flx'd amaze; 
Their thoughts and hanguageloth were sew, 
The style he did not understand; 
It re-:Isnot, like the Scriptures, phras'd' 
In dialect of holy land, 	- 
With sacred eastern figures rais'dc 
Nor that, in which the vestal band 
Of nuns their Maker pray'd and praiskl,; Rut full of, what the bird surpris'd, 
Big words .not over Christianied; 
For the dragoonc, a wordy race, 
Not burthen'd with religious grace, 
Spoke fluently The sutler's tongue, 
Saint Bairchus only they ador'd, * 
To whom libations oft they pour'd 
For pastime at they sail'd along; 
The gascoons atid the female three 
Convers'd in idioms which belong 
To Venns's great mystery; 
On t' other hand the sailors swore, 
Curs'd and blasphem'd each heavenly povt; 
Whose voices, not in flowers of speech, 
Rut words sonorous, us'd to deal, 
Roundly articulated each, 
Nor lost the smallest, syllable. 
le This variety of sound 
And unintelligible prate, 
Vex-Vert, surpris'd at all around; 
Sad, silent, and embarrass'd sate; 
He fear'd his ignorance to betray, 
And knew not whit to think or say. 

The monk, to satisfy the crowd, 
Who long'd to hear his thoughts eked, 
To talk the pensive stranger press'd; 
The girls in words too debonnair, 
linus'd at penance, or in prayer, 
The melancholy bird caress'd; 
Here by the sex he Iov'd address'd 
'Fire Parrot (whilst his look benign 
With usual light- religious glisters) . 
In sacred' sighs and nunnery whine , 
Answers, -e God sate you, holy sisters Pa- 

' At this " God save you," we'll suppose, 
An universel laugh arose: 
In (ridicule the wordsaloud 
Were echoel through the noisy crowd. 
Thus mock'd, abash'd the novice stood, 
(And inly chew'd the mental cud. 
He-found whathe had said was wrong, 
And.saw 'twig' needful to endeavour 
To speak the language of the throng, 
If e'er he hop'd to gain their favour: 
Nis heart, by nature, fond of praise, 

'Which had been nourish'd all his days, 
Till. then, with flattery's incense fun., 
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NIvr could, alas! sustain no more 
Of constancy the modest power 
Against th' assaults of ridicule; 
Here first, by sour impatience cross'd, 
Vet-Vertshis innocency lost. 
,From thence he pour'd ungratefid curses 
Against the nuns his former nurses, 
Who never had-adorn'd hispind, 
Careless of literary merit, 
With language Copious and refin'd, 
Replete with elegance and spirit. 
T' acquire this great accomplishment 
Each earnest faculty he bent, 
And though -his, prudenE tongue lay still, 
His soul of thinking had its 'fill. 
But first the bird resolv'd,, in pet, 
All the old gew-gaws to forget 
Which hitherto compos'd his creed, 
That new ideas might succeed. 
In two days by strict cotnputatioa, 
All former knowledge he expell'o; 
So much the present conversation 
The convent dialect exec/I'd. 
Thii first step made, within a. trice, 
The truly doeile animal 
(Young minds too soon are skill'd in vice!) 
In ribaldry was clerical, 
And quickly learn'd to curse and swear; 
As fast as an old devil would chatter, 
Bound dolvn by chains of mystic prayer, 
Beneath a pot of holy water. 
His practice contradicted plain 
A maxim which old books maintain, 
That none to heinous crimes can leap 
At first, but progress step by Step; - 
For he at once,  without degree 
Was doctor in iniquity. 	• 
He learnt by heart the alphabet 
Of waterrnen, the Loire along, 
And when, in any stormy fit, 
An oath eseap'd a sailor's tongue; 
Ver-Vert, emphatically plain, • 
Re-echo'd " Damn you" back again. 
On this, applauded by the crew, 
Proudly content with what had past, 
Solicitous he daily grew, 
The shameful honour to pursue 
Of pleasing their corrupted taste; 
And, soon degrading to their bent, 
His generous organ of discoUrse, 
Became profanely eloquent. 
Ah! why should bad examples force 
A youthful,lieart, born; free from evils, , 
From Heaven's allegiance to the DeviPs? 

Ye nymphs. of Severs' convent chaste, 
What did you' in your cloister'd cells, 
Where pensive Melancholy dwells, 
Whilst these unlucky moments pass'd? 
In that sad interval, no doubt, 
Nine day you spent in prayers devoid, 
Petitioning kind Heaven to give ' 
A happy journey home again 
To the most thankless soul alive, 
Who, quite regardless of your pain, 
Abroad engag'd in pleasures new, 
Spent not a single thought on, you. 
The yawning band of Tediousness 
The convent round hesieg'd each gate; 
Aod Spleen, in fanciful distress,  

Sate sullen at the gloomy grate; 
Nay, what the ses shuns every where, 
Silence herself came almost there. • 
Ah ! cease your vows, for Ver-Vert's grown 
Ultworthy of your lavish loves; 
Ver-Vert no longer will be known 
•By heart as spotless as the dove's; 
By temper softer than. the trri, • 
By feivency of son+ in prayer; 
Oh! must the Muse the truth declare? 
A very wreteri,d profligate, 
A sloffer of his ancient home, 
Blasipherrier of your holy state, 
And loose apostate he's become; 
What you such care and labour cost, 
Among the winds and waves is lost. 
Then, fair-ones, fondly boast no more 
His science and his docile soul, 
Genius is vain, and learning's store, 
If virtue governs not the whole. 
Forget him quite; the shameful wretch 
His heart has tainted with polletion;  
And given up all those powers of speech 
And mighty parts to prostitution. 

But now to Hants, the boat'siast station, - 
Our hero and his -friends draw nigh, 
Where through impatient expectation 
The-  holy sisters almost the: 
For their desires the rising Sun 
Begins his daily course too late; 
Too slow his fiery coursers run, 
To gain at eve the western gate. 
The flatterer hope, in this suspense, 
for ever artful to deceive, 
Promis'd a prodigy to-give 
Of genius, dignity, tincl sense; 
A parrot highly-born and bred, 
Possess'def -noble sentiments, 
Persuasive tongue, discerning head; 
In short with all accomplishments:* 
But 0! I mention it with pain, 
These expectations all were valid 

At length the vessel reaches land, , 
Where an. old solemn sister sate, 
Commission'd by the sacred band 
Th' arrival of the bird to wait; • 
Who, on that errand daily sent, 
Ere since the first epistle Went, 
At first approach 2.f rising day 
Her wandering eyes impatient cast, 
Which seem:d, along the watery waste, 
To waft our hero oir his way. 	• 
The sly:bird lind-  no sooner seen 
The null, near whom lie diseinbark'd, 
But straight be knew her by the mien 
And eyes with holy prudery inark'd, 
By The white gloves and languid tone, 
The veil, and linsey,woolsey vest, 
And, what would have suflie'd alone, 

,r'llie -little cross upon her breast. 	-
He shudder'd at approaching evil, 
And, soldier-like, we may conclude„ 
Sincerely wisli'd her at the devil; 
Preferring nitwit the brotherhood 
Of the dyagoons who spoke out plain, 
Whoseklialeet lie understood, 	, 
'Than to return to learn again . 
Prayers stulr'd with many a holy notion, 
And ceremonials of devOtion: 
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But the vex'd droll, by force, was 'fated 
To be conducted where be hated. • 
The careful carrier held her prize 
In spite.of ail his rueful cries; • 
Though much he bit her, by the way, 
Upon her arms, her neck, and face, 
And in his anger, as they say, 
Would not have scrupled any place. 
At. last howe'er, with Enoch ado, 	• 
She brought Isirn safe to sacred ground; 
Ver-Vert's announe'd: the rumour Ics,a 
Swift as tie wind the convent round. 
The belt proclaims the welcome mom; 
Straight from the choir each sister swings, 
And to the common parlour's borne 
On expectation's eager wings. 
Alt crowd this wonder to behold' 
With longings truly female 'fled ; 
Nay, e'en the feeble and the old 
Withyontles-warm thoughts are re-inspied; 
Whilst each, regardless of her years, 
For speed forgets the load she bears; 

' And mother Agnes, near fourscore, 
Now runs, who never ran before. 

••••1,•11. 

CANTO Ilr. 

AT length expos'd to psiblic.view, 
His figure was by all admir'd; 
Charlie(' with a sight so fair and new, 
Their eager eyes were never tied; 
Their taste beyond dispute bras true ; 
For though the rogue had swerv'd from duty, , 
lie had not lost one jot-of beauty, 
And the camp mien and rakish stare 
linprov'd it with- an easy air. 
Why, Heaven, should charms attractive glow,. 
Brilliant around a son of sin? 
Rather deformity should show 
The badness of the heart within. 
To praise his looks and lovely feather 
Our Sisters- babbled so together, 	•, 
Unheard, it would have been no wonder, 
If H,eawen had rell'd its loudest thunder: 
Mean while unmov'd th' apostate bird 

' Deige1/41 not to speak one pious word, 
But, like a lusty Carmelite, 
TWIN his lascivious eyes about. 
This gave offence: so lewd a sight 	, 
(Was shocking to the band d"ev"out. 
Next, when the mother abbess came, 
With an authoritative look, 

- The feather'd- libertine to blame, 
• Contemptuously his tail he shook; . 
And, not maturely -having weigh'd 
The borrow Of the words he said, 
Reply'd, in military phrase, 
" What damn'd fools nuns are now.a-days!" 
Our history notes, that on the way 
These-words 'd heard the sailors say, 
At this, with looks demure, another, • 
The holy sisterhood among, 
(Willing to make hint hold his tongue), 
Cry'd, " Fie! for shame, my dearest brother!" 
For thanks this dearest brother swore, 
And us'd, sagacioesiF enough, 
One syllable that chimes to more, 

'Gainst which few female ears ate proof. 
" Jesu! good mother," she exclaimed, 

This is some wicked witch, 'tis clear; 
And not the bird of Nevers 
To friends of our religion dear!" 	, 
Here, sutler-like, be ery'd aloud, 
" The devil seize this noisy crowd!" 
By turns each sister did essay 
To curb the feather'd grenadier; 
And each as fast was sent away 
With something buzzing in her ear; 
For, laughing at the younger tribe, 
lie mimiek'd their loquacious rage; 
And, still snore freely to describe 
The dull griinoce of scolding age, 
He ridicul'd the dying closes 
Of precepts snuffled through their noses. 
But, what was worse than all the rest, 
By these dull sermons much oppress'd, 
And with unvented choler swilling, 
He thunder'd out each horrid word, 
The very tars in noise-excelling, 
Which on the river he had heard; 
Cursing and sweating all along, 
Invoking every power of Hell, 
Whilst b's redundant from his tongue, 
And Ps emphatically fell. 
The sense of what they heard rum speak• 
The younger sisters could not tell; 
For they believ'd his language Greek: ( 
Next he came out with "blood-! and zosiod5! 

thuale 
The grate, at these terrific sounds 
Trembling, is almost split asunder; 
And the good nuns in speechless fright, 
Crossing their throbbing bosoms, Ily 
Each to her cell remote from light, 
Thinking the day of judgment nigh. 
Wide opening her sepulchral jaws, 
One ancient sister whines, " What nil 
Have we designed, good Heaven, thalami's 
Upon us this incarnate. devil? 
By what incentive is he mor'd 
So like the damn'd below to'swear? 
Is this that Ver-Vert so approv'd? 
Are these his faculties so rare? 
But let us without farther pain 
Send back the profligate again." 
." Mother of God!" another cries, 
" What horrours are before our eyes! 
In Nevers' consecrated dome 
is this the language vestals speak? 
Is all their youth taught thus at home? 
Home with the hateful heretic ! 
For, if he enters, we shall dwell 
In league with all the fiends of Hell:" 
-In fine, his freedom Ver,Vert lost; 
Akd 'twas resolv'd, without delay, 
To send the wretch cag'd-up away. 
This end our pilgrim wish'd the most: 
Howe'er, in form, he 's cited first, 	r  
Arraign'd, detestable declar'd, 
Cons icted by tht court, accurst, 
And from each charity debared, 
For having wickedly assail'd _ 
The virtue of the sister's veil'd. 
All sign the sentence, yet bemoan 
The object it's inflicted on; 
For pity 'tis, ere full-age blooms, 
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'to'lfind depravity so foul, 
Or that, beneath such beauteous plumes, 
A debauchee's corrupted soul, , 
The pagan manners of a Turk, 
And tongues of infidel, should lurk. 
In short his oldeonductress bore 
The banished culprit to the port; 
But in returning, as before, 
He never bit our sister for ,t1 
For joyfully he left the shore, 
And in a tilt-boat home return'd, 
Where Nevers' nuns his absence mourn'd. 

Such was the Iliad of his woes! 
But, ah! what unexpected mourning, 
What clamour and despair arose, 
When, to his former friends returning, 
He shock'd them with a repetition 
Of his late verbal acquisition! 
What could th' afflicted sisters do? 
With eyes in tears, and hearts in trouble, 
Nine venerable nuns, for woe 
Each in a veil funereal double, 
Into the seat of judgment go, , 
'who, in their wrinkled fronts, resembled 
Nine Ages in a court assembled. 	' 
There without hopes of happy ending, 
Depriv'd of all to plead his cause 
On whom there was the least depending, 
Poor Ver-Vert sate, unsked an laws, 
Clta in'd t?. his cage; in open court, 
And stripp'd of glory and support; 
To condemnation they proceed: 
Two Sibyls sentence him to bleed; 
'Twas voted by two sisters more, 
Not so religiously inhuman, 
To send him to that Indian shore, 
Unknown to any Christian woman, 
That conscience might his bosom gore, 
'And yield bins up a prey to death, 
Where first, with Braehmen, he drew breath-. 
But the five others all according 
In lesser punishments awarding, 
For penance, two long months conclude • 
That be should pass in abstinence, 
Three more in dismal solitude, 
And four in speechless penitence; 
During which season they prelude 
Biscuits and fruits, the toilette's treasures,' 
Alcoves ang walks, those convent-pleasures. 
Nor was this all; for, to'complete 
His miserable situation, 	 • 
They gave him, in his sad retreat, 
For gaoler,sguard, and conversation, 
A stale lay-sister, or much rather 
An old veil'd ape, all skin and bone, 
Or, cover'd o'er with wrinktedleather, 
A walking female skeleton, 
An object proper to fall's glory, 
To cry aloud, memento mon. 
Spite obthis dragon's watchful soul, 
The younger nuns would often go; 
With looks of pity to condole; ; • 
Which e'en in exile soften'd woe. 
Nay some, from morning prayers returning, 
With nuts and candied almondt came; 
But to a wretch in prisonmourning 
Weeds and ambrosia were the same. 
Taught by misfortune's sound tuition, 
Cloth'd with disgrace; and stung with pain;  
Or sick of Hint old scare-crow vision,  

The bird became in pore contrition 
Acquainted. with himself again: 
Forgetting his lielorM dragoons, 
And quite according with'the nuns 
In one continued unison 
Of -air, of manners, and of tone; 
No ,sleek Isrebeodal priest could be 
Move thoroughly devout friar he. 
When this conversion-ryas retated, 
The grey divan at once awarded. 
His banishmerj should be abated, 
And-farther vengeance quite discarded: 
Thek the blest day of his recall 
Is annually a festival, 
Whose silken moments, white and- even, 
Spun by the hands of smiling Love, 
1W-hitst all th' attendant Fates approve, 
To soft delights are ever given. 	• 

How short's the date of human pleasure ! 
How false of happiness the measure! '- 
The dormitory, strew'd with flowers, 
Short prayer, rejoicing, song,-and feast, 
Sweet tumult, freedom, thoughtless hours, 
Their amiable zeal eXpress'd, 
And not a single sign of sorrow 
The woes predicted of to morrow. 
But, 0 t what favours misapplied 
Our hoty sisterhood bestow'd ! 
From abstinence's shallow tide 
Into a stream that overflow'd 
With sweets, so long debarr'd from tasting, 
Poor Ver-Vert too abruptly bast* 
(His skin with sugar being wadded, 
With liquid fires his entrailS burn'd,) 	• 
Beheld at once his roses faded, 
And to funereal cypress turfed. - 
The nuns endeavour'-d, -but in vain, 
His fleeting spirit to. detain; 
But sweet excess had hhsten,d fate; 
And, whilst around-the-lair-ones cry'd, 
Of love a victim fortunate . 
In pleasure's downy breast he died. „ 
His dying words their bosoms fir'd,, 
And will for ever be admied. 
Venus herself his eyelids 
And in. Elysium pined his shade, 
Where hero parrots safe repos'd 
In,almond-groves that never fide, 
Near him, whose hie and fluent tongue, , 
Corinna's lover wept_and sung. 

What tongue, sufficiently can tell 
How much beinoan'd our hero fell ! 
The nun, whose office 'twos, invited 
The hearers to the illustrious dead; 
And letters circular indited, 
in which this mournful tale I read. 
But, to transmit his image down 
To generations yet Unknown, 
'A. painter, who each beauty knew, 
His portraiture from nature drew; 
And many a hand, guided by Love, 
'O'er the streteled sampler's canvass plain, 
In broidery's various colours strove 
To raise his form to, life again;, 
Whilst Grief, V- assist each artist, came  
And painted'tears around the frame. 
All rites funereal they bestow'd, 

_Which erst to bias of high renown 
The band of-Helicon allow'd, 
When from the body life was flown. 
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Beneath a verdant myrtle's shark, 
Which o'er the mausoleum spread,-. 
A small sarcophagus was laid, 
To keep the ashes of the dead. 
On porphyry grav'd in characters 
Of sold,'-with sculptur'd garlands graced, 
These lines, exciting Pity's tears, 
Our convent Arternisias plac'd. 	•. 
" Ye novice nuns, who to this grove repair, 

To chat by stealth, unmet! by Age's frown; 
Your tongues one moment, if you Can, forbear, 

Till the sad tale of our affliction"S knowik 
fl tis too much that organ to restrain,‘ 

Use it to speak what anguish. death imparts: 
One line this cause for sorrow will explain; 

Here \Ter-Yea lies; and here he all our hearts." 

'Tis said however (to pursud 
y story but a word ortwo) 

ThOsout of Ver-Vert is not pent 
Within th' aforesaid.monument, 
But, by permission of the Fates, , 
Soine holy sister animates; 	 t

l 
 

And wit, in transmigration, run 
From time to time, from nun to nun, 
Transmitting to all ages hence • 
In them iiisideatliless eloquence. 

THE ESTIMATE OF LIFE, 
IN THREE PARTS. 

PART I. . 	• 
lUELPONIENE; OR; THE SIEIANCH04.Y. 

...,-.—Rreasein thus with life; 
If i d9 lose thee, I do lose m thing, 
That none but fools sAtedr1 weep. 

Shaksp. Meas. for Meas. 
OFFSPRING of folly and of noise, 
Fantastic train_ of airy joys, 
Cease, cease your vain delusive tore, 
And tempt my serious thoughts no more, 
Ye horrid forms, ye gloomy throng, 
Who hear the bird of midnight's song, 
Thou too, Despair, pale spectre, come, 
From the serf-mtird'rer's haunted tomb, ' 
While sad Melpomene relatek 
Mow we're aftlicted.hy the fates. 
, What's all this wished..or empire, life? 

4- 	A scene of mis'ry, care, and strife; 
And make the most, that 's all We have 
Betwixt the cradle and the grave. 	. 

' 	The being is not worth the charge: 
Behold the estimate at large. • 
Our youth is silly, idle, vain; 
Our age is full of care and pain; 
Prom wealth accrues anxiety; 
Contempt and want froM poverty;' 
What trouble business has in store ! 
How idleness fatigues us more; 
To reason, th' ignorant are blind; 
Tire learned's eyes are too refin'd; 
Each wit deems every wit his foe, 
Eae fool is naturally so; 
An every rank and every station 
Itei

t  

t justly, with disapprobation. 

POEMS. 
Say, maw, is this the boasted state, 
Where all is pleasant, allis great? 
Alas! another face you'll see, 
Take off the veil of vanity. 
Is aught in pleasure, aught in pow're 
Has wisdom any gift in store, 
TO make thee stay a single hour? 

-Tell me, ye'youthful, who approve 
Th' intoxicating sdteets of love, 
What 'endless natnelesi throbs arise, 
What heart-felt anguish and what sighs, 
When jealousy has gnaw'd the root, 
Whence love's united branches shoot? 
Or grant that flymen lights his torch, 
To lead you to the nuptial porch, 
Behold I the long'd-for rapture o'er! 
Desire begins to lose its pow'r, 
Then cold indifference takes place, 
Fruition ahem quite, the case; 
And what before was ecstasy, 
Is scarcely now civility. 
Your children brings second dare; 
If childless then you want an heir; 
So that in both alike you find 
The same perplexity of mind: ' 

Do pow'r or wealth more comfort ova? 
• Behold yon pageant on a throne, 

Where silken swarms of flattery 
'Obsequious wait his asking eye. 
But view within his tortur'd breast, 
No more the downy seat of rest, 
Suspicion casts her poison'd dart, 
And guilt, that scorpion, stings his heat 

Will knowledge give us happiness? 
In-that, alas! we know there's less, 
For every pang or mental woe 
Springs from the faculty to know, 

Mark! at the deitth-betok'niog keel 
'Of yonder doleful passing-bell, 
Perhaps a friend, a father's dead, 
Or the loved partner of thy bed ! 
Perhaps thy only son lies there, 
Breathless upon the sable bier ! 

what can ease the present grief, 
Can former joys afford relief? 
Those former joys remember'd still, 
The more augment the recent ill, 
And where you seek' for comfort, gain 
Additional increase of pain. 

What woes from mortal ills accrue! 
And what from natural ensue! 
Disease and casualty attend 
'Our footsteps to the journey's end; , 
The cold catarrh, the gout and stone, 
The dropsy, jaundice,join'd in one, 
The raging fever's inward beat, 
The pale consumption's fatal sweat, 
elnd thousand more distempers roam, 
To drag tis to th' eternal home:, 
And when solution sets us free 
From prison of mortality, 
The soul Mated joins in air, 
Tine alas! we know not where, 
And-the poor body will become 
A clod within a lonely tomb. 
Reflection sad! such bodies must 
Return, and mingle with the dust! , 
But neither sense nor beauty have 
Defensive charms against the grave, 
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Thlor virtue's shield, nor wisdom's lore, 

or true religion's sacred now'r; 
For as that charnel's earth you see, 
Vett, my Eudocia, you will be. 

• 

PART ' 

CALLIOPE; PR,  VIE CHEERFUL. 

rater cuneta lege, et percunctabere doctos; 
1:2tia ratione queas traduce-re leniter 

Hors  lib. i, ep. -18 
GRIM Superstition, hence away 
To native night, and leave the day, 
Nor let thy hellish brood appear, 
Begot on Ignorance and Fear. 
Come, gentle Mirth, and Gaiety, 
$weet daughter of Society; 
Whilst fair Calliope, pursues 
Flights worthy of the cheerful Muse. 

0 life, thou great essential fr,00d, 
Where every blessing's understood! 
Where Plenty, Freedom; Pleasure meet, 
To make each fleeting moment sweet; 
Where moral Love and Innocence, 
The halm of sweet Content dispense; 
Where Peace expands her turtle wings, 
And 'lope a constant,reqiiietn sings; 

-with easy thought my, breast inspire, 
To thee I tune the sprightly lyre. 
From Heav'n this emanation flows, 
To Heav'n again the wand'rer goes!  
And whilst employ'd beneath on Earth, 
Its boon attendants, Ease and Mirth, 
Join'd with the social Virtues three, 
And their calm parent Charity; 
Conduct it to the sacred plains 
Where happiness terrestrial reigns. 
'Tis Discontent alone destroys 
The harvest of our ripening joys; 
Resolve to be exempt from woe, 
Your resolution keeps you so. 
Whate'er is needful man receives, 
Nay more superfluous Nature gives, 
Indulgent parent, source of bliss, 
Profuse of goodness to excess! 
For thee 'tis, man, the Zephyr blows, 
For thee the purple vintage flows, 
Each flow'r its various hue displays, 
The lark exalts her vernal lays, 
To view yon azure vault is thine, 
And my Eudocia's form divine. 

Hark! how the renovating Spring 
Invites the feather'd choir to sing, 
Spontaneous mirth and rapture glow 
On every shrub, and every bough; 
Their little airs a lesson give; 
They teach "us mortals how to live, 
And well adyise us, whilst we can, 
To spend in joy the vital spay. • 
Ye gay and youthful, all advance 
Together knit in festive dance, 
S.-e blooming Hebe leads the way, 
For youth is Nature's holiday. 
If dirk Misfortune should employ 
Her dart to wound the timely joy, 
Solicit Bacchus with your pray'r, 
Nu earthly goblin dares come near,  

Care puts an easier aspect on, 
Pale Anger smooths her threat'ning frown, 
Mirth conies in Melancholy's stead, 
And Discontent conceals her head. 
The thoughts on vagrant pinions fly; 
And mount exulting to the sky; 
Thence with enrapturki views look down. 
On Olden empires all their own. 

Or let; when Fancy sprOuls her sails, 
Love waft you on with easier gales, ' 
Where in the said-bewitching groves, 
Euphrosyin?, sweet goddess;, roves; 
'7is rapture all, !tis ecstasy! 	- 
An'earthly immortality! 
This all the ancient bards employ's!, 
'Twas all the ancient gods enjoy'di 
Wbo often from the realms above 
Came down on.Earth t' indulge in love. 

Still there's one greater bliss in score, 
'Tis virtuous Friendship's social hour, 
When goodness from the ,heart sincere 
PourS forth Compassion's balmy tear, 
For from those tears such transports flow, 
As none but friends and angels know. 

Bless'd state.! where every thing conspires, T. fill the breast with heav'nly fires! 
Where for a while the soul must roam, 
To preconceive the state to come, 
And when through life the journey's past, 
Without repining or distaste, 
Again the spirit will repair, 
To breathe a more celestial air, 
And reap, where blessed beings glow, 
Completion of the joys below. 

PART 
TERPSICH0R.E; OR, THE MODERATE. 

--Lau aya8or vs x.1.14). Tr. 
Horn. od. 0. 

Hate satis est orare:rovetn, qui donat et aufert; 
Det vitam, dot open; wquum ml animuns ipso 

parabo. 
Hor. lib. 1, ep. 18. • 

DESCEND, AstrEa, from above, 
Where Jove's celestial daughters rove, 
And deign once more to bring with thee 
Thy earth-deserting family, 
Calm Temperance, and Patience mild, 
Sweet Contemplation's heavenly child, 
Reflection firm, and Fancy free, 
Religion pure, and Probity, 
Whilst all the Heliconian throng 
Shall join Terpsichore in song. 

Ere man, great Reason's lord, was made, 
Or the world's first foundations laid, 
As high in their divine abodes, 
Consulting sat the mighty gods, 
Jove on the chaos looking down, 
Spoke thus from his imperial throne: 
" Ye deities and potentates, 
Aerial pow'rs, and heav'nly states, • 
Lo, in that gloomy place below, 
Where darkness reigns and discord now, 
There a new world shall grace the sides, 
And a new creature fortu'd arise, 

   
  



• EPITAPH 
IN THE CHANCE OF ST. MARGARET'S Clear 

LEICESTER. 

Hie jacet 
Zuod mori potuit 

IIENRICI GILBERT' COOPER 
'Infant's desideratissimi 

Filii nitu maximi 
JOHANN'S GILBERTI COOPER 

De Thurgaton, iu agro Nottinghamiend, 
EX SUSANNA, uxoris ejus: 

Natus 25 Julii, &flatus 26, 1'149. 
Mavis esset editus antiquis: 

Nail alia in re claruit, 
Nee potuit: 

Flosculus enim in ipsa quoque dukis atatds, 
Prima gennna pultulaturus, 

Parcarum hen pareere nesciaram 
Fatali offish' contact:is 

Exaruit. 
Ntmstus itaque et mmrens pater 

Charissimi infantuli sui memorial 
Howetsi inane minus 
Amoris monumentum 

Collocavit. 

TRANSLATION. 
Beneath doth Re 

OF HENRY GILBERT COOPER I 
MI that could die: 

The prettiest, sweetest, dearest. babe 
That ever dropt into a grave. 

This lovely boy, 
His dad's lrst joy, 

. • Was son of 'Squire JOHN, 
And SUE his wife, who led their life, 

At town call'd Thurgaton. 
Descended from an ancient liar, 

This charming child began to stios 
The 25th of July: 

And that was all that he could boast: 
For suddenly his life was lost 

The 26th, good truly ! 
This floweret pretty', though young yet silly, 

Just opening from the bud, 
kblighting blast from angry Fate, 

' 	Who knows not how to spare the great, 
Nipp'd up his vital blood: 

The sorrowing father cry'd, and said, 
"Alas! my only child is dead! 
' 	His memory I %adore: 

Though vain, a monument I'll raise, 
To show my love, and sound his praise, 

Till time shall be no more." 

38 	 COOPER'S POEMS. 	, 
Who shall partake of mir perfections, 
And live and act by our directions, 
(For the chief bliss of any station 
Is nought without communication) 
Let therefore every godhead give 
What this new being should receive; 
But care important must be had, 
To mingle well of good and bad, 
That,•by 	ailayktg mixture, he 
May not approach to deity." 

The sovereign spakerthe gods agrees  
And each began in his degree 
Behind the throne: of Jove there stood 
Twq vessels of celestial wood, 
Containing just two equal measures; 
One fill'd with pain, and one with pleasures; 
The gods drew out from both of these, 

, 	And mix'd 'em with their essences, 
(Which essences are itear'nly still, 
Ven tindisturb'd by nat'ral ill; 
And man to moral good is prone, 
Let but the moral pow'rs alone, 
-And not pervert 'em by tuition, 
Or.conjure 'em by superstition) 
Hence man partakes an equal share 
Of pleasing thoughts and gloomy care, 
And Pain and Pleasure e'er shall be, 
As Plnto ' says, in company. 

• • Receive the one, and soon the other 
Will follow to rejoin his brother. 

	

Those who with pious pain pursue 	• 
Calm Virtue by her sacred clue, 
Will surely find the mental treasure 
Of Virtue, only real pleasures 
Fellow the pleasurable road, 
That fatal Siren reckons good, 
'Twill lead thee to the gloomy cell, 
Where Pain and Melancholy dwell, 
Health is the child 4 Abstinence, 
Disease, of a !Usurious sense; 
Despair, that hellish fiend, proceeds 
From loosen'd thoughts, and impious deeds; 
And the sweet offspring of Content, 
Flows from the mind's calm government. 	• 
Thns, man, thy state is free from woe, 	• 

' 	. If thou would'st choose to make it so. 
Murmur not ,thew at Heaven's decree, 
The gods have given thee liberty, 
And pla01 within thy conscious breast., 
Reason, as an unerring 'test, 
And shouldst thou fix on misery, 
The fault is not in them, bat thee. 

See the Phasdo of Plato. 
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THE- 

LIFE OF TOBIAS SAIOLLETT, M.D. 

BY MR. CHALMERS. 

THE grandfather of our poet was sir James Smollett 	Bonhill, a member of the 
Scotch parliament% and one of the commissioners for framing the treaty of union. He 
married Jane, daughter of sir Aulay Macauley, Bart. of Ardincaple, by whom he had 
four sons and two daughters. The fourth son, Archibald, married, Without asking his fa-
ther's consent, Barbara Cunningham, daughter of Mr. Cunningham of Gilbertfield, in the 
neighbourhood of Glasgow. His father, however, allowed him an income of about 
£300 a year. He unfortunately died, after the birth of two sons and a daughter, who 
with their mother were left dependent on the grandfather, and we do not find that he 
neglected them. Tobias, the subject of this memoir, and the youngest of these children, 
was born in the house of Dalquhurn, near Renton, in the parish of Cardross, in 1721, 
and christened Tobias George: but this latter name he does not appear to have used. 

The scenery amidst which he passed his early years, and cultivated the Muses, he 
has described, in Humphrey Clinker; with picturesque enthusiasm. He was first instructed 
in classical learning at the school of Dumbarton, by Mr. John Love, one of the ablest 
schoolmasters of that country, and to whom Mr. Chalmers has done ample justice in his 
life of Ruddiman. 	 • 

While at this school, Smollett exhibited symptoms of what more or less predominated 
through life, a disposition to prove his superiority of understanding at the expense of 
those whose weaknesses and failings he thought he could turn into ridicule with impunity. 
The verses which he wrote at this early age were principally satires on such of his school-
fellows as happened to displease him. He wrote also a poem to the memory of the ce-
lebrates Wallace, whose praises he found in the story-books and ballads of every cot. 
Cage. From Dumbarton he yvas+removecl to Glasgow, where, after some hesitation, he 
determined in favour of the study of medicine, and, according to the usual practice, 
was bound apprentice to Mr. John Gordon, then a surgeon and afterwards a physician 
of considerable eminence, whom he was unjustly accused of ridiculing under the name 
of Potion, in his novel of Roderick Random. 
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From his medical studies, which he cultivated with assiduity, he was occasionally 

duced by d general love of polite literature, and seemed inconsciously to store hiss 
with that fund of extensive, though perhaps not profound knowledge; which in 
him afterwards to execute so many works in various branches. His satirical dispeNt 
also followed him to Glasgow, by which he made a few admirers, and many emu 
Dr. Moore has related, with suitable gravity, that he once threw a snowball with. 
dexterity that it have both a blow and a repartee. But such frolics were probably not' 
quent, and his time was in general more profitably or at least more seriously empio 
Before he had reached his eighteenth rear, he began to feel the ambition of a dram. 
poet. and Wrote the tragedy of the Regicide, which is now reprinted among his pr 
It was considered as an extraordinary production for a person of his years, bate 
not read it as originally composed, nor was it made public until nearly ten years after 

On the death of his grandfather, who had hitherto supported him in his studies,. 
'left no permanent provision for the completion of them, he removed to Loadoc 
quest of employment in the army or navy, and strengthened his hopes by earryinz 
tragedy with him. The latter, however, was in all respects an unfortunate speculat 
After being amused and cajoled by all the common and uncommon tricks of diet 
atrical managers, for nearly ten years, he was under the necessity of sending it to 
press in vindication of his own importunities, and the opinions of his friends. ffsi 
face may yet be read with advantage by the candidates for stage favour, altb,  
modern managers are said to be less fastidious than their predecessors, and frols rk 
berality of their admissions leave. it somewhat doubtful' whether they'have not le 
privilege of rejection.  In this preface, Smollett was not sparing of his indignatia 
be reserved more substantial revenge for, a more favourable opportunity. 

In the mean time, in the year .1741, he procured the situation of surgeon's mate 
board a ship of the line; and sailed on the unfortunate expedition to Carthago, wb; 
he described in his Roderick Random, and afterwards more historically in a Compendium 
of Voyages published in seven volumes, 12mo, in 1736. The issue of that expeditioncoti 
not be more humiliating to Smollett than his own situation,so averse to the disposition 

.a young man of his taste and vivacity. He accordingly quitted the service; while his 
was in the West Indies, and resided for some time in Jamaica, but in what rapacM 
how supported, his biographers have not informed us. Here, however, he firstbea 
acquainted with the lady whom he afterwards married. 

In I 746, lie returned to London, and having heard many exaggerated accounts of 
aeverities practised in suppressing the rebellion in Scotland, he gave vent to his tic,  
and love for his country; in a beautiful and spirited poem, entitled the Tears of Scott 
Thesubject was doubtless attractive as a poet, but as he had been bred a Wag, he' 
rather inconsistent in his principles, and certainly very unfortunate in his predicto 
His friends wished him to suppress this piece as having a tendency to offend the T-
on whose patronage he had some reliance, an although his enthusiasm was at pres. 
rather too warm for advice, and he had from this time declared war against the 
ministers under George II. yet it does not 'appear that it was published with dine 
for many years after. 

In 1746 he first presented himself to the public as the author of Advice, a satire, 
which he endeavoured to excite indignation against certain public characters, by acol 
tions which a man of delicacy would disdain to bring forward under any circumstance 
and which are generally brought forward under the very worst. What this produc5 
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coytributed to his fame, We are not told. Hi's friends, however, were alarmed and dis-
gusted, and his enemies probably increased. 

About this time he wrote (for Covent-Garden theatre) an opera called Alceste, which 
was never acted or printed, owing, it is said, to a dispute between the author and the ma-
nager. Sir John Hawkins, who, in all his writings trusts too much to his memory, informs 
us, that Handel set this opera to music, and, that his labour might not be lost, after-
wards adapted the airs eo Dryden's second Ode on St. Cecilia's Day. But Handel com-
posed that ode in 1739, according to Dr. Burney's moroe accurate and scientific history 
of music. In 1747 our author published Reprpof, a satire, as a second part to Advice, 
and consisting of the same materials, with the addition of some severe lines on Rid], the, 
manager of Covent-Garden theatre, with whom he had just quarrelled. 

In the same year, he married miss Ann Lascelles, the lady whom he had courted in 
Jamaica,- and with whom lie had the prouse of three thousand pounds. Of this sum, 
however, he obtained but a small part, and that after a very expensive law-suit. .elo he 
had, upon his marriage, hired a genteel house, and lived in a more hospitable style than 
the possession ,of the whole of his wife's fortune could have supported, he was again 
obliged to have recourse to his,pen, and produced, in 1748, The Adventures of Rode-
rick.Randorn, in two volumes, 12mo. This was the most successful of all his writings, and 
perhaps. the most popular novel of the age. This it owed, partly to the notion that it 
was in many respects a history of his own life, and partly to its intrinsic merit, as'a de-
lineation of real life, manners and characters, given with a force of humour to which the 
public had not been accustomed. If, indeed, we consider its moral tendency, there'are 
few productions more unfit for perusal; yet such were his opinions of public decency 
that he seriously fancied he was writing to humour the taste, and correct the morals of 
the age. That it contains a' history of his own life was probably a surmise artfully cir-
culated to excite-curiosity, but that real characters are depicted was much more obvious. 
Independent of those whom he introduced out of revenge, as Lacy and Garrick for re-
jecting his tragedy, there are traits of many other persons more or less disguised, in. the 
introduction of which he was incited merely by the recollection of foibles which deserved 
to be exposed. Every man who draws characters, whether to complete the fable of a no-
vel, or to illustrate an essay, will be insensibly attracted by what he has seen in real life, 
and real life was Smollett's object in all his novels. His only monster is Count Fathom, 
but he deals in none of those perfect beings who are. the heroes of the more modern ' 
novels. 

In 1749, his tragedy, The Regicide, as already noticed, was published, very much to 
his emolument, but Certainly without any injury to the judgment of the managers whq 
had rejected it. Extraordinary as it might have appeared, if published as he wrote it 
at the age of eighteen, it seemed no prodigy in one of more advanced .years, who had 
adopted every improvement which his critical friends could suggest. The preface has 
been mentioned as containing his coniplvints of delay and evasion, and he had now more 
effectually vented his rage on lord Lyttleton and Mr. Garrick in Roderick 'Random. 
With Xlarrick, however, he lived to be reconciled in a. manner which did credit.to their 
respective feelings. 	, • 

In 1750, he took a trip to Paris, where he renewed his acquaintance with Dr. Moore, 
one of his biographers, who informs us that he indulged the common English prejudices 
against the French nation; and never attained the language so perfectly as to be able to 
mix familiarly with the inhabitants. His'  tay here was not long, for in 17.51 he pub.- 
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lished his second ,InOstpopular novel, Peregrine Pickle, in four volumes, I 2mo. which war 
ceived with great avidity. In the second edition, which was called forwithin a fry my 
he speaks, with more craft than truth, of Certain booksellers and others who misrec,  
seated the work and calumniated the, author. He could not, however, conceal, and 
biographers have told the 	 ur shameless tale for him, that, " he received a handsome re 
for inserting the profligate memoirs of lady Vane. It is -only wonderful that :der t 
could" flatter himself thathe had expunged every adventure, phrase, and insi.mation, 
could be construed, by the Mott delicate readers, into a trespass upon the rules of do 
rm." In this work, as in Roderick andom, he indulged his unhappy properuit 
personal satire, and revenge by introducing living characters. He again endeavoured 
degrade those of Garrick and Quin, who, it is said, had expressed a more unfavoun' 

' opinion of the Regicide than even Garrick; and was yet more unpardonable in hol 
Up Dr. Akenside to ridicule. 

Sluellett had hitherto derived his-  chief support from his pen, but after the publiai 
of Peregrine Tickle, he appears-to have bad a design of resuming his medical profesi 
and announced himself as having obtained the degree of do,ctor, but from whaturi,  
sity has not been discovered. In this character, however, he endeavoured to k 
practice at Bath, and published a tract on The External Use of Water. In this, his of,  
was to prove that pure water, both for warm and cold bathing, may be preferred tom. 
impregnated with minerals, except in certain cases where the vapour bath is remk 
He enters also into a vindication oft lie plan of Mr. Cleland, a surgeon at Bath, fo 
dying the inc.onveniencies relating to the baths at that place. Whatever was though 
this pamphlet, he failed in his principal object : he had, indeed, obtained consider! 
fame, as his own-complaints, and the contemporary journals plainly evince; but it Or 
of that kind which usually leads to medical practice. 

Disappointed in this design, he determined to devote himself entirely to literrynn• 
dertakings, for many of which he was undoubtedly better qualified by learning and ge-
nius than most of the authors by profession in his day. He now fixed his resUleure 
Chelsea, oh an establishment of which be has given the public a very just picture in 
novel of Humphrey Clinker. If the picture be at the same time rather flattering. 
must be recollected that it was Smollett's peculiar misfortune to make enemies in er 
step of his progress, and to be obliged to say those handsome things of himself svf 
no other man would say for him. Dr. Moore, however, assures us that his moll 
living at Chelsea was genteel(  and hospitable, without being extravagant, and that 
he says of his liberality is not over-charged. . 

His first publication, irrthis retirement, if it may be so called, was the Adventure 
Ferdinand Count Fathom, in 1753. This novel, in the popular opinion, lias be 
reckoned greatly inferior to his former productions, but merely, as I conceive, hew 
it is unlike them. There is such a perpetual flow of sentiment and expression in tr 
production, as must give a very high idea of thecfertility of his mind ; but in the dell-
ation of characters he departs too much from real life,. and many of his incidenp 
highly improbhble. Mni Cumberland, in the Memoirs of his own Life, lately publisls 
takes credit to himself for the character of Abraham Achans(  and of Sheva in his 6' 
tnedy of the Jew, which are, however, correct transcripts of Smollett's Jew. It noui,  
not have greatly lessened the merit of his benevolent views towards that depressed St 
*ion, had Mr. Cumberland frankly made this acknowledgement. 

in 1755, Smollett • published by subscription, a translation of Don Quixote, in is 
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elegant quarto volumes. It is unnecessary to say much on a translation which has so 
long superseded every other. But since the appearance of lord WoodhouseIte's admi-
rable. Essay on the. Principles of Translation, a new edition of that by Jarvis has been 
published, and will serve to prove what his lordship has 2dvanced, that Smollett's was 
merely an improved edition of that forgotten work. Let not this, however, detract 
greatly from Smollett's merit. Writing as he did for bread, dispatch was not only his 
primary object, as lord Woodhouselee has observed, but dispatch was trobably required-
of him. He has excelled Jarvis while he availed himself of his labours, and such was 
his strong sense of ridicule, and ample fund of lynnour, that could he have fixed upon a 
proper subject, and found the requisite leiSure, it is not too much to suppose, that he 
might have been the rival of Cervantes himself. 

After the publication of this translation, he visited his relations in Scotland, and on his 
return to England, was engaged to undertake the management of the Critical Review, 
which was begun in 1756, in dependence, as has been asserted, upon the patronage of 
the Tories and the high church party. It does not appear, however, that any extraor-
dinary aid came from those quarters, and the mode in which it was long conducted • 
proves, that the success of am Monthly Review was the only object; or,' if that could, 
not be rivalled, the hope that the public might support two publications, of the kind. 

To this task, Smollett brought many necessary qualifications: a considerable portion 
of general knowledge, a just taste in works of criticism, and a style flowing, easy, and 
popular) He had also much acquaintance with the literary 'history of his times, and 
could translate with readiness from some of the modern • languages. But on the other 
hand, it was his misfortune here, as in every stage of his life, that the fair display of his 
talents, and, perhaps the genuine sentiments of his heart, were perverted by the, preju-
dices of friendship, or by the more inexcusable • impulses of jealousy, revenge, and all, 
that enters into the composition of an irritable temper. lie had already suffered by 
provoking unnecessary animosity, and was now in a situation where it would have been 
impossible to escape invidious imputation,, had he practised the utmost candour and 
moderation. How much more dangerous such a situation to one who was always too 
regardless of past experience, and who seems to have gladly embraced the opportunity, 
which secrecy afforded, of dealing his blows around without discrimination and without -
mercy. It is painful to read in the early volumes of this Review, 'the continual per—
sonal abuse, he levelled at his rival, Mr. Griffiths, who very rarely took any notice of it c-
and the many vulgar and coarse sarcasms he .directed against every author who pre-
sumed to doubt the infallibility of his opinion. It is no less painful to contemplate the 
self-sufficiency displayed on. every occasion where he can introduce Iris  ()WU character 
and works. 

Among others whom he provoked to retaliate were the noted political quack, Dr. 
Shebbeare, Churchill .the poet,. and Grainger'. But the contest in which lie was 
involved with admiral Knowles terminate4 in a more honourable manner. That officer, 
thought proper to prosecute the printer of the, Critical Review (the late Mr. Hamilton) 
fur a Oragraph -in the Review reflecting tan his character, declaring at the same time 
that his only object was to djscower the, author, and if he proved to be a gentleman, to 
obtain the satisfaction of a gentlemari from ,him. Smollett, by applying to persons 
acquainted with Knowles, endeavoured to avert. the prosecution; but finding that fm- 

O 
See the Lives of Churchill and Grainger in Vol. XII" of this collection. C. 

VOL. XV, 	' 	 N N 
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possible, the moment sentence was about to be pronounced against the printer, he 
forth in Wen court, and avowed himself the author. After this spirited action, ofo 
yet, in Knowles' opinion, did .not . constitute him a gentleman, he was prosecuted,x 
sentenced to pay 100, and be imprisoned for three 'months. 

Soon after the commencement of the Review, he published, but without his nattie,.o 
Compendium of Voyages, already noticed, in seven volumes, 12mo. a work nottinine, 
successful, and wIhch has not since been reprinted. This was a species of compik 
however, for which he was well qualified. He knew how to retrench superfluities, t 
to bring forward the most pleasing part? of the narrative in. an elegant style, and 
drawing characters, *when they fell in his way, he discovered much judgment 
precision. ' 

Iii 17.57 he attempted the stage a second time, by a comedy, or rather farce, enti 
The Reprisal, or The Tars of ' Old England, which Garrick, notWithstanding 
fornier animosity, accepted, and produced upon the stage, where it had a teinixr. 
success. Davies, in his life of Garrick, gives an account of the manager's behavior 
this occasion, which reflects much honour on him, and so touched Smollett's fedi. 
that he embraced every opportunity of doing justice to 'the merits of that ear 
actor, and of convincing him "_that his gratitude was as warm ,as any other of 
passions." 

Notwithstanding'his numerous engagements, he produced a work in 1758, whil 
an extraordinary instance of literary industry. This was his Complete Aieorrt  
England, from the earliest Times to the Treaty of Aix-la,Chapelle, in 1748, pubk. 
in four quarto volumes'. This he is said to have composed and finished for their 
in the short space of fourteen months. It was immediately after reprinted in 01 
in weekly numbers, of which an impression of ten thousand was bought up with ri6 

It would be superfluous to dwell long on the merits of a work so well boo, a 
undoubtedly entitled to high praise as a compilation, but beyond this his pasot ad 
wirers cannot judiciously extend their encomiums. Although it may be alined 
excel the histories of Carte or Guthrie, and on account of its• brevity, to be prefea 
to Rapin, and far more to his continuator Tindal, yet it is impossible to place it o, 
level with the histories of Hume, Robertson, Gibbon, or Henry. In the Cr, 
Review it was highly praised, as might be expected, but with an affectation of cart 
and moderation which Smollett could not long preserve. In the Review for Septe" 
3.758, we have a piece of querulous declamation, which is far more fully characto 
of the man•and of the author. It is here extracted as a general specimen of the 
dignation which he fell against any serious attack, and-it may serve to explin 
relative position in which he stood with his contemporaries. The cause of the folio 
effusion was a pamphlet published by the rev. T. Comber, in which he censure 
characters Smollett had given of king Wiliam and queen Mary, &c. 

Smollett's answer begins thus— 
" Tell me your company, and I'll describe your manners, is a proverbial apoth• 

among our 'neighbours; and the maxim wid generally hold good; but we appet 
the adage might be more justly turned to this purpose, lsiame• your enemies, and 
guess your character. • If the Complete History of England-  were to be judged in' 
manner, we imagine the author would gladly submit to the determination of' 

2  Three only were published at this time, and the fourth was afterwards given gratis to,  the 
chasers of the former. C'. 
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public. Let us then_ see, who are the professed enemies of that production: the sage, 
the patriot, the sedate Dr. Shebbeare: the serene Griffiths and his spouse, proprietors 
and directors of the Monthly Review: the profthmd, the candid, the modest Dr. Hill : 
the wisd, the learned, and the temperate Thomas. Comber, A.B. whose performance:, 
we are at present to consider. This is indeed a forrnidable group of adversaries, enough 
to daunt the heart. of spy young adventurer in the world of letters • but the author of 
the Complete History of England has been long familiar with such seas of trouble. The 
assault, however, which he has sustained from some of those heroes, was not altogether 
unprovoked. Shebbeare had been chastised it) the Critical Reilew, for his insolent and 
seditious appeals to the public. He took it for granted, that the lash was exercised by 
the author of the Complete History of England : therefore he attacked that performance 
tooth and nail. He declared that there was neither grammar, meaning, composition, or 
reflection, either in the plan or the execution of the work itself. Griffiths was enraged 
against the same gentleman, because he was supposed to have set up the Critical Re,yiew, 
in opposition to the Monthly, of which he <Griffiths) was proprietor; accordingly he 
employed an obscure grub,.who wrote in his garret, to bespatter the History of England. 
Bill, for these ten years, has, by turns, praised and abused Dr. Smollett, whom he did 
not know, without being able to vanquish that silent contempt, in which this gentleman 
ever held him and all his productions : piqued at this indifference and . disdain, the said 
Hill has, in a weekly paper, thrown out some dirty insinuations against the author of the 
CompItte History of England. We cannot rank the proprietoils of R—n3, and other 
histories, among the personal enemies of Dr. Smollett; because they were actuated by 
the dictates of self-interest, to decry his performance. This, however,-they have pur-
sued in the most sordid, illiberal,. and ridiculous manner: they have caballed: they have 
slandered: they have vilified: they have prejudiced, misrepresented, and used undue in-
fluence among their correspondents in different parts of the kingdom: they have spared 
neither calumny nor expense, to prejudice the author and his work: they have had.the 
effrontery to insinuate in a public advertisement that he was no better ihan an inaccurate• 
plagiary from Rapin: and they have had the folly to declare, that Rapin's book was the 
most valuable perforinance, just immediately after they had taxed Dr. Smollett with 
having, by a specious plan, anticipated the judgment of the public. Finally, finding all 
their endeavours had proved abortive, we have reason to- believe they hired the pen of 
the rev. Thomas Comber, of York, A. B. to stigmatize and blacken the character of the 
work which has been to them such a source of damage and yexation. Accordingly, this 
their champion has earned his wages with surprising eagerness and resolution: he has 
dashed through thick and thin, without fear of repulse; witkbut dread of reputation. 
Indeed lie writes with a degree of acrimony that seems to be personal; perhaps, if tlig. 
truth was known, he would be found one of those obscure authors, who have occasion-
ally received correction in some mimbet of, the Critical 'Review, and looks upon Dr. 
Smollett as the administrator of that correction ; but this we only mention as a conjec-
ture."--The concluding paragraph of this review of Comber's pamphlet, is not less cha-
racteristic of Smollett's temper, and styli?, when he wished to be, thought above all 
petty resentments. 	, • 

—Comber "very modestly says, he hopes he has kept within the bounds of good 
breeding, and employed none of that virulence which the Critical Reviewers have exer- 

Most of the names in this passage are printed only with the initial and final letters, except that of 
Rapin, which follows.. This R.--n may mesa Robertson, whose first history was then in the press. C. 
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cised against the most respectable characters. One can hardly refrain from laugh. 
when he reads this declaration. Mr. Comber may always be assured, that it is no 
his power to excite the indignation of the Critical Reviewers: there are some objets' 
contemptible to excite resentment. We should be glad, however, to.know wlfat th 
most respectable characters are, that we have treated with indecency. Those most resp 
able personages arT. Drs. Shebbeare and Hill, Griffiths and his sppuse; a group, to v 
the rev. Mr. Comber will make a very proper addition. We think we see this fort. 
able band, forgetting the distinctions of party, sitting in close divan, animated N 
double pots, encouraged with double pr, by the right worshipful the proprietors 
11.--11-n, to renew their attacks against the Complete History of England. We 
prophecy, however, that the author of that work will never deign to take any p:' 
notice of what may be advanced against him by writers of' their class. He cons' 
them as little inconsiderable curs barking at the Moon. Nevertheless, in order to o 
their spleen, we' will inform the rev. Mr. Comber, that notwithstanding the um= 
arts, and great expense, with which his honest employers" have puffed4  and adveti 
his pamphlet, the Complete History of England continues to rise in the estimation 

= the public ; and that above ten thousand numbers of the work are weekly purchased 
the subjects' of Great Britain, besides those that are sold in Ireland and the plantations. 

During his confinement in the King's Bench for the libel on admiral Knowles 
amused himself in writini= the Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves, a sort of F: 
Quixote. This he gave in detached parts in the British Magazine, one of those iler 
cal works in which he was induced to engage by the consideration of a regular tip 
This novel was afterwards published in two volumes, 12mo. but had not the popilr 
of his former works of that kind, and as a composition, whether in point °flak, el 
racter, or humour, is indeed far inferior to any of them. 

The success of his History encouraged him to write a continuation of it, from114,51 
1764. The volume_ for 1765, his biographer seems not to have known,' was written b 
Guthrie during Smollett's abseil& on the continent. By the History and Contemn. 
he is said to have cleared £2000. He is also supposed to have written the account 
France, Italy, and Germany for the Universal History, when published in octavo lulu 
A writer of the Gentleman's Magazine states, that he received fifteen hundred gla 
for preparing a new edition of the same History, but this must be a mistake, as Eel 
dead some years before that edition was undertaken. 

When lord Bute was prornoted to the office of first minister, Smollett's pen was 
gaged to support him against the popular clamour excited by Wilkes and his pare. 
Mith this view our authol commenced a weekly paper, called The Briton, which {ft 
swered by Wilkes in his more celebrated North Britain. Had this been a contest of 

. 'ptient, wit, or even mere personal and political recrimination, Smollett would hJ 
had little to fear from the talents of Wilkes ; but the public mind, inflamed by a,  
species of misrepresentation, was on the side of Wilkes, and the Briton was discount 
when lord Bute, its supposed patron, could no longer keep his seat. Before this k 
contest, Smollett had lived, on terms of intimacy with Wilkes, who, having no aniuh4 
that were not absolutely necessary to serve a temporary inter,est, probably did not tb 
the worse of Smollett for giving him an opportunity to triumph over the author of I 
Complete History of England. Smollett, however, was not disposed to view the mat' 

■ 4 Comber's pamphlet was reviewed in the Monthly in September, and Smollett could not bre 
it when he wrote this. C. . 
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i‘ith this complacency. He expected a reward for his services, and was disappointed, 
and his chagrin on this occasion he soon tool', an opportunity to express. 

About the years 1763 and 176.3 we find his name to a translation of Voltaire's works, 
and to a compilation entitled The Present State of all Nations, in eight volumes, Svc). 
What he contributed, besides' his name, to either of these undertakjngs cannot now be as-
certained: 'The translation of Voltaire is in all respects beneath hisaalents. 

In the month of June 1763, he went abroad, partly on account of his health, and 
partly to relieve his and Mrs, Smollett's grief for the' las of their only child, an amiable 
young lady who died in her fifteenth year. HS pursued his journey through France and, 
Italy about two years, and soon after his return in 1766, gave the public the result of 
his observations, in two volumes, Svo. entitled, Travels through France and Italy. This 
work, although it attained no high degree of popularity, was read with sympathetic 
interest, as exhibiting a melancholy picture of the author's mind, " traduced" as he in-
forms us, " by malice, persecuted by faction, and overwhelmed by the sense of dolTiestic 
calamity." On this account, the natural and artificial objects which make travelling 
delightful, had no other effect on him than to excite his spleen, which he has often in-
dulged in representations 'and opinions unworthy of his taste. These, however, are not 
unmixed with observations of another kind, acute, just, and useful. It is remarkable 
that in a subsequent publication (Humphrey Clinker) he makes his principal character, 
Matthew Bramble, describe what lie saw in England in the same unvaried language of 
spleen and ill-humour. 

Soon after his arrival from the continent, his health still decaying, he undertook a 
journey to Scotland, and renewed his attachment to his relations and friends. During 
this journey, Dr. Moore informs us, that " he was greatly tormented with rheumatic 
pains, and afflicted besides with an ulcer on his arm which had been neglected on its 
first appearance. These disorders confined him flinch to/his chamber, but did not pre-
vent his conversation from being highly entertaining, when the misery, of which they 
were productive, permitted him to associate with his friends." From Scotland he went 
to Bath, and about the beginning of 1767 had recovered his health and spirits in a very' 
considerable degree. • 

Ills next production, which appeared in 1769, proved that he had not, forgotten the 
neglect with which he was- treated by that ministry, in whose favour he wrote the Bri-
ton. This was entitled the Adventures of an Atom. Under fictitious names, of Japa-
nese structure, he reviews the conduct of the eminent politicians who had conducted 
or opposed the measures of government from the year 1753, ajd retracts the opinion he 
had given of some of these statesmen in his history, particularly of the earl of Chatham 
and lord Bute. His biographer allows that -many of the characters are grossly misre-
presented, for which no other reason can be assigned than his own disappointment. The 
whole proves, what has often been seen since his time, that the measures which are right 
and proper when a' reward is in view, are wrong and abominable when that reward is 
withheld. 

The publication of this work, while it proclaimed that his sincerity as a political writer 
was-not much to be ileper.itieton, afforded another instance of that imprudence which 
his biographer has ingeniously carried over to the account of independence. His health 
again requiring the genial influences of a milder climate, the expense of which he was 
unable to bear, his friends 'solicited the very persons whom he .had just satyrized, to 
obtain for him the office of consul at Nice, Naples; or Leghorn. Dr. Moore informs. us, 
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with more acrimony than- truth, " that these applications were fruitless. Dr. &lolled 
had never spanielled ministers; he could not endure the insolence of (ffice, or strop 

• to cultivate the favour of any person merely on account of his power : and beside'. he 
was a man of genius." 

He set out, howeVer, for Italy early in 1770,. with a debilitated body, and a mr,1  
probably irritated by his recent disappointment, but not without much of the eat 
which argues firmness, 'since during this journey he could so pleasantly divert his sr• 
rows by writing The Expediticlii of Humphrey Clinker. This novel, if it may be s, 
called, for it has no regular fable, in poitt of genuine humour, knowledge of life aol 

• manners, and delineation of character, is inferior only to his Roderick Random at! 
Peregrine Pickle. It has already been noticed that Matthew 13ramble, the princ'.f, 
character, displays the cynical temper and humane feelings of the author on his to: 

on ,the continent; and it may now be added that he has given. another sketch of hir 
self 	the character of Serle in the first volume. This accoun't of the ingratitudet 
paunceford td Smollett is strictly true ; and as his biographers seem unacquainted ar 
the circumstances, the following may not he uninteresting, wide!' was related to Bet.  
the late intimate friend of Smollett, Mr. Hamilton, the printer and proprietor of 11 
Ct itical Review. 

Paunceford was a John C-7-1, who was fed by Srnollett when he had i 
bread to eat, nor clothes to cover him. He was taken out to India as private secret 
to a celebrated governor-general, and as essayist; and after only three years absea 
returned with forty thousand pounds. From India he sent several letters to Stolle 
professing. that he was coming over to lay his fortune at the feet of his benefactor, II 
on his arrival, be treated Smollett, Hamilton, and others, who had befriended h 
with the most ungrateful contempt. The person who taught him the art of essair,. 
became reduced in circumstances, and is now (1792) or lately was collector of thr 
toll on carts at Holborn Bars. C--1 never paid him, or any person to whom hen,  
indebted. He died in two orthree years after at his house near Hounslow, unbersIlli 
despised. At the request of Smollett, Mr. Hamilton employed him to write in tt 
Critical Review, which, with Smollett's charity, was all his support, previously to 
departure for India." 

Such kindness 'and such ingratitude ought not to be concealed, but it is Insure 
sary to point out the very flattering account he has given of his hospitality and 
tronage of inferior authors,ewhile he resided at Chelsea. While full-credit, hoar 
is given for these virtues, it cannot be a disrespectful wish that he had found and 
panegyrist than himself. There is no instance of any man of Dr. Smollett's real 
the literary world taking so many opportunities to sound his own praises, and a 
without any of the disguises which are employed by men who wish to acquire a fs 
tious character. At this time, perhaps, he was desirous of recovering the reputat 
which envy and malice had suppressed or darkened, and might not be without he 
that as be was now approaching the close of life, his enemies would relent, and ad, 
his evidence. 
. In the neighbourhood of Leghorn, he lingered, through Cie summer of 1771, ia: 
full posSession of his faculties, and died on the 21st of October, in the fist year 
Isis age.-. Dr. Armstrong, who visited him at Leghorn, honoured his remains aid. 
Latin inscription, elegantly noticing his genius and virtues, and severely reflecting 
the f( times, in which hardly any literary merit but such as was in Ahe most false. 
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fuile taste, received any encouragement from the mock Mmeenases of Britain." In 
the year 1774, a column was erected to his memory on the banks of the Leven, near .  
the house in which he was born. The inscription on this was the joint. production of 
lord Karnes, professor George Stuart, and John Ramsay, esq. and was revised by 
Dr. Johnson, It is elegant, affecting and modest. 

Dr. Moore's opinion gf his personal character is thus given : 
" The person of Smollett was stout and well proportioned, his countenance engag-

ing, his manner reserved, . with a certain air of dignity tkat seemed to indicate that he 
was not unconscious of his own powers. He ups of a disposition so humane and 
nerous, that he was ever treacly to serve the unfortunate, and on some occasions to hssist 
them beyond what his circumstances could justify. Though few could penetrate with' 
more acuteness into character, yet none was more apt to overlook misconduct when at-
tended with misfortune. 

" He lived in an hospitable manner, but he despised that hospitality which is founded 
on ostentation, which entertains only those whose situation in life flatters the vanity of 
the entertainer, or such as scan make returns of the same kind, that hospitality which 
keeps a debtor and creditor account of dinners. Smollett invited to his plain but 'plen-
tiful table the persons whose characters he esteemed, in whose conversation he de:. 
lighted, and many for no other reason than because they stood in need of his coup. 
tenance and protection. 	, 

" 	nothing was more abhorrent to his nature than pertness or intrusion, few things 
could render him more indignant than a cold reception: to this hoWever he imagined 
he bad sometimes been exposed on his application in favour of others : for himself he 
never made an application to any great man in his life. 

" Free from vanity, Smollett had 'a considerable share of pride, and great sensibility: 
his passions were easily moved, and too impetuous when roused: he could not con-
ceal his contempt of folly, his detestation of fraud, nor refrain from proclaiming his 
indignation against every instance of oppression. 

" Though Smollett possessed a versatility of style in writing, which he could accom-
modate to every character, he had no suppleness in his conduct. His learning, dili-
gence, and natural acuteness would have rendered him eminent in the science of medi-
cine, had he persevered in that profession ; other parts of his character were ill-
suited for ahgmenting his practice. He could neither stoop to impose on credulity, nor 
humour caprice. 

" He was of an intrepid, independent, imprudent disposition, equally incapable of 
deceit and adulation, and snore disposed to cultivate the acqututance of those he could 
serve, than of those who could serve hint. What wonder that a man of his character 
was not, what is called, successful in life !" 

How far this character agrees with the facts detailed in this narrative, and which are.  
principally taken from Dr. Moore, may,  be now safely left to the determination of the 
reader. 

As'an author, Dr. Smollett is universally allowed the praise of original genius dis-, 
played with an ease and variety wl4ch are rarely found. Yet this character belongs 
chiefly to his novels. In correct delineation of life and manners, and in drawing cha-
racters of the humorous class, he has few equals. But when this praise is bestowed, 
every critic who values what is more important than genius itself, the interest of moray 
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and decency, must surely stop. It can be of no use to analyze each individuals:6 

' incident, or character in works which, after all, mnst'be pronounced unfit to he rot. 
• • 	But if the morals of the reader were in no danger, his taste can hardly eso,f,.!L 
insulted or perverted. Smollett's'humour is of so low a cast, and his practiialy; 
so frequently end in what is vulgar, mean, and filthy, that it 'would be imposoili ' 
acquire a relish fi:.)r them, without injury done to the chaster feelings, and no !':e, 
respect due to genuine wit. No novel writer seenrs:to take more delight in assent. ' 
images and incidents that are gross and disgusting: nor has he scrupled to ihtiol. 
with more than slight notice, those vice which are not fit even to be named. III 
be atjust representation of his most favourite novels, it is in vain to oppose it by ii.. 
ing out passages which do credit to his genius, and more vain to attempt to prow 
virtue and taste are not directly injured by such productions: 

As a historian, Smollett's reputation has certainly not been preserved. When he? • 
lishcd his'IliStory, something of the 'kind was wanted, and it was executed inane 
not unworthy of his talents. But the writings of flume, Robertson, and Gibhoul. 
introduced a taste for a higher species Of historical composition: and, if I am non 
taken, there has been no complete edition of Smollett's History, but that which het,. 
fished. Had he been allowed the proper time for revision and reflection, it cams 
doubted that he might have produced a work 'deserving of more lasting fame. 
History, even as we have it, when we advert to the short time he took for its cos 
tion, is a very extraordinary effort,' and 'instead of blaming hint for occasion& 
lowing his authorities too servilely, the wonder ought to be that he found trios 
depart from them so frequently, and to-assign reasons, which are not those of a ni. 
ficial thinker. It is impossible, however, to quit this subject without adverting to 
mode of publication which dispersed the work among:a class of persons, the punks 

'of sixpenny numbers, whom Smollett too easily took for the learned and discerthsgpe 
of the public. This fallacious encouragement, afforded fuel to his irritable ter 
by inciting him, not only to • the arts of puffing, by which the literary chanctu 
degraded, but to those vulgar and splenetic recriminations of which a specimen laity,  
given, and which must have lowered .him yet more in the opinion of the oninente`-,  
racters of his day. 

Smollett was not successful in his dramatic attempts. : Those who judged from 
ease and vivacity of hii pictures of life and manners in his novels, no doubt the. 
themselves justified in encouraging him in this species of composition. But all e 
rience shows that the, talents necessary for the prose epic, and those for the rnt. 
4drarna, are essentially diiferent,- and have rarely met in one man. Fielding, a nott,  

. greatly superior, and who after the trials of more than half a century, may' be ?: 
nounced inimitable, was yet foiled in his dramatic attempts, although he returned 
the charge with fresh courage and skill. 

As a poet, in which character only Smollett is here introduced, although his pie 
are few, they must he allowed to confer a very high rank. It is, indeed, greally .  
be  lamented that he did not cultivate his poetical talents more frequently and DI: 

extensively. The -Tears of Scotland and, the Ode to independence, particularly 1,  
latter, are ,equal to the highest efforts in the pathetic and sublime. In the Ode to l• 
dependence there is evidently the inspiration of real genius, free from all artificial r 
4K meretricious ornament. It may be questioned whether there are many compvtitio,  
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in our language which more . forcibircharin. by all the enchantments of taste,  eipres, 

	

sion, and sentiment. SOme observations on this ode, ondlusually.printed With 	are 
the productiOw of 'professor • Richardson. it . .may be  necessary to add: that this ode ' 
was left in manuscript by Smollett, •and publiiliedut,GlasgoW and LOndon in ,1773., 

Advice-and Reproof have already been noticed,, and aro:morveinarltdble for their 
satirical;  aim; 'than fOr -noetical .beauties. His songs And other, snial‘;  pieces we're. in-
troduced principally in his novels and in the:Reprisal.. To 'our react , we may add, 
some degree of.surprise, that one who, could write SO, .1,41/.should write to little in ..a 
department Which generally confers a much higher degree of fame than. he could expect ' 
from most of his other productions. 

I. 	• 

The original works. of Smollett were.published by the Londott.proprietors in 1797,, 
in eight volumes, 817o. l'o this edition Dr-Moore was engaged to furnish a life. An-
other life about the same time was published at Edinburgh by Dr. Anderson. • f have 
availed myself of both, as far-as regards. natters of fact. If I have not been ably to • , • 
join in their opinion of Dr. Sniollett, ' it is some excuse that I have been'.  indebted to 
them for the principal reasons which have induced itte to differ.. 

   
  



   
  



POEMS 
Ott 

DR. ,SMOLLETT, 

THE REGICIDE; OR, JAMES THE FIRST 
OF SCOTLAND. 

A TRAGEDY. 

PREFACE. 

W H ATEV Fa_ reluctance I have to trouble 
the public with a detail of the mortifica-

tions I have suffered, in my attempts to bring the 
ensuing performance on the stage, I think it a duty 
incumbent upon me, to declare my reasons for pre-
senting it in this extraordinary manner; and, if the 
explanation shall be found either tedious or trifling, 
I hope the candid reader will'charge my imperti-
nence upon those who drove me to the necessity 
of making such an ineffectual appeal. 

Besides, 1 flatter myself, that a fair representa-
tion of the usage I have met with will be as a 
beacon, to caution other inexperienced authors 
against the'insincerity of managers, to which they 
might otherwise become egregious dupes; and, 
alter a cajoling dream of good fortune, wake in 
all the aggravation of disappointment. 

Although I claim no merit from having finislied 
a. tragedy at the age of eighteen, I cannot help 
thinking myself entitled to some share of indul-
gence ?or the humility, industry, and patience Is 
have exerted during a period of ten years, in 
which this unfortunate product an 1Path bep ex-
posed to the censure of critics of all degrees; and 
jr) consequence of their several opinions, altered, 
and (I hope) amended, thnes withOut number. 

Had some of those who were pleased M call 
themselLes my friends been at any pains to de-
serve the characteia and told me ingenuously  

what I had to expect in the capacity of an author, 
when I first professed myself 	that venerable 
fraternity, I should, in all probability, have 
spared myself the incredible labour and chagrin 
have since undergone: but, as early as the year 
1739, my play was taken into the protection of 
one of those little fellows Who are sometimes 
called great men; and, like other orphans, neg-
lected accordingly. 

Stung with resentment, which I mistook for • 
contempt, I resOlved to punish this barbarous in-
difference, and actually discarded my patron; 
consoling myself with the barren praise of a few 
associates, who, in the most indefatigable manner, 
employed their time and influence in collecting 
from all quarters o'. se. 	on my piece, which, 
in consequence of those suggestions, put on a new 
appearance almost every day, until my occasions 
called me out of the kingdom. 

Soon after my return, I and my production 
were introduced to a late patentee, of courteous 
memory, who (rest his soul!) found means to 
amuse me a whole season, and then declared it 
impracticable to bring it on till next year; advis-
ing me to make my application more early iu 
the winter, that we might have time to concert 
such alterations as should be thought necessary 
for its successful appearance on the stage.—put 
I did not find my account in following this whole-
some advice;, for, to me, he was always less and 
less at leisure. In short, after sundry promises, 
and numberless evasions, in the course of which 
he practised upon me the whole art of procrasti-
nation, I demanded his final answer, with such 
obstivacy and warmth, that he. could no longer 
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tesist my importunity, and refused my tragedy in 
plain terms.—Not that he mentioned any material
objections to the piece itself, but seemed to fear 
my interest was not sufficient to support it in the 
representation; affirming, that no 'dramatic com-
position, however perfect, could succeed with an 
English audience by its own merit only; but,  
must entirely depend upon a faction raised in its 
behalf.—Incens4 at this unexpected declaration, 
I reproached hint bitterly for having trifled with 
me so long; and; like my brothoer Bay es, threat-
ened to carry any performance to the other 
house. 

!'his was actually my intention, when (I was 
given to understand by a friend, that a nobleman 
of great weight had expressed an inclination to 
peruse it; and that, as Interest was requisite, I 
could pot do better than gratify his desire with 

, all expedition. I committed it accordingly to the 
cire of my counsellor, who undertook to give me 
a good account of it in less than a fortnight: but 
four months elapsed before I heard any tidings of,  
my play; and then it was. retrieved by pure :mei-
dent (I believe) from the most dishonourable 
-apartment of his lordship's house. 

Enraged at the behaviour of this supercilious 
peer, and exceedingly mortified at the miscarriage 
of all my efliwts, I wreaked my resentment upon 
the innocent cause of any disgraces, and forthwith 
condemned it to oblivion, where, in all probability; 
it would have for ever slept, like a miserable abor. 
tion, had not a yderng gentleman of learning and 
taste waked my paternal sense, and persuaded me 
not only to rescue it from the tomb, where it had 
lain two whole years, but also to new model the 
plan, which was imperfect and undigested before, 
and mould it into a regular tragedy, confined 
kvithiri the unities of the drama. 

Thus improved, it fell into the hands of a gen-
tleman who had wrote for the' stage, and hap-
pened to please him so much, that he spoke of it 
very cordially to a young nobleman, since de-
ceased, who, in the most generous maniter, 
charged himself with the care of introducing it to 
the public; and, in the mean time, honoured me 
with his own remarks, in conformity to which, it 
was immediately altered, and offered by his lord-
ship to the new manager of Drury-lane theatre. 
It was about the latter end of the season when 
this candid personage., M nihnen I owe many ob-
ligations for the exercises of patience he has set 
me, received the peiforma&a, which, some weeks 
after, he returned, assuring my friend that be was 
presengaged to another author, but if I could be 
prevailed upon to reserve it till the ensuing win-
ter, he would bring it on.—ln the interim, my 
noble patron left London, whither he was doomed 
never to return; and the conscientious manager. 
next season, instead of fulfilling his own promise 
and my expectation, gratified the town with the 
production of a player, the fate of which every 
body knows. 

I shall leave the reader to make his reflections 
on this event, and prosceed to relate the other par-
ticulars of fortune, that attended my unhappy 
issue, which, in the succeeding spring, had the 
good luck to acquire the approbation of an emi-
nent wit, who proposed a few amendments, and 
recommended it to a person, by whose influence, 
I laid my account with seeing it appear at last,  

with such advantage as should .dale 
amends for alt my disappointments 

But here too I reckoned without ta; 
The master of Covent Garden theatre 
rejected it, as a piece altogether nett '• 
stage • even after he had told me, in pre. 
another gentleman, that he believed he sk 
venture to find fault with any performan:e 
had gained the good opinion of the box 
person who approved and recommended sa 

'Baffled in every attempt, I renounced al. 
of its Seeing the light, when a humane' 
quality interposed, so urgently in its bshsi 
my worthy friend the othdr manager, thatie 
complaisantly received it again, and had is 
to the old mystery of protraction, which is,  
cised with such success, that the &moan 
most consumed, before he could afford it 
lug. My patience bein.

b
by this time 

exhausted, I desired a gentleman, who id,  
himself in my concerns, to go and ens, 
with the vaticide: and indeed, this piece di. 
ship he performed with so much zeal, titan 
him with his tvasive and presumphom 
viour, that the sage politician was enrapi: 
reprimand; and in the mettle of his wrs./. 
flounced my play a wretched piece, MK',  
language, sentiment, character, and pie 
friend, who was surprised at the hardins. 
severity of this sentence, asking how Is rar 
change his opinion, which had been math 
able when the tragedy was first put into hist,  
he answered, that his opinion was not ler 
neither had he ever uttered an exprassiss 
favour. 	' 

This was an unlucky assertion—for, tie. 
immediately produced a letter which l tad 
ceived from the young nobleman hip yem hei 
beginning with those words 

" Sir, I have received Mr. I.-2s Ina , 
who says, he thinks your play has irtti6u 
merit, but has prior promises to Mr. T-0.: 
as an honest man, cannot be evaded"—.koh 
eluding thus, " As the manager has po • 
me the choice of the season next year, if ya 
advised by me, rest it with see.' 

After having made some remarks snita9J 
the occasion, my friend left him to chew to 
of reflection, the result of which was, an",  
to my patroness, importing, (with many er. 
sions'of duty) that neither the eircurnstv 
his company, nor the advanced seam ci • 
year, would permit him to obey her mac 
but if I would wait till next winter, sad 
the summer, make such alterations as I 
agreed to, at a conference with some of his 
ci pal performers, he would assuredly put 
incehearsal, and in the mean time give ae 
obligation in writing, for my further satisfarte' 
I would have taken hint at his word, 

'hesitation, hut was persuaded to dispense dill ' 
proffered security, that I might not seem cod 
the influence or c.uthority of her ladyship.-er 
play, however, was altered and presented to' 
upright director, who renounced his engage& 
without the least scruple, apology, or ress 
assigned. 

Thus have I in the most impartial Imam+ 
(perhaps too circumstantially) displayed the c 
duct of those playhouse. managers with whoa. 
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levy had any concern, relating to my tragedy: 
and whatever disputes have happened between the 
actors and me, are suppressed as frivolous animo-
sities unworthy of the reader's attention. 

Had I suffered a repulse when 1 first presented 
my performance, I should have had cause to 
complain of my being excluded from that avenue 
to the public favour, which ought to lie open to 
all men of genius; and how 4r 1 deserve that dis-
tinction, I now leave the world to' decide; after I 
Jiave, in justice to myself, declared that my hopes. 
of success were not derived from the partial ap-
plause of my own friends only, but inspired (as 
some of my greatest enemies know) by the ap-
probation of persons of the first note in the re-
public of taste, whose countenance, I vainly imp-. 
pined, would have been an effectual introduction 
to the stage. 

Be that as it will, I hope the unprejudiced ob-
server will own, with indignation and disdain, that 
es en' disappointment I have endured was an ac-
cumulated injury; and the whole of my adversary's 
conduct, a series of the most unjustifiable equivo-
cation and insolent absurdity: for, though he may 
be excusable in refusing a work of this kind, 
either on account of his ignorance or discernment, 
surely, neither the one nor the oilier' can vindi-
cate his dissimulation and breach of promise to 
the author. 

Abuse of prerogative, in matters of greater im-
portance, prevails so much at present, and is so 
generally overlooked, that it is althost ridiculous 
to lament the situation of authors, who must 
either, at Once, forego all opportunities of acquir-
ing reputation in dramatic poetry, or humble 
themselves so, as to sooth the pride, and humour 
the petulance of a mere Goth, who, by the most 
preposterous delegation of power, may become 
sole arbiter of this kind of writing. 

Nay, granting that a bard is willing to prosti-
tute his taldnts so shamefully, perhaps he may 
never find an occasion to practise this vile con-
descension to advantage: for, after he has gained, 
admission to a patentee (who is often more diffi-
cult of access than a sovereign prince) and even 
made shift to remove all other objections, an in-
surmountable obstacle may be raised 'by the ma-
nager's avarice, which will dissuade him from 
hazarding a certain expense on an uncertain issue, 
when he can fill his theatre witlimit running any 
risk, or disobliging his principal actors, by putting 
them to the trouble of studying new parts— 

Besides, he will be apt to say within himself, 
0  If I must entertain the town with variety, it is 
but natural that I should prefer the productions 
of my friends, or of those who have any friends 
worth obliging, to the works of obscure strangers, 
who have nothing to recommend them but„ a 
doubtful superiority of merit, which, in all likeli-
hood, will never rise in judgment against me." 

That"such have been the reflections of paten-. 
tees, I believe no man of intelligence and veracity 
will deny; and I will venture to affirm, tkat on 
the strength of interest or connection with the 
stage, some people have commenced dramatic 
authors, who otherwise would have employed 
their faculties in exercises better adapted to their 
eapacitt. 

After what has bean said, any thing by way of 
application would be an insult on the under- 

standing of the public, to which I owe and ac-
Imowledge the most indelible obligation for former 
.facours as well as for the uncommon encourage-
ment I have received in the publication of the fol. 

. lowing play. 

a 

PERSONS OF TFIE*DRAMA. 

MEN. • 

King of Scotland. 
Angus. 
Dunbar. 
Ramsay. 
Athol, 
Stuart. 
Grime. 
Caftan. 

• WOMEN. 
elueen. 
Hleonora: 

GUARDS, ATTENDANTS, ETC. 

ACT I. SCENE I. 
A Convent in Perth. 

A Naos, Duana.n. 
DUNBAR. 

.13(M that my duty calls, I would decline 
Th' unwelcome office:-,-Now, when Justice waves 
Her flaming sword, and loudly claims her due, 
Thus to arrest her arm, and offer terms 
Of peace to traitors; who avow their crime, 
Is to my apprehension weak, and suits 
But little with the majesty of kings,---- 
Why sleeps the wonted valour of our prince? 

ANCUS. 
Not to th' ensanguin'd field of death alone 
Is Valour limited: she sits serene 
bi the delib'rate council; sagely scans 
The source of action; weighs, prevents, provides, 

; Aud scorns to count her glories, from the feats 
Of brutal force alcae,-,- 

-What frenzy were it 
To risk our fortune oar th' unsure event 
Of one occurrence, naked as we are 
To unforeseen disaster, when the terns 
We proffer may retard th' impending blow? 
—Better to conquer by delay: the rage 
Of Athol's fierce adherents, flush'd with hope 
Of plunder and revenge, will soon abate, 
And Wry hour bring succour to our cause. 

DUNBAR. 
Well hest thou taught me, how the piercing eye 
Of calm sagacity, excels the dint 
Of headstrong resolution.—,-Yet, my soul 
Pants for a fair occasion torevenge 
My father's wrongs on Athol's impious head! 
Yes, Angus, while the blood of :March revolves 
Within my veins, the traitor shall not find 
His perfidy forgot—But what Of this? 
What are my private injuries compar'd 
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To those he meditates against the state! 
Against rt prince with ev'ry virtue grac'd 

"-That dignities the throne, to whom the ties 
Of kindredaod allegiance could not bind 
HisfaitNess heart? not ev'n the sacred bond 
Of friendship tinieSery'd!—For well their know'et, 
The king seedrely listen'd to his voice, 
As to an -prude. 

ANGUS. 
'Teas there indeed 

iteiriltraph'd in his guilel—Th' ittwary prince, 
'-Seoth'd by-has false professions, crown'd his guilt 
With boundless confidence; and little thougit, 

',TIt;'very,confidence supply'd his foe, 
With means to shake his throne !—WhileAtholled 
His royal kinsman thro' the dang'rous path 
Of sudden reformation, and obsersod 
What murmurs issu'd from the giddy crowd. 
Each popular commotion he improv'd 
By secret ministers; anti disavow'd 
Those very measures he himself devised! 
Thus cherish'd long by his flagitious arts, 
Rebellion glow'd in secret, 'till at length 
His scheme mature, and all our loyal thanes 
At their own distant homes repos'd secure, 
The flame burst out.—,Now from"his native hills, 
With'his accomplice Grime, and youthful heir, 
Impecous Stuart, like a sounding storm 
He rushes down with five revolting clans; 
Displays a spurious title to the crown; 
Arraigns the justice of this monarch's sway, 

• And by this sudden torrent, means, no doubt, 
To Sweep hint from the throne. 

DUNBAR. 
' 	Aspiring villain! 

A fit associate has he chose: a wretch 
Of soul more savage breathes not vital air, 
Than Grime:--but Stuart 'till of late; maintain'd 
A fairer fame. 	' 

ANG US. 
A cherish'd hope expires 

In his dishonour too!--While Stitart's ear 
Was deaf to vicious counsel, and his soul 
Remained unshaken, by th' enchanting lure 
Which vain ambition spread before his eye, 
He Mooed the pride of Caledonia's youth, 
In virtue; valour, and external grace:— 
For thou, sole rival of his tames,  west train'd 
To martial deeds, in climes remote. 

DUNBAR 
0 thane! 

Whatever wreaths from danger's steely crest 
My sword bath won; whatever toils sustain'd 
Beneath the sultry noon, and cold, damp night, 
Could ne'er obtain for me one genial smile 
Of her, who bless'd that happy rival's vows 
With mutual love! Wary should I dread to own 
The tender throbbings of my captive heart! 
The melting passion which hai long inspied 
. My breast for Eleonora, and implore 
A parent's sanction to support my claim? 

ANGUS. 
Were she More fair and gentle than she is, 
And to my partial eye tJought e'er appeat'd 
So gently fair, I would approve thy claim 
To her peculiar smiler. . 

torninArt. 
• 	Then till I min 

With unremitted ardour, to.subiltie 
Her coy reluctance; while I scorn the thee,  
Of frantic jealousy that flames unreis'd 
In Stuart's breast !—But see! the fair ear 
In all the pride of dazzling charms array 

SCENE 

ANGUS, DUNBAR; ELLONOSA. 

ELEONORA. 
Something cf moment, by a fresh dispatch 
Imparted to the king, requires is haste 
The presence of my sire. 

ANGUS. 
Forbear a itik 

Thy parley with the foe; and here attend 
Our consultation's issue.-,-- 

td!: 

SCENE III. 

DUNBAR, ELEONORA. 

DUNBAR. 
Di it suits 

A soldier's tongue to plead the cause ors; 
In phrase adapted to the tender theme: 
But trust me, beauteous wonder! when I OW 
Not the keen impulse and impatient hope 
Of glory, glowing in the warrior's breast 
With more awakn'd transport, llll'd arse 
When the fierce battle reed, than that lid 
At thy approach !—My tongue has baropt: 
The dictates of my heart; but thou, asses 
With cold disdain, bast ever chill'dosyk)e$: 
And scorn'd my proffer'd 

ELEONORA. 
0 youth, berarei 

Let not the fiow'ry scenes of joy and pace, 
That faithless passion to the view present:, 
Ensnare thee into woe!—Thou little knua 
What mischief lurks in each deceitful chuu, 
What griefs attend on love.— 

DUNBAR. 
Keen are the pain 

Of hapless love, and passion unapprovkl: 
But where consenting wishes meet, flatiron 
Reciprocally breath'd confirm the tie, 
Joy rolls on joy, an inexhausted stream! 
And virtue crowns the sacred scene with po 

ELEONORA. 
Illusion all! the phantoms of a mind 
That, o'er its present fate repining, courts 
(The vain resource of fancy's airy dreams. 

DUNBAR. 
0! thou wouldst tell me, I am savage all—
Too much estrang'd to the soft arts of life, 
To warm thy breasti.--Yes, war has been 
War's rough sincerity,unskill'd in modes [OW 
Of peaceful commerce—Softru'd not Melva 
To pious truth, humanity, and love 

' j War is thy province.—War be thy pursuit" 
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ELEONORA. 

Yes:—I were einiious td refuse applause, 
When ev'ry mouth is opeu'd in thy praise..—
I were ungrateful not to yield thee more, 
Distinguish'd by thy choice; and tho' my heart 
Denies thee love, thy virtues have acquir'd 
Th' esteem of EleonOra. 

DUNBAR. 
.0 ! thy words 

Would fire the hoary hermit's languid soul 
With ecstasies of pride !—How then shall 
Elate with every valuer hope that warms 
Th' aspiring thought of youth, thy praise sustain 
With moderation ?—Cruelly benign!' 
Thou bast adorn'd the victim ; but, alas! 
Thou likewise giv'st the blow 

— Tho' Nature's hand 
With so much art has blended ev'ry grace 
In thy enchanting form, that ev'ry eye. 
With transport views thee, and conveys unseen 
The soft infection to the vanquish'd soul, 
Yet wilt thou not the gentle passion own,. 
That vindicates thy sway ! — 

&LEONORA. * 
0 gilded curse ! 

More fair than rosy Morn, when first she smiles 
O'er the dew. brighten verdure of the spring ! 
But more deceitful, tyrannous, and fell 
Than syrens, tempests, and devouring flame ! 
play 1 n'er sicken, languish, and despair 
Within thy dire domain !—Listen, ye powers! 
And yield your sanction to my purpos'd vow- 
-If e'er my breast 	 [kneeling. 

DUNBAR. 
For ever let me pine 

In secret misery, divorc'd from hope! 
But ab, forbear! nor forfeit thy own.peace 
Perhaps in one rash moment. 

SCENE IV. 
DUNBAR, ELEONORA, HERALD. 

HERALD. 
	From the tower 

That fronts the hills, due north, a moving host 
Is now desery'd: and from the southern gate 
A cloud of dust is seen to roll, the gleam 
Of burnish'd arms oft thro' the dusky sphere 
Salutes the dazzled eys;—a loyal band 
With valiant Ramsay, from the banks of Tweed, 
That hastens to our aid.—The first, suppos'd 
The rebel train of Athol.—By command 
Of Angus', I attend thee, to demand 
An audience of the foe. 

DUNBAR. 
I follow straight. 

Ifura/d. 
Whateer is amiably fair-;-whate'er 
Inspires-the gen'rous. aim of chaste desire, 
My sAhil contemplates and adores in thee! 
Yet will I not with vain complainings vex 
Thy gentle nature.—My tinblomisff'd 
Shall plead in my behalf. 	[I.,r; Dunbar. 

SCENE V. 

• ELEON OR A. 
Adieu, brave youth! 

Why art thou dotal% to suffer fruitless pains ? 

And why, alas ! am I the -destin'd wretch 
That must inflict them?—Agonizing thought! 

yielded up my fond,,believing heart. 
To him who basely left it, for the charms 
Of treacherous ambition! haplesi,Stuart! 
How art thou chang'd! hdw last! thy cruel fate, 
Like a false harlot, smiles thee into ruin! 

SCENE y‘. 

Enter STUART disgunreelike a 	: 
§TUART, ELEONORA. 

• , 	.• 
Th&mighty Schemes of empire soar too.  
For your distinction, daughterSitnple Woman 
Is weskit, intellect, as well as frame, 	' 
And judges often from the partial voice 
That soothes her wishes most. 

[Discovering himself. 
ELEONORA. 

Ha, frantic youth! 
What guilty purpose leads thy daring steps 
To this forbidden place ?Art thou not come 
Beneath that sacred veil, the more to brave 
Th' avenging hand of flealr'n? 

rrnAni". 
No—that I tread 

The paths of danger, where each bosom pants 
With keen revenge against me, speaks stolid 
The fervour of my love-,My love inisi;lae'd! 
Else, wonid!st thou not receive the geifrous proof 
With anger and disdain..s. 

ELEONORA. 
Have I not cause 

To drive thee from my heart?—Mast thou not 
chas'd 

All faith, and truth, and loyalty from thine? 
Say, hast thou not conspir'd against thy prince? 
A prince! who cherish'd thee with parent's zeal, 
With friendship honour'd thee, and ev'ry day 	, 
With bounteous favour crown'd thy rising wish?- 

- 	 STUART. 
Curse on his arts k-his aim was to enslave 
Th•aspiring soul, to stifle and repress 
Th' energing dictates of my native right, 
To efface the glowing images within, 
A wak'd by glory, and retain by fraud 
The sceptre lie usurps! 

ELEONORA. 
Insidious charge! 

As feeble as unjust! for, clear as day, 
In course direct- 4,r—, 

STUART. 
In idle argument 

Let ut not 004 consume the precious hour; , 
The middle stream is pass'd; and the safe shore 
Invites our dauntless footsteps-r-Yonder Sun 
That climbs the noontide arch, already sees 
Twelve thousand vassals, marching in the train 
Of warlike Athol; and before the shades 
Of ev'ning deepen, Perth'i devoted walls 
Will shake before them—E'er the tempest roars, 
I come to snatch thee from th' impending storm— 

, ELEONORA. 
O impotent of thought !w.0!' 'dead to shame! . 
Shall I forpompous infamy forego 
Th' internal peace that virtue calls her own-? 

EGICIDE. 	 .5.59 , 	• 

• . STUART. 
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-To day, in snow array'd, stern Wtt: 
The ravag'd plain-Anon the Noting l' 
Unlocks her stores, and Spring adores Z..-
And shall not we-while Fate,likeiVirte..l. 
Expect revolving bliss? 

ELEONORA. 
.-Would"st thou rely 

To loyalty. and me-my faithful heart 
Would welcome thee again!,-- 

ANGui 
Guard ev'ry gate, 

That none may'scape.- 
` 

 
ELEONORA. 

H  Discover'd and beset! 
STUART.

awhither Ur:  

Let Angus rem- 
Iis short.liv'd pow'r I score- 

r/brows um! t. 
SCENE VII. 

Enter ANGUS tail guards, STUART, ELM( 
ANGUS. 

What dark m 
py gloomy Athol plann'd, has hither kd 
Thy steps presumptuous i•-,Elecincim, 
It ill befits thee-but, ne 
191 brook no answer-,, 

-Is it not emu:, 
To lift Rebellion's impious brand on hio, 
And scorch the face of Faith; that ye these.  
In ruffian ambush, seeking to perform 
The deed ye dare not trust to open war? 

STUART. 
Thou little know'st me-..-or thy rank;',.,y: 
Defrauds my eeurage.-Wherefore 
take theilishonour'd wretch, whose LAIL; e 
In secret lifted, wreaks with human gore, 
When valiant Athol hastens, at the heui 
Of warlike thousands, to assert our maxi 

ANGUS. 
The cause of treason neverwas confia1 
To deeds of open war; but still adopts 
The stab of crouching inurder.-Thy reel, 
The stern contraction of thy sullen limo, 
And this disguise, apostatel speak thee bed 
On fatal errand.- 

STUART. 
That thou nest melee 

Unarm'd, alone, from Angus might obtato 
A fair interpretation-Stuart's love 
Pleads not in mystic terms; nor are my sons 
To Eleonora cancell'd or unknown—
Vors by thyself indulg'd, e'er envy yet, 
Or folly had induc'd thee, to embrace 
The fortunes of our foe.-Thv foul reprodet 
My soot retorts on thee! andmark, proudl:s' 
Revenge will have its turn!-r. 

ANGUS. • 
Ha! must I bear 

A beardless traitor's insults?-.'tis not Moe 
To wage-a fruitless war of words with thee, fe 
Vain glorious stripling.,4While thine aiimvo 
I seard thy title to my daughter's love; 
Put.now, begrim'd with treas'on, as thou art, 

STUART., 
. 	. 

Or say, thy love, jneonstant as the wave, 
Another object elaims.-Palse--perined maid! 
I mark'd thy Minion, as he cham'il thine ear 
With groVling• adulation-..-,Yes, I saw 
Thy looks; in artful languishment, disclois  
Thy yielding 	'and IneartI thy, tnngue proclaim 
The praises of Dtinbar..-.- 

-%LgoNOttA. • 
• - 	' Away-away ! 

I scorn thy mean suspicion;  and rdnounce 
Thy paision with thy criineil.!•--,Tho' bred in camps, 
Dunbar is-gentle, genrous, and humane; - 0S  - 
Pos.cess'd of  ev'ry manly grace; to win 
The eoYest virgin's heart,4-- 

STUAR2'. • 
Perdition whelm 

The prostrate sycophant!-may Ideav'n exhaust 
Its thunder on my head-may Hell disgorge 
LAMA plagues to blast use, I cease 
To persecute the caitiff, 'till his blood 
Assuage my parch'd revengel-,,Perfulimis stave! 
To steal between me and my 'darling hope!,-' • 
The traitor durst not, bad 1 been-0 vows!: 
Where is 'yonr obligation?,--.Eleonoral 	• 
0 lovely curse ! restore me to mysetfl•-•*: 

ELEQNORA. 
• Page on fierce youth, more savage than the storm 

That howls on Thule's shore !--th' unthrifty maid 
Too credulously fond! who gave away ' 
Ber heart se' lavishly, deserves to wed 

,The woes that from her indiscretion flow 
-Yet ev'n my folly should, with thee, obtain 

. 	A fairer title and a kinder fate 
STUART. 

Hat weep'st thou?--witness all ye snored pow'rsf 
Her philtres have undone me'. lo, my wrath 
Subsides again to love !-,-Enchantress! say, • 
Why Nast thou robb'd sue of my reason thus ? 

ELEotIORA. 
Has Eleonora robb'd thee?,-.:0 recall 
Those flatt'ring arts thy own deceit employ'd 
To' wreck my peace ?-recal thy fervent vows 
Of constant faith-thy sighs and ardent looks! . 
Then whisper to thy soul, those vows were fhlse--
Those sighs unfaithful, and those looks disguis'd! 

STUART. 
Thou-thou ark chang'd-bukStuart still the same!. 
Evil whilst thou chid'st me, ev'ry tender wish 
Awakes anew, and in my glowing breast 
Unutterable fondness pantS again !- 
-Wilt thou not smile again, as when, rectin'd 

• ByTay'ssmootingliding streant,we softly breath's' 
Our mutual passion to the vernal breeze? 

ELEONORA. 
Mien-dear scenes, adieu!-ye fragrant paths 

-So courted once!.-ye spreading boughs, that wave 
Your blossoms o'er the stream !--delightful shades ! 
Where the bewitching music of thy tongue,  
First churned my captive mull-When gentle love 
Inspir'd the soothing tale!-Love' -sacred Love; 
That lighted up his flame at Virtue's lamp!- 

. 	 STUART. 
In Time's eternal round, shalt we not hail 
Another season equally serene?—.  
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By Ilear'n! not diadems and thrones shall bribe 
M) approbation!—butthe king himself 
Shall judge thy conduct !—Guards— 

SCENE VIII. 
Enter ELEONORA, Who hnecit. 
	 0! let me•thits 

Implore compassion,•at.a parent's knees, 
Who ne'er refus'd— 

t..; 	ANGUS. 
—Convey him hence.— 

(Stuart is led off. 
—Arise— 

Remember, Elconora, from what source 
Thine origin is drawm—Thy mother's soul 
In purity excell'd the snowy fleece 
That clothes our northern hills!—Iher youthful 

, charms, 
Iler artless blush, her look severely sweet, 
Her dignity of mien and smiles of love 
Survive in thee—Let me behold thee too 
Her honour's heiress.— • 	[Exit Angus. 

a 
SCENE IX. 

ELEONOItA. 
• --Yes—I will adhere 

To this ill-omen'd honour! sacrifice 
Life's prqmis'd joys to its austere decree; 
And vindicate the glories of my race, 
At the sad price of peace!—If Athol's arms 
(Which Heav'n avert!) to treason add success, 
My father's death will join his sov'reign's fall! 
And if the cause of royalty prevail, 
Each languid hope with Stuart must expire !— 

From thought to thought, perplm!'d, in.  vain I 
stray, 

To pining anguish doom'd, and fell dismay! 

ACT H. Scene continues. 

ANGUS, DUNBAR. 
DUNBAR. 	 • 

But Heav'n it glads me, that my sword shall find 
Au ample field to day.—The king aroits'd, 
Chafes like a lion in the toils betray'd! 

ANGUS. 
I mark'd his indignation, as it rose 
At Athol's proud reply, from calm concern 
To anxious tumult, menacing disdain, 
And overl,biling wrath.—But say, my friend, 
How move the rebels ?—Are their ranks dispos'd 
By military skill ?—Or come they on • 
In undistinguish'd crowds ?— 

DUNBAR. . 	. 
In concourse rude 

They *arm 	 arm'd alike 
With sword and target.On their first assault 
(Fearless indeed and headlong !),all their hopes 
Of conquest must depend.—lf we, unbroke, 
Sustain their onset; little skill'd in war, 
To wheel, to rally and renew the charge, 
Confusion, havock and dismay will seize 
Th' asteMsh'd rout. 

ANGUS, 
• ViPhat numbers bring they on? 
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Ten thousand, as I guess.* 
•-• 

• Ours scarce amount 
Tu half the number: yet, with those, we mean 
To hazard an encounter.—Thou, fliean while, 
Shalt visit ev'ry passage, sound th' alarm, 
And man the city-walls.—Hete I attend 
The kingr,-and,lo! he cottiestL— [Exit, Dunbar. 

. • 
a SCENE II. 

KING, ANGUS. 
KING. 

commonweal 
Has been consulted.—Tenderness and zeal 
Became the parent.—Those have nought avaiN/,—,,,  
Now;  let correction speak the king incens'd! 

ANGUS.  
Not without cause, my liege, shall dread rebuke 
Attend your royal wrath.—What reign shall 'scape 
Rebellion's curse, when your paternal sway 
Has hatch'd the baneful pest? 

KING. 
Let Heaven decide 

Between 'me and my foes.,-That I would spare 
The guiltless blood which must our quarrel dye,. 
No other proof requires, than my advance 
To reconcilement--opposite perhaps 
To my own dignity.—But I will rite 
In vengeance mighty! and dispel the clouds 
That have bedim'd my state. 

ANGUS. 
The odds are great 

Between the numbers: but our cause is just: 
Our soldiers regularly train'd to war, 
And not a breast among us, entertains 
A doubt of victory. 

KING. 
0 valiant thane! 

Experienc'd oft, and ever trusty found I 
Thy penetrating eye, and active zeal 
First brought this foul Conspiracy to light; 
And now thy faithful vassals first appear 
In arms for my defence!—Thy recompenca 
My love shall study. 

ANGUS. 
Blotted be my name 

From honour's recoads, when I stand aloof, 
Regardless of the danger that surrounds 
The fortunes of my prince! 

RING. 
I know thee 

Mean time our care must be, to obviate, 
With circumspection and preventive skill, 
Their numbers,—In unequal conflict joins 
Tit' unwieldy spear that loads the borderer, 
With the broad targe and expeditious sword: 
The loyal band that from the hills of Lorn 
Arriv,d, shall in our front advance, and stand 
With targe to targe, and blade to blade oppos'd; 
The spears extended form the second line, 
And our light archers hoverlo and fro, 
To gall their flanks.—Wliat ver accident. , 
In battle shall befal, thyvigilance 
Will rentedy.—Myself will here remain 

9 0 
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To guard the town, and with a small reserve, 
(If need requires) thine exigenee supply. 

• ANGUS,.  
With joy, the glorimis task I undertake! lEramt. 

' 
DVN3AR, RAMSAY.- 

'L.:RAMSAY. 
They halt, and occupy the narrow pass • 
Yortn'd 	the.river and nth? impenifing hilt; 

• 
 

With'purpose, as I deem, to cAirge our host 
On the *small plain that skirts the:town,. f• 

DUNBAR. 
•• 	 'Tis 

Thus hemm'd, their uselessnumbers will involve 
Themselves in Vanua, to our arms secure . 
Au easy conquest, and retard their flight.-. 
To (kngust hie thee straight with this advice,* 
My task perferm.d, I wait the king's command 
In this appointed- place.-.,. 	{Ent Ramsey. 

SCENE: IV. 
Et.oNotts, DUNBAR. 

ELEONORA. 
• I sought thee, youth...-

Ere yet this dreadfirl crisis shall decide 
The public fate, let us'ta private woe 
Devote one moment !-Tell me, brave Dunbar, 
Wilt thou not, from the hurry of the day, • 
One moment snatch to hear me, and condole,  
The anguish of my soul ?-0. 	• • 

DUNBAR.. 
O Eleonora! 

Soon* shall the parcled traveller refuse 
The gelid fountain, than my raptur'd soul 
The music of thy tongue?-.-What grief profanes 
Thy spotless bosom ?-happyl far above 
The pride of conquerors, were I to ease 
Thy or rowls pan !-- 

ELnolvorta. 
Thy gen'rous heart alone 

Can brook the enterprise-.r 
DUNB AR. 

01 task my love; 
That I more swift than gales tli t sweep the plain, 
May fly to,  thy relief! 

ELBONORil. 
Then summon up 

Those elevated thoughts that lift the soul 
To virtue's highest pinnacle; the boon 
My misery demands, will crave them all!-- 

DUNBAR. - 	• 
-- 	Be it to brave the menaces of death 

In shape however horrid, so my faith 
And love remain inviolate, my heart 
Beats with unusual ardor; and demands 
The. test, impatient!.-- 

ELE(RiORA. 
Friendless and forlorn 

In fetters Stuart 
DinetLig. 

Ha! 

POEMS. 
ELRONCRA. 

From the sasses 
Of gloomy fate release him,- 

.DONittlt. 

Cneel maid!-
Nay, let me eattthee barbarous! inspits 
Of adoration.-Could thy mind start 
No forward slave, to Set thy lover 
But a despairing rival•?-"Tis no 'a 
l'h' impassion'd soul of man to execute 
A deed so fatal to its own repose! 

ELRONORA. 
I sought not-witness ye celestial pawn! 
To aggravate thy. pain.-.,.My mind, Fop 1M: 
Revolv'd in silent woe, nor could unload 
Her bus-then to another.-Thou alone, 
Host won my fair opinion and ray trust; 
And to 'thy word indebted, honour claim 
Th' engagement all her own..- 

DUNBAR. 

Yet, with muu 
Was that impawn'd: any loyalty and loss 
Were sacred ev'n from that: nor ma I has 
His chains, without an injury to both!- 

ELNONORA. 
Cold-unaspiring is thelove that duel' 
With tim'rous caution.; end the breast unn 
By glory's -godlike fervour, that retains 
The scruples of tliscretion.-Lct the viaS 
That have dispers'il thy promise, smal 

' vows !-,e. 
DUNBAR. 

Shall I, Ono' rash enthusiasm, wed 
Eternal anguish?--Shalt I. burst austr:it 
The bonds of awful justims, to.prenst 
The serpent that has poison'd all nerv!--
No, Eleonora!-blasted be.-7,- 

ELEONORA. 
Take bred! 

Norway an-oath precipitate, involve 
Thy fate beyond resource: For know, 
The love-of Stuart, with his guilt ahjaid, 
This morn, my solemn von,  to' Hear'n apiv,  
Hath sever' s! us for ever. 

DUNBAR. 
Then, I'm still! 

Stilt as Use gentle calm, when the Inish'd 
No lonzer foams.before the rapid stond!--
Let the young traitor perish, and his suns 
In dark oblivion Tot., 

tLEONORA. 
< Shall I, alas! 

Supinely savage, from my ears exclude 
isTbe cries of yonthful woe?,-.of woe intaill 
By me too !-.1f my heart denies him lore, 
My. pity, sure, may flow!-Has he not gO 
That 'wake ev'n thy compassion?-Say, 
litismov'd could'st thou survey th' unhappy!: 
(Wbombut this morn beheld in pride of !wit 
And powtr magnificent!) stretch'd on tbrp'-• 
Of a damp dungeon, groaning.with despair 
With not one friend Isis sorrows to divide, 
And cheer his lone distress t 
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STUART. 
• Meanest ttvon death? 

I shall be free then.—An apt minister • 
Tb' usurper has ordained to perpetrate ' 
His secret murders.— 

' DUNBAR. 
• 

• , • Whvvilt thou belie 
Thy own intelligence ?---:Thoi4 know'sr, my.sword 
Was ne'er accustoned to the 'bravo': stab; 
Nor the desig4s of him so falsely styled 
Usurper, ever m.11101 with a stain . • . 
Of gruelty or guile.—My purpose is, 
To-knock thy-fetters off, conduct thee.safe , 
Without the city-confines, and restore thee • 
To liberty and Athol.— 

STUART. 

DUNBAR. 
Can 1 resist 

So fair a motive, and so sweet a tongue! 
When thy soft heart with kind compassion glows, 
Shall I thetender sentiment repress?— 
'1%1,0—let me rather hail the social pang; 
And ev'ry selfish appetite subdu'd, 
Indulge a flame so gen'rous and humane !- 
-Away with rich etnotionlhat suggests 
A rival favour and a traitor freed! 
My love unbounded reigns, and scorns to own 
Reflection's narrow limits!—Yes, my fair, 
This hour he shall be free.— 	[Exit Dunbar. 

SCENE V. 

ELEONORA. 

0 wond'rous power 
Of love beneficent! —0.gen'rous youth! 
What recompense (thus bankrupt as I.am I) 
Shall speak my grateful soul !—A poor return 
Cold friendship renders to the feTvid hope 
Of fond desire ! and my invidious fate 
Allows no more,—But let me not bewail,. 
With avarice of grief; my private woe ; 
When pale with fear, and harass'd with alarm, 
My royal mistress, still benign to me, 
The zcabius tender of my duty claims. 	[Exit. 

SCENE VI. 

Discovers Stuart in chains. 

STUART. 
Curse on my headstrong passion!-1 have earn'd 
The wages of my folly!—Is it thus 
My faithless destiny requites my hope? 

SCENE VII. 

STUART, DUNBAR. 

STUART. 
Ha! com'st thou to insult my chains?,,-'Twasivell 
My unpropitious demon gave me up 
To your resentment, tamely.— 

DUNBAR. 
To exult 

Ev'n o'er ail enemy oppress'd, and heap 
Affliction on th' afflicted, is the mark 
Arid the mean triumph of a dastard soul.— 
' fig what Dunbar disdains.—Perhaps, I come 
To pity, not rejoice at Stuart's 

STUART. 
To pity!—Torture am I faint so lowl—
lia! redeantl—move thy pity!—Hell untie 
These slavish manacles, that I may scourge 
This wretched arrogant 

DUNBAR. 
True courage scorns 

To vent her prowess,  in a storm of words: 
And to the valiant, actions speak alone : 
Then let my deeds approve me.—I am come 
To give thee instant freedom. 

Fawning coward! 
Thou—thou restore me!—thou unbiud my 
Impossible!—Thy fears that I may scape, 

	

Like vultures gnaw thee 	• 
DUNBAR. 
, When the battle; joins, 

Thou shalt he answeed.— 
STUART. 
When the battle joins !-

-Away, dissembler!—Sooner would'st thou beard 
The lion in his rage, than fairly meet 
My valour on the plain! 

DUNBAR. 
Ha! who art thou, 

That I should dread thy threats l—By Heav'n's 
high throne! 

I'll meet thee in a desert, to thy teeth 
Proclaim thy treachery, and with my sword 
Explore th y faithless heart!—Meanwhile, my steps 
Shall guide thee to the'field. 

1..Ituart is unchained, and presented with a sword. 
STUART. 

No!—Lightning; blast me 
If I become thy debtor, proud Dunbar I 
Thy nauseous benefits shall not enslave 
My free-born will.—Here, captive-as I am, 
Thy lavished obligation shall not buy 
My friendship'!—No! nor stifle my revenge 

1° DUNBAR. 
Alike unpleasant would it be to me, 
To court thy love, ori'deprecate thy hate:—
What I have proffered, other motives urg'd—
The gift is Eleonora's...... 

STUART.. 

	

. 	Sacred powers! 
Let me not understand thee!—Thou bast rous'd 
My soul's full fury!—ln the blood that warms ' 
Thine heart, perfidious, I will slake mine ire! 

DUNBAR. 
In all my conduct, insolent of heart! 
What bast thou mark'd so abject and so mean, 
That thy foul tongue its licence thus avows? 
To boundless passion subject, as thyself, 
Wild tumult oft my reason overwhelms!—
Then tempt me not too far, lest blindfold wrath 
Transport my soul, and headging ruin crush 
Thy pride ev'n here:— 
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'MART. 

In this accursed place 
Let me be shackted*rivetted with bolts, 
'Till the rust gnaw easy carcase to the bone, 	• 
If my heart throbs not for the combat, here!—
Ev'n here, whore thou art, lord!—Ha dost thou 

shake? 
By Heav'n, thy quWring lip and haggard look 
Confess pale terrouc and amaze !••••-• 

DUNBAR. 
. 	" 	. —Away ?--- 

Anlay, lewd railer !--not thy sland'rous throat(  
So fraitfu/ of invectives, shall provoke me 
To wreak unworthy vengeance on thee, safe 
In thy captivity re-But soon as war 	' 
Shall close the encountering hosts, I'll find.thee 
Assert my claim to Eleonora's love, 
And telt thee, what thou art. 

STUART. 

I burn—I rage ! 
My fell revenge consumes me!—Rut no more—. 
Thou shalt not 'scape me—Goaded by my wrongs, 
I'll hunt thee thro' the various scenes of death!-•• 
Thou shalt be found i••••• • 

DUNBAR. 
I triumph in. that hope. 

[Exeunt. 

KCMG. 
No, let us scam 

Unfeeling ease, and private bliss forego, 
Wham public misery implores our aid.-
What dignity of transport feels the Once, 

,Who, from the pangs of fierce oppressive psi 
A people rescues? 

QUEEN. 
What a dreadful he 

Of dangers 'circle him ! 
• RING. 

Disease miss 
The stamp of value upon health ; and glory 
is the fair child of perils-Thou thyself 
My conduct wilt applaud, soon as thy mini 
Its native calm regains, and ream sways 
Uncheck'd by fear-r+--,Secure 'till my um 
Remain within, and ev'ry thought indulge 
Foreboding my success.— 
' QUEEN. 

o 	Adieu—Adieu! 
Hear'n crown your valour with awreath. 

KING, to an attendant. 
Swift, hie thee to Dunbar, and bid him lad 
The ehosestcitizens".,-- 

Enter RAMSAY. 
SCENE VIII. Changes. 

KING, QUEEN, attended: .,  

KING. 
- Courageous Angus shall not be,o!erpoweed.-- 

ailyself will bring him 
QUERN. 

Alas! my prince! 
ICING. 

What means the gentle partner of my -heart? 
Dismiss thy fears.--This day will dissipate 
The cause of thy dismay.—Ev'n now, I go 
To pluck the wreath of victory, and lay 
Fresh laurels in thy lap, 

• QUEEN. c. 

! why let in 
j% train of harpy sorrows to iny breast!-•• 

—.Ah! why in your own precious life, expose 
Your kingdom's safety, and your consort's peace! 
—Let me restrain you from the field to clay,. 
There is no fame. -noglory to be -won 
From a revoltnes brow.— 

' 	RING. 
The public weal 

Commands to arm--dishonour taint my name, 
When 1 reject the call! 

QUERN. 
Ilhomen'd call I 	- 

That like the raven's croak invades my quiet ! • 
O. would to Heaven, our minutes smoothly roll'd 
In humble solitude, with meek-ey'd peace I 
Remote from royalty, and all the cares 
That brood around the throne!-- 

SCENE IX. 

KING attended, RAMSAY. 
RAMSAY. 

0 fatal chance! 
The traitor Grime, with- a selected laht 
(While Angus, presed on every side, A4110  
Th' -unequal fight) a secret path pursaq 
Around the hills, and pouring all at once, 
Samplis'd the eastern gate ;-the citizen, 
With consternation smote, before his arxs 
In rout disorder'd fly!-- 

KING. 

Ha! then the lead 
Of fate full circle rolls to crush me down! 
Nor leaves one pause for conduct!..-Yet 
My fortunes like a king-haste and collect 
The scattered parties—Let us not submit 
'Km yet subdiechrto arms! 	[X 

	

RAMSAY. 	• 

Alas my prince! 
The convents beset-a-Hark ! while we spot 
The gates are burst-I-Behold.- 

KING. 

We must press.- 
The pangs of ling'ring misery, and fall 
With honour, as we liv'd••-• 

SCENE X. 

KING' attended, RAMSAY. GRIME with P.  
t 	bursting in. 

• ICING(

' What bold coalsg 
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'Of majesty, thus rudely dares intrude 
Info my private scenes? 

GRIME. 
The hour is fled, 

That saw thy wanton tyranny impoSe 
The galling yoke—Yes, I am come to wrest 
The prostituted sceptre from thy hand, 
And drag thee fetter'd to the royal throne 
Of Walter, whOm I serve. 

KING. 
Outrageous wretch ! 

Grown old in treachery ! whose soul untam'd, 
No mercy softens, and no laws restrain! 
Thy life thrice forfeited, my pity thrice 
From justice hath redeem'd; yet art thou found 
Still turbulent--a rugged rebel still, 
Unaw'd, and unreclaim'd!— 

GRIME. 
That I yet breathe 

This ambient air, and tread this Earth at will, 
Not to thy mercy but thy dreaoh owe.—
Wrong'd as I was—my old possessions reft 
By thy rapacious power, my limbs enchain'd 
Within a loathsome dungeon, and my name 
Thy loud reproach thro' all the groaning land; 
Thou durst not shed my blood I—the purple stream 
Had swri Pd—a tide of vengeance ! and o'erwhelned 
The proud oppressor.— 

KING. • 

Traitor to thy prince, 
And foe perverse to truth!—how full thy crimes, 
Thy doom how just—my pardon how humane, 
Thy conscious malice knows—But let me not 
Degrade my name, and vindicate to thee 
The justice of my reign. 

GRIME. 
Vain were th' attempt 

With artifice of words to sooth my rage, 
More deaf to mercy, than the famish'd wolf 
That tears the bleating kid I—My starv'd revenge 
Thy blood alone can satiate !—Yield thee then: 
Or sink beneath mine arm. 

KING. 

Heav'n shall not see 
A deed so abject vilify my name— 
While yet I wield this sword, and the warm blood 
Still streams within my veins; my courage soars 
Superior to a ruffian's threats.— 

GRIME. 

Fall on, 
And hew them piece-meal. 

[King, Ramsay, and attendants drive 
off Grime and his followers; but 
are afterwards overpowered and dis- 
armed 9  

GRIME. 

Wilt thou yet maintain 
Thy dignity of words?—.Where are thy slaves, 
Thy subjects, guards and thunder of thy throne, 
Redue'd usurper ?-3Guard these captives. 

LEweant King, Ramsay, Pfc. guarded. 

SCENE XI. 

Enter a Soldier to Grime. 

SOLDIER. 
A troop of horsemen have possesseil the gate. 
By which we gain'd the city.— 

GRIME. 
last them, Hell 

We must retreat another way, and leave 
Our aim unfinish'd I—Our victorious swords 
At least shall guard the treasure they have-won. 

then the fierce parent-lion bites our chaie, 
His whelps forlorn, an easy prey remain. 

ACT EL SCENE I. 

QUEEN, ELEONORA, CAPTAIN, 

QUEEN. 
WHAT from the battlements bast thou desery'd? 

CAPTAIN. 
Nothing distinct, my queen.—.Involv'd in clouds 
Impervious to the view, the battle long 
Continued doubtful, 'midst the mingling sounds 
Of trumpets, neighing steeds, tumultuous shouts 
Of fierce assailants, doleful cries of death, 
And clatt'ring armour; 'till at length, the noise 
In distant murmurs dy'd—O'er all the plain, 
Now a dread stillness reigns! 

QUEEN. 
Then all is lost! 

Why pauses ruin, and suspends the stroke!— 
Is it to lengthen out affliction's term„ 
And feed productive woe ?—Where shall the groans 
Of innocence deserted find redress! 
Shall I exclaim to Heav'n ?—Already Heav'n 
Its pity and protection has withdrawn! 
Earth yield me refuge then I—give me to lie 	• 
Within thy cheerless bosom!—there, put off 
Th' uneasy robe of being—there, lay down 
The load of my distress! 

ELEONORA. 
Alas! my queen., 

What consolation can the wretched-bring 
How shall I from itty own despair collect 	s Assuasive balm ?—Within my lonely breast 
Mute sorrow and despondence long have dwelt! 
And while my sire, perhaps, this instant bleeds, 
The dim, exhausted fountains of my grief 
Can scarce afford a tear! 

QUEEN. 
0 luxury 

Of mutual ill!—Let us enjoy the feast! 
To groan re-ocho groan, in concert raise 
Our lamentation; and when sorrow swells 
Too big for utterance, the silent streams 
Shall flow in common !—When the silent streams 
Forbear to flow, the voice again shall wail; 
0 my lost lord 	save him—save him.), power,s 

ELEONORA, 
Is there no genes remedy to sooth 
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The soul's disorder; lull the jarring- thoughts, 
And with fair images amuse the mind? 
—Come, smiling I looc-7d iv ine 1 u sion ! come 
In all thy pride of triumph o'er the pangs 
Of misery and pain ! 

• QUEEN. 
Low—low indeed, 

Have our misfortury plung'd us; when no gleam 
, Of wand•ring hope, lion vain soe'er or false, 

Our invocation flatters!—IA'hen—O when 
Will death deliver me? —Shall I nut rest 
Within the peaceful tomb, where /Iv I sleep 
In calm oblivion, and forget the wrecks 
Of sttomy life!—No sounds disturb the grave I. 
Of murder's! husbands!— ,Or the dismal scream 
Of infants. pellshing.Ila! • whither leads 
Imagination!.....Alust ye perish then, 	• 
Ye tender blossoms?—Must the lofty oak 	• 
That gave you life, and shelter'd you from harm, 
Yield to the traitor's axe?--O agony 
Of fond distraction ! 

ELEONORA. 
Ha!—behold where comes 

The warlike son of March!--What, if he brings 
'The news of victory ! 

• QUEEN. 
• My soul alanrild 

With eagerness and terrour waits her doom! 

SCENE 
.ettnEs, ELEONORA, DUNBAR. 

QUEEN. 
Say, youth, how fares the king!  

DUNBAR. 
Fair princess, hail! 

To you my duty and my speed were bent— •' 
Your royal consort triumphs. 

QUEEN. 
Lives he then! 

Lives be, deliver'd from the fatal snares 
Which had enclos'd him! 

DUNBAR.. 
• To their bilk  

The vanquish'd rebels curse his conqu'ring arm— 
•He bade me fly before him to the queen; 
With the glad tidings cheer her Grooping soul; 
And bear his kindest wishes to the shrine 
,IIimself will soon adore. 

QUEEN. 
Will he then come 

And wipe the tear of sorrow from my cheek !—
to Ah, no !—thy pity flatters me in vain! 

DUNBAR. 
Let me not daily with my queen's distress.—
What were it, but to lift incumbent woe, - 
That it might fall more grievous.—By the faith 
Of my allegiance, hither speeds the king, 
By love attended, and by conquest crown'd, • 

QUEEN. • 
O  welcome messenger I—How sweetly sounds 
Thy prelude !—Thus, the warbler of the morn, 
To the sick wretch who moan'd the tedious night, 
Brings balmy slumber, ease and hope and health! 

wondrous destiny! 

ELEGNoRA. 
Thos on m 

May fortune ever smile.—May bliss to 
Succeed, a tranquil scene!—Sayomble y au 
Returns my sire in safety from the ti 13?- 

DUNEEAN. 
Safe as thy fondest filial wish can fora-. 
In war's variety, mincers have area 
Variety of valour and of skill: 
But such united excetience of both--
Such art to baffle and amuse the foe;=•-• 
Such intrepidity to execute 
Repeated efforts,—never, save in him, 
My observation trac'd!--rOur monarcb'svn 
My feeble praise would sully and reface 

ELEONORA. 
Thy words, like genial showers to the re 
Refresh my languid soul!— 	tr 

QUEEN. 
The trumpet ma! 

My conqueror approaches !—Let me fiy 
With ecstacy of Ides into his arms!—
He comes I...the victor comes! 

SCENE III. 

KING, I.YEEN, ELEONORA, Doan 
KING embracing ttee pees. 

My better ma! 
My soul's chief residence !—My lover tin y• 
Thou halt been tender overmuch, and taor. 
Ev'n too profusely ! 

QUEEN. 
Celebrate this hia: 

Ye songs of angels! and ye sons of hart!, 
Keep festival!--.My monarch is intend! 
I fold him in these arms!—I hear his It6.(.. 
His love soft-chiding !— 

HIG. 
0 ye powers beni;: 

What words can speak the rapture slay 
Come to my breast, where, cherisb'd by my,  
Thy fair idea rooted, blossoms forth 
And twines around my heart! 

QUEEN. 
Mysterious ir,! 

My wishes are complete!—Yet, I must ant 
A thousand things impertinently fond! (L.  
How did you 'scape?,,What angel's kud, 
Preseiw'd you from destruction? 

RING. 
Heav'n, hiders!, 

Esphus'd my cause, and sent to my relief 
The son of March, who, with a chosen ferr, 
pelived me from Grime:—Thence to the 
We speeded, and accomplished what the stud 
Of Angus had, well nigh aehiev'd before 

QUEEN to DUNBAR. 
How shall acknowledgment enough reward 
Thy worth unparallel'd ? 

KING. 
Now,,Ity my time! 

Not my own issue shall engross me more 
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DUNBAR, ELEONORA. 

ELEONORA. 

Renown to day 
Has lavislea all her honotirs on thy head. 

DUNBAR. 

What boots it, that my fortune decks me thus 
With unsubstantial plumes; when my heart groans 
Beneath the gay caparison, and love 
With unrequited passion wounds my soul ! 

7 
ELEONORA. 

Is unpropitious love unkrlown to me? 
To me for ever doom'd (alas!) to nurse 
The slow-consuming tire.— 

DUNBAR. 

Heav'res !,,,,what are all 
The boasted charms, that with such wondrous 
Attach thee to my rival?--Car from me [power 
Be the vain arrogance of pride, to vaunt 
Excelling talents; yet I thin would learn, 
On what admir'd accomplishment of Stuart, 
Thy preference is fix'd.— 

MAONORA. 

Alas ! Dunbar, 1  
My judgment, weak and erring as it is, 
Too well discerns on whom I should bestow ' 
My love and my esteem:—But trust 	youth, 
Thou little know'st how hard it is to wean 
The mind from darling habits long indulg'd! 
I know that Stuart sinks into reproach: 
Inuners'd in guilt, and, more thaw once, subdu'd 
By thy superior merit and success: 
Yet ev'n this Stuart,—for I would not wrong 
Thine expectation,—still retains a part 
Of my compassion—nay, I fear, my love ! [kings, 
Would'st thou, distinguish'd by th' applause of 
Disgrace ttly qualities, and brook the prize ' 
Of a divided_heart ?— 

DUNBAR. 	 • • 
No !—witness 

I love not on such terms!—Ain I then doom'd; 
Unfeeling maid!! for ever, to deplore 
Thy nanbating rigour!—The rude flint 	s 
Yields to th' incessant drop; but Eleonora, 
Inflexibly severe, unchained reoptinsi— 
Unmov'd by my complaint! 

ELEONORA. 

My father comes! • 
Let meowith pious ravishment, embrace 
His martial knees, awl bless the guardian power 
That screeted him is the 4ttle ! 

SCENE K. 

ANGUS, DUNBAR, ELEONORA. 

ANGUS. 
Rise, mY child, 

Thou bast been always dutiful,'and inild 
As the soft breeze that fans the summer ever 
Such innocence endearing gen4y stole 
Into my youthful bosom, and awak'd 
Love's tender languishment, wl?en .to my view 
Thy mother fir4 display'd' her virgin bloom ! 

[7'urning to Dunbar. 
Cow to my arms, Dunbar!,.-.To shield from death 
A paient, is the venerable act 
Of the most pious duty--Thus adopted, 
Henceforward be my son!,—The rebel. chiefs 
Secure in-mv safe conduct, wait without 
The promis'd audience.=To the king repair, 
And signify their presence.o-- 	[Exit Dunbar, 

SCENE VI. 
ANGUS, ELEONORA. 

ANGUS. 
Eleonora, 

Behold the undaunted youth, who slept between 
The stroke of fate and me.—Verpow'r'd, unIturS'ds 
A trd by the foe surrounded, I had sunk 
A victim to barbarity enrag'd ; 
If brave Dunbar, to his own peril blind, 
Had not that instant to my rescue sprung.”-
Nay, when that youthful traitor—by whose arm 
Releas'd, 1 knoW not, headlong rush'd against me, 
My vigilant deliverer oppos'd 
The fierce aggressor, whose aspiring crest 
Soon prostrate fell.-4 

ELEONORA, 
Ha! fell—Is Stuart slain? 

O!' speak, my father.— 
ANGUS. 

Wherefore-this alarm 
Let me not find thy bosom entertain 
A sentiment unworthy of thy name!—
The gen'rons victor gave him back his life ; 
And cry'd aloud, " This sacrifice I make 
For Eleonora's love."— 

' 	BLEoferm A. 
0 matchless youth! 

His virtues conquet'd my esteem, before: 
But now, my grateful sentiment inflames 
Ev'n to a sister's zeal! 

ANGUS. 
With rigid power 

I would not bridle thy reluctant thought: 
Yet, let me, with parental care, commend 
The passion of Dunbar.— 

. 	ELEONORA. 
. 	. 	. 	r 	A fairer garb 

His title could hot wear:,-But when I think 
What rocks in secret lie-,what tempests rise 
On love's deceitful voyage; my timid soul 
Recoils affrighted, and with herrour shuns 
Th' invitiug calm 

ANGUS. • 
Retire, my child, and weigh 

The thifTent 	 gibry, love,aud truth 

That thotr; heroic youth !—Th' insulting foe, 
In spite of fresh supplies, with slaughter driven _ 
To the steep hills that bound the plain, have sent 
An herald, in their turn, to sue for peace.— 
An audieneg have I promis'd.—Ere the hour 
Arrives, I will retire, and in the bath 
Refresh my weary'd limbs.— ' 

[Exeunt King, Queen, attendant:. 
ti 	• 

SCENE IV. 
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Implore thy smiles :---there, vice with brutal rage 
Would force thee to his wishes;—Bui too long 
1 tarry in this place.--el must attend 
My sov'reign in his interview with Athol. 

• , 	' [Exeunt. 

SCENE VIC Changes to another apartment: 

GRIME. 
• f,  AI • 

What we to fortune owed, our armg have paid: 
But let us now the changeling. pow'r renounce.-- 
Unhappy those, who hazard their designs 	t 
On tier without reserve ! 

GRIME. 
Our plan pursu'd 

A purpose more assur'd :—With conquestcrown'd, 
Our aim hale. d, a fairer wreath had worn: 
Bute that deny'd, on terms of darker hue 
Our swords shall force success !-s- 

ATHOL. 
• Th' approaching scene 

Demands our utmost arts! not with tame sighs 
To bend before his throne, and supplicate 
His clemency, like slaves; nor to provoke. . 
With pride of speech his anger half appeased: 
But With submission mingle (as we speak) • 
A conscious dignity of soul, prepar'd • 
For all events.— 

GRIME. 
'Without the city-walls, 

The southern troops encamp'd, already fill 
The festal bowl, to celebrate the day, 

ATHOL. 
By Ileav'n! their flush'd intemperance will yield 
Occasion undisturbed.--For while they lie, [lurk 
With wine and sleep o'erwhelm'd, the clans that 
Behind th' adjacent hilts, shall, inn• the dark, 
Approach the gate when our associate Cattan 
Commands the guard; then, introduc'd by him, 
We take, with ease, possession of the town, 
And hither move unmark'd.— 

ATHOL. 
'Tis well— 	La.  

SCENE V1.11. 
Discovers the KING sealed. Assns. &sic 

Enter ATHOL, GruME,iNtrofbited&y Ouse 

II is not well—it is not well we meet 
On terms like these !—I should have found!.  
A trusty counsellor and steady friend: 
And better would it suitthy rev'rend age, 
Thy station, quality, and kindred blood, 
To hush ill judging clamour, and cement 
Divided factions to my throne again, 
'Phase thus embroil the state.— 

ATHOL. 
My present n 

Is to repair, not widen spore, the breach 
That discord made between us : this, any i 
Not harsh reproaches, or severe rebuke 
Will e'er effectuate:—Noe-let us rather, 
On terms which equally become us both, 
Our int'rests re-unite. 

KING. 
HA!—remit 

By Heav'n, thy proud demeanor more tch 
A sov'reign than a subject I—Reunite!-
How durst thou sever from thy faith, oil 
And with an helmet load that hoary head 
To wage rebellious war ! 

ATHOL. 
The"swordor 

Was never drawn but to redress the livr.f. 
His country, sulked.— 

RING. 
Dar'st thou to my! 

Impeach my conduct, baffled as thou art, 
Ungrateful traitor ? Is it thus thy guilt 
My clemency implores? • 

GRIME. 
Here, if we fall, 

May my shrunk sinew never more unsheath 
My well-try'd dagger; nor my hungry hate 
Enjoy the savoury steam of hostile gore ! 

ATHOL:. 
How my fir'd soul anticipates the joy ! 
I see me seated in the regal chair, 
Enthron'd by Grime, the partner of my power!— 
But this important enterprise demands 	• 
More secret conference.—The sword of Stuart 
Will much avail : but his unpractis'd youth 
To doubts and scruples subject, hitherto 
Declines our last resolve.— 

GRIME. 
It shall be mine, 

To rouse his passion to the pitch requied.—
But soft l—who comes ?—Ten thousand curses load 
Th' ambitious stripling! 

Enter DUNBAR. 
By the king's command, 

I come to guide you to the throne. 

ATHOL. 
Not yet sok 

Has fate reduc'd us, that we need to crawl 
Beneath your footstool:—In our camp Iva 
Ten thousand vig'rous mountaineers, wbr 
Their honours to retrieve.— 

KING, rising hastily. 

Swift, hie thee tot! 
And lead thy fugitive adherents back !-
A way.---Now, by the mighty soul of Brun 
Taou shalt be met.—And if thy savage di 
Aide us in the plain, we von will tread 
Rebellion into dust.—Why move ye not? 
Conduct them to their camp.— 

r. 	ATHOL. 

Forgive, my pi 
If on my own integrity of heart 
Too far presuming, I have gall'd the sound 
Too much Inflam'd already.—Not with you 
But with your measures ill-adris'd, I Mel 
Your sacred person, family; and throne 
My purpose still rever'd.-- 

•  
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0 wretched-plea 
To which thy blasted guilt must have recourse! 
Had thy design been laudalee, thy tongue 
With honest freedom boldly should have spoke, 
Thy discontent—Ye live not in a reign 
Where truth, by arbitrary pow'r depress'd, 
Dares not maintain her state.—I charge thee, say 
What lawless measures hasamy pow'r pursu'd? 

ATHOL. 
J come, to mitigate your royal wrath 
With sorrow and submission; not to suns 	• 
The motives which compell'd me to the field.-- .  

KING. 
I found your miserable state reduc'd 
To rum and despair:—your cities dreneh'd • 
In mutual slaughter, desolate your plains: 
All order banish'd, and all arts decay'd 
No industry, save what with hands impure 
Distress'd the commonwealth:-.-no laws in force, 
To screen the poor and check the guilty great; 
While squalid Famine jotted her sister fiend, 
Devouring Pestilence, to curse the scene !— 
I came—I toil'd—refortnel—redress'd the whole: 
And lo! my recompense!..-But I relapse.-- 
What is your suit ?—. 

ATHOL. 
'We sue, my liege, for peace.— 

KING. 
Say, that my lenity shall grant your prayer, 
How, for the future, shall I rest assur'd 
Of your allegiance? 

ATHOL. 
Stuart shall be left 

•The pledge of our behaviour...- 
KING. 

And your arms, 
Ere noon to morrow, shall be yielded up. 

ATHOL. 
This, too, shall be perform'd.— 

KING. 
Then mark me, thane,-- 

Because the loins, from whence my father sprung, 
On thee too life bestow'd; enjoy the gift-- 
I pardon what is past.—In peace consume 
The winter of thy days.—But, dye light 
Th' extinguish'd brand again, and brave my throne 
With new commotion—by th' eternal power! 
No futu're guile, submission, or regard 
Shall check my indignation!--I will pour 
My vengeance in full volley; and the earth. 
Shall dread to yield you succour or resource! 
Of this, no more.—Thy kinsman shall remain 
With us, an hostage of thy promis'd faith.— 
So shall our mercy with our prudence join, 
United brighten, and securely shine. 

• 
ACT IV. SCENE L 

STUART. 
THIS solitude but more foments despair! 
Recals--compares—and to th' incessant pangs 
Of spite, revenge, andshaine, condemns my 
0 ! what a miserable stave am I !— 
Precipitated from the tow'ring hope  

Of eagle-ey'd Ambition, to th' abyss 	[thought. 
Of mutt'ring Horrour, curs'd from thought to 
—Hale Jealousy!—I feel th' infernal power! 
Her hissing snakes arouse...her torch inflames 
My madd'ning soul !—Yes,—if he thus permits 
My feet to range at will; my 'vengeful hand 	- 
Will soon requite him...-. 	[Enter Grime. 

SCENE 
STUART, CAINE. 

Wherefore thus alone? 
Tly noble"kinsman, who now parted hence:, 
Observes a sudden cloud o'erhang thy brow:—
Since from the dungeon to his wish restor'd, 
A mute aversion to his love, secludes 

' Thy lonely steps... 
STUART. 

Yes,—thou thyself hest nati'd 
The cause accursel !--ha, from the dungeon freed!--
And freed bywhom!—there's poison in the thought! 
—Am I not hostage of my uncle's shame ? 

GRIME. 
Thou dwell'st on that too much.—Few live exempt 
From disappointment and disgrace, who run 	' 
Ambition's rapid course.—Inurel to pain, 
The harden'd soul, at last, forgets to feel 
The scourge of fate; and fearlessrushes 
To deeds advent'rous.— 

STUART. 
Who shall frame th' attempt 

That Stuart dreads t' achieve ?—Not' pestilence, 
Not raging seas, nor livid flames can bound 
My dauntless undertaking!—Tell me, Grime, 
For thou toast train'd to feats of horrid proof, 
Since, not the voice of Heaves itself can lure 
My honour back again—what pow'r of Hell 
Shall I invoke to deepen my revenge?— 

GRIME. 
Ha! didst thou say revenge ?—Hail, sable pow'r, 
To me more dear than riclu or renown! 
What gloomy joy, to drench the dagger deep 
1w the proud heart of him who robb'd my fame! 
My fortune thwarted; or eesay'd by fraud 
To poison my delights !— 

a STUART. 
Ha ! thou hest rous'd 

The scorpion-thought that stings me 	e —Mark me, Grime,— 
Our baffled cause could not alarm me thus: 
if conquest for the foe declar'd to day, 
Our arms again the vagrant might compel, 
And chain her to our side.—But know, my love 
Has been defrauded !—Eleonora's heart 
That wretch invades.—That ravisher, who cropp'd 
My budding fame and sunk me to reproach ! 	• 
He, whom my jealousy, in all , its rage, 
Hath singled for destruction!—. 

GRIME. 	.• 
He shall 

STUART. 
Yes, he shall die !—He shall be fleael—impard! 
And his torn bowels thrown to beasts of prey;..' 
My savage hate shall on his tortures feed! 
1 will have vengeance! 	. 	• 
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twri. 

Would'st thou have it full, 
Include his patrons. 

STUART. • 
Ha 1,-,Whut shall my arm 

Unsheath the secret steel! 

'S POEMS. 
• 

►  Our mutest jealousies; anti lireatiq'd awe 
The soul of harmony within our breasts-
Hest thou not, since that period, enterniaY 
One adverse thought to constancy and nei 

Ei,EONORA. 
Say, who invested thee with pow'r supreme 
O'er Eleonora's conduct; that thou core d 
With frowning aspect, thus, tojudge mrnre ,  
Host thou not foifeitedcall claim to mei 
Have I not seen-  thee.stray from honour).-  Ati• 
And- shalt my love be to the breast confin'a 
Where treason in her darkest hue preidm'.-
No !--det me wipe-thee, blotted as theuut, 
From My abhOrrent thoeghts!•-• 

STUART. 
Not all this pi,'• 

Of mimic virtue.-not all th' assembled host 
Of female wiles, how exquisite soe'er, 
Shall shelter thee, decebell.j.,What new wait 
Defiles my bosom, since the morning en 
Thy tenderness o'ertlow; and heard thr-tdc:. 
Seduce me to thy-faithless arms, again? 

(ELSOKORA. 
Is this the testimony of thy love? 
This thy asserted honour to revile ' 
Defenceless innocence ?,..-Eint this will aid 
My duty-to forget thee -Dost thou ask 
What recent outrage has estrang'd my heint;-
There needed notte,keThe measure of 

. Was full enough before-Yet thou bast tab 
Offences to excess: in battle fought 
Against thy king; and sought, withlifted 
My father's life,,ungrateful as thou art? 
Know then, the honour of my name forbids 
Our fatesto join! and it shall »e'er be said, 
That Bleonora, lost to glory, took 
A traitor to her bee-. 

. STUART. 
Perfidious sitet! 

Thy 'charms shall not avail thee; for I coo: 
Th' avenging minister of broken faith! 
To claim the promis'd fruitage of my lore-
Or-mark me-puniih, with thy guilty eke!, 
Thy perjury and fraud! 

ELEONOIRA. 
Wilt thou attempt 

To gain, by menaces, what the soft sigh 
Of plaintive anguish would implore in rain? 
Here strikes- and Jet thy ruthless poniard dn.; 
The blood of Douglas, which has often 144 
In virtue's cause; and ev'ry soil enrich'd, 
From wintry Scania to the sacred vale' 
Where Lebanon exalts his lofty brow.- 

stva RT. 
Egregious sorc'ress !_.give mp back thy peer 
Bid yesterday return, that saw nay youth 
AtIont'd in all its splendour, and elate 	' 
With gen'rous pride and dignity of souil-
Ere yet thy spedis irid discomposed my brain 
Unstrung my arm, and laid me in the dust, 
Beneath a rival's feet! 

ELEONORA. 
Bear all ye powers!.  

He claims of me, what his own conscious guilt 
Hath rebb'd him of.-A iiddost tboulook for pm 

GRIME. 
Yes.-Strike at once, 

For liberty, ambition, and revenge.--. 
Let the proud tyrant yield his hatigilty -sopl; • 

' And all his offspring swell the sangullie stiieam. 
• :Let Aligns, periSh too.s••••• 	 '.-••• • 

' 	STUART. 
• 0 ivonffrOus pit? i 

Of unrestrain'd barbarity lsiu•It suits 	• 
The horrours of my bosom!---At!!--What all? 

• In slaughter'd heaps !,•••The progeny and sire !--;-
To sluice them in th''unguaideft hour of reStI--. 
Infertal sacrifice l-dire•-••-ev'is too dire 
For my despair!.-To me what have they done 
To merit such returns?-.No, my revenge 
Dental- ds the blood-of one, and he shall 

GRIME. 
It shall suffice-.Dunbar shall bleed Mime.. 
But let us seize him on the verge of bliss; 
When theTond maid's mikindling looks confess 
The flames of bashful love: when eager joy, 
And modest fear, by turns-exalt the blush 
To a more fervid glow.-When Eleonora 
Unfolds Elysium to his raptur'd view, 
And smiles bins to her arms...- 

STUART. 
Halt !4.-Lighening sooth 

Thitongue, blasphemer!-Sooner may this globe 
Be burl'd to the profound abyss of MOH-. 
But vain are words.-This is uo place.-remember, 
Be shal: nottritunpli thus!-.Thou bast bely'd him«. 
He means it note ...Nor will the syren smile 
No, Grime,-,she dares not smile him to her arms! 

GRIME. 
Reproach, or mute disgust, is the reward 
Of candid friendship, that disdains to hide 
Unpalatable truth !--4 tell thee, youth, 
Betroth'd by Aligns to Dunbar, she yields 
Her plighted tivith, this bour.-Butsee !-the maid 
Moves hitherward nit:met- 

STUART. 
Haste, !cave me, Grime! 

My soul is up in arms!-any vengeance boils! 
Love, jealousy, implacable despair 
In tempests-wheel.- 

GRIME. 
Thou shalt not tarry here!-- 

Thy frantic rage may rashly overturn 
'Our whole design!- ' 

STUART. 
Let me not urge again 

Thy snift departurel-rhence-4 come anon.- 

	

' 	 [Exit Grime. 
_SCENE 

STUART, ELEONORA. . • 
STUART. 

When last we parted, love had reeoneil'd 
• 
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In my afflicted bosom?—There, indeed, 
Thine image dwells with solitude and care, 
Amid the devastation thou hast made!" [Wain. 

• STUART. 
0 erocodilv!—Curse on these faithless drops 
Which fall, but to ensnare!—Thy specious words 
Shah sooner lull the sounding„sprge, than Aeck 
The fory'that impels me!—Ye't. by Ileav'n, 
Thou art divinely fair! and.,thy distress 
With magic softness ev'ry charrnApaproves!—
Wert thou not false as Hell, not:Paradise 
Could more perfection boast!-0 !• let me turn 
My fainting eyes from thy resistless face; 
And from my sense exclude the soothing- sound 
Of thy enchanting tongue,—Yet—yet renounce 
Thine Mlidelity—To thine embrace 
Rtceive this wanderer—this wretch forlorn!—
Speak peace to his distracted soul; and ease 
The tortures of his bosom!— 

ELEONORA. 
Hapless youth! 

My heart bleeds for thee!—careless of her own, 
Bleeds o'er thy sorrows! 'mid tO tlinfy rocks 
My tender feet would tread to bring thee halm: 
Or, an repining, tempt. the pathless snow !-
0! could mug death recall thy banish'd quiet! 
Here would I kneel, a suppliant to Heav'n, 
Iii thy behalf; and offer to the grave 
The price of thy repose!--Alas! I fear 
Our day/of pleasure are for ever past! 

STUART. 
0 thou bast joy and horrour in thy gift ! 
And sway'st my soul at will !-bless'd in thy love, 
The memory of sorrow -and disgrace, 
Thatpreys upon my youth, would soon forsake 

raptur'd thought, and Hell should plot in vain, 
To sever us again !-0 I let me clasp thee, 
Thou charm ineffable ! 

ELEONORA. 
Forbear, fond youth, 

Our unrelenting destiny hath rais'd 
Eternal bars between us ; 

STUART. 
Ha !-...what bars ? 

ELEONORA. 
A sacrifice demanded by my sire— 
d vow— 

STUART. 
Perdition I—Say what vow, rash maid! 

ELEONORA. 
A fatal vow that blasts our mutual love— 

STUART. 
Infernal vipers gnaw thy heart !..-A vow !-- a 
A vow that to my rival gives thee up!--
Shall he then trample on my soul at last !—
Mock by revenge, and laugh at my despair ! 
Ida! shall he rifle all thy sweets, at will, 
And riot in the transports due *o m ? 	, 
Tb' accursed image whirls around my brain !---t 
He pants with rapture I—Horrour to my soul! 
He surfeits on delight! 

EtEONORA. 
0 gentle Hearn! 

Let thy soft mercy is his soul descend  

In dews of peace!—Why roll wills fiery gleam 
Thy starting eye-halls ?..-Why on-thy pale cheek 
Trembles fell rage!—and why sustains thy frame 
This universal shock ?—ls it, alas !. 
That I have sworn, I never will be thine?—
True, this i swore— 

• STUART. 	r - 

Hah !---pever to be mine! • 
awaken'd hurricane begins to rage 	[Means 

Be witness, Ileav'n, and Fattls, and Hell! silo • 
To glad the blom of my foe !--,-Come then.  
Infermil,vengeance! aid tne to perform 
A 

$
eed that fiends themselves will weep-to see! 

•..• [Thaws. 

SCENE IV. 
DUNBAR, STUART, ELEONORA. 

DUNBAR. 
Ruffian, hold 

Thy desp'rate' h a tid !--What fury, 'scap'd from Hell, 
Inspires thy rage to wanton in the blood 
Of such excelling goodness 

STUART. 
Infamy 

Like mine deface the glories of thy name! 
What busy demon sent thee hither, now, 
My vengeance to defeat?-..-The hour is come-. 
The hour is eome at last, that must decide 
For ever our pretentions!. 

DUNBAR. 
Whatsoe'er 

Thy hate could meditate against my life, 
My nature might forgive: but this attempt 
Divests my soul of mercy— 

, STUART. 
Guide my point 

Ye pow!rs of darkness, to my rival's heart, 
Then take me to yourselves. 	[Theyjight. 

ELEONORA. 
Restrain—restrain 

Your mutual frenzyl—Horrour!—Iiel p-s-behold--- 
Behold this miserable bosom I--plunge ...- 
Your poniards here ! and in its fatal source 
Your enmity asstrege !— 

STUART,  '  
It will not 

Thy fortune bath eclips'd me: and the shades 
Of death environ me.—Yet, what is death 
When honour brings it, but th' eternal seal 
Of glory, never—never to be broke !— 
O thou bast slain me in a dreadful hour! 
My vengeance frustrated—Iny, prospect curse! 
With thy approaching nuptials ! and my soul 
Dismiss'd in all her,-Eleonora!—Oh! 	[Dies, 

SCENE V. - 
.DUNBAR, ELEONORA. 

DUNBAR. 	• 
Ali! wherefore dost thou wring thy tender hands 
In woeful attitude?—ah ! • wherefore lift 
Thy streaming eyes to Heav!n; while the deep 
Dilates thy !Wring breast? ' 	[gross 

Thus,,14.ne blast his full-bloosn'd 
Enter DUNBAR, who interposes. 
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ELEONORA. 

This is too much- 
This is too lunch to bear !-.-thou haat destroy'd 
My last remains -of peace ! 

DUNBAR. 
:4, 	And, was thy peace 

Deposited in hiss?-••In•him who rais'd 
His impious hand to kill thee l-ls it well 
To mourn his fall, and thus accuse the blow 
That reacted thee fitom death ? 

ELEONORA. 
I blame not thee, 

No, fleav'n forbid 	blame not my protectov. 
Yet thy protection has undone me quite ! • 	, 
And I will mourn-4os ever mourn the hour- 

' Th' ill-omen'd hour, that on thy sword conferr'd 
Such terrible success-esHow pale appear 
These clay-cold cheeks where grace and vigour 
0 dismal spectacle !--.How humble now [glinv'd ! 
Lice-that ambition which was late so proud !- 
Did he not call inn with his latest breath !- 
He would have said-but cruel fate controi'd 
His faulering tongue !4s--He Would have said, 

" For thee, 
For thee, false malt], I fetish undeplor'd !" 
0 ! hadst thou known how obstinately true 
My heart remain'd to thee, when thy own guilt, 
My duty, and thy rival's worth, eonspir'd 
To banish thee from thenee, thy parting soul 
Would have acquitted.-nay, perhaps, bewail'd 
My persecuted truth! 

DUNBAR. 
0 turn thine eyes 

From the sad object!-Turn thy melting thoughts 
rom the disast'sous theme, and look on ine-. 

On me who would' with eestacy yesign 
• This wretched being, to be thus embalm'd 

With Eleonora's tears!--.Were I to fall, 
Thy pity would not thus lament my fate ! 

ELEONORA. 
Thy death such lamentation would not move, 
More envy'd than betnoan'd; thy memory 
Would still be cherish'd ; and thy name survive 
To latest ages in immortal bloom=  
All, 'tis not so with his/if-He leaves behind 
No dear remembrance of unsul!y'd fame 
No monument of glory, to defy 	[shame ! 
The storms of time !...-Nought but reproach and 
Nought, but perpetual slander, brooding o'er 
His reputation lost!-0 fearful scene 

,.Of dire existence, that must never close ! 

SC ENE VI. 
ANGUS entring, ELEONORA, DUNBAR, attoulants. 

ANGUS. 
What sound of female woe-Ha! Stuart slain! 
Alas ! I fear thou art the fatal eausel- 

f To Eleonora. 
ELEONORA. 

Too well my father has divin'd the cause 
Of theirunhappy strife l-•-Wherefore, ye powers 1 
Am I to misery deliver1/41 up !. 	• 
What kindred crime, alas ! am I decreed - 
To expiate, that misfortunes fall so thick 
On my poor beta! 

ANGUS to .mbar. 
How durst your lawless rage 

Profane, this sacred place with private brawl ? 

Minn. 
'By Heav'n! no place, how much Rewrte'? 
Shall screen th' assassin who, like him, xis 
The murd'rous saedat Eleonora's breast! , 

ANGUS. 
Hal were his aims so merciless ?e-Toojw. 
The vengeance that o'ertoolt hinsl-But 
With this unstable jupetare illaceordsl-
Remove the body.,••Thou meanwhile refs, 
Thy presence may awake,-or aggravate 
The rage of Athol. 	(The iotiyiur 

DUNBAR. 
Therefore obey.-

And 0 thou lovely mourner! who now drop 
Like the spread rose beneath th' inclement,'.  
When next we meet, I hope to see thee tog 
With vernal freshness, awl again rivioid 
Thy beauties to the Sun! 	tEn1.1 

SCENE VIE 

ATGUS, ELEONORA. 

ANGUS. 
Let its, my child, 

Lament with steadiness those ills that 1w 
From our mishap; yet therefore not amile 
To self-demerit, impotently griev'd, 
The guilt of aceident....Thou hast enonfr3 
Denoted thy coneenn--Let me not think 
Thy sorrow bath espoused a traitor's ease 

ELEONORA. 
AM what avails to me the hard-won palm 
Of fruitless virtue ?-Will it lull to rest 
Internal anguish ?-Will it yield sue Na?-,  

ANGUS. 

Thy indiscreet affliction shall trot plead 
Against thee, with me, now.:-lleinemberth 
If thou art weak enough to harbour sttll 
A guilty -flame; to thy assistance call 
That noble pride and dignity of scorn, 
Which warms, exalts, and purifies the sell-
But I will trust thee to thyself.-Witbdras, 
For Athol comes, and on his visage loan 
A storm of wrath, 	 [Exit E 

SCENE VIII. 

ANGUS, ATHOL. 

ATHOL, 
Are these the hie 

Of our submission!:-These the promislisc• 
Of amity restor'd!-To violate 
Thc, laws of hospitality-To guide 
The midnight murderer's inhuman blow, 
And sacrifice your guests! 

• 
ANGUS. 

4 
	e 	That Athol mourns 

This unforeseen severity of fate, 
• I marvel not.--My own paternal sense 
Is wak'd by sympathy; and I condole 
His interesting loss.----But thus to tat 
Our blameless faithwith traitorous desigef 
Not with our pure integrity conforms, 
Nor with thy duty, thane. 
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ATHOL. 

Hal who art thou, 
That I should bear thy censure and reproof?— 
Not protestation, nor th' affected air 
Of sympathy and candour, shall amuse 
My strong conception, nor elude the cry 
Of justice and revenge! - 

ANGUS. 
Had justice crav'd 

With rigid voice, the debt incurr'd by thee, 
How hadst thou far'd ?—Say, what has plae'd thy 

deeds 
Above my censure??-..Let this day's event 
Proclaim how far I merit thy disdain.—
That my humanity is misconceived 
Not much alarms my wonder : conscious fraud 
Still harbours with suspicion.—Let me tett thee 
The fate of Stuart was supremely just. 
Th' untimely stroke his savage heart prepar'd 
Against the guiltless breast of Eleonora, 
Avenging Heav'n retorted on himself. 

ATHOL. 
I thought where all thy probity would end, 
Disguis'd accomplice !—But remember, lord, 
Should this blood-spotted bravo 'scrip°, secure 
In thy protection, or th' unjust extent 

byOf regal pow'r, 	all my wrongs! Ill spread 
The see4sof vengeance o'er th' affrighted land, 
And blodd shall answer blood ! 

ANGUS. 
How far thy threats 

Are to be fear'd, we know,-,But see, the king!"'" 

SCENE IX. 
KING, ANGUS, ATHOL: 

KING. 
Tell me—proud thanes, why are you found oppos'd 
In loud revilings ?—Yoo, that should promote 
By fair example, unity and peace ! 

ATHOL. 
Have I not cause to murmur-and complain? 
Stuart, the latest gift. and dearest pledge 
Of love fraternal, sooth'd my bending age: 
Him hath the unrelenting dagger torn 
Prom my parental arms ; and left, alas! 
This sapless trunk, to stretch its witheedboughs 
To you for justice!,--Justice then I crave. 

KING. 
To serape injur'd uuredress'd away, 
How great soe'er the offender, or the wrong'd 
Howe'er obscure, is wicked-t-weak and vile: 
Degrades, defiles, and should-  dethrone a king! 
Say, freely, thane, who has aggriev'd thee thus, 
And were he dear as her who shares our throne, • 
Thou shalt have ample vengeance. 

ATHOL. 

ANGUS. 
Were I with mean indifference to hear 
Th' envenom'd tongue of calumny traduce 
Defenceless worth, ,I should but ill deserve 
Your ilayal confickmee.—Dunbar has slain 
The kinsman of th&s thane; yet fell he not 
By murder, cowardice, or foul design. 

The sword of Stuart was already drawn 
To sacrifice my daughter, when Dunbar, 
By Hetiv'a directed hither, interpos'd, 
Redeem'd the trembling victim, and repell'd 
His rival's fury on his hapless head. 

ATHOL. 
Must I refer me to the partial ye te 
Of an invcerate foe?,--No, 1 ect 
The tainted evidence, and rather claim 
The combat proof.—Enfeeblea are my limbs 
With age thatereeps along my nerves unstrung, 

• Yet shall the justice of my cause recall 
M5 youthful vigour, rouse my loit'ring blood, 

ev'ry sinew, strengthen' Wry limb, 	o 
And crown me with success,-,Behold my gage, 
I wait for justice. 

KING. 
Justice shalt thou have 7- 

Nor shall an equitable claim depend 
On such precarious issue.—Who shall guard* • 
The weak from violence, if brutal force 
May vindicate oppression,—Truth alone. 
Shall rule the fair decision, and thy wrongs, 

r II thou artwrong'd, in my unbiass'd sway 
Shall tint' a just avenger—Let Dunbar 
Appear when usg'd, and answer to the charge. 

[TO Angus. Exeunt King, Angus.. 
SCENE X. 

ATHOL, GHISIE. 
ATHOL. 

Curse on the smooth dissembler !"4,-Weleome, 
My soul is wrought to the sublimest rage [Grime. 
Of horrible revenge!—If aught remain'd 
Of Cautious scruple, to the scatt'ring winds 
I give the'phantom.—May this carcase rot, 
A;loathsome lAnquet to the fowls of Heav'n; 
If e'er my breast admit one thought to bound 
The progress of my hate! 

GRIME. 
What means my prince? 
A'rnor.„ 

Th' unhappy youth is slain! 
GRIME. 	' 
Ilai!--Hell be prais'd*-

He was a peevish stripling, prone to change. 

..,Vain is condolence,o,Let our swords be swift 
To sate his hov'ring shade.,4 have confered 
With trusty Cattail, our design explain'd, 
And his full aid secur'd..—To night he rules ' 
The middle watch.—The clans already move 
In silence o'er the plain. " 

• ATHOL. 
Come then, ye powers 

That dwell with night, and patronize revenge ! 
Attend our invocation, and confirm . 
Th' exterminating blow!—My boughs are lopp't 
But they will sprout again: my vig'rous trunk 
Shall flourish from the wound my foes have made. 
Arid yet again, project an awful shade. 

ACT V. SCENE I. 
KING, 2i/EEN, DvsnAtt. 

QUEEN. 
0 ! Tips was more than the ill.sorted train 

3 
Then I charge 

The son of March with perfid% ane murder. 

   
  



stns.  
Still watchful o'er his charge*thelib'ralitr 
• Of bounty will hoe nothing to heston, 
Ere Angus cease to merit!,-,Say, Denoar, 
Who rt‘iles the nightly watch? 

DUNBAR. 
To Caftan's ea- 

The city guard is' subject. 

I have nu rk'n 
Web valour in 	thee to him, ea.:. 
And hid himwith a chosenfew surrouni 
The cloisters of the convent; mid moil 
'Till morn full streaming shall relieve his rt. 

p Ii 
Thus shall repose, with glad assurance, nk 
Its balmy blessing to thy troubled breast 

SCENE 

GRIME, CAME; 
GREBE. 

Thus far, brave Cattan, fortune seems irsfil 
To recompense us for the day's disgrace.-
Our hand, eonceal'd within the cloisters, rir. 
With eagerness and joy the auspicious hoe, 
To perpetrate the deed. It now remains, 
To regulate our conduct, and to each 
Nis share of this great enterprise assign.... 
If Angus lives, in vain our arms devote 
The usurper and his progeny to death: 
Ills power and principles will still supply 
Fresh obstacles, which all our future etTorti 
Can ne'er surniount 

CATTA N.  
- 	Then let our swords r 

Ail further opposition, and at once 
Dismiss him to the shades. 

GRIME. 
Thine be the task-

I know with what just: indignation burns 
Thy gen'rous hate, against the partial tuns, 
Who, to thine age and services, prefered 
A raw unpractis'd stripling. 

CATTAN. 
Hal-no more. 

The bare remembrance tortures me!-OGn: 
How will my soul his mortal groans enjoy! 

GRIME. 
While we within perform tar' intrepid blow, 
To his apartment thou shalt move alone; 
Nor wilt pretence be wanting: say, thou hri 
IntelCgenee important, that demands 
His instant ear:-.-Then shalt thou find thyb 
thiarm'd and unattended.-Need my tongue, 
Instruct thee further? 

[L 
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Of undetennin'd fancy !-This convey'd 
No loose imperfect images: but all.  
Was dreadfully distinct! as if the hand 
'Of Fate had wrought it.-Profit by those Signs.... 
" Your guardian- angel dictates.-0, my prince! 

Let not your blind, security disgrace 
'The merit of y8uvrucience. 

't KING. 
No, 'my queen, 

Let us avoid the opecosite extremes 
Of negligence supine, and prostrate-ker.-. 
Already hat% our vigilance perforned 
What 4'autioniustifies : and foe thy dream; 

• V As mech consider 	the vain effect 
. Of on•iinagination long disturb'd.- 

Life aVith substantial ills enough is curs'el: 
Why should we then, with frantic seal, pursue 
Unreal care; and, with th' illusive form 
Which our own teeming brain produed, affright 
'Ourcreason front her throne ? 

• 
QUEEN. 

In all your course 
Of youthful glory, when the guiding hand 
Of warlike Henry led you to the field; 
When my fond soul suffer'd the successive pangs . 
Of fond impatience and repressive fear; • 
When ev'ry reeking messenger from Trance, 
Wrestled a new garland for Albania's prince, 
And shook my bosom with the dreadful tale 
That Spoke year praise; say, did my weak despair 
Recal you from the race ?- Did not my heart 
Espouse your fame, and patiently await 
The end of your career?-Q! by the joys 
I felt at your return, when. smiling love 
Secure, with rapture reigted.-0 ! by these tears, 
Which seldom plead; indulge my boding soul! 
Arouse your compering troops; let Angus guard • 
The convent with a chosen band.-The soul 
Of treason is abroad ! 

• Ye ruling powers! 
Let me not wield the sceptre of this realm, 
When my degen'rate breast becomes the haunt 
Of haggard fear.o.,0 ! what a wretch is he, 
Whose fev'rous life, devoted to the gloom 
Of superstition, feels the incessant throb 	• 
Of ghastly panic!-In whose startled ear 
The knell still deepens, and the raven croaks! 

o 
QUEEN. 

Vain be my terrours-..my preswges 
Yet with my fond anxiety comply, 

- And, my repose restore!-Not for myself-.. 
Not to prolong the season of my life, 
Am I thus suppliant! Ah no! for you-0. 
For you whose tieing gladdens and protects 
A grateful people.--You, whose parent boughs 
Defend your tender offspring from the blasts 
That soonwould tear thein up!--For you the source 

, Of all our happiness and.peace I fear! [Kneels. 
KING. 

Arise, my queen-O! thou art all compos'd 
Of melting pity and of tender love! 	• 
Thou shalt be satisfy'd..k4s ev'ry guard 
By Angus visited?- 

DUNBAR. 
Ev'n note, my liege, 

With Ramsay and his troop, he scours the'plain. 

CATTAN. 
No, let ow revenge 

Suggest wha tfollows-By the pow'rs of 
• I will beslrunk with vengeance! 

GRIME. 
thyquen1 

Meanwhile repair, and watch 'till he returns 
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With Ramsay from the plain.—But see! they 
Wi must avoid there, and retire unseen. [come, 

[Exeunt. 

SCENE III. An apartment. 
• ANGUS, RAMSAY. 

ANGUS. 
By Heav'ns it much alarms me!—Wide o'er all 
The ousky plain, by the fire's half extinct, 
Are seen the soldiers, roli'd in heaps confus'd, 
The slaves of brutal appetite.—Save those 
Beneath thy discipline, scarce one remains 
From the contagion free. 

RAMSAY. 
When vie return'd 

Fatigu'd from battle, numbers brought, unask'd, 
Refreshments for the wounded from the town: 
Thence the temptation spread from rank to rank, 
And few resisted. 

ANGUS. 
- 	But that I consult 

My king's tranquillity, and wad not wake 
The of 	citizens with alarm, 
An hundred trumpets should this instant raise 
Their brazen throats together, and arouse 
Tie extended sluggards.—Go, my valiant friend, 
And with thy uninfected troops attend 
To ev'rysmotion of th' incertain night. 

[Exit Ramsay. 
SCENE IV. 

ANGUS. 
Now, the loud tempest of the toilful day 
Subsides into a calm.—And yet my soul 
Still labours thro' the storin!—By day or night, 
In florid youth, or mellow age, scarce fleets 
One hour without its care!—Not sleep itself 
Is ever balmy: for the shadowy dream 
Qft bears substantial woe ! 

SCENE V. 
ANGus, CATTAN. 

CATTAN. 
My noble lord, 

Within the portal as I kept my watch, 
Swift gliding shadows by the glimaring Moon 
I could perceive, in forms of armed men, 
Possess the space that borders.on the porch—
( question'd thrice; they yielded no reply: 
And now ;he soldiers, rang-'d in close array, 
Wait your command. 	- 

ANGUS. 
Quick, lead me to the place—

Fuul treason is at work !— 
CATTAN. 

• It were not good 
To venture forth unsrm'd,—Courageous thane, 
Receive this dagger,— 	s 	0 

[Attempts to stab Angus, who wilts the 
dagger from him and kills him.] 

• ANGUS. 
Ha, perfidious slave! • r What means this base attempt?--Thou shalt not 

'scape. 

CATTAN. 
Curse on my feeble arm that fail'd to strike 
The poniard to thy heart!—How like a dog 

tamely fall,despis'd ! 
ANGUS. 

Fell r. an! say, 
Who set thee on?—This treat; ry, I fear, 
Is but the prelude tcesome dreadful scene!— 

' cArrAN.2  
Just are thy tOrrours.—By the infernal gulph 
That opens to receive me! I would plunge 
Int? the abyss with joy, could the success 	, 
Of Athol feast my sense! 

[A noise of clashing swords and shrieks. 
!--now the sword 

Of slaughter smoaks!—Th' exulting thane surveys 
Th' imperial scene; while grimly smiling Grime 
With purple honotir deek'd— 

ANGUS. 
Tremendous powers! 

CArrAN. 
O'er the fall'n tyrant 'strides.— 

ANGUS. 
Heav'n shield us all! . 

Amazing horrour chills me!—Ha, Dunbar! 
Then treason triumphs!-0 my soul! my son! 

SCENE VI; 

ANGUS, DUNBAR wounded. 

DUNBAR. 
I sought thee, noble thane, while yet my limbs 
Obey their lord.—.1 sought thee, to unfold 
My zealous soul, ere yet she takes her flight—
Stretched on the ground, these eyes beheld the king 
Transfix'd a lifeless'corse ! and saw this arm 
Too late to save—too feeble to avenge him!— 

ANGUS. 
Weep Caledonia, weep I—thy peace is slain—. 
Thy father-and thy king 1-0 ! this event, . 
Like a vast mountain, loads my stagg'ring soul, 
And crashes all het pow'rs !—But say, my friend, 
If yet thy strength permits, how this betel.. 

*DUNBAR. 
A band of rebels, glgan'd from the defeat 
By Athol, lurk'd behind the adjacent bills: 
These, faithless Cattan, favour'd by the night, 
Admitted to the city, join'd their power • 
With his corrupted guard, and hither led them 
Uninark'd, where soon they enter'a unoppos'd.—. 
Alarm'd, 1 strove—but strove, alas! in vain. 
To the sad scene, ere I could force my way, 
Our monarch was no more! Around him Jay 
A heap of traitors, whom his sinle arm 
Had slain before he fell.—Th' unhappy queen, 
Who, to defthal her consort's, bad oppos'd 
Her own defenceless frame, expiring, pour'd 
Her mingling blood in copious stream with hisl 

ANGUS. 
Illustrious victims !—O disast'rous fate! 
Unfeeling monsters! execrable fiends! 
To wanton tires in royal blood! 

[Dies. - 
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DUNBAR'. 

0 thane ! 
How shalt I sprit& the• sequel of my tale ! 
How will thy fond parental heart be rent 
With mortal- anguish, when my tongue relates 
The fate of Eleenora! 	• • 

	

ANGUS. 	• 
fears 

Anticipate thy wordoi 	say,-Dunbar, 
How fares my child ! 	 . 

	

DUNBAR. 	 " 
a The shades of endless nikt 

Now settle o'er her eyes I—heroic maid! 
She to th' assaulterlthresheld bravely ran, 
And with her snowy arms supply'd a bolt 
To bar their entrance:--But the barb'rous crew 
Broke in impetuous, crushed her slender limb, 
Why Grime, his dagger brandishing, exclaitn'd, 
" Behold the sorc'ress whose accursed charms 
Eetray'd the youth ; and whose inveerate sire 
This day revers'd our fortune in the fieldbor. 
This for revenge!"...-then pleng'd it tuber breastf, 

	

ANGUS. 	 ' 
• Infernal homicide ! 

DUNBAR. 
There—there I own 

He Vanquished me indeed I—What though I rush'd 
Throe many a wound, and in th' assa.at.;e beget 
Imbru'd my faithful steel,But see, where comes, 
By her attendants led, the bleeding fair 

• 

SCENE VII. 

ANGUS, DUNBAR, ELEONORA wounded and 
supported. 

ELEONORA. 
Here set me down—vain is your kind concern, 
Alt ! who with parent tenderness will bless 
My parting soul, and close mybeamless eyes! 
Ah ! who defend me, and with pious care 
To the cold grave commit my pate remains!: 

[Saxons. 
• ANGUS. 

0 misery ',look up— thy father calls.— 
• 0 	[Embracing her. 

• ELEONORA. 
What angel borrows that paternal voice! 
Ha! lives my father!—Ye propitious powers! 
He folds me in.his arms—Yes, he survives ' 
The havoc of this night!-0 let me now 
Yield up my fervent soul with raptured praise ! 
For Angus lives t' avenge his murder'd prince, 
To save his country, and protract his blaze 
Of glory farther still! 

,ANGUS. 
And is it thus, 

The melting parent clasps his darling child! 
My heart is torn. with agonizing pangs 
Qf complicated wise! 

DUNBAR. 
The piblie craves ' 

Immediate aid from thee—Eat: oar 7o..-
Ot1r infant Icing, surrounded in the fo:,, 
neurainds thy present help.— 

ANGUS. 
Yes, loyal youth. 

Thy glorious wounds instruct me wbotl • 
To my young sov'rcign, and my canon,/ 
But how shall I snstaiu the vavluous 

'Of various gliefs,'thabgnaot me all at 1,x,  
My royal master falls, my country gnus: 
And cruel fate has ravish'd from my 
illy dectrest daughter and my best-led ire.. 

DUNBAR. 
Thy praise shall be thy daughter; and tlyi.  
Survive unchanged fm ev:ty honest brunt 

ANGUS. 
Must we then part Tor everL4What a pho 
Of peaceful happiness my hope had laid 
In thee and herl—,alast thou fading flow, 
How fast thy sweets consume!—come to z!. 
That I may taste them ere they fleet any'. 

(Ervipc. 
exquisite distress ! 

•ELBONORA. 
For me, my ink' 

For me let not the bootless tear distil.—
SOON shall I be with those, who rest unto 
From all th' inclernencies of stormy life.' 

ANGUS. 
Adieu, my children I.—never shall I but 
Thy cheering voice again !--a long farce' 

SCENE VIII. 

DUNBAR, ELEoNORA. 

DUNBAR. 

Soon shall our shorten'd race of life be nat-
'Our day already hastens to its close; 
Arid night eternal corner.---Yet, the' I tote' 
The land of peace, and backward vier 

pleased, 
The tossing wave from which I shall be 
No rest will greet me on the silent shore, 
if Eleonora sends Me hence unbless'd. 

ELBONoRA. 
Distempered passion, when we parted leg. 
Usurp'd my troubled bosom, and Duntur 
With horrour was beheld : but reason rrr 
With genial mildness beams upon my 
And represents thee justly, as thou art.-
The tend'rest lover and the gentlest ideal- 

(' 	 DUNBAR. 
O transport, to my breast unknown before! 
Not the soft breeze upon its fragrant wings 
Wafts such refreshing gladnms to the bear! 
Of panting pilgrims, as thy balmy words 
To my exhaustedVirits I—but, alas! 
Thy purple stream of life forsakes apace 
Its'precious channels!—on thy polisb'd eboa 
The blowing roses fade; and o'er thine efei 
Death sheds a misty languor! 

ra,EornotA.• 
let me less 
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Upon thy friendly arm—Yet, b retire ! 
Thht guilty arm—Say, did it ne'er rebel 	• 
Against my peace ?-13nt let me not revolve 
Those sorrows now. 	Heav'n again to raise 
That oncerlov'd head that lies, alas! so low'! 
And from the verge of death my life recall, 	• 
What joy could visit my forlorn estate, 
Self-doom'd to hopeless woe! 

	

nugnA4. 	, 
1/ilustil then wander, 

A pensive shade, along the" drilary vale, 
klid groan for ever under thy reproach! 

ELEONORA.. 
Ali no, thou faithful youth ! shall I repay 
Thy love and virtue with ungrateful hate ? 
These wounds that waste so lavishly thy life, 
Were they not all receiv'd in my defence 
'lay no repose embrace me in the tomb, 
If niv soul mourns not thy untimely fall 
With sister-woe!—thy passion has not reap'd 
The sweet returns its purity deserv'd. 

DUNBAR.. 3  
A while forbear, pale ministe1 of Fate, 
Forbear a while; and on my ravish'd ear.. 
Let the last music of this dying swats 	• 
Steal in soft blanishment, divinely sweet! 
Then strike th' unerring blow.— 

) 	Er.gorata. 
That thus our hopes, 

Which blossom'd num'rous as the flow'ry spring, 
Are nipp'd untimely, ere the sun of joy 
Matured them into frhit, repine not, youth, 
Life bath its various seasons, as the year; 
And after clust'ring autumn=but I faint— 
Support me nearer—in rich harvest's rear 
Bleak winter must have lagg'd.—Oh! now I feel 
The leaden hand-of Death lie heavy on me.—
Thine image swims before my straining
—And now it disappears.--Speak—bid adieu 
To the lost Eleonora.—Not a word! 
—Not one farewei !—Alas! that dismal groan 
I' eloquent distress!..—Celestial powers, 
Protect my father, sbow'r uphu his 	Oh! 

Pies. 
DUNBAR. 

There fled the purest soul that ever dwelt 
In mortal clay !-1 come, my love! I come—. 
Where now the rosy tincture of these lips! 
The smile that grace ineffable diffus'd! 
The glance that smote the soul with silent wonder! 
The voice that sooth'd the anguish of disease, 
And held attention captive!-'-Let me kiss 
This pale deserted temple of my joy ! 
This, Chastity, this, thy unspotted shade 
Will not refuse.-1 feel the grisly king— 
Thro' all my veins he shivers like the north-. 
0 Ele-inora! as my .flowing blood 	 a  
Is mix'd with thine—go may our mingling souls 
To bliss supernal wing our hippy'--Oh! 

pies. 
SCENE. thelast. 

ANGUS, RAMSAY. ATHOL, &c. prisoner:. 
ANGUS. 

Bright deeds of gloi•y Rath thine arm achiev'd, 
VOL. XV. 

Courageous. Ramsay; and thy name shall live 
For ever in the annals of renown.— 	. 
—But see, where silent as flu noon of night 
These lovers lie l—rest-erest, ill-fated pair! 
Your dear remembrance shall for ever dwell 
Within the breast of Angus; and his love 
Oft with paternal tears bedew 	r tomb! 

. 	,RAMSAy 
O fatal scene of innocence deitroY'd! 

) Angus, to iftkof. 
O bloody author of this night's. mishap! 
,W)tose impious hands are with the sacred liood 
Of majesty distain'cl!—Contemplate here 
The havoc of thy crimes! and then bethink thee 
What vengeance craves.-- 

ATHOL. 
• With insolence of speech 

How dares thy tongue licentious, thus insult 
Thy sov'reign, Angus?,eMadly bath thy zeal 
Espons'd a sinking cause.—But thou may'st still 
Deserve my.  uture favour.= 

ANGUS. 
0 thou stain 

Of Pair nobility'.—thou bane of faith! 
Thou woman-killing coward, who bast crept 
To the unguarded throne, and stabh'd thy prince'. 
What bath thy treason, blasted as it is, 	• 
To bribe the soul of Angus to thy views? 

ATHOL. , 
Soon shalt thou rue th' indignity now thrown 
On me thy lawful prince.--Yes, talking lord, 
The day will soon appear, when I shall rise 
In majesty and terrour, to assert 
My country's freedom; .and at last, avenge 
My own peculiar wrongs.—When thou and all 
Those :;rov'ling sycophants, who how'd the knee 
To the usurper's arbitrary sway, 
Will fawn on me.—Ye temporizing slaves! 
Unchain your king; and teach your humble 

mouths 	- 
To kiss the dust beneath my royal feet,. 

' 	To the guard. 
ANGUS. 

The day will soon appear!—Day shall not thrice 
Return, before thy carcase be cast forth, 

, Unbury'd, to the dogs and beasts of prey— 
Or, high-egalted, warily in air, 
The monument of Treason.— 

ATHOL. 
Empty threat! 

Fate bath foretold that Athol shall be urown'd. 
ANGUS. 

Then Hell bath cheated thee.—Thou shalt bA 
An iron crown intensely hot shall gird [crown'd—
Thy hoary temples; while the shouting crowd 
Acclaims thee king of traitors. 

ATItot. 
4 	Lakes of firel— 

Ha! said'st thou, lord!—a glowing iron crown 
Shall gird my hoary temples!--.Now I feel. 
Myself awake to misery and shame ! 
Ye sceptres, diadems, and rolling trains [dreams 
Of flatt'ring -pomp,. farewell !—Curse on. those 

PP 

   
  



SONG 
FROM THE REPRISAL. 

YE swains of the Shannon, fair Sheelai 
Ye swains of the Shannon, fair Sheelall is 

Ochone my dear jewel; 
Why was you so cruel 

Amidst my companions to leave me 

Tho' Teague shut tke casement in Ea 
hail; 

Tho' feague shut the casement in fall;- 
In the dark she was groping, 
And found it wide open ;. 

Och! the devil himself could not stand nit, 

In beholding your charms, I can see thtm ts  
In beholding your charms,' can seethe:. 

If you're dead do but own it; 
' 	Then you'll hear me bemoan it; 

For in loud lamentations your fate I'll 

Devil,  curse this occasion with tumults an:, 
Devil curse this occasion with tumults an! 

0 ! theemonth of November, 
She'll have cause to remember, 

As a black letter day all the days of her 

With a rope I could catch the dear ctua 
• lost! 
With a rope I could catch the, dear am. 

But, without a dismission, t 
• I'd lose my commission, 
And be bang'd with disgrace for desertigli: 

SONG FROM TIM SAME. 

FROM the man whom I love, tho' my 10' 
I will freely describe the wretch I dapig... 
And if he has sense butto balance a stn. 
He will sure take the hint from the pictur. • 

A wit without sense, without fancy a be:. 
Like a parrot be chatters, and struts like. 
A peacock in pride, in grimace a baboon, 
In,  courage a hind, in conceit a gasmen. 

As a vulture rapacious, in falsehood a he 
Inconstant as waves, and unfeeling as aw 
As a, tiger ferocious, perverse as a her, 
In mischief an ape, and in fawning a dtp 

In a word, to sum up all his talents top'.' 
His heart is of lead, and his brain is 
Yet, if he has sense but to balance a stag. 
He will sure take the hint from the picas: 

SONG FROM TILE SANE. 
LET the nymph still avoid, and be deaf to 
Who in transports of passion affects tow,' 
For his rage; not his love, in that frenzy 
And the blast that blows loudest is soon 

But the shepherd whom Cupid has piered 
heart 

Will submissive adore, and rejoice in tbt q!.* 
Or in plaintive soft murmurs, his bosom-f..t 
Like the smooth gliding curssnt of rirenui.l. „ . 

678 	 SMOLLETTS POEMS. 
Of idle superstition, that ensnare 
Th' ambitious soul to wickedness and woe! 
Curse an thy virtue, which bath overthrown 
My elevated hopes and may despair 
Descend in pestilence on all mankind! 

ANGUS. 
Thy curse just H ',v'n retorts upon thyself ! 
To separate dungeons Iced the regicides. — 

IB (Exit guard with the prisoners.. 
From thirst of rule what dire disasters flow! • 
How flames that guilt ambition taught to glow! 
Wish gains on wish, desire surmounts desire I 
licpe fans the blaze, and envy feeds the tirk: 
From crime to crime aspires the madd'ning soul ! 
Nor laws, Isor oaths, nor fears its rage control; 

Heav'n at length awakes, supremely just, 
And levels all.its tnw'ring schemes in dust! 

PROLOGUE TO THE .REPRISAL, 

SPOKEN BY MR. BASTARD. 
AN ancient sage, when Death approach'd his bed, 
Consign'd to Pluto his devoted head; 
And, that no fiend might hiss, or prove uncivil, 
With vows and pray'rs, hefairly brib'd the devil: 
Yet neither vows nor pray'rs, nor rich oblation, 
Cou'd always save the sinner—from damnation. 

Thus authors, tottering on the brink of fate, 
The critic's rage with prologues deprecate; 
Yet oft the trembling bard implores in vain, 
The wit pyofess'd turns out a dunce in grain: 
No plea can then avert the dreadful sentence, 
He must be damn'd—in spite of all repentance. 

Here Justice seems from her straight' ine to vary, 
No guilt attends a fact involuntary; • 
This maxim the •whole cruel charge destroys, 
No poet sure was ever dull.--hy choice. 

So pleads our etdprit in his own defence, 
You cannot prove his dullness is.-prepense. - 

He means to please-a-he owns no other view 
And now presents you with—a sea ragout. 
A dish—;howe'er you relish his endeavours, 
Replete with a variety of flavours. 

A stout Hibernian, and, ferocious Scot, 
• Together boil in our enchanted

' 
pot; 

To taint these viands With the true fumet, 
'He shreds a musty, vain, French—martinet.
This stale ingredient might our porridge mar 
Without some acid juice of English tar. 
To rouse the appetite the drum shall rattle, 
And the deSsert shall be a bloodless battle. 

What heartwili fail to glow, what eye to brighten, 
"When Britain's wrath arous'd begins to lighten! 
Her thunders roll—mer fearless sons advance, 
And her red ensigns wave o'er the pale flow'rs of 

Prance. 
Such game our fathers play'd in days of yore, 

When Edward's banners fann'd the Galli& shore; , 
'When Howard's arm Eliza's vengeance hurl'd, 
And Drake diffus'd het-Jame around the world: 
Si j)1 shall that god-like flame-your bosoms fire, 
The gen!rous son_ shall emulate the sire; 
Her ancient spleedour England shall maintain, 
O'er distant realms extend her genial reign, 
qqd fi§e7-91' uttriyard etnpreSS of the mail!. • .... 0 	• 
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Tip' silent big tongue, he will plead with his eyes, 
Add his heart own your stray in a tribute of sighs; 
But, when he accosts you in meadow or grove, 
His tale all tenderness, rapture, and love, 

SONG FROM THE SAME. 
BEMILD ! my brave Britoqs, the fair springing 

F II a bumper and toss off your glasses: [gale, 
Buss and part with your frolicksome lasses; 

Then aboard and unfurl the wide flowing sail. 
CHORUS. 

While British oak beneath us rolls, 
And English courage tires our souls; 
To crown our toils, the Fates decree 
The wealth and empire of the sea. 

Our canvas and cares to the Winds we display, 
Life and fortune we cheerfully venture; 
And we laugh, and we quaff, and we banter; 

Nor think of to morrow while sure of to day. 
CHORUS. 3  

While British oak, 8c.c. 
The streamers of France at a distance appear! 

We must Mind other music than catches; 
Man our quarters, and handle our matches; 

Our cannon produce, and for battle prepare. 
CHORUS. 

While British oak, &c. 
Engendet'd in smoke and deliver'd in flame, 

British vengeance rolls loud as the thunder! 
Let the vault of the sky burst asunder, 

So victory follows with riches and fame, 
CHORUS. 

While British, oak beneath us rolls,• 
And English courage fires our souls; 
To crown our toils, the Fates decree 
The wealth and empire of the sea. 

EPILOGUE TO THE REPRISAL. 
SPOKEN BY MISS MACK LIN. 

kYE--now i cart with pleasure look around, 
;afe as I am, thank Heaven, on English ground.—
n a dark dungeon to be stow'd away, 
Midst roaring, thund'ring, danger and dismay ; 
,,xpos'd to fire and water, sword and bullet—
Ilight damp the heart of any virgin pullet—. 
dread to think what might have come to pass, 

Sad not the British lion quell'd the Gallic ass—, 
3y Champignon a wretched victim led 	• 
ro cloister'd cell, or more detested bed; 
dy days in pray'r and fasting I had spent: 
is nut? or wife, alike a penitent. 
its gallantry, so confident and eager, 
lad prov'd a mess of delicate coupe..—maisre: 
ro bootless longings I had fallen a martyr:.  
Int Heav'n be prais'd, the Frenchman caught a 

tartar. 
Yet soft.—our author's fate you must decree: 

Riad hd come safe to port or sink at sea ? 
hour sentence, sweet or bitter, soft or sore, 
Floats his frail bark, or runs it hump ashore.— 

Ye wits above, restrain your awful thunder 
In his first eruise,'twere pity he should founder, 

[T, the gal. 
Safe from your shot lie fears no other foe, 
Nor gulph, but that which horrid yawns below, 

(To the pit, 
The bravest chiefs, ev'n Hannibe and Cato, 
Have here been tam'd with—/Opin and potatoe. 
Our bard embarks in a more Christian cause, 
He craves not mercy; but he maims applause, 
His pen again,Ft the hostile French is drawn, 
Who damns film is no Antigallican. 
Indnlg'd with fav'ring gales and smiling skies, 
linl-eafter be may board a richer prize. 	0  
But if this welkin angry clouds deform, 

[Loo4:ing round the house. 
And hollow groans portend the approaching storm: 
Should the descending show'rs of hail redouble, 

[To the gal. 
And these rough billows hiss, and boil, and bn,bble, 

To the pit. 
He'll lanch no more on such fel} seas of trouble. 

ADVICE AND REPROOF: 
TWO SATIRES. 

First published in the year l'I46 and 1147. 
Sed podice levi 

Czeduntur tumidm medico ridente 
0 proceres! censore ppm. est an haruspice nobis ? 

JUVENAL. 
nam quis 

Peccandi finem posuit sibi quando recepit 
Ejectum semel attritS de froute ruborern ? 

Ibid. 

ADVICE: A SATIRE. 
POET, FRIEND. 

'POET. 
ENOUGH, enough; all this we knew before; 
'Pis infamous, I grant it, to be poor: 
And who so much to sense and glory lost, 
Will hog the erase that not one joy can boast! 
From the pale hag, 0 could I once break loose; 
Divorc'd, all HelPshall not re-tie the noose! 
Not with more care shall H 	as oid his wife, 
Not Cope fly swifter 1, lashing for his life; 
Than I to leave the meagre fiend behind. 

FRIEND. 
Exert your talents; Nature, ever kind, 
Enough for happiness, bestows on all ; 
'Tis sloth or pride that finds her gifts too small*---, 
Why sleeps the Muse ? is there no room for praise, 
When such brightnames in constellation blaze? 
When sage Newcastle', abstinently great, 
Neglects his food to cater for the state ; 

• 
A general famous for an expeditious retreat, 

though not quite so deliberate as that of the ten 
thousand Greeks from Persia; having unfortu-
nately forgot to bring his army along with him, 

a Alluding to the philosophical contempt which 
this great personage tnanifested for the sensual 
delights of the stomach. 

a 

   
  



580 	 smoutIrs POEMS. 
And Grafton?, tow'ring Atlas of the throne, 
So well rewards a genius like his own: 
Granville and Bath 4  illustrious, -need I name 
For sober dignity and spotieSs fame ; 
Di ;Pitt, th? unshaken Abdi.e1.0, yet unsung 
Thy candour, Cholndly ! and thy truth, O 'lounge! 

advice is good ; the question only, whether 
These names and rattles ever dwelt together? 
Fort what. of that? the snore the bare shallelaini, 
Who can create as well as cherish fame. 
But one thing more ,..-.•how loud must 1 repeat, 
To riCaSe 	isigag'd attention of the gvezt, 
Annic'il, perhaps, with 0,,,..eios prolific hum 6, 
Or rapt amidst the transports of a drum '5; 
Whit the grins porter watches eery .door, 
Stern the to Sradesmen, poets, and the poor. , 
Tb' Flesperian dragon not more fierce ant! fell; 
Nor che gaunt. growling janitor of Hell. 
Erie Atticos (so,  wills the voice of tate) 
In*hrines in clouded majesty, his state; 
Nor to th' adoring crowd vouchsafes regarci, 
'rho' priests adore, and ev'ry  priest a bard. 
Shall I Olep follow  'With  the venal tribe, 
And on thc threshold the base mongrel bribe? 
B the loin, to feast niy inutroimploring eye, 
With sonic proud lord, who smiles a gracious lief 
A lie to captoratc soy heedless youth, • 
Pcgoade my talents, and debauch my truth; 
While foor'd with hope, weaves my joyless day, 
And friends, and fang, ? Mid fortune fleet away; 
'Till scandal, indigence;and scorn, my hot, 
The dreary jail entombs me, where I rot! 
Is there, ye varnisli'd ruffians of the.statel. 
Not one among the millions whom ye cheat, 

3 This noble peer, remarkable for sublimity of 
.parts. 'by virtue of his office, lord chainherlaini 
conferred the laureat on Colly Cibber, esq. a de-
lectable bard, whose character has already em-
ployed, together with his own, the greaMst,peos 
of the ace. 

4 Two noblemen famous in their day, for nothing 
-more than their fortitude in bearing the scorn and 

reproach of their country. 
• 6  AbdieI, according to Milton, was the only 
seraph that preserved , his integrity in the midst 
of c..rruption-, 

Among the innumerable false, unnloy'd>, 
Unshaken, uusedue'd, roderrifyd—o 

0  This alludes to a phenomenon, net more 
strange than true. The person here meant, hav-
ing actually laid upwards of forty eggs, as several 
physicians and fellows of the Royal Society can 
attest; one of whom, we heir, has undertaken the 
incubation, and is id, no doubt, favour the-world 
with an account of his success. Some virtuosi 

that. such productions must be She effect 
of a certain intercourse' of organs not fit to be 
named. 

7  This is a riotous assembly of fashionable peo-
ple, of both sexes, at it private houite, consisting 
of some horkireds ; not unaptly st ,led a drum, 
front the noise and -emptiness' of the entertain-
ment. There are also drum-major, rout; tempest 
avid hurricane, differing only in degrees of multi-
tude and uproar, as the significatit name of each 
$leplisteS, • • ' 	 .... • •  

Who, while he totters oi, the brink of nt, 
Dares, ere he falls, attempt th' 
A steady blow I his languid soul to feat; 
And rid his country of one curse at la: 

FRIEND. 
What! turn assassin? 

POET. 
• Let th' assassin blch 

My fearless verse shall justify the dee:. 
'fis he, who lures th'unpractisq mini e 
Then leaves the wretch to misery a pro; 
Perverts the race of virtue just begun, 
And stabs the public in her mind son. 

• FRIEND. 
Heav'ns, how you rail! the man'sconsie3 
If Lockman's fate8 attends you, shiny:4i 
Let prudence more propitious arts inipOt 
The lower still you craw', you'll climb tit. 
Go then, with ev'ry supple virtuesteil, 
And thrive, the favour'd valet of my kri 
Is that denied? a bodn more !imble art; 
And minister to Him who serves a slue: 
Be sure you fasten on promotion's scale; 
Tv-'n if you,  seize some 'footman by tbiti: 
Th' ascent is easy, and the prospect clec 
Prom the smircli'd scullion to th'embaii,f 
Th4  ambitious drudge preferr'd,ndstifaar  
Advane'd again, the chair benighted gri'?. 
Here doom'd, if nature strung his sinerfr 
The slave, perhaps, of some insatiateam, 
But if exempted from th' Herculean tol, 
A fairer field awaits him, rich with spit, 
There shall he shine, with mingling honi,6 
Ilisnraster's patine, pimp, and paroatt; 
Then strut a captain, if his wish be war 
And grasp, in hope, a truncheon and a g.-
Or if the sweets of peace hit soul Out, 
fiask at his ease in some warm sinecure; 
Flis fate hi consul, clerk, or agent, vary, 
Or cross the seas, an envoy's secretary:.  
Compos'd of falsehood, ignorance, and it 
A prostrate sycophant shalt rise a L---v 
And won from kennels to th' impulse,  
Aecomplish'd Warren triumph o'er (fore 

POET. 
Eternal infamy his name surround, 
Who planted first that vice on British 
A rice that 'spite of sense and nature rs 
And poisons geniallove, and manhood* • 
Pollio! the pride of science and its stir-
The Muse weeps o'er thee, while she in; 
Abhorrent views that prostituted gam, 
Th' indecent grotto and polluted doom! 
There only may the spurious passion gkt 
Where not one laurel decks the eaititf'ile' 
01.4cene with crimes armed, of every dye, 
Corruption,, lust, oppression, pecinry: 

8  To be little read, and less approval. 
9 This child of dirt, (to use a great I. 

expression) withofit any other quality the 
veiling adulation, has arrived at the psi 
insulting his betters every day. 
• 40 Another son of fortune, who OlVeli;r 

affluence to the most infamous qin!'fi  
commonly called Brush Warren, fon --
been a shoe-black: it is saidene was kelt ti 
sexes at one time. 	' 

• 

   
  



, ADVICE 
Let Chardin With a chapletround his head", 
The taste of Nlaro and Anacreon plead'; 
"Sir, Flaccus knew to live as, well as write, 
And kept, like me, two boys array'd in white" 
Worthy tea feel that Appetence of fame 
Which rivals Horace only in his shame! 
Let Isis wail in murmurs, as she runs", 
Her tempting fathers and her yielding sons; 
While Dullness sereens13  091-airings of the church, 
Nor leaves one sliding rabbi in the lurch: 
Far other raptures let the breast contain, 
Where heav'n-boru taste and emulation reign. 

Shall not a thousand virtues, then, atone' 
In thy strict censure for the breach of one ? 
If Bubo keeps a catamite or whore, 
His bounty feeds the beggar at his door: 
And though no mortal credits Curio's word, 
A score of lacquies fatten at his board.: 
To Christian meekness sacrifice thy spleen; 
And strive thy neighbour's weaknesses to screen. 

'POET. 
Scorn'd be the hard, and witheN all his faine, 
Who wounds a brother weeping o'er his shame! 
But if an impious wretch with frantic pride 
Throws honour, truth, and decency aside, 
If, nor by naison aw'd, nor cheek'd by fears, 
He counts his glories from the stains he bears; 
Th'ind4nant Muse to virtue's aid shall else, 
And fix the brand of infamy on vice. 
What if, arous'd at his imperious call, 
An hundred footsteps echo through his hall; 
And, on high columns sear'd, his lofty dome 
Proclaims th' united art of Greece and Rome: 
What tho' whole hecatombs his, crew regale, 
And each dependant slumbers o'er his ale; 
While the remains through mouths unnumber'd 
indulge the beggar and the dogs at last: 	[past, 
Say, friend, is it benevolence of soul, 
Or pompous vanity, that prompts the whole? 
These sons of sloth, who by profusion thrive, 
His pride inveigled from the public hive : 
And numbers pine in solitary woe, 
Who furnish'd out this phantasy of show. 
When silent misery assail'd his eyes, 	. 
Did e'er his throbbing bosom. sympathize? 
Or his extensive charity pervade 
To those who languish in the barren shade, 
Where oft, by want and modesty suppress'd, 
The bootless talent warms the lonely breast? 
No! petrify'd by dullness and disdain, 
Beyond the feeling Of another's pain, 

ni This genial knight wore at his own banquet 
a garland of flowers, in imitation of the ancients; 
and kept two rosy boys robed in white, for the 
entertainment of his guests. 	 a 

" In allusion to the unnatural orgies said to be 
solenized on- the banks of this river; partici:-
lady at one place, yhere a much greater sanctify 
of morals and taste might be expected. 

13  This is a decent and pareidal office, in which 
Dullness is employed; namely, to conceal the 
failings of her children: and exactly conformable 
to that instance of filial 'piety, which we meet 
with itt the son of,  Noah, who went backward, to 
cover the nakedness of his father; when he lay ex, 
posed, from the scars and insults of a malicious 
world. 

A SATIRE. 	 .581. 
The tear of pity ne'er bedencd his eye, 
Nor his lewd bosom felt the social sigh? 

FRIENO.  
Alike to thee Ids virhpe or his vice, 
If his hand lib`ral, owns thy merit's price. 

POET. 
Sooner, in hopelesS anguish vYSuld I mourn, 
Than owe my fortune to the man I scbrn!--. a What new resource? 

0 	FRIEND. 
A thousand yetiremain 

TWat bloom with honours, or that teem withagain : 
These arts,--are they.beneath—ebeyond thy care? 
Devote thy studies to th' auspicious fair: 
Of truth divested, let thy tongue supply 
The hinted slander, and the whisper'd lie; 
All merit meek, ad qualities depress, 
Save those that grace th' excelling patroness5 
Trophies to her

' 
 on others' jollies raise, 	' 

And heard with joy, by defamation praise: 
To this collect each faculty of face, 
And ev'ry feat perform of sly grimace; 
Let the grave sneer sarcastic speak thee shrewd., 
The smutty joke ridiculously lewd; 
And the loud laugh, thro' ail its changes rung, 
Applaud th' abortive sallies of her tongue: 
EnroU'd a member in the sacred list, 
Soon shalt' thou sharp in company, at whist; 
Her midnight rites and revels regulate 4, " 
Priest of her love, and demon -of her hate. 

POET. 
But say, what recompense for all this waste 
Of boomer, truth, attention; time, and taste? 
To shine confess'd, her zany and her tool, 
And fall by what I rose, low ridicule? 
Again shall Handel raise his laurei'd brovi, 
Again shall harmony with rapture glow!' 
The spells dissolve, the combination breaks, 
And Punch no longer Frasi's rival squeaks. 
Lo, ittissel" falls a sacrifice to whitn, 
And starts amaz'd in Newgate from his dream: 

to These are mysteries performed, like those of 
the flea Bona, by females only; consequdntly it 
cannot be expected that we should here explain 
them: we have, notwithstanding, found means to 
learn some anectotes concerning them, which we 
shall reserve for another opportunity. 	' 

14  A famous Mimic and singer.. The person. 
here meant, by the qualifications above deseribedr 
had insinuated -himself into the confidence of cer-
tain ladies of quality, who engaged him to set up 
a puppet-show, in opposition to the oratorios of 
Handel, against whom they were unreasonably 
prejudiced. But the town not seconding the 
capricious undertaking, they deserted their ma. 
nagcr, whops they had promised to support, and 
let him sink under the expense they had entailed 
upon him: he was accordingly thrown into pri-
son, where his disappointment got the better of 
his reason, and he remained in all the ecstasy of 
despair; till at last, his generous patronesses, 
after much solicitation, were prevailed upon to 
collect five pounds, on the payment of which he 
was admitted into Bedlam, where he continued 
bereft of his understanding, and died in the Ms. 
most misery. 
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58! 	 SMOLLETTS:  POEMS, 
With trembling hands implores their promis'd aid;' 
And sees their favour like a vision fade! 
Is this, ye faithless Syrens!-,—this the joy 
To which, your smiles th' unwary wretch decoy ? 
Naked and shackled, on the paved. nt prone, 
His mangled flesh devouring from the bone; 
Rage in his hear distraction. in his eye! 
Behold, inhuman kss your minion lel 
Behold his gay career to ruin run, 
By you sedued, abmadon'd and undone! 
Rather in garret pent 'e, secure from. harm, 
My Muse with murders shall the town alarm; 
Or p4inge in' politics with patriot zeal, 
And road like Gutherie for the public weal, 1,i• 
Than crawl an insect, in a berdame's power, 
And dread the crush of caprice ev'ry hour! 

FRIEND. 
'Tis well ;—ettioy that petulance of style, 
And), like the envious adder, lick the file 
What tho' success will not attend on all ! 
Who bravely dares, must sometimes risk a fall. 
Behold the bounteous board of Fortune spread; 
Each wealress,,vice and folly yields thee bread; 
Wouldst thou with prudent condescension strive 
On the long-settled.terms of life to thrive. 

. 	POET, 
What! join the crew that pilfer one another, 
Betray my friend, and persecutr my brother:.  
Turn usurer-o'er cent per cent to brood, 
Or quack, to feed like fleas, on human blood? 

FRIEND. 
Or if thy soul can brook the gilded curse, 
Some changeling heiress steal—. 

POET. 
Why not a purse? 

Two things I dread, my conscience and the law. 
FRIEND. 

How? dread a mumbling bear without a claw? 
Nor this, nor that is standard right or wrong, 
nil! tainted by the mercenary tongue; 
And what is conscience, but a fiend of strife, 
That chills the joys, and damps the schemes of life? 
The wayward child of vanity and fear, 
The peevish dam of poverty and care; 
Unnumber'd woes engender in the,breast 
That entertains the rude, ungrateful! 	guest. 

POET. 
Hail, sacred pow'r! my glory raid my guide! 

'lair source of mental peace, what e'er betide; 
Sate in thy shelter, let disaster roll 
Eternal hurricanes around my soul; 
bay soul serene, amidst the storms Shall reign, 
And smile to see their fury burst in vain! 

FRIEND. 
Too coy to flatter, and too proud to serve 18, 
Thine be the joyless dignity to starve. 

'6  These are the dreams and fictions of Grub.. 
.street, with which the good people of this metro-
polis are daily alarmed and entertained: 

This.alludes to the fable of the viper and file, 
applicable to all the ipsuccessful efforts of malice 
and envy. 

18  This, surelytpecasioned Churchill's 
Too proud ,2t0 flatter, too sincere to 

POET. 
No;—thanks to discord, war shall be net 
And moral rage, heroic courage lend 
To pierce the gleaming squadron of the Er: 
And win renown by some distinguisird'el,, , 

FRIEND. 
Renown! ay, do—eunkennel the whole a0 
Of military cowards On thy bark. 
What difference, say, 'twist him ste 
And him who sought the bosom of the t,  
Enveroarred calumny the first shall bard, 
The last enjoy a ribbon and command. 

POET. 
If such be life, its wretches I deplore, 
And long to quit th' unhospitable shore, 

REPROOF: A SATIRE. 

POET, FRIEND, 

POET. 

HOWE'ER I turn, or wheresoe'er ltrearlA 
This giddy world still rattles round my be 
I pant for silence ev'n in this retreat—
Good Heav'n! what demon thunders at del 

FRIEND. 
In Cain you strive, in this sequester'd noel 
To shroud you from an injur'd friend's rorn 

POET. 
An injur'd friend !—who challenges theme 
If you, what title justifies the claim? 
Did e'er your heart o'er my affliction nits 
Your int'rest prop me, or your purse retire 
Or could my wants my soul so far white. 
That in distress she erased for aid to rod 
But let us grant th' indulgence e'er so star 
Display without reserve th'imagin'd wen 
Among, your kindred have I kindled stri5s. 
Detlow'r'd your daughter, or debauch'd 
Traduc'd your credit, bubbled you at Katy 
Or soil'd with infamous reproach your 

FRIEND. 

No; but your cynic vanity (you'll own) 
Expos'd my private counsel to the ton. 

• 
POET. 

Such fair advice 'twere pity sure to lose; 
gant I printed it for public use. 

FRIEND. 
Yes, season'd with your own remarks betrA 
Itithun'd with so much virulence of spices, 
That tlbe mildetowit. (to give the devil his d, 
Ascrib'd the whole performance to a Jest. 

19 ands This last line relates to the to'.1  
of a general on a certain occasion, who day 
an extreme passion for the cool shade riv. 
heat of the day: the Banovtrian gener4 
battle of Dettingen. 

   
  



REPTI.061': A SATIRE. 	 5$3 

t 	 POET; 
lees, Turks, or Pagans, hallowed be the mouth 
That teems with moral zeal and dauntless truth! 
Prove that my partial strain adopts one lie, 
No penitent more mortify'd than I; 
Not ev'n time wretch in shackles, doom'd to groan 
Beneath th' inhuman scoffs of Williamson'. 

MIEN g. 
Hold-let us see this boasted self denial 
The vanquish'd knight' has triumpled in his trial. 

POET. 
What then? 

FRIEND. 
Your own sarcastic verse unsay, 

That brands him as a trembling runaway. 
PON1% 

With all my soul 	imputed charge rehearse; 
I'll own my errour and expunge the verse. 
Come, come,---howe'er the day was lost or won, 
The world allows the race was airly run. 
But lest the truth too -naked should appear, 
A robe 'of sable shall the goddess wear: 
When sheep were subject to the, lion's reign, 
F.re man acquied dominion o'er the plain, 
Voracious wolves, fierce rushing from the rocks, 
Derailed without control th' unguarded. flocks : 
The suffIrers crowding round th royal cave, 
Their monarch's pity and protection crave: 
Not that they Wanted valour, force or arms, 
To shield their lambs from danger and alarms; 
A thousand rams, the champions of the fold, 
In strength of horn, and patriot virtue bold, 
Engag'd in firm association, stood, 
Their lives devoted to the public good: 
A warlike chieftain was their sole request, 
To marshal, guide, instruct, and rule the rest: 
Their pray'r was heard, and by consent of all, 
A courtier ape appointed general,- 
He went, he led, arrang.'d the battle stood, 
The savage foe came pouring like a flo'od; 
Then pug aghast, fled swifter than the wind, 
Nor deign'd, in threescore miles, to look behind; 
While eery baud for orders bleat in vain, 
And fall in slaughteed heaps upon the plain: 
The scar'd baboon (tocut the matter short) 
With all his speed,  could not out-run report; 
And to appease the clamours of the nation, 
'Twas fit his case should stand examination. 
The board was nam'd-.-each worthy took his place; 
All senior,members of the horned race3.- 
The wether, goat, ram, elk, and ox were therei 
And a grave, hoary stag possess'd the chair,-,, 

Governor of the Tower. 
2  Sir John Cope. 	 a 
3  It is not to be wondered at, that this hoard 

consisted of horned cattle only, since, before the 
use of arms, every creature was obliged in war tt, 
fight with such weapons as 'many afforded it, 
consequently those supplied 'with horns bid, fairest 
for signalizing themselves in the field, and carry-
Mg off time first posts in the army,i-But I observe, 
that among the 4nembers of this court, there Is no 
mentiog made of such of the horned family, as 
were chiefly celebrated for' valour; namely, the 
bull, unicorn, rhinditeros, 8cc, which gives reason 
to suspect, that these last were either out of fa- 

Th" inquiry past, each in his tarn began 
The culprit's conduct varionslyto scan. 
At length, the sage mimed his awful crest, 
And paving, thus his fellow chiefs ackiress'd.o-i 
" If age, that from this head its honours stole, 
Math not impair'd the functions of my soul, 
But sacred wisdom with experi*e bought, 
Whilethisweak frame decay sdidatures muythought; 
Th'important issue of this gramtdebate 
May furnish precedent for yoirr own fate; 
Should ever fqltune call you to repel 
Theshaggy foe, so desperate and fell-,  
'T is plain, you say, his excellence sir Ape 
P4111 the dire field accomplisied an escape 3,4 
Alas! our fellow-subjects ne'er had bled, , 
If every ram that fell, like hint bad fled; , • 
Certes, those sheep were rather mad than brave, 
Which seorn'd th' example their wise leader gave. 
Let,u,s, then,mv,ry vulgar hint disdain„ 
And from our brother's laurel wash the stains" 
Th4  admiring court applauds the president, 
And pug was cimmed by general consent, 

EMEND. . 
There needs no.magic to divine your scope, , 
Mark'd as you are a flagrant misanthrope: 
Sworn foe to good and bad, to greiri:andunall, 
Thy rankling pen produces nought but gall: 
Let virtue struggle, or let glory shine, 
Thy verse affords not one approving 

POET. 
Hail sacred themes! the Muse's chief delight): 

'0 bring the darling objects to my sight? 
My breast with elevated thought shall glow, 
My fancy brighten, and my numbers flow ! 

Aonian grove With rapture.would I tread, 
'ro crop unfading wreaths for William's head; 
Ent that my strain, unheard amidst time throng, 
Must yield to Lockman's ode and flanbury's songs. 
Nor would th' enainottect Muse neglect to pay 
To Stanhope's worths the tributary Jay; 
The soul "unstain'd, the sense sublime to paint, 
A people's patron, pride and ornament! 
Dial notliis virtues eterniz'd remain 
The boasted theme of Pope's immortal strain. ' 
Not ertim the pleasing task is left, to raise 
A grateful,monument to Barnard's praise; , 
Else should the venerable patriot stand 
Th' unshaken piliur of a sinking land. 
The gtadd'ning prospect tot the still pursue: 
And bring fair virtue's triumphs to the view 
Alike to me, by fortune blest or not, 
Front soaring Cobham to the melting Scc;t6. . 

your with the ministry, laid aside on 'account of 
their great age, or that the ape had interest 
enough at court to exclude them from the number 
of his judges. 

4' Two productions resembling one another very 
much in that cloying mediocrity, which Horace. 
compares to--Crassum ungentuna, et sardo cunt 
melle papaver.. 	el 

S The earl of Chesterfield. 
6  Daniel Mackercher, esq. a man of such pri-

mitive simplicity, that he may be,said to have 
exceeded the Scripture injunction, by not only 
parting with his cloak and coat, but with his shirt 
also, to relieve a brother in distress: Mr. Amines. 
ley, who claimed, the Anglesea title and estate. ' 

   
  



684 , 	 SMOLLETT'S POEMS. . 
Rut to I a swarm of harpies intervene, 
To ravage, s-riangte, and pollute the'seene ! 
Grirg'd -with our plunder, yet still gauntfor spoil; 
Rapacious Gideon fastena on our isle; ., 
Insatiate Lascelles, and the fiend Vanes:J:7, 
Rise on our ruins,' and enjoy-the wreck; 

,.While griping JkOer g".glories in his prize, 
Mrung.  from 'the s, dew's tears and .orphares. cries. „..  

1MEWD, 

Fraught with the spirit of a Galli: re: 
Let Rich, with dulness andalerofix 
Enjoy the peal so-barlsarans and laai, 
While hiS brain spueseeimonsterstmis: 
I see with joy, the vaticide deploe , 
An hell-denouncing priest and meua • 
Let ev'ry polish'd dame, and zeniii 
Employ the social chairu, and ‘etti.tv.  
Debauch'd from sense, let doubtful attt-
The vague conundrum and the palfit,:i. 
While the vain fop, with apish grin. 
The gig-gin,-

* 
 minx half chok'd 

These, and a thousand idle pranks, I s!-_ 
The motley spawn of ignorance atdr'x 
Let pride conceive-and folly meats, 
The fashion stiliadopts the spanoutim 
Nothing so strange that fashion mew -... 
By this dishonour ceases to be sham:: 
This weans frombhishes lewd Tyraviri 
Gives Hawley Is praise and Ingoltistea,. 
From Mead to Thompsoisshifts the eta. 
A meddling, prating, blhaving, busy 
And may (shonkl,taste a little Ntore as . 
Transform the -nation to an herd of vim 

The fatal period hastens on apace! 
Nor will thy verse tleobscene event diip: 
Thy flow 'rs of poetry, that sinelLso strtq 
The keenest appetites have loatit'd th: 
Condenrin'dbyelark,Banks,Barrowhyanh 
And all the crop.ear'd critics ofthe 
While sagely neutral sits thy silent fii!J, 
Alike averse to censure or commend. 

POET. 

Peace to the gende soul, that could del 
His invocated voice to dill the cry! 
And let me stilt the sentiment disdain 
Of him, who never speaks bet t6 errata: 
The sneering-son of calumny and se m, 
Whom neither arts, nor sense, nor sou'.1: 

" Monsters .of absurdity. 
He look'd, and saw a sable sore'rerriss, 
Swift to whose hand-a winged volumefe  
All sudden, gorgons hiss, and dragons ra." 
And ten-horn't fiends and giants rush tt 
Hell rises, Heaven descends, and dance! 
Gods, imps and monsters, music, rage as 
A fire, a jig, a battle, and-a ball, 
'Till one wide conflagration swallows all 

1.1P'• 
'3  This is no other than an empty (Nlf 

ried about with great formality, to perEco 
lay the help of which a decent corresp 
often maintained among people of fastits. 
years together, without one personal 
to the great honour of hospitality and goi. 
bourhood. 

4  Equally applicable to the dining aad 
table, where every guest must pay an elms-
price far what he has. 

1$ A general at renowned for conduct e 
cipline, that, during an action in which /a 
conajderable command, he is said to haw • 
Seen rallying three fugitive dragoons, fn" 
from the field of battle. 

56  A fraternity of wits, whose virtue, ssx:. 
and taste, are niuch•of the same dirneavial 

It_elaPs'd 'again( strange tendency ,to rail! 
fear'd this meekness would not for prevail. 

Yourdeem iii-aieeur then?-4.citilt wound and.see 
What vices flourisit-otill,,.tinpruit'd by, me • 
'Conniption, roli'd in a triumphant:ear, 
Displays his burnish'd front and glitt'ring star; 
Nor heeds the-public scorn, or transient curse, 
Unlinown alike to honour and remorse. 
Behold- she leering belle 9, earess'ff by alt, 
Adorn each private feast and public bail;  
Where peers attentive-listen and adore, 
And not one Matron- shims the titled whore. 
At Peter's obSeriaties10  I sung no dirge; 	' 
Nor has my satire yet supply'd a scourge 
Fos-the Vile tribes of usurers and bites, 	• 
Who sneak at Jonathan's and swear at White's. 
Each- tow pursuit, and slighter folly b.ed 
'Within the selfish heart and hollow head, 

• Thrivei uneoutrad, and blossoms o'er the land, 
Nor feels the rigour of my cliast.'ning hand: 
While Codrus shivers o'er his bags of gold, 
By famine wither'd, and benumb'd by cold; 
I mark his haggard eyes with frenzy roll, 
And feast upon the thermos of his soul; 
The wrecks Of war;  the perils of the deep, 
That curse with hideous.dreams the caitiff's sleep; 
Insolvent debtors, thieves, and civil strife, 

caitiff's_ 

Which daily persecute his wretched life; • 
With all the horrours of prophetic dread, 
That rack his bosom while the Mail is read. 
Safe from the red, tmtainted by the school; 

. A judge by lair*, by destiny a fool, 
While the young 'orating struts in native pride, 
His party-Coloured tutor by his side', 

. Pleas'd, let me Own the pious mother's care, 
Who tei the brawny sire commits her heir. 

A triuinvirate -of contmetGrs, Who, scorning 
the narrow views of private usury, found means 
to lay a whole state under efintsibution, and pil-
lage a kingdom of immense sums, under the pro. 
tection of law. 

8  A Chwistian of bowels, who lends money to 
his friends in want at the moderate interest of 
64 per cent. A. man famous for buying poor 
seamens' tickets. 

9 A. wit of the first water, celebrated for her taz 
lent of repartee and double entendre. 
• '° Peter Waters, esq. whose character is too 
-well known to need description. 
- -" Whether it be for the reason assigned in the 
subsequent lines, or the frugality of the parents, 
who' are unwilling to throw away money in 
snaking their children wiser than themselves, I 
know not: but certain it is, that many people of 
fashion commit the education of their heirs to 

• '.5ome trusty footman, with a particular command 
to keep master out of the stable.' 
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While the niaimt.blood bedews my veins,. 
And sinimpuir'd remembrance reigns, 
Resentment of my country's fate 
Wit* my filial breast shall beat; 
Arid, spite df,ber insulting foe, 
My sympathizing verse shalt flow: . 
" Mourn, hapless .Caledonia. pnwil 
Thy 	peace, thy Myth torn." 

OL his, who to Maintain a critic's rank, 
Tlo' conscious of his own internal blank, 
His want of taste unwilling to betray, 
l'wurt sense and nonsense hesitates all day;' 
With brosy contraethd hears each passage rend, 
And often hums and shakes his empty head; 
Until some oracle ador'd, pronounce 	• 
The passive bard a poet or a dunce; 
Then, in loud clarttour echoes back the word, 
'Tis bold! insipid—soaring or absurd: 
These, and th',..unnumbed shoals of smaller fry, 
That nibble rontad, I pity and defy. 

THE TEARS OF SCOTLAND. 
Written in the Year 1746. 

ltelouniq, hapless Caledonia, mourn 
Thy banisled peace, thy laurels torn'! 
Thy sons, for valour long renowit'd, 
Lie siaughter'd on their natiye ground; 
Thy hospitable, roofs no mom, 
Invite the stranger to the door; 
In smoky ruins sunk they lie, 
The monument§ of cruelty. 

The wretched owner sees afar 
His all become the prey of war; 
Betliliks hint of his babes and wife, 
Then smites his breast, and curses life. 
Thy swains are famish'd on the rocks; 
Where once they fed their wanton flocks: 
Thy rarish'd virgins shriek in vain; 
Thy infants perish on the plain. 
What boots it then, in every clime,''  
Thro' the wide-spreading waste of time, 
Thy martial glory, crown'd with praise, 
Still shone with unditninish'd blaze? 
Thy tow'ring spirit now is broke, 
Thy neck is bended to the yoke. 
What foreigd arms could never quell, 
By civil rage and rancour fell. 

The rural pipe and merry lay 
No more shalt cheer the happy day:, 
No social scenes of gay delight 
Beguile the dreary winter night: 
No strains but those of sorrow flow, 
And nought be heard but sounds of woe, 
While the pale phantoms of the slain 
Glide nightly o'er the silent plain. 
0 baneful cause, oh, fatal morn, 
Accurs'd to, ages yet unborn! 
The sons against their fathers stood, 
The parent shed his children's blood; 
Yet, when the rage of battle eeas'd, 
The victor's soul was not appeas'd: 
Tlip naked and'forlorn must feel 
Devouring flames, and mued'ring steel! 

The pious mother doom'd loo dad), 
Forsaken wanders oter the heath, 
The bleak wind whistles round her head, 
Her helpless orphans cry for bread; 
Bereft of shelter, food, and friend, 
She'views the shades of night descend, 
And, stretch'd beneath th' inclement skies, 
Weeps o'er her tender babes and dies. 	• 

IIIIM•••••••••••II 

VERSES, 
OU24 • LOAt ." Y G ox flannstritontr 

.AND'5INGING. 

WHEN Sappho strhelt the quiv'ring wire; 
The throbbing breast war all on, fire; 
And when slie-rais'd'the vocal lay, 
The captive soul *as charm'd away! 

But had the nymph, possest with these.. 
Thy softer,Amiter, pow'r to please; 
Thy beauteous air of sprightly youth, 
Thy fiative2smiles of artless truth; 

The worth 'of grief had ,never-pae01 
Orrthe forsaken love-sick maid; 
Nor had she mpurred a hapless flame, 
Nor dash'd on rocks her tender frame; 

LOVE ELEGY. 
IN IMITATION OF TIIIL'LLUS. 

%JERE now are all my flatt'riim dreams of joyf 
Monimia, give My soul her wonted ?est; 

Since first thy beauty fix'd my roving eye, 
Heart-gnawing cares corrdde my pensive breast. 

Let happy lovers fly where pleasures call, 
With festive songs beguile the fleeting hour; 

Lead beauty 'Giro' the mazes of the 'hail, 
Or press her wanton in lote's•roSeate bower. 

For ine, no more I'll range tli,  empurpled Mead, . 
Where shepherds pipe,and virgins danceamund, 

Nor wander thro the woodbine's fragrant shade, 
To hear the music of the grove resound. 

I'll seek some lettely church, or dreary hall, 
• Where fancy paints the glimnfring taper blue. 

Where damps hag mouldcing on the ivy'd 
And sheeted ghosts drink up the midnight dew: 

There leagued with hopeless.anguish and despair, 
Awhile In silence o'er my fate repine: 

Then, with a tong farewel to love and care, 
To kindred dust my weary limbs consign. 

Wilt thou, Monitnia, shed a gracious tear 
On the cold-grave where all' my sorrows rest! 

Strew vernal flow'rsopplaud my love sincere, 
,And bid the turf lie ease" pre my breast? 

SONG. 
- 	. 

WHILE with fond rapture and amaze, 
On thy transcendent charms I gaze, 
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Ward, when hapless 

aged grannam tore: 
oo late, 
from the door. 

himself ill treated by 
above burlesque on 
the death of his lady. 

My cautions soul essays in vain 
Her peace.and freedom to maintain: 
Yet let that blooming form divine, 
Where grace and harmony combine, 0, 
Those eyes, like genial orbs, that movei 
Dispensing gladness, joy, and love, 
In all their poti„ii assail my vieW, 
Intent my bosotriXto subdue; 
My breast, by wary maxims steel'd, 
Not all those charns shall force to yield. 

But, when invok'd to beauty's eid,c 
I see th' enlighten'd soul display'd; 
ThAt soul so sensibly sedate -
Amid the storms of froward fate! 
Thy genius active, strong and clear, 
Thy wit sublime, tho' not severe, 
The social ardour void of art, 
That gloWs within thy candid heart; 
My spirits, sense and strength decay; 
IVI§ resolution dies away, 
And Wry faculty opprest, 
Almighty love invades my breast! 

amoomegow • 

SONG. 
To fix her..—'twere a task as vain 
To count the April drops of rain, 
To sow in Afric's barren soil, 
Or tempests hold within a toil. 

I know it, friend, she's light as air, 
False as the fowler's artful snare; 
Inconstant as the passing wind, • 
As winter's dreary frost unkind. 

She's such a miser too in love, 
It's joys she'll neither share nor prove; 
Tho' hundreds df gallants await 
From her victorious eyes their fate. 

Blushing at such inglorious reign, 
I sometimes strive to break her chain; 
My reason summon to my aid, 
Resolv'd no more to be betray'd. 

Ali! friend! 'tis but a short-liv'd trance, 
Dispell'd by one enchanting glance; 
She need but look, and, I confess, 
Those looks completely cures or bless. 

So soft, so elegant, so fair, 0  
Sure something more than human's there; 
I must submit, for strife is vain, 
'Twas destiny that forg'd the chain. , 

• ODES. 
BURLESQUE 0 

WILERE west thou, wittol 
fate 	a 

From these weak arms mine 
These pious arms essay'd t 

To drive the dismal phantom 

z Dr. Smollett, imagining 
lord Lyttleton, wrote the 
that nobleman's monody on 

Could not thy healing drop, illOstdd r, 
Could not thy salutary pill prolong he: 

For whom, so oft, to Marybone, ate. 
Thy sorrels dragg'd thee thro: the wentii 

Oit.dropping Twick'nham did not th;r,i 
Thy steps, tho' tended by the Camitinns-

Nor the sweet environs of Drury-latz; 
Nor dusty Find icOta eipbow'ring ARM; 

Nor Whitehall; by the river's bash, 
Beset with rowers dank; 	• 

Nor where th' Exchange pours forth itstarr 
Nor where to mix with offal, soil, and a. 
Steep Snow-hill rolls the sable flood; 

Nor where the Mint's contaminated teal 

Ill doth it now beseem, 
That thou shouldst doze and dream, 
When Death in mortal armour came, 
And struck with ruthless dart the error.• 
Her lib'ral hand and sympathising bast I 
The brute creation kindly bless'd: 
Where'er she trod grimalkin purr'd arrrnl 
The squeaking p'gs her bounty ovn'd; 
Nor to the waddling duck or gabblingT,4 
Did she glad sustenance refuse; ' 
The strutting cock she daily fed, 
And turky with his snout so red; 
Of chickens careful as the pious hen, 
Nor did she overlook the tomtit or Iv"? 
While redbreast hopp'd before her 
As if she common mother were of all. 

For my distracted mind, 
What comfort can I find; 

0 best of grannams! thou art dead ad:• 
And I am left behind to weep and iota 
To sing thy dirge in sad funereal lay, 
Ah! woe is me! slack! and well-a41y r  

1'0 MATE. 

PAREE'r of joy! heart-easing Mirth! 
Whether of Venus or Aurora born; 

Yet goddess sure of heavy my birth;  
Visit benign a son of Grief forlorn: 

Thy glittering colours gay, 
Around him, Mirth, display; 
And o'er his monied sense 
Diffuse thy living influence: 

So shall each hill in purer green =If' 
And flower adorn'd in new-born beauty 

The grove shall smooth the ham-
shade, 

And streams in murmurs shall forget taf 
Shine, goddess, shine with unremitted 
And gild (a second sun) with brighterbeame: 

Labour with thee forgets his pain, 
And aged Poverty can smile with thee; 

If thou he nigh, Grief's hate is vain, 
And weak th; uplifted arm of Tyranny. 

Morning.opes on high 
His universal eye; 
And on the world (loth pour 
His glories in a gulden shower, 

Lo! Darkness trembling 'fore the 
Shrinks to the cavern deep and wood f 

The brood obscene, that OCIRI her nlaiiry" 
Troup in her rear, and fly th' app,roach et N 
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Pie shivering ghosts, that dread th' allmheering 

light, 	 I night. 
Iluick, as the lightnings flash, glide to sepulchral 

Rut, whence the gladdening beam 
That pours his purple stream 

O'er the long prospect wide? 
'Tis Mirth. I see her sit 
In majesty of light, . 

With Laughter at her'Side. 
Bright-ey'd Fancy hovering near 
Wide waves her glancing wing in air;. 
And young Wit flings his pointed dart, 
That guiltless strikes the willing heart. 

Fear not now Affliction's power;  
Fear not now wild Passion's rage, 

Nor fear ye aught in evil hour, 
Save the tardy hand of Age. 

Now Mirth hath heard the suppliant poet's prayer; 
No cloud that rides the blast, shall vex the 

troubled air. 

TO SLEEP. 

SOFT Sleep,- prof mildly pleasing power; 
Sweet patron of the peaceful hour, 
O listen from thy calm abode, 
And hither wave thy magic rod; 
Extend thy silent, soothing sway, 
And charm the canker Care away. 
Whether thou lov'st to glide along, 
Attended by an a'ry throng.  
Of gentle dreams and smiles of joy, 
Such as adorn the wanton boy; 
Or to the monarch's fancy bring 
Delights that better suit a king; 
The glittering host, the groaning plain, 
The clang of arms, and victor's train; 
Or should a milder vision phaise, 
Present the happy scenes of peace; 
Plump Autumn, bitishig all around, 
Rich Industry with toil embrown'd, 
Content, with brow serenely gay, 
And genial Art's refulgent ray. 

TO LEVEN-WATEjt. 

ON Leven's banks, while free to rove, 
And tune the rural pipe to love; 
I envied not the happiest swain 
That ever trod the Arcadian plain. 

Pure stream! in whose transparent wave 
My youthful limbs I wont to lave; • 
No torrents stain thy limpid source; 
N0 rocks impede thy dimpling course, 
That sweetly warbles o'er its bed, 
With white, round, polish'd pebbles spread;  
While, lightly pois'd, the scaly brood 
In myriads cleave thy crystal flood ; 
The springing trout in speckled Wide; 
The salmon, monarch of the,tide; 
The ruthless pike, intent on war; 
Toe silver eel, and mottled' par'. 
Devolving from thy parent lake, 
A chprming maze thy waters make, 

The par is a smatll fish, not unlike the smelt, 
Which it rivals in delicacy and flavour.- 

By bowers of birch, and groves of pine, 
And edges flower'd with eglantine. 

Still on thy banks so gaily green, 
May-ouin'rous herds and flocks be seen; 
And lasses chanting o'er the pail, 
And shepherds piping in the dale, 
And ancient Faith that knowaciio ettile,1 
And Industry imbrown'd with toil, 	• 
And hearts resolved, and hands prepark4 
The blessings they enjoy to guard. 

0 

TO BLEE-EVD ANN: 	a 

WHEN the rough North forgets to howl, 
And Ocean's billows cease to roll; 
When I,ybian sands are bound in frost, 
And cold to Nova Zembla's lost! 
When heav'nly bodies cease to move, 
My bine•ey'd Ann I'll cease to love. 

No more shall flowers the meads adorn; 
Nor sweetness deck the rosy thorn; 
Nor swelling buds proclaim the spring. 
Nor parching heats the deg-star bring; 
Nor laughing lilies paint the grove, 
When blue-ey'd Ann I cease to love; , 

No more shalbjny in hope he found; 
Nor pleasures dance their frolic round; 
Nor love's light god inhabit Earth; 
Nor beauty give the passion birth; 
Nor heat to summer sunshine cleave, 
When blue-ey'd Nanny I deceive. 

When rolling seasons cease to change, 
Inconstancy forgets to range; 
When lavish May no more shall bloom; 
Nor gardens yield a rich perfume; 
When Nature from her sphere shall start, 
I'll tear my Nanny from my heart. 

TO INDEPENDENCE:- 

STROPHE: , 

THY spirit, Independence, let me share! 
Lord of the lion-heart and eagle-eye, ' 
Thy steps I folio* with my bosom bare, 
Nor heed the storm that howls along the sky. 
Deep in the frozen regions of the north, 
A goddess violated brought thee forth, 
Immortal Liberty, whose look sublime 
[lath bleachkl the tyrant's cheek in every varying, 

clime. 
What time the iron-hearted Gaul 
With frantic Superstition for his guide, 
A rm'd with the dagger and the pall, 
The sons of Woden ta the field dery'd: 
The ruthless hag, by Weser's flood, 
In }leaven's name urg,'d'tlf infernal blow; 
And red the stream began bo flow: 
The vanquish'd were baptiz'd with blood'. 

r. Charlemagne obliged four thousand Saxon 
prisoners to embrace the Christian religion, and 
immediately after they were baptized'ordered their• 
throats to be cut—Their prince Vitikind fled for 
shelter to Gotric king of Denmark. 

a 

3 
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ANTISTROPHE. 	,s, 

The Saron prince in horrour fled 
From altars stain'd with human gore; 
And Liberty his routed legions red 
In safety to the bleak Norwegian shore. 
These in a cave asleep She day, 
Ltt11'd by the hot%me-resounding -main; 
When a bold savaill past that way, 
.1mpell'd by Destiny, his name Disdain. 
Of ample front the partly chief appear'd: 
The bunted bear supply'd a shaggyorest ; 
The drifted snow hung on his yellow beard; 
And his .broad shoulders brav'd the furious 

blast. 
He stopt: he gaz'd; his bosom glow'd, 
And deeply felt the impression of her charms:  
He seiz'd th' advantage Fate allotted; 
And straight compress'd her in his vig'rous arms. 

C 	 STROPHE. 
The (milieu screened; the Tritons blew 
Their shells to celebrate the uvisit'-di rite; 
Old Tinteetsulted as he flew ; 
And Independence saw the light. 
The light he saw in Albion's happy plains, 
Where under cover of a flowering thorn, 
While Phitomet renew'd her warbled strains,- 
The auspicious fruit of stol'n embrace war 1orrsoi. 
The mountain Dryads seiz'd with joy, 
The smiling Infant to their charge consign'ell 
The Doric Muse earess'd the favourite boy; 
The hermit Wisdom stor'd his opening mind. 
As rolling years matur'd his age, 
He flourish'(flourish'(bold and sinewy as his sire; 
While the mild passions in his breast asswage 

-The fiercer .flames of his maternal sire. 

ANTISTROPHE. 

Accomplished thus, he wined his way, 
Anti zealous rovedfrom pole to pole, 
The rolls of right eternal to display, 
And warm with patriot thoughts the aspiring. 

soul. 
On desert isles' it was he that rais'd 
Those spires that gild the Adriatic wave, 
Where Tyranny beheld amaed 
Fair Freedom's temple, where he mark'd her 

grave, 
He steePd the blunt Hatavian's arms 
To burst the Iberian's double eliaits3; 
And cities -rear'd, and planted farms, 

''-'--(!tan from the skirts of Neptune's wide domain. 
He, with the generous rustics, sate 
On Uri's rocks in close divan4; 
And wined that arrow sure as fate, 
Which ascertain'd the sacred rights of man. . 

Although Venice was built a considerable 
time before the era here assigned for the birth of 
Independence, the republic had not yet attained 
to any great degree of power and splendour. 

3  The Low Countries were not only oppressed 
by grievous taxations, but likewise threatened 
With the establishment of the Inquisition, when 
the Seven Provinces revolted, and shdok off the 
yoke of Spain. 

4  Alluding to the known -story of William Tell 
and his associates, the fathers and founders of the 
confederacy of the Swiss Cantons.  

seetOnn'. 
Arabia's scorching sands Ire cross'i", 
Where blasted nature pants simile, 
Conductor of her tribes *hest, 
To Freedom's adamantine shirine; 
And many a Tartar hard forlorn, agiattV. 
He snatch'( from under felt Oppiss.,xi'i 
And taught amidst thedreary waste 
The all.eheering hyrnts ofliberty rosial. 
He virtue finds, like precious ore, 
Diffus'd thro' every baser meuld, 
liven now he stands en Calvi's rocky slxcp 
And turns the dross of Corsica to gotcl'. 
He, guardian genius, taught my youth 
Pomp's tinsel livery to despise: 
My lips by him chnstis'd to truth, 
Ne'er -yard that homage -which the hens 6 

ANTISTROPHE. 
Those sculptur'd halls my feet shall MTV'? 
Where varnisled Vice and Vanity comsiti 
,To dazzle and seduce, their banners sad, 
And forge vile shackles for the free.boras 
Where Insolence fits wrinkl'd front upren. 
And all the flowers of spurious fancy 1,/or, 
And Title his ill-woven chaplet wears, 
Full often wreath'd around the inigrent'it' 
Where ever.dimpling Falshoodaiert audit: 
Presents her cup of state profession's froth; 
And pale Disease, with all his bloated trriq, 
Torments the sons of Gluttony and Sloth. 

STROPHE. 
In Fortune's car behold that minion ride, 
With either India's glittering spoils oppra 
So moves the Sumpter mule, in barnea'iltr 
That bears the treasure which he mono:0P 
For him- let venal bards disgrace the hay, 
And hireling minstrels wake the tittkiirqte 
Her sensual snares let fidthless Plenum's:, 
And alit-her:jingling, bells fantastic Folly 
Dispiet, Doubt, and Dread shall inteiv,m; 
And Nature, still to all her feelingsjue, 
In vengeance hang a damp on every gee 
Shook from the baleful pinions of Di gust 

ANTISTROPHE. 
Nature I'll court in her sexplesteni banns 
illy mountain, meadow, streamlet, grove, a 
Where the poised lark his evening ditty 6. 
And Health, anti Peace, and Contemplate 
There Study shall with Solitude recline; 
And Friendship pledge me to his fellow.so. 
And Toil and Temperance sedately twin 
Tice slender chord that fluttering life stela: 
And fearless Poverty shall guard the dote 
And Taste unspoit'd the frugal table spresii 
And Industry supply the humble store; 
Andsleep unbribed his dews refreshing gei,  

tThe Arabs, rather than resign their ice' 
dtmey, have often abandoned their habit! 
and encountered all the horrours of the des'. 

6 Frefal the `tynetny of Jenghis•Khau, 1' 
Bee, and other eastern conquerors, whole. 
-of Tartan were used to fly into'the remoter 5. 
of Dathay, where no army could follow 'him. 

1The noble stand made by Paschal F> 1. . 
his associates against the usurpations of (Latta 
king, must endear them to all thesonsdl  
and independence. 
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White-mantled Innocence, ethereal sprite, 
S1411 chase far off the goblins of the night; 
And Independence o'er the day preside, 
Propitious power! my patron and my pride, 

• 

OBSERVATIONS 
ON DR. SMOLLETT'S ODE.TO INDEPENDENCE. 

LYRIC poetry imitates violent and tirdenfpas-
sions. It is therefore bold, various, and impetu-
ous. It abounds with animated sentiments, glow-
ing images, and forms of speech often unusual, 
but commonly nervous and expressive. The com-
position and arrangement of parts may often ap-
pear disordered, and the transitions sudden an : 
obscure; but they are always natural, and are 
governed by the movements and variations of the 
imitated passion. The foregoing ode will illustrate 
these observations. 

The introduction is poetical and abrupt. 
Thy spirit, Independence, let me share! 

Lord of the lion-heart and eaglt-eye, 
Thy steps I follow with my bosom bare, 
Nor heed the storm that howls along the sky." 
The picture exhibited in these lines is striking, 
because the circumstances are happily chosen, 
briefly, and distinctly delineated. It is sublime, 
because /the images are few, and in themselves 
great and magnificent. The " lion-heart and 
eagle-eye" suggest an idea of the high spirit and 
commanding aspect of Independence: and the 
poet following with " bosom bare" denotes, in a 
picturesque manner, the eagerness and enthusiasm 
of the votary. The last circumstance is peculiarly 
happy. 

Nor heed the storm that howls along the sky." 
It marks the scene: it is unexpected, and excites 
narprise: it is great and awful, and excites asto-
nishment. Combined with the preceding circum-
stance, it convejs a beautiful allegorical meaning; 
and signifies that a mind truly independent is su-
perior to adversity, and unmoved by, external ac-
cidents. We may observe too, in regard to the 
diction, that the notions of sound and motion 
communicated by the words " howl" and " along," 
contribute, in a peculiar matinee, to the sublimity 
of the description. 
" Lord of the lion-heart and eagle-eye, 
Thy steps I follow with my bosqm bare, 
Nor IlLet the storm that howls along the sky." 
These lines are written in the true spirit of lyric 
poetry. Without preparing the mind by a cool 
artificial introduction, rising gradually to the im-
petuosity of passion, they assail the imagination 
by an abrupt and 'sudden impulse; they citrate 
through the sohl, and fire us instantaneously with 
all the ardour and enthusiasm of the poet. Ivlany 
of the odes of Horace are composed in the same 
spirit, and produce similar effects.* Without any 
previous argument or introduction, in thd fulness 
of passion and imagination, he breaks out in bold, 
powerful, and impetuous figures.' 
tuo me, idacche, rapis, tui 
P,enuffi ? gum nemora aut quos agor in specus 
Velox mente 
2ualem ministrum fulminis alitem—ee-- •  

The poet, full of enthusiasm and admiration, con-
tinues, his prosopopeia; and, in a strain of poetry 
exceedingly wild and romantic, gives us the ge-
nealogy of Independence. 
" A goddess violated brought thee forth, 
Immortal Liberty, whose. look sublime 
Hath Weeded the tyrant's cheeltlin every varying 

ime."  
According to the acceptation of our author, lie 

berty means the security attr lives and posses-
sions, and Median), from external force: inde-
pendence is of higher import, and denotes that 
internal sense and consciousness of freedoin which 
14et magnanimity, fortitude, and that beeRming 
pride which leads us to respect ourselves, and do 
nothing :unworthy of our condition. 	Liberty 
therefore is, with perfect propriety, said to be the 
mother of Independence, and Disdain his father... 
Disdain arising from indignation against all op-
pressor, and triumph on having frustrated 1r es-
caped his malice. This stern personage is strongly 
characterized iu the following direct description. 
" Of ample front the portly chief appear'd: 
The hunted bear supply'd a shaggy vest; 
The drifted snow hung on his yellow beard; 
And his broad shoulders braved the furious blast." 

Men may enjoy liberty without independence: 
they may be secure in their persons and posses-. 
sions, without feeling any uncommon elevation of 
mind, or any sense of their freedom, But if their 
liberty is attacked, they are alarmed, they feel 
the value of their condition, they are moved with 
indignation against their oppressors, they exert 
themselves, and if they are successful, or escape 
the danger that threatened them, they triumph, 
they reflect on the happiness and dignity conferred 
by freedom, they applaud themselves for their ex-
ertions, become magnanimous and independent. 
There is therefore no less propriety in deducing 
the origin of Independence from Disdain and Li-
berty, than in fixing the era of his birth. The 
Saxons, according to our author, free, simple, and 
inoffensive, were attacked, escaped the violence of. 
their adversary, reflected on the felicity of their 
condition, and learned independence. 

The education of Independence, and the scene 
of his nativity, are suited to his illustrious lineage, 
and to the high, achievements for which he was 
destined. 
" The light he say in Albion's happy plains, 
Where under cover of.a flowering thorn, - • 
While Philomel renew'd her warbled strains, 
The auspicious fruit of stol'n embrace was bons—,  
The mountain Dryads seiz'd with joy, 
The smiling infant to their charge consign'd; 
The Doric Muse caress'd the favourite boy; 
The hermit Wisdom stor'd his opening mind." 
The imagery in these lines is soft and agreeable, 
the language smooth, and the versification nu-
merous. 

Independence thus descdhded, and thus divinely 
instructed and endowed, distinguishes himself ac-
cordingly by heroic and beneficent actions. 
" Accomplish'd thus, he winged his way, 
And zealous rov'd from pole to pole, 
The rolls of right eternal to display, 
And warm with patriot thoughts the aspiring soul." 

• 
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*Snows die'SiinipterIinite,iu kGrote'lli•! 

orpit OM treasure OM% he ante-me-
tor *lei, venal bardi disgrice tl s bt ; 
And hireling minstrels Wake the MON 
lierSensunt Snares let faithless PICIRre hi; 

Aiinl Al..htlingliDg.bells fantastic. Polly et; 
Disqpiet;. Doubt, 4ind..Pread; shall intditu; 
Anti Attire, itilito all her •feelingi just 
In .emigeanee hang •ti damp on, twerp hes; 
,Shook from the baleful pinions of pier,' 
these lines 	htf'.  fano' 	n 
Mendedtatbelleartbv harmony, are ttrz 
of truth and 
." roihe.lasS:antistraphe tIte poet•deseeit 
,iiis•Mitlintisisiii; he iSteitdinuelhoesolei 
OniPassiont that aniiiiated and iinpetki7 
•exlionsteti, but_ they leave his sled Hi 
*Canine amt ,benign influences, giot shuts 

'•diserderedi as if their tendency had bete 
but glowing with self-approbation, cell;  
and coptppsed.  

, 	ode maybe divided into; t%ee..istirt:s. The' 
poet tett out Wittirt. brief addresa:to IridePondenee., 
imploring, his .1Sroteetvan. Dmsces, in -idea, the 
:high. 'object of ids 44oratipp, and -SvanspiI*4.. by 
an ardent and irresistible 'uvulae, he, rehear* 
his birth, 'cducittron, anit•gualitiest ' fie 'proceedt; 

• • in ,the 'Second place.,, to • (AdivIlte,-his offiee,and 
inost.' renowned achievenMnts,,-• isci, returns, it ilk 
end of the Midi& shroplie;tO imknOirledge with irati.- 
4*k.- tii9.- proteetiMi* be haft reduested,• and. thi., 
power.of itia4..iiendenteln preierringldrn untainted 

iiiliueneet -graillleur, tIn' 
hdrniratio:4W vain inrignitiemit• "lt•iiiniated with 
this reflection,Mid -conseious 'Aif,"the 
stext4ttraninde,Pendent ,stateef Mind', he inveighs 
against triCise rsdniOns'of tortiatre'f•Veho rvoultl. hie 
pote upon mankind hy-the 'ostentation. of wealth,' 
and Die parade.or pageantii, 	• . • 

 

P In. tortunets ear behirld:that Minion, ride; 
.Witk.  either India's glittering spoils ,oppreset 

. 	. 	• 
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THE 

LIFE OF WILLIAM HAMILTO 

BY MR. CHALMBRS. 

OF this poet so little is upon record that an apology would be necessary to the reader, 
if the blame did not rest with those who, with every opportunity to collect information, 
neglected his personal history while it was within reach. Part of his life appears to have 
been !pent in gaiety, and part in the dangers of civil war; and as he became an exile for 
an unpopular cause, and passed his latter days in a foreign country which he visited in,  
quest of health, and where he died about half i century ago, little remains among the 
descendants of his admirers, if weexcept the information lord Woodhouslee has given, 
but an indistinct remenabrance of a man of a polished mind, of social virtues, and 
elegant manners. 

His father was a man. of fortune and family in Airshire, where he was born in 1704. 
He received a liberal education, to which he joined the accomplishments of the man of 
the world ; and amidst the higher dissipations of society cultivated a taste for poetry, of 
which he exhibited frequent specimens for the amusement of his friends. In 174$ he 
joined the unfortunate cause of the Pretender, and conceived great hopes from the 
temporary success of the rebels at Preston-pans: but after the battle of Culloden, which 
terminated the struggle, he was obliged to provide for his safety in flight; and after many 
narrow escapes, reached ate continent, where he remain-0 until he received a pardon, 
and was enabled td visit his native land. To recruit his health, however, he was obliged 
to return to the more genial climate of France, where he tiled in 7 754. 

Amimg the revivers of his fame, processor Richardson .and lord Woodbouslee are 
entitled to the highest respect. The latter in his elaborate Life of Lord Karnes furnishes 
%chat, it is hoped, will atone in some measure for the present scanty article. 

" With the elegant and accomplisRed William Hamilton of Bangour, whose amiable 
manners were long remembered with the tenderest recollection by all.who knew him, 
Mr. Home (lord Karnes) lived in the closest habits of friendship. The writer of these 
memoirs has heard him tiwell with,delight on the scenes of their yuthfill days: and he 
has to regret, that many an anecdote to which he listened with pleasure was not com-
mitted to a better record than a treacherous memory. Hamilton's mind is pictured in 
his verses. They are the easy and careless effusions of an elegant fancy and a chastened 
taste: and theosentiments they convey are the genuine feelings of a tender and sus- 

   
  



596 	 LIFE OF HAMI1rTON. 
.ceptible heart, which perpetually owned the dominion of some favourite mistress; I 
whose passion generally evaporated in song, and made no serious or permanent i/ 
pression. His poems had an additional charm to his contemporaries, from being 011• 
monly addressed to his familiar friends of either sex, by name. Thete are few IL 
insensible to the soothing flattery of a poet's record. I question whether his hi 
Home was ever mpre highly gratified by the applause he gained for his talents no 
success of a legal argument, than by the elegant lines addressed by Hamilton, I 
H. H. in the Assenfisly. 

" Hamilton's letters are, like
ah

is verses, the transcript of his feelings, Mr. Pa 
had seat him a few remarks on Horace; of(the same tenour, as it would seem, with& 
observations which, many years afterwards, be gave to the world in his Element; 
Criticism. In a letter dated Sept. 1738, to Mr. Home, then passing the autumn u: 
tion at Karnes, Hamilton thus writes—' I am entirely of your opinion with respect' 
your observations on Horace. He certainly wanders from his text—but still they n 
the wanderings of Horace. Why we are never contented with our. lot, but still is 

the condition of others, was a noble subject, and it were to be wished he had adorn,  
it, as well he could, from his own experience; satisfied, as he'seeins to have been, in 
his own pursuits, and the fame they bad acquired him. Let me put Horace's ques6 
to myself, Why don't I acquiesce in the determination of Heaven, to which I baser 
self So much contributed ? Why don't I rest contented with that, small perhaps ilk 
but sincere portion of happiness furnished by my poetry, and a few kind friends 
concern myself to please Jeanie Stewart, or vex myself about that happier man 
whom the lottery of life may have assigned her? Qui lit, Mecenas, qui ft? When 
comes it? Alas, whence indeed? 

Too long by love, a wandering fire, misled, 
My better days in vain delusion fled: 
Day after day, year after year withdrew, 
And beauty blest the minutes as they flew. 
Those hours consum'd in joy, but lost to fame, 
With blushes I review, but dare not blame: 
A fault which easy pardon might receive, 
Did lovers judge, or could the wise forgive! 
But now to Wisdom's healing springs I fly, 
And drink oblivion of each charmful eye; c 
To love revolted, quit each pleasing care, 
Whate'er was witty, or whate'er was Sir. 

Yours, 8te.1  

"To seek the aid of wisdom for the cure of love, is no doubt a prudent resolaiig 
but here the question may be put (as of Glendower's spirits), will Wisdom come dr. 
the lover calls for her? His friend Home, who 'nal a deeper knowledge of bean 
nature, saw a better cure for a frivolous and idle passion. The lady mentioned inith 
letter above quoted bad complained to Mn. Home, that she was teased 
Hamilton's dangling attentions, which she was convinced h4c1 na serious aim, and hiftl 
an earnest wish to get rid of him: ' You are his friend,' said she, tell him he expos 
both himself and me to the ridicule of our acquaintance.' No, madam,' said Mr 
Home, ' you shall accomplish his cure yourself; and by the simplest method. Duct 
with him at to-pight's assembly, and show hint every mark of your kindness, as if pit 
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juilieved his passion sincere, and had resolved to favour his suit. Take my Word for it, 
you'll hear no more of him.' The lady adopted the counsel, and the success of the 
experiment was, cpniplete. 

" It appears from Hamilton's letters, that be communicated his poems to his friends 
for their critical remarks, and was easily induced to alter or amend them by their advice. 
He had sent the piece entitled ConteMplation, one of the most labouied of his produc-
tions, to Mr. Home, who suggested some alterations. In a letter,from Hamilton, ih 
July 1739, lie says, I have made the corrections on the moral part of Contemplation, 
and 	a post will send it to Will. Crawford, who has the rest, and will transmit it to 
you. I shall write to him filly on the subject.' It is pleasing to remark, that the Will. 
Crawford here mentioned was the author of the beautiful pastoral ballad'of Tweedside, 
which, with the aid of its charming melody, will probably live as long as the language 
is understood. 

" Hamilton may be reckoned among the earliest of the Scotch poets who wrote 
English verse with propriety and taste, and . with any considerable portion of the poetic 
spirit. Thomson, Mallet2 and lie were contemporaries '." 

" The poems of Hamilton," says professor Richardson, ." display regular design, 
just sentiments, fanciful invention, pleasing sensibility, elegant diction, and smooth 
versification. His genius was aided by taste, and his taste was improved by knowledge. 
He was not only well acquainted with the most elegant modern writers, but with those 
of antiquity. Of these remarks,•his poem entitled Contemplation, or the Triumph of 
Love, atibrds sufficient illustration! 

" The design of this poem is regular. The poet displays in it the struggles, relapses, 
recoveries, and final discomfiture of a mind striving with an obstinate and habituated 
passion. It has, in the language of the critics, a beginning, a middle, and an end. It 
exhibits an action in its rise, progress, and termination. The poet represents himself as 
wishing to withdraw his thoughts from inferior subjects, and fix them on such as he 
holds better suited to a rational, and still more to a philosophical spirit. He must be 
aided in this high exercise by Contemplation, and the assistance of this august personage 
must be duly solicited. Accordingly, the poem opens with a fine address to the ' Voice 
divine,' the power of poetry: 

Gq,forth, involed, 0 Voice divine! 
And issue from thy sacred shrine; 	_ 
Go, search each solitude around 
Where Contemplation may be found, &at 

But Contemplation must not only be duly solicited, but properly received and attended; 
and therefore a company of various but suitable associates are invited; 

Bring 'Faith, endued with eagle eyes, 
That joins this Earth to distant skies, &c. 
Devotion, high above that soars, • 
And sings exulting, and adores, &c. 	 3 
Last, to crown all, with these be join'd 
The decent nun, fair Peace of Mind, 

'Lord Wocalhonslee's Life of Karnes, vol. 1. p. G4, &c. C. 
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Whom Innocence, ere yet betray'd, 

'lloreyoung in kden'S happy shade; 
Resignd, contented, meek; and' Mild', 
Ofbtanieless mother, blameless child,, 

tt fn like manner, such passions as are adverse. to Conteniplation,  are very ptcci_s 
.prohibited; and in this catalogue' are included, among othets, Superstitiou, 
Ifypocrisy, Nalice,eiand all inhuman affections. The poet seems chiefly pick 
prohibit Love: Of him and hiseintrusion he appears particularly appreheitsire. if 
in the confidence of hiS present mood, he would disguise his apprehensions, andirs. 
this formidable adversary not only with 'Aimee, but with cnntempt, 

kid chiefly Love, Love, favoff fly;  
Nor interrupt my priVacy,; 
J'fis not for thee, capricious pOwer;  
weak tyrant of a tev,ridli hour, 
Fickle, and ever-in extremes, 
My radiant day .of reason helms;  
And sober Contemplationz's.ear 
"Disdains thy ,syren tongue to-hear. 
Speed thee on changeful Wings away 
'TO where thy willing sitavei.obey ; 
Go, herd amongst thy wonted train, 
The false, th' Meonstant,,and the yin: 
Thou bast no stikiect bete; begone.; 
Contemplation, comes.anoth 

'ci The action ,proceeds: The poet attends to scilmini objects;:dfigages in isrp:stE: 
inquitieS.; considers the diversified condition of liuman life; dwells on the arc' 
provision made, hy nature for human .liappiness;, dwells on the happinest of social irk 
ions i$ thui led imperceptibly to think 	love; mentions Konimia, and relapse. 

ft  
Ah me! what, hapleis, hive 	&c; 

44  He makes Another effort, bat with equal success; he makes another and art& 
, • he will exalt his mind by acts of devotion, or.  plunge into tdie gloom of melana0. 

But the influences of the predominant pasSion stiff return to the charge;  and rear 
their object:-  on the heights of .devotion, or in the shades 'of melancholy, he still se 

Moilimia.. Such is the pthgress ,of the poem; and, in the conclusion we have rl 
•interesting view 'of the poet, yielding to his ad versaryi tut striving to be resigned: 

• . 	Pass but some fleeting mometti o'er, 
This rebel heart.sliall.bmit no more, .kci 

" The justness of the poet's sentiments is next to he. mentioned. He illustrates di 
power of babituated pcIssion over reason •and•rellettkin.,  Fartlier, frellluitrates, that, thot 
the attention be .engaged with objects of the mosf,oppoSite kind to that of the reigiO 
.passion, yet still it returns. He shows too;  that this happens, notwithstanding the 10 
determined resolutions and purposes to the contrary. All this he does not herd! 
but by ingenious and indirect insinuation, He. also illustrates a curio& processrutt4 
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.conduct of our intellectual powers, when under the dominionof strong emotion. He' 
shows the manner by which prevailing passions influence out` thoughts in the association 
of ideas; that awl do not throw their objects upOn the mind abruptly, or without
coherence, but proceed by a regular progress: for that, how different soever idehs or 
objects may be from one another, the prevailing or habituated passion. renders the mind ' 
acute in discerning among them common qualities, or circumstances of agreement or 
correspondence, otherwise latent or not obvious: that these, common (patine.* ace,  
dexterously tised by themind, as uniting links, or nieinsgif transition; and that thus, not 
incohtiently, but by the natural connection most commonly of 'resemblance, the ruling 
passion brings its 'own object to the fore grotAkand into perfeet,view.. Thus out' poet, 
in the progress of his action, has , recourse to friendship. He dwells on the, happiness 
that connection bestows; he wishes for a faithful friend; his imagination figures such a 
person, 

On whose soft and gentle breast 
MY weary soul may take her rest: 

and then, by easy transition, invests this friend with a 'female form, with the form of 
Monimia: 

Grant, Heaven, if Heaven means bliss the me, 
Mouimia such, and long may be. 

" In like manner, having recourse to devotion, in a spirit of rational piety, he solicits 
the aid of Heaven to render hint .virtuous. He personifies Virtue; places her itt a 
triumphal car, attended' by a suitable train; one of her attendants, a female distinguish-
ed by high preeminence, must also be distinguished by superior beauty, must reseMble 
the fairest of human beings, must resemble Monimia:  

While chief in 'beauty, assn place; 
She charms with dear Monimia's grace. 
Alonimia's still, here once again-1 	' 
0! fatal name; 0 dubious strain, &e. 
Fat off the glorious rapture flown, 
Monimia rages here alone. 
Irr Amin, Love's fugitive, I try 	0 
From the commanding power to fly, &e. 
Why didst thou, cruel Love, again 
thus drag me back to earth and pain? 
Well hop'd 1, Love, thou,,wouidst retire 
Before the -bler.-id Jessean lyre, 
Devotion's tarp writild charm to test 
11:e evil spirit in Toy 'breast;'  
But.tho deaf adder fell, disdains 
Ilnlistening to the chanter's strains. 

The whole poem illustrates the difficulty ,and necesSity of governing our •ThOughts, no 
less than our passions. 

" In enumerating the most rematikable qualities. in Hamilton's poetical works, besides • 

   
  



600 	 . LIFE OF 11A1RLTON. 
. regularity of design, and justness of thought or sentiment, I mentioned fanciful 
tioss ;- and of this particular I shall, in like manner, offer some illustration. 

" Fanciful invention is, in truth, the quality that, of all others, ditinguish4, 
chiefly characteristic of, poetical compoition. The beauties of design, sentinita 
language, belong to every kind of fine writing; but invention alone creates tit: 
and is a term nearly of the same signification with poetical genius. A poet - 
have more or less genius according to his powers of fancy or invention. That II—
possesses a. considerable portioc of this talent is manifest in many of arts comp . 
and particularly so in his Contemplation. .This appears evident from some r 
alreacly qUoted. But, though our poet (possesses powers • of invention, he b 
dowed with all the powers of invention, nor with those of every kind. His genim, 
'qualified for describing some beautiful scenes and objects of external nature, a. 
delineating with the embellishments of allegory some passions and affections CI 
human mind. 

" Still, however, his imagination is employed among beautiful and engaging, a 
than among awful and magnificent, images; and even when hQ presents us with di;, 
objects, he is more grave than , lofty, more solemn than sublime, as in the Sol 
passage: 

Now see! the spreading-gates unfold, See. 

" It was also" said, that our poet possessed pleasing sensibility. It is not asserted 
he displays those vehement tumults and ecstacies of passion, that belong to &L. 
kinds of lyric and dramatic composition. He is not shaken with excessive rage. 
melted with overwhelming sorrow; yet when he treats of grave or affecting subje& 
expresseS a plaintive and engaging softness. He is never violent and abrupt, a 
more tender than pathetic. Perhaps the Braes of Yarrow, one of the finest be 
ever written, may put in a claim to superior distinction. But even with this excett 
I should think our poet more remarkable for engaging tenderness, than for deep 
affecting pathos. Of this, his epitaph; beginning with Could this fair marble,' of 
illustration. 

" In like manner, when he expresses joyful sentiments, or describes scenes and 
jects of festivity, which he does very often, he displays good-humour and easy chic 
ness, rather than the transports of mirth or the brilliancy of wit. In one of the be 
his poems, addressed to lady Mary Montgomery, he adorns sprightliness of Oct. 
graceful ease, and good-hurfiour, with corresponding language and numbers. 10 
performance, a number of female characters are described in .the liveliest rag. 
characterised with judgment, and distinguished with acute discernment. Thus, n 
following indirect description, we have the dignity of female excellence: 

.--Heavenly Charlotte, form divine, 
Love's universal kingdom'Setbine: 
Anointed queen! all unconfin'd, 

c 	Whine is the homage of mankind.,  

"In another pa§t;age .aie have a fine picture of the gentler and livelier graces: 

In everlasting blushelt seen, 
Such Pringle shines of sprightly mien; 
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To her the power of love imparts, 
Rich gift! the soft, successful arts, &e: 

" Elsgwhere wz have a melodious. beauty: 

" Artless divine to her belong, 
.) The heavenly lay and magic song, &c,„ 

3 
" The transitions in this poem are peculiarly happy.° Such are the following, 

Strike again the golden T.9rei  
Let Hume the notes of joy inspire, 
But who is she, the general gaze 
Of sighing crowds, the world's amaze, 
Who looks forth as the blushing morn, 
On mountains of the east new born, &c.— 
Fair is the lily, sweet the rose, 
That in thy cheek, 0 Drummond, glows, &c. 

" I have dwelt so long, and I could not avoid_it, on the preceding particulars, that I 
have not left myself room for illustrations of our poet's language and versification. I 
observed, in general, that these were elegant and melodious; and so., every reader of 
genuine taste will feel them. They are not, however, unexceptionable; and if in an-
other letter I should give farther illustration of our author's poetical character, I shall 
hold myself bound, not only to mention some excellencies, but also some blemishes in 
his verse and diction'." 

Some of Hamilton's poems were first published • at Glasgow in 17•t8, and afterwards 
reprinted, not only without the author's name, hut without his consent, and even without 
his knowledge. He corrected, however, many errours of that copy and enlarged some of 
the poems, though he did not live to make a new and complete publication. The im-
provements he made were carefully inserted in the edition published at Edinburgh in 
1760, with the addition of many pieces taken from his original manuscripts. Since that 
time there has been no demand for a new edition. It would be of importance, but it 
is seldom easy, to account for the various fates of poets. Hamilton, if not of the first 
class, and in whom we find only those secondary qualities which professor Richardson 
has so ably pointed out, surely excels some whose works ,are better known and more 
current. The neglect which he has experienced may be partly attributed to his political 
principles, and partly to the local interest which his effusions excited and to which they 
were long confined. Verses of compliment and personal addresses must have extraor-
dinary merit if they attract the notice of distant strangers. Prejudice, however, is now 
at an end, and the friends of Scottish genius who have lately called the attention of the 
public to this writer have proved that he deserves a higher rank than has yet been as-
'4110 to him. He is perhaps very unequal, and the blemishes in his verse and diction, 
to which professor Richardson has alluded, are frequent; yet it is no inconsiderable merit 
to have been one of the 2irse4 hie countrymen who cultivated thr purity and harmony 
of the English' language, and exhibited a variety of composition and fertility of sentiment 
that are rarely to 'be found in the writings of those whose poetical genius is of the 
second degree. 

2  The Lounger, No. 42: C. 

   
  



   
  



POEMS.  
OF • 

WILLIAM 'HAMILTON. 

MISCELLANIES, 

TO THE 
COUNTESS OF EGL1NTOUNi 

WITH THE GENTLE SHEPHERD.' 1726. 

CCEPT, 0 Eglintoun! the rural lays, [praise, 
Thine be the friend's, and thine the poet's 

The Muse; that oft has rais'd her tuneful strains, 
A frequent guest on Scotia's blissful plains, 
That oft has sung, her listening youth to move, 
The charms of beauty, and the force of love, 
Once more resumes the still successful lay, 
D.-iighted, through the verdant meads to stray: 
0! come, invok'd, and pleas'd, with her repair, 
To breathe the balmy sweets of purer air; 
In the cool evening negligently laid, 
Or near the stream, or in the rural shade, 
Propitious hear, and, as thou hear'st, approve 
The Gentle Shepherd's tender tale ofjove. 

Learn from these scenes what warm and glowing 
Inflame the breast that real love inspires, 	[fires 
Delighted read of ardours, sighs, and tears; 

a All that lover hopes, and all he fears: 
Hence too, what passions in his bosom rise, 
What dawning gladness sparkles in his eyes, 
When first the fair is bounteous to relent, 
And, blushing beauteous, smiles the kind corsent." 
Love's passion here in each extreme is shown, 
In Charlotte's smile, or in Maria's frown. 

Wihr words like these, that fail'd not to enga0, 
Love courted Beauty in a golden ar, 
Pure and untaught, such Nature first inspg'd, 
Ere yet the fair affected phrase admied. 
His secret thoughts were undisguis'd with art, 
His words ne'er knew°to differ from his heart: 
He spa-alts his loves so artless and sincere, 
As thy tlIza might be pleas'd to hear. 

Heaven only to Oft rural state bestows 
C pi:quest o'er life, and freedom from its woes;  

Secure alike from envy and frog „ale, 
Nor rais'd by hope, nor yet deprest by fear; 
Nor Want's lean hand its happiness constrains, 
Nor riches torture with ill-gotten gains. 
No secret guilt its stedfast peace destroys, 
No wild ambition interrupts its joys. 
Blest still to spend the hours that Heav'n has 

lent, 
In humble goodness, and in calm content. 
Serenely gentle, as the thoughts that roil, 
Sinless and pure, in fair Humeia's soul. 

But now.the rural state these joys his lost, 
Ev'n swains no more that innocence can boast, 
Love speaks no more what Beauty may believe, 
Prone to betray, and practis'd to deceive. 
Now Happiness forsakes her blest retreat, 
The peaceful dwellings where she fix'd her seat, 
The pleasing fields she wont of old to grace, 
Companion to an upright sober rare; 
When on the sunny hill or verdant plain, 
Free and familiar,with the sons of men, 
To crown the pleasures of the blameless feast, 
She uninvited came a welcome guest: 
Ere yet an age, grown rich in impious arts, 
Seduc'd from innocence incautious hearts; 
Then grudging Hate, and sinful Pride succeed, 
Cruel Revenge, and false unrighteous deed; 
Then dow'rless Beatity lost the power to move; 
The rust of lucre stain'd the gold of Love. 
Bounteous no more and hospitably good, 
The genial hearth first blush'd with stranger'sblood. 
The friend no more upon the friend relies, 
And semblant Falshood puts on Truth's disguise. 
The peaceful houshold fill with dire alarms, 
Theravish'd virgin mourns her slighted charms; -
The voice of impious mirth is heard around; 
In guilt they feast, in guilt the bowl is crown'd. 
Unpunish'd Violence lords it o'er the plains, 
And Happiness forsakes the guilty swains. 

0 Happiness! from human search retied, 
Where art thou to be found, by all desied? 

   
  



While midstthe various tilts that gracioastla 
Bounteous to thee, with righteous bud 6; 1 ' 
Let this, 0 Eglintoun! delight thee 
To enjoy that innocence the world has let. 

TO A YOUNG LADY 
• WITH THE IrLOWING Pots, 

READ here the pangs of unsuccessfal 
View the dire ills the weary sufferers pint 
When Care in every shape has lease to hip, 
And keener sharpens every sense of pen: 
No charm the cruet spoiler can centred, 
He blasts the beauteous features of then..1; 
With various conflict rends the destin'd toe, 
And lays th' internal fair creation waste: 
The dreadful demon raging unconfin'd, 
To his dire purpose bends the passive wish 
Gloomy and dark the prospect mud appal, 
Doubts spring from doubts, and fears eat 
Hope after hope goes out in endless night, tz: 
And alt is anguish, torture, and affright 

0 ! .beauteous friend, a gentler fate be tkOza. 
Still may thy star with mildest influence tic, 
May Heav'n surround thee-with peculiar cal, 
And'  nake thee happy as it made thee fair; 
That gave thee sweetness, unaffected ease, 
The pleasing Mask that ne'er was taught teila 
True genuine charms, where falshood chir 
Which not atone entice, but fix the heart: :fa 
And far beyond all these, supreme in plate, 
The virtuous mind, an undecaying grace 
Still may thy youth each fond endearrnerfu' 
Of tender friendship and complacent lose; 
May Love approach thee, in the mildest drti.  
And court thee to domestic happiness; 
And-bring along the power that only lawns 
To heighten human joys and soften woe: 
For woes will be in life; these still return; 
The good, the beauteous, and the wise mugs -
Doubled the joy that Friendship does divide, 
Lessen'd the pain when arm'd the social 
But ah! how fierce the pang, how deep thee-
When strong affliction finds the weak aloY' 
Then may a friend still guard thy shelterie 
And guide thee safe through Fortune'smysr 
The happy youth, whom most thy soul app.,  
Friend of thy choice and husband of thy ha 
Whose -holy flame Heaven's altar does irrsp 
That burns through life one clear unsulliel to 
A mutual warmth that glows from breast toko 
Who loving is belov'd, and blessing blest. 
Then all the pleasing scenes of life appear,. 
The charms of kindred and relations dear, 
The smiling offspring, love's far better put, 
And ell the social wettings of the heart: 
Then harlot Pleasure with her wanton Ilia 
Seduces from the perfect state in vain; 
lit vain to the lock'd ear the syren sings, 
When angels shadow with their guardian vies 
Such, fair ifforiimite be thy sacred lot, 
When every memory of him forgot, 
Whose faithful Muse inspir'd the pious prar'r, 
And Weary'd Heaven to keep thee in its care; 
That pleas'd it would its choicest influeueesh.4  
Or on thy serious or thy mirthful hoar,. 
Conspicuous known in every (scene of life, 
The mother, sister; daughter, friend, and sift, 
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Nun sober and devout! why art thou fled 
To hide in -shades thy meek contented head? 
Virgin of aspect mild ! ah why unkind, 
First thou displeas'd, the commerce of mankind? 
O! teach our steps to find the secret cell, 
Where with thy sire Content thou lov'st to dwell: 
Or say, dost thou a duteous handmaid wait 
familiar, attthe ehausbers of the great ? 
Dost thou pursue tive voiced-them that call 
To noisy revel, and to midnight ball? 	" 
O'er the full banquetcyben we feast our soul, 
Dost thou umpire, the mirth, sir mix the bowl ? 
Or with th' industrious planter dust thou talk, 
Conversing freely in an evening walk? 
Say, does the Miser e'er thy face behold, 
Watchful and studious of the tMasned gOld? 
Seeks Knowledge, not in vain, thy much lov'd 
Siff musing silent at the morning hour? tpow'r, 
May we thy presence hope in war's alarms, 
In S•so..-'s1  wisdom, or Montgomery's arms! 

In Lain our flattering hopes our steps beguile, 
• Thylyin good eludes the searcher's toil: 

In vain we seek the city or the cell; 
Alone with, virtue knows the pow'r to dwell. 
Nor need mankind despair these joys to know, 
The gift themselves may on themselves bestow. 
Soon, soon we might the precious blessing boast; 
But many passions must the blessing cost; 
Infernal malice, inly pining hate, 
Antienvy grieving-at anther's state. 
Revenge no more must in our hearts remain, 
Or burning lust, or avarice of gain. 	• 

. When these are isr the human bosom nurst, 
- Can peace reside in dwellings so accurst? 
Unlike, 0 Eglintoun! thy happy breast, 
Calm and serene, enjoys the heavenly guest; 
From the tumultuous rule of passions freed; 
Pure in thy thought, and spotless in thy deed. 
In virtues rich, in goodness Unconfued, 
Thou shin'st a fair, example to thy kind; 
Sincere and equal to thy neighbour's fame, 
• How swift to praise, bow obstinate so blame 
Bold in thy presence bashful Sense appears, 
And backward Merit loses all its fears. 
Supremely blestby Bean's), Heaven's richest grace 
Contest is thine, an early blooming race 
Whose pleasing smiles shall guardian Wisdom arm, 
Divine instruction! taught of thee to charm. 	. 
What transports shall they to thy soul impart 
(The conscious transports of a went's heart) 
When thou behold'st them of each grace possest, 
And sighing youths imploring to be blest, 
A`terthy image form'd, with charms like thine, 
Or .in the visit, or the dance to shine.. 
Thrice happy! who succeed their mother's praise, 
The lovely Eglintouns of future days. 	. 

Meanwhile peruse the following tender scenes, 
And listen to thy native poet's strains. 
In ancient garb the home-bred Muse appears, 
The garb our Muses wore in former years. 
As in a glass 'reflected, here behold 
How smiling Goodness look'd in days'of old; 
Nor blush to read where Beauty's praise is shown, 
And virtuous Love, the likeness of thy own; 

Campbell's wisdom, &c. edit. 1758: 
In Stair's wisdom, or in Erskine's charms.' 

Copy prefixed to editiou of the Gentle Shepherd 
in 1768. 

   
  



That joy may grow on joy, and constant last, 
pail each pew day rise brighter than the past: 	- 
Till late, late be 	hour thou yielirst.thy breath, 
And midst applauding friends retir'st to death; 
Then wake renew'd ip endless happiness, 
When Hear'n shall see that allavas good, and bless. 

CONTRMPL4TION: 
ORp wiz TRIOMPli OF LOVE. 

—.--rursusque resurgens 
Stevit amor, 	 Virg. .1En, iv. 

vows divine, whose heavenly strain 
No mortal measure may attain, 
O powerful to appease the smart, 
That festers in a wounded heart, 
Whose mystic numbers can assuage 
The bosom of tumultuous Rage, 
Can strike the dagger from Despair, 
And shut the watchful eye of Care. 
Oft hied by thee, when wretches call, 
Hope comes, that cheers or softEns all; 
Expell'd by thee and dispossest, 
Envy forsakes the human breast. 
Full oft with thee the bard retires, 
And lost to Earth, to Heaven aspires; 
How nobly lost? with thee to rove 
Through the tong deepening solemn grove, 
Or under ieath the moonlight pale, 
To Silence trust some plantive tale, 
Of Nature's ills, and mankind's woes, 
While kings and all the proud repose; 
Or where some holy aged oak 
A stranger to the woodman's stroke, 
From the high rock's aerial crown 
In twisting arches bending down 
Bathes in the smooth pellucid stream; 
Full oft he waits the mystic dream 
Of mankind's joys right understood, 
And of the ail prevailing good. 
Go forth, invok'd, 0 Voice divine! 
And issue from thy sacred shrine; 
Go, search each solitude around, 
Where contemplation may be found, 
Where'er apart the goddess stands 
With lifted eyes and heaven-rais'd hand, 
If rear'd on Speculation's hill 
Her raptur'd soul enjoys its fill 
Of far transporting Nature's scene, 
Air, ocean, mountain, river, plain; 
Or if with measur'd.step she go 
Where Meditation spreads below 
In hollow vale her ample store, 
Till weary Fancy can no more; 
Or inward if she turn her gaze, 
And all th' internal world stwveys; 	a 
With joy complacent'sees succeed, 
I n fair array, each comely deed. 
She hears alone thy lofty strain, 
All other music charms in vain; 
In vain the sprightly notes reseauxl,' 
That from the fretted roofs rebound, 
When the deft minstrelsy advance 
To form the quaint and orbed dance; 
In vain unhallow'd lips iMplore, 
She ficaitens only to thy lore. 
Then ucinf, the lone!, nymph along, 
Obsequious to thy magic song; 	• 
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Bid her to bless the secret bow'r 
And heighten Wisdom's solemn hour. 

Bring Faith, endued with eagle eyes, 
That joins this Earth to distant skies • 
Bland Hope that makeS each sorrow less, 
Still smiling calm amidst distress; 
And bring the meek-ey'd Charity, 
Not least, though youngest of he three: 
Knowledge the sage, whose radiant light, 
Darts quick across the mental night, 
And add warm Friendship tithe train, 
Social, yieldifPg„ and humane; 
With Silence, sober-suited maid, 
Seldom on this Earth survey'd: itat inthis sacred band appear, 
That aged venerable seer, 
With sorrowing pale, with watchings spare, 
Of pleasing yet dejected' air, 
Him, heavenly Melancholy bight, 
Who Ries the SODS of false delight, 
Now looks serene through human life, 
Sees end .M peace the mortal strife, 
Now to the dazzling prospect blind, 
Trembles •for Heaven and for his kind, 
And doubting much, still hoping best, 
Late with submission finds his rest: 
And by his side advance the dame 
All glowing with celestial flame, 
Devotion, high above that soars; 
And sings exulting, and adores,* 
Dares fix on Heaven a mortal's gaze, 
And triumph 'midst the seraph's blaze; 
Last, to crown all, with these be j'oiu'd 

. The decent nun, fair Peace of Mind, 
Whom Innocence, ere yet bettay'd, 
Bore young in Eden's happy shade: 
Resign'd, contented, meek and mild, 
Of blameless mother, blameless child, 

But from these woods, 0 thou retire! 
Hood-wink'd Superstition dire: 
Zeal, that clanks her iron bands, 
And bathes in blood her ruthless hands; 
Far hence, Hypocrisy, away, 	' 
With pious semblance to betray, 
Whose angel outside fair, contains 
A heart corrupt, and foul with stains; 
Ambition mad, that stems alone 
The boist'rous surge, with bladders blown; 
Anger, with wild disorder'd pace; 
And Malice pale pf fansish'd face. 
Loud-tongted Clamour, get thee ear 
Hence to wrangle at the bar; 
With opening mouths vain Rumour hung; 
And Falshood with her serpent-tongue; 
Revenge, her bloodshot eyes on fire, 
And hissing Envy's snaky tire; 
With Jealousy, the fiend most fell 
Who bears about his inmate hell; 
Now far apart with haggard mien 
To lone Suspicion list'ning seen, 
Now in a gloomy band appears 
Of sallow Doubts, and pale-ey'd Fears, 
Whom dire Remorse of giant kind 
Pursues with scorpion-lash behind; 
And thou, Self.love, who tak'st from earth, 
With the vile crawling worm, thy birth, 
Untoucled with others' joy or pain, 
The social smile, the tear humane, 
Thy self thy sole intemperate guest, 
Uncall'd thy ilighbour to the feast, 
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As if Heaven's universal heir 
'Twas thine to seize and not to share: 
With these away, base wretch accurst, 
By Pride begot, by Madness uurst, - 
Impiety ! of harden'd mind, 
Gross, dull, presuming, stubborn, bliud, 
Unmov'd amidst this mighty all, 
Deaf to the universal calk 
In vain above the, scystems glow, 
pi -vain Earth spreads her charms below, 
Confiding in himself%to rise, 
He hurls defiance to the skies, 	0 
And, steefd in dire and impious deeds, 
Blasphemes his feeder whilst he feeds. 
But Mikity Love, Love, far off fly, 
Nor interrupt my privriey ; 
'Tis not for thee, capricious pow'r; 
Weak tyrant of a feverish hour, 
Fickle, and ever in extremes, 
My radiant day of reason beams, 
And Eider Contemplation's ear 
Disdains thy syren song to hear. 
Speed thee on changeftd wings away, 
To where thy willing slaves obey, 
Go, herd amongst thy wonted train, 
The false, th' inconstant, lewd and vain; 
Thou, host no subject here; begone; 
Contemplation comes anon. 

, 	Above, below, and all around, 
Now nought but awful Sduiet's found, 
The feeling air forgets to move, 
No zephyr stirs the leafy grove ; 
The gentlest mternsuref the •rill, 
Stree by The potent charm, is still; 
Each passion in this troubled breast, 
Se toiling once, lies busied to rest, 
Wisate'er man's bustling race employs, 
Ills cares, his hopes, his fears, his joys, 
Audition, pleasure, interest, fame, 
I'm& nothing of important name; 
Ye tyrants of this restless ball 
This grove annihilates you all. 
Ob-power unseen, yet felt, appear ! 
Sure something more than Nature's here. 

Now on the flowering turf I lie, 
My soul conversing with the sky: 
Far loit in the bewildering dream 
I wander o'er each lofty theme; 
Tow'r on Inquiry's winos on high, 
And soar the heights of Deity :, 
Fain would I search the perfect laws 
That constant hind th' unerring. cause: 
Why all its children, born to share 
Alike a father's equal care, 
Some weep, by partial Fate undone, 
The ravish'd portion of a son; 
Whilst he whose swelling cup o'erflows, 

• Heeds pot his suffering brother's woes; 
The good, their virtues all forgot, 
Noma need severe, their destited lot ; 
While Vice, invited by the great, 
Feasts under canopies of state. 
All! when we see the ,bad lirefered, 
Was it Eternal Justice err'd ? 
Or when the good could, not prevail, 
How could Almighty Prowess fail? 
When underneath th' oppressor's blow 
Aftlieted Innocence lies low, 
Has not th' All-seeing Eye beheld ? 
Or has a stronger ann, repell'd? 

0 

When death dissolves this brittle tramp, 
Lies -ever -quench'd the soul's bright haler r  
Or shall th' ethereal breath of day 
Relume once more this living ray? 
From life escape we all in 40 
Heaven, finds its creature odt again, ' 
Again its captive to controul, 
And drive him to another goal. 
When. Time shall let his curtain fall, 
Must dreary nothingOswallow all? 
Must we th' unfinish'd piece deplore, 
Ere half the pompous piece be o'er i 
In his all-comprehensive mind, 
Shall not th' Almighty Poet-find 
Some reconciling'tum of fate 
To make his wondrous work complete, 
To finish fair his mingled plan, 
And justify his ways to man? 
But who shalt draw these veils that lie 
Unpiered by the keen cherub's eye?-. 
Cease, pease, the daring flight give o'er, 
Thine to submit and to adore 
Learn then : into thyself descend, 
To know thy being's use and end, 
for thee what Nature's kind intent, 
Or on what' fatal journey bent. 
Is mean self.love the only guide? 
Must all be sacrified to pride? 
What sacred fountains then supply 
The feeling heart and melting eye? ( 
Why does the pleading look disarm 
The hand of Rage with slaughter warm? 
Or in the battle's generous strife,  
Does Britain quellthe lust of life? 
Next the bold inquiry tries 
To trace our various passions' rise; 
This moment Hope exalts the breast, 
The next it sinks by Fear deprest; 
Now fierce the storms of Wrath begin, 
Now all is holy calm within. 
What strikes Ambition's stubborn springs 
What moves Compassion's softer strings; 
How we in constant friendships join, 
How iu constant hates combine; 
How Nature, for her favourite man, 
Unfolds the wonders of her plan; 
How, fend to treat her chosen guest, 
Provides for every sense a feast; 
Gives to the wide excursive eye 
The radiant glories of the sky: 

l Or bids each odorous bloom exhale 
I His soul t' enrich the balmy gale; 
1 Or pour upon th' enchanted ear 

The music of the opening year; 	' 
Or bids the limpid fountain bursts 
Friendly to life, and cool to thirst; 
What arts the beauteous dame employs 

i  To tied. us on to genial joys, 
i When in her spacious work we join 

To propagate her fair design,, i The virgin-Cce divine appears 
In bloom of youth and prime of years, 
And ere the rfesthid heart's aware 
Fixes Monimia's image there. 

Aft me I what, hapless, have I said? 
Unhappy by .m yself betraycd I 
I deem'd, but ah I deeni'd in vain, 	, 
Prom the-dear image to refrain;  
For when I fixt my musing -thought, 
Far on solemn views remote; 
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When wandering in the uncertain round 
0f,,mazy doubt, no end I found; 
0 my noblest and erring feet!  
What most I sought to shun, ye meet. 
Come then my serious Maid again: 
Come airetry another strain; 
Come and Nature's dome explore, 
Where dwells retir'd the matron hoar; 
There her wondrous works survey, 
And drive th' intruder Love6away. 

'Tis done:—ascending Heaven's height, 
Contemplation take thy flight: 
Behold the Sun, through Heaven's wide space, 
Strong as a giant, run his race : 
Behold the Moon exert her light, 
As blushing bride on her love-night: 
Behold the sister starry strain, 
Her bride-maids, mount the azure plain: 
See where the snows their treasures keep; 
The chambers where the loud winds sleep; 
Where the collected rains abide 
Till Heav'n set all its windows wide, , 
Precipitate from high to pour 
And drown in violence of shower: 
Or gently strain'd they wash the earth, 
And give the tender fruits a birth. 
See where Thunder springs his mine; 
Where the paths of lightning shine: 
Or tir'd those heights still to pursue, 
From Heav'n descending with the dew, 
That soft impregns the youthful mead, 
Where thousand flow'rs exalt the head, 
Mark how Nature's hand bestows 
Abundant grace on all that grows, 
Tinges, with pencil slow unseen, 
The grass that clothes the valley green; 
Or spreads the tulip's parted streaks, 
Or sanguine dyes the rose's cheeks, 
Or points with light Monimia's eyes, 
And forms her bosom's beauteous rise. 

Ah! haunting spirit, art thou there? 
Forbidden in these walks t' appear. 
I thought, 0 Love! thou would'st disdain 
To mix with WistIOnn's black-stay'd train; 
But when my curious searching look 
A nice survey of Nature took, 
Well pleas'd the matron set to show 
Her mistress-work, on Earth below. 
Then fruitless Knowledge turn aside; 
What other art remains untried 
This load of anguish to remove, 
And heal the cruel wounds of Love? 
To Friendship's sacred force apply, 
That source of tenderness and joy, 
A joy no anxious fears profane, 
A tenderness that feels no pain: 
Friendship shall all these ills appease, 
And give the tortur'd mourner ease. 
Th' indissoluble tie that binds 
In equil chains two sister minds: 
Not such as servile interests choose, 
From partial ends and sordid views p 
Nor when the midnight banquet fires, 
The choice of wine-infiam'd desires; 
When the short fellowships proceed, 
From casual mirth and wicked deed; 
Till theanext morn estranges quite 
The partners of one guilty night; 
But such as judgmen'f long has weigh'd, 
And years of faithfulness have tried,  

Whose tender mind is fram'd to share 
The equal portion of my care, 
Whose thoughts my happiness employs 
Sincere, who triumphs in my joys, 
With whom in raptures I may stray, 
Through Study's long and pathless way, 
Obscurely blest, in joys, alone, 
To th' excluded world iinknowin. 
Forsook the weak fantastic train 
Of Flattery, Mirth, all false and vain; 
On whose soil and gentle beast 
My weary soul may take her rest, 
While the still tender look and kind, 
F4r springing from the spotless mind, 
Ncy perfected delights ensure 
To last immortal, free and pure. 
Grant, Heav'n, if FIeav'n means bliss for me, 
Monimia Such, and long may be. 

Here, here again! how just my fear; 
Love ever finds admittance here; 
The cruel sprite intent on harm, 
Has quite dissolv'd the feeble charm; 
Assuming Friendship's saintly guise, 
Has past the cheated sentry's eyes, 
And, once attain'd his hellish end, 
Displays the undissembled fiend. 
0 say! my faithful fair ally, 
How didst thou let the traitor by ? 
I from the desert bade thee conies, 
hsvok'd thee from thy peaceful home, 
More to sublime my solemn hour, 
And curse this demon's fatal pow'r;, 
Lol by superior force opprest, 
Thou these three several times bast blest. 
Shall we the magic rites pursue, 
When Love is mightier far than thou?— 
Yes come, in bless'd enchantment skill'd, 
Another altar let us build; 
Go forth as wont, and try to find, 
Where'er Devotion lies reclin'd; 
Thou her fair friend, by Heaven's decree 
Art one with her, and she with thee. 

Devotion, come, with sober pace, 
Pull of thought and full of grace ; 
While humbled on the earth I lie, 
Wrapt in the vision of the sky', 
To noble heights and solemn views 
Wing my Heav'n-aspiring Muse; 

'Teach me to scorn, by thee refin'd, 
The Tow delights cif human kind: 
Sure thine to put to flight the boy 
Of laughter, sport,'and idle joy. 
O plant these guarded groves about, 
And keep the treacherous felon out. 

Now, see ! the spreading gates unfold, 
Display'd the sacred leaves of gold. 
Let me with holy awe repair 
To the solemn house of prayer: 
And as I go, 0 thou! my heart, 
Forget each low and earthly part: 
Religion enter in my breast, 
A mild and venerable guest! 
Put off, in contemplation aown'd, 
Each thought impure on holy ground, 
And cautious tread with awful fear 
The courts of Heav'n;—for God is here. 
Now my grateful voice I raise, 
Ye angels swell a mortal's praise, 

Numbers, eh. 23. 
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To!charrewith your own harmony 
The ear of Him who sits on high. • 
Grant me, propitions heav'nly.Pow'r, 
Whose love beeign we feel each hour, 
An equal lot on:Earth to share, 

'Norrich, ter poor, my humble pray'r, 
Lek! forget, exalted proUct,.. 
The Laud supreme that gave the.  good; 
Lest avant o'er virtue should. prevail, ' 
end h put foith my hand and steal; . 

. 	if thy .uovereigli kit. shall grant c 
The-Wealth I neither ask nor waet, 
May f the widow's need supPly,•;.  ' 
And ripe the tear from Sorrow's eye; 
May the weary wanderdr'S feet - 
From rue a blest reception meet( 
But if contempt and low estate 
Be the assignment of my. fate, 
01 may no hope of gain entice 
To tread the green broad path of Vice. • 
And .hounteerith, -0 ! vouchsafe to clear 
The errours of a mind sincere. 
Illumine thou my searching mind, 
Groping after trittb, and blind. 
With stores of science be it fraught 
That bards have dreatn'd, or sages taught; 
And chief the heav'n-born strain impart, 
A Muse according to thy heart; 
That rapt in sacred ecstasy, 
I may sing and sing of thee; 
Mankind instructing in thy laws,' 
.Blest poet in fair Virtue's cause, 
Her former merit to restore, 
And make mankind again adore, 
As when conversant with the great, . 
She fixt in palaces her seat. 
Before her all-revealing ray, 
Each sordid passion should decay: 
Ambition shuns the dreaded dame, 
And pales his ineffectual flame; 
Wealth sighs her triumphs to behold, 
And offers all,  his sums of gold; 
She in her chariot seen to ride 3, 
A noble train attend her side: 
A cherub first, in prime of years, 
The champion Fortitude appears; 
Next Temperance, sober mistress, seen 
With look compos'd and cheerful mien; 

-Calm Patience, still victorious found, 
With never-fading glories crowing; 
Firm Justice last the balance rears, • 
%he good man's praise, the brut man's fears; 
Whil chief in beauty as in place 
She charms with dear Monimia's grace. 

Monimia still! here once again! 
0! fatal name •,• 0 dubious strain! 
Say, beav'mborn Virtue, pow'r divine, 
,Are all these various movements thine? 
Was it thy triumphs sole inspired 
My soul, to holy transports fir'd ? 
Or say, do springs less sacred move ? 
Ah! much 1 fear, it's human love. 
Alas! the noble strife Vi o'er, 
The blissful visions charm no more; 
Far Off the glorious rapture flown, • 
Monimia rages here alone. . 

° See Hamlet. 
I See Characteristics, vol.: ii. pi M. 

In vain, Love's fugitive, I try 
Prom the Minntanding pow'r to tr, . 	• 
Though Grace was claiming on my t.ti;  
Possest by ',Cowen sincere and tcholt, 
Yet still in Fancy's painted ells 
The .soithinflaming image dwells. 
Why didst thou, cruel Love, again 
Thus drag me .hack, to earth and pain' 
Well 1)001 I, Love,firawould'it retie 
Before the blest Jessean tyre. 
Devotiott's..harpwould Chant to red 
The evil spirit in my breast.; 
But the deaf adder fell disdains, 
Unlisteeitm to the chanter's strains. 

Contemplation, bellied maid, 
Remains there yet no other aid? 
helpless and weary must thou vied 
To Love ,supreme in every field? 
Let Melancholy last engage, 
Reverend hoary.mantled sage. 
Sure, at his sable flag's display 
Love's idle troop will flit away: 
And bring with him his due compeer, 
Silence, sad, forlorn, and drear. 

Haste thee, Silence, haste and go, 
To search the gloomy world below. 
My trembling steps, 0 Sybil! lead 
Through the dominions of the dead:. 
Where Care, enjoying soft repose, 
Lays down the burden of his wo.; r 
Where meritorious Want, no more 
Shivering begs at Grandeur's door; 
Unconscious Grandeur, sealed his eyi, 
On the mouldering purple lies. 
In the dim and dreary round, 
Speech in eternal chains lies bound:. 
And see a tomb, it's gates display d, 
Expands an everlasting shade, 
0 ye inhabitants, that dwell 
Each forgotten in your cell, 
0 say, for whom of human race 
Has fate decreed this Iiiding'place? 

And hark ! methinks a spirit calls, 
Low winds the whisper round the walls, 
A voice, the sluggish air that breaks, 
Solemn amid the silence speaks. 
" Mistaken man, thou seek'st to know 
What known will but afflict with woe; 
There thy Mpnimia shall abide, 
With the pale bridegroom rest a bride, 
The wan assistants there shall lay, 
In weeds of death, her beauteous clay." 

0 words of woe! what do I bear? 
What. sounds invade a lover's ear? 
Must then thy charms, my anxious care, 
The fate of vulgar beauty share? 
Good Heav'e retard (for thine the pow'r) 
Thecwheels of time, that roll the bawl-- 

Yet ah! why swells my breast with 60' 
Why start,the interdicted tears ? 
Love, dost thop tempt again ? Depart, 
Thou devil, cot out from my heart. 
Sad I %nook the feast, the ball, 
The sunny bow'r and lofty hall, 
And sought the dungeon of.despair; 
Yet thou overtak'st me there. 
How little dreamed 1 thee to find 
In this lone state of human kind? 
Nor melancholy can prevail; 
The direful deed, nor dismal tale: 

   
  



• MISVILANIES. - 
9N SEEING LADY MARY MONTGOMERY 

SIT TO HER PICTURE. • 
IN IMITATION OF SPENSER'S STYLE. 

WHEN Lindsay drew Montgomery, heavenly maid! 
And-gaz'd with wor6- on that angel Pace, . 

Pleas'd I sat by, and joyfully survey'd 	• 
The daring pencil image every grace. 

Ihn,'d I for these thou wouldSt remove? 
Ilifiv near akin is Grief to Love! 
Then no more I strive to shun 
Love's chains 0 Eleavon ! thy will be done. 
The best Ithysician bilre 1 find, 

0 core a sore diseased mind, 
For soon this venerable gloom 
Will yield a weary sufferer room; 
Nu more a slave to Love degreed, 
At ease and free among the dead. 
Come then, ye tears, ne'er cease to 110%5.  In full satiety.of woe: 
Though now the maid my' heart alarms, 
Severe and mighty in her charms, 
Doom'd to obey, in bondage prest, 
The tyrant Love's commands. noblest; 
Pass but some fleeting moments over, 
This rebel heart shall beat no more; 
Then from my dark and closing eye 
The form belov'd shall ever fly. 
The tyranny of Love shall cease, 
Both laid down to sleep in peace; 
To share alike our mortal lot, 
Her beauties and my cares forgot. 

• TO A YOUNG LADY 
ON HER SINGING. a 	. 

Streit, skill'd the tender.verse to frame, 
And softly strike the golden lyre; 

A stranger to the softening flame, 
And new to every mild desire; 

Sweets that crowtv the budding year, 
Pour'd from the zephyr's tepid wing, 

Saw Sappho in the grove appear, 
The rival of the vocal spring. 

To try the heart-subduing strains, 
Anon the vernal scenes impel 

O'er lofty rocks and rilly plains 
Soft warbled from th' ROHM), shell. 

Or such as in the bright abodes, 
The youngest Muse with glories crown'd, 

To whom the sire of men and gods. 
Gave all th' enchanting pow'r of sound: 

As at the banquet of the sky, 
Freed from the giant's impious arms, 

She drew bath heavenly ear and eye, 
With beauty mingling music's charms. 

Had such a voice sure to prevail, 
Suft warbled from the syren strand, 	• 

What wonder, if each amorous sail 
Spontaneous sought the tuneful land? 

Ev'n thou who cautious wing'St thy way, 
Had given thy tedious wandoring?Wer; 

By Julia's all-persuading lay 
Fix'd ever to the pleasing shore. 

a 
A face so sweet had sure prevaird 

With isdoin's self to hear the voice, 
Whilst both the yielsling heart assaii'd, 

Here Wisdom might have ax.'d his choice. 
VOL. NY. 
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• 
When as the youth, each feature o'enarttl e'er _ 

Careful rebancli'd with.strkt observant,view ; 
Eftsoous I saw how, charms unseen before 

Swell'd to the sight, and with the picture grew. 
9 

With milder glances now he arms her eyes, 
The red now triumphs to a brighter rase; 

Now heaves her bosom to a softer rise, 
And fairer on her cheek the lily blows, 

Last glow'd the blush, that pure of female wale 
I whiloni knew, when so my stars decreed 

My,pipe she deign'd to laud in pleasing smile, 
All undeserving I such worthy meet'. 

The whiles I gaz'd, ah! felice Art, thought I,. 
A b! felice youth that doen it possess; 

Cottaito dEpeint the fair so verily, 
True to each charm, and faithful to each grace. 

Sythence she cannot emulate her skill, 
Ne envy will the Muse her sister's praise, 

Then for the deed, 0 let her place the will, 
And to the glowing colours join her layer. 

Yet algates would the Nine, that high on bill 
Parnasse, sweet imps of Jovel  with Jove reside, 

Give me to rein the fiery steed at will, 
And with kind hand thy lucky pencil guide: 

Then, certes, mought we fate misprise, of praise 
Secure, if the dear maid in beauty's bloom 

Survive, or in thy colours, or my lays, 
Joy of this age, and joy of each to come. 

'TO LADY MARY MOIVTG0.111ERY. 
SAY, thou with endless beauty crown'd, 
Of all the youth t,hat sigh around 	• 
Thy worshippers, and anxious wait 
From thy bright eyes their future fate; 
Say, whom do most these eyes approve? 
Whom does Montgomery choose to love? 

Not him, who stives to build a name 
From ruins of another's fame: 
Who proud in self-conceit throws down 
His Mighbones wit, M raise his own. 
Should the vain man expect success, 
The fool of compliment and dress ?' 
Thy eyes undazzled can behold 
The gaudy nothing deckt in gold. 
Thy wise discernment soonsdeseries 
Where folly lurks in wit's disguise ; 
Trac'd through each shape in WhichAis seen, 
Through the grave look, the solemn mien; ' 
The proud man's front, the vain man's walk, 
The fopling's dress, the coxcomb's talk. 
A large estate, and little sense, 
To charms like thine have no pretence. 

   
  



610 	 HAMILTON'S ?posisc 
Shalt thou, (!) insolent prevail ? 
Heav'n nevek• meant-its goods for sale: 
Beauty, the pearl of price, is gin's, 
Not bought, 'tin the free grace of llcav'n. 

The happy youth with arts refited, 
Simple ofheart, of steadfast mind: 
'Whom thirst of gain could never draw 
To trespass friendship's sacred law: 
Whose soul the cha:ans of sense inspire,, 
'Who loves, where reseson bids admire: 
Cautious to shunovitii wise disdaing• 
The proud, the airy, middle vain: ' 
Him whom these -virtues shall adorn, 
Thomfair Montgomery, wilt Hot scorn: 
Ofall the 'gifts Of 	possest, 
To him tboti yielest thy willing breast; , 
For him the blush, with modest grace, • 
Glows rosy, o'er thy hiooming•face: 
For him thy panting bosom swells, 
„Ando thy lips such sweetness dwells.. 
Crown'd'with, success, the happy boy 
Shall revel in excess of joy : 
While in thy presence, Eleav'n appears-,  
In sweets laid up for many years. " 
The beau, and witting then shall fly,. 
The fie) in secret- corner sigh; 
Condemn'd to cry in love!s despair, 
" Air! why so wise who was so fair ?" 

Did thy exam*, beauteous maid,. 
The rest of womankihd persuade; 
Nor injurld 'merit would complain, 
That it may love, and love in. vain: 
Nor flattery false, and impudence, - 
Usurp the room of bashful sense; 
No more at midnight ball appear, 
To gain on beauty's lisening ear. 
Beauty would hear the vows of truth-; 
Nor love would-speak with folly's mouth.. 
• Yet some there are, the better few, 
Wise thy example to pursue; 
Who rich in store of native charms, 
Employ no artificial arms. 
Such beav'nly Charlotte 1, fortadiviite 
Love's universal kingdom's thine,. 
Anointed queen.! all unconfind, 
Thine is the homage of mankind 
Thy subjects, wilting to 01)-(7, 
Bless thy mild rule and gentle sway; 
With loyal mind each zealous pays 
His tribute &aeons to thy praise; • 
Yet nought to greatness dost thou owe; 
Thy merit from thyself does 114; 
Ytlike our wonder and our theme, 
In beauty as in place supreme. 
Such thy fair sister, fram'd to please,. 
Of aspect gay; and graceful ease: 
Pure flows her.  mit and uurestrain'd; 
By envy arelby hate -uhstaiu'd; 
Not as the rushing torrent pours, 
Increas'd by snows, and wintry show'rs; • 
Involving in its furious sway 
The labouring hinds, a helpless prey;. 
Now wide o'erspreadsclie wat'ry scene, 
And now decreas'd,'no more is seen: 
But as a constant river leads,.. 
Its winding stream through purple meads;, • 
That through .the blushing landscape roll'd, 
Reflects the bordering flowers in gold; 

Lady .Charlotte,Halailtoni 

C And, borne Along with gentle fore 
Distributes wealth through all its oasne; ' 
Nor does the faithful spring deny 
The  zaimental just supply. . 	. 

' Thou Douglas° too, in whfincomh:el 
A spirit and a noble line; 
Engaging looks,- that mild inspire 
Fond delight and young desire; 
Aft-wincing sweetnesduvoid of pride, 
Thou bast no faults for art to hide 
Maria such, whose opening bloom 
Poreshows the pregnant fruits to mint 
0 blest!" for whom the Strasons'ilight 
Ripens that harvest of delight; 
To whom the Autumn shall resign, 
To. press the rich iuxuriaat vine. 
thuvoandect who can thee espy, 
Maid of the black and piercing eye? 
Too rashly bold, we take the `Geld 
Against thy shafts with Wisdom's shield; 
Piere'd helpless in oerguarded side, 
We fall the' victims of our pride. 

Nor Erskine lest the song demands, 
Not least in beauty's blooming bands. 
Erskine, peculiar care of Heavhi, 
To whom the pow'r of sound is gin's; 
Artist divine! to her belong 
The beav'nly lay, and magic song: 
How" do we gaze with vast delight 
Her fingers' swift harMonious flight, 	I 
When o'er de obedient keys they lly, 
To welant sleeping harmony? 
Wheue'er she speaks, the joy of all, 
Soft the silver accents Gill: • 
Whene'er shelooks, in stilt amaze 
The eyes of all enamour'd gaze: 
Each word steals gently on the ear; 
'Tis Ileav'n to see, 'tis Reav'n to hear. 

In everlasting 'blushes seen,, 
Such Pri ogle shines of sprightly mita: 
To her the pow'r of love imparts, 
Rich gift ! the soft successful arts 
That hest the lovers' Gres-provoke, 	' 
The lively step, the mirthful joker  
The speaking glance, the amorous wile, 
The sportful laugh, the winning smile; 
Her soul, awakening every grace, 
Is all abroad upon her face; 
In bloom of youth still to survive, 
All charms are there, and all alive. 

Fair is the lily, sweet the rose, 
That in thy cheek, 0 Drummond! glees; 
Pure is the snow's unsullied white 
That clothes thy bosom's swelling height. 
Majestic looks her soul express, 
That awe us from desied access; 
Till sweetness soon rebukes the fear, 
AmEbids the trembling youth draw neat 
See, how sublime she does advance, 

E1K1 seems already lathe dance; 
xalted how she moves along, 

Ten thousand thousand graces strong! 
'Such Marchmontri daughter, unreprol,  
The maid by men of sense belov'd; 
Who knows with modesty r  scorn 
The titles that may fools adorn: 
She claims no merit from 'her blood, 	I 
Her greatest honour to be good: 	e 

9 Lady Jute Douglas.. 
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edless of pomp, with open-heart 4  
ell liassodie chose the better part. 

Such Hamilla's looks divine, 
Earth's wonder, Tinnegham; and thine? 
Her soul's!! tenderifiess and love, 
Gentle as the harmless dove: 
Who artless, chasms without design, 
She! of the modest look benign. 

Eliza young in beauty blight, 
Though new to every soft delight, 
Yet soon her conquests shall extend, 
Soon shall the sprightly maid ascend 
The rival of each kindred name, 
And triumph to her mother's fame. 
Full in the pleasing list appears 
Robertoun, in prime of years; 
With skill she does her smiles bestow, 
For Pallas bends her Cupid's bow: 
Wisely she shuns to entertain 
The designing, and the vain; 
To these 'tis all forbidden ground, 
Prudence, a cherub, guards her round, 
With naming sword fob's to ssspel; 
Is paradise fools must not dwell. 

Strike again the golden lyre, 
Let Hume the notes of joy inspire. 
0 lovely Hume ! repeat again, 
My lyre, the ever-pleasing strain. 
Dear to the Muse, the Muse approves 
Each oharm, the Muse the virgin loveS: 
The Muse preserves in lasting lays 
The records of soft beauty's praise; 
In vain would triumph beauty's eye, 
Unsung, these triumphs soon would die; 
Fate overcomes-the fair and strong, 
But has no pow'r o'er sacred song; 
Verse the dying name can save, 
And make it live beyond the grave. 
Thus Hume shall unborn hearts engage, 
Tier smile shall warm another age; 
Her race of mortal glory past, 
Th' immortal fame shall ever last; 
last Shall the look that won my heart, 
The pleasing look sincere of art. 
0! pow'rful of persuasive face, 
Adorn'd and perfected in grace; 
What joys await, joys in excess, 
The youth whom thou decree'st,to bless; 
Ordain'd thy yielding breast to move, 
Thy breast yet innocent of love ! 

But who is she, the general gaze 
Of sighing crowds, the world's amaze, 
Who looks forth as the blushing morn 
On mountains of the east new born? 
Is it not Cochrane fair? 'Tis she, 
The youngest grace of graces three. 
The eldest felt to death a prey, 
Aim ! snateh'd in early flower away: - 
The second, manifold of charms, 
Bleles a happy husband's arms; 
The third a blooming form remains; 
O'er all the blameless victor reigns:  
Where'er she gracious deign? tomove, 
The public praise, the public love. 

Superior these shill still remain, 
The lover's wish, the poet's strain; 
Their„beauties shall all hearts engage, 
Victori,vas over spite and age: 
Like thee, Montgdinery, shall' they shine, 
And charm the world with arts like thine. 

GII 
TO. A LADY, 

ON HER TAKING SOMETHING ILL THE AUTHOR 
SAID. 

WHY hangs that cloud upon thy brow? 
That beauteous Heav'u, ere-while serene? 

Whence do these storms and tempesti blow, 
Or what this gust of passim! mean? 

And must then mankind lose that light 
Which in thine eyes was.,,wont to shine, 

And lie obseeted in endlesAlight, 
For each poor silly speech of mine ? 

sear child, how could I wrong thy name? 0  
Thy form so fair and faultless stands, 

That could ill tongues abuse thy fame, 
Thy beauty could make large amends: 

Or if I durst profanely try 
Thy beauty's powerful charms t' upbraid, • 

Thy virtue well might give the lie, 	0 Nor call thy beauty to its aid. 

For Venus, every heart t' ensnare, 
With all her eharmS has deck'd 'thy face, 

And Pallas, with unusual care, 
' Aids wisdom heighten every grace. 
Who can the double pain endure ? 

Or who must not resign the field 
To thee, celestial maid, secure 

With Cupid's bow and Panes' shield? 
If then to thee such pow'r is given, 

Let dot a wretch in torment live, 
But smile, and learn to copy Heav'n; 

Since we must sin ere it forgive. 
Yet pitying Heaven not only does 

Forgive th' offender, and th' offence, 
But ev'n itself appeas'd bestows, 

As the reward of penitence. 

UPON HEARING HIS PICTURE WAS IN 
A LADY'S BREAST. 

YE gods ! was Strephon's picture blest 
With the fair Heaven of Chloe's breast? -
Mere softer, thou fond fluttering heart 
Oh gently throb,—too fierce thou art. 
Tell me, thou brightest of thy kind, 
For Strephen was the bliss design'd ? 
For Strephon's ake, dear charming maid, 
Didst thou prefer his - wandering shade ? 

And thou, blest shade! that sweetly art 
Lodged so near my Chloe's heart, 
For me the tender hour improve, 
And softly tell how dear I love. • 
Ungrateful thing! it scorns to hear 
Its wretched master's ardent pray% 

'';;engrossing allthat beauteous Heaven, 
:That Chloe, lavish maid, has given. 

I cannot blame thee: wech I lord -
Of all the wealth those breaSts afford; 
I'd be a miser too; nor give 
An alms to keep a god aliVe., 
Oh smile not thus,•rny lovely fair, 
On- these cold looks, that lifeless air, 
Prize him whose bosoin glows with fire, 
With eager love and soft desire. 

   
  



HAMILTON'S PpENig. 	• 
When youthful years, a foe tolonely nip, 
IMpel young hearts to Hymen'schaste 41.;.o 4  
I view'd th' admiring train with equal eye, 
True to each hope, and faithful to each sect: 
The liappy hours of advniratid4 past; , 
The hand of nuptial love was given at lag; 
Not to the faithful,  youth my chants inVI 
Nor those who sought my charms, nor new al.., 
He not prefer'd for, lassie, wit, or settle, 
Not chose, lout suited with indifference, 

o 	 Who neither knew to love, or be belor'd. 
Approv'd me not, and just not disapprori, 
Nor warmth pretended, nor affection stall; 
Ask'd, not implor'd; l yielded, not hetttA: 
Without or hopes or fears I join'ti his bile, 
His mistress never, and but scarce his tait 
No joys at home, abroad was Only show; 

neither gain.'d a friend, nor lost a foe: 
For, lost alike to pleasure, lore, and fame, 

t My persowine enjoys, and I his name. 
Yet patient still I lead my anxious life, 
Pleas'd that I'm call'd my formal hunbaursV 

612 
'Tis true thy chants, 0 powerful maid, 
To life can bring the silent shade: 
Thou cant surpass the painter's art, 
And real warmth and dames impart. 
Best ohl it ne'or can Wm like me, 
I've ever lov'd, and lov'd but thee: 
Then, charmer, grant my fond request, 
Bay thou canstlove; and make me blest. , 

. 
11•••••••••••••••••••••01 

TO IL II'. 
IN THE ASSEMBLY. 

WHILE crown'd with radiant (banns divine, 
Unnumbeed beauties round thee shine; 
When Erskine leads her happy man, 
And Johnstone shakes the fluttering fan; 
When beauteous Pringle shines coldest, 
And gontly heaves her swelling breast, 
Her raptur'd partner still at gaze; 
Pursuing through, each winding maze;, 
Say, youth, and coast thou keep secure 
Thy heart from conquering beauty's pow'r? 
Or, bast thou not, how soon betray'd 
The too-believing country maid? 
Whose young and unexperiened years 
From thee no evil purpose fears; 
And yielding to love's gentle sway, 
Knows not that lovers can betray. 
How shall she curse deceiving men! 
How shalt she e'er believe again? 

Fm' me, my happier dot decre'es 
The joys of love that constant please; 
A warm, benign, and gentle flame, 
That clearly roams, and still the same; 

.Unlike those tires that fools betray; 
That fiercely burn, but swift decay; 
Which warring passions hourly raise, 
A short and momentary .blaze, 
/Viy flume, my beauteous Monet constrains 
My heart in voluntary chains: 
Well-pleas'd, for her my voice I raise; 
For daily joys Claim daily praise. 
Can I forsake the fair, complete 	• 
In all that's soft, trod all that's sweet; 
'When Heav'n has in her form combintd 
The scatr'd graces of her kind? 
Has sine not all the charms that lie 
In Gordon's blush, and Lockhartt eye; 
The down of lovely Haya's hair,_ 
Iiillochia's shape, or CockhurnIiir ? 
can time to love a period bring 	' 
Of chain*, for ever in their spring? 
'Tis death atone the lover frees, 
Who loves so long as she can please, 

INDIFFERENCE. 
BY Varionste•yrths.admierl, by all approv'd, 
By many sought, by one sincerely lov'd, 
Chief of Edina's fair I Costrish'd long, 
First in the dance, the visit, and the song; 
Beauty, gotx4nature, in my form cornbin'd, 
My body one adorn'd, and one my mind. 

Henry Home, afterwards Lord Karnes. 
Life of Hamilton. C. 

THE YOUNGEST GRACE. 
A LOVE-ELEGY. 

ADDRESSED TO A LADY, Vino HAD Jun FINI! 
HER FIFTEENTH yen. 

His saltem aceumulem donh, et fonper 
Virg. 

As beauty's queen in her aerial lash 
Sublimely seated On a golden throne, 

Before her high tribunal,  summonkl all 
Who or on earth, sea, air, her empire ova; 

First came her son, her pow'r, her darhoe 
Whose gentlesthreathean raise the fiereEit 

OR avorking mischief, though his end hejoy, 
And 'though devoid of sight, yet sore of 

With In i m,, his youthful consort, sad no mon 
Psyche, infranchied from all mortal pain, 

'Who, every trial of obedience o'er, 
Enjoys the blessings of the heavenly reign 

Next, as 'it well beseem'd, the tuneful Nine, 
Daughters of notanory, and dear to Jose, 

Who, as they list, the hearts of' men incline 
'To wit, to music, poetry, or love. 

She who with milder breath inspiring fills, 
Than ever Zephyr knew, the heart-hofo 

Or else froniNatures pregnant source distil 
The tender drops that swell the love-sick 

Or she Who from her copious store affords, 
When love decrees, the faithfitl youth to 

The sacred energy of melting words, 
,In the dear hour and season of success. 

Last in the train two sisters fair appear'd, ( 
Sorroving they sebm'd, yet seented their 

Nor ever from the ground their eyes they 
Nor tripp'd, as they, were font, on sous; 

The Cypriati goddess cast her eyes around 
And gaz'd o'er all, with ever new deligD; 

See 	So bright an host was no where to he lila 
Her heart dilates, and glories in its ring 
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But when without their lov'd companiion deat 
a Twe military Graces hand in hand 
Approacled,%he goddess inly 'gars to fear 

What might befat the youngest of the-band; 

Hermes, sly god, resolv'd thy spleen to hit, 
Thy spleen, but, of itself, too apt to move; 

Prone to offend with oft-mistaking wit. 
That foe perverse to nature and to love. 

" 	! wIdther is retied my darling joy, 
My youngest Grace, the pride of all my reign, 

First in my care, and ever in my eye, 
Why is she now the lacof all my train ? 

"Ali me! some danger threats my Cyprian state, 
Which, goddess as I am, I can't foresee

'  
• 

Some dire disaster labours, (ah, my fate !) 
To wrest love's sceptre from my son and me." 

She wept: not more she wept, when first her eyes 
Saw low in dust her Ilion's towery pride ; 

Nor from her breast more frequent burst the sighs, 
When her lov'd youth, her dear Adonis died. 

" Yet, yet," she cry% " I will a monarch.reimi! 
In my last deed my greatness shall be seen 

Ye Loves, ye Smiles, ye Graces, all nev train, 
Attend your mother, and obey your queen. 

• 
" Wisdom's vain goddess weaves some treacherous 

wile, 
Or haughty Judo, Heaven's 4* eteatiess dame: 

Haste! bend each bow; haste! brighten everysmile, 
And lanch from every eye the lightning's flame." 

Then had fell Discord broke the golden chain 
That does the harmony of all uphold, 

And where these orbs in beauteous order reign,. 
Brought back the anarchy of Chaos old: 

When Cupid keen unlocks his feather'd store, 
When Venus burns with more than intirtal 

Mortals, immortals, all find fled before, 
The Loves, Use Graces, and the Smiles in ite 

In -vain, t' avert the horrors of that hour, 
Anxious for fate, and fearing for his sky, 

The sire of gods and men had trv'd his pow'r, 
And hung his golden balances on high: 

Had not the eldest Grace, serene and mild, 
Who wish'd this elemental war might cease, 

Sprung forward with persuasive look, and smil'd 
The furious mother of desire'?  to peace.. 

"Ali whence this rage, vain Child of empty fear !" 
With accent mild thus spoke the beav'nly maid, 
What words, 0 sovereign of hearts! severe ' 
Have pass'd the roses of thy lips unweigh'd ? 

" Think not mankind forsake thy mysticlaw:.  
Thy son, thy pride, thy own Cupido reigns; • 

Heard with respect, and seen with tenderAve; 
Mighty on thrones, and gentle on the plains. 
9. 

Remembeest not how in the blest abodes, 
Of high Olympus an ethereal vest,. 

Mix'd with the synod of th' Assembled gads, 
Thou shar'd'st the honours of th' ambrosial feast? 

Celestial pleasures reigning all around, 
Sash as the pow'rs who live at ease enjoy, 

The snmling boWl with life immortal-crowned, 
lb,  rosy Hcbe, &id the Phrygian boy:  

" Much gloz'd he spiteful,.how rebellious youth, 
Lost to thy fear, and recreant from thy name, 

False to the interest of the he,prt, and truth, 
On foreign altars kindles impious flame. 

• . 
" Much gloz'd he tauntful,bow to nobler aims 

The yout . awakening frdin each female wile, 
No longer met iu love's opprobrious flames, 

Slaves to an eye, or vassals to a smile. 
" Now fifteen years the still-returning spring 

With flow'rs the bosom, of the earth has sow'd, 
As oft the groves heard Philomela sing, 

And trees have paid the fragrant gifts they ow'd, 

" Since our dear sister left the heavenly bow'rs: 
So wiled the Fates,and such their high comAiands, 

She-should be born-in high Edina's tow'rs, 
To thee far dearer than all other lands. 

" There, clad in mortal form, she lies conceal% 
A-veil more bright than mortal form e'er knew; 

So fair was ne'er to dreaming bard reveal'd, 
Nor sweeter e'er the shadowing pencil drew. 

" Whereer the beauteous hea6t.compeller moves, 
She scatters wide perdition all around : 

Blest with celestial form, and crown'd with loves, 
No single breast is refractory found. 

• 
" Vain Pallessiow-tWunequal conflict shuns; 

Vain are the terrours of her gorgon shield : 
Wit bends; but chief Apollo's yielding sons : 

To thy fair doves Juno's proud peacocks yield. 
" Igo rival pow'rs thy envied, empire share; 

Revolted mortals crewd again thy shrine; 
Duteous to lave, and every'  leasing care, 

Ail hearts are hers, and all her heart is thine. 

" Se mild a sway the willing nations own; 
By her thou triuroplest o'er this subject ball;,. 

Whilst men (the secret of the skies unknown) 
The, beauteous appaeition Laura call." 

LOVE WURNED TO DESPAIR. 
Tts past/ the ungs of love are past, 

I love, I love no more; 
Yet who would think I am at last 

More wretched than before ? 

Howhless'd, whets first my, heart was freed 
From lore's tormenting care, 

If cold indifference did succeed, 
Instead of fierce despair ? 

But eh ! how ill is he releas'd, 
Though love a tyrant reigns, 

When the successor in-hi breast 
Redoubles all his pains: 

In vain attempts the woeful wight,„, 
That would despair remove: 

Its little linger has more weight 
Than all the loins of love 

   
  



Thus the poor wretch that left his-doin 
With spiritfout accurst, • 	• 

Found seven, returning late, at home 
More dreadful than the first. 

Well hop'd 1 once that constancy 
Might soften rigour's frown, 

Wouafrom the chaps of hate set free, 
And pay My ransom. down t 	• 

• .•• 
• &kali! the judge is tot. severe, 	np 

beneath his ire; 
The sentence is gone forth, to bear 
' 	 eternal fire. 

-The hopes of sinners, in the day 
Of grace, tifeirfears abate; 

*it every hope flies far away, 
When mercy shuts her gate: 

The smallest alms could oft suffice 
Love's banger to assuage; 

Despair, the worm that never dies, 
Still gnaws. with ceaseless rage. 

• a.  
A FRAGMENT. • 

OF doves,sWeet gentle birds; the heaven-born Muse 
Prepares to sing, their manners, and' what law 
The blameless race obey, their cares and loves. 
0 sacred virgin, that, to me unseen 
Yet present, whispers nightly in my ear 
Love.dited song or tale of martial knight, 
As best'becomes the time, and aidful grants 
Celestia1,grace implor'd: O! bounteous, say 
Veltatiavourite Maid iii• her first bloom of youth 
Wilt choose to honour? Seem I .not to see 
The laurel shake, and .hear thevoice divine 
Sound in mine ear: -" With .Erskine best agrees 
'LIM-song of doves; herself a tiove;swell-pleas'd 
.List gracious to the tale benign„and hear 
How tine chaste bird Witia words of fondling lovb, 
Soft billing, moots his maid; their spousal loves, 
Pure and unstained .with jealous fear of change; 
How studious they to build their little nests, 
Nature's artificers! and tender, breed 
Their unfledg'd children, till they sting their flight, 
Each.parent's caret Come, as tt.e Muse ordains, 
OZ thou of every:grace, whose looks of love, 

attractive, drawall wondering eyes, 
Constant to gaze; and whose subduing speech 
Drops as the hpacycomb, and grace is pained 
into thy lips; for ever thee attends . 
Sweetness thy handmaid, and, with beauty, clothes 
As with the mornibg's robe invested round: 

'O come, again invok'd; and smiling lend 
Thy pleas'd attention, whilst in fignied silk 
Thy knowing needle plants tie' embroideed flower 
As in its native bed: soctnety'st thou find 
Delight perpetual and th' inclining ear 
Of Fleason propitious.to thy maiden vow, 
When thou,shalt seek from love a youth adorned 
With all perfection, worthy of thy chnnice, 
To bless thy night of joy and social care. 

ijappy he, for whom the vow is made! 
'ft 

' DOVES. 

ITAMILTON'S •14)EMS. 
• '9 c MELO= 

A FRAGMENT. 	f I  
TM E -care of gardens, and the pates pn't 
To rear the idooniin,g flowers, Oriten tbOn,  
A grateful taSkt To thee, 0 Hinneola Stet 

..Well-pleas'd amid the verdant waits to any 
With thee,herchief delight, When mrsss,,:m 
Come now, My love, not far the wietena; 
For see, the winter's past, the rains are ve,!: 
Behold, The singing of the birds is nos, 
_Season.benign: the joyous lace passe 
Their native melody, and warbling airs 

c  ' Are heard in every grove: the flowers ape:, 
Eartles smiling offspring,and the beautmo: 
Are clotted in pheasant. green : nor 
Put forth, their tender buds that soon slal 
With rich in-cora-eons juice, and woo thy he 

- To' pluck their ripened sweets.. Forsake nth 
The .noise of cities, add with me retire 
To' rural solitude. -Lo! for thy head 
I weave a wrland, deck'd with vernal km, 
Violet, and hyacinth, and Unship; woe 
Of eVery rich perfume; herd in this calm 
•Antt imdisturb'd retreat content to dwell 
Seclitdedfrom mankind, with.thee and lose 
Sweet'ner of human cares. But thou pein? 
Delight'st to hear. the voice that bids the ce 
To festival and dance, thou iong'sttu rret'. 
Tine nrptur'd youth, that at assembly boon 
Awaits thy coming: haste, adonedio all 
'illy native softness, fresh as hreathin; flood 
Sweet smelling in the morning dew, awl 6.2 
Nils soul, ill able to resist such charms, 
Won with attractive smiles ; while I tar of 
Bemoan thy absence, and thy image km 
In every thicket aid each secret gwre, 
To soothe my longing mind by fancy's aid, 
Pleasing resemblance! until thou thymic, 
0 fairest among WOmen, deign to pace 
The bower that love prepares, from me to k 
The care and culture of the flowery kind. 

* .• s • • • 

THE EPISODE OP THE TEAM 
FLOWERS, BOOK I. 

Nott to tine garden sole where fair resides  
As in her court the scarlet queen, amid 
Her train of flowery nymphs, does Nature b 
Indulge her gifts; but to each nameless fifii, 
Whets tine warm Sun rejoicing in the year 
Stirs up the latent juice, she scatters wide 
HO rosy children: then, innumerous hirths 
As from the Womb spring up, and wide pee: 
Theikeradies s:ith atubroM11 streets =mai 
Far as the eye can reach. all Nature milt% 
Hill, dale, or valley, where a lucid steam 
Lends through the level-down his oilier maze 
Gliding with eve* pace, direct, as one 
On jourpey beta, and now meandering fair, 
Unnumber'd currents to and fro conroli'd, 

'His Pastime, underneath tine azure green 
The wanton fishes sport; and round his, h:.1.: 
Sole or in consort, the adrial kind, 
Resound in air .with son;: the wild thynnerlin 
Breathes fragrance, and a thousand ptte 

Ow6P 

   
  



LLANIES. • 	 • 6,16 
. By the disposing will of graciouS Hetiv'n 
- otOrelaiti'd the prince of peace, fair Ethelind, 
'Grace of the Pictish throne, in rosy youth 
Of beauty's bloom, in his young heart iuspir'd 
Spousal-desires, soft love, and dove-ey'd peace, 
Her dowry. Then his hymtneal torch 
Concord high brandish'd; and in bonds of love 
Li tiled the contending race. But, ah! how rain 
EloPes mortal man, his joys oil Earth to last 
Perpetea and sincere: for .t.kthelstanc, 
Mcrae from the conquest of great Attired, 
Morthumbrieli ruler, camel On Tweda's shore - 
Full twenty thousand brazen spears lie fist, 
Shining a deathfill view; slismay'd the brave 
Igtst undismay'd: ev'n he their warlike chic,l 
!fungus, in arms a great and mighty name, 
Felt his 'fierce heart suspended, if to meet 
Th,  outrageous Saxmi, dreadful in- the ranks 
Of battle disarrayki. Suppliant of help, 
He sues the Scotish race, by friendly• ties 
Adjurkl, and nuptial rites and equal fears. a 
Led by-their gallant prince, the chosen train 
Forsake their native walls. The glad acclaim 
'Of shouting crowds, and the soft virgins' wish 
Pursue the parting chiefs to battle sent, 
With omens not averse- Darkness arose 

'O'er Ideav'n and Earth, as now but narrow space 
Sunderkl each hostile force: sole in his tent 
The youthful chief, the hope'of Albion, lay 
Slumbering-  secure, when in tht4hour of sleep 
A venerable form, Saint Andrew, seen 
Majestic, solemn, grand, before his sight 
In,vision, stood: his deep and piercing eye 
Look'd wisdom, and mature sedateness weigh'd 
To doubtful counsels; from his temples how'd 
His hair, white as the snowy fleece that clotbee 
The Alpine ridge, across his shoulders hung 
A baldric, where some heavenly pencil Wrought 
'Fir' events of years to come ; prophetic drawn, 
Seasons and times: in his right hand-he held 
A cross, far beaming through the night; his left 
A pointed thistle retied. '4  Fear not,',  he cry'd, 
" Thy country's early pride; for lo! to thee 
Commission'd I, from Heav'e's eternal king, 
Ethereal messenger of tidings glad, 
Propitious now am sent:—then, be thou bold, - 
To morrow shall deliver to thy hand 
The troops of A thelstane: But oh! attend, 
Instructed from the skies, the terms of fate, 
Conditional assigo'd; for if misled 
By sacred lust df,arbitrary sway, 
Thou, or of thee to come, thy race shall wage 
Injurious war,-unrighteous to invade 
His neighbour's realms; who dares the guilty deedi, 
Him Heaven shall desert in needful hour 
Of sad distress, deliver'd o'er a prey 
To all the nations round. This plant I bear; 
Expressive emblem of thy equal deed: 
ThiS, inoffensive in its native field, 
Peaceful inhabitant, and lowly grows; 
Yet who with hostile hands its bristly spears 
thipunish'd may provoke ? and such be thou 
Ilnprompt t' invade, and active to defend; 
Wise fortitude! but whoJthe morning flames, 
Secure in Ideav'n, against yon fated host-
Go up, and overcome. When home retuned 
With triumph erown'd,'grateful to me shalt rear 
A rising temple on the destin'd space, 
With lofty towers and battlements adornil, 
A house where Gott shall diva." The ,vision spoke, 

Art never sow'd. non :here the 	whet. 
latulseape paints; the lion's yelltiv tooth, 

Thc enatrill'd daisy, with its rose adoried 
The prickly briar, and the Thistle rude; 
An armed warrior; •ith his host of spears. 
Thrice happy plant''. fair Scotia's greatest pride, 
Emblem of modest valour, unprovok'd 
That harmeth not; provok'd, that will not bear 
Wrong unreveng'd. What though the h noble root 
Dishonour it erst, the grow-oh of every field 
Arose unheeded through the stubborn soil 
Jejune! though softer flowers, disdainful,, fly 
Thy fellowship, nor in the nosegay join, 
11I-matched compeers ; not less the dews of. Fleav'ef 
'tithe thy rough cheeks, and wash thy warlike mail, 
Gift of indulgent skies! Thoueli lily pure 
And rose of fragrant leaf, best represent 
blaria's snowy breast and ruddy cheek 
Blushing with bloom ; though Ormond's laurel 
Sublimer branch, indulging loftier shade 	[rear 
To heaven-instructed hard, that strings beneath, 
Melodious, his sounding wire, to tales 
Of beauty's praise, or from victorious camps 
Heroes returning fierce: unenvied may 
The snowy lily flourish round the brow 
4 If Gallia's king; the thistle happier far 
Esa!ted into noble fame, shall rise 
Triumphant o'er each flower, to Scotia's bards 
Subject of lasting song, their monarch's choice; 
Who, hquntetens to the lowly weed, refin'd 
Each other plant, and bade the Thistle leave, 
Embroiderkl, in his ensigns, wide display'd 
Among the mural breach. How oft, beneath 
Its martial influence, have Scotia's sons 
Through every age with dauntless valour fong,ht 
On every hostile ground! while o'er their breast., 
Companion to the silver star blest type 
Of fame unsullidd and superior deed, 
Distinguish'd ornament! their native plant 
Surrounds the sainted cross, with costly row - ' 
Of gems, embiaz'd, and flame of radiant geM, 
A sacred mark, their glory and their pride! 

But wouldst thou know how first th' illustrious 
Ruse to renown hear the recording Muse! rplant 
While back through ages that have roird she leads 
Th' inquiring eye, and wakens into life 
Heroes and mighty kings whose god-like deeds 
Are now nu more; yet still the fame-survives, 
Victor o'er time, the triumph of the Muse ! 

As yet for love of arts and arms renown'd, 
For hoary sires with gifts of wisdom gracki, 
Unrivard maids in beauty's bloom, desire 
Of every eye, and youththl gallant chiefs . 
For courage fant'd and blest with sacred song, 
Fleurisled, sublime, the Pictish throne; and shark], 
Rival of Scotia's power, fair Caledon. 
Equals in sway, while both alike aspied 
To single rule, disdaining to obey: 
Oft led by bate and thirst of dire revenge 
For ravish'd beauty, or for kindred slain, 
Witi wasting others' realms with inroads fierce 
Until the Second Kenneth, great in arms, 
Braudish'd th' avenging sworui, thilt low in dust 
Humbled the haughty race: yet oft, of w1r 
Weary and havock dire, in mutual blood 
Embrukl, the nations join'd in leagues of peace 
Short space enjoy'd; when nice suspicious' fears, 
llyjalous love of empire bred, again, 
With Meal byeath„biew the dire flame of war, 
Rekindling tierce. Thus, when Acbaius reignkl, 
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And mix'a with night,when starting from his couch The gordinadee of Heat's, and great &tree, 
The youth from slumber wak'd. The mingled cries Voice of the silent night: 0 ill forestey, 

0 judgments ill fore wanill and sure dew.:,1 
Of future 'woes and covenants broke in ht)s. 
That children's children wept: how tH,.,  
0 virgin daughter, and what tears bettered i;• 
The cheek of hoary age, when, as the iat, 
Transgress'd the high command, severely 
The hapless youth, as the fierce lion's aksls 
Fell in the fatal snare? 'that, sacred head 
Where late the Graces dwelt, and wisdendl 
Subdued attention, ghastly, pale, defordi, 
Of royalty despoil'd, by ruthless hands 
Fixt on a spear, the scoff of gazing crord, 
Mean triumph, borne: thealirst the mange 
Submitted in the dust, dishonour foul, 
Her holy splendours; first, the thistle's spats 
BrOke by a hostile hand, the silver-star 
Felt dint eclipse, and mottrn'd in dark silza, 
A tedious lengthof years, write, the fifth 
Triumphant James, of Stuart's ancient foe, 
Restor'd the former grace, and bade it die, 
With added gifts adored. To chosen toile, 
invested with the 4namentasi fame, 
Their sovereign's love, he bounteous, gave to re: 
Across their shoulders flung, the radiant bank 
Of evening blue, of simple faith unstain% 
Mysterious sign and loyalty shave. 
Approven chiefs! how many sons, enrolfd 
In the fair deathless list, has Scotia seen,(  
Or terrible, in war for bold exploit? 
Blest champions or in the mild arts of pal 
Lawgivers wise, and of endanger% rights 
Finn guardians in evil times, to death 
Asserting Virtue's cause, and Virtue's train' 
Blest patronage ! nor these, with envy, r.eir 
Th' embroider'd garter to surround the kw 
Of military chiefs of Brutus' blood; 
With eqUal honours grata, while mmxucb ter 
The eenseerated cross, and happy plant 
?right on the regal robe; nor valued more 
Th' anointing oil of Heav'n ! In Britain's shil 
The northern star mingles with George's bass 
Consorted light, and near Hibernia's harp, 
Breathing the spirit of peace and social love, 
Harmonious poiver, the Scotish thistle fills 
Digtinguish'd place, and guards the English r 

• 

TO 4 GENTLEMAN GOING TO TRAFF; 

Of horse, and horsemen furious for the day, -
Assail, his ears. And now both armies dos% 
'Tempestuous tight. Alemlthe welkin roars, 
Resounding wide, and groans of death are heard 
Superior o'er the din. The rival chiefs 
Each adverse battle4or'd. Here Athelstanc, 
BOrrent in mail, rear'd high hiemoony shield 
With Saxon trophies charg'd and deeds of blood,. 
Horrid achievement! kor less furioutthere 
Hangars, inflamed with desperate rage andlceen 
Desire of victory ; and near him :Mired, 
With1social valour, by the vision fled, 
'Vise hopes of Caledon, the Scotish oak 
Hies furious, that hom,the mighty's blood 
Itetunt'd not back unstain'd. Thus, when *seeds 
Of fire and nitrous spume and grain adult, 
Sulphureous, distend Keith's hollosv womb, 
Sicilian Etna labours to disgorge 
Dreacfird eruption; from the smoking top 
Flows down the molten rock in liquid ore, 
A threefold current to the wasted plain, 
Each ravaging a separate way: so fought 
Desperate the chiefs; nine hours in equal scale 
The battle hung, the tenth the angel rear'd 
The tutelary cross, then 'disarray 
Fell on, the Saxon host. Thus when of old 
Th' Arnalek de in vale of Rephidim; 
Agairistlhe choseef race of Judah, set 
The battle in array-, and various chance 
Alternate turd, when as the Sun went down; 
Aaron and finr upstaid the failing hands 
Of Moses, to sustain the potent rod, 
Till Israel overthrew : thus sore that day 
The battle went against the numerous hosts 
Of.Atheistane, impure; the daring chief, • 
Par from the slaughter borne, a swelling stream 
By sudden rains high surging o'er ifs brinks, 
Impervious to his Bight, for ever sunk, 
Number's' amongst the dead. Then rout on rout, 
Confusion on confusion, wild dismay, 
And slaughter raging wide, .o`erturn'd the bands 
Erewhife so prom! array'd. Anotted they fled 
Before the Scotish sword ; for from the sword, 
From the drawn sword; they fled, the beaded how, 
The victor's shout, and honour of the war. 

The royal youth, thus victor of his vows, 
Leads to his native land with conquest crown'd, 
His warring powers; nor of the lwavenly dream 
Unmindful, bade the promis'd rowers aspire 
With soleiun rites made sacred to the name 
¢° him in vision seen. Then to inspire 
Love of heroic worth, and kindle seeds 
Of virtuous emulation in the soul 	 • 
Ripening M deed, he crown'd his manly breast 
With a refulgent star, and in the star 
,Amidst the rubies' blaze, distinguish'd shines 
The sainted cross, around whose golden verge 
Th' embroider'd thistle, bh st enclosure! winds 
A warlike foliage of ported spears  
Defenceful : last, Partakers of his fame, 
He Adds a chosentrainpfgallaut youthS, 
Illustrious fellowshipl above their peers 
Exalted eminent : the shining hand, 
Devote to fame, along the crowded streets 
Ave led, exulting, to the lofty lane 
With holy festival and ritual pomp 

Install'd, of solemn prayer, and effer'd vows 
nviolate; and sacred, to preserve 

Trahit sun quemque voluptas. 
WELL Sun'g of old, in everlasting strains,' 
Horace, surest lyrist; while the Roman harp 
He strung by Tyber's yellow bank, to charo 
Tuscan ItLecenas, thy well judging ear; 
How in life's journey, various wishes lead 
Through'  ifferent roads, to different ends, den 
Diverse of human kind. The hero runs 
Careless of rest, of sultry Libyan heat 
Patient, and Russian cold, to win renown; 
Mighty in arm!, and warlike enterprise; 
Vain efforts! the coquettish nymph still file 
His swift pursuit, and jilts Ambition's hope. 
At home, this man with easevand plenty blesi'd 

This refers to the story of King Alpe',  
the Picts, and his bead fixed tp a pole. 
chant»), book 5. 
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The towering dome delights; and garlens fait, 	Recluse from ladies; what avails him then 
hnd frail& fields, with silvan honours crown'd, 
Stretch'd8ut in wide extent; the gay machine 
Dear to the female race, the gilded coach, 
With liveried serves is in retinue long, 
Adorn'd aith spleOlent robes, the pompous train 
Of pageantry and pride. His neighbour sits 
Jimmied at home, a miser dire! nor dares 
To touch his store, through dread of fancied want: 
Industrious of gain, he treasures up 
Large heaps of wealth, to bless a spendthrift heir 
That wastes in riot, luxury, and mis-ride, 
The purchase of his want; nodght shall he reek 
His father's pine, when lavish he ordains 
The feast in pillartd hall, or sunny borer, 
With lust-inflaming wine, and wicked mirth 
Prolong'd to morning hour, and guilty deed. 

Others again, the woods of Astery 
Love to inhabit, or where down the mount 
Sky-climbing Parnass', her sweet-sounding wave 
Castalia pours, with potent virtues bIess'd ; 
Powerful to charm the ear of furious wrath, 
To close the eye of anguish,- or to strike 
The lifted dagger from despail'ing breast. 
Such Addison ; and such, with laurel crown'd, 
Immortal Congreve ; such the Muses' grace, 
Mnonian Pope: nor do the Nine refuse 
To rank with these, Fergusian nightingale, 
Untaught with wood-notes wild, sweetAllan hight;. 
Whedsr on the dow'r-blushing bank of Tweed, 
Or Clyde, or Tay's smooth-winding stream, his 
Choose to reside; or o'er the snowy hills [Muse 
Henlomon, or proud Mormount, all the day, 
Clad in tartana, varied garb, she roves, 
To hear of kings' and heroes' godlike deeds: 
Or, if delighted on the knee she lies 
Of lovely nymph, as happy lap-dog grac'd ; 
Intent to soothe the Scotish damsel's ear, 
Cochrane or Hamilton; with pleasing song 
Of him who sad beneath the wither'd branch 
Sat of Traquair, complaining of his lass ; 
Or the fond maid, that o'er the wat'ry brink 
Wept sleepless night and day; still wafting o'er 
Her flying love, from Aberdour's fair coast. 

Others-mv
'
ain, by party rage inflatn'd, 

Blindfolded zeal, and superstition dire, 
Offspring of ignorance, and cloister-born, 
With undistinguish'd violence, assault 
Both good and bad. 

There is, who studious nf his shape and mien 
On dress alone employs his care to please, 
Aspiring with his outward show ; who, vain-
Of flaxen hair perfum'd, and Indian cane, 
EmbroMer'd vest, and stockings silver-elocic'd, 
Walks through th' admiring train of ladies bright; 
Sole on himself intent; best liken'd to 
The painted insect, that in summer's heat 
Flutters the gardens round, with glossy who, 
Distinct with eyes; him oft the tender Miss, 
Escap'd from sampler and the boarding school, 
Puonues with weary foot, from flow'r to flow'r, 
Tulip, or lily bright, or raby'd rose; 
And often in the hollow °filer halid 
Retains him captive, sweet imprisonmeat! 
But, ah ! how vain the joys the beau can boast;' 
Awhile he shines inatavern, visit, Alance, 
Unrivard, clad in rich refulgent garb 
Lacl or brocaded; till the merchant bold, 
With itiessenger qpnspiring„ mortal dire! 
tymerciless heart, throw hint in dungeon-deep „ . 

iffhe love of women ? or the many balls 
He made to'please the fair? There must he lie 
Remediless, if not by pity won 	- 
Fair Cytherea, sea-begotten dame, 
By spousal gifts from sooty'Vulcan earn 
Fallacious key; as erst, by love o'ercoute, 
He forg'd celestial arms, to grace her son 
Anchises-born; and in the bol"row'd form:  
Of longing widow, or of maiden aunt, 
(While sly Cylleuius, with opiate charm 
Of Ceres, tilt still-watching Argus' eyes 
Of keeper drench in sleep profound), release 
The captive knight from the enchanted dome. 
*Thus others choose: their choice affects Ilet me; 
For each his own delight, with secret force 
Magnetic, as with links of love, constrains. 
Behoves me then to say what bias rules 
My inclinations, since desire of fame 
Provokes me pot to win renown in arms, 
Nor at Pieria's silver spring to slake 
Th' insatiate thirst; to write on the coy nymph 
Love-labour'd sonnet; nor in welt-dress'd bean 
To plhase the lovely sex. For me at Keith's 
Awaits a howl; capacious for my cares; 
There will I drown them all, no daring thought 
Shall interrupt my mirth, white there I sit 
Surrounded with my friends; and envy not 
The pomp of needless grandeur, insolent. 
Nor shall alone the bowl of winch delight, 
Compounded fluid ! rich with juicy spoil 
Of fair Iberia's sunny coast, combin'd 
With the auxiliar aid of rack or rum, 
Barbade, or Sumatra,nr Goartrborn; 
The luscious spirit of the cane, that in ' 
Fermenting cups .with native element 
Of water mixt, pure limpid stream ! unite 
Their social sweets. For us, her ruddy soul . 
The Latina grape shalt bleed ;, nor will thy hills, 
Far,flowing Rhine, withhold theirclustering vines. 
Haste then! to friendship saeredlet us pour 
Th' exhilarating flood,, while, as our hands 
In union knit, we plight our mutual hearts 
Close as the loving pair, whom holy writ 
Renowns to future times, great Jonathan, 
And Jesse's son: now this delights my soul. 

There was a time we would not have reined 
Macdoural's lowly roof, the land of ale; 	• 
Flowing with ale, as erst in Canaan said 
To flow with honey: there we often met, 
And quaff'd avaiy our spleen, while fits of mirth 
Frequent were lrard: nor wanted amorous song, 
Nor joeund dance; loud as in Eden town, 	a  
Where the tiedwriter pens the livelong day, 
Summons and homing, or the spousal band 
Of Strephon, and of Chloe, lovely lass ! 
Spent with his toil when thirsty twilight fails, 
He hies him gladsome to the well-known place, 
Bud:cellar, or 0 Johnston's thine! where fond 
Of drink, and knowledge, erst philosophers 
Have met; or Coots's dark Cimmerian eell, 
Full many a fathom deep: from far be, hears 
The social clamour through the dome resound; 
He speeds amain to joiallie jovial throng. 
So we delighted once: the bowl meanwhile 
Walk'd ceaseless still the round, to some fair name 
Devoted; thine, Maria, toasted chief, 
Duty obsequious 1 and thy looks benign 
Miss'il not their due regard: Dundassea fair 
Claimed next_ the kindred lay.; nor didst thou pass, 
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Constance, uncelebrated or tansung. 
Hail, sacred three ! hail, sister minds! may Hear'il 
Pour down uncommon blessi tags on your beads. 

Thus did our younger years in pleasing stream 
Plow inoffensive; friendship grac'd our days, 
And dream of loving astress biess'd our night. 
Now, from these joys-convey'd, (so fate ordains) 
Thou wander'st into foreign reolnis, from this 
Far, far sejoin'd; nentore with its to drain 
The ample bowl; or, when in Heav'n sublime 
'rite monthly Virgin from full gather'd globe 
Pours don is her amberttmoins of /0::, till wide 
The ether flame, with choral symphony 
Of voice, Ottemper'd to sweet hautboy's breath, 
Mixt kith the violin's silver sound, below (- 
The window of S01114; maid hetov'd, shall ply 
The nightly serenade.—To other Joys 	• 
Thou now must turn, when on the pleasing shore 
Of mild Hesperia, thou beholiPst amaz'd 
The venerable urns of ancient chiefs, 
Who st-rn in arms, and resolute to dare 
in freedom's cause, have died, or glorious lir'd: 
Camillus; Brutus, great from tyrant's blood; 
Coriolanus, famous in exile; 
Laarel'd Zaniest) Scipio, the scourge 
Of Funk sacs; or liberty's last hope, 
Self-murder'd Cato; consecrate to fame 
They live for ever in the hearts of men, 
Far better monument, than costly tomb 
Of Egypt's kings- 0:ime, 'with destructive band, 
Shall moulder into (hist the pird-up stone, 
With all its praisel; ah! how vain is fame! 
With virtue then immortalize t by life. 

But these, so potent Nature's will decrees, 
Delight not me, on tither thoughts intent; 
Not studious at midnight lamp to pore 
The medal, learned coin ! where laurel wreathes 
The sacred head of kings, or beauty bright 
Of kings sweet paramour, the letter'd sage 
Or prudent senator, by eating time 
Defiled injurious; the faithless trust 
Of human greatness! Nor do incline 
To pass the Frith that parts from Gallia's reign 
My native coast, solicitous to know 
What other lands impart: all my delights 
,Are with my friends in merry hour, at Steers 
Assembled, while unrespited the glass 
Swift circles round the board, charg'd with fair 
Erskine, or, Pringle, thine; until the Sun (name, 
That, setting, wani'd us to the friendly cups, 
Awake, and view our revels uneolfmlete, 
But if the Heavens, disposer of our fate, 
Force me, unwilling, shift my native land; 
OI in whatever soil my weary feet 
Are doom'd to stray, 0 might t meet my friend! 
Or ifilthe rising Sun shall gild my steps 
On fruitful fields of Ind, Bengala's shore, 
Spice-bearing 'I'idor's isle, or where at eve, 

, Near western Califurn, beneath the main 
He sinks in gold; or on vine-fostering hills 
Of nearer Latium, nurse of kings and gods, 
0! might I view thee on the flowery verge 
Of Tyber, stream renown'd in poets' song; 
Or in the Roman streets with curious eye 
Studying the polishM stone, or trophied arch 
Trojan, or Antunine ; not long content 
With toil unprofitable. Thee l'd lead 
Well pleas'd to Horace' tomb, dear laughing bard! 
Where the Falerniau vintage should inspire 	• 
Street thoughts of past delight; the goblet rough 

Withkeulptur'd gold rosy from Ch:as'itle 
Should warnrour hearts sacred to Pr:ni 
Still glowing, and to sweet ihmeia's 
To Drummond's eye, 'Mania's snowy lin,t 
Soft-heaving, or to lovely Erskine's smile; 
While on the wounded glass tit? dismal's 
Faithful, shall show each favouritr: 
Not without verse and various emblem 
The Lakin youth at merry revels met, 
In fancy shall admire the Semish maid 
Bright as the ruddy virgin Roman-hum; 
Nor with their native dames refuse to n 
Impartial, their health belov'd: and wed 
The Nine inspire me equal to toy choire, 
In lays such as the Roman swan misfit 
Fair as Horatian Lydia should my Hum: 
For ever flourish, or Nmem bright, 
Of soft Tibullus' Muse the lovely theme. 
Nor should alone in melancholy strains, 
Of cruel nymph, and constant vows AAA, 
Gallus complain, when on the flin'y roci, 
Or wailing near earth-diving Ambits., 
Sicilian stream, he made to weeds his twat, 
Despairing of his togas: Maria's scorn, 
Cloth'd ins the style of Mantua, shoinil dlv 
As thine, Lycoris ! thence of future song 
Surviving as itself. Maria's scorn 
For ever I endure : ah! hard return 
To warmth like mine: nathlesstliemournin,r 
Must praise the undid still beauteous in IV it 
Crown'd with each lovely grace, and w!. 
Though, sullen to my suit, her ear be shut 
Against my vows, ungracious to my lose. 

But this as time directs; thy health dear '1 
The present care, and joys within our ,  po'r; 
Nor shall we not be mindful of thy lose, 
Met in our festivals of mirth: but when 
Thou to thy native Albion shalt return, 
From whate'er coast, or Russia'smoithem bat 
Inclement sky! d' Italy the blest 
Indulgent land, the Muses' best belov'd; 
Over a wondrous bowl of ft0Wi ng punch 
We'll plight our hands anew, at Don's, or 
Who bears the double keys, of plenty sign; 
Or at facetious Thom's, or Adamson, 
Who rears alone (what needs she inure lb Tr 
Emblem of potent joys; herself, with looks 
Suasive to drink, fills up the brimming On, 
Well-pleas'd to seethe sprightly healths gar ,  

Hail, and farewell! may Henv'n defend the 5t 
And to thy natal shore and longing friends 
Restore thee, when thy dentin it toils am e'er. 
Polish'd with manners, and muieli'd sithidu 

11141•••••••••••••••• 

THE RHONE AND THE AR R. 
Iwo dvers in fat:it'd Gania's bounds are lw 
The gentle Arar and the rapid Ithone; 	duo 
Through pleasing banks, where love-sick sl..r 4 
Mild Arar softly steals hel. lingering soma: 
Her wave so stikth'exploring eye deceit-a. 
That sees not if it comes, or if it leas: 
With silver grac'es ever dimpled o'er, 
Reflects each flower, and smiles on every a ••• 
Each youth with joy the enchanting seen $u 
And thinks for him the amorous swain 
While the sly nymph more two to tk1 
To her own purpose true,'steals calm belor 

   
  



On vulgar mortals with indifference, gaz'd, 
uneoncern'd, nor angry, nor ginned: 

tut when the Caledonian lad appear'd, 
Sudden slanted, his manly mane he rear'd,. 
Prepar'd in fierce eneounter;,to engage. 
The only object worthy ofahes rage. 

MISS AN THE BUTTERFLY, 
A FARI. 

IN THE MANNER OF 'THE LATE MR. GAY.,  

AloTENnett Miss, whom mother's care 
Bred up in wholesome country air, 
Far from 'the follies of the town, 
Alike untaught to smile or frown; 
31er ear unus'd M flattery's:praise, 
Unknown in woman's wicked ways: 
Her tongue from modish tattle free, 
Undipp'd in scandal and bohea; 
Her genniae term and native grace 
Were strangers. to a looking-glass: 

• Nor cards she dealt, nor flirted fan, 
And valued not quadrille or man; ' 
But simple liv'd, just as you know 
Miss Chloe did—some weeks ago. 

As now the pretty iirmeent 
Walk'd forth to taste the etielyeent, 
She tripp'd about the nnirmuring stream, 
That oft had 	her thoughtless dream. 
The morning sweet, the air serene, 
A thousand flowers adoriv'd the scene; 
The birds rejoicing round appear 
To choose' their consorts for the year; 
Her heart was light, and •fell of play, 
And, like herself, all nature gay. 

On such a day,'as sages sing, 
A Butterfly was on the wing; 
From bank to bank, from bloom to bloom, 
He stretch'dthe gold,bespangled plume: 
NOW skims along, and now alights, 
As smell allures, or Brace invites; • 
Now the violet's freslinesS sips; 
Now Itiss'd the rose's scarlet lips; 
Becomes anon the daisy's guest; 
Then press'd the lily's snowy breast; 
Nor long to one vouchsafe's a stay, 
But just salutes, and flies away:, 

The virgin said, with rapture fled; 
She saw, and whaj she saw clesir'd, 
The shining wings, and starry eyes, 
And burns to seize the living prize: 
Her,  beating breast and glowing face 
Betray her native love of dress, 
And•alt the woman full exprest 
First flutters in her little breast: 
Maimed by empty outward show, 
She swift pursues the insect-beau; 
O'er gay'parterres.she runs in haste, 
Nor heeds the garden's flowery waste. 

tong as the Sun, with genial pow'r 
Increasing, frarm'd the stiltry bour, 
The nymph o'er every border flew, 
And kept the shining game in view: 
Bat when, soft breathing through the trees, 
With coolness came the eveningabreeze; 

'As hovering o'er the tulip's pride 
He hung with wing diversified, 

a 

rt 
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Mora rapid rolls the Rhone, tumultuoils flood! • 

raginywnwithheld, and unwithstood; 
In vain orlertile fields invite its stay, 
In vain or roughest rocks oppose its way; 
It bounds o'er all, mid, insolent of force, 
Still hurries headlong on a downward course. 
Sometimes, !tis true, we snatch, with painful sight, 
Across the working foam a moment's light; 
The momentary vision snatch'd again, 
The troubled river boils and froths amain. 
To which of these, alas! shall I confide? , 
Say, shall I plunge in Rhone's impetuous tide, 
And by the various eddies roll'd about, 
Just as the whirlpools guide, snek'd in, cast out! 
Till, through a thousand giddy circles tost, 
In the broad ocean's boundless floods I'm lost ? 
Or, tell me, friends—less venturous, shall I lave 
My glowing limbs in Arar's gentle wave? 
In whose fair bosom beauteous prospects rise, 
The earth in verdure, and in smiles the skies: 
'.Vith thoughtless rapture every charm explore, 
Ileav'd by no breeze, or wafted to uo shore: 
Till trusting credulous to the false serene, 
'1 sink to ruin in the pleasing &erre. 

THE PARODY: 
BY SIR. 

Two Lasts at every public place are seen, 
Cod-like Elizabeth, and gentle Jean: 
Mild Jeany smiles at every word you say, 
Seems pleas'd herself, and sends you pleas'd away. 
Her face so wondrous fair, so soft her hands, 
We're tempted oft to think—she understands: 
Each fop with joy the kind endeavour sees, 
And thinks for him the anxious case to please: 
But the sly nymph has motives of her own, 
Her lips are open'd and—her teeth are shown. 
Bess blunders out with every thing aloud, 
And rattles unwithheld and unwithstood: 
In vain the sighing swain implores a truce, 
Nor can his wit one moment's pause produce; 
She bounds o'er all, and conscious of her force, 
Still pours along the torrent of discourse. 
Sometimes, 'tis true, just as her breath she draws, 
With watchful eye we catch one moment's pause: 
But when that instantaneous moment's o'er, 
She rattles on incessant as before.. 
To which of these two wonders of the town, 
Say, shall I trust to spend an afternoon? 
If Betty's drawing,room should be ray choiee, 
Intoxiebte with wit, struck down with ,noise, 
Pleas'd, and displeas'd, I quit the Bedlam scene, 
Arid joyful hail my peace of mind again: 
But if to gentle Jenny's I repair, 
Regal'd on syllabub, and fed on air, 
With studied rapture yawning I commend, 
Muv'd by no cause, directed to no end, ' 
Till,half asleep, though flatted, not content, 

come away as joyless as 1 went. • 

EP/GRAM 
ON A LION ENRAGEIi AT SEEING A LAD IN THE 

HIGHLAND DRESS. 

CALM ed serene tar'  imaerial lion lay 
Mildly indulging in the solar ray, 

   
  



ON <A DOG. 

CALM though notmean, courageous without up, I 
Serious not dull, and without thinking s3c; 
Pleas'd at the lot that Nature has as,ial„ 
Snarl as Hist, and freely bark my mind; 
As churchman wrangle not with janing spa, 
Nor statesman-like caressing whom I bite; 
View all the canine kind with equal eye., 
I dread no mastiff, and no ear despise: 
True from the first, and faithful to the end, 
I balk no mistress, and forsake no friend. 
My days and nights one equal tenets, keep, 
Fast but to eat, and only wake to sleep: 
Thus stealing along life I live 
'A very plain and dZwurigin honest dog. 

ITIIRIDATES, 

ACT I. SCENE I. 
After tiers manner of the French dramatic rlr 

of Racine. 

XIPIIARES. ARRATES. 

Mp. 'Fla true, Arbates, what all tongues rit 
Rome triumphs, and my father yields to fig: 
lie whose wide empire streteli'd from stvc 
The mighty Mithridates, is no more. 	(sir 
Pompey, wide-scattering terrour and affrigh, 
Surpriz'd his prudence in the shades of 
Through alibis eanip a sudden ruin spread, 
And Ireap'd itround with mountains of their' 
On broad Euphrates' bank the monarch 46--
His diadem is fall'n the victor's prize. 
Thus he whom Asia forty years beheld 
Still risin.,  nobler from each well-fought &a 
Who bold aveng'd, high-rais'd on valour's 

'The common mule of empire and of king, 
Dies, and behind bun leaves, by fortune acti, 
Two sons, 'aloe! in mutual discords lost. 

Arlo. Flow, prince! So soon does fell mat: 
To break the union of fraternal love? 	(0 

Far, far such guilt be from XipliaTee 
Faesuch ambition, which the good detest; 
Not glory, shines so tempting in my eye, 
Nor rate I empire at a price so high; 
'free to the kindred. lionourSof my name, 
I recknize a brother's. jhsterelaim; 
Nor further doesmy highestwish aspire, 
Theo those fair kingdoms left ate by my sire' 
The rest without regret 1. see become 
His colones purobase, or the gift of Rome. 

Arb. ?'he gift of Rome, say's'? Can Pharw:•• 
Can Mithridates' son 	 (over" 

Xip. 	 A rbates, know, 
In vain Pharnacei veils himself in art, 
Long since become all Roman at the head? 
Lost to his father's glories, and his oirrye 
He longs to mount a tributarychrene:, 

620 	 IIMIILTOSsePOEMS. 
Caught in the hollow of her hand, 	 AN °BUNK IN MY GARDEN. 
She held the captive at command. 

'Fluttering in vain to he releas'4, 	. 
He Outs the gentle nymph address'd:— 
"'Loose, generous virgin, loose my chain; 
From me what glory %runt thou gain? 
A vain, unquiet, glittering thing, 
My only boast a gorgeous wing; 
From flower to IlciAmr I idly stiriy, 
The trifler 'Of a summer's day:" 

`Then let me not in vain implore, 
But leave me free agalm to soar." c 

His words the little .cliacmer mimed; 
She the poor trembler's snit approv'd. 
His gaudy wings he then extends, 
Arid flutters on her fingers' ends; 
Front Ocoee lie spoke, as you shalt hear, 
in strains well worth a woman's eon— 
.. When now thy young and tender age. 
is pure, and heedless to engage:. 
Wher in thy free. and' open mien 
No self-important air is seen; 
Unknowing all, to all unknown, 
Thou liv'st, or praiect or blarn'd by none.;  
:Rut whemunfolding by degrees 
The woman's fond desire to please, 
Studious to heave the artful sigh, 
Mistress of the tongue and eye, 
Thou sett'st thy little charms to show, 

, And sport'st familear with the beau; 
Forsaking then theositripte 
To mingle with the courtly train, 
Thou in the midnight ball shalt see 
Things apparellld just like me; 
Who round and round, without design, 
Tinseird in empty lustre shine: 	• 
As dancing through the spacious dome, 
Froin•fairlio fair the friskers roam, 
Irf ebarm'd with the embroider'd pride, 
The victim of a gay outside, 
From place to place, as me Just now, 
The glittering gewg,aw you pursue, 
What mighty prize shall crown thy pains?. 
A butterfly is all thy gains!" 

ON A SUMMER-HOUSE IN MY OWN 
GARDEN. 

, 
Wntrxr round my head the zephyrs gently play, 
To calm reflection I. resign the daVi 
From all the servitudes o life releast, 
I bid mild Friendship to the sober feast, 
Nor Beauty banish from the hallow*dgroundi 
She enters here to solace, not to wound; 
All else excluded front the sacred spot, 

• One half detested, and one half forgot: 
All the mad human tumult, what to .me ? 
Here, chaste Calliope, I live with thee. 

ON A DIAL MY GARDEN. 

ONCE at a potent leader's voice it stay'd,. 
Once it went hack when a good monarch pray'd: 
Mortals, howe'er we grieve, howe'er deplore, 
'he flying shadow sh;11 return no.mpre.. 

t View all around, the works of Power &IA'  
Inquire, .explore, admire, eitol, resign; 
This is the whole of human kipd below, 
'Tis only giv'n beyond the gave to kraw. 
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MIStETTAN.11.— 
Whilst I, more desp'erate from my fatiser's fate, 

• Aurish Ilifithin my breast immortal hate. 
But yet, not all the rage that hatred breeds, 
Not all the jealousies ambition feeds, 
Not all tile glories Vontus' realms can boast' 
Not these divide our wretched bosoms mast. 

Arb. WIffit nearer Care Xiphsires' fear alarms? 
„Kip. Then hear astonish'd, friend;  Monimia's 

charm-1S, 
Whom late our father 11011)0110d with his vows, 
And now Pharnaces with bold zeal pursues. 

Arb. • Monimia! 
Xip. i 	I love, nor longer will conceal 

A flame which truth and honour bid reveal: 
Nor duty further binds my tongue, since here 
I now no rival, but a brother fear: 
Nor is this flame the passion of a day, 
A sudden blaze that hastens to decay; 
Lone. in my breast I pent the rising groan, 
Told it in secret to my heart alone : 	• 
0 could I, faithful to its rage, express 
Its first uneasiness, my last distress ! 
But lose not now the rnomenV to disclose 
The long, long story of my amorous woes.-- 
Suffice it thee to know, that ere my sire 
Beheld this beauteous object of desire, 
I saw and felt the charmer in my heart, 
And holy passion dignified the dart. 
My father saw her too; nor sought to move 
With vwws that she and virtue could approve; 
Haughty ofollkovereign rule, he hop'd to find 
An easy conquest o'er a woman's mind: 
But when he found, in honour resolute, 
She seern'd indignant his imperious suit, 
'fwas then he sent in Hymen's sacred name 
His diadem, the pledge of purer flame, 
Judge then, my friend, what agonizing smart 
Tore up my senses, and transfix'd my heart, 
When first from fame the dreadful Ode I heard, 
The fair Monimia to his throne prefered; 
And that Arbates with his beauteous prey 
Shap'd for Nymphea's walls the destin'il way. 
'Twas then, the snore to aggravate my doom, 
My mother listen'd to the arts of Rome: 
Whether by her great zeal for me misled, 
Or stung with rage for her deserted bed, 
Betray'd to Pompey (impotent of mind) 
The fort and treasuros to her charge consign'd. 
How dreadful did my mother'steilt appear! 
Soon as the fatal tidings reaeli'd my ear, 
No more 1 saw my rival in my sire, 
My duty triumph'd o'er my fond desire; 
Alone in the unhappy man survey'd 
The fatties' injur'd, and the king betray'd: 
My mother saw me, prodigal of breath, 
In every field encounter every death; 
Keen to redeem the honours of my name, • 
Repair her wrongs, and disavow her shamco 
Then the broad Euxine own'd my father's sway, 
I made the raging Hellespont obey; 
His%appy vessels flew without control, 
Wherever winds could waft, or oqqans roll. 
My filial duty had attempted more, 
Ev'n hop'd his rescue on Euphrates' shore; 
Sudden I heard, amid the martial strife, 
A hostile arm had cdt his thread of life. 
'fwas then, I own, amid my various woes, 
Moni7nia, dear to my remembrance rose: 

feaerthe furionsoking, the dire excess 
Of amorous rage, and jealous, enderness: 

*Hither I flew, some mischief to prevent; 
Walt all the speed presaging passion lent: 
Nor less my fears sinister omens drew, 
Wiien in these walls Pharnaces struck my view, 
Pharnaces! still impetuous, haughty, bold, 
Rash in design, in action uncontrad, 
Solicits the fair queen, again renews 
His interrupted hopes, and fawner vows, 
Confirms his fatheN death, and longs to move 
fler gentle bosom to more equal love. 
I own indema, Whilst Mithridates reign'd, 
My love was by parental law restrain`d, 
Rcver'd submissire his superior pow'r, 

Who 	my, duty from my natal hour; 
ufranchis'd by bis death, it scorns to yield 

To any other's hopes so dear a field. 
Either Monimia adverse to say claim, 
Rejects, ah, Hearn' forbid! my tender claim; 
Or—but whatever danger's to be tau, 
'Tis by my death alone the prize is won. 
'Tis thine to choose, which of the two to save, 
Thy royal master's son, or Pompey's slave. 
Proud of the Romans who espouse his cause, 
Phonemes proudly thinks to dictate laws; 
But let him know, that here, that very hour, 
My father died, I knew no rival pow'r. 
The realms of PontuS own his sovereign sway, 
Him Coichus and its provinces obey, 
And Colchus' princes ever did maintain 
The Bosphorus a part of theft ?domain. [claim, 

Arb. My lord, what pow'r boast you justly 
My duty and affection are the Same; 
Arbates has but one plain point in view, 
To honour and his royal master true: 
Had Mithridates rcign'd, nor force nor art 
Had e'er seduc'd this faithful loyal heart; 
Now by his death releas'd, my duteous care, 
His royal will fleclar'd, awaits his heir: 
The self-same zeal Ito your succour bring, 
With which I serv'd your father, and my king. 
Had fleav'n Pharnaces' impious purpose sped, 
I the first victim of his rage had bled; 	4 
Those walls, so long his entrance which withstood, 
'Ere this had redden'd with my odious blood. 
Go, to the blooming queen your suit approve, 
And mould her gentle bosom to your love: 
Affiane'd in my faith, dismiss your fear; 
Either Arbates has no credit here, 
Or else Pharnaces, by my arts o'ercome, , 
Elsewhere shall boast him of the aids of Rome. 

a 

SPEECH OF RANDOLPH. 

A FRAGMENT OF BRUCE, BOOK IL 

" DEMANWST thou, mighty Bruce, to know from 
My lineage I derive; then hear a tale [whence 
lircli known through fair Stirlina's fruitful bounds; 
My native land; of ancient Scotish kings, 
Thy royal ancestry, 0 Bruce ! am I 
Undoubted offspring; and; forgive the boast?  
From the same fount myllood united flows, 
Allied to thine. As yet Cameldoun's walls 
By Forth, delightful stream! encircled stood 
The seat of Edennther, Pictish king; 
To whose destruction, eager to revenge 
The breach of faith and hospitable laws 
Insulted, his embattled host 
Fierce Corbred led; for from Dunstaffnage towers, 

   
  



622 HAMILTO eS rOENTS. 
Pretending love, and hernieneel rite, 
The treacherous Pict with meditated force, 	c‘" 
Bore Ethelind, her country's justest pride, 
Peerless and fair; a thousand heroes fought 
Ivor her to.death, fieree evrgina rowel ehe walls 
Of lofty Camehloun the guilty prince 

• Had dearly paid the price of faith forsworn, • 
Put, studious of nee frauds, within his walls 
He invites the Seottsh train, friendly to meet. 
p amicable talk; fair Ethelind 

To be the pledge of future peace, and join 	• 
The warring nations, i1e eternal lenge 
Of love connubial: the unweeting king 
Enter's] the hostile gates; with 'feast and song 
The Hewers resound, tat the dark midnight homi'€ 
Awake the murderers: in seep he fell 
With all Isis peers, in early life, and left 
His vow'd revenge, and sister uuredeened. 

"Nose was the royal virgin left eepos'd 
To the fell victor's lust, no friend to aid, 
lier Mother slain, and fierce and-mighty chiefs 
That waved in her defence: how. could, alas! 
Unshelter'd helpless Innocence resist 
'f Is' infernal ravisher? With stethest mind' 
She scorie'd his proffer'd love; by %ethic's aid 
Triumphantio'er his lust. In vain with tears 
And rough complaint that spoke a savage heart, 
Strove he to gain and woo her to his will: 
In vain, carag'd and ruthless in his love, 
He threatenel. Deetth disdain'd, force was the last, 
Pelt that her arm siespos'de resolv'd to strike 
The poniard in her breast, her virtue's guard.' 
All arts thus trieelin vain, at last, incens'd, 
Deeps.in a dttngeon, from the cheerful light 
Par, far remov'd, the wretched maid he threw 

"Akplorable; doom'd in that dwelling drear 
To waste her anxious slays and sleepless nights, 
Anguish extreme! ah, how unlike those hours 
That in her father's palace wont to pass 
In festival and dance! Her piteous shrieks 
Mov'd her stern keeper's heart, secret he frees 

insprisonld maid; and to the king relates 
Her death, dissembling. 'Nen with fed despite 
And rage, inflame! for nnenjoyed love, 

* 

	

	The monarch storm's!, lie loathe' his food, and fled 
All human converse, frustrate of his will. [walls • 

" Meanwhile the nymph forsakes the hostile 
Flying by night through pathless wilds .unknown 
Guideless she wanders, in her flighted cars 
Still bears the tyrant's voice, in fancy views 
His form terrific, and his dreaded front 
Severe in frowns; her tender heart is vex'et 
With every fear, and oft desires to die. 
Now day return'd, and cheerful light began 
T' adorn the Heavens; lost in the hills, she knew 
No Certain path; around the dreary waste 
Sending her weeping eye, in vain requied 

nativefields,Dunsta &age' well-known tow'rs, 
And high Edesta's walls, her father's reigns 

" Three days the royal wanderer bore the heat 
Intensely fervent, and three lonesome nights 
Wet with the chilling dews; the forest oak 
Supplied her food, and at the running stream, 
Patient, she siak'd her t'fiirst. But when thefourth 
Arose; descending from the Ocliellheight, 
The flowery fields beneath, she wander'd long 
ErrOneousk  disconsolate, forlorn. 
lerne's stream she pass'd, a rising bill 
Stood on the bank oppos'd, adorn'd with trees, 

silvan scene! Thither she bent her flight, 

O'ertome Vat toil, and gently laid her dose 
In the embowering shade: the dew of see) I 
Fell on her weary eyes; then pleasitedrere 
Pegan tolay the tempeit in her mind, 
Calming from troubled thoughts: to regal Fr es 
She seems restor'd, her brother's fate reread, 
The tyrant sight: she dream'd till morn ants 
The fifth that rose, since from Cameldoues n.s 
She bent her tlight;.  the cheerful day incites, 
From fair Dundalgan'scever.sunny tome, 
Mildred t' arise, who oft in fields of death 
Victorious, led the Picts embattled race, 
Illustrious chief! He to the hilly height, 
His morning walk, pleas'd with the asses fil 
Betakes him mnsing : thereet was he sav 
Pair Ethelind, surprise! as Hengist's an 
Elfred asleep beheld, when as she fled 
From Saxony, to shun a step.damee rage 
That sought her life, he with prevailine tere. 
Woo'd the consenting maid: nor less amaze 
The Pictish leader saw the beauteous form 
Fixt in emprise,,and ardent gaze, he seed 
Wondering! his beating heart witlrjoy eat.' 
tie led her blushing from the sacred grove 
In bashful modesty, and doubting joy 
Chastis'd with fear, alternate in her breast, 
Poor lovely mourner! to his parents shoe'd 
The beauteous stranger; they, in age reseed. 
Lift up their trembling hands, and blestthe a 
Best workmanship of Heav'n! The youtlisie 
Transported every clay his guest beheld, 
And every day beheld, with new delight, 
Her winning graces mild, and form divine, 
That drew with soft attraction. Kindling ha 
Indented his soul: stilt new delays he frame 
To gain a longer stay, ere he restore 
The beatiteous exile to her native land, 

' His promis'd faith. The story of her son, 
He ei'er and o'er demands; she pleas'd 
Her pipet adventures sad, but, prudent, tee 
Unknown her royal race; the ardent youth 
Hangs on the speaker's lips still snore wipe 
Enamour'd of her charieseby courtly dell 
He sought the virgin's love; by prayers mit" 
Won to consent. The nuptial day arose, 
Awaked by music's sound; the peters ireorZ 
To bless the hallow'd rite, and happy nig'xt 
That to his arms bestow's! the muclelov'd aid 
The gift of Heav'tt: then gladness 	e.' 
Unspeakable, as when the sapient king, 
The son of Davide  on the happy day 
Of his espousals, when his mother bound 
His brow in regal gold, delighted saw 
His fair Egyptian bride adorn'd with all ' 
Perfection, blooming in celestial sweets. 

" While thus the royal exile tiled remote, 
In Hymen's softest joys, the Scotish chiefs 
Prepsese for battle, studious to redeem 

'Their captive queen, unknowing of her fate; 
With just success unbless'd, discomfited 
They fell in ruthless fight, their mighty wag 
Unworthy bondage! helphes exiles sold 
To foreign lands. The Pietish king enrage 
Collects an host, embattled as the sands 
Along the, Solway coast, from all the Itoeads 
Of his wide empire: lirica'seisine towns, 
And Jeda's ancient walls, once seat of knee 
With Eden rais'd on rocks, and Camelde 
Send forth their chiefs and eitirees to tear, [u°  
Pour'd through their lefty gates. What 
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O royal virgin! vea'd thy tender beast, 
When tidan, thy husband midst your country's foes 
EnrelPdst their leader? Mueh didst thou adjure 
By nuptial ties, much by endearing love, 
Tu spare,thy country in the waste of war; 
He too, the youthful chief, long doubting stood 
'Twixt love and duty, unresoly'd of choice, 
Hard conflict! To Dunstan-nage' walls he flies, 
And left the weeping fair, intent to drown 
The voice of love, soft pleading in hia.heart, 
Iu sounds of battle: but in vain! his wife, 
A beauteous form, still rises to his thoughts 
In supplicating tears; be grieves to see 
The mingling hosts engage, and dreads to and 
Amidst the stain, his kindred new' allied. 

"But now the Pictish king, with mighty chiefs  
Selected from his peers, pursues his way 
Ts raze the Scuds!' walls. Dundalgan s towers 
Receive their monarch, proud to entertain 
The mighty guest: exults the haughty king 
With savage joy, when first his eyes beheld 
The maid so lately lost, again restor'd 
Bad victim to his Just : what could she do, 
Hopeless of aid? or hoW, alas! avert 
The dire event that from the monarch's lust - 
Her fears pitisag'd? 'Twas .Heair'n her thoughts in- 

spired  
In hour of sad extreme: she flies the dome 
With two, alone of all her menial train, 
Compradons ahem flight. The king meanwhile, 
Fierce with desire and violent to enjoy, 
Him nor the bowl delights, nor sprightly mirth, 
Nor tale of martial knight in ancient time 
Recited: the anfinialed feast he leaves 
With wine inflam'd and ill-persuading hist, 
Worst counsellors!—A secret way he found 
That to the queen's apartment led unseen; 
Thither he flies through many a lofty hail, 
Where heroes oft have met in wise consult, 
Elate in thought; but Ileav'ns! what fell despite, 
What raging pain tore his distracted mind, 
When first he knew tdiiS royal fair was fled? 
Desperate in rage, he hopes his absent prey, 
Intent to ravish. Hurrying to the eamp 
He sought the general's tent, begirt around 
With noble Pacts: there weeping tthelind, ' 
In softeu'd anguish, on the hero's breast 
Ile found reclining, sad: he would have seiz'd 
The trembling fair-one from hdr lover's arms, . 
Her surest refuge, miserably torn, , 
Victim to lust obscene, had not the youth 
Withstood the dire attempt of sovereign' sway, 
Haughty the monarch rae'd, and eati'd his chiefs 
To aid; his chiefs refuse th' 'unjust command: 
Then, impotent of mind, he storm'd, he ray'd, 
Outrageous in his ire: then wild uproar, 
Tumult, and martial din, sounds o'er the camp, 
While these assist the king, and these the youth, 
By fearless friendShip led: the clash of swords, 
Th5ptigh the still night, heard on the Scotish walls, 
Alarms the chiefs in midnight council 
The boldest of theieuvarrim-traie,they ehoose 
For secret ambush, sin:pH:Win jointed rasa; 
Th' intrepid band beneath a bending bill, 
Await the rising dawn; Mildred they seiz'd, 
The royal exile, ana their social train, 
Fly* the monarch's rage: the beauteonS queen 
Rejoieeesto behold her native walls, 
Exiled so long: kW peers with lifted hands 
katoled the-bounteous pow'rs, their queen retuned,  

The wondrouS work of Fate; now she relates 
Her direful tale; the audience melt in tears. 

" Meanwhile the monarch raging in the camp, 
Forsook of all his peers, for fierce assault 
Prepar'd, attended wish addesperate crew 
Of men, that shar'd in partnership of crimes, 
March'd forward to his fate; the ambush'd train 
Rise sudden, round them spread the slaughter'd foe.,  
Himself, as furioris in the front he waved, 
Bled by a well-aimed spear; to penis-led ghosts 4. 
Of kings pestidious, fled tic guilty soul. 

" The monarch slain, the Pietist' chiefs, that late. 
Forsook the noisy camp, convene within 
The Scotish walls, the princes joyful plight, 
In leagues of mutual peace; in every lane 
Each grateful altar blaz'd; to Heaven they paid 
Their vows, their -queen restor'd, and with heft 

PT4eei 
The sins-chase of her love: through all the town 
Public rejoicings reigied, the voice of mill 
Was heard in every street, that blazing shone 
Iltuminated bright. The diadem 
Instar'd with diamond gems and flaming gold, 
Magnificent! by Scotia's monarchs worn 
Fiioin eldest times, upon her beauteous brow 
Plac'd by a mitred priest, in rich array, 
Encircling, shines; her native peers around, 
Mix'd with the Pietish chiefs, admiring stand, 
Pleas'd with her heavenly smiles, her gentle look, 
The type of softer rule: theVnext they gave 
The sceptre to her hands; thZ precious stones 
Blaz'd on the beaming ,point; Hail! queen of 

Scots;' 
Joyful they cry, hail! to thy own return'd, 
Safe from a thousand toils, beyond our hopes, 
Crown'd where thy fathers reign'd.' Thus past 

the night • 
In celebrated rites; ..when morn arose 
Th' assembled senate partner of her throne 
Elect the noble youth, in time of peace 
To aid by counsel, and in war to lead 
Her marshaled chielstitus ended all her woes. 

" I31ess'd in her husband's, and her subjects' love, 
Peace flourisli'd in her reign: three sons she bore, 
All men of valour known; well could they bend 
The bow in time of need. Her eldest, grae'd 
With all the train of beauties that'adorn 
A prince, succeeded to the Scotish rule 
His mother's kingdom; in his happy days 
The Scotish prowess twice o'erthrew the Dane 
In bloody' conflict, from our fatal shore 
Repulsed with ignominious rout, disgrae'd, 
Her second hope, born to unluckier fate, 
Matchless in light and every gallant deed, 
The terrour of his foes, his country's hope, 
In ruthless battle by ignoble hands 
Fell in his prime of youth, for ever wept, 
For ever lionoued. Athingart, the last, 
For prudence far renown'd, Elgidra's charms 
The hero tir'd, as in her father's court 
A peaceful h-gate by his brother sent 

Piedand's monarch; there the royal 'youth 
Graceful, in warlike towinament above 
His equals shone, and won the princely maid 
Courted by.rival kings: from that embrace 
Descend a thousand chiefs, that lineal heir'd 
The'virtues of their sire: witness the fields 
Of fenced., and the streams that purple ran 
With stains of Danish blood: the brazen-spears 
And crested 	and antique shields, the spoilt 
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Of chiefs in battle slain, liting on the roo`f ; 
Eternal trophies oftheir atiartiaUdeeds, 
From son to son preserv1/41 with jealous care. 
Idy father in his country's quarrel met 
A glorious fate, when godlike Wallace fought; • 
He, firm adlierer to the nobler cause; 
Shoed all his toils, awl bled in all his fights, .* 
Till Falkirk saw bite fall; with Graham he fell, • 
Wallace 	.biold compeer. ivhent, great in arms,' , 
Wallace alone •ssirpast. With martial ,thonglits 

fir'd my youthful wind, and taughthetimes 
To build my glory oat my country's love, 
His great example! To thy native reign 
If thee,. thy fate propitioui to the good, 
Bestorld, he enjoised me to unite my force, 
From foreign victors to retrievoagain 

_ Thy ravisfs,ditingdoms: thew this sword he gave 
in dangers ever faithful to his arm, 
Pledge of paternal hove; nor shall the foe 
Exult, ween, to find the dastard son 
Degendiate from his sire, to wield in vain 
A father's gift. In inc; 0 Bruce! behold 

"A willing warrior, from Bodotria's stream 
1 lead my initive bands,hardy and- hold, 
In fight distingnisled by superior deed." 

Ile said and ceas'd; the arm'd assembly stood 
Silent in thought, tilLfronabis lofty seat 
Gnat Bruce aroses" noble youth !" he cry'd, 
cc L.tncended from a line of noble sires, 
Accept thy monarifiVV!thatikss.—Welcome thyself, 
Welcome thy sequeist chiefs, thy-country sore 
Oppress'd by dire usurpers, now demands 
'Warriors like thee, where death and bloodshed reign 
In conflict stern; .do thou approve thy might 
Above thy fellows, by transcendant acts 
To Fame eadear'd; she, on thy praise avell-p/eas'd 
Constant to dwell, shalt rear thee up o» high 
The loftiest branch, V adorn thy ancient stem." 

He spake, and gavethe youth- his plighted band, 
Pledge of benevolence and kind intent; 
The chiefs around embrace and glad receive 
The- youthful champion, worthy of his race. 

• us 	us 	* 

KING LeAirs SPEECH TO EDGAR. 
TAKING A VIEW OF MAN FROM THE SIDE OF 

HIS MISERIES. 

b man no more than this? dansider shim well. 
Whou owest the worm no silk, the beast no hide. 
the, sheep no wool, the cat no perfume:—Ha'. 
here's three of us are sophisticated !...,,Thou art 
the thing itself: unaecoinmodated man is no 
more but such a poor, bare, forked animal as 
thouart..4)ff,off,youtendings ; come, unbutton 
here." 	 . SHARSPEARE. 

SEE where the solitary creature stands, 
Such us he issued out of Nature's hands; 
No hopes he knows, no fears, no joys, no cares, 
Nor pleasure's poison, nor ambition's snares ; 
;But shares, from self-fored chains of life releast, 
The Ibrestskingdontwithhis fellow beast. 
Yes, all we see of thee is nature's part; 
Thou art the creatures. self ;-'—the rest is art. 
For thee, the skilful worm, of specious hue,. ' 
No.  shiuiug threads of ductile radiance drew; 

C 

PbEIUS. 
For thee no rem theripening gem rier?ti; 
No bleating innocence the-fleece resign'gt 
The band of 	ne'er taught to pour 
O'er thy faint limbs the oil's refreshing cheer 
Hi's bed the flinty.roek; his dijak, his foqd, 
The running brook, and berries of the wad. 
What have we added to this plain account? 
What :passions? what desires? a huge ounce' 
Clotted, fed, wanted, coed, each by his bets', 
We live upomtire wide creation's spoil. 	it 
auit, monarch, quit thy vain superfluous pi:, 
Lay all toy foleign ornaments aside: 
Bid art no more its spurious gifts supply; 
Be man, mere man; thirst, hunger, grieve, ud 

A SOL11.0411Y. 
IN IMITATION OF IIAMLET. 

MY anxious soul is tore with doubtful shift, 
And hangs suspended betwixt death and ilk; 
Lifel death ! dread objects of mankind's dtlA 
Wheezer superior tithe shocks of fate, 
To bear its fiercest ills with stedfast mind, 
To Nature's order piously resign d, 
Or, with magnanimous and brave disdain, 
Return her back th' injurious gift again. 
0.! if to die, this mortal hustle o'er, 
Were but to close one's eyes, and be no am; 
From pain, from sickness,sorrows, safe wither; 
In night eternal that shall, know no dawn; 
This dread, imperial, wondrous frame of mu, 
Lost in still nothing; whence it first began: 
Yes, if the grave such quiet could supply, 
Devotion's self might even dare to die, 
Lest bripletis victors in the mortal strife, 
Through ileativ ire struggle but to second lilt. 
But, fearful here, though curious to explore, 
Thought pauses, trembling on the hither thur. 
What scenes may rise, awake the human fen, 
Being again restun'd, and God.  more near; 
If awful thunders the new guest appal, 
Or the soft voice of gentle mercy call. 
This teaghes life with all its ills to please, 
AtIlietims poverty, severe disease; 
To lowestinfaniy gives power to charm, 
And strikes the dagger from the boldest arE 
Then, Hamlet, cease; thy rash resolves kap; 
Cod, Nature, reason, all, will have it so: 
Learn by 'this sacred horrour, well »ippon, 
Each fatal purpose in the traitor's breast. 
This damps revenge with salutary fear, 
And stops ambition in its wild career„ 
Till virtue for itself begin to move, 
And servile fear exalt to filial lore. 
Then in thy breast let calmer passions rise, 
Pleas'd with thy lot on Earth, absolve thesis  
The OS of Ilk see Friendship can divide; 
See angels warring on the good man's side. 
Atone to Virtue happiness is given, 
On F,arth self-satisfied, and crown'd is Haws 

, 

A SOLILO2ITY. 
WRITTEN IN Jinr,s, 1746. 

MYSTERIOUS inmate of this breast, 	, 
Enkindled by thy flame; 

By thee my being's hest exprest 
For what thou art I gm: 	, • 
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join'd to make up virtue's glorious tale, 

A weak, but pions aid can aught avail, 
tach sacred study, each diviner page 

't That once insPir'd my youthy shall soothe my age. 
Deaf to ambition, and to interest's call; 
„Honour toy titles, and enough my ; ._Honour 

o-pimp of pleaiare, and no slave of state, 
Serene from fools, algid guiltless of the great; 
SOme cairn and undiSturb'd retreat I'll choose 
Dear to myself and friends. Perhaps the Muse . 
May grant, while all my thilughtsher charms em- 
If not w future fame, a presenrjoy, 	[ploy, 
Pore from each feverish hope, each weak desire; 
Tfloughts that improve, and slumbers that inspire, 
A steadfast peace of mind, rais'd far above 
The guilt of hate and weaknesses of love; 
Studious of life, yet free from anxious care?  
To others candid, to my self severe: 
Filial, submissive to the Sovereign Will, 
,Glad of the good, and patient of the ill ; 
I'll work in narrow sphere what Heaven approves, 
Abating hatreds, and increasing loves, 
My friendship, studies, pleasures, all my own, 
Alike to envy and to fame unknown: 
Such in some blest asylum let me lie, 
Take of my fill' of life, and wait, nut wish to die. 

625 
With thee 3 claim celestial birth, 
. i  spar of Heaven's own ray; 
Without th sink to vilest earth, 

Inanimated clay. 

Now in this sad and dismal hour ' 
Of multiply'd distress, 

Has any former thought the pow'r .  
To make thy sorrows less ? 

When all around thee ernel*snares 
Threaten thy destin'd breath, 

And every sharp reflection bears 
Want, exile, chains, or death. 

Can aught that past in youth's fond reign 
Thy pleasing vein restore, 	• 

Lives beauty's gay and festive train 
In memory's soft store? 

Or does the Muse? 'Tis said her art 
Can fiercest pangs appease.; 

Can she to thy poor trembling heart. 
Now speak the words of peace?' 

Yet she was wont at early dawn 
To whisper thy repose, 

Nor was her friendly aid withdrawn 
At grateful evening's close. 

Friendship, 'tis true, its sacred might, 
May initigate.th y doom ; 

As lightning, shot across the night. 
A moment gilds the gloom. 

0 God ! thy providence alone 
Can work a wonder here, 

Can change to gladness every moan, 
And banish all my fear. • 

Thy arm, all-powerful to sane, 
May every doubt destroy ; 

And, from the horrourg of the gravel  
New raise to life and joy. 

From this, as from a copious spring, 
Pore consolation flows ; 

Makes the faint heart midst sufferings sing, 
And midst despair repose. 

Yet from its'ereature, gracious Heaven, 
Most merciful and just, 

Asks but, for life and safety given, 
Our faith and humble trust. 

A SERIOUS THOUGHT.  

Trittoflorilife's strange mystic paths bow mankind 
A contradiction still in all their ways; 	[strays! 
In youth's gay bloom, in wealth's insulting hour, 
As Ileav'n all mercy was, they live secure; 
Yet full of fears, and £.1.11X1.011 dottSts expire, 
And in the awful judge forger the Sire. 
Fair virtue then with faithful steps pursue, 
Thy good deeds mao,y, thy offences few; 
That at the general doom thou may'st appear • 
With 'filial hope to soothe thy conscious fear; 
Tiien to-i)erpetnal bliss expect to live, 
Thy Saviour is thyljudg.e, mid may forgive. 

VOL YV. 

PS'ilL111.  Litt: 
• IMITATED. 	• 

'THRICE happy he ! whom thy paternal love 
Allows to tread the radiant courts above, 

 To range the climes where pure enjoyments grow, 
Where blessings spring, and endless pleasures flows 
Awful in majesty thy glories shine, 
Thy mercy speakt its author all divine. 
Thy tender and amazing care is own'd, 
Where-e'er old Ocean walks his wavy round; 
Those that explore the terrours of the main, 
Embroii'd with storms, in search of paltry gain, 
Where titles encounter with tumultuous roar, 
Derive their safety from thy boundless pow'r: 
Within their stated mounds thy mod eoutains 
The lawless Waves, where headlong tumult reigns; 
At thy despotic call the rebels cease, 
Sink to a smiling calm,...7.and all is peace. 
Those that inhabit Earth's remotest bound, 
Trembling survay thy termini's ail around, 
When kindling meteors redden in the air, 
And shake thy jai gments from their sanguine hair; 
At thy command fair blushes lead the day, 
And orient pearls glow from each tender spray, 
Night with her solemn gloom adores a God, 
And spreads her sable horrours at his nod, 
Whole nature cheerful owns her Maker's voice, 
Each creature smiles, and all his works rejoice. 
Thy bounty streams in soft descending showers, 
And wakens into bloom the drooping flowers; 
Pregnant on high thy cloudy cisterns move, 
And pour their genial treasures from above.; 
Earth smiles, array'd in all her youthful charms, 
Her flowery infants ope their blushing arms, 
And kindling life each vernal blossom warms. 
Thus the glad year, with circling mercies crown'd, 
Enjoys thy goodness in an endless round. 
Whene'er thou smil'st, fresh beauties paint the 
And flows airaken'd vegetate to birth. [Earth, 
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The dreary wilds, where no delights are found,- 
Where never spiting adorn'cl thesterile groundin ae At thy command a pompons dress assume, 
Fair roses glow, and opening lilies bloom: 
Here verdant hills arise on every side, 
And shoot their tops aloft with conscious pride; 
There lowing herds adorn the fertile soil, 	- 
And crown with fleecy wool the shepherd's toil: 
'While tender lambs their infant voices raise, 
And sweetly bleat th' Almighty Giver's praise. 
Here loaded valleys smile with waving corn, 
And golden prospects &very field adorn; 
They shout for joy, and lowly bending sing, 
With sweet harmonious notes, their gracious Hint! 

ODES. 
Amermillpper. 

ODE 
Ti? FANCY. 

FANCY, bright and winged maid ! 
In thy night-drawn car convey'd 
O'er the green earth and wide:.spread main, 
A thousand shadows in thy train, 
A varied air-embodied host, 
To don what sltapesothou pleasest most; 
Brandish no more kh y scorpion stings 
Around the do stin'd couch of kings; 
Ivor in Rebellion's ghastly size 
A dire gigantic spectre rise: 
Cease, for a while, in rooms of state 
To damp the slumbers of the great; 
In Merit's lean-look'd form t' appear, 
And bolls "traitor" in their ear; 
Or Freedom's holier garb belie, 
While Justice grinds her axe fast by: 
Nor o'er the miser's eye-lids pour 
The unrefreshing golden show'r; 
Whilst, keen tit' unreal bliss to feel, 
His breast bedews the ruffian steel. 

With these, (when next thou tak'st thy round) 
The thoughts of guilty Pride confound: I 
These swell the homers and affright 
Of Conscience' keen condemning night 
For this (nor, gracious pow'r ! repine) 
A gentler ministry be thine: 
Whate'er inspires the poet's thence, 
Or lover's hope-enliven'd dream. 
Itionimia's mildest form assume; 
Spread o'er thy cheeks her youthful bloom; 
:Unfold her eyes' unblernish'd rays, 
That melt to virtue as we gaze; 
That Envy's guiltiest wishdisarm, 
And view benign a kindred charm: 
Call all the Graces from thy store, 
Till thy creative pow'r be o'er; 
Bid her each breathing sweet dispense, 
And robe in her own innocence. 

My wish is giv'n: the spells begin; 
"Th' ideal world awakes 4tithin ; 
The lonely void of still repose 
Pregnant with some new wonder grows: 
See, by the twilight of the skies, 
The beauteous apparition rise; 
Slow in Monimia's form, along 
Glides to the harmony of song.  

'S POEMS. • 
Btit who i he the virgin Inds, 

Whom high a flaming torch precedes,/  
In a gown of stainless lawn, 
O'er each manly shoulder drawn? 
Who, clad in robe of scarlet grain, 
The boy that bears her flowing train? ' 
Behind his back a quiver hung, 
A bended bow across is flung; 
His bead and heels two wings unfold, 
The azure feathers girt with gold 
Hymen! 'tis he who kind inspires 
Joys unfeign'd and chaste desires: 
And thou, of love deceitful child! 
With tiger-heart, yet lamb-like mild, 
Fantastic by thyself, and vain, 
But seemly seen in Hymen's train; 
If Fate be to my wishes kind, 
0 I may I find you ever join'd; 
But if the Fates my wish deny, 
My humble roof come ye not nigh. 

The spell works on : yet stop the day 
While in the house of sleep I stay. 
About me swells the sudden grove, 
The woven arbourelte of love; 
Flow'rs spring unbidden o'er the ground, 
And more than Nature plants around. 
Fancy, prolong the kind repose; 
Still, still th' enchanting vision glows; 
And now I gaze o'er all her charms, 
Now- sink transported in her arms. 
Oh sacred energy divine! 
All these enraptur'd scenes are thine. 
Hail ! copious source of pure delight; 
All hail ! thou heaven-revealed rite; 
Endearing Truth thy train attends, 
And thou and meek-ey'd Peace are friends: 
Closer entwine the magic bow'r; 
Thick rain the rose..empurpled show'r: 
The mystic joy impatient flies 
Th' unhallow'd gaze of vulgar eyes. 
Unenvied let the rich and great 
Turmoil without, and parcel Fate, 
indulging here, in bliss supreme, 
Might 1 enjoy the golden dream: 
But, ah! the raptureMust not stay; 
For see ! she glides, she glides away. 

Oh Fancy ! why didst thou decoy 
My thoughts into this dream of joy, 
Then to forsake me all alone, 
To mourn the fond delusion gone? 
0! back again, benign, restore 
The pictur'd vision as before. 
Yes, yes: once more I fold my eyes; , 
Arise, ye dear deceits, arise. 
Ideas bland ! where do ye rove ? 
Why fades my visionary grove? 
Ye fickle troop of Morpheus' train, 
Tbenevill you, to the proud and raise  
From me, fantastic, wing your flight, 
1" adorn the dream of false delight? 
But now, seen in Monimia's air, 
Can you assume a form less fair, 
Some idle beauty's swish supply, 
The mimic triumphs of her eye? 
Grant all to me this live-long night, 
Let charms detain the rising(iight; 
For this one night my liveries wear, 	, 
And I absolve you for the year. 	•, 

What time your poppy-crowned god 
Sends his truth-telling scow abroad, 

   
  



Ere yet the cock to matins rings, 
eArsd the laik, with mounting wings, 
The simple-Village-swain-has waru'd 
To shake off' sleep, by labour earu'd 5 
Or on the rose's silken hcm, 
Aurora weeps her ealliest gem; 
Or, beneath the opening dawn, 
Smiles the fair-extended lawn. 
When in the soft encircled shade 
Ye find reclin'd the. gentle :mid, 
Each busy motion laid to rest, 
And all compos'd her peaceful breast; 
Swift paint the fair internal scene, 
The phantom labours of your reign; 
The living imagery adorn 
With all the litnnings of the morn, 
With all the treasures Nature keeps 
Conceard below the forming deeps; 
Or dress'd in the rich 'waving pride, 
That covers the green mountain's side, 
Or blooms beneath the amorous gale 
In the wide-ernbosom'd vale. 
Let powerful Music too essay 
The magic of her hidden lay: a 
While each harsh thought away shall fly 
Down the full stream of harmony, 
Compassion mild shall fill their place, 

( Each gentle minister of grace, 
Pity that often melts to love, 
Let weerling Pity kind improve 
The soften'd heart, prepar'd to take 
Whate'er impressions Leve shall make,. 
Oh ! in that kind, that sacred hour, 
When Hate, when Anger have no pow'r; 
When sighing Love, mild simple boy, 
Courtship sweet, and tender joy, 
Alone possess the fair-one's heart; 
Let ins then, Fancy, bear my part. 

Oh goddess! bow 1 long t' appear; 
The hour of dear success draws near: 
See where the crowding Shadows wait; 
Haste and unfold Op ivory gate : 
Ye gracious forms, employ your aid, 
Come in my anxious look array'd, 
Come Love, come Hymen, at my pray'r 
Led by blithe Hope, ye decent pair 
By mutual confidence cornbin'd, 
As erst in sleep I saw you join'd. 
Fill my eyes with heartrswell'd sears, 
Fill my breast with heart-born fears, 
Half-utter'd vows and half suppress'd, 
Part Jook'd and only wish'd the rest; 
Make sighs, and speaking sorrows prove, 
Suffering much, how much I love; 
Make the Muses' lyre complain, 
Strung by me in warbled strain; 
Let the melodious numbers flow 
Powerful of a lover's woe, 
Till by the tender Orphean art, 
I through her ear should gain her heart. 

Zdtrw, Faricy, now the lit is o'er; 
I feel my sorrows vex no more: 
But when condemn'd again tp mann; 
Fancy, to my aid return. 

• 	 .6.21 
• .ean Study, sire of sallow Doubt, 

• . put thy musing taper out: 
Fantastic all, a long adieu; 
for what has love to do with you ? 
For, lo, I go where Beauty fires, 
To satisfy my soul's desiresI 
Per., io, I seek the sacred walls . 
Where LoVe, anti gentle Besot* 
For me she has adersi'd the room, , • 
For me has shed a rich perfume: 
Has she not prepar'd the tea ? 
The kettle bolls—she waits for me. 

I come, nor single, but along 
youthful Sports a jolly throng ! 
Thoughtless joke, and infant wiles; 
Harmless wit, and virgin smiles; 
Tender words, and kind intent; 
Laaguish thud, and blandishment; 
Yielding curtsy, whisper low; 
Silken blush, with eheeksethat glow; 
Chaste desires, and wishes meet; 
Thin clad Hope, a foot-man fleet; 
Modesty, that turns ,aside, 
And backward strives her from to hide; 
Healthful Mirth, still gay and young, 
And Meekness with a maiden's tongue ; 
Satire, by good humour dress'd 
In a inany.colnued vest: 
And enter leaning-at -the door, 
Wbo send'st t:y flaunting page,before, 
The roguish boy of-kind delight, 	• 
Attendant on the lover's night, 
Fair, his ivory shuttle flies 
Through the bright threads of mingling, dyes, 
As swift his rosy Angers move 
To knit tire silken cords of Wye ; 
And stop who softly-stealing goes 
Occasion high Olt her tiptoes, 
Whom youth with watchful look espies, 
To- seize -the forelock ere she sues, 
Ere he her bah pate Shall survey, 
And weltplied heels to run away. 

But, anxious Care, be far from hence; 
Vain surmise, and alter'd sense; 
Misshapen doubts, the woes they bring; 
And Jealousy, of fiercest sting; 
Despair, that solitary stands, 
And wrings a halter in his.hands; 
Flattery, false and hollow found, 
And Dread, with eye still looking round; . 
Avarice, hendingurtder pelf: 
Conceit., stilt gazing on herself: 
0 Level exclude itigh-erested pride, 
Nymph .of Amazonian stride : 
Nor in these walls, like waiting-maid, 
Be Curiosity survey'd, 
That to the key-hole lays her ear, 
Listening at the door to hear; 
Nor father Time, unless he's found 
In triumph led by ,Beauty bound,' 
Fore'd to yield to Vigour's stroke, 
His blunted scythe and hour-glass broke. 

But come, all, ye who know to please; 
Inviting glauce, and dontny ease ; 
The heart-born joy, the gentle care; 
Soft-breathed wish, and pow'r of prayer; 
The simple vow, that means no ill; , 
Believing.2niet, submissive Wilt; 
Constancy of meekest mind, 
That suffers long, and still is kind"; 

ODE II. 
B;60 2C pursuits, o vain and light; 
Knowlege, fruitless of delight; 
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MI ye who put our woes to flight; 
All ye who Minister delight; 
Nods, and wreaths, and beets, and:tips; 
11/leaning winks, and roguish trips; 
Fond deceits, and kinil surprises; 
sudden sinks, and sudden rises; 
Laughs, and toys, and gamesome fights; 

- Jelly dance, and girds, and flights: 
Then, to make me wholly blest 

lie-there'a welcome guest. 
• ". 

a  

< 	 ODE 

ImMortaliene speres, monetannus-- 
BOR. 

Now Spring begins her smiling round, 
lavish to paint tte enamell'd ground; 
The !Ards exalt their cheerful voice, 
And gay on every bough rejoice. 
The lovely Graces, hand in band, 
Knit in Love 'a eternal bead, 
With dancing step at early dawn, 
Tread lightly o'er the dewy lawn. 
Where'er the yeuthfut sisters move, 
They fire the Soul to genial love. 
Now; by the river's painted side, 
Tice swain delights. his country bride, 
While, pleas'd, sh4.bears his artless vows : 
Above the feather'd sOngster wooes. 
Soon wilt the ripen'd Summer yield 
lie r-variotts gifts to every field; 
Soon fruitful trees, a behuteous' show?  
With rtiby-tinetur'd births shargIt'llG 
Sweet smells, from beds of lilies borne, 
Perfume the breezes of the morn. 
The sunny day, and dewy night; 
To rural play my fair invite; 
Soft on a bank of violets laid, 
Cool she enjoys the evening shade; 
The sweets -of Summer feast her eye, 
Yet soon, soon will the Summer fly. ' 
Attend, my lovely maid, and know 
To profit by the moral show: ' 
Now young and blooming thou art seen, 
Fresh on the stalk, for ever green; 
Now does th' unfolded bud disclose 
Fall blown, to sight the blushing rose:: 
Yet, once the sunny season past; 
Think not the coz'ni rig scene Wig last; 

not the flatterer Hope persuade: • 
Ah I must I say that this wilt fade? 

For see the Summer posts eway, 
Sad emblem of our own decay. 
Now Winter, from the frozen north, 
Drives his iron chariot forth: 	• 	, 
His grisly hand in icy chains 
Fair Tiveda's silver flood constrains: 
Cast up thy eyes, how bleak and-bate 
He wanders on the tops of Yore! ' 
Behold his footsteps dire ate seen 
Confess'd on- many a whhering green. 
Griev'd at the sight, when thou shalt see 
A snowy wreath clothe every tree, 
Frequenting now the stream no more, 
Thou fly'st, displeas'd, the barren shore., 
When Mott shalt miss the flowers that grew 

late to charm thy rarish'd view, 

I- 

6 

" Si ail I, a5s horrid !" wilt thou 
" Be like to this another day?" 	r 

Yet, When in snow and dreary frost' 
The pleasure of the field is lost, 
To blazing hearths at hoMe we run, 
And fires supply the distant 	; 
In gay delights our hours employ, 
We do not lose bet change our joy; 
Happy abandon every care, 
To lead the dance, to boust the fair, 
Te turn the pagd.of ancient bards, 
To drain thebowt, and deal the cards. 
But whehlhe beauteous white and red 
From the pate ashy cheek is fled; 
When wrinkles dire, and age severe, 
Make beauty fly we know not where: 
The fair whom Fates unkind disarm, 
Have they for ever ceas'd to charm? 
Or is there left some pleasing art, 
Ts keep secure a captive heart? 

" Unhappy Love!" might lovers say, 
" Beauty, thy food, does swift decay; 
When once that short-liv'd stock is spent, 
What art thy fain& can prevent? 
Virtues prepare with early care, 
That Love'may live on WisdoM's fare; 
Though F.,estaey with Beauty flies, 
Esteem is born when Beauty dies. 
Happy to whom the Fates decree 
The gift of Heav'n in giving thee: 	( 
Thy beauty shall his youth engage; 
Thy virtues shall delight Isis age." 

J4NUs, who, with sliding pace, 
Ruiest a never-ending race, 
And driv'st,abont, in prone career, 
The whirling circle of the year, 
Kindly indulge a little stay, 
I beg but one swift hour's delay. 
0 ! while th' important minutes wait, 
Let .me revolve the books of fate; 
See what the souring year intends 
To me; my country, kind and friends. 
Then may'st thow wing thy flight, and go, 
To scatter blindly joys and woe; 
Spread dire disease, or purest health, 
And, as -thou listlst, grant place or wealth. 
This hour, withheld by potent charms, 
Ev'n.Peaee shalt sleep in Pow'r's mad arum; 
Kings feel their inward torments less, 
And fora'. moment wish to bless. 

Life now presents another scene, 
Theknme strange farce to act again; 
Again the weary human play'rs 
Advance, and take their several shares: 
Clodius riots, Csesar fights, 
Tully pleads, and Maio writes, 
Ammon's fierei son gontrols the globe, 
Ana Hailequirt diverts the mob. 
To Time's dark cave the year retreats, 
These hoary unfrequented setts; 
There from his loaded snug he lays 
The months, the minutes, hohrs sad dayti' 
Then flies, the Seasons in his train.; - 
To compass round the year again. , 

ODE N. 
ON THE NEW YEAR: 439. 
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see mere, in various heaps eombin'd, 

Tbe vast designs of human-kind; 	w 
•Iniatevei"fswell'd the statesman's thought, 
The mischiefs mad ambition wrought, 
Public revenge and hidden guilt, 
The blood by secret murder spilt, 
Friendships to sordid interest given, 
And ill-match'd hearts, ne'er pair'd in Heaven; 
What Avarice, to crown his store, 
Stole from the orphan, and,the poor; 
Or Luxury's more shameful wasp, 
Squander'd On th' unthankful feast, 
Ye kings, and guilty great, draw near; 
Before this awful court appear: 
Bare to the Muse's piercing eye 
The secrets of all mortals lie; 
She, strict avenger, brings to light 
Your crimes conceal'd in darkest night; 
As Conscience, to her trust most true, 
Shall judge between th' oppress'd and you. 

This casket shows, ye wretched train, 
How often Merit sued in vain. 
See, there, undry'd, the widow's tears; 
See, there, unsooth'd the orp4n's fears: 
Yet, look, what mighty sums appear, 
The vile profusion of the year. 
Could'st thou nut, impious Greatness, give 
The smallest alms, that Want might live? 
And yet, how many a large repast 
PaInd the rich glutton's sickly taste! 
One taiMe's vain intemperate load, 
With ambusted death, and sickness strow'd, 
Had blest the cottage' peaceful shade, 
And given its children health and bread: 
The rustic sire, and faithful spouse, 
With each dear pledge of honest vows, 
Had, at the sober-tasted meal, 
Repeated oft the grateful tale; 
Had hyrnn'd, in native language free, 
The song of thanks to Heaven and thee; 
A music that the great ne'er hear, 
Yet sweeter to th' internal ear 
Than any soft seducing note 
E'er thrill'd from Farinelli's throat. 

Let's still search on-----This bundle's large. 
What's here? 'Tis Science' plaintive charge. 
Hear Wisdom's philosophic sigh, 
(Neglected all her treasures lie) 
That none her secret haunts explore,' 
To learn what Plato taught before; 
Her sons seduc'd to turn their parts 
To Flattery's more thriving arts; • 
Refine their better sense away 
And join Corruption's flag, for pay. 
See his reward the gamester share, 
Who painted moral Virtue fair; 
lnspir'd the minds of generous youth 
To love the simple mistress Truth; 
The patriot path distinctly show'd, 
That Rome and Greece to glory trode; 
Thi,t self-applause is noblest fame, 
And kings may greatness link to shame, 
While honesty is no disgrace, D 
And Peace can smile without a place, a  
Hear too Astronomy repine;  
Who taught unnumiped worlds to shine; 
Who travels boundless ether through, 
And /nings the distant orbs to view. 
Chn slielher broken glass 'repair, 
Though Ay'rice tilts her all to spare? '  

What mighty secrets had been found, 
Was Virtue mistress of five pound? 
Yet see where, given to Wealth and Pride, tA bulky pension lies beside. 

Avalon, then, Riches; no delay; 
spurn th' ignoble heaps away. 

What though your charms can purchase all 
The giddy honours of this ball; 
Make Nature's germans all divide, 
And haughty peeri renounce their pride; 
Can buy proud Flavia's sordid smile,• 
Or ripe for f/ite, this destin'd isle. 
Though Greatness condesdnds to pray, 
Will Time indulge one hour's delay, 
qr give the wretch intent on pelf, 
One nsoment's credit with himself? 
Virtue, that true from false discerns, 
The vulgar courtly phrase unlearns;  
Superior far to Fortune's frown, 
Bestows alone the stable crown, 
The wreath from honour's root that springs3  
That fades upon the brows of kings. 

ODE P. 

ON THE BATTLE OF GLansirtint, 1745. 

As over Gladsmuir's blood-stain'd field, 
Scotia, imperial goddess, flew; 

Her lifted spear and radiant shield 
Conspicuous blazing to the view: 

Her visage, lately clouded with despair, 
Now reassurn'd its first majestic air. 

Such seen as oft in battle warm 
She glow'd through many a martial age; 

Or mild to breathe the civil charm, 
In pious plans and counsel sage: 

For, o'er the mingling glories of her face, 
A manly greatness heighten'd female grace. 

Loud as the trumpet rolls its, sound, 
Her voice the power celestial rais'd; 

Whilst her victorious sons around 
In silent joy and wonder gazed:  

The sacred Muses heard th' immortal lay, 
And thus to earth the notes of fame convey: 

'Tis dohe! my sons! 'tie nobly done! 
Victorious cu *r tyrant power; 

How quick the Lace of fame was run! 
The work of ages in one hour: 	[reigns; 

Slow creeps th' oppressive weight of slavish 
One glorious moment rose, and burst your 

chains, 

t< But late, forlorn, dejected, pale, 
A prey to each insulting foe; 

naught the grove and gloomy vale, 
-To vent in -solitude my woe; 

Now to my hand the balance fair restor'd ; 
Once more I wield on high the imperial sword: 

44 What arm has this deliverance wrought? 
'Tis he! the gallant youth appears; 

O warm in fields, and cool in thought! 
Beyond the slow advance of years ! • 

Haste, let me, rescued now from future harms, 
Strain close the filial virtue in my arms. 

• 

   
  



AH the shepherd's mournful fate, 
When doom'd to live, and doom'd to ler... 

To hear the scornful fair-one's hate, 
Nor dare disclose his anguish. 

Yet eager looks, and dying sighs, 
My secret soul discover; 

While rapture trembling through miss ega 
Reveals how much 1 love her. 

The tender glance, the red'ning cheek, 
O'etspread with rising blushes, 

A thousand various-ways they speak 
A thousand various wishes. 

For oh! that form so heavenly fair, 
Those languid eyes so sweetly smiling, 

That artless blush; and modest air, 
So fatally !nailing. 

Thy every look, and every grace, 
So charm whene'er I view thee; 

Till death o'ertake me. in the chase, 
Still will my hopes pursue thee: 

Then *lsen my tedious hours are past, 
Be this last blessing given, 

Low at thy feet to breathe my last, 
And die in sight of Heaven. 

ADIEU, ye pleasant sports and plays, 
Farewel, each song that was divesting 

Love tunes my pipe to mournful lays, 
I sing of Delia and of Damon's porting. 

Long had he lov'd, and long concord 
The dear, tormenting, pleasant passion, 

rill Delia's mildness bad preiail'd 
On hint to show his inclination. 

Just as the fair-one seem'd to give 
A patient ear to his love-story, 

Damon must his Delia leave, 
To go in quest of toilsome glory. 

Half-spoken words hung on his tongue, 
Their eyes refus'd the usual greeting; 

And sighs snpply'd their wonted song, 
These charming sounds were chimed to 

A. Dear idol of my soul, adieu! 
C$ase to lament, but ne'er to love me, 

'Mule Damon lives, he lives for you, 
No other charms shall ever move me. 

B. Alas! who knows, when parted far 
From Delia; but you may deceive her! 

The tbdught destroys my heart with care, 
Adieu, my dear, I fear for ever. 

A. If ever I forget my vows, 
May then my guardian angel leave mei , 

Arid more to aggravate my woes, 	° s 
Be you so good as to forgi4 me., 

. 	, 
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Then gaze at a distanee,•nor fartherst 
Nur think%e should love, whom she, 

	

mire; 	 t 
Hush all thy complaining, and dying hn 
Commend her to Heav'n,and thyself to t 

" Early / mired this royal youth, 
! ill detain'd on foreign shores; 

1 fril'd his mind with love of truth, 
With fortitude and wisdom's .stores:' 	. 

For when a noble action is decreed, 
Hesv'n forms tile here for the destin'd deed. 

" Nor could the soft seducing charms 
Of mild Hespetia's blooming soil 

E'er quench his noble thirst of-  arms, 
fpf generous deeds and honest toil ; 

Fix'd with the wtrmth a countwf love imparts, 
Fle fled their weakness, but admired their arts- 

"With him I plougb'd the stormy main; 
My breath inspir'd th' suspicions gale; 	C 

Reserv'd for Gladsmuir's glorious plain, 
Through dangers wing'd his daring sail: (pose 

'Where, form'd with inborn worth, hedurstop-
.11is single valour to an host of foes. 

HiCcamet he spoke! and all around, 
As swift as Heav'n's quick-darted flame, 

Shepherds turn'd warriors at the sound, 
And every bosom beat for fame; 

They caught heroic ardour from his eyes, 
And at hiti side the willing heroes rise. 

" Rouse, England/ rouse, Fame's noblest son, 
In all thy ancient splendour shine; 

If the glorious ego" begun, 
0 let the crowning palm be thine : 

I bring a prince, for such is Ft eav'n's decree, 
Who overcomes but to forgive and free. 

" So shall fierce *ars and tumults cease, 
While Plenty crowns the smiling plain; 

And Industry, fair child of peace, 
Shall in each crowded' city reign; 

So shall thesd happy realms for ever prove 
The sweets of union, liberty, and love." 

••••••••••••••!....... 

SONGS. 
• 

YE shepherds and nymphs, that adorn the gay 
plain, • 	 [strain; 

Approach from your sports, and attend to my 
Amongst all your number .a lover so tree 
'Was ne'er so undone, with such bliss in his view. 

Was ever a nymph so hard-heaped as mine? 
'She knows me sineere, and she sees how 1 pine;„ 
She does not disdain me, nor frown In her wrath, 
But calmly and mildly resigns me to death. 

She calls me ber friend, but her lover denies: 
She smiles when I'm cheerful, but hears not my 
A bosom so flinty, so gentle an air, 	[sighs; 
Inspires me with hope, and yet bids me despair! 

1 fall at her feet, and implore her with tears: 
Her an.swernonfounds, white her manner endears; 
When softly she tells min to hope no relief, 
My trembling lips bless ber, in spite of my grief. 

By night, while I slumber, still haunted with care, 
I start up in anguish and sigh for the fair: 
The fair sleep in peace, may she ever do so! 
And only when dreaming imagine my woe. 

ea 
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YE shepherds of this pleasant vale y, 

• 6Whereo yarrow streams along, 
Forsake ydur rural toils, and join 

In my triumphant song. 
She grants, she yielels ; one heavenly smile 

Atones her lung &lays, • 
One happy minute crowns the pains 

Of many suffering days. 

Raise, raise the victor.notgs of joy, 
These suffering days are o'er, 

Love satiates now his boundless wish 
From beauty's boundless store; 

No doubtful hopes, no anxious fears 
This rising calm destroy, 

Now every prospect smiles around 
All opening into joy. 

The Sun with double lustre Shone 
That dear consenting hour, 

Brighten'd each hill, and o'er each vale 
New colour'd every flower; 

The gales their gentle sighs withheld, 
No leaf was seen to move, 

The hovering songsters round were mute._ 
And wonder husle'd the grove. 

The hills and dales no more resound 
The lambkin's tender cry, 

Witho0t one murmur YarroW stole 
In dimpling silence by ; 

All nature seem'd in still repose 
Her voice alone to hear, 

That gently roll'd the tuneful wave, 
She spoke and bless'd my ear. 

" Take, take, whate'er of bliss or joy 
You fondly fancy mine, 

'Whate'er of joy or bliss I boast 
Love renders wholly thine;" 

The woods struck up, to the soft gale 
The leaves were seen to move, 

The feather'd choir vesnin'd their voice, 
And wonder filled the grove. 

The hills and dales again resound 
The lambkins tender cry, 

With all his murmurs Yarrow trill'd 
The song of triumph by ; 

Above, beneath, around, all on 
Was verdure, beauty, song, 

snatch'd her to my trembling breasts 
All stature joy'd along. 

Go, plaintive sounds ! and to the l'ais 
My secret wounds impart, 

Tell all I hope, tell all I fear, 
Each motion in my heart. 

BA she, methinks, is list'ning now 
To some enchanting sten&e, 	, 

The smile that triumphs o'er her brow' 
Seems not to heed my pain. 

3 	• 

'fee, plaintive sounds, yet, yet'delay, 
Hewe'er my love repine, - 

ret ta> p.-ay minute pass awayt  
The neetRerbdps is thine. 

Yes, plaintive sounds, no longer crest, 
Your griefs shall soon be o'er, 

Her cheek, undimpled now, has lost 
The smile it lately wore. 

Yes, plaintive sounds, she now is yours, 
'Tis now your time to move; 

Essay to soften all her poweret  
And be that softness, love. 

Cease, plaintive sounds, your task is donee 
That anxious tender air° 

Proves'o'er her heart the conquest Won, 
I see you melting there. 

Return, ye smiles)  return again, 
Return each sprightly grace, 

I yield up to your charming reign, 
All that enchanting face. • 

I take no outward show amise 
Rove where they will, her eyes, 

Still let her smiles each shepherd bless, 
So she hut hear my sighs. 

You ask rue, charming fair, 
Why,  thus I pensive go, *a  

From whence proceeds my cafe, 
What nourishes my woe ? 

Why seek'st the cause to find 
Of ills that I endure? 

Ah! why so vainly kind, 
Unless resolv'd to cure? 

It needs no magic art 
To know whence my alarms; 

Examine your own heart, 
Go read them in your charms. 

Whene'er the Youthful quire 
Along the vale advance, 

To raise, at your desire, 
The lay, or form the dance : 

I3eneficent to each)  
You some kind grace afford, 

Gentle in deed or speech, 
A smile or faiendly word. 

Whilst on my bore you put 
No valueee-or the same, 

As if my fire was bet 
Some paltry village flame. 

At this my colour flies, 
My breast with sorrow heaves; 

The pain I would disguise, 
Nur man nor maid deceives. 

My love stands all display'd, 
Too strung for art to hide, 

How soon the heart's be)ray'd 
With such a clue to guide! 

How cruel •is my fate, 
Affronts I could have borne, 

Found comfort in your hate, 
Or triuoaph'd in your scorn: 
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But whilst I thus adore, 

I'm driven to wild despair; 
Indifference is,More- 

Than' raging love can bear. 

iA lifILTO 'S POEMS. 	• 
The study Sf my life shall 14,- 

4  To please the man so dear to me. 
Ye powder'd beaux-, from me retire, 
noon& yourdear selves apaire; 

Though deck 'd in richest lace you be, 
No tinsel'd fop has charms for sae. 

Glasgow. 
WOULD'S* 010IL kilOW her sacred charms 
Who this destiu'd Heart alarmst  
What kind of nymph-the Heavens decree 

maid that's made for love and me: 

,Who' pants to bear the sigh sincere, 
• Who metti to see the tender tear, 
Front each ungentle -passion free; 
Such the maid that's made for me:.  
• Who joys wbene'er the seed me glad, 
Who sorrows When she sees me sad, • 
For peace and me can :pomp resign; • 
SuchVe heart that's made for mine. 
Whose soul with eenerbos friendship glows; 
Who feels.the blesiings she bestows, 
Gt Mk to all, but kind to ine • 
Such be mine, if such, there be. 

Whose genninelberitirlitsAleiroidof art, 
Are all tbe:nabireS-Of her heart,. 
A simple train from falsehood free; 
Such the maid .0114 spade: for me. 

• ..,•• 
Avaunt, ye light crifoefii, retire,' 
'Whom glitterieg fopi awned:admire.; 

nroov'd your tiUsel OlUterti$ see,. 
More genuine beauties .Orefor me.' 
Should Love, fantbstie as he is, • 
Raise up some rival to my bliss; 
Awl should she change, but can 'that be 2 
l'ieo other maid is made for nte. 

• BY A YOUNG • LADY, 
ON READING *HE #0REGDING. 

IF you would know, my dearest friend, 
The man whose merit may pretend , 
To gain; my heart, that yet is free, 
Him thot's made fol. love and me : 

His mind should be his ehiefest cere, 
All his improvements centre there, 
Frotn`each unmanly passio; free r 
'11W is the man who's made fOr use. 

Whose generous bosom goodness warms, 
Whom sacred virtue ever charms, 
Who to no vice a slave will be;' 
This is the man who's made for me: • * 
Who-se tongue can easily impart, 
The dietgtes of his honest heart, 
In plain good sense; from flattery fiee 
Such he must be who's made for sue. 

/ o 
Be alone can love inspire, 
Who feels the warmth of friendship'S fire; 
Humane and generous, kind and free; 
That is the man who's made for me. 

If such an 	my friend, e'er tries 
To make ate his by strictest ties,  

REPLY BY MR. BARULTOX. 
-Sad qua legat ipsa Lyeoris. 	net 

0 GENTLE mall! whoe'er thou art, 
That seek'st to bless a friendly heart; 
Whose Muse and mind swim fram'd to prom 
The tenderness of mutual love. 

The heart that flutters in his breast, 
That longs and pants to be at rest, 
Roamed all round thy sex, to find 
A gentle mate; anstitop'd her kind. 

I saw a face—and Co* it fair; 
I search'd a mind- taw goodness there: 
Goodness anribeatai both combin'd; 
But Heav'n forbad her to be kind: 

To thee for refuge dare I fly; 
The victim of another eye ? 
Poor gift! a lost, rejected heart, 
Deep wounded by a foreign dart: 
From this inevitable chain,- 
Alas! f hope to 'scope in vain. 
Is there a pow'r can set me free, 
A pOw'r on Earth—or is it thee? 
Yet were thy cheek as Venus fair; 
Bioain'il all the Phphian goddess there, 
Such as she ,bless'd Adonis' arms; 
'l'hou could'st but equal Litura's charms. 

Or were thy gentlest mind replete 
With all that's mild, that'S Soft, that's swat; 
Was all that's sweet, soft, mild, combin'd, 
Thou could'st but equal Laura's mind. 
Since beauty, goodness, is not found 
Of equal force to shothe this wound,. 
ill! what can ease my angnisli'd mind I.  
Perhaps the charm of being kind: 

Canst thou transpotted view the ley 
That warble forth another's praise, 	' 
Indulgent to the vow unknown, 
Well pleas'd with homage not thy own ? 

Canst thou the sighs with pity hear 
That swell to touch another's ear? 
Canst thou with soft compassion see 
The tears that fail, and not for thee? 

Canst thou ttiy blooming hopes resign* 
The vow sincere, so dearly thine; 
All these resign, and prove to me 
What Laura wou'd not deignoto bet 

When atstily feet I trembling fall; 
My life, my soul, my L=161;111; 

thou my *undoes cares besseik:  
Aud o'er thy face spread Laura's milt* 

r 
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Perhaps Time's gently stealing pace3, 

• May Laftra's fatal form efface, 
Thou to my heart alone be dear, 
Alone thy image triumph here: 

. 	. 
Come then, best angel ! to my aid ! 
Come, sure thoiert such, the gentlest maid: ' 
If thou anst work.this cure divine, 
My heart henceforth is whoolly thine. 

Edinburgh. 

THE YOUNG LADY'S ANVVEI?. • 
YOUR Laura's chants 1 cannot blast; 
For beauty I ne'er was a toast; 
I'm not remarkable for sense; 
To wit I've not the least pretence. 

If gold.and silver have the power 
To charm, no thousands swell my dower; 
No shining treasures I possess; 
To make the world my work -tonfess. 

An honest plain good:natur'd lass, 
(The character by which I pass,) 
I doubt Will seaieely have the art 
To drive your Laura from your heart. 

But, sit your having been in love, 
Will not your title to me prove: 
Far nobler qualities must be 
In him who's made for love and me. 

'Tis true you can with ease impart 
The dietates of your honest heart, 
In plain good sense, from flattery free: 
But this alone won't answer me. 

Once more peruse my lines with care; 
Try if you find your *tore there: 
For by that test you'll quickly see, 
If you're the man who's made for me, 

Glasgow 

TO" A LADY 
WHO RIDICULED THE AUTHOR'S LOVES. 

A FEMALE friend adris'd a swain 
Whose heart she trifled at ease, 
Make love thy pleasure, not thy pain, 
Nor let it deeply seize. 

"Beauty, where vanities abound, 
No serious passion claims: 

Then, till a pheniz can be found, 
Do not admit the flumes." . 
o 

 I3ut griev'd, she finds all his replies 
(Since prepossess'd wheityour4), 

Take all their hints from Silvia's eyes, r- 
None from Ardelia's tongue. 	. 

Thus, Cupid, all their aim they miss, 
°Who would unbend thy bow; 

And "iall slight nymph a pherinx is, 
thou wpuld'a have it so. 

THE BRAES OF YARROW, 

TO LADY JANE itosta, 
IN IMITATION OF THE aNesgretscoitsu MANNER, 

• 
A. Bust( ye, husk yei my .bony hony bride, 

Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow? 
Busk ye, busk yel my bony bony bride, 

And think nae mair on the Braes of Yarrow. .> 

B. Where gat ye that bon37 bony bride ? 
Where gat ye that winsome marrow ? 

41. I gat her where I dare na well be seen; 
Puing the birks on the Braes of Yarrow. 

Weep not, weep not, my bony bony bride, 
Weep not, tveep not, my winsome marrow, 

Nor lot thy heart lament to leive 
Puing the birks cM the Braes of Yarrow 

B Why does She Weep, thy bony bony bride? 
Why does she weep thy winsome marrow ? 

And why dare ye nae mair.weil be seen 
Puing the birks on the Braes of. Yarrow? 

A. Lang maun sheii;eep,lang mann IJ 4e, mann she 
weep, 

Lang mann she Weep .with4ole Mid Sorrow, 
And long trutunknae Mair vxil be teen 

Poing the birk.cort:Ilie Braes of Karrow. 

For she has tint hevilKyer)uver.dearf  
iter_luver dear, theeauSe of sorrow, 

And I hire slain the.cotidiest swain 
That e'er pied birks on.tihe Braes of Yarrow. 

Why runs thy stream, O Yarrow, Yarrow, red? 
Wh.y on thy Braes heard the voice of sorrow? 

And why yon melaiicholeous welds 
Hung on the bony birks of Yarrow! 

What yonder floats on the rueful rueful finds?. 
What's yonder floats ? b dole and sorrow! 

Tis he, the comely swain I slew 	 • 
s  Upon the doleful Braes of Yarrow, 

Wash, 0 wash his wounds, his wounds in tears, 
His wounds in tears, with dole and sorrow, 

And wraphis limbs in mourning weids, 
And lay Itimoon the Braes of Yarrow. 

Then build, than build, ye sisters sisters sad, 
Ye sisters sad, Isis tomb with sorrow, 

And weep around in waeful wise, 
His helpless fate on the Braes of Yarrow. 

Curse ye, curse ye, his useless useless shield, 
My Arm that wrought the deed of sorrow, 

The fatal spear that pierc'd his breast, 
His comely breast, on the Braes of Yarrow. 

Did I not watt, thee not to lue, 
And warn from fight? but, to my sorrow, 

O'er rashly bald, a stroilter arm 
Thou met'st, and fell on the Braes of Yarrow. 

Sweet smells the Birk, green grows, green grows the 
Yellow on Yarrow's bank the gowan, 	[grass, 

Fair hangs the apple frae the rock, 
Sweet the wave of. Yarrow Swan. 
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Flows Yarrow sheet? as sweet, as sweet flows 

As green its grass, its gowan yellow, [Tweed, 
.As sweet smells on its braes the Birk, 

The apple frae the rock as mellow. 
Fair was thy.'luve, fairofair indeed thy htre, 

In floury bands thou him did'st fetter, 
Tholigh he was (air and well Iseluiv'cl again, 
' Than me, he never Tiled thee better. 

Bask ye, then busk, my bony bony bride, 
Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow, 

Busk ye, and lee me on the banks of Tweed; 
And think nae 'stair on the Braes of Yarrow. 

C. 116w can I busk a bony bony bride? 
How can I busk a winsome marrow? 

flow hie him on the banks of Tweed,. 
That slew my titre on the Braes of Yarrow ? 

0 Yarrow fields, may never never rain, 
No CUSS thy tender blossoms cover, • 

For there was basely slain my luye, 
My luve, as be had. not been a Inver. 

The boy put on his robes,' his robes of green, 
His purple vest, 'twos my.  Awn setting; 

Ah! wretched me! I little little ken'd 
He was in these to meet his ruin. 

The.boy took out his milk-white milk-white steed 
Unheedful of mg, chile and sorrow; 

But ere the teofal ofithe night 
He lay a corps en the Braes of Yarrow. 

Much I rejoieti that waeftd waeful day; 
I sang, my voice the woods returning; 

Ent tang ere night the spear was abwn 
That sitM my hive, Sind left me mourning. 

What can My barbaroes barbarous father do, 
But with his cruel rage pursue me? 

My luver's blood is on thy spear, 
How can'st thou, barbarous man, then woo 'me? 

My happy sisters may may be proud, 
With cruel;  and ungentle scoffin, 

May bid me seek on Yarrow .Braes 
My lover hailed in his coffin. 

My brother Douglas may upbraid; 
And strive with thmaerting. words to tnttite Mel 

My lover's blood is on thy spear; , 
How canst thou ever bid me Invt.thee ? 

'Yes yes, prepare the bed;  the bed'of luve; 
With bridal sheets my body cover, 

tfnbary ye bridal maids, the door, 
Let in th' expected husband-lover: 

But who th' expected .husband husband is?' . 
• His hands, methinks, are batted in slaughter; 
Ah me! what ghastly spectre's you, 

Comes, in his pale shroud, bleeding after? 
Pale as he is, here lay him lay him down, 

O lay his cold head on. my  pillow; 
Take atT, take air these bridal welds, 

And crown my careful head with willow. 
Pate though thou art, yet hest yetbest•beluv1/41, 

O could my warmth to life restore thee! 
Yet lie all night between my briests, 

No youth lay ever there.before thes. 

Pabspale indeed, 0 lovely lomly youtt 
Forgive ffirgive so foul a slaughter, 

And lie all night between my briestso 
No youth shall ever lyetliore after. 

A. Return return, 0 rnottrafidniournfiatiOt 
Return• and dry thy useless sorrow, 

Thy laver heeds naught of thy sighs, 
He lies a corps on the Braes of Yam. 

TFIE FLOWER OF YARROW. 
TO LADY MARY MONTGOMERY. 

GO, 'strove flower, thou shalt be blest, 
To lieM1 beauteous Mary's breast; 
Go, Yarrow flower, so sweetly smelling, 
Is there on Earth so soft a dwelling? 

Go, lovely flower, thou prettiest Bower 
That ever smil3 in Yams bower, 
Go, daughter of the dewy morning, 
With Alves' blush the fields adorning, 

Go, lovely rose, withtdo'st thou here' 
Lingering away thy shortsliv'd year, 
Vainly shining; idly blooMing, 
Thy unenjoyed sweets consuming. 

Vain is thy radiant Garlies hue, 
No hand to pull, no eye to view; 
What are thy charms, no heart desiring? 
What profits beauty, none admiring! 

Go, Yarrow flower, to Yarrow maid, 
And on her panting, bosom laid, 
There all thy native form confessing, 
The charm-of beauty is possessing. 
Come, Yarrow maid, from Yarrow field; 
What pleasure can the desert yield? 
Come to my breast, 0 all excelling! 
Is there on Earth so kind a, dwelling? 
Coate, my dear Maid, thou prettiest maid 
That ever smil'd in Yarrow shade, 
Come, sister of the dewy morning, 
With Alves' blush the dance adorning. 

Come; levely.maid, love ca►ls thee here, 
Unger no more titycneeting year, • 
Vainly shining, idly blooming, 
Thy unenjoyed sweets consuming. 

Vain is thy radiant Garbles hue, 
No hand to press, no eye to view; 
What are thy charms, no heart desiring? 
What profits beauty, none admiring?  

Come, Yarrow maid, with Yarrow rose, 
Thy trniden graces all disclose; 
Come; blest by all, to all a blessing; 
The eltann of beauty is possessing. 

IMITATIONS. 

TO A SWAZI? OW.. 
PROM ANACREON. 

MALICIOUS bird! what punishment, 
Due to thy crimes, can love iavat? 

   
  



IMITATIONS: 

Or clip thy wings, or eut thy tongue, 
And spriil thy flight, and future song: 
That thug unseasonable guest, 
Thou dar'st disturb a lover's rest, 
And tear the maid, profuse of charms, 
My fair Maria, from my arms. 

TO A .oVLL 
FROSI ANACREON. 

SAY, beauteous dove, where dost thou fly? 
To what new quixter of the sky 
Dust thou with silken plumes repair, 
To scent with sweets the ambient air ? 
Stay, gentle bird, nor thou refuse 
To bear along a lover's vows. 

0 tell the maid, for me belov'd, 
0 tell how constant I have prov'd; 
How she to me all nymphs excell'd, 
The first my eyes with joy beheld; 
And since she treats me with disdain, 
The first my eyes beheld witAi pain. 
Yet whether, to my wishes kind, 
She hear my pray'r with gracious mind, 
Or, unrelenting of her will, 
Her hot displeasure kindle still, 
I, in her beauty's chains hound fasts  
Shall view her with intliff'renee last. 
Fly sv,ift, my dove, and swift return 
With answer back to those that mourns 
O ! in thy bill, bring soft and calm' 
A branch of Silver-flow'ring palm. 
But why should I thy flight delay ? 
6o Beet, my herald, speed away. 

HORACE. 

isoox I. ODE Y. 
%int happy youth, Maria, now 
Breathes in thy willing ear his vow? 
With whom spend'st thou thy evening hours 
Amidst the sweets of breathing flowers? 
For whom retired to secret shade, 
Soft on thy panting bosom Iaid, 
Set'st thou thy looks with nicest care, 
And bind'st in gold thy flowing hair? 
0 neatly plain! How oft shall he 
Bewail thy false inconstancy? 
Condemn'd perpetual frowns to prove, 
How often weep thy alter'd love ? 
Who thee, too credulous, hopes to find, 
As now still golden and still kind; 
And heedless now of Fortune's power 
Sets far away the evil hour: 
Flow oft shalt thou, ill-star'd, bewail 
Thou trusted to the faithless gale? 

unaecustorn'd to survey 
The rising winds and swelling sea; 
When clouds shall rise on that t'ear,face, 
That shone adoru'd in ever' grace; 
That yet untaught in wicked wiles, 
Was wont t' appeal to thee in smiles. 
Wretch'd they to whom thou shin'st, untry'd 
'I'lly„shifting calm and treacherous tide: 
Asr nie,once shipwreck'd, now on shore, 	• 
L venture out myabark rio more. 

4 

PAZINCIO2. 

O HAPPY youth, who now, possest 
Of my Maria's smiles, art blest; 
Think not thy joys will constant prove; 
How many changes are iii`lovel 
I once was happy too like thee, 
That Sun of beauty shone on me: 
In darkness ever to deplore, 
The Sun is set to shine no more; 
Dooni'd ne'er to view the rising light, 
But weep 6ht lobe's eternal night. 

When first I spread the lover's sail, 
Loveblew from shore a friendly gale; 

Sweet appear'd th' enchanting scene, 
All calm below, above serene: 
Joyous I made before the wind, 
Heedless of what I left behind; 
Nor rocks nor quicksands did I dread, 
No adverse winds to check my speed; 
No savage pirate did I fear, 
To ravish all my soul held dear, 
Far off my treasure to convey, 
And sell in foreign lands away: 
Maria's hands unfurl'd the sails, 
Her prayers invok'd the springing gales: 
'Twas calm whate'er her eyes survey'd, 
Her voice the raging storm obey'd; 
And o'er the bosom of the tides, 
Her will the ruling rudder &Wes. 
But ah ! the change, she flies.Away, 
And will vouchsafe no longer stay. 
See now the swelling seas arise, 
Loud storming winds enrage the skies, 
All weak the tempest to withstand, 
Trembling and pale I put to land. 
Wet from the tossing surge, aghast 
I thank the gods, the danger's past; 
And swear to venture out no more, 
Secure upon the safer shore: 
Yet should the swelling seas subside, 
And roll serene a silver tide; 
Should yet the angry tempest cease, 
And gently breathe a gale of peace; 
Much, much I fear, I'd dare again 
A second shipwreck on the main., 

HORACE. 

ROOK I. ODE 

TO TIM EARL OF STAIR. 

LET others in exalted lays 
The lofty dome of Hopetoun praise, 
Or where of old, in lonely cell, 
The musing druid wont to dwell: 
Or with the sacred sisters roam, 
Near holy Melrose' ruin'd dome:. 
There are who paint with all their might 
The fields where Fortha's streams delight; 
That winding through Stirlina's plain, 
Roils beauteous to the 3istant main: 
Or, faithful to the farmer's toil, 
Extol fair Lothian's fertile soil; 
Where'Ceres her best gifts bestows, 
And Etlin town her structures shows. 
Nor me delight those silvan scenes, 
Those chequer'd bowers and winding greens; 
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'Where art and nature join to yield 

nnumber'd sweets to Marlefield: 
Nor yet that soft and seci-et shade, 
Where fair Aboyn asleep is laid; 
Where gay in sprightldance no mote 
She dreams her former'triumphs o'er: 
These scenes can best entice my soul, 
Where smooth Blancatria's waters roll; 
Where beauteous Hume in sinning hour, 
Plucks the green herb or rising flow'r; 
Pleas'd on the borders te . behold .  
The apple redden intoceold. 

But wbate'er place thy presence boast, 
Let not, 0 Stair! an hour be lost. 
Whefi the rough north and angry,. storm, 
Nature's lovely looks deform; 
'The south restores the wonted grace, 
And wipes the clouds from Heaven's face. 
So thou to finish all thy care, 
The'llask of bizisic Champaign prepare; 
Invitenhy friends, with wise design, 
And wash the ills of life with wine: 
Whether beneath the open sky, 
Stretch'd in the tented couch to lie, 
Thy fate ordains; to shine again 
Great on some tutune Bl4nbeitn's plain; 
Higher to raise thy deathless name 
Triumphant to sublimer 'fame: 
Or, if secure from faerish heat, 
Newlistunecover tbrrigetreat, 
Where wit. conspir4s with love's delights, 
To grace thy days and bless thy nights, 
When Fergus led, in days of yore, 
His exil'd bands to Scotia's shore; 
The godlike founder of our state, 
Sustain'd the shocks of adverse fate: 
Yet brave, disdaining to repine, 
Around his brows he bound the vine:  
Let's follow still without delay 
Wherever Fortune shows the way; 
Courage, my lads, let none despair, 
When Fergus leads, rtis base to fears 
With better auspice shall arise 
Out empire in the northern skies: 
Beauty and valour shall adorn 
Our happy Offspring yet unborn: 
Now fill the glass, come fill again, 
To morrow we shall cross the main,. 

zronAct C 

BOOK I. ODE XI. 

TO MISS EnstoltE. 
INQUIRE not, 	 fair, what end 
The gods for thee or me intend; 
How vain the search, that hut bestows 
The knowledge of our future woes!. 
Far happier they, who never repine 
To draw the lots their fates assignt 
Then be advis'd, and try not thou 
What spells( and cunning men can do. 

In mirth.thy present years employ, 
And consecrate thy charms to soy; • 
Whether the Fates to thy old score 
Propitious add a winter more; 

• Or tttis shall lay thee-cold in earth, 
Now raging%'er Edina's frith. 
Let youth, while yet it blooms, excite I 
To mirth, and wit, and gay delight; 
Nor thou refuse the voice that calls 
To visits and to sprightly balls. 	' 
For Time rides ever on the post, 
Ev'n while we speak the moment's lost 

sThen call each joy in to this day, 
And spend them now, While now you rap; 
Have every pleasure at command; 
Fools let them lie in Fortune's hand, 

HORACE. 

BOOK I. ODE XXlic 

TO 	6,—. 
Tug man sincere and pure of 
Needs not with shafts his quiver fill, 

Nor point the veneni'd dart; 
O'er him no weapon can prevail, 
Clad in the firmest coat of mail, 

A brave and honest heart. 

Secure in innocence he goes 
Through boiling friths and highland moll 

Or if his course he guide, 
To where far-faw'd Lochleven's wave 
Does round his islands winding, lave 

Buchanan's hilly side. 

For in Glentannar, as I stood 
And sung my Erskine to the wood, 

Unheeding of my way; 
My every care forsook behind, 
While all out Erskine ran my mind, 

It ehanc'd my steps to stray: 

When, lo! forth rushing from behind 
A savage wolf of monstrous kind, 

Fierce shook his horrid head: 
Unarm'd I stood, and void of fear 
Beheld the monstrous savage near, 

And me, unartn'd, he fled. 

A beast of such portentous size, 
Such hideons tusks and glaring eyesi 

Fierce Dennis never bred; 
Nor Juba's land, without controul, 
Where angry lions darkling howl, 

His equal ever fed. 

Place me where the Summer breeze 
Does te'er refresh the weary trees, 

All on the gloomy plain, 
Which side of Earth, offended Heav'a 
To the dominion foul has given, 

Of clouds iind(heating rain. 

Place tiie underneath the day, 
Near neighbour to the burning ray; 

Yet there the maid Shall meve; 

	

There present to my fancy's eyes, 	I 

Sect smiling Erskine will I prize, 
Sweet speakiug Erskine love.c .  t 
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'• TIOIRACE: • 

0 	1100K I. ODE XXIII. 

TO MISS 
a. 

TELL me,-Maria, tell me why 
- Thou dost from him that loves thee run; 
Why from his fond embraces fly, 

And every Soft endearment shun ? 

So through the rocks, or dewy lawn, 
With plaintive cries, its dam to find, -

Plies wing'd with '.ars the youngting fawn, 
And trembles at each breath of wind. 

Ah! stop thy flight, why shouldst thou fly? 
What cant thou in a lover fear? 

No angry boar, nor lion I, 
Pursue thy tender limbs to tear. 

Cease then, dear wildness, cease to toy; 
But haste all rivals to outshine, 

And grown mature and ripe for joy, 
Leave mamma's arms and dome to mine, 

IIORACE. 

BOOK. I. ODE XXIY. - 

TO A YOUNG LADY ON THE DEATH OF HER 
FATHER. 

WHAT measure shall affliction know? 
What bounds be set to such a woe, • 
That weeps the loss of one so dear! 
Come, Muse of mourning ! haste, ordain 
The sacred melancholy strain: 
When Virtue bids, 'tis impious to forbear. 

Thy voice, with powerful blessings fraught, 
Inspires the solemn serious thought; 
A heavenly sorrow's healing art, 
That, whilst it wounds, amends the heart. 
A far more pleasing rapture thine, 
When bending over Friendship's shrine, 
Than Mirth's fantastic varied lay, 
Deceitful, idle, fluttering, vain, 
Still shifting betwixt joy and pain, 
Where sport the wanton, or where feast the gay. 

In dust the good and friendly lies. 
Must endless slumber seal those 
Oh ! when shall modest Worth again, 
Integrity, that knows no stain, 
Thy sister, Justice, free from blame, 
Kind Truth, no false affected name, 
To meet insociat union, find 
So plain, so upright; and so chaste a mind4, 

By many good ben'ail'd, lie's lost; 
By thee, 0 beauteous virgin C most: 
Tirlu claim'st, eh pious air, in vain! 
Thy father from the grave again, 
Not on those terms, by doo.ping kleaton, 
His loan of mortal life was giv'n. 	4  
The equal lot is cast on all, 
Obedient to the tun et'sal call. 
Ev'n thou, each decent part fulfill!d, 
Aire? sister, mother, friend, and child, 
MustNi2ld to. the !supreme decree, 
And every social virtue weep for thee. 

What though thou boast each soul sulsditing art, 
That rules the movements of the human heart; 

Though thine be every potent charm, 
The rage of Envy to disarm: : 
Thus far Ileav'n grants, the great reward 
Of beauty, under Virtue* guard: 

Yet all in vain ascendi thy pious pray'r; 
To bid th' impartial Pow'r one moment spare; 
That Pow'r who chastens whotn, he dearest loves, 
Deaf to the fitigt Arrows he approves; 
Seal'd sacred by th? inviolable Fates, 	• 
Unlocks no ;9 ore the adamantine gates, 
When once th'etherial breath has wing'd its way, 
And left behind its load of mortal clay. 
0 Severe indeed! yet cease the duteous tears 
'Tis Nature's voice that calls aloud, 't Forbear." 
See, see descending to thy aid, 
Patience; fair celestial maid ! 
She strikes through life's dark gloom a brightening 
And smiles Adversity away: 	 [ray, 
White.handed Hope advances in her traitt.4 	• 
Leads touew life, andd,  wakens joy again ; 
She mildews light the weight of human woes, 
And teaches to submit when 'tis a crime t' oppose. 

fidimez. • • 
•• 	' - • 	- ROOK I.;  ODE X X X 

' • 	• 00 
an LYRA 

IF e'er with thee we fool'd away, 
Vacant beneatli the shade, ti day, 

Still kind to our desire; 
'A Scotish song we now implore, 
To live.this year, mid some-few more, 

Come then, my Scotish lyre. 

First strung by Stetvart's cunning hand, 
Wise rulkl. fair Scotia's happy land, 

A fang and wide domain: 
Who hold in war, yet whether he, 
Reliev'd his wave-beat ship from sea, 

Or camp'd upon the platm, 

The joys of wine, and Muses young, 
Soft Beauty, and her page be sung, 

That still to her adheres : 
Margaret, author of his sighs, 
Adorn'd with comely coal-black eyes, 

And comely Zoal-black hairs. 

0 thow, the grace of song and love, 
Exalted to the feasts above, 

The feast's supreme delight; 
Sweet bairn to heal our cares below' 
Gracious on me thy aid bestowi 

If thee I seek aright., 

emegamamper/IMMION.0 

HORAcE. 
BOOK I. czz XXXIII. 

TO A GENTLEMAN IN LOVZ. 
WILY do'st thou still in tears cotnplanf, 
Too mindful of thy love's disdain ? 
Why still in melancholy verse • 
Uinneek Maria's hate reberse, 

   
  



633 	 ,FIAMILTON'S I'OEMS. 
That Thirsis finds by fate's decree ' 
More favour in her sight than thee? 
The love of Cyrus does enthrall 
Lycoris fair, with forehead.smalk 
Cyrus declines to Pholoe's eyes, 
Who unrelenting hears.e.bi  sighs: 
But wolves and lambs shall sooner join 
Than they in mutual faith combine. 
So seerneth good to (Love, who binds 
Unequal tomes, unequal mindsi 
Cruel in his brazen yoke, 
Plests'd-with toosevere g joke. 	e 
Myself, ha youth's snore joyous reign, 
My laundress held in pleasing chain; 
Whelk pliable to love's delights 
My age exesss'il the poet's flights: 
More wrathful she, than storms that roan' 
Along the Solway's crooked shore. 

11.00.•••••=1••••• 

VORAC E. 
BOOR II. OMIT. 

TO TOE EARL MARSHAL OP SCOTLAND. 

He sit ancilhe tibi amor 

Avow, my noble friend, thy kind desires, 
If Phillis' gentle form thy breast inspires, 
Nor glory, nor can ("twos) disapprove; 

What though unknown her humble name, 
' Unelwohicled in records old, 

Or tale by flattering poets told: 
She to her beauties owes her noblest fame, 

ider noblest honours to thy love. 

Below Cupid scorns the trophies] 
Vain triumph of some guilty field, 
Where dragons hiss and lions roar, 
Thazon'd with argent and witlior, 
His heraldry is hearts for hearts, 

He stamps himself-o'er all, and dignifies his darts. 

Smote by- a simple village maid, 
See noble Petrarch night and day 
Pour his soft sorrows through the shade; 
Nor could the Muse bis pains allay: 
What though with hands pontifse crown'd, 
With all the scarlet senate round, 

Ile saw his brows adorn the living ray; 
Though sighing virgins tried eachessitinin,g art, 
To cure their gentle poet's love-sick heart, 

Cupid, more powerful than that all, 
' 	esolsod his tuneful captive to enthrall, 
Subdued him with a shepherdess's look; 
Be wreathes his verdant honours round he r crOok, 
, . And taught'Valclusa's smiling groves 

To wear the sable liveries of hie Loves. 

lint this example scarce can move thy mind, 
The gentle power with verse Was ever join'd: 

Then hear, my lord, a dreadful kle, 
/slot known in fair Arcadia's peaceful vale, 

Nor-in the Academic trove, 
Where milet Philosophy might dwell with Love; 

But poring o'er the mystiepage, 
Of old Stagira's wonderous sage, 

In the dark ,cave of syllogistic doubt, 
Where neither Muse, nor 'beauty's queen, 
Nor wandering.  Grace was.ever seen,  

LoveOund his destin'd victim oat, 
And put tharnde militia all to rout: , 
For whilst poor Abelard, alt! soon die 

Love's richest sacrifice to bleed, 
Unweeting drew the argumental.thread, 
A finer net the son of Venus' spread: 

Involving in his ample category, 
With ail his musty schocilmen round, 
Th' unhappy youth, ahlte renown'd, 

In philosophic and M amorous story. 

Inflexible and stern, the czar, 
Amidst the iron sons of war, 

With dangers and distress eneanpast rani, 
- In his large bosom deep receiv'd the wouid, 
No 'Venus she, surrounded by the Lova, 
*or drawn by cooing harnest doves; 

'Twas the caprice of Love to yoke 
Two daring souls, unharnest and unbroke. 

When now the many-laurelki Swede, 
The field of death his noblest triumph tlid, 
And forc'd by fate,but unsubdued of soul, 
To the fell victor left the conquest of the ?de. 

Henry, a monarch to thy heart, 
' In action brave, in coaxial wise, 

Felt in his breast the fatal dart, 
Shot from two snowy breasts, and two fair Is 

Though Gallia wept, though Sully frosintl, 
Though need the impious league around, 
The little urchin entrance found, 

And to his haughty pus-pose forc'd to yield 
The virtuous conqueror of Contra's field. 

Who knows but some four-tiiI'd bashaw 
May hail thee, peer, his son-in-law, 
Some- bright wham, Asia's pride, 

Was grandake to the beauteous bride: 
For sure a girl so sweet, so kind, 
Such a sincere and lovely mind, 
Where each exalted virtue shines, 
Could never spring from vulgar loins. 

No, no, some chief of great Arsaces' line, 
Has form'd her lineamenti divine: 
Who Rome's imperial fasces broke, 
And spurn'd the nation's galling yoke, 
ThoUgh. now, oh! sad reverse of fate, 

The former lustre. of her royal state, 
She sees injurious Time deface, 

And weeps the ravWs/d sceptres of her ram 

Her melting eye, and slender waist 
Fair tapering from the swelling breast, 
Alt Naturehicharms, all Nature's pride, 

Whate'er they show, whate'er they hide,' 
I own.—But swear by bright Apollo, 
Whose priest I am, nought, nought Call re 
Suspectnot thou a poet's praise, 
Unhurt I hear, tininjerd gaze: 

Alas!Sheli hastinage hut ill would suit 
A rnarsize man, and forty years to hot 

BOON II. ODE XVL c. 
TO THE EARL OF at—r. , 

EASE from the gods the sailor prays, 
Ceertaken in th' JElean seas, 

   
  



imminorts. 
When storms begin to roar; 

*When clouds wrap up the Moon fronPsight, 
Nor shine Ole stars with certain light 

To guide him safe to shore. 

Ease, fierce the Am(Lan in war's trade: 
Ease, graceful in his tartan plaid, 

The Highlander demands, 
M--et, not to be bought or sold, 
For purple, precious gems, or gold, 

Or wide and large command. 

Rich he lives on small, whose board 
Shines with frugal affluence stor'd, 

The wealth his sire possest;u  Nor fear to lose, creates him pain, 
Nor sordid love of greater gain, 

Can break his easy rest. 

Why do we draw too strong the bow, 
Beyond our end our hopes to throw, 

For arm with other suns 
Why change our clime? to ease his toil 
What exile from his native soil, 

From self an exile runs? 

For vicious care the ship ascends, 
On the way-faring troop attends 

First of the company: 
Swifter than harts that seek the floods, 
Swifter than roll wind-driven clouds, 

Along the middle sky. 

For nor can wealte nor golden mace, 
Borne high before the great in place, 

Make cares stand out o'the way; 
The anxious tumults of the mind, 
That round the palace unconfin'd 

Still roam by night and day. 

Glad in the present hour, a mind 
Disdains the care beyond, assign'd 

To ail content at heart; 
Tempers of life the bitter cup 
With sweet'ning mirth, and drinks it up, 

None blest in every part. 

Dwindled thy sire in slow old age, 
Young K 	in from off this stage 

Was ravish'd in his prime: 
The hour perhaps benign to me, 
Will grant what it denies to thee, 

And lengthen out my time. 

A numerous herd thy valleys fills, 
The cattle on a thousand hills, 

That low around are thine: 
ThOwell-pair'd mares thy gilded car 
Draw through the streets, thyself from far, 

In richest silks to shine: „ 	4  

Conspicuous seen. To me my fate, 
Not much to blame, I small estate, 

Of rural acres few: 
A de2des portion of the Muse 
Bount?ous besides,othe Grace allows, 

To scorn let' ill-thinking crew. 

Arnist/s! eall'st thou once more to arms? 
Sound'st thou once more.* dire alarms? 
Annoy'st my peaceful state again— 
Oh, faith of treaties sworn in vain! 
Seal'd with the sigvet of thy ewes, 
And ratified by all the Loves. 
Spare, goddess! I implore, implore! 
Alas! thy appliant is no onure 
What once he was in happier time, 
(Illustrated by many a rhyme) 
Vixen, skill'd in every ruling art, 
Good A****s sway'd his yielding heart: 
Love's champion then, and known to fame, 
He boasted no inglorious name. 
Now, cruel mother of desires! 
That doubts and anxious joys inspires, 
Ah why, so long disus'd, again 
Leviest thou thy dreadful train; 
That, when in daring fights he toil'd, 
So oft his youthful ardour foil'd? 
Oh! let thy hostile fury cease, 
Thy faithful veteran rest in peace, 
In the laborious service worn, 
His arms decay'd, and ensigns torn. 

Go, go, swan-wing'd, through liquid air, 
Where the bland breath of youthful pray'r 
Recals thee from the long delaar, 
And, weeping, chides thee for thy stay. 
My lowly roof, that knows no state, 
Can't entertain a guest so great: 
In P*****th's dome, majestic queen, 
With better grace thou shalt be seen. 
If, worthy of the Cyprian dart, , 
Thou seek'st to pierce a lovely heart: 
For he to noble birth hasjoin'd 
A graceful form and gentle mind; 
And to subdue a virgin breast 
The youth with thousand arts i6 blest; 
Nor silent in his country's cause, 
The anxious guardian of her laws. 
He, in thy noblest warfare tried, 
Shall spread thy empire far and wide; 
Confirm the glories of thy reign; 
And not a glance shall fall in vain. 
Then, when each rival shall submit 
The prize of beauty and of wit, 
And riches yield to fair desert 
The triumph ofca female heart; 
Grateful thy marble form shall stand, 
Fair breathing from the sculptor's hand, 
Below the temple's pillar'd pride, 
Fast by a sacred fountain's side. 
Where Tweed sports round each winding maze, 
There song shall warble, incense blaze; 
Nor dumb shall rest the silver lyre, 
To animate the festive choir. 
There twice a day fond boys shall come, 
And tender virgins in their bloom, 
(With fearful awe and infant shame) 
To call upon thy hallow'd name, 
As thrice about the wanton round 
With snowy feet they lightly bound. 
—For me no beauty now invites, 
Long recreant to the soft delights. 
Lost to the charming arts that move, 
Ah, dare I hope a mutual tare? 

BOOK IV. ODE I. 

HORAC.& 

   
  



EAmivroNs Fpras.  
Yet glee for  (Wee Wia,114 thy frietal:mtr4 
Rather .tbarfiebange Once mace the Itailiims, 
Anddistaat beat the 	thp maw, 
Wearied; calm, etdoy a peatietal 
My Mends remembering; mior•by then:mien!. 

BOR/ICR„' 

Dear RainsaY;  if j,  knosvAlay. soul aright, 
Plaimdealing honesty's thy dear delight: 
Not great, but candid born; .n& 'rich, but ha; 
Thinks kings nMst wretched, and most *Fa: 
Thy tongue untaught to lie, thy knee to hat, 
1 fear no flatterer where 1 wish a kited: 
As the chaste matron's Lembo look and 
Where sits the sail to speak the yearitima ads  
Prom the false colouringof the wanton-don 
Th tralmallous'fl roses.andpolluted snows, 
A glare of beauty, nataseovis to time sight, 
Gross bOt to. iced desire, not raise delight: 
So'dilfers far, in vatic, use, and end, 
'Thepraising foe fromilte reproving friend, 
Such distance lies between, nay.greater far, 
'ho bears an honest beak or bears a star, 
A fault there is, but of another sort, 
That aims by nastiness to make its court; 
By downright rudeness wrimild attempt to fsv, 
And sticks his friendship on year tips in car: 
With him (for such were SpartaN rigid no) 
Allthepolite are knaves; the eleinly, Nis; 
Good hempen for iMpertinenee prevails; 
Seo strange/3' honept,--,he'll not pair his talk. 
Know, virtuous sir, if 'not indeed's 'slave,. 
Yet, sordid as the thing, thou art a lame; 
Naha, its owwand everf plain -14311% guide,
Serenely walks, ivithvice on every side, 
Keeps its own Coimrse, to its own point &alien!. 
T4:,follies deaf, that call from either must 
This simple maxim should a statesman dash, 
Two eharacterS shall.rnake it plainly ant: 

'Time first is his (the opposite of proud), 
11yfarmare humble than a Christian shoa, 
Pursues, distasteful of plain sober cheer, 
'Tim' iihospitable dinner of a peer; 
iharps, mrithout the taste of saying grsce, 
Time poor starv'd ohaplain's perquisities nl p1  
To vice gives virtav„to tild;age gives yoeth; 
So ivelkbred he,,—he never -.spoke one truth: 
With watchful eyes sits ttill against my lord, 
•And catches, as it falls, each heavy wont; 
That, eche(' back; and sent from lungs aka 
Assumes new force, :UM Wadies round the t.,`% 
Al stare: e,  Was ever thing so pretty spate! 
l'ou'd almost strear it was his grace's joke" 
Yet teh as tiresd divide the great man's stew, 
And fisheyes* time friendims and the poor. 

Nor less the fool our censure must engage, 
Wham everylrille roilsos into rage. 
He ?Ms fr.* all, SO fierce the wordy war, 
Labe° (ar ler.4.Ilinociaut at the bar; 
'Words 	on words so fast together drier, 
like clustving bees that darken from the 

Ggitts, alas! *Mit Mortat dares confute 
With tongue, "!sand, eye,s, and every lad A. 

him. 	 a 
4.Peuy methis.; • ah! rather Ilan comps 
A thing so 	sooner starve or 

The: food belief ot.pleitaing' pain 
That hopes, fears„Ammists, and ho.pes.again? 
No wreaths upon my,forehead blown, 
Where flowers their vernal'  souls consume, 
ho tnore the reigning Mast I claioi ' . "" • 
I yield the fierce contended name,. 
Though (twins' once td drink all up,. 
While Bacelma Comild'slipply the cup.: 
" Fareavel,'deluXis:e,atile potrierl " 
Welcome;" contemplation's imnior• 
-Isfew; now :1 Scorch, neglected long, 
The charms thatlie 'in enorak song,  
Slone to assuage the boiling bloCul, 
The lessons of the wiseiand good;. 
Now ivitli fraternal sorrows mourn;. 
NO* pour the tear olet. fsiendship's urn: 
Or higher raise the wish siefirs'd, 
The generous pray'y for human kind; 
Or, anxious for my Britain's fate, 
To Treedom ,beg a longer date, 
To calCt her snore than aril rage, 
And spare her yet oat: other age, 
These, these the .labintrs I pursue:.  
raotastie Love! a long-adieu." 	• 

.Yet why, beauteous ***vs, why, • . 
Heaves the long fort4ittdet.$41.1? ? 
Why down my cheeks, WiMmt you appear, 
Steals drop by 'drop th'inahicklen tear? • 
Onee skiliNi re breathe:IA° *laicals VOW, 
Why fails my tongpe:. its Maiteit•Mv;•-

.And, &haring, dulite:Miatikires in vain 
The tender meaning to exPlain"?.  • • 
Why, in the 4.risious of the* IttOis 
'Rises thy imagoio my sIght  
Now seiz'd, thy.Mmach•lovad *Mt 1 hOld, 
Novellose 'again-  the transient folk 	• 
•Hnequal, panting.lar behind, • 
Pursue thee fleeter titan the wind, 
Whether the dear delusion.  strayS 
Through fair Hope-park's enchanting maze, 
Or Where thy cruel phantom glides 
Along the swiftly riumnitTg tides. 

• • PART OF EPISTLE XI, 
.OF THE FIRST BOOK OF 1101CF, • 

WREN throb.  time world Fate led the &Aimed way, 
Tell me, my ,Mitc.lrell, in the broad'surwey, 
What country plcas'd thy roaring' fancy mat? 
say, wast thou mit with' lfaiils sunny coast? 
Ov,wisied Mon rather, .tveary, to• repose 
In sdnie cool vale nihere peaceful Arno final? 
Or in Ombrosa dream the-lonely boOr, 	rboW'r; 
Where high-arcled 'hills tie antriarttilumdes ern,  
Where*Pleinty•pours her -Olden gifts in vain?  

-That dubioui swell for•Carlos or Lorrain? 
Or charm'd thee more the hoPpy viny plains 
And lofty tow'rs, Where mighty Lommip reigns?' 
Say, is it trim Whattravellers-report 
Of glories shining in the Gallic court? 
Or, -do they all, though, e'er to pompous, yield 

• To the thateh'd Cottagecn thy native field? • 
But hark, methinks". hear thee anxious say 

• That thou at patestitte would'st choose to stay. 
Yes, Palestine; '1 know the place full well, 
Where holy dotardst riot in each cell, 
The hapless peasant pines with want and sorrow, 
And all illtPeofted1P il:Telat-WePOSit 
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Sap, ravessthe patriot o'er esiaiii•ing laws? 	' 
Say, on thAppressor dues his anger fall? 
Aeads he for the distress'd, like good Newhall? 
Against corruption does his vengeance rise? 
The army! or the ge7neral excise? 
On trifling themes like these our man is mute, 

„. As ii----., if fee-less you present your suit. 
: More sacred truths his zealous rage supply; 

i What all acknowledge, or What all deny: 
If rogues in red are worse than rogues in lawn; 
Or ""o• be as great a dunce as —; 
Or if our Rannibal'sfam'd Alpine road 
Be thirty foot, or five-and-thirty broad. 

The vicious man, though in the worst degree, 
His neighbour thinks more vicious still than he. 
Is there whom lawless love should bring to gallows? 
He cries, " What vengeance waits on perjur'd 

fellows !"  
Ruehead, who pin'd amidst his boundless' store, 
Could wonder why rich Selkirk wish'd fin. more: 
The youthful knight, who squanders all away 
On whores, on equipage, on dress, and play; 
The man whu thirsts and hungers after gold; 
The tricking tradesman, and the merchant hold, 
Whom fear of poverty compels to fly 
Through seas, exeisemen, rocks, oaths, perjury; 
Start at each other's crimes with pious fright, 
Yet think themselves fur ever in the right. 

But, above all, the rogue of wealth exclairrls, 
And calls the poorer sinner. filthy names; 
Though his foul soul, diseolour'd all within, 
Has deeper drank the tincture of each sin: 
Weise. advises, as the mother sage 
Rebukes the hopes and torment of her age, 
(And, faith, though insolent of wealth, in this 
Methinks, good friend, he talks not much amiss) 

Yield, yield, 0 fool! to my superior merit, 
Without a sixpence thou, and sin with spirit ! 
For me those high adventures kept by fate; 
For crimes took graceful with a large estate: 
Then cease, vain madman, and contend no more; 
Heav'n meant thee virtuous when it made thee 

poor." . 
But crimes like these to gold we can forgive; 

What boots it how they die or how they live? 
, Then weep, my friend, when wicked wealth you 
To change the species of the virtuous mind. [find, 
you're doubtless heard,ow 'teas a statesman's 
Whene'er he would otil*,;•that is, betray, [way, 
Invited first the destiiiAd—oey to dine, 
Then whisper'd in his'Ar, " You must be fine: 
Fine clothes,-gay equipage, a splendid board 
Give youlh a lustre, and become a lord. 
Why loiter meanly in paternal grounds, 
To neighbours owe thy ease, thyealth to hounds? 
Go roam about in gilded chariot hurl'd; [world: 

. Make friends of strangers, child, and leassl? the 

. These kind instructors teach you best of any, 
: The wise sir William, and the good lord Fanny." 

sGuifeless he hears of pension and of place, 
Then sinks in honour as he swells.  n lace; [ 

'  Each  hardy virtue yields, and, day by day, 
Melts in the sunshine of a court away. 
At first (not every manly thought resign'd) 
He  wonders why he dares not tell his mind; 
Peels tkie last footsteps of retiring grace, 

, Anti.% irtugus blushes lingering on his face: 
q  The ar?ful tempter.plies tire slavish hour, : 

And works thd gudgeon now within his pow'r; 
VOL. XV. 

New modes of thinking in the d 
ee idle dreams of greatness st 

oSee pensions, ribbons, coroneta 
The man,'whom labour only c 
Shall loiter all the day, and fea 
Who, mild, did once the kinde 
Unnrov'd shall riot at the orph 
To pleasures vile, tat health and fame destroy, 
Yield the domestic charm, the social joy. • 
See, eharm'dspo more with Maro's.rdral page, 
He slumbers over Lucan's ftee-born rage. 
Each action in inverted.lights is seen; 
Meanness, frugality; andfreedom, spleen; , 
Ilfiw foolish Cato! Caesar how divine! 
In spite of Tally, friend to Catiline." 
Thus to each fair idea long unknown, 
The slave of each man's vices and his. own, 
Enroll'd a member of the hireling tribe, 
He tow'rs to villany's last act, a bribe; 	c, 
And turns, to make his ruin'd fortunes clear, 
Or gamester, bully, jobber, pimp, or peer; 
Till, late refracted through a•purer air, 
The beams of royal favour fall elsewhere: 
Lo, vile; obscure, he ends his bustling day, 	, 
All stain'd the lustre of htsUrieirt ray; 
And envies, poor, unpitied, sCorn'd by all, 
Marchmont the gloeies of a•generous 
Such sad examples, can this land afford? 
Why 'tis the historytifititasayaglord ! 

But you, perhaps,. thinkseckFivhate'er I say : 
Yet drink with such originals each day: 
Then censure we rurtsiore; too daring friend, 
Whom Scandalum Igagnatunr may offend. 
How potir a figure should a poet make, 
Ta'en into custody for Scribbling's sake? 
Ah, how (you know the Muses never pay) 
With all his verses earn five pounds a day? 
Leave we to Pope each knave of high,degree, 
Sing we such rules as sd 	you or me. 
Then, first, into no othe  s,  crets,pry;- 
To such be deaf your 	blind your eye: 
Of these, unask'd, why 	it you claim a share? 
But keep these safe intrusted to your care: 
For this, beware the cunning low design, 
That takes advantage of your rage or wine; 
For rage no pause of cooler thought affords, 
Is rash, intemperate, headlong in its words. 
Lock fast your lips; then guard whate'er you say, 
Lest in the fit ofspassion you betray; 
And dread the wretch, who boasts the fatal pow'r 
To cheat in frientship's unsuspecting hour! 

There is a certain pleasing force, that binds 
Faster than chains do slaves, two willing minds. 
Tempers oppos'd each may itself controul,. 
And melt two varying natures in one soul. 
This made two brothers' different humours hit, 
Though 'one bad probity, and one had wit: 
Of sober manners this and plain good sense, 
Avoided cards, wine, company, expense; 
Safe from the tgtnpting fatal' sex withdrew, 
Nor made advances further than a bow. 
A different train of life hi'stwin pursues; [Stews, 
Lov'd pictures, books, (nay authors write) the 
A mistress, opera, play, each darling Oftme; 
To scribble, above all, his joy supreme.. 
Must these two brothers always meet to scold, 
Or quarrel, like to'Jore's fam'd twins of old? 
Each yielding, mutual, could each other please, 
And drew Iife's yoke with tolerable ease: 

T T 

IMITATIONS. 
Ent, pray, what all this mighty fury dfaws ? '7 	I Then tips his fellow statesman, 

   
  



c HAMILTON'S`' POEMS. 
Betiold, in fair autumnal honours sp  
The wheaten garland wreathe the la 
Where stagnant waves did in dull I 
Rich harvests wave, the bounty of th 
In barren heaths, where summer net 
The rural city rises o'er thet wild; 
Along the cool canal, or shooting gin 
Disport the sons of mirth and gamesome 

It now remains I counsel, if indeed 
My counsel, friend, eau stand thee ought 
Judge well of whom you speak; nor sill 
It always safe to tell each man your mint 
Ev'n honesty regard to safety owes; • 
Nor need it publish all it thinks and hoe 
Th' eternal quest'ner shun: a certain role, 
There is no blab like to the quest'ning fool; 
Ev'n scarce before you turn yourself alas, 
Whate'er he bears his leaky tongue row; 
The word elanc'd no longer we contrast, 
Once sally'd forth, it bursts from poletopila 

Guard well your heart, ah! still be 
Beneath fair friendship's venerable rod, 
What though she shines the brightest ofik 
A form even sucfi as Wallace self might 
What though no rocks nor marble armlet 
A yielding Helen to her Trojan guest, 
The dangerous combat fly: why wouldstt 
A shameful conquest won by years of pas/ 
For know, the short-lied guilty raptu 
Reflection comes", a dreadful judge, at 
'Tis that avenges (such its pointed stirs 
The poor man's cause on statesmen and di 

To praise aright, is sure no easy art; 
Yet prudence here directs the wise mania 
Let long experience then confirm the fried 
Dive to his depth of soul, ere you cornmeal 
Should you extol the fool but slightly hoe", 
Guiltless you blush for follies not your oirs. 
Alas! we err: for villains can betray, 
And gold corrupt the saint of yesterday. 
Then yield, convicted by the public voice,. 
And frankly own the weakness of your sheet; 
So greater credit shall your judgment gas 
When you defend the worth that knaves 
Whose soul secure, confiding in your aid!  
Hopes the kind shelter of your friendly Ogg 
When envy on his spotless name shall fall 
Whose ream:red tooth comepts and blseb/56  
This mutual here the kindred virtues clad 
For calumny eats on from fame to fame. 
When o'er thy neighbouestoof the 
Say, claims it not thy care to quench tern 
When envy rages, small the space betwirst, 
In worth ally'd, thy character is next. 

Fir'd at the first with what the great 
Frank we give way, and yield up all the 10,1  
How sweet the converse of the potent hieloii 
Hotcharming when the mighty condestaL 
The smile so affable, the courtly word 
And, as we would a mistress, trust a lord. , 
Th' experienc'd dread the cheat; with prudes' 
Distrust aliko the powerful and the fair. 
Thou, p,hen thy vessel flies before the aid. 
Think on the peaceful port thou left behind; 
Though all serene, yet bear an humble sal 
Lest veering greatness shift the treacherous. 
How various, man! yet such are Natoli° 
With powerful force each different hag 
The grave the cheerful hotel these hateet, 
Your sober wisentan thinks the wit' quiteriA 

k 

irth not always in the wrong, 
s condescend to hear a song; 

ed with his exalted fits, 	4:  
gaws, whirligigs, and wits, 	r 
m all far happier to regale 
friendship o'er a pot of ale. 
id's opinion sometimes yield, 

n seem to oseo  although thou gain'st the field; 
Nor, proud that thy superiof rnse be shown, 

c Rail at his studies, and extol your own. 
For when Aurora weeps the bailie dew, 

(And dreams, as reverend dreamers tell, are true) 
Sir George my shoulder slaps, just in the time 
When. some rebellious word consents to rhyme.' 
Subdcn my verses take the rude alarm, 	c -  
New-Coin'd, and from the mint of fancy warm; 
I start, I stare, I question with my eyes:— 
At once the whole poetic vision flies. 
" Up, up," exclaims the knight; " the season fair; • , • 

`tVee how' serene the sky, how calm the air; 
Hark ! from the hills the cheerful horns rebound, 
And Echo pslopagates the jovial sound; 
The certain hound in thought his prey pursues, 
That scent lies warm, and loads the tainted dews." 
I quit my couch, and cheerfully obey, 
Content to let the younker have his way; 
I mount my courser, fleeter than the wind, 
And leave the rage of poetry behind: 
But when, the day in healthful labour lost, 
We eat our supppatearn'd at common cost; [trout, 
When each franketongue speaks out without con- 
And the free heart expatiates o'er the bowl ; 
Though all love prose, my poetry finds grace, 
And, pleas'd, 1 chant the glories of the chase. 

Of old, when Scotia's sons for empire fought, 
Ere avarice had debos'd each generous thought, 

/  	Ere yet, each manlier exercise forgot, 
One half had learn'd to dose, one half to vote, 
Each hardy toil confirm'd their dawning age, 
And mimic sights inspir'd to martial rage; 
'Twas theirs with ceatip speed the dart to send, 

[ 	With youthful force 	stubborn yew to bend; 
O'ercame with early arMthe fiercest floods, 
Or rang'd 'midst chilli*enows the pathless woods; 
Toil'd for the savage boar on which they fed: 
'Twas thus the chief of Bannockburn was bred: 
That gave (not polish'd then below mankind) 
Strength to the limbs, and vigOur to the mind. 
The smiling dame, in those victorious days, 
Was woo'd by valour, not seduc'd by praise; 
Who ne'er did fears, but for he; country; feel, 
And never saw her lover, but inesteel ; 
could make a,Douglas' stubborn bosom yield, 
And send her hero raging to the field; 
Heard kind the honest warrior's one-tongu'd vow, 
Pleas'd with a genuine heart, as H*** is•now. 
How would the generous lass detest to see 
tict essenc'd fooling puling o'er his tea; 
A ' fi how, distasteful of the mimic show, 
Disdain the false appearance, as a foe! 
To greet, unfolding every social oharm, 
Her soldier from the field of glory warm. 

But now, alas! these generous aims are o'er; 
Each foe insults, and &tail) fights no more, 
Yet humbler tasks may claim the patriot's toil: 
Who aids her laws no more, may mend her soil: 
Since to be happy man must ne'er be still, 
Th' internal void let peaceful labours fill; 

: 	When kind amusements hours of fame employ, 
The working mind subsides to sober joy: ik  

   
  



TRAN'SLATIONS. 
He, happy too in wit's inverted rule, 	, _ ) 
'Pinsk:,  ece.0y sober wiseman more than Pool; 
Whose acticeinaind from toil to toil can run, 
And join the rising to.the setting sun, 
Like Philip's son for fame, pursuing gains 
While yet one penny daisubflued remains; 
A ires how lovers waste th' inactive day, 

midst the fair, their gentle souls away. 
tuneful bard, who boasts his varied strains, 

Sh res with the lark the glor' of the /plains, 
W ose life th' impression of no sorrow knows; 
Sapinoothly calm, he scarcely feels it flows. 
Inv:cal woods each ;Ind conceit pursues, 
l'leas'd with the gingling bauble of a muse, 
Pities the toiling madman's airy scheme, 
When greatness sickens o'er th' ambitious dream; 
Each boon companion, who the night prolongs 
is noise and rapture, festivals and songs, 
Condemns the graver mortal for an ass 
Who dares refuse his bumper and his lass; 
Still urging on, what boots it that you swear 
You dread-the vapours and nocturnal air; 
Ypt grant a little to the social vine, 
F 	on the friend with cloudless visage shine, 

sullen silence speaks a want of sense, ' 
folly lurks beneath the wise pretence. 

Is there severe, who balks the genial hour? 
He's not so sober, were he not so sour. 

But, above all, I charge thee o'er and o'er, 
Fair Peace through air her secret haunts explore; 
Consult the learn'd in life (these best advise), 
The good in thii, more knowing than the wise; 
Their sacred science learn, and what the art 
To guard the sallies of th' impetuous heart; 
With temper due th' internal poise to keep, 
Not soaring impudent, nor servile creep; 
How sure thyself, thy friends, thy God to please, 
Firm health without, within unshaken peace; 
Lest keen desire, still making new demands, 
Should raise new foes unnumber'd on thy hands: 
Or hope, or fear inspire th' unmanly groan, 
For things of little use,, perhaps of none: 
Who best can purchase virtue's righteous dow'r, 
The sage With wisdom, or the king with pow'r: 
Or if the mighty blessing stands confla'd, 
To the chaste nature and the heav'n-taught 

mind: 
And chief th' importa 	sson wise attend, 
What makes thee to k 	thyself's best friend: 
If gold a pure tranqUillity,:, stows, 	. 
Or greatness can ODSVP0a-xfight's repose; 
Or must we seek it in the:secret road 
That leads through virtue to the peaceful God; 
A shaded 'walk, where, separate from the throng, 
We steal through life all unperceiv'd along. 

For me, afraid of life's tempestuous gale, 
I make to port, and crowd on all my sail. 
Soon may the peaceful grove and shelter'd seat 
Receive me weary in the kind retreat; 
Blest if my **** be the de'stin'd shade, 
Whe4 childhood sported, of no ills afraid, 
Ere youth full grown its daring winDdisplay'd. 
That often crost by life's intestine war, .3  
Foresaw that day of triumph from afar, 
When warring passions mingling in the fray, 
Had drawn the youthful wanderer from his way: 
But recgllecting the short errour, mourn'd, 
Ainlelntio4 to the warning voice return'd. 
IsIn morlthe passion, hurrying into strife, 
My soul. enjoy% the gentler calms of life.,  

Like Tityrus, bless'd among the 
Whose hallow'd round no guilty 
go joy tumultuous, no depressin 
All that I want is Amaryllis then 
Where silver Forth each fiiiiime 
Through breathing harvests and e 
Whose russet swains enjoy the g 
And thankful bless the plenty"-gi 
There youth, convile'd, foregoes each daring 
And settling manhood takes a surer aim; [claim,* 
Till age accomplish late the fair design, 
And calm possess the good, i? age be mine. 
What think'st thou, then, my friend, shall be my 

cares, 
MY.  daily studies, and my nightly prayers? 
Of the propitious Pow'r this boon I crave, 
Still to preserve the little that I have; 
Nor yet repugnance at the lot express, 
Should fate decree that little to he less, 
That what remains of life to Heav'n I live, 
Iflife indeed has any time to give: 
Or if the fugitive will no longer stay, 
To part as friends should do, and slip away: 
Thankful to Heav'n, or for the good supply'd, 
To Heav'n submissive for the good deny'd, 
Renounce the household charm, a bliss divine! 
Heav'n never meant for me, and I resign: 
In other joys th" allotted hours improve, 
And gaih in friendship what was lost in love: 
Some comfort snatch'd, as eachielin year return'd, 
When nature suffer'd, or when fPiendship mourn'd, 
Of all that stock so fatally bereft, 
Once youth's proud boast, alas! the-little left; 
These friends, in youth belov'd, in manhood tried, 
Age must not change through avarice'or pride: 
For me let wisdom's sacred fountain flow, 
The cordial draught that sweetens every woe; 
Let fortune kihd, the just enough provide, 
Nor dubious float on hope's uncertain tide; 
Add thoughts compos'd, affections ever even.—
Thus far suffices to have ask'd of Heaven, 
Who in the dispensations of a day, 	[away; 
Grants life, rants death; now gives, now takes 
To scaffolds oft the ribbun'd spoiler brings; 
Takes power from statestne,,, and their thrones 

from kings; 
From the unthankful heart the bliss decreed—
But leaves the man of worth still bless'd indeed: 
Be life Heaven's gift, be mine the care to find 
Still equal to,itse4.  the balanc'd mind; 
Fame, beauty, wealth forgot, each human toy, 
With thoughtful quiet pleas'd, and virtuous joy; 
In these, and these alone, supremely blest, 	a 
When fools and madmen scramble for the rest. 

TRANSLATIONS. 

PIgDA R'S OLYMPIA. 
ODE I. 

WATER, great principle whence nature springs, 
The prime of elements, and first of things, 
Amidst proud riches' soul-inflaming store, 

As through the night the fiery blaze 
'Pours all around the streaming rays, 
Conspicuous glows the golden oar. 
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the fihrehead of the sky, 

et IV 	hier of the lyre, 
's glories to relate! 

, the world's bright radiant eye, 
es o'er each lesser flame; 

0 	art's what theme suffices more 
To snake the Alusesi offspring soar, 

Than the Olympian victor's fame? 
But from the swelling+ column, whefie on high 

It peaceful hangs, take down the Doric lyre, 
If with sweet love of sacred melody 

Toe steeds of Hier°,  thy breast inspire. 	6 
When borne Moog the flowery side, 
Where smooth AI pheus' waters glide, 
Their voluntary virtue flies, 
Nor needs the drivers rousing cries, 
But rapid seize the dusty space, 
'Co reap the honours of the race, 

The merit of their speed; 
And bind with laurel-wreath the manly brows 
Of him the mighty kirtg of Syracuse, 

Delighting in the victor steed. 
Far sounds his glory through the winding coast 

Of Lydia, where his Wandering host 
From Elis, Pelops led to new abodes; 

There prosper'd in his late-found reign, 
Lev'd by T5t ruler Ofthe Main; 

When a the banquet of the gods, 	 The lot superior to sustain; 
In the pure laver of the fates again, 	 He fell degraded from his bliss, 

- Clotho, the youth to life renew'd, 	r 	For on his head th' Almighty lac 
With potent charm anti mystic strain, 	 Potent in his kindled ire, 
When by his cruel father slain, 	 Hung a rock's moastruassail 

With ivory shoulder blight endmed, 	 Too feeble to remove the load, 
Oft fables with a fond surprise, 	 Fix'd by the sanction of the god, 
When shaded o'er with fair disguise, 	 He wander'gl erring from deli0 

The wandering mind detain; 	The watchful synod of the skies decreed 
Deluded by the kind deceit, 	 His wasted heart a prey to endless so% 
We joy rrive.  4n the skilful cheat, 	Condemn'd a weary pilgrimage to lead, 

Than imtrutla's faithful strain. 	 On Earth secure, a stranger to repid• 
But chief to verse these wonde.rous pow'rs 	Because, by mad ambition dries, 

belong, , 	 , 	 He robb'd the sacred stores of Het,  
Such grace has Heaven bestow'd on song; 	Th' ambrosial vintage of the sties 

Blest parent! from whose loins immortal joys, 	 Became the daring spoiler's pria, 
To mitigate our pain below, r 	 And brought to sons of mortal estb 
Softening the anguish of our woe, 	 The banquet of ciestial birth, 

' 	Are sprung, the children of its voice: 	 With endless blessings fraOls 
Song can o'er unbelief itself prevail; 	 And to his impious revlers pour'd the 

The virtue of its magic art,' . 	 Whose precious sweets make blest 
Can make the most amazing tale - 	 divine, 
'With shafts of eloquence assail, 	 - 	Gift of the rich immortal 

	

Victorious, the yielding heart: 	 Foolish the man who hopes his mimes Oft 
But Time on never-ceasiug wings 	Unseen by the supreme all-piecing 
Experienc'd wisdom slowly brings, 	He, high entbron'd above all Heaven'1111* 

	

And teaches mortal race 	 The works-of men with broad sum* 
Not to blaspheme the Holy One, * 	e-As in the blazing .flatne of day, 
That deathless fills the heavenly throne, 	Beholds the secret deeds of night. 

	

Inhabiting eternal space. 	 Therefore his son th' immortals baeloPN 

	

Therefore, 0 son of Tantalus! we,j I 	 Sent to these death-obnoxious aka" 
In other guise thy wond'rous tale unfold, 	 To taste his share of humus yesm, 

	

And jester to the rulers of the sky, 	 Fxif'd from the celestial reknit  
With lips more hallo‘'d than the bards of old. 	And sweet communion of the godc 

FOF. when they sire the gods above, 	 But when the fleecy down beget 
To share the kind return of love, 	 To clothe his obi n, and promise SOO 
Invited from their native bow'rs, 	 The s,.afts of young desire, i 
To his own lov'd Sipylian tow'rs, 	 ' And love of the fair female kind, i  '' 
The tfident pow'r, by fierce desire 	 Inflamed the youthful /ises's mid 
Subdued, on golden steeds of fire, 	 And set Ilia amorous sead It it. 

( HAMILTON'S POEMS. 
Thee bore aloft to locum 

Where si&ce yoUng Ganymede, s 
Succeeded to the ministry of joy, 6 

And nectar banquetof 
But when no more on Earth thy form 

Conspicuous in the walksuf men, ' 
Noryet to sooth thy mother's longing' 

Thy searching train sent to explore 
Thy lurking-place, could thee restate, 

The weeping fair's supreme delight: 
Then Envy's forked tongue began enlist 

And wound thy sire's untainted* 
That he to each ethereq guest 

. 	Had serv'd thee up enorrid fat, 
Subdued by force-of all-devouring lans; 

But, the blest pow'rs of Bail 
Far be it from the holy Muse, 

Of such a feast impure; 
Vengeance protracted for at* 
Still overtakes the slanderer's*, 

At Heaven's slow appoiddiss 
Yet certain, if the pow'r who widest* 

From his watch-tow'r, the earth and NA 
E'er dignify'd the perishable race; 

Aim, Tantalus they rais'd on high, 
Him, the chief favourite of the sty, 
, Exalted to sublimest grace. 

But his proud heart was lifted up and six 
Swell'd with his envy'd happiness, 

Weak and frail his mortal brain, 

   
  



TRAI4SLATION$. 
Won by fair Hipphdarnia's lovely eyes,, 	Y. 
• 'Me Pisin tyrant's blooming prize, 
High in his Popes he purpos'd to obtain; 

O'ercome her savage sire in arms, 
The price of her celestial charms; 

For this the rider of the main 
Invoking in the dreary solitude, 

And secret season of the night; 
Oft, on the margin of the flood 
Alone, the raging lover stood, 

Till to his long-desiring sight, 
From below the sounding deeps, 
His scaly. hers where.Proteus keeps, 

The favourite youth to please, 
Dividing swift the hoary stream, 
Refulgent on his golden team, 

Appear'd the trident sceptred king of 
'seas. 

To whom the youth: " If e'er with fond delight, 
The gifts of Venus could thy soul inspire, 

Restrain fell t-Enemans' spear in fight; 
And me, who dare adventurous to aspire, 

Me grant, propitious, to succeed, 
Enduing with unrival'd speed 
The flying car, decreed to gain 
The laurel-wreath, on Elis' plain, 

Victorious o'er the father's pow'r; 
Who dire, so many hapless lovers slain, 
Does still a maid the wond'rous fair detain, 

Protractive of the sweet connubial hour. 
Danger demands a soul secure of dread, 

Equal to the daring deed! 
Since then, th' immutable decrees of fate, 

Have fix'd, by their vicegerent Death, 
The limits of each mortal breath, 

Doom'd to the urn, or soon or late: 
What mind resolv'd and brave would sleep away 

His life, when glory warms the blood, 
Only t' enjoy some dull delay, 
Inactive to his dying day, 

Not aiming at the smallest good? 
But the blooming maid inspires 
My breast to fur sublimer fires, 
To raise my glory to the skies; 

Gracious, 0! favouring pow'r, give ear, 
Indulgent to my vow sincere, 

Prosp'ring the mighty enterprize." 
Su pray'd the boy: ner,fell his words in vain, 
Unheeded by the ruler 'of the mein; 
A golden car, earth's shaking pow'r bestow'd, 

And to the glittering-axle join'd 
Unrivall'd steedS, fleet as the wind: 

Glad of the present of the god, 
The ardent youth demands the promis'd fight; 

In dust the haughty parent laid, 
Neptune fulfils the youth's delight, 
And wings his chariot's rapid flight, 

To win the sweet celestial maid, 	zoo 
She with six sons, a fair increase, 
Crown'd the hero's warm embrace, 

Whom virtue's love inspir'd; 
Upright to walk in virtue's wrsys, 
The surest path to noblegt praise, 

The noblest praise the youth acquir'd. 
Now by Alpheus' strelm, meandering fair, 

Whose humid train wide spreads the Pisan 
A sepalehre, sublimely rear'd in air, 	[plains, 

illhApf The mighty man that was, contains. 
There frequOot in the holy shade, 
The dwa of stranger-cisiefs are paid, 

And on the sacred altar lies 
.The victim, smoking to th‘;  skiew, 

- 	When heroes, at the solemn 
Invoke the poiV'rs with rites divine. 

From every distal soil, 
And drive about the consecrated monrid. 
The sounding ear, or on the listed ground 

Urge the fleet racers or the wrestlers' 
toil. 	• 

Happy the man whom favouring fate allows 
The wreaths os Pisa to surround his brows; 
All wedded to delight, his after-days' 

In calm and even tenour run, 
The noble dow'r of conquest won, 

Suth conscious pleasure flows from ptaise.. 
Thee, Muse, great Hiero's virtue to prolong, 

It fits, and to resound his name: 
-Exalting o'er the vulgar throng, 
In thy sweet Eolian song, 

His garland of Olympian fame. 
Nur shalt thou, 0! my Muse; e'e?find 
A more sublinie or worthier mind, 

To better fortunes horn: 
On whom the gracious love of God, 
The regal pow'r has kind bestow'd, 

And arts of sway, that power to adorn. 
Still may thy God, Q potent king! pippioy 

His sacred miniStry of joy, 
Solicitous with tutelarrcare, 	. 

To guard froinAht attackalff fate 
Thy blessings lasting as th?y're'gre'at,• 

The pious poet's constant pray'''. . 
Then to the mighty bounty of the sky, 

The Muskshall add a sweeter lay, 
With Wing sublime when she shall fir, 
Where Cr011itli rears his cliffs on high, 

Smote with the burning shafts of day; 
If the Muses' quiver'd god 
Pave for song the even road 

With sacred rapture totem, 
A further flight aloft in air 
Elanctd, shall wing my tuneful spear, 

More vigorous from the Mase's arm. 
To many heights the daring climber springs, 

Ere he the highest top of pow'r shall gain; 
Chief seated there the majesty of kings; 

The rest at different steps below remain:.  
Exalted to that wondrous height, 	' 
T' extend the prospect of delight, 
May'st thou, 0 Hiero ! live content, 
On the top (trill ascent: 
To thee, EY bounteous fates, be giv'n 
T' inhabit still thy lofty Heav'n: 

To me, in arts of peace, 
Still to converse with the fair victor host, 
For graceful song, an honourable boast, 

Conspicuous through the realms of Greede. 

PINDAR'S OLYMPIA. 

ODE It. 

O SOVEREIGN hymns! that powerful reign 
Inn the harps  your sweet domain, 	' 
Whom will ye choose to raise; 

What god shall now the verse resound; 
What chief, for godlike deed renown'ds 

Exalt to loftiest praise 
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HAMILTON'S POEMS. 
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Nit more they think of • tab 
skin! 

Succeeding joys dispel his former pale;'.  
And &nide, of rosy hue, 
Whom the embracing Thunderer 

Exalted now to Heaton's abodds, 
Herself a goddess blithe, dwells with' 

gods. 
Bathed in th' ambrosial odours of the sky, 
Her long disheverd tresses fly: 

Her, Minerva still approves; 
Whose swiftswheerdecar has borneeaway 	 She is her prime and darling joy: 
The rapid honours of the day, 	 Her, Heav'n's lord sup emely loves; 

Foremost among the victor-names. 	 As does his rosy son, the ivk-crowned boy. 
Therefore for Theron praise awaits, 	a 	Thou Iso too ! in pearly cells, 

For him the lyre awakes the strain, , 	Where Nereus' sea-green daughter dwelb, 
The stranger welcom'd at his gates 	 En.joy'st a lot divine: 

With hospitable love,hurriane. 	 No more of suffering mortal strain, 
Fix'd on the councils of his breast, .., 	 An azure goddess of the main, 

As on the column's lofty height 	. 	 Eternal rest is thine. 
' 	 -, Remains secure the building's weight, . 	Lost in a maze, blind feeble than 

The structure of his realm may rest. 	• 	Knows not the hour he sure foresees, 	I 
Of a fair stem, himself a fairer,  flow'r, 	 Nor with the eyes of nature can 

Who, soon transplanted from their native soil, 	Pierce through the hidden deep decrees. 
Wander'd many climates o'er, 	 Nor sees he if his radiant day, 

Till after long and various toil, 	 That is meridian splendour glows, 
On the fair river';destin'd bank they found 	Shall gild his evening's quiet close, 

Their sacred seat, and heav'n-chose ground: 	Soft smiling with a farewel ray. 
Where stood delightful to the eye 	 As when the ocean's refluent tides, 
The fruitfulst beauteous Sicily, 	 Within his hollow womb subsides, , 
And could a numerous issue boast, [the coast. 	Is heard to sound no more; 

That spread their lustre round, and flourish'd o'er 	Till rousing all its rage again, 
The following years all took their silver flight, 	Flood rolfd.on flood it pours amain, 
With pleasure wing'd and soft delight, 	 And sweeps the sandy shore: 	IP 

And every year that flew in peace, 	 So Fortune, mighty queen of life, 
Brought to their native virtues, store 	• 	Wwks up proud man, her destio'd slate, 

Of wealth and pow'r; a new increase, [more. 	Of good and ill the stormy strife, 
Fate still confirtn'd the sum, and bounteous added 	The sport of her alternate wave; 

Rut son of Rhe' and Saturn old, 	 Now mounted to the height of bli*., 
Who dust thy sacred throne uphold 	 He seems to mingle with the sky; 

On high Olympus' hill; 	 Now looking down with giddy eye, 
Whose rule th'-Olympic race obeys, 	 Sees the retreating waters fly, 
Who guid'st Alpheus' winding maze, 	 And trembles at the deep abyss. 

In hymns delighting still; 	, 	 As, by experience led, the searching mind 
' Grant, gracious to the godlike race, 	 Revolves the records of still-changing fate, 

Their children's children to sustain, 	 Such dire reverses shall he find 
.. Peaceful through time's ne'er-ending space, 	Oft mark the fortunes of the great! 

The sceptre and paternal reign. 	 Now bounteous gods, withsWssings all divine, 
For Time, th aged sire of all, 	 Exalt on high the scepind line, 

The deed impatient of delay, 	 Now the bright scene oflaturePd years, . 
Which the swift hour has wined away, 	 •At once quick-shifting, disappears: 

Just or unjust, can ne'er recall. 	 And in their radiant room succeeds 
s But when calmer days succeed, 	 A dismal train of ills, dad tyrannous misdeea  1  

Of fair dent, and lovely deed, 	 Since the curst hour the fateful soli 
Our lot serene at list; 	 Plung'd in the guilt he sought to die, — 

The memory of darker hours, 	 And saw beneath his hasty rage 
When Hcav'n severe and angry lours, 	 The hoary king, Haven's victim, bleei; 

	

Forgotten lies and past. ' 	 eileaf to a father's pleading age, 
Thus mild, and lenient of his frown, 	 His erring hands fulfill'd, what guilty W 

When Jove regards our adverse-fate, 	 r 
And sends his chos 	 Eryn 

	

en blessingselown 	
decreed. 
nis, dreadful fury! saw 

To cheer below our mortal state : 	 The breachof nature's holiest law, 
Then former evils, odious brood, " 	 She mounts her hooked car; 

Berne the heav'n-Morn blessings fly, 	 Through Phocis' death-devoted ground 
Or tspdden down subjected lie, 	 She flew, and gave the nations round 

Soon vatiluish'd by the victor.eood. 	 To the wide wast6 of war: 
With thy fair daughters, Cadmus! best agrees 	By mutual hands the brothers died, 	1111 

The Muse's song; who, after many woes, 	 Furious on mutual wounds they rani` 
At last on golden thrones of ease 	 Sons, fathers, swell the sancruine tide; 

Enjoy au uudisturb'd repose. 	Fate drove the purple deluge ua. 

   
  



TRANS 
Vitus perish'fl all the fated brood, 	9 

• 3  Tiles Eris wrought her dreadful 4ill;  
Wherf'satect vengeance bad its fill, • 

Thersander clos'd the scene of blood. 	• 
He, sprung from beauteous Argea, shone 
The glory of Adrastrus' throne, 

When fierce in youthful fire, 
He rag'd around the-Theban wall, 
And saw the sevenfold city.,  fall 

A victim to his sire: 
•From him, as from a second root, 

Wide speading to the lofty skies, 
The sons of malial glory shoot, 

And clustering chiefs on chiefs arise. 
There in the topmost boughs display'd, 

Great Theron sits with lustre crown'd, 
And verdant honours bloom around, 

While nations rest beneath his shade. 
Awake the lyre! Theron demands the lays; 

Yet all too low! Call forth a nobler strain! 
Decent is ev'n th' excess of.praise: 

For Theron strike the sounding lyre again. 
Olympia's flowering wreath hf,  singly wears; 
The Isthmian palm his brother shares. 

Delphi resounds the kindred name, 
The youths contend alike for fame, 
Fair rivals in the glorious chase, 

When twelve times darting round,t heyflew the giddy 
space. 

•norice blest!' for whom the Graces twine 
Fame's brightest plume, the wreath di'vine: 
Lost to remembrance, former woes 

t
o. No more reflection's sting employ; 

With triumph all the bosom glows, 
Pour' through th' expanding heart, th' impetuous 

tide of joy. 
Riches, that singly are possest, • 
Vain pomp of life! a specious waste, 

But feed luxurious pride: 
Yet when with sacred virtues crown'd; 
Wealth deals its liberal treasures round, 

'Tis nobly dignified.. 
To modest worth, to honour's bands, 

With conscious warmth he large imparts; 
And in his presence smiling stands 

Fair Science, and her handmaid, Arts: 
As in the pure serene of night, 

Thron'd in its sphere, a beauteous star 
Sheds itstitest infittencil from afar, 

At once beneficent and bright. 
But hear, ye .wealthy; bear, ye great,. 
I sing the fix'd decrees: of fate, 

What aftee (tenth remains, 
Prepar'd for the tuifeeling kind 
Of cruel unrelenting mind, 

A doom of endless pains; 
The crimes that staiied this living light, 

Beneath the holy eye of Jove, 	.so 
Meet in the regions drear of night, 

The vengeance but delay'd above. 
There the pale sinner drear aghast, 

Impartial, righteous, and sevire, 
Unaw'el by pow'r, pianov'd by pray'r, 

Eternal justice dooms at last. 
Far otherwise, the yids whom virtue guides 

Enjoy a calm repose of sacred rest, 
aver light nor shade their time divides, 

Nib  'With one eternal sunshine blest. 
Emancipated from the cares of life, 

Nu mote they urge the mortal strife; 

LATIONSk -, 	 . 
v. 	- 

No more, with still-revolving, toil, 	‘,., • -•They vex a bard ungrateful soil; 
Nor plough the surges of time main, 	7.4 

Exchanging holy quiet for false decent) I ga.  
But to these sacred seats preharki, 
With cods they live, Ks gods rever'd, 

And tears are wip'd from every ey: ; 
While banish'd from the 41appy red,b, 

The guilty ands in darkness he, 
And weary out thi frightful ministers of pain. • 
So Heav'n decrees : the ctod and just 
Who, true to life's iinportwnt trust, 

Have well sustain'd the field: 
Whose souls undaunted, undismay'd, 
for flattering pleasure could persuade, 

Nor passions taught to yield; 
These through the nWirtal changes past, • 

Still listening to the heav'uly lore, 
Find this sublime reward at last, 

The trial of obedience o'er. 
Then bursting from the bonds of clay 

Triumphant tread the heav'n-pay'd road 
That leads to Saturn's high abode, 

And Jove himself directs the way. 
There, where the blest reside at ease, 
Bland zephyrs breathe the sea-borne breeze 

O'er all the happy isle: 
Unnumber'd sweets the air perfume, 
'Tis all around one golden bloom, . 

All one celestial smile.1? 
By living streams fair treea ascend, 

Whose roots the humid waters lave • 
The boughs with radiant fruitage bend, 

Rich produce of the fruitful wave. 
Thus sporting in celestial how'rs, 

The sons of the immortal morn, 
Their heads and rosy hands adorn 

With garlands of unfading flow'rs. 
There Rhadamanth, who great assessor reigns 

To Rime's son, by still unchanging right, 
Awarding all: to vice, eternal chains; 

To virtue opes the gates of light. 
Rhea! who high in Heav'n's sublime abodes 

Sits thron'd, the mother of the gods. 
Cadmus to this immortal choir 
Was led; and Peleus' noble sire!  And glorious son! since Thetis' love 

Subdued, with pray'r, the yielding mind of Jove. 
Who Troy laid prostrate on the plain, 
His country's pillar, Hector, slain; • 
By whom imhappy Cygnus bled; 
By whom the Ethiopian boy, 
That sprung from Neptune's godlike bed, 

The aged Tithon's and Aurora's highest joy. 
What grand idebs crowd my brain! • 
What images! a lofty train 

In beauteous order spring: 
As the keen store of feather'd fates 
Within the braided quiver waits, 

Impatient for the wing: 
See, see. they mount! The sacred few, 

Endued with piercing flight, 
Alone through darling fields pursue 

Th' aerial region bright. 
This Nature gives, her thiefest brst) 

But when the bright ideas fly, 
Far soaring from the vulgar eye, 

To vulgar eyes are lost. 
Where Nature sows her genial seeds, 
A liberal harvest spraight.sugeeeds„ 
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it in the human soil; 

bling this, the feeble crow, 
rslow progressive toil. 

d.the vulgar/swinged crowd, 
in the darkening copse below, 

on _unseen, nor maids attains - 
Art, with hard laborious pains, 

genius mounts th' ethereal height, 
1, strutting, garrulous, and loud : 

he imperial bird of Ave 
n sounding pinions soars above, 

And dares the majesty of light. e  
Then fit an arrow to the tasteful string, 

O thou, my genius ! warm with sacred flame; 
Fly sstift, ethereal shaft! and wing 	 e• 

The godlike Theron unto fame. 
'1 solemn.swear, and holy truth attest, 
That sole inspires the tuneful breast, 

at, never since th' immortal Sun 
radiant journey first begun, 

mime the gods did e'er impart  
A more exalted mind, or wide-diffusive heart. 

Fly, Envy, hence, that thirst invade 
Such glories, with injurious shade; 

Still, with superior lustre bright; 
His virtues shine, in number more 

Than are the radiant fires of night, . 
Or sands that spread along the sea-surrounding- 

shore. 

-t. 
.THE PARTING OF 

HECTOR AND ANDROMACHE. 

FROM THE SIXTH ILIAD OF HOMER, TRANSLATED 

LITERALLY. 

B,gginning ver. 407. AnstpconE, Oren CE TO CTOY IhIVOCre. 

" 0 DARING thou ! to,thy Ram strength a prey, 
Nor pity moves thee kW ',infant son, litk

o 
 

Nor miserable me, a wii1O .. _ n! 
For, rushing on thy single gilt, at once, 
The Greeks will overwhelm thee: better fat; 
I had been wrapt in earth, than live of thee 
Forlorn, and desolate; if thou must die, , 
What further comfort then for me remains, 
What solace, but in tears? No father mine, 
Nor mine no venerable mother's care. 
Noble Achilles' hand niy father slob', 
And spread destruction through Cilicia's town, 
Whye many people dwelt, high-ghted Thebes. 
He slew Adtion, but despoil'd him nut, 
For iuly, in his mind he fear'd the gods; 
But burnt his body with his polish'd arms, 
And o'er h,tm rear'd a mound: the mountain 

nyn 
The dough 
Planted wit 
Seven broth 

f segisdmaring Jove, 
smindthe sacred place. 
seed in any father's house; 

All in one da 	fended to the shades, 
All slain be grea Achiiles, swift of foot, 
'Midst their white sheep, ahrl heifers flexile-hoof'd. 
My mother, woody Hypoplacia's queen, 
Brought hither, numbed in the victor's spoils; 
Till loos'd from bands, for gifts of mighty price, 
By chase-delighting Dian's dart she fell, 
Smote in my lather's house: but, Hector, thou, 
Thou art my sire, my hoary mother thou, 

HAMILTON'S .POEMS. 
My brother thou, thou husband dray 
Ah pity, Hector, then! and in this tow's 

yr 

With us remain, nor render by thy fall' 
,Him a sad orphan, me a widow'd wife. 

Here at this fig-tree station, where the tows 
Is easiest of ascent, and low tlfe walls, 
Here thrice the bravest of the foes have try'd 
To pass; each Ajax, brave Idomeneus, 
Th' Atridse too, and Tydeus! warlike son; 
Whether some seer, in divination skill'd, 
Prompted th' attempt, or their own valour dar'd 
To execute a deed, their wisdom plann'd." 

To whom plume-nodding Heitor thus reply's: 
" These, woman, are my care; out much I far 
The Trojan youth, and long-gown'd Trojan dards, 
If,' coward-like, 1 shun afar the fight: 
Not so my courage bids; for I have learnt 
'Still tube brave, and foremost to defend 
My father's mighty glories, and my own. 
For well I know, and in my mind foresee, 
A day will come, when sacred Ilion sinks, 
Old Priam perishes, the people too 
Of Priarn aspen-spear'd. Yet not so much 
The woes the Trojahs yet in after-times 
Must undergo, not Hecuba herself, 
Nor princely Priam, nor my brothers dear, 
Who, numerous and brave, have fallen in dust 
Below the boasting foe, distract my soul, 
As thou! Then when some brazeu-coated Greek, 
In the sad day of thy distress, shall drag 
Thee weeping; or in Argos, breathing sad, 
To some imperious mistress handmaid, thou 
Shalt weave the web, or fetch the water's weight 
From Messeis or Hyperia's springs, against 
Thy will, but hard necessity compels. 
Then shall he say, who sees thee sunk in tears, 

Lo ! Hoctor's wife, whO far the chief of all 
The Trojan steed-subduing race ezcell'd 
Who fought at Ilion.' Thus shaft they my. 
But thee new pangs shall seize; on thee shall coca 
Desire of such a husband to repel 
The evil hour: but may 1 low beneath 
The monumental earth be laid to rest, 
Nor thy soft sorrows, nor the melting voice 
Of thy captivity, e'er reach my ear." 

So saying, the illustrious Hector stretch'd 
His hands to reach his child; the child averse, 
In the soft bosom of the fair-zon'd nurse 
Weeping, fell back,tabliorrent, from his sire 
Of warlike aspect: for he fear'd the shine 
Of armour, and the horse-hair horrid crest 
That nodded dreadful oiktlie helmet's top. 
The loving father smil'il,Ahetkother 
Straight from his head th' illustrious Hector took 
His helm, and plac'd it blazing on the ground; 
Then fondled in his arms his much-lov'd son 
He took ; thus praying Jove, and all the gods: 
"'Josef and ye other gods, grant this my son, 
Grant he may too become, as l am now, 
The grace of Troy, the same in martial strengt?, 
Arid rule his Ilion with a monarch's sway; 
That men -may sny, when he returns from fight, 

This youth. transcends his  sire:' Then may be 
The bloody spoils aloft of hostile chiefs 	[best 
In battle slain, and joy his mother's heart!" 

He said : and to his much-lov'd spouse resisted 
His child: she, on her fragrant bosom lull'd, , 
Smiling through tears, receiv'd him: at thrssOi; 
Compassion touch'd her husband's heart: hercbeeir 
With gentle blandishment he strok'd, dad spoke: 

   
  



• 
FIRST SCENE OF THE 

PHILOCTE7ES OF SOPINCLES. 

U ssts speaks.] 
SON of Achilles! brave Neoptoletnus, 
You tread the coast of sea-surrounded Lemnos, 
Where never Mortal yet his dwelline. retied. 
Here, in obedience to the Grecian chiefs, 
I erst expos'd the son of noble Pmon, 	. 
Consuming with his wounds, and wasting slovi 
In painful agonies; wild from despair, 
He fill'd the camp with lamentations loud, 
And execrations dire. No pure libation, 
No holy sacrifice could to the gods 
Be offer'd up ? ilt-ometed.sounds of woe.  
Profan'd the sacred rites: But this no more.--. 
Should he discover my return, 'twere vain 
The plan my wakeful industry has wove,' 
Back to restore yet to She aid of Greece 
This most important chief. 'Tis thine,bmve youth, 
To ripen into deed, what I propose. 
Cast round thy eyes, ifthou by chance may'st find' 
The double rock, where from the winter's cold 
He shrouds his liMbs, or wheg the suminer.glows 
Amid the cool;  the zephyr's gentle breath 
Lulls him to bins EmpOse; fast on the left 
Flows a fresh fountaMcif the hero sees 
This living light, one of, fle attendant train 
Speed•with the hourito glad my listening ears, - 
It in that savage Inland lie harbours yet, 
Or in some other corner 4 this isle: 
Then farther I'll disclose, what chief imports 
Our present needs, and-claims our coinage care, 

THE EPISODE OF 

LAUSUS AND gilEVE113TIUS, 

FROM THE TENTH BOOK OF VIRGIL'S sENEIS, 

BEGINNING LANE 689. 

• Written in the year 1719. 
wts, 	• 
?Say Jove inflames Mezentios great in amla, 
His ardoua rouses and his courage warms; 

• 

TRA'N'SLATIONS. . 3 
Fir'd by the god, to Turnus he suecee,  
Beirath his arm the Trefoil battle 
The Tuscan troops invade ttcir er,f1111301? 

Alike in hate-their kindling bosom, gh,w 
Fierce to destroy, on him sine tit pont. 
Darts following darts, a thick continued s 	'r: 
But he undaunted, ail 'lie storm sustains, 
And scorns th' united fury of the plain:: 
As some huge rockilfigh toweling 'midst the waves, 
Of seas andskimAthe tningli lig tuniu.t toavt s,.. 
On its eternal basis lix'd is found, 
Though tetapests rage, a,j,1 oceans foam around. 
First by his arm unhappy Hebrus bled, 
The issue of fam'it Doiicaon's bed; 

(Then Latagus submits to fate, his way 	• 
Adverse he took, the chief •ividi furious sway 
liprear'd a pondrous rock, the shatter'd brain 
Confued with bleed and 4ore, o'erspreads the plain. 
At flying Paktum next his dart he threw, 
The speedy dart o'ertook him as he flew, 
Full in the ham, he feels the smarting womd, 
Left by the victor grovelling on the ground: 
His arms surround his Census' manly breast, 
The waving plume adorns his shining crest: 
Eves and Mimes, both of Trojan seed, 
By the same arm were mingled with the dead; 
Mimes, companion of the youthful cares 
Of Paris, and the equal of his years: 
For, big with fancied flames, when Phrygia's queen 
Brought forth the cause °fairs, but ill foreseen; 
T' extend his blooming rice, that self-same night 
The spouse of Arnycus,Theano bright, 
That night so 'fatal to the' peacemf Trey, 
Blest her lov'd husband with g parent's joy: 
But fate to different iamb their deaths decreed, 
This in his father's town was dooni'd to bleed; 
Unthinking Mimes, by Mezehtius slain, 
NoW rolls his carcase o'er the Isatiiin plain. 
A nd as a tusky boar, whom dozs invade, 
Of Vesulus bred in the piny shade, 
Or near Laurentia's lake, with forest mast 
His feasts obscene supplied in wild repast; 
Rous'd from his savage haunt, a deep retreat, 
A length of years his unmolested seat; 
When once in toils enclos'd, no flight appears, 
Turns sudden, foaming fierce, his bristles mars; 
All safe at distance stand, and none is found, 
Whose valour dares inflict a nearer wound: 
Dreadless meanwhile, to every side he turns, 
His teeth he gnashes, and with rage he burns; 
TIV united vAbgeance of the field derides, 
A forest rattles as he shakes his sides: 
So fare the Tuscan troops; with noisy rage,, 
And shouts, in the mitt tumult they engage; 
•All from afar their missive weapons throw, 
Fearful in equal arms to meet the foe. 
Next, 'Grecian Acron ruSh'd into the plain, 
Who came from Coritus's ancient reign: v 
Hins thirst of fame to warlike dangers led, 
The joys untested of the bridal bed; 
From far itIventius eyed him with delight, 

iarmSrefidgent, as' he mix'd hi tight; 
Fuil o'er his breast, in gold and purple known, 
The tokens of his loye&inspicuous shone. 
Then, as a lion thirsting after blood 
4 For him persuades the keen desire of food,) • 
IT, or a frisking goat he chance to view, 
Or branching stag, that leads the stately crew; 
Rejoices, gaping wide, he makes his way, 
Furious, and clings incumbent on the prey,- 

" 0 best belov'di oh, sadden pot thy hearts. 
• With grief beyond due bounds: I triegt, no hand 

Shall, sendotne down to shades obscure, before 	d 
My day of doom decreed; for well I ween 
No man of mortal men escapes from death, 
Fearful dr bold: witoe'-er is born must die. 
But thou, returning to thy home, attend. 
The spindle, and the loom, thy peaceful cares; 
And call thy duteous maidens round to share , 
Their tasks by thee assign't1; for war belongs 
To men, and chief to me, of tiion's sons." 

This said, illustrious Hector seiz'd his helm', 
And to her home„Leturn'd his much-lov'd spouse, 
Oft looking back, and shedding tears profuse. 
Then sudden at the lofty dome err 'd, 
With chambers fair adorn'd, where Hector dwelt, 
The godlike Hector! there again she wept ! 
In his own house the living Hector wept; 
For now foreboding in their fears, no more 
They hop'd to meet him with returning. step 
From battle, 'scap'd the rage and force of Greece. 

   
  



!HAMILTON'S POEMS. 
Agin his javelin huge Mezentius wield " 

Again tumu4tuous he invades the fields: 
Large as Orion, when the giant stalks,. 
A bulk immense! through Nereus' midmost wallet'  

`Secure he cieaves his way; the billows braves, 
His sinewy shoulders tow'r abeve the waves; 
Hearin.

' 
 an ash, increas'd in strength with years, 

That huge upon the mountain's height appears; • 
He strides along, each'step the earth divides; 
In clouds obscure his lofty head resides: 
In stature huge, amidst the war's alarms, 
Such shone the tyrant in gigantic arms. 
Him, as exulting in the ranks he stood, 
At distance seen, and rioting inColuod, 
JEneas hastes to meet; in all his might 
He'stands coliected,and awaits the fight: 
First measuring, as he stood in act to throw, 
With nice survey, the distance.of his foe: [might; 
" This arm, this spear," he cry'd, " assert my 
These are my gods, and these assist in fight: 
His armour, from the boastful robber won, 
Shall tow'r a trophy to my conquering son:' 
He said; and flings the dart with dreadful force; 
The dart drove on ufferring from the course; 
It reach'd the shield, the shield the blow repell'd: 
Nor fell the javelin guiltless on the field; 
But, piercing 'twist the side and bowels, tore 
The fam'd Anthores, and deep drank the gore: 
He, in his lusty years, from Argos sent, 
With fam'd Alcides, on his labours went: 
Tir'd with his toils, a length of woes o'erpagi, 
In the Evandrian realm he fix'd at last: 
Call'd back again to war, where glory cells, 
Unhappy, by a death unmeant, he fills 
To Heaved his mournful eyes the dying 
In his last thoughts his native Argos ro 
Straight then, his beaming lance the Ts 
Swift hissing on the wind the weapon fl 
The plates of threefold brass were tore 
And three bulls' hides that bound the so 
Deep in his lower groin, an arm so stro 
Drove the sharp point, but brought not d 
Then joyful as the Trojan hero spied 
The spouting blood pour down his won 
Like lightning, from his thigh his swo 
And furious on th' astonish'd warrior fle 

As Lausus saw, full sore he heav'd the 
The ready tear stood trembling hi his ey 
His father's danger tonch'd the youthful 
With pious haste he ran to his relief. 
Nor shalt thou sink unlinked to the. tomb 
Unsung thy noble deed, end early doom: 
If future times to such a 'deed will give 
Their faith, to future times thy name sh 
Disabled, trembling fora death so near, 
The father slow-receding, drags the spear 
JOit in that moment, as suspended high 
The flaming sword shone adverse to the s 
The daring youth rush'd in, and fronts 
And from his father turns th' impending 
His friends with joyful shouts reply a 
Through all their echoes all the hills 
As wondering they beheld the wounded si 
Protected by the son, from fight retire, 
A dark'ning flight of singing shafts annoy,;{ 
From every quarter pour'd, thg prince of 
He stands against the fury of the field, 
And rages, cover'd with his mighty shield. 
And,as when stormy winds encouetering I 
Burst with rude violettceithe bellowing el 

"is. horrid paws, 
sl 	:ohis greedy jaws: 

h 	>'n; each foe; 
is blow, 

spurns the ground, 
ear around: 
the fight; 

e of his flight; 
ving ranks he ran, 

n to man: 
r to throw 
verk blow. 	, 

he press'd, 
friends adilresed: 
the sand; 
ions hand, 
sting cries 

	

Aaden 	 the skies. 

	

b 	th 	 ith imperfect sound, 
ak, and faint, an ying of the wound: 
king my ghost shall unreveng'd repine, 

one,  the triumph of my fall be thine; 
Thee, equal fates, insulting man, remain; 
Thee, death yet waits, and this the fatal plain." 
Him, as he roll'd in death, Mezentius spied, 
He stnil'd severe, and thus contemptuous cried: 
" Die thou the first; as he thinks fit, for me, 
The sire of Heav'n and Earth, let Jove decree' 
3-le said: and pull'd the weapon from the wound; 
The purple life ebb'd out upon the ground: 
Death's clay-cold hltit shut up the sinking  light, 
And o'er his closing eysesdrew the dark mistof night. 

By Cmdicus' great arm Alcathous fell; 
Sacrator sent Hydaspes down to Hell : 
Parthenius dies, by'Rapo slain in fight; 
Anil Orses vast, of more than mortal might. 
Next ,sunk two warriors, Clonius the divine, 
And Ericetes of Lyeaon's line; 
The issue of the god, their deaths renown'd, 
Whose forked trident rules the deep profound. 
His courser, unobedient to the rein, 
Great Ericetes tumbled to the plain. 
Prone as he lay, swift fled the thirsty dart, 
And found the mortal passage to his heart, 
Then lights the victor from his lofty steed, 
And, foot to foot engag'd, made Clonius bleed. 
Then Lycian Agis, boastful of his might, 
Provok'd the bravest foe to single fight; 
Him boldly Tuscan Valerus assaird, 
And in the virtues of his sire prevail'd. 
By Salius' arm, the swift Antroniuttbled; 
Nealces' javelin struck the victor dead; 
Nelees, skill'd the sounding dart to throw, 
AndSving the treacherous arrow to the foe. 
iviarS, raging god, and stern! the war confounds; 
Equals the victor's shouts, and dying sounds. 
Encountering various on the imbattied field, 
Now fierce they rush, now fierce retreating, yield. 
With equal ra.e, each adverie battle glows, 
Nor flight is known to these, nor known to those. 
Tisiphone enjoys the direful sight, 
Pale, furious, fell! and storms amidst the fight. 
The gods, from Jove's immortal dome, survey 
Each army toiling, throughtthe drtadful day; 
With tender pity touchl, lament the pain 
That human f,fe is destin'd to sustain. 
On either side, two deities are seen; 
Jove's awful consort, and soft beauty's queen: 
The wife of Jove the conqueror's palm implores, 
Soft beauty's queen her Trojans' loss deplores. 

   
  



TRANSLA'TIONS', 3  
Tr( eip:tatg to earth, the tempest pours 
The sexing hailstones thick in sounding showers: 
The dehug'd plains then every ploughman flies, 
Ind ovary hind and traveller shelter'd lies; 
tr,.ttliere the rock high overarch'd impends, 
)r, wfiehr: the ris'er's shelving bank defends; 
Chat, powerful o'er the storm, when bright the ray 
Shines forth, they, each May exercise the day. 
Loud sounds the gather'd storm ; o'er ail the field 
The cloud of was poursinhantleiing on his shield. 
Ye! still he tried with frivinity cave to save 
Th' unhappy yout h, unfortunately brave. 
" 	! whither dost thou range the fat:il course., 
In daring- deeds "uneonal to thy force? 
Too pious in thy love, thy love betrays; 	r) 
Nor such the igour crowns thy youthful days." 
Not thus advis'd, the youth still fronts the foe 
Exulting, and provokes the lingering blow: 
]'or now, his martial bosom all on fire, 
The Trojan leader's tide of rage sweil'd higher; 
For now, the sisters view'd the fatal strife, 
And wound up the last threads of thausus' life: 
Deep plong'd the shining falchiou in his.breast, 
Pierc'd his thin armour, mkt embroider'd vest, 
That, rich in decide gold, his mother wove 
With her own hands, the witness of her hive. 
I lis breast was iiii'd with blood; then, sad and slow 
'Doting-1) air resoly'd, the spirit fled below: 
A, ghastly pale, the chief the dying spied, 
IfiViandshestretcli'dto Ifeav'n,and pitying sighed; 
Ilis sire Anchises rose an image dear 
Sail in his soot, and fore'd the tender tear. 
" What praise, O youth! unimpoy in thy fate, 
What can A;:iii-as yield to worth so great? 
ll'orth, that distii,guish'il in thy deed appears, 

ite in thy youth, and early in toy years: 
Thy arms, once pleasing objects 01 thy care, 
luviolate from hostile spoil I spare ; 
Thy breatWess body on thy friends bestow, 
To mitigate thy pensive spirit's woe, 
If aught below the separate soul can move, 
Si ilichoos of what is done Mrie; . 
( Vet in the grave, perhaps, from every care 
Roleas'il, nor knowledge, hoQr device is there 
That, gather'd to thy sires, thy friends may mourn 
Thy hapless fall, and dust to dust retort): 
This he thy solace in the world below, 
'Nils I, the great ./Eneas, struck the blow." 
Ile said; and heclening, chides his friends' delay; 
And pious' to assist, directs I he way, 
To rear him from the ground, with friendly eere, 
Dishonour'd not! with blood his comely hair. 

The wretched list-her now, by Tyber shore 
WPsh'd from his streaming thigh the crimson gore: 
Paired with his wound, and weary Cis-ins the light, 
A tree's broad trunk supports his drooping weight: 
.A bough his helmet licensing far sustains: 
H's heaviet armour rest along the phims. 
Panthig, and sick, Isis body downward beods, e. 
And to his breast his length of beard deseends•:, 

'He leans Isis caratil head upon his haunt; 
Around hint wait a melanchilly band: 
Alueli of his lausus ashes, a a zullny sent 
To warn him back. a father's kind intent: 
How vainly sentr for, breathless, from the field 
They hear the 1,tuth, extended on his shield; 
Loud wailing monni'd him slain in early bloom, 

i 	t y , and by a mighty wound o'ereome. 	• 
Par off the runds of woe the father hears; 

IN trembles in the foresight of his fears: • 

With dust thehoary honours of 
Sad he defornis, and cleaves into is,. 
Then both his haiir:s to :teat 'n aloft 
And thus, in hiltless of his furious, said 
" Gould then thislii4t of life se warp my n 
That I could thii!k of 'letting thee behind 
Whom I begot, unhappy in my stead 
To ohs t the wanior, and for me to blis,l? 
Now lit severrt, has struel: tco deep a Wow, 
Now first I the)a wretched esih's 	. 
And is it thus I draw this v. retched hre.01), 
Sav'd by i1.3,  wound, mot living by thy death? 
I too, my son, with horrid guilt prof:sn'd 
Thy sacred virtues, and titir insert; stain'il: 
Outcast, atiandon'd by the care of Hear's!, 
From empire, and paternal wepties driv 'n, 
My people's hatred, and insulting scorn, 
Tie: merit of my crimes I've, justly borne: 
To thousand deaths this wicked soul could give, 
Since now 'tis crime.  enough that I can live, 
Can yet sustain the [kilt, arid human . as e, 
W'reteli'd as l am s—nut short shall be the spare." 
Ile said; and as he said, he vear'd from ground 
His fainting limbs, yet stav,g -n-iag from the wound: 
But whole and undiminished still remains 
His strength of soul, thshroke with toil and pains. 
He calls his steed, successful from each lis,lst, 
With whom he marchq, Isis glory and delight; 
With, words like those his conscious steed addresshl. 
That mourn'd, as with li:i7mastet's ills opptesskl: 
" Rhrehus, ive long have 	arias combin'd, 
(If long the frail possessions of mankind ;) 
This day thou shalt bring back, to e own our toils, ' 
The Trojan hero's head and glint:ling spoils 
Torn from the bloody tnan I with me shall take 
A dear revenge, for morder'd 	sake: 
If strength shall fail to ape the destin'd way, 
Together fall, and press the Lathan clay; 
For after me I trust thou wilt disdain 
A Trojan leader, and un alien rein." 
He said: the steed receives his wonted weight, 
The tyrant ann'il, and furious for the fight:' 
His blazing helmet, formidably grac'd 
With meld i rig orsesTiai r, brightening o'er the crest: 
With deal:Hid javelins next lie fills his hands; 
Anil spurs his steed, and secs the fc.hting bands: 
Grief inix'd with madness, shame of former flight, 
And love by rage inflain'd to desperate height, 
And conscious knowledge of his walour, wrought 
Fierce in his breast, and boird in every thought. 
lie calls Aeneas thrice: ./Eneas heard 
The welcome sound ; and thus his prayer prefered: 
"May im•e, supreme of gods, who rules otr, high! 
And he, to whom 'tis giv'n to gild the sky, 
Far-shooting, king! inspire thee to draw near 
Swift to thy fate, and grant thee to my spear." 
But he:—e•" My Lansus r

eel, 
from my sight, 

Me, with vain worde,s OS reel, would'st affright; 
With age, with watt rings, and with labours worn, 
Death is below my fear, and God I scorn! 
1 (some resjily'd to die; but, ere I go, 
Receive this dart, the pre rent of a foe. 
Ile said: the javelin hiss'd along, the skies; 
Another after, and Rocn.her flies; 
Thick, and incessant, as he rides the field: 
Still al! the storm sustains the golden shield 
Firm, as 21;ineus'st nod: thrice rode he round, 
Urging Ids darts, the compass of the ground: 
Thrice wheel'd JEneas ; thrice his buckler hears 
About; a brazen stood of rising spears: 

  

   
  



It'A MILTON'S 
,teou'ifiiitt, with .inst disdain 

man,  darts, and wrench in vain, 
,ring M his thiltil,the chief revolv'd 

ug thought; at as 	springs springs resolv'd; 
the warrior steed th,,leOstile wood 

tew,that p ie red his btratii aid diank thebloud. 
ng with the pain, the steed Up-rear'd on high 

Irria.sounrEng^ bout's, midtlasied the yielding sky; 
Prone fell the: vail-MAI-Om his h4ty height, 
IlisshouldefflYbFead receiv'd the courser's weight. 
Frog host to-datSt.the mingling shouts rebound, 
Deep echoing all in fire flw heav'ns resSund; 
Unsheath'd his flaming blade, iEiieas flies, 
And thuS address'd the warrior as he lies: 
tt Say, *Imre is now Mezentins great and bold, 
'r'i.st haughty spirt. fierce and uneontrord ?'' 
To whom the Tuscan, with recmer'd breath, 
As faint he vieu'd the skies, recall'd from death; 
"..9OSt thou the stroke, insulting man! delay? 
13.:iStelfdet thy vengeance take its destiu'd way: 
Deskliev: r can disgraCe the warrior's faille 

in light; nor conquest was my aim: 
Slain, savage! by thy baud in gm:ions strife, 
Not so my Lausus hargaiu'd for to rife: 
Depriv'd of him, sote ahyect of my love, 
I seek to die 	forjo 	hone above. 
Yet, piteous et tny" e, this grace allow, 
If pity to h 	tinelUistOd fee be due, 
Snifer inv friends my gatbrisd bones to burn ,  
And iltc,Lt lay me in pi'̂ funeral urn: 

weli 1 know my pe,eple's hate, decreed 
Against the liv Mg, Will pursue the dead; 
My breathers hod:, lean their fury save, 
And grant my son the partner of rily. grave." 
If -t said, and ateadfast eyed :he victor fore; 
Then cave his. 'urcdst undaunted to the ti:ox. 
Thsvushing blood distain'd his arms aroidid; 
The soul inilignay. sought the shades profound. 

THE CORYCIAN SWAIN. 

FR OM GEORGICS, 	 11k.. 

BUT, were I not, before the favouring gale, 
Making to port, and crowdim all my sail, 
Perhaps I might the garden's glories sing, 
The double roses of the Pzestan spring ; 
How endive drinks the rill, and how are seen 
Moist banks with celery for ever green ; 
Now, t ,...isted in the matted herbage, Vies 

,The bellying cucumber's enormous sire; 
What flowers Narcissus late, how Nature weaves 

"'Ffie yielding texture of acanthus' leaves: 
Of icy pale the culture next explore, 
And whence the lover-myrtle courts the :diem. 
For I remembee(white Gaiesus yield; 
His humid moisture to the ycdow fields, 
And high ('cbalia's tow'rs o'erlook the plain,) 
I knew in youth an old Corycian Swain ; 
A 	w and harem acres were his share,. 
.1;-ft and ahalidoMd to the good man's care; 
Nor these indulg'd the grassy lawn, to feed 
The fatteningbullock, ner,thil hounting steed, 
Nor gave to cattle browze, nor food to kine, 
Bacchus averse refns'd time mantling vine. 
What happy nature to his lands denied, 
An honest; itainfol industry supplied; 
For, trusting pot-herbs to his bushy ground, 
For bees, fair candid lilies flourisled round; 

But 
The 

this graleful subject unist d 
leasing labour of some fut 

71.17ENTI;::• 

• 

POEMS. 
Vervain for health, for b 	Tie 'poi 
With these hecsatisfied alt natu,e's 
And late returning home rip* w - 
Enjoy'd the frugal bountytkCt 
Iris mind was royal in a.10ke 
And dignified the meanneStref h 
He first in Spring. Was 	c. up, 
In Autumn fiat t' unloatet*bintoa 
For every bud the early yeast' 
A reddening apple on the 
Ev'u in the Midst of Wiut  
When snow and frost had 
When cold had split thero 
Arid shackled up the mighty 
-de then, auticipati»g Summer' 
The tendrils of the soft ricaetha 
His industry awak'd sin: lazy 
And'hasten'd Un the Zepdyr's In 
For this with pregnant bccs ht< chid' 
'I" abound: the balmy harvest all hi .  
Successive swarms reward ;fit; faitlifol 
NfOne'press'd from richer combs the 
He etiownId his rural orchard's p 
With flowering lime-trees, and a 
He knew in eracefulurder to di 

it 	'bodied' e/tilS, transplanted 

"'Ant Niolie, old 
Inthrvgian hills, a Mar Ie 
CbTrtig'il Pannier !tithi.e s a 
On 	wings thy 

But I a lookirat-glass 
That thou might'q nee ' 
Nb; I wol* be a in 
That so IT ar 
But 1 a sidrer ‘tre 
To was illy skin 
I would myself ,  
To bathe loco - h 
Pim uld t 
fF 	 ely 	ding ho5 in 

a mat-wind net 

I weitittl thy stencrr wet' 
To tread 	me. tionstitiad 

-,, 
• TWEN 

FILL with 
Ye virgim hi a TtiJily 
Long since *tied  titilly  h 
1 scarcely b*the, arif,tt iv 

0 ! with there, fresher noiverS, 
The facling.garland on my brow, 
Fur MI I illerkehittd' 8 raging heat. 
Has rifled 41.1lieir paces sv;e.t; 
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